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Announcements and News

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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Release Notes
This section contains the following information for release 7.7:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom product maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS and preventive services

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

Products Names and Abbreviations

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• PDSMAN
• CA 1
• CSM (CSM)
• Common Components and Services
• CSM (CSM)
• OPS/MVS
• Vantage
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Portfolio Simplification for PDSMAN
PDSMAN includes the following features and capabilities:

LLA Extensions and Performance Addresses problems that are commonly encountered when using
the system library lookaside (LLA) facility. By resolving issues
such as cache synchronization, ease of operation and tracking of
LLA-managed libraries, these facilities allow additional libraries to
be defined for LLA management, maximizing the use of LLA and
resulting in better overall system performance.

Auditing and Comparison Provides improved tracking, control and management of your
PDS and PDSE library data. The Auditing facilities provide an
audit trail of updates and accesses to library members, consistent
recording of member control information and serialization to
protect the integrity of your libraries during update operations. The
Comparison facilities provide improved tracking, identification and
control of changes at the member, library, system and sysplex
levels.

Space Management and FastCopy Addresses common issues with PDS space management.
The Library Space Reuse facility offers a proactive solution
to PDS out-of-space conditions (and related issues of library
overallocation and unscheduled or unnecessary library
compressions) by dynamically reusing space in PDS libraries
when members are updated or deleted. The FastCopy facility is a
high-speed, transparent replacement for the IBM IEBCOPY utility.
FastCopy provides functional enhancements and capabilities
not available in IEBCOPY, improved overall performance and an
integrated driver for PDS compression and space management.

Member and Library Tools Provides improved management and recovery of your PDS and
PDSE library data. The Library Member Archiving facilities track
when individual members were last referenced, allowing you
to reclaim wasted DASD space by identifying, archiving and
subsequently deleting inactive or obsolete library members. The
Library Member Recovery facilities provide both current and
previous member version recovery capabilities, ensuring that
individual members or even entire libraries can be restored if their
data is lost or damaged.

Release 7.7 Support Information
Operating System Support
PDSMAN executes on the IBM z/OS operating system and supports all releases of z/OS that are supported by IBM.

System Requirements
The requirements listed in the following sections must be met or exceeded for the indicated facilities of PDSMAN r7.7 to
run correctly.

Vantage GMI
PDSMAN is a Vantage enabled product. Viewing PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring information using Vantage or
Vantage GMI requires Vantage GMI r12 SP02.
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Common Components and Services
PDSMAN requires Common Components and Services r11 SP08 or later.

OPS/MVS
The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System can pass information about the events it monitors to OPS/MVS
using the OPS/MVS Generic Event API. Use of this interface requires a supported release of OPS/MVS r11.6 or later.

Installation Considerations
The installation environment and procedures for PDSMAN r7.7 have changed considerably from previous releases. You
must install r7.7 as a new base release and into a new set of SMP/E libraries and control structures. You need to install
the base release only once. Subsequent fixes and enhancements are applied through ongoing maintenance.

Use only the supplied r7.7 procedures, JCL skeletons, and documentation to install this release of PDSMAN. Do not reuse
installation materials from prior releases.

Database Requirement
PDSMAN uses a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS) database to record information collected about your partitioned
library environment.

WARNING
Earlier releases of PDSMAN required the database only if you were using a product facility that needed it to
store collected information. Beginning with PDSMAN r7.7, creating the database and establishing the associated
database environment are best practices that are no longer optional.

The database is usually shared by all PDSMAN images.

For information on allocating the database file and establishing the database environment see PDSMAN configurations.

New Facilities and Major Enhancements
This section describes new facilities and major enhancements to existing PDSMAN facilities available in the PDSMAN
r7.7 base release. Some of these items were initially made available with r7.6 maintenance.

This section contains the following topics:

• Enhancements Available with Release 7.7 Base

• New Facilities and Major Enhancements Available since Release 7.7 Base  

New Facilities and Major Enhancements Available with Release 7.7 Base
 

CSM
PDSMAN is enhanced to allow it to be installed using CSM, which is an application with a web-based user interface (UI)
that helps you download, install, and maintain z/OS products, and provides a unified view of the products.

In addition to CSM, you can still install the product using your traditional installation method. Use only the supplied r7.7
procedures, JCL skeletons, and documentation to install this release of PDSMAN. Do not reuse installation materials from
prior releases.
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PDSMAN Health Checks
PDSMAN is enhanced to include Health Checks that continually monitor aspects of the product environment and provide
feedback on whether the monitored facilities continue to operate properly. The Health Checks integrate with IBM Health
Checker for z/OS to verify that the software follows our best practices.

The following subtasks execute within the main PDSMAN product address space:

• The Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask, PDSMPMON
• The LLA Monitoring subtask, PDSMLMON
• The Cross-System Communications subtask, PDSMMCPU
• The Database Queue Management subtask, PDSMQMDB
• The Database Server Address Space Management subtask, PDSMDB

During normal operation, these subtasks are active and available to provide functionality or to service other product
components that rely on data they supply.

The PDSMAN Health Checks monitor the status of these required subtasks and raise exception conditions if they are
inactive or not operating normally.

Vantage GMI Enablement
Vantage GMI provides an easy to use graphical environment for managing your storage resources. Combining the
presentation capabilities of Vantage GMI with the comprehensive partitioned library management tools provided by
PDSMAN provides the best solution for overall management of your PDS and PDSE libraries. Using this powerful
combination, you can easily determine the status of your partitioned resources and take action to correct existing or
potential problems.

The PDSMAN objects provided for Vantage GMI are specifically designed to show status information collected by the
PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring system and to allow you to take preventative or corrective action using
PDSMAN facilities.

The following Vantage GMI PDSMAN objects are available:

• Directory Space Usage
• Library Space Usage
• Library Validation
• LLA Synchronization
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Resource Monitoring Summary

Vantage GMI is available free of charge with PDSMAN and many other Broadcom products. If you have already installed
Vantage GMI for another product you do not need to install it again for PDSMAN.

For more information about configuring and using Vantage GMI to view PDSMAN information, see Vantage GMI.

EZYEDIT External Objects Facility
A new facility, the External Objects Facility, is added to the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform.

The EZYEDIT External Objects (EXO) facility allows you to specify user-defined objects on the EZYEDIT Selection Panel.
These objects are called external objects because EZYEDIT has no built-in awareness of what the objects are or how
they are to be processed. Instead, the EXO facility provides a framework for you to create, specify, and process the
external objects.
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EXOs can be used to bridge to other processes or products. For example, you may define an object that can be used
to process DB2 tables or commands. PDSMAN provides a number of sample EXOs that you can use as they are or as
models for your own external objects.

New Facilities and Major Enhancements Available Since Release 7.7 Base
 

Active Directory Lookaside Facility for Dynamic LLA Management
The PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) facility reduces the time and resources spent searching PDS and
PDSE libraries by placing frequently searched private libraries in Library Lookaside (LLA). ADL actively manages the LLA
environment to provide:

• Elapsed search time savings
• Reduced I/O operations
• CPU cycle savings
• Improved utilization of LLA

Because of the high volume of directory searches, even small reductions in I/O activity and search times can result in
substantial overall benefit and better system performance. 

For more information, see Active Directory Lookaside.

CSM
PDSMAN is enhanced to allow it to be configured using the CSM (CSM). CSM expands provides a web-based user
interface that helps you configure PDSMAN runtime environments.

In addition to using CSM, you can still configure PDSMAN using your traditional configuration method

CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems.

CSM provides services that make it easier for you to do the following:

• Acquire, install, and deploy products
• Automatically obtain and apply maintenance
• These services enable you to easily manage your software based on industry accepted best practices. A web-based

interface makes the look and feel of the environment friendly and familiar, enabling you to install and maintain your
products faster and with less chance of error.

You can acquire CSM from the Broadcom Support website.

Support for CSM is provided with PTF RO36050. To use CSM you must also have CSM Release 4.0 or later. For more
information see, Installing and the CSM online help.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording
The new Usage Statistics Recording facility tracks and reports how various PDSMAN facilities are used in your
environment. With these statistics you can:

• Better measure the benefit that you derive from PDSMAN by identifying the facilities that you use and how frequently
you use them.

• Tap latent product value by identifying facilities you are not currently using that could help you better manage your PDS
and PDSE libraries.
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Usage Statistics Recording is enabled automatically and records usage information about the following PDSMAN
components:

• The LLA Extensions Facility
• Performance Facilities
• Auditing Facilities
• Comparison Facilities
• FastCopy Facility
• Library Space Management
• Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities
• The EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Facility
• Productivity Tool Facilities
• The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facility
• PDSMAN Common Services and Facilities

Support for Usage Statistics Recording is provided with PTFs RO33883, RO42345, RO45849, RO50409, and RO58121.
For more information, see PDSMAN Usage Statistics.

PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement Enhancements
PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, also named PDSMAN "Rules", are used to control many of the facilities that
are provided by the product. These statements are read, interpreted, and activated when the PDSMAN address space is
started or when it is reinitialized using an F PDSMAN,NEWRULES operator command.                           

PDSMAN is enhanced to make the Initialization Control Statements easier to use and administer. Specific enhancements
include:

                                                   

For information about using PDSMAN rules, see Customizing PDSMAN.

Initialization Rule Report

A new report, the Initialization Rule Report, is written each time that the PDSMAN rules are processed. The report
shows the text of each line in the rule input stream, identifies the source of the line, and provides information about the
initialization processing performed.                                          

The Initialization Rule Report is particularly helpful in determining which rules are inactive when the $SYSID control
statement is used. The report also makes it easier to determine the cause and location of syntax or other errors that are
detected when the rules are processed. For a sample of this report, see Rule Reporting.                          

Initialization Summary Report

Although PDSMAN rules are typically coded in a single source location, it is also possible to provide input from multiple
sources. Sometimes, PDSMAN itself provides internally generated lines for the rule input stream.

A new report, the Initialization Source Report, is written each time that the PDSMAN rules are processed. The report
shows all the input source locations from which PDSMAN rules were read. For a sample of this report, see Rule
Reporting.

Rule-Related Message Changes                                                              

PDSMAN initialization processing is restructured to reduce the overall number of PDSMINIT-xx messages that are issued
and to provide more descriptive error information.                        
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Rule Directives                                               

A new type of statement, named a Rule Directive, can now be specified in the PDSMAN rule input stream. Directives are
used to add flexibility to how you specify and manage your PDSMAN rules.

#INCLUDE Rule Directive                                    

The #INCLUDE directive allows rules from sources other than the PDSMINIT DD statement in the PDSMAN address
space JCL to be dynamically included in the rule input stream. This increases flexibility by allowing you to specify
PDSMAN rule locations indirectly. For information about this directive, see the #INCLUDE Rule Directive. 

Enhancements to Existing Facilities
This section describes changes to existing PDSMAN facilities available in the PDSMAN r7.7 base release. Many of these
items were initially made available with r7.6 maintenance.

This section contains the following topics:

• Enhancements Available with Release 7.7 Base

• Enhancements Available since Release 7.7 Base

Enhancements Available with Release 7.7 Base
 

EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform
The following enhancements have been made to the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform:

• Support for Extended Address Volumes
• Enhanced support for System Symbols
• Personal List Display EXPORT and IMPORT Primary Commands
• Personal List Display PLISTCHK Primary Command
• Member List Display PLISTADD Primary Command
• Support for ISPF browse, edit and view of VSAM data sets
• Member List Display SSI Field Reporting

 

Support for Extended Address Volumes (EAVs)

The EZYEDIT Volume Information Display now shows information for Extended Address Volumes (EAVs).
Three new views have been added to the Volume Information Display:

• The Volume Status view
• The Volume Space view
• The Track Managed view

In addition, the two current display views have been renamed and changed to show different information:

• The Free Space view now shows only volume Free Space information
• The Utilization view has been renamed to the Volume Usage view and now shows Volume and VTOC usage

information

The EZYEDIT topic and EZYEDIT online tutorial provide information about the changed views as well as descriptions of
each display field.
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The Volume Information display also now supports a REFRESH primary command. This command allows the display to
be rebuilt without having to exit to the display.

WARNING

Users who use the USING and MODEL parameters of the EZYEDIT HARDCOPY and OUTPUT commands
should be aware that the names of some EZYEDIT Volume Information Display fields have changed as a
result of this enhancement. If you are using these command parameters to output Volume Information Display
information that is later processed electronically (for example, in a spreadsheet or REXX EXEC), you should
verify that your external processes still operate as expected with the new field names and formats.

The following specific field changes have been made:

• LARGEST is now an alias of the CONTTRK field, which reports the largest number of contiguous tracks available on
the volume. LARGEST was previously an alias for CONTCYL.

• FREESPACE is now an alias of the VOLFREE field, which reports the number of tracks available on the volume.
FREESPACE was previously an alias for FREECYL.

• Fields VTOCPCNT and INDPCNT previously contained three byte numeric values. These fields now contain the three
byte numeric percentage value followed by a trailing percent sign (%).

• The FREE-DSCBs field which contains the number of Free DSCBs available in the VTOC is no longer displayed. It can
no longer be used in batch scripts to sort or filter a display. It remains available for OUTput using the USING command
parameter.

• The IND field previously indicated whether or not a volume contained an indexed VTOC by displaying Yes or No. This
field now displays the following:

• Act - Indexed VTOC is active
• Ina - Indexed VTOC is not active
• No - No Indexed VTOC found
• The following fields now contain scaled numeric values: FREESPACE, FREECYL, FREETRK, FREEEXT, LARGEST,

CONTCYL, CONTTRK, CAPACITY, VOLTRKS, and VOLFREE. Previously, these fields contained numeric values up
to 99999. They are now scaled by using a four digit numeric value followed by a scaling indicator such as K, M or G.

• The FREETRK, CONTTRK and VOLFREE fields have been reduced from six to five bytes in length as a result of the
new scaling capabilities.

Enhanced Support for System Symbols

EZYEDIT system symbol resolution has been enhanced as follows:

• The EZYEDIT Selection panel now supports system symbols in all data set and volume fields, as well as in definitions
saved in the Dataset Variable area.

• Clone, Move and Copy processing supports output data set and volume specifications, as well as parameter overrides,
that include system symbols.

• EZYEDIT panels that prompt for data set names support system symbols in the Dataset Name and Volume fields.
• Personal Lists support command data that contains system symbols.
• EZYEDIT-in-Batch supports command input that contains system symbols.

EZYEDIT Personal List Display EXPORT and IMPORT Primary Commands

New primary commands EXPORT and IMPORT are available on the EZYEDIT Personal List display.
The EXPORT primary command saves the entries in the Personal List Index to a library member specified by the user.
The IMPORT command loads a saved Personal List Index, allowing personal lists to be shared between users more
easily.
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EZYEDIT Personal List Display PLISTCHK Primary Command

A new primary command PLISTCHK is available on the EZYEDIT Personal List display. This command is used to validate
the entries in the Personal List Index.

EZYEDIT Member List Display PLISTADD Primary Command

A new primary command PLISTADD is available on the EZYEDIT Member List display. This command adds the specified
member to the EZYEDIT Personal List Index.

Browse, Edit and View of VSAM Data Sets

EZYEDIT data set support is enhanced by allowing VSAM data sets to be browsed, edited or viewed using ISPF services.
These functions require VSAM support to be enabled in the ISPF Configuration Table.

A new parameter VSAMCMD is added to the $EZYEDIT Initialization Control Statement. This parameter specifies the
processing to be performed when a VSAM file is selected.

Member List Display SSI Field Reporting

The EZYEDIT Member List Display is enhanced to report SSI information for executable modules.

General Product Enhancements
The following general enhancements have been made to PDSMAN:

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface Enhancements

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring (PRM) system is used to monitor the status of your PDS and PDSE data
sets. One part of the PRM system is the PRM Utility Interface program (PDSMPMBI) that allows you to perform monitoring
in the batch environment. The following functional improvements have been made to the PDSMPMBI utility:

• Three new special names: LPALIST, RITLIST and RMLLIST are now available on the MONITOR LIB= and XLIB=
parameters.

• A new MONITOR DATASOURCE= parameter is available that can be used to change where the utility retrieves
resource status information.

• Performance has been significantly enhanced in cases where a large number of migrated data sets are selected for
processing by a LIB= pattern specification.

• PDSMPMBI now bypasses the processing of data sets that are marked as PDSs (DSORG=PO) but do not have any
space allocated to them (such as a model DSCB).

Cross-System Communication Facility Performance Improvements

The PDSMAN Cross-System Communication facility, PDSMMCPU, communicates events of interest to other copies of
PDSMAN executing in a multiple system, shared DASD environment.

PDSMMCPU has been enhanced to asynchronously process events that are incoming from other systems, thus removing
the delays associated with the current synchronous processing. The new processing method provides considerable
performance improvement, especially when a large number of input events are being processed.

Member Update and Control Facility (PDSM33) CTLFILE=U Parameter Value

A new control statement parameter setting, U, has been added to the CTLFILE parameter used for Member Update and
Control Facility DECAT processing. The new setting provides additional flexibility for you to selectively update control files
in the output PDSMUPD data set.
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Remote Data Compare Facility (PDSM37) NOVERSIONS Parameter

A new control statement parameter has been added to the Remote Data Compare facility COMPARE and GENCOMP
control statements. The NOVERSIONS parameter provides additional flexibility in processing data sets that contain
multiple member versions (as maintained by the PDSMAN Multiple Member Version Support facility) or package backout
members created by Endevor.

Last Reference Date Recording Enhancement for Future Dates

The PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility has been enhanced to allow recording of last reference dates for
members updated after January 1, 2015.

Technical Currency Enhancements

PDSMAN has been updated for z/OS 1.10 and 1.11.

Documentation Updates with Release 7.7 Base
This section contains topics related to documentation enhancements.

Installing PDSMAN

The Installing section has been restructured and describes the following methods of installing PDSMAN:

CSM

Best Practices 

The documentation set now includes a Best Practices section. This section provides describes the best practices for
installing and configuring PDSMAN.

These best practices represent years of product experience, much of which is based on customer experience reported
through interviews with development, technical support, and technical services. Therefore, many of these best practices
are truly a collaborative effort stemming from customer feedback.

Enhancements Available since Release 7.7 Base
 

EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Enhancements
The following enhancements have been made to the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform.

EZYEDIT User Command Alias Prompt Option

The EZYEDIT User Command Alias display allows you to define alias entries for frequently used commands and execute
them directly from the display or by typing the alias name in the primary or line command field.

EZYEDIT is enhanced by the addition of a PROMPT option for user command alias processing. Before this change, the
Command Confirmation panel was always displayed before invoking a user command alias. The PROMPT option allows
the confirmation panel to be bypassed.
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ISPF Edit Line Command Table Support

EZYEDIT is enhanced to support ISPF Editor Edit Line Command tables that were introduced with z/OS 1.13.  With this
change, EZYEDIT users can now specify a line command table when selecting a data set or member for EDIT or VIEW. A
default line command table can also be established using the EZYEDIT Edit Options.        

EZYEDIT Volume Information Display Enhancements

The EZYEDIT Volume Information Display is enhanced to improve selection processing when a pattern matching multiple
storage group definitions has been specified. This display is also enhanced by the addition of a new command, USAGE,
that summarizes space usage for the DASD volumes that are shown in the display. For more information, see the
EZYEDIT Volume Information Display.                                           

Last Reference Date Recording Usability for PDSEs
The PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility allows users to identify inactive PDS and PDSE library members by
recording the date on which a member was last referenced.                                                              

When the last reference date is recorded for a data (non-program object) PDSE library, the z/OS operating system
requires the accessing user to have update authority for the library. This action can cause operational issues and,
sometimes, require a choice between granting all users to update authority or not using PDSMAN Last Reference Date
Recording for those PDSE libraries.                                               

PDSMAN is enhanced to address the operational issues that are caused by this z/OS requirement by allowing last
reference dates for PDSE members to be recorded by the PDSMAN address space instead of by the accessing user.
With this enhancement, only the PDSMAN address space needs have update authority to the PDSE libraries. For more
information, see Last Reference Date Recording Usage Notes.

Library Comparison by CSECT
The PDSM36 Library Compare Utility program is enhanced by the addition of the BYCSECT parameter. BYCSECT
allows executable programs to be compared on a CSECT by CSECT basis rather than at the program level. When this
parameter is specified, programs that have CSECTS in a different order but are otherwise identical are reported as
matches. For more information, see Comparing Libraries Using PDSM36.

General Enhancements
The following enhancements have been made to PDSMAN Member Archiving and Recovery facilities.

FastCopy Support for Copying Program Object Control Information

PDSMAN records Last Reference Date and Member Control Information for program objects in the PDSMAN database.
Previously, when PDS load modules were copied to PDSE program objects the last reference date was not copied and
the update member control information was set to current values. This behavior, which was a documented limitation of the
PDSMAN database, can result in the loss of valuable historical information about the load modules.

FastCopy is enhanced to eliminate this limitation by dynamically copying PDSMAN control information from input PDS or
program object libraries to the PDSMAN database when $UPDATE CONTROL=Y is effective for an output program object
library.                                  

Database Maintenance and Reporting Utility COPYCONTROL Statement

The PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting Utility is enhanced by the addition of the COPYCONTROL control
statement. This statement can be used to recover PDSMAN control information for load modules that were converted
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to program objects but did not have their control information recorded in the PDSMAN database at the time of their
conversion. Using COPYCONTROL, the control information for converted load modules can be associated with the
corresponding program objects in the PDSMAN database.

For more information, see PDSM38 Control Statements.

PDSMAN Journaling Security Option

The PDSMAN Up-to-the-Minute Member Recovery and Previous Version Recoverability facilities use a journal library to
hold updated members so they can be recovered if they are lost or inadvertently changed. Prior to this change, the user
updating the member was required to also have update authority to the corresponding PDSMAN journal library.

The new $JOURNAL JSO parameter allows you to use your system security product to allow only the PDSMAN
journaling process, not individual users, to update the journal libraries. For more information, see Total Member Recovery
Implementation, Previous Version Recoverability Usage Notes and the $JOURNAL control statement.

LLA Extensions LLARULE Report

The PDSMAN LLA/E Batch Interface and Reporting utility (PDSM35) provides reports that show how LLA is used in your
environment. A new report, LLARULE, shows the PDSMAN $LLA initialization control statement parameter settings that
are in effect for libraries managed by LLA. For more information, see LLA Reporting.

Additional PDSMAN Health Checks
Health checks allow you to identify potential problems before they negatively affect your system or computing
environment. The following new health checks have been added to PDSMAN.

PDSMAN_BSI_IN_LPA

The installation instructions for PDSMAN releases 7.5 and earlier included a recommendation for Checkpoint/Restart
users to copy the PDSMBSI module to the LPA concatenation during installation. This installation step is no longer a
requirement and has been removed from the PDSMAN documentation as of release 7.6. This health check reports when
the PDSMBSI module is in LPA.

PDSMAN_LRDR_ON_LLA_DSN

The PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility allows you to identify inactive library members by recording the
date that each member was last accessed. When recording last reference dates for members of LLA managed libraries,
unnecessary processing can be performed if PDSMAN is not properly configured to automatically update the LLA cache.
This health check reports situations where changing the PDSMAN configuration can result in more efficient recording. For
more information, see Last Reference Date Recording Usage Notes.

OPS/MVS System State Manager Integration
The OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) facility automates and controls the management of system resources such
as started tasks, subsystems, JES initiators and VTAM nodes.

PDSMAN is enhanced to provide information regarding the PDSMAN address space started task to OPS/MVS SSM.
The OPS/MVS Generic Event API is used to communicate the state information. OPS/MVS users can write )API rules to
respond to the PDSMAN events, or can allow OPS/MVS to take default actions such as issuing console messages.

PDSMAN also communicates heartbeat and status information to OPS/MVS on a timed basis as well as when a warning
or problem situation is detected. OPS/MVS )API rules can also be written to respond to these events.
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Support for OPS/MVS System State Manager integration is provided with PTF RO25010. SSM capabilities are available
on any supported version of OPS/MVS. PDSMAN users who are not running OPS/MVS are not affected by this
enhancement. This facility is documented in Administrating.

PDSMAN User Exit Installation
Although not typically utilized by most customers, PDSMAN supports user-written exits for a number of product interfaces
and utility programs.

PDSMAN is enhanced to provide a new method for installing and using user exits. User exits can now be linked as
standalone load modules, allowing you to manage them separately from the executable modules distributed with
PDSMAN. With this additional level of indirection, you have more control over the names of the executable modules that
contain exit code.

Support for this method of installing and managing PDSMAN user exits is provided with PTF RO28420. The enhanced
installation method is documented in Installing.

WARNING

You can continue to install and maintain user exits as you have done in the past, however be aware that future
PDSMAN releases will support only the enhanced user exit method.

Technical Currency Enhancements
The following technical currency enhancements have been made to PDSMAN.

Operating System Support

PDSMAN has been updated for z/OS 2.2.

Support for PDSE Member Generations

IBM APAR OA42358 (PTF UA71462) enhances PDSE data sets to allow a user to save a fixed number of previous
generations for each member.

The PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions facility is enhanced with compatibility support for PDSE member generations.
Also, the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform is enhanced to support allocating and displaying PDSE data sets with
generations enabled and to support displaying and manipulating both current and previous PDSE member generations
using the EZYEDIT Member List display.    

PDSMAN Address Space ASID and LX Reuse Support    

PDSMAN is enhanced to reuse a previous ASID and eliminate an IEF352I informational message that is issued when
the product is shut down. The PDSMAN address now reserves a reusable system LX for the PDSMAN Program Call
(PC) number. After applying PTF RO58236, PDSMAN can be started in a reusable address space by addition of the
',REUSASID=YES' option on the start command for the PDSMAN started task. 

IEBCOPY User Exit Support

PDSMAN is enhanced to support IEBCOPY User Exits introduced in z/OS 2.1.

Documentation Updates since Release 7.7 Base
This section contains topics that are related to documentation enhancements. The following updates are available.
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Documentation

PDSMAN product documentation is available on the DocOps platform. Broadcom is constantly updating and improving
content on DocOps based on customer feedback.

You can comment directly on any page of your product's documentation to rate its usefulness, find content quickly with
intuitive search, and export documentation for offline use in PDF formats.

This documentation has been updated with the latest technical changes to PDSMAN and reformatted using Broadcom
standards. 

Installing

Installing  has been restructured and describes how to configure PDSMAN using both CSM and the traditional method.

Other Sections

Several other PDSMAN sections and topics have been updated to reflect the enhancements that are described in Release
Notes, improve readability and correct minor errors.

Product Names and Abbreviations
The following products are referenced throughout this site:

• CA 1
• ACF2
• Automation Point
• CARS
• Common Components and Services
• CSM
• Disk
• Endevor
• File Master Plus
• GMI
• Health Checker
• Librarian
• LMP
• OPS/MVS
• Panexec
• Panvalet
• PMO
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Top Secret
• Vantage
• Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers
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Best Practices
The section describes the best practices for installing and configuring your product. The intended audience is systems
programmers and administrators who install, maintain, deploy, and configure your product.

Installation Best Practices
These are the installation best practices.

Contents

Use CSM

Use CSM to acquire, install, and maintain PDSMAN.

Business Value:

CSM provides a common way to manage mainframe products. CSM provides a web interface, which works with Electronic
Software Delivery (ESD) and standardized installation and management of mainframe products. You can use it to
download and install PDSMAN.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

Additional Considerations:

After you install PDSMAN, use the Installing and the Administrating sections to implement and configure the product. CSM
can continue to help you maintain PDSMAN.

You may also choose to deploy and configure PDSMAN using CSM.

More Information:

For more information about CSM, see the CSM documenation. For more information about product setup, see the
Installing and the Administrating sections.

Execute the Demonstration Job Stream

Execute the PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream after a new release is installed or when significant maintenance is
applied.

Business Value:

Executing the Demonstration Job Stream helps you verify that the new software release, service pack, or maintenance
PTF has been correctly installed and reduces the risk of maintenance-related problems.

Additional Considerations:

The Demonstration Job Stream executes many major PDSMAN facilities including FastCopy, EZYEDIT, Library Space
Reuse, and String Scan and Replacement.

We suggest you incorporate the Demonstration Job Stream in the testing procedures you use to validate new PDSMAN
releases and maintenance. Note that some of the steps in the job stream may finish with return codes other than zero.
Examine the comments in the $DEMO member to determine the expected return codes.

The Demonstration Job Stream needs certain PDSMAN Installation Control Statements to execute properly. The required
statements are provided in member PDSMINIT of either the Sample Materials library or, if you configured the product
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using CSM, the Configuration Control library. If you used this member as a basis for your PDSMAN rules, the necessary
statements may already be in place.

In addition to its use as a testing tool, the $DEMO job stream demonstrates the wide range of facilities and features
provided by PDSMAN. The job stream output describes the facilities being demonstrated and provides comments to
explain the reported output.

More Information:

To view the $DEMO job stream, see member $DEMO in either the PDSMAN Sample Materials library or the Configuration
Control library.

For information about executing the demonstration job stream, see Verify Your PDSMAN Installation.

Implementation Best Practices
Once installation is complete, PDSMAN can be implemented. This section discusses the best practices for implementing
PDSMAN.

Contents

Enable PDSMAN Cross-System Communications

If you are executing PDSMAN on more than one LPAR in a shared DASD environment, use the PDSMAN Cross-Systems
Communication facility to exchange information between PDSMAN images.

Business Value:

Exchanging information allows PDSMAN to synchronize shared resources and more efficiently manage your partitioned
library environment.

Additional Considerations:

Each LPAR of a multiple-system, shared-DASD environment executes a separate PDSMAN image. To operate properly,
the images must exchange information about events such as updates to LLA and Dynamic BLDL libraries, Extended LLA
Operator Commands, and Partitioned Resource Management messages that occur on each system.

You should use the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication facility to establish this communication. The facility has two
components:

• The communications data set is a sequential data set defined on a shared DASD device so it can be accessed
and updated by all of the communicating PDSMAN images. Only one data set is required for each group of sharing
systems.

• Each of the communicating PDSMAN images has a communications subtask, PDSMMCPU, that executes in the
PDSMAN address space. PDSMMCPU processes incoming events from the communications data set and then
broadcasts outgoing events to the other systems.

For your convenience, the PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE health check periodically checks the status of the
PDSMMCPU communications subtask and raises an exception condition if PDSMMCPU is not active.

Note: You do not need to establish PDSMAN Cross-System communications if your PDSMAN image is isolated from all
other systems, as would be the case for a single LPAR test system.

More Information:

For more information on implementing the Cross-System Communications facility, including a description of the facility,
examples of use, and usage notes, see Establishing the Address Space.

For more information on allocating the shared communications data set, see PDSMAN Configurations .

For more information on the PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE health check, see PDSMAN Health Checks.
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Use a Properly Sized Communications Data Set

Avoid slowdowns in PDSMAN cross-system communication by allocating a communications data set large enough to
handle high-traffic periods.

Business Value:

By ensuring the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication data set is of sufficient size, you eliminate communication
slowdowns between PDSMAN images and reduce the risk of cross-system operational delays.

Additional Considerations:

The PDSMAN Cross-System Communication facility exchanges information between PDSMAN images in multiple
system, shared-DASD environments. The centerpiece of the facility is the Cross-System Communication data set, which
is defined on a shared DASD device so it can be accessed and updated by all of the communicating PDSMAN images.
One communications data set is required for each group of sharing systems.

If the communications data set is too small, slowdowns can occur. No data is ever lost due to a slowdown, but the
additional time required to communicate with the other systems can result in operational problems or delays.

The proper size for the data set depends on the number of PDSMAN images and the expected amount of update traffic.
An allocation of five primary cylinders with no secondary extents is recommended default.

You can identify that a slowdown has occurred by looking for PDSMMCPU-05 messages written to the PDSMAN job log.
An occasional message during peak traffic is not a cause for concern, but frequent recurrence or long-lasting slowdown
periods indicate the communications data set should be enlarged.

NOTE
Because the communications data set is allocated in the PDSMAN address space JCL, all PDSMAN images
sharing the data set must be stopped before reallocation.

More Information:

For more information about allocating the communications data set, see PDSMAN Configurations .

Establish a PDSMAN Database Environment

Allocate a VSAM database file and establish associated PDSMAN database environments to allow PDSMAN to record
persistent information about your partitioned libraries.

Business Value:

Establishing a database environment is required for certain PDSMAN facilities to operate properly, it also positions you for
future use of the database capabilities.

Additional Considerations:

PDSMAN uses a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS) to record information about your partitioned library environment.
Earlier releases of PDSMAN required you to establish a database environment only if you were using a product facility
that stored information in the database.

WARNING
Beginning with PDSMAN r7.7, it is a best practice that you allocate a database file and establish the database
environment.

This best practice is being established so the database is available for future use by other PDSMAN facilities. If you do not
currently have a database environment defined, you should do so at your earliest convenience. PDSMAN will continue to
run normally even if the database is not defined.

Member ALOCDB of the Sample Materials library contains sample JCL for allocating the VSAM data set. If you are
running more than one PDSMAN image you will normally share a single database file between the images.
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A PDSMAN database environment must be established on each PDSMAN image. The database environment consists of
the following:

• The Database Queue Manager subtask, PDSMQMDB, which runs as a subtask of the PDSMAN address space and
manages database recording queues.

• The Database Control subtask, PDSMDB, which runs as a subtask of the PDSMAN address space and controls and
manages the PDSMAN database address space.

• The PDSMAN Database Address Space, a separate address space that performs all database update and retrieval
operations.

The two subtasks, PDSMQMDB and PDSMDB, as well as the PDSMAN Database Address Space, are started
automatically when PDSMAN is initialized. You must specify the name of the VSAM data set on the $DATABASE
Initialization Control Statement for the automatic startup to take place.

The PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE and PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE health checks periodically verify the status
of the Database Queue Manager and Database Control subtasks, respectively, and raise an exception condition if the
subtasks are not active.

More Information:

For information on the database environment, see PDSMAN Configurations and the Database Considerations.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMQMDB and PDSMDB subtasks, see
Address Space Commands.

For more information on the PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE and PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE health checks,
see PDSMAN Health Checks.

Establish Database Backup Procedures

Establish procedures to perform regular backups of your PDSMAN database.

Business Value:

By making frequent backups of your PDSMAN database you reduce the risk of data loss should your database file
become damaged, destroyed or unusable.

Additional Considerations:

PDSMAN uses a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS) database to record information collected about your partitioned
library environment. Establishing a PDSMAN database environment, including allocating the database file, is a PDSMAN
best practice.

It is important to establish procedures to regularly back up the database file. You back up the database by using the
PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility to snapshot the data to another VSAM file. You then back up this
copy of the database using your normal backup procedures. We suggest you perform the backup operation during a
period of low database usage.

Member BKUPDB in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL you can tailor to perform regular
backups. Member RESTDB in the same library contains sample JCL for restoring database entries from a backup copy.

More Information:

For additional information on backup procedures and the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility, see
Database Considerations.

Monitor the System Library Look-Aside (LLA) Facility

Use PDSMAN LLA Monitoring to collect real-time information about libraries being managed by the system Library Look-
Aside (LLA) facility.
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Business Value:

LLA improves system performance by optimizing how the system finds and loads programs for execution. Using the
PDSMAN LLA Extensions facilities, you can realize the performance benefit of managing additional libraries with LLA
while avoiding the operational, administrative, and synchronization problems usually associated with LLA management.

Additional Considerations:

LLA improves the performance of system program fetch processing by caching member directory entries in virtual
storage, making it easier and faster for the system to find programs that are to be executed.

However, it can be challenging to use LLA in environments with a dynamic mix of LLA-managed libraries or when the
libraries are frequently updated. System ABENDs can occur, or the wrong version of a program can be mistakenly
executed, when the LLA cache is not synchronized with the directory entries.

The PDSMAN LLA Extensions are a collection of facilities designed to make LLA easier to use and manage. Using the
LLA Extensions, you can easily add or remove libraries from LLA management, avoid synchronization problems, and
communicate update activity to all systems sharing the libraries.

LLA Monitoring is performed by the PDSMLMON subtask executing in the PDSMAN address space. PDSMLMON
periodically examines your LLA configuration, looking for changes in the set of libraries being managed, updates to the
LLA cache tables, and directory entry synchronization problems.

PDSMLMON also provides information to other PDSMAN facilities. It supplies the names of the LLA-managed libraries
to the EZYEDIT LLALIST display, supports the Library Space Reuse facility by automatically delaying the reuse of free
space holes in LLA-managed libraries, and improves the efficiency of Last Reference Date Recording for LLA members.

LLA Monitoring should be active in any PDSMAN environment, regardless of the number of libraries being managed by
LLA. The PDSMLMON subtask is started automatically when the PDSMAN address space is started.

The PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE health check periodically checks the status of the LLA Monitoring subtask and
raises an exception condition if PDSMLMON is not active.

More Information:

For more information on the LLA Monitoring function, see Monitoring the LLA Address Space.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMLMON subtask, see Address Space
Commands.

For more information on the PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE health check, see PDSMAN Health Checks.

Monitor the Status of your Partitioned Libraries

Use the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring facility to collect information regarding the status of your partitioned
library resources.

Business Value:

Using the information provided by Partitioned Resource Monitoring, you can be proactive in preventing and addressing
situations that threaten the operation of your partitioned libraries.

Additional Considerations:

Partitioned Resource Monitoring simplifies management of your PDS and PDSE libraries by providing timely, accurate,
and pertinent information regarding your partitioned library environment.

The monitoring system consists of a subtask, PDSMPMON, that executes in the PDSMAN address space and
instruments within PDSMAN that report library and directory space usage, PDS validation, LLA synchronization, and other
status information.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring should be active in any PDSMAN environment, regardless of the specific monitoring
instruments you have enabled. The PDSMPMON subtask is started automatically with the PDSMAN address space.
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The PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE health check periodically checks the status of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring
subtask and raises an exception condition if PDSMPMON is not active.

More Information:

For more information on Partitioned Resource Monitoring, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMPMON subtask, see Address Space
Commands.

For more information on the PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE health check, see PDSMAN Health Checks.

Configuration Best Practices
These are the configuration best practices.

Contents

Use the NEWRULES Command to Reinitialize PDSMAN

Use the PDSMAN NEWRULES command to activate changes to your PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements.

Business Value:

Using the NEWRULES command allows control statement changes to be activated without the disruption of stopping and
restarting PDSMAN or performing a system IPL.

Additional Considerations:

PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, also known as “rules”, are used to enable product facilities, specify options,
and control many other aspects of PDSMAN processing. After you make changes to these rules, they must be activated to
make them effective.

The best practice for activating rules is to issue the following operator modify command:

F pdsman,NEWRULES

Where pdsman is the name of the PDSMAN address space. This command causes PDSMAN to read, validate, and
activate the updated Initialization Control Statements.

NOTE
Do not cancel the PDSMAN address space, or IPL the system to activate new PDSMAN rules.

Do not stop and restart PDSMAN to activate the changed rules. Doing so causes PDSMAN to purge transient data such
as Dynamic BLDL tables and Partitioned Resource Monitoring status information that is maintained in the address space.

More Information:

For a description of NEWRULES and other PDSMAN address space commands, see Address Space Commands.

For a description of the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, see Initialization Control Statements.

Specify More Specific Library Name Patterns First

When using PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement library name patterns, specify more specific names or patterns
before those that are more general.

Business Value:

By properly using patterns on Initialization Control Statement parameters, you can configure PDSMAN with fewer control
statements and greatly simplify the ongoing management of your PDSMAN environment.

Additional Considerations:
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PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements control many aspects of PDSMAN processing. Some control statements, most
notably $ACCESS and $UPDATE, allow you to specify a library name pattern using the LIB= parameter. Using library
name patterns greatly reduces the number of control statements needed to configure PDSMAN.

When patterns are used, the order in which the control statements are specified can be significant. In checking for a rule
that matches the current environment, PDSMAN examines the Initialization Control Statements in order they are specified
and selects the first matching statement for processing.

It is a best practice to specify specific library names or patterns before those that are more general. For example, the
following statements:

$UPDATE LIB=PROD.-      PSR=N

$UPDATE LIB=-           PSR=Y

are used to control library space reuse (PSR) processing. The first statement disables library space reuse (PSR=N) on all
libraries with a high-level qualifier of PROD. The second statement enables the facility for all other libraries. In following
the best practice, the more specific data set name pattern is coded before the one that is more general.

If the order of the statements is reversed, space reuse is enabled for all libraries because the more general LIB=- pattern
matches all library names. The statement specifying the PROD pattern is never matched.

While patterns are most commonly specified on the $UPDATE and $ACCESS LIB= parameter, they can also be
used elsewhere in the Initialization Control Statements. This best practice also applies to these other statements and
parameters.

More Information:

For additional information on specifying PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, see Customizing PDSMAN.

Use $SYSID in Multiple System Environments

Use the $SYSID statement to simplify PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement configurations for multiple PDSMAN
images.

Business Value:

By using the $SYSID statement you simplify the task of configuring PDSMAN in a multiple system environment. Because
you have fewer Initialization Control Statements, the resulting configuration is less complex and easier to manage.

Additional Considerations:

PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements control many aspects of PDSMAN processing. In environments where there
are PDSMAN images running in multiple LPARS, it is often convenient to use a shared set of Initialization Control
Statements.

The $SYSID Initialization Control Statement facilitates the use of a common control statement data set by allowing you
to specify the names of the systems for which individual rules or parameters apply. Using $SYSID, rules and parameters
following the statement are applicable only to specified systems. Each new $SYSID cancels the effect of any previous
$SYSID.

The statements in the following example enable the Last Reference Date Recording facility (REF parameter) for all
libraries when accessed by the PROD system and disable the facility for accesses by systems SYSA and SYSB.

$SYSID     ID=PROD

$ACCESS    LIB=-  REF=Y

$SYSID     ID=SYSA,SYSB

$ACCESS    LIB=-  REF=N

$SYSID     ID=ALL

The $SYSID ID=ALL statement ensures that subsequent control statements and parameters are effective for all systems.
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More Information:

For additional information on specifying PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, see Customizing PDSMAN.

For more information on the $SYSID control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Reinitialize All PDSMAN Images Using a Shared Configuration

When using a shared set of Initialization Control Statements to configure PDSMAN on multiple systems, reinitialize all of
the sharing PDSMAN images after making control statement changes.

Business Value:

Activating configuration changes on all shared PDSMAN images ensures that PDSMAN is performing as you intend on
every system in your multiple LPAR environment.

Additional Considerations:

You can simplify your PDSMAN configuration by combining Initialization Control Statements for different systems in a
shared data set.

It is a best practice to reinitialize PDSMAN on all of the sharing systems after making control statement changes. This is
done by issuing the following operator modify command on each system:

F pdsman,NEWRULES

where pdsman is the name of the PDSMAN address space. This command causes PDSMAN to read, validate, and
activate the updated Initialization Control Statements.

NOTE
Do not stop and restart PDSMAN, cancel the address space, or IPL the system to activate new PDSMAN rules.

More Information:

For a description of NEWRULES and other PDSMAN address space commands, see Address Space Commands.

For a description of the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, see Initialization Control Statements.

Start Recording Last Reference Date Information

Enable Last Reference Date Recording soon after installing PDSMAN.

Business Value:

PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording allows you to identify inactive library members. By starting recording early, you
ensure that meaningful reference dates are available when you are ready to archive the inactive members.

Additional Considerations:

The cornerstone of any member level archiving solution is identifying which members are actually inactive. Frequently, the
inactive members must be identified in libraries containing thousands or even tens of thousands of other members.

PDSMAN identifies an inactive member by recording the date on which it was last accessed. Because it is impossible to
go back in time to determine past member accesses, it is important you begin recording last reference dates as soon as
possible; even if you have not yet decided which libraries to archive or how the archiving will be performed.

Enable PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording for any library for which you have a reasonable expectation you may
want to perform archiving. This includes large JCL, procedure, or executable program libraries that are shared by many
different users, are part of legacy systems, or belong to users who have left the company or changed job responsibilities.

The proper length of recording time varies from library to library based on your needs and usage pattern. Many users
record reference data information for up to a year before taking steps to archive and purge the inactive members.
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PDSMAN offers a wide range of archiving options including running utility programs in your batch environment, using the
FastCopy facility to move members selected by last reference date, or performing the process manually by asking users
to delete members based on the PDSMAN last reference date information.

More Information:

For more information on last reference date recording, see Recording Member Last Reference Dates.

For more information on archiving inactive members, see Archiving Inactive Library Members.

Make Proper Use of Access Audit Trails

Avoid excessive SMF recording of library member accesses by carefully choosing the libraries for which PDSMAN
Member Access Audit Trails are active.

Business Value:

By carefully selecting the libraries for which access audit trails are recorded, you reduce PDSMAN processing and write
fewer records to your SMF data sets.

Additional Considerations:

The PDSMAN Update and Access Audit Trails facility tracks and records audit information when library members are
updated or accessed. The audit trail records are written to SMF for subsequent examination and long-term storage.

The facility is most commonly used for auditing library member updates, however it can also track and record when
individual members are accessed. Because there are far more accesses performed than updates, it is important to avoid
excessive recording to SMF by carefully choosing the libraries for which access recording is enabled.

When enabling access audit trails on a PDSMAN $ACCESS Initialization Control Statement, be careful in using patterns
on the LIB= parameter and avoid using the LIB=- parameter which matches all libraries. Consider monitoring your SMF
usage for a short period of time after enabling PDSMAN Member Update and Access Audit Trails to ensure excessive
recording is not being performed.

NOTE
Some clients use audit trails to determine if members are inactive and can be archived, however this is not the
intended or best use of the facility. Instead, use the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility to identify
inactive or obsolete members.

More Information:

For more information about recording audit trails to SMF, see Maintaining Update and Access Audit Trails and Security.

For more information on recording member last reference dates, see Recording Member Last Reference Dates.
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Installing
This section describes how to install and implement PDSMAN. Before you start, to install and implement this product, you
should have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• VSAM file allocation
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions and system link list library considerations
• Storage administrator, for DASD allocations

How the Installation Process Works
Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY and ACCEPT steps.

The software is untailored.
• Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at the Broadcom Support website.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation. The standardized installation process can also be
completed manually.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Use one of the following methods to acquire the product:

– Download the software from Broadcom Support using CSM.
– Download the software from Broadcom Support using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD).

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the SMP/E step from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:

• Install the product manually.
• Use the Insert New Product option in CSM to complete the SMP/E installation.

NOTE
If a CARS package is published for your product, install it before continuing with deployment.

4. Deploy the target libraries using one of the following methods:
– If you are using CSM, deployment is required; it is a prerequisite for configuration.
– If you are using a manual process, deployment is an optional step.
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NOTE
Deployment is considered part of starting your product.

5. Configure your product using CSM or manually.

NOTE
Configuration is considered part of starting your product.

Preparing for Installation
  

Software Requirements
The following software is required for PDSMAN:

• IBM supported releases of z/OS
• SMP/E

Common Components and Services Requirements
The following Common Components and Services are used with PDSMAN:

• CAIRIM
• LMP
• CA Health Checker Common Service

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed.

LMP Key Requirements
The LMP tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. LMP uses common real-time enforcement
software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related to the license, usage, and financials
of Broadcom products.

LMP include the following features:

• Common Key Data Set can be shared among many CPUs.
• Check digits are used to detect errors in transcribing key information.
• Execution keys can be entered without affecting any Broadcom software product already running.
• No special maintenance is required.

PDSMAN is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With ESD
• From Broadcom Support

Security Requirements
To complete the tasks in this section, you need the following security privileges:

• Read authority for the installation data sets, SMP/E libraries, and PDSMAN runtime environment libraries.
• Update authority for the SMP/E libraries and PDSMAN runtime environment libraries, including the PDSMAN system

link list library.
• Create authority for all associated data sets as well as the PDSMAN database VSAM KSDS.
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Storage Requirements
Ensure that you have the following storage available:

If installing with ESD, 7 cylinders for the downloaded files.

For installation and setup:

SMP/E Installation = 50 cylinders

• SMP/E temporary libraries = 25 cylinders
• Runtime libraries = 50 cylinders
• Global shared data sets = 55 cylinders

Concurrent Releases
You can install this release of PDSMAN and continue to use an older release for your production environment. If you plan
to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for

your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

You may also execute more than one release or level of PDSMAN on a given operating system image. This allows you
to test a new product release or maintenance even if you do not have access to a separate test system. To execute
concurrent releases of the product, see Using a PDSMAN Test Environment.

Install Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, configure, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS
systems using CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. You can use CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You
can also obtain and apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and
maintain your products faster and with less chance of error.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.
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Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.
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NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.
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Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

– UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.
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Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:
– Execute Apply Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

– Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
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3. Select OK.
The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.
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Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:

• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.
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Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.
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Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.
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WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
– Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.
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Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.
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You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data
set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
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If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
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need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance directory of your choice in USS.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

• (Optional) Permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.
WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements. Ensure that the zFS data set
name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems. If the allocation of the file
system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

NOTE
Edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80) and
CAPS OFF. However, where needed use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,
YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME value must be uppercase.
NOTE
The SYSIN DD must be indented at least one space.

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*
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The zFS is allocated.
2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named

yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

USS pax directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:
chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df - k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set
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EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Select Product Downloads, and then login to display the Download Management page.
4. Enter the product name or select the product from the list.

Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.
NOTE
To optimize product and solution downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the following URLs in your
network security software and/or firewalls:

• For FTP or SFTP, ftp://downloads.broadcom.com .
• For HTTPS, https://downloads.broadcom.com .

Sites that regulate access through an IP address must allow network access to 141.202.253.110 .
5. Select the hypertext link for the product you want and select a release, service level, and language if applicable.

The product-specific packages are displayed on the Primary Downloads tab. The Additional Downloads tab,
if available, displays common services, utilities, and other files that are associated with the product that you are
downloading. These packages may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that are provided under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and select the SMP/
E JCL package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download. Use the up and down
arrows to expand and collapse the package contents as necessary.
To ensure that you have all the files that you want, do not select Add All to Cart or Download Package.

7. Select one of the following download options: Add to Cart, HTTPS, or FTP. FTP is the preferred download method.
For download tips, see Download & Search Solution Help. For FTP and SFTP sample JCL, see Download Methods
and Locations.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

• Use the pax command
• Use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
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//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT
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Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL

Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMPE Environment for a Pax Installation
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this topic. Steps 4 through 9 are documented
in Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is documented in the
section describing how to complete product configuration.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

Establishing a zSeries File System (zFS) may be required as part of the product installation or required as a feature of the
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

1. Customize the macro [hlq]SEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type [hlq]SEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
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NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
[hlq]AREAD member, and submit the [hlq]EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]1HOLD in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
[hlq]1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit [hlq]1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]2ALL in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]2ALL is customized.

5. Submit [hlq]2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. Complete the following steps only if your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the
product that requires a USS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Step 7.

NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc2ALLU in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
ccc2ALLU is customized.

b. Submit ccc2ALLU.
This job allocates your HFS or zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3MKD in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
ccc3MKD is customized.

d. Submit ccc3MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]3CSI in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]3CSI is customized.

8. Submit [hlq]3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Run the
Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3CSIU in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
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ccc3CSIU is customized.
b. Submit ccc3CSIU.

This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the [hlq]AREAD
member, and submit the [hlq] EDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]4RECD in an edit session, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
[hlq]4RECD is customized.

2. Submit [hlq]4RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from Broadcom Support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]5APP in an edit session, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.

[hlq]5APP is customized.
5. Submit [hlq]5APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we

recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]6ACC in an edit session, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]6ACC is customized.

7. Submit [hlq]6ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.
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2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

– paxfile
Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

– product-specific-directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Starting Your Product
This section describes how you deploy and configure PDSMAN using CSM. It also describes how to start a PDSMAN
image and verify that the product is operating properly.

Introduction

You completed the first two steps in the PDSMAN installation process when you acquired the product and performed
SMP/E RECEIVE, APPLY and ACCEPT functions to install it in an SMP/E environment.

This section describes the remaining steps to complete the installation process and activate PDSMAN on your system:

• Deploy the software.
• Configure the software.
• Prepare to start the product.
• Start PDSMAN.
• Verify the product is operating properly.

Deployment copies the SMP/E target libraries to one or more systems or LPARs to create sets of deployment libraries.
These deployment libraries are subsequently used as input to the software configuration process.

Configuration takes the untailored software in the deployment libraries and configures it based on settings you provide.
The process creates one or more PDSMAN runtime environments, also called configurations, specific to the target
systems.

To prepare to start the product, you tailor the configured runtime environment, review information about compatibility with
other products and learn how to enable optional PDSMAN user exits.

Starting PDSMAN activates an instance of the product called a PDSMAN image. PDSMAN executes within the runtime
environment you created during configuration; only one production PDSMAN image can be active at a time on any given
system.

After starting PDSMAN, you verify that the product is operating properly by executing the Demonstration Job Stream. This
batch job stream also provides examples of the many facilities offered by PDSMAN.
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Understand PDSMAN Configurations

It is important for you to understand the concepts, architecture and components of a PDSMAN configuration before you
deploy and configure the software. This understanding will be valuable when you choose a configuration method and
install and manage more complex PDSMAN environments.

For a detailed description of PDSMAN configurations, see PDSMAN Configurations.

How to Choose a Configuration Method

Choosing a configuration method determines the procedure you will use to deploy, configure and activate PDSMAN on
your system. You can configure the product:

• Using the manual configuration method.
• Using the CSM Software Configuration Service (SCS).

Manual configuration is most familiar to current PDSMAN users. When you use this method, you perform a series of
manual steps to build the PDSMAN runtime environment.

The CSM Software Configuration Service (SCS) allows you to specify options, product variable settings and other
information used to build a PDSMAN configuration. When the configuration is implemented, CSM automates many of the
steps you would have performed with the manual method.

WARNING
You can use CSM to build new PDSMAN configurations on target systems that did not contain an existing
PDSMAN runtime environment. If PDSMAN is present on the target system it must be completely removed
before implementing a configuration built by CSM.

NOTE
Configurations built with CSM Release 4.1 and earlier may need to be updated or discarded as new capabilities
are added to CSM or as changes are made to the PDSMAN configuration process.

To use CSM SCS you must have CSM Release 4.0 or later and a minimum PDSMAN level of r7.7 with PTF RO36050
applied to the SMP/E target libraries.

Your next step depends on the configuration method you choose:

• To use the manual configuration method, see Manually Configuring Your Product.
• To use CSM, continue with the instructions in this section.

How to Deploy With CSM

Use CSM to deploy a copy of all PDSMAN SMP/E target libraries to any systems defined in the CSM system registry. The
deployed libraries are used as input to the manual configuration process.

For specific deployment instructions, see How to Deploy a Product.

After deploying the product you are ready to prepare to configure PDSMAN.

Tasks If Configuring With CSM

The topics in this section provide information about building and implementing a PDSMAN configuration using CSM.

Configuration Options Using MSM

CSM provides options for your PDSMAN configuration.
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Base Configuration Option

This option configures PDSMAN; it is required and cannot be deselected.

Create MCPU Data Set Option

This option is used to manage the Cross-System Communications data set. Select this option, or allow the selection to
default, to allocate the Cross-System Communications data set and define it to this configuration. You will be asked to
provide a name for the data set during the configuration process.

Deselect this option if you plan to use a Cross-System Communications data set you created as part of a previous
configuration. You will be asked to provide the name of this existing data set during the configuration process.

WARNING
If the data set you specify does not exist, the CSM configuration will build and implement successfully but the
PDSMAN address space will fail with a JCL error when you attempt to start the product.

For more information on this data set, see Cross-System Communications Data Set.

Create PDSMAN Database Option

This option is used to manage the PDSMAN Database. Select this option, or allow the selection to default, to allocate
the VSAM KSDS used for the database file and define it to this configuration. You will be asked to provide a name for the
VSAM KSDS during the configuration process.
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Deselect this option if you plan to use a database you created as part of a previous configuration. You will be asked to
provide name of the existing VSAM KSDS during the configuration process.

WARNING
If the VSAM KSDS you specify does not exist, the configuration will build and implement successfully but the
PDSMAN address space will fail with an initialization error when you attempt to start the product.

For more information on the database, see PDSMAN Database.

Understand Target Settings

CSM uses target settings to tailor a configuration to your environment. Most of the settings have a default value you can
use without changing; others require you to confirm or modify the setting provided.

The following sections describe the target setting groups. Descriptions of the individual settings are provided within the
CSM user interface.

Runtime Environment Settings

Runtime Environment settings allow you to specify the library name prefix, library type, allocation parameters and other
values used for the PDSMAN runtime libraries. These settings are also used for allocating configuration-related libraries.

For a description of the PDSMAN runtime libraries, see PDSMAN Runtime Libraries.
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System Linklist Library Settings

System Linklist Library settings allow you to specify the name and allocation parameters for the special runtime library that
contains the PDSMAN executable programs.

This library is defined separately from the other runtime libraries because it has additional requirements such as APF-
authorization and definition in the system linklist concatenation.

For more information on naming and allocating the PDSMAN System Linklist Library, see PDSMAN System Linklist
Library.

MCPU Communications Data Set Settings

MCPU Communications Data Set settings allow you to specify the name of the PDSMAN Cross-System Communications
data set and the allocation parameters and other values used when it is created. This data set is intended to be shared by
multiple PDSMAN configurations.

For more information on Cross-System Communications data set considerations, see Cross-System Communications
Data Set and Create MCPU Data Set Option.

PDSMAN Database Settings

PDSMAN Database settings allow you to specify the cluster name of the VSAM KSDS that PDSMAN uses as a database.
You can also provide allocation parameters and other settings used when the data set is created.

The PDSMAN database is usually shared by multiple configurations, although you may also choose to define a separate
database for each PDSMAN configuration.

For more information on PDSMAN Database considerations, see PDSMAN Database and Create PDSMAN Database
Option.

PDSMAN Environment Settings

PDSMAN Environment settings provide specific configuration information such as the names of JCL procedures used for
started tasks, the ISPF environment CLIST and the member containing the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements.

The default names provided are used to configure an isolated PDSMAN runtime environment. You can change the
member names so they are more easily identified with a particular system or configuration. For example, for a system
named SYS4 you may choose a name such as PDSMSYS4 for the PDSMAN started task JCL procedure. Doing so
reduces the chance of a naming conflict when the members are copied to common system locations such as a PROCLIB
or SYSPROC library.

For information on the members tailored by the configuration procedure, see Members Tailored by Configuration.

Other Resources Created by CSM Configuration

CSM creates a number of resources specifically related to the configuration procedure.

Output Listing Libraries

The SYSPRINT report output from system utilities such as IEBCOPY, IEBGENER and IDCAMS is written to output listing
libraries. These libraries are named using the Runtime Prefix target setting followed by the low-level qualifiers LIST121
and LIST125.

The report output may be useful in diagnosing issues that occur during the implementation of a configuration.

CONINFO Member

Information about the configured environment is written to the CONINFO member in the Configuration Control library.
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Configure Using CSM

Use CSM to configure a PDSMAN runtime environment using the deployment libraries, the target environment options
and settings you provide. For specific configuration instructions, see Install Products Using CSM.

How to Complete Configuration With CSM

The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform to complete the configuration using CSM.

These tasks appear as external operations when you implement a configuration. After completing each of the tasks,
confirm the external operation by clicking the Confirm button on the CSM implementation dialog.

Update LMP Licensing Keys

When PDSMAN starts, license validation is performed by calling the LMP service of the CAIRIM component of CCS. For
information about installing CAIRIM, activating LMP and coding LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services
documentation.

Place LMP keys for PDSMAN in the KEYS member of the PPOPTION data set, found in the CAS9 JCL procedure. For
information about using LMP keys for PDSMAN see LMP Licensing Keys.

When you have completed this task, confirm the external operation by clicking the Confirm button on the CSM
implementation dialog.

APF-Authorize the PDSMAN System Linklist Library

Ensure that the PDSMAN System Linklist Library is APF-authorized. For instructions for authorizing the library, see
PDSMAN System Linklist Library APF-Authorization.

For more information on PDSMAN System Linklist Library considerations, see PDSMAN System Linklist Library.

When you have completed this task, confirm the external operation by clicking the Confirm button on the CSM
implementation dialog.

Add the PDSMAN System Linklist Library to the System Linklist

The PDSMAN System Linklist library must be present in the active system linklist for PDSMAN to operate properly. For
instructions for defining the library to the linklist, see PDSMAN System Linklist Library LNKLST Definition.

For more information on PDSMAN System Linklist Library considerations, see PDSMAN System Linklist Library.

Copy JCL Procedures to PROCLIB

The JCL procedures used to start PDSMAN address spaces must reside in a library, such as SYS1.PROCLIB, that is part
of your system PROCLIB concatenation. The CSM configuration process tailors two JCL procedures and writes them to
the PDSMAN Configuration Control Library.

Copy the JCL for the PDSMAN address space (member PDSMAN) and the PDSMAN Database Server address space
(member PDSMDB) from the Configuration Control Library to a system PROCLIB library. The member names may be
different than these defaults if you specified alternate names when you built the configuration.

When you copy the members, make sure that you do not replace an existing member with the same name created by
another configuration.

For more information about these JCL procedure members see PDSMAN JCL Procedure and PDSMDB JCL Procedure.

When you have completed this task, confirm the external operation by clicking the Confirm button on the CSM
implementation dialog.
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Copy TSO/ISPF CLISTs to SYSPROC

The TSO CLIST used to establish the PDSMAN ISPF environment must reside in a library included in the SYSPROC
concatenation of the logon procedures used by your TSO users. The CSM configuration process tailors this CLIST and
writes it to member PDSMISPF in the PDSMAN Configuration Control Library.

Copy the CLIST PDSMISPF to a SYSPROC library. The member name may be different than the default if you specified
an alternate name when you built the configuration.

When you copy the member, make sure that you do not replace an existing member with the same name created by
another configuration.

For more information about this PDSMAN CLIST see PDSMISPF CLIST.

When you have completed this task, confirm the external operation by clicking the Confirm button on the CSM
implementation dialog.

Prepare to Start PDSMAN

This section describes the manual tasks you perform before starting PDSMAN for the first time.

To prepare to start PDSMAN, do the following:

1. Review enqueue conversion settings for your resource serialization software, see Review Enqueue Conversion
Settings.

2. Review information about compatibility issues between PDSMAN and other products, see Review Compatibility
Information.

3. Grant the PDSMAN address space read access authority to all LLA-Managed libraries. The address space LLA
Monitoring subtask requires this authority to read directory information from LLA-Managed libraries in order to
determine if the LLA directory is in synchronization with the directory on DASD. For more information, see Monitoring
the LLA Address Space.

Start PDSMAN

Start the PDSMAN address space by issuing the following operator command:

S PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES

PDSMAN is the name of the PDSMAN address space JCL procedure. The procedure name may be different if you
specified an alternate name when you built the configuration.

Starting the PDSMAN address space:

• Loads and validates the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements.
• Attaches subtasks that execute within the main address space.
• Starts the PDSMDB address space used for PDSMAN database processing.
• Establishes operating system hooks and service functions.
• Performs other processing necessary to activate the product.

Startup has completed when a PDSMOPR-02 message is issued indicating that the address space is accepting
commands.

For information on other commands that can be issued to the address space, including commands for stopping and
reinitializing PDSMAN, see Administrating.

Verify PDSMAN Operation

PDSMAN provides a demonstration job stream you use to verify that the major facilities of the product are operating
correctly and to demonstrate many of the capabilities PDSMAN provides.
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For more information on how to execute the demonstration job stream see Verify Your PDSMAN Installation.

Post-Installation Considerations

This section describes topics for consideration after you have installed and activated PDSMAN.

Automatically Start PDSMAN

The PDSMAN address space must be active for the product to operate properly. You should establish operational
procedures to start PDSMAN after each IPL.

Database Administration

If you have not already done so, you should establish procedures to back up the PDSMAN Database on a regular basis.
For information on PDSMAN Database administration and usage notes, see Database Considerations.

Review Your ISPF Environment

In addition to using the PDSMISPF CLIST, you can make the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu and the EZYEDIT platform
available as options on your local ISPF menus. For a description of the necessary ISPF menu updates, see Adding ISPF
Menu Options.

For a complete description of your PDSMAN ISPF environment see PDSMAN ISPF Environment.

Enable User Exits (Optional)

Install optional user exits using the PDSMUSR2, PDSM12EX, PDSM018U and PDSM021U user exit points.

WARNING
Most customers do not need to install or enable the user exit routines.

For more information about PDSMAN user exits and how they are installed see PDSMAN User Exits.

Activate PDSMAN Facilities

Most PDSMAN facilities are disabled by default. After installing and configuring the product, review the output of the
Demonstration Job Stream as well as What is PDSMAN? to identify facilities that can help you better manage your
partitioned library environment.

Activate the PDSMAN facilities by following the implementation instructions provided with each facility.

Manually Configuring Your Product
This section describes how you deploy and configure PDSMAN using the manual method. It also describes how to start a
PDSMAN image and verify that the product is operating properly.

Introduction

You completed the first two steps in the PDSMAN installation process when you acquired the product and performed
SMP/E RECEIVE, APPLY and ACCEPT functions to install it in an SMP/E environment.

This section describes the remaining steps to complete the installation process using the manual method and activate
PDSMAN on your system:
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• Deploy the software (optional).
• Configure the software to create a PDSMAN runtime environment.
• Prepare to start the product.
• Start PDSMAN.
• Verify the product is operating properly.

Deployment copies the SMP/E target libraries to one or more systems or LPARs to create sets of deployment libraries.
These deployment libraries are subsequently used as input to the software configuration process.

NOTE
Deploying the software with CSM is optional when using the manual PDSMAN configuration method.

Configuration takes the untailored software in the deployment libraries and configures it based on settings you provide.
The process creates a PDSMAN runtime environment specific to the target system.

NOTE
A PDSMAN runtime environment is functionally equivalent to a PDSMAN configuration and the terms are used
interchangeably.

To prepare to start the product, you tailor the configured runtime environment, review information about compatibility with
other products and learn how to enable optional PDSMAN user exits.

Starting PDSMAN activates an instance of the product called a PDSMAN image. PDSMAN executes within the runtime
environment you created during configuration; only one production PDSMAN image can be active at a time on any given
system.

After starting PDSMAN, you verify that the product is operating properly by executing the Demonstration Job Stream. This
batch job stream also provides examples of the many facilities offered by PDSMAN.

Understand PDSMAN Configurations

It is important for you to understand the concepts, architecture and components of a PDSMAN configuration before
you deploy and configure the software. This understanding will be valuable as you install and manage more complex
PDSMAN environments.

For a detailed description of PDSMAN configurations see PDSMAN Configurations.

How to Deploy PDSMAN

Deployment moves the software from the SMP/E installation environment to one or more target systems by copying the
SMP/E target libraries to a set of corresponding deployment libraries.

Deploying PDSMAN is optional when using the manual configuration method. You can deploy the product using the
CSM Software Deployment Service (SDS) or you can skip deployment and use your installed SMP/E target libraries as
deployment libraries.

Your deployment choice depends on your system environment. A complex environment with many LPARs or systems may
need additional management capabilities provided by CSM SDS. Simpler environments with a limited number of systems
are best suited for direct use of the SMP/E target libraries.

To deploy using CSM see the next topic.

To skip deployment and use your SMP/E target libraries directly, see Prepare to Configure a PDSMAN Runtime
Environment.

How to Deploy With CSM

Use CSM to deploy a copy of all PDSMAN SMP/E target libraries to any systems defined in the CSM system registry. The
deployed libraries are used as input to the manual configuration process.
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For specific deployment instructions, see How to Deploy a Product.

After deploying the product you are ready to prepare to configure PDSMAN.

Prepare to Configure a PDSMAN Runtime Environment

The following section describes topics for consideration as you prepare to configure a PDSMAN runtime environment.

Member Locations

The instructions for manual configuration refer to members in the PDSMAN Sample Materials Library and the User
Information Library. Sample Materials Library members are found in the CPDSSAMP SMP/E installation or CSM
deployment library. Members in the User Information Library are found in the CPDSTXT SMP/E installation or CSM
deployment library.

Configuration Input Libraries

Configuration takes the untailored software in the deployment libraries and configures it based on settings you provide.

If you deployed PDSMAN using CSM, the names of the deployment libraries are available from the reports produced
during the deployment.

If you skipped deployment, use your SMP/E target libraries as input to the configuration process instead. You can
determine the names of these libraries from your SMP/E DDDEFs.

In either case, the low level qualifiers of your input libraries identify the contents of the libraries.

Make note of the data set name prefix used for your deployment or SMP/E target libraries, as applicable. You will use the
prefix when you tailor the configuration JCL and other members.

Allocate the PDSMAN Shared Data Sets

Two PDSMAN data sets are usually shared by all of the PDSMAN images running on your system, including those
in different PDSMAN runtime environments. These global data sets are the Cross-System Communications data set
(PDSMMCPU) and the PDSMAN Database, a VSAM KSDS.

The topics in this section describe how to allocate the PDSMAN shared data sets if they have not already been allocated
as part of another PDSMAN runtime environment.

For more information on Shared Data Sets, see PDSMAN Shared Data Sets.

Allocate the Cross-System Communications Data Set

PDSMAN communicates with other PDSMAN images using the Cross-System Communications data set. This data set
must reside on a DASD volume that is shared by all of the communicating systems. For more information on Cross-
System Communications data set considerations, see Cross-System Communications Data Set.

WARNING
Only one Cross-System Communications data set is required for each group of communicating PDSMAN
images.

NOTE
You may skip this allocation if you have an existing Cross-Systems Communications data set you want to reuse
with the new runtime environment..

You will need to know the name of the existing data set when you Install the Address Space JCL Procedure. You can
determine the data set name by examining the PDSMMCPU DD statement in the JCL procedure for an executing
PDSMAN address space.
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A sample job stream to allocate the Cross-System Communications data set is provided in member ALOCMCPU of the
Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it, then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL
comments before submitting the job stream.

NOTE
A zero return code is expected for this job stream.

Allocate the PDSMAN Database

PDSMAN uses a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS) database to record information collected about your partitioned
library environment. For more information on PDSMAN Database considerations, see PDSMAN Database.

WARNING
Earlier releases of PDSMAN required the database only if you were using a PDSMAN facility that used it to
store collected information. Beginning with PDSMAN r7.7, creating the database and establishing a database
environment are best practices that are no longer optional.

The PDSMAN Database is usually shared by all PDSMAN images; however you may define a combination of shared and
independent databases if such a combination better meets your operational or environmental requirements.

Skip this allocation if you have an existing database KSDS data set you want to reuse with the new runtime environment.
You will need to know the name of this data set when you Establish the PDSMAN Database Environment. You can
determine the name of an existing database from the $DATABASE Initialization Control Statement in the rules for
executing a PDSMAN image.

A sample job stream to allocate the PDSMAN Database VSAM KSDS is provided in member ALOCDB of the Sample
Materials library.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it, then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL
comments before submitting the job stream.

NOTE
A zero return code is expected for this job stream.

You complete the steps for establishing a PDSMAN database environment later in the configuration process.

Allocate the PDSMAN Runtime Libraries

A PDSMAN image executes from a set of runtime libraries that contain ISPF-related members, sample materials and
other information. PDSMAN does not execute directly from the SMP/E target libraries created during installation or from
the libraries created by the CSM Software Deployment Services.

Runtime libraries are associated with a specific PDSMAN runtime environment. They can be used to execute a single
PDSMAN image or shared by multiple copies of PDSMAN on more than one operating system image. All of the PDSMAN
images running from a given set of runtime libraries execute at the same maintenance level.

The topics in this section describe how to allocate the PDSMAN runtime libraries if they have not already been allocated
as part of an existing PDSMAN environment.

Allocate the PDSMAN System Linklist Library

PDSMAN executable program modules must be installed in a library defined in the system linklist concatenation. This
PDSMAN System Linklist Library must be APF- authorized and should contain only PDSMAN members.

For information on the PDSMAN System Linklist Library, including naming and space allocation considerations, see
PDSMAN System Linklist Library.
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NOTE
You may skip this task if a suitable system linklist library was allocated.

A sample job stream that allocates the PDSMAN System Linklist library is provided. The JCL for this step is in member
ALOCLINK of the Sample Materials library. Specific DASD space allocation information is provided in the sample JCL.

WARNING
Define the PDSMAN system linklist library without an allocation for secondary extents.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it. Change the job card and other job related JCL as
required for your environment. Then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL comments before submitting the
job stream.

NOTE
A zero return code is expected for this job stream.

Make note of the full name of the PDSMAN System Linklist Library. You will use this name when you tailor the
configuration JCL.

You complete the steps to APF-authorize the library and define it to the system linklist, if necessary, later in the
configuration process.

Allocate the Other PDSMAN Runtime Libraries

PDSMAN provides panels, CLISTs, and other members that are required to make the product operate in an ISPF
environment. A set of PDSMAN runtime libraries must be allocated to hold these ISPF-related members as well as
members containing sample materials and other information.

For a description of the PDSMAN runtime libraries, see PDSMAN Runtime Libraries.

NOTE
Skip this task if you have previously allocated PDSMAN runtime libraries and intend to reuse them for this
configuration.

WARNING
The low-level qualifiers used for the runtime libraries have changed in PDSMAN r7.7. If you are upgrading from
an earlier release of PDSMAN, create a new set of runtime libraries.

PDSMAN members must be installed in dedicated libraries; do not mix them with members related to ISPF or other
products.

A sample job stream is provided to allocate the PDSMAN runtime libraries. The JCL for this step is in member ALOCISPF
of the Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it. Change the job card and other job related JCL as
required for your environment. Then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL comments before submitting the
job stream.

NOTE
A zero return code is expected for all steps in this job stream.

Make note of the data set name prefix used for your runtime libraries. The prefix is the data set name without the low-level
qualifier and without a trailing period. You will use the prefix when your tailor the configuration JCL and other members.

Complete the PDSMAN Runtime Environment

Members such as PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, JCL procedures and CLISTs are also part of the runtime
environment. You initially tailor these members when you configure the runtime environment.

The following sections describe how to complete the PDSMAN runtime environment by tailoring these members.
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Copy the Initialization Control Statements

PDSMAN uses Initialization Control Statements, also known as PDSMAN rules, to enable product functionality and control
various aspects of PDSMAN processing. The PDSMAN address space reads the initialization control statements through
DD name PDSMINIT when the product is started or reinitialized.

A default set of rules is used for initially starting the product and executing the PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream. For
more information about the PDSMAN rules, see PDSMINIT Rule Member.

Copy the default Initialization Control Statement member to a parameter library where you can modify it. The default
statements are provided in member PDSMINIT of your Sample Materials library. You will need to know the name of the
parameter library when you install the address space JCL in the following procedure.

The default name for this member, PDSMINIT, can be changed to avoid naming conflicts with other sets or PDSMAN rules
or to provide flexibility in managing the rules in more complicated PDSMAN environments. It is also possible to share this
member between multiple PDSMAN images executing on different systems.

If you are upgrading from a previous release of PDSMAN you will already have a set of Initialization Control Statements
you have customized for your environment. These existing rules are migrated into your new PDSMAN environment as
part of post-installation processing.

Install the Address Space JCL Procedure

PDSMAN executes in a dedicated address space that is started using a supplied JCL procedure. This JCL must reside
in a library that is part of your system PROCLIB concatenation. For more information about this procedure, see PDSMAN
JCL Procedure.

A sample JCL procedure is provided in member PDSMAN of your Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample procedure to a system procedure library where you can modify it. If you have an existing PDSMAN
procedure, you should be careful not to regress any modifications you made previously.

You can rename the PDSMAN JCL procedure if you are defining separate address space JCL procedures for different
PDSMAN images in a shared runtime environment.

Follow the tailoring instructions in the sample JCL comments.

Copy the Database Server Address Space JCL Procedure

The PDSMAN Database Server task executes in a dedicated address space. This address space is automatically started
using the supplied JCL procedure. This JCL procedure must reside in a library that is part of your system PROCLIB
concatenation.

For more information about this JCL procedure, see PDSMDB JCL Procedure.

A sample JCL procedure is provided in member PDSMDB of your Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample procedure to a system procedure library. If you have an existing PDSMDB procedure, be careful not to
regress modifications you made previously. You will need to know the name of the Database Server Address Space JCL
procedure when you establish the PDSMAN database environment in the following procedure.

NOTE
You do not need to tailor the PDSMAN Database Server JCL procedure.

Establish the PDSMAN Database Environment

All PDSMAN images sharing a database must know the name of the VSAM database and have proper update authority to
the database.
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Edit the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements in member PDSMINIT that you copied to your modifiable parameter
library. Ensure that a $DATABASE control statement exists and that the value specified for the DSN parameter matches
the name of the allocated database.

For more information about the $DATABASE control statement, see the Initialization Control Statements in Administrating.

Ensure that the main PDSMAN address space and the PDSMAN Database Server address space have update authority
to the VSAM database. The name of the server address space is defined by the $DATABASE PROC= parameter.

NOTE
It is only necessary for the address spaces, not individual users, to have update authority.

Copy TSO/ISPF CLIST to SYSPROC

PDSMAN distributes panels, CLISTs, and other members required to make the product operate in an online, ISPF
environment. For more information about the PDSMAN ISPF environment, see PDSMAN ISPF Environment.

A TSO CLIST is used to establish the PDSMAN ISPF environment, a sample of which is provided in member PDSMISPF
of your Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample TSO CLIST to a library in the SYSPROC concatenation of the logon procedures used by your TSO
users. If you have an existing member by this name, be careful not to regress modifications you made previously. For
more information about this CLIST, see PDSMISPF CLIST.

Follow the tailoring instructions in the sample CLIST.

Prepare to Update an Existing Set of Runtime Libraries

The PDSMAN runtime libraries are updated by copying the software from the corresponding SMP/E target or CSM
deployment libraries.

The topics in this section describe tasks you perform only if you are copying the software into existing runtime libraries.

If you have allocated new runtime libraries, including a new PDSMAN System Linklist Library, see PDSMAN System
Linklist Library.

Back Up the Runtime Libraries

We suggest you make a backup copy of your runtime libraries before they are updated. You can create the backup using
your data set management facility, the PDSMAN FastCopy facility, IEBCOPY, or other equivalent utility. Define the backup
data sets with the same DCB attributes as the originals.

Stop PDSMAN Images

Before executing the JCL to copy the libraries, you must stop PDSMAN on all system images that use the runtime libraries
being updated.

WARNING
Failure to stop all active PDSMAN images using the runtime libraries will result in system abends or other
unpredictable results due to the execution of mixed releases of the product modules.

Be aware that TSO users working within the PDSMAN EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform may experience abends or
other unexpected results until PDSMAN is restarted.

To stop a PDSMAN image, issue the following commands from the operator console:

F PDSMAN,STOP

PDSMAN is the name of the PDSMAN address space executing on that system. Remember to stop all PDSMAN images
that share the runtime libraries.
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For more information about this command, see Administrating. A PDSM00-16 message is issued to indicate that the
removal is complete.

WARNING
Do not cancel the PDSMAN address space to stop the product.

Verify Library Space

You must ensure that sufficient space exists in the runtime libraries to hold elements added or replaced during the update.

WARNING
The PDSMAN System Linklist Library must not allocate additional extents as a result of the update as this
could lead to S106 abends. Confirm that the library was allocated without a secondary extent allocation before
performing the update operation.

Empty the Runtime Libraries

The update process uses the PDSM10 utility to empty the runtime libraries before the software is copied. This helps to
avoid library space issues during the copy operation.

WARNING
The PDSMAN runtime libraries must contain only PDSMAN elements. Do not empty the libraries if they are
being shared with ISPF or other products.

A sample job stream to empty the runtime libraries is provided in member RUNEMPTY of the Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it, then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL
comments before submitting the job stream.

PDSMAN does not need to be active to empty the libraries using this utility, however PDSMCM5-5 messages may be
issued when executing the job stream; these messages can be ignored.

NOTE
A zero return code is expected for all steps in this job stream.

Update the PDSMAN Runtime Libraries

The topics in this section describe tasks you perform when you are copying the software into new or existing runtime
libraries.

Copy the Updated Software

You can now copy the updated software to the PDSMAN runtime libraries.

A sample job stream to copy all of the elements to the runtime libraries is provided in member RUNCOPYF of the Sample
Materials library.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it. Change the job card and other job related JCL as
required for your environment. Then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL comments before submitting the
job stream.

ISPF users must exit and re-enter ISPF to make the copied members active.

NOTE
A zero return code is expected for this job stream.
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Refresh Library Look-Aside

The system Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility is frequently used to cache directory entry information for system linklist
libraries. If your runtime PDSMAN System Linklist Library is already in the active system linklist, you must refresh the LLA
cache information to make the newly copied members available.

Issue the operator console command:

F LLA,REFRESH

The command can be used to refresh the entire LLA cache. Other options are also available. Refer to your own
operational procedures for instructions on updating the LLA cache.

How to Complete Configuration

The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform to complete the configuration using the manual method.

Update LMP Licensing Keys

When PDSMAN is started, license validation is performed by calling the LMP service of the CAIRIM component of CCS.
For information about installing CAIRIM, activating LMP, and coding LMP keys, see the Common Components and
Services documentation.

Place LMP keys for PDSMAN in the KEYS member of the PPOPTION data set, found in the CAS9 JCL procedure. For
information about using LMP keys for PDSMAN, see PDSMAN Licensing Keys.

APF-Authorize the PDSMAN System Linklist Library

Ensure that the PDSMAN System Linklist Library is APF-authorized. For instructions for authorizing the library, see
PDSMAN System Linklist Library APF-Authorization.

For more information on PDSMAN System Linklist Library considerations, see PDSMAN System Linklist Library.

Add the PDSMAN System Linklist Library to the System Linklist

The PDSMAN System Linklist library must be present in the active system linklist for PDSMAN to operate properly. For
instructions for defining the library to the linklist, see PDSMAN System Linklist Library LNKLST Definition.

For more information on PDSMAN System Linklist Library considerations, see PDSMAN System Linklist Library.

Prepare to Start PDSMAN

This section describes the manual tasks you perform before starting a new release of PDSMAN for the first time.

To prepare to start PDSMAN, do the following:

1. Review enqueue conversion settings for your resource serialization software, see Review Enqueue Conversion
Settings.

2. Review information about compatibility issues between PDSMAN and other products, see Review Compatibility
Information.

3. Grant the PDSMAN address space read access authority to all LLA-Managed libraries. The address space LLA
Monitoring subtask requires this authority to read directory information from LLA-Managed libraries in order to
determine if the LLA directory is in synchronization with the directory on DASD. For more information, see Monitoring
the LLA Address Space.

Start PDSMAN

Start the PDSMAN address space by issuing the following operator command:
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S PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES

PDSMAN is the name of the PDSMAN address space JCL procedure. The procedure name may be different if you
specified an alternate name when you built the configuration.

Starting the PDSMAN address space:

• Loads and validates the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements.
• Attaches subtasks that execute within the main address space.
• Starts the PDSMDB address space used for PDSMAN database processing.
• Establishes operating system hooks and service functions.
• Performs other processing necessary to activate the product.

Startup has completed when a PDSMOPR-02 message is issued indicating that the address space is accepting
commands.

For information on other commands that can be issued to the address space, including commands for stopping and
reinitializing PDSMAN, see Administrating.

Verify PDSMAN Operation

PDSMAN provides a demonstration job stream you use to verify that the major facilities of the product are operating
correctly and to demonstrate many of the capabilities PDSMAN provides.

For more information on how to execute the demonstration job stream see Verify Your PDSMAN Installation.

Post-Installation Considerations

This section describes topics for consideration after you have installed and activated PDSMAN.

Automatically Start PDSMAN

The PDSMAN address space must be active for the product to operate properly. You should establish operational
procedures to start PDSMAN after each IPL.

Database Administration

If you have not already done so, you should establish procedures to back up the PDSMAN Database on a regular basis.
For information on PDSMAN Database administration and usage notes, see Database Considerations in  Administrating.

Review Your ISPF Environment

In addition to using the PDSMISPF CLIST, you can make the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu and the EZYEDIT platform
available as options on your local ISPF menus. For a description of the necessary ISPF menu updates, see Adding ISPF
Menu Options.

For a complete description of your PDSMAN ISPF environment see PDSMAN ISPF Environment.

Enable User Exits (Optional)

Install optional user exits using the PDSMUSR2, PDSM12EX, PDSM018U and PDSM021U user exit points.

WARNING
Most customers do not need to install or enable the user exit routines.

For more information about PDSMAN user exits and how they are installed see PDSMAN User Exits.
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Activate PDSMAN Facilities

Most PDSMAN facilities are disabled by default. After installing and configuring the product, review the output of the
Demonstration Job Stream and What is PDSMAN? to identify facilities that can help you better manage your partitioned
library environment.

Activate the PDSMAN facilities by following the implementation instructions provided with each facility.

PDSMAN Configurations
This section provides valuable information for understanding PDSMAN configurations and runtime environments.

Regardless of the configuration method you choose, it is important you understand the concepts, architecture and
components of a PDSMAN configuration before you deploy and configure the software. This understanding will be
valuable as you install and manage more complex PDSMAN environments.

NOTE

A PDSMAN runtime environment is functionally equivalent to a PDSMAN configuration and the terms are used
interchangeably.

PDSMAN Configuration

A PDSMAN configuration is a set of runtime libraries, tailored members and other resources that are necessary for
establishing the runtime environment in which the product executes.

Only one production PDSMAN image can be active on each individual system or LPAR at one time. However, more than
one image, executing on different LPARs, can share the same PDSMAN configuration. You can also define multiple
PDSMAN configurations within your system environment.
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A PDSMAN configuration is made up of the following:

• The PDSMAN System Linklist Library, an APF-authorized runtime library containing executable programs and defined
in the system linklist concatenation.

• Runtime libraries containing ISPF-related members, sample materials and other data required to use the product.
• The PDSMAN Cross-System Communications data set (MCPU), a shared sequential file used to communicate

between multiple PDSMAN images executing on different systems.
• The PDSMAN Database, a shared VSAM KSDS used to record information about your partitioned libraries, your

environment and about PDSMAN itself.
• A library member, PDSMINIT, that contains the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements, also called PDSMAN rules,

used to control and administer many of the product facilities.
• Two JCL procedures, PDSMAN and PDSMDB, used to start the PDSMAN main and database server address spaces,

respectively. The procedures are tailored and copied to a system procedure library or PROCLIB, during configuration.
• A TSO CLIST, PDSMISPF, executed to establish an ISPF environment for online PDSMAN facilities. During

configuration the CLIST is tailored and copied to a library in the SYSPROC concatenation of your TSO logon
procedures.

• The Demonstration Job Stream, $DEMO, containing batch JCL used to verify successful installation and activation of
the product and for demonstrating many of the facilities provided by PDSMAN.
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PDSMAN Shared Data Sets

Many customers have PDSMAN images executing on multiple systems. The PDSMAN images may be running within the
same or different PDSMAN runtime environments.

Two data sets are usually shared globally by all of the running PDSMAN images:

• The Cross-System Communications data set (PDSMMCPU).
• The PDSMAN Database (a VSAM KSDS).

Cross-System Communications Data Set

PDSMAN communicates with other PDSMAN images using the Cross-System Communications data set, which must
reside on a DASD volume shared by all of the communicating systems.

WARNING
Only one Cross-System Communications data set is needed for each group of communicating PDSMAN
images.

You may have an existing Cross-Systems Communications data set you want to reuse with a new configuration or
PDSMAN image. You can determine the name of the existing data set from the PDSMMCPU DD statement in the JCL
procedure for an executing PDSMAN address space.

PDSMAN Database

PDSMAN uses a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS) database to record information collected about your partitioned
library environment.

The PDSMAN Database is usually shared by all PDSMAN images; however you may define a combination of shared and
independent databases if such a combination better meets your operational or environmental requirements.

WARNING
Earlier releases of PDSMAN required the database only if you were using a PDSMAN facility that used it to
store collected information. Beginning with PDSMAN r7.7, creating the database and establishing a database
environment are best practices that are no longer optional.

You may have an existing database you want to reuse with a new configuration or PDSMAN image. You can determine
the name of an existing database from the $DATABASE Initialization Control Statement in the rules for an executing
PDSMAN image.

Independent Environment Example

The following shows a configuration with one PDSMAN image running on a single LPAR.
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The Cross-System Communications data set has been defined but is not used in this configuration because there are no
other PDSMAN images for communication. It is available for future use without further modifying the configuration.

The PDSMAN Database is defined and in use by this PDSMAN image. It can be shared by other configurations as
needed.

Typical Shared Environment Example

The following shows a configuration with two PDSMAN images executing on different LPARs that are sharing DASD. This
is a typical configuration when running multiple PDSMAN images.
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Both the Cross-System Communications data set and the PDSMAN Database were created when the first configuration
was implemented. They have been defined to the second configuration and are being used to share data between the
PDSMAN images.

Mixed Shared Environment Example

The following shows a configuration with two PDSMAN images running on different LPARs that are sharing DASD.
The Cross-System Communications data set is shared but each PDSMAN image is using an independent PDSMAN
Database.

The Cross-System Communications data set was created when the first configuration was implemented; it has been
defined to the second configuration and is being used to share data between the PDSMAN images.

The PDSMAN Databases are independent and are being used by a specific PDSMAN image. The information recorded in
the database is not shared.

PDSMAN System Linklist Library

Some product facilities require PDSMAN to dynamically front-end other programs when they are executed. For this
reason, the PDSMAN executable modules must be placed in the system linklist where they are always available to other
tasks running on the system.

The PDSMAN System Linklist Library must be APF-authorized and part of your active system linklist set for PDSMAN
to operate properly. You perform manual steps to grant APF-authorization and add the library to the linklist when you
configure the product.

If you are upgrading or reinstalling PDSMAN you may already have a library that meets these requirements. You can
reuse this library, but only if you are configuring using the manual method.
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If you do not have an existing PDSMAN System Linklist Library, or if you are using CSM for configuration, a library will be
allocated during the configuration process.

PDSMAN System Linklist Library Naming Considerations

We suggest you choose a name for the PDSMAN System Linklist Library that causes it to be cataloged in the master
catalog instead of a user catalog. This makes it available to the system when the initial, or IPL, system linklist set is built.
The location where a library is cataloged is based on the high-level qualifier of the library name.

If you prefer to use the same runtime library prefix and therefore the same high-level qualifier you used for your other
runtime libraries, you will need to specify the volume serial of the PDSMAN System Linklist Library when you define it to
the system linklist.

PDSMAN System Linklist Library Space Allocation Considerations

The PDSMAN System Linklist Library is allocated without secondary space extents. This prevents system errors that can
occur when a library in the system linklist concatenation stores data in a secondary extent that is not recognized by the
system.

This space allocation must be considered when copying product maintenance or a new release of PDSMAN into an
existing linklist library. To avoid out-of-space errors, verify that enough space exists in the library before performing the
copy operation.

WARNING
Do not change the allocation to specify secondary space extents.

PDSMAN System Linklist Library APF-Authorization

The PDSMAN System Linklist Library must be APF-authorized.

NOTE
Because it is defined in the system linklist, the library is already APF-authorized if LNKAUTH=LNKLST is
specified, or allowed to default, in the appropriate IEASYSxx member of your logical PARMLIB concatenation.

To authorize the library on a permanent basis, add the following to an appropriate PROGxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB:

APF ADD DSNAME(pdsman_library_name) VOLUME(volume)

where pdsman_library_name specifies the name of the library and volume specifies the DASD volume serial on which it
resides.

If the library is SMS managed, instead specify:

APF ADD DSNAME(pdsman_library_name) SMS

To set the APF-authorization immediately, issue the operator command:

SET PROG=xx

where xx is the suffix for the PROGxx member you updated.

You can temporarily APF-authorize the library by issuing the following operator commands:

For non-SMS allocation:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=pdsman_library_name,VOLUME=volume

Or, if the library is allocated on an SMS managed volume:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=pdsman_library_name,SMS
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PDSMAN System Linklist Library LNKLST Definition

The PDSMAN System Linklist library must be present in the active system linklist for PDSMAN to operate properly.

You can add the library dynamically by creating and activating a new LNKLST set. For example, a new LNKLST set called
LNKLST01 can be created by copying the existing LNKLST00 set and adding the PDSMAN System Linklist Library at the
bottom of a new concatenation being created.

The following shows example operator commands:

SETPROG LNKLST,DEFINE,NAME=LNKLST01,COPYFROM=LNKLST00

SETPROG LNKLST,ADD,NAME=LNKLST01,DSNAME=library_name,ATBOTTOM

SETPROG LNKLST,ACTIVATE,NAME=LNKLST01

WARNING
You should permanently add the PDSMAN System Linklist Library to the IPL LNKLST set by updating the
PROGxx or LNKLSTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.

If the high-level qualifier chosen for the library did not cause it to be cataloged in the master catalog, you must also specify
the volume serial on which the library is allocated in the PROGxx or LNKLSTxx entry.

Other options for adding the library to the system linklist are available; consult your IBM documentation.

PDSMAN Runtime Libraries

A PDSMAN image executes from a set of runtime libraries that contain ISPF-related members, sample materials and
other information. These libraries are created as part of the runtime environment when you configure the product. The
following describes the PDSMAN runtime libraries.

NOTE
The CPDSCNTL, CPDSSAMP, CPDSDATA, CPDSTXT and CPDSXML runtime libraries are not allocated when
using the manual configuration method.

CPDSSAMP
Contains sample materials and other information helpful for using PDSMAN. It also contains skeletons for members that
are tailored during the configuration process. This library is referred to as the Sample Materials Library.

CPDSPNL0
Contains ISPF panels used by the PDSMAN ISPF interface, the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform, the Partitioned
Resource Monitoring View (PRM-View) component and other product facilities.

CPDSCLS0
Contains CLISTs and REXX EXECs used primarily by the PDSMAN ISPF interface and EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity
Platform.

CPDSMSG0
Contains ISPF message members used by the PDSMAN ISPF interface and EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform.

CPDSSKL0
Contains ISPF JCL skeletons used by the PDSMAN ISPF interface and Partitioned Resource Monitoring View (PRM-
View) component.

CPDSTBL0
Contains ISPF table members used by the PDSMAN EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform.

CPDSHELP
Contains help information used by the PDSMAN TSO commands and the Vantage GMI interface.

CPDSDATA
Contains data members used by the PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream ($DEMO).
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CPDSTXT
Contains members that provide additional technical information about PDSMAN installation, configuration and operation.
This library is referred to as the User Information Library.

CPDSXML
Contains XML used for installing, deploying and configuring PDSMAN using CSM.

CPDSCNTL
Contains members tailored or used by the CSM configuration process. This library is referred to as the Configuration
Control Library.

Members Tailored by Configuration

The CSM configuration method tailors template members from the PDSMAN Sample Materials Library, using target
settings you provide when you build the configuration. The tailored members are written to the Configuration Control
Library, one of the runtime libraries created when a CSM configuration is implemented. The name of this library has a low-
level qualifier of CPDSCNTL.

If you use the manual configuration method, you manually tailor sample members from the PDSMAN Sample Materials
Library using the instructions provided.

The following sections describe the tailored members that are part of the PDSMAN runtime environment.

PDSMINIT Rule Member

This member contains a set of default PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements also known as PDSMAN rules. These
rules are used to enable product functionality and control various aspects of PDSMAN processing.

The default rules are used for initially starting the product and executing the PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream.

The default name for this member, PDSMINIT, can be changed to make managing the rules easier in complicated
PDSMAN environments. When configuring with CSM, change the name using the PDSMAN Environment target settings.
The new name is used as needed throughout the configuration.

To change the name of this member during manual configuration, do the following:

1. Use a new member name when you copy it to the common parameter library.
2. Update the MEM parameter value in the PDSMAN JCL Procedure to reflect the new member name.

PDSMAN JCL Procedure

This member contains the PDSMAN address space JCL procedure. It is used to execute the started task to which you
issue operator console commands to start, stop and administer the product.

You manually copy this JCL procedure to a system procedure library or PROCLIB, when implementing the configuration.

The default name for this member, PDSMAN, can be changed to avoid naming conflicts with other PDSMAN started
tasks. When configuring with CSM, change the name using the PDSMAN Environment target settings.

To change the name of this member during manual configuration, use a new member name when you copy it to the
system procedure library.

PDSMDB JCL Procedure

This member contains the PDSMAN Database Server address space JCL procedure. It is used to execute the started task
that is used to manage the PDSMAN database.

You manually copy this JCL procedure to a system procedure library or PROCLIB, when implementing the configuration.
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The default name for this member, PDSMDB, can be changed to avoid naming conflicts with other PDSMAN Database
Server started tasks. When configuring with CSM, change the name using the PDSMAN Environment target settings.

To change the name of this member during manual configuration, do the following:

1. Use a new member name when you copy it to the system procedure library.
2. Update the $DATABASE PROC= parameter in the appropriate PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement member,

usually PDSMINIT, to specify the new member name.

PDSMISPF CLIST

This member contains the TSO CLIST used for establishing a PDSMAN ISPF environment.

You manually copy this TSO CLIST into a library included in the SYSPROC concatenation of the logon procedures used
by your TSO users when implementing the configuration.

The default name for this member, PDSMISPF, can be changed to avoid naming conflicts with other CLISTs. When
configuring with CSM, change the name using the PDSMAN Environment target settings.

To change the name of this member during manual configuration, use a new member name when you copy it to the
SYSPROC library.

$DEMO Job Stream

This member contains the Demonstration Job Stream used for verifying successful installation and activation of PDSMAN
and for demonstrating many of the facilities provided by the product.

You can execute the demonstration after starting PDSMAN. The rules in the default Initialization Control Statement,
PDSMINIT, member are specifically configured for use by this demonstration. Some additional tailoring, such as the
specification of a valid job card and accounting information, is required before executing the job. Refer to the comments in
the Demonstration Job Stream JCL for complete tailoring instructions.

PDSMAN ISPF Environment

Some PDSMAN facilities are designed for use in an ISPF environment. These facilities include:

• The PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu.
• The EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform.
• The PRM-View component of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring facility.

These facilities require access to ISPF-related members that are included with PDSMAN and copied to your runtime
libraries when you configure the product:

• TSO CLISTs and REXX EXECs copied to the CPDSCLS0 library.
• ISPF panels copied to the CPDSPNL0 library.
• ISPF message members copied to the CPDSMSG0 library.
• ISPF table members copied to the CPDSTBL0 library.
• ISPF JCL skeleton members copied to the CPDSSKL0 library.

To use the facilities, your users must have an ISPF environment suitable for PDSMAN. You establish this environment by
allocating the necessary PDSMAN runtime libraries to the TSO session in which the ISPF user is running. Allocation can
be performed by:

• Using the ISPF LIBDEF service to allocate the libraries dynamically.
• Modifying your TSO logon procedures to allocate the libraries in the JCL.

The ISPF LIBDEF service is the preferred method for most users. It provides access to the major PDSMAN ISPF facilities
and is implemented by default as part of the configuration process.
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Some PDSMAN online functions require you take the additional step to allocate the libraries in your TSO logon
procedures. These functions include:

• The EZYEDIT Command Shell.
• Dynamic update of the system ISPF Command Table.
• HELP information for PDSMAN TSO command processors.

Many PDSMAN clients use EZYEDIT and the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu, while fewer take advantage of the Command
Shell, ISPF Command Table update, or TSO command processors. If you plan to use these functions, see the instructions
for modifying TSO logon procedures in TSO Logon Procedure Method.

ISPF LIBDEF Service Method

This method is implemented by default when you configure the product. It uses a TSO CLIST to dynamically allocate the
necessary PDSMAN runtime libraries using the ISPF LIBDEF service. The libraries remain allocated until the user exits
the PDSMAN application that was invoked, EZYEDIT or the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu.

The PDSMISPF CLIST is tailored with the PDSMAN runtime library names during configuration. You make it available to
your ISPF users by placing it in a library that is part of the SYSPROC concatenation for each user TSO Logon Procedure.
If possible, choose a common SYSPROC library shared by your users and logon procedures.

Depending on your environment, the CLIST may need to be placed in more than one library for it to be available to all of
your ISPF users. The member name may be different than PDSMISPF if you specified an alternate name when you built
the configuration.

NOTE
Only the PDSMISPF CLIST needs to reside in the shared library; do not copy all of the PDSMAN CLISTs.

When you copy the member, make sure you do not inadvertently replace an existing member with the same name created
by another configuration. If a naming conflict occurs, do not change the name of a member that was tailored as part of a
CSM configuration. You may change the name of a PDSMISPF CLIST you configured using the manual method

TSO Logon Procedure Method (Optional)

The PDSMAN runtime libraries can be allocated when a user logs on to TSO by defining them in your TSO logon
procedures. The libraries remain allocated until the user logs out of the TSO session.

This method requires you modify the logon procedures used by each of your TSO users. Depending on your TSO
environment, this may require you change a large number of individual logon procedures.

Modify each procedure to include the appropriate PDSMAN runtime library in the concatenations for the following DD
statements:

SYSPROC
TSO CLISTs and REXX EXECs in the CPDSCLS0 runtime library.

ISPPLIB
ISPF panels in the CPDSPNL0 runtime library.

ISPMLIB
ISPF message members in the CPDSMSG0 runtime library.

ISPTLIB
ISPF table members in the CPDSTBL0 runtime library.

ISPSLIB
ISPF JCL skeleton members in the CPDSSKL0 runtime library.

SYSHELP
TSO help members and Vantage GMI help information in the CPDSHELP runtime library.
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NOTE
Place the library being added before any other libraries in the concatenation that contain PDSMAN members.

Users must log off and then back on to TSO to make this change effective.

Adding ISPF Menu Options

You may choose to make the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu and the EZYEDIT platform available as options on a local
ISPF menus by doing the following:

Determine the ISPF menu panel to be updated. The panel you choose varies by installation, but often is one you have
previously customized for other Broadcom or non-IBM products.

Update the panel to add entries for options E for the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform and P for the PDSMAN ISPF
Master Menu. For example:

E,'CMD(PDSMISPF APPL(E))'

P,'CMD(PDSMISPF APPL(P))'

These entries use the PDSMISPF CLIST to invoke the required facility. Adjust the entries accordingly if you have renamed
the CLIST.

If you have modified your TSO Logon Procedures, you can specify entries that invoke the applications directly. For
example:

E,'PGM(PDSEASY) NEWAPPL(PDSM) NOCHECK SCRNAME(EZYEDIT)' 

P,'PANEL(PDSMP00) NEWAPPL(PDSM) SCRNAME(PDSMAN)'

These alternative entries bypass the allocations performed by the PDSMISPF CLIST.

Invoking PDSMAN ISPF Facilities

Using the PDSMISPF CLIST

With the PDSMISPF CLIST properly tailored and installed, enter the following in the COMMAND ==> field on any ISPF
panel to invoke the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu:

TSO PDSMISPF

You invoke the PDSMAN EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform by entering:

TSO PDSMISPF APPL(E)

To invoke the Partitioned Resource Monitoring View (PRM-View) component, choose option P on the PDSMAN ISPF
Master Menu.

Using ISPF Menu Options

Select option E for EZYEDIT or P for the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu from the local ISPF menu you modified previously.
To invoke the PRM-View component of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring facility, choose option P on the PDSMAN
ISPF Master Menu.

Using ISPF Commands

If you have modified your TSO logon procedures to establish your PDSMAN ISPF environment and if you allow PDSMAN
to dynamically update your ISPF command tables, you can enter the following commands on any ISPF panel to access
the PDSMAN ISPF-based facilities:

PDSM
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Invoke the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu.

EZY
Invoke the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform.

PMON
Invoke the Partitioned Resource Monitoring View (PRM-View) component.

By default, PDSMAN dynamically adds these entries by updating your system ISPF command table when a user enters
ISPF. For more information, see $EZYCMD control statement .

Before You Start PDSMAN

The topics in this section describe tasks you perform before starting PDSMAN for the first time.

Review Enqueue Conversion Settings

PDSMAN uses enqueues and reserves to protect resources in a shared DASD environment. The setting
SCOPE=SYSTEMS is used when the enqueue or reserve needs to be communicated to other systems.

Resource serialization software products convert reserves to global enqueues and communicate those enqueues to other
systems that share the resources. This improves performance by reducing the number of reserves.

WARNING
If you use a GRS exit such as ISGNQXIT or ISGNQXITFAST to change enqueue resource names you should
review the description of the $MISC ENQRCHG parameter .

The following table shows the PDSMAN enqueues and reserves that specify SCOPE=SYSTEMS and can be converted to
global enqueues by your resource serialization software.

QNAME RNAME Scope Type
PDSMENQ (all RNAMEs) SYSTEMS RESERVE
SPFEDIT (all RNAMEs) SYSTEMS ENQUEUE and RESERVE
SYSIEWLP (all RNAMEs) SYSTEMS ENQUEUE and RESERVE
PDSMTITL (all RNAMEs) SYSTEMS ENQUEUE
EDIDSN (all RNAMEs) SYSTEMS ENQUEUE
PDSMAN PDSMMCPU (only) SYSTEMS ENQUEUE

 

Review Compatibility Information

Occasionally, there are compatibility issues between PDSMAN and the products of other software vendors, or even
with other Broadcom products. The $COMPAT member of the PDSMAN User Information library (CPDSTXT) provides
additional information on compatibility with other software products. Review the information and take any steps required to
ensure the proper operation of the products involved.

PDSMAN Licensing Keys
This section describes how to specify PDSMAN licensing keys to LMP.

During startup, PDSMAN license validation is performed by calling the LMP service of the CAIRIM component of CCS.
For information about installing CAIRIM, activating LMP and coding LMP keys, see the Common Components and
Services documentation.

Place LMP keys for PDSMAN in the KEYS member of the PPOPTION data set, found in the CAS9 JCL procedure.
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LMP Key Certificate

Examine LMP key certificate you received for PDSMAN. Your certificate contains the following information:

Product Name
Defines the trademarked or registered name of your product as licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Product Code
Defines a two-character code that corresponds to the product.

Supplement
Defines the reference number of your license for a particular facility and has the following format:

nnnnnn-nnn
This format differs slightly inside and outside North America and, in some cases, the reference number may not be
provided at all.

CPU ID
Defines the code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of this product is valid.

Execution Key
Defines an encrypted code required by LMP for installing your product. During installation, it is referred to as the LMP
code.

Expiration Date
Defines the date your license expires and has the following format:
ddmmmyy
Example: 21Mar12

Technical Contact
Defines the name of the designated technical contact at your site who is responsible for the installation and maintenance
of your product. Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.

MIS Director
Defines the name of the Director of MIS or the person who performs such a function at your site. If the title but not the
name of the individual is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location
Defines the address of the building in which the CPU is installed.

How LMP Statements Are Coded

Before starting this product, you must code LMP statements for product license authorization.

To code LMP statements, do the following:

1. Install CAIRIM.
2. Activate LMP.
3. Add your product license codes to the LMP statements.
4. Place the LMP statements in the KEYS member of the PPOPTION data set.

NOTE
The KEYS member of the PPOPTION data set is specified in the CAS9 JCL procedure. For more information,
see the Common Components and Services Administration documentation.

KEYS Member -- Add Execution Key

You must add the LMP execution key, provided on your product key certificate, to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure
proper initialization.
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To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify the KEYS member.

This sample parameter structure for KEYS member has the following format:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/sssss)

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

Parameter definitions are as follows:

PROD(pp)
Specifies the two-character product code. This code agrees with the product code already in use by the CAIRIM
initialization parameters for any earlier releases (if applicable).
For PDSMAN, valid values for pp are as follows:

GC - All PDSMAN features
FY - PDSMAN LLA/Extensions and Performance Options (Feature A)
FZ - PDSMAN Auditing and Comparison Facilities (Feature B)
F2 - PDSMAN FastCopy and Library Space Reuse (Feature C)
F3 - PDSMAN Member Archiving and Recovery (Feature D)
F6 - PDSMAN EZYEDIT and Productivity Tool Facilities (Feature E)

DATE(ddmmmyy)
Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date, for example, 13MAR12.

CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss)

tttt
Specifies the CPU type on which LMP is to run, for example, 3090.

-mmmm
Specifies the CPU model on which LMP is to run, for example, 600.
Note: If the CPU type and or model require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.

/ssssss
Specifies the serial number of the CPU on which LMP is to run.

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)
Specifies the execution key (kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk) needed to run LMP. The key certificate shipped with each LMP software
solution provides this LMP execution key.

Example: Add LMP Execution Key

The following example shows a control statement for the LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(GC) DATE(27JUN12) CPU(2096-E26 /370623)

LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

In this example, with your product running on the specified CPU, the LMP licensing agreement will expire on June 27,
2012. The product code and execution key values are different when you install your product at your site.

NOTE
For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters and further
details about the features and associated utilities of CAIRIM, see the Common Components and Services
Administration documentation.
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Verify Your PDSMAN Installation
PDSMAN provides a demonstration job stream you use to verify that major facilities of the product are operating correctly
and to demonstrate many of the capabilities PDSMAN provides. This section. describes the steps you take to execute the
PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream.

Locate the Demonstration Job Stream JCL

The Demonstration Job Stream JCL resides in member $DEMO. The library in which this member is located depends on
the method used to configure the runtime environment:

• If you used CSM SCS, the member is located in the Configuration Control Library (CPDSCNTL) that was created when
you implemented the configuration.

• If you used the manual configuration method, the member is located in your Sample Materials Library (CPDSSAMP),
one of the SMP/E installation or MSM deployment libraries created earlier in the installation process.

Verify Available DASD Space

The Demonstration Job Stream requires the equivalent of approximately 180 cylinders of 3390 DASD space while it is
executing. This space is used for temporary data sets that are deleted when the job completes.

The data sets are allocated using the temporary space unit name you specified during configuration.

Verify the Active PDSMAN Environment

To execute the Demonstration Job Stream, PDSMAN must be activated with Initialization Control Statements that enable
specific PDSMAN facilities for the demonstration libraries.

If you configured using CSM, the PDSMINIT member containing the PDSMAN rules is already tailored with the necessary
control statements. All that remains is to start PDSMAN using these rules, if it is not already active.

If you configured using the manual method, you must make additional updates to the Initialization Control Statements and
then reinitialize PDSMAN to make them active.

To update and activate the Initialization Control Statements:

1. Edit the PDSMINIT member containing the default rules and change all occurrences of the following strings: 
#demosrclibraryThe name of the PDSMAN demonstration source library
#demolnklibraryThe name of the PDSMAN demonstration link library
 

2. Specify the name of the demonstration source and link libraries using the same prefix as you used for your SMP/
E target libraries or MSM deployment libraries. This is also the prefix you used for the inputhlq string in the
RUNCOPYF job stream. For example, if you installed PDSMAN into SMP/E target libraries that begin with the
prefix CAI.PDSMTGT, your demonstration source and link library names will be CAI.PDSMTGT.DEMOSRC and
CAI.PDSMTGT.DEMOLNK, respectively.
 

3. Save the changed member.
 

4. Activate PDSMAN using modified rules. If PDSMAN is already active and was initialized using the member you have
just tailored, you only need to reinitialize the product to make your changes active.
To activate the new rules, issue the following command from the operator console:
F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

NOTE
It is not necessary to completely stop and restart the product to make the rule changes active.
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Tailor the $DEMO Demonstration Job Stream

Some additional tailoring is required before executing the Demonstration Job Stream:

To complete tailoring, edit the $DEMO member and do the following:

1. Update the JOB card with a job name and accounting information suitable for your environment.
2. If your installation SORT program is not in the system linklist, add an appropriate STEPLIB statement to steps PTSP22

and COMP37.
3. Complete other tailoring as described in the JCL comments.
4. Save the updated member.

Execute the $DEMO Demonstration Job Stream

The Demonstration Job Stream is ready to be executed.

Some job steps end with a condition code greater than zero. The job output provides information on the expected return
codes.

User Exit Facilities
In some instances, you may want to alter the way PDSMAN normally processes by writing and using your own exit
routines.

PDSMAN supports user-written exits in the following areas:

• The BLDL Interface routine, PDSM018.
• The STOW Interface routine, PDSM021.
• The Compiler Interface routine, PDSM15.
• The Source/Executable Cross-Reference utility, PDSM28.
• The Member Control Information utility, PDSM12.

BLDL Interface Exit -- PDSM018U

The BLDL Interface user exit routine, PDSM018U, can be used to modify $ACCESS rule parameters and alter the
directory entry returned to the BLDL caller, thereby permitting the implementation of installation specific member access
security. PDSM018U also allows data set level security systems, such as RACF and ACF2, to be augmented by the
member level security provided by PDSMAN.

The exit routine is invoked during BLDL and DESERV exit post-processing when a $ACCESS rule matching the current
access environment is found. If no $ACCESS rule matches the current environment, the exit routine is not invoked. To
invoke PDSM018U for all library access operations, specify the following Initialization Control Statement after all other
$ACCESS control statements:

$ACCESS LIB=-

For more information,see $ACCESS control statement.

Parameters are passed to the user exit routine using register 1. For more information about the parameter control block
and other information about this user exit, see members SECX$DOC and PDSM018U in the PDSMAN Sample Materials
library.

Activating and Reloading the BLDL Interface Exit

The PDSM018U exit is called within critical system services, such as BLDL and the DESERV exit, where stability and
performance are of great importance. It is invoked in supervisor state from potentially any address space in the system.
As such, the module must be loaded from an APF authorized library and linked as reentrant.
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To use the PDSM018U exit routine, you must define the exit point using the system dynamic exit services, provided
by the CSVDYNEX macro. PDSMAN detects the status of the exit, active or inactive, when the product is initialized or
reinitialized.

The system dynamic exit service is described in the z/OS MVS Programming Authorized Assembler Service Guide and
the z/OS MVS Programming Authorized Services Reference Volume 1.

Activating a PDSM018U Exit

To activate a PDSM018U exit routine, do the following:

1. Add the following to a SYS1.PARMLIB member with a name in the format PROGxx, where xx is any valid unique value
and modname is the name of your PDSM018U user exit module:
EXIT ADD 

    EXITNAME(PDSMAN.PDSM018U) MODNAME(modname) 

2. Place your exit module in an APF-authorized LINKLIST library. Alternatively, you can specify the name of the library in
which the exit resides on the EXIT ADD statement using the DSNAME(library.name) parameter.

3. Issue the system command SET PROG=xx to add the exit definitions to the dynamic exit service.
4. Activate the calls to the dynamic exit by starting the PDSMAN address space or reinitializing PDSMAN using the

command:
F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

PDSMAN issues a PDSM00-55 message to report the status of the exit.

Reloading a PDSM018U Exit

To reload an updated copy of a PDSM018U exit routine, do the following:

1. Add the following to a SYS1.PARMLIB member with a name in the format PROGxx, where xx is any valid unique value
and modname is the name of your PDSM018U user exit module:
EXIT DELETE EXITNAME(PDSMAN.PDSM018U) 

    MODNAME(modname) FORCE=YES 

2. Issue the system command SET PROG=xx to delete the exit module. Subsequent calls to the exit will receive
CSVDYNEX RC=4 with error reason=0406. PDSMAN detects this condition, marks the exit inactive and stops making
further calls.

3. Update the module containing the user exit code as needed.
4. Add the module back to the dynamic exit service using the instructions provided in the previous procedure, Activating

a PDSM018U Exit.

STOW Interface Exit -- PDSM021U

The STOW Interface user exit routine, PDSM021U, can be used to modify $UPDATE rule parameters and alter the
directory entry being stowed, thereby permitting the implementation of installation specific member update security
requirements. PDSM021U also allows data set level security systems, such as RACF and ACF2, to be augmented by the
member level security provided by PDSMAN.

The exit routine is invoked during STOW and DESERV exit pre-processing when a $UPDATE rule matching the current
update environment is found. If no $UPDATE rule matches the current environment, the exit routine is not invoked. To
invoke PDSM021U for all library update operations, specify the following Initialization Control Statement after all other
$UPDATE control statements:

$UPDATE LIB=-

For more information, see $UPDATE control statement,.
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Parameters are passed to the user exit routine using register 1. For more information about the parameter control block
and other information about this user exit, see members SECX$DOC and PDSM021U in the PDSMAN Sample Materials
library.

Activating and Reloading the STOW Interface Exit

The PDSM021U exit is called within critical system services, such as STOW and the DESERV exit, where stability and
performance are of great importance. It is invoked in supervisor state from potentially any address space in the system.
As such, the module must be loaded from an APF authorized library and linked as reentrant.

To use the PDSM021U exit routine, you must define the exit point using the system dynamic exit services, provided
by the CSVDYNEX macro. PDSMAN detects the status of the exit, active or inactive, when the product is initialized or
reinitialized.

The system dynamic exit service is described in the z/OS MVS Programming Authorized Assembler Service Guide and
the z/OS MVS Programming Authorized Services Reference Volume 1.

Activating a PDSM021U Exit

To activate a PDSM021U exit routine, do the following:

1. Add the following to a SYS1.PARMLIB member with a name in the format PROGxx, where xx is any valid unique value
and modname is the name of your PDSM021U user exit module:
EXIT ADD 

    EXITNAME(PDSMAN.PDSM021U) MODNAME(modname) 

2. Place your exit module in an APF-authorized LINKLIST library. Alternatively, you can specify the name of the library in
which the exit resides on the EXIT ADD statement using the DSNAME(library.name) parameter.

3. Issue the system command SET PROG=xx to add the exit definitions to the dynamic exit service.
4. Activate the calls to the dynamic exit by starting the PDSMAN address space or reinitializing PDSMAN using the

command:
F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

PDSMAN issues a PDSM00-55 message to report the status of the exit.

Reloading a PDSM021U Exit

To reload an updated copy of a PDSM021U exit routine, do the following:

1. Add the following to a SYS1.PARMLIB member with a name in the format PROGxx, where xx is any valid unique value
and modname is the name of your PDSM021U user exit module:
EXIT DELETE EXITNAME(PDSMAN.PDSM021U) 

    MODNAME(modname) FORCE=YES 

2. Issue the system command SET PROG=xx to delete the exit module. Subsequent calls to the exit will receive
CSVDYNEX RC=4 with error reason=0406. PDSMAN detects this condition, marks the exit inactive and stops making
further calls.

3. Update the module containing the user exit code as needed.
4. Add the module back to the dynamic exit service using the instructions provided in the previous procedure, Activating

a PDSM021U Exit.

Member Version Exit -- PDSMUSR2

The Member Version user exit routine, PDSMUSR2, is invoked by the Compiler Interface (PDSM15) to provide or modify
source member version information, or change Compiler Interface processing options. PDSMUSR2 is also invoked
from the Source/Executable Cross-Reference utility, PDSM28, to select or format load module IDR records. For more
information see, Source/Executable Cross-Reference utility.
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The source code for a full-function PDSMUSR2 sample is supplied in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library. This sample
exit contains helpful comments on the function and installation of the user exit and also documents the control block that is
passed to the user exit in machine-readable form. This exit is also distributed in object form and installed in the linklist as
part of the normal installation process.

For more information about the parameters passed to the PDSMUSR2 exit routine, see the distributed PDSMUSR2
sample exit in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

PDSMUSR2 Invoked from PDSM15

The PDSMUSR2 exit is invoked from the Compiler Interface, PDSM15, and is passed the processing options that have
been specified on the $COMPILER control statement. PDSMUSR2 is also passed version information if a source member
is being compiled and has member control information or ISPF statistics recorded. Any of this information can be altered
by the exit routine. Code supplied in the distributed exit routine can also supply version information for members being
compiled from Panvalet for z/OS or Librarian libraries.

PDSMUSR2 Invoked from PDSM28

The PDSMUSR2 exit is also invoked from the Source/Executable Cross-Reference utility, PDSM28. The exit can reformat
output print or header lines and select or exclude records from the report.

Activating the Member Version Exit

The PDSMUSR2 exit is called from two separate points: by the Compiler Interface, PDSM15, and by the PDSM28 Source/
Executable Version Reporting utility. The exit is invoked in problem state, from potentially any address space in the
system, when a program named on a $COMPILER rule is executed.

By default, the PDSMUSR2 exit module distributed by PDSMAN is called for this exit processing. To change the name of
the PDSMUSR2 exit module, specify the name of your exit module using the $MISC USR2NAME= parameter.

NOTE
When executing PDSM28, the user exit module name setting can be overridden using the UEXIT execution
parameter.

For more information about the $MISC control statement, see Initialization Control Statements

To activate a user-tailored exit or module name for the PDSMUSR2 exit:

1. Place the PDSMUSR2 exit module in a library that is available to all jobs that execute programs defined on a
$COMPILER rule; usually the module is placed in a system linklist library.

2. Add or update the PDSMAN $MISC Initialization Control Statement with the USR2NAME parameter as follows:
$MISC USR2NAME=modname

where modname is the name of your PDSMUSR2 exit module. If this parameter is not specified, the module named
PDSMUSR2 is called.

3. Activate the calls to the exit by starting the PDSMAN address space or reinitializing PDSMAN using the command:
F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

Member Control Information Interface Exit -- PDSM12EX

The Member Control Information Interface exit routine, PDSM12EX, allows you to add, delete or change member control
information on a member-by-member basis. This provides a way to migrate an existing library management facility
such as Panvalet or Librarian to standard PDS format while maintaining the member control information from the library
management system.

PDSM12EX is invoked from the PDSM12 utility. The exit is only invoked if PDSM12EX is found in the JOBLIB/STEPLIB
concatenation or in the system linklist. PDSM12EX is invoked for library members or aliases matching the PDSM12
selection criteria. The exit receives control in 31-bit mode.
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If PDSM12 is performing a REMOVE operation any changes to member control information made by the user exit are
ignored. For more information, see PDSM12 utility.

For more information about the parameters passed to the PDSM12EX exit routine, see the distributed PDSM12EX sample
exit in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

For information about the layouts of the user data area for load module and non-load module member directory entries,
see the Directory Entry User Data Format Descriptions. You must ensure that any changed fields are consistent with the
PDSMAN member control information formats.

Activating the Member Control Information Interface Exit

The primary purpose of the PDSM12EX exit is to assist in conversions by allowing the installation to provide member
control information. As such, this exit is intended to be used only when its specialized processing is required by specific
jobs.

To change the name of the called exit, you must specify the UEXIT= parameter when executing PDSM12. If not specified,
the PDSM12EX exit will be called if it is present.

For example, to activate a user-tailored PDSM12EX module for a specific execution of PDSM12, add the
',UEXIT=modname' parameter to the PDSM12 EXEC PARM statement:

//PDSM12 EXEC PGM=PDSM12,PARM='/ADDREUSE,UEXIT=EXIT12'

//PDSMPDS DD DSN=sample.dataset,DISP=SHR 

In the above example, all members of the PDSMPDS data set are processed using the ADDREUSE function and the
module named EXIT12 is invoked as the PDSM12EX user exit.

Distributed Sample Exits

Samples of the user exits are distributed in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library. The following table describes the
samples available:

User Exit Member Description
PDSMUSR2 PDSMUSR2 Full function exit with Librarian and

Panvalet support.
PDSM018U PDSM018U Skeleton exit containing BLDL parameter

definitions.
PDSM018U SECX$DOC Documentation for a member level access

security implementation using RACROUTE.
PDSM021U PDSM021U Skeleton exit containing STOW parameter

definitions.
PDSM021U SECX$DOC Documentation for a member level update

security implementation using RACROUTE.
PDSM12EX PDSM12XL Tool for migration of Librarian statistics to a

PDS.
PDSM12EX PDSM12LD Skeleton exit to record control information

in load module directory entries.

Directory Entry User Data Format Descriptions
This section describes the format of the user data fields maintained by PDSMAN in both non-load and load module
directory entries.
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ISPF Directory Entry Format

For members of non-load libraries, PDSMAN records member control information using the ISPF directory statistics
format, amended as shown in the following table. PDSMAN makes use of fields not used by ISPF and reuses two fields to
record more meaningful information.

This information is placed at the beginning of the directory user data area.

Offset Length Description Value/ Format
0 1 Version Level. 1 - 99
1 1 Modification Level. 1 - 99
2 2 SCLM flags and the second’s

portion of the ISPF time last
modified.

(Note 2)

2 Bit 0 Production Status Indicator. (Note 3)
2 Bits 1-15 Last Reference Date. (Note 1)
4 4 ISPF Creation Date. 0CYYDDDF
8 4 Date Last Modified. 00YYDDDF
12 2 ISPF Time Last Modified. HHMM
14 2 ISPF Current number of lines.  
14 Bit 0 Production Status Indicator. (Note 3)
14 Bits 1-15 Last Reference Date (Note 1)
16 2 ISPF initial number of lines.  
16 Bit 0 Expiration Base Date Indicator.  
16 Bits 1-15 Expiration Base Date. (Note 1)
18 2 ISPF Number of lines modified.  
20 7 Updating TSO User ID or first 7

characters of security ID.
For more information, see the
$BSI USER= parameter in
Initialization Control Statements.

 

27 3 When ISPF Extended Statistics
are not present, this is a
reserved field set to blanks
when member is updated using
ISPF.

(Note 2)

27 1 When ISPF Extended Statistics
are present, a single blank.

(Note 2)

28 3 When ISPF Extended Statistics
are present, the current number
of lines.

(Note 2)

32 3 When ISPF Extended Statistics
are present, the initial number of
lines.

(Note 2)

36 4 When ISPF Extended Statistics
are present, the number of
modified lines.

(Note 2)
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NOTE

1. PDSMAN Last Reference and Expiration Base dates are recorded as 15 bit binary values. The binary format
of the value varies depending on the date being recorded. These values are intended primarily for PDSMAN
internal use. For a detailed description of these values contact Technical Support or logon to Broadcom
Support Online and reference PDSMAN problem record number 93.
 

2. ISPF Extended Statistics, which were introduced with z/OS 1.11, are present if both of the following
conditions are true:
– The length of the directory user data is X’14’ halfwords instead of the normal length for ISPF

statistics of X’0F’ halfwords. 
– Bit three of byte two in the directory entry is on.

 
3. When ISPF Extended Statistics are present, PDSMAN records the Production Status Indicator and Last

Reference Date at offset 14 instead of offset 2.

Endevor Directory Entry Format

PDSMAN records member control information in an alternate format in non-executable libraries that contain Endevor
footprint information. This allows the products to coexist and provide you with maximum benefit.

This information is placed at the beginning of the directory user data area.

The PDSMAN information is recorded in the following format:

Offset Length Description Value/Format
0 Bit 0 Production Status Indicator.  
0 Bits 1-15 Last Reference Date. (Note 1)
2 44 Endevor footprint information.  
46 3 Date Last Modified. YYDDDF
49 2 Time Last Modified. HHMM
51 Bit 0 Expiration Base Date Indicator.  
51 Bits 1-15 Expiration Base Date. (Note 1)
53 1 Modification Level. 1 - 255
54 8 Updating TSO User ID or first 7

characters of security ID.
For more information, see the
$BSI USER= parameter in
Initialization Control Statements.

 

NOTE
PDSMAN Last Reference and Expiration Base dates are recorded as 15 bit binary values. The binary format
of the value varies depending on the date being recorded. These values are intended primarily for PDSMAN
internal use. For a detailed description of these values contact Technical Support or logon to Broadcom Support
Online and reference PDSMAN problem record number 93.
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PDSMAN Load Module Directory Entry Format

The PDSMAN member control information in a load module directory entry has the following format:

Offset Length Description Value/Format
0 1 Reserved.  
1 3 Date Last Modified. YYDDDF
4 2 Time Last Modified. HHMM
6 3 Expiration Base Date. YYDDDF
9 1 Modification Level. 1 - 255
10 8 Updating TSO User ID or first 7

characters of security ID.
For more information, see the
$BSI USER= parameter in
Initialization Control Statements.

 

18 Bit 0 Production Status Indicator.  
18 Bits 1-7 Reserved.  
19 3 Last Reference Date. YYDDDF

This information is placed at the end of the user data area, following any linkage editor data, in each directory entry.

Using a PDSMAN Test Environment
This section describes the steps that are required to establish, activate, and access a PDSMAN Test Environment.

PDSMAN allows you to execute both a production and a test image of the product on the same operating system image.
This can be useful when installing a new product release, testing product maintenance, or diagnosing a problem. The test
image runs in the PDSMAN Test Environment, which you access using a STEPLIB that points to a library containing the
test modules.

NOTE
You can execute the PDSMAN Test Environment with or without an active production PDSMAN environment.

How You Establish the Test Environment

To establish the PDSMAN Test Environment:

1. Install the test PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements in a parameter library.
2. Ensure the STEPLIB library containing the test modules is APF authorized.
3. Establish communication between the test and production images.
4. Install the PDSMAN Test Environment Address Space JCL procedure in a system JCL procedure library.
5. Install the PDSMAN Test Environment Database Server Address Space JCL procedure in a system JCL procedure

library.
6. Make the test versions of the PDSMAN ISPF Environment Libraries available to your online users.

Install the Test Initialization Control Statements

PDSMAN uses Initialization Control Statements, also known as rules, to control its processing. These Initialization
Control Statements specify which PDSMAN facilities are enabled and the libraries on which the facilities will operate. The
Initialization Control Statements are read by the address space, through DD name PDSMINIT, when the test environment
is started or reinitialized.
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If you are upgrading from a previous release of PDSMAN, testing product maintenance, or diagnosing a problem, you will
already have a customized set of Initialization Control Statements. You can use these same rules to initialize your test
environment.

If you plan to execute the PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream, you should use the sample control statements provided
in member PDSMINIT of the Sample Materials library. This set of rules has been specifically written for the demonstration.
Copy the sample member to another library before making any changes. Do not update the SMP/E target or MSM
deployment library copy of the member.

Record the location of the Initialization Control Statements you plan to use. You need this information when tailoring the
PDSMANT address space JCL procedure.

Authorize the STEPLIB Library

The PDSMAN Test Environment executes program modules from a STEPLIB library that must be APF authorized.
Frequently, the CPDSLINK SMP/E target or MSM deployment library is used as the STEPLIB library.

You must specify the name of the STEPLIB library in the PDSMANT address space JCL procedure and you must also
specify the STEPLIB name in the PDSMDBT database server address space JCL procedure.

At this time, ensure that the library being used as the STEPLIB is APF authorized.

Establish Production and Test Image Communication

PDSMAN uses the Cross-System Communication facility (PDSMMCPU) to communicate information between the
production and test images. The address space JCL procedures for both environments (PDSMAN and PDSMANT) should
include a PDSMMCPU DD statement pointing to the same communication data set.

If you are executing a production image of PDSMAN, review your production procedure and record the name of the
communications data set, adding a PDSMMCPU DD statement if it does not already exist. You must know the name of
the communications data set when tailoring the PDSMANT address space JCL procedure.

Install the Address Space JCL Procedure

The PDSMAN Test Environment executes in a dedicated address space that is started using a supplied JCL procedure.
This JCL procedure must reside in a library that is part of your system PROCLIB concatenation. A sample JCL procedure
is provided in member PDSMANT of your Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample procedure to a system procedure library where you can modify it. If you have an existing PDSMANT
procedure, you should be careful not to regress any modifications you made previously.

Follow the tailoring instructions in the sample JCL comments.

Install the Database Server Address Space JCL Procedure

The test environment PDSMAN Database Server task also executes in a dedicated address space. This address space
is automatically started by PDSMAN using a supplied JCL procedure. This JCL procedure must reside in a library that is
part of your system PROCLIB concatenation. A sample JCL procedure is provided in member PDSMDBT of your Sample
Materials library.

Copy the sample procedure to a system procedure library. If you have an existing PDSMDBT procedure, you should be
careful not to regress any modifications you made previously.

Follow the tailoring instructions in the sample JCL comments.

Make Your ISPF Environment Libraries Available

You can access test versions of the panels, CLISTs and other members required to make the product operate in an online,
ISPF environment. Frequently, the corresponding SMP/E target or MSM deployment libraries are used for this purpose.
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You must make these libraries available to the TSO and ISPF users who are using the test environment. You can do this
by modifying your TSO logon procedures or by using a combination of ISPF LIBDEFs and TSO CLISTs or REXX EXECs.

NOTE
Regardless of the method you choose for making the ISPF environment libraries available, you must add
an appropriate STEPLIB statement to the TSO logon procedure to access the PDSMAN Test Environment
executable modules.

TSO Logon Procedure Method

You can define the libraries containing the test members in a test TSO logon procedure. The following table lists the
PDSMAN library identifier and the corresponding TSO logon procedure DD statement:

Identifier TSO Logon Procedure DDName
CPDSCLS0 SYSPROC
CPDSHELP SYSHELP
CPDSMSG0 ISPMLIB
CPDSPNL0 ISPPLIB
CPDSSKL0 ISPSLIB
CPDSTBL0 ISPTLIB

We suggest that you include the PDSMAN libraries directly in the appropriate ddname concatenation. You must place the
library containing the test version members before any other libraries containing PDSMAN members.

LIBDEF Method

You can use a combination of ISPF LIBDEFs and TSO CLISTs or REXX EXECs to establish the necessary ISPF
environment for using the test PDSMAN image. This allows for a more flexible implementation than does not modify
your logon procedures. Using this method, a TSO CLIST or REXX EXEC calls the ISPF LIBDEF service to perform the
allocations for the required ISPF libraries.

NOTE
This method requires you to be familiar with ISPF and the LIBDEF service.

A sample TSO CLIST is provided in member PDSMTEST of your Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample TSO CLIST to a library where it is available to all of your TSO/ISPF users. If you have an existing
member by this name, you should be careful not to regress any modifications you made previously.

Follow the tailoring instructions in the sample CLIST.

NOTE
By default, commands added to the ISPF command table by PDSMAN do not invoke this CLIST to establish the
ISPF environment.

Activate and Access the Test Environment

The following sections describe how you can activate and access the test environment.

Start the Test Environment

Initialize the PDSMAN Test Environment by executing the PDSMANT procedure you previously copied to your system
procedure library. This procedure starts the PDSMANT address space, initializes the test image of the product, and waits
to service operator modify commands.
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Start PDSMANT by issuing the following command from the operator console:

S PDSMANT,REUSASID=YES

Access the Test Environment

PDSMAN facilities and programs, and any user or system programs, can access the PDSMAN Test Environment by
including a STEPLIB DD statement that specifies the name of the test library named in the PDSMANT procedure.

Other libraries can be concatenated with this library as needed. Any program, procedure, or logon procedure that
specifies the test library as a STEPLIB will have its processing directed to the test image.

In an online environment, the way you access the required ISPF panel, message, and other libraries depends on whether
you have previously added them to your test logon procedure or if they are to be accessed using the PDSMTEST CLIST.

Disable the Test Environment

To disable a test PDSMAN image, issue one of the following commands from the operator console:

F PDSMANT,STOP

P PDSMANT

For more information about these commands, see Administrating.

A PDSM00-16 message is issued to indicate that the removal is complete.

WARNING
Do not cancel the PDSMANT address space to disable the product.

How You Execute the Demonstration Job Stream in the Test Environment

PDSMAN provides a demonstration job stream you can use to verify that the major facilities of the product are operating
correctly and to demonstrate a number of the capabilities PDSMAN provides. You can execute the Demonstration Job
Stream in a PDSMAN Test Environment or using your production PDSMAN environment.

The Demonstration Job Stream requires the equivalent of approximately 180 cylinders of 3390 DASD space while it is
executing. This space is used for temporary data sets that are deleted when the job successfully completes.

The PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream is in member $DEMO of your Sample Materials library.

To execute the Demonstration Job Stream:

1. Initialize the test PDSMAN image using the appropriate Initialization Control Statements.
2. Tailor and submit the $DEMO JCL member.

Activate the Demonstration Job Stream Initialization Control Statements

The Demonstration Job Stream requires PDSMAN be initialized with a certain set of Initialization Control Statements that
specify the PDSMAN facilities to be enabled for the demonstration libraries.

The easiest way to activate these rules is to initialize the test PDSMAN image using the Initialization Control Statements
found in member PDSMINIT of your Sample Materials library. Copy this member to another library and make any
necessary changes to the copied version. Do not modify the member in the SMP/E target or MSM deployment libraries.
For more information about initializing the product with these rules, see the section Install the Test Initialization Control
Statements.

In either case, you must tailor the rules located in PDSMINIT and then reinitialize the test PDSMAN image to make them
active.
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You must tailor the following strings in the control statements:

String Description
#demosrclibrary The name of the PDSMAN demonstration source library
#demolnklibrary The name of the PDSMAN demonstration link library

Specify the name of the demonstration source and link libraries using the same prefix as you used for your SMP/E target
libraries or MSM deployment libraries. This is also the prefix you used for the inputhlq string in the RUNCOPYF and
RUNCOPYS maintenance job streams.

For example, if you installed PDSMAN into SMP/E target zone libraries that begin with the prefix CAI.PDSMTGT,
your demonstration source and link library names will be CAI.PDSMTGT.DEMOSRC and CAI.PDSMTGT.DEMOLNK,
respectively.

Activate PDSMAN using these tailored rules. If PDSMAN is already active and was initialized using the member you have
just tailored, you only need to reinitialize the product to make your changes active.

To activate the new rules, issue the following commands from the operator console:

F PDSMANT,NEWRULES

NOTE
It is not necessary to completely stop and restart the product to make the rule changes active.

Execute the $DEMO Demonstration Job Stream

The PDSMAN Demonstration Job Stream is used to verify that the major facilities of the product are operating correctly
and to demonstrate a number of the capabilities PDSMAN provides.

A sample demonstration job stream is provided in member $DEMO of your Sample Materials library.

Copy the sample JCL to another library where you can modify it. Change the job card and other job related JCL as
required for your environment. Then follow the tailoring instructions provided in the JCL comments before submitting the
job stream.

NOTE
If the SORT program your installation uses is not in the system linklist, add an appropriate STEPLIB statement
to steps PTSP22 and COMP37 of the Demonstration Job Stream.

Some job steps end with a condition code greater than zero. The job output provides information on the expected return
codes.
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Administrating
This section contains cross-reference and other information for product facilities and utilities.

License Management Program Cross-Reference

PDSMAN (PDSMAN) uses the LMP for license and feature checking. The following table lists the LMP license codes and
their equivalent PDSMAN feature letter.

Description LMP
Code

PDSMAN Feature

LLA/Extensions and Performance Options FY A
Auditing and Comparison Facilities FZ B
FastCopy and Library Space Reuse F2 C
Member Archiving and Recovery F3 D
EZYEDIT and Productivity Tool Facilities F6 E
All PDSMAN Features GC A-E

Facility Cross-Reference

Each PDSMAN feature is comprised of one or more facilities. The following table lists each PDSMAN facility, the feature
that is required to execute the facility, and the facet or section name where the facility is documented. To locate exact
references to a facility, type its name in the space search field above the left frame table of contents.

Facility Feature Abbreviation

Cross-System Communication n/a AD
Dynamic BLDL A LP
EZYEDIT Environment E EZ
FastCopy C FS
FastStow C FS
Directory Space Monitoring E PT
Last Reference Date Recording D AR
Library Access Statistics Recording A LP
Library and Member Comparison B AC
Library Integrity B AC
Library Member Archiving D AR
Library Member Incremental Backup D AR
Library Member Purging D AR
Library Space Management, Analysis, and
Mapping

E PT

Library Space Monitoring E PT
Library Space Reuse C FS
LLA/Extensions A LP
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LPA Access Statistics Recording A LP
Member Compare and Update Control B AC
Member Control Information Recording B AC
Member Level Security B AC
Member Title Support E PT
Multiple Member Version Support D AR
PDSMAN Address Space n/a AD
Previous Version Recoverability D AR
Production Member Status B AC
Productivity Tools for Load Libraries E PT
Productivity Tools for Source Libraries E PT
Program Fetch Optimization (PFO) A LP
Remote Data Comparison B AC
Source/Executable Cross Reference B AC
String Scan and Replace E PT
Total Library Recoverability D AR
TSO Command Processor E PT

Utility Cross-Reference

Many of the PDSMAN utilities are restricted to users that are licensed for a specific feature. The following table lists
the features required to execute the indicated PDSMAN utility. Utilities that do not appear in this list are available to all
PDSMAN users. To locate exact references to a utility, type its name and description in the space search field above the
left frame table of contents.

Utility Description Feature

PDSM02 Library Maintenance B or D
PDSM03 Member Capture D
PDSM04 Backup Maintenance D
PDSM05 Backup Member Restoration D
PDSM05DR Backup Delete, Rename, and Convert D
PDSM06 Maintenance Control Facility D
PDSM07 Directory List B, D or E
PDSM08 List Member Contents E
PDSM09 Member Format Conversion E
PDSM10 Library Empty and Space Release E
PDSM11 Compression Scheduling E
PDSM12 Member Control Information Utility n/a
PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis C or E
PDSM14 PDSGET, PDSSAVE Command Processors E
PDSM17 SMF Log Reporting B
PDSM18 String Scan and Replace E
PDSM19 PDSMAN TSO Command Processor E
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PDSM20 Control Statement Generator E
PDSM22 Load Library Analysis E
PDSM23 Descriptive Member Titles E
PDSM24 Procedure Library Analysis E
PDSM25 Member Size Analysis E
PDSM26 Performance Reporting and Control A
PDSM27 Duplicate Member Reporting E
PDSM28 Source/Executable Cross Reference E
PDSM29 Load Library Reblocking E
PDSM30 PDSFETCH Command Processor E
PDSM32 Multiple Member Version Maintenance D
PDSM33 Member Compare and Update Control B
PDSM34 Control Statement Scanning n/a
PDSM35 LLA/E Reporting and Batch Interface A
PDSM36 Library Comparison B
PDSM37 Remote Data Comparison B

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | ) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses ( … ) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters indicate user-specified operands.

Default operand values are underscored.

What Is PDSMAN?
PDSMAN is a proven leader in comprehensive management of PDS and PDSE libraries. No other software product so
completely addresses the wide range of problems you face while managing partitioned libraries. Using PDSMAN, you
can identify and correct problem situations, avoid future issues, and control your partitioned library environment with less
manual effort.

PDSMAN facilities are grouped into solutions that address problem areas such as library space management, library
member management, user productivity, performance issues, and auditing concerns:

Library Space Management Solutions

• – FastCopy replacement for IEBCOPY
– Dynamic Library Space Reuse

Library Member Management Solutions

• – Library Member Archiving
– Library Member Recovery

Extended User Productivity Solutions

• – EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform
– User Productivity Tools
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Program Fetch Performance Solutions

• – Library Look-Aside (LLA) Extensions
– PDSMAN Performance Options

Auditing and Comparison Solutions

• – Auditing Facilities
– Comparison Facilities

PDSMAN also provides the Partitioned Resource Management System that extends the product’s management and
problem detection capabilities by integrating them into an architecture designed to collect, manage, and report status
information.

PDSMAN Benefits
Because of its comprehensive nature, PDSMAN benefits many different users in your organization:

• ISPF users are more productive using the EZYEDIT Productivity Platform.
• Application developers benefit from using EZYEDIT, PDSMAN Productivity Tools, and Auditing and Comparison

facilities.
• Project managers are more productive using EZYEDIT and the Productivity Tools.
• Batch users are more productive using EZYEDIT and the Productivity Tools.
• Application developers are more productive using EZYEDIT and the Productivity Tools.
• Department managers and DASD managers can better control their resources with Library Space Reuse and Member

Archiving and Recovery facilities.
• Auditors find it easier to perform audits with the information provided by the Auditing and Comparison facilities.
• System programmers spend less time addressing performance problems when the LLA/Extensions and Performance

Options are used.
• All users benefit from improved system performance when the FastCopy replacement for IEBCOPY is enabled.

PDSMAN Savings
The key benefit that PDSMAN provides is savings. With PDSMAN, you:

• Save human resources that were previously required to manage libraries, address unmanaged libraries, and respond
to problem situations such as out-of-space conditions. Your developers and systems staff also save time by using the
EZYEDIT productivity platform and associated productivity tools.

• Save DASD resources that were previously over-allocated to avoid PDS out-of-space abends or were being used to
maintain inactive or duplicate copies of library members.

• Save processor resources by eliminating unnecessary library compresses, optimizing the program fetch process, and
replacing IEBCOPY with the high-speed FastCopy facility.

Library Space Management Solutions
Library space management solutions include the FastCopy and the Library Space Reuse facilities.

Contents

The FastCopy Alternative to IEBCOPY

The PDSMAN FastCopy facility is a high-speed, transparent replacement for the IBM IEBCOPY utility.
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IEBCOPY is used to perform data management for PDS and PDSE libraries. It provides a basic set of functions for
copying members, compressing libraries, converting between PDS and PDSE formats, and creating a sequential form of
the library that is used for backup and transport.

FastCopy transparently replaces IEBCOPY and provides both functional and performance enhancements including:

• Control statement and functional compatibility for existing IEBCOPY functions
• Functional enhancements and capabilities not available in IEBCOPY
• Improved performance, including faster execution times, reduced CPU usage and fewer I/O operations
• An integrated volume or data set pattern driver for library compress and space management functions

FastCopy benefits all IEBCOPY users, including batch jobs, ISPF users, SMP/E, and DASD management packages. No
JCL or operational changes are required to implement the facility, and FastCopy can be enabled or disabled on a global
basis, by job name or user ID, or at the individual job step level.

Functional Enhancements and Capabilities Not Available in IEBCOPY

FastCopy provides functional enhancements and capabilities not available in IEBCOPY, giving your users a powerful, yet
easy to use platform for partitioned library data management.

Library and Member Copy Enhancements

• – Library members can be moved as well as copied.
– Input and output libraries can be dynamically allocated and referenced by data set name instead of using a JCL DD

statement.
– Output libraries can be emptied before copy or move operations begin, helping to avoid out-of-space conditions.
– Member data can be reformatted from fixed to variable or variable to fixed format during copy or move operations.

Library Compress and Validation Enhancements

• – A dedicated Compress control statement provides simpler, yet more powerful syntax for compress operations.
– Test (dry run) compresses can be performed to determine the amount of space that will be reclaimed if a compress

operation is performed.
– Libraries are validated whenever they are compressed. Validation includes checking for common PDS problems

such as member overlap errors, TTR resolution errors, and aliases without owning members.
– Libraries can be validated at any time using the Validate control statement.

FastCopy reports the library validation status for both valid and invalid libraries to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Management System. For more information about the Partitioned Resource Management System, see Partitioned
Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Member Selection Enhancements

• – Members can be selected or excluded by name, name pattern, or the date on which they were last changed or
referenced.

NOTE
Some extended FastCopy capabilities require data or services that are provided by other PDSMAN
components.

– Member aliases can be automatically included when the owning member is selected for copy or move operations.

Directory Management Capabilities
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• – Members can be renamed, deleted, or retained based on name, name pattern, or the date on which they were last
changed or referenced.

– The amount of directory space in a library can be set to a specific number of blocks, increased or decreased by a
relative number of blocks, or altered based on the percentage of directory blocks currently in use.

– The directory space can be automatically adjusted after compress processing based on the percentage of directory
space in use.

Space Management Capabilities

• – The entire library can be emptied, with or without the release of unused secondary extents.
– Unused secondary extents can be released without emptying the library.
– Library and directory space may be added or released during compression in order to achieve a desired percentage

of space utilization.

Other Capabilities

• – Members can be converted to or from ISPF packed format during copy or move operations.
– Previous member versions being maintained by the PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions facility can be copied,

deleted, or renamed.
– The Endevor BSTCOPY utility can be transparently replaced.
– Deleted and replaced members can be recovered in some circumstances.

FastCopy Performance Benefits

FastCopy uses advanced buffering and channel programming techniques to process partitioned data sets faster and more
efficiently than IEBCOPY. FastCopy performance benefits include:

• Reduced elapsed execution (wall clock) time
• Reduced CPU usage
• Fewer I/O operations

The reductions in resource usage translate into other, more tangible benefits for your installation, including improved
job throughput, reduced I/O contention delays, improved cache performance, and an effective lengthening of your batch
window.

Generally, the more data being processed, the more benefit you will see from FastCopy. The true measure of FastCopy’s
performance benefit is best seen when processing large libraries, especially those with hundreds or even thousands of
members. In addition, because FastCopy is compatible with all IEBCOPY callers, significant performance benefits are
available to heavy IEBCOPY users such as SMP/E and DASD management packages.

Library Compress Driver

FastCopy provides a driver for the efficient compression and space management of multiple partitioned and sequential
data sets. Processing data sets on a data set pattern or volume level, rather than on an individual basis saves both
system and programmer resources.

Data sets to be processed or excluded from processing can be specified as patterns. Names of the required data sets are
determined from the catalog.

Alternatively, DASD volumes to be processed are selected or excluded by name or pattern, specified either on control
statements or as DD statements in the job stream.

Once the DASD volumes are selected, individual data sets can be selected or excluded based upon data set name
or volume serial. Data set name patterns can be specified and special keywords are available to simplify selection or
exclusion of groups of data sets such as the system linklist.

In many cases, the data sets selected in the above manner will not actually need to be compressed. You can set
thresholds for compress processing based upon:
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• The percentage of total library space currently in use
• The percentage of the primary allocation currently in use
• The percentage of total library space that would be regained if a compress were performed
• The number of secondary extents currently held by the library

Avoiding these unnecessary compressions will result in considerable savings in system resources and processing time.

Extended Compress processing can also recognize and bypass libraries that have not been altered since the last
Extended Compress operation, further reducing the number of compressions that are actually performed.

The desired percentage of free space in selected libraries or sequential data sets can be specified. Depending on the
percentage of space in use, space can be either added to, or released from data sets to achieve the desired space
utilization. Selected libraries, including sequential data sets, can have some or all of their unused free space released by
the Extended Compress processor. The amount of free space can be automatically adjusted based upon a percentage of
unused space left in the library.

Dynamically Reusing PDS Library Space

Partitioned data set space problems, particularly Sx37 abends caused by out-of-space conditions, occur in every data
center. Frequently, these abends happen at inconvenient times or on critical libraries, with complications ranging from
simple inconvenience to major application or system outage.

The PDS architecture is the root cause of the problem. When PDS members are deleted or replaced, the space that the
member previously occupied is not reclaimed for future use. This causes the amount of space being used to creep toward
the physical limit of the PDS with every update. When the limit is reached, an out-of-space condition or Sx37 abend
results. The only way to reclaim the dead library space is to compress the PDS.

The two most common solutions to the problem - regularly scheduled compressions and over-allocation of the PDS - have
considerable drawbacks:

• Compressing a PDS more often than necessary wastes CPU time and other system resources. You may also have to
schedule the compression around the availability of online systems such as CICS or TSO, or around your production
batch jobs.

• Over-allocating the PDS so that compressions are needed less frequently wastes DASD space.

Even intercepting the abend and dynamically compressing the library is not the best solution because the compression
still needs to take place. Here, the problem is being handled as it occurs instead of being prevented.

The PDSMAN Library Space Reuse facility offers a proactive solution to the problem of PDS out-of-space conditions and
the related issues of unscheduled compressions, unnecessary compressions, and PDS over-allocation. In fact, if sufficient
free space is available in the library, Sx37 abends and unnecessary library compressions can be dramatically reduced or
even eliminated.

The Library Space Reuse facility dynamically reuses the dead PDS space whenever a member is updated. The space
occupied by a deleted or replaced member is recorded and is made available for immediate reuse by this member or for
future updates.

Library Space Reuse is performed transparently and requires no JCL changes or modifications to your existing update
methods. Special I/O operations are used to minimize overhead and the fail-safe process always maintains the integrity of
your data.

Library Space Reuse is compatible with non-IEBCOPY compression facilities, DASD management products, and special
access situations such as LLA and shared libraries. The facility operates on all types of partitioned data sets, including
source, object, procedure, and load libraries.

Library Member Management Solutions
Library member management solutions include the Library Member Archiving and the Library Member Recovery facilities.
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Member Archiving Solutions

Over time, partitioned libraries tend to accumulate inactive members. In some cases, entire libraries may be filled with
members that are not used but are kept around because no one knows if they are safe to remove.

These inactive members waste both human and system resources. You benefit when the inactive members are identified
and addressed because:

• The library uses less DASD space.
• Performance improves due to reduced directory search times.
• The library is easier for you to use and manage.

Inactive library members must be identified before they can be addressed. This requires recording of when a member was
last referenced. The last update date, recorded by some components such as ISPF, is not sufficient for determining which
members are inactive. In fact, the operating system has  no built-in ability to record the date on which a member was last
accessed.

PDSMAN offers a comprehensive solution for addressing the problem of inactive library members:

• Last Reference Date Recording identifies inactive members by recording the date on which each library member was
last referenced.

• Library Member Archiving captures (archives) the inactive members automatically, so they may be subsequently
purged.

• Library Member Purging automatically or manually purges members based upon the last reference date and expiration
criteria you supply.

These facilities allow you to establish an automatic solution for dealing with inactive members. PDSMAN also offers
options for those data centers that prefer to have additional manual control of the purging process. For example, you may
choose to:

• Distribute a list of members to be deleted. The PDSMAN Member Control Information Utility (PDSM07) generates this
list and it contains the date on which each member was last referenced.

• Run the PDSMAN FastCopy facility to copy (backup) or move (archive) the inactive members based on the last
referenced date.

Member Recovery Solutions

Complete recovery of library members requires the ability to recover both the current and previous versions of member
data. This ability helps in the event of hardware failure, library damage, inadvertent update, or other catastrophic situation.

In the event of a hardware or library failure, you need the ability to recover the most current version of a library member.
Library incremental backup is more efficient than full volume backup because it only backs up those data sets that have
changed since the last full volume backup was taken.

It is also important to be able to recover a previous version of a changed member when the change is made inadvertently
or is in error. Many times this is done by manually creating a backup of the member, either in the original or another
library, before the change is made.

PDSMAN offers Library Member Recovery options for both recovery situations.

For current version recovery:

• Incremental Backup of Library Members captures only those members that have been changed since the last backup
was taken, thus eliminating the need to backup the entire library each cycle.

• Up-to-the-Minute Member Recoverability duplicates updates to critical libraries in a separate journal library, allowing
the most up-to-the-minute version of a member to be easily restored in case of a failure.
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For previous version recovery:

• Multiple Member Version Support allows you to maintain up to 99 different versions of a member within the library itself
or in the PDSMAN backup system. This allows the immediate recoverability of any of the previous member versions
and provides enhanced auditing capabilities.

• Previous Version Recoverability copies the current version of a member to a journal library immediately before it is
replaced or deleted.

Extended User Productivity Solutions
User productivity solutions include the EZYEDIT facility and the Productivity Tools.

Contents

Increased ISPF User Productivity with EZYEDIT

EZYEDIT is a productivity tool for all ISPF/PDF users, including systems programmers, application developers,
development managers, database administrators, and general users. It improves your user productivity by:

• Providing a general display used to process a variety of different objects including library concatenations, DASD
volumes, and TSO commands

• Providing object specific displays used for processing data sets, partitioned library members, and DASD volumes
• Allowing you to create and save lists of frequently used data sets or other objects
• Providing familiar, ISPF-like commands for processing your objects
• Providing numerous commands, capabilities, and productivity tools that are available only with PDSMAN and the

EZYEDIT platform

Because EZYEDIT looks and feels like ISPF, it is easy to learn and it immediately benefits both novice and experienced
ISPF users. EZYEDIT has a comprehensive tutorial that includes context-sensitive help and simplified command
selection.

The following summarizes the EZYEDIT displays:

Selection Panel
General objects and variable area entries

Data Set List
Partitioned and sequential data sets

Member List
Partitioned library members

Personal List
Saved lists of frequently used objects

Volume Information
DASD volumes

Allocation
TSO allocations

Linklist Sets
System Linklist sets
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Selection Panel

Typically, the first display you see when entering EZYEDIT is the Selection Panel. You can process objects from this
display or you can use the Selection Panel to specify the object or group of objects that are to be processed in one of the
other displays.

The Selection Panel is divided into two areas:

• Object Selection Area at the top
• Data Set Variable Area located at the bottom

The Object Selection Area allows you to specify the objects you want to process. You can enter a data set name or
pattern, member name, volume serial, or any of a number of special keywords recognized by EZYEDIT. You can also
choose a function (or command) to use to process the objects.

The lower area of the Selection Panel is called the Data Set Variable Area. This area is a scrollable list where you can
store frequently used objects. Using the Data Set Variable Area is convenient because you can reference the entries by
number instead of retyping the object name.

Data Set Variable Area entries can include more than just the names of your data sets. For example, entries can be
defined as:

• Fully qualified data set names, with or without member name and volume serial information
• Data set name patterns, with or without volume serial information
• The name of an EZYEDIT Personal List
• Special data set concatenation keywords such as LINKLIST, LPALIST, APFLIST, and LLALIST
• TSO commands
• EZYEDIT External Objects
• Other PDSMAN objects

The contents of an existing Data Set Variable Area list can be made available to another user, giving new employees an
easy way to become familiar with your data set naming standards.

The External Objects (EXO) facility allows you to specify user-defined objects on the Selection Panel. These objects
are called external objects because EZYEDIT has no built-in awareness of what the objects are or how they are to be
processed. Instead, the EXO facility provides a framework for you to create, specify, and process the external objects.

Data Set List Display

The Data Set List display provides a platform for processing groups of data sets, particularly partitioned libraries. The
information and commands available on this display allow you to work with your data sets in an efficient, effective, and
convenient manner.

The Data Set List display contains a list of entries, each representing an individual data set. The display can be scrolled
up and down to show all of the entries in the list. It can also be scrolled left and right to show other display views that
provide additional information about the data sets. The display views include:

EZYEDIT
Data set name and volume serial information.

Space
DASD space allocation information.

Attribute
Data set DCB attributes.

Date
Data set creation, expiration, and last accessed dates.

SMS
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SMS information including the data class, storage class, and management class.

The Date and SMS views are disabled by default but can be enabled using a user option.

The contents of the Data Set List display can be tailored to meet your needs. You can include and exclude data sets, or
use EZYEDIT’s built-in filtering capabilities to keep or exclude entries based on the contents of any of the display data
fields. The display can also be sorted on any of the data fields.

The Data Set List display provides commands you can use to process your data sets. Some of the commands like
Browse, Edit, Delete, Rename, and Compress are familiar to ISPF users. EZYEDIT provides the additional benefit of
making them, and many others, available from a single display.

The Data Set List display also provides commands available exclusively with PDSMAN and the EZYEDIT platform. With
these PDSMAN specific commands you can:

• Validate your libraries, checking for structural errors and other problems common to partitioned data sets
• Change the number of directory blocks allocated to a PDS without deleting and redefining the data set
• Use a current entry as a model to allocate a new data set, or create an identical clone of an existing library
• Scan for, and optionally replace character or hexadecimal strings in each member of all libraries shown in the Data Set

List
• Delete all members from a library in a single operation, optionally releasing allocated secondary extents
• Save the tailored contents of the Data Set List as an EZYEDIT Personal List, allowing you to use it at a later time

without the need for re-tailoring
• Monitor the status of your partitioned libraries using the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System
• Quickly locate a member in a group of data sets such as the system linklist or ISPF library concatenations
• Issue LLA management commands to add or remove libraries from LLA management, update the LLA cache, or

change the management mode
• Display internal LLA information including usage statistics, the LLA trace table, and modules staged to VLF
• Display important information associated with a library such as the amount of directory space in use, the formatted

DSCB, and VTOC information
• Execute user commands specific to your environment

Member List Display

The information and commands available on the Member List display allow you to work efficiently and effectively with the
members of your partitioned libraries.

Each entry in the Member List display represents a member in a PDS or PDSE library. The display can be scrolled up
and down to show all of the entries in the list. Scroll left and right to view other display views, which provide additional
information about the members. The display views include:

EZYEDIT
Release and user ID information, created date and last changed date timestamps.

Audit
Audit information, including the date on which the member was last referenced, if this date is being recorded by the
PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility.

Title
Descriptive information about the contents of the members, if being maintained using the PDSMAN Descriptive Member
Title facility.

ISPF
Information similar to a standard ISPF display.
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The Audit and Title views are shown only if PDSMAN auditing and title information, respectively, is available. The
EZYEDIT and Audit views have slightly different formats when displaying source (non-executable) and executable
members.

The contents of the Member List display can be tailored to meet your needs. You can include and exclude members, or
use EZYEDIT’s built-in filtering capabilities to keep or exclude entries based on the contents of any of the display data
fields. The display can also be sorted on any of the data fields.

The Member List display provides commands you can use to process your data sets. Some of the commands like Browse,
Edit, Delete, Rename, and Submit are familiar to ISPF users. EZYEDIT provides the additional benefit of making them,
and many others, available from a single display.

The Member List display also provides commands available exclusively with PDSMAN and the EZYEDIT platform. With
these PDSMAN specific commands you can:

• Compare members and easily identify the differences between them
• Scan for, and optionally replace character or hexadecimal strings in each member of the library
• Tag members that are unrelated by name, date, or other attribute so they can be processed as a group
• Display and process previous members that are being kept in the same library by the PDSMAN Multiple Member

Versions facility
• Display and update descriptive member title information
• Issue LLA update commands to update the LLA cache for a member
• Display detailed information about executable programs, including load module maps and the contents of IDR records
• Display the directory entry for the member in both readable and dump format
• Recover a deleted member (in some circumstances)
• Execute user commands specific to your environment

Personal List Display

EZYEDIT allows you to tailor the contents of a Data Set List to include only the specific entries in which you are
interested. You can save this customized list of data sets in an EZYEDIT Personal List and use it again without re-
tailoring.

The Personal List display allows you to easily use and manage the EZYEDIT personal lists you have created.

The Personal List display contains a list of entries, each representing a saved personal list. Scroll the display up and down
to show all of the entries in the list. It can also be scrolled left and right to show other display views that provide additional
information about the entries. The display views include:

Description
A description of the personal list contents, provided by you when the list was saved.

Location
The name of the library and member in which the list is saved.

The same exclusion, filtering and sorting commands that are available on other EZYEDIT displays are also available on
the Personal List display. You can also produce a hardcopy of the display or output the contents to a disk file.

You can use the display line commands to browse, edit, rename, or delete a personal list or to change the description or
location information for an entry.

Most frequently, however, you will point to the required entry, hit enter, and allow EZYEDIT to invoke the Data Set List
display for your custom personal list.

Volume Information Display

The Volume Information display shows important information about your DASD volumes including the amount of free
space available and utilization statistics for both the volume and the VTOC.
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Each entry in the Volume Information display represents a DASD volume. Scroll the display up and down to show the
complete list of entries. Scroll the display left and right to show other display views that provide additional information
about the volumes. The display views include:

FreeSpace
Volume free space information including the largest contiguous space available on the volume

Utilization
Volume, VTOC and VTOC index usage information

Summary
Fragmentation index, device type and volume status information

Volume Space
Total volume space, the total volume free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space, in cylinders, tracks and
bytes

Track Managed
Total space, free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space in the track managed area of the volume. This
view is displayed only when showing information for Extended Address Volumes (EAVs).

As with the other EZYEDIT displays, the Volume Information display can be filtered, sorted, and output to a hardcopy
listing or disk file.

When you select a display entry, either using the Select command or by positioning your cursor on the entry and hitting
Enter, EZYEDIT invokes the Data Set List display to show all libraries residing on the selected DASD volume.

Allocation Display

The Allocation display shows the data sets that are allocated to your TSO user ID. This display makes it easy for you to
identify the libraries allocated in your TSO logon procedure and the ddname with which they are associated.

The Allocation display contains a list of entries, each representing an allocation in your TSO logon procedure. The display
shows the name of the associated DD statement and the volume serial for each entry.

The Allocation display can be filtered, sorted, and output to a hardcopy listing or a disk file.

Scrolling to the right while in the Allocation display causes EZYEDIT to invoke the Data Set List display. The new Data Set
List is automatically populated with the list of entries shown in the Allocation display.

Linklist Sets Display

The Linklist Sets display shows important information about the system linklist sets currently defined on your system,
including the number of datasets in each definition, the number of address spaces currently using each definition, and
indicators that show at a glance if the set is backed by LLA, is currently in use or was used by IPL.

Each entry in the Linklist Sets display represents a system linklist set. The display can be scrolled up and down to show a
complete list of all entries.

As with other EZYEDIT displays, the Linklist Set display can be filtered, sorted, and output to a hardcopy listing or disk file.

Linklist sets can be displayed, activated, defined, added or removed using display line commands. These commands are
secured by default to prevent unauthorized use.

Increased User Productivity with Productivity Tools

The PDSMAN Productivity Tools provide a powerful set of utilities designed to address both common and specialized
programmer requirements and to increase user productivity. While many of the tools are applicable to a wide range of
users, including application developers, several of them are of particular benefit to systems programmers and other data
center support staff.
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Productivity Tool Benefits

The Productivity Tools offer several advantages over many in-house developed or public domain utilities:

• Most of the utilities are available online, through the EZYEDIT productivity platform or ISPF. This decreases the
learning curve, increases their availability, and ensures maximum potential for their use.

• Complete documentation is available for each utility.
• The PDSMAN Productivity Tools are professionally maintained, supported, and enhanced, leaving your staff time for

responsibilities that are more important.

The PDSMAN Productivity Tools are available in batch, through the EZYEDIT productivity platform, and through the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu.

Productivity Tool Descriptions

String Scan and Replace utilityScans and optionally replaces character or hexadecimal strings in all or selected
members of a library or library concatenation, or in sequential data sets. Scanning and replacing strings globally in a
library is much faster and less error prone than processing library members individually.

Duplicate Member Reporting utility
Processes the directories of specified library concatenations and reports the presence of members that exist in more than
one library. The utility can also be used to scan library concatenations to locate all occurrences of specified members.

Library Space Monitoring facility
Produces warning messages when the space usage of selected libraries exceeds defined thresholds. This advance
warning allows you to take corrective action before a library fills and causes disruption of critical systems.

Library Directory Monitoring facility
Monitors your Partitioned Data Set directories and issues error or warning messages when the amount of directory space
being used exceeds thresholds you establish. This advance warning allows you to take corrective action before the
directory fills.

Descriptive Member Titles utility
Is used to maintain meaningful titles for library members. Titles belonging to library members are maintained in a title
member within the same library and can be viewed online using EZYEDIT or reported using a batch job step. Up to ten
60-character lines of descriptive title information can be maintained for each member.

Library Empty and Space Release utility
Is used to delete all library members in a single operation. It can also be used to release unused secondary extents.
Using the utility is faster and more convenient than scratching and reallocating the library because the space and DCB
parameters do not need to be re-specified.

Library Map and Analysis utility
Validates and maps Partitioned Data Sets, checking for errors and providing diagnostic information that allows you to take
appropriate corrective action. Critical installation data sets can be validated on a regular basis to ensure that any errors
are detected at the earliest possible time.

PDSMAN provides the following productivity tools in addition to those described previously:
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• PDSMAN TSO Command Processor
• Control Statement Generator
• Member Contents Reporting
• Executable Program Analysis
• Procedure Library Analysis
• Member Size Analysis
• Load Library Reblocking
• PDSFETCH TSO Command Processor
• PDSCOPY TSO Command Processor
• Compression Scheduling

Program Fetch Performance Solutions
Program fetch performance solutions include the LLA/Extensions and Performance Options.

Contents

Library Look-Aside

The IBM Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility is designed to improve system performance by caching PDS and PDSE
directory entries in virtual storage. LLA was introduced in MVS/XA and later expanded to include processing of non-linklist
libraries, additional management modes, and member level updating capabilities.

Even with the improved Library Look-Aside there are still shortcomings, especially in the areas of management and
usability:

• There are no capabilities for automatically updating the LLA directory cache information when a member is updated,
possibly causing system abends or incorrect information to be returned.

NOTE
Library Look-Aside allows the management of libraries in NOFREEZE mode. However, this prohibits LLA
from performing directory search optimization for the library.

• The LLA method for manually updating LLA is cumbersome, requiring you to first edit a member in a parameter library,
code appropriate LLA control statements, and then issue a command from the operator console to effect the changes.

• There is no cross-system notification of updates to LLA-managed libraries or changes in the status of LLA
management.

• There is no easy way to monitor the status of LLA, display the libraries that are being managed, or detect when
changes to the LLA address space have been performed.

• No reports are provided that describe the performance of LLA or give internal diagnostic information that can be useful
in tracking a problem, such as the LLA Trace Table.

PDSMAN LLA Solutions

The LLA/Extensions facility of PDSMAN allows you to realize maximum benefit from LLA by making it easier to use,
manage, and monitor.

LLA Auto-Update function
Eliminates the need for manual LLA intervention and the problem of accessing out-of-date members by updating LLA at
the time the member update takes place. This allows you to enjoy the performance benefits of LLA FREEZE mode with
the convenience of NOFREEZE management, even for the system linklist.

LLA Synchronization Management (LSM) facility
Provides an alternative to LLA Auto-Update for ensuring synchronization between the directories of LLA managed
libraries and the LLA cache. LSM performs cache synchronization checking, reporting, and optional automatic
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resynchronization on a timed basis. You control which LLA libraries are selected and when and how often they are
checked and resynchronized.

Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs)
Allow you to easily modify your LLA environment. Libraries can be added to or removed from LLA, updated, or have their
management mode changed directly from the console using PDSMAN-supplied commands such as F LLA, ADD=dsn.
There is no longer a need to edit PARMLIB members or learn LLA control statement syntax. These extended commands
are also available through online and batch interfaces.

LLA Monitoring
Continually examines the status of LLA, detecting and tracking all ADDs, REMOVEs, UPDATEs, and management mode
changes that take place. This facility also provides positive acknowledgment that auto-updates or ELOCs have completed
successfully. Optional messages provide an audit trail of when LLA modifications occurred.

Cross-System Notification
Cross-System Notification of changes in or updates to LLA-managed libraries is also provided by LLA/E. You no longer
need to remember to refresh or update LLA on every system when a member is updated or a LLA modify is issued.

LLA Reporting
Allows you to get a look inside LLA. The LLACHECK report allows you to quickly diagnose situations where LLA returns
an incorrect version of a module. The LLATRACE report provides a convenient method for reporting the contents of
another useful diagnostic tool, the LLA Trace Table. Internal LLA statistics, including an indication of modules that have
been staged to the Virtual Look-Aside Facility (VLF), are reported by LLASTATS.

LLA/E provides a convenient and powerful  online interface to LLA via the EZYEDIT facility. EZYEDIT displays the list of
libraries under LLA management, provides full library or single member synchronous refresh capabilities, and full support
for Extended LLA Operator Commands. The LLA/E Batch Interface provides these same functions, as well as others, in
the batch environment.

Directory Search Performance Options

For those installations not wishing to use LLA, the PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization facilities
offer an additional option.

Dynamic BLDL
Caches frequently used member directory entries in virtual storage where they can be provided to subsequent requesters
without incurring a DASD I/O. PDSMAN tables are dynamic in nature. They are constantly being updated to reflect the
members currently being accessed in the nominated data sets and are updated automatically when a member is updated
or a library is compressed. These updates are also communicated to other systems in multiple-CPU environments. For
large concatenations such as the system linklist, PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL is generally able to optimize searches 90% to
95% of the time.

Program Fetch Optimization
Improves system performance and reduces directory search I/O by modifying the operating system Program Fetch order
of search so that in-storage directory searches are performed before physical searches on DASD.

The operating system allows JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries to be specified as places to search for modules before
searching the system linklist. Frequently when JOBLIB or STEPLIB libraries are present, relatively few program fetches
are actually satisfied from these libraries. Many of the required modules, such as COBOL or PL/I transients, sort routines,
TSO commands, and ISPF routines, are usually resident in storage or in the system linklist. Nevertheless, if a JOBLIB/
STEPLIB is present it will be unsuccessfully searched before the module is found in the LPA or linklist.

The Program Fetch Optimization facility of PDSMAN can dramatically improve response time in many situations by
eliminating unnecessary directory searches caused by the use of JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries.
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Auditing and Comparison Solutions
Auditing and comparison solutions include the Auditing and Comparison facilities.

Contents

Auditing Facilities

Partitioned Data Sets account for a significant portion of the data stored in a data center. Unfortunately, many installations
find that their library environments are often ignored, neglected, or simply unmanageable. In some cases, it is difficult to
know where to even start to get the problem under control. Other times, a library management plan is in place but is not
implemented because of resource shortages or other higher priority tasks and projects.

Managing the library environment generally takes a back seat or at least until a problem causes a major production
system failure, data is corrupted or tampered with, or an auditor schedules a visit.

The PDSMAN Auditing facilities assist you in better tracking and control of library data in a constantly changing
production, test, or development environment. The Auditing facilities are easy to implement and can provide immediate
results. The PDSMAN Auditing facilities include:

Update and Access Audit Trails and Security
Allows you to monitor, track, and control selected member updates and accesses.

Member Control Information Recording
Records consistent information about the last update of a library member.

Source/Executable Cross-Reference
Helps ensure that source and executable modules are kept in synchronization by recording source version information
within the executable program itself.

Production Member Statusing
Differentiates between test and production (or promotable) members in the same library.

Library Integrity
Provides enqueue protection for utilities such as IEBCOPY and IEBGENER that do not provide their own serialization and
also identifies other programs not performing proper enqueues.

Comparison Facilities

The management, use, and updating of your library member data is an ongoing and dynamic process. User needs are
constantly changing and corresponding changes must be made to currently running systems. Backups of members are
being taken. Development and maintenance activities may be taking place on the same set of members simultaneously,
which can cause libraries to become out of synchronization.

No matter how dynamic the environment, control, and management of your library member data is essential. This is
necessary for change control, auditing, or simply manageability purposes. A useful tool in managing this environment is
the ability to compare libraries or individual members to identify those that have changed and the specific changes that
have been made.

The PDSMAN Comparison facilities allow you to better track, identify, and control changes that have been made to your
library members:

Member Compare and Update Control facility
Identifies and controls changes to source programs and other line-oriented data sets.

Library Compare facility
Compares all or selected members of two libraries, identifying matching, mismatching and missing members.

Remote Data Compare facility
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Provides a powerful and flexible means of highlighting changes within a production environment, verifying data
synchronization between any number of local or remote systems, or identifying duplicate or redundant data.

Partitioned Resource Management Solution
The Partitioned Resource Management System (PRMS) simplifies management of your PDS and PDSE libraries by
providing timely, accurate, and pertinent information regarding your partitioned library environment.

PDSMAN is well positioned to instrument and monitor your partitioned library environment. In addition to providing a
wide range of library management facilities, it also intercepts access, update, copy, and other key operations as they are
performed on your library members. Because PDSMAN is aware of these critical operations, it can provide up-to-the-
minute information about your environment.

The Partitioned Resource Management System extends existing PDSMAN management and problem detection
capabilities by incorporating them into a new architecture designed to collect, manage, and report status information from
a wide variety of resources. Your existing PDSMAN facilities function as they always have, but now important pieces of
information are being forwarded to a centralized collection point for future review and analysis.

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System uses a three-step process to monitor and manage your partitioned
resources:

Instrumentation
Instruments located in existing PDSMAN facilities measure the status and availability of your partitioned resources.

Monitoring
Resource State Messages (RSMs) generated by the instruments are collected and processed by the Partitioned Resource
Monitor, PDSMPMON.

Resource View
Information collected by the monitor is available online, allowing you to view current resource status information and watch
for exception conditions and trends.

Contents

Partitioned Resource Instrumentation

Partitioned Resource Management System instruments measure the status, availability, and other important information
about your partitioned resources. Many of these instruments are extensions to existing PDSMAN functions and facilities.
The instruments report their measurements to the Partitioned Resource Monitor, PDSMPMON, using Resource State
Messages.

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management System instruments the following partitioned library management areas:

• Library Validation and Integrity
• Library Space Monitoring
• Library Directory Monitoring
• LLA/Directory Validation
• LLA Management Monitoring
• PDSMAN Address Space Monitoring
• PDSMAN Exception Monitoring

PDSMAN monitors resources automatically while they are being used as part of your everyday processing. PDSMAN also
provides online and batch interfaces that allow you to manually initiate the monitoring process.
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Partitioned Resource Monitoring

The Partitioned Resource Monitor (PDSMPMON) collects, filters, and processes instrument data, maintains status
information, and provides data to the Partitioned Resource View component.

The monitoring instruments report information using Resource State Messages (RSMs). PDSMPMON checks incoming
RSMs, filtering them using $MONITOR control statements you define in the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement data
set. The RSMs that pass filtering are ready to be processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

The $MONITOR control statements also instruct PDSMAN how to process a particular RSM. Resource State Messages
processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor can be:

• Recorded in the Resource Information Table (current status information)
• Logged to the Resource Message Log (short-term historical information)
• Written to the Resource History File (SMF, long-term historical information)
• Used to trigger events in the OPS/MVS product
• Forwarded to a Partitioned Resource Monitor on another copy of PDSMAN

Partitioned Resource Views

The Partitioned Resource Views show status, history and statistical information for monitored resources as well as other
information collected by the monitor.

ISPF Displays

The ISPF-based displays are accessed through ISPF menus, primary commands, or the PDSMAN EZYEDIT Productivity
Platform.

Resource Information Display
Shows the current status of monitored resources. The display is made up of multiple views, each of which provides
different information regarding the individual entry. The Status View shows the resource name, monitoring class, current
state, and other information recorded in the Resource State Message.

Resource History Display
Shows recent history information for a specific resource and provides information about status changes over a period.

Resource State Message Information Display
Shows detailed information about the contents of an individual RSM.

Vantage GMI Objects

PDSMAN is a Vantage GMI enabled product. The following PDSMAN objects provided with Vantage GMI show status
information collected by the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System:

• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status
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Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System automatically monitors your partitioned resources as they are used as part
of everyday processing. The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface supplements this automatic monitoring by
allowing you to manually initiate monitoring for your libraries.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording tracks and reports how PDSMAN facilities are used. With these statistics, you can:

• Better measure the benefit you derive from the product by identifying the facilities you use and how frequently you use
them

• Tap latent product value by identifying facilities you are not currently using that could help you better manage your PDS
and PDSE libraries.

Customizing PDSMAN
After installation and initial testing, PDSMAN can be customized to fit your specific requirements. PDSMAN is a
comprehensive product that provides solutions to a wide range of partitioned library management problems. Because of
this flexibility, PDSMAN facilities are generally implemented a few at a time, on a phased basis.

The first step in customizing PDSMAN is to identify the facilities that will provide you with the most benefit in the shortest
period and implement these soon after installation. 

The following facilities are good candidates for immediate implementation because they provide significant benefit while
requiring minimal customization:

• The EZYEDIT facility, an ISPF-based productivity platform
• The Productivity Tools facility
• The FastCopy facility, a high-speed replacement for the IEBCOPY utility

Once you choose the facilities you want to implement, you will need to identify the libraries for which they will be effective.
This may be a set of single libraries, a logically related group of libraries (such as all those with a common high-level
qualifier), or all the libraries in your data center. Most users initially enable PDSMAN facilities for a subset of libraries,
perform testing, and then release the facilities to the general user base.

To implement a PDSMAN facility you should follow the instructions that are provided with the individual facility
descriptions. These are documented in the corresponding Implementation sections and describe all the necessary steps
for getting a facility up and working in the proper way.

 

 

PDSMAN Rules
Many PDSMAN facilities are controlled by rules that you provide during customization and ongoing administration of the
product. PDSMAN uses these rules to determine the resources being managed, the product facilities that are enabled and
the parameter settings that control specific aspects of PDSMAN processing.

PDSMAN rules are made up of three types of statements:

• Initialization Control Statements
• Rule Directives
• Comments and white space.

Initialization Control Statements (or control statements) are used to control product facilities, set environmental and
processing options and define your system to PDSMAN. Control statements typically begin with a dollar sign ($).
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Rule Directives (or directives) provide flexibility when specifying the PDSMAN rules and control how the rules are
processed. Directives begin with a hash (or pound) sign (#) to distinguish them from control statements.

Comments and white space are used to document the rules and make them easier to read. Comment lines, line end
comments and blank lines are reported but are otherwise ignored.

General Rule Syntax
PDSMAN rules are specified using free-form syntax. You do not need to consider which columns in the input line you use
except for the following:

• Rules must be specified in columns one through 72. PDSMAN uses only these columns regardless of the actual record
length of the input.

• Comment lines must begin with an asterisk (*) in column one.

The following sections describe general syntax considerations for PDSMAN control statements, rule directives and
comments. For detailed syntax of each of the individual control statements and rule directives, see Initialization Control
Statements.

Contents

Initialization Control Statements

Initialization Control Statements are the most common type of PDSMAN rule. They are used to control product facilities,
set environmental and processing options and define your system to PDSMAN.

Initialization control statements:

• Start with a dollar sign ($) to differentiate them from rule directives
• Must begin on a new input line
• Allow parameters to be separated by commas or blanks
• May be specified on multiple lines, without requiring continuation characters, provided that individual parameters and

their values are specified on the same line

The following example shows two control statements:

$UPDATE LIB=USER.PRODLIB,PSR=Y

$ACCESS LIB=USER.PRODLIB MODE=A

        REF=Y

The $UPDATE control statement begins on a new input line and illustrates a single line control statement with the LIB and
PSR parameters separated by a comma.

The $ACCESS control statement begins on a new input line and illustrates a control statement that spans multiple lines
without continuation characters. The control statement parameters are separated by blanks.

Rule Directives

Rule Directives provide flexibility when specifying the PDSMAN rules by allowing rules to be shared by PDSMAN images
and included from other source locations. Directives are also used to control how the rules are processed.

Rule directives:
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• Start with a hash sign (#) to differentiate them from control statements
• Must begin on a new input line
• Must be completed on a single input line
• Allow parameters to be separated by commas or blanks
• May be specified within control statements

The following example shows two rule directives.

#INCLUDE LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(PDSMIN00)

#INCLUDE LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(PDSMIN01)

Both rule directives begin on a new input line and are completed on a single line.

Comments and White Space

Comments and white space are used to document PDSMAN rule input and make it easier to read. Blank lines, comment
lines, and line end comments are reported but are otherwise ignored.

The following example shows PDSMAN rule input containing comments and white space:

*

* This is a comment line

* The following blank line is white space

    $ACCESS     LIB=EXAMPLE.LIBRARY /* Line end comment

* A comment line within a control statement

    REF=Y                           /* Line end comment

Comment lines are used to document sections of the rule input. They begin with an asterisk (*) in column one and may be
specified anywhere in the rule input stream.

Line end comments are used to document individual lines in the rule input. They begin with the string slash-asterisk (/*)
and are separated from the preceding text on the line by one or more blanks. All text beginning with the slash-asterisk (/*)
through the end of the input line is considered part of the comment.

Blank lines are used to make the rule input more readable. They can be included anywhere in the input stream.

Checking Rule Syntax

You can check the syntax of PDSMAN rules before they are activated. For more information, see Using PDSM00 to
Check Rule Syntax.

Note: Only the control statement syntax is verified. The logical correctness of the statements, product authorization,
$SYSID specification and other aspects of rule validation are not verified by this processing.

Rule Considerations
 

Matching the Current Environment
When a member access, update or other event of interest to PDSMAN occurs on your system, the active PDSMAN rules
are scanned for the first control statement that matches your current environment. The settings from this matching control
statement are used to process the event.
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PDSMAN determines the matching control statement by comparing the environmental parameters specified on the control
statement with the current environment. The environmental parameters vary by control statement, but generally include
library name, volume serial, member name, program name, user ID, operation type and other parameters.

The following example shows two PDSMAN control statements:

$UPDATE LIB=EXAMPLE.LIBRARY USER=FRED   MODE=A   /* Non-matching statement

$UPDATE LIB=EXAMPLE.LIBRARY USER=BARNEY MODE=W   /* Matching statement

When user BARNEY updates EXAMPLE.LIBRARY, PDSMAN scans the active control statements and determines that
the second $UPDATE rule matches the current environment due to the library name and user ID parameter settings. The
setting MODE=W instructs PDSMAN to issue a warning message to the job log and allow the update to continue.

You can report the $ACCESS and $UPDATE control statements that are in effect for a given library. For more information,
see Using PDSM34 to Scan for Control Statements.

Specifying Patterns
Values for control statement environmental parameters such as library name, member name, and user name can
often be specified as a pattern. Patterns allow you to define groups of libraries or resources to PDSMAN, or set other
environmental constraints, using far fewer rules than would otherwise be required.

For example, you can code a single rule using a pattern that matches all SYS1 data sets rather than enumerating each
data set individually.

To determine if a pattern can be specified, see the description of the specific control statement parameter in Initialization
Control Statements.

Contents

Pattern Characters

PDSMAN uses the plus sign (+) as a single character pattern, and the minus sign (-) as a multiple character pattern.

For information about changing the default pattern characters, see Changing Pattern Characters on this page.

General Parameter Patterns

Some control statement parameters, such as volume serial, member name, program name and user ID, allow patterns in
the specified value. Both the plus sign (+) single character pattern and the minus sign (-) multiple character pattern can be
specified in the parameter value.

The following rules apply to the use of single character patterns in these parameters:

• More than one plus sign (+) may be specified
• A plus sign (+) in the last position matches zero or one characters
• A plus sign (+) in any position other than the last matches exactly one character.

For example:

Pattern Result Value Notes
A+ Matches A

AB 
Zero character match
One character match

A++ Matches A
AB
ABC 

Multiple pattern characters
Zero character match
One character match 
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A+CD Matches
but not
and not 

ABCD
ACD
ABBCD 

One character match
Null character not matched
Multiple characters not matched

++C Matches
but not
and not 

ABC
BC
C 

Multiple pattern character
Null character not matched
Null character not matched 

The following rules apply to the use of multiple character patterns in these parameters:

• A minus sign (-) in any position matches zero, one or more characters up to the maximum length of the parameter
• The minus sign (-) may be specified in conjunction with one or more plus sign (+) single character patterns
• No more than one minus sign (-) may be specified

For example:

Pattern Result Value Notes
A- Matches A

AB
ABCDEFGH 

Zero character match
One character match
Multiple character match 

-X Matches X
AX
ABCDEFGX 

Zero character match
One character match
Multiple character match 

A-H Matches A
AH
ABCDEFGH 

Zero character match
One character match
Mutiple character match 

AB-C+E Matches ABCDE
ABXYZCDE

Used with plus sign (+) single
character pattern

AB-C-DE Is invalid  Too many minus sign (-)
characters

Data Set Name Patterns

Patterns can be used to specify a library or data set name where indicated in the parameter description.

Library and data set names are made up of one or more nodes, each of which is one to eight characters in length.
Individual nodes are separated by periods. For example:

node1.node2.node3.nodex

The entire length of the library or data set name, including periods, cannot exceed 44 characters.

Single and multiple character patterns can be specified in each node of the name as described in General Parameter
Patterns on this page.

In addition to those for general parameter patterns, the following rules are specific to patterns used in data set or library
names:

• When the first or last node is specified with a minus sign (-) as the only character, multiple nodes are matched
• When the entire name is specified as a minus sign (-) as the only character, all library or data set names are matched
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For example:

Pattern Result Value Notes
-.C.X Matches C.X

B.C.X
A.B.C.X

Zero nodes match
One node matches
Multiple nodes match

A.- Matches A
A.B
A.B.C 

Zero nodes match
One node matches
Multiple node match 

-.C.- Matches A.C.E
A.B.C.D.E.F

One node matches each pattern
Multiple nodes match each
pattern

A.-.D Matches
but not 

A.B.D
A.B.C.D

Embedded minus sign (-)
patterns
Match only one node 

- Matches Any name All names match

Changing Pattern Characters

The default pattern characters minus sign (-) and plus sign (+) can be changed using the $BSI control statement
PATTERN1 and PATTERN2 parameters.

The $BSI statement must be specified in the rule input before the new pattern characters are used. For information on
these parameters, see $BSI Control Statement.

NOTE

Because only one $BSI control statement is allowed in the rule input, once the pattern characters are modified
they cannot be changed back to their original values.

 

 

Control Statement Sequence
Because PDSMAN uses the first control statement that matches the current environment, the sequence in which control
statements are specified is significant. This is particularly true when patterns are used in environmental parameters such
as the library or data set name.

WARNING

Initialization control statements that are more specific should always precede those that are less specific.

The statements in the following example indicate that Library Space Reuse should be performed (PSR=Y) for all libraries
with the high-level qualifier of USER, with the exception of USER.PRODLIB which is to be excluded from Library Space
Reuse (PSR=N).

$UPDATE LIB=USER.PRODLIB

        PSR=N

$UPDATE LIB=USER.-

        PSR=Y
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To ensure the proper results, the more specific statement for USER.PRODLIB precedes the general statement specifying
the USER.- pattern.

If these control statements were reversed, Library Space Reuse would be performed for all libraries that begin with USER,
including USER.PRODLIB.

System Symbol Substitution
System symbols allow parameter library definitions to be shared by multiple systems. The system symbol acts as a
placeholder for which a system-specific value is substituted when the definition is processed. Each system symbol has a
name that begins with an ampersand (&) and may optionally end with a period (.).

You can substitute static or dynamic system symbols into your PDSMAN rule input by using the symbol name in the text of
the PDSMAN rule.

The following example uses the system symbol &SYSPLEX to substitute the name of the current sysplex into a $ACCESS
control statement.

$ACCESS LIB=EXAMPLE.&SYSPLEX REF=Y

The Initialization Rule Report shows the result of the successful substitution:

Flag     Src   Line   Statement                                                                        Notes 

-----   ---    ----   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -----------------------

           1     87     $ACCESS LIB=EXAMPLE.&SYSPLEX REF=Y                                            

 Original Line 

Sub        1     87     $ACCESS LIB=EXAMPLE.PLEXC1 REF=Y                                               Symbols

 Substituted

System symbols are not substituted:

• Within $SECURITY, $EZYCMD or $EZYICD control statements
• In comment lines, as indicated by an asterisk (*) in column one
• If either the $BSI PATTERN1 or PATTERN2 parameters have been set to an ampersand (&)
• When the initial ampersand that begins a symbol is part of the strings “ & “, “& “ or “&,”.

If the system symbol is not defined, PDSMAN bypasses substitution and reports “No Symbols Substituted” in the notes
field on the Initialization Rule Report. The text containing the symbol name is unchanged and no error is indicated.

License Restrictions
PDSMAN is usually licensed in its entirety, as a comprehensive solution to your partitioned library management needs. If
your license is limited to specific product features, some control statements or parameters should not be specified in your
PDSMAN rule input stream.

For more information about PDSMAN's separately licensable features and the restricted control statements and
parameters, see the section Control Statement License Restrictions in Initialization Control Statements.

NOTE

All PDSMAN features are usually enabled during the product trial period. If you subsequently license only
certain features, it may be necessary for you to update your rules to eliminate usage of license-restricted control
statements or parameters.
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Rule Input Source Characteristics
Valid PDSMAN rule input sources are PDS or PDSE members, sequential data sets or SYSIN DD * input. Rule input
sources must have a fixed (F or FB) or variable (V or VB) record format with a logical record length no greater than 256
bytes.

PDSMAN Rules must be specified in columns one through 72. PDSMAN uses only these columns regardless of the actual
record length of the input.

Updating Rules
PDSMAN provides a default set of rules for basic product operation. If you are currently running PDSMAN, you will also
have a customized set of rules that are specific to your environment and functional needs.

It is sometimes necessary to update your PDSMAN rules. For example, you may need to update your existing rules to:

• Enable new functionality
• Change settings for facilities you are currently using
• Add new resources or change existing resources being managed by PDSMAN
• Reflect changes in your system or PDSMAN environments.

It is not necessary to stop and restart PDSMAN to update the PDSMAN rules.

To update the PDSMAN rules:

1. Locate the input sources containing your current rules
2. Make necessary rule changes
3.  Activate the new rules

Contents

Locate Rules

You can determine the location of your rules in a number of ways. If PDSMAN is already active you can:

• Enter the PDSMINIT keyword in the DSN/Variable# field of the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Selection Panel
• Review the Initialization Source Report produced by the PDSMAN address space when the rules were last activated.

If PDSMAN is not active, examine the PDSMINIT DD statement of the PDSMAN started task procedure JCL. This
statement points to the location of the first rule input source read by PDSMAN.

Change Rules

To enable a new facility, follow the specific implementation instructions provided. The documentation for each facility
contains a section on implementation that describes all the steps necessary, including rule updates, for properly enabling
a particular facility.

For other rule updates, refer to the appropriate rule syntax and description. Specific PDSMAN control statements,
directives and associated parameters are described in Initialization Control Statements.

For general information about the syntax of the PDSMAN rules, see General Rule Syntax.

Activate Rules

Changes made to the PDSMAN rules are not effective until they have been activated.

If PDSMAN is currently running, activate the new rules by reinitializing the product using the following operator command:
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F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

If PDSMAN is not currently running, activate the rules by starting the product using the following operator command:

S PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES

where PDSMAN is the name of the product address space. If you are sharing rules with PDSMAN images on other
systems, issue the appropriate operator command on each of the sharing systems to start or reinitialize all of the
PDSMAN images.

WARNING

It is not necessary to IPL your system nor to stop and restart PDSMAN in order to activate a new set of
PDSMAN rules.

Rule Reporting
PDSMAN produces two reports when a new set of rules is activated:

• The Initialization Rule Report shows each line in the rule input stream and reports information about PDSMAN rule
processing.

• The Initialization Source Report shows the locations from which PDSMAN rules were read and other information about
the individual rule sources.

Both reports are written to the output location specified on the PDSMRPT DD statement in the PDSMAN address space
JCL.

Contents

Initialization Rule Report

The Initialization Rule Report shows each line in the rule input stream and reports source information, the text of the input
line and notes on processing that has been performed.

The following example shows a partial Initialization Rule Report:

PDSMAN       r7.70                                PDSMAN Initialization Rule Report     

                                  PAGE     3

** PDSMINIT ** SYSA

 

>>>>> Including from Source 2 - PDSMINIT:EXAMPLE.INITRULE(REPORT1)/RTM001 (Note 1) 

 

Flag  Src Line  Statement         

                                                               Notes                    Input

----- --- ----  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ------------------------ -----

        2    1 

 **********************************************************************                                   

 00005

        2    2  **  Valid Control Statement                                        

 **                                    00006
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        2    3 

 **********************************************************************                                   

 00007

        2    4  $ACCESS  LIB=EXAMPLE.LIBRARY  REF=Y         /* Valid Control Statement           Assigned ID

 ACC-00000001 00008

        2   

 5                                                                                                           

 00009

        2    6 

 **********************************************************************                                   

 00010

        2    7  **  System Symbol Substitution                                     

 **                                    00011

        2    8 

 **********************************************************************                                   

 00012

(Note 2)2    9  $ACCESS  LIB=EXAMPLE.&LPARNAME..LOAD        /* System Symbol                     Original

 Line            00013

Sub     2    9  $ACCESS  LIB=EXAMPLE.SYSA.LOAD        /* SYSTEM SYMBOL                           Symbols

 Substituted      00013

        2    9  $ACCESS  LIB=EXAMPLE.SYSA.LOAD        /* SYSTEM SYMBOL                           Assigned ID

 ACC-00000002 00013

        2   10           REF=Y                              /*  

 Substitution                                             00014

        2  

 11                                                                                                          

  00015

        2   12 

 **********************************************************************                                   

 00016

        2   13  **  $SYSID Rule Directive Usage                                    

 **                                    00017

        2   14 

 **********************************************************************                                   

 00018

(Note 3)2   15  $SYSID   ID=XXXX,YYYY,ZZZZ                  /* Non-Matching Systems                          

    (Note 4) 00019

InAct   2   16                                                                                   InAct: $SYSID

 Line 00019 00020

InAct   2   17  $ACCESS  LIB=EXAMPLE.NOT.MATCHED            /* Inactive Lines Reported           InAct: $SYSID

 Line 00019 00021

InAct   2   18           REF=Y                              /*   But Not Processed               InAct: $SYSID

 Line 00019 00022

InAct   2   19                                                                                   InAct: $SYSID

 Line 00019 00023

        2   20  $SYSID   ID=ALL                             /* Reset to All

 Systems                                       00024

 

                (End of Input from Source 2 - PDSMINIT:EXAMPLE.INITRULE(REPORT1)/RTM001 ) (Note 5)
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In this example report:

1. The source number and location are reported; input from a new source begins on a new page for easier identification
2. Lines in which system symbols have been substituted are identified by “Sub” in the Flag field
3. Lines that are reported but not processed due to a $SYSID specification are identified by “InAct” in the Flag field.
4. The line number of the $SYSID directive that excludes an InAct line is reported in the Notes field.
5. The end of the input source is reported.

Initialization Rule Report Fields

The following fields are shown on the Initialization Rule Report:

Flag
Used to identify a report line that contains important information. For example, this field is used to flag lines that are
inactive, in error, or on which substitution was performed.

Src
Reports the identification number of the source from which the line originated. The value in this field corresponds to the
number reported in the Num field of the Initialization Source Report.

Line
Shows the relative line number within the current input source. More than one line with the same line number may be
reported.

Statement
Shows the first 80 characters of the actual or modified input statement text. Note that PDSMAN ignores columns 73
through 80 when processing the rules.

Notes
Shows the processing performed, errors detected, or other important information about the input line.

Input
Shows the line number for the line within the full rule input stream.

The Initialization Source Report shows the input source locations from which PDSMAN rules were read.

 

Initialization Source Report

The Initialization Source Report shows the input source locations from which PDSMAN rules were read. 

The following shows an example Initialization Source Report:

Num  Type DDN-Concat#   Source                                                                     

 Notes                    Lines

---  ---- ------------  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ------------------------ -----

  0  INT  (Internal)    PDSMAN_Internally_Generated_Bootstrap                                       Read

 Successful              1

  1  DDN  PDSMINIT-001  > PDSMPROD.INITRULE.TEST(INIT00)/RTM001                                     Read

 Successful             12

  2  DDN  PDSMINIT-002  > PDSMPROD.INITRULE.TEST(INITCA31)/RTM001                                   Read

 Successful            850

  3  DSN  (Data Set)    >>> PDSMPROD.INITRULE.TEST(INITSET0)                                        Read

 Successful             27
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  4  DSN  (Data Set)    >>>>> PDSMPROD.INITRULE.TEST(INITSET1)                                      Read

 Successful            162

  5  DSN  (Data Set)    >>>>> PDSMPROD.INITRULE.TEST(INITSET2)                                      Read

 Successful             78

  6  DSN  (Data Set)    >>>>> PDSMPROD.INITRULE.TEST(INITSET3)                                      Read

 Successful             58

  7  INT  (Internal)    PDSMAN_Internally_Generated_Statements                                      Read

 Successful             33

In this example report:

• Source 0 is an internally generated source specifying #INCLUDE DD=PDSMINIT.
• Sources 1 and 2 are members concatenated on the PDSMINIT DD statement.
• Source 3 is included from the concatenation of members INIT00 and INITCA31.
• Sources 4, 5 and 6 are included from source 3 member INITSET0.
• Source 7 contains internally generated $EZYCMD and $EZYICD statements.

Initialization Source Report Fields

The following fields are shown on the Initialization Source Report:

Num
Shows the identification number assigned to this source. This value corresponds to the source number reported in the Src
field of the Initialization Rule Report.

Type
Shows one of the following input source types:

INT 
Rules generated internally by PDSMAN.

DSN
Rules read from a library member or sequential data set.

DDN
Rules read from an individual source within a DD statement input concatenation.

DD
Rules read from a DD statement where all of the specified source inputs are treated as a single composite input.

DDN-Concat#
For rules read from a DD statement input, shows the DD name and the number of the input source within the DD
concatenation. Otherwise indicates the source type.

Source
Shows the name of the input source or a description if the source was generated internally by PDSMAN. Indentation is
used to show the hierarchy of the rule sources.

Notes
Shows processing performed, errors detected, or other important information about the input source.

Lines
Shows the number of lines read from each individual source.

Sharing Rules
PDSMAN usually runs on multiple systems in a sysplex environment. While it is possible to use a separate set of rules for
each system, it is usually more convenient to share some or all of the rules between PDSMAN images.
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The following shows two PDSMAN images with separate sets of PDSMAN rules.

When more than one system is using exactly the same PDSMAN rules, the easiest way to share the rules is to have each
PDSMAN image use the same rule input source, as shown in the following: 

In practice, there are often minor variations in the rules between systems. You can use the PDSMAN $SYSID rule
directive to share rules that are similar, but not identical.

Using the $SYSID Rule Directive
The $SYSID rule directive makes it easy to share PDSMAN rules, even when there are system-specific differences in
the rule input. It does this by allowing you to specify the SMF ID of the systems for which individual lines in the rule input
stream are applicable.

NOTE

$SYSID is an exception to the convention that directives begin with a hash sign (#).

When you use $SYSID, PDSMAN compares the SMF ID of the running system with the system names specified on the
$SYSID parameters. Based on this comparison, PDSMAN determines if subsequent lines in the rule input stream are to
be selected or if they are reported but otherwise ignored. You can change or cancel the filtering at any time by specifying
a new $SYSID directive.

The $SYSID ID parameter is used to include rule input stream lines for the named systems. The NOTID parameter
is used to explicitly exclude lines. Up to eight system names can be specified on a $SYSID directive. For a complete
description of the syntax of the $SYSID directive, see Initialization Control Statements.

Input lines that are excluded due to a $SYSID specification are reported as inactive (“InAct”) in the Flag field of the Rule
Initialization Report. The Notes field reports the line number of the $SYSID statement responsible for the exclusion.

Contents
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Including Lines with $SYSID

The $SYSID ID= parameter is used to explicitly select input lines when running on named systems.

The rules in the following example show the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility enabled (REF=Y) for all
libraries (LIB=-) when accessed by the PROD system and disabled when accessed by systems SYSA and SYSB.

$SYSID  ID=PROD

$ACCESS LIB=-

        REF=Y

$SYSID  ID=SYSA,SYSB

$ACCESS LIB=-

        REF=N

$SYSID  ID=ALL

The $SYSID ID=ALL directive ensures that subsequent input lines are processed for all systems.

$SYSID can also be used to separate individual control statement parameters. For example, the following statements are
functionally equivalent to those shown in the previous example.

$ACCESS LIB=-

$SYSID  ID=PROD

        REF=Y

$SYSID  ID=SYSA,SYSB

        REF=N

$SYSID  ID=ALL

The $SYSID ID=ALL directive is used to reset $SYSID filtering.

Excluding Lines with $SYSID

The $SYSID NOTID= parameter is used to explicitly exclude input lines when running on named systems.

The rules in the following example show that the PDSMAN Partitioned Library Monitoring facility is to be effective
(MONITOR=Y) for SYS1.LINKLIB on all systems except that with the SMF ID of TEST.

$SYSID   NOTID=TEST

$MONITOR LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB

         MONITOR=Y

$SYSID   ID=ALL

The $SYSID ID=ALL directive is used to reset $SYSID filtering.

Combining $SYSID with the #INCLUDE Rule Directive
The $SYSID and #INCLUDE rule directives can be combined to provide additional flexibility when sharing rules.

The #INCLUDE rule directive allows you to include rules from other locations directly in the rule input stream. For a
complete description of the #INCLUDE directive, see Initialization Control Statements.

When the rules being shared differ significantly by system yet there is still a need to share common rules, the PDSMAN
rule input sources can be configured as shown in the following diagram:
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The following rules, specified in the SHARED01 member, are used to implement this configuration:

$SYSID     ID=SYSA                         /* Applicable to SYSA only

#INCLUDE   LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(RULESYSA)    /* Include SYSA-specific rules

 

$SYSID     ID=SYSB                         /* Applicable to SYSB only

#INCLUDE   LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(RULESYSB)    /* Include SYSB-specific rules

 

$SYSID     ID=ALL                          /* Applicable to all systems

#INCLUDE   LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(SHARED02)    /* Include additional common rules

 

An even more dynamic solution is to combine the #INCLUDE directive with system symbol substitution. For example, the
following rules are equivalent to those specified above for systems SYSA and SYSB:

#INCLUDE   LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(RULE&LPARNAME.)    /* System-specific rules

#INCLUDE   LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(SHARED02)          /* Additional common rules
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The symbol &LPARNAME is defined as the four character SMF ID for the system.  This solution is more dynamic in that it
can be used without change for systems other than SYSA and SYSB. 

 

Rule Management
PDSMAN provides utilities to help you manage your PDSMAN rules. You can use these utilities to:

• Check the syntax of the PDSMAN rule before activating them
• Scan the active $ACCESS and $UPDATE control statements and report the statements matching a specified library

For more information about the PDSMAN rules, see Initialization Control Statements.

Using PDSM00 to Check Rule Syntax
The PDSM00 utility can be used to check the syntax of PDSMAN rules before activation. Only the rule syntax is verified.
The logical correctness of the rules is not checked and rule changes are not activated. 

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM00:

//PDSM00 EXEC PGM=PDSM00,PARM='TEST'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMINIT DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PRVLST DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR (may be required)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM= field is used to supply an execution parameter of TEST for syntax checking.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMINIT
Defines the library or member containing the PDSMAN rules.

PRVLST
Defines the names of the data sets involved in private library access recording. This DD statement is required only if
private library access recording is being performed. For more information, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.

Member PDSMJ00 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM00 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameter
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.
TEST
Indicates PDSM00 is to check the syntax of the PDSMAN rules.

Example

The following example shows JCL for verifying control statement syntax:
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//TESTINIT EXEC PGM=PDSM00,PARM='TEST'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMINIT DD DSN=USER.PARMLIB(PDSMINIT),DISP=SHR

Using PDSM34 to Scan for Control Statements
The PDSM34 utility can be used to report the PDSMAN control statements that are in effect for a given library. The active
rules are scanned and all control statements of the supported types that match the specified data set name are reported.

PDSM34 reports only matching $ACCESS and $UPDATE control statements.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following example shows the required JCL for executing PDSM34:

//PDSM34 EXEC PGM=PDSM34,PARM='datasetname'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=class

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM= field is used to supply the data set name for which the rules are scanned.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

Member PDSMJ34 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM34 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM= field of the EXEC JCL statement.
datasetname

Specifies the fully qualified data set name for which the supported control statement types will be scanned. A data set
name pattern cannot be specified.

Example

The following example shows JCL for scanning active $ACCESS and $UPDATE rules for the library
PDSMAN.SAMPSRC:

//ALLOC EXEC PGM=PDSM34,PARM='PDSMAN.SAMPSRC'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

PDSM34 Usage Notes

You can also access control statement scanning by choosing the Rule Scanning Facility option from the ISPF PDSMAN
Master Menu.
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PDSM34 Report Example

The PDSM34 utility generates a report showing the specified data set name and all active rules that match the name
regardless of other environmental parameters. The address of each rule is also reported

*** THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT IS AS FOLLOWS ***

 

 LIB=PDSMDEV.SAMPSRC

 

 01982000    $ACCESS  LIB=PDSMDEV.SAMPSRC

                      MEM=WARN-

                      MODE=W

                      REF=Y

                      USERDATA=STANDARD

 

 019985C0    $ACCESS  LIB=PDSMDEV.SAMPSRC

                      MODE=A

                      REF=Y

                      USERDATA=STANDARD

 

 02CDC838    $UPDATE  LIB=PDSMDEV.SAMPSRC

                      MEM=WARN-

                      MODE=W

                      CONTROL=Y

                      EBDRESET=N

                      PSR=Y

                      JOURNAL=Y

                      USERDATA=STANDARD

 

 PDSM34 PROCESSING COMPLETED

Return Codes

PDSM34 issues the following return codes:

0
Processing completed normally.

4
No initialization control statements matching the supplied data set name were found.

 

Establishing the Address Space
The PDSMAN address space must be active before you can use any PDSMAN features and facilities. This section
describes how to establish and activate the PDSMAN address space.

PDSMAN occupies an address space for the duration of its execution. By processing in a dedicated address space,
PDSMAN provides:

• A common control point for stopping, starting, and modifying the product
• The ability to perform timer driven and subtask processing
• Cross-memory services and data storage/retrieval
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The PDSMAN address space is usually in a wait state. It becomes active when timer or subtask driven processing is
required or when a command is entered from the operator's console.

PDSMAN Address Space Implementation
Member PDSMAN in the Sample Materials library contains a sample JCL procedure that you can tailor and use to execute
PDSMAN by issuing the following operator command:

S PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES 

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for establishing the PDSMAN address space:

//PDSMAN   PROC  PRM='parameter',CLASS=A,MEM=membername

//PDSMOPR  EXEC  PGM=PDSMOPR,PARM='&PRM',TIME=1440,REGION=0M

//PDSMRPT  DD    SYSOUT=&CLASS

//SYSABEND DD    SYSOUT=&CLASS

//PDSMINIT DD    DSN=initdataset(&MEM),DISP=SHR

//PDSMMCPU DD    DSN=mcpudataset,DISP=SHR      (optional)

//PRVLST   DD    DSN=prvlstdataset,DISP=SHR    (optional)

//         PEND

The following describes the JCL statements:

PROC
The PRM= symbolic variable parameter can be used to supply the execution parameters described in the section
Execution Parameters. MEM= can be used to override the default member name for the initialization control statement
data set.

EXEC
The PARM= field is used to pass execution parameters to the program. TIME=1440 is required to prevent the address
space from timing out.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMINIT
Defines the PDS member or sequential data set that contains the PDSMAN initialization control statements. In the
supplied JCL, the member name is specified by the &MEM parameter.

PDSMMCPU
Defines the cross-system communications data set. To determine if you need to establish PDSMAN cross-systems
communication, see the section Cross-System Communications. PDSMAN will automatically start the PDSMMCPU cross-
system communications subtask if this DD statement is present.
The distributed JCL procedure may have this statement commented out. If you are executing PDSMAN in a multiple
system environment it is best practice that you remove the comments and enable this DD statement.

PRVLST
Defines the PDS member or sequential data set containing the names of the data sets involved in private library access
recording. This DD statement is required only if private library access recording is being performed. For more information,
see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

Execution Parameters

PDSMAN allows execution parameters to be specified on the address space START command. These parameters can be
used to modify PDSMAN processing while the address space is being initialized.
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WARNING
Specifying the following parameters may result in the deactivation of some PDSMAN facilities or features.

Use the following syntax to specify execution parameters:

S  PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES,PRM='parameter1[,parameter2,..]'

The following describes the valid execution parameters. Note that the quotation marks are required in the parameter
specification.

FEATURES=
This parameter is intended only for use in installations that are not licensed for all PDSMAN features. FEATURES= directs
PDSMAN to bypass automatic initialization of facilities that are feature dependent. When specifying FEATURES=, include
those features for which you are licensed. For example, specify FEATURES=ABCE if you are licensed for all features
except D.

NOMCPU
Suppresses the automatic initialization of the PDSMAN cross-system communications subtask, PDSMMCPU.

NOLMON
Suppresses the automatic initialization of the PDSMAN LLA Monitoring subtask, PDSMLMON.

NOLRDR
Suppresses the automatic initialization of the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask, PDSMLRDR, and the
associated Last Reference Date Recording environment.

NOPMON
Suppresses the automatic initialization of the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask, PDSMPMON.

NODB
Suppresses the automatic initialization of the PDSMAN Database Control subtask, PDSMDB.

NOQMDB
Suppresses the automatic initialization of the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask, PDSMQMDB.

The commands used to control PDSMAN (described in Address Space Commands) can also be specified as startup
parameters using the PARM= field of the EXEC JCL statement (or the &PRM procedure variable). They are executed,
in order, after PDSMAN has been initialized. This allows you to specify a default set of PDSMAN commands that are
automatically issued every time the product is started.

For example, the following statement issues the PDSMAN HELP and STATUS commands each time the product is
started:

//PDSMAN  EXEC PGM=PDSMOPR,PARM='HELP,STATUS',TIME=1440,REGION=0M

This is equivalent to starting PDSMAN with the following command:

S  PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES,PRM='HELP,STATUS'

You can also set the default value of the &PRM procedure variable to the following to achieve the same results:

'HELP,STATUS'

PDSMAN Address Space Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using PDSMAN address space.
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Automatically Starting PDSMAN

To receive full benefit from PDSMAN, you should establish operational procedures to ensure the product is started
automatically after each system IPL. This is usually done by adding the S PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES operator command
to the COMMNDxx or equivalent member in SYS1.PARMLIB.

Running More Than One Version

PDSMAN allows you to run both test and production versions of the product concurrently. This capability can greatly
simplify the installation and testing of new or initial product releases and facilitates assurance testing after maintenance
has been applied.

For example, if you are currently running PDSMAN Release 7.6 in a production environment (from a system linklist library)
it is possible to enable a test Release 7.7 of the product in a concurrent testing mode. You can easily access the test
version by adding the appropriate STEPLIB statement to started tasks, batch jobs, or logon procedures. This allows
installation and testing to be completed during normal business hours, instead of requiring dedicated test time.

It is also possible to run only a test version of PDSMAN, without a production version, as may be the case for new
PDSMAN installations.

For more information about executing concurrent production and test versions of PDSMAN, see Installing.

PDSMAN Cross-System Communications
The PDSMAN Cross-System Communication facility, PDSMMCPU, communicates events of interest to other copies of
PDSMAN executing in a multiple system, shared DASD environment.

Communicated events include updates to LLA and Dynamic BLDL libraries managed by PDSMAN, Extended LLA
Operator Commands, Partitioned Resource Management messages, and other PDSMAN and system-related events.

If you are executing multiple copies of PDSMAN in a multiple system (including LPAR), shared DASD environment, it is a
best practice that you run the PDSMMCPU Cross-System Communication facility. Directions for implementing the facility
are given below.

If you are executing both production and test versions of the product, it is a best practice that you run the PDSMMCPU
Cross-System Communication facility. For more information about executing concurrent PDSMAN versions, see Installing
.

If you are executing in a single CPU environment, have only one copy of PDSMAN, or have isolated DASD you  do
not need to run PDSMMCPU. However, you may consider establishing cross-system communications in the event that
your PDSMAN environmental configuration changes at some future time.

Description

PDSMMCPU communicates events through a communication data set residing on shared DASD. This data set should be
accessible to all copies of PDSMAN executing in the complex.

The PDSMMCPU subtask of the PDSMAN address space processes incoming events in the communications data set that
have been addressed to this local system. These events are processed as if they had occurred on the local system.

After PDSMMCPU has processed all incoming events, any outgoing events (such as updates occurring on this system)
are broadcast to the other systems through the communications data set.

PDSMMCPU Example

An update is made to an LLA library that is being managed by the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility. Assume that there
are three systems named SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC in a shared DASD environment and that $LLA rules for the library
LLAE.EXAMPLE are specified as follows:
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SYSA:      $LLA  LIB=LLAE.EXAMPLE

                 UPDATELLA=Y

                 NOTIFY=N

SYSB:      $LLA  LIB=LLAE.EXAMPLE

                 UPDATELLA=N

                 NOTIFY=Y

SYSC:  No matching $LLA rule or library not LLA-managed.

An update to the LLAE.EXAMPLE library causes different LLA/E processing to be performed on each of the systems,
such as:

• LLA would be automatically updated on SYSA because UPDATELLA=Y is specified.
• On SYSB, a message would be produced due to the NOTIFY=Y parameter but automatic update would not be

performed due to UPDATELLA=N.
• Although SYSC would be notified of the update, no LLA/E processing would take place on SYSC because there is no

matching $LLA rule or because the library is not being managed by LLA on that system.

NOTE
The above processing takes place independent of the system on which the update actually occurred. PDSMAN
detects the update on any of the systems and communicates it to all of the others. Processing on a remote
system is based on that remote system's $LLA specifications.

Implementation

To enable Cross-System Communications

• Verify that a Cross-System Communications data set was allocated during the product installation. For more
information about this data set, see Installing. Only one communications data set needs to be defined for each
installation.

• Add the following DD statement to the PDSMAN started task procedures on all systems participating in the multiple
system environment:
//PDSMMCPU DD  DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

where datasetname is the name of the communications data set previously defined. Each copy of PDSMAN should
have read and update authority for this data set.The PDSMAN address space automatically starts the PDSMMCPU
subtask when this DD statement is present.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication facility.

Detection of Inactive Systems

PDSMAN automatically detects situations where communication facilities on other systems have become inactive without
completing normal shutdown. Message PDSMMCPU-04 is issued when this situation occurs.

The interval used to detect an inactive system is three minutes. When there is heavy cross-system traffic, this interval
may not be long enough to prevent a system that is waiting to access the communications data set from being marked
as inactive. You can change the inactivity interval using the MCPUINACT= parameter on the $MISC initialization control
statement.

Increasing the inactivity interval will result in additional space usage in the communications data set. It may be necessary
to increase the size of the data set to avoid slowdown conditions, as reported by message PDSMMCPU-05.
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Address Space Commands
 

The PDSMAN address space is controlled by issuing commands from the operator's console.

You can start, stop, re-initialize, and make other changes to PDSMAN using modify commands entered through the
operator's console.

PDSMAN operator modify commands have the following format:

F  PDSMAN,command[,command...]

NOTE
Exceptions to this format are the S PDSMAN command which starts the address space and the P PDSMAN
command which can be used to terminate PDSMAN.

PDSMAN is the name given to the product address space, and  command is one of the commands described in the
following sections. Multiple commands and their parameters can be specified. Commands can also be abbreviated. The
shortest recognized command abbreviations are capitalized in the command descriptions.

Command Summary

The following provides a brief summary of each command.

NEWRules
Re-initializes PDSMAN to activate new initialization control statements.

RELoad
Alias for NEWRules.

STOP
Stop the PDSMAN address space.

STATus
Displays the status of major PDSMAN address space components.

DETail
Displays detailed information regarding the PDSMAN address space.

HELP
Displays important or frequently used PDSMAN address space commands.

?
Alias for HELP.

STARTMcpu
Starts the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication subtask.

STOPMcpu
Stops the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication subtask.

NEWMcpu
Bounces the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication subtask.

MCPUNET
Displays the current cross-system communications environment status.

HANDshake
Verifies the status of all systems in the cross-system environment.

XSYSLIBS
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Shows the names of all libraries involved in cross-system communication.

MCPUSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMMCPU subtask.

MCPUINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMMCPU subtask.

MCPUDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMMCPU subtask.

MCPUPERForm
Displays performance information about the PDSMMCPU subtask.

STARTLMon
Starts the PDSMAN Library Look-Aside (LLA) Monitoring subtask.

STOPLMon
Stops the PDSMAN Library Look-Aside (LLA) Monitoring subtask.

NEWLMon
Bounces the PDSMAN Library Look-Aside (LLA) Monitoring subtask.

LMONSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMLMON subtask.

LMONINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMLMON subtask.

LMONDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMLMON subtask.

LMONPERForm
Displays performance information about the PDSMLMON subtask.

STARTADL
Starts the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside subtask.

STOPADL
Stops the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside subtask.

NEWADL
Bounces the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside subtask.

ADLSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMADL subtask.

ADLINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMADL subtask.

ADLDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMADL subtask.

ADLPERForm
Displays performance information about the PDSMADL subtask.

STARTLRdr
Starts the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask.

STOPLRdr
Stops the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask.

NEWLRdr
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Bounces the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask.

LRDRSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMLRDR subtask.

LRDRINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMLRDR subtask.

LRDRDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMLRDR subtask.

LRDRPERForm
Displays performance information about the PDSMLRDR subtask.

STARTPMon
Starts the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask.

STOPPMon
Stops the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask.

NEWPMon
Bounces the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask.

PMONSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMPMON subtask.

PMONINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMPMON subtask.

PMONDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMPMON subtask.

PMONPERForm
Displays performance information about the PDSMPMON subtask.

STARTDB
Starts the PDSMAN Database Control subtask and the Database address space.

STOPDB
Stops the PDSMAN Database Control subtask and the Database address space.

NEWDB
Bounces the PDSMAN Database Control subtask and the Database address space.

DBSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMDB subtask and the Database address space.

DBINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMDB subtask and the Database address space.

DBDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMDB subtask and the Database address space.

DBPERForm
Displays performance information about the PDSMDB subtask and the Database address space.

DBCLOSE
Closes and de-allocates the database file.

DBOPEN
Allocates and opens the database file.

DBQUIESCE
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Places database access or update requests into a wait state.

DBRESTART
Releases queued database access or update requests for processing (negates the affect of the DBQUIESCE command).

CLEARDBM
Resets database server-related control block pointers.

NOTE
This command is for use only at the direction of Technical Support.

STARTQmdb
Starts the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask.

STOPQmdb
Stops the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask.

NEWQmdb
Bounces the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask.

QMDBSTATus
Displays the current status of the PDSMQMDB subtask.

QMDBINFO
Displays status and other information for the PDSMQMDB subtask.

QMDBDETail
Displays detailed information about the PDSMQMDB subtask.

QMDBPERForm
Displays current performance information about the PDSMQMDB subtask.

QMDBPERFALL
Displays current and recorded performance information about the PDSMQMDB subtask.

STARTHchk
Starts PDSMAN Health Check services.

STOPHchk
Stops PDSMAN Health Check services.

NEWHchk
Bounces PDSMAN Health Check services.

HCHKSTatus
Displays the current status of PDSMAN Health Check services.

DYNOFF
Suspends Dynamic BLDL processing for the specified library.

DYNON
Resumes Dynamic BLDL processing for the specified library.

DYNReset
Resets the Dynamic BLDL table for the specified library or for all tables.

RESET
Resets the Dynamic BLDL table for the specified library or for all tables
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Starting, Stopping and Reinitializing PDSMAN

Starting PDSMAN

To start the PDSMAN address space, issue the following command from the operator console:

S PDSMAN,REUSASID=YES

When the start command is entered, the system executes the JCL found in the PDSMAN procedure in a system
PROCLIB. Member PDSMAN in the Sample Materials library provides a sample JCL procedure for starting the PDSMAN
address space.

A sample PDSMAN procedure can be found in the PROCLIB target library that was created during the installation
process.

Re-initializing PDSMAN

Frequently, PDSMAN processing is modified by changing the rules in the PDSMAN initialization member, PDSMINIT. For
these changes to take effect, re-initialize PDSMAN by issuing the following command from the operator's console:

F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

NOTE
It is not necessary to completely stop and restart PDSMAN to enable the new rules.

During re-initialization, only rule chains corresponding to altered PDSMINIT control statements are reloaded, and storage
corresponding to the old chains is released.

Any resident PDSMAN code modules that have been altered (for example, by application of maintenance) are also
reloaded during the re-initialization process.

Stopping PDSMAN

PDSMAN can be fully deactivated and removed by issuing one of the following operator commands:

F PDSMAN,STOP

or

P PDSMAN

Full deactivation removes PDSMAN intercepts by restoring SVC table entries to their former contents and frees all
common storage occupied by PDSMAN, other than approximately 12K of SQA, which is reused upon the next PDSMAN
initialization.

NOTE
It is  not necessary to fully deactivate and then restart PDSMAN in order to pick up new control statements in the
PDSMINIT initialization data set. The re-initialization process described above should be used instead.

Address Space Control Commands
These frequently used commands control the PDSMAN address space and the PDSMAN product.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[NEWRules|RELoad]

          [STATus]

          [DEtail]

          [HELP|?]
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Description

The following describes the Address Space commands:

NEWRules
Causes PDSMAN to be re-initialized to pick up any changes to the PDSMINIT control statements or to resident PDSMAN
code modules after application of maintenance. RELoad is an alias for NEWRules.

STATus
Displays the status of major PDSMAN address space components such as subtasks and service routines.

DEtail
Displays detailed information regarding the PDSMAN address space.

HELP
Displays important or frequently used PDSMAN operator commands. Not all valid commands are shown in this display.
Use ? as an alias for HELP.

STATus Example

The following shows sample output from an  F PDSMAN,STATUS command:

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> STATUS

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMOPR  7.70      is active

PDSMOPR-15 BLDL Interface     is active

PDSMOPR-15 STOW Interface     is active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMSS10 Intercept is active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMXM Environment is active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMDB   Database Server Control Task     SubTask: Active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMPMON Partitioned Library Monitoring   SubTask: Active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMLRDR Last Reference Date Recording    SubTask: Active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMQMDB Database Recording Queue Mngr    SubTask: Active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMMCPU Cross-System Communications      SubTask: Active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMLMON Library Look-Aside  Monitoring   SubTask: Active

PDSMOPR-15 PDSMADL  Active Directory Lookaside       SubTask: Active

PDSM00-34  PDSMAN RELEASE 7.70 (PROD) ACTIVE - LAST INIT 10/31/2015  AT 15:41

The status and version of the operator interface is displayed, along with the status of the BLDL and STOW interfaces and
major address space services. Also shown is the date and time PDSMAN was last re-initialized.

Cross-Systems Communication Subtask Commands
The PDSMAN Cross-System Communication facility subtask (PDSMMCPU) communicates events, such as Resource
State Messages and updates to LLA or Dynamic BLDL libraries, to other copies of PDSMAN running on other systems.
This subtask is automatically started when the PDSMAN address space is initialized if a PDSMMCPU DD statement is
present in the JCL.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMMCPU processing.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[STARTMcpu]

          [STOPMcpu]

          [NEWMcpu]

          [MCPUNET]

          [HANDshake]

          [XSYSLIBS]
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          [MCPUSTATus]

          [MCPUINFO]

          [MCPUDETail]

          [MCPUPERForm[=interval][-interval count][-destination]] 

Description

The following describes the Cross-Systems Communications subtask commands:

STARTMcpu
Starts the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication subtask.

STOPMcpu
Stops the PDSMAN Cross-System Communication subtask.

NEWMcpu
Bounces PDSMAN Cross-System Communication by first stopping and then restarting the subtask. This is used to load a
modified copy of the PDSMMCPU module.

MCPUNET
Displays the current cross-system communications environment and the status of the PDSMMCPU subtask on the other
CPUs.

HANDshake
Causes the PDSMMCPU subtask to handshake with other systems in the cross-system communications environment to
determine their status. This command can be used to verify that the cross system environment is working correctly.

XSYSLIBS
Displays the names and volumes of all the libraries for which updates are being communicated to other systems. This
allows you to quickly identify libraries for which cross system communication is active.

MCPUSTATus
Displays the current status of the subtask.

MCPUINFO
Displays the current subtask status, the name, and volume serial of the communications data set, and the last cycle date
and time.

MCPUDETail
Displays detailed information regarding the subtask including the ECBs being serviced.

MCPUPERForm
Displays activity counters and throughput statistics regarding the MCPU subtask. The subtask cycle active and waiting
counts and times are cumulative since the MCPU task was started. MCPU activity; including DSet ENQs, Input proc,
Output proc, Event dur, and so on summarize processing for approximately the previous hour.

Optional positional parameters can be used to control reporting of MCPU activity intervals as follows:

MCPUPERForm=[interval length in minutes][-number of intervals][-report destination]

For example MCPUPERF=30-5-C

Reports MCPU activity messages (see example below) using an interval length of approximately 30 minutes with 5 such
intervals reported to the system console.

• – interval length in minutes must be numeric in the range 5 to 60 (default 60)
– number of intervals must be numeric in the range 1 to 24 (default 1)
– report destination is one character as follows: C=CONSOLE (default when number of intervals is one); or

L=SYSLOG using WTL (default when number of intervals > 1)
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MCPUNET Example

The following shows a sample display from the  MCPUNET command:

F PDSMAN,MCPUNET

PDSMOPR-00  Input -> MCPUNET

PDSMMCPU-06 MCPU Active   on Local  System xe44  - Release 7.70  Last Active 10/31/2010  at 15:10:06

PDSMMCPU-06 MCPU Active   on Remote System xae1  - Release 7.70  Last Active 10/31/20010  at 15:09:49

This output shows that PDSMMCPU is active on this local system (xe44) as well as on one remote system (xae1). A
status of  INACTIVE may indicate that corrective action is required on the inactive CPU. The software version and the
date and time that MCPU was last active are also shown.

HANDshake Example

The following shows sample output from the  HANDshake command:

F PDSMAN,HANDSHAKE

PDSMOPR-00  Input -> HANDSHAKE

PDSMMCPU-09 PDSMMCPU Handshake Letter Sent to     CPU xae1

PDSMMCPU-09 PDSMMCPU Handshake Letter Reply from  CPU xae1 Release=7.70

This display shows that a handshake request was sent to PDSMAN on system xae1 and that a successful reply was
received, indicating that Release 7.70 of PDSMMCPU is active and responding on that system.

XSYSLIBS Example

The following shows partial output from the  XSYSLIBS command:

F PDSMAN,XSYSLIBS

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> XSYSLIBS

PDSMXSM-01 List of libraries for which updates are communicated cross systems

PDSMXSM-01 Sys.  -Vol.-  ---Library Name--- 

PDSMXSM-01 ****  WORK04  ISMDEV.PDSM.R770.DEMOLNK

PDSMXSM-01 ****  RTM001  KINJE99.DYNBLDL.TEST

The output shows the names and volume serials of libraries for which cross-system update or LLA information is being
communicated.

MCPUPERForm Example

The following shows sample output from the  MCPUPERForm command:

F PDSMANT,MCPUPERF

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> MCPUPERF

PDSMSUBT-05 PDSMMCPU WAITING : Cnt.=00000197  Last=00011.44  High=00014.08  Avg.=00012.99

PDSMSUBT-05 PDSMMCPU ACTIVE  : Cnt.=00000196  Last=00000.00  High=00000.91  Avg.=00000.01

PDSMMCPU-99 Input  Letters   : Totl=00003967  Last=00000000  High=00000800  Avg.=   62.96

PDSMMCPU-99 Copied Letters   : Totl=00001672  Last=00000000  High=00000414  Avg.=   26.53

PDSMMCPU-99 Output Letters   : Totl=00003908  Last=00000000  High=00000766  Avg.=   62.03

PDSMMCPU-99 Cycle Counts     : Totl=00000190  Norm=00000063  Fast=00000127  Slow=00000000

PDSMMCPU-99 MCPU Activity    : Start 11/02/2007_10:39:02 End 11/02/2007_11:36:19 Cycles=      36

PDSMMCPU-99 DSet ENQs     Avg: Wait=0000.00   Held=0000.01

PDSMMCPU-99 DSet ENQs    High: Wait=0000.00   Held=0000.18

PDSMMCPU-99 Input proc    Avg: Ltrs=00110.2   Evts=00094.9   Elap=0000.01

PDSMMCPU-99 Input proc   High: Ltrs=00800.0   Evts=00800.0   Elap=0000.17

PDSMMCPU-99 Output proc   Avg: Ltrs=00108.6   Evts=00094.9   Elap=0000.01
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PDSMMCPU-99 Output proc  High: Ltrs=00766.0   Evts=00766.0   Elap=0000.03

PDSMMCPU-99 Input Evnt Dur   : CycCnt=       9 Avg.=0011.60   Long=0022.06

PDSMMCPU-99 XEVT Subtask  Avg: Events    =00222.4   QTime=    =00.5057   Elapsed=03.4937

PDSMMCPU-99 XEVT Subtask  Avg: CPU(msecs)=00002.6   EventCalls=00000.9

PDSMMCPU-99 XEVT Subtask High: Events    =00500.0   QTime=    =04.5510   Elapsed=12.3123

PDSMMCPU-99 XEVT Subtask High: CPU(msecs)=00020.5   EventCalls=00002.0

PDSMMCPU-99 Event counters   : Stow       2000 PStow         0 Empty         1 CompS         0

PDSMMCPU-99 Event counters   : CompE         1 DynRst        0 DynSus        0 DynRes        0

PDSMMCPU-99 Event counters   : ELOC          0 LLARef        0 LRDRU         0 MStow         6

PDSMMCPU-99 Event counters   : Invald        0 Failed        0               0               0

This display shows statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times. The last, longest (high), and
average cycle timings are reported in seconds.

Messages beginning with 'MCPU Activity' and ending with 'Event counters' summarize MCPU subtask activity for a recent
time period, the default time period is approximately the previous hour.

Of particular note is the line labeled 'Input Evnt Dur', the average and high times (secs) are a rough estimate of the
average time required to service a cross system event. The event duration time period begins with the MCPU cycle start
date/time on the sending system and ends when the MCPU cycle on the receiving (or processing) system completes.

Library Lookaside (LLA) Monitoring Subtask Commands
The PDSMAN Library Lookaside (LLA) Monitoring subtask (PDSMLMON) monitors the Library Lookaside (LLA) address
space and the status of your LLA environment. This subtask is automatically started when the PDSMAN address space
is initialized. PDSMLMON is a component of the PDSMAN LLA Extensions facility. For more information, see LLA/
Extensions and Performance Facilities.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMLMON processing.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[STARTLMon]

          [STOPLMon]

          [NEWLMon]

          [LMONSTATus]

          [LMONINFO]

          [LMONDETail]

          [LMONPERForm]

Description

The following describes the LLA Monitoring subtask commands:

STARTLMon
Starts the PDSMAN Library Lookaside (LLA) Monitoring subtask.

STOPLMon
Stops the PDSMAN Library Lookaside (LLA) Monitoring subtask.

NEWLMon
Bounces PDSMAN Library Lookaside (LLA) Monitoring by first stopping and then restarting the subtask. This is used to
load a modified copy of the PDSMLMON module.

LMONSTATus
Displays the current status of the subtask.
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LMONINFO
Displays the current subtask status and the last cycle date and time.

LMONDETail
Displays detailed information regarding the subtask including the ECBs being serviced.

LMONPERForm
Displays performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times.

STOPLMON Example

The following shows a sample display from the  STOPLmon command.

F PDSMAN,STOPLMON

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> STOPLMON

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMLMON Library Look-Aside  Monitoring SubTask Terminating

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMLMON Library Look-Aside  Monitoring SubTask Ended

The Library Lookaside Monitoring subtask is stopped. No LLA monitoring is performed until the subtask is restarted
using STARTLmon.

LMONSTATus Example

The following shows sample output from the  LMONSTATus command:

F PDSMAN,LMONSTATUS 

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> LMONSTATUS

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMLMON Library Look-Aside  Monitoring SubTask Active 

This display shows the current status of the LLA Monitoring subtask.

LMONINFO Example

The following shows sample output from the  LMONINFO command:

F PDSMAN,LMONINFO

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> LMONINFO

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMLMON Library Look-Aside  Monitoring SubTask Active

PDSMSUBT-02 PDSMLMON CyclInfo: Last=10/31/2009  at 14:27:47 Cnt.=00001491

This display shows the current status of the LLA Monitoring subtask and the date and time of the last monitoring cycle.

Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) Subtask Commands
The PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) facility works in conjunction with Library Lookaside (LLA) to reduce the
time you spend searching PDS and PDSE library directories. The ADL subtask (PDSMADL) monitors directory searches
and dynamically adjusts the mix of libraries being managed by LLA to optimize directory search savings. For more
information, see Active Directory Lookaside.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMADL processing.

Syntax

F  PDSMAN,[STARTADL]

          [STOPADL]

          [NEWADL]
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          [ADLSTATus]

          [ADLINFO]

          [ADLDETail]

          [ADLPERForm]

Description

The following describes the Active Directory Lookaside subtask commands:

STARTADL
Starts the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside subtask.

STOPADL
Stops the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside subtask.

NEWADL
Bounces PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside by first stopping and then restarting the subtask. This is used to load a
modified copy of the PDSMADL module.

ADLSTATus
Displays the current status of the subtask.

ADLINFO
Displays the current subtask status and the last cycle date and time.

ADLDETail
Displays detailed information regarding the subtask including the ECBs being serviced.

ADLPERForm
Displays performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times.

 

Last Reference Date Recording Subtask Commands
The PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask (PDSMLRDR) records the date on which members in certain
partitioned libraries were last accessed. This subtask is automatically started when the PDSMAN address space is
initialized. PDSMLRDR is a component of the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility. For more information, see
Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMLRDR processing.

Syntax

F  PDSMAN,[STARTLRdr]

          [STOPLRdr]

          [NEWLRdr]

 

          [LRDRSTATus]

          [LRDRINFO]

          [LRDRDETail]

          [LRDRPERForm]

Description

The following describes the Last Reference Date Recording subtask commands:

STARTLRdr
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Starts the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask.

STOPLRdr
Stops the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording subtask.

NEWLRdr
Bounces PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording by first stopping and then restarting the subtask. This is used to load a
modified copy of the PDSMLRDR module.

LRDRSTATus
Displays the current status of the subtask.

LRDRINFO
Displays the current subtask status and the last cycle date and time.

LRDRDETail
Displays detailed information regarding the subtask including the ECBs being serviced.

LRDRPERForm
Displays performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Subtask Commands
The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask (PDSMPMON) monitors the status of your partitioned libraries
and processes Resource State Messages sent by a variety of PDSMAN instruments. This subtask is automatically started
when the PDSMAN address space is initialized. For more information about the Partitioned Resource Management
System, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMPMON processing.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[STARTPMon]

          [STOPPMon]

          [NEWPMon]

          [PMONSTATus]

          [PMONINFO]

          [PMONDETail]

          [PMONPERForm]

Description

The following describes the Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask commands:

STARTPMon
Starts the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask.

STOPPMon
Stops the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask.

NEWPMon
Bounces PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring by first stopping and then restarting the subtask. This is used to load
a modified copy of the PDSMPMON module.

PMONSTATus
Displays the current status of the subtask.

PMONINFO
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Displays the current subtask status and the last cycle date and time.

PMONDETail
Displays detailed information regarding the subtask including the ECBs being serviced.

PMONPERForm
Displays performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times.

NEWPMON Example

The following shows a sample display from the  NEWPMon command:

F PDSMAN,NEWPMON

PDSMOPR-00  Input -> NEWPMON

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMPMON Partitioned Library Monitoring SubTask Terminating

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMPMON Partitioned Library Monitoring SubTask Ended

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMPMON Partitioned Library Monitoring SubTask Initializing

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMPMON Partitioned Library Monitoring SubTask Active

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask is bounced. This is equivalent to issuing STOPPMon followed by
STARTPMon.

PMONDETail Example

The following shows sample output from the PMONDETail command:

F PDSMAN,PMONDETAIL

PDSMOPR-00  Input -> PMONDETAIL

PDSMSUBT-03 PDSMPMON SHELL   : Name=PDSMSUBT  Base=0CD69000  Work=00034000  Parm=0CD52400

PDSMSUBT-03 PDSMPMON APPLIC. : Name=PDSMPMON  Base=0CDC7000  Work=00035000  Parm=0CD52400

PDSMSUBT-04 PDSMPMON COMMAND : Cnt.=00000001  ECBA=0CD52108  ECB =40000000  Intv=NotTimer

PDSMSUBT-04 PDSMPMON SHTAP   : Cnt.=00000000  ECBA=00EBEA28  ECB =008F9020  Intv=NotTimer

PDSMSUBT-04 PDSMPMON TIMER014: Cnt.=00000024  ECBA=0CD52168  ECB =008F9020  Intv=00014.00

PDSMSUBT-04 PDSMPMON TIMER300: Cnt.=00000001  ECBA=0CD52198  ECB =008F9020  Intv=00300.00

This display shows detailed information regarding the subtask shell and application. Also shown are the ECBs being
serviced by the subtask, the count of times they have been posted, and the interval if they are a timer ECB. PDSMAN
Client Services may request the output from the subtask detail command for problem diagnosis.

PMONPERForm Example

The following shows sample output from the  PMONPERForm command:

F PDSMAN,PMONPERFORM

PDSMOPR-00  Input -> PMONPERFORM

PDSMSUBT-05 PDSMPMON WAITING : Cnt.=00000066  Last=00005.82  High=00014.01  Avg.=00013.24

PDSMSUBT-05 PDSMPMON ACTIVE  : Cnt.=00000065  Last=00000.00  High=00000.03  Avg.=00000.00

This display shows performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times. The last,
longest (high), and average cycle timings are reported in seconds.

Database Control Subtask Commands
PDSMAN uses a VSAM database to record information about your partitioned libraries. PDSMAN accesses the database
through a dedicated address space that runs in addition to the PDSMAN address space you use to control the product.
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The PDSMAN Database Control subtask (PDSMDB) is used to control the dedicated Database address space.
Commands issued to this subtask are directed to the PDSMAN Database address space for additional processing.

This subtask is automatically started when the PDSMAN address space is initialized, provided that a $DATABASE
initialization control statement has been specified. For a description, see Initialization Control Statements.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMDB and Database address space processing.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[STARTDB]

          [STOPDB]

          [NEWDB]

          [DBSTATus]

          [DBINFO]

          [DBDETail]

          [DBPERForm]

          [DBCLose]

          [DBOPen]

          [DBQUiesce]

          [DBREstart]

          [CLEARDBM]

Description

STARTDBStarts both the PDSMAN Database Control subtask and the PDSMAN Database address space.

STOPDBStops both the PDSMAN Database Control subtask and the PDSMAN Database address apace.

NEWDBBounces both the PDSMAN Database Control subtask and the PDSMAN Database address space by first
stopping and then restarting the tasks. This is used to load a modified copy of the database related modules.

DBSTATusDisplays the current status of the subtask and the Database address space.

DBINFODisplays the current subtask and Database address space status and the last cycle date and time.

DBDETailDisplays detailed information regarding the subtask and Database address space including the ECBs being
serviced.

DBPERFormDisplays performance statistics regarding the subtask and Database address space cycle active and waiting
counts and times.

DBCLOSECloses and de-allocates the database file. Database access or update requests are placed into a wait state
until the database file is re-opened via the DBOPEN command.

DBOPENAllocates and opens the database file.

DBQUIESCEPlaces database access or update requests into a wait state until a DBRESTART command is issued.

DBRESTARTReleases queued database access or update requests for processing, this command negates the affect of
the DBQUIESCE command.

CLEARDBMResets database server related control block pointers.

NOTE
This command is for use only at the direction of Technical Support.
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NEWDB Example

The following shows a sample display from the  NEWDB command:

F PDSMANT,NEWDB

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> NEWDB

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMDB   Database Server Control Task   SubTask Terminating

STOP   PDSMDBMT

PDSMDBM-1  Database interface terminated, $DBM addr=00000000

IEF404I PDSMDBMT - ENDED - TIME=13.26.08

$HASP395 PDSMDBMT ENDED

PDSMDB-01   Database Server is not active

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMDB   Database Server Control Task   SubTask Ended

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMDB   Database Server Control Task   SubTask Initializing

START  PDSMDBMT

$HASP100 PDSMDBMT ON STCINRDR

$HASP373 PDSMDBMT STARTED

IEF403I PDSMDBMT - STARTED - TIME=13.26.11

PDSMDBM-12 Opening database file - Dsn=FRARA02.PDSMAN.VSAMDB, Index Vol=TSO23C

PDSMDBM-2  Server subtask activation successful, DBREQ: 0D97A1D0, TCB: 005F5560

PDSMDBM-2  Server subtask activation successful, DBREQ: 0D97A920, TCB: 005F5340

PDSMDBM-3  Request Queue initialized, Header addr=00005000

PDSMDBM-1  Database interface active, $DBM addr=0CA41068

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMDB   Database Server Control Task   SubTask Active

Both the Database Control subtask and the Database address space are bounced. This is equivalent to
issuing STOPDB followed by STARTDB, and can be used to reload the code modules associated with database
processing.

Database Queue Manager Subtask Commands
The PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask (PDSMQMDB) manages the queues that PDSMAN uses to record
information in the PDSMAN database.

This subtask is automatically started when the PDSMAN address space is initialized, provided that a $DATABASE
initialization control statement has been specified. For a description, see Initialization Control Statements.

The following operator commands are used to control PDSMQMDB processing.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[STARTQmdb]

          [STOPQmdb]

          [NEWQmdb]

          [QMDBSTATus]

          [QMDBINFO]

          [QMDBDETail]

          [QMDBPERForm]

          [QMDBPERFALL]

Description

The following describes the Database Queue Manager subtask commands:

STARTQmdb
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Starts the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask.

STOPQmdb
Stops the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager subtask.

NEWQmdb
Bounces the PDSMAN Database Queue Manager by first stopping and then restarting the subtask. This is used to load a
modified copy of the PDSMQMDB module.

QMDBSTATus
Displays the current status of the subtask.

QMDBINFO
Displays the current subtask status and the last cycle date and time.

QMDBDETail
Displays detailed information regarding the subtask including the ECBs being serviced.

QMDBPERForm
Displays performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times for the current recording
period (approximately one hour).

QMDBPERFALL
Displays performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times. This command displays
statistics for the current period (approximately one hour) and for each recorded period (statistics for up to 50 previous
periods are recorded).

QMDBSTATus Example

The following shows a sample display from the  QMDBSTATus command:

F PDSMANT,QMDBSTAT

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> QMDBSTAT

PDSMSUBT-01 PDSMQMDB Database Recording Queue Mngr  SubTask Active

PDSMQMDB-01 Subtask 1, Available, XDB=0D955940, Que=00006578, TCB=005DEAE0

PDSMQMDB-01 Subtask 2, Recording, XDB=0D9557E0, Que=001082B0, TCB=005DE788

The status of the Database Queue Manager is displayed, along with status and other information about the individual
processing subtasks executing under the PDSMQMDB subtask.

QMDBPERForm Example

The following shows sample output from the  QMDBPERForm command:

F PDSMANT,QMDBPERF

PDSMOPR-00 Input -> QMDBPERF

PDSMSUBT-05 PDSMQMDB WAITING : Cnt.=00001823  Last=00003.03  High=00010.38  Avg.=00009.96

PDSMSUBT-05 PDSMQMDB ACTIVE  : Cnt.=00001822  Last=00000.00  High=00000.15  Avg.=00000.00

PDSMQMDB-10 Activity Start=03.189_08:22:10, End=Current

PDSMQMDB-11 Recording activity: Active cycles= 8, Requests= 23, Rqsts per Cycle: 2.9

PDSMQMDB-12 Cycle Averages: Elapsed (secs)= .0820, CPU Usage (millisecs)=.1

PDSMQMDB-13 Cycle Maximums: Elapsed (secs)= .2542, CPU Usage (millisecs)=.3, Requests=4

PDSMQMDB-14 Request error counters: $DSQUE1 =0, $DSQUE2 = 0, DBIErr=0, BadFunc=0

PDSMQMDB-15 Request function counters: Mref=17, Mupd=3, Repl=0

PDSMQMDB-16 Request function counters: Ren=1, Del=2
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This display shows performance statistics regarding the subtask cycle active and waiting counts and times. The last,
longest (high), and average cycle timings are reported in seconds. Additional information about database recording
activity is also shown.

Health Check Services Commands
The PDSMAN Health Check Services provide the framework for activating and controlling PDSMAN health checks. These
services are automatically started when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.

The following operator commands are used to control the PDSMAN Health Check services.

Syntax
F  PDSMAN,[STARTHchk]

          [STOPHchk]

          [NEWHchk]

          [HCHKSTatus]

Description

The following describes the PDSMAN Health Check services commands:

STARTHchk
Starts the PDSMAN Health Check services.

STOPHchk
Stops the PDSMAN Health Check services.

NEWHchk
Bounces the PDSMAN Health Check services by first stopping and then restarting the services. This is used to load a
modified copy of the PDSMHCHK module.

HCHKSTatus
Displays the current status of the services.

STARTHchk Example

The following shows a sample display from the  STARTHchk command:

F PDSMANT,STARTHCHK

PDSMHCHK-01 PDSMAN Health Check Services Initializing                      

PDSMHCHK-02 PDSMAN Health Check PDSMHC11 Added Check PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_Active

PDSMHCHK-02 PDSMAN Health Check PDSMHC12 Added Check PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_Active

PDSMHCHK-02 PDSMAN Health Check PDSMHC13 Added Check PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_Active

PDSMHCHK-02 PDSMAN Health Check PDSMHC14 Added Check PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_Active

PDSMHCHK-02 PDSMAN Health Check PDSMHC15 Added Check PDSMAN_PDSMDB_Active

PDSMHCHK-01 PDSMAN Health Check Services Active                            

PDSMAN Health Check services are initialized and the names of the individual health checks are reported.

Dynamic BLDL Facility Commands
You can use PDSMAN address space modify commands to control Dynamic BLDL facility processing as shown below.
For more information about the Dynamic BLDL facility, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

Syntax
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F PDSMAN,DYNOFF [=ALL|LINKLIST|stepname|libname]

         DYNON [=ALL|LINKLIST|stepname|libname]

         DYNReset [=ALL|LINKLIST|stepname|libname]

         RESET [=ALL|LINKLIST|stepname|libname]

 

        [,XSYS|NOXSYS]

Description

The following describes the Dynamic BLDL facility commands:

DYNOFF
Suspends Dynamic BLDL processing for the specified library. Issuing DYNOFF with no operand suspends processing for
all defined Dynamic BLDL libraries.

DYNON
Resumes Dynamic BLDL processing for the specified library. Issuing DYNON with no operand resumes processing for all
defined Dynamic BLDL libraries.

DYNReset
Resets the Dynamic BLDL table for the specified library or for all tables if no operand is specified.

RESET
Resets the Dynamic BLDL table for the specified library or for all tables if no operand is specified. This is an alias for
DYNReset.

XSYS
Instructs PDSMAN to communicate this command to all other PDSMAN systems in a multiple system environment.

NOXSYS
Instructs PDSMAN that this command is not to be communicated to other systems (default).

Examples

The following command is used to suspend Dynamic BLDL processing for the system linklist:

F PDSMAN,DYNOFF=LINKLIST

The following command is used to reset all Dynamic BLDL tables and communicate the reset activity to all other systems:

F PDSMAN,RESET=ALL,XSYS

Database Considerations
PDSMAN processes and collects information about your partitioned library environment. Some of this data must be
maintained on a long-term basis. For example, PDSMAN may write information to member directory entries or to SMF
records for long-term storage.

WARNING

Earlier releases of PDSMAN required the database only if you were using a product facility that needed it to
store collected information. Beginning with PDSMAN r7.7, creating the database and establishing the associated
database environment are best practices that are no longer optional.

The PDSMAN database, introduced in Release 7.5, provides a method of storing long-term information. The PDSMAN
database is made up of two components: the database file and the database environment.
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The PDSMAN database file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). PDSMAN saves information in this file using an
internal format. If you are running more than one PDSMAN image you will normally share a single database file between
each of the images.

A PDSMAN database environment must be established on each PDSMAN image that uses the database. The database
environment consists of the following:

• The Database Queue Manager subtask, PDSMQMDB, which runs as a subtask of the PDSMAN address space and
manages database recording queues.

• The Database Control subtask, PDSMDB, which runs as a subtask of the main PDSMAN address space and controls
and manages the PDSMAN database address space.

• The PDSMAN Database Address Space, a separate address space that performs all database update and retrieval
operations.

You can issue operator commands to the PDSMAN address space to start, stop, and query the PDSMQMDB and
PDSMDB subtasks. The Database Address Space is automatically started and stopped in conjunction with the PDSMDB
subtask. There is no need for you to manage it separately.

You can use the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility to perform database administration tasks. For a full
description of this utility, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

Database Administration
The following sections describe database administration procedures.

Contents

Database Backup

The PDSMAN database file should be backed up on a regular basis, preferably during a period of low database usage.

Back up the PDSMAN database by using the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility to snapshot the data
to another VSAM file. You can then back up this copy of the database using your normal backup procedures.

Member BKUPDB in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL you can tailor to perform regular
backups. Member RESTDB in the same library contains sample JCL for restoring database entries from a backup copy.

Securing the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting Utility

The PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting Utility provides commands that operate on all of the records in the
database. For increased protection, you can secure the PDSM38 facilities in either of the following ways:

• By using the program pathing security feature of your installation security product to restrict use of PDSM38 to
authorized users.

• By securing the PDSM38 commands at the command level. For a description of the $SECURITY initialization control
statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Database Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Contents

Database Configurations

Multiple PDSMAN images will normally share a single database file. This allows all PDSMAN users access to the most up
to date information recorded.
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You may segregate your data into more than one database file. Individual PDSMAN images can be directed to use
separate database files using the $DATABASE initialization control statement.

NOTE
Be aware that separating data in this manner restricts the information that each PDSMAN image can access and
update.

Database Maintenance

PDSMAN does not monitor data set level activity such as delete, rename, recall, or restore.

If you perform these data set level operations on a library that has information recorded in the database, you must use the
PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility to remove or rename records for the affected data sets.

• When deleting a data set, use REMOVE to delete the data set information from the database.
• When renaming a data set, use RENAME to correct or adjust the data set name or volume serial.
• When restoring a data set from a back up copy, use RENAME to adjust the volume serial if the data set was restored

to a different volume. You should always use the SYNCHRONIZE operation to synchronize the database member
information with that in the restored data set.

• When recalling a migrated data set, use RENAME to adjust the volume serial if the data set was restored to a different
volume.

For more information about the REMOVE, RENAME, and SYNCHRONIZE control statements, see Database
Maintenance and Reporting.

VSAM File Sharing

The VSAM KSDS used as the PDSMAN database file is defined with the VSAM parameter SHAREOPTIONS=(3,3). The
PDSMAN Database Servers provide all necessary locking and serialization of the database file.

Database File Reallocation

Use the procedure below to reallocate the database file in the event that it fills.

Database Reallocation Procedure

To reallocate the VSAM database file

1. Close and de-allocate the database file by issuing the following command on all systems that share the database:
F PDSMAN,DBCLOSE

This places database access and update requests into a wait state until the database file is reopened using the
DBOPEN command described below. Database recording requests, including member access recording, will be
queued until the database is re-opened. This queuing does not cause jobs that are accessing members recorded in
the database to be delayed.

2. Create a backup copy of the database file using IDCAMS REPRO or other VSAM backup and restore utility.
3. Delete and re-define the VSAM database file using the sample JCL provided in member ALOCDB of the Sample

Materials library. Adjust the space allocation to meet your requirements before executing the job stream.
4. Restore the database file using IDCAMS REPRO or other VSAM backup and restore utility.
5. Open the database file by issuing the following command on all systems that share the database:

F PDSMAN,DBOPEN

During this process, you can choose to allocate the database with a new file name. If you do this, you must specify the
new database file name on the $DATABASE DSN= parameter and issue F PDSMAN,NEWRULES before issuing the
DBOPEN command. For more information about the $DATABASE control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.
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Initialization Control Statements
Many PDSMAN facilities are controlled by rules you provide during customization and administration of the product.
PDSMAN uses these rules to determine the resources being managed, the facilities that are enabled and the parameter
settings that control specific aspects of PDSMAN processing.

PDSMAN rules are made up of three types of statements:

• Initialization Control Statements
• Rule Directives
• Comments and white space

This section provides descriptions and reference information for initialization control statements, rule directives, and for
their associated parameters.

Contents

Using PDSMAN Rules

This section is a reference for the PDSMAN initialization control statements and rule directives.

• For a more general description of how to use and manage PDSMAN rules, see Customizing PDSMAN.
• For a description of the general syntax of PDSMAN rules, see General Rule Syntax.
• For considerations for coding PDSMAN rules, see Rule Considerations.
• For a description of how to update and activate new PDSMAN rules, see Updating Rules.
• To share rules between multiple PDSMAN images, see Sharing Rules.

Rule Directive Summary

#INCLUDE
Allows rules from additional sources to be dynamically included in the rule input stream.

$SYSID
Defines the system IDs for which the input lines following this directive are effective.

Initialization Control Statement Summary

$ACCESS
Defines rules and options associated with reading or accessing library members.

$ADL
Defines library names and processing options for the Active Directory Lookaside facility.

$ADLOPT
Defines global processing options for the Active Directory Lookaside facility.

$BSI
Defines global PDSMAN processing options.

$COMPILER
Defines names of compilers that will be front-ended by PDSMAN.

$DATABASE
Defines the name of the PDSMAN database and associated processing options.

$DYNBLDL
Defines libraries or step names to take part in Dynamic BLDL.

$EZYCMD
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Specifies commands to be dynamically added to the ISPF system command table.

$EZYEDIT
Specifies global parameters for the EZYEDIT facility.

$EZYICD
Defines ISPF Select service keywords for ISPF initial commands.

$IEBCOPY
Defines names under which the IEBCOPY utility can be invoked and PDSMAN processing options for IEBCOPY.

$JOURNAL
Defines libraries for library update journaling.

$LLA
Defines libraries and options for the LLA/Extensions facility.

$LLASYNC
Defines libraries and options for the LLA Synchronization Management facility.

$MISC
Defines miscellaneous variables and global processing options.

$MIXED
Defines mixed libraries (those which distinguish between test and production members).

$MONITOR
Defines rules and options related to the monitoring component of the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management
System.

$PFO
Defines JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries for which Program Fetch Optimization is required.

$SECURITY
Defines options related to PDSMAN security.

$UPDATE
Defines rules and options associated with writing or updating library members.

$USESTATS
Defines global settings for the Usage Statistics Recording facility.

$UTILITY
Defines names of system and user-written library update utilities that will be front-ended by PDSMAN.

#INCLUDE Rule Directive
This rule directive allows PDSMAN rules from additional sources to be dynamically included in the rule input stream.

You can specify multiple #INCLUDE rule directives. The format of each #INCLUDE directive is:

#INCLUDE  DD=ddname

          LIB=datasetname[(membername)][/volume]

All PDSMAN rule directives must begin and end on the same input line.

For a description of the valid types of rule input sources, see Rule Input Source Characteristics.

The Initialization Source Report shows all of the input sources used for the rule input stream. For a description of this
report, see R ule Reporting.
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Processing

When a #INCLUDE directive is processed, the named rule input source is dynamically allocated, if necessary, and its
contents are inserted into the rule input stream at the line immediately following the #INCLUDE. If a named DD statement
specifies a concatenation, the contents of all of the concatenated input sources are inserted as a group.

Parameters

The following describes the #INCLUDE rule directive parameters.

DD
The name of a DD statement present in the PDSMAN address space JCL that contains additional rule source input. If
the named DD statement specifies a concatenation, the content of all of the concatenated input sources is inserted as a
group. This parameter is mutually exclusive with the LIB parameter.

LIB
The name of a PDS or PDSE library or sequential data set that contains additional rule source input. This parameter is
mutually exclusive with the DD parameter.

If a PDS or PDSE library is specified, you must also specify a valid member name in parenthesis following the library
name.

You can provide an optional volume serial by separating it from the data set name or library(member) name with a slash
(/).

#INCLUDE Examples

The following directive includes rule source input from member RULESYSA in the PDSMAN.PARMLIB library in the input
stream:

#INCLUDE LIB=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(RULESYSA)

The following directive includes rule source input from the sequential data set PDSMAN.PARMSEQ on volume MYVOL1
in the rule input stream:

#INCLUDE LIB=PDSMAN.PARMSEQ/MYVOL1

The following directive includes rule source input from the PDSMPROD DD statement in the PDSMAN address space JCL
in the rule input stream:

#INCLUDE DD=PDSMPROD

 

 

$ACCESS Control Statement
These optional control statements specify rules and options that can be used by PDSMAN to control the processing of
selected member accesses. The $ACCESS statement controls the processing of several facilities.

Member access control is limited to accesses made using BLDL or FIND operations.

WARNING
Library member accesses made by IEBCOPY or by reading the directory sequentially and issuing POINT macro
instructions are not detected by PDSMAN.
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You can specify multiple $ACCESS control statements. The format of each $ACCESS rule is:

 $ACCESS LIB=dsname

        [VOL=volser]

        [MEM=membername]

        [PGM=programname]

        [USER=userid]

        [STA=T|P]

        [TYPE=ALL|ANYBLDL|BLDL|MULTBLDL|FIND|EXECUTE]

        [MODE=A|L|W|WL|P|PL]

        [REF=N|Y]

        [LRDRMSG=N|W|L]

        [USERDATA=STANDARD|REUSE]

Contents

Processing

The first rule matching the current BLDL/FIND environment is selected. The environment is specified by the first seven
parameters: LIB, VOL, MEM, PGM, USER, STA, and TYPE. With the exception of the LIB parameter, which must be
specified, any of these seven parameters that have not been specified are ignored in the selection process. If no matching
rule is found, the access proceeds normally without PDSMAN being involved.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $ACCESS control statement environment parameters:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

VOL
Library volume or pattern.

MEM
Member name or pattern.

PGM
Current program name or pattern from caller's program request block (PRB).

USER
The batch job name, TSO user ID, or security ID of the user. A pattern can be specified for this parameter. The value
matched by this parameter is subject to the setting of the $BSI USER parameter.

STA
Status of member to which rule is applicable. This parameter is not normally specified and if used should be specified for
mixed libraries only.

T
Test members only.

P
Production members only.

TYPE
Type of BLDL/FIND operation for which the rule applies.

ALL
All (default).
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ANYBLDL
Any BLDL (not FIND).

BLDL
Single BLDL only.

MULTBLDL
Multiple BLDL only.

FIND
FIND only.

EXECUTE
Program, CLIST, or procedure executions only.

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $ACCESS control statement processing parameters:

MODE
Update and Access Audit Trails and Security facility access mode. For more information, see Auditing and Comparison
Facilities.

A
Allow allows access (default)

L
Log allows access and log to SMF

W
Warn allows access and warn the user

WL
Warn/Log allows access, log to SMF, and warn the user

P
Prevent prevents access

PL
Prevent/Log prevents access and log to SMF

REF
Last Reference Date Recording option. For more information, see the Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

N
No recording (default).

Y
Recording required. This is the normal specification if last reference date recording is required.

LRDRMSG
Successful Last Reference Date Recording message option. Instructs PDSMAN to issue a PDSMLRDR-02 message
when last reference date recording is successfully performed for a PDS member or a member of PDSE that is not a
program object.

N
Do not issue the message (default).

W
Issue the message to the operator console using WTO.

L
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Issue the message to the system log.

USERDATA
Processing option when PDSMAN is attempting to record the last reference date in a directory entry and unrecognizable
directory entry user data (not provided by ISPF, PDSMAN, Endevor, or the linkage editor; possibly maintained by another
system or product, for example, IMS) is encountered.

STANDARD
Directory entries are always expected to be in a normal format. Bypass the recording with a warning message. This option
provides protection against inadvertent destruction of required information (default).

REUSE
The user data is not required and can be overwritten.

$ACCESS Examples

The following rule specifies that Last Reference Date Recording is required for all BW. libraries:

$ACCESS  LIB=BW.-

         REF=Y

The following rule specifies that all BLDL/FIND accesses of library P.PRODPROC members whose names begin with VV
should be logged:

$ACCESS   LIB=P.PRODPROC

          MEM=VV-

          MODE=L

$ADL Control Statement
The optional $ADL control statements define the libraries that are managed by the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside
(ADL) facility and associated ADL processing options. For more information about ADL, see Using Active Directory
Lookaside.

You can specify multiple $ADL control statements. The format of each $ADL rule is as follows:

$ADL       LIB=dsname

           MANAGE=NO|LLA|CAND|STATS

 

           [LOGLEVEL=n]

           [DIAGLEVEL=n]

Processing

The first rule matching the current directory search environment, as specified by the library name, is selected. If no
matching $ADL rule is found, or if the rule specifies MANAGE=NO, the library is not processed by ADL.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $ADL rule environment parameter:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern. This is a required parameter.

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $ADL rule processing parameters:
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MANAGE
Specifies the ADL management mode for the library. This is a required parameter.

NO
Do not manage the library for Active Directory Lookaside.

LLA
Manage the library as an ADL Private LLA library.

CAND
Manage the library as an ADL Candidate library.

STATS
Manage the library as an ADL Statistics library.

LOGLEVEL
Establishes the logging level used for writing log messages when this $ADL rule is being used for ADL processing. For
more information on logging levels, see Logging in Active Directory Lookaside.

Specify the log level as a numeric value between four and nine. If this parameter is not specified, the global ADL logging
level set by the $ADLOPT LOGLEVEL parameter is used.

DIAGLEVEL
Establishes a diagnostic level used to control PDSMAN diagnostic messages when this $ADL rule is being used for ADL
processing. This parameter is typically specified at the direction of Technical Support.

Specify the diagnostic level as a numeric value between zero and nine. A setting of zero indicates that diagnostic
messages are not to be produced. If this parameter is not specified, the global ADL diagnostic level set by the
$ADLOPT DIAGLEVEL parameter is used.

$ADL Examples

The following rule specifies that ADL is to manage EXAMPLE.CANDLIB as a candidate library:

$ADL     LIB=EXAMPLE.CANDLIB

         MANAGE=CAND

 

The following rule specifies that all libraries beginning with EXAMPLE.CANDLIB should be managed as candidate
libraries except for EXAMPLE.CANDLIB.EXCLUDE:

$ADL     LIB=EXAMPLE.CANDLIB.EXCLUDE  MANAGE=NO

$ADL     LIB=EXAMPLE.CANDLIB.-        MANAGE=CAND

 

 

$ADLOPT Control Statement
The optional $ADLOPT control statement allows global options to be specified to control the processing of the Active
Directory Lookaside (ADL) facility. For more information about ADL, see Using Active Directory Lookaside.

Only one $ADLOPT control statement can be specified. The format of the $ADLOPT control statement is as follows:

$ADLOPT   [INTERVAL=hh[:mm]|01:00]
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          [MIXINTVL=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

 

          [MAXADLLIBS=nnn|AUTO]

          [LLAPOOLSIZE=nnn|AUTO]

          [CANDPOOLSIZE=nnn|AUTO]

          [STATPOOLSIZE=nnn|AUTO]

          [LLAPENDTIME=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

          [CANDPENDTIME=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

          [STATPENDTIME=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

          [LLAPOOLTIME=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

          [CANDPOOLTIME=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

          [STATPOOLTIME=hh[:mm]|AUTO]

          [LLACLAIMLIB=M|Y|N]

          [LLAREMOVE=Y|A|N]

          [SIMULATE=N|Y]

          [TERMWAIT=nnn]

          [TERMRPTLOG=Y|N]

 

          [SMARTSTART=Y|N]

          [LOGSIZE=nnnnnn|AUTO]

          [LOGLEVEL=n|6]

          [DIAGLEVEL=n|0]

Parameters

The following describes the $ADLOPT control statement parameters.

NOTE

  Changes to the following $ADLOPT parameters are not effective until ADL has been stopped and restarted:

• – INTERVAL
– SIMULATE
– LOGSIZE

Interval Parameters

INTERVAL
The duration of the ADL tuning interval. ADL uses search statistics from the past tuning interval to make library
management decisions.

Specify the interval in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:10 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the
mm component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, a default tuning interval of 01:00 or one hour is used.

MIXINTV
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The duration of the ADL mix interval. ADL evaluates the mix of libraries being managed each mix interval and adjusts the
LLA pool libraries as needed.

Specify the interval in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:01 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the
mm component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL automatically sets a mix interval
based on the $ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

NOTE

  Changes to this parameter are not effective until ADL has been stopped and restarted.

Pool Size Parameters

MAXADLLIBS
The maximum number of libraries that are managed by ADL at one time. Specify a numeric value between 0 and 500.

If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a suitable value based on the settings of the
$ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE, CANDPOOLSIZE, and STATPOOLSIZE parameters.

LLAPOOLSIZE
Defines the maximum number of libraries in the ADL LLA library pool. Specify a numeric value between 0 and 300.

If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a suitable value for the maximum LLA library pool
size.

CANDPOOLSIZE
Defines the maximum number of libraries in the ADL Candidate library pool. Specify a numeric value between 0 and 200.

If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a suitable value based on the settings of the
$ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE parameter.

STATPOOLSIZE
Defines the maximum number of libraries in the ADL Statistics library pool. Specify a numeric value between 0 and 200.

If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a suitable value based on the settings of the
$ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE parameter.

Pending Entry Parameters

LLAPENDTIME
Specifies the minimum length of time that a library is held in the ADL pending area before Active Directory Lookaside tries
to add it to the LLA library pool.

Specify the time in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:00 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the mm
component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a value based on the
$ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

CANDPENDTIME
Specifies the minimum length of time that a library is held in the ADL pending area before ADL tries to add it to the
candidate library pool.

Specify the time in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:00 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the mm
component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a value based on the
$ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

STATPENDTIME
Specifies the minimum length of time that a library is held in the ADL pending area before ADL tries to add it to the
statistics library pool.
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Specify the time in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:00 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the mm
component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a value based on the
$ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

Pool and Mix Management Parameters

LLAPOOLTIME
Specifies the minimum length of time that a library must reside in the ADL LLA library pool before it is eligible to be
replaced by a more actively searched library.

Specify the time in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:00 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the mm
component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a value based on the
$ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

Protected libraries, such as those that specify $ADL MANAGE=LLA, are not replaced in the LLA library pool regardless of
the setting of this parameter.

CANDPOOLTIME
Specifies the minimum length of time that a library must reside in the ADL candidate library pool before it is eligible to be
replaced by a more actively searched library.

Specify the time in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:00 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the mm
component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a value based on the
$ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

STATPOOLTIME
Specifies the minimum length of time that a library must reside in the ADL statistics library pool before it is eligible to be
replaced by a more actively searched library.

Specify the time in hh[:mm] format as a value between 00:00 and 24:00. A default minutes value of 00 is used if the mm
component is omitted. If this parameter is not specified, or if AUTO is specified, ADL computes a value based on the
$ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter setting.

LLA-Related Parameters

LLACLAIMLIB
Controls whether ADL claims a library (by adding it to the ADL LLA library pool) that is already being managed by LLA.

M
Claim the library for ADL management only if the library is currently managed in Freeze mode (default).

Y
Claim the library for ADL management by adding it to the ADL LLA library pool and force the LLA management mode to
Freeze.

N
Do not claim the library.

LLAREMOVE
Specifies whether libraries that are added to LLA or claimed by ADL are removed from LLA when the ADL subtask
terminates.

Y
Only libraries added to LLA by ADL are removed (default).  

A
All libraries added to LLA or claimed by ADL are removed.

N
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Libraries added to LLA or claimed by ADL are not removed. These libraries may be reclaimed when ADL is restarted
depending on the setting of the LLACLAIMLIB parameter.

SIMULATE
Specifies whether ADL-related LLA activity is to be simulated.

N
Do not simulate LLA activity (default). 

Y
Simulate ADL-related LLA activity.

NOTE

  Changes to this parameter are not effective until ADL has been stopped and restarted.

Termination Parameters

TERMWAIT
The time interval, in seconds, that ADL will wait for LLA remove operations to complete during ADL termination.

Specify the wait interval as a numeric value between 0 and 600 seconds. A setting of zero causes ADL to remove the LLA
libraries but not to wait for confirmation that the removes have been completed. If this parameter is not specified, ADL
calculates a suitable default value.

TERMRPTLOG
Specifies whether the ADL log is to be written to the PDSMAN address space PDSMRPT DD prior to ADL subtask
termination.

Y
Write the ADL log to the indicated DD statement output (default).

N
Do not write the log information.

Miscellaneous Parameters

SMARTSTART
Specifies startup of the Active Directory Lookaside (PDSMADL) subtask is to be controlled based on user interest in ADL
functionality.

Y
Start the PDSMADL subtask based on user interest (default).

N
Always start the PDSMADL subtask.

Logging and Diagnostic Parameters

LOGSIZE
The size, in entries, of the ADL log.

Specify the size as a numeric value between 1,000 and 500,000 entries. If this parameter is not specified, ADL calculates
a suitable default value.

NOTE

  Changes to this parameter are not effective until ADL has been stopped and restarted.

LOGLEVEL
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Specifies the global logging level that is used for writing log messages. This value can be overridden for an individual
library using the $ADL LOGLEVEL parameter. For more information on logging levels, see Logging in Active Directory
Lookaside.

Specify the log level as a numeric value between four and nine. If this parameter is not specified, a default level of six is
used.

DIAGLEVEL

Specifies a global diagnostic level that is used to control PDSMAN diagnostic messages. This value can be overridden for
an individual library using the $ADL DIAGLEVEL parameter. This parameter is typically specified only at the direction of
Technical Support.

Specify the diagnostic level as a numeric value between zero and nine. A setting of zero indicates that diagnostic
messages are not to be produced. If this parameter is not specified, a default level of zero is used.

$BSI Control Statement
This required control statement is used to globally enable or disable PDSMAN processing options.

The format of the $BSI control statement is:

$BSI [LINKLIST=Y|N]

     [PRIVATE=Y|N]

     [JOBLIB=0|nnn]

     [LPA=Y|N]

     [FASTSTOW=Y|R|N]

     [PSRTRKLIM=nnn|10]

     [SPACENM=membername|$$$SPACE]

     [SMFID=nnn|128]

     [STORAGETRACE=N|Y]

     [LNKLSTTRACE=N|Y]

     [PATTERN1=-|character]

     [PATTERN2=+|character]

     [USER=STANDARD|RACFGROUP|RACF|ACF2]

Parameters

The following describes the $BSI control statement parameters:

LINKLIST
Linklist Access Statistics Recording option. For more information about this statistics recording facility, see LLA/
Extensions and Performance Facilities.

N
No recording (default).

Y
Record linklist access statistics.

PRIVATE
Private Library Access Statistics Recording option. For more information about this statistics recording facility, see LLA/
Extensions and Performance Facilities.

N
No recording (default).

Y
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Record access statistics for private libraries specified in PRVLST DD input to the PDSMAN address space.

JOBLIB
JOBLIB/STEPLIB Library Access Statistics Recording option. For more information about this statistics recording facility,
see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.
0
No recording (default).

nnn
Record access statistics for the first nnn (1 to 999) JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries used after PDSMAN initialization.

LPA
Option to record LINK, LOAD, ATTACH, and XCTL accesses to LPA members. For more information about this statistics
recording facility, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.

N
No recording (default).

Y
Record access statistics for LPA members.

FASTSTOW
This parameter controls the operation of the PDSMAN FastStow facility, a high-performance replacement for PDS STOW
operations that are otherwise handled by the operating system STOW routines. FastStow support is of greatest benefit
where large numbers of STOW operations may be performed against a library, such as may occur during PDSM02
processing of libraries containing many members.

Y
Enable FastStow support globally.

R
Enable FastStow support only for those libraries which are matched by a $UPDATE rule which specifies FASTSTOW=Y.
Using this option permits FastStow implementation on a library-by-library basis.

N
FastStow support not required (default).

PSRTRKLIM
This parameter can be specified to increase the effectiveness of Library Space Reuse for large PDS members. It forces
the member following a member of size nnn (0 to 999) tracks or greater to begin on a new track, thereby ensuring that
the hole vacated when the member is again updated is fully useable. The default value for this parameter is 10. If 0 is
specified, this facility will not be effective.

SPACENM
Name of space map member. If not specified, a default value of $$$SPACE is used.

SMFID
SMF record type for logging (should be in range 128 to 255). If not specified, a default value of 128 is used.

STORAGETRACE
Causes PDSMAN initialization processing to produce a detailed report of GETMAINed and FREEMAINed storage areas.

Y
Reporting required.

N
No reporting (default).

LNKLSTTRACE
Causes PDSMAN initialization processing to produce a detailed report of the libraries that are in the current system
linklist.
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Y
Reporting required.

N
No reporting (default).

PATTERN1
This parameter specifies the wildcard pattern character, which indicates that this and any remaining character positions in
the pattern should be ignored. The default is a minus sign (-).

If any of your installation data sets contain minus signs (-) as part of their data set names, it is suggested that an asterisk
(*) is used as the pattern character (specify PATTERN1=*) instead of the minus sign (-).

PATTERN2
This parameter specifies the wildcard pattern character, which indicates that this character position in the pattern should
be ignored. The default is a plus sign (+).

USER
Tells PDSMAN where to obtain the user ID to be matched against the current processing environment. The user ID
is used in comparisons with the $ACCESS, $UPDATE, $LLA, and $IEBCOPY initialization control statement USER
parameter and can also be recorded as member control information.

STANDARD
Indicates the user ID will be obtained from the PSCB or the TIOT (default).

RACFGROUP
Each rule is first checked against the RACF user ID obtained from the ACEE and if it does not match then it is checked
against the RACF group ID. The user ID, not the group ID, is used for all messages and for logging.

RACF
Indicates the RACF security ID, obtained from the ACEE, will be used as the user ID.

ACF2
Indicates the ACF2 security ID, obtained from ACF2, will be used as the user ID.

$COMPILER Control Statement
These optional control statements cause the specified compilers to be dynamically front-ended.

Multiple $COMPILER control statements can be specified. The format of each control statement is:

$COMPILER NAME=compilername

          TYPE=ASSEMBLER|COBOL|FORTRAN|PL/1|OTHER

          [PROTECT=R|E|N]

          [TITLEPAGE=N|X|Y]

          [COPY=N|Y]

          [OBJECT=N|Y]

          [DDLIST=N|Y]

          [RPTDD=ddname]

          [OBJDD=ddname]

Contents

Processing

PDSMAN will:
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• Optionally enqueue or reserve the object library during the compilation with a major name of SPFEDIT, allowing the
allocation of the library using DISP=SHR. This protection is provided only for non-temporary object libraries.

• Optionally report source member version information on a title page preceding the compilation listing.
• Optionally report version information for COPY or %INCLUDE members on the title page.
• Optionally record source member version information in the object module produced during compilation.

Required Parameters

The following describes required $COMPILER control statement parameters:

NAME
The name of the compiler to be front-ended. A pattern cannot be specified.

TYPE
The type of compiler.

Optional Parameters

The following describes optional $COMPILER control statement parameters:

PROTECT
Option to protect the object library, allowing its use with DISP=SHR:

R
RESERVE the object library (default).

E
Enqueue the object library. This option offers no cross-system protection.

N
No protection. DISP=OLD should be used for the object library.

TITLEPAGE
Option to produce a compilation title page report.

N
Do not produce the title page.

X
Produce the title page even if the member being compiled does not have any associated version information. This option
provides version information only for those members that have been copied or included from SYSLIB.

Y
Produce the title page only if the member being compiled has version information or ISPF statistics (default).

COPY
Option to report version information for members included in source programs by means of Assembler or COBOL COPY
statements, or PL/I %INCLUDE statements.

N
Do not report version information.

Y
Report version information (default).

OBJECT
Option to record source member version information in the object module.

N
Do not record source member version information.
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Y
Record source member version information (default).

DDLIST
Option to specify whether parameters passed to this compiler can specify a ddname replacement list. Most compilers
accept a ddname replacement list.

It is important that you correctly specify this parameter. If not correctly specified, PDSMAN may be unable to determine
the ddname being used to update the library and serialization may be bypassed or ABENDs may occur.

N
No ddname replacement list support.

Y
DDNAME replacement list can be provided (default).

RPTDD
Optional ddname for reporting the PDSMAN title page. Use of this parameter allows separating the title page from the
report produced by the compiler. If this ddname is specified, it must be allocated before the compiler is invoked. The DCB
characteristics should be modeled after the SYSPRINT DD. A ddname pattern cannot be specified.

OBJDD
Optional ddname indicating where the compiler writes the object module. Use of this parameter allows PDSMAN to
identify the object code being output and provides support for some compilers that do not use standard ddnames
SYSPUNCH, SYSGO, or SYSLIN. If this ddname is specified, it must be allocated before the compiler is invoked. A
ddname pattern cannot be specified.

$DATABASE Control Statement
The optional $DATABASE control statement defines the name of the PDSMAN database and associated processing
options.

PDSMAN uses a VSAM database to record information about your partitioned libraries. The $DATABASE control
statement is used to ensure that the proper database file is opened and the proper processing options are used.

When the PDSMAN address space is initialized, the initialization control statements are scanned to determine if a
$DATABASE control statement has been specified. If so, the PDSMAN Database Control subtask, Database address
space, and Database Queue Manager subtask are automatically started.

NOTE

The PDSMAN Database address space is a dedicated address space that runs in addition to the PDSMAN
address space.

For more information about allocating and priming the PDSMAN VSAM file used by PDSMAN, see Database
Considerations.

 

NOTE

Changes to the MAXENQHOLD and TIMEOUT parameter settings are activated by issuing F
PDSMAN,NEWRULES. Changes to any other $DATABASE parameter settings require F PDSMAN,NEWRULES
followed by F PDSMAN,NEWDB.

 

The format of the $DATABASE control statement is:

$DATABASE DSN=datasetname
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          [PROC=procedurename|PDSMDB]

          [TESTPROC=procedurename|PDSMDBT]

          [MAXENQHOLD=nnnnn|2000]

          [BUFFERD=nnn|50]

          [BUFFERI=nnn|50]

          [TIMEOUT=nn|12]

Required Parameters

The following describes the required $DATABASE control statement parameters:

DSN
The data set name of the VSAM KSDS being used to hold the PDSMAN database information. Specify the cluster name
of the VSAM file that you defined previously. The same database file can be used for both test and production versions of
PDSMAN executing on the same system.

Optional Parameters

The following describes the optional $DATABASE control statement parameters:

PROC
The name of the JCL procedure used to start and control the Database address space. When PDSMAN is initialized, the
Database Control subtask issues a START command for this procedure name to establish the Database address space. A
STOP command is issued for this procedure name when PDSMAN terminates.

The default value for this parameter is PDSMDB. The PDSMDB JCL procedure was copied to your installation procedure
library during PDSMAN installation. Be sure to examine that procedure and make any necessary modifications before
activating a $DATABASE initialization control statement.

TESTPROC
The name of the JCL procedure used to start and control the Database address space in a test PDSMAN environment.
When a test version of PDSMAN is initialized, the Database Control subtask issues a START command for this procedure
name to establish the Database address space. A STOP command is issued for this procedure name when PDSMAN
terminates.

The default value for this parameter is PDSMDBT. You should specify a value different from the name on the PROC
parameter. The PDSMDBT JCL procedure was copied to your installation procedure library during PDSMAN installation.
Be sure to examine that procedure and make any necessary modifications before activating a $DATABASE initialization
control statement.

MAXENQHOLD
Specifies the maximum amount of time that the Database address space will hold the database serialization reserve. This
parameter is specified as an elapsed time in milliseconds. The valid range is 500 to 99999 milliseconds, with a default
value of 2000.

This is not an exact measure of the time that the database serialization reserve will be held. The specified value is
checked before dispatching new database requests. Requests that are outstanding when the MAXENQHOLD limit is
reached are allowed to complete normally.

BUFFERD
Specifies the number of data buffers to allocate to the LSR buffer pool. The valid range is from 32 to 200 buffers, with a
default value of 50.

BUFFERI
Specifies the number of index buffers to allocate to the LSR buffer pool. The valid range is from 32 to 200 buffers, with a
default value of 50.
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TIMEOUT
Specifies the number of minutes allowed for database access requests to complete. The valid range is from 12 to 99
minutes, with a default value of 12.

The following actions are taken when the database TIMEOUT value is exceeded:

• – PDSMQSCN-2 messages are issued to document enqueue contention for the PDSMAN database resource, if
possible.

– An SVC dump is captured with the title "PDSMAN REQUESTED DUMP -$DSQUE".                                                   
           

– The access request is failed.  

If you have long-running tasks such as full volume backups that serialize the DASD volume on which the PDSMAN
database resides, increase TIMEOUT to a value greater than the length of time the long-running tasks take to complete.

$DYNBLDL Control Statement
These optional control statements define the use of the Dynamic BLDL facility for selected libraries. When Dynamic BLDL
is active for a library, BLDL, FIND, and DESERV GET requests are satisfied, when possible, from an in-storage table
containing directory entries of the most recently accessed library members. For more information, see Dynamic BLDL
facility .

Dynamic BLDL is supported for:

• The system linklist
• Specified STEPLIB concatenations
• Other individual libraries (STEPLIB or private, single or concatenated)
• PDSMAN maintains member access statistics for all members (PDS and PDSE), but satisfies BLDL, FIND, and

DESERV requests only for PDS members

Multiple $DYNBLDL control statements can be specified. The format of the $DYNBLDL control statement for the system
linklist is:

$DYNBLDL LIB=LINKLIST

         ENTRIES=nnnn

         [MISSING=N|Y]

The format of the $DYNBLDL control statement for a concatenated group of JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries associated with a
named job step or procedure (for example, a TSO LOGON procedure or IMS message region) is:

$DYNBLDL STEPNAME=stepname

         ENTRIES=nnnn

         [MISSING=N|Y]

The format of the $DYNBLDL control statement for an individual library used as a private library or as a step library and
accessed other than as above (the library can be accessed individually or as part of a concatenation) is:

$DYNBLDL LIB=dsname

         [VOL=volser]

         ENTRIES=nnnn

         [MISSING=N|Y]

         [UNIQUE=N|Y]

Contents
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Required Parameters

The following describes required $DYNBLDL control statement parameters:

LIB
The library name for which Dynamic BLDL is to be performed. If LINKLIST is specified, Dynamic BLDL is performed for
the system linklist concatenation. Do not specify a library name pattern.

STEPNAME
The name of the job step or procedure step for which Dynamic BLDL is to be performed, from the EXEC PGM=
statement. Do not specify a step name pattern.

ENTRIES
The number of Dynamic BLDL table entries (1 to 9999). Generally, a larger number of table entries results in better
Dynamic BLDL performance but also requires larger amounts of (E)SQA storage. For the system linklist an initial value of
300 to 500 table entries is recommended. Tables of 50 to 200 entries are suggested for other libraries.

Optional Parameters

The following describes optional $DYNBLDL control statement parameters:

VOL
Library volume serial. If this parameter is not specified, the library volume serial is obtained from the catalog. If this
parameter is specified as ******, the volume serial of the system residence volume is used.

MISSING
Instructs Dynamic BLDL to maintain table entries for members that are known not to exist in the library or concatenation.

N
Do not maintain missing members (default).

Y
Maintain missing member entries.

UNIQUE
Specifies whether the names of members in the specified private library are unique. If all libraries in a concatenation of
private libraries (for example, a concatenation of ISPF panel libraries) have UNIQUE=Y specified, the Dynamic BLDL
tables corresponding to all these libraries are searched before any physical library searches occur, which can significantly
improve performance.

N
All member names of this library are not unique (default).

Y
All member names of this library are unique.

$EZYCMD Control Statement
This optional control statement allows you to specify commands that are dynamically added to the ISPF system command
table residing in main storage for each ISPF user. The permanent ISPF system command table is not altered. This facility
provides an alternate method of defining installation written and other commands within the ISPF environment.

Dynamic updating of the ISPF system command table can be globally controlled by the $EZYEDIT CMDTABUPD
parameter. Updating occurs only if CMDTABUPD=Y is specified or allowed to default. Specify CMDTABUPD=N to prevent
the command table from being updated automatically.

Multiple $EZYCMD control statements can be specified. If no $EZYCMD statements are specified, PDSMAN supplies a
set of default entries. For more information, see the section $EZYCMD Default Commands. If you specify any $EZYCMD
statements, none of the entries in the default set are used, you must explicitly code the desired default entries.
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The format of the $EZYCMD control statement is as follows.

$EZYCMD COMMAND=command

        ACT=action

        [TRUNC=n|0]

        [DESC=description]

Changes to the parameter settings on this control statement are not effective until you exit and re-enter ISPF after
reinitializing PDSMAN with the new values.

Contents

Required Parameters

The following describes required $EZYCMD control statement parameters:

COMMAND
Specifies the name of the command (1 to 8 characters).

ACT
Specified the ISPF SELECT service keywords to be actioned. See the $EZYCMD defaults below for examples.

Each ACT= can specify up to 68 characters. You can specify multiple ACT= parameters to reach the maximum parameter
length of 170 characters. No validation is performed on the specified value.

Optional Parameters

The following describes optional $EZYCMD control statement parameters:

TRUNC
Minimum number of characters that must be entered to find a match with the command. If this value is set to zero or
allowed to default, the complete command must be entered.

DESC
An optional description of the command. Refer to the following $EZYCMD command defaults for examples of the
specification of this parameter. A maximum of 57 characters, including blanks, can be specified in the description field.

$EZYCMD Default Commands

Following are the default set of $EZYCMD control statements supplied by PDSMAN when no other $EZYCMD statements
are specified in your initialization member.

$EZYCMD COMMAND=TSO                                               

        ACT=SELECT MODE(FSCR) NEWAPPL(PDSM) CMD(EZYTSO &ZPARM.)   

        ACT=SCRNAME(CMDSHELL)                                     

        TRUNC=0                                                   

        DESC=EZYEDIT Command Shell

                                

$EZYCMD COMMAND=EZY                                               

        ACT=SELECT PGM(PDSEASY) PARM(&ZPARM.) NEWAPPL(PDSM)       

        ACT=SCRNAME(Ezyedit)                                      

        TRUNC=0                                                   

        DESC=Invoke EZYEDIT

                                      

$EZYCMD COMMAND=PDSMAN                                            

        ACT=SELECT PANEL(PDSMP00) NEWAPPL(PDSM)                   
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        ACT=SCRNAME(PDSMAN)                                       

        TRUNC=4                                                   

        DESC=CA-PDSMAN Master Menu

                                

$EZYCMD COMMAND=SPACE                                             

        ACT=SELECT PGM(PDSEASY) PARM(SPACE...&ZPARM.) NEWAPPL(PDSM)

        ACT=SCRNAME(SPACE)                                        

        TRUNC=2                                                   

        DESC=EZYEDIT Space Display                                

$EZYCMD COMMAND=LISTA                                           

        ACT=SELECT PGM(PDSEASY) PARM(LISTA.&ZPARM.) NEWAPPL(PDSM)

        ACT=SCRNAME(LISTA)                                      

        TRUNC=0                                                 

        DESC=EZYEDIT Allocation Display

                         

$EZYCMD COMMAND=PLIST                                           

        ACT=SELECT PGM(PDSEASY) PARM(PLIST) NEWAPPL(PDSM)       

        ACT=SCRNAME(PLIST)                                      

        TRUNC=2                                                 

        DESC=EZYEDIT Personal Dataset List Display

              

$EZYCMD COMMAND=PMON                                            

        ACT=SELECT PGM(PDSMPRMV) PARM(&ZPARM.) NEWAPPL(PDSM)    

        ACT=SCRNAME(PRMView)                                    

        TRUNC=0                                                 

        DESC=PRM Viewer                                         

These commands are added dynamically to each ISPF user's in-storage copy of the ISPF system command table.

The command table entries added by the default set of $EZYCMD control statements require an established ISPF
environment, including ISPF panels and messages, for proper operation.

If you specify any of your own $EZYCMD control statements, none of the default entries are included. Code the default
entries shown above in addition to your entries.

Usage Notes

Normally, an entry for the TSO command will already be defined in the ISPF system command table. PDSMAN checks
for an existing entry and verifies that it contains both the SELECT and CMD(&ZPARM.) parameters. If so, the PDSMAN
$EZYCMD entry for TSO will be placed at the top of the command table where it will be selected instead of the existing
entry. If these parameters are not found on the existing entry, no update is made by PDSMAN and the existing entry
remains in effect.

Other commands specified on $EZYCMD statements are added to the bottom of the command table, allowing a user
defined command of the same name to override the command added by PDSMAN.

$EZYEDIT Control Statement
This optional control statement allows global options to be specified to control the processing of the EZYEDIT facility. For
more information about EZYEDIT, see EZYEDIT .

Only one $EZYEDIT control statement can be specified. The format of the $EZYEDIT control statement is as follows.

$EZYEDIT [PRTCMD=EZYEDIT|programname]
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         [PRTCLASS=A|class]

         [MINVOL=n|0]

         [SELCMD=E|B|V]

         [SEQCMD=E|B|V]

         [VSAMCMD=E|B|V]

         [ASACMD=E|B|V]

         [RESETFUNC=Y|N]

         [RESETDSNV=Y|N|E]

         [DSLCOUNT=n|1]

         [MSLCOUNT=n|5]

         [DSLAFTER=n|50]

         [MSLAFTER=n|500]

         [USRCMD=command[,OBTAIN=Y|N][,TABLE=Y|N][,DISPLAY=Y|N]] 

         [CMDTABUPD=Y|N]

         [SUBCMD=SUBMIT|command]

         [PRESERVE=Y|N]

         [EDITCONFIRM=Y|N]

         [EDITAPPL=ISR|application-Id]

         [EDITMAC=macro[,FORCE]] 

         [EDITLCT=tablename]

         [ACBPREFIX=EZYEDIT|prefix]

         [LISTCHAR=@|char]

         [PROTECT=NONE|DISPOLD|ENQ]

         [DMSVOL=ARCIVE|volume]

         [DMSPROMPT=Y|N]

         [ABRPROMPT=Y|N]

         [HSMPROMPT=Y|N]

         [BKDIR=dsname]

         [BKCOLLECTM=dsname]

         [BKCOLLECTR=dsname]

Parameters

The following describes the $EZYEDIT control statement parameters:

PRTCMD
Specifies the name of the default print processor used by EZYEDIT. If set to the default EZYEDIT value, all printing is
processed internally and no external print processors are used. Users can override this setting in their individual EZYEDIT
user options.

PRTCLASS
Specifies the default print class used by EZYEDIT when processing PRINT and HARDCOPY requests (default=A). Users
can override this setting in their individual EZYEDIT user options.

MINVOL
Minimum number (1 to 6) of characters that must precede a wildcard character in a VOLSER specification. If a value of
zero is specified, or if this parameter is omitted, any wildcard specification for VOLSER is accepted.

SELCMD
Defines the default processing that is performed when a library (DSORG=PO) or member is selected using either a select
(S) command or by positioning the cursor and pressing ENTER (point and shoot). Users can override this setting in their
individual EZYEDIT user options.

E
EDIT processing is performed (default).
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B
BROWSE processing is performed.

V
VIEW processing is performed.

SEQCMD
Defines the default processing that is performed when a sequential data set (DSORG=PS) is selected using either a
select (S) command or by positioning the cursor and pressing ENTER (point and shoot). Users can override this setting in
their individual EZYEDIT user options.

E
EDIT processing is performed (default).

B
BROWSE processing is performed.

V
VIEW processing is performed.

VSAMCMD
Defines the default processing that is performed when a VSAM data set (DSORG=VS) is selected using either a select
(S) command or by positioning the cursor and pressing ENTER (point and shoot). Users can override this setting in their
individual EZYEDIT user options.

E
EDIT processing is performed.

B
BROWSE processing is performed (default).

V
VIEW processing is performed.

ASACMD
Defines the default processing that is performed when a data set containing machine or ASA printer control characters is
selected using either a select (S) command or by positioning the cursor and pressing ENTER (point and shoot). Users can
override this setting in their individual EZYEDIT user options.

E
EDIT processing is performed.

B
BROWSE processing is performed (default).

V
VIEW processing is performed.

RESETFUNC
Defines the default processing that is to be performed on the Function field when the Selection Panel is displayed. Users
can override this setting in their individual EZYEDIT user options.

Y
The Function field will be cleared when the Selection Panel is displayed.

N
The Function field will not be cleared when the Selection Panel is displayed (default).

RESETDSNV
Defines the default processing that is to be performed on the DSN/Variable # field when the Selection Panel is displayed.
Users can override this setting in their individual EZYEDIT user options.
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Y
The DSN/Variable # field will be cleared when the Selection Panel is displayed.

N
The DSN/Variable # field will not be cleared when the Selection Panel is displayed (default).

E
The DSN/Variable # field will be cleared on initial Entry only.

DSLCOUNT
Defines a default number of data sets to be processed by Data Set List processing before a Status panel is to be
displayed. If set to 0 this process is disabled.

MSLCOUNT
Defines a default number of members to be processed by Member List processing before a Status panel is to be
displayed. If set to 0 this process is disabled.

DSLAFTER
Defines a default number of data sets to be processed by Data Set List processing before a Prompt panel is displayed.
When displayed, processing can be terminated by pressing End/Return. If set to 0 this process is disabled.

MSLAFTER
Defines a default number of members to be processed by Member List processing before a Prompt panel is displayed.
When displayed, processing can be terminated by pressing End/Return. If set to 0 this process is disabled.

USRCMD
Defines a user command to EZYEDIT. The OBTAIN sub-parameter indicates whether or not EZYEDIT should verify the
existence of the data set being passed to the user command. The default is for verification to be performed (OBTAIN=Y).
The DISPLAY sub-parameter indicates whether the EZYEDIT Command Confirmation panel should be displayed, the
default is that User Commands defined with USRCMD statements do not display the Command Confirmation panel
(DISPLAY=N). The TABLE sub-parameter specifies that when the command is invoked as a Dataset List Primary
command, all entries in the current list should be passed to the command in an ISPF table. The generated table name is
saved in the ISPF Shared variable &EZYTABID. Due to the added overhead involved, the default is not to pass an ISPF
table (TABLE=N).

Multiple USRCMD= parameters can be specified.

CMDTABUPD
Indicates if the ISPF system command table is to be automatically updated with entries specified by the user on
$EZYCMD control statements, or with PDSMAN-supplied default entries (if no $EZYCMD control statements are
specified). Only the copy of the table resident in storage is updated, the permanent ISPF system command table is not
altered.

A change to the setting of this parameter is not effective until you exit and re-enter ISPF after reinitializing PDSMAN with
the new value.

Y
The ISPF command table is to be updated (default).

N
The ISPF command table is not to be updated.

SUBCMD
Defines the name of the command used to submit jobs to TSO. The default is SUBMIT.

PRESERVE
Defines the default Edit preserve option setting. This option, introduced by ISPF 4, instructs the Editor to store the original
length of each record in a variable length data set and when a record is saved, the original record length is used as the
minimum length for the record.
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Y
Edit Preserve is required.

N
Edit Preserve is not required (default).

EDITCONFIRM
Defines the default Edit confirm option setting. This option, introduced by ISPF 4, controls the display of a pop-up
confirmation panel when an attempt is made to CANCEL, MOVE or REPLACE data while in Edit. This acts as a safeguard
against accidental data loss.

Y
Edit Confirm pop-up is required (default).

N
Edit Confirm pop-up is not required.

EDITAPPL
Defines the default application-id required when invoking EDIT services. Specify a 1- to 4-character code that identifies
the required application-id. If this parameter is not specified, an application-id of ISR is assumed. Users can override this
setting in their individual EZYEDIT user options.

EDITMAC
Defines the name of an initial EDIT macro that is specified when invoking EDIT. This macro is invoked by EDIT after the
data has been read and before it is displayed. If this parameter is omitted, no initial EDIT macro is specified to EDIT.

If the FORCE parameter is specified, initial edit macros specified by users on the EZYEDIT User Options screen will be
ignored. Use of this option is recommended for users wishing to ensure that a particular EDIT initial macro is entered
every time EZYEDIT invokes the ISPF EDIT service.

EDITLCT
Defines the name of an Edit Line Command table that is specified when invoking EDIT and VIEW. This table can be used
to define user-written Edit macros allowing them to be invoked as Edit line commands.

ACBPREFIX
When output is directed to a printer name that has not been defined to JES, EZYEDIT interrogates VTAM to determine
if the name is a valid printer destination. By default, the interrogation is performed using an ACB name that is derived
by appending the prefix EZYEDIT with a number from 1 to 5. The ACBPREFIX parameter allows this prefix name to
be altered to any name up to 7 characters in length. For more information, see the EZYAPPL member in the PDSMAN
Sample Materials library.

LISTCHAR
This option is used to designate a special character to be used to indicate a saved data set list. By default the @
character is used, as in @ACCOUNT. If you use @ as the first character in a data set name, you can designate an
alternate character for the saved data set list.

NOTE
The characters (*, +, ?, %, and the not sign) are already used by EZYEDIT as wildcard or pattern characters.

PROTECT
This option allows the default protection mechanism used by Compress processing to be tailored by the installation. By
default, processing will allocate the input data set using DISP=SHR and issues a system ENQ to ensure data set integrity.
This can cause problems for PDSFAST users or any other replacement IEBCOPY utility that also issue ENQ without first
determining if the ENQ is already held.

NONE
Allocates the library using DISP=SHR. No ENQ or RESERVE is to be issued.

DISPOLD
Protects the library by allocating with DISP=OLD.
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ENQ
Protects the library by allocating with DISP=SHR and issuing ENQ using major names as specified in $MISC ENQNAME
parameter (default).

DMSVOL
Defines a volume name used to indicate to EZYEDIT that a data set has been migrated by DMS. If this parameter is not
specified, a volume name of ARCIVE is assumed.

DMSPROMPT
When EZYEDIT determines that a data set has been migrated by DMS, this parameter indicates whether the user should
be prompted in order to determine if the data set should be recalled.

Y
Prompt user for recall.

N
Do not prompt user for recall (default). This is the recommended option if DMS has been set up to prompt before recalling
migrated data sets.

ABRPROMPT
When EZYEDIT determines that a data set has been migrated by ABR, this parameter indicates whether the user should
be prompted in order to determine if the data set should be recalled.

Y
Prompt user for recall.

N
Do not prompt user for recall (default). This is the recommended option if ABR has been set up to prompt before recalling
migrated data sets.

HSMPROMPT
When EZYEDIT determines that a data set has been migrated by HSM, this parameter indicates whether the user should
be prompted in order to determine if the data set should be recalled.

Y
Prompt user for recall (default).

N
Do not prompt user for recall.

BKDIR
Defines the data set name of the Backup Directory containing the names of library members that are maintained on the
PDSMAN Backup System. The Backup Directory is used by the EZYEDIT BK command and is maintained by the Capture
(PDSM03) and Backup Maintenance (PDSM04) utility procedures.

BKCOLLECTM
Defines the data set name of the Control Statement Collection data set which may be used by the EZYEDIT BK command
for queuing control statements for processing by the Backup Maintenance (PDSM04) batch procedure.

BKCOLLECTR
Defines the data set name of the Control Statement Collection data set which may be used by the EZYEDIT BK command
for queuing control statements for processing by the Restore Processing (PDSM05) batch procedure.

$EZYICD Control Statement
This optional control statement allows you to define the default SELECT keywords for the ISPF program names ISPF,
ISPSTART, SPF, and PDF.
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Multiple $EZYICD statements can be specified. If none are specified a default set of definitions is used as described
below. The EZYEDIT TSO Command Shell and $EZYCMD options are not available to users who invoke ISPF using a
program not defined by a $EZYICD control statement.

NOTE
The default set of $EZYICD control statements is not used if you specify any $EZYICD statements of your own.
You will need to explicitly specify the default $EZYICD control statements that are applicable to your installation.

The format of the $EZYICD control statement is as follows.

$EZYICD  PGM=programname

         ACT=keywords

Contents

Required Parameters

The following describes required $EZYICD control statement parameters:

PGM
Specifies ISPSTART, ISPF, SPF, or PDF.

ACT
Specifies the default ISPF SELECT keywords to be used. See the following default definition examples.

Each ACT= can specify up to 68 characters. You can specify multiple ACT= parameters to reach the maximum parameter
length of 170 characters. No validation is performed on the specified value.

$EZYICD Default Definitions

The following are the default set of $EZYICD control statements used by PDSMAN when no $EZYICD statements are
specified in your initialization member.

$EZYICD   PGM=ISPSTART

          ACT=PANEL(ISP@MSTR)  NEWAPPL(ISP) 

$EZYICD   PGM=ISPF

          ACT=PANEL(ISR@PRIM)  NEWAPPL(ISR) 

$EZYICD   PGM=SPF

          ACT=PANEL(ISR@PRIM)  NEWAPPL(ISR) 

$EZYICD   PGM=PDF

          ACT=PANEL(ISR@PRIM)  NEWAPPL(ISR) 

The default set of $EZYICD control statements is not used if you specify any $EZYICD statements of your own. You will
need to explicitly specify the default $EZYICD control statements that are applicable to your installation.

Usage Notes

If you change the default primary panel name using the ISPF Configuration Table DEFAULT_PRIMARY_PANEL keyword,
you may also need to make a corresponding change to the panel names specified on the default or user-specified
$EZYICD control statements.

$IEBCOPY Control Statement
These optional control statements cause IEBCOPY or other copy or compression utilities to be dynamically front-ended.
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WARNING
If this control statement is omitted or is incorrectly specified a number of PDSMAN facilities will be disabled or
will have their functionality severely limited.

If this control statement is not present PDSMAN will not front-end IEBCOPY executions and will not detect updates made
by IEBCOPY, effectively disabling the Library Space Reuse and FastCopy facilities.

In addition, the following facilities and functions will be inoperative for IEBCOPY updates:

• LLA AutoUpdate
• Dynamic BLDL table resetting
• Member Level Security and Update Logging
• Member Control Information Recording
• Multiple Member Version Support
• Previous Version Journaling
• Current Version Journaling
• Library Space Monitoring

$IEBCOPY control statements should only be specified for those utilities whose function and control statements are
equivalent to IEBCOPY. A $IEBCOPY control statement should not be specified for utilities that eventually invoke a
program specified on a different $IEBCOPY control statement.

FastCopy default processing options such as VALCHECK, CONVERTAWO, AUTOEXPAND, and AUTOCOPYMOD can
be tailored to meet the requirements of different groups or individual users by specifying multiple $IEBCOPY control
statements using the USER, STEPNAME, or PGM parameters with the desired FastCopy processing values.

The options provided by the STORFAIL, MSGI, MSGM, MSGU, VALCHECK, DIREXPANDX37, CONVERTAWO,
AUTOEXPAND, AUTOCOPYMOD, and ABENDRC parameters can also be specified at the job step level through the use
of commands in the input control statements. See In-Stream Control Options .

You can specify multiple $IEBCOPY control statements. The format of the $IEBCOPY control statement is shown here:

$IEBCOPY NAME=programname

         [USER=userid]

         [STEPNAME=stepname]

         [PGM=programname]

         [REPORT=N|Y]

         [FASTCOPY=N|Y]

         [STORFAIL=IEBCOPY|TERMINATE]

         [MSGI=N|Y]

         [MSGM=N|Y]

         [MSGU=N|Y]

         [VALCHECK=Y|I|W]

         [CONVERTAWO=N|Y]

         [AUTOEXPAND=0|10|nn]

         [AUTOCOPYMOD=S|L|B|N]

         [DIREXPANDX37=Y|N|X]

         [OUTPUTEMPTY=UPDATE|COMPRESS]

         [AUTOREFORMAT=N|Y]

         [ABENDRC=0|NN]

Contents
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Processing

For libraries which are matched by a $UPDATE rule, are LLA Managed, or for which Dynamic BLDL is active, PDSMAN
will:

• Reserve the output library as follows for the duration of the IEBCOPY operation, possibly allowing its allocation using
DISP=SHR.
– Major names SPFEDIT and SYSIEWLP are used if both the input and output data sets are standard PDS libraries.
– Major name SPFEDIT is used if the input data set is a program object library and the output data set is a standard

PDS.
– An output PDSE is reserved for the duration of an OBTAIN operation to retrieve DSCB information, after which the

reserve is released.
• Invoke the PDSMAN FastCopy facility to perform the operation if FASTCOPY=Y has been specified.
• Apply the options of the first matching $UPDATE rule, if any, applicable to the library update operation.
• Cause any LLA and Dynamic BLDL table entries to be adjusted or reset following copy or compress operations.
• Re-create the space map member if space reuse is effective for a library that is being compressed.
• Optionally print a summary of added/replaced member version and/or space reuse information following the IEBCOPY

listing.

Required Parameters

The following describes required $IEBCOPY control statement parameters:

NAME
Name of the IEBCOPY program (normally IEBCOPY). If NAME=BSTCOPY is specified, FastCopy will provide transparent
replacement of the Endevor BSTCOPY utility program. You should only specify programs that are IEBCOPY compatible.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $IEBCOPY control statement environment parameters:

USER
Batch job name, TSO user ID, or security ID of the user, or pattern, for which this rule applies. The value matched by this
parameter is subject to the setting of the $BSI USER parameter.

STEPNAME
Name or pattern of the job step or procedure step (if in a procedure) for which this rule applies.

PGM
Program name or pattern from caller's program request block (PRB) for which this rule applies.

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $IEBCOPY control statement processing parameters:

REPORT
Option to report version or space reuse information for added or replaced members following the IEBCOPY listing.

N
No reporting.

Y
Reporting required (default).

FASTCOPY
Option to use FastCopy facility to intercept and process IEBCOPY control statements, as described in FastCopy, Library
Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities. Note that for selected operations the setting of this option is forced to 'Y', see
FastCopy Usage Notes.
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N
Do not process IEBCOPY control statements (default). If this option is specified, IEBCOPY is invoked to perform the
requested operations and FastCopy specific control statements are processed by PDSMAN.

Y
Process IEBCOPY control statements. If this option is specified, FastCopy is used to perform the requested operations.
This is the recommended option for this parameter, providing increased performance as well as other benefits including
additional PDS validity checking during COPY and compress operations.

STORFAIL
Processing option if FastCopy has insufficient main storage in which to process.

IEBCOPY
Pass control to IEBCOPY so that IEBCOPY can process the request.

TERMINATE
Terminate processing with an appropriate error message. Specifying this operand ensures that FastCopy is always used
to process if FASTCOPY=Y (default).

The STORFAIL parameter is not applicable to VOLCOMPRESS operations. These operations always attempt to use Fast
Compress operations to compress libraries and will return an error code if the operation could not be performed due to
insufficient available main storage.

MSGI
Option for FCOnnnI informational messages to be generated to SYSPRINT during FastCopy processing.

N
Suppress informational messages.

Y
Produce informational messages (default).

MSGM
Option for individual member messages to be generated to SYSPRINT during FastCopy processing.

N
Suppress member messages.

Y
Produce member messages (default).

MSGU
Option for FCOnnnU usage and performance statistics messages to be generated to SYSPRINT during FastCopy
processing.

N
Suppress usage and performance statistics messages.

Y
Produce usage and performance statistics messages (default).

AUTOEXPAND
Option to automatically expand the directory of the target library during MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations if the current
number of directory blocks in the target library is insufficient for the requested operation.

0
Do not perform automatic directory expansion. Fail the intended operation if there are insufficient directory blocks in the
target library.

10
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Expand the directory of the target library to the number of blocks required to perform the current operation plus an
additional 10 percent for future use. This is the default value for this parameter.

nn
Expand the directory of the target library to the number of blocks required to perform the current operation plus an
additional 'nn' percent for future use.

DIREXPANDX37
Option for controlling the treatment of out-of-space conditions during ALTERDIR or AUTOEXPAND processing. The
out-of-space condition may arise when one or more members need to be moved to make space available for directory
expansion.

Y
Let both ALTERDIR and AUTOEXPAND processing terminate with an Sx37 abend code.

N
Do not abend. Terminate both ALTERDIR and AUTOEXPAND operations with a message and return code 12.

X
Let AUTOEXPAND operations terminate with a Sx37 abend code. Terminate ALTERDIR operations with a message and
return code 12. This option is the default in order to support other systems or products that rely on detecting Sx37 abends
during IEBCOPY COPY operations.

OUTPUTEMPTY
Option to control PDSMAN $UPDATE processing when an empty PDS is updated by a program matching this $IEBCOPY
control statement.
This option applies only to PDS, not PDSE libraries.

COMPRESS
Treat the operation as the second stage of a copy-out/copy-back compress operation and do not perform $UPDATE
processing, including the recording member control information. This is the default value for this parameter.

UPDATE
Honor any applicable $UPDATE processing parameters, including possibly recording member control information.

AUTOREFORMAT
Option to make all FastCopy MOVE/COPY operations process as if the REFORMAT parameter is specified on MOVE and
COPY statements.

N
FastCopy REFORMAT support is only available if REFORMAT is specified on MOVE/COPY statements. This is the
default value for this parameter.

Y
FastCopy operates as if REFORMAT is specified on all MOVE/COPY statements.

AUTOCOPYMOD
Option to automatically switch to COPYMOD processing (to perform member re-blocking) when a COPY operation is
being used to transfer members between load module libraries of differing block sizes.

S
Switch to COPYMOD only if the block size of the target library is smaller than that of the library from which members are
to be copied. This is the default value for this parameter.

L
Switch to COPYMOD only if the block size of the target library is larger than that of the library from which members are to
be copied.

B
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Switch to COPYMOD if the block size of the target library is different from that of the library from which members are to be
copied.

N
Do not perform automatic switching to COPYMOD.

ABENDRC
Option for controlling the termination of IEBCOPY operations when an operation ends with a non-zero return code. The
number specified on this parameter is compared with the return code of each IEBCOPY operation. If the return code of
an operation is equal to or higher than the specified value a user abend is issued. The copy operation completion code is
used as the user abend code.

0
This support is turned off and no user abend is issued if the return code from IEBCOPY is non-zero.

nn
Activates this support and specifies the value to be compared with the return code of each IEBCOPY operation.

IEBCOPY Compatibility Parameters

The following describes the $IEBCOPY control statement IEBCOPY compatibility parameters:

VALCHECK
This parameter controls FastCopy validation processing in the following situations:

• – Error situations where IEBCOPY continues to process but FastCopy normally does not. Specifically, FastCopy
normally terminates compress processing if it detects an error reported by the FCO520A message, whereas
IEBCOPY continues to process for some of these conditions, with the probable result that the original error
becomes obscured.

– Unusual or potential error conditions which may not be reported by IEBCOPY. Many of these conditions are related
to the processing of member aliases, as detailed in messages FCO760W through FCO770W.

If the input or output data set is a PDSE, validity checking is always performed, regardless of the specification of this
parameter.

Y
Terminate processing if severe errors are detected; produce warning messages for PDS library inconsistencies. This is the
recommended option and the default value for this parameter.

I
Do the same as IEBCOPY would do in the circumstances: terminate, continue processing, or ignore the error. The
return code is set to be consistent with IEBCOPY in all cases. When a PDSE is processed, VALCHECK=I is changed to
VALCHECK=W.

W
Identical to option I, except that the error is always reported, even if IEBCOPY ignores the condition.

VALCHECK replaces the VALCHKRC parameter found in previous releases of PDSMAN. VALCHKRC=0 and
VALCHKRC=4 are still accepted as valid parameters and, if specified, are converted to VALCHECK=W and
VALCHECK=Y, respectively.

When FastCopy is invoked as part of SMP/E processing, FastCopy automatically converts VALCHECK=Y to
VALCHECK=W.

CONVERTAWO
Option to control treatment of alias members which are orphaned, or which will become orphaned, during FastCopy
COPY operations.

N
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Process like IEBCOPY. Do not convert aliases during the COPY operation. Orphaned aliases remain orphaned. This is
the default value for this parameter.

Y
When copying an orphaned alias, or the first of a group of orphaned aliases which share the same start TTR, convert the
directory entry of the alias to a regular member so that no aliases are orphaned in the output library.

This parameter is applicable only when the output data set is a PDS. When the output data set is a PDSE, or when either
the input or output data set is a program object library, orphaned aliases are always converted.

Usage Notes

Security Considerations for Front-Ended Programs

A $IEBCOPY control statement causes PDSMAN to front-end the program specified on the NAME parameter. If you are
using a security system to control data set access or updates by program name, you must define the following PDSMAN
modules with the same authority as the program being front-ended:

• PDSM01
• PDSMSUBS
• PDSMFCPY
• PDSMFCPV
• PDSMFCPD
• PDSMFCPC

OUTPUTEMPTY Option

Setting $IEBCOPY OUTPUTEMPTY=UPDATE causes PDSMAN $UPDATE processing to be performed when an empty
PDS library is updated by IEBCOPY. This may increase the run time of jobs updating empty PDS libraries in this manner.

$JOURNAL Control Statement
These optional control statements define the libraries to be used for journaling member updates to selected libraries
(for total library recoverability), or for saving the old version of replaced non-alias members (for previous version
recoverability). For more information about these facilities, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities .

Journaling is enabled using the  $UPDATE JOURNAL= control statement.

You can specify multiple $JOURNAL control statements. The format of each $JOURNAL control statement is:

$JOURNAL   LIB=dsname

           JLIB=dsname

           [VOL=volser]

           [JVOL=volser]

           [JSO=N|Y]

If a $JOURNAL statement is not provided but $UPDATE JOURNAL has been specified for the library, PDSMAN
automatically generates the name of the journal library by adding the suffix qualifier .JOURNAL to the library name.

Contents
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Processing

Add, replace, delete, or rename operations for non-alias members are duplicated, when possible, in the journal library.
The situation in which a member being replaced, deleted, or renamed is not present in the journal library is treated as a
normal condition and does not cause an error message to be issued.

A separate journal library should be allocated and specified for each primary library requiring journaling. This library must
exist before journaling will be performed. PDSMAN does not automatically create this library.

In order to reduce the possibility of deadly embrace RESERVE lockout situations, the journal library is not reserved. It
obtains its protection as a result of the RESERVE issued for the primary library (which is still effective at the time when the
journaling operation is performed).

Required Parameters

The following describes required $JOURNAL control statement parameters:

LIB
Library data set name for which journaling is to be performed.

JLIB
Journal library data set name.

Optional Parameters

The following describes optional $JOURNAL control statement parameters:

VOL
Library volume of the library being journaled.

JVOL
Library volume of the journal library.

JSO
Option to control usage of the PDSMAN PDSMJSO program to perform journaling operations. When enabled, journal
libraries are updated using the program name PDSMJSO, allowing the update operation to be more easily secured using
your installation security product.

N
Do not use program name PDSMJSO for journaling operations (default).

Y
Use program name PDSMJSO for journaling operations.

NOTE

This setting is applicable to journaling operations to PDS and data PDSE journal libraries. Journaling operations
for program object libraries cannot be secured in this manner.

 

 

$LLA Control Statement
These optional control statements define the use of the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility. This facility allows you to
realize maximum benefit from LLA by making it easier to use, manage, and monitor. For more information about the LLA/
Extensions, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

You can specify multiple $LLA control statements. The format of each $LLA rule is:
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$LLA LIB=dsname|-LNKLST-|LINKLIST|LNKLST

     [MEM=membername]

     [USER=userid]

     [UPDATELLA=N|Y]

     [NOTIFY=N|X|Y]

     [MONITORMSG=N|Y|A]

     [LRDRUPDT=N|Y]

Contents

Processing

The first rule matching the current update environment is selected and LLA/E processing performed. The environment
is specified by the library name and member name parameters. If no matching rule is found, or if the library is not being
managed by LLA, the update proceeds normally without PDSMAN involvement.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $LLA control statement environment parameters:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern. On this parameter, -LNKLST-, LINKLIST, and LNKLST can be used to designate the
system linklist concatenation. This is an abbreviated way to specify all the data sets in the linklist instead of listing each
one of them individually. If the system linklist is dynamically updated, PDSMAN must be reloaded to force updated
resolution of the new linklist data set names.

MEM
Member name or pattern.

USER
The batch job name, TSO user ID, or security ID of the user. A pattern can be specified for this parameter. The value
matched by this parameter is subject to the setting of the $BSI USER parameter.

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $LLA control statement processing parameters:

UPDATELLA
LLA Auto-Update option.

N
Do not automatically update LLA (default).

Y
Enable automatic LLA update.

NOTIFY
Controls the issuing of the highlighted LLA Update Needed/Issued messages that are directed to the console.

N
Do not issue console messages (default).

X
Issue non-highlighted console messages.

Y
Issue highlighted console messages.
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MONITORMSG
LLA Monitoring message option.

N
Do not issue PDSMLMON-02 change detected messages (default).

Y
Issue PDSMLMON-02 change detected messages unless the library is a private (non-linklist) library being managed in
NOFREEZE mode.

A
Issue PDSMLMON-02 change detected messages for all changes regardless of library type or management mode.

LRDRUPDT
Specifies whether LLA is to be automatically updated when a PDS member directory entry is updated due to PDSMAN
Last Reference Date Recording. For more information about Last Reference Date Recording, see Member Archiving and
Recovery Facilities.

N
Do not automatically update LLA for Last Reference Date Recording.

Y
Automatically update LLA for Last Reference Date Recording (default).

$LLA Examples

The following control statement specifies that both Auto-Update and LLA/Extensions operator message processing are to
be performed when the PDSM.LLATEST.SOURCE6 library is updated.

$LLA   LIB=PDSM.LLATEST.SOURCE6

       UPDATELLA=Y

       NOTIFY=Y

The following control statement directs PDSMAN to issue PDSMLMON-02 change detected messages for all libraries in
the system linklist except SYS1.LINKLIB.

$LLA    LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB

        MONITORMSG=N

$LLA    LIB=-LNKLST-

        MONITORMSG=Y

The control statement for SYS1.LINKLIB is specified first because it is more specific.

$LLASYNC Control Statement
These optional control statements define the use of the LLA Synchronization Management (LSM) facility, one of the
PDSMAN LLA/Extensions. LSM checks the synchronization between the directories of LLA managed libraries and the
LLA cache. LSM can report or automatically correct out-of-synchronization conditions.

You can specify multiple $LLASYNC control statements. The format of each $LLASYNC rule is:

$LLASYNC LIB=libraryname

         [LIBTYPE=LINKLIST|PRIVATE|ALL]

         [LLAMODE=FREEZE|NOFREEZE|ALL]

         [START=hh:mm|00:00|NEVER]

         [END=hh:mm|24:00]
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         [AT=hh:mm]

         [INTERVAL=[hh]:mm|00:00]

         [DAY=EVERY|SUN|MON|TUE|WED|THU|FRI|SAT|WEEKDAYS|WEEKEND][,...]

       

         [ID=identifier]

         [NOTIFY=N|Y|O]

         [MSGTYPE=NORMAL|HIGHLIGHT]

         [RESYNC=N|Y]

         [IGNOREREF=N|Y]

 

         [FAILCOUNT=nn|1|0]

         [FAILMSG=ALWAYS|NEVER|SUSPEND]

         [DIAGLEVEL=0|n]

Contents

Processing

LSM is performed on a timed basis. During an LSM processing cycle, each LLA managed library is checked against
$LLASYNC control statements to locate the first rule that matches the current environment. The environment is specified
by the library name, library type, and LLA management mode parameters. LSM processing is bypassed for the library if no
matching rule is found.

Next, LSM checks the timing parameters on the matching $LLASYNC control statement. These timing parameters specify
the day and time of the processing window and the interval at which LSM processing is to occur. The $LLASYNC rule is
triggered if the timing parameters are satisfied.

If the timing parameters do not result in this rule being triggered, LSM rechecks the $LLASYNC control statements,
looking for the next rule that matches the environment. This process continues until a rule is triggered for the library or
until there are no further matching $LLASYNC control statements.

LLA synchronization checking, resynchronization and other LSM processing are controlled by the $LLASYNC processing
parameters.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $LLASYNC control statement environment parameters:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern. LSM compares the names of the current LLA libraries to the name or pattern specified
on this parameter.

LIBTYPE
The type of library as seen by LLA.

LINKLIST
The library is in the system linklist concatenation.

PRIVATE
The library is not in the system linklist concatenation (a private library).

ALL
All libraries are selected regardless of type (default).

LLAMODE
The LLA management mode for the library.

FREEZE
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LLA is managing the library in Freeze mode (default).

NOFREEZE
LLA is managing the library in Nofreeze mode.

ALL
Libraries are selected regardless of LLA management mode.

Generally speaking, LLA libraries being managed in NoFreeze mode do not need to be included for LSM processing
because the directory information cached by LLA is not being used to fulfill search requests. By default, LSM processes
only LLA libraries being managed in Freeze mode.
System linklist libraries are always processed as being managed in Freeze mode.

Timing Parameters

The following describes the $LLASYNC control statement timing parameters:

START
A time value that defines the beginning of the window during which LSM checking is active. Specify the time in 24 hour
format (hh:mm or h:mm), in the range 00:00 to 23:59.

LSM processing is performed at this start time and at each subsequent interval (as defined by the INTERVAL parameter)
until the END time has passed.

If this parameter is not specified, LSM checking begins at midnight (00:00).

NEVER is used to define a $LLASYNC control statement that never causes LSM processing to be performed. This is used
to exclude a particular library or group of libraries from LSM processing that would otherwise be selected because of a
more generic $LLASYNC control statement. An example using START=NEVER is provided later.

 

END
A time value that defines the end of the window during which LSM checking is active. Specify the time in 24 hour format
(hh:mm or h:mm), in the range 00:00 to 24:00.

LSM processing is performed at the start time and at each subsequent interval (as defined by the START and INTERVAL
parameters) until this END time has passed.

If the END time is less than the START time, the window wraps into the following day. If the END and START times are
equal, processing occurs only at the specified time.

NOTE
Both 00:00 and 24:00 indicate midnight but result in different processing windows when a start value of 00:00
is specified or allowed to default. When both parameters are set to 00:00, the rule fires only once each day, at
midnight. When START=00:00 and END=24:00, the rule fires throughout the day at the specified interval.

If this parameter is not specified, LSM checking ends at midnight (24:00).

AT
A time value that defines a specific time when LSM checking is to be performed. Specify the time in 24 hour format
(hh:mm or h:mm), in the range 00:00 to 23:59.

This parameter is mutually exclusive with both the START and END parameters. Using AT is equivalent to setting both the
START and END times to the AT value and setting the INTERVAL value to 00:00.

INTERVAL
A time interval at which LSM processing is triggered. Specify the interval in [hh]:mm format, in the range 00:00 to 23:59. A
default hour of 00 is used if the hh value is omitted.

LSM processing is initially performed at the time defined by the START parameter and then each subsequent interval, as
defined by this parameter, until the END time.
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If this parameter is not specified, a default interval of 00:00 is used. This causes processing to be performed only once, at
the specified start time.

DAY
The days of the week on which LSM processing is triggered. Specify a character string with any combination or order of
the following day identifiers:

SUN - Sunday
MON - Monday
TUE - Tuesday
WED - Wednesday
THU - Thursday
FRI - Friday
SAT - Saturday
WEEKDAYS - Weekdays only
WEEKEND - Weekends only
EVERY - Every day (default)

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $LLASYNC control statement processing parameters:

ID
A user defined identifier, up to 16 characters in length, for this synchronization rule. This value is reported on
PDSMLSM-01 messages, allowing you to easily identify the $LLASYNC rule controlling LSM processing.

NOTIFY
Controls the issuing of PDSMLSM-01 messages that report the synchronization status of the library being processed.
These messages are directed to the operator console.

N
Do not issue messages (default).

Y
Always issue messages.

O
Issue messages when a library is out-of-synchronization or when a library has been automatically resynchronized as a
result of RESYNC=Y being specified.

MSGTYPE
Controls the type of PDSMLSM-01 message issued to the console when an out-of-synchronization condition is detected
and a message is required due to the NOTIFY setting.

NORMAL
Issue a normal WTO message (default).

HIGHLIGHT
Issue a highlighted, non-scrollable message. This message is automatically deleted by PDSMAN when library
synchronization is restored.

NOTE
When a library is automatically resynchronized (RESYNC=Y), the highlighted message is issued but
subsequently deleted because the library is back in synchronization.

RESYNC
Instructs the LSM to automatically resynchronize libraries that are out-of-synchronization.

N
Do not resynchronize the library (default).
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Y
Resynchronize the library.

IGNOREREF
Instructs LSM to ignore PDSMAN Last Reference Dates that have been recorded in the directory entry when performing
synchronization checking.

N
Do not ignore Last Reference Dates.

Y
Ignore Last Reference Dates (default).

For more information, see the usage notes.

FAILCOUNT
Specifies the number of times LSM processing can fail for a library (due to allocation errors, insufficient security authority,
utility failures, and so on) before further processing for that library is suspended.

nn
A numeric value in the range 0 to 99.

1
Processing is suspended on the first failure (default).

0
Processing is never suspended due to failure.

FAILMSG
Controls the issuing of PDSMLSM-05 and PDSMLSM-06 messages when a processing failure occurs for a library. These
messages are always issued as highlighted console messages.

NEVER
Never issue a failure message.

ALWAYS
Always issue the failure message.

SUSPEND
Only issue the message when the failure results in suspension of future processing (default).

DIAGLEVEL
Specifies a diagnostic level used to control PDSMAN diagnostic messages when this $LLASYNC control statement is
being used for LSM processing. This parameter is normally specified at the direction of Technical Support.

0
No diagnostics (default).

n
Diagnostic level (1 to 9).

$LLASYNC Examples

The following control statement specifies LSM processing is to be performed for all LLA managed libraries every hour on
the hour. Libraries that are out-of-synchronization are to be resynchronized and no messages are to be produced.

$LLASYNC LIB=-

START=00:00

INTERVAL=01:00

RESYNC=Y

NOTIFY=N
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The following control statement specifies LSM processing is to be performed for the SYS1.USERLIB library.
Synchronization checking is performed every 30 minutes at the top and bottom of each hour. Messages are produced
each time processing is performed with those indicating a synchronization problem highlighted on the console. The
messages include the identifier string USERLIB. No automatic resynchronization is performed.

$LLASYNC LIB=SYS1.USERLIB

INTERVAL=:30

NOTIFY=Y

MSGTYPE=HIGHLIGHT

ID=USERLIB

RESYNC=N

The following control statement specifies LSM processing is to be performed for all private libraries being managed
by LLA, regardless of their management mode. Processing is performed once each day at 10:00. Libraries with
synchronization problems are automatically resynchronized and messages are produced when synchronization errors are
found. LSM processing is never suspended due to processing failures.

$LLASYNC LIB=-

LIBTYPE=PRIVATE

LLAMODE=ALL

AT=10:00

RESYNC=Y

NOTIFY=O

FAILCOUNT=0

The following control statement specifies LSM processing is to be performed for the WEEKEND.ONLY library.
Synchronization is performed every hour, on the 15 minute mark, during the weekend only. No messages are produced
and no automatic resynchronization is performed.

$LLASYNC LIB=WEEKEND.ONLY

START=00:15

INTERVAL=01:00

DAY=WEEKEND

NOTIFY=N

RESYNC=N

The following control statement specifies LSM processing is to be performed for the TIME.WINDOW.WRAPS library.
Synchronization is performed every 15 minutes from 20:00 until 04:00 the next day. Libraries are automatically
resynchronized and no messages are produced.

$LLASYNC LIB=TIME.WINDOW.WRAPS

START=20:00

END=04:00

INTERVAL=:15

RESYNC=Y

NOTIFY=N

The following example illustrates how a library is excluded from LSM using the START=NEVER parameter.

The first control statement uses START=NEVER to indicate that LSM should not be performed for the NO.PDSMAN.LSM
library. The second control statement is a generic rule that enables resynchronization for all LLA managed libraries.

The order of these control statements is important. Because PDSMAN uses the first matching rule, the NO.PDSMAN.LSM
library matches the first control statement and is not processed by LSM while all other LLA managed libraries are matched
and processed by the second control statement.

$LLASYNC LIB=NO.PDSMAN.LSM

START=NEVER
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ID=BYPASSRULE

$LLASYNC LIB=-

START=00:00

INTERVAL=1:00

RESYNC=Y

ID=GENERICRULE

The following control statement specifies that LSM processing is to be performed for all private libraries being managed
by LLA, regardless of their management mode. Processing is performed once each day at 10:00. Libraries with
synchronization problems are automatically resynchronized and messages are produced when synchronization errors are
found. LSM processing for the library is suspended after five processing failures, at which time a message is produced.

$LLASYNC LIB=-

LIBTYPE=PRIVATE

LLAMODE=ALL

START=10:00

RESYNC=YES

NOTIFY=O

FAILCOUNT=5

FAILMSG=SUSPEND

$MISC Control Statement
This optional control statement defines miscellaneous variables required by PDSMAN.

The format of the $MISC control statement is:

$MISC [CDSDSN=datasetname]

      [LINECT=nnn|56]

      [TITLENM=membername|$$$TITLE]

      [ALOCFAIL=ABEND|BYPASS]

      [UNIT=unitname]

      [ENQNAME=enqname|SPFEDIT]

      [ROUTCDE=xxxxxxxxxxx]

      [LLAPARMLIB=datasetname|SYS1.PARMLIB]

      [LLAPARMSUF=xx|PD]

      [MCPUINACT=180|nnnn]

      [CPUCOST=50|nnnn]

      [SIOCOST=100|nnnn]

      [MSGS=N|Y]

      [PSRMSG=N|Y]

      [PANEXEC=N|Y]

      [MSGCASE=M|U]

      [WKSPACE=TRK|CYL|blklgth 6050,pppp|70,ssss|70]

      [ACCPREVENTRC=4|8]

      [MINPREFIX=0|n]v

      [DATEFMT=dateformat|G4NU]

      [SHIFTOPT=1|2]

      [CLISTSPACE=small|7,medium|50,large|100]

      [EUROSIGN=N|Y]

      [SCANENQ=Y|N]

      [PRINTABLE=hexcode/option]
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      [ENQRCHG=N|Y]

      [USR2NAME=progname|PDSMUSR2]

Parameters

The following describes optional $MISC control statement parameters:

CDSDSN
The data set name of the library Control Data Set (CDS) to be used by the PDSMAN TSO Command Processor
(PDSM19). For more information about the CDS, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities. This is a sequential file
and is normally specified in the form library(member). For example, USER.PARMLIB(PDSMCDS).

LINECT
The number of lines per page for PDSMAN reports. If not specified, a default value of 56 is used.

TITLENM
The name of the title member. The default value is $$$TITLE.

ALOCFAIL
Action to be taken (by the Library Maintenance (PDSM02), Library Member Capture (PDSM03), and Compression
Scheduling (PDSM11) routines) if dynamic allocation of a library fails.

ABEND
Abend the job (default).

BYPASS
Issue a warning message and bypass the library.

UNIT
Specifies the unit type for dynamic allocation (for example, SYSDA).

ENQNAME
Major ENQUEUE name, in addition to SYSIEWLP used for reserving libraries. The default is SPFEDIT.

ROUTCDE
Console routing codes used by the BLDL/STOW Interface routines (PDSM018 and PDSM021) for displaying error and
informational messages. If console routing codes are not specified by means of this parameter, the BLDL/STOW Interface
issues messages with ROUTCDE=(11) or ROUTCDE=(1,11), depending on severity.

Each position in this character string represents one bit in the ROUTCDE specification. To turn on a ROUTCDE bit, code a
1 in the appropriate position. Turn off a bit by coding a 0.

For example, to change PDSM018 and PDSM021 messages to use ROUTCDE=(3,9), you should specify:

ROUTCDE=0010000010000000

on the $MISC control statement. For more information about the routing codes and their meanings, see the WTO macro in
the IBM Assembler Services Reference manual.

LLAPARMLIB
Specifies the name of an alternate system parmlib data set to use for LLA/E Extended LLA Operator Commands. The
data set specified must be in LLA's IEFPARM concatenation. The default value for this parameter is SYS1.PARMLIB.

This parameter can be used alone or with the $MISC LLAPARMSUF parameter. For more information, see Changing the
Name of the System Parmlib.

LLAPARMSUF
Specifies the suffix to be concatenated to the base name CSVLLA to generate an alternate name for the parmlib member
used for LLA/E Extended LLA Operator Commands. The member must exist in the library specified on the $MISC
LLAPARMLIB parameter. The default value is PD.
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This parameter can be used alone or with the $MISC LLAPARMLIB parameter. For more information, see Changing the
Name of the System Parmlib Member.

MCPUINACT
Specifies the time interval, in seconds, used to determine if the PDSMMCPU cross-system communications facility,
PDSMMCPU, on another system has gone inactive. If a letter addressed to another system remains in the communication
data set for longer than this interval, PDSMAN indicates that the receiving CPU is inactive and issues a PDSMMCPU-04
message.

The default value for this parameter is 180 seconds. You may increase this value up to a maximum of 9999 seconds.
Increasing the inactivity interval will result in additional space usage in the communications dataset and may result in
slowdown conditions. Ensure that the dataset is large enough to hold the additional traffic.

CPUCOST
Defines the cost, in whole dollars, of one second of CPU time. The default is 50. This parameter is used by the PDSM26
USAGE function to report Dynamic BLDL/PFO cost savings.

SIOCOST
Defines the cost, in whole dollars, of 100,000 EXCP operations. The default is 100. This parameter is used by the
PDSM26 USAGE function to report Dynamic BLDL/PFO cost savings.

MSGS
Option to control issuing of PDSMRPT-2 and PDSM15-1 warning messages

N
Do not issue warning messages.

Y
Issue warning messages (default).

PSRMSG
Option to control issuing of messages when the space map member is dynamically re-created.

N
Do not issue messages.

Y
Issue messages (default). This parameter also controls PDSM021-5 and PDSM021-7 messages issued to document a
moved space map member for STOW DELETE operations.

PANEXEC
Option to delay PDSMAN startup until PANEXEC initialization has been performed.

N
Perform normal PDSMAN startup (default).

Y
Delay PDSMAN. If PANEXEC has not yet been initialized, PDSM00 issues a PDSM00-45 message every 30 seconds
until PANEXEC has initialized. Regular PDSMAN startup completes at that time. If this parameter is specified, PDSMAN
also traps requests to stop PANEXEC and rejects these requests until PDSMAN has first been disabled. This is indicated
by message PDSMSS10-1.

MSGCASE
Option to leave message text as mixed case or translate to upper case for those components that issue messages in
mixed case.

M
Issue message in mixed case (default).

U
Translate messages to upper case.
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WKSPACE
Defines allocation type and size of various temporary work data sets including the PDSMWK1 data set. This parameter
requires three positional operands be specified in the form type,pppp,ssss as described below. The default parameter
value is 6050,70,70, which allocates space in block units using 6050 as the average block length, 70 blocks primary and
70 blocks secondary.
Note: PDSMWK1 cannot be allowed to extend to multiple volumes.

type
The space allocation type. Valid types are TRK, CYL or blklgth.

pppp
The space amount, in units of type, for the primary extent. The value specified must be between 1 and 9999.

ssss
The space amount, in units of type, for the secondary extents. The value specified must be between 1 and 9999.

ACCPREVENTRC
Provides a method of controlling the return code that the PDSMAN BLDL interface module issues when access to a
member is prevented by a matching $ACCESS rule. PDSMAN issues message PDSM018-2 and returns to the caller of
BLDL with the specified value in R15.

4
Return code 4 is issued when a matching $ACCESS rule specifies MODE=P (default). This return code indicates the
member could not be found and results in an S806 abend when access to a load module is prevented. When access by
ISPF Edit to a source member is prevented using this return code, a new member Edit panel is displayed by ISPF.

8
Return code 8 is issued when a matching $ACCESS rule specifies MODE=P. This return code indicates an I/O error or
insufficient storage was available to satisfy the request and results in an S806 or S106 abend when access to a load
module is prevented. When access by ISPF Edit to a source member is prevented using this return code, a message
indicating BLDL error is displayed on the Member Selection List.

MINPREFIX
Option to specify the minimum acceptable prefix length when a member name of prefix.ALL is specified on DELT, PROD,
TEST, HOLD, MOVE, LIST and REST control statements.

0
No checking is performed. Any prefix length up to a maximum of 8 characters is acceptable. Specification of .ALL to select
all members is also permitted.

n
A prefix of at least n characters must be specified. Specification of .ALL to select all members is not permitted.

DATEFMT
Defines the format used to display dates output by PDSMAN. This setting does not affect the format of dates stored on
disk, in the Main Backup System, or displayed by EZYEDIT.

The following values can be specified for the DATEFMT parameter. The examples below show formatting for December
31, 2000. The default value is G4NU.

Value Example Value Example
J4 2000.366 J2 00.366
J4*S 2000366 J2*S 00366
G4NU 12/31/2000 (default) G2NU 12/31/00
G4NE 31/12/2000 G2NE 31/12/00
G4NS 2000/12/31 G2NS 00/12/31
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G4CU Dec-31-2000 G2CU Dec-31-00
G4CE 31-Dec-2000 G2CE 31-Dec-00
G4UU DEC-31-2000 G2UU DEC-31-00
G4UE 31-DEC-2000 G2UE 31-DEC-00

SHIFTOPT
Controls data shifting during Scan/Replace Facility and EZYEDIT REPLACE operations where the TARGET and NEW
strings are of different lengths.

1
Perform replacement in a manner that minimizes disruption to non-blank strings following the replacement, using the
assumption that blanks can be either added to or removed from a position containing two or more consecutive blanks
(default).

2
The rest of the line following the replacement is simply shifted left or right as required, effectively adding blanks to, or
removing blanks from the rightmost position of the line.

CLISTSPACE
The operands of this parameter are used to set the values of PDSMAN CLIST variables &SMALL, &MEDIUM and
&LARGE. These values represent the number of 6050-byte blocks that are used in various combinations when creating
new work datasets, such as report output datasets. The default values are 7,50,100.

EUROSIGN
Option to control use of the Euro sign on reports that indicate monetary values:

N
Do not use the Euro sign; use the dollar sign instead (default).

Y
Use the Euro sign (hex '9F') in reports that indicate monetary values. This value must represent a printable character on
your system.

SCANENQ
Option to specify whether PDSM18 should issue a shared SPFEDIT or SYSIEWLP ENQ when scanning members in a
library in which PDSMAN Library Space Reuse is active, in order to ensure that member data is not modified during the
scan.

Y
Apply ENQ for the duration of the scan (default).

N
Do not apply ENQ for the duration of the scan.

PRINTABLE
Option to control the character table PDSMAN uses to translate unprintable characters for reporting and display purposes.
Code multiple PRINTABLE statements if more than one value needs to be modified. Double-byte characters are not
supported.

hexcode
The hexadecimal representation of the character being translated.

option
Indication of whether the character is printable or non-printable:

P
The character is printable.

N
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The character is non-printable.

Example:

PRINTABLE=81/N

PRINTABLE=82/N

Causes the lower case characters a and b to be displayed as non-printable.

ENQRCHG
This option effects the overhead required to perform ENQ scan processing. The default value of N should be used unless
you use a GRS exit routine, ISGXQXIT or ISGNQXITFAST, to alter enqueue resource IDs.

N
Do not use ISGENQ as part of ENQ scan processing (default).

Y
Do issue ISGENQ, with RET=TEST, as part of ENQ scan processing to resolve ENQ/RESERVE resource IDS.
When resource IDs are changed by a GRS exit this option should be specified to prevent ENQ lock outs in selected
environments.

USR2NAME
Specifies the name of the PDSMUSR2 user exit invoked by the PDSMAN Compiler Interface, PDSM15, and the Source/
Executable Cross-Reference utility, PDSM28.
The named module must be accessable to the PDSMAN task during product initialization or reinitialization, as well as to
any job that executes a module named on a $COMPILER control statement or the Source/Executable Cross-Reference
(PDSM28) utility.
The default is to use the PDSMUSR2 user exit module distributed in the PDSMAN CPDSLINK library.

$MIXED Control Statement
These optional control statements define those libraries in which PDSMAN distinguishes between test and production
versions of members in the same library. For more information about the Production Member Statusing facility, see
the Auditing and Comparison Facilities .

You can specify multiple $MIXED control statements. The format of each $MIXED control statement is:

$MIXED   LIB=dsname

Contents

Processing

A library must be matched by a $MIXED control statement before PROD and TEST functions can be performed.

In the majority of installations, test and production versions of members are separated into different libraries and it is
unnecessary to define mixed libraries.

Required Parameters

The following describes required $MIXED control statement parameters:

LIB
Library name or pattern of the PDS to be processed as a mixed library.
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$MONITOR Control Statement
The $MONITOR control statements specify rules and options used by the Partitioned Resource Management System to
process Resource State Messages received from PDSMAN monitoring instruments.

You can specify multiple $MONITOR control statements. The format of each $MONITOR rule is:

$MONITOR LIB=dsname |RESOURCE=resourcename

         [VOL=volser]

         [SYSTEM=ANY|LOC|REM|smfid]

         [PDSMAN=THIS|PROD|TEST|ANY]

         [CLASS=VALIDATE|SPACEMON|DBMON|LLASYNCH|LLAMANAGE|PDSMAN]

 

         [MONITOR=Y|N]

         [TABLE=Y|N]

         [MSGLOG=Y|N]

         [HISTORY=S|N]

         [XSYS=Y|N]

         [OPSMVS=Y|N]

         [PRUNE=5|n]

         [DIAGLEVEL=0|n]

Contents

Processing

The first rule matching the incoming Resource State Message environment is selected. The environment is specified by
the following parameters: LIB (alias RESOURCE), VOL, SYSTEM, PDSMAN, and CLASS. Only the LIB (RESOURCE)
parameter is required. Parameters without defaults that are not specified are ignored in the rule matching process. If
no matching rule is found, or the matching rule specifies MONITOR=N, the Resource State Message is ignored by the
Partitioned Resource Management System.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $MONITOR control statement environment parameters:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern. The LIB and RESOURCE parameters can be used interchangeably and are mutually
exclusive.

RESOURCE
Resource name or pattern. The RESOURCE and LIB parameters can be used interchangeably and are mutually
exclusive.

VOL
Library volume or pattern. This parameter is ignored when no volume information is present in the Resource State
Message.

SYSTEM
One of the keywords listed below or a single SMF system ID. This parameter is used to filter incoming Resource State
Messages based on the system from which they originated. When used in conjunction with XSYS, this parameter provides
flexibility in establishing a multiple-system monitoring environment. Up to eight SYSTEM= parameters can be coded for
the same $MONITOR Control Statement.

ANY
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Any originating system (default).

LOC
The local system on which PDSMAN is running.

REM
Any remote system, that is, all systems that are not the one on which this copy of PDSMAN is executing.

sysid
SMF system ID.

PDSMAN
This parameter is used to filter incoming Resource State Messages generated by this system based on the copy of
PDSMAN (production or test) where they originated. This is frequently used in conjunction with the SYSTEM parameter.

THIS
This version, whether production or test (default).

PROD
Production version.

TEST
Test version.

ANY
Any version.

Executing production and test versions of PDSMAN is described in Installing.

CLASS
Monitoring class to which this rule applies. If this parameter is not specified, the class information in the Resource State
Message is ignored, effectively matching all classes.

VALIDATE
Library validation RSMs.

SPACEMON
Space monitoring RSMs.

DBMON
Library Directory monitoring RSMs.

LLASYNCH
LLA synchronization RSMs.

LLAMANAGE
LLA management RSMs.

PDSMAN
PDSMAN address space and exception RSMs.

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $MONITOR control statement processing parameters:

MONITOR
Indicates whether Resource State Messages are to be processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

Y
Send Resource State Messages to the Partitioned Resource Monitor (default).

N
Do not send Resource State Messages to the Partitioned Resource Monitor.
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TABLE
Instructs the Partitioned Resource Monitor to update the Resource Information Table (RIT) with the contents of the
incoming Resource State Message. The RIT contains the current status of monitored resources.

Y
Update the Resource Information Table (default)

N
Do not update the Resource Information Table.

MSGLOG
Instructs the Partitioned Resource Monitor to update the Resource Message Log (RML) with the contents of the incoming
Resource State Message. The RML is a wrap-around log that records the most recent incoming Resource State
Messages.

Y
Update the Resource Message Log (default)

N
Do not update the Resource Message Log.

HISTORY
Instructs the Partitioned Resource Monitor to create a history record with the contents of the incoming Resource State
Message. The history file provides long term, historical information for Resource State Messages received by the monitor.

S
Create an SMF record for this Resource State Message.

N
Do not create a history record (default).

When HISTORY=S is specified, an SMF record will be generated for each matching RSM. Be mindful that excessive
recording can fill your SMF data sets or may adversely affect your system performance.

XSYS
Option to send Resource State Messages to other copies of PDSMAN executing on this (in a production/test environment)
or other systems. RSMs are broadcast to all systems in the PDSMMCPU Cross-System communications environment.
The receiving systems can filter the remote RSMs using the SYSTEM parameter.

Y
Send Resource State Messages to other systems.

N
Do not send Resource State Messages to other systems (default).

OPSMVS
Option to send Resource State Messages to OPS/MVS using the Generic Event Application Programming Interface (API).
OPS/MVS can help you automate responses to partitioned resource events that are detected by PDSMAN.

Y
Send Resource State Messages the OPS/MVS API.

N
Do not send Resource State Messages the OPS/MVS API (default).

PRUNE
Value to control pruning of the Resource Information Table when it reaches its maximum defined size. The default value
causes the least recently used entries to be pruned. Specifying a value higher than the default decreases the likelihood
that an entry matching this $MONITOR control statement will be pruned. A value lower than the default increases the
likelihood. It is normally not necessary to adjust the pruning value.
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5
Default pruning value.

n
Alternate pruning value.

DIAGLEVEL
Specifies a diagnostic level used to control PDSMAN diagnostic messages when this $MONITOR control statement
matches the incoming Resource State Message. This level affects the RSM throughout its lifecycle. This parameter is
normally specified at the direction of Technical Support.

0
No diagnostics (default).

n
Diagnostic level (1 to 9)

$MONITOR Examples

The following examples show $MONITOR control statements specified to perform the indicated processing in a single
system monitoring environment. For clarity, some parameters are shown even though they are set to their default value.
These are indicated by (Def.)...

The following control statement enables standard Partitioned Resource Monitoring by all PDSMAN instruments for all
resources on the local system:

$MONITOR LIB=-           / All libraries

         MONITOR=Y       /* Monitor these RSMs   (Def.)

         TABLE=Y         /* Update the RIT       (Def.)

         MSGLOG=Y        /* Update the RML       (Def.)

         HISTORY=N       /* Do not log to SMF    (Def.)

RSMs for all resources and all monitoring classes match this control statement. They are processed by the Partitioned
Resource Monitor and recorded in the Resource Information Table and the Resource Message Log. No SMF logging or
cross-system communication is performed.

The following control statement enables Library Validation monitoring for libraries having the high level qualifier SYS1.
Resource State Messages are also written to the system SMF log where they can be processed by external means.

$MONITOR LIB=SYS1.-         /* All libraries with SYS1.

         class="VALIDATE"     /* Validation messages only

         MONITOR=Y          /* Monitor these RSMs (Def.)

         TABLE=Y            /* Update the RIT     (Def.)

         MSGLOG=Y           /* Update the RML     (Def.)

         HISTORY=S          /* Log RSM to SMF

The following control statement explicitly disables monitoring for the PDSMAN Cross-System Communications subtask,
PDSMMCPU. This statement would normally be specified before a less specific rule that enabled monitoring.

$MONITOR RESOURCE=PDSMMCPU      /* PDSMMCPU Resource Only

         MONITOR=N              /* Disable Monitoring (Def.)

$PFO Control Statement
These optional control statements define the use of the Program Fetch Optimization (PFO) facility, which allows program
fetch performance to be optimized when JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries or ISPF ISPLLIB libraries are present. For more
information about the Program Fetch Optimization facility, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .
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The format of each $PFO control statement for a single JOBLIB/STEPLIB library or concatenated group of JOBLIB/
STEPLIB libraries associated with a particular named job step or procedure step (for example, a TSO LOGON procedure
or IMS message processing procedure) is:

$PFO STEPNAME=stepname or pattern

     EXCLUDE=member

     OPT=N|Y|L

The format of each $PFO control statement for a library used as a JOBLIB or STEPLIB library, either individually or as
part of a concatenation, is:

$PFO LIB=dsname or pattern

     [VOL=volser]

     EXCLUDE=member

     OPT=N|Y|L

Contents

Processing

PDSMAN avoids searching any JOBLIB/STEPLIB library matched by a $PFO control statement that specifies OPT=Y
or OPT=L if the module being fetched is in LPA or (OPT=Y only) if its directory entry can be located in the LINKLIST
Dynamic BLDL table or LLA.

The first $PFO rule matching the current fetch environment (specified by the name of the job step or the name of the
JOBLIB/STEPLIB library) is selected. If no matching rule is found, the normal fetch process is used.

Parameters

The following describes the $PFO control statement parameters:

LIB
The library data set name or pattern for which PFO is to be performed.

STEPNAME
The name or pattern of the job step or procedure step for which optimization is to be performed, from the EXEC
PGM=statement.

NOTE
If a step name of NOPFO is coded in the JCL for the job step (//NOPFO EXEC PGM=program) then PFO will not
be effective for the job step regardless of the $PFO control statement specifications.

VOL
Library volume serial or pattern.

EXCLUDE
Member name to be excluded from optimization. Multiple EXCLUDE= parameters can be specified on the same $PFO
control statement. Each can specify only one member name.

OPT
Optimization option.

N
No optimization. Use the normal operating system search sequence.

Y
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Full optimization. Optimize performance if the module is in LPA or if its directory entry can be located in the LINKLIST
Dynamic BLDL table or LLA.

L
LPA optimization. Optimize performance only if the module is in LPA.

$PFO Examples

The following examples show $PFO control statements coded to perform the indicated processing.

The following control statement enables Program Fetch Optimization for every situation except where SYS2.LINKLIB is
used as a JOBLIB or STEPLIB library.

$PFO     LIB=SYS2.LINKLIB

         OPT=N

$PFO     LIB=-

         OPT=Y

The following control statement directs PDSMAN to perform optimization whenever a TSO LOGON procedure beginning
with ALOGON is used.

$PFO    STEPNAME=ALOGON-

        OPT=Y

The following $PFO control statement performs LPA optimization for libraries beginning with the high-level qualifier of
PROD. Members FGPW01 and FGPW02 are being excluded from optimization.

$PFO    LIB=PROD.-

        OPT=L

        EXCLUDE=FGPW01

        EXCLUDE=FGPW02

$SECURITY Control Statement
This optional control statement controls PDSMAN security validation. Sensitive PDSMAN functions perform resource
validation by issuing a RACROUTE security call using a class and entity defined by this control statement. The resource
entity is built dynamically using a mask value specified in the RESOURCE= parameter. In this way, PDSMAN resource
rule utilization can be tailored to best suit individual installation requirements.

Only one $SECURITY control statement can be specified. The format of the $SECURITY control statement is as follows.

$SECURITY [CLASS=classname|NONE]

          [RESOURCE=resourcemask]

Contents

Processing

For a list of PDSMAN commands and facilities that use resource validation to restrict or enable functions, see the $
$SECUR member in the PDSMAN User Information library.

Required Parameters

The following describes required $SECURITY control statement parameters:

CLASS
Specifies the name of the required validation class to be specified in the RACROUTE validation request.
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If no $SECURITY control statement is present or if an operand of NONE is specified, authorization to be performed as
described in member $$SECUR in the PDSMAN User Information library.

Alternately, CLASS can be one of the following keywords:

NONE
External security is not used (RACROUTE will not be issued). Refer to explanation in member $$SECUR on how specific
functions will be controlled.

OPER
External security is not used (RACROUTE will not be issued). Access is granted only if user has TSO OPER authority.

DATASET
RACROUTE is issued to see if user has access to data set to be processed. If user has access to the data set, user can
execute the function.

BYPASS
Security checking is bypassed and access to all PDSMAN commands is allowed.

RESOURCE
Specifies the mask to be used when building the required resource upon which validation will be performed. Literals,
together with any supported keywords, can be combined in any order to fully specify the required resource mask. Valid
resource mask keywords are:

&CMD.
The required PDSMAN command or function.

&DSN.
The data set name (if applicable) that the command is being issued against.

&VOL.
The volser (if applicable) on which the required data set resides.

&FUNC.
The component or program name. For example, PDSM35 or EZYEDIT.

$SECURITY Example

The following control statement causes PDSMAN resources to be validated using a security class of FACILITY and an
entity name built by specifying the literal PDSM. and appending the particular PDSMAN command and the data set name.

$SECURITY  class="FACILITY"

           RESOURCE=PDSM.&CMD.&DSN.

Using the above resource mask, the EZYEDIT  LLAREF command issued against the SYS1.LINKLIB data set would be
validated using a resource entity of PDSM.LLAREF.SYS1.LINKLIB and a security class of FACILITY.

$SYSID Rule Directive
This rule directive allows you to specify the SMF ID of systems for which subsequent lines in the rule input stream are
applicable.

PDSMAN usually runs on multiple systems in a sysplex environment. While it is possible to use a separate set of rules for
each system, it is usually more convenient to share some or all of the rules between PDSMAN images. The $SYSID rule
directive makes it easy to share PDSMAN rules, even when there are system-specific differences in the rule input.

NOTE

$SYSID is an exception to the convention that rule directives begin with a hash sign (#).
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The $SYSID ID parameter is used to include rule input stream lines for the named systems. The NOTID parameter is
used to explicitly exclude lines. Up to eight system names can be specified on a $SYSID directive.

The format of the $SYSID control statement is:

$SYSID   ID=ALL|smfid[,smfid,...]

         NOTID=smfid[,smfid,...]

All PDSMAN rule directives must begin and end on the same input line.

Input lines that are excluded due to a $SYSID specification are reported as “InAct” in the Flag field of the Rule
Initialization Report. The Notes field reports the line number of the $SYSID statement responsible for the exclusion.

For more information on sharing PDSMAN rules, see Sharing Rules.

Contents

Processing

When you use $SYSID, PDSMAN compares the SMF ID of the running system with the system names specified on the
$SYSID parameters. Based on this comparison, PDSMAN determines if subsequent lines in the rule input stream are to
be selected or if they are reported but otherwise ignored. You can change or cancel the filtering at any time by specifying
a new $SYSID directive.

If no $SYSID directives are specified, all input lines are applicable to all systems. $SYSID directives can also be coded
within control statements, thereby enabling individual control statement parameters for only selected systems.

Parameters

The following describes the $SYSID control statement parameters:

ID
The four-character SMF system identifiers for the systems to which the following lines are applicable. Do not specify a
pattern.

NOTID
The four-character SMF system identifiers for the systems to which the following lines are reported but otherwise ignored.
Do not specify a pattern.

$SYSID Example

The following statements enable the Dynamic BLDL facility with table sizes of 500 entries for the SYSA and SYSB
systems and with a table size of 1000 entries for the PROD system.

$SYSID     ID=SYSA,SYSB

$DYNBLDL   LIB=LINKLIST

           ENTRIES=500

$SYSID     ID=PROD

$DYNBLDL   LIB=LINKLIST

           ENTRIES=1000

The following statements enable Last Reference Date Recording for library USER.PROCLIB on all systems except SYSX,
SYSY, and SYSZ.

$SYSID     NOTID=SYSX,SYSY,SYSZ

$ACCESS    LIB=USER.PROCLIB

           REF=Y
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$UPDATE Control Statement
These optional control statements specify rules and options that can be used by PDSMAN to control the processing of
selected library update operations. The $UPDATE statement controls the processing of multiple PDSMAN facilities.

Library update control is limited to those programs (including IEBCOPY) that add, delete, or replace library members.

WARNING
An update to a member that is made in-place is not detected or controlled by PDSMAN.

You can specify multiple $UPDATE control statements. The format of each $UPDATE rule is:

$UPDATE LIB=dsname

        [VOL=volser]

        [MEM=membername]

        [PGM=programname]

        [USER=userid]

        [STA=T|P]

        [TYPE=ALL|ADD|REPLACE|RENAME|DELETE]

       

        [MODE=A|L|W|WL|P|PL]

        [CONTROL=N|C|Y]

        [EBDRESET=N|Y]

        [PSR=N|Y|X]

        [PSRTL=0|hhhh]

        [VERSIONS=0|nn]

        [ROLLBACK=Y|N]

        [JOURNAL=N|X|XP|Y]

        [SPMON=Pnn|Tnn|Snn]

        [DBMONWARN=0|nnn]

        [DBMONERROR=0|nnn]

        [DBMONMSG=W|E|A|N]

        [ENQCHECK=W|X|A|B|N]

        [FASTSTOW=N|Y]

        [LIBTYPE=IMSMFS|NOUSERDATA]

        [USERDATA=STANDARD|REUSE]

Contents

Processing

The first rule matching the current library update environment is selected. The environment is specified by the first seven
parameters: LIB, VOL, MEM, PGM, USER, STA, and TYPE. With the exception of the LIB parameter, which must be
specified, any of these seven parameters that have not been specified are ignored in the selection process. If no matching
rule is found, the update proceeds normally without PDSMAN being involved.

Environment Parameters

The following describes the $UPDATE control statement environment parameters:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

VOL
Library volume or pattern.
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MEM
Member name or pattern.

PGM
Current program name or pattern from caller's program request block (PRB).

USER
The batch job name, TSO user ID, or security ID of the user. A pattern can be specified for this parameter.. The value
matched by this parameter is subject to the setting of the $BSI USER parameter.

STA
Status of member to which the rule applies. This parameter is not normally specified and if used should be specified for
mixed libraries only.

T
Test members only.

P
Production members only.

TYPE
Type of library update operation to which the rule applies.

ALL
All updates (default).

ADD
Add only.

REPLACE
Replace only.

RENAME
Rename only.

DELETE
Delete only.

Processing Parameters

The following describes the $UPDATE control statement processing parameters:

MODE
Update and Access Audit Trails and Security facility update mode. For more information, see Auditing and Comparison
Facilities.

A
Allow allows update (default).

L
Log allows update and log to SMF.

W
Warn allows update and warn the user.

WL 
Warn/Log allows update, log to SMF, and warn the user.

P
Prevent prevents update.

PL
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Prevent/Log prevents update and log to SMF.

CONTROL
Member Control Information Recording option. For more information about this facility, see Auditing and Comparison
Facilities.

N
No recording (default).

C
Control information is to be recorded or updated when the member is added or replaced.

Y
Same as the previous option, except that for IEBCOPY COPY operations, ISPF MOVE/COPY, LMF member promotion,
and similar operations, any existing control information belonging to the copied member is not altered, apart from possibly
setting the expiration base date to the current date (refer to the EBDRESET parameter).

EBDRESET
Option to set the expiration base date of the updated member if IEBCOPY, ISPF MOVE/COPY, LMF member promotion,
or similar operation is used to copy a member into a library for which CONTROL=Y has been specified. This parameter
should be set to Y for those libraries being processed by the Member Archiving and Purging feature. For more
information, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

N
Do not reset expiration base date (default).

Y
Reset the expiration base date.

PSR
Library Space Reuse facility option. For more information, see the FastCopy and Space Reuse.

N
No space reuse (default).

Y
Reuse library space.

X
Reuse library space and permit update-in-place operations when a non-zero PSRTL parameter has been specified.

PSRTL
Hours to elapse before freed library space can be reused.

0
Immediate reuse (default).

hhhh
Hours.

NOTE
If PSRTL is not zero, update-in-place space reuse operations are prevented unless PSR=X has been specified.

VERSIONS
The number of previous versions (1 to 99) of a member to keep in the library when performing Multiple Version Support.
For more information, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities. The default (VERSIONS=0) is to maintain only the
current version of the member and not to maintain any previous versions.
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NOTE

PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions are not compatible with IBM PDSE Member Generations. For PDSE data
sets with member generations enabled, PDSMAN automatically disables Multiple Member Version support by
forcing $UPDATE VERSIONS=0.

ROLLBACK
When multiple member versions are being maintained in the library (VERSIONS parameter), this parameter indicates if
previous member versions should be rolled back when the current member is deleted. For example, when member X is
deleted, X(-1) is renamed to X, X(-2) is renamed to X(-1) and so on.

Y
Previous member versions are rolled back when the current member is deleted (default).

N
Previous member versions are not rolled back when the current member is deleted.

JOURNAL
Library Update Journaling option. For more information about this facility, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

N
No journaling (default).

X
Old member retention required. Old versions of replaced modules are copied to the backup library to provide previous
version recoverability.

XP
Similar to option X but prevents the update to the main library if the journal operation is unsuccessful. Message
PDSM021-25 is issued to identify the error and STOW return code 20 is issued to prevent the main library update

Y
Update journaling required. Library update operations are duplicated in the backup library to provide up-to-the-minute
recoverability.

SPMON
Library space monitoring threshold that is compared after each library update operation except when space has been
reused.

Pnn
Warn when nn percent (1 to 99) of primary space is used.

Tnn
Warn when nn percent (1 to 99) of the total library space is used. SPMON=Tnn is effective for both PDS and PDSE data
sets and is the only valid specification for PDSEs (Snn and Pnn are ignored for PDSE data sets).

Snn
Warn when nn (1 to 15) secondary extents are used.

DBMONWARN
Library Directory Monitoring warning threshold value. The Library Directory Monitoring facility indicates a warning
condition when the percentage of directory blocks being used by a Partitioned Data Set meets or exceeds this value.

0
Do not perform Library Directory Monitoring for warning conditions (default).

nnn
Warning threshold percent value (1 to 100).

DBMONERROR
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Library Directory Monitoring error threshold value. The Library Directory Monitoring facility indicates an error condition
when the percentage of directory blocks being used by a Partitioned Data Set meets or exceeds this value.

0
Do not perform Library Directory Monitoring for error conditions (default).

nnn
Error threshold percent value (1 to 100).

DBMONMSG
Option to issue a PDSMDMON-01 message describing the results of the Library Directory Monitoring operation. The
message is issued to the operator console using a WTO.

W
Issue the message if a warning or error condition exists (default).

E
Issue the message if an error condition exists.

A
Always issue the message, regardless of the resource status.

N
Never issue the message.

ENQCHECK
Option to check that caller issuing STOW has reserved the library. For more information about this facility, see Auditing
and Comparison Facilities.

W
Warn if library is not reserved with major name of SPFEDIT (or replacement) or SYSIEWLP and is not allocated with
DISP=OLD on a non-shared DASD device.

X
Warn if library is not reserved with major name of SPFEDIT (or replacement) or SYSIEWLP and is not allocated with
DISP=OLD. No shared DASD check is performed.

A
Warn and terminate the job with a user abend code of 0001 if the library is not serialized as described for the MODE=W
parameter.

B
Warn and terminate the job with a user abend code of 0001 if the library is not serialized as described for the MODE=X
parameter.

N
Do not perform enqueue checking (default).

FASTSTOW
This parameter controls the operation of the PDSMAN FastStow facility, a high-performance replacement for PDS STOW
operations that are otherwise handled by the operating system STOW routines. FastStow support is of greatest benefit
where large numbers of STOW operations may be performed against a library, such as may occur during PDSM02
processing of libraries containing many members. This parameter is ignored unless FASTSTOW=R has been specified
on the $BSI control statement. For more information about this facility, see FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow
Facilities.

N
FastStow support is not required (default).

Y
FastStow support is required.
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LIBTYPE
Option to allow special processing for nominated library types.

IMSMFS
If the space reuse option (PSR=Y) has been specified for this library, space map creation creates a space map that is
compatible with the IMS utilities and programs used to process the library. Specifically, the directory entry for the space
map is created having two bytes of user data (all binary zeros).

NOUSERDATA
If the space reuse option (PSR=Y) has been specified for this library, space map creation creates a space map that
contains no user data in the directory entry.

USERDATA
Processing option when PDSMAN is attempting to record member control information in a directory entry and
unrecognizable directory entry user data (not provided by ISPF, PDSMAN, or the linkage editor, possibly maintained by
another system or product, for example, IMS) is encountered.

STANDARD
Directory entries are always expected to be in a normal format. Bypass the recording with a warning message. This option
provides protection against inadvertent destruction of required information (default).

REUSE
The user data is not required and can be overwritten.

$UPDATE Examples

The following control statements restrict the update of members whose names begin with XYZ in any library whose first
index level is CDLIB to users whose job names begin with VV:

$UPDATE   LIB=CDLIB.-

          MEM=XYZ-

          USER=VV-

$UPDATE   LIB=CDLIB.-

          MEM=XYZ-

          MODE=P

The following control statement specifies that for updates to SYS2.PROCLIB members whose names begin with HK, the
options of library update logging (to SMF) and journaling to a backup library are required:

$UPDATE   LIB=SYS2.PROCLIB

          MEM=HK-

          MODE=L

          JOURNAL=Y

The following control statements specify that the Library Space Reuse option is required for all libraries, but that for library
PROD.MPPLIB, freed library space is not available for reuse for a period of 90 hours:

$UPDATE   LIB=PROD.MPPLIB

          PSR=Y

          PSRTL=0090

$UPDATE   LIB=-

          PSR=Y

$USESTATS Control Statement
This optional control statement allows global options to be specified for the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording facility.

Only one $USESTATS control statement can be specified. The format of the $USESTATS control statement is as follows.
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$USESTATS [RECORD=Y|N]

          [HISTORY=Y|N]

          [RETAINHIST=0|365|nnnnn]

          [DIAGLEVEL=0|n]

Contents

Parameters

The following items describes the $USESTATS control statement parameters:

RECORD

Controls how Usage Statistics Recording is started and enabled. Changes to this setting take effect the next time the
PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask, PDSMPMON, is started. 

Y
Usage Statistics Recording is started automatically when the Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask is started (default). 

N
Usage statistics are not recorded and statistics reporting is not available.

HISTORY

Instructs PDSMAN to write current usage statistics to the PDSMAN database before terminating Usage Statistics
Recording. This parameter is a normal part of terminating the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource monitoring subtask. 

Y
Write current usage statistics to the PDSMAN database (default).

N
Do not write the usage statistics to the database. PDSMAN issues message PDSMPUSE-04 and permanently discards
the current usage statistics.

RETAINHIST
Specifies the approximate number of days that historical usage statistics for this system are to be retained in
the database. The actual retention can differ slightly from this value because records are purged the next time
Usage Statistics Recording is initialized. 

0
Usage statistics are retained indefinitely. 

365
Usage statistics are retained for 365 days, or approximately one year (default).

nnnnn
Usage statistics are retained for the specified number of days.  

DIAGLEVEL
Specifies a diagnostic level that is used to control PDSMAN diagnostic messages for Usage Statistics Recording. This
parameter is typically specified at the direction of Technical Support.

0
No diagnostics (default).

n
Diagnostic level (1 through 9).
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$USESTATS Example

The following $USESTATS control statement causes PDSMAN to record usage statistics and write historical data to the
PDSMAN database where it is retained indefinitely.

$USESTATS RECORD=Y 

          HISTORY=Y 

          RETAINHIST=0

$UTILITY Control Statement
These optional control statements cause selected system or user-written library update utility programs to be dynamically
front-ended.

You can specify multiple $UTILITY control statements, even for the same utility name. The format of each control
statement is:

$UTILITY NAME=programname

         LIBDD=ddname

         RPTDD=ddname

         [REPORT=N|Y]

         [DDLIST=N|Y]

Contents

Processing

If the library being updated is matched by a $UPDATE control statement, it is reserved (major names SPFEDIT and
SYSIEWLP) during the update operation, allowing its allocation using DISP=SHR.

If Library Space Reuse or Member Control Information Recording is active for the library being updated, and if $UTILITY
REPORT=Y is specified, a summary of added or replaced members is reported at the end of the utility listing.

NOTE
The Utility Interface report is not produced if updated members are rewritten in place by the Library Space
Reuse facility and control information is not being recorded.

Required Parameters

The following describes required $UTILITY control statement parameters:

NAME
Name of utility program.

LIBDD
DDNAME used by the utility to update the library. A ddname pattern cannot be specified. PDSMAN will not issue ENQ/
RESERVE for libraries that are dynamically allocated by the utility, even if the ddname used matches the one specified on
this parameter.

RPTDD
DDNAME used by the utility for reporting. A ddname pattern cannot be specified.

Optional Parameters

The following describes optional $UTILITY control statement parameters:

REPORT
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Option to report version or space reuse information for added or replaced members following the utility listing.

N
No reporting.

Y
Reporting required (default).

DDLIST
Option specifying whether parameters passed to this utility can specify a ddname replacement list. Most system utilities
accept a ddname replacement list. It is important that this parameter be correctly specified, otherwise PDSMAN may
abend or be unable to determine the ddname being used to update the library and serialization may be bypassed.

N
No ddname replacement list support.

Y
DDNAME replacement list can be provided (default).

Usage Notes

Security Considerations for Front-Ended Programs

A $UTILITY control statement causes PDSMAN to front-end the program specified on the NAME parameter. If you are
using a security system to control data set access or updates by program name, you must define the following PDSMAN
modules with the same authority as the program being front-ended:

• PDSM01
• PDSMSUBS

Outdated Control Statements
Some previously documented PDSMAN initialization control statements and control statement parameters have been
removed from the documentation in this and past releases. These control statements and parameters are still supported
by the product and will continue to perform the functions for which they were originally provided; however, this support
may not continue indefinitely.

You are urged to review any outdated control statements you have specified to determine if they can be removed from
your initialization member.

The following descriptions can be of assistance if you are using one of these now undocumented parameters. Additional
information can be found in member OLDDOC of the PDSMAN User Information library.

Contents

$LINKEDIT

Reference to the $LINKEDIT control statement was removed in PDSMAN 7.1. Absence of this control statement causes
the Utility Interface report not to be produced for linkage editor executions. Current levels of the linkage editor perform
proper enqueing as part of its processing.

These optional control statements cause the linkage editor to be dynamically front-ended by the Utility Interface routine,
PDSM01.
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$AUTHCTL

Reference to the $AUTHCTL control statement was removed in PDSMAN 7.1. The HOLD, HOLDC, TEST, and PROD
subcommands can be more easily secured using the $SECURITY control statement described earlier and in member $
$SECUR in the PDSMAN User Information library.

These optional control statements authorize the use of subcommands of the PDSMAN TSO command processor for
selected users and libraries.

$AUTHLM

Reference to the $AUTHLM control statement was removed in PDSMAN 7.1. The ability to execute the Library
Maintenance utility, PDSM02, should be controlled by your security subsystem.

These optional control statements authorize selected batch jobs and/or TSO users to run the PDSMAN Library
Maintenance utility, PDSM02.

$AUTHCS

Reference to the $AUTHCS control statement was removed in PDSMAN 7.1. The ability to execute the Compression
Scheduling utility, PDSM11, should be controlled by your security subsystem.

These optional control statements authorize selected batch jobs and TSO users to run the PDSMAN Compression
Scheduling utility, PDSM11.

$GETSAVE

Reference to the $GETSAVE control statement was removed in PDSMAN 7.1.

This optional control statement defines default values for operands of the PDSGET/PDSSAVE/PDSCOPY TSO command
processors.

$UPDATE EMPTY= Parameter

Reference to the $UPDATE control statement EMPTY= parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.1. The default setting,
EMPTY=R, causes FastCopy and PDSM10 EMPTY operations to be validated before execution using the security
environment defined by the $SECURITY control statement. We recommend this setting. You can specify values of
EMPTY=Y and EMPTY=N to allow or prevent the EMPTY operation, respectively.

$ACCESS USERDATA=PRESERVE Parameter

Reference to the $ACCESS control statement USERDATA=PRESERVE parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4.

This parameter causes PDSMAN to reformat a directory entry to PDSMAN format and then overwrite part of the PDSMAN
information with existing user information. This option is provided to allow possible co-existence of PDSMAN with another
system (with possible loss of function in either or both systems). Use of the data by both PDSMAN and the other system
should be examined carefully before specifying this option.

$UPDATE USERDATA=PRESERVE Parameter

Reference to the $UPDATE control statement USERDATA=PRESERVE parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4.

This parameter causes PDSMAN to reformat a directory entry to PDSMAN format and then overwrite part of the PDSMAN
information with existing user information. This option is provided to allow possible co-existence of PDSMAN with another
system (with possible loss of function in either or both systems). Use of the data by both PDSMAN and the other system
should be examined carefully before specifying this option.
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$BSI OPERP= Parameter

Reference to the $BSI control statement OPERP= parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4.

This parameter controls the operation of the  P PDSMAN operator command, specifying whether it should cause
PDSMAN processing to be fully deactivated or merely suspended. All references to suspending PDSMAN processing are
being removed with 7.4

$BSI AUTHUSER= Parameter

Reference to the $BSI control statement AUTHUSER= parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4.

This parameter restricts use of the BLDL/STOW Interface to job names that begin with this user ID. This one-to-eight
character parameter can be specified for testing but is not specified for normal operation. A pattern cannot be specified.

This parameter was previously used for testing PDSMAN in a production environment. Installations should now test
new releases of PDSMAN using the ability to run test PDSMAN versions. For more information, see the Installation
documentation.

$DYNBLDL MISSING=X Parameter

Reference to the $DYNBLDL control statement MISSING=X parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4. Product changes
have eliminated the difference between this and the MISSING=Y option. MISSING=X is now treated as if MISSING=Y
were specified.

$EZYEDIT MCATPSWD= Parameter

Reference to the $EZYEDIT control statement MCATPSWD= parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4.

This parameter provides a way to specify a password that may be required to read the system Master Catalog if it has
been defined with the READPW parameter to protect it against READ access. This option is required if EZYEDIT is used
to scan the catalog and list data sets whose high level qualifiers match a specified pattern.

EZYEDIT no longer directly reads the Master Catalog and now requires that each individual user have read access to the
Master Catalog.

$MISC PRODUCTCODE= Parameter

Reference to the $MISC control statement PRODUCTCODE= parameter was removed in PDSMAN 7.4.

This parameter allows the specification of an authorization code provided by Broadcom for use of the system. This
20-character code must be specified exactly as provided. Multiple PRODUCTCODE parameter/operand pairs can be
specified, if required.

PDSMAN license checking is now handled by Common Components and Services facilities.

Control Statement License Restrictions
Normally, PDSMAN is licensed in its entirety as a comprehensive solution to your partitioned library management
problems. The product is comprised of the following separately licensable features.

Description LMP Code PDSMAN Feature
LLA/Extensions and Performance Options FY A
Auditing and Comparison Facilities FZ B
FastCopy and Library Space Reuse F2 C
Member Archiving and Recovery F3 D
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EZYEDIT and Productivity Tool Facilities F6 E
All PDSMAN Features GC A-E

Some of the PDSMAN control statements or control statement parameters are restricted based upon the features that
have been licensed. The restricted statements/parameters are listed here.

If you are not licensed for... Do not specify or enable...
Feature A $DYNBLDL

$PFO
$LLA
$LLASYNC
$BSI
$BSI
$BSI
$BSI

LPA=
LINKLIST=
PRIVATE=
JOBLIB=

Feature B $UPDATE
$UPDATE
$UPDATE
$ACCESS
$COMPILER
$MIXED

CONTROL= (note 1)
ENQCHECK=
MODE=
MODE=
 

Feature C $UPDATE
$BSI
$IEBCOPY

PSR=
FASTSTOW=
FASTCOPY=
 

Feature D $UPDATE
$UPDATE
$UPDATE
$ACCESS 

CONTROL= (note 1)
JOURNAL=
VERSIONS=
REF= 

Feature E $UPDATE
$EZYEDIT
$EZYCMD

SPMON=

NOTE

1. This parameter can be specified if you are licensed for either features B or D.
2. All PDSMAN features are enabled during the product trial period. If you subsequently license only certain

features, it may be necessary for you to update your rules to eliminate usage of license-restricted control
statements or parameters.

Integration with OPS/MVS
PDSMAN provides seamless integration with OPS/MVS by automatically communicating both active status events and
heart beat events to OPS/MVS. The enabling technology for this is through a generic event API call that OPS/MVS
provides the other mainframe products so that they can communicate events to OPS/MVS.

You do not need to do anything for PDSMAN to enable this event communication interface to OPS/MVS. If PDSMAN and
OPS/MVS are active in the same z/OS image, PDSMAN automatically communicates these automation events to OPS/
MVS.
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By generating active status events PDSMAN and other Broadcom products are able to communicate the OPS/MVS
System State Manager (SSM) component when they are starting, up, stopping or down.

SSM is a built-in feature that uses an internal relational data framework to proactively monitor and manage started tasks,
online applications, subsystems, JES initiators, and other z/OS resources including your Broadcom mainframe products.
SSM compares the current state of online systems, hardware devices, and the other resources with their desired state,
and then automatically makes the necessary corrections when a resource is not in its desired state. This provides
proactive and reactive state management of critical resources.

Before the OPS/MVS interface existed, OPS/MVS could automate active status events for your Broadcom products;
however this typically required monitoring unique messages for each Broadcom product. With this interface, OPS/MVS
can capture these events for any of your Broadcom products with a single automation event rule.

With the heart beat event, PDSMAN can communicate a normal, warning, or problem overall health status and reasoning
to OPS/MVS on a regular interval. Once PDSMAN begins generating heart beat events for OPS/MVS, OPS/MVS can also
react to the lack of a heart beat event from PDSMAN, treating this as an indication that there is either a potential problem
with PDSMAN, or there is a larger system-level problem that is taking place.

Contents

Ensure that OPS/MVS Is Enabled for Capturing These Events

To ensure that this OPS/MVS interface is active, make sure the OPS/MVS parameter APIACTIVE is set to its default of
ON. This allows OPS/MVS to acknowledge and process the events generated by PDSMAN and other Broadcom products
through this interface.

PDSMAN Active State Events

PDSMAN provides a direct interface to the OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) application to notify OPS/MVS of the
current operating state of the given PDSMAN address space. The OPS/MVS SSM application can use this information to
automatically control the operation of the PDSMAN address space, as well as any other address space that is dependent
upon the PDSMAN address space being active. For more information on using OPS/MVS SSM see the OPS/MVS
documentation.

The PDSMAN product active state is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CASTATE 

The available OPS/REXX variables for PDSMAN product state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable  Value 
API.APPLICATION Character value "PDSMAN"
API.VERSION Current release
API.LEVEL PDSMAN image value “PROD” or “TEST” 
API.EVENTID  CASTATE
API.MSGID  CASTATE
API.TEXT State of PDSMAN

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

State of appl_id is current_state' 

appl_id
Specifies the same value as the API.APPLICATION variable.

current_state
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STARTING
Indicates that PDSMAN is initializing.

UP
Indicates that PDSMAN is active.

STOPPING
Indicates that PDSMAN is terminating.

DOWN
Indicates that PDSMAN is inactive.

For more information on how to use the CASTATE API, see the member SSMCAAPI of the OPS/MVS System State
Manager AOF Rules data set.

PDSMAN Heartbeat Events

PDSMAN provides a continuous heartbeat event directly to OPS/MVS. OPS/MVS can use this information in several ways
to determine the operational health of the PDSMAN product.

PDSMAN issues a heartbeat update every five minutes that notifies OPS/MVS of the current operational health of the
PDSMAN product.

If PDSMAN detects a health state change, it immediately generates a heartbeat update without waiting for the five minute
heartbeat interval to expire. In this way, PDSMAN provides OPS/MVS with a constant operational health state view of the
PDSMAN product.

OPS/MVS can also react to the lack of a heartbeat update from PDSMAN and an indication that there is either a potential
problem with PDSMAN, or there is a larger system level problem that is taking place.

The PDSMAN product heartbeat event is presented to OPS/MVS and can be processed by the following rule:

)API CAHEARTBT 

The available OPS/REXX variables for PDSMAN state management are:

OPS/REXX Variable  Value
API.APPLICATION  Character value “PDSMAN”
API.VERSION  Current release 
API.LEVEL PDSMAN image value “PROD” or “TEST”
API.EVENTID CAHEARTBT 
API.MSGID  CAHEARTBT
API.TEXT Heart beat message text

The API.TEXT variable has the following format:

appl_id Status: heartbeat_state Reason: reason_text

appl_id
Specifies the value of the API.APPLICATION variable.

heartbeat_state
Heart_beat_state can be one of the following:

NORMAL
Indicates that PDSMAN is operating normally, without any detected problems.

WARNING
A PDSMAN subtask has abnormally terminated.
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PROBLEM
The PDSMAN address space has entered error recovery.

reason_text
reason_text explains the problem as reported by the event API call.

For information on how you use the CAHEARTBT API, see members APIHRTB1, APIHRTB2, and APIHRTB3 of the OPS/
MVS Sample AOF Rules data set.

PDSMAN Health Checks
This section describes health checks for PDSMAN. The CHKOWNER for all PDSMAN health checks is CA_PDSMAN.

PDSMAN health checks continually monitor aspects of the product environment and provide feedback on whether the
monitored facilities continue to operate properly. The health checks integrate with IBM Health Checker for z/OS to verify
that the software follows our best practices.

The following subtasks execute within the main PDSMAN product address space:

• The Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask, PDSMPMON
• The LLA Monitoring subtask, PDSMLMON
• The Cross-System Communications subtask, PDSMMCPU
• The Database Queue Management subtask, PDSMQMDB
• The Database Server Address Space Management subtask, PDSMDB

During normal operation, these subtasks are active and available to provide functionality or to service other product
components that rely on data they supply.

The PDSMAN health checks monitor the status of the required subtasks in the PDSMAN address space and other product
configuration settings that may require attention.

PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
Description

This PDSMAN health check checks the status of the PDSMPMON Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask and raises
an exception if the subtask is not active. This check runs when PDSMAN health checks are started and then periodically,
every 60 minutes.

Best Practice

Use the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring facility to collect information regarding the status of your partitioned
library resources.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information on Partitioned Resource Monitoring, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMPMON subtask, see Address Space
Commands.
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For information on best practices associated with this health check, see Best Practices.

Messages

See Messages.

PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE
Description

This PDSMAN health check checks the status of the PDSMLMON LLA monitoring subtask and raises an exception if the
subtask is not active. This check runs when PDSMAN health checks are started and then periodically, every 60 minutes.

Best Practice

Use PDSMAN LLA Monitoring to collect real-time information about libraries being managed by the system Library Look-
Aside (LLA) facility.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For more information on the LLA Monitoring function, see Monitoring the LLA Address Space.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMLMON subtask, see Address Space
Commands.

For information on best practices associated with this health check, see Best Practices.

Messages

See Messages.

PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE
Description

This PDSMAN health check checks the status of the PDSMMCPU communications subtask and raises an exception if the
subtask is not active. This check runs when PDSMAN health checks are started and then periodically, every 60 minutes.

Best Practice

If you are executing PDSMAN on more than one LPAR in a shared DASD environment, use the PDSMAN Cross-Systems
Communication facility to exchange information between PDSMAN images.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support
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No.

Reference

For more information on implementing the Cross-System Communications facility, including a description of the facility,
examples of use, and usage notes, see Establishing the Address Space.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMMCPU subtask, see Address Space
Commands.

For information on best practices associated with this health check, see Best Practices.

Messages

See Messages.

PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
Description

This PDSMAN health check checks the status of the PDSMDBQM Database Queue Manager subtask and raises an
exception if the subtask is not active. This check runs when PDSMAN health checks are started and then periodically,
every 24 hours.

Best Practice

Allocate a VSAM database file and establish associated PDSMAN database environments to allow PDSMAN to record
persistent information about your partitioned libraries.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For information on the database environment, see PDSMAN Configurations and Database Considerations.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMQMDB subtask, see Address Space
Commands.

For information on best practices associated with this health check, see Best Practices.

Messages

See  Messages.

PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE
Description

This PDSMAN health check checks the status of the PDSMDB Database Control subtask and raises an exception if the
subtask is not active. This check runs when PDSMAN health checks are started and then periodically, every 24 hours.

Best Practice
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Allocate a VSAM database file and establish associated PDSMAN database environments to allow PDSMAN to record
persistent information about your partitioned libraries.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

For information on the database environment, see PDSMAN Configurations and Database Considerations.

For information on starting, stopping, and determining the status of the PDSMDB subtask, see Address Space
Commands.

For information on best practices associated with this health check, see Best Practices.

Messages

See Messages.

PDSMAN_BSI_IN_LPA
Description

Ensure that the PDSMAN PDSMBSI module is not located in the system LPA concatenation.

Best Practice

The installation instructions for PDSMAN releases 7.5 and earlier included a recommendation for Checkpoint/Restart
users to copy the PDSMBSI module to the LPA concatenation during installation. This installation step is no longer a
requirement for Checkpoint/Restart users and it has been removed from the PDSMAN documentation as of release 7.6.

PDSMBSI should not be present in the LPA concatenation.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

Refer to PDSMAN PTF RO32119 (r7.7).

Messages

PDSMH2201E
PDSMH2202I
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PDSMAN_LRDR_ON_LLA_DSN
Description

Verify that PDSMAN is configured to update the LLA cache during Last Reference Date Recording operations.

Best Practice

Start Recording Last Reference Date Information.

Parameters Accepted

None.

Debug Support

No.

Verbose Support

No.

Reference

z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference; CSVLLAxx (library lookaside (LLA))

PDSMAN Administrating: $ACCESS and $LLA Control Statements.

PDSMAN Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities: Recording Member Last Reference Dates.

PDSMAN LLA Extensions and Performance Facilities: LLA Extensions and Performance Facilities Introduction through
LLA/E Batch Interface and Reporting.

For information about best practices that are associated with this health check, see Start Recording Last Reference Date
Information.

Messages

PDSMH2101E
PDSMH2102I
PDSMH2103I
PDSMH2105I

Troubleshooting
This section contains information about troubleshooting PDSMAN.

Contents

Diagnostic Procedures

For a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom software product, see the
following flowchart. Each of these procedures is detailed on the following pages.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data

The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems that might occur:

• Control statements used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of other IBM or third-party products that might be involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or Broadcom error messages associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes applied to all relevant software, including:

– The dates fixes were applied
– Fix numbers
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

• Short description of problems

Interpreting Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
2. What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Contacting Broadcom Support

If you need technical assistance with PDSMAN, access the Broadcom Support, where you can quickly locate answers to
many questions. Technical support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Calling Broadcom Support

Technical support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If you are unable to resolve the problem, please have the
following information ready before contacting Broadcom Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in the section Collecting Diagnostic Data.
• Product name, release number, operating system, and genlevel.
• Product name and release number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Version level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number, and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
a. a system down or inoperative condition
b. a suspected high-impact condition associated with the product
c. a question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product
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d. a question concerning general product utilization or implementation

Product Releases and Maintenance

Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported releases of the product.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.

Requesting Enhancements

Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
You can use either of two methods to request enhancements:

• Enter your request at https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home.
• Contact your Account Manager who will initiate the request for you.
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Using
This section provides information on how to use the different facilities and interfaces available within PDSMAN.
Depending on your site implementation some of these may not be available.

Active Directory Lookaside
The PDSMAN (PDSMAN) Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) facility reduces the time and resources spent
searching PDS and PDSE libraries by placing frequently searched private libraries in Library Lookaside (LLA). ADL
actively manages the LLA environment to provide:

• Elapsed search time savings
• Reduced I/O operations
• CPU cycle savings
• Improved utilization of LLA

Because of the high volume of directory searches, even small reductions in I/O activity and search times can result in
substantial overall benefit and better system performance. 

ADL and LLA work together to reduce directory search times. LLA optimizes the search process using a virtual storage
cache and improves fetch performance for selected executable modules by placing them in the system Virtual Lookaside
Facility (VLF). LLA also provides built-in support for PDSE program libraries that contain executable program objects. At
the same time, ADL tracks library search activity, measures search times, calculates expected savings, and manages the
LLA environment.

ADL requires minimal customization and ongoing administration, but you can change its behavior easily when you want.
Usually, the only setup that is required is to review key ADL option settings and define the libraries to be managed. ADL
takes over from there, dynamically placing the libraries in LLA based on their usage and the options you selected. You can
even have ADL simulate the LLA activity so you can see how it operates in your environment without actually updating
LLA.

 

 

Active Directory Lookaside Overview
While most systems simply could not run without the system linklist search savings that Library Lookaside (LLA) provides,
LLA is used much less often to search private (non-linklist) libraries. This typically happens for the following reasons:

• It is time-consuming to manually define and administer the private libraries that LLA is to manage.  
• Keeping the LLA cache and the library directory in synchronization is more difficult because private libraries are usually

updated more frequently than linklist libraries.

Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) eliminates manual administration by dynamically managing your private LLA libraries
and ensuring that the libraries in LLA at any given time are those that are expected to provide the most benefit. The
PDSMAN LLA Extensions facilities address the issue of LLA cache synchronization and other issues that are commonly
encountered with LLA.

With the management and operational issues addressed, you can use LLA for private libraries more extensively and
achieve greater reduction in library search times systemwide.
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ADL Management Types

Libraries in ADL are managed as one of the following types:

Private LLA libraries
Libraries that you have specifically instructed ADL to place in LLA. When a library that is managed as a private LLA library
is searched, ADL places it in LLA where it remains until it is explicitly removed.

Candidate libraries
Libraries that you have specifically instructed ADL to dynamically promote to LLA based on library search activity. ADL
tracks the search activity of all candidate libraries so that LLA optimizes those that are most active.

Statistics libraries
Libraries whose search activity is tracked but that are specifically ineligible for promotion to LLA. Libraries are usually
managed as statistics libraries to help you to identify ones that might be good candidate libraries.

ADL Reports

The following ADL reports provide important information about how ADL is managing your libraries:

• Library Management Report (LIBMANAGE)Lists information about ADL-managed libraries. including their name,
location, management type, status, and other management-related information.

• Library Savings Report (LIBSAVE)Lists the actual, potential, and combined benefit values for the ADL-managed
libraries.

• Library Search Information Report (LIBSEARCH)Lists management period and tuning interval library search statistics.

• Library History Report (LIBHIST)Shows the short-term history for a library using the ADL log entries.

• A DLSAVE
This report provides information on overall savings you have realized from using ADL.

• ADL Search Information Report (ADLSEARCH)This report provides information about overall directory and LLA cache
search activity for ADL-managed libraries.

• ADL Log Report (ADLLOG)Lists ADL log entries and provides a sequential, historical record of ADL activity.

• ADL Options ReportShows the $ADLOPT settings and the effective settings for options that control ADL behavior.

To generate these ADL reports, run the ADL User Interface as a batch job. For more information, see Use the ADL User
Interface.

ADL Commands

You use ADL commands to control ADL processing and change how ADL manages your libraries. To execute ADL
commands, run the ADL User Interface as a batch job. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

ADL Logs

ADL records information about recent activity in the ADL log. This log provides historical information for ADL in general
and for the individual libraries being managed. The ADL log never fills. As new entries are written, the log wraps, and the
oldest, previously written entries are replaced as needed. For more information on the ADL log, see Logging in Active
Directory Lookaside.

ADL Administration

ADL requires minimal customization and ongoing administration, but you can change its behavior easily when you want.
Usually, the only setup that is required is to review key ADL option settings and define the libraries to be managed. For
more information, see Set Up the ADL Environment.
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LLA Simulation

Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) allows you to  LLA Simulation. This allows you to see how ADL operates in your
environment without actually updating LLA. LLA simulation can also be used of the PDSMAN LLA Monitoring subtask
(PDSMLMON) is not active or the Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOC) facility is not yet available.   

 

Example of a Candidate Library Lifecycle
To understand how Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) manages libraries, it helps to examine the lifecycle of a typical ADL
candidate library as:

• The library moves through various locations within ADL.
• The library is placed in Library Lookaside (LLA).
• The library cycles between LLA and the ADL candidate pool based on its search activity.

 

The following diagram shows the lifecycle of a typical ADL candidate library.
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The following sections describe each stage of the ADL library lifecycle.

Definition

Libraries must be defined to ADL before they are eligible for management. To define libraries, you use $ADL control
statements that specify the libraries to be managed, the type of management to perform, and other ADL settings.

For example, the following control statement uses a library name pattern to define all libraries that begin with the
characters PROD.CANDLIB as candidate libraries that are eligible for ADL management. 

While this control statement defines the libraries as eligible for ADL management, they are not added to ADL until they are
actually searched.
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$ADL LIB=PROD.CANDLIB- MANAGE=CAND

For more information, see Define Libraries to ADL.

Request

When a library that is eligible for ADL management is searched, a request to add the library to ADL is placed in the ADL
request queue. ADL also starts to track search activity and measured search times for the library.

For example, assume that the PROD.CANDLIB.NEW library is searched. Since the name matches the pattern that is
specified on the $ADL control statement definition, ADL adds a request for candidate management and starts to record
search times and activity for the library.

Pending

Queued ADL management requests are processed by the ADL subtask. ADL validates the request, adds the library to
ADL management, and places the library in the pending area.

ADL considers several factors when making library management decisions. One of the primary considerations is an
estimate of the search time savings that could result when a library is placed in LLA. ADL uses library search information
for the current tuning interval, typically the past hour, when it estimates these savings.

When a library is first added to ADL management, the library search information that is available covers only a small
percentage of the total tuning interval. As a result, it is hard for ADL to accurately estimate the potential savings. To
address this issue, ADL holds the library in the pending area to allow additional library search activity to be tracked.
Tracking more search activity leads to more accurate estimates and better management decisions.
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For example, assume that the previous request to manage PROD.CANDLIB.NEW as a candidate library has been
pulled from the request queue. ADL validates the request and adds the library to ADL management by placing it in the
ADL pending area, as shown in the following figure. For a tuning interval of one hour, the library typically spends about six
minutes in the pending area as ADL collects additional library search information.

Candidate Pool

When the library is released from the pending area, ADL assigns it to the pool (LLA, candidate, or statistics) that
corresponds to the management type specified on the $ADL control statement definition.

If the candidate pool is full, ADL tries to steal a slot from another library already in the pool. ADL targets the library that
has been in the candidate pool for a minimum amount of time and has the lowest ADL management score.

• If the steal is successful, ADL replaces the target library with the new library and removes the target one from ADL
management.

• If the steal is unsuccessful, ADL removes the new library from ADL management.

When a new library is added, it remains in the candidate pool until it is, itself, the target of a successful slot steal or is
promoted to the LLA pool.

Consider the example shown in the following figure. When trying to add the PROD.CANDLIB.NEW library to a full
candidate pool, ADL targets the PROD.CANDLIB.LOW library because it has met the minimum time requirements and
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has the lowest management score. As a result, ADL replaces PROD.CANDLIB.LOW with PROD.CANDLIB.NEW, which
has a higher management score. Then, ADL removes PROD.CANDLIB.LOW from ADL management.

LLA Pool

Directory search optimization begins when a library is promoted to the LLA pool and placed in LLA management as shown
in the following figure.

Periodically, ADL adjusts how libraries are managed by LLA in a process called mix management. During mix
management, ADL evaluates the libraries in the candidate pool and tries to promote the eligible candidate library with the
highest ADL management score to the LLA pool.

• If the LLA pool is not full, ADL promotes the library and places it in LLA management in Freeze mode.
• If the LLA pool is full, ADL tries to steal a slot from another library already in the pool. ADL targets a previously

promoted candidate library that has been in the LLA pool for a minimum amount of time and has the lowest ADL
management score.
– If the steal is successful, ADL replaces the target library in the LLA pool with the one being promoted and demotes

the target library back to the candidate pool.
– If the steal is unsuccessful, ADL keeps the library being promoted in the candidate pool until it is reconsidered for

promotion later during a future mix management cycle.

NOTE
 During mix management, ADL never steals an LLA pool slot from a protected library such as one that is defined
to ADL as a private LLA library ($ADL MANAGE=LLA).

When a new library is promoted to the LLA pool, it remains there until it is demoted or pruned due to inactivity. This cycle
of periodically moving a library between the candidate and LLA pools based on search activity is the steady state for a
candidate library.
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Consider the example shown in the following figure. ADL has selected the PROD.CANDLIB.NEW library for promotion to
the LLA pool, which is not yet full. Then, ADL promotes the library and places it in LLA in Freeze mode where it remains
until it is demoted.

 

Set Up the ADL Environment
To use Active Directory Lookaside (ADL), you must first set up the ADL environment on each of your PDSMAN images.
This one-time setup ensures that ADL-related system and PDSMAN requirements are met, enables key PDSMAN
facilities that ADL uses to manage your Library Lookaside (LLA) environment, and addresses operational issues common
to using LLA.

Step 1: Ensure that ADL-Related PDSMAN and System Requirements Have Been Satisfied
The following requirements must be met before you can use ADL:

• The PDSMAN Address Space must be active.
• Library Lookaside (LLA) must be available.
• The PDSMAN LLA Monitoring Subtask (PDSMLMON) must be active.

PDSMAN Address Space Availability

The PDSMAN Address Space, also known as the PDSMAN Operator Interface or PDSMOPR, must be active to use any
PDSMAN facility. For information on using the PDSMAN address space, see Address Space Commands.

Library Lookaside (LLA) Availability

LLA must be active so that ADL can use it to optimize directory searches.

ADL periodically checks the status of LLA and issues a PDSMADLM-04 warning message if LLA is not active. If ADL
attempts to update LLA and finds that it is not active, ADL issues a PDSMADLM-04 error message and suspends further
attempts to use LLA until it becomes available.

LLA Monitoring Subtask Availability

The PDSMAN LLA Monitoring subtask, PDSMLMON, must be active to provide ADL with information about libraries that
are managed by LLA. By default, PDSMLMON is automatically started when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.

ADL periodically checks the status of the subtask and issues a PDSMADLM-04 warning message if it is not active. If ADL
attempts to use LLA and finds that the PDSMLMON subtask is not active, ADL issues a PDSMADLM-04 error message
and suspends further attempts to use LLA until the subtask becomes available.

For information on the PDSMLMON subtask, see Library Lookaside (LLA) Monitoring Subtask Commands.
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Step 2: Implement the PDSMAN Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOC) Facility
ADL uses the PDSMAN Extended LLA Operator Command (ELOC) facility to add a library to or remove a library from LLA
management.

The ELOC facility has its own implementation and configuration requirements. To learn how to implement ELOCs,
see Extended LLA Operator Commands Implementation.

NOTE

You may skip this step if Extended LLA Operator Commands have already been implemented for this PDSMAN
image.

If ADL tries to add a library to or remove a library from LLA and finds that the ELOC environment is invalid, ADL issues a
PDSMADLM-04 error message and suspends further attempts to use LLA until ELOCs become available.

Step 3: Tell PDSMAN How to Handle Updates to ADL-Managed LLA Libraries
Libraries that are managed by LLA in Freeze mode, such as those that ADL places in LLA, must have their LLA cache
information refreshed when members are updated, the entire library is compressed, or PDSMAN Last Reference
Dates are recorded.

PDSMAN provides the LLA Auto-Update facility for use when the entire library or individual library members are updated.
A similar mechanism is used to update the LLA cache for PDSMAN Last Reference Dates.

To ensure that the LLA cache is refreshed properly, add the following $LLA control statement to your
PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements:

$LLA LIB=ADLLIBS UPDATELLA=Y NOTIFY=N LRDRUPDT=Y

This statement, which uses the recommended settings for handling updates to ADL-managed LLA libraries, describes
the PDSMAN processing to be performed when an LLA-managed library is updated. You can specify the following
parameters, which are applicable to the Auto-Update and Last Reference Date Recording facilities. For more information
about these parameters, see the $LLA Control Statement description.

LIB
Library data set name, pattern, or special name ADLLIBS.

UPDATELLA
LLA Auto-Update option.

NOTIFY
Option to issue notification messages to the console.

MONITORMSG
LLA Monitoring message option.

LRDRUPDT
Last reference date recording LLA update option. This parameter is applicable to PDS libraries only. It is ignored for PDSE
program libraries.

NOTE

 Last Reference Date Recording will continue to function properly if the LLA cache is not updated, but the
recording may incur a slight performance impact. For more information, see Last Reference Date Recording
Usage Notes.
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Match ADL-Managed Libraries with the LIB=ADLLIBS Parameter Setting

Because ADL actively manages your libraries, the mix of libraries being managed can change frequently. ADLLIBS is a
special name that causes the $LLA control statement to match only those LLA libraries that were added or claimed by
ADL. Using ADLLIBS allows you to specify a single $LLA control statement regardless of the actual names of the ADL-
managed LLA libraries at any given time. 

WARNING

Place the statement before any existing $LLA statement that specifies LIB=- (which matches all LLA libraries)
and after any existing $LLA statements that specify a library name or pattern for the LIB parameter.

Override Specific $LLA ADLLIBS Settings

To override $LLA control statement settings set using ADLLIBS, specify a separate $LLA statement that matches the
desired libraries before the one that specifies ADLLIBS.

For example, to override the recommended setting of LRDRUPDT=Y for ADL-managed LLA libraries that begin with the
characters PROD.SECURE, specify the following $LLA statements:

$LLA LIB=PROD.SECURE-  UPDATELLA=Y NOTIFY=N LRDRUPDT=N

$LLA LIB=ADLLIBS       UPDATELLA=Y NOTIFY=N LRDRUPDT=Y

Step 4: Review the Operational Considerations for Using ADL and LLA
This topic describes important operational considerations about how ADL and LLA work together to deliver directory
search savings.

• Shared allocation for LLA-managed libraries
• Claiming existing LLA libraries
• Removing LLA libraries at ADL termination
• LLA update operation errors

Shared Allocation for LLA-Managed Libraries

By default, LLA holds a DISP=SHR allocation for LLA libraries to prevent them from being deleted or renamed while they
are being managed.  

WARNING

The LLA DISP=SHR allocation will cause other jobs to wait for libraries that ADL has placed in LLA if those jobs
try to allocate the library using DISP=OLD.

 If an allocation wait situation occurs, take the following steps:

1. Remove the library from LLA and from ADL management through the ADL User Interface to issue the
following REMOVE command:

REMOVE LIB=libraryname,EXCLUDE=YES

The wait situation should resolve when the library has been removed from LLA. EXCLUDE=YES dynamically excludes
the library from ADL management.

2. Consider permanently excluding the library from future ADL candidate and private LLA management by adding
a $ADL control statement that specifies the library name and either MANAGE=NO or MANAGE=STATS. Specify this
statement before any other $ADL control statements that match the library name and reinitialize PDSMAN to activate
the change.
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Claiming Existing LLA Libraries

ADL may try to place a library in LLA and find that it is already managed by LLA. When this occurs, ADL will take the
following actions by default:

• Cancel the operation if LLA is managing the library in NoFreeze mode.
• Claim the library if LLA is managing it in Freeze mode.

When ADL claims a library, it is treated as if it were placed in LLA by ADL. This includes the possibility of it being removed
from LLA by ADL mix processing.

You can use the $ADLOPT LLACLAIMLIB parameter to change ADL behavior so that in this situation it takes one of the
following alternate actions:

• Cancels the operation regardless of the LLA management mode.
• Forces a library that is managed as NoFreeze to Freeze mode before ADL claims the library.

Removing LLA Libraries at ADL Termination

When ADL terminates, ADL will take the following actions by default:

• Remove all the promoted candidate and private libraries it has added to LLA.
• Not remove previously existing LLA libraries claimed by ADL.

Alternately, you can use the $ADLOPT REMOVELLA parameter to tell ADL to take one of the following actions:

• Remove both the added and the claimed libraries.
• Remove neither the added nor the claimed libraries.

By default, ADL waits for the LLA remove operations to complete before it terminates. You can adjust the maximum wait
time through the $ADLOPT TERMWAIT parameter.

LLA Update Operation Errors

It is possible for LLA to encounter errors when it adds a library to LLA management on behalf of ADL. These errors are
rare and usually occur when LLA is unable to allocate the library or when the library has invalid members or structural
errors.

In this situation, LLA issues a S023 abend followed by a CSV217I message that indicates the library and reason for the
error.

If an error causes LLA to halt an update operation, take the following action:

1. Reply to any outstanding operator messages issued by LLA.
2. Determine the library and the reason for the error by examining the CSV217I message, if present. Correct the error if

possible. If the error is not correctable, take the following actions:
a. Issue the following REMOVE command through the ADL User Interface to remove the library from LLA and from

ADL management. EXCLUDE=YES dynamically excludes the library from ADL management.

REMOVE LIB=libraryname,EXCLUDE=YES

b. Consider permanently excluding the library from future ADL candidate and private LLA management by adding
a $ADL control statement that specifies the library name and either MANAGE=NO or MANAGE=STATS. Specify
this statement before any other $ADL control statements that match the library name and to reinitialize PDSMAN to
activate the change.

NOTE
 Note:  LLA halts the update not only for the library in error but also for all other libraries that were being updated
by the halted operation. ADL may attempt to add the libraries later based on search activity. 
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Use Active Directory Lookaside
 

Define Libraries to ADL
You must define libraries to Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) before they can be managed. To define a library, use
a $ADL control statement to provide the following:

• The name of the library to be managed (or a library name pattern)
• The type of library management to be performed
• Other settings that are related to ADL processing.

You also use $ADL control statements to exclude libraries from ADL management.

NOTE

$ADL control statements only define a library. Libraries are not added to ADL management until they are
searched.

Specify Library Names

You use the required $ADL Control Statement to specify a library name or pattern for libraries that are eligible to be
managed by ADL. For example, the following statements show valid syntax for the $ADL LIB parameter:

$ADL LIB=MY.LIBRARY       /* Fully qualified library name */

$ADL LIB=TEST.LIB-        /* Library name pattern (trailing) */

$ADL LIB=PROD.-.LIBRARY   /* Library name pattern (embedded) */

NOTE

ADL examines the statements in the order in which they are specified and uses the first one that matches the
name of the library being searched.

When you use library name patterns, put names or patterns that are specific before ones that are general. For a
description of pattern usage and other considerations, see Customizing PDSMAN.

Libraries that match a $ADL LIB parameter but are not valid for ADL management are not added to ADL.

Specify the Type of ADL Management

You use the required $ADL MANAGE parameter to specify the type of ADL management to be performed. The following
values are valid for this parameter:

LLA
Manage the library as a private LLA library. These are libraries that you have explicitly instructed ADL to place in LLA
when they are searched.

CAND
Manage the library as a candidate library. These libraries are not initially added to LLA but may be promoted to LLA based
on library search activity.

STATS
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Manage the library as a statistics library. These libraries have their library search activity tracked but are not eligible for
promotion to LLA. Libraries are managed as statistics libraries primarily to identify potential candidate libraries.

NO
Do not manage the library.

 

The following example defines libraries that begin with the characters TEST.LIBRARY as eligible for candidate library
management but excludes TEST.LIBRARY.EXCLUDE through the MANAGE=NO parameter.

$ADL LIB=TEST.LIBRARY.EXCLUDE    MANAGE=NO

$ADL LIB=TEST.LIBRARY.-          MANAGE=CAND

The order in which the statements are specified in this example is significant. The $ADL control statement with the more
specific library name is specified before the statement using the library name pattern.

Specify Other $ADL Options

Use the following options to control other aspects of ADL processing:

LOGLEVEL
Sets the logging level that is used for writing log messages when this $ADL control statement is in effect for a library. For
more information on logging levels, see Logging in Active Directory Lookaside.

Specify the logging level as a numeric value between four and nine. If this parameter is not specified, the global ADL
logging level set by the $ADLOPT LOGLEVEL parameter is used.

DIAGLEVEL
Sets a diagnostic level that is used to control ADL diagnostic messages when this $ADL rule is in effect for a library. This
parameter is typically specified at the direction of Technical Support.

Specify the diagnostic level as a numeric value between zero and nine. A setting of zero indicates that diagnostic
messages are produced. If this parameter is not specified, the global level set by the $ADLOPT DIAGLEVEL parameter is
used.

Activate $ADL Control Statements

Changes that are made to $ADL control statements are not effective until those statements have been activated. To learn
how to activate a new set of PDSMAN rules, see Address Space Commands.

NOTE

 Some changes to $ADL parameters, such as a change to the $ADL MANAGE setting for a library, are not
effective until the next time a library enters ADL.

Use ADL Candidate Libraries
Typically, the majority of libraries that are managed by Active Directory Lookaside are candidate libraries. ADL tracks
search activity for these libraries and places those with the highest potential search savings in LLA. As your search
patterns change, ADL actively manages the mix of candidate libraries in LLA to ensure optimal savings.

Choose Candidate Libraries

A typical ADL configuration has a relatively large number of libraries that are defined as eligible for candidate
management and a moderate candidate library pool size that limits the number of candidates ADL manages at any given
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time. This type of configuration allows ADL to see a large number of potential candidates and helps to ensure that only the
most active libraries are actually managed.

Generally, libraries with a moderate amount of search activity or with a large number of members are good choices
as ADL candidate libraries. If you think a library would be a good choice but are not sure, go ahead and define it as a
candidate.

Define Candidate Libraries

Candidate libraries must be defined to ADL before they are managed. You define ADL libraries through $ADL control
statements as described in Defining Libraries to Active Directory Lookaside.

Examples of Candidate Library Definitions

This section provides examples of how to define ADL candidate libraries.

Define Candidate Libraries by Name

This example defines SYS2.USER.LINKLIB and SYS2.PROD.STEPLIB as eligible for management as candidate
libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.USER.LINKLIB     MANAGE=CAND

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.STEPLIB     MANAGE=CAND

Define Candidate Libraries Using Patterns

This example defines SYS2.USER.LINKLIB and libraries with the prefix SYS2.PROD. as eligible for management as
candidate libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.USER.LINKLIB     MANAGE=CAND

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-           MANAGE=CAND

Exclude Libraries Matched by a Pattern

This example shows how to exclude specific libraries that are matched by a library name pattern provided on another
$ADL control statement. 

All libraries with the prefix SYS2.PROD are eligible for management as candidate libraries with the exception
of SYS2.PROD.EXCLUDE, which is specifically excluded using the MANAGE=NO parameter. The order of the statements
is significant because PDSMAN selects the first $ADL statement that matches the name of the library being searched.

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.EXCLUDE     MANAGE=NO

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-           MANAGE=CAND

Define Candidate Libraries with Libraries of Other ADL Management Types

This example shows how candidate libraries can be defined in conjunction with libraries of other ADL management
types. All libraries with the SYS2.PROD prefix are eligible for management as candidate libraries. SYS1.MACLIB is
explicitly placed in LLA as an ADL private LLA library. All other libraries (indicated by LIB=-), except for those with the
prefix SYS1, are eligible for management as statistics libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS1.MACLIB     MANAGE=LLA

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-     MANAGE=CAND
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$ADL     LIB=SYS1.-          MANAGE=NO

$ADL     LIB=-               MANAGE=STATS

Candidate Library Processing

The following diagram shows what happens when a candidate library is processed by ADL.

Notes:

1. Candidate libraries replace existing statistics libraries if there is insufficient room in the pending area.
2. If there is insufficient room in the candidate pool, the incoming candidate library may replace an existing candidate

library if it has a higher ADL management score and the existing library has met minimum time-in-pool requirements.
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3. If there is insufficient room in the LLA pool, the promoted candidate library replaces the previously promoted candidate
library with the lowest ADL management score that has met minimum time-in-pool requirements. ADL private LLA
libraries are never replaced.

4. Previously promoted candidate libraries are also demoted if they have not provided benefit over the past tuning
interval.

Candidate Library Options

You specify the following options for ADL candidate libraries on the $ADLOPT control statement. 

NOTE

The default $ADLOPT settings allow ADL to operate with minimal additional configuration. Many of the
parameters have a default setting of AUTO, which instructs ADL to automatically compute a suitable value
based on your environment and other factors. Use the default and automatic settings whenever possible.

CANDPENDTIME
Sets the length of time a library waits in the pending area before it is placed in the candidate pool. By default, ADL
calculates the candidate library pending time based on the tuning interval setting.

CANDPOOLTIM E Sets the minimum time a library must be in the candidate pool before it is eligible for replacement by a
library with a higher ADL management score.

LLAPOOLTIME
Sets the minimum time a previously promoted candidate library must be in the LLA pool before it is eligible for
replacement by a promoted candidate library with a higher ADL management score.

CANDPOOLSIZE
Sets the maximum size of the candidate pool. By default, ADL calculates the candidate pool size based on the LLA pool
size.

LLAPOOLSIZE
Sets the maximum size of the LLA pool. By default, ADL sets the size of the LLA pool to 50 entries. Both private LLA
libraries and promoted candidate libraries count against the LLA pool size.

Use ADL Private LLA Libraries
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) private LLA libraries are placed in LLA when they are first searched and remain there
until you remove them. Unlike ADL candidate libraries, they are not subject to being replaced by more active libraries.

Choose Private LLA Libraries

Only a limited number of libraries are typically defined as ADL private LLA libraries. Choose libraries that you are
confident will benefit from being placed in LLA because they have the following characteristics:

• Consistently high search activity
• Expensive to search directly
• Little or no update activity

Defining these libraries to ADL as private LLA libraries saves you from having to add them to LLA manually and ensures
that they are not placed in LLA until they are actually searched.

NOTE

 If you are unsure of the benefit of defining a library as a private LLA library, consider defining it as an ADL
candidate library instead.
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Define Private LLA Libraries

Private LLA libraries must be defined to ADL before they are managed. You define ADL libraries using $ADL control
statements as described in Define Libraries to ADL.

Examples of Private Library Definitions

This section provides examples of how to define ADL private LLA libraries.

Define Private LLA Libraries by Name

This example defines SYS2.USER.LINKLIB and SYS2.PROD.STEPLIB as eligible for management as private LLA
libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.USER.LINKLIB    MANAGE=LLA

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.STEPLIB    MANAGE=LLA

Define Private LLA Libraries with Libraries of Other ADL Management Types

This example shows how private LLA libraries can be defined in conjunction with libraries of other ADL management
types. SYS1.MACLIB is placed explicitly in LLA as an ADL private LLA library, and libraries with the prefix SYS2.PROD
are eligible for management as candidate libraries. All other libraries (indicated by LIB=-), except for those with the prefix
SYS1, are eligible for management as statistics libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS1.MACLIB     MANAGE=LLA

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-     MANAGE=CAND

$ADL     LIB=SYS1.-          MANAGE=NO

$ADL     LIB=-               MANAGE=STATS

Private LLA Library Processing

The following diagram shows what happens when a private LLA library is processed by ADL.
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Notes:

1. Although private LLA libraries may be placed in the pending area, they are usually added directly to the LLA pool
because you have explicitly instructed ADL to place them in LLA.

2. If there is insufficient room in the pending area, the incoming private library will replace an existing statistics library or
an existing candidate library, in that order. The replaced libraries are removed from ADL management but may reenter
at a later time.

3. If there is insufficient room in the LLA pool, the incoming private LLA library will replace a previously promoted
candidate library regardless of management scores or minimum time-in-pool requirements. The replaced library is
demoted to the candidate pool. An incoming private LLA library will not replace an existing private LLA library.

4. Private LLA libraries remain in the LLA pool until they are explicitly removed.
5. Both private LLA libraries and promoted candidate libraries count against the LLA pool size. If you add a large number

of private LLA libraries, consider increasing the LLA pool size to allow sufficient room for promoted candidate libraries.

Private LLA Library Options

You specify the following options for ADL private LLA libraries on the $ADLOPT control statement. 

NOTE

The default $ADLOPT settings allow ADL to operate with minimal additional configuration. Many of the
parameters have a default setting of AUTO, which instructs ADL to automatically compute a suitable value
based on your environment and other factors. Use the default and automatic settings whenever possible.

LLAPENDTIME
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Sets the length of time a library waits in the pending area before it is placed in the LLA pool. By default, ADL sets a value
of zero for this parameter, which causes the library to pass immediately through the pending process.

LLAPOOLSIZE
Sets the maximum size of the LLA pool. By default, ADL sets the size of the LLA pool to 50 entries. Both private LLA
libraries and promoted candidate libraries count against the LLA pool size.

Use ADL Statistics Libraries
Statistics libraries in Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) have their search activity tracked by ADL but are not eligible for
promotion to Library Lookaside (LLA). You typically use statistics libraries to identify potential ADL candidate libraries. 

Choose Statistics Libraries

A typical ADL configuration defines a number of libraries as eligible for statistics library management in conjunction with
a relatively small statistics library pool. That configuration allows ADL to see searches for many libraries while it actually
manages only the libraries that have the most activity and that may potentially be good candidate libraries.

Define Statistics Libraries

Statistics libraries must be defined to ADL before they are managed. You define ADL libraries using $ADL control
statements as described in Defining Libraries to Active Directory Lookaside.

Examples of Statistics Library Definitions

This section provides examples of how to define ADL statistics libraries.

Define Statistics Libraries by Name

This example defines SYS2.USER.LINKLIB and SYS2.PROD.STEPLIB as eligible for management as statistics libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.USER.LINKLIB     MANAGE=STATS

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.STEPLIB     MANAGE=STATS

Define Statistics Libraries Using Patterns

This example defines SYS2.USER.LINKLIB and libraries with the prefix SYS2.PROD as eligible for management as
statistics libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.USER.LINKLIB     MANAGE=STATS

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-           MANAGE=STATS

Exclude Libraries Matched by a Pattern

This example shows how to exclude specific libraries that are matched by a library name pattern provided on another
$ADL control statement.

All libraries with the prefix SYS2.PROD are eligible for management as statistics libraries with the exception
of SYS2.PROD.EXCLUDE, which is specifically excluded using the MANAGE=NO parameter. The order of the
statements is significant because PDSMAN selects the first $ADL statement that matches the name of the library being
searched.
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$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.EXCLUDE     MANAGE=NO

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-           MANAGE=STATS

Define Statistics Libraries with Libraries of Other ADL Management Types

This example shows how statistics libraries can be defined in conjunction with libraries of other ADL management types.

SYS1.MACLIB is explicitly placed in LLA as an ADL private LLA library, and libraries with the prefix SYS2.PROD are
eligible for management as candidate libraries. All other libraries (indicated by LIB=-), except for those with a prefix
of SYS1 are eligible for management as statistics libraries.

$ADL     LIB=SYS1.MACLIB     MANAGE=LLA

$ADL     LIB=SYS2.PROD.-     MANAGE=CAND

$ADL     LIB=SYS1.-          MANAGE=NO

$ADL     LIB=-               MANAGE=STATS

Statistics Library Processing

The following diagram shows what happens when a statistics library is processed by ADL.

Notes:

1. Statistics libraries are removed from ADL management if there is insufficient room in the pending area.
2. If there is insufficient room in the statistics pool, the incoming statistics library may replace an existing statistics library

if it has a higher ADL management score and the existing library has met minimum time in-pool requirements.
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3. Statistics libraries are never placed in LLA.

Statistics Library Options

You specify the following options for ADL statistics libraries on the $ADLOPT control statement. 

NOTE

The default $ADLOPT settings allow ADL to operate with minimal additional configuration. Many of the
parameters have a default setting of AUTO, which instructs ADL to automatically compute a suitable value
based on your environment and other factors. Use the default and automatic settings whenever possible.

STATPENDTIME
Sets the length of time a library waits in the pending area before it is placed in the statistics pool. By default, ADL
calculates the statistics library pending time based on the tuning interval setting.

STATPOOLTIME
Sets the minimum time that a library must be in the statistics pool before it is eligible for replacement by a library with a
higher ADL management score.

STATPOOLSIZE
Sets the maximum size of the statistics pool. By default, ADL calculates the statistics pool size based on the LLA pool
size.

Set Global ADL Processing Options
You use the optional $ADLOPT control statement to specify global Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) options and settings.

The default settings for the $ADLOPT parameters allow ADL to operate with minimal additional configuration. Many of the
parameters have a default setting of AUTO, which instructs ADL to automatically compute a suitable value based on your
environment and other factors. We recommend using default and automatic settings whenever possible. 

Activate Changes to $ADLOPT Control Statements

Changes that you make to $ADLOPT control statements are not effective until those statements have been activated. To
learn how to activate a new set of PDSMAN rules, see Address Space Commands.

NOTE

  Changes to the following $ADLOPT parameters are not effective until ADL has been stopped and restarted:

• – INTERVAL
– SIMULATE
– LOGSIZE

Use the ADL User Interface
You use the Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) User Interface to generate ADL reports through batch jobs that use JCL.
See the following topics for more information:

ADL User Interface JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the ADL User Interface as a batch job.

//PDSMURPT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT   DD SYSOUT=class
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//logout    DD DSN=logoutputfilename

//SYSIN     DD *

You can specify the following JCL statements:

EXEC
Executes the ADL User Interface, PDSMADLU.

PDSMRPT
Defines an output report data set to which the reports are written. This file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and
LRECL=133. You can specify any valid block size value.

logout
Defines an output log data set to which the ADL log records are written when the ADLLOG report LOGOUT parameter is
used. The data set associated with this DD must be a sequential file with an F or FB record format and an LRECL of at
least 172 bytes.

SYSIN
Defines an optional data set or in-stream source containing control statements, as described in a following section. This
file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80. You can specify any valid block size value. 

ADL User Interface Control Statements

You specify ADL User Interface control statements in the SYSIN input stream. This topic provides general information
about those control statements.

If no control statements are provided, a default statement of ADLLOG is used.

Control Statement Syntax

ADL User Interface control statements are free-form. Each statement must begin on a new line and be contained in
columns 1-72. Blank lines and other white space in the control input are ignored.

Parameters can be separated by commas or blanks and can be coded on multiple lines requiring no continuation
characters. However, individual parameters and their values must be specified on the same line.

A control statement beginning with an asterisk is treated as a comment. A comment may also be placed on any line by
preceding it with a space-slash-asterisk (" /*"). That character sequence causes all remaining positions of the input line to
be ignored.

Control Statement Example

This example shows the JCL and control statements for generating the Library Management (LIBMANAGE) report for
candidate libraries and the Library Savings (LIBSAVE) report for all ADL-managed libraries except TEST.EXCLIB:

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

*********************************************************************

**  Report LIBMANAGE and LIBSAVE Information                       **

*********************************************************************

LIBMANAGE  LOCATION=CAND

LIBSAVE    XLIB=TEST.EXCLIB

           SORT=(LLARATIO,D)

           LEVEL=DETAIL

/*
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The Library Savings report is produced at the detail level  and is sorted by the LLA Performance Ratio value. Both reports
are produced in table format.

Control Statement Reporting

The Report Control Statements section shows the control statements that are used to generate an individual report. ADL
commands show a Command Control Section.

> Report Control Statements

LIBSAVE XLIB=TEST.EXCLIB

        SORT=(LLARATIO,D)

        LEVEL=DETAIL

This report section is shown immediately preceding the corresponding output and is produced for reports or commands at
the normal level or higher.

Return Codes for the ADL User Interface

The ADL User Interface issues the following job-step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
A warning was produced during execution. Review the output for the cause of the warning and correct the condition if
necessary.

8
An error occurred while generating a report or executing command. Review the output and correct the cause of the error.
The job continues processing the remaining control statements before terminating.

12
An error occurred while generating a report or executing command. Review the output and correct the cause of the error.
The job terminates without processing any additional control statements. This return code is also issued if the PDSMAN
ADL facility is not active.

16
A control statement syntax error occurred. The job terminates immediately.

20
An internal error occurred while generating a report or executing command. This type of error is not usually user-
correctable. Retain the report output for additional diagnosis.

ADL Commands
You use Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) commands to control ADL processing and change how ADL manages your
libraries.

NOTE

 The commands described here are different than the ADL Subtask commands that you use to start, stop,
bounce, and display status information for the ADL subtask.
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Issuing ADL Commands

To issue an ADL command, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job. For more information, see Use the ADL User
Interface.

Available Commands

ADL commands let you perform the following tasks:

• Protect a library from being replaced in ADL (PROTECT)
• Unprotect a library (UNPROTECT)
• Remove a library from ADL management (REMOVE)
• Convert PMO Control Parameters (PMOCONVERT)

Protect a Library (PROTECT Command)
The PROTECT command marks a library that is managed by ADL as protected. Protected libraries are not eligible targets
for slot stealing and are not pruned from the LLA pool due to inactivity.

PROTECT Control Statement Syntax (User Interface)

Use the following control statement to issue this command through the ADL User Interface. All the control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

PROtect [LIB=librarynameorpattern]

        [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

        [LOCation=location|(location[,location])]

        [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

PROTECT Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the PROTECT control statement. For a full description, click the parameter name in
the following list or see ADL Report Parameters.

LIB
Library name or pattern for selection

XLIB
Library name or pattern for exclusion

ADL Report ParametersThe ADL management location for the library

LEVEL
The level of detail to include in the report

PROTECT Control Statement Examples

This section provides examples of protecting ADL-managed libraries using the PROTECT control statement.

Protect a Single Library

The following example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to set a single library, MY.LIBRARY, to protected status.

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A
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//SYSIN    DD *

  PROTECT  LIB=MY.LIBRARY                                            /* Protect a Single Library */ 

/*

Protect all Candidate Libraries

This example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to set all libraries pending for or already in the ADL candidate
pool to protected status.

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  PROT     LOCATION=CAND                                             /* Candidate Libraries */

/*

Unprotect a Library (UNPROTECT Command)
The UNPROTECT command marks a library that is managed by ADL as unprotected. Protected libraries are not eligible
targets for slot stealing and are not pruned from the LLA pool due to inactivity.

UNPROTECT Control Statement Syntax (User Interface)

Use the following control statement to issue this command through the ADL User Interface. All the control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

UNProtect [LIB=librarynameorpattern] 

          [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

          [LOCation=location|(location[,location])] 

          [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL] 

UNPROTECT Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the UNPROTECT control statement. For a full description, click the parameter
name in the following list or see ADL Report Parameters.

LIB
Library name or pattern for selection

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern for exclusion

ADL Report ParametersThe ADL management location for the library

ADL Report ParametersThe level of detail to include in the report

UNPROTECT Control Statement Examples

This section provides examples of unprotecting ADL-managed libraries using the UNPROTECT control statement.

Unprotect a Single Library

This example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to set MY.LIBRARY to unprotected status.

//REPORT    EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU
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//PDSMRPT   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN     DD *

  UNPROTECT LIB=MY.LIBRARY                                /* Unprotect a Single Library */ 

/*

Unprotect all LLA Private Libraries

This example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to set all libraries in the ADL LLA pool to unprotected status.

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  UNPR     LOCATION=LLAPOOL                               /* Libraries in the LLA Pool */

/*

Remove a Library from ADL (REMOVE Command)
The REMOVE command removes a library from Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) management.

REMOVE Control Statement Syntax (User Interface)

Use the following control statement to issue this command through the ADL User Interface. All the control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

REMove [LIB=librarynameorpattern]

       [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

       [LOCation=location|(location[,location])] 

       [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

       [EXclude=Yes|No]

       [WAIT=Yes|No]

REMOVE Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the REMOVE control statement. For a full description, click the parameter name in
the following list or see ADL Report Parameters.

LIB
Library name or pattern for selection

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern for exclusion

ADL Report ParametersThe ADL management location for the library

ADL Report Parameters The level of detail to include in the report

ADL Report ParametersOption to exclude a library from further ADL management

ADL Report ParametersOption to wait for command completion

Remove Control Statement Examples

This section provides examples of removing ADL-managed libraries using the REMOVE control statement.
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Remove and Exclude a Single Library

This example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to remove MY.LIBRARY from ADL and exclude it from future
management.

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  REMOVE   LIB=MY.LIBRARY EXCL=Y                    /* Remove and Exclude a Library */

/*

Remove All Statistics Libraries

This example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to remove from ADL management all libraries that are in the ADL
statistics pool or are pending addition to that pool.

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  REM      LOCATION=STAT                            /* Statistics Libraries */

/*

Convert PMO Control Parameters (PMOCONVERT Command)
The PMOCONVERT command converts PMO control parameters into corresponding $ADL and $ADLOPT control
statements. 

PMOCONVERT Control Statement Syntax (User Interface)

Use the following control statement to issue this command through the Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) User Interface.
The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

PMOCONvert  PMOin=datasetname[(member)]/[volume]

           [ADLout=ddname] 

           [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

PMOCONVERT Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the PMOCONVERT control statement.

PMOIN

The file containing the PMO parameters to be converted. The input must be a library member or sequential file that
contains valid PMO control parameters. This is a required parameter.

ADLOUT
The name of the JCL DD statement to which the generated ADL control statements are written. The output must be a
library member or sequential file with F or FB record format and an LRECL of 80 bytes. If this parameter is not specified,
the ADL control statements are reported but are not written to an external file.

ADL Report Parameters ADL Report Parameters The level of detail to include in the report.
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PMOCONVERT Control Statement Example

This section shows an example of converting PMO control parameters to equivalent ADL statements using the
PMOCONVERT control statement.

Converting PMO Control Parameters

This example shows how to use the ADL User Interface to convert PMO control statements in member PMOINEX of
PDSMAN.ADL.CNTL to ADL control statements that are written to the file defined by the OUTPUT DD statement.

//CONVERT EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//OUTPUT  DD DSN=PDSMAN.ADL.CNTL(PMOOUT),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN   DD *

  PMOCONVERT PMOIN=PDSMAN.ADL.CNTL(PMOINEX)  /* PMO Input Statements  */

             ADLOUT=OUTPUT                   /* ADL Output Statements */ 

/*

PMO Parameter Information

Many of the PMO control parameters do not have a corresponding ADL setting. These parameters are reported in the
Input Data report but do not have ADL statements generated.

The following PMO control input is applicable to ADL and processed by the PMOCONVERT command.

Comment and Blank Lines

Comments and blank lines in the PMO input are reported but are otherwise ignored.

INCLPRVT Parameter

INCLPRVT explicitly instructs PMO to optimize a library. Library name patterns cannot be specified. This parameter is
converted into an equivalent $ADL control statement that specifies MANAGE=LLA.

INCLAUTO Parameter

INCLAUTO instructs PMO to consider the specified library, or libraries matching the specified pattern, as candidates for
optimization. PMO does not allow a mixture of INCLAUTO and EXCLAUTO statements. This parameter is converted into
an equivalent $ADL control statement that specifies MANAGE=CAND. 

EXCLAUTO Parameter

EXCLAUTO instructs PMO to exclude the specified library, or libraries matching the specified pattern, from optimization.
PMO does not allow a mixture of INCLAUTO and EXCLAUTO statements. This parameter is converted into an equivalent
$ADL control statement that specifies MANAGE=NO.

Because EXCLAUTO implies that all libraries not explicitly excluded are to be considered as candidates, the conversion
also generates a trailing $ADL MANAGE=CAND LIB=- statement.                                                       

INTVL Parameter

The INTVL parameter specifies the time PMO spends collecting data for current and peak interval statistics. The PMO
default value is INTVL=01:00:00 or 1 hour, with a minimum value of 10 minutes.

PMOCONVERT treats this parameter as roughly equivalent to the ADL Tuning Interval and converts it to a $ADLOPT
INTERVAL parameter, subject to the following conditions on the input INTVL parameter value:
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• The seconds value, if specified, is ignored.
• A minutes value greater than 59 is treated as an input parameter error.                                            
• An hour value greater than or equal to 24 results in $ADLOPT INTERVAL=24:00 and a conversion warning.
• An INTVL of less than 10 minutes results in $ADLOPT INTERVAL=00:10 and a conversion warning.

NUMCANDS Parameter

NUMCANDS sets the maximum number of candidate libraries that PMO considers for optimization. This parameter is
converted to an equivalent $ADLOPT CANDPOOLSIZE setting. If NUMCANDS is not specified, the PMO default of 60
libraries is used.

If the value specified for NUMCANDS is greater than the maximum allowable value for $ADLOPT CANDPOOLSIZE, the
setting is forced to the ADL maximum value, and a conversion warning is indicated.

NUMADDED Parameter

NUMADDED sets the maximum number of libraries that PMO optimizes at any given time. If NUMADDED is not specified,
the PMO default is one of the following:

• 400, if INCLAUTO is in effect.
• 30, if EXCLAUTO has been specified.

This parameter is converted to an equivalent $ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE setting. If the NUMADDED value (either specified
or defaulted) is greater than the maximum allowable value for $ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE, the setting is forced to the ADL
maximum value, and a conversion warning is indicated

PMOCONVERT Command Report Sections

This topic describes the report sections associated with the PMOCONVERT command. The information shown can vary
based on the report level and other criteria.

Input Data Section

This section reports the PMO control parameter input that is being converted.

> Input Data Read from PDSMAN.ADL.CNTL(PMOINEX) - 35 Records

 

  Info  Line  PMO Input Line                                                                    PMOCONVERT

 Note

  ----- ----  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------

           1  *********************************************************************** 00010000

           2  **                                                                   ** 00020000

           3  **  CA PMO Control Parameter Input Example                           ** 00030000

           4  **                                                                   ** 00031000

           5  **  Descrip.: CA PMO parms converted (INCLAUTO Controls)             ** 00041000

           6  **            - INCLPRVT                                             ** 00042000

           7  **            - INCLAUTO                                             ** 00043000

           8  **            - NUMADDED                                             ** 00044000

           9  **            - NUMCANDS                                             ** 00045000

          10  **            - INTVL                                                ** 00046000

          11  **                                                                   ** 00050000

          12  **  Expected: - $ADL MANAGE=LLA   LIB=PRVT.LIB1                      ** 00060000

          13  **            - $ADL MANAGE=LLA   LIB=PRVT.LIB2                      ** 00061000
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          14  **            - $ADL MANAGE=NO    LIB=XAUTO.LIB1                     ** 00061100

          15  **            - $ADL MANAGE=NO    LIB=XAUTO.LIB2                     ** 00061200

          16  **            - $ADL MANAGE=CAND  LIB=-                              ** 00061300

          17  **            - $ADLOPT                                              ** 00061400

          18  **            -   INTERVAL=01:01                                     ** 00061500

          19  **            -   LLAPOOLSIZE=50                                     ** 00061600

          20  **            -   CANDPOOLSIZE=60                                    ** 00061700

          21  **            - RC=0                                                 ** 00062000

          22  **                                                                   ** 00070000

          23  *********************************************************************** 00071000

          24       INCLPRVT=PRVT.LIB1                                                 00072000  Recorded for

 $ADL (LLA)

          25       INCLPRVT=PRVT.LIB2                                                 00072100  Recorded for

 $ADL (LLA)

          26       INCLAUTO=IAUTO.LIB1                                                00072200  Recorded for

 $ADL (CAND)

          27       INCLAUTO=IAUTO.LIB2                                                00072300  Recorded for

 $ADL (CAND)

          28       INTVL=01:01:01                                                     00072400  Recorded for

 $ADLOPT

          29       NUMADDED=50                                                        00072500  Recorded for

 $ADLOPT

          30       NUMCANDS=60                                                        00072600  Recorded for

 $ADLOPT

          31       DFDSS=YES                                                          00072700  No Conversion

 Required

          32                                                                          00073000

          33  *********************************************************************** 00074000

          34  **  End of PMO Input                                                 ** 00075000

          35  *********************************************************************** 00076000

The following fields are shown in this section:

Info
Information about the input line. A value of “Error” is shown if an error is detected. Otherwise, blanks are reported.

Line
The line number within the PMO input.

PMO Input Line
The text of the PMO input line.

PMOCONVERT NoteAdditional information provided by PMOCONVERT. This field shows information about lines that are
recorded for conversion, those for which no conversion is required, syntax errors, and other data. In the previous example,
lines 24 through 30 have been recorded for subsequent generation on $ADL and $ADLOPT control statements; the PMO
DFDSS parameter is not applicable to ADL and is not converted.

Generated ADL Control Statements Section

This section reports the generated ADL control statements.

> Generated ADL Control Statements

 

  Info  Line  Generated ADL Control Statements                                                  PMOCONVERT

 Note
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  ----- ----  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------

           1  ************************************************************************

           2  ** Start of Generated ADL Control Statements                           *

           3  ************************************************************************

           4

           5  *=======================================================================

           6  *= Generated Statements for System ALL                                 =

           7  *=======================================================================

           8  $SYSID ID=ALL                           /* Applies to System ALL

           9

          10  *-----------------------------------------------------------------------

          11  *- PMO INCLPRVT Equivalents                                            -

          12  *-----------------------------------------------------------------------

          13    $ADL MANAGE=LLA   LIB=PRVT.LIB1                                                 PMO Input

 Line   24

          14    $ADL MANAGE=LLA   LIB=PRVT.LIB2                                                 PMO Input

 Line   25

          15

          16  *-----------------------------------------------------------------------

          17  *- PMO INCLAUTO and EXCLAUTO Equivalents                               -

          18  *-----------------------------------------------------------------------

          19    $ADL MANAGE=CAND  LIB=IAUTO.LIB1                                                PMO Input

 Line   26

          20    $ADL MANAGE=CAND  LIB=IAUTO.LIB2                                                PMO Input

 Line   27

          21    $ADL MANAGE=NO    LIB=-               /* For Other Libraries                    Equiv to

 EXCLAUTO LIB=*

          22

          23  *-----------------------------------------------------------------------

          24  *- PMO Option Settings Equivalents                                     -

          25  *-----------------------------------------------------------------------

          26    $ADLOPT                               /* ADL Option Settings

          27      INTERVAL=01:01                      /*   INTVL Parameter                      PMO Input

 Line   28

          28      LLAPOOLSIZE=50                      /*   NUMADDED Parameter                   PMO Input

 Line   29

          29      CANDPOOLSIZE=60                     /*   NUMCANDS Parameter                   PMO Input

 Line   30

          30

          31  $SYSID ID=ALL                           /* Reset to ALL Systems

          32

          33  ************************************************************************

          34  ** End of Generated ADL Control Statements                             *

          35  ************************************************************************

 

   35 Records Written to DD ADLOUT

The following fields are shown in this section:

Info
Information about the generated output line. A value of “Error” or “Warn” is shown if an error or warning, respectively,
occurred. Otherwise, blanks are reported.
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Line
The line number within the ADL control statement output. 

Generated ADL Control Statements
The text of the ADL control statements generated by PMOCONVERT.

PMOCONVERT NoteAdditional information provided by PMOCONVERT. This field shows the PMO input line associated
with the generated statement or error, a warning, or other information.

PMOCONVERT Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

PMO Parameters with Volume Serial Specifications

PMO allows a volume serial or volume serial pattern to be specified on the INCLPRVT, INCLAUTO, and EXCLAUTO
parameters. ADL requires all libraries that it manages to be cataloged but supports a VOL parameter on the $ADL control
statement. An $ADL VOL parameter is generated only when a volser is provided on the PMO parameter.

PMO Pattern Specifications

PMO allows a pattern character (*) to be specified on the INCLAUTO and EXCLAUTO parameters. When an asterisk is
used:

• Within a PMO pattern, it matches a single character and is converted to the PDSMAN single character wildcard
(usually '+').

• At the end of a pattern or as the only character in a PMO pattern, it matches several characters and is converted to the
PDSMAN multiple character wildcard (usually '-').                

Generated Control Statement Sequence

While the sequence of the PMO parameters is not significant, the order in which PDSMAN control statements are
specified can be very significant. To ensure proper sequence, each group of PDSMAN control statements is generated in
the following order:

1. One or more $SYSIDs to select or exclude systems.
2. A single $ADLOPT control statement, possibly without any parameters.
3. $ADL MANAGE=LLA LIB=libname statements for any INCLPRVT libraries.
4. $ADL MANAGE=CAND or MANAGE=NO LIB=libname statements for INCLAUTO and EXCLAUTO parameters. A

trailing $ADL MANAGE=CAND or MANAGE=NO LIB=- statement may also be generated.

Parameters for Specific Systems

PMO parameters may specify a single four-character SMF system ID in columns 1 through 4, indicating the PMO
parameter is valid only for the named system. Blanks in these columns indicate that the parameter applies to all systems.

PDSMAN allows only a single $ADLOPT control statement for each system. The PMOCONVERT command generates
a complete set of ADL control statements for each system ID in the PMO parameter input, plus an additional set of ADL
statements for the PMO parameters with a blank system ID. For example, see the following PMO input:

  SYSA INCLAUTO=SYSA.LIB                     (System SYSA Only)

  SYSB INCLAUTO=SYSB.LIB                     (System SYSB Only)

       INCLAUTO=SYSX.LIB                     (All systems including SYSA and SYSB)

That PMO input leads to the generation of the following ADL control statements (the $ADLOPT statements are omitted for
clarity):
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  $SYSID ID=SYSA                             /* For SYSA Only

  $ADL MANAGE=CAND LIB=SYSA.LIB

  $ADL MANAGE=CAND LIB=SYSX.LIB

  $ADL MANAGE=NO LIB=-

 

  $SYSID ID=SYSB                             /* For SYSB Only

  $ADL MANAGE=CAND LIB=SYSB.LIB

  $ADL MANAGE=CAND LIB=SYSX.LIB

  $ADL MANAGE=NO LIB=-

 

  $SYSID ID=ALL                              /* For all systems

  $SYSID NOTID=SYSA,SYSB                     /* other than SYSA or SYSB 

  $ADL MANAGE=CAND LIB=SYSX.LIB

  $ADL MANAGE=NO LIB=-

The $SYSID ID=ALL for 'all' systems must explicitly exclude the specific system names SYSA and SYSB to avoid
generating duplicate $ADLOPT statements.

NOTE

A maximum of 8 system IDs can be specified on the $SYSID NOTID parameter. When more than 8 named
systems are in the PMO input, the conversion:

• Generates a set of ADL statements for each named system as shown in the previous example.
• Does not generate a set of statements for 'all' systems because all the specific systems cannot be excluded

due to the $SYSID NOTID limitation.

In this case, warnings are written to both the report and ADL control statement outputs, and a conversion
warning is indicated.

ADL Concepts
 

Types of Libraries Managed by ADL
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) manages the same types of libraries as Library Lookaside (LLA):  

• PDS Load libraries
Contain executable load modules and are referred to as "load libraries." ADL shows libraries of this type with the
identifier LOAD.

• PDS Source libraries
Contain nonexecutable members such as JCL, control statements, or text. These libraries are generally referred to as
"source libraries" and shown by ADL with the identifier PDS.

• PDSE Program libraries
Are PDSE libraries that contain executable program objects. These libraries are sometimes referred to as "program
object libraries" and shown by ADL with the identifier POBJ.

NOTE

ADL does not manage the following types of libraries:
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• PDSE libraries that do not contain executable programs (sometimes called "Data PDSE libraries") or libraries
that are not cataloged because these types of libraries are not managed by LLA.

• System linklist libraries because these libraries are, by default, already managed by LLA

Management Locations for ADL Libraries
A library resides in one of the following locations while it is managed by Active Directory Lookaside (ADL):

• LLA pool
Contains libraries that ADL has placed in Library Lookaside (LLA) or is currently in the process of placing in LLA. This
pool includes both ADL private LLA libraries and promoted candidate libraries.

• Candidate poolContains the libraries that ADL periodically evaluates for promotion to the LLA pool based on search
activity. This pool also contains libraries that were promoted to the LLA pool and were demoted back to the candidate
pool.

• Statistics pool
Contains libraries for which ADL tracks library searches but does not consider for promotion to the LLA pool.

• Pending area
Holds private LLA, candidate, and statistics libraries after they are added to ADL management but before they are
placed in a specific ADL pool. Libraries are held in the pending area to allow search statistics to accumulate, which
improves the accuracy of ADL management decisions.

• Request queue
Is a transient area that holds initial requests to add libraries to ADL management.

For a description of how ADL manages the size of these areas, see Library Pool and Pending Area Sizes in Active
Directory Lookaside.

LLA Simulation
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) allows you to simulate ADL-related LLA activity. This allows you to see how ADL
operates in your environment without actually updating LLA. LLA simulation can also be used if the PDSMAN LLA
Monitoring subtask (PDSMLMON) is not active or the Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOC) facility is not yet
available.  

In LLA simulation mode, ADL manages private LLA, candidate and statistics libraries normally; search statistics are
recorded, private LLA libraries are added, and candidate libraries are promoted and demoted. However, all of the LLA
activity related to ADL is simulated and the actual libraries being managed by LLA are not changed.

ADL indicates that LLA activity is being simulated on the PDSMELOC-03 messages written to the PDSMAN address
space job log. For example, the following messages indicate that a simulated LLA add is being performed:

PDSMELOC-03 LLA Add    Simulated for MY.ADL.LIBRARY

PDSMELOC-03 LLA Freeze Simulated for MY.ADL.LIBRARY

Likewise, if LLA monitoring messages are enabled using the $LLA control statement MONITORMSG parameter,
simulated PDSMLMON-02 messages are issued:

PDSMLMON-02 Simulated LLA Add Detected for Private Library My.ADL.LIBRARY

In LLA simulation mode, actual and potential savings values and LLA search information are also simulated based on LLA
search times for a representative LLA library (usually SYS1.LINKLIB). 

LLA simulation mode is disabled by default.
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Change the LLA Simulation Option

You can change the LLA simulation option setting using the $ADLOPT control statement SIMULATE parameter.

NOTE

The new LLA simulation setting does not take effect until you reinitialize PDSMAN and then stop and restart the
ADL subtask.

Library Search Information
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) tracks library search activity for the libraries it manages, including searches that are
performed when the library is part of a concatenation.

The library search information includes the following:

• The number of times the search was successful
• The number of times the requested member was not found
• The date and time the library was last searched

ADL records two types of search information for each library:

• LLA Cache search information is recorded when a search is performed and the library is managed by LLA in Freeze
mode.

• Directory search information is recorded when a search is performed and the library is not managed by LLA or is
managed by LLA in NoFreeze mode.

ADL also records the number of ADL probe searches that are performed to measure library search times. Because these
searches are triggered by ADL, they are not included in the total search counts.

ADL starts to record search information with the first search of a library that is eligible for ADL management. The search
statistics are discarded when a library leaves ADL and are reset to zero when the library reenters management.

The ADL Library Search Information (LIBSEARCH) report provides information about directory and LLA cache search
activity for ADL-managed libraries.

The ADL Search Information (ADLSEARCH) report provides information about overall directory and LLA cache search
activity for ADL-managed libraries.

Measured Search Times
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) measures directory and LLA cache search times for each managed library. ADL uses
these Measured Search Times to calculate the average times for directory and LLA cache searches.

ADL measures search times only for selected library searches. The search times for libraries that are part of a
concatenation are measured only when both of these conditions are true:

• The library is first in the concatenation.
• The member is found in the library.

Alternate Sources for Measured Search Times

Sometimes it is not possible to measure actual search times for a library. For example, if a library is not managed by ADL
or is managed in NoFreeze mode, ADL cannot measure the LLA cache search times for that library. Instead, ADL uses
alternate measured search time sources to estimate the search times. The alternate sources are used in the following
order:

1. The average of the measured search times for other ADL-managed libraries of the same type (PDS or PDSE), if
available
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2. The measured search times for a representative system library (usually SYS1.LINKLIB), if available
3. Default search times that are built into ADL

Average search times that are calculated from an alternate source are reported as estimated values.

Library Management Periods
Each Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) library has an associated management perio d that begins when the library is
added to ADL and ends at the current date and time. The following figure illustrates this management period.

Because libraries are added to ADL continuously, each library usually has a different management period, as shown in the
following figure.

ADL uses the management period when reporting search activity, savings, and other information about the library.

ADL Tuning Interval
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) management periods vary from library to library. ADL has probably managed some
libraries for hours or even days, and managed others for only the last few minutes.

To make library management decisions, ADL must compare search, savings, and other data for libraries with different
management periods. To ensure fair comparisons, ADL looks at a common, fixed period of time called the ADL tuning
interval rather than the individual library management periods. See the following example that shows the tuning interval
and management period for three libraries.
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An ADL tuning interval ends with the current date and time and begins the length of one tuning interval in the past. In
other words, ADL uses the data from the past tuning interval to make management decisions. For example, if the tuning
interval is an hour long and it is now 3:10 pm, the tuning interval runs from 2:10 to 3:10. If the tuning interval length is 10
minutes long, the tuning interval runs from 3:00pm to 3:10.

Tuning Interval Estimated Values

When ADL starts to manage a library, search and savings data are available for only a portion of the tuning interval.
As shown in the following figure, ADL normalizes the available data over the length of the tuning interval and uses the
estimated values until a full tuning interval has completed.

For example, assume that the tuning interval is one hour long. If ADL manages a library for 30 minutes (half the length of
the tuning interval) and records 250 searches for the library during that time, ADL calculates a normalized estimate of 500
searches.

For an example of how estimates are shown in ADL reports, see the Library Search Information Report (LIBSEARCH).

Effects of the Tuning Interval Length

The length of the tuning interval affects how actively ADL manages libraries and how much work ADL performs.

With a short tuning interval, ADL is more active in deciding which libraries to manage and management decisions are
based on more recent search activity. However, a short tuning interval results in more work for ADL and may cause the
mix of libraries that are placed in LLA to be adjusted frequently.

In contrast, a long tuning interval generally results in a more static mix of libraries being placed in LLA and longer periods
where estimated values are used. Using a longer tuning interval reduces the work ADL performs and allows promoted
libraries to remain in LLA for longer periods, however it also reduces how dynamically ADL responds to changing search
patterns.
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The default tuning interval of one hour is intended to balance how actively ADL manages your libraries and the amount
of work ADL performs. We recommend that you use the default initially and adjust the setting later if necessary for your
environment.

Change the Tuning Interval Length

You can set the length of the ADL tuning interval from 10 minutes to 24 hours through the $ADLOPT INTERVAL
parameter.

NOTE

The new tuning interval setting does not take effect until you reinitialize PDSMAN and then stop and restart the
ADL subtask.

If you change the tuning interval, the setting of other ADL options might also be affected. When the following $ADLOPT
parameters are set or default to AUTO, ADL calculates their values automatically based on the tuning interval:

• MIXINTV
• LLAPENDTIME
• CANDPENDTIME
• STATPENDTIME
• LLAPOOLTIME
• CANDPOOLTIME
• STATPOOLTIME

Effect of Changes to the Tuning Interval Length Example

As an example of the effect of tuning interval changes, consider the $ADLOPT MIXINTV parameter. This parameter
controls how often ADL tries to promote candidate libraries to LLA management through the mix management process.

With $ADLOPT MIXINTV=AUTO effective, meaning that the mix interval value is computed based on the $ADLOPT
INTERVAL setting, ADL sets the mix interval so mix management is performed ten times each tuning interval.

Changing the tuning interval to 10 minutes causes mix processing to be performed every minute. ADL actively manages
the mix of libraries and performs a relatively large amount of work.

On the other hand, changing the tuning interval to ten hours reduces the amount of work that is performed considerably
because mix processing is done only once an hour. However, ADL management of the libraries is much less active and
may result in lesser overall savings.

Because these values all work together, we recommend that you leave these individual parameters set to AUTO and
make gradual adjustments through the tuning interval if needed.

Savings in ADL
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) measures savings in terms of the elapsed time (also called "wallclock" time) saved
when the Library Lookaside (LLA) cache is used instead of actually searching the library directory.

ADL uses measured search times to:

• determine the average search times for the directory and LLA cache
• compute the average search time savings for each library that is managed by ADL

For example, assume that ADL determined that it takes an average of 10 milliseconds to search the directory of a PDS
load module library. Assume that ADL also determined that it takes an average of 2 milliseconds to search the same
library when it is managed by LLA in Freeze mode. ADL computes the Average Search Time Savings for the library as the
difference between the values (8 milliseconds).
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Because it knows the average search time savings, ADL can compute overall savings using the total number of searches
for the library during its management period.

Types of Savings

The type of savings that are provided depends on whether the library is being optimized by LLA:

• Realized savings are provided when a library is being optimized by LLA.
• Potential savings are an estimate of the savings that could be realized if ADL were to place the library in LLA.
• Combined savings are the total of the realized and potential savings.

For example, suppose that a library is first managed by ADL as a candidate library and promoted later to LLA, as shown in
the following figure:

Assume that ADL has calculated an average search time savings of 8 milliseconds for a library and that 1,000 searches
are performed while the library is in the candidate pool. These searches represent a potential savings of 8 seconds (1,000
searches * 8ms savings) because the library is not yet being managed by LLA.

Further assume that 5,000 searches are performed for the same library after it has been promoted from the candidate
pool and has been placed in LLA. These searches result in realized savings of 40 seconds (5,000 searches * 8ms)
because this search time has actually been saved.

The combined savings, or amount of time that was saved or could have been saved by LLA optimization, is the total of the
potential and realized savings (48 seconds).

Reporting Savings for ADL Libraries

The Active Directory Lookaside Library Savings (LIBSAVE) report provides information about realized, potential, and
combined savings.

The following example shows the LIBSAVE management period report for the library that was used in the previous
example.

The Savings Per Search (SPS) Calculation section shows the elapsed time savings per search and LLA Performance
Ratio values for the library. These values are computed from the Directory and LLA Cache average search times.

> Savings Per Search (SPS) Calculation

    Directory AST (DAST)    :       10.000 ms

    LLA Cache AST (LAST)    :        2.000 ms

    Savings Per Search      :        8.000 ms              (DAST - LAST)

    LLA Performance Ratio   :             4:1              (DAST / LAST)

 

The Management Period Savings section, which is shown next, lists the realized, potential, and combined elapsed search
time savings for the library, since it was added to ADL management.
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> Management Period Savings - Since 09/17/2017 at 10:28:46 (01:01:33 Ago)

 

    Management Period Start :  09/17/2017 at 10:28:46

    Management Period End   :  09/17/2017 at 11:30:19

    Management Period Length:  01:01:33

 

    Savings Type   Elapsed Time     Searches  Search Type

    -------------  ---------------  --------  -----------

    Realized         40.000 sec      5000     LLA Cache

    Potential         8.000 sec      1000     Directory

    =============  ===============  ========  ===========

    Combined         48.000 sec      6000     Total

The management period start, end, and length fields are shown when LEVEL=DETAIL.

You can use the Library Savings report to report management period or tuning interval savings.

Reporting Overall ADL Savings

The Active Directory Lookaside Savings (ADLSAVE) report provides information on overall savings you have realized from
using ADL.

ADL Pending Area
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) uses library search information for the ADL tuning interval to make library management
decisions.

ADL begins recording search information when a request is made to manage a library. Because it usually takes ADL just a
few seconds to process a request, only a small amount of library search information is typically available when the library
is added to ADL.

Uncertainty is introduced when ADL normalizes library search information that has been recorded for only a short
timeframe over the length of a full tuning interval. As shown in the following figure, this uncertainty decreases as more
information is recorded and is eventually eliminated when the library has been managed for a full tuning interval.
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Libraries are typically placed in the ADL pending area when they are added to ADL. The pending area provides a place to
hold a library while more search information is recorded. After spending sufficient time in the pending area, the library is
eligible to be added to the appropriate ADL library pool.

By default, ADL automatically calculates how long libraries are held in the pending area based on the ADL management
type and the length of the tuning interval. Allowing ADL to automatically calculate pending times means that ADL can
make better management decisions and reduces the time that you spend administering the facility. 

Changing the Pending Time

We recommend that you allow ADL to calculate pending times automatically. However, you can manually specify pending
times through the following $ADLOPT control statement parameters:

• STATPENDTIME
• CANDPENDTIME
• LLAPENDTIME

You can set the pending time for each ADL library pool separately from zero minutes (indicating that no time is to be spent
in the pending area) to 24 hours.

Changes to these $ADLOPT control statement parameters are activated by when PDSMAN is reinitialized. You do not
have to recycle the PDSMADL subtask. The changes to pending times are effective immediately upon activation and also
affect pending libraries.

Management Scores
Each library that is managed by Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) has an associated Management Score or MScore. ADL
uses MScores to choose candidate libraries to promote to (or demote from) LLA and for managing the ADL library pools.

MScores are used to rank the expected benefit of the management of each library in ADL for the next tuning interval on a
scale from 0 to 100. The library with the highest expected benefit is assigned an MScore of 100; the MScores for all other
libraries are calculated relative to this maximum score.

For example, assume that three libraries (LIB1, LIB2, and LIB3) have expected benefit values of 5,000, 3,000, and 1,000,
respectively. ADL calculates MScores for these libraries as shown in the following figure:
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LIB1 has an MScore of 100 because it has the highest expected benefit. The MScore for LIB2 is 60 because its expected
benefit is 60 percent (3000/5000) of what is expected from LIB1. LIB3 has an MScore of 20 because its expected benefit
is 20 percent of LIB1.

MScores rank all ADL libraries without regard to their management type or location. Thus it is possible for a statistics
library such as LIB1 to have a higher MScore than an ADL candidate or private LLA library. Also, more than one library
may have the same MScore.

MScores are shown on the ADL Library Management (LIBMANAGE) report. Use the SORT parameter to list the libraries
by MScore order.

Slot Stealing in ADL
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) performs slot stealing when it tries to add a library to a management pool or the ADL
pending area but the target location is full.

Libraries Eligible for Stealing

Libraries in the ADL candidate, statistics, and LLA management pools are eligible for stealing only if they have been in the
pool for a minimum period of time. By default, ADL computes a minimum time value for each management pool based on
the tuning interval. Libraries in the pending area are not subject to minimum pool times.

Certain libraries, called Protected Libraries in Active Directory Lookaside , are never eligible for slot stealing. For example,
a private LLA library that has been defined with $ADL MANAGE=LLA is protected because ADL has been explicitly told to
place the library in LLA. The library slot cannot be stolen by a promoted candidate or other private LLA library.

Slot Stealing for ADL Management Pools

When stealing a slot in a management pool, ADL identifies the library that is currently in the pool that is eligible for stealing
and has the lowest MScore. This library is the target for the steal operation.

ADL compares the MScore of the target library to the score of the library being added. If the MScore for the target library
is lower, it is replaced by the library being added. If the replaced target library is a previously promoted candidate library,
ADL tries to add it back into the candidate pool. Otherwise it is removed from ADL management.

If no eligible target library is found, or if the target library MScore is higher than the score of the library being added,
the attempt to add the new library is unsuccessful. If the library was being promoted, it remains in the candidate pool.
Otherwise it is removed from ADL management.

Sometimes the MScore comparison is bypassed, and the library being added replaces the eligible target library with the
lowest MScore.

Slot Stealing for the Pending Area

A similar slot stealing process is used when a library is added to the ADL pending area. In this case, private LLA libraries
can steal slots from pending statistics or candidate libraries, and candidate libraries can steal slots from pending statistics
libraries. No slot stealing takes place when a statistics library is added to the pending area.

Changing Minimum Pool Times

We recommend that you allow ADL to calculate the minimum pool times that are used for slot stealing automatically.
However, you can specify minimum pool times manually through the following $ADLOPT control statement parameters:

• STATPOOLTIME
• CANDPOOLTIME
• LLAPOOLTIME
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You can set the minimum management time for each ADL library pool separately from zero minutes to 24 hours.

Changes to the $ADLOPT control statement parameters are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to
recycle the PDSMADL subtask. The changes are effective for all libraries in the pool immediately upon activation.

Protected Libraries
Some Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) libraries are marked as protected. Protected libraries are not eligible targets for
slot stealing and are not pruned from the LLA pool due to inactivity. The protection status for each ADL library is shown on
the ADL Library Management (LIBMANAGE) report.

Private LLA libraries that were placed in the LLA pool through the $ADL MANAGE=LLA parameter are automatically
marked as protected.

You can change the protection status of a library through the PROTECT and UNPROTECT commands.

Mix Management
The key to actively managing your Library Lookaside (LLA) libraries is the ability to promote eligible candidate libraries
to the LLA pool. This process, called mix management, dynamically adjusts the mix of libraries in LLA based on recent
search activity.

During mix management, Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) selects the candidate library with the highest MScore and
attempts to promote it to the LLA pool. As shown in the following figure, if there is room in the LLA pool, the promotion
completes successfully, and the library is referred to as a promoted candidate library.

If the number of libraries in the LLA pool already meets or exceeds the maximum that is allowed, ADL tries to steal the slot
of an eligible previously promoted candidate library with the lowest MScore. If the steal is successful, the candidate library
is promoted to LLA, and the previously promoted library in the LLA pool is demoted to the candidate pool, as shown in the
following figure.
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The mix management process continues by selecting the candidate library with the next highest score until a promotion is
unsuccessful.

Mix management is performed periodically, based on the setting of the $ADLOPT MIXINTV parameter. By default, ADL
automatically calculates the mix management interval based on the length of the ADL tuning interval.

Changing the ADL Mix Interval

We recommend allowing ADL to calculate automatically the mix management interval. However, you can specify the
interval manually through the $ADLOPT MIXINTV parameter. The mix interval can be set from one minute to 24 hours.

Changes to the $ADLOPT control statement parameter are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to
recycle the PDSMADL subtask. Changes to the mix interval are effective immediately upon activation.

Library Pool and Pending Area Sizes
The Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) LLA, candidate, and statistics pools have fixed maximum sizes that you set through
the $ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE, CANDPOOLSIZE and STATPOOLSIZE parameters, respectively.

The default value for each of these parameters is AUTO, which allows ADL to calculate values suitable for your
environment. For LLAPOOLSIZE=AUTO, ADL sets a default pool size of 50 entries. When AUTO is specified for
CANDPOOLSIZE or STATPOOLSIZE, ADL calculates the values that are based on the setting of LLAPOOLSIZE.

The actual size of the ADL pending area varies. ADL subtracts the number of libraries currently in the LLA, candidate, and
statistics pools (not the pool maximum sizes) from the $ADLOPT MAXADLLIBS parameter to determine the size of the
pending area.

The default setting of MAXADLLIBS=AUTO allows ADL to calculate automatically the maximum number of libraries to be
managed by ADL. Thus, ADL indirectly sets the size of the pending area based on the size parameter values of the ADL
library pool.

The default and automatic settings provide a balance between the savings that are realized and the resources that are
required to provide those savings. You should use the defaults initially, adjusting the values later if necessary, and start
with the LLAPOOLSIZE parameter. 

Changing the Size of the LLA Pool

You can set maximum size of the LLA pool from 0 to 100 entries using the $ADLOPT LLAPOOLSIZE parameter.
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Changes to this parameter are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to recycle the PDSMADL
subtask. If the number of libraries currently in the pool exceeds the new maximum size, ADL causes previously promoted
candidate libraries to be removed from the pool until one of these conditions is met:

• The new size limit is met.
• No promoted candidates are left to remove.

Setting LLAPOOLSIZE=0 prevents ADL from placing any libraries in LLA.  

Changing the maximum size of the LLA pool may affect the setting of other ADL options. The values for the following
$ADLOPT parameters are calculated automatically based on the LLAPOOLSIZE setting if they are set to AUTO or are
allowed to default:

• CANDPOOLSIZE
• STATPOOLSIZE
• MAXADLLIBS

Change the Size of the Candidate Pool

You set the maximum size of the candidate pool from 0 to 200 entries through the $ADLOPT CANDPOOLSIZE parameter.

Changes to this parameter are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to recycle the PDSMADL
subtask. If the number of libraries currently in the pool exceeds the new maximum size, ADL removes libraries from the
pool until the new size limit is met.

If you set CANDPOOLSIZE=0, libraries are not managed as candidate libraries, and the automatic promotion of libraries
to LLA is effectively disabled.

If you change the maximum size of the candidate pool, the $ADLOPT MAXADLLIBS parameter might also be affected if it
is set to AUTO or defaults to AUTO.

Change the Size of the Statistics Pool

You set the maximum size of the statistics pool from 0 to 200 entries through the $ADLOPT STATPOOLSIZE parameter.

Changes to this parameter are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to recycle the PDSMADL
subtask. If the number of libraries currently in the pool exceeds the new maximum size, ADL removes libraries from the
pool until the new size limit is met.

If you change the maximum size of the statistics pool, the $ADLOPT MAXADLLIBS parameter might also be affected if it
is set to AUTO or defaults to AUTO.

Change the Maximum Number of Libraries Managed by ADL

You set the maximum number of libraries to be managed by ADL from 0 to 400 libraries through the $ADLOPT
MAXADLLIBS parameter.

Changes to this parameter are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to recycle the PDSMADL
subtask. If the number of libraries currently in ADL management exceeds the new maximum value, ADL allows libraries to
be removed from management until the new size limit is met.

NOTE

If you set MAXADLLIBS=0, ADL is effectively disabled.
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Logging in ADL
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) records information about ADL activity in the ADL log. This log provides short-term
historical information for ADL in general and for the individual libraries being managed. The log is also an important
diagnostic tool because it provides a record of recent ADL behavior.

You can use the Active Directory Lookaside Log (ADLLOG) report to view the contents of the log or the Library History
(LIBHIST) report to see historical information for one or more libraries.

By default, an ADLLOG report is written to the PDSMRPT DD output of the PDSMAN Address Space when ADL
terminates. You change this behavior through the $ADLOPT TERMRPTLOG parameter.

ADL Logging Levels

You use the ADL logging level to control which log records are written to the ADL log. A relatively low logging level (such
as three) generally causes only a few critical records to be written; whereas a higher logging level (such as eight) causes
ADL to write a greater volume of more detailed records.

You set the global ADL logging level through the $ADLOPT LOGLEVEL parameter. The default setting of six ensures
that all error conditions and major ADL processing is logged and provides a good compromise between higher and lower
settings.

To override the global logging level for individual libraries, specify the $ADL LOGLEVEL parameter on the $ADL control
statement that matches the library.

ADL Log Size

The ADL log never fills. As new entries are written, the log wraps, and the oldest previously written entries are replaced as
needed. The length of time for which log information is recorded varies based on the log size, the effective logging level,
and the amount of ADL activity. Typically, the size of the log should be sufficient to record between three and seven days
of ADL activity.

We recommend using the default setting that allows ADL to calculate automatically the size of the log. However, you can
manually set the log size through the $ADLOPT LOGSIZE parameter to be between 1,000 and 500,000 entries.

NOTE

The new log size will not take effect until you reinitialize PDSMAN and then stop and restart the ADL subtask.

ADL Smart Start
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) provides a smart start option to control when the ADL subtask (PDSMADL) is started.
When enabled, ADL smart start:

• Suppresses the automatic startup of the subtask if there is no interest in ADL functionality
• Automatically starts the subtask, if needed, when new PDSMAN rules are activated that indicate interest in ADL

functionality.

PDSMAN determines that there is no interest in ADL if any of the following conditions are true:

• No $ADL control statements are specified.
• $ADL control statements are used, but they all specify MANAGE=NO.
• $ADLOPT MAXADLIBS=0 is specified.

When ADL smart start is disabled, the subtask is always started automatically when PDSMAN is initialized. The subtask is
not automatically started when new rules are activated.

 The ADL smart start option is enabled by default.
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Changing the ADL Smart Start Option

We recommend that you allow ADL smart start to control the ADL subtask. However, you can disable smart start through
the SMARTSTART parameter of the $ADLOPT control statement.
Changes to that parameter are activated when you reinitialize PDSMAN. You do not have to recycle the PDSMADL
subtask.

Glossary of ADL Terms
Terms that are commonly used with Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) are defined here.

ADL Probes

ADL Probes are initiated by ADL to measure search times for a library. Because the resulting searches are generated by
ADL, they are not included in the reported library search counts.

Candidate Libraries

Candidate libraries are those that you have defined to ADL as conditionally eligible for LLA management. You set this
eligibility through the $ADL MANAGE=CAND parameter setting. These libraries are not placed in LLA initially, but they
may be promoted to LLA based on library search activity.

Combined Elapsed Search Time Savings

Combined Elapsed Search Time Savings are savings that either were realized or possible during the time period. In effect,
they are the sum of the realized and potential elapsed search time savings. To calculate the combined savings, ADL
multiplies the Savings Per Search value by the number of searches that are performed using both the LLA Cache and the
directory. If the Savings Per Search value has been estimated, the resulting combined savings are also considered to be
an estimate.

Current Tuning Interval

The Current Tuning Interval is the period beginning one ADL tuning interval ago and ending with the current time. The
length of the ADL tuning interval is set using the $ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter.

Data Period

The Data Period for which a report is generated can be either a management period or a tuning interval.

Directory Average Search Time

The Directory Average Search Time (DAST) is the average elapsed time, in milliseconds, required to search the library
when it is not managed by LLA or it is managed in LLA NoFreeze mode. ADL measures the total elapsed time for selected
directory searches and calculates the average time. If measured search times are not available for the library, ADL uses
alternate measured search time sources to estimate the average search time.

Elapsed Search Time Savings

Elapsed Search Time Savings are based on the difference between the average search times when the library directory
is searched and when the LLA cache is used (the Savings Per Search) and the number of searches performed. The
calculated savings are classified as realized, potential, or combined depending on how the search was performed. The
savings can be reported for the library management period or the current tuning interval.
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Elapsed Time Savings Per Search

Elapsed Time Savings Per Search (SPS) represents the elapsed time that is saved when the LLA Cache is used for a
library search instead of the library directory. The SPS is calculated by subtracting the LLA Cache Average Search Time
(LAST) from the Directory Average Search Time (DAST), with a minimum calculated value of zero. If either average
search time is an estimated value, the resulting SPS value is also considered to be an estimate.

LLA Cache Average Search Time

The LLA Cache Average Search Time (LAST) is the average elapsed time, in milliseconds, required to search the library
when it is managed in LLA Freeze mode. ADL measures the total elapsed time for selected LLA cache searches and
calculates the average time. If measured search times are not available for the library, ADL uses alternate measured
search time sources to estimate the average search time.

LLA Freeze Mode

When managing a library in Freeze mode, LLA maintains an in-storage cache of the library directory entries and uses
the cache to fulfill search requests. Libraries that are managed in Freeze mode typically have significantly shorter search
times than if they were not managed by LLA or were managed in NoFreeze mode.

LLA NoFreeze Mode

When managing a library in NoFreeze mode, LLA maintains an in-storage cache of the library directory entries but does
not use the cached data to fulfill search requests. Libraries that are managed in NoFreeze mode typically have search
times similar to when they are not managed by LLA.

LLA Performance Ratio

The LLA Performance Ratio provides a relative comparison of the LLA Cache Average Search Time to the Directory
Average Search Time. This ratio shows how many times faster an LLA cache search is than a directory search. This value
is calculated by dividing the Directory Average Search Time (DAST) by the LLA Cache Average Search Time (LAST)
and rounding the result. If either average search time is an estimated value, the resulting LLA Performance Ratio is also
considered to be an estimate.

Management Period

The Management Period for a library is the period that begins when the library was added to ADL management and ends
at the current time.

Pending Area

The Pending area holds private LLA, candidate, and statistics libraries after they are added to ADL management
but before they are placed in a specific ADL pool. Libraries are held in the pending area to allow search statistics to
accumulate, thus improving the accuracy of ADL management decisions.

Potential Elapsed Search Time Savings

Potential Elapsed Search Time Savings are savings that could have been realized had the library been managed by
LLA for the time period. Potential savings are calculated by multiplying the Savings Per Search value by the number
of searches that are performed using the directory. If the Savings Per Search value has been estimated, the resulting
potential savings are also considered to be an estimate.
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Private LLA Libraries

Private LLA libraries are those you have told ADL to place in LLA through the $ADL MANAGE=LLA parameter setting.
When a library that is managed as a private LLA library is searched, ADL tries to place it in LLA. If ADL succeeds, the
library generally remains in LLA until it is explicitly removed.

Promoted Candidate Libraries

Promoted Candidate Libraries are those you have told ADL to manage as candidate libraries through the $ADL
MANAGE=CAND. These libraries have been promoted to the LLA pool because of their search activity and are currently
being managed by LLA.

Realized Elapsed Search Time Savings

Realized Elapsed Search Time Savings are savings that were realized during the time period. Realized savings are
calculated by multiplying the Savings Per Search value by the number of searches that are performed through the LLA
Cache. If the Savings Per Search value has been estimated, the resulting realized savings are also considered to be an
estimate.

Request Queue

The Request queue is a transient area that holds initial requests to add libraries to ADL management.

Statistics Libraries

Statistics libraries are those for which library search activity is tracked but that are not eligible for promotion to LLA.
Libraries are usually managed as statistics libraries to help you identify possible candidate libraries. Statistics libraries are
defined using the $ADL MANAGE=STATS parameter.

Tuning Interval

The Tuning Interval period is the period the begins one ADL tuning interval length ago and ends at the current time. The
length of the ADL tuning interval is set using the $ADLOPT INTERVAL parameter.

ADL Reports
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) reports provide information that helps you to understand your ADL environment,
including:

• The libraries that ADL is managing
• The savings that you have realized or could expect to realize when ADL optimizes directory searches through the

system Library Lookaside (LLA) facility
• The number of searches that are performed on ADL-managed libraries
• The operations and actions that ADL has recently performed
• Information about your ADL environment

Available Reports

The following ADL reports are available:

Library Management Report (LIBMANAGE)This report provides information about the libraries that ADL manages.

Library Savings Report (LIBSAVE)This report provides information about realized, potential, and combined elapsed
search time savings that you gained by using ADL.

Library Search Information Report (LIBSEARCH)
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This report provides information about directory and Library Lookaside (LLA) cache search activity for ADL-managed
libraries.

Library History Report (LIBHIST)
This report shows the short-term history for a library using the ADL log entries. 

ADL Savings Report (ADLSAVE)This report provides information about overall savings you have realized from using ADL.

ADL Search Information Report (ADLSEARCH)This report provides information about overall directory and LLA cache
search activity for ADL-managed libraries.

ADL Log Report (ADLLOG)This report lists log entries of the important events that occurred during processing and
provides a sequential, historical record of ADL activity.

ADL Options ReportThis report shows the $ADLOPT control statement settings and the effective settings for options that
control ADL behavior.

To generate a report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or more control statements in the
utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

 

 

Library Management Report (LIBMANAGE)
The Library Management (LIBMANAGE) report provides information about the libraries being managed by ADL. You can
filter the libraries that are reported by name and ADL management location.

LIBMANAGE Report Generation

To generate the Library Management report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or more
LIBMANAGE control statements in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

LIBMANAGE Control Statement Syntax

You use the LIBMANAGE control statement to generate the ADL Library Management report. All the LIBMANAGE control
statement parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

LIBMANage [LIB=librarynameorpattern]

          [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

          [LOCation=location|(location[,location])]

 

          [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

          [FORmat=List|Table]

          [SORT=field1|(field1[,[order1]] [,[field2]] [,[order2]] )

          [COUNT=value]

LIBMANAGE Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the LIBMANAGE control statement. For more information about a parameter, see
ADL Report Parameters.

LIB
Library name or pattern for selection

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern for exclusion
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ADL Report ParametersThe ADL management location for the library

ADL Report ParametersThe level of detail to include in the report

ADL Report ParametersThe report format to be produced

ADL Report ParametersUp to two LIBMANAGE report sort field names

ADL Report ParametersThe maximum number of libraries to be reported

LIBMANAGE Report Sort Fields

You can sort the LIBMANAGE report on the following fields. For each field, the shortest abbreviation is shown in upper
case and the default sort order is shown in parentheses.

LIBname (A)
The name of the ADL-managed library (default).

LOCation (A)
The ADL management location where the library currently resides. This field sorts in a sequence that is defined by ADL;
use LOCTEXT to sort by the location text value.

LOCText (A)
The ADL management location where the library currently resides, in text sequence.

MSCore (D)
The ADL management score for the library.

STATus (A)
The current ADL management status, using the following logical sequence:

• – Requested
– Pending
– LLA Add
– LLA Update
– LLA Remove
– Active
– Terminated
– Use the STATUSTEXT field to sort by the actual status text value.

STATUSText (A)
The text value of the current ADL management status. Use the STATUS field to sort in logical management status
sequence.

TIMEINAdl (D)
The length of time the library has been managed by ADL.

TYPE (A)
The current ADL management type, using the following logical sequence:

• – LLA     -   Private LLA libraries
– CAND  -   Candidate libraries
– STAT   -   Statistics libraries

Use the TYPETEXT field to sort by the text of the management type value.

TYPEText (A)
The text value of the current ADL management type. Use the TYPE field to sort in logical management type sequence.

PROTected (D)
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An indication (Yes or No) of whether the library is an ADL protected library.

PROMotes (D)
The number of times the library has been promoted to the LLA pool.

DEMotes (D)
The number of times the library has been demoted from the LLA pool.

Examples of LIBMANAGE Control Statements

This section provides examples of control statements you can use to create the LIBMANAGE report.

All ADL-Managed Libraries in Table Format

The following example shows how to report all ADL-managed libraries in table format. Default parameter values are used
when generating the report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBMANAGE                           /* Report in Table Format */

/*

Detailed Report Level

The following example shows how to generate a detailed report, in list format, of ADL-managed libraries that are active in
or targeted for the candidate pool. The detail level report produces more information than a normal level report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBMAN  LEVEL=DETAIL                 /* Generate Detailed Report */

          FORMAT=LIST                  /* List format              */

          LOCATION=CAND                /* Candidate Libraries      */

/*

Top Ten Most Promoted Libraries

The following example shows how to generate a report showing the ten libraries that have been promoted most often to
LLA. By default, the PROMOTES field is sorted in descending order. Only the first ten libraries are included.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBMANAGE  SORT=PROMOTES              /* Sort by promotion count */

             COUNT=10                   /* Report 10 Libraries     */

/*

LIBMANAGE Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the LIBMANAGE report. The sections that are reported
vary based on the report format, report level, and other criteria.
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Library Management Information Section (Table Format)

The Library Management Information section provides ADL management information for the selected libraries as shown in
the next example.

Library Management Information (LIBMANAGE)

 

Library Name                                 Status     Locn  TimeInADL    MScore   Type  Prot  LibT  Promote

 Demote  ReEntry

-------------------------------------------  ---------  ----  -----------  ------   ----  ----  ----  -------

 ------- -------            

PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11                          Active     LLA      00:02:26   48.72   CAND  No    LOAD      

  1       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12                          Active     LLA      00:02:24  100.00   CAND  No    LOAD      

  1       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST12                          Active     LLA      00:02:16   57.99   LLA   Yes   LOAD        0

       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST13                          Active     LLA      00:02:15   60.14   LLA   Yes   LOAD      

  0       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.STEST11                          Active     STAT     03:07:52    0.00   STAT  No    LOAD      

  0       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.STEST12                          Active     STAT     00:02:08   95.10   STAT  No    LOAD      

  0       0       0

 

LIBMANAGE Processing Complete - RC= 0

 

The following fields are included in this section:

Library Name
The name of the library being managed.

Status
The current ADL management status for the library.

Locn
The ADL management location where the library currently resides.

TimeInADL
The length of time the library has been managed by ADL.

MScore
The ADL management score for the library, in the range zero to 100. 

Type
The ADL management type for the library, as provided on the $ADL control statement definition.

Prot
The ADL Protected Library indicator (Yes or No).

LIBT
The type of library being managed:

• – PDS
PDS Source Library

– LOAD
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PDS Load Library
– POBJ

PDSE Program Library
– ????

Not Yet Determined

Promote
The number of times the library has been promoted to the LLA pool.

Demote
The number of times the library has been demoted from the LLA pool.

ReEntry
The number of times the library has reentered the candidate pool after being demoted from the LLA pool.

Library Information Section

The Library Information section provides general information about a library that is managed by ADL as shown in the next
example.

> Library Information

     Library Name            :  PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11

     Library Type            :  PDS Load Library

     Last Searched           :  09/19/2017 at 12:03:02 (00:00:05 Ago)

The following fields are included in this section:

Library Name
The name of the library being managed. The volume serial on which the library resides is shown on the detail level report.

Library Type
The type of library being managed:

• – PDS Source Library
– PDS Load Library
– PDSE Program Library
– Not Yet Determined

Last Searched
The date and time when the library was last searched.

ADL Management Information Section

The ADL Management Information section provides information about how ADL manages a library as shown in the next
example.

> ADL Management Information

   Current Status          :  Active

   Current Location        :  CAND - Candidate Pool 

   $ADL Management Type    :  CAND

   Time in Location        :  00:05:52 (Since 09/11/2017 at 13:36:01)

   Time in ADL System      :  00:16:45 (Since 09/11/2017 at 13:25:08)

   Protected Library       :  No

   Promotion Count         :         1

   Demotion  Count         :         1
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   Re-Entry  Count         :         1

The following fields are shown in this section:

Current Status
The current ADL management status for the library.

Current Location
The ADL management location where the library currently resides. 

$ADL Management Type
The ADL management type for the library, as provided on the $ADL control statement definition.

Time in Location
The length of time the library has spent in the current location and the date and time when it was added to the location.

Time in ADL System
The amount of time the library has been managed by Active Directory Lookaside and the date and time when the request
was made to add it to ADL.

Protected Library
An indication (Yes or No) of whether the library is an ADL Protected Library.

Promotion Count
The number of times the library has been promoted to the LLA pool. This field is shown only if there has been promotion,
demotion, or reentry activity for the library.

Demotion Count
The number of times the library has been demoted from the LLA pool. This field is shown only if there has been
promotion, demotion, or reentry activity for the library.

Re-Entry Count
The number of times the library has reentered the candidate pool after being demoted from the LLA pool. This field is
shown only if there has been promotion, demotion, or reentry activity for the library.

Library Savings Report (LIBSAVE)
The Library Savings (LIBSAVE) report in Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) provides information on realized, potential, and
combined elapsed search time savings from using ADL.

LIBSAVE Report Generation

To generate the Library Savings report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or more LIBSAVE
control statements in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

LIBSAVE Control Statement Syntax

You use the LIBSAVE control statement to generate the ADL Library Savings report. All the LIBSAVE control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

LIBSAVe [LIB=librarynameorpattern]

        [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

        [LOCation=location|(location[,location])]

 

        [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

        [FORmat=List|Table]
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        [SORT=field1|(field1[,[order1]] [,[field2]] [,[order2]] )

        [COUNT=value]

LIBSAVE Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the LIBSAVE control statement. For more information about a parameter, see ADL
Report Parameters.

LIB
Library name or pattern for selection

XLIB
Library name or pattern for exclusion

ADL Report ParametersThe ADL management location for the library

ADL Report ParametersThe level of detail to include in the report

ADL Report ParametersThe report format to be produced

ADL Report ParametersUp to two LIBSAVE report sort field names

ADL Report ParametersThe maximum number of libraries to be reported

LIBSAVE Report Sort Fields

You can sort the LIBSAVE report on the following fields. For each field, the shortest abbreviation is shown in upper case
and the default sort order is shown in parentheses.

LIBname (A)
The name of the ADL-managed library (default).

LIBType (A)
The library type.

LOCation (A)
The ADL management location where the library currently resides. This field sorts in a sequence that is defined by ADL;
use LOCTEXT to sort by the location text value.

LOCText (A)
The ADL management location where the library currently resides, in text sequence.

LLARATio (D)
The LLA Performance Ratio value.

MPSearches (D)
The total number of searches for the library management period.

TISearches (D)
The total number of searches for the ADL tuning interval.

STSPSearch (D)
The elapsed search time savings for each search.

MPRSTSave (D)
The realized elapsed search time savings for the library management period.

MPPSTSave (D)
The potential elapsed search time savings for the library management period.

MPCSTSave (D)
The combined elapsed search time savings for the library management period.
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TIRSTSave (D)
The realized elapsed search time savings for the ADL tuning interval.

TIPSTSave (D)
The potential elapsed search time savings for the ADL tuning interval.

TICSTSave (D)
The combined elapsed search time savings for the ADL tuning interval.

Examples of LIBSAVE Control Statements

This section provides examples of control statements you can use to create the LIBSAVE report.

All ADL-Managed Libraries

The following example shows how to report savings information for all ADL-managed libraries. Default parameter values
are used when generating the report, which is produced in table format.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBSAVE                      /* All ADL-managed Libraries */

/*

Detailed Report Level

The following example shows how to generate a detailed report, in list format, of savings information for ADL-managed
libraries that are in the LLA or candidate pools. The detail level report produces more information than a normal level
report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBSAVE LEVEL=DETAIL                     /* Generate Detailed Report */

          FORMAT=LIST                      /* List format              */

          LOCATION=(LLAPOOL,CANDPOOL)      /* LLA and Candidate Libs   */

/*

Top Ten Libraries with the Highest LLA Performance Ratio

The following example shows how to generate a report showing the ten libraries with the highest LLA Performance Ratio.
By default, the LLARATIO field is sorted in descending order.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBSAVE SORT=LLARATIO        /* Sort by LLA Performance Ratio */

          COUNT=10             /* Report 10 Libraries           */

/*
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LIBSAVE Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the LIBSAVE report. The sections that are reported vary
based on the report format, report level, and other criteria.

Elapsed Search Time Savings Section (Table Format)

As shown in the next example, the Elapsed Search Time Savings section summarizes the realized and potential elapsed
search time savings for all selected libraries. Savings are shown for both the library management period and the ADL
tuning interval.

Library Savings Information (LIBSAVE)

 

> Library Savings Information (Tuning Interval 01:00:00) (7 Libraries)

                                                                         - Management Period (secs)  -  ---

 Tuning Interval (secs) --

    Library Name                                 Type Locn  LPR SPS(ms)  Searches  Realized  Potential 

 Searches  Realized  Potential

    -------------------------------------------- ---- ----  --- -------  -------- ---------  --------- 

 -------- ---------  ---------

    PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11                          LOAD LLA  1256  12.547       400     2.509      2.509      

 291     2.435      1.218

    PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12                          LOAD CAND 2581* 23.223*      100     0.000      2.322*      

  0     0.000      0.000

    PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST11                          LOAD LLA   272  12.187       400     2.437      2.437      

 292     2.375      1.188

    PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST12                          LOAD LLA  1453  13.069       200     1.307      1.307       

 97     1.274      0.000

    PDSMANT.ADL.STEST11                          LOAD STAT 1433* 12.891*      400     0.000      5.156*     

 294     0.000      3.784*

    PDSMANT.ADL.STEST12                          LOAD STAT 1581* 14.216*      100     0.000      1.422*      

  0     0.000      0.000

    PDSMANT.ADL.TEST10.POBJ                      POBJ STAT   10*  0.080*        1     0.000      0.000       

  1     0.000      0.000

 

    * Indicates an estimated value

 

 LIBSAVE Processing Complete - RC= 0

The following fields are included in the Elapsed Search Time Savings section:

Library Name
The name of the library being managed.

Type
The type of library being managed:

• – PDS
PDS Source Library

– LOAD
PDS Load Library

– POBJ
PDSE Program Library

– ????
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Not Yet Determined

Locn
The ADL management location where the library currently resides.

LPR
The LLA Performance Ratio value for the library. An asterisk following this field indicates an estimated value.

SPS
The elapsed time savings per search in milliseconds. An asterisk following this field indicates an estimated value.

Management Period Savings Searches
The number of searches that are used when calculating the library savings for the library management period.

Management Period Savings Realized
The realized elapsed search time savings, reported in seconds, since the library was added to ADL. An asterisk following
this field indicates an estimated value.

Management Period Savings Potential
The potential elapsed search time savings, reported in seconds, since the library was added to ADL. An asterisk following
this field indicates an estimated value.

Tuning Interval Searches
The number of searches that were used when calculating the library savings for the ADL tuning interval.

Tuning Interval Realized
The realized elapsed search time savings, reported in seconds, for the ADL tuning interval. An asterisk following this field
indicates an estimated value.

Tuning Interval Potential
The potential elapsed search time savings, reported in seconds, for the ADL tuning interval. An asterisk following this field
indicates an estimated value.

Library Information Section

As shown in the next example, the Library Information section provides general information about a library that is
managed by ADL.

> Library Information

  Library Name        : PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11

  Library Type        : PDS Load Library

  Last Searched       : 09/19/2017 at 12:03:02 (00:00:05 Ago)

The following fields are included in the Library Information section:

Library Name
The name of the library being managed. The volume serial on which the library resides is shown on the detail level report.

Library Type
The type of library being managed:

• – PDS Source Library
– PDS Load Library
– PDSE Program Library
– Not Yet Determined

Last Searched
The date and time when the library was last searched.
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Average Search Time Information Section

The Average Search Time Information section includes the Directory Average Search Time (DAST) and LLA Cache
Average Search Time (LAST) values for a library and the data that is used to calculate the average search times.

The Average Search Time Information is shown only when LEVEL=DETAIL is specified.

If measured search times are not available for Directory or LLA Cache searches, ADL uses data from alternate measured
search time sources such as the Calculated ADL Average to estimate the average search time.

> Average Search Time Information

 

     Search Location         :  Directory  (Library not in LLA or managed by LLA as NoFreeze)

     Directory AST Source    :  Measured Library Data

     Directory AST Searches  :          403

     Directory AST Elap Time :     5198.782 ms

     Directory AST (DAST)    :       12.900 ms                (DAST = Total Time / Search Count)

 

     Search Location         :  LLA Cache  (Library managed by LLA in Freeze mode)

     LLA Cache AST Source    :  Calculated ADL Average        (Results in Estimated LAST)

     LLA Cache AST Searches  :          200

     LLA Cache AST Elap Time :        1.802 ms

     LLA Cache AST (LAST)    :        0.009 ms (Estimated)    (LAST = Total Time / Search Count)

Savings Per Search (SPS) Calculation Section

The Savings Per Search section includes the elapsed time savings per search and LLA Performance Ratio values for a
library that are computed from the Directory Average Search Time and LLA Cache average search times. The Savings
Per Search and LLA Performance Ratio values are shown as estimated if either the Directory Average Search Time or
LLA Cache Average Search Time values were estimated.

> Savings Per Search (SPS) Calculation

     Directory AST (DAST)    :       12.900 ms

     LLA Cache AST (LAST)    :        0.009 ms (Estimated from Calculated ADL Average)

     Savings Per Search      :       12.891 ms (Estimated)    (DAST - LAST)

     LLA Performance Ratio   :         1433 :1 (Estimated)    (DAST / LAST)

Management Period Savings Report Section

The Management Period Savings section includes the realized, potential, and combined elapsed search time savings for a
library since it was added to ADL management.

The management period start, end, and length fields are shown when LEVEL=DETAIL is specified. The savings are
shown as estimated (E) if the elapsed time savings per search value was estimated.

> Management Period Savings - Since 09/17/2017 at 10:28:46 (01:01:33 Ago)

 

    Management Period Start :  09/17/2017 at 10:28:46

    Management Period End   :  09/17/2017 at 11:30:19

    Management Period Length:  01:01:33

 

    Savings Type   Elapsed Time     Searches  Search Type

     -------------  ---------------  --------  -----------
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     Realized  (E)        0.000 sec         0  LLA Cache

     Potential (E)        5.156 sec       400  Directory

     =============  ===============  ========  ===========

     Combined  (E)        5.156 sec       400  Total

Tuning Interval Savings Report Section

The Tuning Interval Savings section includes the realized, potential, and combined elapsed search time savings for the
ADL tuning interval.

> Tuning Interval Savings – Last 01:00:00

 

    Tuning Interval Start   :  09/17/2017 at 10:30:19

    Tuning Interval End     :  09/17/2017 at 11:30:19

    Tuning Interval Length  :  01:00:00

 

    Savings Type   Elapsed Time     Searches  Search Type

     -------------  ---------------  --------  -----------

     Realized  (E)        0.000 sec         0  LLA Cache

     Potential (E)        3.784 sec       294  Directory

     =============  ===============  ========  ===========

     Combined  (E)        3.784 sec       294  Total

The length of the tuning interval is shown on the report section header. The tuning interval start, end, and length fields are
shown only when LEVEL=DETAIL.

The tuning interval start timestamp, which is computed from the end time and the interval length, may show a value before
the library was placed in ADL management.

The Tuning Interval Data and Confidence Index fields are shown only if the library has been managed for less than one
full tuning interval. The Tuning Interval Data shows "Estimated" to indicate that ADL has estimated values for the full
tuning interval based on the available data. The Confidence Index provides an indication of the accuracy of this estimate.
The savings are shown as estimated (E) if the elapsed time savings per search value was estimated or if the tuning
interval data was estimated.

Library Search Information Report (LIBSEARCH)
The Library Search Information (LIBSEARCH) report in Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) provides information about
directory and LLA cache search activity for ADL-managed libraries.

LIBSEARCH Report Generation

To generate the Library Search Information report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or
more LIBSEARCH control statements in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

LIBSEARCH Control Statement Syntax

You use the LIBSEARCH control statement to generate the ADL Library Search Information report. All the LIBSEARCH
control statement parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper
case.

LIBSEArch [LIB=librarynameorpattern]
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          [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

          [LOCation=location|(location[,location])]

          [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

          [FORmat=List|Table]

          [DATAPeriod=Management|Tuning|All]

          [SORT=field1|(field1[,[order1]] [,[field2]] [,[order2]] )

          [COUNT=value]

LIBSEARCH Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the LIBSEARCH control statement. For more information about a parameter, see
ADL Report Parameters.

LIB
Library name or pattern for selection.

XLIB
Library name or pattern for exclusion.

LOCATION
The ADL management location for the library.

ADL Report Parameters The level of detail to include in the report.

ADL Report Parameters The report format to be produced.

DATAPERIOD
The data period for which the report is to be produced.

ADL Report Parameters Up to two LIBSEARCH report sort field names.

ADL Report Parameters The maximum number of libraries to be reported.

LIBSEARCH Report Sort Fields

You can sort the LIBSEARCH report on the following fields. For each field, the shortest abbreviation is shown in upper
case and the default sort order is shown in parentheses.

LIBname (A)
The name of the ADL-managed library (default).

SEARCHTOTal (D)
The total number of library searches for the data period.

SEARCHRate (D)
The rate at which the library was searched during the data period.

Examples of LIBSEARCH Control Statements

This section provides examples of control statements you can use to create the LIBSEARCH report.

All ADL-Managed Libraries

The following example shows how to report library search information for all ADL-managed libraries. Default parameter
values are used when generating the report, which is produced in table format.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *
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  LIBSEARCH                   /* All ADL-managed Libraries */

/*

Detailed Report Level

The following example shows how to generate a detailed report, in list format, of library search information for ADL-
managed libraries that are in the LLA or candidate pools. The detail level report produces more information than a normal
level report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBSEA LEVEL=DETAIL                        /* Generate Detailed Report */

         FORMAT=LIST                         /* List format              */

         LOCATION=(LLAPOOL,CANDPOOL)         /* LLA and Candidate Libs   */

/*

Top Ten Libraries with the Highest Search Rate for the Tuning Interval

The following example shows how to generate a report showing the ten libraries with the highest search rate for this ADL
tuning interval. By default, the search rate field is sorted in descending order. 

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBSEARCH DATAPER=TUNING                   /* Use Tuning Interval Data */

            SORT=SEARCHRATE                  /* Sort by Search Rate      */

            COUNT=10                         /* Report 10 Libraries      */

/*

LIBSEARCH Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the LIBSEARCH report. The sections that are reported
vary based on the report format, report level, and other criteria.

Tuning Interval Library Search Information Section (Table Format)

The Tuning Interval Library Search section includes search activity for selected libraries for the tuning interval as shown in
the next example.

Library Search Information (LIBSEARCH)

 

> Tuning Interval Library Search Information - Last 00:10:00 (9 Libraries)

 

                                                          Search     Search    LLA    Average         

 Member     Member      ADL

    Library Name                                  Locn    Count     Rate(spm)  Pct.   Time(ms)  CIx   

 Found     Not Found  Probes

    --------------------------------------------  ----  ----------  ---------  ----  ---------  --- 

 ---------- ---------- --------

    PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11                           CAND         184      18.40    0%     26.742  100        

 182          2        0
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    PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12                           CAND          94       9.40    0%     23.232  100         

 93          1        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST13                           CAND          94       9.40    0%     27.453  100         

 93          1        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST11                           LLA           92       9.20  100%     14.963  100         

 91          1        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST12                           LLA          184      18.40  100%      5.223  100        

 182          2        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST13                           LLA          184      18.40  100%      8.171  100        

 182          2        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.STEST11                           STAT          94       9.40    0%     38.700  100         

 93          1        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.STEST12                           STAT         193      19.30    0%     15.837  100        

 191          2        0

    PDSMANT.ADL.STEST13                           STAT          96       9.60    0%     22.203  100         

 95          1        0

 

 LIBSEARCH Processing Complete - RC= 0

The following fields are shown in the Library Search section:

Library Name
The name of the library being managed.

Locn
The ADL management location where the library currently resides.

Search Count
The total number of searches that are performed for the library.

Search Rate
The rate at which searches were performed for the library, in searches per minute.

LLA Pct.
The percentage of the total number of searches that were fulfilled using the LLA cache as opposed to the library directory.

Average Time
The overall average search time for the library, reported in milliseconds. This value, which includes all searches that were
measured by ADL for both the directory and the LLA cache, uses data from the management period.

CIX
The confidence index for tuning interval data. A value of less than 100 percent indicates that the search values have been
estimated because the library has been managed for less than one full tuning interval. The Confidence Index provides an
indication of the accuracy of the estimate; it will reach and hold at 100 percent when the library has been managed for a
full tuning interval.

This field is shown only when tuning interval data is reported.

Time In ADL
The length of time that the library has been managed by ADL. This field is shown only when management period data is
reported.

Member Found
The number of searches where the requested member was found in the library.

Member Not Found
The number of searches where the requested member was not found in the library.

ADL Probes
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The number of probe searches performed by ADL to measure search times for the library. These searches are not
included in the total search counts because they are generated internally by ADL. This field is shown only on the detail
level report for the tuning interval search information.

Management Period Library Search Information Section (Table Format)

The Management Period Library Search Information section includes search activity for selected libraries during the
management period.

> Management Period Library Search Information (3 Libraries)

 

                                                         Search     Search    LLA    Average                 

  Member     Member

   Library Name                                  Locn    Count     Rate(spm)  Pct.   Time(ms)    TimeInADL   

  Found     Not Found

   --------------------------------------------  ----  ----------  ---------  ----  ---------  ------------ 

 ---------- ----------

   PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST11                           LLA          500      11.09   70%     11.053    

  00:45:06         492          8

   PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST12                           LLA          400       8.89   75%      5.225     

 00:45:00         396          4

   PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST13                           LLA          300       6.67   67%     16.838

      00:44:58         297          3

For a description of the fields shown in this report section, see the Tuning Interval Library Search Information Section
(Table Format).

Library Information Section

As shown in the next example, the Library Information section provides general information about a library that is
managed by ADL.

> Library Information

  Library Name        : PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11

  Library Type        : PDS Load Library

  Last Searched       : 09/19/2017 at 12:03:02 (00:00:05 Ago)

The following fields are included in this section:

Library Name
The name of the library being managed. The volume serial on which the library resides is shown on the detail level report.

Library Type
The type of library being managed:

• – PDS Source Library
– PDS Load Library
– PDSE Program Library
– Not Yet Determined

Last Searched
The date and time when the library was last searched.
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Tuning Interval Search Information Section

This section reports library search information for the tuning interval.

> Tuning Interval Search Information - Last 01:00:00

 

     Tuning Interval Start   :  09/14/2017 at 10:32:03

     Tuning Interval End     :  09/14/2017 at 11:32:03

     Tuning Interval Length  :  01:00:00

     Tuning Interval Data    :  Estimated

     Confidence Index        :   75%

                    Search             Search     Average     Member      Member      ADL

     Search Type     Count       Pct.  Rate(spm)  Time (ms)    Found      Not Found  Probes

     --------------  ----------  ----  ---------  ---------  ----------  ----------  --------

       Directory            201   30%       3.35     36.310         198           3         4

       LLA Cache            467   70%       7.78      0.013         459           8         0

     ==============  ==========  ====  =========  =========  ==========  ==========  ========

     Totals                 668  100%      11.13     11.053         657          11         4

The length of the tuning interval is shown on the report section header. The tuning interval start, end, and length fields are
shown only when LEVEL=DETAIL.

The tuning interval start timestamp, which is computed from the end time and the interval length, may show a value before
the library was placed in ADL management.

The Tuning Interval Data and Confidence Index fields are shown only if the library has been managed for less than one
full tuning interval. The Tuning Interval Data shows "Estimated" to indicate that ADL has estimated values for the full
tuning interval based on the available data. The Confidence Index provides an indication of the accuracy of this estimate.

The table provides search counts and other information for three types of searches: Directory, LLA Cache, and Total. The
following fields are shown for each search type:

Search Count
The number of searches of the indicated type that were performed.

Pct.
The percentage of the total search count that is represented by the count for the indicated search type.

Search Rate
The rate at which searches of the indicated type were performed for the library, in searches per minute.

Average Time
The overall average search time for the library for the indicated search type, reported in milliseconds. The total value,
which includes all searches that are measured by ADL for both the directory and the LLA cache, uses data from the
management period. The total may not equal the sum of the reported directory and LLA cache average search times.

Member Found
The number of searches of the indicated type where the requested member was found in the library.

Member Not Found
The number of searches of the indicated type where the requested member was not found in the library.

ADL Probes
The number of probe searches performed by ADL to measure search times for the library. These searches are not
included in the total search counts because they are generated internally by ADL. This field is shown only when
LEVEL=DETAIL.
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Management Period Search Information Section

This section reports library search information for the management period.

> Management Period Search Information - Since 09/14/2017 at 10:46:57 (00:45:06 Ago)

 

    Management Period Start : 09/14/2017 at 10:46:57

    Management Period End   : 09/14/2017 at 11:32:03

    Management Period Length: 00:45:06

 

                    Search             Search     Average     Member      Member      ADL

    Search Type     Count       Pct.  Rate(spm)  Time (ms)    Found      Not Found  Probes

    --------------  ----------  ----  ---------  ---------  ----------  ----------  --------

    Directory              150   30%       3.33     36.310         148           2         3

    LLA Cache              350   70%       7.76      0.013         344           6         0

    ==============  ==========  ====  =========  =========  ==========  ==========  ========

    Totals                 500  100%      11.09     11.053         492           8         3

The information about the management period shown on the report section header. The management period start, end,
and length fields are shown only when LEVEL=DETAIL.

The table provides search counts and other information for three types of searches: Directory, LLA Cache, and Total. The
fields shown are the same as those described for the Tuning Interval Search Information Section.

Library History Report (LIBHIST)
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) writes a log of important events that occur during processing. The Library History report
(LIBHIST) shows the short-term history for a library using the ADL log entries. The log entries can be filtered by date and
time, log entry level, and other criteria.

LIBHIST Report Generation

To generate the Library History report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or more LIBHIST
control statements in the utility input stream. For more information, see Using the ADL User Interface.

LIBHIST Control Statement Syntax

You use the LIBHIST control statement to generate the ADL Library History report. All the LIBHIST control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviation for a parameter or operand is shown in upper case.

LIBHist  [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

         [LOGLevel=n]

         [STARTDate=datespecification]

         [STARTTime=timespecification]

         [ENDDate=datespecification]

         [ENDTime=timespecification]

         [LIB=librarynameorpattern]

         [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

         [Userid=user|(user[,user])]

         [SOrtorder=Old2new|New2old]

         [SHowdate=No|Yes]
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LIBHIST Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the LIBHIST control statement. For more information about a parameter, see ADL
Report Parameters.

LEVEL
The level of detail at which the report is produced.

ADL Report ParametersThe maximum log record level that is used for selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe starting date that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe starting time that is used for log record selection.

ENDDATE
The ending date that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe ending time that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern that is used for log record exclusion.

ADL Report ParametersA job or user ID or pattern that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe order in which the log records are reported.

SHOWDATE
Option to suppress the date field on each report line.

Examples of LIBHIST Control Statements

This section provides examples of control statements you can use to create the LIBHIST report.

Using a Library Pattern

The following example shows how to use a pattern to report the library history for multiple libraries. The only log records
included are those from today between the specified start and end times that were written for ADL libraries beginning with
the qualifier FRED.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBHIST LIB=FRED.-              /* All libraries beginning with FRED */

          STARTTIME=02:00         /* Beginning at 2am                  */

          ENDTIME=14:00           /* Ending at 2pm                     */

/*

Excluding Libraries

The following example shows how to exclude libraries from reporting. A summary report is produced for each ADL library
that begins with the qualifier FRED, except for the library FRED.EXCLUDE.LIB.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBHIST LIB=FRED.-                /* All libraries beginning with FRED */

          XLIB=FRED.EXCLUDE.LIB     /* Exclude one library               */
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          LEVEL=SUMMARY             /* Generate Summary Report           */

/*

Special Library Name

The following example shows how to generate a detailed report of the ADL log records related to ADL subtask processing.
The special library name PDSMADL_SUBTASK is used to select the subtask-related log records.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  LIBHIST LIB=PDSMADL_SUBTASK     /* Special Library Name     */

          LEVEL=DETAIL            /* Generate Detailed Report */

/*

LIBHIST Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the LIBHIST report. The sections that are reported vary
based on the report level and other criteria.

Log Record Information Section

The Log Record Information section provides information on the log records used to generate the report. As shown in the
following example, the numbers of extracted and filtered log records are reported, along with the start time, end time, and
duration of the period covered by the filtered log records. While the filtered record count may include records that do not
have an associated library name, those records are not included in the LIBHIST report.

> Log Record Information

  Extracted Log Records : 5597

  Filtered Log Records  : 5597

  Log Data Start Time   : 09/24/2017 at 08:41:35

  Log Data End   Time   : 09/24/2017 at 11:19:40

  Log Data Duration     : 02:38:05

Library History Section

The Library History section shows the short-term history for a library based on the ADL log entries as shown in the next
example.

> Library History for PDSMANT.ADL.STEST13

 

    Time         Sys.   UserID   Rec-L  Log Message Text

    -----------  ------ -------- ----- 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 ADL Log Information for 09/24/2017

    14:31:21.31  XE09-T PDSMANTS 020-4  STAT  Manage Requested    - $ADL MANAGE=S - Rule=ADL-00000010

    14:31:28.91  XE09-T PDSMANR  021-5  STAT  Manage Requested    - $ADL MANAGE=S Specified

    14:31:28.91  XE09-T PDSMANR  021-5  ADL   Add InProgress      - MAXADLLIBS=92 Current=1

    14:31:28.92  XE09-T PDSMANR  021-5  ADL   Add Successful      - MAXADLLIBS=92 Current=2

    14:31:28.92  XE09-T PDSMANR  062-4  STAT  Add Pending         - Pended Time= 0s THold= 108s

 

    14:33:28.93  XE09-T PDSMANR  051-5  STAT  Add InProgress      - Type=SAP
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    14:33:28.93  XE09-T PDSMANR  050-4  STAT  Manage InProgress   - MAXSTATLIBS=4 Current=1

The following fields can be included in the Library History section:

Date (not shown)
The date on which the log record was recorded. This field is shown only if SHOWDATE=Y is specified.

Time
The time at which the log record was recorded.

Sys.
The name (SMF ID) of the system for which the log record was recorded. A suffix of '-T' is added if the record was
recorded by a PDSMAN test image. This field is shown only if LEVEL=DETAIL is specified.

UserID
The name of the user, started task, or batch job associated with the log record. This field is shown only if LEVEL=DETAIL
is specified.

Rec-L
The log record number (Rec) and log level (L) of the log record. This field is not shown when LEVEL=SUMMARY.

Log Message Text
The text of the ADL log message with the library name removed. If the text exceeds the report line length, the text is
continued on subsequent lines.

ADL Savings Report (ADLSAVE)
The Active Directory Lookaside Savings (ADLSAVE) report provides information about overall savings you
have realized from using ADL.

ADLSAVE Report Generation

To generate the ADL Savings report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide the ADLSAVE control
statement in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

ADLSAVE Control Statement Syntax

You use the ADLSAVE control statement to generate the ADL Savings report. All the ADLSAVE control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in uppercase.

ADLSAVe [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

ADLSAVE Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the ADLSAVE control statement. For more information about a parameter, see ADL
Report Parameters.

ADL Report ParametersThe level of detail to include in the report

Examples of ADLSAVE Control Statements

This section provides an example of the control statement you can use to create the ADLSAVE report.
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Report ADL Savings

The following example shows how to report overall ADL savings. Default parameter values are used when generating the
report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLSAVE                      /* Report ADL Savings */

/*

ADLSAVE Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the ADLSAVE report.

Actual Savings Information Section

This section shows actual savings that are realized from using Active Directory Lookaside.

Active Directory Lookaside Savings (ADLSAVE)

 

   > Actual Savings Information                                                                 

 

                            LLA          Elapsed

     Savings for...       Searches     Time Savings

     ------------------  ----------  ---------------

     Current Libs   (1)       10521     00:10:06.534

     This Session   (2)      121392     02:02:02.432

 

     Notes:

       (1) ADL is currently managing 50 libraries

       (2) This ADL session runs from 01/27/2018 at 09:18:55 to 01/29/2018 at 15:20:17 (duration of

 2.06:01:22)

 

 ADLSAVE Processing Complete - RC=0000 - Elapsed Time=00:00:01

The following fields are included in this section:

Savings for
The type of savings being reported:

• – Current Libs
This line reports savings for the libraries that are currently being managed by ADL. The associated note indicates
the number of libraries being managed.

– This Session
This line reports savings for all libraries that have been managed by ADL since the facility was last started, including
libraries that are currently being managed. The associated note indicates that start time and duration of the current
ADL session.

LLA Searches
The number of library searches optimized by LLA due to management by ADL.

Elapsed Time Savings
The amount of elapsed (clock) time saved for the LLA-optimized searches, reported
as days.hours:minutes:seconds.milliseconds.
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Notes
Notes, indicated by number in parenthesis, that provide additional information for items in the body of the report.

ADL Search Information Report (ADLSEARCH)
The Active Directory Lookaside Search Information (ADLSEARCH) report provides information about overall directory and
LLA cache search activity for ADL-managed libraries.

ADLSEARCH Report Generation

To generate the ADL Search Information report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide the
ADLSEARCH control statement in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

ADLSEARCH Control Statement Syntax

You use the ADLSEARCH control statement to generate the ADL Search Information report. All the ADLSEARCH control
statement parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in uppercase.

ADLSEArch [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

ADLSEARCH Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the ADLSEARCH control statement. For more information about a parameter,
see ADL Report Parameters.

ADL Report ParametersThe level of detail to include in the report

Examples of ADLSEARCH Control Statements

This section provides an example of the control statement you can use to create the ADLSEARCH report.

Report ADL Search Information

The following example shows how to report overall ADL search information. Default parameter values are used when
generating the report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLSEARCH                  /* Report ADL Search Info */

/*

LIBSEARCH Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the ADLSEARCH report.

ADL Overall Search Information Section

This section shows overall directory and LLA cache search activity for ADL-managed libraries.

Active Directory Lookaside Searches (ADLSEARCH)
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   > ADL Overall Search Information

 

                         -------- Total Searches --------  --------- LLA Searches ---------  ------ Directory

 Searches ------

     Searches for...     Count      Mem Found  Mem NotFnd  Count      Mem Found  Mem NotFnd  Count      Mem

 Found  Mem NotFnd

     ------------------  ---------- ---------- ----------  ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------

 ---------- ----------

     Current Libs   (1)       10671       7570       3101       10521       7422       3099         150      

  148          2

     This Session   (2)      123117      87236      35881      121392      85635      35757        1725      

 1601        124

 

     Notes:

       (1) ADL is currently managing 50 libraries

       (2) This ADL session runs from 01/27/2018 at 09:18:55 to 01/29/2018 at 15:20:17 (duration of

 2.06:01:22)

 

 ADLSEARCH Processing Complete - RC=0000 - Elapsed Time=00:00:01

The following fields are included in this section:

Searches for
The type of searches being reported:

• – Current Libs
This line reports search information for the libraries that are currently being managed by ADL. The associated note
indicates the number of libraries being managed.

– This Session
This line reports search information for all libraries that have been managed by ADL since the facility was last
started, including libraries that are currently being managed. The associated note indicates that start time and
duration of the current ADL session.

Total Searches
The total number of directory and LLA cache searches for ADL-managed libraries.

LLA Searches
The number of LLA cache searches for ADL-managed libraries.

Directory Searches
The number of directory searches for ADL-managed libraries.

Notes
Notes, indicated by number in parenthesis, that provide additional information for items in the body of the report.

ADL Log Report (ADLLOG)
Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) writes a log of important events that occur during processing. The ADL Log report
(ADLLOG) shows the log entries and provides a chronological, historical record of ADL activity. The log entries can be
filtered by date and time, log entry level, and other criteria.

ADLLOG Report Generation

To generate the ADL Log report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or more ADLLOG control
statements in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.
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ADLLOG Control Statement Syntax

You use the ADLLOG control statement to generate the ADL Log report. All the ADLLOG control statement parameters
are optional. The shortest abbreviation for a parameter or operand is shown in upper case.

ADLLOG  [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

        [LOGLevel=n]

        [STARTDate=datespecification]

        [STARTTime=timespecification]

        [ENDDate=datespecification]

        [ENDTime=timespecification]

        [LIB=librarynameorpattern]

        [XLIB=librarynameorpattern]

        [Userid=user|(user[,user])

        [SOrtorder=Old2new|New2old]

        [SHowdate=No|Yes]

        [LOGOut=ddname]

ADLLOG Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the ADLLOG control statement. For more information about a parameter, see ADL
Report Parameters.

LEVEL
The level of detail at which the report is produced.

LOGLEVEL
The maximum log record level that is used for selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe starting date that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe starting time that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe ending date that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe ending time that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersLibrary name or pattern that is used for log record exclusion.

ADL Report ParametersA job or user ID or pattern that is used for log record selection.

ADL Report ParametersThe order in which the log records are reported.

SHOWDATE
Option to suppress the date field on each report line.

ADL Report ParametersDD name to which log records are to be written.

Examples of ADLLOG Control Statements

This section provides examples of control statements you can use to create the ADLLOG report.

Filter by Log Record Level

The following example shows how to report records with log record levels in the range from one to five, showing the
newest log entries first.
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//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLLOG  LOGLEVEL=5               /* Log Record Levels 01 to 05  */

          SORTORDER=NEW2OLD        /* Report Newest Entries First */

/*

Use a Library Pattern

The following example shows how to use a time specification to report only log records from today between the specified
start and end times.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLLOG  STARTTIME=02:00              /* Beginning at 2am */

          ENDTIME=14:00                /* Ending at 2pm    */

/*

Include and Exclude Libraries

The following example shows how to specify which libraries are included in and excluded from the report. A
summary report is produced that includes all ADL libraries that begin with the qualifier FRED, except for the library
FRED.EXCLUDE.LIB.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLLOG  LIB=FRED.-                 /* All libraries beginning with FRED */

          XLIB=FRED.EXCLUDE.LIB      /* Exclude one library               */

          LEVEL=SUMMARY              /* Generate Summary Report           */

/*

Writing Log Records to a Sequential File

The following example shows how to produce an ADLLOG report and write all log records in the active ADL log to a
sequential disk file. The ability to write ADL log records to disk is typically used to provide log information at the request of
PDSMAN support.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//LOGFILE DD DSN=ADL.LOG.FILE001,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,

//           DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=172,BLKSIZE=17200),

//           SPACE=(CYL,(10,10))

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLLOG  LOGOUT=LOGFILE          /* Write log records to disk file */

/*

ADLLOG Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the ADLLOG report. The sections that are reported vary
based on the level of detail you specify and on other criteria.
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Log Record Information Section

The Log Record Information section provides information on the log records used to generate the report. As shown in the
following example, the numbers of extracted and filtered log records are reported, along with the start time, end time, and
duration of the period covered by the filtered log records. Additional fields are shown when the LEVEL parameter is set to
DETAIL.

> Log Record Information

  Extracted Log Records : 5597

  Filtered  Log Records : 5597

  Log Data Start Time   : 09/24/2017 at 08:41:35

  Log Data End   Time   : 09/24/2017 at 11:19:40

  Log Data Duration     : 02:38:05

ADL Log Data

The ADL Log Data section shows the contents of the ADL log entries, as shown in the next example. 

> ADL Log Data

 

  Date        Time         Sys.   UserID   Rec-L  Log Message Text

   ----------- -----------  ------ -------- ----- 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   09/24/2017  15:01:36.05  XE09-T PDSMANR  001-1  PDSMAN Log Initialized - PDSMAN ADL Log

   09/24/2017  15:01:36.05  XE09-T PDSMANR  013-2  PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside Environment Active

 

   09/24/2017  15:01:54.31  XE09-T PDSMANTC 020-4  CAND  Manage Requested    for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - $ADL

 MANAGE=C - Rule=ADL-000000

                                                  +10

 

   09/24/2017  15:02:06.21  XE09-T PDSMANR  021-5  CAND  Manage Requested    for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - $ADL

 MANAGE=C Specified

   09/24/2017  15:02:06.21  XE09-T PDSMANR  021-5  ADL   Add InProgress      for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 -

 MAXADLLIBS=92 Current=0

   09/24/2017  15:02:06.42  XE09-T PDSMANR  021-5  ADL   Add Successful      for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 -

 MAXADLLIBS=92 Current=1

   09/24/2017  15:02:06.42  XE09-T PDSMANR  041-5  CAND  Add InProgress      for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 -

 Type=CMR

   09/24/2017  15:02:06.42  XE09-T PDSMANR  040-4  CAND  Manage InProgress   for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 -

 MAXCANDLIBS=40 Current=1

 

   09/24/2017  15:02:51.43  XE09-T PDSMANR  031-5  LLA   Add InProgress      for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 -

 Type=CMI

   09/24/2017  15:02:51.45  XE09-T PDSMANR  031-5  LLA   Add Queueing        for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - Queuing

 PDSMAN ELOC Requests

   09/24/2017  15:02:51.45  XE09-T PDSMANR  037-4  LLA   Add Waiting         for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - Waiting

 for LLA Response

 

   09/24/2017  15:03:21.45  XE09-T PDSMANR  031-5  LLA   Add Detected        for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - LLA

 Managed Private –Freeze

   09/24/2017  15:03:21.45  XE09-T PDSMANR  031-5  LLA   Add Successful      for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - LLA

 Managed Private –Freeze
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   09/24/2017  15:03:21.45  XE09-T PDSMANR  030-4  LLA   Manage InProgress   for PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12 - LLA

 Managed Private -Freeze

The following fields can be included for each log entry:

Date
Shows the date on which the log record was recorded. This field is shown only if SHOWDATE=Y is specified.

Time
Shows the time at which the log record was recorded.

Sys.
Shows the name (SMF ID) of the system for which the log record was recorded. A suffix of '-T' is added if the record was
recorded by a PDSMAN test image. This field is shown only if LEVEL=DETAIL is specified.

UserID
Shows the name of the user, started task, or batch job associated with the log record. This field is shown only if
LEVEL=DETAIL is specified.

Rec-L
Shows the log record number (Rec) and log level (L) of the log record. This field is not shown when LEVEL=SUMMARY is
specified.

Log Message Text
Shows the text of the ADL log message. If the text exceeds the report line length, the text is continued on subsequent
lines.

ADL Options Report (ADLOPTIONS)
The ADL Options report shows the $ADLOPT control statement settings and the effective settings for options that
control ADL behavior.

ADLOPTIONS Report Generation

To generate the ADL Options report, execute the ADL User Interface as a batch job and provide one or more
ADLOPTIONS control statements in the utility input stream. For more information, see Use the ADL User Interface.

ADLOPTIONS Control Statement Syntax

You use the ADLOPTIONS control statement to generate the ADL Options report. All the ADLOPTIONS control statement
parameters are optional. The shortest abbreviations for parameters and operands are shown in upper case.

ADLOPTions [LEvel=SUmmary|NORMAL|DETAIL]

ADLOPTIONS Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the ADLOPTIONS control statement. For more information about a parameter,
see ADL Report Parameters.

ADL Report ParametersThe level of detail to include in the report.

Example of ADLOPTIONS Control Statements

This section provides an example of the control statement you can use to create the ADLOPTIONS report.
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Report the ADL Options Settings

The following example shows how to report the ADL options settings. Default parameter values are used when generating
the report.

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=PDSMADLU

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  ADLOPT                              /* Report ADL Options */

/*

ADLOPTIONS Report Sections

This topic describes the different sections that can be included in the ADLOPTIONS report.

$ADLOPT Control Statement Settings Section

The $ADLOPT Control Statement Settings section shows the option settings from the $ADLOPT control statement and
the effective values that are being used by ADL.

Active Directory Lookaside Options (ADLOPTIONS) 

 

   > $ADLOPT Control Statement Settings

 

   Parameter       Setting   Effective   Description

   --------------  --------  ---------   --------------------------------------------------

   INTERVAL        01:00:00   01:00:00   Tuning Interval

   MIXINTV             AUTO   00:06:00   Mix Management Interval

 

   LLAPOOLSIZE         AUTO         50   Size of ADL LLA Library Pool

   CANDPOOLSIZE        AUTO         50   Size of Candidate Library Pool

   STATPOOLSIZE          40         40   Size of Statistics Library Pool

   MAXADLLIBS          AUTO        210   Maximum Number of ADL Libraries

 

   LLAPENDTIME         AUTO   00:00:00   Pending Time for ADL LLA Library Pool

   CANDPENDTIME        AUTO   00:07:48   Pending Time for Candidate Library Pool

   STATPENDTIME        AUTO   00:07:48   Pending Time for Statistics Library Pool

 

   LLAPOOLTIME         AUTO   00:15:00   Minimum Time in ADL LLA Pool

   CANDPOOLTIME        AUTO   00:15:00   Minimum Time in Candidate Pool

   STATPOOLTIME        AUTO   00:15:00   Minimum Time in Statistics Pool

 

   LLACLAIMLIB            M          M   Claim Existing Libraries Option

   LLAREMOVE              Y          Y   Remove Libraries at Termination

 

   TERMWAIT            AUTO   00:02:40   ADL Termination Wait Threshold

   TERMRPTLOG             Y          Y   Write ADL Log on Termination

 

   LOGSIZE             AUTO     100000   ADL Log Size

   LOGLEVEL               6          6   ADL Logging Level

   DIAGLEVEL              0          0   ADL Diagnostic Level

The following fields are included in this section:
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Parameter
The name of the $ADLOPT control statement parameter.

Setting
The parameter setting from the $ADLOPT control statement. The default value is shown if the parameter is not specified
on the statement.

Effective
The effective setting used by ADL for this option. The effective setting can differ from the $ADLOPT setting when a value
of AUTO is specified or allowed to default.

For example, the output above shows that AUTO was specified (or allowed to default) for the MIXINTV parameter. ADL
computes an effective mix management interval value of six minutes (00:06:00) based on the tuning interval setting.  

Description
A brief description of the parameter.

 

General Information About ADL Reports

ADL Report Parameters

ADL Library Report Formats

You can produce Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) reports for ADL-managed libraries in either table or list format,
depending on the setting of the report FORMAT parameter.

Table Format

Table format reports one line of information for each library in spreadsheet format. This format is useful for viewing
information for different libraries at the same time, but it does not provide significant detail because of the limited width of
a report line.

The following example shows an ADL report in table format.

Library Management Information (LIBMANAGE)

 

Library Name                                  Status     Locn    TimeInADL  MScore  Type  Prot  LibT  Promote

 Demote  ReEntry

--------------------------------------------  ---------  ----  -----------  ------  ----  ----  ----  -------

 ------- -------

PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11                           Active     LLA      00:02:26   48.72  CAND  No    LOAD      

  1       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST12                           Active     LLA      00:02:24  100.00  CAND  No    LOAD      

  1       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST12                           Active     LLA      00:02:16   57.99  LLA   Yes   LOAD      

  0       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.LTEST13                           Active     LLA      00:02:15   60.14  LLA   Yes   LOAD      

  0       0       0

PDSMANT.ADL.STEST11                           Active     STAT     03:07:52    0.00  STAT  No    LOAD      

  0       0       0
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PDSMANT.ADL.STEST12                           Active     STAT     00:02:08   95.10  STAT  No    LOAD      

  0       0       0

 

LIBMANAGE Processing Complete - RC= 0

List Format

List format reports multiple lines for each selected library, typically using a separate line for each field reported. Using
this format allows more detailed information to be reported, but it can make the report output considerably longer than a
similar report in table format. Output that is produced in the list format may be separated into one or more report sections
to make it easier to read, as shown in the following example. 

The following example shows an ADL report in list format where the data is divided into two sections: Library Information
and ADL Management Information.

   > Library Information

        Library Name            :  PDSMANT.ADL.CTEST11/PIT015

        Library Type            :  PDS Load Library

 

    > ADL Management Information

        Current Status          :  Active

        Current Location        :  CAND - Candidate Pool 

        $ADL Management Type    :  CAND

        Time in Location        :  00:05:52 (Since 09/11/2017 at 13:36:01)

        Time in ADL System      :  00:16:45 (Since 09/11/2017 at 13:25:08)

        Protected Library       :  No

        Promotion Count         :         1

        Demotion  Count         :         1

        Re-Entry  Count         :         1

Management-Status Values for ADL Libraries

Each library that is managed by Active Directory Lookaside (ADL) has one of the following status values:

Active
ADL is managing the library in the ADL LLA, candidate, or statistics pool.

LLA Add
ADL is in the process of adding the library to the system LLA facility.

LLA Remove
ADL is in the process of removing the library from the system LLA facility.

LLA Update
ADL is in the process of updating how the system LLA facility manages the library.

Pending
The library has been added to ADL management and is accumulating search statistics before the library is placed in the
LLA, candidate, or statistics pool.

Requested
A request has been made for ADL to manage the library.

Terminated
ADL has stopped managing the library.
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Library Name Patterns

Patterns may be specified on many of the ADL Report Parameters. The pattern characters and pattern-matching
algorithm are the same as those used for the PDSMAN initialization control statements. For a description of pattern usage
and other considerations, see Customizing PDSMAN.

NOTE

When referring to this description, library name patterns follow the rules that are described under the section
Data Set Names in Customizing PDSMAN.

Auditing and Comparison Facilities

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | ) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses ( … ) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters indicate user-specified operands.

Default operand values are underscored.

Auditing and Comparison Facilities Introduction
The PDSMAN (PDSMAN) Auditing and Comparison facilities allow you to manage and control your library member data
more effectively.

Partitioned data sets typically account for a significant portion of the data stored in a data center. Unfortunately, many data
centers find that their PDS environments are ignored, neglected, or simply unmanageable. In some situations, it is difficult
to know where to even start to get the problem under control. Other data centers have a PDS management plan but are
unable to dedicate the required resources because of other, higher priority tasks and projects.

Managing this PDS environment generally takes a back seat - at least until a problem causes a major production system
failure, data is corrupted or tampered with, or the auditor schedules a visit.

The PDSMAN Auditing and Comparison facilities improve tracking and control of library data in constantly changing
production, test, or development environments. The PDSMAN facilities are easy to implement and provide quick results
for the time invested. Benefits provided by these facilities include:

• Improved control of your production environment, with data security extended to the member level, if required
• Enforced consistent recording of library member update information
• Audit trails of library member updates and reduces time spent manually tracking changes
• Identification of unknown or unauthorized changes
• Improved library integrity by enforcing update serialization
• Identification of synchronization problems between data on local or remote systems
• Improved member update facilities, allowing multiple change files to be applied to the base version of a member to

generate the latest or any intermediate version

Auditing Facilities
The PDSMAN Auditing facilities, described in the following sections, provide better monitoring, tracking, security, and
integrity for your member data.

Contents
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Member Control Information Recording

To effectively control libraries, it is important to know when each member was last updated, and by whom. The Member
Control Information Recording facility can be used to ensure that this important audit information is recorded for all of your
libraries, including load libraries.

The Member Control Information Recording facility enforces recording of statistics in ISPF format and extends recording
to utilities such as IEBCOPY and IEBGENER, thereby ensuring consistency and integrity of update information. PDSMAN
also extends this recording to load libraries, providing the same level of confidence in load module versions that you
expect for source modules.

Update and Access Audit Trails

Most data centers perform periodic audits of data, procedures, and security measures. Whether conducted internally or
by an external auditing firm, the experience of an audit can be disruptive to the entire data center staff. The effort spent
preparing for and supporting the auditor is a drain on resources.

PDSMAN eases the auditing process by allowing you to monitor, track, and control member accesses and updates. The
Update and Access Audit Trails facility can provide a comprehensive audit trail for both member accesses and updates.
This audit trail includes valuable information such as when a member was updated, by whom, and what program was
used to perform the update.

PDSMAN can also  extend the security provided by your data set security system down to the member level. Selected
member accesses and updates may be monitored and controlled by PDSMAN, allowing you greater control of individual
or groups of members in common data sets.

Source/Executable Cross-Reference

Ensuring that executable programs are in synchronization with their corresponding source members is critical in any
production processing environment. Countless hours of diagnostic time and system availability can be wasted when the
wrong source listing is used to debug a failing production component.

The PDSMAN Source/Executable Cross-Reference facility ensures that you always know which source member was used
to create a given executable program by recording the source version information within the executable program itself.
The information can be reported at any time using a PDSMAN utility. This facility is compatible with Panvalet and Librarian
source management facilities.

Production Member Statusing

The Production Member Statusing facility allows you to differentiate between test and production members in the same
library.

This facility is commonly used as part of production control procedures to lock specified members in a test library from
further updating until they are moved to a production library.

Library Integrity

The Library Integrity facility provides ENQ/RESERVE protection for libraries updated by utilities (typically IEBCOPY and
IEBGENER) that do not provide their own serialization. This protection considerably reduces the risk of library corruption
due to simultaneous updates.

The facility can also be used to identify programs that are not using proper serialization, and to provide protection for other
utilities specified by your data center.

Comparison Facilities
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The PDSMAN Comparison facilities, described in the following sections, allow you to better track, identify, and control
changes that have been made to your library members.

Contents

Member Compare and Update Control Facility

The PDSM33 Member Compare and Update Control facility assists in controlling changes to programs and other line-
oriented data sets.

This facility supports the comparison of versions of line-oriented objects with the differences between them being reported
or generated as change files. These change files may be maintained and subsequently applied to the unmodified base
version of the module. This allows you to regenerate the current module version, or any intermediate version.

Library Compare Facility

The Library Compare facility compares all or selected members of two libraries, identifying matching, mismatching, and
missing members. The ability to process entire libraries makes it easy to identify member differences on a global basis.

The comparison can be performed using only the directory entry of each member, only the data belonging to each
member, or both.

Remote Data Compare Facility

The Remote Data Compare facility provides a powerful and flexible means of highlighting changes within a production
environment, verifying data synchronization between any number of local or remote systems (including personal
computers), or identifying duplicate or redundant data.

The Remote Data Compare facility is intended primarily as an audit tool. Taking the term data object to mean either a
sequential data set or a library member, the Remote Data Compare facility can be used to:

• Identify data objects that have been changed, perhaps unintentionally, between successive snapshots.
• Verify that data objects in a remote site are in synchronization with their central site counterparts and highlighting those

objects that are out of synchronization.
• Report data objects that are unexpected duplicate copies of original data objects, identifying possible security

exposures and wasted DASD space.

Recording Member Control Information
The PDSMAN Member Control Information Recording facility records information about the last update of library
members.

To control libraries effectively, it is important to know when each member was last updated, and by whom. You use the
Member Control Information Recording facility to ensure that this important audit information is recorded for all of your
libraries, including load libraries.

You are probably familiar with the member statistics recorded by ISPF. The Member Control Information Recording facility
can enforce this recording and extend it to utilities such as IEBCOPY and IEBGENER, thereby ensuring the consistency
and integrity of update information.

PDSMAN can also extend this recording to load libraries, providing the same level of confidence in load module versions
that you expect for source modules.

The recording of member control information is essential to providing audit trails of library updates and to relating load
modules to their component source module versions.
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Member Control Information Recording Description
When a member of a PDS or PDSE data set is updated, the Member Control Information Recording facility records the
date and time of the last update, the update version and modification level, and the name of the updating job or TSO user
ID as shown in the following Directory Listing. This information is recorded in the user data area of the member's directory
entry.

PDSMAN     7.70                                    DIRECTORY LISTING

** PDSM07 **   XE99                               KINXXXX.MASTER.CNTL

Member   Update Date/Time  Vers.  Job Name S Referenced  Base Date   Expires

F72364   04/26/2009 15:09  01.00  F72364     05/19/2009  04/26/2009  -- Never --

IEBGENER 01/18/2009 15:01  01.45  KINXXXX    -- None  -- 01/18/2009  -- Never --

JOBCARD  12/12/2008 13:41  01.05  KINXXXX    02/08/2008  12/12/2008  -- Never --

LINKPDSM 02/08/2009 12:49  01.04  KINXXXX    03/21/2009  02/08/2009  -- Never --

MAINTREL 03/21/2009 15:55  01.05  KINXXXX    -- None  -- 03/21/2009  -- Never --

PDSM22G  04/23/2009 09:54  01.26  KINXXXX    04/23/2009  04/23/2009  -- Never --

ZAP      04/02/2009 13:57  01.00  KINXXXX    05/19/2009  04/02/2009  -- Never --

Z72364   05/02/2009 12:49  01.01  Z72364     05/19/2009  05/02/2009  -- Never --

For a source PDSE member or a member of a PDS other than a load library, member control information is maintained in
the same format as ISPF STATS information and is recorded even when ISPF is not being used to perform the update.

For a member of a load library, member control information is recorded in the directory entry following the linkage editor
data.

Member control information may be reported using the PDSM07 utility by selecting the List Member Control Information
option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu or by using the EZYEDIT Member Selection List AUDIT view.

Member Control Information Recording Implementation
The following sections describe the procedure and control statements required to implement the PDSMAN Member
Control Information Recording facility.

Contents

Procedure

For each library or group of libraries for which Member Control Information Recording is required, add a $UPDATE control
statement to the PDSMAN initialization parameters.

For possible directory expansion requirements that you should also be aware of, see the section Usage Notes.

Control Statements

$UPDATE control statement parameters that are applicable to the Member Control Information Recording facility are
shown in the following list.

LIB
Defines the library or group of libraries for which Member Control Information Recording is required.

CONTROL
Defines the Member Control Information Recording option.

USERDATA
Defines the action PDSMAN takes when PDSMAN encounters directory entry user data that may be maintained by
another user or product. For more information, see the section Other Products in Usage Notes.
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Other parameters including MEM, USER, and TYPE can be specified to restrict Member Control Information Recording to
selected members, users, types of update operations, and so on.

Control Statement Examples

The following sections show control statement examples.

Member Control Information Recording for a Single Library

The following rule specifies Member Control Information Recording for library TEST.SOURCE:

$UPDATE   LIB=TEST.SOURCE

          CONTROL=Y

CONTROL=Y specifies that whenever a member is added or replaced in TEST.SOURCE, its member control information
is updated. The only exception is for a MOVE or COPY process like that performed by IEBCOPY, ISPF 3.3, or LMF, in
which case any existing member control information is copied with the updating member.

Member Control Information Recording for Multiple Libraries

The following rule specifies Member Control Information Recording for all libraries whose names begin with TEST:

$UPDATE   LIB=TEST.-

          CONTROL=C

Because CONTROL=C has been specified, whenever a member is added to TEST.SOURCE or is replaced, its member
control information is updated, regardless of whether or not the update was a MOVE or COPY operation.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Member Control Information Recording facility.

Superzap

The updating of a library member in place such as made by AMASPZAP is not detected by PDSMAN. Consequently,
Member Control Information Recording is not performed for update-in-place operations.

PDSE Libraries

Member control information is not recorded for PDSE to PDSE copy operations performed by IEBCOPY unless the
PDSMAN FastCopy facility is enabled.

Copy to Journal Library

When a member is copied to a Journal library during a journaling operation ($UPDATE JOURNAL=X/Y), its member
control information is not altered, regardless of any $UPDATE CONTROL= specification for the journal library.

Other Products

When other products or systems make use of the user data in a PDS or PDSE directory entry, Member Control
Information Recording should not be used, or should be used with discretion. Libraries affected include:

• IMS ACB and referral libraries
• IMS MFS libraries
• SMP CDS libraries
• The SAS SASMSG library
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The $COMPAT member of the PDSMAN User Information library (CPDSTXT) provides additional information on
compatibility with other software products. 

PDSMAN Member Control Information Recording is compatible with footprints recorded by Endevor source management
system.

The $UPDATE USERDATA processing option controls the action to be taken when PDSMAN Member Control Information
Recording encounters directory entry user data that is not recognizable by ISPF, PDSMAN or the linkage editor, and that
is possibly maintained by another system or product.

The syntax of the USERDATA parameter is:

USERDATA=STANDARD|REUSE

The following describes the parameter values:

STANDARD
Directory entries are always expected to be in a normal format. Bypass the recording with a warning message. This option
provides protection against inadvertent destruction of required information (default).

REUSE
The user data is not required and can be overwritten.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Member Control Information Directory Entry Formats

For more information about the format of PDSMAN member control information recorded in the directory entry userdata
area, see the section Directory Entry User Data Format Descriptions.

Copied Members

Special consideration is given to members that are copied to libraries using IEBCOPY, ISPF MOVE/COPY, or LMF
member promotion. In these situations, it may be more meaningful to preserve any existing control information belonging
to the copied member (specify CONTROL=Y) rather than to treat the copy operation the same as any other library update
where control information is set or reset during the update operation (specify CONTROL=C).

Copy to Empty Library

By default, member control information is not recorded when IEBCOPY is used to copy members to an empty
library. To record member control information in these circumstances, the PDSMAN initialization parameter
$IEBCOPY OUTPUTEMPTY=UPDATE should be specified. For details on the statement, see the Initialization Control
Statements section.

Directory Expansion Requirements

There is no requirement to expand the directory if the library is a PDSE.

For PDS libraries, adding PDSMAN member control information to load module directory entries results in an increase
of approximately 70 percent in the number of active directory blocks. For other PDS libraries whose members are not
already in ISPF format, the increase is approximately 200 percent. No increase is required for members that already
contain ISPF statistics in their directory entries.

The PDSMAN FastCopy facility offers the simplest means of expanding a PDS directory, if required. The following
example shows how to expand the directory of TEST.LOADLIB to 500 directory blocks. The ALTERDIR function relocates
any members occupying space required for the directory expansion.
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//EXPAND   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  ALTERDIR OUTDSN=TEST.LOADLIB,BLOCKS=500

/*

Member FCOADIR in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for increasing the size of a library
directory.

Program Object Libraries

This section describes special considerations and requirements for recording member control information for program
objects.

PDSMAN usually records member control information in the member directory entry. This method cannot be used for
program objects due to limitations imposed by the operating system on program object update types and methods.

As an alternative, PDSMAN uses a VSAM database to record member control information for program objects. You
continue to use the same control statements used for non-program object libraries. The only difference is that the
information is asynchronously recorded in the PDSMAN database, not in the member directory entry.

You must ensure that the PDSMAN database has been properly allocated and that the PDSMAN Database Control
Subtask is active before recording member control information for program objects. See Database Considerations.

There are two methods available for populating the database with program object member control information:

• Add a $UPDATE initialization control statement for the program object library that specifies CONTROL=Y or C. This is
the simplest method and adds control information as program objects are updated.

• Use the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility ADDLIB control statements to add information for
multiple members or libraries. This is the preferred method because it reads the program object members to extract
initial member control information. After running ADDLIB, ensure that the proper $UPDATE initialization control
statement is present so that future updates are recorded.

WARNING
PDSMAN does not monitor data set level activity such as deletes, renames, restores, or recalls for program
object libraries. If you perform any of these activities on a program object library that has information recorded
in the database, you must use the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting Utility REMOVE or RENAME
operations to update the PDSMAN database. For a description of the PDSM38 utility, see Member Archiving and
Recovery Facilities.

Reporting Member Control Information Using PDSM07
The following sections describe the procedure for reporting member control information.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM07 to report member control information:

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM07[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR      (optional)

//PDSMSEL  DD *                (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:
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EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library for which last reference dates are to be reported.

PDSMCDS
Defines an optional control data set (CDS) that may contain information to be included in the expiration date (EXPDT) field
of the report. The expiration date is computed using the value in the CDS CDSPRETN field.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member PDSMJ07 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format::

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*
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Reporting Member Control Information Example

The following example shows the sample JCL used to report member control information for all members of the
CBE.SOURCE library:

//LIST     EXEC PGM=PDSM07

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=CBE.SOURCE,DISP=SHR

Maintaining Update and Access Audit Trails and Security
The Update and Access Audit Trails facility allows you to monitor, track, and control selected member accesses and
updates.

Periodic audits of your data, procedures, and security measures are a fact of life in most installations. Whether these are
conducted internally or by an external auditing firm, the experience of an audit can be disruptive to the entire data center
staff. Just the effort spent preparing for and supporting the auditor is a drain on resources.

PDSMAN eases the auditing process by allowing you to monitor, track, and control member accesses and updates. The
Update and Access Audit Trails facility can provide a comprehensive audit trail for both member accesses and updates.
This audit trail includes valuable information such as when a member was updated, by whom, and what program was
used to perform the update.

In addition, production control procedures sometimes rely upon an accurate log of changes to critical data sets. The
information contained in the audit trail log can be valuable in determining the cause of a production problem.

PDSMAN can also  extend the security provided by your data set security system down to the member level. Selected
member accesses and updates may be monitored and controlled by PDSMAN, allowing you greater control of individual
or groups of members in common data sets.

Update and Access Audit Trails Description
PDSMAN intercepts BLDL, FIND, and STOW operations to PDS and PDSE data sets. Specified access or update
operations may be:

• Allowed
• Allowed, with a warning message
• Allowed and logged to SMF (audit trail)
• Allowed, with a warning message and logged to SMF
• Prevented
• Prevented and logged to SMF (audit trail)

All library accesses and updates that are logged to SMF may be reported by the PDSM17 utility, providing an audit trail of
this activity. An example audit trail report is shown in the following figure.

  Date      Time   Member    (TTR) Extents S Lvl Sys  Activity   by User   Program   Comments

01/07/2009  01:07  ZEDFQN32  000416-000529 P 006 PROD DELETED    XQF053    Z021AAF 

01/07/2009  01:08  ZEDFQN33  000A03-000A15   001 PROD ADDED      XQF053    Z021ZB0 

01/07/2009  02:30  XQ53GP    000A16-000B13   008 PROD ADDED      PGCF401   UPDT0B4 

                             000316-00031B   007      REPLACED 

01/07/2009  02:54  MYADD555  000B14-000B19   002 PROD ADDED      ZADDIT    PGSML77 

01/07/2009  10:42  SPOOO143                          DELETION  PF004B    Z022AAF   * INHIBITED

01/07/2009  10:43  ZEDGQN51  000B1A-000B29 P 001 PROD ADDED      PF005B    JCIRFTD 

01/07/2009  11:15  GO323ITA  000312-000314 P 009 PROD DELETED    PF00XA    Z051DR0
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Security violations, such as the attempted deletion of member SP000143, can be easily identified.

Update and Access Audit Trails Implementation
The following sections describe the requirements, procedure, and control statements required to implement the Update
and Access Audit Trails facility.

Contents

Requirements

If logging to SMF is required, the SMF record type should be specified in the following PDSMAN initialization parameter:

$BSI    SMFID=nnn|128

where  nnn is a number in the range 128-255 (default 128). Refer to your SMF procedures to ensure that the specified
record type is being collected.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $ACCESS and $UPDATE control statements that are applicable to the Update and Access Audit Trails
facility are shown in the following list.

LIB
Defines the library or group of libraries for which access or update recording is required.

MODE
Defines the access or update option.

Other parameters including MEM, USER and TYPE can be specified to further restrict update control to selected
members, users, types of update operations and so on.

Procedure

To implement Update and Access Audit Trails

• For each library or group of libraries for which member access or update auditing is required, add a $ACCESS or
$UPDATE control statement to the PDSMAN initialization parameters, as described in the next section.

• Member accesses or updates that are logged to SMF can be reported as outlined in the section Using PDSM17 to
Report Logged Library Activity. Appropriate procedures should be established to perform this reporting.

Control Statement Examples

The following sections show control statement examples.

Monitoring Library Accesses

The following rule specifies that accesses to members whose names begin with GFW in all SYS2 libraries be logged to
the system log:

$ACCESS   LIB=SYS2.-

          MEM=GFW-

          MODE=W
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Monitoring Library Updating

The following rule specifies that all updates to libraries whose names begin with PROD be logged to SMF:

$UPDATE   LIB=PROD.-

          MODE=L

Monitoring Program Execution

The following rule specifies that executions of PROD.LINKLIB members whose names begin with GFW be logged to SMF:

$ACCESS   LIB=PROD.LINKLIB

          MEM=GFW-

          TYPE=EXECUTE

          MODE=L

Restricting Updating of Selected Library Members

The following rules specify that updates to PROD.LINKLIB members whose names begin with GFW may only be
performed by batch jobs or TSO users with names beginning with FP:

$UPDATE   LIB=PROD.LINKLIB

          MEM=GFW-

          USER=FP-

          MODE=A

$UPDATE   LIB=PROD.LINKLIB

          MEM=GFW-

          MODE=P

The first $UPDATE rule allows update of GFW members for FP users and the second rule prevents update for all other
users.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Update and Access Audit Trails facility.

Access Control

Access control is limited to normal member accessing.

WARNING
Accessing by means of IEBCOPY or by other programs that read the directory sequentially and use the POINT
macro is not controlled.

Update Control

Update control is effective for all types of updating, other than update-in-place (for example, SUPERZAP). Update
control is also effective for IEBCOPY updates, providing that a $IEBCOPY control statement has been specified in the
initialization parameters to allow IEBCOPY to be intercepted by PDSMAN, and the output library is not empty.

The restriction on empty libraries can be bypassed by setting the parameter OUTPUTEMPTY=UPDATE on the
$IEBCOPY control statement.

ISPF Table Data Sets

Member level security, specifically MODE=P or PL, should not be used on ISPF Table data sets. Table services perform
updates in place and may corrupt table members if member level security is specified.
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PDSE and Program Object Libraries

Member level update security and logging is not performed for PDSE to PDSE copy or Program Object update operations
performed by IEBCOPY unless the PDSMAN FastCopy facility is enabled.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Program Pathing

PDSMAN cannot control accesses or updates made by programs that it cannot intercept. Complete implementation of
member level access and update security includes using the program pathing facilities of your installation security system
to restrict the use of programs that do not use standard BLDL, FIND, or STOW facilities.

Excessive Recording

Many thousands of accesses and updates can occur on your system during a day. Be mindful, particularly when recording
member access activity, that excessive recording can fill your system log or SMF data sets or may adversely affect your
system performance.

SMF Log Record Format

The format of the records that are logged to SMF is described in member PDSMSMFL in the PDSMAN User Information
library.

User Exits

Although the $ACCESS and $UPDATE rules are sufficiently flexible to accommodate most requirements, an  installation-
written user exit, possibly interfacing to your data set security system, may also supply the MODE parameter, thereby
permitting implementation of installation specific security requirements.

Return Codes

The $MISC ACCPREVENTRC parameter provides a means of controlling the return code issued when access to a
member is prevented by a matching $ACCESS rule.

Reporting Logged Library Activity Using PDSM17
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM17 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM17 utility to report all library access and update
activity logged to SMF:

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM17[,PARM=parameter]

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=class (optional SORT messages)

//PDSMLOG  DD DSN=smfdata,DISP=OLD

//PDSMSEL  DD * (optional SELECT and/or EXCLUDE statements)

//PDSMCTL  DD * (optional SORT FIELDS= control statement)

//*
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The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the next section.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

SYSOUT
Optional. Defines the output report dataset to contain messages written by SORT.

PDSMLOG
Defines the data set(s) containing SMF records that have been extracted or are in the VSAM SMF data set.

PDSMSEL
Optional. Defines the data set containing SELECT and/or EXCLUDE statements used to select the SMF records to be
reported. For more information, see the section Select / Exclude Statements.

PDSMCTL
Optional. Defines the data set containing a control statement used for sorting SMF records. For more information, see the
section Control Statements.

Member PDSMJ17 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM17 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution
parameters specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

The following parameters can be used to specify which SMF records are to be processed by PDSM17:

BLDL
Select only records corresponding to $ACCESS control statements.

STOW
Select only records corresponding to $UPDATE control statements.

PRMS
Select only records generated by the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System.

(null)
Select both $ACCESS and $UPDATE record types (default).

Return Codes

PDSM17 issues the following return codes:

0
Normal completion.

>0
Sort returned an error or at least one selection statement was invalid.

Control Statements

The following section describes the utility control statements.
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SORT Control Statement

Proper reporting of audit trail information depends on the SMF data being sorted in a logical order. The default control
statements are shown below. SORT control statements may also be specified to PDSM17 using the PDSMCTL DD
statement.

The default order for $ACCESS or $UPDATE SMF records is as follows: library name, volume, activity type (access or
update), and date/time written.

SORT FIELDS=(47,44,A,91,6,A,19,1,A,11,4,A,7,4,A),FORMAT=BI

The default order for Partitioned Resource Monitoring SMF records is as follows: library (resource) name, volume, and
date/time generated.

SORT FIELDS=(93,44,A,137,6,A,41,4,A,45,4,A),FORMAT=BI

If another reporting sequence is required, refer to the format of the PDSMAN SMF records, described in member
PDSMSMFL in the PDSMAN User Information library. When reporting $ACCESS or $UPDATE records, the first three
fields should not be changed. When reporting PRMS records, the first two fields should not be changed.

Select / Exclude Statements

You can report selected SMF records by specifying SELECT and EXCLUDE statements in the PDSMSEL DD. These
statements have the following format:

EXCLUDE keyword1=data keyword2=data ... keyword8=data

SELECT  keyword1=data keyword2=data ... keyword8=data

$ACCESS and $UPDATE Records

The following keywords may be specified when processing $ACCESS or $UPDATE records:

LIB
Represents the library's data set name. A pattern is allowed.

VOL
Represents the library's volume serial. A pattern is allowed.

MEM
Represents the member name. A pattern is allowed.

USER
Represents the job/user/security Id. A pattern is allowed.

PGM
Represents the active program name. A pattern is allowed.

TYPE
Represents the operation type, BLDL or STOW. Valid values are:

B (only BLDLs)

S (only STOWs)

'-' (all).

SYSID
Represents the 1-to-4-character system ID. A pattern is allowed.

DATE
Represents the date. Valid specifications are:
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• – YYDDD a single Julian-style date
– YYDDD:YYDDD a date range (2 Julian-style dates)
– a '-' (or $BSI PATTERN1 character) to match all dates

PRMS Records

The following keywords may be specified when processing PRMS records:

LIB
Library's data set name or resource name. A pattern is allowed.

VOL
Library's volume serial. A pattern is allowed. This field will be blank if volume did not apply or was not available.

CLASS
Class name. You may not specify pattern characters, but this value will be matched only on the number of characters that
are actually specified. For example, the string LLA will match both LLAMANAGE and LLASYNCH records.

MEM
Represents the member name. A pattern is allowed. This field will be blank if member name did not apply or was not
available.

JOB
Represents the job. A pattern is allowed.

SRC
Represents the instrument's source id. A pattern is allowed.

MSYS
Represents the 1-to-4-character system ID on which this record was generated. A pattern is allowed.

PSYS
Represents which PDSMAN, Production or Test, generated this record. Valid specifications are: P, T, or '-' (all).

RSYS
Represents the 1-to-4-character system ID that physically recorded this record. A pattern is allowed.

STATE
Represents the 6-character, short form of resource's current state. A pattern is not allowed. A '-' may be specified.

ORIGIN
Represents whether the monitoring PDSMAN was local or remote. A pattern is allowed.

DATE
Represents the date. Valid specifications are:

• – YYDDD a single Julian-style date
– YYDDD:YYDDD a date range (2 Julian-style dates)
– a '-' (or $BSI PATTERN1 character) to match all dates

Select/Exclude Statement Usage Notes

The following usage notes apply to the select and exclude control statements:
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• Each SMF record is controlled by the first statement that matches on all specified keywords.
• Exclude statements should be specified before Select statements.
• More-specific statements should be specified before less-specific statements.
• Keyword=- matches anything in that field, including a blanks or nulls, unless documented otherwise.
• If any Select or Exclude statements are specified, a SMF record must match one statement to be reported. If no select

or exclude statements have been specified, all records will be reported.
• Up to 8 keywords may be specified, within columns 1 thru 72.
• Line-continuation is not allowed.

Examples

The following sections show control statement examples.

Reporting Library Access and Update Activity

The following job step is used to report the contents of SMF records logged by PDSMAN:

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSM17

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMLOG  DD DSN=SMF.LOGTAPE(0),DISP=OLD

//*

In this example, all PDSMAN SMF records are read from the latest generation of SMF.LOGTAPE data set and are sorted
into the default order of library name, volume, access/update activity type, date and time written, before reporting.

Reporting Selected Library Access and Update Activity

The following job step is used to report the contents of SMF records logged by PDSMAN:

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSM17

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMLOG  DD DSN=SMF.EXTRACT.ALLSYS(0),DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *

*   Report selected PDSMAN Audit Trail information

EXCLUDE SYSID=TST-

SELECT LIB=SYS1.PARMLIB TYPE=S

SELECT LIB=SYS1.PROCLIB TYPE=S

SELECT LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB MEM=IEFBR14

/*

In this example, SMF records are read from latest generation of a data set containing records from multiple systems. The
selection criteria:

1. Ignores records from systems whose IDs start with TST-.
2. Reports updates to any data set called SYS1.PARMLIB or SYS1.PROCLIB.
3. Reports any access or update to member IEFBR14 of SYS1.LINKLIB.

PDSM17 Output

The following sections show sample PDSM17 reports.

Library Access and Update Activity Report

Here is a sample report followed by field descriptions:

             Select / Exclude Statements         
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** PDSM17 **   XE44

Statement                                                                      Status

 SELECT LIB=SYS1.CLIST DATE=07025                                               Statement accepted

 SELECT LIB=USER.LINKLIB DATE=07026                                             Statement accepted

PDSMAN        7.70                                    LIBRARY ACTIVITY LOG                

** PDSM17 **   XE44                                   SYS1.CLIST              VOLUME=MVCA04

  Date      Time   Member    (TTR) Extents S Lvl Sys  Activity   by User   Program   Comments

01/25/2009  10:10  PDSM19                    001 XAE1 DELETED    FRARA92   IEHPROGM   * TEMPORARILY PERMITTED *

01/25/2009  10:12  CALOGON                   001 XAE1 ACCESSED   HABJO91   EXEC

01/25/2009  10:14  CALOGON                   001 XAE1 ACCESSED   CHATE92   EXEC

01/25/2009  10:15  EZYCAT                    001 XAE1 DELETION   FRARA92   IEHPROGM   * INHIBITED *

01/25/2009  10:16  CALOGON                   001 XAE1 ACCESSED   PITBR91   EXEC

01/26/2009  08:14  DVSPUTGV                  000 XAE1 ACCESSED   DONDA93   * N/A  *

01/26/2009  08:14  DVSPUTGV                  000 XAE1 ACCESSED   DONDA93   * N/A  *

01/26/2009  08:14  DVSPUTGV                  000 XAE1 ACCESSED   DONDA93   * N/A  *

PDSMAN        7.70                                    LIBRARY ACTIVITY LOG                

** PDSM17 **   XE44                                   USER.LINKLIB            VOLUME=MVSPP4

  Date      Time   Member    (TTR) Extents S Lvl Sys  Activity   by User   Program   Comments

01/26/2009  08:14  DVSPUTGV                  000 XAE1 ACCESSED   DONDA99   * N/A  *

01/26/2009  08:14  DVSPUTGV                  000 XAE1 ACCESSED   DONDA99   * N/A  *

01/26/2009  08:44  IKJCT44B                  000 XE44 ACCESSED   ANDNI99   IKJEFT01

01/26/2009  08:45  LSTEPLIB                  000 XE44 ACCESSED   JOHSU99   IKJEFT02

01/26/2009  08:45  LSTEPLIB                  000 XE44 ACCESSED   JOHSU99   IKJEFT02

01/26/2009  08:45  PREISPF                   000 XE44 ACCESSED   JOHSU99   * N/A  *

01/26/2009  08:45  PREISPF                   000 XE44 ACCESSED   JOHSU99   * N/A  *

01/26/2009  08:46  IKJCT44B                  000 XE44 ACCESSED   JACJA98   IKJEFT01

                                       Select / Exclude Statistics         

** PDSM17 **   XE44

Statement                                                                       Records

 SELECT LIB=SYS1.CLIST DATE=07025                                               00000006

 SELECT LIB=USER.LINKLIB DATE=07026                                             00000008

 Records matching SELECT  statements             :     00000014

 Records matching EXCLUDE statements             :     00000000

 Records not matching any SELECT or EXCLUDE      :     00000010

 Total records processed                         :     00000024 

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Date / Time
The date and time when the library activity occurred.

Member
The name of the member being accessed or updated.

(TTR) EXTENTS
The start and end positions in the library of the member if it was added, replaced, or deleted. These fields are recorded
only if the PDSMAN Library Space Reuse facility is effective for the library.

S
The member status, if recorded.

Lvl
The member modification level.
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Sys
The system ID that made this access or update.

Activity
The type of activity performed on the member.

By User
The name of the batch job or TSO user performing the activity.

Program
The name of the program used to perform the activity.

Comments
Remark pertaining to the access or update. This field may be used to report a user’s security ID if it differs from the job
name reported in the By User field.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Report

Here is a sample report followed by field descriptions:

PDSMAN        7.70                             Select / Exclude Statements         

** PDSM17 **   XAE1

Statement                                                                      Status

 SELECT LIB=ASMA.SASMMOD-                                                       Statement accepted

 SELECT LIB=STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 VOL=WORK01                                        Statement accepted

 SELECT LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB                                                        Statement accepted

PDSMAN        7.70                                    Partitioned Resource Activity Log   

** PDSM17 **   XAE1

Date        Time   Class             Member   State   Msys    Rsys  Source    Job       Origin    Information

 ASMA.SASMMOD1                                 MVR2AD

02/12/2009  07:28  LLASYNCH                   Norm    XE44-T  XE44  PDSM35    STACA94A  LOCAL     In Synch

02/12/2009  07:52  LLASYNCH                   Norm    XE44-T  XE44  PDSM35    STACA94A  LOCAL     In Synch

02/23/2009  06:23  VALIDATE                   Norm    XAE1-T  XAE1  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid

 ASMA.SASMMOD2                                 MVR2AD

02/23/2009  06:23  VALIDATE                   Norm    XAE1-T  XAE1  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid

 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2                             WORK01

02/12/2009  07:29  VALIDATE                   Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid           

02/12/2009  07:29  SPACEMON                   Err     XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM01    STACA94A  LOCAL     4Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 4 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/12/2009  07:29  SPACEMON                   Err     XE44-

T  XE44  RLSE      STACA94A  LOCAL     3Xt Aloc TH=S02

02/12/2009  07:29  VALIDATE                   Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid           

02/12/2009  07:53  VALIDATE                   Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid          
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02/12/2009  07:53  SPACEMON                   Err     XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM01    STACA94A  LOCAL     4Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 4 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/12/2009  07:53  SPACEMON                   Err     XE44-

T  XE44  RLSE      STACA94A  LOCAL     3Xt Aloc TH=S02

02/12/2009  07:53  VALIDATE                   Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid           

02/21/2009  07:44  SPACEMON                   Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM021   STACA94A  LOCAL     0Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 0 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/21/2009  07:44  SPACEMON                   Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM021   STACA94A  LOCAL     0Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 0 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/21/2009  07:49  VALIDATE                   Norm    XE44-T  XE44  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid

02/21/2009  07:49  SPACEMON                   Err     XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM01    STACA94A  LOCAL     4Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA04.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 4 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/21/2009  07:49  SPACEMON                   Err     XE44-

T  XE44  RLSE      STACA94A  LOCAL     3Xt Aloc TH=S02

02/21/2009  07:50  VALIDATE                   Norm    XE44-T  XE44  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid

02/23/2009  06:20  VALIDATE                   Norm    XAE1-T  XAE1  PDSMFCPC  STACA94A  LOCAL     Valid

02/12/2009  07:28  SPACEMON          A1       Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM021   STACA94A  LOCAL     0Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 0 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/12/2009  07:52  SPACEMON          A1       Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM021   STACA94A  LOCAL     0Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 0 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/12/2009  07:28  SPACEMON          A2       Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM021   STACA94A  LOCAL     0Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 0 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

02/12/2009  07:52  SPACEMON          A2       Norm    XE44-

T  XE44  PDSM021   STACA94A  LOCAL     0Xt Aloc TH=S02

                                     PDSM021-3 STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 HAS 0 SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=S02

 SYS1.LINKLIB                                  MVR2AD

02/12/2009  07:28  LLASYNCH                   Norm    XE44-T  XE44  PDSM35    STACA94A  LOCAL     In Synch

02/12/2009  07:52  LLASYNCH                   Norm    XE44-T  XE44  PDSM35    STACA94A  LOCAL     In Synch

PDSMAN        7.70                                    Select / Exclude Statistics         

** PDSM17 **   XAE1

Statement                                                                       Records

 SELECT LIB=ASMA.SASMMOD-                                                       00000004

 SELECT LIB=STACA94.TEMP.PDS2 VOL=WORK01                                        00000019

 SELECT LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB                                                        00000002

 Records matching SELECT  statements             :     00000025

 Records matching EXCLUDE statements             :     00000000

 Records not matching any SELECT or EXCLUDE      :     00002685

 Total records processed                         :     00002710

The following describes each field on the sample report:
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Date / Time
The date and time when the resource monitoring occurred.

Class
The monitoring class which generated this record.

Member
The member name, if applicable.

State
The current state of the resource.

Msys
Identifies the system ID and PDSMAN (prod/test) that generated this record.

Rsys
The system ID that physically wrote this record to SMF.

Source
Identifies the source ID that generated this record.

Job
The active job this record was generated from.

Origin
Identifies whether a Local or Remote PDSMAN generated this record.

Information
Information returned by instrument.

NOTE
Some PRMS records include additional information that may be printed immediately following the reported
record.

Ensuring Source-to-Executable Synchronization
The Source/Executable Cross-Reference facility helps ensure that source and executable programs are synchronized by
recording source version information within the executable program. This facility is compatible with Panvalet and Librarian
source management facilities.

Ensuring that executable programs are synchronized with their corresponding source members is critical in any
production-processing environment. Countless hours of diagnostic time and system availability can be wasted when the
wrong source listing is used to debug a failing production component.

Source/Executable Cross-Reference Description
PDSMAN Source/Executable Cross-Reference ensures you always know which source member was used to create
a given executable program by recording the source version information within the executable program itself. The
information can be reported at any time using the PDSM28 utility.

The PDSMAN Compiler Interface intercepts compilers you have specified on $COMPILER control statements. Version
information corresponding to the source module being compiled is added to the object module produced during
compilation, subsequently becoming part of the executable program during the linkedit process.

When the cross-reference information is needed, it can be reported as shown below. In the following example, the source
versions and update dates for the members comprising load module PAYROLL are easily determined.

------ Load Module ------    ------ Source Member Information -------

Name      CSECT Name/Abv.    Name      Vers  Last Updated Date/Time
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PAYROLL   PROLOG             PAYBEGIN   03   01/26/2009  At 10:03

          MAIN               PAYMAIN    03   03/06/2009  At 12:43

          SUBS1              PAYSUBS1   05   03/06/2009  At 12:45

          SUBS2              PAYSUBS2   05   03/06/2009  At 12:50

          IODRIVER           PAYIO      03   05/03/2009  At 08:45

          EPILOG             PAYEND     03   01/26/2009  At 10:03

The version of the member being compiled, together with the versions of source members copied or included from
SYSLIB or other sources during compilation, may also be reported on the compilation listing, providing a complete record
of the composition of the executable program.

The following Compiler Interface report lists the version of source module AUDASM being compiled and reports the
versions of all COPY members.

PDSMAN        7.70                                    COMPILER INTERFACE

** PDSM15 **   XE44                                   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.DEMOLIB

Member         Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Referenced   Base Date

AUDASM         02/19/2005  10:26  77.00  PDSM770     -- None  --  02/19/2009

MEMBERS COPIED FROM SYSLIB

AUDASMSR       02/19/2009  10:26  77.00  PDSM770     -- None  --  02/19/2009   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.DEMOLIB

AUDASMBR       02/19/2009  10:26  77.00  PDSM770     -- None  --  02/19/2009   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.DEMOLIB

AUDSUBS        02/19/2009  10:26  77.00  PDSM770     -- None  --  02/19/2009   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.DEMOLIB

Standard support is provided for source programs residing in a PDS, PDSE, Librarian or Panvalet library. User exits are
provided to enable support of source members maintained by other means.

Source/Executable Cross-Reference information may be reported using the PDSM28 utility. For more information, see the
section Using PDSM28 to Report Source Member Versions. It may also be displayed by selecting the Source/Executable
Module XREF option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

Source/Executable Cross-Reference Implementation
The following sections describe the procedure and control statements required to implement the Source/Executable
Cross-Reference facility.

Contents

Procedure

To implement Source/Executable Cross-Reference

• Specify $COMPILER statements and processing options in the initialization parameters, as described in the section
Control Statements. Each nominated compiler is intercepted transparently.

• If you are a Librarian or Panvalet (or other) user, see the section Usage Notes for details of minor modifications
required to your compilation procedures.

• For more information about reporting version information, see the section Using PDSM28 to Report Source Member
Versions.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $COMPILER control statement that are applicable to the Source/Executable Cross-Reference facility
are shown in the following list.

NAME
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Name of the compiler.

TYPE
The language type of compiler.

PROTECT
Option to protect the object library.

TITLEPAGE
Option to report version information for the member being compiled on a title page preceding the compilation listing.

COPY
Option to report version information for members included in source programs using Assembler or COBOL COPY
statements or PL/I %INCLUDE statements.

OBJECT
Option to record source member version information in the object module.

DDLIST
Option to specify whether parameters passed to this compiler can specify a DDNAME replacement list.

RPTDD
Optional DDNAME for reporting the PDSMAN title page.

OBJDD
Optional DDNAME indicating where the compiler writes the object module.

Source/Executable Cross-Reference for COBOL Modules Example

The following rule specifies that IKJCBL00 be dynamically front-ended by PDSMAN:

$COMPILER  NAME=IKJCBL00

           TYPE=COBOL

           TITLEPAGE=X

           COPY=Y

           OBJECT=Y

Each member being compiled and its version information, if any, are reported on a Compilation Title page preceding the
compilation listing. Members copied from SYSLIB are also reported on the Compilation Title page. The object library
is protected using a RESERVE for the duration of the compilation; consequently it may be allocated using DISP=SHR
provided that all compilers sharing the object library are similarly protected by PDSMAN.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restriction to the Source/Executable Cross-Reference facility.

Compilation Title Page

The compilation title page, if required, is directed to the SYSPRINT data set and precedes the compilation listing.

If SYSPRINT is being directed to SYSOUT, it is written using the following DCB attributes unless RECFM, LRECL, and
BLKSIZE are all specified. In this case, the DD specification is used.

RECFM=FBM  LRECL=121  BLKSIZE=121            (for IEV90)

RECFM=FBA  LRECL=133  BLKSIZE=133  (for other compilers)

If SYSPRINT is being directed to any other type of data set (for example, DASD) then the compilation title page is not
written if:
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• SYSPRINT is allocated to a PDS member.
• SYSPRINT is allocated to a TSO terminal.
• DISP=MOD has not been specified on the SYSPRINT DD statement (otherwise the compilation title page would be

overwritten by the compilation listing).
• DCB attributes of RECFM, LRECL and BLKSIZE are not all specified. When the attributes are all specified on the DD

statement, the SYSPRINT data set is written using these attributes, thereby ensuring that the record format of the title
page is the same as that of the compilation listing.

• FREE=CLOSE has been specified on the SYSPRINT DD statement.

The compilation title page is also bypassed if the member being compiled has no version information (unless
TITLEPAGE=X has been specified). A warning message is produced in these circumstances but may be suppressed
using the $MISC MSGS parameter.

Redirecting Compilation Title Page Output

The Compilation Title Page may be redirected to a DD statement other than SYSPRINT using the $COMPILER RPTDD=
parameter.

Members Copied from SYSLIB

If reporting of SYSLIB member versions on the compilation title page is required ($COMPILER COPY parameter), the
source module is optionally scanned for any members which are implicitly copied from SYSLIB or other sources using
COPY or %INCLUDE statements. Release information for these members is added to the title page preceding the
compilation listing. It should be noted that the explicit form of the COPY and %INCLUDE statements (for example, COPY
SYSLIB(member)), if used, is not correctly recognized, but otherwise does not cause any problem. SYSLIB members that
have been copied into the source member are not scanned for imbedded COPY/%INCLUDE statements.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Version Information

If OBJECT=Y has been specified on the $COMPILER control statement, the following 19 bytes of source member version
information are recorded in positions 53 to 71 of the object module END record. The version information overlays any
preprocessor data that may have been present in these positions.

NOTE

 For members in the Generalized Object File Format (GOFF), the information is recorded in the second
language translator IDR record.

• The eight-byte source member name.
• The low order two digits of the possible three-digit source member version level. For members with ISPF STATS

recorded, this is the MM portion of the version-modification level VV.MM.
• The source member update date (YYDDD).
• The source member update time (HHMM).

When the object module is processed by the linkage editor or program binder, this version information is recorded in the
preprocessor data area of the executable program IDR (CSECT identification record) translator record and is reported
by PDSM28. (For more information, see the section Using PDSM28 to Report Source Member Versions.) The recorded
version information remains intact if the executable program is subsequently re-linkedited or re-bound either by itself or
with other modules.

By modifying the PDSMUSR2 user exit routine, it is possible to alter the source member version information that is
recorded and reported by the Source/Executable Cross-Reference facility. The PDSMUSR2 exit is described in the
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section PDSMUSR2 User Exit. If you alter the 19-byte recorded source module version information, ensure that the
last 9 bytes are numeric because the linkage editor packs them when they are transferred to an IDR record. For more
information, see an assembly listing of PDSMUSR2.

NO$COMP DD Override Option

You can instruct PDSMAN not to overlay portions of the object module END record with source version information, even
when OBJECT=Y has been specified, by including the following DD statement in the compilation step:

//NO$COMP DD DUMMY

The presence of the NO$COMP DD statement disables processing for the $COMPILER OBJECT, TITLEPAGE, and
COPY parameters, effectively setting each of these parameters to a value of N.

PDSMUSR2 User Exit

PDSMUSR2 processing can:

• Control processing of the Compiler Interface by altering the options specified in the $COMPILER control statement
• Supply or alter member version information to be reported on the compilation title page
• Supply or alter member version information recorded in the object module by the Compiler Interface and reported by

PDSM28

The distributed PDSMUSR2 provides version information for members originating from Librarian or Panvalet libraries.
PDSMUSR2 may be modified to provide version information for members originating from a library other than a PDS,
PDSE, Librarian, or Panvalet library.

You can specify an exit name other than PDSMUSR2 on the $MISC control statement USR2EXIT parameter.

The formats of the control blocks used by the Compiler Interface and by PDSM28 when invoking the user exit routine are
contained in member PDSMUSR2 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

Librarian Source Modules

To provide the Compiler Interface with version information for a Librarian member that is being compiled, PDSMUSR2
requires the addition of the following DD statement to the compilation step:

//LIBIN   DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

The &&TEMP file is a Librarian LISTH data set on DASD, obtained by adding the LISTH option to the -SEL or -OPT
statement in the Librarian step, which usually provides the source member to the compiler.

Note: LISTH is required even if the member is compiled directly from the Librarian library. There is no interface between
PDSMAN and the Librarian Access Method (LAM).

Panvalet Source Modules

To provide the Compiler Interface with version information for a Panvalet member that is being compiled, PDSMUSR2
requires the addition of either of the following DD statements to the compilation step:

//PANIN    DD  DSN=&&SOURCE,DISP=(OLD,DELETE),

//         UNIT=AFF=SYSIN,VOL=REF=*.SYSIN

or

//PANSYSIN DD DSN=&&PSYSIN,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//PANDD1   DD DSN=PAN.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

If PANIN is specified, it refers to temporary data set &&SOURCE created by Panvalet program PAN#1, containing the
source member which is being compiled. (When Panvalet creates &&SOURCE as input to the compiler, it may supply
version information using a comment at the beginning of the member.)
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Note: The UNIT=AFF and VOL=REF parameters may be necessary in order to avoid possible "data set not found"
conditions when two DD statements attempt to reference the same passed temporary data set. The PANIN DD statement
should follow the SYSIN DD statement.

Alternatively, if PANSYSIN and PANDD1 are specified, the Panvalet Access Module (PAM) is used to retrieve the version
information for the member being compiled directly from the AllFusion Panvalet library. PANSYSIN refers to the data
set containing the PAN#1 ++WRITE control statement used to create &&SOURCE, and PANDD1 refers to the AllFusion
Panvalet library. Module PAM must be in the system linklist or in the compilation STEPLIB library.

For more information about these options, see member PDSMUSR2 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

Source Modules From HFS Data Sets

The following PDSMAN processing is bypassed when the source module being compiled is provided as input from an
HFS data set:

• The Compilation Title Page is not produced
• Version information for members in SYSLIB is not reported
• The PDSM15-1 message indicating that version information cannot be determined is not produced

Other Source Modules

If a program is not being compiled  directly from a PDS or PDSE library member or from a sequential data set originating
from Librarian or Panvalet, then some other means must be found to determine its version information.

If the program has been transferred from a PDS member (for example, by the CICS preprocessor or by the ISPF
ISRSCAN procedure) and is being passed to the compiler by a sequential data set, then the Compiler Interface may
determine its version information. This is possible if the following DD statements are provided in the compilation step to
tell the Compiler Interface the name of the originating member and library:

//PDSMMEM  DD  DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB(MEMBER),DISP=SHR

//PDSMPDS  DD  DSN=library,DISP=SHR

Use the PDSMMEM DD statement to provide the member name; the library name is ignored. Another library name may
be substituted in place of SYS1.PROCLIB. The PDSMPDS DD statement provides the name of the library to search for
the member's directory entry. This DD statement may also specify a concatenation of libraries, which may be required, for
example, if the ISPF ISRSCAN procedure was used to pass the member to the compiler.

Provision is made in the PDSMUSR2 user exit for an installation to provide the Compiler Interface with version information
for a member that originates from other than one of the above sources.

Reporting Source Member Versions Using PDSM28
Use the PDSM28 Source/Executable Version reporting utility to process the preprocessor IDR records of all or selected
members of a load library or program object library and to report any source module version information created by the
Compiler Interface.

As part of its processing, PDSM28 passes a formatted print line to the PDSMUSR2 user exit. PDSMUSR2 can be
used to modify or suppress the print line at your discretion. For more information about the PDSMUSR2 user exit, see
PDSMUSR2 User Exit. The source code for this exit can be found in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM28 to report source/executable cross-reference
information.
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//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM28[,PARM='msel'[/UEXIT=exitname]] 

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *                (optional member selection)

//PDSMSELX DD *              (optional control statements)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field may be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in Member Selection on this page.
The UEXIT parameter can be used to specify the name of an optional user exit to be invoked.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the data set containing the member or members to be processed by the utility.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in Member Selection on this page.

PDSMSELX
Defines the optional data set containing control statements to select or exclude nominated module CSECT names. For
more information, see Control Statements on this page.

Member PDSMJ28 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'
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You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

User Exit Specification

PDSM28 provides standard selection and formatting capabilities that are sufficient for almost all PDSMAN users. The
utility also provides a user exit point for those users with special processing requirements. This exit point is invoked
before a print line is written by PDSM28 to the report data set. Usually, PDSMUSR2 is used as the exit routine. For more
information, see PDSMUSR2 User Exit.

You can specify the UEXIT= parameter after the member selection criteria on the EXEC JCL statement. This parameter
allows you to specify the name of the user exit to be invoked before PDSM28 report lines are output. The default value,
UEXIT=PDSMUSR2, calls the distributed PDSMUSR2 exit that returns to PDSM28 without modifying the output line. You
may specify any valid module name or "NONE" to indicate that no user exit call is to be made.

Control Statements

If a PDSMSELX DD statement has been provided, PDSM28 reads control statements that may be used to eliminate
unwanted CSECTs from the report. The following is the format of the control statements provided in the PDSMSELX data
set, where xxxxx is a CSECT name or pattern up to 64 characters in length:

SELECT     CSECT=xxxx

or

EXCLUDE    CSECT=xxxx

If one or more SELECT control statements have been specified, a CSECT is excluded unless a SELECT control
statement matches it. If SELECT and EXCLUDE control statements are specified together, EXCLUDE control statements
should precede the SELECT control statements. If no PDSMSELX DD statement has been provided, all CSECTs are
reported.

You can specify an asterisk in column one to indicate a comment line, which is ignored by PDSM28 processing.

Example Reporting Source/Executable Cross-Reference Information

The following job step scans the preprocessor IDR records of all members of the CBE.R70A.LINKLIB library and reports
all source member version information belonging to CSECTs of selected members. Only CSECTs with names beginning
with CBE or FIX are reported.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM28

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=CBE.R70A.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSELX DD *

SELECT CSECT=CBE-

SELECT CSECT=FIX-

/*

PDSM28 Output

The following section shows a sample PDSM28 report.
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Source/Executable Cross-Reference Report

An example Source/Executable Cross-Reference Report is shown below:

PDSMAN        7.70                                    Source/Executable Cross-Reference

** PDSM28 **   XE44                                   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.DEMOLNK

------ Load Module ------    ------ Source Member Information -------

Name      CSECT Name/Abv.    Name      Vers  Last Updated Date/Time

PAYROLL   PROLOG             PAYBEGIN   03   01/26/2009  At 10:03

          MAIN               PAYMAIN    03   03/06/2009  At 12:43

          SUBS1              PAYSUBS1   05   03/06/2009  At 12:45

          SUBS2              PAYSUBS2   05   03/06/2009  At 12:50

          IODRIVER           PAYIO      03   05/03/2009  At 08:45

          EPILOG             PAYEND     03   01/26/2009  At 10:03

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Load Module
The name of the load module or program object being processed.

CSECT Name/Abv.
The name of this CSECT, which is a component of the executable program. If the CSECT name is longer than 16
characters, a standard abbreviation is reported in this field and the full CSECT name is reported in an abbreviation
table later in the report.

Name
The name of the source member from which this component was compiled.

Vers
The version of the source member containing this CSECT. If the source member has ISPF statistics, this field is the MM
portion of the VV.MM version/modification level.

Last Updated Date/Time
The date and time of the last update of the source member.

Locking Production or Promotable Members
The Production Member Statusing facility allows you to differentiate between test and production members in the same
library.

This facility is commonly used as part of production control procedures to lock specified members in a test library from
further updating until they are moved to a production library.

Production Member Statusing Facility Description
Most installations separate test and production member versions into different libraries. There may be circumstances,
however, in which it is necessary to distinguish between test and production members (or those ready to be promoted) in
a single library. In these situations, rules may be specified that allow test library members to be updated while production
members are not. A member marked as production can be locked from further update until unlocked by an authorized
user.

PDSMAN     7.70                                       DIRECTORY LISTING

** PDSM07 **   XE44                                   KINXXXX.MASTER.CNTL

Member         Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Referenced   Base Date    Expires

F72364         04/26/2008  15:09  01.00  F72364   P  05/19/2008   04/26/2008   -- Never --
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IEBGENER       01/18/2009  15:01  01.45  KINXXXX     -- None  --  01/18/2009   -- Never --

JOBCARD        12/12/2008  13:41  01.05  KINXXXX     02/08/2009   12/12/2008   -- Never --

LINKPDSM       02/08/2009  12:49  01.04  KINXXXX     03/21/2009   02/08/2009   -- Never --

MAINTREL       03/21/2009  15:55  01.05  KINXXXX     -- None  --  03/21/2009   -- Never --

PDSM22G        04/23/2009  09:54  01.26  KINXXXX     04/23/2009   04/23/2009   -- Never --

ZAP            04/02/2008  13:57  01.00  KINXXXX  P  05/19/2008   04/02/2008   -- Never --

Z72364         05/02/2008  12:49  01.01  Z72364   P  05/19/2008   05/02/2009   -- Never --

Member status information like that shown above is optionally maintained as part of the member control information in the
member's directory entry. Only one version of the member, production or test, can reside in the library at any one time. A
production member always reverts to test status when it is updated.

Production Member Statusing Facility Implementation
The following sections describe the procedure and control statements required to implement the Production Member
Statusing facility.

Contents

Procedure

To implement Production Member Statusing

• Specify $MIXED initialization control statements in the PDSMAN initialization parameters to define libraries for which
Production Member Statusing support is required.

• Members of libraries defined by $MIXED initialization control statements can be promoted to production status or
demoted to test status by selecting the TSO Command Processor option of the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu and
using the PROD and TEST subcommands. These subcommands are disabled by default for all users and must
be explicitly enabled for use by authorized users. For more information, see the $SECURITY control statement
description.

• Specify $UPDATE control statements to restrict update of members with production status.
• Member status is reported as part of the member control information using the PDSM07 utility. It may also be displayed

by selecting the List Member Control Information option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu or on the EZYEDIT
Member List AUDIT alternate view.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $MIXED control statement that are applicable to the Production Member Statusing facility are shown in
the following list.

LIB
The library or group of libraries for which Production Member Statusing support is required.

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Production Member Statusing facility are shown
in the following list.

LIB
The library or group of libraries for which Production Member Statusing support is required.

STA
The status of the member to which the rule applies.

Locking Production Members Example

In this example, members of BW.STAGELIB are to be "locked" by a control group to prevent their update pending transfer
to a production library.
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$MIXED    LIB=BW.STAGELIB

$UPDATE   LIB=BW.STAGELIB

          STA=P

          MODE=A

          USER=XSS061

$UPDATE   LIB=BW.STAGELIB

          STA=P

          MODE=P

User XSS061 is authorized by the installation to control the system acceptance. This user is first authorized to perform
PDSMAN TEST and PROD functions by specifying the required resource rules to the installation data set security system.
For more information, see the $SECURITY control statement description.

The initialization control statements are then specified to PDSMAN to:

• Define Production Member Statusing support for BW.STAGELIB.
• Allow (MODE=A) user XSS061 to update production members in this library.
• Prevent (MODE=P) all other users from updating production members in this library.

Restrictions

The following section describes restriction to the Production Member Statusing facility.

SCLM Controlled Libraries

The Production Member Statusing facility is not compatible with IBM's SCLM product. This is because PDSMAN uses
the same member directory entry user data field to record the production or test status that SCLM uses to indicate the
member was updated under SCLM control.

Improving Library Integrity
The Library Integrity facility provides ENQ/RESERVE protection for libraries updated by utilities (typically IEBCOPY and
IEBGENER) that do not provide their own serialization. This protection considerably reduces the risk of library corruption
due to simultaneous updates.

This facility can also be used to identify other programs not using proper serialization, and to provide protection for other
utilities specified by your data center.

A common cause of library problems is corruption due to simultaneous library update operations, resulting from failure to
use the appropriate ENQ/RESERVE mechanism to obtain exclusive use of the library before updating.

A common way to obtain exclusive use of a library is by specifying DISP=SHR when the library is allocated, and then
using an internal ENQ/RESERVE mechanism to protect the library for only the duration of the actual update operation.
This permits shared use of the library (for example, for reading) by other users while, at the same time, preventing
simultaneous update operations in the library. Both ISPF and the linkage editor update libraries in this manner.

Utilities such as IEBCOPY, IEBUPDTE, and IEBGENER have no internal ENQ/RESERVE mechanism and rely on the
specification of DISP=OLD to obtain exclusive use of a library for update. This may cause considerable operational
difficulties, because no other user can allocate the library for the entire duration of the updating job, or, if an online
user performs the update, until the allocation of the library is freed. To circumvent these difficulties, DISP=SHR is
often specified, with the consequent risk of library corruption due to simultaneous update. In addition to these utilities,
installation-written programs without internal ENQ/RESERVE mechanisms may also be used to update libraries.
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Library Integrity Facility Description
PDSMAN provides facilities to significantly reduce the exposure of libraries to this type of corruption. PDSMAN
dynamically front-ends specified utilities such as IEBCOPY, IEBUPDTE, IEBGENER and user-written utilities and issues
on their behalf an internal RESERVE compatible with that used by ISPF and the linkage editor. This permits DISP=SHR to
be safely used with these utilities.

As further protection, PDSMAN can check that a library has been enqueued or reserved when a member is being
updated, issue a warning message, or prevent the update. While this procedure does not prevent the library from being
written to without use of the appropriate ENQ/RESERVE mechanism, it does highlight the use of offending utilities and
can prevent their successful execution.

Library Integrity Facility Implementation
The following sections describe the procedure and control statements required to implement the Library Integrity facility.

Contents

Procedure

To implement the Library Integrity facility

• Specify $IEBCOPY and $UTILITY control statements in the initialization parameters to define utilities for which Library
Integrity support is required.
The distributed system contains a $IEBCOPY statement for IEBCOPY and $UTILITY statements for IEBUPDTE and
IEBGENER.
 

• Specify $UPDATE control statement in the initialization parameters to define libraries for which Library Integrity support
is required.

Control Statements

The following sections describe the control statements and parameters that are applicable to the Library Integrity facility.

$UTILITY Control Statement

Parameters on the $UTILITY control statement that are applicable to the Library Integrity facility are shown in the following
list.

NAME
Name of the utility program.

LIBDD
DDName used by the utility to update the library.

RPTDD
DDName used by the utility for reporting.

REPORT
Option to report version and/or space reuse information for added/replaced members following the utility listing.

DDLIST
Option specifying whether parameters passed to this utility may specify a DDNAME replacement list.

$IEBCOPY Control Statement

The $IEBCOPY control statement parameter that is applicable to the Library Integrity facility is shown in the following list.
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NAME
Name of the IEBCOPY utility.

$UPDATE Control Statement

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Library Integrity facility are shown in the
following list.

LIB
Name of the library or libraries for which Library Integrity support is required.

ENQCHECK
Option to check that any caller updating the library has first properly reserved the library.

Control Statement Examples

The following control statements specify that Library Integrity protection is required for all SYS2. libraries. These libraries
are enqueued or reserved whenever they are updated using IEBCOPY, IEBUPDTE or IEBGENER, thereby supporting
serialized updating using DISP=SHR.

$IEBCOPY   NAME=IEBCOPY

$UTILITY   NAME=IEBUPDTE

           LIBDD=SYSUT2

           RPTDD=SYSPRINT

$UTILITY   NAME=IEBGENER

           LIBDD=SYSUT2

           RPTDD=SYSPRINT

$UPDATE    LIB=SYS2.-

           ENQCHECK=W

In addition to the RESERVE protection added to IEBCOPY, IEBUPDTE, and IEBGENER for SYS2. libraries, the
$UPDATE ENQCHECK parameter causes a warning message to be issued if any SYS2. library is updated by any means,
without the appropriate ENQ/RESERVE mechanisms in place.

Restrictions

The following section describes restrictions to the Library Integrity facility.

Dynamically Allocated Libraries

PDSMAN will not issue ENQ/RESERVE for libraries that are dynamically allocated by the utility, even if the ddname used
matches the one specified on the $UTILITY LIBDD parameter.

Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using this facility.

ENQ Major and Minor Names

Requests to load programs specified in $IEBCOPY and $UTILITY control statements are intercepted by PDSMAN.

If the library being updated is matched by a $UPDATE rule, an ENQ/RESERVE is issued to protect the library before
invoking the utility.

For compatibility with ISPF and the linkage editor, major ENQ/RESERVE names of SPFEDIT and SYSIEWLP are used. If
required, a name other than SPFEDIT may be specified for the major RESERVE name by altering the $MISC ENQNAME
parameter. The data set name of the library being updated is used as the minor name.
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Member Compare and Update Control
You can use the PDSM33 Member Compare and Update Control facility to control changes to programs and other line-
oriented data sets.

You can also compare different versions of line-oriented modules with the differences between them being reported or
generated as change files. These change files may be maintained and subsequently applied to the unmodified base
version of the module. This allows you to regenerate the current or any intermediate module version.

Member Compare and Update Control Description
The Member Compare and Update Control facility compares versions of line-oriented modules. The following example
shows how differences can be reported:

                   CALL  TIMETOD,(PROSEDAT,TODWORK),VL CALL TIMETOD. 00008000

*  DELETED *       MVC   TABTMV01,PROSEDAT   GET PROSE DATE.         00010000

*  DELETED *       MVC   MSG2PROS,PROSEDAT   *                       00012000

                   MVC   TABTMV02,GREGDATE   GET GREGORIAN DATE.     00014000

                   MVC   MSG2GREG,GREGDATE   *                       00016000

*  DELETED *       MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE    GET JLIAN DATE.         00018000

* INSERTED *       MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE    GET JULIAN DATE.        00014000

                   MVC   MSG2JUL,JULDATE     *                       00020000

                   MVC   TABTMV04,EXECTIME   GET CURRENT TIME.       00022000

                   MVC   MSG2TIME,EXECTIME   *                       00024000

* INSERTED *       MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE   GET ABSOLUTE DATE.      00022000

* INSERTED *       MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE    *                       00024000

* INSERTED *                                EJECT                    00026000

These differences between module versions may also be maintained as change files as shown here:

./ D 00010000 00012000                                08/11/09 23:51:30

./ R 00018000          $ 18990 990                    08/11/09 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE        GET JULIAN DATE.                00014000

./ I 00024000          $ 25000 1000                   08/11/09 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE       GET ABSOLUTE DATE.              00022000

         MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE        *                               00024000

                                       EJECT                           00026000

Changes corresponding to successive versions of a module are built upon a read-only base module. Each change is
maintained as a change file, consisting of source lines together with insert, replace, and delete control statements as
shown in this example. At an appropriate time, all active changes may be applied to the base module to form a new
(usually re-sequenced) base module in another library.

Change files, which may optionally contain both a before and an after image of each changed line, enable easy
identification of individual changes, and their impact on the base module. They can also be applied to the base module to
regenerate the current module version or any previous version.

All of the change files for a module are most conveniently maintained together in an update control file.

Comparing members and maintaining change files may be useful in addressing auditing requirements regarding
the modification and promotion of production modules and, as such, may be incorporated into your change control
procedures.

By direct modification of the change file in a development environment, you can modify or back out individual deleted or
modified lines without regressing the module to a complete previous version. This serves as a useful development tool,
allowing easy isolation and back out of individual changes to a module or the recovery of a previous version of a module.
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Using update control provides a convenient means of allowing two or more programmers to simultaneously develop
independent modifications to the same module. Program modification using change files allows development and
maintenance activity to be performed concurrently.

The facility also allows an installation to develop custom modifications to third party software without compromising your
upgrade options. If a new base is distributed by a third party software vendor, then the individual change files can be
modified to integrate your changes with the new base version.

You can use any sequential data set or library member of fixed or variable record format, sequenced or non-sequenced,
and with any record length. Members in ISPF packed format are also supported. Data comparison is independent of ISPF
packing.

PDSM33 Utility
You can use all Member Compare and Update Control functions, except EDIT, from the batch environment.

The functions are also available online by selecting the Member Compare and Update Control option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu. Selecting this option displays the following screen.

----------------------- PDSMAN MEMBER COMPARE FACILITY ------------------------

COMMAND ===>

  Select Option      ===>

         1 = Compare    - Compare modules, report changes.

         2 = Diff       - Compare modules, report only changes.

         3 = Generate   - Compare modules to create a change.

         4 = Edit       - Edit module to create or maintain a change.

         5 = Apply      - Apply changes to create a new composite.

         6 = Summary    - Report module, highlighting applied changes.

         7 = Renum      - Apply changes to create a new sequenced composite.

  Process            ===> F        (B=Background & F=Foreground)

  Output             ===> B        (B=Browse, V=View & P=Printer)

  Sysout class       ===>          (If directing output to printer)

  Remote destination ===>          (If Remote Printer Destination req'd)

You can request further information by selecting the required option, entering the HELP primary command (or PF key),
and browsing the supplied tutorial.

Comparison of members, generation of change files and generation of composite members may be performed from an
EZYEDIT member list display.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM33 utility:

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='parm1[,parm2][,...]'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR
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//PDSMUPD  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMDAT  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMOLD
Defines the old or base version of the sequential data set, which is usually a library member. This read-only data set may
be of fixed or variable record format with a record length not exceeding 256.

PDSMNEW
Defines the new or current version of the sequential data set, which is usually a library member. For DIFF, COMPARE,
and GENERATE functions, PDSMNEW defines an input data set. For the APPLY function, PDSMNEW defines an output
data set. For other functions, PDSMNEW is not used. The record format of this data set should be the same as that of the
PDSMOLD data set.

PDSMUPD
Defines a sequential data set, which is usually a library member, containing either a single change file or more usually an
update control file. For DIFF, COMPARE, APPLY, CONCAT, and SUMMARY functions, PDSMUPD defines an input data
set. For EDIT and GENERATE functions, PDSMUPD may define both an input and output data set. For other functions,
PDSMUPD defines an output data set. The record format of this data set should be the same as that of the PDSMOLD
data set.

PDSMDAT
Defines a sequential data set required by the CONCAT and DECAT functions only.

The PDSMOLD, PDSMNEW, and PDSMUPD data sets can optionally be in ISPF packed format. It is not necessary to
unpack them for processing by the PDSM33 utility.

Member PDSMJ33 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this facility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM33 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement. Multiple parameters may be specified if separated by commas.

The first group of parameters specifies the function to be performed. For more information about the processing functions,
see the section Processing. With the exception of specifying DIFF or COMPARE in addition to the GENERATE function,
only one parameter from this first group may be selected.

The following describes the parameter values.

COMPARE
Compare old and new modules; report differences and unmodified lines.

DIFF
Compare old and new modules; report only differences.

GENERATE
Compare old and new modules and generate a change file containing the differences.

EDIT
Apply one or more change files to a base module to create a composite module that is passed to the ISPF EDIT service
and on return, generate the latest change file.

APPLY
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Apply one or more change files to a base module to generate a new composite module.

SUMMARY
Apply one or more change files to a base module and report the composite module, highlighting all inserted and replaced
lines.

CONCAT
Extract selected change files (and optionally control files) from update control files and concatenate them into a sequential
data set.

DECAT
Extract selected change files (and optionally control files) from the sequential data set produced by a CONCAT function,
and create or update corresponding update control files.

DEACTIVATE
Temporarily remove selected changes from selected control files.

ACTIVATE
Reinstate selected temporarily removed changes in selected control files.

DELETE
Permanently remove changes from selected control files and delete corresponding change files from the update control
files.

The second group of parameters specifies processing options that can be used with one of the functions described in the
previous list.

DATA=m-n
Specifies data fields to use during processing. If this parameter is not supplied, the data to be compared is determined
from the logical record length of the data set and the value specified in the SEQ parameter, if specified. If both DATA and
SEQ are specified and their values overlap, data in positions specified by SEQ is treated as sequence numbers and is not
used in the comparison.

AUDIT
If this parameter is specified with the EDIT or GENERATE parameters, then the generated, or regenerated, change file
will contain deleted and replaced lines in addition to the inserted and replacement lines usually maintained. This option
thus forces a before and after image of the actual change to be maintained in the change file.

SEQ=m-n
Specifies sequence fields to ignore when comparing modules or to use when generating and applying changes. If this
parameter is not supplied, it is assumed that the entire line contains data and an internal sequence increment of 2000
is used. Any sequence field that may actually be present is included in the comparison and may render the comparison
meaningless.

RENUM=n
Renumber the new composite module during APPLY processing, using an increment of n.

OLDMEM=
Specifies the member name to be used for the PDSMOLD data set. This parameter may be used only for the COMPARE
and DIFF functions and is provided primarily to support the specification of a previous member version (for example,
OLDMEM=ABC(-2)).

NEWMEM=
Specifies the member name to be used for the PDSMNEW data set. This parameter may be used only for the COMPARE
and DIFF functions and is provided primarily to support the specification of a previous member version (for example,
NEWMEM=ABC(-1)).

MEMBER=
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Specifies a member pattern to be used to select multiple update control files for processing by APPLY, CONCAT, DECAT,
ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, and DELETE functions. If this parameter is not specified for CONCAT, DECAT, ACTIVATE,
DEACTIVATE, or DELETE processing, all members are selected.

CHANGE=
Specify this parameter to select one or more subsets of the changes in an update control file. For example,
CHANGE=(ABC*,DEF*) specifies that only changes whose change identifiers begin with ABC or DEF are eligible for
processing. This parameter is required by the ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, and DELETE functions. For other functions, if
this parameter is not specified, all changes specified in the update control file are eligible for processing.

LASTCHANGE=
This parameter is supported only by APPLY, EDIT, and GENERATE processing to specify the change identifier of the last
change to be applied. It is typically used to build a composite file to a change level earlier than the most recent change, or
when reworking an earlier change. Pattern characters are not supported in the operand of the LASTCHANGE parameter.

CTLFILE=Y or U
A value of Y indicates control files are to be included in CONCAT and DECAT processing.
A value of U indicates that when processing a control file during a DECAT operation, only the change identifiers
corresponding to change files being DECATed are to be added to the target control file. The CTLFILE=U option is
supported for DECAT processing only.

SCANFWD=n
Specifies the number of lines to be read, forward of a resynchronization point, to verify the resynchronization. You
can specify this parameter to minimize the possibility of reporting false insertions and deletions caused when the
resynchronization line is not unique (that is, occurs multiple times within the member). The default value for this parameter
is 1000 lines.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM33 utility to compare members.

Comparing Member Versions

The following example shows the required JCL for comparing member PAYROLL of library TEST.OLD with member
PAYROLL of library TEST.NEW, both members having sequence numbers in positions 73 to 80 of each record.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='COMPARE,SEQ=73-80'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=TEST.OLD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=TEST.NEW(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

The following report fragment shows the PDSMRPT output of this comparison. Unchanged lines are shown as inserted
and deleted lines. If a PARM of DIFF is specified, only inserted and deleted lines are reported; unchanged lines are not
reported.

*  DELETED *                                  SPACE                   00002000

*  DELETED * *      RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.                         00004000

*  DELETED *                                  SPACE                   00006000

* INSERTED * *  .-------------------------------.                     00002000

* INSERTED * *  I   RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.   I                     00004000

* INSERTED * *  '-------------------------------'                     00006000

                    CALL  TIMETOD,(PROSEDAT,TODWORK),VL CALL TIMETOD. 00008000

*  DELETED *        MVC   TABTMV01,PROSEDAT   GET PROSE DATE.         00010000

*  DELETED *        MVC   MSG2PROS,PROSEDAT   *                       00012000

                    MVC   TABTMV02,GREGDATE   GET GREGORIAN DATE.     00014000

                    MVC   MSG2GREG,GREGDATE   *                       00016000

*  DELETED *        MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE    GET JLIAN DATE.         00018000
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* INSERTED *        MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE    GET JULIAN DATE.        00014000

                    MVC   MSG2JUL,JULDATE     *                       00020000

                    MVC   TABTMV04,EXECTIME   GET CURRENT TIME.       00022000

                    MVC   MSG2TIME,EXECTIME   *                       00024000

* INSERTED *        MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE   GET ABSOLUTE DATE.      00022000

* INSERTED *        MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE    *                       00024000

* INSERTED *                                  EJECT                   00026000

Generating a Change File

The following example shows the required JCL for generating a change file corresponding to the differences between
member PAYROLL in TEST.OLD and in TEST.NEW as used for the example in the section Comparing Member Versions.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='GENERATE,SEQ=73-80'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=TEST.OLD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=TEST.NEW(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMUPD  DD DSN=TEST.UPD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

The following change file is written to member PAYROLL of TEST.UPD. Although a change file can be generated as
shown here, it is more common for change files to be maintained as part of an update control file. This example is
intended only to show the format of a change file.

./ R 00002000 00006000 $ 2990 990                     08/11/07 23:51:30

*    .-------------------------------.                                 00002000

*    I   RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.   I                                 00004000

*    '-------------------------------'                                 00006000

./ D 00010000 00012000                                08/11/07 23:51:30

./ R 00018000          $ 18990 990                    08/11/07 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE        GET JULIAN DATE.                00014000

./ I 00024000          $ 25000 1000                   08/11/07 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE       GET ABSOLUTE DATE.              00022000

         MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE        *                               00024000

                                       EJECT                           00026000

Generating a Change File with Audit Option

If you specify the AUDIT parameter when generating a change file, the change file will contain deleted and replaced lines
as well as the inserted and replacement lines, as shown in the following example. This may be useful in addressing the
dual audit requirements of maintaining total information regarding differences between module versions and allowing
fallback to previous versions.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='GENERATE,SEQ=73-80,AUDIT'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=TEST.OLD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=TEST.NEW(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMUPD  DD DSN=TEST.UPD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

The change file, which is written to member PAYROLL of TEST.UPD, is shown next.

./ D 00002000 00006000                                08/11/03 23:51:30

*                                     SPACE                            00002000

*        RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.                                     00004000

*                                     SPACE                            00006000

./ I 00002000          $ 2990 990                     08/11/07 23:51:30

*    .-------------------------------.                                 00002000
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*    I   RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.   I                                 00004000

*    '-------------------------------'                                 00006000

./ D 00010000 00012000                                08/11/07 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV01,PROSEDAT       GET PROSE DATE.                 00010000

         MVC   MSG2PROS,PROSEDAT       *                               00012000

./ D 00018000                                         08/11/07 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE        GET JLIAN DATE.                 00018000

./ I 00018000          $ 18990 990                    08/11/07 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE        GET JULIAN DATE.                00014000

./ I 00024000          $ 25000 1000                   08/11/07 23:51:30

         MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE       GET ABSOLUTE DATE.              00022000

         MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE        *                               00024000

                                       EJECT                           00026000

Forming a Composite Module

The following example shows the required JCL for forming composite member PAYROLL of TEST.NEW by applying
the changes corresponding to the change file or update control file in member PAYROLL of TEST.UPD to the base file
specified by member PAYROLL of TEST.OLD. The base member and change files have sequence numbers in positions
73 to 80 of each logical record.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='APPLY,SEQ=73-80'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=TEST.OLD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=TEST.NEW(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMUPD  DD DSN=TEST.UPD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

Forming a New Base Module

The following example shows the required JCL for applying the changes in the change file or update control file in
member PAYROLL of TEST.UPD to the base file specified by member PAYROLL of TEST.OLD. The resulting new
composite module, which is sequenced in increments of 2000, is placed in member PAYROLL of TEST.NEW. The base
member and change files have sequence numbers in positions 73 to 80 of each logical record.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='APPLY,RENUM=2000,SEQ=73-80'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=TEST.OLD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=TEST.NEW(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMUPD  DD DSN=TEST.UPD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

Reporting a Composite Module

The following example shows the required JCL for reporting the composite module generated by applying the changes in
the change file or update control file in member PAYROLL of TEST.UPD to the base file specified by member PAYROLL of
TEST.OLD. The base member and change files have sequence numbers in positions 73 to 80 of each logical record.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='SUMMARY,SEQ=73-80'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMUPD  DD DSN=TEST.UPD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=TEST.OLD(PAYROLL),DISP=SHR

All replaced and inserted lines in the composite module are shown on the following report.

CHG010        .-------------------------------.                     00002000

CHG010        I   RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.   I                     00004000
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CHG010        '-------------------------------'                     00006000

                  CALL  TIMETOD,(PROSEDAT,TODWORK),VL CALL TIMETOD. 00008000

                  MVC   TABTMV02,GREGDATE   GET GREGORIAN DATE.     00014000

                  MVC   MSG2GREG,GREGDATE   *                       00016000

CHG010            MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE    GET JULIAN DATE.        00014000

                  MVC   MSG2JUL,JULDATE     *                       00020000

                  MVC   TABTMV04,EXECTIME   GET CURRENT TIME.       00022000

                  MVC   MSG2TIME,EXECTIME   *                       00024000

CHG020            MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE   GET ABSOLUTE DATE.      00022000

CHG020            MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE    *                       00024000

CHG020                                      EJECT                   00026000

Update Control File

The following sections describe update control files.

Update Control File Format

When multiple change files are required to be maintained for a particular module (as is usually the case), an update
control file is required. An update control file contains the individual changes and specifies the order in which they are to
be applied to the unmodified base version of the module. Its format is shown next.

Control File

Change File

Change File

......

......

Change File

Control File

The first part of the update control file, referred to as the control file, specifies the change identifiers for the changes
to be applied (CHG010 and CHG020 in the following example). The control file must be present in the update control
file. The remainder of the update control file consists of individual change files, separated from the control file and from
each other by delimiters, which are generated by PDSM33. Each delimiter contains the name of the library member, the
change identifier, the data format and logical record length, and the name of the user or job that last updated the change,
surrounded by asterisks as shown in the following example.

Change files are maintained in the update control file in alphabetical sequence of the change identifier. Changes are
applied from the top down, based on the order in which they are specified in the control file (at the beginning of the update
control file). The following example update control file contains a control file and two change files. Change CHG020 is
applied first, followed by CHGAAA.

Note: If an asterisk precedes the change identifier in the Control File (for example, *CHG020), the corresponding change
file is not applied.

******************** MEMBERA CONTROL FILE *****************

STAMPCOL=64,OVERLAY=N,CONTINCOL=72    (optional parameters)

CHG020,STAMP=@CHG020

CHGAAA,STAMP=@CHGAAA

******************** MEMBERA CHGAAA F 80 TSGRB ************

./ R 00002000 00006000 $ 2990 990  

         AR    R2,R3                               @CHGAAA

         LA    R1,40                               @CHGAAA

         B     LOADIT                              @CHGAAA
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******************** MEMBERA CHG020 F 80 TSGRB ************

./ R 00012000 00014000 $ 12990 990

* Increment the first accumulator                  @CHG020

         L     R0,ACCUM                            @CHG020

Control File Format

The control file specifies a list of change files that are to be applied to the base version of the module to generate the most
current version. It also contains other parameters that control the generation and application of change files.

Control statements must begin in column one and any line beginning with an asterisk is treated as a comment. The
INSERT parameter, if specified, should not be followed by any other parameters on the same line. Other parameters can
be specified in any order, with the exception of the one to eight character change identifier, which must begin in column
one. Control statement scanning terminates with the first occurrence of a blank, allowing user comments to be included to
the right of valid control statements.

The format of the control file follows. The first line must be coded as shown (20 asterisks, followed by a blank, the member
name (if applicable), another blank, the words CONTROL FILE and optionally more asterisks).

******************** MEMBERA CONTROL FILE *****************

[INSERT=datasetname]

[STAMPCOL=nnn|64 [,OVERLAY=N|Y][,CONTINCOL=nnn]] 

[SEQ=mmm-nnn][,DATA=mmm-nnn]

changeid1[,STAMP=stamp]

changeid2[,STAMP=stamp2]

changeidm[,STAMP=stampm]

The following describes the control file parameters that control the generation and application of change files.

INSERT
Defines the optional data set name of another update control file, the contents of which are included in the processing of
the current control file. For usage information on this parameter, see the section Insert Parameter.

STAMPCOL
Defines an optional beginning column number for the change stamp specified by the STAMP parameter (default=64).

OVERLAY
Defines an option for the change stamp to overlay non-blank characters in a record:

N
Do not apply the stamp unless all character positions are blank (default).

Y
Overlay non-blank characters.

CONTINCOL
Defines an optional continuation column. A change stamp is not written in a line unless the continuation column is blank.

changeid
Defines a one to eight character identifier for the change file. This name must be specified beginning in position 1 of the
control statement.

STAMP
Defines an optional user stamp that is inserted into the change file built by the GENERATE or EDIT options, up to a
maximum of eight characters. The stamp begins at the position specified by the STAMPCOL parameter. No stamp is
inserted if this parameter is not specified. An example of the use of the STAMP parameter is shown in the section Change
Stamps.
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Change Stamps

A unique identifier can be included in all change lines of an individual change file. When a change file with a change
stamp is subsequently applied, the resulting module version contains the user stamp on all lines that have been affected
by the particular change. In this manner, individual modifications made to a module can be easily related to the version
that caused the modification, as indicated here.

*   .-------------------------------.                        @CHG010   00002000

*   I   RESOLVE SYSTEM VARIABLES.   I                        @CHG010   00004000

*   '-------------------------------'                        @CHG010   00006000

        CALL  TIMETOD,(PROSEDAT,TODWORK),VL CALL TIMETOD.              00008000

        MVC   TABTMV02,GREGDATE       GET GREGORIAN DATE.              00014000

        MVC   MSG2GREG,GREGDATE       *                                00016000

        MVC   TABTMV03,JULDATE        GET JULIAN DATE.       @CHG010   00018000

        MVC   MSG2JUL,JULDATE         *                                00022000

        MVC   TABTMV04,EXECTIME       GET CURRENT TIME.                00024000

        MVC   MSG2TIME,EXECTIME       *                                00026000

        MVC   TABTMV05,ABSOLUTE       GET ABSOLUTE DATE.     @CHG020   00028000

        MVC   MSG2ABS,ABSOLUTE        *                      @CHG020   00030000

                                      EJECT                  @CHG020   00032000

The user stamp and its location within each member are specified using the control file STAMP and STAMPCOL
parameters.

PDSM33 Processing
The following sections describe PDSM33 function processing.

Contents

COMPARE Processing

The COMPARE function provides a line-by-line comparison of two modules.

The output report lists the entire module with inserted and deleted lines highlighted. Before the comparison is started, you
can optionally specify that change files be applied to a copy of the base module. In this manner the base module, or any
intermediate version of a module, can be compared to the current module version.

The sequence fields in the modules being compared are typically omitted from the comparison because modules are often
re-sequenced during update (for example, if ISPF AUTONUM is on). Sequence fields, if present, are specified as a range,
such as 73-80, by using the SEQ parameter. If the sequence field range is not specified, then any sequence fields that
may be present are included in the comparison and may render the comparison meaningless.

DIFF Processing

The DIFF function provides a line-by-line comparison of two modules.

Processing is performed as for the COMPARE function, but only inserted and deleted lines are shown on the report;
unmodified lines are not reported.

GENERATE Processing

The GENERATE function is used to generate or maintain change files corresponding to successive versions of a module.
These changes may subsequently be applied to the base version of the module to generate any required version.

In a development environment, many users prefer to generate and maintain change files using the ISPF editor. For more
information, see the description of the EDIT function.
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To satisfy audit requirements in a production environment, the DIFF or COMPARE parameters may also be specified with
the GENERATE option to generate comprehensive documentation of a particular change to a module. Inserted, deleted,
and modified lines are reported at the same time that the change file is generated.

GENERATE processing differs depending on whether you are using a single change file or a control file:

• When only a single change file is being maintained, the base module is compared with the current module version to
initially generate or to regenerate the change file. In this manner, the change file can be built and then modified until it
is complete.

• When multiple change files are being maintained, an update control file must be specified as the change data set. All
existing changes prior to the most recent change (default) or specified change (LASTCHANGE parameter), are applied
to a copy of the base module and the result is then compared with the current module version to initially generate or to
regenerate the required change file. In this manner, the required change can be built initially and then modified until it
is complete. This format also allows for easy removal of changes by removing (or commenting out) the corresponding
change identifiers in the control file.

EDIT Processing

The EDIT function is used with the ISPF editor to generate and maintain change files corresponding to successive
versions of a module. These changes can be subsequently applied to the base version of the module to generate any
desired version.

The EDIT function passes a copy of the base module, with selected existing changes applied, to the ISPF editor. On
return from the editor, the newly edited composite is compared with the previous version to initially generate or to
regenerate the required change. In this manner, the most recent change can be built initially and then modified until it is
complete, or a previous change can be reworked.

The EZYEDIT EC (EDIT with Changes) member list line command offers a convenient means of maintaining change files
using the ISPF editor.

APPLY Processing

The APPLY function accepts a change file or an update control file created by the GENERATE or EDIT function and
applies it to a copy of the base version of the module to create a new composite member which incorporates all changes.

In a development environment, this option can be used to generate a new version of a module incorporating all current
change files.

The EZYEDIT BLD (Build a Composite) member list line command offers a convenient means of generating a composite
member to the required change level.

The APPLY option can also be used to generate a new base module. If the RENUM parameter is also specified, the
composite module is resequenced as it is written. Renumbering is controlled using the SEQ range and the RENUM
increment.

You can perform APPLY processing for multiple library members in the one operation. This is achieved by specifying a
MEMBER parameter containing the required member pattern and omitting the member name on PDSMOLD, PDSMNEW
and PDSMUPD DD statements.

If the CHANGE parameter has not been specified, all active changes in the control file are eligible for application to the
base module.

If the CHANGE parameter has been specified, only active changes whose change identifiers match the pattern in the
CHANGE operand are eligible for application to the base module.

If the LASTCHANGE parameter has been specified, all eligible changes up to and including the changeid specified by the
LASTCHANGE parameter are applied to the base module.
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SUMMARY Processing

The SUMMARY function accepts a change file or an update control file created by the GENERATE or EDIT functions and
applies it to a copy of the base version of the module. The resulting composite module is reported with all replaced and
inserted lines highlighted.

CONCAT Processing

The CONCAT function reads the update control file members specified by the MEMBER parameter from the PDSMUPD
data set. All change files in those update control file members, or selected change files if the CHANGE parameter is
specified, are concatenated into the data set specified by PDSMDAT. If the CTLFILE=Y parameter is also specified,
control files are also included in the concatenated output.

DECAT Processing

The DECAT function reads the PDSMDAT data set (created by the CONCAT function) and copies all change files, or
those specified by the CHANGE parameter, to update control files in the PDSMUPD data set.

If the CTLFILE=Y parameter is also specified, control files are also copied from PDSMDAT to their corresponding update
control files.

If the CTLFILE=U parameter is specified, only those PDSMDAT control file lines containing identifiers corresponding to
change files being added to the PDSMUPD data set are copied curing the DECAT operation. A line is selected from the
PDSMDAT control file and is added to the end of the PDSMUPD control file if all of the following apply:

• the line contains a change identifier
• a change file with the same change identifier is being added to the PDSMUPD data set
• the change identifier does not already exist (even if inactive and preceded by an asterisk) in the PDSMUPD control file.

DEACTIVATE Processing

The DEACTIVATE function reads from the PDSMUPD data set those update control file members specified by the
MEMBER parameter. Prefacing the change identifiers in the control files with an asterisk deactivates any changes
matching the CHANGE parameter.

ACTIVATE Processing

The ACTIVATE function reads from the PDSMUPD data set those update control file members specified by the MEMBER
parameter. Removing the asterisk prefacing the change identifiers in the control files reactivates any changes matching
the CHANGE parameter.

DELETE Processing

The DELETE function reads from the PDSMUPD data set those update control file members specified by the MEMBER
parameter. Removing the change identifiers in the control files and removing the corresponding change files will delete
any changes matching the CHANGE parameter.

PDSM33 Usage Notes

INSERT Parameter

The INSERT parameter in the control file allows the contents of another update control file to be included in the
processing of the current update control file.

Lines in the control file portion of the inserted update control file are processed the same as if they were specified in the
control file containing the INSERT statement. Change files in the inserted update control file are accessed as required.
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The inserted update control file is always read-only; any changes resulting from processing are saved in the original
update control file.

Multiple INSERT statements may be specified in a control file. Inserted control files may also contain INSERT statements.

One use of this parameter is to provide an alternative to respecifying the same options in the control files of multiple library
members. The options need only be specified once and are thereafter accessed using the INSERT parameter.

Another use is to allow the development of new changes in a testing environment when the installation wants to maintain
update control files in a secure data set where previous changes cannot be intentionally or unintentionally modified. For
example, member ABC of library PROD.CONTROL may specify:

******************** ABC CONTROL FILE ***************** 

STAMPCOL=64,OVERLAY=N,CONTINCOL=72

SEQ=73-80,DATA=1-72 CHG010,STAMP=@CHG010

CHG020,STAMP=@CHG020 CHG030,STAMP=@CHG030 

******************** ABC CHG010 F 80 TSGRB ************ 

./ R 00002000 00006000 $ 2990 990 

       AR R2,R3                     @CHG010 

       LA R1,40                     @CHG010 

       B LOADIT                     @CHG010 

******************** ABC CHG020 F 80 TSGRB ************ 

./ R 00012000 00014000 $ 12990 990 

* Increment the first accumulator             @CHG020 

       L R0,ACCUM                   @CHG020

where CHG010 and CHG020 are existing (production) changes and CHG030 is a new change under development, not
currently maintained in PROD.CONTROL(ABC).

Member ABC of library TEST.CONTROL specifies:

******************** ABC CONTROL FILE ***************** 

INSERT=PROD.CONTROL(ABC)

******************** ABC CHG030 F 80 TSGRB ************ 

./ D 00022000 00026000 

./ I 00042000 

       MVC WACCUM,FULL1                        @CHG030

When update control file TEST.CONTROL(ABC) is processed, update control file PROD.CONTROL(ABC)
is accessed and changes CHG010 and CHG020 are applied. Change file CHG030 is then applied from
TEST.CONTROL(ABC). Update control file PROD.CONTROL(ABC) is read-only; any changes to CHG030 are saved back
into TEST.CONTROL(ABC).
Once testing of CHG030 is complete, this change can be copied from TEST.CONTROL(ABC) to PROD.CONTROL(ABC)
using the following steps:

//S1 EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM='CONCAT,MEMBER=ABC,CHANGE=CHG030'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMUPD DD DSN=TEST.CONTROL,DISP=SHR

//PDSMDAT DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),………

//S2 EXEC PGM=PDSM33,PARM=DECAT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMUPD DD DSN=PROD.CONTROL,DISP=SHR

//PDSMDAT DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
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PDSM33 Output
The following sections describe PDSM33 output.

Contents

Reports

PDSM33 report output is shown in the reports throughout this section.

Return Codes

PDSM33 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Members being compared are identical (DIFF and COMPARE functions) or function completed successfully (all other
functions).

4
Members being compared are not identical (DIFF and COMPARE functions).

16
Processing terminated due to error.

Comparing Libraries
You can compare all or selected members of two libraries, identifying matching, mismatching, and missing members with
the Library Compare facility. The comparison can be performed using only the directory entry of each member, only the
data belonging to each member, or both.

Library Compare Facility Description
When a member mismatch occurs, you can:

• Highlight mismatching members only
• Report summary information describing the first mismatch
• Report all differences between the two members
• Write a list of mismatching member names to a sequential data set

Comparing Libraries Using PDSM36
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM36 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM36 utility.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM36[,PARM='[msel][/parameters]']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *                 (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:
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EXEC
The PARM field may be used to supply a member selection parameter or a processing parameter as described in the
following sections.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMOLD
Defines the first of the libraries being compared.

PDSMNEW
Defines the second of the libraries being compared.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member PDSMJ36 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this facility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*
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Execution Parameters

PDSM36 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution
parameters specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement. These parameters are coded after member selection
parameters and are separated from the member selection information by a slash (/).

If multiple parameters are specified, commas must separate them. The parameters you can specify are:

SUMMARY
If a directory entry or data mismatch occurs, the mismatching data is to be displayed in dump format.

DIFF
If data mismatches occur when processing members that are not load modules, the PDSM33 utility is invoked after the
scan is complete, to process all mismatching members and to report (only) all mismatching records within each member.

COMPARE
If data mismatches occur when processing members that are not load modules, the PDSM33 utility is invoked after
the scan is complete to process all mismatching members and to report each member in its entirety, highlighting all
mismatching records where they occur.

IGNMATCH
Do not report matching members. Report only mismatching members.

IGNDIR
Do not compare member directory entries. Compare only member data.

IGNDATA
Do not compare member data. Compare only member directory entries. This option allows, for example, a quick
comparison of two libraries, identifying all members that are missing from either library.

IGNMISSING
Do not report members unless they are present in more than one library

DATA=m-n
Use only data in positions m to n of each logical record in the comparison. If this parameter is not specified, the
entire logical record is used for the comparison. This parameter may be of use in excluding sequence fields from the
comparison.

VERSIONSInclude minus version members in the library comparison. Minus version members are matched strictly on
member name. These members are ignored by default.

BYCSECTWhen this parameter is specified, executable modules are compared at the CSECT level instead of comparing
the module as a whole. This ensures that modules which are identical except for the order in which the CSECTs physically
occur are reported as matching.

PDSM36 supports CSECT names up to 256 characters in length. CSECTs with longer names are reported but are not
included in the comparison. When reporting CSECT names longer than 16 characters, an abbreviation is shown in the
report body and the full CSECT name is indicated at the end of the report.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM36 utility to compare library members.

Comparing Selected Members of Two Source Libraries

The following job step compares members of libraries MVSA.SOURCE and MVSB.SOURCE whose member names
begin with BWA:

//COMPARE  EXEC PGM=PDSM36,PARM='BWA*/DATA=1-72,DIFF'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A
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//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=MVSA.SOURCE,DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=MVSB.SOURCE,DISP=SHR

Matching, mismatching, and missing members are reported.

The optional parameter DATA=1-72 causes only data in positions 1 to 72 of each logical record to be compared.
Sequence fields in positions 73 to 80 of each logical record are excluded from the comparison.

The optional parameter DIFF specifies that all mismatching lines in each member be reported.

Comparing All Members of Two Load Libraries

The following job step compares all members of libraries MVSA.LOAD and MVSB.LOAD:

//COMP     EXEC PGM=PDSM36,PARM='/IGNMATCH,SUMMARY,BYCSECT'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOLD  DD DSN=MVSA.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDSMNEW  DD DSN=MVSB.LOAD,DISP=SHR

The initial '/' in the PARM field is coded because no member selection statements have been specified.

The optional parameter IGNMATCH specifies that matching members should not be reported. A report of only
mismatching and missing members is required.

The optional parameter SUMMARY indicates that summary data is to be reported in dump format whenever a mismatch
occurs.

The optional parameter BYCSECT indicates that executable modules are to be compared at the CSECT level.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

TTR Information

When comparing directory entries and load module notelists (if present), relative block numbers replace TTR information.

Space Map Members

Members that are used by the PDSMAN Library Space Reuse facility to track available free space in a PDS (normally
named $$$SPACE) are automatically excluded from PDSM36 processing.

Comparing Load Modules to Program Objects

You can store executable programs in load module or program object libraries. PDSM36 may report differences in
programs that appear identical, where one program is a load module and the other is a program object. This is due to the
differing formats the linkage editor and program binder use to store the data.

Executable Program Text Restrictions

PDSM36 compares only the executable text portions of a load module or program object. The comparison does not
include translator or binder IDR records, static information in compiler specific text areas, or other non-executable portions
of the program.

Differences in these non-executable portions are not reported by PDSM36.
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PDSM36 Processing
Members are selected from the libraries referenced by the PDSMOLD and PDSMNEW ddnames in accordance with
the member selection criteria. Selected members that are not present in both libraries are identified on the report and
processing proceeds to the next selected member name.

Contents

Directory Entries

Unless the IGNDIR parameter has been specified, the directory entries of each member are compared.

Mismatching directory entries are identified and if the SUMMARY parameter has been specified, they are reported in
dump format.

Member Data

Unless the IGNDATA parameter has been specified, data belonging to selected non-load library members is compared,
the comparison being performed on a logical record basis. Members in ISPF packed format are supported. Data
comparison is independent of ISPF packing.

Unless the DATA parameter has been specified, each logical record is compared in its entirety. The DATA parameter can
be used to restrict the comparison to a specified range in each logical record.

In the default processing-mode, only the records corresponding to the first mismatch, if any, are reported. If the DIFF
or COMPARE parameters have been specified, a full comparison of mismatching members is performed, with all
mismatching records highlighted. This comparison is performed by the PDSM33 utility.

PDSM36 Output
The following sections describe PDSM36 output.

Contents

Report

The PDSM36 utility reports missing and mismatching library members. In the following report, which was produced
during the processing described in the preceding example, the MVSA.LOAD and MVSB.LOAD load libraries are being
compared.

PDSMAN          7.70                                           LIBRARY COMPARE

** PDSM36 **   IPO1

LIBRARY1  VOL=MVS102  DSN=MVSA.LOAD

LIBRARY2  VOL=MVS003  DSN=MVSB.LOAD

ASMTEST   MISSING FROM LIBRARY2

ATTACH    MISSING FROM LIBRARY2

BAGCOPY   MISSING FROM LIBRARY1

EZYVSAM   MISMATCH AT HEX OFFSET    38 IN LOAD MODULE TEXT

          MISMATCHING DIRECTORY ENTRIES

          LIB1 DIR ENTRY: C5E9E8E5 E2C1D440 0003022B 00030700 00000000 C2E3020E 10389000 0000A000 *EZYVSAM .......BT.......*

                          0000A000 02000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *........................*

          LIB2 DIR ENTRY: C5E9E8E5 E2C1D440 0003022B 00030700 00000000 C2E3020E 18389000 0000A000 *EZYVSAM .......BT.......*

                          0000A000 02000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *........................*
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FLOTEST   MISSING FROM LIBRARY2

FLOTESTT  MISSING FROM LIBRARY1

F63006TT  MISMATCH AT HEX OFFSET  1624 IN LOAD MODULE TEXT

          LIBRARY1 DATA:  C1C2C300 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *ABC.....................*

          LIBRARY2 DATA:  C1C2C400 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *ABD.....................*

LOADDEL   MISSING FROM LIBRARY1

.........

PROCESSING COMPLETED - AT LEAST ONE MEMBER MISMATCHED

END OF REPORT

The data set names and volume serials for the libraries being compared are reported first.

Next is a list of all missing and mismatching library members. Matching members are not reported due to specification of
the IGNMATCH parameter.

Finally, summary information is produced, due to the specification of the SUMMARY parameter, for each member whose
directory entry or data is mismatched.

Report When Comparing By CSECT

The following shows an example of the report produced when executable modules are compared with the BYCSECT
parameter specified.

PDSMAN       r7.70                                    LIBRARY COMPARE                    

** PDSM36 **   IPO1

Member   Csect            <------------- Library1 ----------> <------------- Library2 ----------> Class

                          Lgth     Offset   Attribs            Lgth     Offset   Attribs

 

LIBRARY1  VOL=RTM003  DSN=FRARA02.PDSM.W770.TAPE.CPDSLINK.POBJ

LIBRARY2  VOL=PIT008  DSN=ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.CPDSLINK.POBJ.CLONE

 

PDSMSUB3  MISSING FROM LIBRARY2

 

PDSMXMR                   RN RU RM(ANY) AM(31)                RN RU RM(ANY) AM(31)

         PDSMXMAR         00000920 000034A8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 00000920 000034A8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

         PDSMXMC          000008B0 00000000 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 000008B0 00000000 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

         PDSMXMCM         00004000 00003DC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 00004000 00003DC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

                    Mismatch at offset  00000363 in class="B_TEXT"

          LIBRARY1 000360 00000001 00000000 00004000 7F0047F0 F00E08E7 D4E2E3C7 C6404040 B24000E0

 *.......... ."..00..XMSTGF   . .\*

          LIBRARY2        00000000 00000001 00004000 7F0047F0 F00E08E7 D4E2E3C7 C6404040 B24000E0

 *.......... ."..00..XMSTGF   . .\*

 

         PDSMXMLS         00004000 00007DC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 00004000 00007DC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

         PDSMXMMS         00003000 0000DDC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 00003000 0000DDC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

         PDSMXMNS         000015F0 000008B0 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 000015F0 000008B0 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

         PDSMXMSS         00001608 00001EA0 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 00001608 00001EA0 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

         PDSMXMVS         00002000 0000BDC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) 00002000 0000BDC8 AM(31)    RM(ANY) B_TEXT

 

PROCESSING COMPLETED - AT LEAST ONE MEMBER MISMATCHED

END OF REPORT
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Two additional heading lines are provided and the CSECTS contained within each executable module are reported
individually, including the CSECT length, offset and attributes. The line containing the member name reports directory
entry attributes.

In this example, a text mismatch has been detected in CSECT PDSMXMCM of the PDSMXMR executable program. The
mismatched data is reported due to specification of the SUMMARY parameter.

Return Codes

PDSM36 issues the following job step return codes:

0
All members of both libraries match.

4
At least one member not in both libraries.

8
At least one member directory entry or data mismatched.

16
Processing terminated due to error.

Remote Data Compare Facility
The PDSM37 Remote Data Compare utility provides a powerful and flexible means of highlighting changes within a
production environment, verifying data synchronization between any number of local or remote systems, or identifying
duplicate or redundant data.

The utility is primarily an audit tool. Taking the term data object to mean either a sequential data set or a library member,
you can use the utility to:

• Identify data objects that have been changed either intentionally or unintentionally between successive snapshots.
Changes to elements of production systems may be highlighted and brought to the attention of an auditor.

• Verify that data objects in a remote site are synchronized with their central site counterparts and highlighting those
objects which are out of synchronization. Copies of production systems may be maintained in multiple data centers
or disaster recovery sites. In many cases, copies of changed elements in a central site are periodically sent to remote
centers. The PDSM33 utility provides a convenient and efficient means of verifying that required changes have actually
been effected in all centers.

• Report data objects that are unexpected duplicate copies of original data objects, identifying possible security
exposures and wasted DASD space. It is a simple matter to highlight duplicate data objects within one or more
libraries, on any number of volumes or on the entire system.

Remote Data Compare Facility Description
The PDSM37 utility performs the following functions:

• The GENERATE function, which processes any number of cataloged or uncataloged data sets on a single system and
produces a checksum file containing a checksum element for each selected data object

• The COMPARE function, which processes any number of previously generated checksum files and identifies data
objects that are matching (in synchronization), mismatching (out of synchronization) or missing

• The GENCOMP function, which performs a GENERATE and COMPARE function in the one operation

Members in ISPF packed format are supported. The checksum is generated regardless of whether or not a member is
packed.
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Checksum Elements

A checksum element is created during GENERATE processing for each selected data object. Each checksum element is
identified by its:

• SMF system identifier
• Data Set name
• Volume
• Member name (for PDS and PDSE data sets)
• Checksum

Additionally, if UPDINFO=YES is specified during GENERATE processing, the update date and time (where available) of a
library member is also written as part of the checksum element.

Comparing Data Using PDSM37
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM37 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM37 utility.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//inddx    DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//outddx   DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=...

//SYSIN    DD *                      (control statements)

The following describes the JCL statements:

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

inddx
Defines an input data set for COMPARE or GENCOMP processing. Any number of these statements may be specified.
The DD names must match those on the INDD parameters of the corresponding COMPARE or GENCOMP control
statements.

outddx
Defines an output data set for GENERATE or GENCOMP processing. Any number of these statements may be specified.
The DD names must match those on the OUTDD parameters of the corresponding GENERATE or GENCOMP control
statements.

NOHEAD
If //NOHEAD DD DUMMY is specified, heading lines are suppressed and the member name is reported on each line in
order to assist processing of report output using facilities such as REXX.

SYSIN
Defines the data set containing the control statements described in the section Control Statements.

Member PDSMJ37 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this facility.

Control Statements

The PDSM37 utility accepts the following SYSIN control statements:
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GENERATE
Creates checksum files containing checksum elements for selected data objects.

COMPARE
Processes the output of multiple checksum files, comparing the checksum elements for like-named data objects and
reporting differences.

GENCOMP
Performs both GENERATE and COMPARE processing to allow one version of a set of data objects to be compared with
another.

SELECT
Specifies data sets and members to be selected for GENERATE and COMPARE processing.

EXCLUDE
Specifies data sets and members to be excluded from those selected for GENERATE and COMPARE processing.

You can specify any number of GENERATE, COMPARE, and GENCOMP statements in one execution of the PDSM37
utility. You can follow GENERATE and COMPARE statements by one or more SELECT (and EXCLUDE) statements to
control which data objects are to be processed. For GENERATE processing, at least one SELECT statement is required.

You can specify control statements and their parameters anywhere in positions 2 to 71 of each line, separating multiple
parameters by commas or spaces, or specifying them on additional lines.

A pattern can be used as the operand of a parameter where indicated. The patterns use the same pattern characters
and matching as defined for the initialization control statements. If your installation data set names contain minus
characters(-), then $BSI PATTERN1=* should be specified.

The BSPATTERN2 character (by default a plus sign (+)) in any character position of the pattern indicates that any
character, including a blank, matches that character position. The BSPATTERN1 character (by default a minus sign (-))
in any character position of a pattern indicates that that character position and any remaining character positions in the
pattern, up to the maximum length of the operand, is matched by any characters, including blanks.

The OUTDD, INDD, DSN, VOL, MEM, SELECT and EXCLUDE keywords may be abbreviated to O, I, D, V, M, S and E,
respectively.

GENERATE Statement

The GENERATE control statement specifies that GENERATE processing is to be performed.

The GENERATE statement may be followed by any number of SELECT and EXCLUDE statements, which specify the
data objects to be processed. At least one SELECT statement is required.

A checksum file containing a checksum element corresponding to each selected data object is written to the data set
specified by the OUTDD parameter.

GENERATE OUTDD=ddname

         [ID='identifier']

         [PROCESS=PO|PS|BOTH]

         [REPORT=STANDARD|DETAILED]

         [UPDINFO=NO|YES]

         [UPDREFD=NO|YES]

         [RECALL=NO|YES]

OUTDD
Required ddname for data set to contain checksum file.

ID
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Optional identification string of up to 40 characters and enclosed within apostrophes, which is written to the checksum file
and reported during COMPARE processing.

PROCESS
Optional parameter which specifies the types of data sets to process:

PO
Process only partitioned data sets (DSORG=PO), including PDSEs.

PS
Process only sequential data sets (DSORG=PS).

BOTH
Process both partitioned and sequential data sets (default). Data Sets other than those of partitioned or sequential format
are not processed.

REPORT
Optional parameter controlling the level of reporting during GENERATE processing:

STANDARD
Report each sequential data set and library processed. Library members are not reported (default).

DETAILED
Report each sequential data set and each library member processed.

UPDINFO
Optional parameter that specifies whether GENERATE processing should include the update date and time (where
available) of library members in its output. When this parameter is specified, the update date and time of each member
(where available) is reported during COMPARE processing.

YES
Include library member update date and time.

NO
Do not include library member update date and time (default).

UPDREFD
Optional parameter that specifies whether GENERATE processing should update the Last Reference Date of each
processed data set.

YES
Update the Last Reference Date (default).

NO
Do not update the Last Reference Date.

RECALL
Optional parameter that specifies whether GENERATE processing should attempt to recall migrated data sets:

YES
Recall migrated data sets.

NO
Do not recall migrated data sets (default).

COMPARE Statement

The COMPARE control statement specifies that COMPARE processing should be performed.

The COMPARE statement may be followed by any number of SELECT and EXCLUDE statements, which control the
checksum elements to be processed. If no SELECT or EXCLUDE statements are specified, all checksum elements are
processed.
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Any number of input checksum files can be specified by the INDD parameter.

COMPARE INDD=ddname1[,ddname2[,ddname3]...]

        [MODE=DATASET|DATASET2|MEMBER|CHECKSUM]

        [REPORT=STANDARD|DETAILED]

        [NOVERSIONS]

INDD
Required ddnames for checksum files that are being input to COMPARE processing. One or more ddnames may be
specified. The input checksum files may be concatenated.

MODE
Optional parameter controlling COMPARE processing by specifying the sequence to be used for sorting and comparing
checksum elements. The sequence modes are described in the section Comparison Sequence Modes.

REPORT
Optional parameter controlling the level of reporting during COMPARE processing.

STANDARD
Report only summary and exception information. Checksum elements are not reported unless they are mismatched,
unmatched or missing (default).

DETAILED
Report all information, including matching checksum elements.

NOVERSIONS
Optional parameter causing Endevor backout members and PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions to be excluded from
processing.

Comparison Sequence Modes

The COMPARE and GENCOMP control statements allow you to specify the sequence in which the checksum elements
are compared. You can obtain different types of information about the objects being compared based upon the setting of
the MODE= parameter.

DATASET
Checksum elements are sorted and compared in data set/member/checksum sequence.

This (default) option is used to compare members of multiple like-named data sets, such as would be the case when
comparing two successive snapshots of all PROD.xxxx data sets on a single system, or when comparing all PROD.xxxx
data sets on two or more systems.

Library members are considered to be matched when they are present in all corresponding data sets being compared and
all checksums match. Otherwise, library members are reported, with mismatched or missing members being highlighted.

DATASET2
Checksum elements are sorted and compared in data set/member/checksum sequence also, but in this case, the data set
portion of the sequence is derived from the relative position of the data set in the input checksum file rather than from its
data set name.

This option is useful for comparing members of multiple corresponding data sets that have unlike names but which occupy
the same relative position in each input checksum file.

This option could be used, for example, for comparing members of all PROD.SYSA.xxxx data sets on system SYSA
with members of all PROD.SYSB.xxxx data sets on system SYSB, provided that these data sets are in one-to-one
correspondence with each other. For an example of the use of the DATASET2 parameter, see the section Comparing
Three Systems - Example One.
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Library members are considered to be matched when they are present in all corresponding data sets being compared and
all checksums match. Otherwise, library members are reported, with mismatched or missing members being highlighted.

MEMBER
Checksum elements are sorted and compared in member/checksum sequence.

Use this option to compare members when the name of the data set is of no consequence, such as may be the case
when comparing members in a directory on a personal computer with their mainframe library counterparts, or when
comparing members of PROD.LOAD with members of both STAGE1.LOAD and STAGE2.LOAD.

Library members are reported as matched when they are present in at least two of the input data sets and all checksums
match.

CHECKSUM
Checksum elements are sorted and compared in checksum sequence.

This option is used to check for duplicate data objects, without reference to data set or member name, to check all
SYSxxx volumes for data sets or members containing duplicate data, or to check for duplicate members within a single
data set.

GENCOMP Statement

The GENCOMP control statement specifies that GENERATE and COMPARE processing is to be performed.

The input checksum file, referenced by the INDD parameter of the GENCOMP statement, is read to obtain the
GENERATE and SELECT/EXCLUDE statements that were used to create that checksum file. These statements are then
used to perform a GENERATE process against the current environment. The generated checksum is directed to the data
set referenced by the OUTDD parameter of the GENCOMP statement.

COMPARE processing is then invoked to compare the checksum files in the INDD and OUTDD data sets. In this way, the
current and previous environments are compared.

Only one input checksum file can be specified by the INDD parameter.

GENCOMP INDD=ddname1

        OUTDD=ddname2

        [MODE=DATASET|DATASET2|MEMBER|CHECKSUM]

        [REPORT=STANDARD|DETAILED]

        [NOVERSIONS]

INDD
Required ddname for the input checksum file.

OUTDD
Required ddname for the output checksum file that is generated from the current environment and compared with the
input checksum file. This ddname overrides the OUTDD ddname contained in the GENERATE statement contained within
the input checksum file.

MODE
Optional parameter controlling the COMPARE processing component of the GENCOMP function. The sequence modes
are described in the previous section.

REPORT
Optional parameter controlling the level of reporting during the COMPARE processing section of the GENCOMP function.
Its use is the same as described for COMPARE processing.

NOVERSIONS
Optional parameter causing Endevor backout members and PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions to be excluded from
processing.
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SELECT Statement

The SELECT statement specifies data set and member selection for GENERATE, GENCOMP, or COMPARE processing.

For GENERATE processing, one or more SELECT statements are required. The DSN and VOL parameters must be
specified and the MEM parameter is optional.

For COMPARE processing, all checksum elements are processed unless one or more SELECT statements are specified.
The DSN, VOL, or MEM parameters, or combinations, can be specified.

SELECT   [DSN=datasetname]

         [VOL=volume]

         [MEM=member]

         [DATA=m-n]

         [ALTNAME=datasetname]

DSN
Data Set name or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only data sets matching the specified name or pattern are
selected. If this parameter is not specified, the data set name is not checked.

VOL
Volume serial or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only data sets on volumes matching the volume specification are
selected. If this parameter is not specified, the volume is not checked.

MEM
Member name or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only members matching the specified name or pattern are
selected. If this parameter is not specified, the member name is not checked.

DATA
Optional parameter specifying that for data objects in either fixed or variable record format, each checksum is to be
generated using only data beginning in position m and ending in position n of each logical record. If this parameter is not
specified, the entire logical record is used for computing the checksum.
The DATA parameter may be of use in eliminating unwanted sequence fields in each record from the comparison.

ALTNAME
Optional data set name or pattern used during COMPARE processing with MODE=DATASET specified for forming the
sequence in place of the regular data set name specified by the DSN parameter. When a pattern is used, only the wild
string pattern character (-) can be specified.

When the operand of the DSN parameter contains a wild string pattern character (-), the operand of the ALTNAME
parameter should also contain a corresponding wild string pattern. The value of the wild string specified for ALTDSN is
substituted at the corresponding location in the DSN parameter pattern for each data set selected.

This parameter is required when the data sets being compared do not have the same name and are not in the same
sequence on the input checksum file. See the example in the section Comparing Three Systems - Example Two.

EXCLUDE Statement

The EXCLUDE statement specifies data sets or members to be excluded from the list of those that would otherwise be
selected. EXCLUDE statements are processed after all SELECT statements have been processed and are normally used
only in conjunction with one or more SELECT statements containing DSN, VOL, or MEM patterns.

EXCLUDE   [DSN=datasetname]

          [VOL=volume]

          [MEM=member]

DSN
Data Set name or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only data sets matching the specified name or pattern are
excluded. If this parameter is not specified, the data set name is not checked.
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VOL
Volume serial or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only data sets on volumes matching the volume specification are
excluded. If this parameter is not specified, the volume is not checked.

MEM
Member name or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only members matching the specified name or pattern are
excluded. If this parameter is not specified, the member name is not checked.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM37 utility to compare data.

Generating a Checksum File for Three Data Sets

In this example, a checksum file is being generated, containing checksum elements derived from all members of the
PROD.SYSA.LOAD, PROD.SYSA.MACS, and PROD.SYSA.SRC libraries.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//CKFILE   DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSA,DISP=(NEW,...

//SYSIN    DD  *

  GENERATE OUTDD=CKFILE

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSA.LOAD

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSA.MACS

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSA.SRC

/*

The OUTDD parameter specifies that the checksum file is being directed to ddname CKFILE.

The SELECT statements specify the data sets to be processed.

Comparing Three Systems - Example One

In this example, the checksum file generated in the previous example on the SYSA system is being compared with similar
checksum files generated on the SYSC and SYSD systems.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSA     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSA,DISP=SHR

//SYSC     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSC,DISP=SHR

//SYSD     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSD,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

  COMPARE  INDD=SYSA,SYSC,SYSD

           MODE=DATASET2

           REPORT=DETAILED

/*

The INDD parameter indicates that the checksum files reside in data sets specified by DD names SYSA, SYSC, and
SYSD.

The checksum file for SYSA contains checksum elements derived from members of the PROD.SYSA.LOAD,
PROD.SYSA.MACS, and PROD.SYSA.SRC data sets.

The checksum file for SYSC contains checksum elements derived from members of the PROD.SYSC.LOAD,
PROD.SYSC.MACS, and PROD.SYSC.SRC data sets.

The checksum file for SYSD contains checksum elements derived from members of the PROD.SYSD.LOAD,
PROD.SYSD.MACS, and PROD.SYSD.SRC data sets.
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All checksum elements are being compared since SELECT statements have been provided.

The MODE=DATASET2 parameter is used because multiple data sets are being compared and although they have
different data set names, they are in the same sequence in all checksum files. Matching of corresponding data sets is
performed using this sequence rather than the actual data set names.

The REPORT parameter indicates that matching, mismatching, and missing members of each data set are to be reported.

A portion of the report produced during processing is shown in the section PDSM37 Output.

Comparing Three Systems - Example Two

In this example, checksum files from the SYSA, SYSC, and SYSD systems are being compared as in the previous
example, but this time the data sets being compared are not in the same sequence on the checksum files.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSA     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSA,DISP=SHR

//SYSC     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSC,DISP=SHR

//SYSD     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.SYSD,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

  COMPARE  INDD=SYSA,SYSC,SYSD

           MODE=DATASET

           REPORT=STANDARD

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSA.LOAD

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSA.SRC

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSC.LOAD,ALTNAME=PROD.SYSA.LOAD

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSC.SRC,ALTNAME=PROD.SYSA.SRC

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSD.LOAD,ALTNAME=PROD.SYSA.LOAD

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSD.SRC,ALTNAME=PROD.SYSA.SRC

/*

The INDD parameter indicates that the checksum files reside in data sets specified by DD names SYSA, SYSC, and
SYSD.

The checksum file for SYSA contains checksum elements derived from members of the PROD.SYSA.LOAD,
PROD.SYSA.MACS, and PROD.SYSA.SRC data sets.

The checksum file for SYSC contains checksum elements derived from members of the PROD.SYSC.LOAD,
PROD.SYSC.MACS, PROD.SYSC.NCAL, and PROD.SYSC.SRC data sets.

The checksum file for SYSD contains checksum elements derived from members of the PROD.SYSD.LOAD,
PROD.SYSD.MACS, and PROD.SYSD.SRC data sets.

The SELECT statements specify that checksum elements for PROD.SYSA.LOAD, PROD.SYSC.LOAD, and
PROD.SYSD.LOAD and for PROD.SYSA.SRC, PROD.SYSC.SRC, and PROD.SYSD.SRC are to be compared. The
ALTNAME parameters are used to specify the corresponding data sets to be matched.

The MODE parameter specifies that checksum elements are to be compared in data set or member sequence.

The REPORT parameter indicates that only mismatching and missing members of each data set are to be reported.
Matching members are not reported.

The above comparison can also be accomplished using patterns.

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSA.-

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSC.-,ALTNAME=PROD.SYSA.-

  SELECT   DSN=PROD.SYSD.-,ALTNAME=PROD.SYSA.-

/*
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Using the checksum files described above, these SELECT statements achieve the same results with the exception that
PROD.SYSC.NCAL is selected for processing but not matched by any other data set.

Taking a Snapshot of Multiple Data Sets

In this example, an installation is taking a snapshot of all of its partitioned data sets that reside on SYSxxx volumes, with
the exception of SYS1 data sets.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//CKFILE   DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.FILE,DISP=(NEW,...

//SYSIN    DD  *

  GENERATE OUTDD=CKFILE

           PROCESS=PO

           ID='COLUMBUS DATA CENTER PRODUCTION DATASETS'

  SELECT   VOL=SYS-

  EXCLUDE   DSN=SYS1.-

/*

This snapshot can be compared with another taken at a later time to highlight all members that have changed in the
intervening period. See the example in the section Comparing Members Between Successive Snapshots of a System.

This snapshot can also be used to highlight all members that are duplicates of other members in the same library or in
any other library residing on a SYSxxx volume. See the example in the section Highlighting Duplicate Members in Two
Libraries.

The OUTDD parameter specifies that the checksum file be directed to ddname CKFILE.

The PROCESS=PO parameter specifies that only partitioned data sets are to be processed.

The ID parameter specifies an identifier meaningful to the installation and reported during COMPARE processing.

The SELECT and EXCLUDE statements specify that all data sets residing on volumes beginning with SYS are processed,
except those data sets having a data set name high level qualifier of SYS1.

Comparing Members Between Successive Snapshots of a System

In this example, two successive snapshots of the group of library members processed in the example in the section Taking
a Snapshot of Multiple Data Sets are being compared for the purpose of highlighting altered members.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//OLD      DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.FILE,DISP=SHR

//NEW      DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.FILE.NEW,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

  GENCOMP  INDD=OLD

           OUTDD=NEW

           MODE=DATASET

           REPORT=STANDARD

/*

The GENCOMP statement indicates that GENERATE and COMPARE processing is being performed.

The INDD parameter indicates that the checksum file generated in the previous example resides in the data set specified
by ddname OLD. This data set also contains the SYSIN statements that were used in its creation. These same statements
(with the exception of the OUTDD parameter) are used in the GENERATE portion of processing in this example.
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The OUTDD parameter indicates the data set to which the checksum file created during the GENERATE process should
be directed.

Once the GENERATE process is complete, COMPARE processing is performed against the checksum file data sets
referenced by the INDD and OUTDD parameters.

The MODE parameter indicates that sorting and comparing is to be performed in data set or member sequence.

The REPORT parameter indicates that only mismatched (changed) or missing (added or deleted) members are to be
reported.

Highlighting Duplicate Data Sets and Members

In this example, the checksum elements for all of the data objects processed in the example in the section Taking a
Snapshot of Multiple Data Sets are being compared for the purpose of highlighting any matching data objects.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//CKFILE   DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.FILE,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

  COMPARE  INDD=CKFILE

           MODE=CHECKSUM

           REPORT=STANDARD

/*

The INDD parameter indicates that the checksum file resides in the data set specified by ddname CKFILE.

The MODE parameter indicates that sorting and comparing is to be performed at the checksum level, without reference to
data set or member names. This permits duplicate objects to be found, independent of their origin.

The REPORT parameter indicates that only matching data objects are to be reported. Mismatching data objects are not
reported.

Highlighting Duplicate Members in Two Libraries

In this example, checksum files STAGE and PROD are being compared in order that members in the staging libraries with
duplicates in the production library can be identified.

This example illustrates how members of multiple libraries may be compared with those of a single library, as may be
required when a target production library receives its input from a number of development libraries.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM37

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=A

//STAGE    DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.STAGE,DISP=SHR

//PROD     DD  DSN=CHECKSUM.PROD,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

  COMPARE  INDD=STAGE,PROD

           MODE=MEMBER

           REPORT=DETAILED

  SELECT   M=BW-

/*

The INDD parameter indicates that the checksum files reside in data sets specified by the STAGE and PROD DD names.

The STAGE checksum file contains checksum elements corresponding to members of the STAGE1.LOAD and
STAGE2.LOAD staging libraries. The PROD checksum file contains checksum elements corresponding to members of the
PROD.LOAD production library.
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The MODE parameter indicates that sorting and comparing is to be performed at the member level, without reference to
data set names.

The REPORT parameter indicates that matching, mismatching, and unmatched members are to be reported.

The SELECT parameter specifies that only member names beginning with BW are to be processed.

PDSM37 Processing
The following sections describe PDSM37 function processing.

Contents

GENERATE Processing

The GENERATE control statement instructs the PDSM37 utility to generate a checksum file containing a checksum
element for each selected data object. The checksum file also contains the control statements used to create the file, for
possible subsequent use by the GENCOMP function.

Each checksum element is derived by a process of hashing the data in the corresponding data object.

Processing is controlled by specifying a GENERATE statement followed by one or more SELECT statements that specify
the data objects to be processed. You can further modify the selection process by specifying one or more EXCLUDE
statements to exclude data objects that would otherwise be selected. The GENERATE function is efficient and capable of
rapidly processing large numbers of selected cataloged or uncataloged data sets.

If UPDINFO=YES is specified on the GENERATE statement, the update date and time (where available) of each library
member is also included in the generated output.

COMPARE Processing

The COMPARE control statement instructs the PDSM37 utility to process one or more previously generated checksum
files, reporting checksum elements with matching and mismatching checksums.

You control processing by specifying a COMPARE statement and, optionally, following it by one or more SELECT
statements that specify the checksum elements to be selected for processing. If no SELECT statements are provided, all
checksum elements in the input checksum files are processed. You can further modify the selection process by specifying
one, or more, EXCLUDE statements to exclude checksum elements that would otherwise be selected.

COMPARE processing can be performed only on a mainframe system.

GENCOMP Processing

The GENCOMP control statement instructs the PDSM37 utility to process a previously generated checksum file, to create
a new checksum file using the same control statements that were used to create the previous checksum file (and that are
included in that checksum file) and to then compare the new and previous checksum files.

The GENCOMP function is useful in comparing a selected set of data objects with another version of the same data
objects, without the necessity of re-specifying the selection criteria.

The GENCOMP function can also simplify data comparison in a distributed environment. The GENERATE and SELECT/
EXCLUDE statements used for checksum file generation need only be specified in one site. The resulting checksum file
can then be distributed to other sites where the GENCOMP function can be used to run an identical GENERATE process,
followed by a COMPARE to check for synchronization.

GENCOMP processing can be performed only on a mainframe system.
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Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Executable Programs

You can store executable programs in load module or program object libraries. PDSM37 may generate different checksum
values for seemingly identical programs when one program is a load module and the other is a program object. This is
due to the differing formats the linkage editor and program binder use to store the data.

Program Object Text Restrictions

PDSM37 processes only the executable, or binder text, portion of program objects. Some compilers, most notably C++,
may record static information in compiler specific text areas that are not seen by PDSM37.

Because PDSM37 does not process this compiler data, it will not report a difference between program objects that differ in
this non-executable text area.

PDSM37 Output
The following sections describe PDSM37 output.

Contents

Report

The PDSM37 utility reports matching and mismatching checksum elements. In the following report, which was produced
during the processing described in the example Comparing Three Systems - Example One, three copies of a production
load library, all originating from different systems, are being compared.

PDSMAN        7.70                                 REMOTE DATA COMPARE FACILITY

** PDSM37 **  IPO1

COMPARING  ATLANTA DATA CENTER                       SYSA  MVA002  PROD.SYSA.LOAD                       13 MAR 09  06.43

           COLUMBUS DATA CENTER                      SYSC  MVC001  PROD.SYSC.LOAD                       14 MAR 09  18.27

           DALLAS DATA CENTER                        SYSD  MVD001  PROD.SYSD.LOAD                       14 MAR 09  11.33

AGW003AX   MATCH

AGW005B                      2103040C45DF01ED        SYSC  MVC001  PROD.SYSC.LOAD                       14 MAR 09  18.27

                             2103040C45DF01ED        SYSD  MVD001  PROD.SYSD.LOAD                       14 MAR 09  11.33

           ***MISMATCH***    D0E7B830413CD752        SYSA  MVA002  PROD.SYSA.LOAD                       13 MAR 09  06.43

AGW107M    MATCH

AGW107N    MATCH

AGW108X                      97310CAD9432570A        SYSA  MVA002  PROD.SYSA.LOAD                       13 MAR 09  06.43

                             97310CAD9432570A        SYSC  MVC001  PROD.SYSC.LOAD                       14 MAR 09  18.27

           ***MISSING***                             SYSD  MVD001  PROD.SYSD.LOAD                       14 MAR 09  11.33

AGW203E    MATCH

AGW204G    MATCH

MEMBERS:    1423 TOTAL    1411 MATCHED       7 PARTIAL MATCH       3 MISMATCHED        2 UNMATCHED

PROCESSING COMPLETED. RC=08
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Information regarding the origin of the checksum elements is reported first. This information includes the system
identification (SMF ID), volume serial number, data set name, date and time the elements were generated, and optionally
a user-provided descriptive identification of the system.

The following is a list of all library members. Where members are mismatching or missing, detail (including the checksum)
is provided to indicate where the difference occurs.

The Remote Data Compare Facility may report a date and time stamp for individual member records. When the
UPDINFO=YES parameter has been specified, this date and time reflects the date and time the member was last
updated. If UPDINFO is set to No or allowed to default, this field reflects the date and time on which the checksum value
was generated.

The summary line at the end of the report shows the following numbers:

TOTAL
Total number of members processed.

MATCHED
All members of the same name are present and match.

PARTIAL MATCH
Not all members of the same name are present, but those that are present are matched.

MISMATCHED
Two or more members of the same name are present and there is at least one mismatch.

UNMATCHED
Only one member of this name is present.

Return Codes

The PDSM37 utility issues the following job step return codes:

0
All selected checksum elements match.

4
At least one checksum element is mismatched when MODE=DATASET, DATASET2 or MEMBER is specified.

4
At least one checksum element is matched when MODE=CHECKSUM is specified.

8
At least one checksum element is missing or unmatched.

12
Combination of return codes 4 and 8.

16
Processing was terminated due to an error.

Vantage GMI
Vantage Graphical Management Interface (Vantage GMI) is the graphical management interface that allows you to view
and manage mainframe activity from a PC. This interface consists of Vantage user-interface clients that interface with a
z/OS server component (the GMI part of Vantage and the GMI qualified products) to allow access to basic z/OS server
functions.
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The Object Tree
You access all user-interface functions from the main window of the user-interface. The Object Tree is a major feature on
the main window of the user-interface.

The expandable and collapsible Object Tree lists all the source objects in a hierarchical tree structure. A folder icon
represents a grouping of objects in the tree. When you expand a folder you will either view subfolders, the objects in the
folder, or both. Different types of objects are represented by different icons and their title. A source object contains all
the fields updated by the data collection services for that object. All fields-or any subset of them-can be included in user-
defined views based on the source object.

In the Windows Client, the Object Tree is displayed in its own window. To display the Object Tree in the Windows Client,
click the Object Tree icon in the Windows Client toolbar. The following is a sample of the Windows Client Object Tree
window:

In the Web Client, the Object Tree is displayed in the Object Tree navigation pane in the Web Client main window. The
following is an example of the Object Tree navigation pane in the Web Client main window:
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You can access Vantage GMI enabled product objects using the user-interfaces, and the following basic Vantage storage
management objects:
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• Vantage Internal Management, which includes the following objects and sub-folders:
– All Summary Objects
– All Joined Objects
– JCL Model List
– Mailbox
– Operator Commands
– System Parameters
– Sub-folder; Dictionary (objects: Dictionary Object Definitions Dictionary, Dictionary Field Definitions and so on)
– Sub-folder; Memory Usage (objects: Memory Usage Summary, Memory usage above the bar, and so on)
– Sub-folder, Status Monitors (objects: Internal Status Monitor, and Log and Warm Start Status)
– Sub-folder; Messages (objects: System Activity Log, console messages and so on)

• Catalog Management (locations, relationships, entries, and space usage)
• DFSMS Constructs (all attributes)
• Hardware Errors (current and historical, and tape units)
• Storage Groups (space usage and other attributes)
• Volumes (DASD - space usage and other attributes)
• z/OS System Resources (APF list, Link list, and so on)

To find out more about these objects in the Windows Client, right-click the object in the object tree and click the Help on
Object option. To display the Object Help in the Web Client, open the object, click Help, and then Object object_name
Help.

Standard Vantage GMI Features

Standard Features

Vantage GMI user-interfaces provide a rich set of standard features for working with your products and related object
data. These features include the following:

• Simultaneous connection to several z/OS hosts, with separate views for each host, or all hosts consolidated into a
single view

• Table views of all data, customizable with the ease of point-and-click
• Graphical views of any numeric data, easily customized, with a wide range of two-dimensional and three-dimensional

features
• Filtering and sorting on any field
• Summary Totals and Statistics (aggregate functions such as total, average, minimum, and maximum)
• Scaling (KB, MB, GB, and so on) and color coding features
• Drill-down feature to zoom to related object data
• Wizards for simple or complex summaries (Summary Objects)

NOTE
Currently, you can create and manage Summary Objects using only the Windows Client. You can view
Summary Objects using both the Windows Client and the Web Client.

• Reporting features for customized and printed reports
• Multiple output formats, including:

– Web page (HTML)
– Email
– PDF
– Excel
– Microsoft Access Database (MDB)
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NOTE
This output format is only available from the Windows Client.

– Comma Separated Values (CSV)

NOTE
This output format is only available from the Web Client.

• Schedulers for producing and sending report output on a regular basis
• JCL management (edit, model, drag and drop, substitute, submit, and schedule)

NOTE
Currently, JCL management is only available in the Windows Client.

Standard Object Views

The standard object views in the Windows Client are the Table View, Graph View, and List View. The standard object view
in the Web Client is the table view and you can create charts (graphs) of object information (data).

Table Views
This section explains the table views options.

Table View

In both the Windows Client and the Web Client, the default view of objects is the Table View. The Table View displays
object information (data) in configurable tables. You can change display characteristics (such as the width and number of
table columns, the number of rows displayed, and so on) and characteristics that apply to specific objects, such as sort
and filter criteria. The display and object-specific characteristics determine the appearance of the table. When you save
your user-defined views of objects, you automatically save the display and object characteristics with it.

The following is a sample of an object table displayed by the Web Client:
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The following is a sample of a Table View of an object displayed by the Windows Client:

In the Windows Client, you can change the view type, for example from the Table View to the Graph View, or List View by
clicking the Switch to icon in the bottom left corner of the object window, as shown in the sample Table View. In the Web
Client, if you have created a chart (graphic) view of object data then the chart is displayed above the table.

Table View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Web Client Customize Menu provides access to the Customize View Wizard and the Customize Report Wizard.
The Customize View Wizard provides object view customize options such as: filter, sort, charting (object graphs), hide or
display columns, rename columns, and so on. The Customize Report Wizard allows you to create and manage output
reports and output report schedules.

The Windows Client Table View dialog toolbar provides the following options:
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The Windows Client Table View dialog toolbar icons can vary depending on the object being displayed. The following are
just a couple of the additional icons that may appear depending on the object being displayed:

View Info Area Icon

( )
Displays an information area (Info Area) window that contains information unique to the object, or other information related
to the entire object. 

NOTE

To see an explanation of the information displayed in the information area window, open the Help About Object
online help system from the object's toolbar.

Input List Icon

( )
Allows you to specify the input that creates the object. The type of input can vary from object to object. In some cases,
such as when working with Disk archive and backup data, the Input List provides the names of one or more data sets
from which the object data is extracted; that is, the Disk FILES Data Sets. In the case of the BCS Data Set Entries object
(which lists catalog entries), the Input List is a data set name or data set name pattern to be found in the system catalogs.
For other objects, the Input List is an input command to the specific product that produces the object.

In most cases, each Input List can be configured to provide system defaults. The Input List dialog allows you to override
the default values. Click the Help button in the Input List dialog to find out how to use the dialog. 

When the Input List consists of data set names, and GDGs are appropriate, either relative or absolute names may be
entered. You may also specify System variables and System Symbols within the Input List, and their active values will be
substituted.

NOTE
Because an Input List is not executed in any specific object context, you cannot use Object Related variables for
substitution.

NOTE
For more information about the Table View dialog toolbar options, see the Vantage Windows Client Guide and
the Help About Window online help system.

Additional Table View Options

In addition to the Web Client menu and toolbar options, you can click the down arrow next to a column heading and sort
the object table by that column in ascending or descending order. You can also click the down arrow next to a column
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heading and specify which columns you want to display or hide. The following is an example of the Web Client's Object
Column Headings Options menu, where the down-arrow next to the % Alloc column heading is selected:

NOTE
The Web Client Customize View Wizard also provides sort and column display or hide options.

In addition to the Windows Client Table View menu and toolbar options you can also perform some quick appearance
changes to the Table View as described in the following procedures.

NOTE
The following Windows Client options and more options for customizing a view are available in the View and
Output Definition feature.
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To Quick Find in Column

Instead of scrolling down to a row you can quickly find a particular item. To do this you can use the Quick Find in Column
option by following these steps:

1. Right click the column heading which contains the item you want to find.
The Column Options Menu is displayed as shown in the following sample:

2. Click the Find option in the Column Options Menu.
The Find dialog is displayed.

3. In the Find What field type in the item you want to find. You can type in part of the item, for example if you wanted to
find ABC123 then you could type in ABC, ABC1, and so on.

4. Click Find Next.
The Table View of the object is updated and the first item containing your find criteria is displayed. If the criterion is not
found in the column then you will receive a message advising it is not found.

To Quick Sort on Columns

You can perform quick sorts in the Table View by clicking a column heading title cell and the table will sort by that column
in descending order. Click the column heading title cell again and the table will sort by that column in ascending order.

You can also right click a column heading and the Column Options Menu is displayed where you can select the Sort
Ascending or Sort Descending options. The following is a sample of the Column Options Menu:

NOTE
After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner you may want to remove it; to remove a Table
View column sort, click the Sort icon and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option.

To Quick Color Code a Column

You can highlight certain values in columns by color coding them when specific criteria is met. You have two options for
color coding, you can use the Quick Color Code a Column option or you can use the View and Output Destination - Fields
option.

To use the Quick Color Code a Column option, perform the following steps:

1. Right click the column heading of the column you want to color code.
The Column Options Menu is displayed as shown in the following sample:
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2. Click the Column Color Coding option in the Column Options Menu.
The Column Color Code dialog is displayed. The following is a sample of the Column Color Code dialog displayed for
the Volumes column in the Storage Group Volumes object:

3. Click in the first empty Condition cell.
A down arrow appears on the right side of the cell.

4. Click the down arrow on the right side of the cell.
The Condition options are displayed as shown in the following sample:
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5. Select the condition you want.
The condition selected is displayed in the cell.

6. Click in the Value cell of the same row you selected the condition. Type in the value that you want the condition applied
to.
The value is displayed in the cell.

7. Click the Color cell of the same row you selected the condition and typed in a value. 
The Color dialog is displayed as shown in the following sample:
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8. In the Color dialog select the color you want to appear as the background for the items that meet your criteria and click
OK.
The Column Color Code dialog is displayed showing the condition, value and color you have specified. 
The following is an example of the Column Color Code dialog where the condition is ‘=’, the value is ‘ACFQA1‘ and the
color is blue for the Volumes column in the Storage Group Volumes object:
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9. Click OK.
The Table View of the object is displayed with your color code settings.

10. In the Table View menu select File and then click Save, to save your settings.

If you save the Table View with the column color code setting then every time you open the object the color codes are
applied. To remove the column color coding; display the object, right click the column, select No Colors, and then click OK
in the Column Color Code dialog.

Observe the following:

• You can apply the color coding to the cells in the column selected or you can apply the color coding to the whole row
by selecting the Apply to Row option.

• You can apply predefined color code values by selecting the Use predefined colors button

(  ).
• You can save the column color codes you have created so that you can use them later by selecting the Store these

colors as predefined button

(  ).
• You can have multiple conditions, values, and colors to the same column. However, the Windows Client checks the

conditions sequentially until the first match occurs and it uses ANSII character sort order for the comparison (for
example: 0-9, A-Z, and a-z). If one value meets two or more conditions then the first condition is applied.
For example: if you color code two conditions in the dialog such that ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ is listed first, and then ‘> AAAA0
Red’ is listed second in the dialog then the Windows Client will apply the ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ condition to all AAAA1 items,
then it will apply the second condition, ‘> AAAA0 Red’, to any items that meets the second condition but where the first
condition has not been applied. If the conditions are reversed in the dialog so that ‘> AAAA0 Red’ is first and ‘= AAAA1
Blue’ is listed second in the dialog, then the second condition, ‘=AAAA1 Blue’, would be ignored because items with
values AAAA1 have already met the first condition and the red color coding is already applied to them.

• There are no "and" or "or" condition statements available for color coding multiple conditions, values, and colors to the
same column. There are simply the 'less than', 'less than or equal to', 'equal to', 'greater than', 'greater than' or equal
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to', 'less than or greater than' and ‘Range’ (for numerical fields only) conditions available for comparison to the values
you specify.

To Move the Freeze Column Line

You can freeze columns so that when you scroll to the right in a Table View, certain columns stay in the view. The black
vertical line separating columns is the Freeze Column Line. The following illustration shows the factory default Freeze
Column Line for the Storage Group Volumes object:

To include the Type and Volumes columns as Freeze Columns perform the following steps:

NOTE
You can similarly include as many columns as you want as Freeze columns in any Table View of an object.

1. Click on the vertical line between the SG Name and the Type columns and drag-and-drop it to the vertical line between
the Volume and the CUA1 columns.

NOTE
You must click and drag the line anywhere below the column heading portion of the line, that is, it will not
work if you click and drag the section of the line between the column headings.

The Freeze Column Line is now displayed between the Volume and the CUA1 columns as shown in the following
sample:
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When you now scroll to the right in the Storage Group Volumes object the SG Name, Type and Volume columns will
always be displayed in the left columns of the view.

2. In the object view menu click File and then Save, to save your settings. 
If you save your settings then every time you open the object the Freeze Columns line will be where you saved it.
Alternatively you can just close the Table View without saving your Freeze Column Line change and the next time you
open the Table View for the object the Freeze Column Line will be where it was with the factory setting.

To Return a Table View to Factory Settings

Before you return an object view to factory settings note the following:

• By following this procedure you will erase all your settings in the view of the object, for example the Sort settings,
Column Color Coding settings, Freeze Columns settings, Filter settings and so on.

• If you only want to remove a particular setting but not all your customized settings then open the tool option for the
setting you want to remove and remove it. The following are a few examples of how to remove particular settings:
– To remove column color code settings, open the Color Coding dialog for the column colors you want to remove and

select No Colors.
– To remove a filter, open the Filter dialog and click the Clear icon

(  )
then Save. For more information, see the section Filter Option.

– To remove your Freeze Columns settings, move the Freeze Columns line to the dividing line between the first and
second column.

– To remove column sorts, click the Sort icon

( )
and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For more information, see the section Sort
Option.

To return an object view to factory settings, perform the following steps:

1. Right click the object in the Object Tree. 
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The Object Options Menu is displayed. The following shows a sample of the Object Options Menu:

2. Click Return to Default Settings.
A confirmation dialog is displayed.

3. Click Yes.
All the changes to the object that you have previously saved will now be replaced with factory default settings. You will
see this change the next time you open the object.

Graph Views
This section explains the graphic views options.

Graph View

The Graph View feature displays a selected set of object data in a graph.

NOTE
For Web Client users; the Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides Charting options. These options
allow you to create charts (graphs) of object data. For more information, see the Vantage Web Client Guide.
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The Windows Client offers a large variation of graph types to present your data in a variety of formats. Some of the
available graph types are:

• Line
• Point
• Area-curve
• Bar
• Pie
• Doughnut
• Pyramid
• Cube

You can specify the graph type and its format to obtain the kind of display you prefer. You can preview the general look of
a graph while defining its various features.

To immediately view certain changes, you must click the Refresh icon

( ).

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Graph View of the Storage Groups object:

Graph View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Graph View dialog toolbar provides the following options for working with graphs:
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NOTE
For more information about the Graph View dialog toolbar options, see the Vantage Windows Client Guide and
the Help About Window online help system.

Additional Graph View Options

In addition to the Windows Client Graph View menu and toolbar options you can also perform some quick appearance
changes to the Graph View as follows:

• Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
• Quick Gallery Option (to change graph type)
• Quick Color Option (to change graph color)
• Quick Multiple Colors Option

How to perform these changes is explained in the following procedures.

NOTE
The following options and more options for customizing a view are available in the Windows Client View and
Output Definition option.

Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed

When you switch the object view from Table View to Graph View by clicking the Graph icon in the bottom left corner of
the view, the Graph View will display the same amount of items that were displayed in the Table View. For example, if the
Table View displayed 8 rows of X records found then the Graph View will display only those 8 items. If you want the Graph
View to display more items then switch back to the Table View and expand the window to display more rows. Then when
you switch back to the Graph View it will display the same amount of items. For example, if the Table View displayed 8
rows and you expand the Table View to display 10 rows then when you switch to the Graph View it will display 10 items. 

You can also use the Sort Option and the Filter Option in order to specify the order of the items and reduce the amount of
items you want to display in the graph, prior to switching to the Graph View.
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NOTE
 When you print a Graph View, all records (not only the ones displayed in Graph View on your screen) will be
included in the printout unless you specify a range in the print option.

Quick Gallery Option to Change Graph Type

When a Graph View is displayed you can use the Quick Gallery option to change the graph type. (This option is the same
as the Gallery icon option found on the Graph View toolbar, this is another method for initializing the same option.)
To use the Quick Graph Type Change option

1. Right click in the graph of the Graph View.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed as shown in the following sample:

2. Click the Gallery option and a list of graph types is displayed as shown in the following sample:

3. Click on the graph type you want to change to.
The Graph View is updated and the new graph type selected is displayed.

Quick Color Option to Change Graph Colors

When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars will have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars you must
first use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right click a particular bar and specify a color for that bar. The
following procedure assumes you have the object displayed in the Graph View and all the bars have the same color.

To use the Quick Graph Color option to specify a color

• a. Right click on a particular item (for example a bar) in the graph.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed as shown in the following sample:

b. Select the Multiple Colors option.
The Graph View is displayed and the graph items are displayed by a different color.

c. Right click on the item (for example a bar) in the graph you want to specify a color for.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed.

d. Click the Color option.
A color chart is displayed as shown in the following sample:
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e. Click on the color you want the item changed to.
The item in the Graph View is displayed with the color selected.

Quick Multiple Colors Option

When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars will have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars you can use
the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right click a particular bar and specify a color for that bar as described in
the section Quick Color Option. The following procedure assumes you have the object displayed in the Graph View and all
the bars have the same color.

To use the Multiple Colors Option

• a. Right click on any item (for example a bar) in the graph.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed as shown in the following sample:

b. Click the Multiple Colors option.
The Graph View is updated with each item displayed by a different color.

NOTE
To return the Graph View so that all items use the same color, right click an item (for example a bar) in the
graph and select the Multiple Colors option.

Other Standard Features
In addition to object views and related view options there are many additional standard features provided with both the
Windows Client and the Web Client. These additional features can be found on the main window Menu Bar or Toolbar.

Windows Client
Windows Client additional features are explained in more detail in the Vantage Windows Client Guide and the Windows
Client Help About Window online help system.

Web Client
The Web Client also provides a Scheduler feature. End-users can create output report schedules using the Customize
Reports wizard. Schedules and scheduled items can be managed using the Schedule Status feature found in the Tools
menu. The Web Client Scheduler currently does not provide a JCL Management feature. The Web Client Scheduler
feature is explained in more detail in the Vantage Web Client Guide and the Web Client Navigation online help system.
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The following sections give a short explanation to the Windows Client Scheduler and JCL Management features.

Scheduler

Both the Windows Client and the Web Client have Schedulers. The Schedulers provide a consistent set of scheduling
services for all output activities within the user-interfaces. You can schedule events by month, week, day, hour, and
minute.

For example, suppose you wanted to be kept up to date on the scratch status of volumes by displaying a daily report on
your web site. To do this, you could schedule a report based on the Volumes object to run every morning at 9:00 AM and
set the Destination of the report to Web Publishing in the Windows Client, or Publish to Web in the Web Client. With this
setup, the user-interface automatically runs a report on current volume activity every morning and publish the web report
on your web server.

NOTE
For more information about Web Publishing using the Windows Client, see the Vantage Windows Client Guide.
For more information about publishing reports to a web server using the Web Client, see the Vantage Web
Client Guide.

Both the Windows Client and the Web Client have Start Scheduler and Stop Scheduler options found under their Tools
options. And the Windows Client has the Schedule List option and the Web Client has a Schedule Status option found
under their Tools options which you can use to manage the different user-interface's scheduled items.

The Windows Client also has the Start Scheduler icon and the Schedule List icon in the Windows Client main menu
Toolbar.

The following is an example of the Web Client Scheduler Status Window displayed when you select the Schedule Status
option in the Tools menu:

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Schedule List window that is displayed when you select the Schedule List
icon in the main toolbar, or the Schedule List menu item from the Tools menu:
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Schedule List Dialog Toolbar Options

The Web Client Scheduler Status Window provides the following options:

Run 
Runs the selected scheduled activities immediately.

Edit 
Modifies a Schedule.

Enable/Disable 
Enables or disables the selected schedules.

Export to Excel 
Exports the information displayed in the Activity List table.

Refresh 
Refreshes the information displayed in the Activity List table with the latest data from the web application database.

NOTE
For more information about the Web Client Scheduler Status Window, see the Vantage Web Client Guide.

The Windows Client Schedule List dialog provides the following toolbar options:

NOTE
For more information about the Scheduler and Schedule List, see the Vantage Windows Client Guide and the
Help on Windows online help system.

JCL Management

You can submit jobs manually from the Windows Client, either immediately or at a scheduled time. When you create a
job (JCL stream) to submit, you determine the type of job being submitted, the number of steps, and so on. The job can
involve your Vantage GMI enabled Broadcom product, standard IBM utility programs, your own utility programs, or any
combination of these. You can also use IEFBR14 jobs for testing purposes.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a JCL Management feature.

The Windows Client helps you specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in the sample JCL you provide,
allowing you to create generalized model JCL.
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Vantage GMI provides two options for managing your JCLs:

• The Member Editor (Submit) function
• The JCL Model List feature

The Member Editor (Submit) Function

The Windows Client Member Editor (Submit) function under the z/OS menu in the Main Window can be used to manage
your JCLs. You can use it to specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in your sample JCLs. It has a drag-and-
drop feature that allows you to drag rows from object displays and drop them onto a JCL template in the Edit dialog. When
you drag and drop the rows, the variables from the rows are substituted into the template. You can also use the Member
Editor (Submit) function to submit jobs manually, either immediately or at a scheduled time.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a Member Editor (Submit) function.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client New PDS Member Editor dialog that is displayed when you select the
Member Editor (Submit) function under the z/OS menu option.

PDS Member Editor Dialog Toolbar Options

The PDS Member Editor dialog provides the following toolbar options:
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NOTE
For more information about PDS Member Editor options, click the Help icon on the PDS Member Editor dialog
Toolbar.

The JCL Model List Feature

The Windows Client JCL Model List feature helps you manage JCL. The JCL Model List feature provides the same
functionality as the Member Editor (Submit) function however it presents your JCL working environment (the Object Table,
the Associated JCL Members, the Substitution Variable List, and the PDS Member Editor) in one window so that working
with your JCL is much easier.

NOTE

 Currently, the Web Client does not have a JCL Model List feature.

You can use the Windows Client JCL Model List feature to select JCL models to be used by objects or a group of objects
using pattern matching. These models can be used to perform actions or mainframe management functions in batch jobs.
The models can contain object variables that are substituted upon request or at submit time.

You can start the JCL Model List feature two ways, from the Object Tree Pop-up Menu or from the object view Toolbar.

To start the JCL Model List feature from the Object Tree pop-up menu in the Windows Client

1. Right-click an object in the object tree.
The Object Tree pop-up menu appears.

2. Click the JCL Model List option.
The JCL Model List dialog appears.

To start and use the JCL Model List feature from the object view Toolbar

1. Click the object in the object tree.
The Object view appears.

2. Click the down arrow next to the Definitions icon in the object view Toolbar.
The Definitions drop-down menu appears.

3. Click the JCL Model List option.
The JCL Model List dialog appears. The JCL Model List dialog displays the object data and the list of JCL members
associated with that object in separate panes as shown in the following sample:
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The Object Table pane displays the object selected. You can use the object view menu options in the pane to change
the object view, such as sort, filter, zoom, and so on.
The Associated JCL Members pane displays the JCL models you have created and linked to the object selected. You
can use the Associated JCL Members Action options to modify the JCL Model information displayed in the pane, add
new JCL models, and to delete JCL Models.

NOTE
For more information about the Associated JCL Members pane, click the menu bar Help option and select
Help About Object.

4. Double-click a model line, and two additional panes appear in the JCL Model List dialog; the Substitution Variable List
for the object, and the PDS Member Editor with the model JCL.
The following sample shows how the JCL Model List displays all 4 panes in the JCL Model List dialog.
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Using the PDS Member Editor pane you can edit the model JCL, create new JCL Models, insert variables, substitute
variables with object information, submit the JCL, and so on.

NOTE
For more information about PDS Member Editor options click the Help option on the PDS Member Editor
pane Menu Bar.

5. Click your cursor in the JCL in the PDS Member Editor pane where you want a variable to be inserted, and then
double click the desired variable in the Substitution Variable List pane.
The variable appears in the PDS Member Editor pane where you indicated.

6. Repeat step 5 until you have included all your variables in the PDS Member Editor pane.
Now you are ready to substitute the variables in your JCL with object line information.

7. Click a line or multiple lines in the Object Table pane, then drag-and-drop them into the PDS Member Editor.
When you do this, a new PDS Member Editor dialog is opened with the resulting JCL; that is, the field values from
your selected object table lines are substituted into the variable locations in a copy of your JCL model in a new PDS
Member Editor dialog.

8. Click the Submit icon in the PDS Member Editor Toolbar when your JCL is complete and you are ready to submit it. 
A message dialog appears advising that your JCL has been submitted.

NOTE
For more information about working with the JCL Model List, see the Vantage documentation.

User-Interface Object Action Options
The Actions option is only available for certain objects and it is used to perform actions on specific object items. The
actions available for an object relate to specific functionality of the object being accessed.

NOTE
If the Windows Client Help on Object or the Web Client Object-object_name-Help for an object lists Actions,
but the Actions menu option does not display any Actions, it is because your Vantage GMI license does not
authorize you to use them.

Example: Display of the Action menu of the Volume Space Usage object

The following is a sample of the Volume Space Usage object Action menu displayed in the Web Client:
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The following is a sample of the Volume Space Usage object Action menu displayed in the Windows Client:
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Note: When object actions are performed, security checks are made with the proper access levels. The user ID for each
security check will be either the user ID associated with the Vantage GMI started task, or the user ID that owns the script
(the person who created or last modified it). For more information about the security system, see the description of system
parameter SECURSCR in the Vantage Configuration Guide.

Display Actions Dialog Feature

You can use the actions dialog feature to perform actions on certain objects.

To start the Actions dialog feature

1. Click an object in the Object Tree.
An object in Table View appears in your user-interface window.

2. Select a line or group of object data in the object Table that you want to perform the action on.
The line or lines of object data in the Table View is selected.

3. If you are using the Windows Client, click Actions in the Table View Menu Bar. If you are using the Web Client, click
Actions in the object Menu Bar.
The Actions drop down list appears.

4. Click the Action you want to perform.
The Actions dialog appears.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the Actions dialog view the Help on Window online help system in
the Windows Client or the Navigation online help system in the Web Client. For more information about an
object and available object actions view the Help on Object online help system in the Windows Client or the
Object-object_name-Help online help system in the Web Client. If the Help on Object for an object or the
Object-object_name-Help online help system lists Actions, but the Actions menu option does not display any
Actions, it is because your Vantage GMI license does not authorize you to use them.

User-Interface Online Help Systems
Both the Web Client and the Windows Client have two types of online help systems.
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Windows Client

Help on Window (Help About Window)
Provides information on how to use Windows Client features and if you click Help About Window from a window or dialog
Help menu option it provides help about the opened window or dialog. This online help system also has a search facility.

NOTE
From the object tree this help is called Help on Window and when you have a window open and you click the
Help menu option this is called Help About Window.

Help on Object (Help About Object)
Provides object specific information. It includes a description of the object, actions available, and information about the
object data fields in the object.

NOTE
If the Help on Object for an object lists Actions but the Actions menu option does not display any Actions it is
because your Vantage GMI license does not authorize you to use them. From the object tree, this help is called
Help on Object, and when you have the object open in a window and click the Help menu option, this is called
Help About Object.

To access the Windows Client Help on Window (Help About Window) online help system

Click the Help icon

( )
displayed in an open window or dialog. 

The help topic that pertains to that window or dialog is displayed. Most windows and dialogs also have a Help menu
option where you can select Help About Window to display the help topic that pertains to that window or dialog is
displayed.

You can also open this online help system from the main Windows Client menu by clicking the
Help menu option and selecting SRM and Vantage Help Topics or by clicking the Help icon

( )
in the main Windows Client toolbar.

To access the Windows Client Help on Object (Help About Object) online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click Help on Object. 
The Help on Object system appears showing the help page related to the object selected as shown in the following
sample of the Help on Object for the Storage Groups object.
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Example: Display help from an object view
You can also access the Help on Object (Help About Object) and the Help on Window (Help About Window) online help
systems from the Help menu item in the object view Menu Bar as shown in the following sample of the an object table
view Menu Bar.

Web Client

Navigation Online Help
Provides information on how to navigate the Web Client and use Web Client features. If you click Help then Navigation
from a window, wizard, or dialog, the online Help topic displayed provides help about the opened window, wizard, or
dialog. This online help system also has an index and a search facility.
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Object - object_name - Help 
Provides object specific information. It includes a description of the object, actions available, and information about the
object data fields in the object.

 

NOTE
If the Object - object_name - Help for an object lists Actions, but the Actions menu option does not display any
Actions, it is because your Vantage GMI license does not authorize you to use them.

To access the Web Client Navigation online help system
Click Help and then Navigation in the object Menu Bar, or in the opened window, wizard, or dialog. The help topic that
pertains to that open window, wizard, or dialog is displayed. The help topic displayed when you click Help and then
Navigation in the object Menu Bar is the Welcome page.

You can also open this online help system by clicking Help in the top line of the main Web Client window.

To access the Web Client Object - object_name - Help online help system
Click Help and then Object - object_name - Help on the object Menu Bar. The Object - object_name - Help appears
showing the help page related to the displayed object.

Standard View Options
In both the Windows Client and the Web Client, each standard view of object data provides options you can use to
manipulate object information so it is presented the way you like. Some of the more common Windows Client options are
described in the following sections.

NOTE
For more information about these options in the Web Client, see the Vantage Web Client Guide.

Filter Option

The Filter feature narrows the amount of object information (the number of rows) displayed in the table. The Windows
Client lists the object fields in the Filter dialog in alphabetical order by field name. The Filter dialog guides you in the
process of defining the filter expression by enabling and disabling the appropriate fields and controls at every step.

NOTE
For Web Client users; the Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar filtering feature. For more
information, see the Vantage Web Client Guide.

Example: Create a Filter

The following Windows Client example shows the filter criteria that would produce a user defined view showing only the
Vantage messages issued in the last 3 days. In the example a relative date of TODAY-3 is used instead of an absolute
date. A relative date allows for reuse of the filter without you having to calculate and update the date. However you can
use absolute dates (specific dates).
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Filter Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Filter dialog toolbar provides the following options:

How Filters Work

A filter can be built from the fields of the object by combining them into Boolean expressions. You can also use
expressions that contain patterns with wildcard characters.

You can refine your filter by using the AND/OR logical operators to combine several expressions. Use parentheses to
group sub-expressions.
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You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Define Filter dialog or use the typing aids in
the dialog. It is possible to edit any expression in the text box.

Observe the following:

• For more information about how filters work click the Help icon in the Filter dialog.
• To immediately view the effect of your filter you must click the Apply and Refresh Data icon

( ).

Sort Option

The Sort feature sorts the table by the values in the columns of the table. Every object attribute (or field for z/OS) in a
table can serve as a sort key. You can use the Windows Client Sort Dialog to sort object data in both the Table View and
the Graph View.

Note: The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar sort feature. For more information, see
the Vantage Web Client Guide.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Sort dialog for the POOLS object. It points out how to include and
exclude fields the object view is sorted by.

To change the Sort order using the Windows Client Sort dialog

1. Double-click the Sort Order icon

( )
in the Sort Order pane of the Sort dialog.
The Ascending Sort Order icon

( )
appears.

2. Double-click the Sort Order icon again in the Sort Order pane of the Sort dialog.
The Descending Sort Order icon

( )
appears.

To immediately view the effect of your sort you must click the Apply and Refresh Data icon

( ).
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You can sort object data by columns directly in the Table View.

To sort the Table View by columns in the Windows Client

1. Click the column title you want the object data to be sorted by.
The first time the column title is clicked the table is updated and sorted in ascending order by object data in that
column.

2. Click the column title again to change the sort to descending order.
The table is updated and sorted in descending order by object data in that column.

After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner you may want to remove it; to remove a Table View
column sort, click the Sort icon

( )
and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all the Fields option.

Sort Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Sort dialog toolbar provides the following options:

Statistics Full and Totals

The Windows Client Statistics Full and Totals options in the View menu let you request the total of every numeric field, or
combine the totals with the average, minimum, and maximum values.

NOTE

 The Statistics option in the View menu of the Web Client provides a statistics and totals view of the object. For
more information, see the Vantage Web Client Guide.

Example: Access Statistics Full and Totals options

The following example shows where to access the Statistics Full and Totals options from the Windows Client View drop-
down menu option in the Table View.
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Statistics Totals Option

The Statistics Totals option provides the sum of all numeric fields, as shown in the following sample Windows Client
Statistics Totals screen capture.

Statistics Full Option

The Statistics Full option provides totals plus the average, minimum, and maximum values for all numeric fields, as shown
in the following sample Windows Client Statistics Full screen capture.
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Scale Option

The Scale option list lets you select the scale base units for displaying numerical data. The difference between requesting
K, M, G, and so on, as opposed to KB, MB, GB and so on is that those with the appended B mean multiples of 1024, while
those without the B mean multiples of 1000. For example:

• nnK = nn(1000), nnM = nn(1000)(1000), and so on.
• nnKB = nn(1024), nnMB = nn(1024)(1024), and so on.

NOTE
The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar field scaling feature. For more information, see
the Vantage Web Client Guide.

To scale a column of numeric data in the Windows Client

1. Click the Definitions icon

( )
on the Windows Client toolbar of the object view.
The View and Output Definition dialog appears.

2. Click the Fields option in the left navigation pane of the View and Output Definition dialog.
The Fields dialog appears.

3. Click the cell in the Scale column of the Field row for which you want to establish the scale for.
A scale options list appears as show in the following sample:
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4. Select the scale you want to use.
The scale selected appears in the cell in the Scale column of the Field.

5. Click OK.
The View and Output Definition dialog closes and the object view is updated with the scales selected. The column
heading displays the scale after the heading title, for example if you selected a scale of GB for Free Bytes the column
heading title will indicate the scale is GB and would look like the following sample in your object view:

Color Code Option

The Color Code option lets you set conditions for color coding values in object Table Views.

NOTE
The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a row and field coloring feature. For more information,
see the Vantage Web Client Guide.
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To color code values in object views in the Windows Client

1. Click the Definitions icon

( )
from the toolbar of the object Table View.
The View and Output Definition dialog appears.

2. Click the Fields option in the left navigation pane of the View and Output Definition dialog.
The Fields dialog appears.

3. Click in the Color cell for a field you want to assign a background color.
The Color Coding dialog appears. The following Color Coding dialog sample shows how you can select a condition,
enter a condition value, and then select a background color for the item that meets the condition.

4. Complete the Color Code dialog.
The condition, value, and color code you selected are displayed in the Color Code dialog.

5. Click OK in the Color Code dialog.
The Color Code dialog closes and the field Color icon
( )
appears in the Color cell in the Fields dialog, as shown in the following sample.
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6. Click OK.
The View and Output Definition dialog closes. The object Table View appears with background of values that meet
your conditions color coded.

Open Zoom Option (Drill-Down Feature)

The Windows Client Open Zoom feature provides you with a list of objects that have related information. You can select
an object from the Zoom list dialog to view the related information.

NOTE
The Web Client provides a Zoom feature on the Object toolbar. For more information, see the Vantage Web
Client Guide.

To zoom to related objects in the Windows Client

1. Select a row in the object Table View.
The selected row is highlighted.

2. Click the Open Zoom icon

( ).
The Zoom list dialog appears, listing related objects.

3. Click an object in the Zoom list.
Object information in the object selected for that item appears.

The following sample illustrates a zoom from a particular Storage Group in the Storage Groups object to the same
Storage Group in the Storage Groups Volumes object.
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New Summary Objects Option

The Windows Client Summary Designer helps you create new summary objects from any source object. You select the
method for defining the summary groups and select the fields to include in the summary object. The summary object
includes summary groups from a source object table, and then provides statistics about all the object rows that fall into
each summary group. The statistics include counts, maximum values, minimum values, average values, and totals. These
statistics are provided for each group of records and for all the records.

You can start the Windows Client Summary Designer two ways, from the object pop-up menu or from the Object view
Menu Bar.

NOTE
Currently, you cannot create or manage Summary Objects using the Web Client. You can view Summary
Objects using the Web Client.

To start the Windows Client Summary Designer from the object pop-up menu

1. Right-click on the object in the Object Tree view.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Select New Summary Object in the Object pop-up menu.
The Summary Designer appears.
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To start the Summary Designer from the object view Menu Bar

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Select View, then New Summary Object from the object view Menu Bar.
The Summary Designer appears.

The following is a sample of the Summary Designer.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the Summary Designer to create a new Summary Object click the Help
icon in the Summary Designer dialog, or see the section "Working with Generalized Summary Objects" in the
Vantage documentation.

Customized Reports

You can customize reports with the appearance and information you want by using the Windows Client Output Report
wizard and the View and Output Definition wizard.
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NOTE
The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an output report feature you can use to create and
manage user-view object data output reports and schedules for output reports. For more information, see the
Vantage Web Client Guide.

Windows Client Output Report wizard
This wizard allows you to define:

• – The number of records (record range) of the report.
– The report format (print, web publishing, email, PDF, HTML, XML, TXT, Excel, FTP Server, and so on).
– The destination of the report (the printer, the directory, web server, email address, FTP server ID, and so on).

Windows Client View and Output Definition wizard
This wizard allows you to define:

• – The z/OS hosts from which data is to be retrieved.
– The fields (columns) to be included in the report.
– The order of the fields (columns) displayed in the report.
– The sort, color, and scale of the data in the report.
– The layout design, contents, and record range of the report. This includes the grouping of the fields (columns)

displayed in the report (using the Grouping facility in this feature).
– The report format (print, web publishing, email, PDF, HTML, XML, TXT, Excel, FTP Server, and so on).
– The destination of the report (the printer, the directory, web server, email address, FTP server ID, and so on).

To start the Output Report wizard in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view to open the object view.
2. Click File, Output Report. Or click one of the following icons from the object window toolbar:

– Print Report
– Mail Report
– Export data into Excel
The Output Report wizard opens.

To start the View and Output Definition wizard in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view opens.

2. Click the Definitions icon

( )
from the toolbar of the object view.
The View and Output Definition wizard opens.

Example: Define fields to be displayed in a Storage Groups report

You can create a report based on the Storage Groups object that contains information on the SG Name, Type, % Allo, Vol
Cnt, Capacity Bytes, Allocated Bytes and Free Bytes. You can then sort the report by descending % Allo.

The following example shows how you would define this report in the Windows Client View and Output
Definition>View>Fields dialog.
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NOTE
For more information about the View and Output Definition dialog, click the Help icon in the View and Output
Definition dialog.

Multiple Output Formats

You can use the Windows Client Output Reports wizard to define output formats, number of records, and destinations of
your object view as it is currently displayed. You also have the option of using the View and Output Definition wizard to
customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

NOTE
The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an output report feature where you can define output
formats, schedules, and destinations of object user-view data. For more information, see the Vantage Web
Client Guide.

NOTE
When using the Output Reports wizard in the Windows Client, the output includes all the information from your
object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate the report,
you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how the information
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appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of records in the report
depends on the settings in the Record Range page of the wizard.

To start the Output Report wizard in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view to open the object.
2. Select File, then Output Report from the object View menu to open the Output Report wizard. If you just want to print

a report, mail a report as an attachment, or export the object data to Excel, then simply click the corresponding report
output icon in the object window toolbar.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Destinations page of the Output Report wizard for the Storage Group
object.

Each output destination gives you additional options as shown in the following example procedure for creating a
Formatted File.

To produce a Formatted File using the Output Report wizard

1. Click the box next to the File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) option in the Destinations page of the Output Report wizard.
A check mark appears in the box next to the File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) option and the Define file location link is
highlighted.
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2. Click the Define file location link. 
The File (Formatted Report Destinations) Destinations page opens with PDF (Adobe Acrobat) format selected, as
shown in the following sample:

3. Click the box next to the formats of the report you want to create. For example, select the box next to HTML option if
you do not want to create a HTML file.
The File: field is populated with a default location dependent on the formats selected.

4. Click the Browse button next to the File: field if you want to change where the report is to be filed.
The File: field is populated with the new file location.

5. Click Perform.
The File (Formatted Report Destinations) page closes, and the file is created and filed in the location indicated.

NOTE
For more information about the Output Report wizard, click the Help icon in the Output Reports wizard.

Print Report Option

You can quickly print an object view using the Windows Client Print Report icon

( )
from the toolbar of the object view.

NOTE
The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides a output report feature with output report options.
You can then print the output report as you would any report. For more information, see the Vantage Web Client
Guide.
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NOTE
When using the Windows Client Output Report wizard, the output includes all the information from your object
view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate the report, you
can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how the information
appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of records in the report
depends on the settings in the Record Range page of the Output Report wizard. You also have the option of
using the View and Output Definition wizard to customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

To quickly print an object view using the Print Report icon in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Click the Print Report icon

( )
from the toolbar of the object view.
The Record Range page of the Output Report wizard opens, as shown in the following sample:

3. Indicate how many rows of information you want printed.
4. If you have defined a default printer in your Windows operating system and you want the print file sent to that printer

click the Perform button.
The Record Range page closes and the print file is sent to your default printer. You do not need to perform any more
of the following steps.

5. If you want to indicate the printer you want the report sent to click the Next button.
The Destinations page opens.

6. Click the Define the printer link to open the Printer page, as shown in the following sample:
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7. Click the down arrow at the end of the Printer field and select the printer you want the report sent to.

NOTE
The Printer drop-down list includes all printers you have defined in your Windows operating system printer
setup.

You can also use the Printer page to specify number of copies, page orientation, and paper size.
8. Click Perform.

The Printer page closes and the print file is sent to the printer.

NOTE
For more information about the Output Report wizard, click the Help icon in the wizard.

Mail Report Option

You can email an object view report in PDF, HTML or Excel format using the Windows Client Mail Report icon

( )
from the toolbar of the object view.

NOTE
The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an email output report option. For more information,
see the Vantage Web Client Guide.

NOTE
When using the Windows Client Output Report wizard to email a report, the output includes all the information
from your object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate
the report, you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how the
information appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of records in the
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report depends on the Record Range settings. You also have the option of using the View and Output Definition
feature to customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

To quickly mail an object view using the Mail option in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Click the Mail Report icon

( )
from the toolbar of the object view.
The Record Range page of the Output Report wizard opens.

3. Indicate how many rows of information you want included in the attachment report.
4. Click Next to open the e-Mail page. It opens with the box next to e-Mail checked and the Define mail addressee link

highlighted.
5. Click Next to open the Destinations e-Mail page, as shown in the following sample:

NOTE
If you have defined a Mail to Address in the (global) Windows Client Options feature then that defined email
address is displayed in the e-Mail Destination page.

6. Provide the email address, subject, body text to be included in the email, and file format of the attachment object view
report, then click Perform.
The e-Mail Destination page closes. An email is created and sent with the object view report attached.

NOTE
For more information about the Output Report dialogs, click the Help icon in the Output Reports wizard.
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Setting Up Vantage GMI
This section explains how to set up Vantage GMI and its components.

Vantage GMI Components

Vantage GMI consists of the following two components:

z/OS Server
Installed on the mainframe.

User-Interface (PC) Clients 
The following user-interface clients are available:

Windows Client 
This client is a Windows-based user-interface. This client provides full functionality and when you install the Windows
Client you also install the Config Client and the Vantage documentation set. You can use the Config Client to set Vantage
parameters.

Web Client
This client is a web-based user interface. The client can be used from any PC with internet access to the web client
application server. You can access the Vantage documentation set from the web client. The current web client provides
partial functionality compared to the Windows client.

NOTE
Install the Windows client first and then the web client. The Windows client contains the Config client which you
can use to set Vantage system parameters.

3270-based interface (View 3270 Client) 
This client provides partial functionality that is limited to:

• – User-driven functionality of view and analysis
– Filtering and sorting, zooming
– Ability to initiate actions on selected entries

NOTE
The View 3270 Client is considered a character-based user-interface, not a graphic-based user-interface, so it is
not discussed here. For View 3270 Client installation and configuration information, see the section "Configuring
Vantage GMI" in the Vantage Configuration Guide. For more information about using the View 3270 Client, see
the section "Navigating the View 3270 Client" in the Vantage documentation.

Install and Configure Vantage GMI
In order to use Vantage GMI you must install and configure both the z/OS component and at least one of the User-
Interface (PC) Client components (you can use the Windows Client, the Web Client, or both).

NOTE
If you have already installed Vantage GMI components for one of the other Vantage GMI enabled products,
there is no need to install the components again, however you must perform step 4 in the following procedure for
the Vantage GMI qualified product. If you are installing the components for the first time, ensure that you have
received the proper installation materials for the z/OS and the User-Interface (PC) Client components. If you do
not have all the installation materials you need, then contact Broadcom Support at Broadcom Support.

To install and configure both components of Vantage GMI
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NOTE
System software and hardware requirements for both components of Vantage GMI can be found in the Vantage
Installation documentation.

1. Install the z/OS server as described in the Vantage Installation documentation.
The z/OS server is installed on your z/OS system.
 

2. Install the Windows Client as described in the Vantage Installation documentation.
The Windows Client is installed on at least one PC.
 

NOTE
When you install the Windows Client, you also install the Vantage Config Client which you can use to set
Vantage system parameters. If you want to use the Web Client, we suggest you install it after you have
completed step 8. However, you can install the Web Client after you have completed step 3 and to be able
to use it to work with Vantage GMI enabled product objects you must complete step 4 for each Vantage
GMI enabled product. For more information about installing, navigating, and using the Web Client, see the
Vantage Web Client Guide.

3. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are common to all Vantage GMI enabled products as described in the
section “Configuring Vantage GMI” in the Vantage Configuration Guide.
Common Vantage GMI parts of the z/OS server are configured on your z/OS system.
 

4. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are specific to your Vantage GMI enabled product according to the section
“z/OS Host Configuration" in this guide.
Your Vantage GMI enabled product objects are defined for retrieving your Vantage GMI enabled product object data by
the Vantage GMI user-interface.
 

NOTE

 If you want to use the Web Client you can install it now or after you complete step 8. For more information
about installation, starting, navigation, and using the Web Client, see the Vantage Web Client Guide.

5. Start the Windows Client according to the section Start and Log in to the Windows Client.
The Windows Client is up and running on your PC.
 

6. Define z/OS host connections as described in the section Define a z/OS Host.
At least one z/OS host is defined in your Host List.
 

7. Connect the Windows Client to a z/O host and login as described in the section Connect and Log In to the z/OS Host.
The Windows Client is connected and logged in to a z/OS host. You can start using it to view and work with object
data.
 

8. Define the Windows Client data collection mode as described in the section Define the Data Collection.
Object data is automatically displayed in the object view when you open an object.
 

NOTE

The latest version of the Vantage documentation set is available at Broadcom Support. However, you can install
the Windows Client first (with no configuration) and then access the Vantage documentation set. To access the
Vantage documentation set from the Windows Client click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager,
Documentation, and then Manuals - z/OS, or from the Windows Client main menu Help drop-down menu click
Manuals - z/OS. The Vantage documentation set consists of the following documents:
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• Vantage Best Practices Guide
• Vantage Configuration Guide
• Vantage Installation documentation
• Vantage Message Reference Guide
• Vantage Reference Guide
• Vantage Release Notes
• Vantage documentation
• Vantage Web Client Guide
• Vantage Windows Client Guide

Start and Log In to the Windows Client
This section explains the start and login in for the Windows Client option.

Contents

Start the Windows Client

By default, when you start the Windows Client, you automatically log in as the ADMIN user (the default administrator),
no Windows Client Login dialog appears, and the Windows Client Main Window appears. However, if this default was
changed to require a specific user ID and password, the Windows Client Login dialog appears when you start the
Windows Client and you must provide a valid user ID and password.

NOTE

 For more information about creating and maintaining Windows Client logins, see the section User Manager in
the Vantage Windows Client Guide.

 

To start and log in to the Windows Client

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and select Windows Client.
The Windows Client Login dialog appears as shown in the following sample
.

2. Type in your Windows Client User ID and Password and click OK.
The Windows Client Main Window appears with the Home Form dialog displayed as shown in the following sample.
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To start the Windows Client, click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and select Windows Client. If no
Windows Client login is required, the Windows Client Main Window appears with the Home Form dialog displayed.

Windows Client Menu Bar and Toolbar Options

The top of the main window of the Windows Client has the following Menu Bar and Toolbar options:
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NOTE
For more information about the Windows Client Menu Bar and Toolbar options, see the Vantage Windows Client
Guide or click the Help icon on the Windows Client Menu Bar.

The Windows Client View

Many Windows Client users prefer to close the Home Form window and display the Host List and the Object Tree
windows.

To close the Windows Client Home Form window click the Close icon located at the top right hand corner of the Home
Form window, as shown in the following sample:

To display the Host List window click the Host List icon

( )
located in the Windows Client Toolbar. The following is a sample of an empty Host List window:
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To display the Object Tree window click the Object Tree icon

( )
located in the Windows Client Toolbar. The following is a sample of the Object Tree window:
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You can resize and move displayed windows in the Windows Client the same as you resize and move opened windows
on your PC desktop. Arrange the Host List and Object Tree windows so they display as shown in the following screen
capture sample.

Define a z/OS Host
After starting the Windows Client you need to connect the Windows Client to the z/OS server component. In order to
connect the Windows Client to the z/OS server component, you must first define the z/OS server or servers that you plan
to use. The Windows Client Host List feature is used to define z/OS server connections.

You can define as many z/OS servers as you want and you can simultaneously connect to as many z/OS servers as you
want (as long you have installed and configured the z/OS server component on them).

To define a z/OS host
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NOTE
The following procedure assumes you have started the Windows Client and the Host List window is not
displayed. If the Host List window is already displayed then you can skip step 1.

1. Click the Host List icon

( )
in the Windows Client toolbar.
The Host List dialog appears as shown in the following sample.

2. Click the New Host icon

( )
in the Host List window toolbar.
The Host Definition dialog appears as shown in the following sample.
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3. Complete the Host Definition dialog, the field options are:
 
Name
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Provides the Host Name displayed in the Host List dialog.
Agent ID
Provides the name of the agent that collects data from the host. Select z/OS Agent if it is not already displayed.
IP Address
Defines the IP address or server name of the z/OS host to which you are connecting.
Port
Defines the port number of the z/OS host to which you are connecting.
User name
(Optional) Provides the user ID, which is sent to the host in encrypted form. If you leave the user name, password, or
both fields empty, you will have to provide them each time you connect to the host. However, if the host will be used in
scheduled operations this information is required.
Password Type
Select the password type in the Password Type drop-down list. The host definition supports the following types of
passwords:
Code (default)
A combination of up to 8 characters.
Phrase 
A passphrase of up to 100 characters.
Token+PIN
A two-factor RSA authentication token and PIN of up to 8 characters each.
Password String
(Optional) Provides the password string, which is sent to the host in encrypted form. If you do not specify a password
string then you must enter it every time you try to connect the Windows Client to the z/OS host.
Note: You also have the option of providing the z/OS host user ID and not the password when setting up your Host
Definition; this is often done at sites where security policies require Passwords to be changed periodically. If the host
will be used in scheduled operations, the password string is required.
Confirmation
Renter the password string. If you provide a Password String then you must provide the same password string in the
confirmation field.
Client Trace
(Optional) Indicates if the system should save the messages relating to host-client communication in a log file. For
more information about this field click the Help icon. Normally you will only select this if requested to do so by CA
Support.
Host Trace
(Optional) Creates a trace on the host of all the messages exchanged between the z/OS host and the Windows Client.
For more information about this field click the Help icon. Normally you will only select this if requested to do so by CA
Support.
 

4. Click Test to test your connection information.
The Windows Client advises you if your connection to the z/OS host is successful.
 

5. Click OK.
The Windows Client stores the host definition. The new host definition appears in the Host List window. The Host List
window displays all your defined hosts and their connection status.
The following is a sample of the Host List window showing the different connection status icons.
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Host List Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Host List dialog provides the following toolbar options:

 

Connect and Log In to the z/OS Host
After you start the Windows Client and have defined z/OS host connections, you can then connect the Windows Client to
a z/OS host and log in to the z/OS host. Once that is done you can start using Vantage GMI.

To connect and log in to the z/OS host

NOTE
The following procedure assumes you have predefined your z/OS hosts and they are displayed in the Host List
window. If you do not have predefined hosts in the Host List window then see the section Define a z/OS Host. If
the Host List window is already displayed in your Windows Client window then skip step 1.

1. Click the Host List icon

( )
in the main Windows Client toolbar.
The Host List window opens. The following is a sample of the Host List window:
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2. Select the host to which you want to log in to from the Host List window.
The selected host definition is highlighted. as shown in the following sample.

3. Click the Connect icon

( )
in the Host List window toolbar.
If your user ID and password were provided in the Host Definition dialog for the
selected host, the Windows Client attempts to connect to the host. If the connection
is successful then the connection status icon changes from the Not Connected icon

( )
to the Connected icon

( ).
You can begin using Vantage GMI and you can skip step 4.
If your user ID and password were not provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected host, then the Host Login
dialog appears as shown in the following sample dialog, and you must proceed to the next step.

4. Enter a valid user ID and password in the Host Login dialog, and click OK.
The Host Login dialog disappears.
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The Windows Client attempts to connect and log on to the z/OS host. When the connection and
log on is complete, the connection icon in the Host List window changes from the Connecting icon

( )
to the Connected icon

( ),
as shown in the following sample, and you can begin using Vantage GMI.

NOTE
For more information about defining hosts and connecting to hosts, see the Vantage Windows Client Guide or
the online help.

Define the Data Collection Mode
Vantage GMI can be configured to collect data in either Automatic or Manual mode.

• In Automatic mode, object data is collected automatically when you open an object.
• In Manual mode, object data is only collected by the Windows Client when you click the Execute icon

( )
in the open object view Toolbar.

To define the data collection mode in the Windows Client

1. Click Tools in the Windows Client main window Menu Bar.
The following is a sample of the Windows Client main window Menu Bar and Toolbar.

The Tools menu expands to display available items, as shown in the following sample:
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2. Select Options from the Tools menu drop-down list, to open the Windows Client Options wizard.
3. Select the Host Defaults page in the navigation tree in the left-side panel of the Windows Client Options wizard.
4. Select the drop-down arrow in the z/OS View Execution field, to display the options, as shown in the following sample:
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5. Select the mode you want the system to use and click OK.
The Windows Client Options wizard closes. When you select an object in the Object Tree the Windows Client will
collect data based on the mode that you have selected.

NOTE
The examples assume that Automatic mode is selected.

Closing the GMI Windows Client
When you close the Windows Client it will log you off from your connected hosts. However, when you are finished working
you should disconnect from hosts first then close the Windows Client.

To close the Windows Client

1. Select the host you are connected to in the Host List dialog.
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The selected host is highlighted.
 

2. Click the disconnect icon

( )
in the Host List dialog.
The status icon of the selected host will change from connected

( )
to disconnected

( ).
 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 and close all host connections.
All hosts displayed in the Host List dialog are displayed with the disconnected icon

( ).
 

4. Close the Windows Client by clicking the Close icon

( )
in the top right hand corner of the Windows Client.
The Windows Client is no longer displayed.

z/OS Host Configuration
This section describes how to configure your Vantage Servers (also referred to as hosts) to access and execute the
PDSMAN objects.

Contents

Configuration Procedure

Perform the following steps on each Vantage host where PDSMAN objects are to be available:

1. Gather required environmental information.
2. Make PDSMAN executable modules available to the host.
3. Make PDSMAN help information available to the host.
4. Install PARMDLIB Factory Distributed parameter members.
5. Update the CONFIG User parameter member.
6. Install the PDSMAN JCL skeleton sample members.
7. Update the JCLMLIST User parameter member.
8. Review the information on maintenance considerations.

Required Environmental Information

You need to know the following information to configure your hosts for the PDSMAN objects:

1. The name and location of the JCL procedure for the Vantage host to be configured.
2. The name of the system linklist library containing the runtime PDSMAN executable modules.
3. The name of the PDSMAN runtime HELP library created during installation.
4. The name of the PDSMAN Sample Materials library created during installation. This is a PDSMAN SMP/E target

library, not a runtime library.
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5. The name and location of a Vantage PARMDLIB library for this host. This library contains factory distributed parameter
library members.

6. The name and location of a user parameter library containing your user-modified parameter members.
7. The setting of your Vantage JCLLIB system parameter.

Executable Modules

PDSMAN provides object definitions, record creator programs and other executable modules related to the PDSMAN
objects.

To make these executable programs available to your Vantage host, concatenate the PDSMAN System Linklist library
before the Vantage distributed load library on the STEPLIB DD statement in your Vantage host JCL procedure.

The PDSMAN System Linklist library is created during product installation and updated when you apply maintenance.
Ensure you concatenate the runtime library, not the CPDSLINK SMP/E target library.

Help Information

Help information is provided for the PDSMAN objects, input lists, and system parameters.

To make this help information available to your Vantage host, concatenate the library containing the PDSMAN runtime
HELP members before the Vantage distributed HELP library on the HELP DD statement in your Vantage host JCL
procedure.

The PDSMAN runtime HELP library is created during product installation and updated when you apply maintenance.
Ensure you concatenate the runtime HELP library, not the CPDSHELP SMP/E target library.

Factory Distributed Parameter Members

PDSMAN distributes parameter members that must be copied to the library with your other Vantage Factory Distributed
PARMDLIB members.

To configure the distributed parameter members, copy members VPOTGC, VPPDGC and VPCDGC from the PDSMAN
Sample Materials library to one of your PARMDLIB libraries in the PARMS DD concatenation of your host JCL.

NOTE

 Do not change these members.

CONFIG User Parameter

Some PDSMAN objects provide skeleton control statements that are shown when you click the DEFAULT button on the
Input List dialog. These skeleton control statements are defined in the CONFIG member in the Vantage user PARMLIB
parameter library.

Because there is only one CONFIG member per host, you must manually update the member to include the PDSMAN
entries. Perform the following steps to update your CONFIG member:

• Locate your CONFIG user parameter member.
• Use an editor to copy the contents of member VCONFIG of the PDSMAN Sample Materials library to the end of your

existing CONFIG member.
• There is no need to modify the skeleton control statements; however, since they are samples you may choose to tailor

them now or at a later time.
• Save the modified CONFIG member.
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JCL Skeletons

PDSMAN distributes skeleton JCL members that you can tailor and use to submit batch jobs for execution. These
skeleton JCL members must be copied to a library where they can be located by Vantage. The name of the library is
defined on your Vantage JCLLIB system parameter in your Vantage user PARMLIB, normally member VKGPARMS (which
is the default member name for user system parameter overrides).

To install the skeleton JCL members

1. Copy all members beginning with the prefix PDSMVJ (for example, PDSMVJBA, PDSMVJBD, and so on) from the
PDSMAN Sample Materials library to the library named on your JCLLIB system parameter.

2. Tailor the common job card member PDSMVJJC to meet your local job card standards. The other JCL skeletons
distributed by PDSMAN use the job card information from this member.

3. There is no need to modify the JCL skeleton members; however, since they are samples you may choose to tailor
them now or at a later time.

JCL Model List

Vantage provides a JCL Model List feature to help manage your JCL skeletons. Using a JCL Model List is optional;
see the section "Configure the JCL Model List Feature" in the Vantage User Guide for instructions on how to install and
configure this feature.

If you use the JCL Model List you should add the PDSMAN JCL skeletons to your JCLMLIST member located in your
Vantage user parmlib data set. Because there is only one JCLMLIST member per host, you must manually update the
member to include the PDSMAN entries.

To update your JCLMLIST member

1. Locate your JCLMLIST user parameter member.
2. Use an editor to copy the contents of member VANMLIST in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library to the end of your

existing JCLMLIST member.
3. Edit all of the lines you have just copied to replace the string "<LibName>" with the name of the library into which you

copied the JCL skeletons in the previous step. This should be the library named on your Vantage JCLLIB system
parameter.

4. Save the modified JCLMLIST member.

Maintenance Considerations

Members that reside in PDSMAN runtime libraries will automatically pick up any updates you apply using the documented
PDSMAN maintenance procedures. Thus the help files and all the executable files such as your object definitions, record
creator programs, and so on are automatically updated.

PDSMAN members that you have copied from the Sample Materials library do not automatically pick up maintenance.
This is because the update process would regress tailoring changes you may have made to these members. Members
you copy from the Sample Materials library include the JCL skeletons and the PARMDLIB parameter members. Also
included is the information you used to modify your CONFIG and JCLMLIST members.

If maintenance is required to these Sample Material library members, the fixing APAR will provide instructions for
reflecting these changes in your Vantage GMI environment.

Using PDSMAN Objects
This sections show how to use the GMI Windows Client and the online help systems.

Contents
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Use the GMI Windows Client to Access PDSMAN Objects

All PDSMAN objects are included in the Data Set Management folder of the Object Tree.

NOTE

 Before you begin, make sure that the z/OS host that you want to connect to is up-and-running.

To access PDSMAN objects

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and select Windows Client.
The GMI Windows Client appears. The following is a sample of the GMI Windows Client main window Menu Bar and
Toolbar.

2. Click the Host List icon

in
the GMI Windows Client main windows Toolbar.
The Host List dialog opens. The following is a sample of the Host List dialog.

3. Select the z/OS host that you want to connect to and click the Connect icon

.
If your user ID and password were provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected
host, the GMI Windows Client attempts to connect to the host. If the connection is
successful then the connection status icon changes from the Not Connected icon

to the Connected icon
.

You can skip step 4.
If your user ID and password were not provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected host, then the Host Login
dialog appears as shown in the following sample.
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Enter a valid user ID and password in the Host Login dialog, and click OK.
The Host Login dialog disappears.
The GMI Windows Client will attempt to connect and log on to the z/OS host. If the connection is
successful then the connection status icon in the Host List dialog changes from the Not Connected icon

to the Connected icon
.

GMI will collect information from the z/OS host that you have chosen to connect to.
 

4. Click the Object Tree icon

in the GMI Windows Client main windows Toolbar.
The Object Tree dialog appears. The following is a sample of an Object Tree.

5. Click the plus sign next to the Data Set Management folder.
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The Data Set Management folder is expanded, as shown in the following sample.

6. Click the plus sign next to the PDSMAN Library Management folder.
The PDSMAN Library Management folder is expanded. The PDSMAN objects are grouped into three sub-folders, as
shown in the following sample.
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7. Click the plus signs next to the three sub-folders.
The PDSMAN objects are displayed in the Object Tree, as shown in the following sample.
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8. Click the plus sign next to any of the PDSMAN objects.
The factory distributed user views for the object are displayed in the Object Tree, as shown in the following sample.
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Use the Online Help Systems for More Information

You can access two types of online help systems from the GMI Windows Client:

Help on Window
Provides information on how to use GMI Windows Client features.

Help on Object
Provides object specific information, including information about the object data fields in each object.

To access the Help on Window online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears as shown in the following sample.
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2. Click Help on Window.
The GMI Windows Client online help system appears showing the help page related to the window from which the
Help on Window was selected.
 

To access the Help on Object online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.
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2. Click Help on Object.
The Help on Object system appears showing the help page related to the object selected as shown in the following
sample of the Help on Object for the Storage Group Volumes object.

 

Example: Display help from an object view
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You can also access the Help on Object (Help About Object) and the Help on Window (Help About Window) online help
systems from the Help menu item in the object view Menu Bar as shown in the following sample of the Volume Space
Usage object view Menu Bar.

PDSMAN Object Reference
See Using PDSMAN Objects for a description of how to use these objects.

Directory Space Usage Object
This section explains the Directory Space Usage Object.

About the Directory Space Usage Object

Although not usually as critical as managing partitioned library space, proper management of the PDS directory area can
help avoid ABENDs and free space for use by the PDS members themselves.
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The Directory Space Usage object shows information regarding the directory size and usage of a Partitioned Data Set,
including status information based on user-supplied threshold values.

Directory space usage information is provided by the PDSMAN Directory Space Monitoring facility. Directory space
monitoring can be triggered in the online, batch, and Vantage environments; or it can be performed automatically
whenever a member in the monitored library is updated. The directory space usage status is determined from warning and
error threshold percentages that you supply.

The Directory Space Monitoring facility reports space usage status information to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Monitoring system which records the information for later display by ISPF and Vantage GMI users.

The PDSMAN Resource Information Table is the primary source of the status information shown by this object. By default,
all of the entries in the Resource Information Table for the Directory Space Usage (DBMON) class are selected for display.
You can use the filtering capabilities provided by Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.

If you want to view directory space usage status information for specific libraries, you can use a Vantage GMI Input List to
specify the library names or name patterns. You can also use the input list to change threshold values or other monitoring
parameters.

The Directory Space Monitoring facility is described in the PDSMAN Productivity Tools Reference. The Partitioned
Resource Monitoring System, including information on configuring the Resource Information Table, is described in
PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user views are supplied with this object:

• Directory Space Errors
• Directory Space Status
• Directory Space Status by Name
• Directory Space Warnings

The Directory Space Status view shows each DBMON class entry in the Resource Information Table; it is sorted first on
the severity index value and then by library name. The Directory Space Status by Name view shows each DBMON class
entry sorted by the library name.

The Directory Space Warnings view shows only those libraries with DBMON class entries that are in warning status or
above (severity values of four or more). The Directory Space Errors view shows only those libraries that are in error status
or above (severity values of eight or more).

In each of these factory views, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic
object display are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display for the Directory Space Usage object Directory Space Status view.
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This sample display shows two libraries with directory space usage errors, one with a warning and the remainder that are
in normal status. Additional fields are present further to the right in the object display but are not shown in this sample.

Display Fields

Library

Library Name.

Status
Resource Status.

Sev
Severity Index.

PctUsed
Percentage of directory space in use.

WarnPct
Warning threshold percentage.

ErrorPct
Error threshold percentage.

DBAlloc
Directory blocks allocated.
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DBUsed
Directory blocks used.

Target%
Target directory space percentage.

Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

DataSource
Status Information Source Location.

System
Monitoring System.

Instrument
Monitoring Instrument.

User
Monitoring Job Name or User ID.

Date
Monitoring Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring Time Stamp.

Extended_Data
Additional monitoring instrument data.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Sev, and then by the secondary key field, Library. The
factory views associated with this object may change the sorting order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Input Lists

You can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control statements. These control statements provide
flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of resource status information, and other
parameters related to object processing.

See the section Using Vantage Input Lists in the section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for more information
about MONITOR control statements and considerations for their use.

LIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for selection.

XLIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for exclusion.

SELECTFROM
Location (Catalog or Volume) for library selection.

DATASOURCE
Location for obtaining resource status information.

DBMONERROR
Directory Space Monitoring error threshold value.
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DBMONWARN
Directory Space Monitoring warning threshold value.

DBMONTYPE
Directory Space Monitoring threshold type indicator.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for examples of MONITOR control statements and a complete description of the parameters that
apply to this object.

Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom icon

  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Data Source Settings

When an input list is used to specify MONITOR control statements for this object, PDSMAN uses a default setting of
DATASOURCE=BOTH. This causes the Resource Information Table to be searched first for status information. Libraries
that match the selection criteria but do not have status information in this cache are then monitored by the Directory
Space Monitoring facility.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the DATASOURCE parameter. When you
use PMDATAS, this value becomes the global setting for all users and all applicable PDSMAN objects.

You can override this setting for an individual object by specifying the DATASOURCE parameter on the MONITOR control
statement in the input list. See the section Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection in the
section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for additional information on data source overrides.
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Library Space Usage Object
This section explains the Library Space Usage Object.

About the Library Space Usage Object

Managing the space used by your partitioned libraries is a important part of overall storage management. Successful
space management reduces out-of-space ABENDs and the inconvenience they cause. Having advanced warning allows
you to take corrective action before a library fills and causes disruption of critical systems.

The Library Space Usage object shows information about the space usage of your partitioned libraries, including status
information, based on user-supplied threshold values.

Library space usage information is provided by the PDSMAN Library Space Monitoring facility. Library space monitoring
can be triggered in the online, batch, and Vantage environments; or it can be performed automatically whenever a
member in the monitored library is updated. The library space usage status is determined from total space usage, primary
space usage, or secondary extent usage thresholds you supply.

The Library Space Monitoring facility reports space usage status information to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Monitoring system which records the information for later display by ISPF and Vantage GMI users.

The PDSMAN Resource Information Table is the primary source of the status information shown by this object. By default,
all of the entries in the Resource Information Table for the Library Space Usage (SPACEMON) class are selected for
display. You can use the filtering capabilities provided by Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.

If you want to view library space usage status information for specific libraries, you can use a Vantage GMI Input List to
specify the library names or name patterns. You can also use the input list to change threshold values or other monitoring
parameters.

The Library Space Monitoring facility is described in Productivity Tools. The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System,
including information on configuring the Resource Information Table, is described in Partitioned Resource Monitoring
Facilities.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user views are supplied with this object:

• Library Space Usage Errors
• Library Space Usage Status
• Library Space Usage Status by Name

The Library Space Usage Status view shows each SPACEMON class entry in the Resource Information Table; it is sorted
first on the severity index value and then by library name. The Library Space Usage Status by Name view shows each
SPACEMON class entry sorted by the library name.

The Library Space Usage Errors view shows only those libraries that are in error status or above (severity values of eight
or more).

In each of these factory views, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic
object display are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display for the Library Space Usage object Library Space Usage Status view.
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This sample display shows two libraries with library space usage errors where the current space usage exceeds the
indicated threshold. The other libraries are in normal status. Additional fields are present further to the right in the object
display but are not shown in this sample.

Display Fields

Library

Library Name.

Status
Resource Status.

Sev
Severity Index.

Threshold
Error threshold percentage or value.

Total%
Percentage of total library space in use.

Primary%
Percentage of primary allocation in use.

Sec_XT
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Number of secondary extents in use.

Target%
Target library space usage percentage.

Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

DataSource
Status Information Source Location.

System
Monitoring System.

Instrument
Monitoring Instrument.

User
Monitoring Job Name or User ID.

Date
Monitoring Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring Time Stamp.

Extended_Data
Additional monitoring instrument data.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Sev, and then by the secondary key field, Library. The
factory views associated with this object may change the sorting order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Input Lists

You can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control statements. These control statements provide
flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of resource status information, and other
parameters related to object processing.

See the section Using Vantage Input Lists in the section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for more information
about MONITOR control statements and considerations for their use.

The following MONITOR control statement parameters are applicable to this object:

LIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for selection.

XLIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for exclusion.

SELECTFROM
Location (Catalog or Volume) for library selection.

DATASOURCE
Location for obtaining resource status information.

SPMONERROR
Library Space Monitoring error threshold value.
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SPMONTYPE
Library Space Monitoring threshold type indicator.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for examples of MONITOR control statements and a complete description of the parameters that
apply to this object.

Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Library Validation
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Data Source Settings

When an input list is used to specify MONITOR control statements for this object, PDSMAN uses a default setting of
DATASOURCE=BOTH. This causes the Resource Information Table to be searched first for status information. Libraries
that match the selection criteria but do not have status information in this cache are then monitored by the Library Space
Monitoring facility.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the DATASOURCE parameter. When you
use PMDATAS, this value becomes the global setting for all users and all applicable PDSMAN objects.

You can override this setting for an individual object by specifying the DATASOURCE parameter on the MONITOR control
statement in the input list. See the section Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection in the
section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for additional information on data source overrides.

Library Validation Object
This section explains the Library Validation Object.
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About the Library Validation Object

PDS libraries can experience operational and structural problems that affect their integrity. Many times, these issues
come to light only after a serious library or system failure. While these PDS problems are never completely preventable,
knowing that a problem exists and correcting it before it causes an outage is an important step in improved partitioned
library management.

The Library Validation object shows information about the health of your PDS libraries. PDSMAN validates your PDS
libraries, checking for common problems such as member overlap errors, TTR resolution errors, I/O errors and aliases
without owning members. This information allows you to catch and correct potential problems before they become major
issues.

Library validation is performed by the PDSMAN FastCopy and PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis utilities; each of which
can be executed online or in batch mode. Additionally, your libraries are automatically validated when FastCopy is being
used to replace the IBM IEBCOPY utility.

Both FastCopy and PDSM13 report the library validation status information to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Monitoring system which records the information for later display by ISPF and Vantage GMI users.

The PDSMAN Resource Information Table is the primary source of the status information shown by this object. By default,
all of the entries in the Resource Information Table for the Library Validation (VALIDATE) class are selected for display.
You can use the filtering capabilities provided by Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.

If you want to view library space usage status information for specific libraries, you can use a Vantage GMI Input List to
specify the library names or name patterns. You can also use the input list to change other monitoring parameters.

FastCopy is described in FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities while the PDSM13 Library Map and
Analysis utility is described in Productivity Tools. The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System, including information on
configuring the Resource Information Table, is described in Partitioned Resource Monitoring.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user views are supplied with this object:

• Library Validation Errors
• Library Validation Status
• Library Validation Status by Name
• Library Validation Warnings

The Library Validation Status view shows each VALIDATE class entry in the Resource Information Table; it is sorted first
on the severity index value and then by library name. The Library Validation Status by Name view shows each VALIDATE
class entry sorted by the library name.

The Library Validation Warnings view shows only those libraries with VALIDATE class entries that are in warning status
or above (severity values of four or more). The Library Validation Errors view shows only those libraries that are in error
status or above (severity values of eight or more).

In each of these factory views, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic
object display are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display for the Library Validation object Library Validation Status view.
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This sample display shows one library with validation errors, one with a validation warning and one in normal status.
Additional fields are present further to the right in the object display but are not shown in this sample.

Display Fields

Library

Library Name.

Status
Resource Status.

Sev
Severity Index.

Instrument
Instrument Information.

Errors
Error Count.

Warnings
Warning Count.

Members
Member count.
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Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

DataSource
Status Information Source Location.

System
Monitoring System.

Instrument
Monitoring Instrument.

User
Monitoring Job Name or User ID.

Date
Monitoring Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring Time Stamp.

Extended_Data
Additional monitoring instrument data.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Sev, and then by the secondary key field, Library. The
factory views associated with this object may change the sorting order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Input Lists

You can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control statements. These control statements provide
flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of resource status information, and other
parameters related to object processing.

See the section Using Vantage Input Lists in the section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for more information
about MONITOR control statements and considerations for their use.

LIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for selection.

XLIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for exclusion.

SELECTFROM
Location (Catalog or Volume) for library selection.

DATASOURCE
Location for obtaining resource status information.

VALIDATION
Validation monitoring instrument name.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for examples of MONITOR control statements and a complete description of the parameters that
apply to this object.
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Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Library Space Usage
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Data Source Settings

When an input list is used to specify MONITOR control statements for this object, PDSMAN uses a default setting of
DATASOURCE=CACHE. This causes only the Resource Information Table to be searched for status information. Libraries
that match the selection criteria but do not have status information in this cache are shown with a status of Unknown.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the DATASOURCE parameter. When you
use PMDATAS, this value becomes the global setting for all users and all applicable PDSMAN objects.

You can override this setting for an individual object by specifying the DATASOURCE parameter on the MONITOR control
statement in the input list. See the section Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection in the
section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for additional information on data source overrides.

LLA Synchronization Object
This section explains the LLA Synchronization Object.

About the LLA Synchronization Object

The operating system Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility improves program fetch performance by caching member
directory entries in the LLA address space. When a member of an LLA-managed library is updated, or when the library
is compressed or emptied, LLA must be informed of the change so that new directory information can be retrieved and
returned to the user. When LLA is not updated properly, system abends or the execution of incorrect module versions can
result.
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The LLA Synchronization object shows information about the synchronization status between the directory data on disk
and in the LLA cache. LLA Synchronization checking can be triggered in the online, batch, and Vantage environments.

The PDSM35 LLA Reporting utility LLACHECK function and the LLA Synchronization Management facility are used
to verify synchronization between LLA and the library directory. These facilities report both matching and mismatching
conditions to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring system which records the information for later display by
ISPF and Vantage GMI users.

The PDSMAN Resource Information Table is the primary source of the status information shown by this object. By default,
all of the entries in the Resource Information Table for the LLA Synchronization Status (LLASYNCH) class are selected for
display. You can use the filtering capabilities provided by Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.

If you want to view LLA synchronization status information for specific libraries, you can use a Vantage GMI Input List to
specify the library names or name patterns. You can also use the input list to change monitoring parameters.

The PDSM35 LLA Reporting utility LLACHECK function and the LLA Synchronization Management facility are described
in LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities. The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System, including information on
configuring the Resource Information Table, is described in Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user views are supplied with this object:

• LLA Synchronization Errors
• LLA Synchronization Status
• LLA Synchronization Status by Name
• LLA Synchronization Warnings

The LLA Synchronization Status view shows each LLASYNCH class entry in the Resource Information Table; it is sorted
first on the severity index value and then by library name. The LLA Synchronization Status by Name view shows each
LLASYNCH class entry sorted by the library name.

The LLA Synchronization Warnings view shows only those libraries with LLASYNCH class entries that are in warning
status or above (severity values of four or more). The LLA Synchronization Errors view shows only those libraries that are
in error status or above (severity values of eight or more).

In each of these factory views, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic
object display are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display for the LLA Synchronization object LLA Synchronization Status view.
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This sample display shows one LLA managed library where the LLA cache is not in synchronization with the directory
information on DASD. USER.LINKLIB has one member where the directory audit data does not match the information in
LLA. The other LLA managed libraries shown are in synchronization. Additional fields are present further to the right in the
object display but are not shown in this sample.

Display Fields

Library

Library Name.

Status
Resource Status.

Sev
Severity Index.

Information
Instrument Information.

Members
Member count.

NotInLLA
Count of members in the LLA cache but not in the library directory.
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NotInDir
Count of member in the library directory but not the LLA cache.

TTR
Count of members with location (TTR) mismatches.

Audit
Count of members with directory audit data mismatches.

Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

DataSource
Status Information Source Location.

System
Monitoring System.

Instrument
Monitoring Instrument.

User
Monitoring Job Name or User ID.

Date
Monitoring Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring Time Stamp.

Extended_Data
Additional monitoring instrument data.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Sev, and then by the secondary key field, Library. The
factory views associated with this object may change the sorting order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Input Lists

You can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control statements. These control statements provide
flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of resource status information, and other
parameters related to object processing.

See Input List Execution Mode for more information about MONITOR control statements and considerations for their use.

LIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for selection.

XLIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for exclusion.

SELECTFROM
Location (Catalog or Volume) for library selection.

DATASOURCE
Location for obtaining resource status information.
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Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for examples of MONITOR control statements and a complete description of the parameters that
apply to this object.

Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Data Source Settings

When an input list is used to specify MONITOR control statements for this object, PDSMAN uses a default setting
of DATASOURCE=BOTH. This causes the Resource Information Table to be searched first for status information.
Libraries that match the selection criteria but do not have status information in this cache are then monitored by the LLA
Synchronization facility.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the DATASOURCE parameter. When you
use PMDATAS, this value becomes the global setting for all users and all applicable PDSMAN objects.

You can override this setting for an individual object by specifying the DATASOURCE parameter on the MONITOR control
statement in the input list. See the section Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection in the
section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for additional information on data source overrides.

LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST) Object
This section explains the LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST) Object.
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About the LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST) Object

The operating system Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility improves program fetch performance by caching member directory
entries in the LLA address space. However, LLA provides limited information about the libraries it manages.

The LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST) object shows a list of the LLA managed libraries, the LLA mode in which they are
being managed, and other LLA related information. The LLA Synchronization status is also shown if it is available.

The PDSMAN LLA Management Block (LMB) is the primary source of data for information about the libraries managed
by LLA. Since the LMB information resides in storage, it can be obtained quickly and with minimal expense. By default, all
LLA managed libraries are selected for display. You can use the filtering capabilities provided by Vantage GMI to limit the
amount of data shown.

The LMB data can be augmented with LLA Synchronization status information retrieved from the PDSMAN Partitioned
Resource Monitoring system. The status information is normally obtained from the Resource Information Table. If the
status information is not present there, the object can be instructed to directly monitor the synchronization status of the
libraries.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user views are supplied with this object:

• LLA Managed Libraries
• LLA Managed LinkList Libraries
• LLA Managed Private Libraries

The LLA Managed Libraries view shows each LLA managed library; it is sorted on the LLASeq field, which defines an
order for the libraries so that the linklist libraries are shown in order followed by any private libraries being managed.

The LLA Managed LinkList Libraries view shows the system LinkList libraries that are managed by LLA. The LLA
Managed Private Libraries view shows the private (non-linklist) libraries managed by LLA. These views are also sorted on
the LLASeq field.

In each of these factory views, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic
object display are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display for the LLA Managed Libraries object LLA Managed Libraries view.
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This sample display shows the LLA managed libraries for this system. One library is shown in a error status while other
libraries are shown as being in synchronization. The libraries are shown in an LLA specific order, with system linklist
libraries shown before private libraries. Additional fields are present further to the right in the object display but are not
shown in this sample.

Display Fields

Library

Library Name.

LLASeq
LLA Library Sequence Number.

LibType
Library Type (LinkList or Private).

LL_Mode
LLA LinkList Access Mode.

DirMode
LLA Direct Access Mode.

Members
Member count.
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Status
Synchronization Status.

Sev
Severity Index.

NotInLLA
Count of members in the LLA cache but not in the library directory.

NotInDir
Count of member in the library directory but not the LLA cache.

TTR
Count of members with location (TTR) mismatches.

Audit
Count of members with directory audit data mismatches.

DataSource
Status Information Source Location.

Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

DDName
DD Name used by LLA for allocation.

Date
Monitoring/Synchronization Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring/Synchronization Time Stamp.

LLA_CSum
LLA cache checksum for the library.

Dir_CSum
Directory checksum for the library.

LLLS
LLA LLLS control block address.

LLDB
LLA LLDB control block address.

LLNH
LLA LLNH control block address.

Hash_Tab
LLA hash table address.

The object shows the rows sorted by the key field, LLASeq. The factory views associated with this object may show the
rows sorted by a different key. The factory views associated with this object may change the sorting order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.
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Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary (by Library Name)
• Resource Monitoring Information (by Library Name)
• Resource Monitoring Log (by Library Name)
• Library Validation (by Library Name)
• Library Space Usage (by Library Name)
• Library Directory Usage (by Library Name)
• LLA Synchronization Status (by Library Name)

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Retrieving Synchronization Status Information

You can use the Vantage PMLLASI system parameter to control how this object retrieves LLA Synchronization Status
information. If PMLLASI is set to "D" or is not specified, the object establishes a default setting of Cache. This causes the
Resource Information Table to be searched first for status information. Libraries that match the selection criteria but do not
have status information in this cache are shown with a status of Unknown.

For more information, see PMLLASI Parameter.

Resource Monitoring Information Object
This section explains the Resource Monitoring Information Object.

About the Resource Monitoring Information Object

The Resource Monitoring Information object shows current status and other information about your partitioned resources.
The resource status information is monitored and recorded by the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring system.

The Resource Monitoring Information object is useful in identifying libraries in error or warning status for any of the
monitored classes. The object shows the reason for the abnormal status and general information about the monitoring
operation. Depending on the monitoring class and the reason for the warning or error, you may also be able to take action
to resolve the problem.

The PDSMAN Resource Information Table is the primary source of the status information shown by this object. By default,
all of the entries in the Resource Information Table are selected for display. You can use the filtering capabilities provided
by Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.
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If you want to view resource status information for specific libraries, you can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify
the library names or name patterns. You can also use the input list to change threshold values or other monitoring
parameters.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user views are supplied with this object:

• Resource Monitoring Errors
• Resource Monitoring Status
• Resource Monitoring Status by Name
• Resource Monitoring Warnings

The Resource Monitoring Status view shows the entries in the Resource Information Table; it is sorted first on the severity
index value and then on resource name. The Resource Monitoring Status by Name view shows the entries sorted by
resource name.

The Resource Monitoring Errors view shows only those resources that are in error status or above (severity values of
eight or more). The Resource Monitoring Warnings view shows only those resources that are in warning status or above
(severity values of four or more).

The factory user views color the entry rows based on the resource status. The rows in the basic object display are not
colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display of the Resource Monitoring Information object Resource Monitoring Status view.
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The top-most rows of this display show resources that are in error status for the library space monitoring, directory space
monitoring and library validation classes. One library, ISMDEV.PDSM.VDEMOA.ANYCLASS.ERROR has errors for two
different classes. The two libraries shown in yellow are in warning status; those shown in green are in normal status.
Additional fields are present further to the right in the object display but are not shown in this sample.

Display Fields

This object shows general resource status information as recorded the last time the resource was monitored by PDSMAN.
The following fields are shown on the Resource Monitoring Information object:

Resource
Resource Name.

Class
Monitoring Class.

Status
Resource Status.

Sev
Severity Index.

Information
Instrument Information.

Volume
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Resource Volume Serial.

DataSource
Status Information Source Location.

System
Monitoring System.

Instrument
Monitoring Instrument.

User
Monitoring Job Name or User ID.

Date
Monitoring Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring Time Stamp.

Extended Data
Extended Instrument Data.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Sev, and then by the secondary key field, Resource. The
factory views associated with this object may change the sorting order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Input Lists

You can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control statements. These control statements provide
flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of resource status information, and other
parameters related to object processing.

See the section Using Vantage Input Lists in Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for more information about
MONITOR control statements and considerations for their use.

LIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for selection.

XLIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for exclusion.

SELECTFROM
Location (Catalog or Volume) for library selection.

CLASS
Monitoring class or classes for selection.

XCLASS
Monitoring class or classes for exclusion.

DATASOURCE
Location for obtaining resource status information.

VALIDATION
Validation monitoring instrument name.

SPMONERROR
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Library Space Monitoring error threshold value.

SPMONTYPE
Library Space Monitoring threshold type indicator.

DBMONERROR
Directory Space Monitoring error threshold value.

DBMONWARN
Directory Space Monitoring warning threshold value.

DBMONTYPE
Directory Space Monitoring threshold type indicator.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for examples of MONITOR control statements and a complete description of the parameters that
apply to this object.

Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Data Source Settings

When an input list is used to specify MONITOR control statements for this object, PDSMAN uses a default setting of
DATASOURCE=CACHE. This causes only the Resource Information Table to be searched for status information. Libraries
that match the selection criteria but do not have status information in this cache are shown with a status of Unknown.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the DATASOURCE parameter. When you
use PMDATAS, this value becomes the global setting for all users and all applicable PDSMAN objects.
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You can override this setting for an individual object by specifying the DATASOURCE parameter on the MONITOR control
statement in the input list. See the section Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection in
Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for additional information on data source overrides.

Resource Monitoring Log Object
This section explains the Resource Monitoring Log Object.

About the Resource Monitoring Log Object

The Resource Monitoring Log object shows historical (current and previous) status and other information about your
partitioned resources. The resource status information is monitored and recorded by the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Monitoring system.

The Resource Monitoring Log object is useful for viewing the short term status history of your resources and allowing you
to see how the status of the resource has changed over time. The object shows the reason for the status and general
information about the monitoring operation. Depending on the monitoring class and the reason for the warning or error,
you may also be able to take action to resolve the problem.

The PDSMAN Resource Monitoring Log is the primary source of the status information shown by this object. By default,
all of the entries in the Resource Monitoring Log are selected for display. You can use the filtering capabilities provided by
Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user view is supplied with this object:

Resource Monitoring Log by Time

The Resource Monitoring Log by Time view shows each entry in the Resource Monitoring Log in chronological order with
the most recent entry shown at the top of the display.

In this factory view, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic object display
are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display of the Resource Monitoring Log object Resource Monitoring Log by Time view.
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The entries in this display are shown chronologically with the most recently logged entry at the top. Since this is a log,
more than one entry for a given resource name and monitoring class combination may be shown. Red entries indicate
error status, yellow warning status, and green normal status. Additional fields are present further to the right in the object
display but are not shown in this sample.

Display Fields

This object shows general resource status information as recorded by PDSMAN. The following fields are shown on the
Resource Monitoring Log object:

Date
Monitoring Date Stamp.

Time
Monitoring Time Stamp.

Resource
Resource Name.

Class
Monitoring Class.

Status
Resource Status.

Sev
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Severity Index.

Information
Instrument Information.

Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

System
Monitoring System.

Instrument
Monitoring Instrument.

User
Monitoring Job Name or User ID.

Extended Data
Extended Instrument Data.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Date, and then by the secondary key field, Time. The
factory user view associated with this object also shows the rows in this default order.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.
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Resource Monitoring Summary Object
The section explains the Resource Monitoring Summary Object.

About the Resource Monitoring Summary Object

The Resource Monitoring Summary object shows a summary of resource status information for your partitioned
resources. The resource status information is monitored and recorded by the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring
system.

The summary format allows easy identification of resource problems across multiple monitoring classes. Depending on
the monitoring class and the reason for the warning or error, you may also be able to take action to resolve the problem.

The PDSMAN Resource Information Table is the primary source of the status information by this object. By default, all of
the entries in the Resource Information Table are selected for display. You can use the filtering capabilities provided by
Vantage GMI to limit the amount of data shown.

If you want to view resource status summary information for specific libraries, you can use a Vantage GMI Input List to
specify the library names or name patterns. You can also use the input list to change threshold values or other monitoring
parameters.

Factory User Views

The PDSMAN objects provide Vantage GMI factory user views that enhance the presentation of the object data. The
following factory user view is supplied with this object:

Resource Monitoring Summary by Status

The Resource Monitoring Summary by Status view shows one entry for each resource in the Resource Information Table.
Multiple table entries for the same resource are combined into a single object row. The view is sorted first on the severity
index value and then by the library name.

In this factory view, the entry rows are colored based on the status of the resource. The rows in the basic object display
are not colored.

The PDSMAN factory-defined user views are set to automatically execute when the view is opened. To change this
setting, go to the Options section of the View and Output Definition dialog.

Sample Display

The following shows a sample display for the Resource Monitoring Summary object Resource Monitoring Summary by
Status view.
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This display shows three libraries that have an error status for two monitoring classes, while many libraries have different
combinations of errors and warnings reported. The other entries shown have a combination of error, warning and normal
statuses. Libraries that are not managed by LLA are indicated by "Not_In_LLA" in the LLA_Synch field.

Display Fields

This object shows resource status information for all classes as recorded the last time the resource was monitored by
PDSMAN. The following fields are shown on the Resource Monitoring Summary object:

Resource
Resource Name.

Sev
Severity Index.

Space_Usage
Library Space Usage Status.

Directory_Usage
Directory Space Usage Status.

Validation
Library Validation Status.

LLA_Sync
LLA Synchronization Status.

Volume
Resource Volume Serial.

System
Monitoring System.

Date
Last Monitoring Date Stamp.
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Time
Last Monitoring Time Stamp.

The object shows the rows sorted first by the primary key field, Sev, and then by the secondary key field, Resource.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for a complete description of each of the display fields.

Input Lists

You can use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control statements. These control statements provide
flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of resource status information, and other
parameters related to object processing.

See the section Using Vantage Input Lists in the section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for more information
about MONITOR control statements and considerations for their use.

LIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for selection.

XLIB
Library name, pattern, or special name for exclusion.

SELECTFROM
Location (Catalog or Volume) for library selection.

CLASS
Monitoring class or classes for selection.

XCLASS
Monitoring class or classes for exclusion.

DATASOURCE
Location for obtaining resource status information.

VALIDATION
Validation monitoring instrument name.

SPMONERROR
Library Space Monitoring error threshold value.

SPMONTYPE
Library Space Monitoring threshold type indicator.

DBMONERROR
Directory Space Monitoring error threshold value.

DBMONWARN
Directory Space Monitoring warning threshold value.

DBMONTYPE
Directory Space Monitoring threshold type indicator.

Click the help

icon  on
the object Menu Bar for examples of MONITOR control statements and a complete description of the parameters that
apply to this object.
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Zooms

You can open other objects using the Vantage GMI Open Zoom feature. The following zooms to other PDSMAN objects
are available from this object:

• Resource Monitoring Information
• Resource Monitoring Log
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• Directory Space Usage
• LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST)
• LLA Synchronization Status

Zooms may also be available to non-PDSMAN objects such as those provided by Vantage or other Vantage GMI enabled
products.

Click the Open Zoom

icon  on
the object Menu Bar to view the list of available zooms for this object.

JCL Skeletons

You can submit batch jobs from Vantage GMI, either immediately or at a scheduled time. Sample JCL skeletons are
provided for use with either the GMI Member Editor (Submit) function or the JCL Model List feature.

You can also use the Vantage GMI substitution capabilities to replace the library name and other variables in the skeleton
JCL with information from the individual object row entries.

Open the JCL Model list to view the names of the descriptions of the JCL skeletons for this object.

Data Source Settings

When an input list is used to specify MONITOR control statements for this object, PDSMAN uses a default setting of
DATASOURCE=CACHE. This causes only the Resource Information Table to be searched for status information. Libraries
that match the selection criteria but do not have status information in this cache are shown with a status of Unknown.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the DATASOURCE parameter. When you
use PMDATAS, this value becomes the global setting for all users and all applicable PDSMAN objects.

You can override this setting for an individual object by specifying the DATASOURCE parameter on the MONITOR control
statement in the input list. See the section Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection in the
section Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices for additional information on data source overrides.

Vantage GMI Concepts and Best Practices
Vantage GMI provides an easy to use graphical environment for managing your storage resources. Combining the
presentation capabilities of Vantage GMI with the comprehensive partitioned library management tools provided by
PDSMAN provides the best solution for overall management of your PDS and PDSE libraries. Using this powerful
combination, you can easily determine the status of your partitioned resources and take action to correct existing or
potential problems.

The PDSMAN objects provided for Vantage GMI are specifically designed to show status information collected by the
PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring system and to allow you to take preventative or corrective action using
PDSMAN facilities.
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The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System
This section explains the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System.

Contents

About PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management system simplifies the management of PDS and PDSE libraries by
providing timely, accurate, and pertinent information about your partitioned library environment.

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring system uses a three-step process to monitor and manage partitioned resources:

1. Instrumentation -- Instruments located in PDSMAN facilities and utility programs measure the status and availability of
partitioned resources.

2. Monitoring -- Resource State Messages generated by the instruments are collected and processed by the Partitioned
Resource Monitor, PDSMPMON.

3. Resource View -- Information collected by the monitor is made available online, allowing you to view current resource
status information and watch for exception conditions and trends.

This section provides an overview of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring system that can help you better understand the
status data shown by the PDSMAN objects and the sources from where the information is obtained.

See Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities for a full description of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring system.

Partitioned Resource Instrumentation

Instruments throughout PDSMAN monitor the status of your partitioned libraries. Monitoring can be performed in the
online, batch, and Vantage environments; or it can be performed automatically in response to system events such as
member updates, library compressions, and so on.

The Partitioned Resource Management system monitors a variety of aspects of partitioned library management. Of these,
the following monitoring classes have dedicated objects for displaying class specific data:

• Directory Space Usage
• Library Space Usage
• Library Validation
• LLA Synchronization

The Directory Space Monitoring facility monitors the percentage of directory blocks in use in a Partitioned Data Set
and produces warning or error messages when the used percentage exceeds thresholds you define. Directory usage
thresholds are set on a library-by-library basis, and are specified in terms of a percentage of the number of allocated
directory blocks. This facility is described in Productivity Tools. 

The Library Space Monitoring facility monitors the amount of space used in selected libraries, and produces messages
when the space usage exceeds thresholds you define. Space thresholds are set on a library-by-library basis, and can be
specified either in terms of percentage of primary or total space in use or in the number of secondary extents. This facility
is also described in Productivity Tools. 

The Library Validation instruments detect errors in your PDS libraries. The validation process includes checking for
member and free space overlap errors, orphaned aliases, invalid directory pointers, I/O errors and other common library
problems. Library validation is described in FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities and in Productivity
Tools. 

The operating system Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility improves program fetch performance by caching member directory
entries in the LLA address space. The LLA Synchronization instrument detects and reports mismatches between the
directory cache maintained by LLA and the actual library directory on DASD. This facility is described in LLA/Extensions
and Performance Facilities. 
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Partitioned Resource Status Monitoring

Status information reported by the monitoring instruments must be collected and filtered before it is useful for making
decisions about managing your partitioned libraries.

The Partitioned Resource Monitor collects, filters, and processes instrument data. It maintains the status information, and
provides data you can view using the PRM-View ISPF interface or Vantage GMI.

The monitoring instruments report information using Resource State Messages (RSMs). PDSMAN collects the incoming
RSMs and filters them using $MONITOR control statements you define in the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement
data set. RSMs that pass filtering are processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

The $MONITOR control statements also tell PDSMAN where to record or send the status data contained in the RSM. The
information can be:

• Recorded in the Resource Information Table (current status information)
• Logged to the Resource Message Log (short-term historical information)
• Written to the Resource History File (SMF, historical information)
• Forwarded to a Partitioned Resource Monitor on another copy of PDSMAN
• Used to trigger events in the OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) product

Of these options, recording the information in the Resource Information Table, and to a lesser extent recording it in the
Resource Message Log, are key to using the PDSMAN objects provided for Vantage GMI.

The Resource Information Table maintains information about the current status of your monitored resources and is the
primary source of data for the object displays.

The Resource Message Log records the most recent Resource State Messages received by the Partitioned Resource
Monitor. These RSMs are used to provide short-term historical information about changes in the state of a resource as
shown in the Resource Message Log object.

Understanding Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection
This section explains Execution Modes, Data Sources, and Library Selection.

About Execution Modes

The PDSMAN objects display real-time (RT) data. This means that each time you execute an object or refresh the object
data, a request is made to PDSMAN to retrieve the information .

The PDSMAN objects have two execution modes:

• Native execution mode uses an in-storage data source and selects all of the applicable entries for display without using
library selection criteria. Native mode allows the resource status information to be shown as quickly and efficiently as
possible.

• Input List execution mode allows you to specify library selection criteria, change the source of the status data, and
modify monitoring thresholds and other processing values. Input List mode provides additional flexibility and control but
increases the time and resources required to retrieve the object data.

This section describes data source, library selection, and other considerations for each of the execution modes.

Native Execution Mode

All PDSMAN objects have a native execution mode. You process an object in native mode when you execute the object or
refresh the object data without also using a Vantage GMI Input List.
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Native Mode Data Sources

Native mode shows information that is immediately available because it has been previously collected and recorded by
PDSMAN. The data is typically retrieved from an in-storage location such as a cached table or internal control block.

Resource Monitoring Summary.
Resource Information Table.

Resource Monitoring Information.
Resource Information Table.

Resource Monitoring Log.
Resource Message Log.

Library Validation.
Resource Information Table.

Library Space Usage.
Resource Information Table.

Library Directory Usage.
Resource Information Table.

LLA Synchronization.
Resource Information Table.

LLA Managed Libraries (LLALIST).
LLA Management Block.

PDSMAN uses the LLA Management Block (LMB) to record the name, LLA management mode, and other information for
each LLA managed library.

The Resource Information Table and Resource Message Log are two locations where status information is recorded by
the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System. .

When executed in native mode, the default settings are used, objects with a DataSource field indicate a value of
"FastCache" for each entry, as shown in the following example:
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Native Mode Library Selection

In native mode, the object determines the resources or libraries shown based on the data available in the primary data
source.

All applicable entries in the primary data source are retrieved. If the object is monitoring class specific, entries for other
classes are excluded. For example, entries with a monitoring class other than VALIDATE are excluded from the Library
Validation Object data.

No selection or exclusion by library name is performed. However, you can filter the entries using Vantage GMI after the
object data is displayed.

Input List Execution Mode

Native execution mode allows you to quickly display data already collected by PDSMAN. However, in some cases you
may need to change how the object executes. For example, you may want to:

• Change the libraries that are displayed by the object
• Force the resource to be monitored to obtain updated status information
• Modify the threshold values or other processing parameters.

You make these changes using Input List execution mode. PDSMAN objects use Input List mode when you specify
MONITOR control statements using a Vantage GMI Input List. PDSMAN reads the Input List and uses the Monitoring
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Utility Interface program to retrieve the data. See Using MONITOR Control Statements for a description of the syntax and
usage of these statements.

The following PDSMAN objects support Input List execution mode:

• Resource Monitoring Summary
• Resource Monitoring Information
• Library Validation
• Library Space Usage
• Library Directory Usage
• LLA Synchronization

You can tell if a particular PDSMAN object supports this mode by looking for the Input List

icon  on
the object's menu bar.

Input List Mode Library Selection

The MONITOR control statement LIB, XLIB and SELECTFROM parameters are used to specify library selection criteria
and allow you to select or exclude libraries or groups of libraries from the display. When these parameters are used,
PDSMAN reads catalog or disk volume (VTOC) information and applies your selection and exclusion criteria. This can
increase the time to display the object.

Input List Mode Data Sources

The MONITOR control statement DATASOURCE parameter is used to override the location where the resource status
information is retrieved.

DATASOURCE=Cache instructs PDSMAN to retrieve the information from the primary data source. This is the fastest
way to access the data when Input List execution mode is used, but is still slower than using native mode because the
data is retrieved one entry at a time.

DATASOURCE=Monitor causes PDSMAN to invoke the appropriate monitoring instrument to directly monitor the status
of the resource. This is the most expensive method but it ensures that up-to-the-minute status information is returned.
DATASOURCE=Monitor must be used if you are modifying threshold values or other monitoring parameters.

DATASOURCE=Both offers a compromise between the Cache and Monitor settings. If the cached status information
is available for the entry it is returned. Otherwise, the resource is monitored. Depending on your Partitioned Resource
Monitoring System settings, the newly monitored status information may be cached and made available for subsequent
cache return.

You may also set DATASOURCE=None. This instructs PDSMAN to generate and display the list of libraries matching the
selection criteria but not to retrieve resource status information.

In Input List mode, objects with a DataSource field indicate where the data was retrieved for each entry, as shown in the
following example:
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• Cache indicates the data was obtained from the primary data source
• Monitor indicates the resource was directly monitored
• Unknown or None indicates no status information was available or that no attempt was made to obtain the status

information.

DATASOURCE Parameter Defaults

If you are using Input List execution mode and specifying a MONITOR control statement but do not specify the
DATASOURCE parameter, the data source used can vary from object to object. Each object has an internal default setting
for the DATASOURCE parameter that has been chosen based on the cost of monitoring the resources and other criteria.
The internal default settings are described in the Usage Notes section in the description of each object.

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS System Parameter to set a global default value for the DATASOURCE parameter.
When PMDATAS is used, all of the PDSMAN objects running in Input List execution mode will use this setting when
MONITOR DATASOURCE is not specified.

The PMDATAS parameter is not applicable when an object is executed in Native mode.
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Using MONITOR Control Statements
This section explains MONITOR Control Statements,

Contents

About MONITOR Control Statements

Each object has a default location from which data is retrieved. Usually this is the Resource Information Table, which
contains current status information for monitored resources. However, you may want to display resources that do not
have their status recorded in the Resource Information Table, or to re-monitor the resources, possibly using different
parameters or threshold values.

For these situations, many of the PDSMAN objects allow you to use a Vantage GMI Input List to specify MONITOR control
statements. These statements provide flexibility in selecting the libraries to be included in the display, the source of the
resource status information, and other parameters related to object processing.

WARNING
Specifying MONITOR control statements can significantly impact the time required to display the status
information. This is particularly true if the MONITOR operation results in multiple resources being monitored.

The MONITOR statements are the same as those used by the PDSMAN Monitoring Utility Interface, PDSMPMBI. See
Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface for a complete description of the PDSMPMBI utility.

NOTE
You can click the Default button in the Input List dialog to populate the input list with a model set of control
statements tailored for each object.

MONITOR Statement Syntax

The MONITOR statement causes PDSMAN monitoring to be performed for the specified resource and monitoring class
combinations. If you specify multiple MONITOR statements the combined results from all of the monitoring operations are
returned for display.

MONITOR control statements are free-form. Each statement must begin on a new line and be contained in columns 1-72.
Blank lines and other white space in the control input are allowed and are ignored if specified.

Control statement parameters can be separated by commas or blanks and can be coded on multiple lines without
continuation characters. However, individual parameters and their values must be specified on the same line. Parameters
and operands can generally be abbreviated to the shortest string that makes them unique.

A control statement beginning with an asterisk is treated as a comment. A comment may also be placed on any line by
preceding it with a blank-slash-asterisk (" /*"). This causes all remaining positions of the input line to be ignored.

The following diagram shows the subset of available parameters that are applicable when used with a PDSMAN object:

MONITOR LIB=nameorpattern[/volumeserialorpattern]

        [,XLIB=nameorpattern[/volumeserialorpattern]

        [,CLASS=[(]classname[,classname)]] 

        [,XCLASS=[(]classname[,classname)]] 

        [,SELECTFROM=CATALOG|VOLUME]

        [,DATASOURCE=MONITOR|CACHE|BOTH|NONE]

        [,VALIDATION=FASTCOPY|PDSM13]

        [,SPMONERROR=value]

        [,SPMONTYPE=OVERRIDE|DEFAULT]

        [,DBMONWARN=0|nnn]

        [,DBMONERROR=0|nnn]
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        [,DBMONTYPE=OVERRIDE|DEFAULT]

MONITOR Statement Parameters

The following MONITOR control statement parameters can be specified.

LIB
Specifies a library name, library name pattern, or special name for resources that are to be selected for processing. 

An optional volume serial or volume serial pattern can be appended to the name specification. Separate the name and
volume serial information using a slash.

NOTE

 A volume serial or pattern must be coded when SELECTFROM=VOLUME is specified.

For more information about library name and volume serial patterns, and about resource selection and exclusion
processing, see Usage Notes on this page.

When one of the following special names are specified, the associated libraries are selected as if they had been specified
individually:

LINKLIST
Current system linklist libraries.

LLALIST
Libraries currently managed by the Library Look-Aside facility (LLA).

RITLIST
Libraries that have entries in the PDSMAN Resource Information Table (RIT).

RMLLIST
Libraries that have entries in the PDSMAN Resource Message Log (RML).

Any number of LIB parameters can be specified; however, at least one must be coded.

XLIB
Specifies a library name, library name pattern, or special name for resources that are to be excluded from processing. 

An optional volume serial or volume serial pattern can be appended to the name specification. Use a slash to separate the
name and volume serial information.

Special names, as shown in the description of the LIB parameter, can also be coded to exclude libraries

Multiple XLIB parameters can be specified.

CLASS
Specifies a monitoring class to be processed. The specified class determines the monitoring instrument that will be
executed. 

You can specify multiple classes on a single CLASS parameter by coding each of the classes, separated by commas, and
enclosed within parenthesis. You can also specify multiple CLASS parameters.

The following values can be coded for this parameter:

SPACEMON
Library Space Monitoring class.

DBMON
Directory Space Monitoring class.

VALIDATE
Library Validation class.
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LLASYNCH
LLA/Directory Synchronization class.

LLAMANAGE
LLA Management class.

ALL
All of the above classes (default).

NOTE

 Do not specify a CLASS parameter if the object displays only a single class of information. For example, the
Directory Space Usage object shows only directory space usage information. Class specific objects override any
CLASS parameter you specify on the MONITOR statement.

XCLASS
Specifies a monitoring class to be excluded from processing. Valid values for this parameter are shown in the description
of the CLASS parameter. 

You can specify multiple classes on a single XCLASS parameter by coding each of the classes, separated by commas
and enclosed within parentheses. You can also specify multiple XCLASS parameters.

SELECTFROM
Specifies the location to be searched when selecting libraries matching a LIB= parameter.

Catalog
Use the system catalog to select libraries that match the pattern. Only cataloged data sets are retrieved (default).

Volume
Use the Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) of DASD volumes matching the volume serial (or pattern) specification on the
LIB= parameter to select the data sets. The volume serial specification is required when this setting is used.

DATASOURCE
Specifies the data source location from which status information is to be obtained. 

Monitor
The resource is monitored by the appropriate instrument and the current resource status is returned.

Cache
The Resource Information Table cache is checked for status information about the resource and the cached status is
returned if found. A status of "Unknown" is returned if the information is not available in the cache.

Both
The Resource Information Table cache is checked for status information and the cached status is returned if found. If no
information is available from the cache, the resource is monitored.

None
A status of "Unknown" is returned for the resource.

You can set a host-wide default value to be used when this parameter is not specified. See the description of the
PMDATAS parameter in the section PDSMAN Vantage System Parameters.

VALIDATION
Specifies the PDSMAN monitoring instrument to be used to perform library validation processing (CLASS=VALIDATE). 

Fastcopy
Use the PDSMAN FastCopy facility (default).

Pdsm13
Use the PDSMAN Library Space and Analysis Utility, PDSM13.
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Library validation is generally faster when FastCopy is used. The PDSM13 utility provides additional validation checking
when a PDSMAN Space Map member is present in the library.

SPMONERROR
Library Space Monitoring error threshold value. 

Pnn
A percentage value (1 to 99), nn, of primary space usage.

Tnn
A percentage value (1 to 99), nn, of total space usage. Tnn is effective for both PDS and PDSE data sets and is the only
valid specification for PDSEs (Snn and Pnn are ignored for PDSE data sets).

Snn
A number (1 to 15), nn, of secondary extents in use.

This value is used as an override or a default threshold, depending on the setting of the SPMONTYPE parameter. If
SPMONTYPE has not been specified, the value is used as an override setting.

SPMONTYPE
Indicates if the threshold value specified on the SPMONERROR parameter is to be used as an override value, or if it
should be used only if no threshold value is set by a matching $UPDATE control statement. 

Override
The parameter value should be used in place of any value from a $UPDATE control statement.

Default
The parameter value should be used only when no matching $UPDATE control statement specifying a non-zero value for
the threshold is present.

For more information on how thresholds are set, see the section Space Monitoring Threshold Specification in Partitioned
Resource Monitoring Utility Interface.

DBMONWARN
Directory Space Monitoring warning threshold value. 

0
No warning threshold value is set (default).

Nnn
A percentage value (1-100) indicating the warning threshold to be used.

This value is used as an override or a default threshold, depending on the setting of the DBMONTYPE parameter. If
DBMONTYPE has not been specified, the value is used as an override setting.

DBMONERROR
Directory Space Monitoring error threshold value. 

0
No error threshold value is set (default).

nnn
A percentage value (1-100) indicating the error threshold to be used.

This value is used as an override or a default threshold, depending on the setting of the DBMONTYPE parameter. If
DBMONTYPE has not been specified, the value is used as an override setting.

DBMONTYPE
Indicates whether the threshold values specified on the DBMONWARN and DBMONERROR parameters are to be used
as override values, or if they should be used only if no threshold value is set by a matching $UPDATE control statement. 

Override
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The parameter values should be used in place of any values from an $UPDATE control statement.

Default
The parameter values should be used only when no matching $UPDATE control statement specifying non-zero values for
these thresholds is present.

For more information on how thresholds are set, see the section Library Directory Monitoring Threshold Specification in
 Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface.

The LIB, XLIB, SELECTFROM and DATASOURCE parameters are common to all of the PDSMAN objects. The other
parameters are object specific and are ignored if they are specified on objects where they do not apply.

Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using MONITOR control statements.

Library Name and Volume Serial Patterns

Patterns may be specified for the library name and volume serial specifications on the LIB and XLIB parameters. The
pattern characters and pattern matching algorithm are the same as those used for the PDSMAN initialization control
statements. For a description of pattern usage and other considerations, see Customizing PDSMAN.

NOTE

 When referring to this description, the library name pattern follows the rules described under the section Data
Set Names and the volume serial pattern follows the rules described under General Parameters.

Monitoring Statement Examples

Directory Space Usage Example

This example shows a MONITOR control statement used for the Directory Space Usage object to monitor all libraries
beginning with the string SYSDEV.USER.

MONITOR

 LIB=SYSDEV.USER.-

 DBMONERROR=80

 DBMONWARN=50

Warning and error thresholds of 50 and 80 percent, respectively, are set for the monitoring operation. The CLASS
parameter does not need to be specified because the object is class-specific.

Library Validation Example

This example shows a MONITOR control statement used for the Library Validation object to validate all system linklist
libraries except SYS1.LINKLIB.

MONITOR

 LIB=LINKLIST

 XLIB=SYS1.LINKLIB

 DATASOURCE=MONITOR

The CLASS parameter does not need to be specified because the object is class-specific. DATASOURCE=MONITOR
instructs the object to actually validate the libraries, ignoring any cached status information in the Resource Information
Table.
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General Monitoring Example

This example shows a MONITOR control statement used for the Resource Information Summary object to monitor
PROD.PAYROLL and TEST.PAYROLL data sets for the indicated monitoring classes.

MONITOR

 LIB=PROD.PAYROLL.-

 LIB=TEST.PAYROLL.-

 CLASS=(SPACEMON,DBMON,VALIDATE,LLASYNCH)

 SPMONERROR=T80

 DBMONERROR=80

Error thresholds are set for the library space and directory space monitoring operations. The CLASS parameter is
explicitly specified because the Resource Monitoring Summary object is not a class-specific object.

PDSMAN Vantage System Parameters
PDSMAN allows you to set user-specifiable options using Vantage System Parameters (SysParms). These options allow
you to change the operation of some functions for all users of the Vantage host.

Contents

PMDATAS Parameter

You can use the Vantage PMDATAS system parameter to set a default value for the MONITOR control statement
DATASOURCE parameter. This setting is used when the object is executed in Input list mode and you have not specified
the DATASOURCE parameter in the input list control statements. The setting of PMDATAS is not used when executing in
native mode.

None
No resource status information is returned.

Cache
Resource status information is obtained from the Resource Information Table. No status information is returned if it is not
present in the table. This is the fastest option when data is retrieved using an Input List.

Monitor
The resource is monitored regardless of the presence of status information for the resource in the Resource Information
Table cache. This guarantees up-to-date status information but is the most expensive option for retrieving data and may
significantly impact how quickly the data is displayed.

Both
This option combines the processing of the Cache and Monitor settings. The Resource Information Table is checked
first for the resource status and that status information is returned if found. If no status information exists in the table, the
resource is monitored. This provides a middle of the road option in terms of performance.

Default
This setting allows the individual objects to set the default PMDATAS setting. This is the default Vantage System
Parameter setting.

PMLLASI Parameter

This Vantage system parameter is similar to the PMDATAS parameter but is applicable only to the LLA Managed Libraries
(LLALIST) object and associated views. A separate parameter is required because this object does not support an Input
List and therefore does not allow the user to specify the DATASOURCE parameter.

None
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No LLA Synchronization status information is returned.

Cache
LLA Synchronization status information is obtained from the Resource Information Table. No status information is returned
if it is not present in the table.

Monitor
The LLA Synchronization status of the resource is monitored regardless of the presence of status information for the
resource in the Resource Information Table cache.

Both
This option combines the processing of the Cache and Monitor settings. The Resource Information Table is checked first
for the LLA Synchronization status and that status information is returned if found. If no status information exists in the
table, the resource is monitored.

Default
This setting allows the objects to set the default PMLLASI setting. This is the default Vantage System Parameter setting.

Performance considerations for data retrieval are the same as those described for the PMDATAS parameter.

EZYEDIT
EZYEDIT Overview

What Is EZYEDIT?
EZYEDIT is a productivity tool for all ISPF/PDF users, including system programmers, application developers,
development managers, database administrators, and general users. It improves your user productivity by:

• Providing a general display used to process a variety of different objects including library concatenations, DASD
volumes, and TSO commands

• Providing object specific displays used for processing data sets, partitioned library members, and DASD volumes
• Allowing you to create and save lists of frequently used data sets or other objects
• Providing familiar, ISPF-like commands for processing your objects
• Providing numerous commands, capabilities, and productivity tools that are available only with PDSMAN and the

EZYEDIT platform

Since EZYEDIT looks and feels like ISPF, it is easy to learn and it immediately benefits both novice and experienced ISPF
users. EZYEDIT has a comprehensive tutorial that includes context-sensitive help and simplified command selection.

EZYEDIT Architecture
The EZYEDIT architecture is shown in this section.

Contents

The following diagram shows the EZYEDIT architecture and the relationships between the main EZYEDIT processing
displays:
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Selection Panel

Normally, the first display you see when entering EZYEDIT is the Selection Panel. You can process objects from this
display or you can use the Selection Panel to specify the object or group of objects that are to be processed in one of the
other displays.

--------------------- PDSMAN 7.70 - Ezyedit Selection Panel -------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Function       ===> function       12:22                 Project ===> project

DSN/Variable # ===> dsname/option                        Group   ===> group

Member Name    ===> member                               Type    ===> type

Volume Serial  ===> volser      Printer ===> prt-id      Profile ===> profile

 1 DSN= 'datasetname'                    2 DSN= TSO command

 3 DSN= datasetname                      4 DSN=

 5 DSN= 'datasetname(member)'            6 DSN=

 7 DSN=                                  8 DSN=

 9 DSN= 'datasetname'/volser            10 DSN=

11 DSN=                                 12 DSN=

13 DSN= F(ddname)                       14 DSN= @savemember

15 DSN= F(ddname pattern)               16 DSN=

17 DSN=                                 18 DSN=

19 DSN= datasetpattern                  20 DSN= LINKLIST

21 DSN=                                 22 DSN= APFLIST

23 DSN=                                 24 DSN= LLALIST

25 DSN=                                 26 DSN= LPALIST
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The Selection Panel is divided into two areas: the Object Selection Area at the top, and the Data Set Variable Area
located at the bottom.

The Object Selection Area allows you to specify the objects you want to process. You can enter a data set name or
pattern, member name, volume serial, or any of a number of special keywords recognized by EZYEDIT. You can also
choose a function (or command) to use to process the objects.

The lower area of the Selection Panel is called the Data Set Variable Area. This area is a scrollable list where you can
store frequently used objects. Using the Data Set Variable Area is convenient because you can reference the entries by
number instead of retyping the object name.

Data Set Variable Area entries can include more than just the names of your data sets. For example, entries can be
defined as:

• Fully qualified data set names, with or without member name and volume serial information
• Data set name patterns, with or without volume serial information
• The name of an EZYEDIT Personal List
• Special data set concatenation keywords such as LINKLIST, LPALIST, APFLIST, and LLALIST
• TSO commands
• External Objects
• Other PDSMAN objects

The contents of an existing Data Set Variable Area list can be made available to another user, giving new employees an
easy way to become familiar with your data set naming standards.

Data Set List Display

The Data Set List display provides a platform for processing groups of data sets, particularly partitioned libraries. The
information and commands available on this display allow you to work with your data sets in an efficient, effective, and
convenient manner.

EZYEDIT Dataset List ISMDEV.PDSM.V77* ---------------------------  Row 1 of 13

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

Command     Name                                       Message           Volume

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.FUJITSU.SAMPLIB                             MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.LINKLIB                                     MVS130

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.MESSAGE                                     MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.OBJLIB                                      MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.PANEL                                       MVS130

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.PARMLIB                                     MVS130

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.PROCLIB                                     MVS130

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.SAMPLIB                                     MVS130

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.SKELETON                                    MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.SPFCLIST                                    MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.SPFTABLE                                    MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.TSOHELP                                     MIGRAT

            ISMDEV.PDSM.V770.USERLIB                                     MVS130

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

The Data Set List display contains a list of entries, each representing an individual data set. The display can be scrolled
up and down to show all of the entries in the list. It can also be scrolled left and right to show other display views that
provide additional information about the data sets. The display views include:

EZYEDIT
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data set name and volume serial information

Space
DASD space allocation information

Attributedata set DCB attributes

Datedata set creation, expiration, and last accessed dates

SMSSMS information including the data class, storage class, and management class

The Date and SMS views are disabled by default but can be enabled using a user option.

The contents of the Data Set List display can be tailored to meet your needs. You can include and exclude data sets, or
use EZYEDIT's built-in filtering capabilities to keep or exclude entries based on the contents of any of the display data
fields. The display can also be sorted on any of the data fields.

The Data Set List display provides commands you can use to process your data sets. Some of the commands like
Browse, Edit, Delete, Rename, and Compress are familiar to ISPF users. EZYEDIT provides the additional benefit of
making them, and many others, available from a single display.

The Data Set List display also provides commands that are available exclusively with PDSMAN and the EZYEDIT
platform. With these PDSMAN specific commands you can:

• Validate your libraries, checking for structural errors and other problems common to partitioned data sets
• Change the number of directory blocks allocated to a PDS without deleting and redefining the data set
• Use a current entry as a model to allocate a new data set, or create an identical clone of an existing library
• Scan for, and optionally replace, character or hexadecimal strings in each member of every library shown in the Data

Set List
• Delete all members from a library in a single operation, optionally releasing allocated secondary extents
• Save the tailored contents of the Data Set List as an EZYEDIT Personal List, allowing you to use it at a later time

without the need for re-tailoring
• Monitor the status of your partitioned libraries using the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System
• Quickly locate a member in a group of data sets such as the system linklist or ISPF library concatenations
• Issue LLA management commands to add or remove libraries from LLA management, update the LLA cache, or

change the management mode
• Display internal LLA information including usage statistics, the LLA trace table, and which modules are being staged to

VLF
• Display important information associated with a library such as the amount of directory space in use, the formatted

DSCB, and VTOC information
• Execute user commands specific to your environment

Member List Display

The information and commands available on the Member List display allow you to work efficiently and effectively with the
members of your partitioned libraries.

EZYEDIT  JEK.JCL.CNTL (MVS120) ---------------------------------  Row 1 of 407

COMMAND ===> <primarycmd>                                      SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF01=Help     

Command   Name      Rename     VV.MM  Created      Changed      Size  Ident   

          $$$SPACE                                                            

          $$$TITLE             01.07  08/02/05  09/01/17 13:59     0  JEK02LR 

linecmd   $$18A                01.18  08/02/17  09/05/10 10:50    31  JEK     

          $$18B                03.29  09/04/06  09/10/29 18:50    15  JEK     

          $$18C                03.27  09/04/06  09/05/10 10:51    17  JEK     

          $$18D                03.26  09/04/06  09/03/15 10:42    16  JEK     
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          $ALIAS               03.08  07/10/27  08/10/06 16:08    22  JEK     

          $ALUPN               01.00  06/04/27  08/04/27 13:06     0  JEKP33C 

          $ALUP1               01.00  06/04/27  08/04/27 13:02     0  JEK     

          $ASM1                03.11  09/09/02  09/09/19 11:09    15  JEK     

          $BKUP                03.15  09/03/29  09/05/23 12:20    25  JEK     

          $BR14                03.16  07/03/29  07/11/11 17:15     8  JEK     

Each entry in the Member List display represents a member in a PDS or PDSE library. The display can be scrolled up and
down to show all of the entries in the list. Other display views, which provide additional information about the members,
are viewed by scrolling left and right. The display views include:

EZYEDITrelease and user ID information, created date and last changed date timestamps

Auditaudit information, including the date on which the member was last referenced, if this date is being recorded by the
PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility

Titledescriptive information about the contents of the members, if being maintained using the PDSMAN Descriptive
Member Title facility

ISPF
information similar to a standard ISPF display

The Audit and Title views are shown only if PDSMAN auditing and title information, respectively, is available. The
EZYEDIT and Audit views have slightly different formats when displaying source (non-executable) and executable
members.

The contents of the Member List display can be tailored to meet your needs. You can include and exclude members, or
use EZYEDIT's built-in filtering capabilities to keep or exclude entries based on the contents of any of the display data
fields. The display can also be sorted on any of the data fields.

The Member List display provides commands you can use to process your data sets. Some of the commands like Browse,
Edit, Delete, Rename, and Submit are familiar to ISPF users. EZYEDIT provides the additional benefit of making them,
and many others, available from a single display.

The Member List display also provides commands available exclusively with PDSMAN and the EZYEDIT platform. With
these PDSMAN specific commands you can:

• Compare members and easily identify the differences between them
• Scan for, and optionally replace, character or hexadecimal strings in each member of the library
• Tag members that are unrelated by name, date, or other attribute so they can be processed as a group
• Display and process previous versions of members that are being kept in the same library by the PDSMAN Multiple

Member Versions facility
• Display and update descriptive member title information
• Issue LLA update commands to update the LLA cache for a member
• Display detailed information about executable programs, including load module maps and the contents of IDR records
• Display the directory entry for the member in both readable and dump format
• Recover a deleted member (in some circumstances)
• Execute user commands specific to your environment

Personal List Display

EZYEDIT allows you to tailor the contents of a Data Set List to include only the specific entries in which you are
interested. You can save this customized list of data sets in an EZYEDIT Personal List and use it again without re-
tailoring.

The Personal List display allows you to easily use and manage the EZYEDIT personal lists that you have created.

EZYEDIT Personal Lists --------------------------------------------- Row 1 of 7
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COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Enter:  S=Select  D=Delete  E=Edit  R=Rename  U=Update  X=eXclude  PF01=Help  

Command Name     Description                          Message    Changed      

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

linecmd PDSMR770 Unmigrated PDSMAN R770 Data Sets              2009/08/06  9:50

        STAGE770 Release 770 Staging Libraries                 2009/08/05 11:38

        PAYROLL  Payroll Data Sets                             2009/08/01 15:56

        ACCTPAY  Accounts Payable Data Sets                    2009/08/01 14:10

        JCLCNTL  JCL.CNTL libraries                            2009/08/01 13:24

        PDSMHLQ  All PDSMAN.* Data Sets                        2009/07/26 14:39

        ISPPROF  ISPF Profiles                                 2009/07/25 16:29

The Personal List display contains a list of entries, each representing a saved personal list. The display can be scrolled up
and down to show all of the entries in the list. It can also be scrolled left and right to show other display views that provide
additional information about the entries. The display views include:

Descriptiona description of the personal list contents, provided by you when the list was saved

Locationthe name of the library and member in which the list is saved

The same exclusion, filtering and sorting commands that are available on other EZYEDIT displays are also available on
the Personal List display. You can also produce a hardcopy of the display, or output the contents to a disk file.

You can use the display line commands to browse, edit, rename, or delete a personal list or to change the description or
location information for an entry.

Most frequently, however, you will simply cursor to the desired entry, hit enter, and allow EZYEDIT to invoke the Data Set
List display for your custom personal list.

Volume Information Display

The Volume Information display shows important information about your DASD volumes including the amount of free
space available and utilization statistics for the both the volume and the VTOC.

EZYEDIT Volume Information Vol=D8EAV* ------------------------------ Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                              

             <----------- Volume Usage ----------->   <------ Vtoc Usage ----->

Volume  Cua  Tracks Free Used% ...25...50...75..100   Vtoc# Vtoc% Ind Ind# Ind%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D8EAV1 8E00   3.94M 3.75M   5% *                       >1K    0%  Act 135  100%

D8EAV2 8E01   3.94M 3.94M   0%                         449    0%  Act  45    8%

D8EAV3 8F00   3.94M 3.94M   0%                         449    0%  Act  45    8%

D8EAV4 8F01   3.94M 3.94M   0%                         449    0%  Act  45    8%

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

Each entry in the Volume Information display represents a DASD volume. You can view the complete list of entries by
scrolling up and down. The display can also be scrolled left and right to show other display views that provide additional
information about the volumes. The display views include:

FreeSpacethe amount of free space available on the volume, including the largest available contiguous space area

Usage 
volume, VTOC and VTOC index usage information

Summary 
fragmentation index, device type and volume status information
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Volume Spacetotal volume space, total volume free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space in cylinders,
tracks and bytes

Track Managedtotal space, free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space in the track managed area of the
volume (EAV devices only)

As with the other EZYEDIT displays, the Volume Information display can be filtered, sorted, and output to a hardcopy
listing or disk file.

When you select a display entry, either by using the Select command or by positioning your cursor to the entry and hitting
Enter, EZYEDIT invokes the Data Set List display to show all libraries residing on the selected DASD volume.

Allocation Display

The Allocation display shows the data sets that are allocated to your TSO user ID. This display makes it easy for you to
identify the libraries allocated in your TSO logon procedure and the ddname with which they are associated.

EZYEDIT Allocation Display F(ISP*) ------------------------------  Row 1 of 20

COMMAND ===> <primarycmd>                                     SCROLL ===> PAGE

DDname   Dataset name                                              Volume  Disp

ISPMLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPMLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPMLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRMLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPMLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

ISPPLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPPLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPPLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRPLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPPLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

ISPSLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPSLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPSLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRSLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPSLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

ISPTLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPTLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPTLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRTLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPTLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

The Allocation display contains a list of entries, each representing an allocation in your TSO logon procedure. The display
shows the name of the associated DD statement and the volume serial for each entry.

The Allocation display can be filtered, sorted, and output to a hardcopy listing or a disk file.

Scrolling to the right while in the Allocation display causes EZYEDIT to invoke the Data Set List display. The new Data Set
List is automatically populated with the list populated with the entries shown in the Allocation display.

EZYEDIT Highlight Summary
EZYEDIT improves ISPF user productivity and provides functionality not available in the standard ISPF environment.
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• EZYEDIT allows you to perform the most commonly required ISPF functions, and many other additional functions, from
a single display. It is no longer necessary for you to switch from one screen to another to invoke these various facilities.

• All selection lists include Point-and-Shoot support, enabling selection by positioning the cursor and pressing the Enter
key.

• Alternate selection allows EZYEDIT to determine when a member cannot be edited and to automatically switch to
browse mode.

• The Data Set Variable Area is a powerful memory jogger for data set names or TSO commands. Up to 996 data set
names or TSO commands can be saved and referenced by a number rather than re-typing. Any existing list can be
made readily available to another user, giving, for example, new employees a "fast-path" to becoming familiar with your
data set naming standards. Each user can define an unlimited number of lists.

• EZYEDIT significantly enhances your ability to manipulate and process library members or data sets quickly and
conveniently. You can select groups of library members or data sets for display and processing by using pattern
matching, member tagging, and block processing functions. Data Set List and Member List displays can be sorted
on any field. Command stacking allows you to enter multiple requests for differing library members or data sets and
subsequently process all requests in a single transaction.

• Using remote printers is simplified by means of a Print Destination table, which helps you easily route printed output to
remote printer destinations.

• Data Sets migrated by HSM, DMS, ASM2, and ABR are fully supported. You are notified that the selected data set has
been migrated and a confirmation panel verifies that the data set should be recalled before processing proceeds.

• EZYEDIT includes an extensive on-line tutorial supporting Point-and-Shoot command selection. This capability greatly
simplifies navigating through the available Help information and selecting commands.

• User commands, CLISTs, and REXX execs can be easily issued from the EZYEDIT environment. When an
unrecognized command is entered on any of the EZYEDIT displays, EZYEDIT assumes it is a user command
and displays an optional confirmation panel, allowing you to specify additional command parameters or abort the
command.

• External Objects provide a framework to create, specify, and process objects that are not directly supported by
EZYEDIT. Once defined, these objects can be used to bridge to other processes or products.

The EZYEDIT facility is available for use under ISPF and fully supports all 3270 models, 3180 and 3290 displays.
EZYEDIT is reentrant and runs in extended storage.

EZYEDIT Implementation
To implement the EZYEDIT facility, ensure that your installation is licensed for Feature E of PDSMAN and update your
ISPF environment to provide either a primary menu (ISP@MSTR or ISR@PRIM) option or an ISPF command to select
EZYEDIT.

The PDSMAN Sample Materials library contains sample ISP@PRIM and ISR@PRIM primary panels with the appropriate
changes to invoke EZYEDIT. These can serve as an example for updating your installation's primary panels.

Global EZYEDIT settings and other implementation considerations are controlled by the $EZYCMD, $EZYEDIT, and
$EZYICD Initialization Control Statements.

EZYEDIT Conventions and Syntax
The following conventions are used in the description of control statement and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ({ }) and vertical bars (|) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ([ ]) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses (...) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters indicate user-specified operands.

Default operand values are underscored.
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EZYEDIT Selection Panel
The Selection Panel is displayed when EZYEDIT is entered. In addition to offering a wide variety of commands and
functions, this panel is the gateway to the other EZYEDIT displays.

Selection Panel Display
This section describes the Selection Panel display. The following illustration shows a sample Selection Panel display. The
individual fields are described following the figure.

--------------------- PDSMAN 7.70 - Ezyedit Selection Panel -------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Function       ===> function       12:22                 Project ===> project

DSN/Variable # ===> dsname/option                        Group   ===> group

Member Name    ===> member                               Type    ===> type

Volume Serial  ===> volser      Printer ===> prt-id      Profile ===> profile

 1 DSN= 'datasetname'                    2 DSN= TSO command

 3 DSN= datasetname                      4 DSN=

 5 DSN= 'datasetname(member)'            6 DSN=

 7 DSN=                                  8 DSN=

 9 DSN= 'datasetname'/volser            10 DSN=

11 DSN=                                 12 DSN=

13 DSN= F(ddname)                       14 DSN= @savemember

15 DSN= F(ddname pattern)               16 DSN=

17 DSN=                                 18 DSN=

19 DSN= datasetpattern                  20 DSN= LINKLIST

21 DSN=                                 22 DSN= APFLIST

23 DSN=                                 24 DSN= LLALIST

25 DSN=                                 26 DSN= LPALIST

 

Contents

Field Descriptions

The following describes the individual fields on the Selection Panel display:

Function
The Function field specifies the action EZYEDIT is to perform, such as Edit, Browse, Submit, Print, Compress, and so on.
EZYEDIT provides additional functions that are not available in a standard ISPF environment. You can display a list of all
supported functions by placing the cursor on this field and pressing the Help key (normally PF1).

Frequently this field is left blank. This invokes either the Data Set List display, when a data set pattern has been specified,
or the Member List display, when a library has been specified with or without a member name pattern.

For more information about the functions that can be specified in this field, see Summary of Selection Panel Functions.
For more information about each function, see Command Reference.

Any value specified in the Function field that is not recognized by EZYEDIT is processed as a user command. For more
information about user commands, see User Command Processing.

DSN/Variable #
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This field is used to specify the object of the selected function. Usually, this is a data set name, pattern, or the number of
an entry in the Data Set Variable Area, although other objects can be specified. If this field is left blank, the selected data
set is taken from the Project, Group, and Type fields.

For more information about the DSN/Variable # field, see the section DSN/Variable # Field in this section.

Member Name
This field is used to specify a member name or pattern when one is required for the function being performed. Member
names can also be specified within parentheses following a data set name in the DSN/Variable # field or in a Data Set
Variable Area entry.

If the Function selected is Edit, View or Browse, or is not specified, a pattern can be specified in the Member Name field.
The appropriate ISPF service (Edit, View or Browse) or the Member List display is entered for the specified members. For
more information about the member name, see Member Name.

Volume Serial
If the data set to be processed is not cataloged, or if the data set does not reside on the volume indicated by the catalog,
the volume serial of the data set should be specified in the Volume Serial field. If no volume serial is specified, the data
set is assumed to be cataloged.

If the Volume Serial field contains wildcard characters, DASD volumes matching the specified pattern are scanned and
data set names matching the filter specified in the DSN/Variable # field are displayed in the Data Set List display. If only
the Volume Serial field is specified, all data sets on the specified volumes are displayed in Data Set List display format.

If the Function field specifies the SPACE function, a unit address or pattern can be provided in the Volume Serial field
prefixed by a slash (/). For example, /120 or /12*.

Printer
This field specifies the default local or remote JES print destination to be used for EZYEDIT PRINT functions. If this field
is specified as either SYSTEM, LOCAL, or is not specified, the output is directed to the system printer. The output class
can be altered using the User Options display. For more information about EZYEDIT User Options, see EZYEDIT Options
Menu. The default is class A.

If this field is specified as a question mark (?), the Print Destination Table is displayed to allow you to select the required
destination. For more information about printing with EZYEDIT, see General Information.

Project, Group, Type
These fields are used to determine the selected data set if the DSN/Variable # field has not been specified. EZYEDIT can
optionally set these fields to contain the name of the last data set processed.

Profile
This field can be used to specify a profile name to be used when ISPF Edit services are invoked. If not specified, ISPF
Edit uses a default profile name, that is the last qualifier of the selected data set name. If such a profile does not exist in
the ISPF profile data set, ISPF Edit creates one using default values.

The PROFILE option is only supported in ISPF/PDF Release 2 and above.

DSN= (Data Set Variable Area)
EZYEDIT provides a scrollable Data Set Variable Area to save the names of frequently accessed data sets, data set
patterns, keywords, personal lists, or TSO commands. This feature saves keystrokes and provides new users with a pre-
defined list of frequently used data sets and commands.

Data Set variables are most easily updated by over-typing them on the display. They can also be added or updated from
the Data Set List display using the U line command.

Entries in the Data Set Variable Area can be selected for processing by performing either of the following:

• – Placing the cursor on the desired entry and pressing the Enter key
– Specifying the number of the entry in the DSN/Variable # field

For more information about entries in the Data Set Variable Area, see DSN= (Data Set Variable Area).
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Help Information

EZYEDIT is backed by a comprehensive tutorial. Help information can be obtained at any time by using the Help key
(normally PF1).

If the cursor is positioned to the Function field before using the Help key, a list of available Selection Panel functions is
displayed. You can execute a command by tabbing to the required command and pressing the Enter key, or you can tab
to the command and press the Help key to get additional information.

Using the Selection Panel
The following sections describe the individual fields on the Selection Panel display.

Contents

Function Field

The Function field specifies the action EZYEDIT is to perform. For more information about the functions that can be
specified in this field, see Summary of Selection Panel Functions. For more information about each function, see
Command Reference.

Displaying the Data Set List

If the Function field is left blank and the specified data set contains wildcard characters, EZYEDIT invokes Data Set List
display processing for data sets matching the specified pattern. For more information about the other ways in which the
Data Set List display can be entered, see Data Set List Display.

Displaying the Member List

If the Function field is left blank, the selected data set is a library, and the Member Name field is blank or a member
pattern, EZYEDIT invokes Member List display processing for the data set.

Displaying the Personal List Index

If PLIST is specified in the Function field, or if the Function field is left blank and a single at sign (@) is specified in the
DSN/Variable# field, EZYEDIT invokes the Personal List display to show the index of your available personal lists.

Alternate Selection

If the Function field is S, or left blank, and a data set name has been specified, EZYEDIT will invoke either an ISPF
service, such as EDIT, VIEW or BROWSE, or the EZYEDIT Member List display. EZYEDIT determines the function based
on the type of data set specified and the user's Select default options.

ISPF EDIT, VIEW, or BROWSE are attempted if:

• The data set is a sequential file or library member, and
• The RECFM is not undefined (that is, not RECFM=U)

If a library (a PDS or PDSE) has been specified, EZYEDIT invokes Member List processing.

User Command Processing

User commands, CLISTs, and REXX execs can be easily issued from the EZYEDIT environment. When an unrecognized
command is entered on any of the EZYEDIT displays, EZYEDIT assumes it is a user command, CLIST or REXX exec and
displays an optional confirmation panel, allowing you to specify additional command parameters or abort the command
altogether.
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The confirmation panel can be suppressed by defining the user command on a USRCMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT
control statement.

DSN/Variable Field

This field is used to specify the object of the desired function. The following can be entered in the DSN/Variable # field:

• A data set name (for example, USER.CNTL)
• A fully qualified data set name (for example, 'SYS1.USER.CNTL')
• A fully qualified data set name and a volume serial or pattern (for example, 'SYS1.USER.CNTL'/TSO002)
• A data set name, possibly fully qualified, with a member or pattern (for example, 'SYS1.LINKLIB(IEFBR14)' or

'SYS1.LINKLIB(IEF*)' )
• A data set pattern (for example, SYS1.*)
• A single asterisk (*) indicating that all Data Set Variable Area entries that contain names of existing data sets are to be

displayed in Data Set List format
• A single at sign (@) indicating that the index of available personal lists is to be displayed using the Personal List

display
• A data set variable number (for example, 21) corresponding to an entry in the Data Set Variable Area
• A data set override (for example, 2 SYS1..PROD)
• A data set group keyword (for example, LINKLIST, LPALIST, APFLIST or LLALIST)
• A data set keyword (for example, PDSMINIT)
• An EZYEDIT personal list (for example, @ACCOUNTS, indicating the personal list saved in member ACCOUNTS)
• A ddname or pattern (for example, F(SYSPROC) or F(ISP*) ), instructing EZYEDIT to display all data sets allocated to

the specified ddnames
• A TSO command (for example, LISTC or TSO LISTC)
• An External Object (for example, BM=BookShelfName or QW=IEW130I)
• A Storage Group (for example, SG=TEST)
• An Esoteric Unit name (for example, U=3390)

Notes

If a data set variable number is specified in this field, the corresponding data set name or TSO command is retrieved
from the Data Set Variable Area. For more information about the Data Set Variable Area, see the section DSN= (Data Set
Variable Area).

If the data set name includes wildcard characters, the master catalog and user catalogs are scanned and all matching
data set names are displayed on the EZYEDIT Data Set List display. Wildcard characters are supported in all data set
name qualifiers, including the high-level qualifier.

If a  personal list  is specified, EZYEDIT invokes the Data Set List display for the entries in the personal list. Personal
lists are indicated by an at sign (@) preceding the list name: for example, @ACCOUNTS can represent a list of saved
accounts payable data sets.

A personal list trigger character other than the at sign (@) can be defined on the LISTCHAR= parameter of the $EZYEDIT
control statement. Values of # and $ are suggested since *, +, ?, and % are already used as wild or pattern characters.

A TSO command or CLIST can be specified in this field if the T function is being requested or if the string TSO prefixes
the command. For example, if TSO RECALL is entered in the DSN/Variable # field, the RECALL command, REXX EXEC
or CLIST is executed.

EZYEDIT supports the display of system data sets and concatenations through the specification of the following data set
group keywords:
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• LINKLIST to display the current or named system linklist concatenation
• LPALIST to display data sets in the current LPA concatenation
• APFLIST to display data sets that are currently defined as APF authorized
• LLALIST to display data sets that are currently managed by the LLA facility
• PDSMINIT to display the initialization member used to establish the current PDSMAN environment

If the DSN/Variable # is left blank, the selected data set is taken from the Project, Group, and Type fields.

If the selected data set has been migrated by HSM, DMS, or ABR, you are prompted to allow the data set recall to
proceed.

Additional implementation steps are required before you can use EZYEDIT External Objects.

Data Set Overrides

Data Set overrides, entered in the DSN/Variable # field, allow you to reference data sets containing at least as many
qualifiers as a data set that has been saved in one of the data set variables.

For example, the following overrides can be coded if data set variable number 2 is defined as:

2 DSN= 'TRD.PDSMAN.TEST.DATASET'

• 2 SYS1 yields 'SYS1.PDSMAN.TEST.DATASET'
• 2 .NEWQUAL yields 'TRD.NEWQUAL.TEST.DATASET'
• 2 SYS1..PROD yields 'SYS1. PDSMAN.PROD.DATASET'
• 2 ...FILE yields 'TRD. PDSMAN.TEST.FILE'
• 2 ....A yields 'TRD. PDSMAN.TEST.DATASET.A'

Periods in the override indicate to EZYEDIT the qualifiers to be overridden. If no periods are present, the override is
assumed to be for the high-level qualifier. If a single period is specified along with the new qualifier, EZYEDIT assumes
the second qualifier is to be overridden, and so on.

Any combination of overrides for the first five qualifiers is supported.

Member Name

This field is used to specify a member name, member pattern, or TSO command parameters.

If the default (blank) Function has been chosen, the member name can be specified using wildcard characters. The
Member List display shows only those members that meet the wildcard criteria. Wildcards can also be specified for Edit,
View, and Browse functions. For more information about the wildcard characters, see the following section Wildcard
Specification.

Parameters to be included in the execution of a TSO command can also be specified in the Member Name field.

Wildcard Specification

Specifying a member name using wildcard characters causes EZYEDIT to invoke Member List display processing for
those members matching the specified pattern. If the required member pattern is preceded with a not sign, (hex '5F')
members that do not match the specified pattern are displayed. The Member List display can be restored to a full member
display by issuing the RESET primary command.

EZYEDIT recognizes +, ?, and % as wildcard characters that represent a single wild character. The asterisk (*) represents
a wild string. For example:
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• ABC* matches ABC, ABCD and ABCDE.
• +ABC+ matches BABCD.
• *ABC* matches XABCY, XXXABCYY and ABCYYYYY.
• *ABC matches XXXABC.

DSN= (Data Set Variable Area)
EZYEDIT provides a Data Set Variable Area used to save the names of frequently accessed data sets or TSO commands.
You can subsequently refer to them by number instead of re-typing the entire name. In addition to saving keystrokes, this
feature provides new users with a pre-defined list of the data sets and commands that are frequently used.

The easiest way to enter data set names in the Data Set Variable Area is to over-type the data directly. You can also use
the Selection Panel UPDATE function or the Data Set List display UPDATE line command.

Each data set variable entry can be specified as:

• A data set name (for example, USER.CNTL)
• A fully qualified data set name (for example, 'SYS1.USER.CNTL')
• A fully qualified data set name and a volume serial or pattern (for example, 'SYS1.USER.CNTL'/TSO002 or

'SYS1.USER.CNTL'/TSO*)
• A data set name (possibly fully qualified) with a member or pattern (for example, 'SYS1.LINKLIB(IEFBR14)' or

'SYS1.LINKLIB(IEF*)' )
• A data set pattern (for example, SYS1.*)
• A data set group keyword (for example, LINKLIST, LPALIST, APFLIST or LLALIST)
• A data set keyword (for example, PDSMINIT)
• An EZYEDIT personal list (for example, @ACCOUNTS)
• A ddname specification or pattern (for example, F(SYSPROC) or F(ISP*) ), specifying all corresponding allocated data

sets
• A TSO command (for example, LISTC or TSO LISTC)
• An External Object (for example, BM=BookShelfName or QW=IEW130I)

Comments can be included in data set variable entries by specifying a slash-asterisk comment indicator (/*) after the entry
and before the comment text. For example:

@ACCTPAY   /* Accounts Payable Data Sets

If the data set name is not fully qualified, it is prefixed with the default TSO prefix when selected. It is suggested that data
set names in the Data Set Variable Area be fully qualified. Full qualification is necessary when using data set overrides. If
the data set name is not fully qualified, the high-level qualifier of the data set cannot be overridden in some cases.

If the data to be saved is a TSO command, prefixing the desired command with the literal TSO allows the command to be
invoked without entering a T in the function field.

Contents

Selecting Data Set Variable Area Entries

Entries in the Data Set Variable Area can be selected for processing by performing any of the following:

• Placing the cursor on the desired entry and pressing the Enter key
• Specifying the number of the entry in the DSN/Variable # field
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Scrolling the Data Set Variable Area

The Data Set Variable Area can be scrolled left, right, up, and down by using the appropriate command or function keys.
A maximum of 996 data set names or commands can be maintained, with the length of each variable being a maximum
of 70 bytes. EZYEDIT calculates a default number of data set variables based upon the screen type and variable start
location. This default is normally 80 but can be changed using the User Options display. For more information about the
data set variables, see the section EZYEDIT Options Menu.

ISPF Edit Keyword Override

Occasionally, it is necessary to override the default keywords with which ISPF Edit is invoked. EZYEDIT supports the
following override keywords entered following the data set name or data set variable number:

,IMAC=
Allows you to override the default Edit initial macro.

,PROF=
Allows you to override the default Edit profile name.

,FMT=
Allows you to specify a format definition, which is used to Edit or Browse a formatted data set.

,LCT=
Allows you to override the default Line Command Table passed to Edit or View services.

,MIXED=
Allows you to specify that Edit or Browse will process unformatted mixed data that contains both EBCDIC (single byte)
and DBCS (double byte) characters. YES or NO can be specified.

,PRESERVE=
Allows you to specify that Edit will preserve trailing blanks at the end of variable length records. YES or NO can be
specified.

Examples:

'USER.FORMAT.DSN',FMT=FORMAT1,MIXED=YES

15,IMAC=MYMAC

Summary of Selection Panel Functions
The following lists each Selection panel function. For details, see the section Command Reference.

(blank)
Invoke ISPF Edit, View, Browse or EZYEDIT Data Set List or Member List processing.

ALTERDIR
Change number of PDS Directory blocks.

B
Invoke ISPF Browse for data set, Member List, or member.

BK
Display libraries and members in the PDSMAN Backup System.

CAT
Catalog a data set.

CLONE
Create a duplicate copy of a PDS or PDSE.

COPY
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Copy the contents of a PDS, PDSE, or sequential data set.

CREATE
Allocate a new data set modeled after an existing data set.

D
Delete data set or member.

DCF
Invoke DCF/Script processing.

DSCB
Display formatted Data Set Control Blocks (DSCBs).

E
Invoke ISPF Edit for data set, Member List, or member.

EMPTY
Completely empty a PDS and release unused extents.

EMPTYO
Completely empty a PDS or PDSE.

ERASE
Erase any data associated with a data set, and then perform a data set delete.

EXEC
Execute a CLIST.

F
Find a string in the Data Set Variable Area.

I
Display VTOC and other data set information.

J
Submit member as a job stream.

L
Invoke Member List and position to required member.

LINKSETS
Display current Linklist Set definitions.

LISTA
Display the current allocations for this user ID.

LLAADD
Add a library to LLA management.

LLACHECK
Verify LLA synchronization with PDS directory.

LLAFREZ
Change LLA management mode to FREEZE.

LLANOFR
Change LLA management mode to NOFREEZE.

LLAREF
Update LLA entries for a data set.

LLAREM
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Remove a library from LLA management.

LLASTATS
Display LLA usage statistics.

LLATRACE
Display LLA trace table information.

LOAD
Load data set variables.

MOVE
Move the contents of a PDS, PDSE, or sequential data set.

O
Modify EZYEDIT processing options and user options.

P
Invoke Print Processor for data set, member, or all members.

PDSMAN
Invoke the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

PLIST
Invoke the EZYEDIT Personal List display.

PMON
Invoke the Partitioned Resource Monitoring PRM-View display.

R
Rename data set.

RECOVER
Recover Deleted members from a data set.

RELEASE
Release unused space from a data set.

S
Invoke Member List display to select members.

SAVE
Save data set variables area entries to a library member.

SI
Display system information.

SPACE
Display available space on DASD volumes.

T
Issue TSO command.

U
Invoke the User Command Alias display.

UCAT
Uncatalog a data set.

UPDATE
Update variable in the Data Set Variable Area.

V
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Invoke ISPF View for data set, Member List, or member.

VALIDATE
Check a PDS for structural errors.

VLFSTAGE
Display information on all modules staged to VLF.

Z
Compress data set.

EZYEDIT External Objects
 

The EZYEDIT External Objects (EXO) facility allows you to specify user-defined objects on the EZYEDIT Selection Panel.
These objects are called external objects because EZYEDIT has no built-in awareness of what the objects are or how
they are to be processed. Instead, the EXO facility provides a framework for you to create, specify, and process the
external objects.

EXOs can be used to bridge to other processes or products. For example, you may define an object that can be used
to process DB2 tables or commands. PDSMAN provides a number of sample EXOs that you can use as they are or as
models for your own external objects.

Contents

Using External Objects

EXOs are specified in the Data Set Variable Area (DSVA) or the DSN/Variable# field of the EZYEDIT Selection Panel.
When an EXO is selected for processing, EZYEDIT determines the type of the external object and calls a REXX EXEC or
TSO CLIST whose name is derived from the object type. This EXEC or CLIST, also called an EXO Processor, performs
SELECT function processing for the EXO.

Specifying External Objects

External Objects are specified by coding the external object type, an equal sign (=), and the name of the object itself. The
object type must be five or fewer characters in length.

The following shows an example EXO specification:

DB2=DIS THREAD(S*)

This EXO has an object type of DB2 and a DB2 command, DIS THREAD(S*), as the object name.

A special type of external object, called an Unknown EXO, is also available. This EXO does not have an explicit object
type specification, but is identified as an external object because it does not begin with a character that is valid to begin a
data set name. The following shows an example Unknown EXO:

! SHELFA BOOK1

In this example, the exclamation mark (!) is not a valid character to begin a data set name and the entry is treated as an
Unknown EXO. EZYEDIT assigns a type of UNKN to the object.

Selecting External Objects

External Objects are selected in a variety of ways, including entering them in the DSN/Variable# field, using their Data Set
Variable Area index value, or selecting them with the cursor and pressing ENTER.
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NOTE
EXOs support SELECT function processing only. You cannot use them as the target of a command entered in
the Function field.

External Object Examples

The following examples show EXOs defined in the Selection Panel Data Set Variable Name area:

10 BM=MYSHELF BOOK1

11 DB2=A.TABLE1

12 QW=IEC130I

Entry 10 shows an IBM® BookManger® External Object with the book name of BOOK1 on shelf MYSHELF. Processing for
this object could be implemented to invoke BookManager for the specified object.

Entry 11 shows a DB2 External Object. In this case, the object name is the name of a DB2 table for which row data is to
be displayed.

Entry 12 is an example of an MVS/QuickRef EXO. The Chicago-Soft MVS/Quickref product could be invoked to display
information about the specified message.

External Object Processors

External Objects are related to a External Object (EXO) Processor that provides the actual processing for the object. The
EXO Processor is a REXX EXEC or TSO CLIST whose name is determined automatically by EZYEDIT when the EXO is
selected.

The EXO processors allow you to build bridges between EZYEDIT and other software products or user-written
applications. Because the EXOs are user- defined and written, you have considerable flexibility in their use.

Sample Processors

PDSMAN provides a number of sample EXO processors you can use as actual working processors or as templates for
your own execs or CLISTs. For a description of how these samples are tailored and implemented, see External Object
Implementation on this page as well as the comments in the samples themselves.

The following sample EXO processors are provided in the PDSMAN Sample Materials Library:

EXOBM
IBM BookManager objects.

EXOQW
Chicago-Soft MVS/QuickRef objects.

EXOPAN
Panvalet objects.

EXODB2
DB2 table and command objects.

EXOTSO
TSO command objects.

EXOLIBR
Librarian objects.

EXOUNKN
EXOs without an explicit object type specification.
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NOTE
These EXO processors are samples only. They are required to implement the sample EXOs, but they are not
needed for EZYEDIT to operate normally.

ISPF Tutorial panels are also provided for the sample processors.

Processor name

EXO Processor names always begin with the characters EXO followed by the specified object type, up to five characters
in length. For example, the name of the EXO processor for BM= objects is EXOBM, the name of the processor for QW=
objects is EXOQW, and the name of the processor for EXOs that do not have an explicit type specification is EXOUNKN.

Variable usage

EZYEDIT sets the following variables in the ISPF Shared Variable Pool before calling the processor:

EXOBJTYP
The object type determined or assigned by EZYEDIT.

EXOBJECT
The text of the object entry, possibly including appended parameters but excluding any comments.

EXOSMSG
An ISPF short message that can be returned by the EXO Processor for display by EZYEDIT. This variable is set to blank
when the EXO Processor is called.

EXOLMSG
An ISPF long message that can be returned by the EXO Processor for display by EZYEDIT. This variable is set to blank
when the EXO Processor is called.

These variables are used for communication between EZYEDIT and the EXO processor.

The color of the ISPF messages shown by EZYEDIT varies based on the return code from the EXO processor.

External Object Implementation

To implement EZYEDIT External Objects using the sample EXO processors

1. Review the contents of the sample processors and their associated tutorial panels in the PDSMAN Sample Materials
Library. Some of the samples may need to be tailored in order to function properly in your environment. Follow any
specific tailoring instructions given in the sample comments.

2. Copy the sample processors to a library where they are available for execution by your EZYEDIT users. This library
should be in the SYSEXEC or SYSPROC DD concatenation in the users TSO logon procedure.

3. Copy any ISPF Tutorial panels listed in the sample processor comments to a library available to your EZYEDIT users
through their ISPF ISPPLIB concatenation.

If you are implementing your own, user-written EXO processors, follow the applicable step for making the CLIST or EXEC
available to your EZYEDIT users.

NOTE
It is possible to install the sample processors, your user-written processors, and the tutorial panels in the runtime
PDSMAN libraries. However, be aware that unless you install them using an SMP/E USERMOD they may be
deleted or overlayed if you use the Full Library Copy procedure to apply product maintenance. For a description
of the PDSMAN runtime environment and the Full Library Copy method of maintenance, see the Installing
section.

Using the Displays
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Tailoring and Scrolling the Display
This section describes how to tailor and scroll the displays by using primary and line commands.

The commands referenced in this section may not be valid on every EZYEDIT display. For more information about the
commands, including information regarding the displays on which the commands are valid, see Command Reference.

Contents

Tailoring the Display

EZYEDIT gives you the ability to tailor the list of objects on the display to suit your needs.

When you first enter an EZYEDIT display, it contains objects that are related in some way. They may have the same high-
level qualifier, reside on the same DASD volume, or have a common usage such as being managed by LLA.

However, there are times when the list objects needs to be further tailored to suit your needs. You may want to include
additional objects that match a different pattern or exclude specific entries from the display. EZYEDIT provides commands
you can use to tailor the contents of the display.

Including Additional Objects

You can include additional objects in the display by using the INCLUDE or APPEND primary commands.

To include additional personal lists on the Personal List display, use the SELECT command. You can also use the
SELECT command to include saved data set lists that were created using earlier releases of EZYEDIT.

Excluding Objects

Selected objects in the list can be excluded by using the EXCLUDE (X) primary or line command. Objects above and
below a selected position in the display can also be excluded. Objects in the list that do not contain a particular string can
be excluded by using the ONLY primary command. You can restore excluded objects using the RESET primary command.

Personal list objects that are excluded are not removed from your Personal List Index. Excluded objects can be
permanently excluded using the SAVE primary command.

Filtering the Display

Objects can be excluded from the display by filtering the list based on the contents of any displayed field. To do this, you
use the IF primary command.

For example, the following primary command excludes from the Data Set List display data sets that have been migrated
by HSM. The command tells EZYEDIT to retain only those entries whose volume serial is not MIGRAT.

IF VOLSER NE MIGRAT

The following primary command excludes from the Member List display members that were not updated by user ID JEK:

IF IDENT EQ JEK

Sorting the Display

The display can be sorted on any field using the SORT primary command.

If the sort field is on a view other than the one currently being shown, EZYEDIT scrolls to the view that shows the display
field after the sort is complete.
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Refreshing the Display

The Data Set List or Member List display can be discarded and a new one built without having to exit the display by using
the REFRESH command.

Resetting the Display

The RESET primary command can be used to discard any tailoring since the display was entered or last refreshed.

On the Member List display, RESET rebuilds the Member List from the data set directory.

On the Personal List display, the RESET command discards any tailoring since the display was entered or last saved.

Saving a Tailored Display

Frequently, a tailored Data Set List display may be needed repeatedly or by a number of different users. EZYEDIT allows
you to save the contents of a Data Set List display in an EZYEDIT personal list using the SAVE primary command.

You can also use the SAVE command on the Personal List display to update your tailored Personal List Index with the
contents of the current Personal List. The SAVE command replaces the entire contents of your index. Use the Select and
Exclude commands to add or remove individual lists from your index.

Scrolling the Display

When a display contains more entries than can be shown on one screen, the display can be scrolled up and down using
the UP and DOWN scroll commands (usually PF7 and PF8).

Each row in the display represents a single object. Because there may be more information regarding an object than can
be displayed on a single panel, additional information is shown in a series of display views.

Display views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary commands (usually defined
as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view in the ring; scrolling right displays the next view. Scrolling left
from the first view displays the last view; scrolling right from the last view displays the first view.

You can use the FIND primary command to scroll the display to a position at or before an object that contains a specified
character string. You can use the LOCATE primary command to scroll the display to a specified object.

Using Primary Commands
Primary commands process objects in the displayed list as a group. They can also be used to tailor the displayed list and
change EZYEDIT processing options. Enter primary commands in the COMMAND field near to top of the display.

For more information about each command, see the help system or Command Reference.

Using Line Commands
Use line commands to process individual or blocks of objects in the list. You enter line commands in the field to the left of
an entry.

On the Volume Information display, line commands are entered by overtyping the information in the Volume field.

Contents

Command Stacking

Line commands can be stacked. Different line commands for different entries can be specified as one transaction. These
requests are processed from the top of the display downward, before any primary commands are processed. With this
facility you can process multiple entries in a single request.
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In the following command stacking example on the Personal List display, STAGE770 is being browsed, LINKLIST edited,
JCLCNTL renamed, and PDSMHLQ deleted.

EZYEDIT Personal Lists --------------------------------------------- Row 1 of 7

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Enter:  S=Select  D=Delete  E=Edit  R=Rename  U=Update  X=eXclude  PF01=Help  

Command Name     Description                          Message    Changed      

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        PDSMR770 Unmigrated PDSMAN R770 Data Sets              2009/08/06  9:50

 B      STAGE770 Release 770 Staging Libraries                 2009/08/05 11:38

 E      LINKLIST System Linklist Libraries                     2009/08/01 15:56

        LLALIST  All libraries managed by LLA                  2009/08/01 14:10

 R      JCLCNTL  JCL.CNTL libraries                            2009/08/01 13:24

 D      PDSMHLQ  All PDSMAN.* Data Sets                        2009/07/26 14:39

        ISPPROF  ISPF Profiles                                 2009/07/25 16:29

Confirmation of Command Execution

When line commands are processed, the display normally scrolls down to the last object processed. If the Delete (D),
Rename (R), or Compress (Z) line commands are being processed, the display is not scrolled, allowing you to see any
confirmation or error messages. Automatic scrolling to the last object processed can be disabled through the Auto-
Scrolling option.

Block Commands

You can specify any of the single character line commands except Slash (/), Equal (=) and Message (?) as a block
command.

You denote a block command by doubling the single character line command. You can also execute a block command by
following the single character line command with a number that indicates the number of lines to be processed.

The following shows example block commands.

BB
Block Browse (Specify at beginning and end of block).

SS
Block Select (Specify at beginning and end of block).

X99
Implicit Block eXclude (exclude 99 entries).

Line commands longer than a single character can also be invoked as block commands. Enter the command as a line
command, and then use a block indicator (==) to mark the beginning and end of the block.

In the following Data Set List example, multiple data sets are being validated using a block indicator:

EZYEDIT Dataset List ISMTECH.PDSM.* ------------------------------   Row 1 of 9

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF01=Help

Command   Name                                         Message          Volume

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          ISMTECH.PDSM.IMODLIB                                          MVS130

          ISMTECH.PDSM.IMODLIB.DATA                                     MVS130

          ISMTECH.PDSM.IMODLIB.INDEX                                    MVS130

VALIDATE  ISMTECH.PDSM.R770.LINKLIB                                     MVS130

==        ISMTECH.PDSM.R770.SAMPLIB                                     MVS130
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          ISMTECH.PDSM.R771.LINKLIB                                     MVS120

          ISMTECH.PDSM.R771.PARMLIB                                     MVS120

==        ISMTECH.PDSM.R771.SPFCLIST                                    MVS120

          ISMTECH.PDSM.R770.SAMPLIB                                     MVS130

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

In the case of implicit block commands, the block is processed immediately. Explicit blocks are processed as soon as a
second block command is entered specifying the same line command. Individual line commands continue to be processed
as they are encountered with a notification that a block operation is pending.

You can disable pending block commands by issuing the RESET primary command.

Using Line Commands as Primary Commands

Any valid line command that processes an object can also be used as a primary command by entering it in the primary
command area, followed by the object name or pattern specification and any command parameters.

Use the following syntax to specify line commands in the primary command field:

linecommand  objectname|*  [volume |*]                   (Data Set List)

linecommand  objectname|*  volume |* [commandparameters] (Data Set List)

linecommand  objectname|*  [commandparameters]          (Other Displays)

The volume specification is required if you are executing the line command from the Data Set List and passing command
parameters.

Each entry in the displayed list is compared to the object name (and volume for Data Set List) and the specified line
command, with optional command parameters, is executed for each matching object.

User Command Support
EZYEDIT allows you great flexibility to implement your own commands. While other platforms may flag an invalid
command with an error condition, EZYEDIT processes any unrecognized command as a user command, CLIST, or
REXX EXEC passing the selected data set name to the command as the first parameter. This feature allows you to use
EZYEDIT as the sole platform for all your ISPF based applications.

When commands are processed in this manner, a confirmation panel is displayed after data set expansion but before
execution to allow you to specify further parameters or to abort the command altogether. The CONFIRMC OFF primary
command disables the confirmation panel. Confirmation can also be disabled for individual commands by specifying the
commands on the USRCMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

When invoking a user command or CLIST, EZYEDIT makes certain variables available in the shared variable pool. For
more information about these variables, see User Commands.

NOTE

 EZYEDIT user commands are not available on the Volume Information and Allocation displays.

EZYEDIT Help Information
EZYEDIT is backed by a comprehensive tutorial. Help Information can be obtained at any time by using the Help key
(normally PF1).

If the cursor is first positioned to the primary command or line command field, a list of available primary commands or
line commands is displayed when the Help key is pressed. You can execute a command by tabbing to the command and
pressing the Enter key. Alternatively, by tabbing to the command, then pressing the Help key, a detailed description of the
command is displayed.
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Data Set List Display
The Data Set List display allows you to increase your productivity by providing a powerful, flexible, and easy-to-use
platform for processing groups of data sets.

Data Set List Display Description
The EZYEDIT Data Set List display allows you to easily create and tailor lists of related data sets. These data sets can be
processed as a group using standard ISPF commands, additional commands provided by EZYEDIT, or your own user-
defined commands.

Invoking the Display
The Data Set List is invoked from the Selection Panel in one of the following ways:

• As a list of all cataloged data sets matching a data set pattern specified in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field.
The entry number of a data set variable specifying a data set pattern can also be used.

• As a list of data sets residing on the volume specified in the Selection Panel Volume Serial field. Multiple DASD
volumes can be specified through wildcard characters.

• As a list of related system data sets specified as one of the following in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field:

LINKLIST
Data Sets in the system linklist concatenation.

APFLIST
Data Sets currently specified as APF authorized.

LLALIST
Data Sets managed by Library Look-Aside.

LPALIST
Data Sets in the LPA concatenation.

• As an EZYEDIT personal list of data sets, specified by preceding the name of the personal list by an at sign (@) in the
Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field.

• As a list of data sets allocated to a ddname or pattern specified in TSO format in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable #
field. For example, F(SYSPROC) or F(ISP*).

• As a list of data sets defined in your Selection Panel Data Set Variable Area, specified as a single asterisk (*) in the
DSN/Variable # field. The Data Set List Default option can be used to control the DSN/Variable # entries placed in the
Data Set List display.

The Data Set List display can also be invoked from other EZYEDIT displays:

• As a list of data sets currently allocated to your current TSO session by entering LISTA in the Selection Panel Function
field and scrolling the display right (usually PF11). See also the Allocation Display.

• As a list of data sets currently associated with a Linklist set by entering LINKSETS in the Selection Panel Function field
and selecting a Linklist set.

• As a list of data sets currently being managed by the Library Lookaside facility (LLA) by entering LLALIST in the
Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field and scrolling the LLALIST display right (usually PF11). For more information
about the LLALIST display, see Additional Displays.

• As a list of data sets previously saved as an EZYEDIT personal list and selected through the EZYEDIT Personal List
display.
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Tailoring the Display
When the Data Set List is entered, it contains the names of data sets that are related in some way. They may have the
same high-level qualifier, reside on the same DASD volume, or have a common usage such as being managed by LLA.

The entries in the Data Set List display can be tailored to meet your individual needs. You can sort the display, include
additional objects, exclude specific entries, or filter the display based on the contents of any of the data fields.

For more information about tailoring and using EZYEDIT displays, see Using the Displays. For more information about the
commands used to tailor the displays, see Command Reference.

Display Views
Each row in the Data Set List display represents a data set object. Because there is more information regarding a data set
than can be displayed on a single panel, additional information is shown in a series of views.

Data Set List display views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary commands
(usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view in the ring, and scrolling right displays the
next view. Scrolling left from the first view displays the last view. Scrolling right from the last view displays the first view.

Some commands will automatically scroll the display to the view containing a specific data field. This occurs when the
data field is used as a command parameter. For example, the command SORT DSORG will scroll the display to the view
showing the data set organization.

Display View Summary
This section summarizes the Display View commands.

Contents

The following summarizes the Data Set List display views:

EZYEDIT
Data set name and volume serial information.

Space
DASD space allocation information.

Attribute
DCB attributes.

Date
Data set creation, expiration, and the last accessed dates.

SMS
SMS Data class, SMS Storage class, and SMS Management class.

Directory Usage
Directory blocks allocated, used, and percentage utilized.

Catalog
Data set catalog information.

The Date and SMS views are disabled by default but can be enabled from the Data Set List Options panel. The Directory
Usage and Catalog views are enabled by the DIRUSAGE and CATINFO primary commands respectively.

Common Display Fields

The following display fields are common to all EZYEDIT Data Set List views:
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Command
Line command input field.

Name
Data set name.

The line command input field is shortened to one character in the Date view.

EZYEDIT View
The EZYEDIT view appears as the initial view when the Data Set List display is entered. The following illustration shows
an example of a Data Set List display EZYEDIT view.

EZYEDIT Dataset List SYS1.* -------------------------------------  Row 1 of 15

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

Command    Name                                        Message          Volume

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          SYS1.IMAGELIB                                                 MRS220

          SYS1.LINKLIB                                                  MRS220

          SYS1.LOGREC                                                   MVSC21

          SYS1.LPALIB                                                   MRS220

          SYS1.MACLIB                                  *Browse          MRS220

          SYS1.MAN1                                                     MVSC21

          SYS1.MAN2                                                     MVSC22

          SYS1.NUCLEUS                                                  MRS220

          SYS1.PARMLIB                                                  MVSC21

          SYS1.PPMACDEF                                                 MRS220

          SYS1.PPOPTION                                                 MRS220

          SYS1.PROCLIB                                                  MRS220

          SYS1.RMFCLS                                                   MRS220

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Message
Displays error and status messages. If a Data Set List display command terminates with an error, this field is used to
display the associated return code. In the previous example, the Message field reflects that the last processing on data set
SYS1.MACLIB was a browse request.

Volume
Shows the volume serial on which the data set resides.
If the data set is migrated, or if it spans multiple DASD volumes, one of the following indicators may be appended to the
volume serial shown:

+
The data set is cataloged over multiple volumes.

1
The data set is migrated to DASD.

2
The data set is migrated to tape.

Space View
The following illustration shows the Space view of the Data Set List. This display provides information about the space
allocations of the entries in the list.
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EZYEDIT Dataset List SYS1.* ------------------------------------  Row 1 of 15

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

Command    Name                                        Tracks %Used XT Device

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

          SYS1.IMAGELIB                                     30   60  1 3390-1

          SYS1.LINKLIB                                    1260   71  1 3390-1

          SYS1.LOGREC                                       60  100  1 3380

          SYS1.LPALIB                                      555   67  1 3390-1

          SYS1.MACLIB                                      810   99  1 3390-1

          SYS1.MAN1                                          0       0 3380

          SYS1.MAN2                                          0       0 3380

          SYS1.NUCLEUS                                     345   90  1 3390-1

          SYS1.PARMLIB                                      60   43  1 3380  

          SYS1.PPMACDEF                                     15   20  1 3390-1

          SYS1.PPOPTION                                     15   13  1 3390-1

          SYS1.PROCLIB                                      15   47  1 3390-1

          SYS1.RMFCLS                                        9  100  1 3390-1

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Tracks
The size of the data set, shown in tracks.

%Used
The percentage of allocated space currently being used by the data set.

XT
The number of extents currently allocated to the data set.

Device
The device type on which the data set resides.

Attribute View
The following illustration shows the Attribute view of the Data Set List. This display provides information about DCB
attributes of the entries in the list.

EZYEDIT Dataset List SYS1.* -------------------------------------  Row 1 of 15

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

Command    Name                                       Dsorg Recfm  Lrecl Blksz

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          SYS1.IMAGELIB                                PO   U          0 23200

          SYS1.LINKLIB                                 PO   U          0 23200

          SYS1.LOGREC                                  PS   U          0  1944

          SYS1.LPALIB                                  PO   U          0 23200

          SYS1.MACLIB                                  PO   FB        80  6160

          SYS1.MAN1                                    VS              0 65535

          SYS1.MAN2                                    VS              0 65535

          SYS1.NUCLEUS                                 PO   U          0 23200

          SYS1.PARMLIB                                 PO   FB        80  6160

          SYS1.PPMACDEF                                PO   FB        80  6160

          SYS1.PPOPTION                                PO   FB        80  6160

          SYS1.PROCLIB                                 PO   FB        80  6160
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          SYS1.RMFCLS                                  PO   FB        80  6160

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Dsorg
The organization of the data set.

Recfm
The record format of the data set.

Lrecl
The logical record length of the data set.

Blksz
The block size of the data set.

Date View
The following illustration shows the DATE view of the Data Set List. This display provides information about the data set
creation, expiration, and the last accessed dates for entries in the list.

EZYEDIT Dataset List SYS1.* -------------------------------------  Row 1 of 15

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

   Name                                        Created    Expires    Referred

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   SYS1.IMAGELIB                               2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.LINKLIB                                2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.LOGREC                                 2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.LPALIB                                 2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.MACLIB                                 2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.MAN1                                   2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.MAN2                                   2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.NUCLEUS                                2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.PARMLIB                                2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.PPMACDEF                               2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.PPOPTION                               2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.PROCLIB                                2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

   SYS1.RMFCLS                                 2009/11/01 ** None ** 2009/12/04

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Created
The date that the data set was created.

Expires
The expiration date specified when the data set was created. ** None ** indicates no expiration date was specified.

Referred
The date that the data set was last accessed.

The Date view can be disabled from the Data Set List Options panel.

SMS View
The following illustration shows the SMS view of the Data Set List. This display provides information about the SMS Data
class, SMS Storage class, and SMS Management class for entries in the list.
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EZYEDIT Dataset List SYS1.* -------------------------------------  Row 1 of 15

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

Command    Name                                      Dataclas Storclas Mgmtclas

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           SYS1.IMAGELIB                             SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.LINKLIB                              SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.LOGREC                               SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.LPALIB                               SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.MACLIB                               SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.MAN1                                 SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.MAN2                                 SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.NUCLEUS                              SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.PARMLIB                              SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.PPMACDEF                             SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.PPOPTION                             SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.PROCLIB                              SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

           SYS1.RMFCLS                               SYSTEM   STANDARD SYSTEM

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Dataclas
The SMS Data class of the data set.

Storclas
The SMS Storage class of the data set.

Mgmtclas
The SMS Management class of the data set.

The SMS view can be disabled from the Data Set List Options panel.

Directory Usage View
The following illustration shows the Directory Usage view of the Data Set List. This display provides directory usage
statistics for all partitioned data set entries in the list.

EZYEDIT Dataset List SYS1.*  -------------------------------------- Row 1 of 12

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF01=Help

  Name                                         Volume   Diraloc  Dirused  Dir%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  SYS1.IMAGELIB                                MVR17A      48       34      71

  SYS1.IPLPARM                                 IODFD1      10        5      50

  SYS1.LINKLIB                                 MVR17A     802      671      84

  SYS1.LOGREC                                  MVCA01                         

  SYS1.LPALIB                                  MVR17A     363      303      83

  SYS1.MACLIB                                  MVR17A     137      113      82

  SYS1.MANB                                    *VSAM*                         

  SYS1.MANB.DATA                               GIS3F1                         

  SYS1.MIGLIB                                  MVR17A     355      295      83

  SYS1.MODGEN                                  MVR17A      58       47      81

  SYS1.PARMLIB                                 MVCA01      85       53      62

  SYS1.PROCLIB                                 MVCA01      75       62      83

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************
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The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Diraloc
The number of directory blocks allocated.

Dirused
The number of directory blocks used.

Dir%
The directory blocks usage percentage.

The Directory Usage view is enabled using the DIRUSAGE primary command.

Catalog View
The following illustration shows the Catalog view of the Data Set List. This display shows catalog information for cataloged
Data Set List entries.

EZYEDIT Dataset List @T1  ----------------------------------------- Row 1 of 15

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF01=Help

  Catalog name                                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ICF.APCM.USERCAT                                                            

  ICF.USERID.USERCAT                                                          

  ICF.CAPRD.USERCAT                                                           

  ICF.RIG.USERCAT                                                             

  ICF.USERID.USERCAT7                                                         

  ICF.USERID.USERCAT3                                                         

  ICF.USERID.USERCAT8                                                         

  ICF.USERID.USERCAT7                                                         

  ICF.TSO.CAT2                                                                

  ICF.EIM.USERCAT                                                             

  ICF.VMVSLIB                                                                 

  ICF.MASTER.VMVCA11                                                          

  ICF.SCAC.USERCAT                                                            

  ICF.VTAM.USERCAT                                                            

  ICF.PLATINUM.MCAT                                                           

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

The following field (in addition to the Common Display Fields) is shown in this view.

Catalog name
The name of the catalog in which the entry was located.

The Catalog view is enabled using the CATINFO primary command.

Data Set List Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the Data Set List display, including display related
commands used to manipulate the display itself and primary and line commands used to process the displayed objects.
For more information about each command, see Command Reference.

The Data Set List display also supports user-defined commands. For more information about user-defined commands,
see User Command Support and User Commands.

Contents
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Display Related Commands

Some of the commands available on the Data Set List display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display
itself. These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays and are entered either as primary or line commands,
depending on the command type. For more information about tailoring the display, see Using the Displays.

The following commands are used to process the display:

APPEND
Append additional objects to the display.

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry containing a given string.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.

IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field.

INCLUDE
Insert additional objects into the display.

LEFT
Scroll display left to the previous view.

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string.

ONLY
Remove entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

REFRESH
Rebuild the display information without leaving the display.

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents.

RIGHT
Scroll display right to the next view.

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields.

X
Exclude objects from the display.

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display.

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command.

? (Question)
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Redisplays messages that may not have been shown due to the display of a higher severity error.

Primary Commands

Data Set List primary commands process data sets in the Data Set List as a group. They can also be used to tailor the
displayed list of libraries and change EZYEDIT processing options.

You enter primary commands in the COMMAND field near the top of the display.

APFCHECK
Determine if a data set is APF authorized.

BK
Display libraries in the PDSMAN Backup System.

CATCHECK
Validate catalog entries for data sets in the Data Set List.

CATINFO
Enables the Data Set List Catalog view.

CONFIRM
Controls display of the Delete confirmation panel.

CONFIRMC
Controls display of the Command confirmation panel.

DIRUSAGE
Enables the Data Set List Directory Usage view.

EMPTYCHK
Determine if a data set is empty.

FINDMEM
Find a member or member pattern in the Data Set List.

LLASTATS
Display LLA statistics for all LLA managed libraries.

LLATRACE
Display LLA trace table information.

O
Modify EZYEDIT processing options and user options.

SAVE
Save the current Data Set List as a library member.

USAGE
Summarize track USAGE by high level qualifier.

VLFSTAGE
Display information on all modules staged to VLF.

Line Commands

Data Set List line commands process individual data sets in the Data Set List display. Most line commands can also be
specified as primary commands. Data Set List line commands can be stacked and blocked.

Enter line commands to the left of the entry for a particular object.

(blank)
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Select a data set.

ADDSPACE
Add a new extent to a partitioned or sequential data set.

ALTERDIR
Change number of PDS directory blocks.

B
Browse the contents of a data set.

BK
Display members of this library which are maintained in the PDSMAN Backup System.

CAT
Catalog a data set.

CLONE
Create a duplicate copy of a PDS, PDSE, or sequential data set.

COPY
Copy the contents of a PDS, PDSE, or sequential data set.

CREATE
Allocate a new data set modeled after an existing data set.

D
Delete a data set.

DCF
Invoke DCF/Script processing.

DSCB
Display formatted Data Set Control Blocks (DSCBs).

E
Edit the contents of a data set.

EMPTY
Completely empty a PDS and release unused extents.

EMPTYO
Completely empty a PDS or PDSE.

ERASE
Erase data set data and then delete the data set.

F (RELEASE)
Release unused space in data set.

I
Display VTOC and other data set information.

LLAADD
Add a library to LLA management.

LLACHECK
Verify LLA synchronization with PDS directory.

LLAFREZ
Change LLA management mode to FREEZE.

LLANOFR
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Change LLA management mode to NOFREEZE.

LLAREF
Update LLA entries for a data set.

LLAREM
Remove a library from LLA management.

LLASTATS
Display LLA usage statistics.

M
Display Member List.

MON
Monitor the status of the library using Partitioned Resource Monitoring System.

MOVE
Move the contents of a PDS, PDSE, or sequential data set.

P
Print member or data set.

PDSMAN
Invoke an option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

PM
Print Member List.

PMON
Invoke the Partitioned Resource Monitoring PRM-View display.

R
Rename a data set.

RECOVER
Recover deleted members from a data set.

RELEASE
Release unused space in data set.

REPLACE
Perform string scan/replace on some or all data sets.

S
Select member, data set or Member List.

SCAN
Perform string scan on some or all data sets.

U
Invoke the User Command Alias display.

UCAT
Uncatalog a data set.

UPDATE
Update Selection Panel Data Set Variable area.

V
View the contents of a data set.

VALIDATE
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Check a PDS for structural errors.

VLFSTAGE
Display modules staged to VLF.

X
Exclude a data set from the display.

Z
Compress data set.

Data Set List Display Usage Notes
The following section describes important considerations for using the Data Set List display.

Member Patterns in Line Commands

A member name or pattern parameter can be specified for many of the Data Set List line commands. This parameter is
used to restrict command processing to members matching the specified name or pattern. See the syntax diagram for the
command to determine if a member name or pattern parameter can be specified.

The following example shows the member pattern parameter being used to restrict the subsequent Member List display to
showing only those members of data set PDSM.DSET6 that begins with the characters ABC.

EZYEDIT Dataset List PDSM* --------------------------------------  Row 1 of 13

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select D=Delete F=Space-Rel R=Rename I=Vtoc-Info Z=Compress PF1=Help

Command     Name                                       Message           Volume

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           PDSM.BKUPDIR                                                  MVS001

           PDSM.COLLECT.PDSM02                                           MVS001

           PDSM.COLLECT.PDSM04                                           MVS001

           PDSM.DSET1                                                    MVS003

           PDSM.DSET2                                                    MVS003

           PDSM.DSET3                                                    MVS003

           PDSM.DSET4                                                    MVS003

           PDSM.DSET5                                                    MVS003

M ABC*     PDSM.DSET6                                                    MVS003

           PDSM.DSET7                                                    MVS003

           PDSM.MCPU                                                     MVS003

           PDSM.MODLDSCB                                                 MVS003

           PDSM.OVERRIDE.HELP                                            MVS001

Member List Display
The Member List display provides a powerful, flexible, and easy-to-use platform for processing individual or groups of
library members.

Member List Display Description
The EZYEDIT Member List display allows you to easily create and tailor lists of related library members in a format similar
to ISPF. These members can be processed as a group using standard ISPF commands, additional commands provided
by EZYEDIT, or your own user-defined commands.
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EZYEDIT allows you to execute common ISPF functions from the Member List display, avoiding the troublesome screen
switching inherent in ISPF, and allowing you to accomplish the task at hand in a quick, efficient manner.

Contents

Invoking the Display

The Member List display is invoked when a Partitioned Data Set or PDSE library is to be processed. Typically, the
Member List display is called by the EZYEDIT Selection Panel or when a partitioned library is selected on the Data Set
List display.

You can control the members that are included on the initial Member List display by providing a member name or member
name pattern parameter. These parameters are specified in the Member Name field of the Selection Panel or as a
parameter on the Data Set List display Select or Member List commands.

Tailoring the Display

The entries in the Member List display can be tailored to meet your individual needs. You can sort the display, include
additional objects, exclude specific entries, or filter the display based on the contents of any of the data fields.

For more information about tailoring and using EZYEDIT displays, see Using the Displays. For more information about the
commands used to tailor the displays, see Command Reference.

Member List Display Views
Each row in the Member List display represents a member in a partitioned library. Because there is more information
regarding a member than can be displayed on a single panel, additional information is shown in a series of views.

Member List display views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary commands
(usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view in the ring, scrolling right displays the next
view. Scrolling left from the first view displays the last view. Scrolling right from the last view displays the first view.

Some commands will automatically scroll the display to the view containing a specific data field. This occurs when the
data field is used as a command parameter. For example, the command SORT LASTREF will scroll the display to the
view containing the last referenced date field.

The contents of the Member List display vary depending on whether or not the members being shown are executable
modules:

• The term Executable Module includes both load modules and program object modules.
• The term Source Member includes all other members including source code, JCL, parameter, text, and other non-

executable library members.

The EZYEDIT view is the default initial view shown when the Member List display is entered. The initial default view can
be changed using the EZYEDIT Options display.

Contents

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the Member List display views:

EZYEDIT (Source)
Member information for source members.

EZYEDIT (Executable)
Member information for executable modules.
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Audit (Source)
Auditing information for source members.

Audit (Executable)
Auditing information for executable modules.

Title
Descriptive member title information.

ISPF
Similar to the standard ISPF display.

Common Display Fields

The following display fields are common to all EZYEDIT Member List views:

Command
Line command input field.

Name
Member name.

Rename
An area used to specify additional parameters for line commands and to display status messages.

EZYEDIT View (Source Members)

The EZYEDIT View is shown when the Member List display is initially invoked. The following diagram shows a sample
EZYEDIT View for source members:

EZYEDIT  JEK.JCL.CNTL (MVS120) ---------------------------------  Row 1 of 407

COMMAND ===> <primarycmd>                                      SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF01=Help     

Command   Name      Rename     VV.MM  Created      Changed      Size  Ident   

          $$$SPACE                                                            

          $$$TITLE             01.07  08/02/05  09/01/17 13:59     0  JEK02LR 

linecmd   $$18A                01.18  08/02/17  09/05/10 10:50    31  JEK     

          $$18B                03.29  09/04/06  09/06/29 18:50    15  JEK     

          $$18C                03.27  09/04/06  09/05/10 10:51    17  JEK     

          $$18D                03.26  09/04/06  09/03/15 10:42    16  JEK     

          $ALIAS               03.08  07/10/27  08/10/06 16:08    22  JEK     

          $ALUPN               01.00  07/04/27  08/04/27 13:06     0  JEKP33C 

          $ALUP1               01.00  07/04/27  08/04/27 13:02     0  JEK     

          $ASM1                03.11  09/09/02  09/09/19 11:09    15  JEK     

          $BKUP                03.15  09/03/29  09/05/23 12:20    25  JEK     

          $BR14                03.16  09/03/29  09/11/11 17:15     8  JEK     

This example shows basic member control information for the source members in the display.

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

VV.MM
The version and modification level of the member.

Created
The date the member was created.

Changed
The date and time the member was last updated.
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Size
The current size of the member in logical records.

Ident
The first seven characters of the user ID or job that last updated this member.

EZYEDIT View (Executable Modules)

The EZYEDIT View is shown when the Member List display is initially invoked. The following diagram shows a sample
EZYEDIT View for executable modules:

EZYEDIT  JEK.MASTER.LOAD (MVS120) -------------------------------  Row 1 of 49

COMMAND ===> <primarycmd>                                      SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF1=Help

Command    Name     Rename      Size   TTR   Alias-Of   Rmode Amode Auth SSI

          $$$SPACE             170F00 000020

          ABEND0C1             000008 000021             24    24

          ACCOUNT              0013F0 000029             24    24

linecmd   ATTEST    rename     000548 000032             24    31   YES

          AUFTEST              0004A8 000108             24    24   YES

          B8A                  0013F0 000110             24    24

          CSVLLNXT             000570 000119 CSVLLS01   ANY    31   YES 01118500

          CSVLLS01             000570 000119            ANY    31   YES 01118500

          DOLLACPY             0003C0 000121             24    24   YES

          LLAOPR               000400 000129             24    24   YES

          LLAOPRWA             000428 000131             24    24   YES

          LLAREF               000368 000139             24    24   YES

          PANDA                000208 000203             24    24

          PANDA1               0001B8 00020B             24    24

          PDATTACH             0005E0 000213             24    31   YES

This example shows basic member control information for the executable modules in the display.

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

Size
The size in bytes of the load module. This value is reported in hexadecimal.

TTR
The relative track and record number within the library where this member resides.

Alias-Of
If the member listed is an alias, the name of the owning member is displayed in this field.

Amode
The addressing mode assigned to the load module by the linkage editor.

Rmode
The residence mode assigned to the load module by the linkage editor.

Auth
Indicates if a module has APF authorization (AC=1).

SSI
The SSI information associated with the module.
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Audit View (Source Members)

The Audit View shows PDSMAN audit information for the displayed members. The following diagram shows a sample
Audit View for source members:

EZYEDIT  JEK.JCL.CNTL (MVS120) ---------------------------------  Row 1 of 407

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF1=Help

Command   Name     Rename      VV.MM  Created    Changed    Lastref Sta Ident

          $$$SPACE                                                            

          $$$TITLE             01.07 08/02/05 09/01/17 13:59 09/02/04   JEK02LR

          $$18A                01.18 08/02/17 09/05/10 10:50 09/06/29   JEK

          $$18B                03.29 09/04/06 09/06/29 18:50            JEK

          $$18C                03.27 09/04/06 09/05/10 10:51 09/06/29   JEK

          $$18D                03.26 09/04/06 09/08/15 10:42 09/08/29   JEK

          $ALIAS               03.08 07/10/27 08/10/06 16:08            JEK

          $ALUPN               01.00 07/04/27 08/04/27 13:06 08/04/29   JEKP33C

          $ALUP1               01.00 07/04/27 08/04/27 13:02 08/04/29   JEK

          $ASM1                03.11 09/01/02 09/01/19 11:09 08/05/20   JEK

          $BKUP                03.15 09/03/29 09/05/23 12:20 09/06/29   JEK

          $BR14                03.16 08/03/29 08/11/11 17:15 08/11/29   JEK

If an AUDIT view is requested for a library with no PDSMAN audit information, a message is produced and the scroll
request is bypassed.

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

VV.MM
The version and modification level of the member.

Created
The date the member was created.

Changed
The date and time the member was last updated.

Lastref
The date on which the member was last referenced. This field is blank if no last reference date has been recorded.

Member reference dates are recorded by the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility. For more information, see
PDSMAN Recording Member Last Reference Dates.

STA
The member status, either production (P) or test (blank).

The member status is recorded by the PDSMAN Production Member Statusing facility. For more information, see
Production Member Statusing Facility. This facility allows you to differentiate between production and test members in the
same library.
A blank value is shown when the Production Member Statusing facility is not active for the library.

Ident
The first seven characters of the user ID or job that last updated this member.

Audit View (Executable Modules)

The Audit View shows PDSMAN audit information for the displayed members. The following diagram shows a sample
Audit View for executable modules:

EZYEDIT  JEK.MASTER.LOAD (MVS120) -------------------------------  Row 1 of 49
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COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF1=Help

Command   Name     Rename      TTR    VVV    Changed     Lastref   Sta  Ident

          $$$SPACE             000020                                       

          ABEND0C1             000021 000 08/06/06 10:50 09/05/15       JEK

          ACCOUNT              000029 000 09/06/06 10:50 09/06/07       JEK

          ATTEST               000032 000 08/01/17 00:00 09/01/17

          AUFTEST              000108 000 08/03/13 00:00 09/03/13

          B8A                  000110 000 09/06/18 00:00

          CSVLLNXT             000119

          CSVLLS01             000119 000 09/06/06 10:50 09/06/07       JEK

          DOLLACPY             000121 004 08/03/22 12:55 09/02/26       JEKLINK

          LLAOPR               000129 000 09/11/19 00:00 09/03/05

          LLAOPRWA             000131 000 08/03/16 00:00 09/03/16

          LLAREF               000139 000 08/10/22 00:00 09/10/22

          PANDA                000203 000 09/06/18 00:00

          PANDA1               00020B 000 09/06/18 00:00

          PDATTACH             000213 000 09/01/20 00:00 09/02/04

If an AUDIT view is requested for a library with no PDSMAN audit information, a message is produced and the scroll
request is bypassed.

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.

TTR
The relative track and record number within the library where this member resides.

VVV
The version level of the member.

Changed
The date and time the member was last updated.

Lastref
The date on which the member was last referenced. This field is blank if no last reference date has been recorded.

Member reference dates are recorded by the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility. For more information, see
Recording Member Last Reference Date.

STA
The member status, either production (P) or test (blank).

The member status is recorded by the PDSMAN Production Member Statusing facility. For more information,
see Production Member Statusing Facility. This facility allows you to differentiate between production and test members in
the same library.
A blank value is shown when the Production Members Statusing facility is not active for the library.

Ident
The first seven characters of the user ID or job that last updated this member.

Title View

The Title view displays PDSMAN descriptive member titles for the library members.

EZYEDIT  ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.SAMPLIB (MVS130) -----------------  Row 1 of 800

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF1=Help

Command   Name     Rename                     Title Information
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          $$$TITLE             MEMBER Allocated BY PDSMAN AND UPDATED IN PLACE

          $ALLOCA              JOB TO ALLOCATE ARCHIVE BACKUP SYSTEM MODEL DSCB

          $ALLOCC              JOB TO ALLOCATE CAPTURE/ARCHIVE BACKUP SYSTEM MO

          $ALLOCV              JOB TO ALLOCATE CAPTURE/ARCHIVE BACKUP SYSTEM MO

          $INSTALL             INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

          $IVP                 INSTALLATION VERIFICATION PROCEDURE

          $LINK1               LINKAGE EDITOR CONTROL STATEMENTS

          $LINK2               LINKAGE EDITOR CONTROL STATEMENTS

          CMPRS1               IEBCOPY CONTROL STATEMENT

          CSVLLAPD             SAMPLE SYS1.PARMLIB MEMBER FOR LLA/E ELOCS

          EZYAPPL              SAMPLE VTAM APPL DEFINITIONS FOR EZYEDIT PRINTER

          EZYM10               EZYEDIT MESSAGES

          EZYPC01              EZYEDIT MAIN PANEL

This example shows descriptive member title information. The display is the same for source members and executable
modules.

The following field (in addition to the Common Display Fields) is shown in this view.

Title Information
Shows the first line of the descriptive member title information for the member. For more information about Descriptive
Member Titles facility, see Productivity Tools.

Complete title information can be displayed by selecting the member title using the TITLE line command. When selected,
the title information can be viewed or updated.

If the TITLE view is requested for a library with no PDSMAN title information, a message is produced and the scroll
request is bypassed.

ISPF View

EZYEDIT provides a Member List view similar to the standard ISPF display.

Member List Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the Member List display, including display related
commands used to manipulate the display itself and primary and line commands used to process the displayed objects.
For more information about each Member List display command, see Command Reference.

The Member List display also supports user-defined commands. For more information about user-defined commands, see
User Command Support and User Commands.

Contents

Display Related Commands

Some of the commands available on the Member List display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself.
These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays and are entered either as primary or line commands,
depending on the command type.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry containing a given string.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.
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IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field.

INCLUDE
Insert additional objects into the display.

LEFT
Scroll display left to the previous view.

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string.

ONLY
Remove entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

REFRESH
Rebuild the display information without leaving the display.

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents.

RIGHT
Scroll display right to the next view.

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields.

X
Exclude objects from the display.

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display.

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command.

? (Question)
Redisplays messages that may not have been shown due to the display of a higher severity error.

Primary Commands

Member List primary commands process entries in the display as a group. They are also used to change EZYEDIT
processing options.

Primary commands are entered in the COMMAND field of the display.

AUDIT
Scrolls directly to the AUDIT view.

CONFIRM
Controls display of the Delete confirmation panel.

CONFIRMC
Controls display of the Command confirmation panel.
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FOLD
Cause lower case characters to be translated on printing.

NOFOLD
Reset the FOLD option.

O
Modify EZYEDIT processing options and user options.

PACKINFO
Identify members that are in ISPF PACKED format.

REPLACE
Perform string scan/replace on some or all members.

SCAN
Perform string scan on some or all members.

TAG
Process logical groups of members.

TITLE
Scrolls directly to the TITLE view.

USAGE
Display data set space utilization.

Line Commands

Member List line commands process individual or blocks of members in the display. Most line commands can also be
specified as primary commands.

Member List line commands can be stacked and blocked.

Line commands are entered on the left side of the entry for a particular object.

(blank)
Select member.

B
Browse the contents of a member.

BLD
Build composite from a base module and change (delta) files.

C
Copy member.

COMPARE
Perform Compare function.

D
Delete a member.

DCF
Invoke DCF/Script processing.

DIFF
Perform Difference function.

DIR
Display formatted directory entry.
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E
Edit the contents of a member.

EC
Edit using a base module with a set of change (delta) files.

EXEC
Execute a user CLIST.

IDR
List load module IDR data.

J
Job submit.

LLAREF
Perform a synchronous LLA refresh for the member.

M
Move member.

MAP
Map a load module.

P
Print member.

PACK
PACK a member.

PDSMAN
Invoke an option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

PLISTADD
Create an entry in the EZYEDIT Personal List Index.

R
Rename a member.

S
Select member.

SUM
List load module summary data.

T
Tag or untag member.

TITLE
Display or update Descriptive Member Title Information.

U
Invoke the User Command Alias display.

UNDELETE
Undelete a non-load module member.

UNPACK
UNPACK a member.

V
View the contents of a member.
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X
Exclude a member from the display.

Member List Display Usage Notes
The following section describes important considerations for using the Member List display.

Processing Unrelated Members

Member groups do not always fit into a convenient pattern based on member name. EZYEDIT provides the TAG primary
command and line command to allow you to select unrelated members and process them as a group.

Personal List Display
The Personal List display provides an easy-to-use platform to access and maintain lists of frequently used data sets or
commands used for building other displays.

Many users find that they use the same data sets repeatedly throughout an ISPF session. EZYEDIT allows you to save
the names of frequently used or related data sets, data set patterns, or data set group keywords such as LINKLIST,
APFLIST, or LLALIST in EZYEDIT personal lists.

In addition, sets of primary commands can be used repeatedly to build and tailor displays. These command lists can be
saved and recorded in the EZYEDIT Personal List Index as a convenient means of launching Data Set List, Member List,
Allocation and Space displays.

Personal lists can be built manually, or created directly from the Data Set List display.

Personal lists are an extension of the saved data set lists available in previous releases of EZYEDIT. An existing EZYEDIT
saved data set list can be used as a personal list by creating an entry for the list in the Personal List Index.

Personal List Display Description
The EZYEDIT Personal List display allows you to easily access and manage your saved personal lists. The display
provides description and location information for each personal list in your Personal List Index.

Contents

Invoking the Display

The Personal List display is invoked in any of the following ways:

• By entering PLIST in the EZYEDIT Selection Panel Function field
• By entering a single at sign (@) in the EZYEDIT Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field

Tailoring the Display

The entries in the Personal List display can be tailored to meet your individual needs. You can sort the display, include
additional objects, exclude specific entries, or filter the display based on the contents of any of the data fields.

For more information about the commands used to tailor the displays, see the section Command Reference.
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Personal List Display Views
Each row in the Personal List display represents a personal list that has been saved in a library and recorded in your
Personal List Index. Because there is more information regarding a personal list than can be displayed on a single panel,
additional information is shown in a series of views.

Personal List display views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary commands
(usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view in the ring, scrolling right displays the next
view. Scrolling left from the first view displays the last view. Scrolling right from the last view displays the first view.

Some commands will automatically scroll the display to the view containing a specific data field. This occurs when the
data field is used as a command parameter. For example, the command SORT LOCATION will scroll the display to the
view containing the location field.

Contents

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the Personal List display views:

Description
Personal list description.

Location
Personal list location information.

Common Display Fields

The following display fields are common to all EZYEDIT Member List views:

Command
Line command input field.

Name
Personal list name.

Description View

The Description View is shown when the Personal List display is initially invoked. The following diagram shows a sample
Description View:

EZYEDIT Personal Lists --------------------------------------------- Row 1 of 7

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Enter:  S=Select  D=Delete  E=Edit  R=Rename  U=Update  X=eXclude  PF01=Help  

Command Name     Description                          Message    Changed      

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        PDSMR770 Unmigrated PDSMAN R770 Data Sets              2009/08/06  9:50

        STAGE770 Release 770 Staging Libraries                 2009/08/05 11:38

        PAYROLL  Payroll Data Sets                             2009/08/01 15:56

        ACCTPAY  Accounts Payable Data Sets                    2009/08/01 14:10

        JCLCNTL  JCL.CNTL libraries                            2009/08/01 13:24

        PDSMHLQ  All PDSMAN.* Data Sets                        2009/07/26 14:39

        ISPPROF  ISPF Profiles                                 2009/07/25 16:29

This example shows basic descriptive information for the entries in the Personal List Index.

The following fields (in addition to the Common Display Fields) are shown in this view.
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Description
A user supplied description of the contents of the personal list.

Message
Displays error and status messages. If a personal list command terminates with an error, this field is used to display the
error status.

Changed
The date and time the personal list was last updated.

Location View

The following illustration shows the Location view of the Personal List display. This view provides information about where
the data for the personal list is saved.

EZYEDIT Personal Lists --------------------------------------------- Row 1 of 7

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Enter:  S=Select  D=Delete  E=Edit  R=Rename  U=Update  X=eXclude  PF01=Help  

Command Name     Location            

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        PDSMR770 PDSMAN.PLIST.LIBRARY

        STAGE770 PDSMAN.PLIST.LIBRARY

        PAYROLL  USER.PLIST.LIBRARY

        ACCTPAY  USER.PLIST.LIBRARY

        JCLCNTL  PDSMAN.PLIST.LIBRARY

        PDSMHLQ  PDSMAN.PLIST.LIBRARY

        ISPPROF  USER.PLIST.LIBRARY

The following field (in addition to the Common Display Fields) is shown in this view.

Location
The name of the data set that contains the saved personal list member.

Personal List Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the Personal List display, including display related
commands used to manipulate the display itself and primary and line commands used to process the displayed objects.
For more information about each Personal List display command, see Command Reference.

The Personal List display also supports user-defined commands. For more information about user-defined commands,
see User Command Support and User Commands.

Contents

Display Related Commands

Some of the commands available on the Personal List display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself.
These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry containing a given string.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.
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IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field.

LEFT
Scroll display left to the previous view.

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string.

ONLY
Remove entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents.

RIGHT
Scroll display right to the next view.

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields.

X
Exclude objects from the display.

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display.

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command.

? (Question)
Redisplays messages that may not have been shown due to the display of a higher severity error.

Primary Commands

You enter primary commands in the COMMAND field near the top of the display.

CONFIRM
Controls display of the Delete confirmation panels.

CONFIRMC
Controls display of the Command confirmation panel.

EXPORT
Write Personal List Index entries to a user-specified data set.

IMPORT
Include previously exported Personal List Index entries from a user-specified data set.

O
Modify EZYEDIT processing options and user options.

PLISTCHK
Validate Personal List Index entries.
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SAVE
Save the contents of the current Personal List display to the ISPF profile data set.

Line Commands

Personal List line commands process individual or blocks of personal lists. Most line commands can also be specified as
primary commands. Line commands can be stacked and blocked.

Enter line commands to the left of the entry for a particular object.

(blank)
Select a personal list for Data Set List display processing.

B
Browse the contents of a personal list.

D
Delete a personal list from the index and from the data set where it resides.

E
Edit the contents of a personal list.

PS
Display the contents of a personal list in a PLIST Selection list.

R
Rename a personal list.

S
Execute or display the contents of a personal list.

U
Invoke the User Command Alias display.

UPDATE
Update a personal list description or location.

V
View the contents of a personal list.

X
Exclude a personal list from the display.

Personal List Display Usage Notes
The following section describes important considerations for using the Personal List display.

Contents

Creating Personal Lists from the Data Set List Display

Personal lists can be created from the Data Set List display by issuing the Data Set List SAVE command. EZYEDIT
prompts you for a description of the list and a member and data set name under which the new personal list should be
saved. The new personal list is automatically added to your Personal List Index for future reference.

Manually Creating Personal Lists

Personal lists can also be created directly from the Personal List display. For example, entering the following command in
the Personal List display primary command field causes EZYEDIT to create a new personal list called SYSTEMDS:
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S SYSTEMDS

You are prompted to enter a location and description for the new list. EZYEDIT then invokes the ISPF EDIT service,
allowing you to enter data set names, patterns, or group keywords together with comments indicated by an asterisk (*) in
column 1, as shown below:

* Sample Dataset List including all System Datasets

'SYSX.LINKLIB'

'SYS1.*'

'SYS2.*'

LINKLIST

When you end the edit session, EZYEDIT saves your new personal list, adds it to your Personal List Index and then
processes the list. In the previous example, the SYSTEMDS personal list invokes a Data Set List display showing
SYSX.LINKLIB, all cataloged SYS1 and SYS2 data sets, and all the data sets in the current system linklist.

Personal lists can also be used to directly invoke Member List, DASD Space, and Allocation (LISTA) processing.

The following Personal list displays a Member List containing all members in data set SYS1.PARMLIB starting with the
characters ABC. Members starting with the characters DEF are then included using the I DEF* command. Finally, the
display is filtered to include only those members with an ID value of JEK.

* List 'SYS1.PARMLIB' members updated by "JEK"

MSL 'SYS1.PARMLIB(ABC*)'

I DEF*

IF ID EQ JEK

The following Personal list invokes an EZYEDIT DASD Space display containing all volumes allocated with a Storage
Group name starting with the characters TEST. Volumes defined using the esoteric unitname of SYSDA are also included.
The resulting list of DASD volumes is then filtered to exclude those with space utilization less than 80 percent. Finally, the
display is sorted in order of descending space utilization.

* Display SMS Volumes with a Storage Group starting with "TEST"

SPACE SG=TEST*

I U=SYSDA

IF VOL% GT 80

SORT VOL% D

Including Saved Data Set Lists as Personal Lists

Personal lists are an extension of the saved data set lists available in previous releases of EZYEDIT. Data set lists that
you have previously saved can be added to the index of personal lists using the Select primary command and specifying
the name of the new personal list you want to add. Enter the data set in which the saved data set list resides and a
description of the new personal list at the appropriate prompts. EZYEDIT will create an entry for the new list in your
Personal List Index.

Editing Personal Lists

You can modify your personal lists using the Personal List display Edit line command. EZYEDIT invokes the ISPF EDIT
service to edit the contents of the selected personal list.

Allocation Display
The Allocation display shows current TSO allocations in a scrollable display.
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Allocation Display Description
The EZYEDIT Allocation display shows the data sets that are allocated to your TSO user ID. This information makes it
easy for you to identify the libraries that are allocated in your TSO logon procedure and the DD name with which they are
associated.

Contents

Invoking the Display

The Allocation display is invoked by specifying LISTA in the Selection Panel Function field. The display can be filtered by
specifying the following selection criteria in the DSN/Variable # field:

• A ddname or pattern (for example, ISPPLIB or ISP*)
• A data set name or pattern (for example, SYS1.USER.*)
• A data set variable number (for example, 21) corresponding to an entry in the Data Set Variable Area
• A file specification (for example, F(SYSPROC) or F(ISP*) )

You can also specify a volume serial or volume serial pattern in the Volume Serial field.

In this manner, allocations referencing a particular data set, or referencing a data set residing on a particular DASD
volume, can be easily identified.

Scrolling the Display to Another View

If you issue the RIGHT command while you are in the Allocation display, EZYEDIT invokes the Data Set List display, with
the list populated with the entries shown in the Allocation display. You can use the Data Set List display to process the
entries as you would any data set.

Allocation Display Views
Each row in the Allocation display represents an allocation to your TSO user ID. The same data set may be shown in
multiple entries if it is allocated to more than one DD statement.

Allocation View

The following illustration shows an Allocation display for data set allocations with ddnames beginning with the characters
ISP. This display was invoked by specifying F(ISP*) in the DSN/Variable # field of the EZYEDIT Selection Panel.

EZYEDIT Allocation Display F(ISP*) ------------------------------  Row 1 of 20

COMMAND ===> <primarycmd>                                     SCROLL ===> PAGE

DDname   Dataset name                                              Volume  Disp

ISPMLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPMLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPMLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.DGTMLIB                                              MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRMLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPMLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

ISPPLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPPLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPPLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.DGTPLIB                                              MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRPLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPPLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

ISPSLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPSLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPSLIB                                         TSO002  SHR
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         SYS1.DGTSLIB                                              MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRSLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPSLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

ISPTLIB  SYS2.TEST.ISPTLIB                                         TSO016  SHR

         SYS2.USER.ISPTLIB                                         TSO002  SHR

         SYS1.DGTTLIB                                              MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISRTLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

         SYS1.V3R3M0.ISPTLIB                                       MVSRES  SHR

The following fields are shown in this view:

DDname
The ddname to which the indicated data set is allocated.

Dataset name
The name of the data set.

Volser
The volume serial on which the data set resides.

Disp
The disposition with which the data set has been allocated.

Allocation Display Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the Allocation display, including display related commands
used to manipulate the display. There are no other primary or line commands associated with this display. For more
information about each Allocation display command, see Command Reference.

Contents

Display Related Commands

The commands available on the Allocation display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself. These
commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Find a data set name or string in the Allocation display.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.

IF
Conditional allocation filter.

LOCATE
Position the display to a specified allocation.

ONLY
Removes entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the current display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
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Save the list of objects to the display stack.

RIGHT
Display data sets in Data Set List display format.

SORT
Sort the Allocation display.

X
Exclude allocations from the display.

Volume Information Display
The Volume Information Display shows information about your DASD volumes in a scrollable display.

Volume Information Display Description
The Volume Information display allows you to view important information about your DASD volumes including the amount
of free space available and utilization statistics for both the volume and the VTOC.

Invoking the Display

The Volume Information display is invoked by specifying SPACE in the Selection Panel Function field. The display can be
filtered using the following selection criteria:

• A volume serial or volume serial pattern in the Volume Serial field (for example, MVS001 or MVS*). Default
processing displays all volumes (equivalent to a pattern of "*").

• A unit address or unit address pattern in the Volume Serial field (for example, /1C0 or /1C*).
• A Storage Group or Storage Group pattern in the DSN/Variable # field (for example, SG=TEST or SG=TEST*).
• An Esoteric Unit name in the DSN/Variable # field (for example, U=3390).

Volume Information Display Views
Each row in the Volume Information display represents a DASD volume. Because there is more information regarding a
volume than can be displayed on a single panel, additional information is shown in a series of views.

Volume Information display views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary commands
(usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view in the ring, scrolling right displays the next
view.

Some commands will automatically scroll the display to the view containing a specific data field. This occurs when the
data field is used as a command parameter. For example, the command SORT IND will scroll the display to the view
showing the indexed VTOC indicator.

Contents

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the Volume Information display views:

Freespace
Shows volume free space information including the largest contiguous space available on the volume.

Usage
Shows volume, VTOC and VTOC Index usage information.

Summary
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Shows the fragmentation index, device type and volume status information.

Volume Space
Shows the total volume space, the total volume free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space, in cylinders,
tracks and bytes.

Track Managed
Shows the total space, free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space in the track managed area of the
volume. This view is displayed only when showing information for Extended Address Volumes (EAVs).

FREESPACE View

The Freespace view shows volume free space information. The following illustration shows the Freespace view for
volumes beginning with the characters D8EAV.

EZYEDIT Volume Information Vol=D8EAV* ------------------------------ Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                              

            <-------------- Volume Freespace ---------------> <--- Largest --->

Volume  Cua Cyls--Trks--Byts Free% ...25...50...75..100   Cap  Cyls--Trks--Byts

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D8EAV1 8E00  250K 3.75M  212G  95% *******************   223G  191K 2.86M  162G

D8EAV2 8E01  263K 3.94M  223G 100% ********************  223G  197K 2.96M  167G

D8EAV3 8F00  263K 3.94M  223G 100% ********************  223G  197K 2.96M  168G

D8EAV4 8F01  263K 3.94M  223G 100% ********************  223G  197K 2.96M  168G

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

The following information is shown in this view:

Volume
Volume serial.

Cua
Physical device address.

Cyls
Number of free cylinders on the volume.

Trks
Number of free tracks on the volume.

Byts
Number of free bytes on the volume.

Free%
Volume free space percentage.

...25...
Volume free space percentage bar graph.

Capacity
Device capacity.

Cyls
Size of the largest contiguous free space area, in cylinders.

Trks
Size of the largest contiguous free space area, in tracks.

Byts
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Size of the largest contiguous free space area, in bytes.

Usage View

The Usage view shows volume and VTOC usage information. The following illustration shows the Usage view for volumes
beginning with the characters D8EAV.

EZYEDIT Volume Information Vol=D8EAV* ------------------------------ Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                              

             <----------- Volume Usage ----------->   <------ Vtoc Usage ----->

Volume  Cua  Tracks Free Used% ...25...50...75..100   Vtoc# Vtoc% Ind Ind# Ind%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D8EAV1 8E00   3.94M 3.75M   5% *                       >1K    0%  Act 135  100%

D8EAV2 8E01   3.94M 3.94M   0%                         449    0%  Act  45    8%

D8EAV3 8F00   3.94M 3.94M   0%                         449    0%  Act  45    8%

D8EAV4 8F01   3.94M 3.94M   0%                         449    0%  Act  45    8%

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

The following information is shown on this view:

Volume
Volume serial.

Cua
Physical device address.

Tracks
Total number of tracks for the volume.

Free
Total number of free tracks for the volume.

Used%
Volume utilization percentage.

...25...
Volume utilization percentage bar graph.

Vtoc#
Number of tracks allocated to the VTOC. If the value is larger than 999 tracks this will be displayed as ">1K".

Vtoc%
VTOC utilization percentage.

Ind
One of the following VTOC index indicators:

Act
The VTOC is indexed and the index is active.

Ina
The VTOC is indexed but the index is not active.

No
The VTOC is not indexed.

Ind#
Number of tracks allocated to the VTOC index. If the value is larger than 999 tracks this will be displayed as ">1K".

Ind%
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VTOC index utilization percentage.

Summary View

The Summary view shows unit type and other volume related status information. The following illustration shows the
Summary view for volumes beginning with the characters D8EAV.

EZYEDIT Volume Information Vol=D8EAV* ------------------------------ Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                              

               <---------------------- Volume Summary ------------------------>

Volume  Cua    Trk/Cyl Tracks  Free  Frag    Device  Access   Mount   Status  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D8EAV1 8E00        15   3.94M 3.75M    38    3390-A  Shared   Private         

D8EAV2 8E01        15   3.94M 3.94M    39    3390-A  Shared   Private         

D8EAV3 8F00        15   3.94M 3.94M    39    3390-A  Shared   Private         

D8EAV4 8F01        15   3.94M 3.94M    39    3390-A  Shared   Private         

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

The following information is shown in this view:

Volume
Volume serial.

Cua
Physical device address.

Trk/Cyl
Number of tracks per cylinder for the volume.

Tracks
Total number of tracks for the volume.

Free
Total number of free tracks for the volume.

Frag
Volume fragmentation index.

Device
Device type and model.

Access
The device's share type or SMS storage group.

Mount
Current mount status of the volume.

Status
Device status conditions.

Volume Space View

The Volume Space view shows the total volume space, the total volume free space, and the size of the largest contiguous
free space, in cylinders, tracks and bytes. The following illustration shows the Volume Space view for volumes beginning
with the characters D8EAV.

EZYEDIT Volume Information Vol=D8EAV* ------------------------------ Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
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              <----------------------- Volume Space ------------------------> 

Volume  Cua   T-Cyl T-Trk T-Byt   F-Cyl F-Trk F-Byt F-Ext   L-Cyl L-Trk L-Byt 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D8EAV1 8E00    263K 3.94M  223G    250K 3.75M  212G     6    191K 2.86M  162G 

D8EAV2 8E01    263K 3.94M  223G    263K 3.94M  223G     5    197K 2.96M  167G 

D8EAV3 8F00    263K 3.94M  223G    263K 3.94M  223G     2    197K 2.96M  168G 

D8EAV4 8F01    263K 3.94M  223G    263K 3.94M  223G     2    197K 2.96M  168G 

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

The following information is shown on this view:

Volume
Volume serial.

Cua
Physical device address.

T-Cyl
Total number of cylinders on the volume.

T-Trk
Total number of tracks on the volume.

T-Byt
Total number of bytes on the volume.

F-Cyl
Number of free cylinders on the volume.

F-Trk
Number of free tracks on the volume.

F-Byt
Number of free bytes on the volume.

F-Ext
Number of free extents on the volume (may be used as an indicator of volume fragmentation).

L-Cyl
Size of the largest contiguous free space area, in cylinders.

L-Trk
Size of the largest contiguous free space area, in tracks.

L-Byt
Size of the largest contiguous free space area, in bytes.

Track Managed View

The Track Managed view shows the total space, free space, and the size of the largest contiguous free space in the
track managed area of the volume. This view is displayed only when showing information for Extended Address Volumes
(EAVs). The following illustration shows the Track Managed view for volumes beginning with the characters D8EAV.

EZYEDIT Volume Information Vol=D8EAV* ------------------------------ Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                                              

              <-------------------- Track Managed Space --------------------> 

Volume  Cua   T-Cyl T-Trk T-Byt   F-Cyl F-Trk F-Byt F-Ext   L-Cyl L-Trk L-Byt 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D8EAV1 8E00   65520  983K 55.7G   59079  886K 50.2G     5   59040  886K 50.2G 
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D8EAV2 8E01   65520  983K 55.7G   65477  982K 55.7G     4   65452  982K 55.6G 

D8EAV3 8F00   65520  983K 55.7G   65487  982K 55.7G     1   65487  982K 55.7G 

D8EAV4 8F01   65520  983K 55.7G   65487  982K 55.7G     1   65487  982K 55.7G 

******************************* Bottom of Data ********************************

The following information is shown on this view:

Volume
Volume serial.

Cua
Physical device address.

T-Cyl
Total number of cylinders in the track-managed area.

T-Trk
Total number of tracks in the track-managed area.

T-Byt
Total number of bytes in the track-managed area.

F-Cyl
Number of free cylinders in the track-managed area.

F-Trk
Number of free tracks in the track-managed area.

F-Byt
Number of free bytes in the track-managed area.

F-Ext
Number of free extents available in the track-managed area.

L-Cyl
Size of the largest contiguous free space in the track-managed area, in cylinders.

L-Trk
Size of the largest contiguous free space in the track-managed area, in tracks.

L-Byt
Size of the largest contiguous free space in the track-managed area, in bytes.

Volume Information Display Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the Volume Information display, including display related
commands used to manipulate the display itself and line commands used to process the displayed objects. For more
information about each command, see Command Reference.

Contents

Display Related Commands

Some of the commands available on the Volume Information display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display
itself. These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry containing a given string.
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HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.

IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field.

INCLUDE
Insert additional objects into the display.

LEFT
Scroll display left to the previous view.

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string.

ONLY
Remove entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

REFRESH
Rebuild the display information without leaving the display.

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents.

RIGHT
Scroll display right to the next view.

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields.

X
Exclude objects from the display.

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display.

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command.

? (Question)
Redisplays messages that may not have been shown due to the display of a higher severity error.

Primary Commands

Volume Information Display primary commands process entries in the display as a group.

Primary commands are entered in the COMMAND field of the display.

USAGEDisplay volume space utilization.
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Line Commands

Volume Information line commands process individual or blocks of volumes in the display. Most line commands can also
be specified as primary commands. Line commands can be stacked and blocked.

The Volume Information display does not include a dedicated line command field. Line commands are entered by
overtyping the text in the Volume field in column 1 of the line for the appropriate entry.

(blank)
Select the displayed volume and invoke the Data Set List to show all data sets residing on the selected volume.

S
Select the displayed volume and invoke the Data Set List to show all data sets residing on the selected volume.

U
Invoke the User Command Alias display.

X
Exclude a volume from the display.

Volume Information Display Usage Notes
The following usage notes apply to the Volume Information Display.

Column and Field Names

The information on the Volume Information display can be externalized through the USING and MODEL parameters of the
EZYEDIT HC and OUTPUT commands. These parameters require you to specify actual EZYEDIT field names, which may
differ from the column headers shown on the display.

View Column Header EZYEDIT Field Name Notes
All Volume VOLume  
All Cua CUA  
Freespace Cyls FREECyl  
Freespace Trks FREETrk  
Freespace Byts FREEByt  
Freespace Free% FREE% Numeric value only
Freespace Free% FREEPCNT Numeric value, including trailing

percent sign
Freespace ...25... FREEGraph  
Freespace Capacity CAPacity  
Freespace Cyls CONTCyl  
Freespace Trks CONTTrk  
Freespace Byts CONTByt  
Usage Tracks VOLTrks  
Usage Free VOLFree  
Usage Used% USED% Numeric value only
Usage Used% USEDPCNT Numeric value, including trailing

percent sign
Usage ...25... USEDGraph  
Usage Vtoc# VTOC#  
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Usage Vtoc% VTOC% Numeric value only
Usage Vtoc% VTOCPCNT Numeric value, including trailing

percent sign
Usage Ind INDx  
Usage Ind# IND#  
Usage Ind% IND% Numeric value only
Usage Ind% INDPCNT Numeric value, including trailing

percent sign
Summary Trk/Cyl TRK/cyl  
Summary Tracks VOLTrks  
Summary Free VOLFree  
Summary Frag FRAg  
Summary Device DEVice  
Summary Access ACCess  
Summary Mount MOUnt  
Summary Status STAtus  
Volume Space T-Cyl TOTCyl  
Volume Space T-Trk TOTTrk  
Volume Space T-Byt TOTByt  
Volume Space F-Cyl FREECyl  
Volume Space F-Trk FREETrk  
Volume Space F-Byt FREEByt  
Volume Space F-Ext FREEExt  
Volume Space L-Cyl CONTCyl  
Volume Space L-Trk CONTTrk  
Volume Space L-Byt CONTByt  
Track Managed T-Cyl TOTCYLE  
Track Managed T-Trk TOTTRKE  
Track Managed T-Byt TOTBYTE  
Track Managed F-Cyl FREECYLE  
Track Managed F-Trk FREETRKE  
Track Managed F-Byt FREEBYTE  
Track Managed F-Ext FREEEXTE  
Track Managed L-Cyl CONTCYLE  
Track Managed L-Trk CONTTRKE  
Track Managed L-Byt CONTBYTE  

User Command Alias Display
The User Command Alias display provides a platform for using and maintaining alias entries for EZYEDIT commands and
for commands you define using EZYEDIT's user-defined command capabilities.
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User Command Alias Display Description
The User Command Alias display:

• Allows you to define alias entries for your frequently used commands
• Is often used for user commands or TSO CLISTS that you execute from EZYEDIT
• Is used to assign alias names to the commands that EZYEDIT provides

You can execute the commands for which you have defined alias by typing the alias name in the primary or line command
field on the appropriate EZYEDIT display, or you can execute them directly from the User Command Alias display.

You can also include command execution parameters in the alias entries. This allows you to avoid retyping parameters
when you execute the command.

The User Command Alias entries are kept in an ISPF profile member called the User Command Alias table.

Invoking the Display

The User Command Alias display is invoked by specifying a U in the Selection Panel Function # field or by entering a U
line or primary command on any EZYEDIT display. The display can also be invoked from the EZYEDIT Options Menu.

User Command Alias Display Views
Each row in the User Command Alias display represents a user command alias entry you have defined and saved in
your User Command Alias table. Because there is more information regarding an entry than can be displayed on a single
panel, additional information is shown in a series of views.

User Command Alias display views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary
commands (usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view in the ring, scrolling right displays
the next view. Scrolling left from the first view displays the last view. Scrolling right from the last view displays the first
view.

Contents

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the User Command Alias display views:

Description
Shows a partial definition of the command to be invoked and the parameters to be used when this entry is executed along
with a textual description of the entry that you provide.

Definition (Command)
Shows a complete definition of the command to be invoked and the parameters to be used when this entry is executed.

Description View

The following illustration shows a User Command Alias display.

EZYEDIT User Command Alias ----------------------------------------  Row 1 of 5

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

Enter:  S=Select     E=Edit    C=Copy     D=Delete     R=Rename     PF1=Help

  Name   Description                         Command

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  BU     Backup dataset                      COPY SUF(BKUP),DIR(0),NOP

  LC     List Catalog command                LISTC ENT(/) ALL

  MC     Make copy of a dsn                  COPY SUF(NEW),NOP
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  USER1  Simple usercommand                  %USER1 P1(ABC) P2(&ZUSER)

  USER2  Simple usercommand                  %USER2 P1(ABC) P2(/) P3(&ZUSER)    

The following describes the individual fields on the User Command Alias display:

Name
User Command Alias name.

Description
User supplied description of the Command Alias.

Command
The definition for the User Command Alias. This definition replaces the command alias name when it is invoked.

Only the first thirty characters of the command definition are shown on the Description View. If the command definition is
longer than thirty characters, a '+' is shown in the last position. Scroll the display to the right and use the Definition View to
see the entire command definition.

PromptThe setting of the confirm option for each User Command Alias is shown in the Prompt field on the Definition
View. This option controls the display of the Command Confirmation panel. A setting of Yes causes the Command
Confirmation panel to be displayed. Setting this option to No skips the display.

Command Alias Display Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the User Command Alias display, including display related
commands used to manipulate the display itself for primary and line commands used to process the displayed entries.

For more information about each User Command Alias display command, see Command Reference.

Contents

Display Related Commands

Some of the commands available on the User Command Alias display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display
itself. These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays and are entered either as primary or line commands,
depending on the command type.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry containing a given string.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.

IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field.

LEFT
Scroll display left to the previous view.

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string.

ONLY
Remove entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
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Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents.

RIGHT
Scroll display right to the next view.

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields.

X
Exclude objects from the display.

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display.

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command.

? (Question)
Redisplays messages that may not have been shown due to the display of a higher severity error.

Primary Commands

You enter primary commands in the COMMAND field near the top of the display.

SAVE
Save the contents of the current User Command Alias display to the ISPF profile data set.

Line Commands

User Command Alias display line commands process individual or blocks of command aliases. Most line commands can
also be specified as primary commands. Line commands can be stacked and blocked.

You enter line commands to the left of the entry.

(blank)
Select an entry for processing (execute the command).

C
Copy a User Command Alias definition to a new entry.

D
Delete a User Command Alias definition.

E
Edit a User Command Alias definition.

R
Rename a User Command Alias definition.

S
Select an entry for processing (execute the command) or create a new entry.

X
Exclude an entry from the display.
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Command Alias Display Usage Notes
The following section describes important considerations for using the User Command Alias display.

Contents

Sample Entries

The User Command Alias display may include a number of sample entries. These entries are displayed when:

• The User Command Alias table does not exist in your Profile data set
• The User Command Alias table is empty

Once you have defined a User Command Alias entry, the User Command Alias table is automatically created and saved
in your ISPF profile data set, using the member name PDSM$ALI.

The sample entries can be deleted, or you can keep them in the User Command Alias table as an example of how to
specify future entries.

Creating New Entries

You create new entries in the User Command Alias table using the Select primary command and specifying the name of
an entry that does not already exist in the table.

For example, to create a new entry called SYSTEMID, enter the following in the primary command area:

S SYSTEMID

You will then be prompted to add information for the new alias entry.

Linklist Sets Display
The Linklist Sets Display shows available Linklist set definitions in a scrollable display.

Linklist Sets Display Description
The Linklist Sets display shows information about the system Linklist sets defined on your system. You can see the
number of data sets in each definition, how many users are using each set, the status of each set, and indicators that
show if the set is backed by LLA, is currently active, or was used at IPL time.

Invoking the Display

The Linklist Sets display is invoked by specifying LINKSETS in the Selection Panel Function field and specifying an
optional Linklist Set filter in the DSN/Variable # field.

Linklist Sets Display Views
Each row in the Linklist Sets display represents a Linklist set definition with the information displayed in a single view.

The following illustration shows a sample Linklist Sets display.

EZYEDIT Linklist Sets ---------------------------------------------- Row 1 of 20

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Enter: S=Select  ACTivate  DEFine  ADD  DELete  Jobs  REMove  UPDate PF1=Help

Command   Name                     Dsns  Users    LLA Chk IPL   In-Use Status

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

          LNKLST00                   12   416     Yes Yes Yes     Yes  Current  
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          JESLINK                     2     3      No Yes  No     Yes  Active

          EDLNK                      12     0      No Yes  No      No  Inactive

          SERVPAK                    14     0      No Yes  No      No  Inactive

The following describes the individual fields on the Linklist Sets display:

Name
The Linklist set name.

Dsns
The number of data sets defined in this Linklist set.

Users
The number of address spaces that are currently using this Linklist set.

LLA
Specifies if the Linklist set is backed by LLA.

Check
Specifies if the CHECK parameter was specified when the Linklist set was defined.

IPL
Specifies if the Linklist set was used by IPL.

In-Use
Specifies if the Linklist set is currently in use.

Status
Specifies the current Linklist set status.

The field name in bold text denotes the field name that should be used when filtering or sorting the display. It may differ
slightly from the column headers shown on the display.

Linklist Sets Display Command Summary
This section summarizes the commands that can be issued on the Linklist Sets display, including display related
commands used to manipulate the display itself and line commands used to process the displayed objects. For more
information about each command, see Command Reference.

Contents

Display Related Commands

Some of the commands available on the Linklist Sets display are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself.
These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry that contains a given string.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display.

IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field.

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string.

ONLY
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Remove entries that do not contain a string.

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set.

POPLIST
Restore the list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents.

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields.

X
Exclude objects from the display.

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display.

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command.

? (Question)
Redisplays messages that may not have been shown due to the display of a higher severity error.

Primary Commands

You enter primary commands in the COMMAND field near the top of the display.

UPDATE
Update Jobs to use the Current Linklist.

Line Commands

Linklist Sets display line commands process individual or blocks of Linklist sets in the display. Most line commands can
also be specified as primary commands. Line commands can be stacked and blocked.

You enter line commands to the left of the entry for a particular object.

(blank)
Invoke Data Set List processing to display the data sets that are defined in the selected Linklist set.

Activate
Make the selected Linklist set the current Linklist set. All jobs and address spaces that subsequently start will use this
Linklist set definition. Jobs or address spaces that were started before the activation continue to use the previous current
definition.

Add
Add a data set to an existing inactive Linklist set. To begin using the modified Linklist set, you must activate using the
ACTIVATE command.

Define
Define a new Linklist set concatenation.

Delete
Delete a data set from an existing inactive Linklist set. To begin using the modified Linklist set, you must activate using the
ACTIVATE command.
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Jobs
Display the jobs that are currently using the selected Linklist set.

Remove
Delete the selected Linklist set definition from the system.

S (Select)
Invoke Data Set List processing to display the data sets that are defined in the selected Linklist set.

U
Invoke the User Command Alias display.

X
Exclude a Linklist set from the display.

Linklist Sets Display Usage Notes
The following section describes important considerations for using the Linklist Sets display.

Security Considerations

Linklist Sets display commands are disabled by default and require SAF authority to the FACILITY class. For more
information about authorizing the commands, see member $LLSSEC in the PDSMAN User Information library.

EZYEDIT Options Menu
The EZYEDIT Options Menu allows you to alter the way EZYEDIT processes in certain circumstances, SAVE or LOAD
data set variables to a disk file, update the Print Destination Table, or change the color and highlighting of the EZYEDIT
displays.

The Options Menu is invoked by specifying the O (Options) function in the Selection Panel Function field or by specifying
the O (Options) primary command from the EZYEDIT Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Space or Allocation
displays. An example of the Options Menu is shown in the following illustration:

-------------------------- EZYEDIT Options Menu ----------------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 Select Option ===>

    1 - General Options     

    2 - Edit    Options     

    3 - DATASET List Options

    4 - MEMBER  List Options

    5 - SAVE Dataset Variables

    6 - LOAD Dataset Variables previously saved

    7 - Print Destination Table

    8 - COLOR Options

    9 - User Command ALIAS definitions

 Select an Option and Press ENTER to process or END to exit
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General User Options
This option allows you to change EZYEDIT defaults and alter the way EZYEDIT processes in certain circumstances. The
following illustration shows a sample General User Options display.

------------------------ EZYEDIT User Options ---------------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 Select Default (DSORG=PO)     ===> EDIT        (EDIT, BROWSE or VIEW)

 Select Default (DSORG=PS)     ===> EDIT        (EDIT, BROWSE or VIEW)

 Select Default (DSORG=VS)     ===> VIEW        (EDIT, BROWSE or VIEW)

 Select Default (ASA or MC)    ===> VIEW        (EDIT, BROWSE or VIEW)

 Dataset Variable Format       ===> STD         (STD or DATA)

 Reset Function Field          ===> YES         (Yes or No)

 Reset DSN/Variable # Field    ===> NO          (Yes or No)

 Update Project,Group,Type     ===> YES         (Yes, No or Entry)

 Maximum Dataset Variables     ===> 92

 Initial Dataset Variable      ===> 1

 Multi-Level HLQ Option        ===> NO          (Yes or No)

 Print Class                   ===> A

 Print Copy Count              ===> 1

 Print Command Processor       ===> EZYEDIT

 ENTER required options and Press ENTER to process or END to exit

The following describes the individual fields on the User Options display.

Select Default (DSORG=PO)
This option allows the default processing for the Select (S) line command on the Data Set List display and Member List
display to be user selectable between Edit, Browse, or View. A global Select default can be specified using the SELCMD=
parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Select Default (DSORG=PS)
This option allows the default processing for selection (S) of sequential data sets (DSORG=PS) to be user selectable
between Edit, Browse, or View. A global sequential command default can be specified using the SEQCMD= parameter of
the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Select Default (DSORG=VS)
This option allows the default processing for selection (S) of VSAM data sets (DSORG=VS) to be user selectable between
Edit, Browse, or View. A global VSAM command default can be specified using the VSAMCMD= parameter of the
$EZYEDIT control statement.

Select Default (ASA or MC)
This option allows the default processing for selection (S) of data sets containing machine or ASA printer control
characters to be user selectable between Edit, Browse, or View. A global machine or ASA control command default can
be specified using the ASACMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Data Set Variable Format
This option controls the format of the Selection Panel Data Set Variable Area. If STD is specified, the first 30 bytes of the
variable data is displayed in two-column format. If DATA is specified, the variables are displayed in single-column format,
based upon display area width.

Reset Function Field
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If set to a value of Yes, the Selection Panel Function field is cleared whenever the Selection Panel is redisplayed. A
global default can be specified using the RESETFUNC= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Reset DSN/Variable # Field
If set to a value of Yes, the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field is cleared whenever the Selection Panel is redisplayed.
If set to a value of Entry, this field will be cleared only on initial entry. A global default can be specified using the
RESETDSNV= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Update Project,Group,Type
This option allows you to control the contents of the Project, Group, and Type fields on the Selection Panel. If set to Yes,
these fields are updated with the name of the last used data set, assuming the data set name is of proper format. If this
option is set to No, these fields are updated only if specifically overtyped.

Maximum Data Set Variables
The maximum number of variables in the Data Set Variable Area. EZYEDIT may adjust the value slightly upward to
ensure that there are always enough variables to fill the first display screen. The maximum value that can be specified is
996. No less than one screen of entries will be displayed, regardless of this setting.

Initial Data Set Variable
The top of the Data Set Variable Area is set to this entry number when the EZYEDIT Selection Panel is entered.

Multi-Level HLQ Option
This option is effective only when the Update Project, Group, Type option is set to Yes. It controls the content of the
Project field when EZYEDIT is recording the name of the last used data set. If this option is set to Yes, multiple level
qualifiers are supported in the Selection Panel Project field.

Print Class Default
The default print class for the EZYEDIT Print command, when the print destination has not been selected from the
EZYEDIT Print Destination Table. A global default can be specified using the PRTCLASS= parameter of the $EZYEDIT
control statement.

Print Copy Count
The default number of copies to print, when the print destination has not been selected from the EZYEDIT Print
Destination Table.

Print Command Processor
This option allows individual users to override the default Print command processor. If set to EZYEDIT (default), all Print
services are processed internally and require no external Print command processors. A global default Print Command
Processor can be specified using the PRTCMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Edit Options
This option allows you to alter the way EZYEDIT processes when editing an object. The following illustration shows a
sample Edit Options display.

------------------------ EZYEDIT Edit Options ---------------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 Edit Confirm option           ===> YES         (Yes or No)

 Preserve VB record length     ===> NO          (Yes or No)

 Initial Edit Macro            ===> NONE 

 Default Edit Application-Id   ===> ISR         (ISR, ISP or Non-Blank)

 Line Command Table            ===> NONE 
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 ENTER required options and Press ENTER to process or END to exit

The following describes the individual fields on the Edit Options display.

Edit Confirm Option
This option allows the Edit confirm option introduced by ISPF 4 to be controlled by the user. If set to Yes (default) and
an attempt is made to CANCEL, MOVE, or REPLACE data while in Edit, a pop-up panel will be displayed that requires
you to confirm the action. This acts as a safeguard against accidental data loss. If set to No, this processing is bypassed.
A global default Edit Confirm option can be specified using the EDITCONFIRM= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control
statement.

Preserve VB record length Option
This option allows the Edit preserve option introduced by ISPF 4 to be controlled by the user. If set to Yes, the editor will
store the original length of each record in a variable length data set and when a record is saved, the original record length
will be used as a minimum length for the record. A global default Preserve setting can be specified using the PRESERVE=
parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Initial Edit Macro
This option allows individual users to override the default ISPF Initial Edit macro. A global Initial Edit macro can be
specified using the EDITMAC= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Default Edit Application-Id
This option sets the ISPF Application-Id EZYEDIT will use when invoking Edit, Browse, or View services. Specify a 1 to
4-character code that identifies the required Application-Id (default=ISR). A global default Application-Id can be specified
using the EDITAPPL= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Line Command Table
This option allows individual users to specify a Line Command Table that is passed to ISPF Edit and View and allows
user-written Edit macros to be defined as Line commands within these ISPF services. Specify a 1 to 8-character name
that identifies the ISPF table containing the line commands. A global default table can be specified using the EDITLCT=
parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement. For more information about the $EZYEDIT control statement, see
Initialization Control Statements.

Data Set List Options
This option allows you to change EZYEDIT Data Set List defaults. The following illustration shows a sample Data Set List
Options display.

----------------------- EZYEDIT Dataset List Options -------------------------

COMMAND ===>

Dataset List Default          ===> FULL        (FULL or PARTIAL)

Dataset List Format           ===> ASIS        (SORTED or ASIS)

Migrated Dataset Option       ===> BYPASS      (BYPASS, RECALL or PROMPT)

Auto-Scrolling Option         ===> YES         (Yes or No)

Date Expansion View required  ===> YES         (Yes or No)

SMS  Expansion View required  ===> YES         (Yes or No)

Status After Interval         ===>            (Number of Datasets processed

                                                before progress message)

Prompt After Interval         ===> 50          (Number of Datasets processed
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                                                before a prompt is issued)

ENTER required options and Press ENTER to process or END to exit 

The following describes the individual fields on the Data Set List Options display.

Data Set List Default
This option controls the display of data set variables located before the current scroll location when a single asterisk (*)
is entered in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field. When set to FULL, all currently defined data set variables are
displayed in the Data Set List display. If set to PARTIAL, only data set variables located after the current scroll location are
displayed.

Data Set List Format
This option controls the display sequence of data sets when displayed on the Data Set List display. When SORTED is
specified, the data set names are displayed either in sorted sequence. ASIS displays the entries without any sorting.

Migrated Dataset Option
This option controls Group processing of migrated data sets. If set to BYPASS, migrated data sets are ignored by
Primary Commands that process all displayed data sets (for example FINDMEM, CATCHECK, EMPTYCHK, SCAN, or
REPLACE). If set to RECALL, migrated data sets are allocated, which forces the data set to be recalled. When set to
PROMPT, each migrated data set causes the user to be prompted to determine how the data set should be processed.

Auto-Scrolling Option
This option controls scrolling of the display after a command is processed. YES indicates that the display will scroll to
display the last data set processed, NO causes the display to remain at its current position. Note that some commands
such as Delete and Rename will never cause the display to be scrolled, regardless of this setting.

Date Expansion View Required
This option controls the display of the Data Set List display DATE alternate view. YES indicates that this alternate view is
to be displayed, NO excludes the view from the display ring.

SMS Expansion View Required
This option controls the display of the Data Set List display SMS alternate view. YES indicates that this alternate view is to
be displayed, NO excludes the view from the display ring.

Data Set List Status After Interval
This option controls the display of the Data Set List Status panel. Specify the number of data sets you require to be
processed before the status panel is to be displayed. If set to 0, this process is disabled.

NOTE

 A global Data Set List Status Interval can be specified using the DSLCOUNT= parameter of the $EZYEDIT
control statement.

Data Set List Prompt After Interval
This option controls the display of the Data Set List Prompt panel. When displayed, you can terminate processing by
pressing End/Return. Specify the number of data sets you require to be processed before the Prompt panel is to be
displayed. If set to 0, this process is disabled.

NOTE

 A global Data List Prompt Interval can be specified using the DSLAFTER= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control
statement.

Member List Options
This option allows you to change EZYEDIT Member List defaults. The following illustration shows a sample Member List
Options display.
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------------------------ EZYEDIT Member List Options ------------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 Member List Display Default   ===> EZYEDIT     (Ispf, Ezyedit, Audit, Title)

 Load Module Size Format       ===> DECIMAL     (Hex or Decimal)

 Auto-Scrolling Option         ===> YES         (Yes or No)

 Status After Interval         ===> 5           (Number of Members processed

                                                 before progress message)

 Prompt After Interval         ===> 500         (Number of Members processed

                                                 before a prompt is issued)

 ENTER required options and Press ENTER to process or END to exit

The following describes the individual fields on the Member List Options display.

Member List Display Default
This option allows the default view of the Member List display to be user selectable:

ISPF
Select a view similar to ISPF.

EZYEDIT
Select the EZYEDIT view.

AUDIT
Select the AUDIT alternate view to display PDSMAN audit information.

TITLE
Select the TITLE alternate view to display Descriptive Member Titles.

In the EZYEDIT view, the line command area of the display is expanded and any command that is not recognized by
EZYEDIT is processed as a user command or CLIST. For more information about user commands, see User Command
Support.

If the required PDSMAN audit information or title member is not present in the data set, the EZYEDIT view is selected and
a message is displayed indicating that the required data was not available.

Load Module Size Format
This option controls the formatting of the load module size field, in the Member List. If set to DECIMAL, module sizes are
displayed in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes. If set to HEX, the load module size is displayed in hexadecimal bytes.

Auto-Scrolling Option
This option controls scrolling of the display after a command is processed. YES indicates that the display will scroll to
display the last member processed, NO causes the display to remain at its current position.

NOTE
Some commands such as Delete and Rename will never cause the display to be scrolled, regardless of this
setting.

Member List Status After Interval
This option controls the display of the Member List Status panel. Specify the number of members you require to be
processed before the status panel is to be displayed. If set to 0, this process is disabled.
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NOTE

 A global Member List Status Interval can be specified using the MSLCOUNT= parameter of the $EZYEDIT
control statement.

 

Member List Prompt After Interval
This option controls the display of the Member List Prompt panel. When displayed, you can terminate processing by
pressing End/Return. Specify the number of members you require to be processed before the prompt panel is to be
displayed. If set to 0, this process is disabled.

NOTE

 A global Member List Prompt Interval can be specified using the MSLAFTER= parameter of the $EZYEDIT
control statement.

Saving Data Set Variables
The SAVE option saves the contents of the Data Set Variable Area as a library member. The output data set is checked
to ensure it has a logical record length of 80 bytes and that it is of partitioned format. The output member has the variable
number in columns 1-3 and the variable contents in columns 5-72.

Using this and the associated LOAD option allows fast setup of new users, without the need to enter the data set variables
manually. In this way, user groups can easily implement data set variable defaults, loaded and saved in a data set
accessible to all users in the group.

Normally, data set variables are maintained in the ISPF profile data set, which is not sharable between users. Data Set
variables can only be shared by using the SAVE and LOAD options.

Members created through SAVE can be processed, and the resulting data set names displayed in the Data Set List
format, by specifying the saved member name prefixed with an at sign (@) in the DSN/Variable # field, for example;
@ACCOUNTS.

Loading Data Set Variables
The LOAD option loads the data set variable contents from a library member. The input data set is checked to ensure
it has a logical record length of 80 bytes and that it is of partitioned format. The input member must contain the variable
number in columns 1-3 and the variable contents in columns 5-72.

LOAD, used in conjunction with the SAVE option, increases portability of data set variable definitions. User groups can
implement data set variable defaults, loaded and saved in a data set accessible to all users in the group. The defaults
enable fast setup of new users without the need to enter the data set variables manually.

NOTE
All members in the current Data Set Variable Area are replaced when a new set of variables is loaded.

Print Destination Table
The following illustration shows an example Print Destination Table.

-------------------- EZYEDIT Print Destination Table -----------------------

COMMAND ===>

 Prtid   Destination        User Comment

   1  -  SYSTEM             PRINT TO SYSTEM PRINTER

   2  -  X3700              FIRST FLOOR LASER PRINTER

   3  -  RMT1               ANNEX BASEMENT PRINTER
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   4  -  RMT2               D.WOOSTER REMOTE OFFICE/STALL PRINTER

   5  -  EXEC               EXECUTIVES ONLY

         Print Class ===> A                  Copy Count ===> 1

 Instructions:

   ENTER the required DATA  and Press ENTER to complete the UPDATE request.

   Press the END key to cancel the UPDATE request.

The EZYEDIT Print Destination Table allows you to easily manage the usage of remote print destinations. This table is
displayed whenever a print destination of a question mark (?) is specified in an EZYEDIT function that supports print
destinations.

The table contains up to five print destinations and associated user comments. These comments can be used to allow
easier identification of printer ports, locations, or usage. Using the EZYEDIT Print Destination Table allows you to
document remote printer names in a central and convenient location.

The ISPF panel for the EZYEDIT Print Destination Table is panel EZY2P05. Associated Help panels are EZYT161 and
EZYT162. Help panel EZYT162 shows how a typical installation can use this facility to improve understanding and
utilization of their remote printer destinations.

The EZYT162 panel can be modified to reflect the remote printer destinations used by your installation. If you modify this
panel, ensure that the modifications are preserved across new installations of PDSMAN.

Color Selection Menu
The COLOR option allows you to dynamically alter the color and highlighting attributes of EZYEDIT panels and fields.

All colors supported by ISPF/PDF (red, green, yellow, blue, pink, white, and turquoise) are supported by EZYEDIT. The
INVERSE, BLINK, and UNDERSCORE attributes are also supported. Some of the previously mentioned colors and
attributes require the use of a terminal with extended color support and/or the extended highlighting feature.

Entering the RESET command on the command line of the EZYEDIT Color Selection Menu resets all specifications back
to their default values.

User Command Alias Definitions
This option invokes the User Command Alias display to allow viewing and editing of your user command alias definitions.

Additional Displays
EZYEDIT has additional displays that provide information and allow you to process your data.

This section describes the LLA List and Data Set Information displays.

LLA List Display Description
The LLA List display shows the names and management modes of the libraries currently being managed by the operating
system Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility.

Contents
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Invoking the Display

The LLA List display is invoked by specifying the LLALIST group keyword in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field.

Scrolling the Display to Another View

By using the RIGHT command (usually PF11), you can invoke a Data Set List display with the same entries shown in the
LLA List display. You can then process entries using any Data Set List display command.

When an LLA List display is scrolled into the Data Set List display, the LLA List display becomes an alternate view of the
view ring. The LLA List view remains part of the view ring until the Data Set List is exited or refreshed with a new list of
data sets.

Field Descriptions

The following illustration shows a partial LLA List display.

EZYEDIT Dataset List LLA List ------------------------------------  Row 1 of 27

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

                                             Library  Linklist  Direct

Name                                          Type     Access   Access  Volume

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

SYS1.MIGLIB                                  LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

SYS1.CMDLIB                                  LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

SYS1.DGTLLIB                                 LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

SYS1.PLILINK                                 LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

ISR.V3R3M0.ISRLOAD                           LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

ISP.V3R3M0.ISPLOAD                           LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

SYSOWN.LINKLIB                               LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MVSC21

SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.LINKLIB                     LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MVS130

SYSMCAT.PDSM.LINKLIB                         LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MVS130

SYS1.CNMLINK                                 LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MRS220

SYSMCAT.LINKLIB                              LINKLIST FREEZE   NOFREEZE MVS130

JEK.MASTER.LOAD                              Private  N/A      FREEZE   MVS120

The following describes the individual fields on the LLA List display.

Name
The name of the data set.

Library Type
Indicates the type of data set, either LINKLIST or PRIVATE.

Linklist Access
Indicates the LLA management mode for accesses made to this library through the system linklist concatenation, either
FREEZE or NOFREEZE. If the entry is not a linklist library, N/A is reported.

Direct Access
Indicates the LLA management mode for accesses made directly to the library, either FREEZE or NOFREEZE.

Volume
The volume serial on which the data set resides.

Data Set Information Display
This display shows DCB, allocation, usage, and SMS class information about the selected data set.
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Invoking the Display

This display is invoked by specifying the I function of the Selection Panel or the Data Set List I line command.

Display Example

The following illustration shows a display for PUBLIC.PDSE.LOAD.

------------------------ Ezyedit Dataset Information --------------------------

 COMMAND ===> 

 Dataset Name: PUBLIC.PDSE.LOAD

   Management Class:        DEFAULT         Allocation Units:          CYLINDER

   Storage Class:           SMSPOOL                                           

     Volume serial:         SMS002          Primary   Allocation:             6

     Device type:           3390-3          Secondary Allocation:             1

   Data Class:              DEFAULT                                           

     Organization:          PO-E            Total Allocation:                32

     Record format:         U               Allocated Extents:               27

     Record length:         0               Used Pages:                   5,668

     Block size:            6144

     Creation date:         2009/07/26      Directory Blocks Aloc:      NOLIMIT

     Expiration date:       ** None **      Directory Blocks Used:            1

     Last Reference date:   2009/08/01      Number of Members:                5

     Blocks per Track:      8               Total Allocation (Tracks):      480

     Percentage Utilized:   98              Used  Allocation (Tracks):      473

     Dataset type:          LIBRARY(2)/POBJ

     Number of gens:        5

General Information

Expanded Help Processing
The EZYEDIT displays provide expanded Help processing. This process uses cursor-selection to greatly simplify access
to the tutorial as well as command selection. Simply position the cursor to the required field and press the Help key.
The resulting command summary lists the available commands and allows you to execute a command by tabbing to the
command and pressing the Enter key. Alternatively, you can tab to the command, and then press the Help key to display
a detailed description of the command.

Using Wildcard Characters in EZYEDIT
EZYEDIT allows wildcard characters to be specified in many input fields and commands. This section describes how
wildcard characters are used in specifying data set and member names.

Contents
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Wildcard Characters in Data Set Names

EZYEDIT recognizes +, ?, and % as wildcard characters that represent a single wild character that may occupy a single
position in a matching data set. The asterisk (*) represents a wild string and indicates that one or more characters in one
or more qualifiers can occupy that position. For example:

• SYS1 or SYS.* -- All data sets with SYS1 as their high level qualifier will be listed.
• *.CLIST -- All data sets that have a trailing qualifier of CLIST will be listed.

The following provides additional examples of wildcard character usage in data set names.

• ABC.* matches ABC.DEF and ABC.DEF.GHI.
• ABC matches ABC.*.
• 'ABC' matches ABC.
• ABC.D* matches ABC.DEF and ABC.DEF.GHI.
• ABC.*.CLIST  matches ABC.DEF.CLIST and ABC.DEF.GHI.CLIST.

Wildcard Characters in Member Names

EZYEDIT recognizes +, ?, and % as wildcard characters that represent a single wild character. The asterisk (*) represents
a wild string. For example:

• ABC* matches ABC, ABCD and ABCDE.
• +ABC+ matches BABCD.
• *ABC* matches XABCY, XXXABCYY and ABCYYYYY.
• *ABC matches XXXABC.

You may also specify a member name or pattern with a preceding not sign (hex '5F') to indicate that those members that
do not match the name or pattern should be selected.

Printing with EZYEDIT
The PRINT and HARDCOPY commands invoke EZYEDIT print processing. The following describes how the destination
ID for the output is specified and provides information about the processor being used to print the output.

Contents

Print Destinations

EZYEDIT provides flexible options for routing the output of a PRINT or HARDCOPY command. Throughout this
description the term destination ID is used to mean a printer or other device that has been defined to JES or VTAM as a
valid destination. The destination can also include a user ID, in the following format:

destination.userid

For example, a destination of MSYS1.TSTUSR specifies that output be routed to user ID TSTUSR at remote destination
MSYS1.

The PRINTDS command processor is generally used to process EZYEDIT print requests. To fully support print
destinations that include user ID specifications, the default print command processor must be altered, as PRINTDS does
not provide this support. All internal EZYEDIT processing supports user ID specifications when included as part of a Print
Destination. For more information about altering the default print command processor, see Print Processing.

The default destination ID used by EZYEDIT is SYSTEM. Output directed to this destination ID is printed on the printer
that has been defined to JES as the system printer. You can override this default destination ID in the following ways:
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• Specify a new destination ID in the Printer field of the EZYEDIT Selection Panel. When specified, this destination ID is
used for all print requests until it is subsequently changed or overridden at the command level.

• Specify an override destination ID on the HARDCOPY command and in some instances, on the Print command. When
specified, this new destination ID is used for all print requests until it is changed or RESET.

• Specify a destination ID of a question mark (?) in any of the previous overrides. When specified, this value causes
EZYEDIT to display the Print Destination Table to allow you to choose the print destination and output class.

To direct the output to a system printer, specify a Print Destination of SYSTEM, LOCAL, or a single asterisk (*).

Whenever you specify a printer destination to EZYEDIT, it is validated by attempting to allocate the destination. If the
allocation fails, EZYEDIT attempts to open a VTAM ACB in order to validate a VTAM logical unit. The ACB name used
to perform this validation is derived by appending the prefix EZYEDIT with a number 1-5. The default prefix of EZYEDIT
can be altered by using the ACBPREFIX= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control statement. Using this option allows you
to alter the prefix name to any literal of up to seven characters. For more information about the ACB name, see member
EZYAPPL in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

Print Destination Table

EZYEDIT provides a Print Destination Table to allow you to easily manage the use of remote print destinations.

Print Processing

You can change the name of the EZYEDIT print processor using the PRTCMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control
statement.

The PDSMAN Sample Materials library includes sample CLISTS for alternate print processors PRINTOFF, VPSPRINT,
and PRINTDS. These can be used with the EZY2P05U panel to tailor print processing to individual user requirements.

Move/Copy Restrictions
COPY and MOVE commands can be specified on the Member List display to copy or move members from one data set to
the same or a different target data set. This section describes restrictions and other information related to this processing.

Contents

General

For COPY and MOVE operations, you are prompted for the output data set name on a subsequent screen. Once
specified, this output data set remains in effect until a new input data set is selected, a RESET Member List primary
command is issued, or a question mark (?) is entered in the Rename field of the Member List display.

The output TO data set must have the following characteristics:

• The data set must exist. The copy or move operation does not automatically allocate space for a TO data set that does
not exist.

• The data set must be a library (DSORG=PO) or a DASD resident sequential data set (DSORG=PS).
• The TO data set should be of fixed or variable, blocked or unblocked format, or of undefined format.

Non-Load Modules

The following rules apply to operations involving non-load module members.
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• If the TO data set is sequential, its contents are either replaced entirely (disposition OLD specified) or appended to
(disposition MOD specified).

• If the TO data set is partitioned, members are added or replaced depending upon whether like names already exist in
the TO data set. Members are replaced if a value of YES has been specified in the Replace Like Named Members
field of the TO data set name specification screen.

Load Modules

The following rules apply to operations involving load module members.

• The output TO data set must have an undefined record format.
• Members are added or replaced depending upon whether like names already exist in the TO data set. Members are

replaced if a value of YES has been specified in the Replace Like Named Members field of the TO data set name
specification screen.

• Re-blocking is performed only when the output TO data set has a blocksize smaller than the input data set.

Alias Entries

The following rules apply to operations involving alias entries. Alias entries are moved or copied between partitioned data
sets in the following circumstances:

• When the Automatic Alias Copy option is specified, alias entries are automatically selected when the owning member
is selected. Automatic Alias Copy is ignored if the owning member is renamed during the move or copy operation.

• Alias members can be selected at any time, but they are not moved or copied until the owning member is moved or
copied. If the input or output data sets are Program Object libraries, all alias entries must be selected.

• If alias entries without an owning member (orphaned alias entries), are moved or copied, the alphabetically lowest
named alias will have its alias bit removed in the target data set.

PDSE Member Generations

The following restrictions apply to copy and move operations for data sets with PDSE member generations enabled:

• The copy of previous generation members is not supported.
• The move of a library containing PDSMAN multiple member versions to a PDSE with member generations is rejected

because the PDSMAN previous member versions are not converted to PDSE generations and appear as unprintable
names in member lists.

• The copy of a library containing PDSMAN multiple member versions to a PDSE with member generations is not
rejected but is discouraged because the PDSMAN previous appear as unprintable names in member lists. 

Using PDSE Member Generations in EZYEDIT
After application of IBM APAR OA42358 (PTF UA71462), PDSE data sets allow a fixed number of previous generations to
be maintained for each member. The following sections describe considerations for using PDSE member generations with
EZYEDIT.

Displaying PDSE Member Generations

PDSE member generations are shown on the EZYEDIT Member List display in the same way as PDSMAN Multiple
Member Versions, using the member name and relative generation number.

No control information is shown for previous member generations for program objects because the information is not
recorded in the PDSMAN database for these members.
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Selecting PDSE Member Generations

Member List display SELECT, EDIT and VIEW commands executed on a previous PDSE member generation are
converted to BROWSE.

Deleting PDSE Member Generations

When deleting the current generation of a PDSE member, the EZYEDIT Delete Confirmation Panel allows you to specify
how previous member generations are handled. You can:

• Delete all of the previous member generations (default).
• Roll-back the previous generations. For example, the original (-1) generation becomes the new current (0) generation

and so on.

When deleting a previous generation of a PDSE member, older generations are rolled back automatically. For example,
when deleting the (-2) generation the original (-3) generation becomes the new (-2) generation and so on.

Move, Copy and Clone of PDSEs with Member Generations

The MOVE, COPY, and CLONE commands support input data sets that have PDSE member generations enabled. When
these commands create a new output data set, the number of generations setting is copied from the input PDSE.

For more restrictions on moving and copying PDSE member generations, see PDSE Member Generations.

Advanced Options
In this section the advanced options include Fast Path, altering the default edit application, security considerations,
command table conflicts, and command invocation.

Contents

Fast Path

EZYEDIT provides a fast path entry, which allows processing options to be specified without the Selection Panel being
displayed. Required options are entered through an optional parameter or through the &ZTRAIL system variable.

Parameter Format is:

[Function] . [Data Set name] . [Member name] . [Volser]

The Data Set name can be:

• A numeric data set variable reference, for example: =E.1
• A Fully qualified data set, for example: =E.'SYS1.PARMLIB'
• An unqualified data set or Keyword, for example: =.APFLIST

If an unqualified data set or data set keyword is specified, it must be terminated by a blank.

A Member name or Member pattern can be specified:

• As part of the data set name, for example: =E.'SYS1.PARMLIB(IEF*)'
• In the Member field, for example: =E.'SYS1.PARMLIB'.IEF*

A Volser or Volser pattern can be specified:

• As part of the data set name, for example: =E.'SYS1.PARMLIB'/ALTRES
• In the Volser field, for example: =E.'SYS1.PARMLIB'..ALTRES
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For example, specifying =E..1.DEF* invokes the Member List function and displays all members starting with DEF in the
data set name described by data set variable number 1. Similarly, the command =E.B.1.TEST results in a browse request
for member TEST in the data set described by data set variable number 1. In the previous examples, it is assumed that
option E on the ISPF Primary Option panel accesses EZYEDIT.

If NEWAPPL is specified on the panel invoking EZYEDIT, the fast path parameters must be passed using a PARM
specification. For example:

SELECT PGM(PDSEASY) NOCHECK NEWAPPL(PDSM) PARM(&ZTRAIL)

Altering the Default Edit Application-id

In order to provide seamless integration with other instances of ISPF EDIT, EZYEDIT invokes Edit services using an
application-id of ISR. If you choose to use another application-id, it should be specified using the EDITAPPL= parameter
of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Security Considerations

EZYEDIT Data Set Delete, Data Set Rename, Data Set Empty, Data Set Space Release, and ALTERDIR processing
incorporate RACROUTE security validation calls in order to ensure access integrity. These processes require that the user
have ALTER data set access before proceeding with the request.

Linklist Sets display commands are disabled by default and require SAF authority to the FACILITY class. For more
information about authorizing the commands, see member $LLSSEC in the PDSMAN User Information library.

LLA/E commands issue RACROUTE validation calls in order to restrict access. These commands are disabled by
default and consequently require resource rules in order to activate their usage. For more information about RACROUTE
validation calls, see the $SECURITY Control Statement section.

For a complete list of PDSMAN commands and facilities that utilize resource validation in order to restrict available
functions, see member $$SECUR in the PDSMAN User Information library.

Command Table Conflicts

If you have modified the default ISPF command table (ISPCMDS), then the potential exists for conflict with EZYEDIT
commands entered from the Data Set List and Member List primary command areas. You can minimize conflicts
by invoking ISPF option 3.9 using a parm of PDSM, and then defining any conflicting commands with an action of
PASSTHRU.

Command Invocation

EZYEDIT can be easily invoked from any ISPF application that provides a COMMAND line by including the following
command in the ISPF System Command Table, ISPCMDS:

EZYEDIT 3 SELECT PGM(PDSEASY) NOCHECK NEWAPPL(PDSM)

The ISPCMDS command table can be built dynamically or manually.

For more information about dynamically changing the ISPCMDS table, see the $EZYCMD Control Statement section. The
PDSMAN installation provides default $EZYCMD statements which include the EZYEDIT command. This is the
recommended method.

For more information about manually changing the ISPCMDS table, see the ISPF documentation.

NOTE

 Specification of the NEWAPPL keyword is recommended. Failure to specify this keyword can cause EZYEDIT
to display an invalid Selection Panel whenever EZYEDIT is invoked from another application that also specifies
a NEWAPPL definition.
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Migrated Data Sets
Data Sets migrated by HSM, DMS, ASM2, and ABR are fully supported. You are notified that the selected data set has
been migrated and a panel is displayed requesting confirmation that the data set should be recalled before processing
proceeds.

EZYEDIT prompting for migrated data sets is controlled by the HSMPROMPT=, DMSPROMPT=, and ABRPROMPT=
parameters of the $EZYEDIT control statement.

Tailoring Output With the USING(ddname) Parameter
The optional USING(ddname) specifies a pre-allocated sequential data set or member containing report layout
specifications including heading lines and field names to be reported.

Contents

Input Specification

The following shows the format of the USING(ddname) data set:

)HEAD

 One or more optional heading lines

)ENDHEAD

 Field-Name-1  Field-Name-2 ... Field-Name-n

Specify )HEAD and )ENDHEAD statements only if a user heading line is required. Multiple heading lines are supported,
enclosed in )HEAD and )ENDHEAD statements. If no user heading is specified, a line consisting of the names of
requested fields is used as the heading.

The following variables contain heading data displayed in the default header:

Variable Description Length
DATE Current Date 18
TIME Current Time 5
SMFID SMF Identity of the current system 4

A single Field model line is supported containing valid field names for the list being processed. Required field names
must be separated by at least one blank. Field data is written using the column offsets established by the model line. Field
name offsets on the model line are therefore important in order to avoid data overlay.

For example, field VOL represents 6 characters of data. At least 4 blanks must follow the VOL field name in the MODEL
line in order to ensure that the following field does not overlay VOL field output.

For more information about supported field names, see the topic Field Descriptions in the online tutorial.

The model line can be continued by placing an ampersand (&) in the column 80 of the data.

The data set in which the report layout specifications are defined must be of fixed record format with 80 byte records.

Output Specification

The output file must be a sequential file or partitioned library member. The logical record length of the output file should be
equal to or greater than the number of characters in the display line to be output.
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Example

The following example shows a single heading line together with a model line specifying data set list field-names of
NAME, VOLUME, TRACKS, and %USED.

)HEAD

 Dataset Name                             Volume    Tracks   %Used

)ENDHEAD

 NAME                                     VOLUME    TRACKS   %USED

Tailoring Output Using the MODEL Parameter
The optional MODEL parameter may be used to generate Control Statements required by external utilities such as
IEBCOPY, IEHPROGM, or any other utility that accepts control statement input.

Model input consisting of required variable names identified by a leading ampersand character (&), together with freeform
text. The model input is used as a template for each row in the current list.

Contents

Input Specification

A maximum of five Model lines may be specified containing freeform text together with valid variable names prefixed with
an ampersand (&) character.

Example

The following example shows a two line Model Template, which can be used to generate control statement input to the
IDCAMS program.

----------------------- EZYEDIT Control Statement Generator -------------------

 COMMAND ===>

Model Control statements are any required control statements consisting of one

or more 80-byte records which are used as a Template once for each row in the

current list. They may contain constants or any valid variable name prefixed

with an ampersand '&'character.

                                (Model Control Statements)

===> LISTC ENT('&DSN') +

===>       CAT(MYCAT)

===>

===>

===>

Instructions:

 Enter the required Model Control Statements and Press ENTER to process.

 Press the END key to cancel the MODEL request.

When running in batch, the optional MODEL ddname specifies a pre-allocated sequential data set or member containing
the required Model Control statements. Model Control statements should not contain sequence numbers.
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EZYEDIT Command Shell
The EZYEDIT Command Shell offers a powerful, easy-to-use alternative to the standard ISPF command shell (option 6)
for invoking native TSO commands, CLISTS, REXX execs, and ISPEXEC functions.

The ISPF command shell is sufficient for occasional use, but most users find they need a command environment that
offers more function and is easier to use. EZYEDIT provides an enhanced TSO Command Shell display that:

• Remembers the most recent commands you have executed
• Allows you to define and save your own commands
• Allows you to recall and execute saved commands by entry number, label, or by simply positioning the cursor to the

entry and pressing the Enter key
• Provides a number of processing options that make using TSO commands easier

The EZYEDIT Command Shell also provides other capabilities such as:

• Trapping and browsing the output of commands that would otherwise be lost due to screen scrolling
• Passing data (usually a data set name) from most ISPF application displays to a command
• Executing some ISPF services using the ISPEXEC function

Command Shell Display Description
The EZYEDIT Command Shell display is a powerful, easy-to-use platform for executing TSO commands, CLISTS, or
REXX execs. The display remembers the most recent commands you have executed and allows you to define and save
your own commands. You can enter commands to be executed directly on the display. You can also execute any of the
saved commands by entry number, label, or by simply positioning the cursor over the desired entry and pressing the
Enter key.

Contents

The following shows an example EZYEDIT Command Shell display and describes the major fields and areas of the
display.

------------------- EZYEDIT Command Shell -------------------------------------

COMMAND ===> <primarycmd>

------------------- Temporary Command Area ------------------- COL   1  TO  75

   1 <temporary cmd> 

   2 LISTC ENTRY('SYS1.PARMLIB') ALL 

   3 ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EZTT000)  

   4  

   5  

   6  

   7  

   8

------------------- Permanent Command Area ------------------- ROW   9  OF  17

   9 <permanent cmd>

  10 LC:  LISTC ENTRY('/') ALL 

  11 FREEALL: MAXRC 20\FREE FI(FCOPYOFF)\FREE FI(FCOPYON)\FREE FI(PDSMRPT) 

  12 

  13 DUMP: FREE FI(SYSABEND) 

  14 

  15 FCOPYON: ?ALLOC FI(FCOPYON) DUMMY 

  16 

  17 HB: HELP
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Primary Command Area

The standard ISPF primary command area (COMMAND ==>) is used to enter commands to be executed or saved in the
Permanent Command Area. This field is also used to recall saved commands so you can modify them before execution.

The primary command area extends for three lines to allow for long commands or multiple commands separated by the
command delimiter character.

Temporary Command Area

The EZYEDIT Command Shell saves the eight most recently executed unique commands in a push-down list called the
Temporary Command Area. As new commands are executed, they are added to the top of the list and the oldest entry is
dropped. Commands saved in this list can be executed or recalled. For more information about executing commands, see
Executing Commands from the Command Shell Display.

The Temporary Command Area can be horizontally scrolled by one half the width of the display using the LEFT and
RIGHT (usually PF10 and PF11) scroll commands.

Permanent Command Area

The Command Shell display also provides an area where you can save your own commands, including those you execute
frequently or commands with long or complex syntax. Commands saved in the Permanent Command Area can be
executed or recalled and remain in the area until you change or remove them. You can also assign your own command
labels to the entries to make them easier to remember.

The default number of slots available in the Permanent Command Area depends on the size of your screen. You can use
the SET PERMCOUNT nnn command to increase the number of command slots to a maximum of 100. Once set, the
number of slots cannot be reduced.

The Permanent Command Area can be vertically scrolled by a page using the UP and DOWN (usually PF7 and PF8)
scroll commands. It can be horizontally scrolled by one half the width of the display using the LEFT and RIGHT (usually
PF10 and PF11) scroll commands.

Using the Command Shell Display
Entries in the Temporary and Permanent command areas are collectively known as saved commands. In addition to
saving keystrokes when executing frequent or complex commands, they allow you to easily change a command before
execution, repeat a command multiple times, or use one command as a model for another. Saved commands can be
easily replaced or modified.

Contents

Invoking the Command Shell Display

The easiest way to invoke the Command Shell display is by entering the following command on any ISPF primary
command line.

TSO ?

The display is also shown when a TSO command containing certain Command Shell special characters such as, ? (recall)
or & (repeat) is entered.

Defining Command Labels

The Command Shell display allows you to assign command labels to entries in the Permanent Command Area. These
optional labels provide an alternate name for the saved command and are convenient to use since a descriptive name is
easier to remember than an entry number.
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Command labels can be up to 16 characters in length and must begin with an alphabetic character. They must start
in column 1 of the command area entry and should be immediately followed by the label delimiter character, a colon
(:). Saved commands may contain only one label, and you should not choose names that are actual ISPF Primary
Commands (for example, PRINT).

Entries 10 and 11 in the sample Command Shell display show examples of command labels:

LC
Defines a label for a command that executes the LISTC command.

FREEALL
Defines a label for a command that frees three DD statements.

The label delimiter character (:) can be changed using the SET CMDLBL x command.

Executing Commands from the Command Shell Display

Commands are executed from the Command Shell display by positioning the cursor to the desired entry and pressing the
Enter key, or by specifying the entry number, command label, or the command itself in the primary command area.

For example, entering the following in the primary command area:

10
Executes the saved commands in entry number 10.

LC
Executes the saved commands defined by command label LC.

LISTC
Executes the LISTC command.

You may specify Command Shell special characters in saved entries or on a command executed from the primary
command line. These characters provide additional processing options such as recall and repeat as described in the
following sections.

Changing a Command Before Execution

Saved commands may be recalled to the primary command line without being executed using the recall special character,
a question mark (?). This allows you to make changes to the command before execution without changing the contents of
the original saved command entry. For example:

?DUMP
Recalls the entry defined by the command label DUMP to the primary command line where you can modify it before
execution. The original saved command (entry 13) is not changed.

Entry 15 in the Command Shell display example shows the recall character used in conjunction with a command label.
When the command TSO FCOPYON is issued, the display is shown and the ALLOC command in entry 15 is recalled to
the primary command area.

The recall special character (?) can be changed using the SET RECALL x command.

Executing Commands Repetitively

At times, it is necessary to execute the same command multiple times, possibly changing the command slightly before
each execution. The Command Shell display allows you to execute a command and retain it in the primary command line
using the repeat special character, an ampersand (&). For example:

&LC
Executes the LISTC command defined by the LC command label (entry number 10 in the Command Shell display
example) and retains the command string in the primary command line.
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Since the command remains in the primary command line, parameters such as the data set name can be overtyped and
the command reissued.

The repeat special character (&) can be changed using the SET REPEAT x command.

Executing Multiple Commands

The Command Shell allows multiple commands to be entered on the primary command line or in a saved command.
Commands must be separated using the command delimiter special character, a backward slash (\). Entry number 11 in
the Command Shell display example shows a multiple command in the Permanent Command Area.

When multiple commands are present, they are executed in order from left to right. Execution stops if a command
return code exceeds the maximum allowable return code. The maximum return code is reset to 0 before each group of
commands is processed. You may set the maximum return code using the MAXRC nnn command as shown example
entry 11. In that entry, the MAXRC 20 command ensures the second FREE command will always be executed, even if the
first FREE command produces a non-zero return code.

The command delimiter special character (\) can be changed using the SET CMDDEL x command.

If your command delimiter is set to the same character as that used by ISPF, the following usage notes apply to
commands entered in the primary command line:

• Each command of a multiple command string will be executed regardless of the setting of MAXRC
• Each command will be remembered in a separate Temporary Command Area entry

These restrictions do not apply to commands saved in the Permanent Command Area. Use SET CMDDEL ISPF to set the
value equal to that used by ISPF.

Changing Saved Commands

You can change the contents of any saved command using the following methods:

1. Overtype the current contents of the entry and press the Enter key.
2. In the primary command line, type the number of the command entry followed immediately by the new command.

Do not put a blank between the number and the command data. The following example updates entry number 16 to
contain an execution of the PRTRPT command:
16PRTRPT  'REPORT.DATASET'

3. Copy one saved command over another by typing the number of the saved command to be copied, over column 1 of
the saved command to be overlaid and pressing the Enter key. The source entry remains unchanged.

Executing Saved Commands from ISPF

It is not necessary to be in the Command Shell display to execute commands saved in the Temporary or Permanent
Command Areas. You can execute saved commands from the primary command line on any ISPF panel by entering TSO
and the entry number or command label of the command. For example,

TSO ?
Invokes the Command Shell display.

TSO 13
Executes saved command entry number 13.

TSO DUMP
Executes the saved command with the label DUMP.

When executing commands in this manner, only one command entry number or label may be specified.
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Specifying Additional Parameters

If additional parameters are specified following a saved command label, they are appended to the recalled command
before execution.

Entry 17 in the Command Shell display example shows the command label HB. When the following command is entered,
the Command Shell executes the command, passing a parameter of ALLOC:

TSO HB ALLOC

This results in the command HELP ALLOC being executed.

Usage Notes

The following usage notes apply to all saved commands:

• A saved command has a maximum length of 252 characters.
• Saved commands are automatically converted to upper case by the Command Shell display.
• Command numbers or labels embedded in a saved command are not recognized.
• ACF2™ installations using the Restricted Commands List feature may need to add a $TSOCMD EZYTSO macro

statement to ACF2 to allow access to the EZYEDIT Command Shell module, EZYTSO.

Command Shell Functions
The following sections describe the EZYEDIT Command Shell functions.

Command Output Trapping

Many times, the output of a TSO command, CLIST, or REXX exec scrolls off the screen and is lost before you have a
chance to view or record important information. The EZYEDIT Command Shell provides two methods for trapping and
retaining output from these commands.

Using Trap and Browse

The most common method for retrieving scrollable output is called Trap and Browse, in which the output of the command
is directed to a temporary file that is dynamically allocated by the command shell.

The EZYEDIT Command Shell uses Trap and Browse when the command being executed is prefixed with a dash (-). The
following example executes the LISTALC command and traps the output to a temporary file:

*-LISTALC

When the command completes, the temporary file is browsed to show the command output. The output is lost when the
browse session is ended unless you copy it to a permanent data set during browse.

ISPF interferes with the TSO output trap facility used by the Command Shell. The asterisk (*) in the example command
instructs the Command Shell to execute the command outside of the ISPF environment to avoid this interference. Only
commands that do not require ISPF variables or services may be executed in this manner. For more information more
information about the TSO service, see Use TSO Service in the section Special Character Reference.

The Trap and Browse character (-) can be changed using the SET CMDTRAP x command.

Using TRAPDD

Command output can also be trapped directly to a permanent file. This method is generally used when the output is to be
processed (instead of simply viewed) or when the output of multiple commands is being trapped into a single file.

To trap into a permanent file, allocate the file to your TSO session and issue the following command:
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SET TRAPDD ddname

The ddname parameter identifies the file to which the output will be directed. The output itself is trapped by using the SET
TRAP ON and SET TRAP OFF commands before and after the command execution, respectively. You can then view or
process the command output as desired.

The QUERY TRAP and QUERY TRAPDD commands can be used to determine the status of output trapping and the
ddname being used.

Usage Notes

The TSO output trapping facility imposes some limitations. Only terminal output written using TSO PUTLINE or standard
BSAM/QSAM PUTs can be trapped. Lines written using TPUT/TPUTG and full screen terminal writes cannot be trapped.

Allocate the command output file using DISP=MOD if you plan to retain the trapped output after using SET TRAP OFF or
exiting the Command Shell.

Executing SET TRAP OFF resets the command output file DD to PDSMRPT. You can change this setting using the SET
TRAPDD command.

Passing Data from the Cursor

Most ISPF users spend a considerable amount of time and effort re-keying important data such as data set names. The
EZYEDIT Command Shell allows you to pass data from the cursor position directly to a command and avoid re-keying the
information.

Each time the Command Shell is entered, an attempt is made to locate pertinent data at the cursor position. Although
valid data is not always found, many times the data required (such as a data set name) can be accurately located.
Generally, the Command Shell can retrieve only characters allowed in a data set name.

This cursor data can be inserted into commands being executed through the Command Shell by specifying the cursor
data special character, a forward slash (/), in the command syntax.

The following example can result in a data set name replacing the forward slash in the LISTC command:

LISTC ENTRY('/') ALL

If the Command Shell cannot retrieve the cursor data, the command remains unchanged.

The cursor data special character (/) can be changed using the SET CSRDATA x command.

Usage Notes

The following conditions may prevent the Command Shell from passing data from the cursor:

• If a leading "%" is not specified with the TSO CLIST or REXX exec name used to invoke the Command Shell program
• If the MODE(FSCR) parameter is not included on the ISPF SELECT statement that invokes the Command Shell

program
• If the Command Shell is invoked from an application that has its own TSO command

Using ISPEXEC

The EZYEDIT Command Shell allows you to execute ISPF services directly from the primary command line. To execute
a service such as SELECT, EDIT, or DISPLAY, enter ISPEXEC followed by the proper service keywords and parameters.
This syntax, called the command invocation format, is the same syntax that is used in CLISTS and REXX execs.

The following command uses the Command Shell to cause ISPF to display the EZTT000 panel:

ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL(EZTT000)
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This is more convenient than using the other methods of panel display.

This function of the EZYEDIT Command Shell is intended for execution of simple ISPF services such as SELECT, EDIT,
and DISPLAY. It does not allow execution of all ISPF services. ISPEXEC commands are passed directly to ISPEXEC that
handles all variable evaluation and syntax checking.

Special Character Reference
The Command Shell provides the special characters described below to control certain processing options.

Contents

Recall

The recall character instructs the Command Shell display to retrieve the specified command to the primary command line,
but not to execute it. This allows commands to be modified before execution without changing the original entry.

Usage: Primary command line or saved commands
Defaults: Question mark ( ? )
Example: ?5
To Change: SET RECALL x (where x is new character)

Command Delimiter

The command delimiter character is used to separate multiple commands.

Usage: Primary command line or saved commands
Defaults: Backward slash (\)
Example: FREE FI(SYSABEND)\FREE FI(SYSUDUMP)
To Change: SET CMDDEL x (where x is new character)

Label Delimiter

The label delimiter character is used to delimit a command label within a saved command.

Usage: Saved commands
Defaults: Colon (:)
Example: FRE: FREE FI(SYSABEND)\FREE FI(SYSUDUMP)
To Change: SET CMDLBL x (where x is new character)

Cursor Data

The cursor data character indicates where, within a command to be executed, to place data extracted from the cursor
position on the ISPF display where the Command Shell was invoked.

Usage: Primary command line or saved commands
Defaults: Forward slash (/)
Example: LISTC ENTRY('/')
To Change: SET CSRDATA x (where x is new character)
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Repeat

The repeat character instructs the Command Shell display to retain commands in the primary command line after
execution. This allows repetitive execution of commands or easy execution of many commands with similar syntax.

Usage: Primary command line
Defaults: Ampersand ( & )
Example: &LISTALC
To Change: SET REPEAT x (where x is new character)

Trap and Browse

The trap and browse character instructs the Command Shell to trap the command's output into a sequential file and
browse that file after the command has completed execution.

Usage: Primary command line or saved commands
Defaults: Dash (-)
Example: -LISTALC
To Change: SET CMDTRAP x (where x is new character)

 

 

NOTE
ISPF interferes with command trapping. You will need to specify the Use TSO Service special character,
described below.

Use TSO Service

The Use TSO Service character instructs the Command Shell to execute a command outside the ISPF environment,
through the TSO Service facility, instead of the ISPF SELECT service.

ISPF interferes with the command output trapping facility. Use of the TSO SERVICE special character allows commands
that do not need ISPF variables or services to be trapped and browsed.

Usage: Primary command line or saved commands
Defaults: Asterisk (*)
Example: *-LISTALC
To Change: SET USETSR x (where x is new character)

Determining Settings

The values of the Command Shell special characters may be changed using the SET commands described in the
previous sections. You can use the QUERY CHARACTERS command to see the current settings for the special
characters.

Implementing EZYEDIT Command Shell
The EZYEDIT Command Shell is an ISPF application that may require access to the PDSMAN panel and message
libraries distributed with the product.
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The panels and messages are not required to execute saved commands, including trap and browse support. The panels
and messages are required when saved commands are manually changed or use the recall and repeat support.

The steps you take to implement the Command Shell depend on whether you provide access to these libraries through
your TSO logon procedure or using the ISPF LIBDEF service.

Contents

TSO Logon Procedure

If you have the PDSMAN panels and message members defined in your TSO logon procedure, no further action is
necessary to enable the EZYEDIT Command Shell.

By default, PDSMAN dynamically adds the required commands to the in-storage copy of the system command table
each time a user invokes ISPF. Two entries, OTSO and TSO are added. OTSO (old TSO) is a backup of the current TSO
command entry. The new TSO entry causes the Command Shell to be invoked whenever a TSO command is executed.

The dynamic updating of the command table is controlled using the $EZYEDIT CMDTABUPD= parameter and the
$EZYCMD control statements.

Usage Notes

The following usage notes apply to the implementation of the EZYEDIT Command Shell.

• Dynamic command table updating will only add a new entry for TSO if the current entry contains the 'SELECT
CMD(&ZPARM.,' string. If your command table entry for TSO is not in this format, use the $EZYCMD initialization
control statement to define your own command with a name other than TSO to invoke the Command Shell.

• Any ISPF applid (NEWAPPL) will be removed before the TSO entry is dynamically placed into ISPF System Command
table, ISPCMDS.

• The Command Shell stores saved commands in member EZYCSTP0, of user's ISPF Profile data set. This member is
an ISPF table; do not edit or alter it.

Do not invoke the Command Shell through a CLIST.

EZYEDIT in Batch
EZYEDIT in Batch provides the ability to generate tailored reports in a batch environment, using the facilities of EZYEDIT.
Most reports and machine-readable output that can be generated using EZYEDIT online can also be generated in batch.

In an online environment, processing is usually directed by a series of primary commands. In a batch environment the
same commands can be specified through a SYSIN DD input stream. The SYSIN input uniquely identifies the required list
objects and how they are to be built. Once built, the list can be tailored by sorting, including additional entries, and filtering
using the available commands. When list tailoring is complete, the final list can be written to SYSOUT for printing or to a
data set for subsequent processing or reference.

This facility does not provide all EZYEDIT functionality. Functions that require additional panel input, the use of TSO, or
ISPF services are not supported.

JCL Requirements
The following shows the JCL required to execute EZYEDIT in Batch.

//BATCH    EXEC PGM=PDSEASY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=class

//EZYPRINT DD SYSOUT=class                    (Optional DD)

//EZYLOAD  DD DSN=plist.location.dataset,Disp=SHR (Optional DD)
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//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(MOD,PASS),     (Optional DD)

//         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=1320)

//SYSIN    DD *

  (Commands and Comments)

/*

The following describes the statements used in the previous JCL:

SYSPRINT
Output report data set to echo SYSIN statements and command results. DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133.

EZYPRINT
Optional HARDCOPY output ddname. If not present, this ddname is dynamically allocated as a CLASS=A SYSOUT data
set. DCB attributes are RECFM=VBA, LRECL=260.

The DCB attributes may be overridden if pre-allocated.

EZYLOAD
Optional Personal List (PLIST) location data set used when loading a saved Personal List.

SYSIN
EZYEDIT in Batch input commands and comments used for controlling EZYEDIT processing as described in the following
section.

PDSMOUT
Optional ddname for OUTPUT command. Default DCB attributes are RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, and BLKSIZE=6400.
LRECL=132 if using the optional MAX parameter.

A user-supplied ddname can be used in place of PDSMOUT as long as the same ddname is specified on the OUTPUT
command.

Using EZYEDIT in Batch
You use EZYEDIT in Batch much the same way as you use EZYEDIT in an online environment, by providing input
commands that instruct EZYEDIT to build and process lists of objects. This section describes how to use EZYEDIT in
Batch.

Contents

Command Input

EZYEDIT in Batch command input is specified through a SYSIN DD input stream. Commands use the same syntax as
EZYEDIT primary commands running under ISPF. Comments can also be specified and are indicated by an asterisk (*) in
column 1.

The SYSIN input stream can be of fixed or variable record format, with blocked or unblocked records, and a maximum
record length of 255. The rightmost eight columns of the input are treated as sequence numbers and ignored.

SYSIN input lines are echoed to the SYSPRINT DD statement. These output lines may be truncated to allow room for
return codes and status messages.

Building the List

SYSIN input identifies the required list objects and how they are to be built by including a List Directive as the first SYSIN
statement. Subsequent commands are passed to the appropriate list processor until the list is terminated or another list
directive is specified.
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Supported List Directives are:

DSL
Data set list processing is required.

MSL
Member List processing is required.

SPACE
DASD Space processing is required.

DSL List Directive

The DSL List Directive instructs EZYEDIT in Batch to build a list of data set objects.

DSL [Parm]

Supported parameters can be:

• Data set patterns (for example, SYS1.*).
• Data set group keywords (for example, LINKLIST).
• Fully qualified data sets (for example, 'SYS1.PARMLIB').
• A combination of data set and volume patterns. For example, SYS1.*/MVS* selects all data sets that start with the

characters SYS1. located on volumes starting with the characters MVS.
• A saved Personal List (for example, @LOADIT).

Additional data set patterns and keywords can be specified by entering the data set patterns in the SYSIN input following
the DSL directive, prefixed by an insert (I) command. For example, I SYS2.* to include data sets beginning with the
characters SYS2.

The following SYSIN input causes EZYEDIT in Batch to build a list of data set objects and to populate the list with
cataloged data sets that start with the characters SYS1. and SYS2.

DSL SYS1.*

I SYS2.*

MSL List Directive

The MSL List Directive instructs EZYEDIT in Batch to build a list of member objects.

MSL [Parm]

Supported parameters can be:

• Fully qualified data sets without a volume (for example, 'SYS1.PARMLIB')
• Fully qualified data sets with a volume (for example, 'SYS1.PARMLIB'/ALTRES)
• Fully qualified data sets with a member pattern (for example, 'SYS1.PARMLIB(DEF*)')

Because there is no TSO prefix support when running in the batch environment, the quotation marks are optional and are
ignored if specified. The data set name must be specified in full.

Additional member patterns can be specified by entering the required member patterns in the SYSIN input following the
MSL directive, prefixed by an insert (I) command. For example, specify I ABC* to include members beginning with the
characters ABC.

The following SYSIN input instructs EZYEDIT in batch to build a list of Member objects and to populate the list with
members in data set 'SYS1.SAMPLIB' whose names start with the characters DCF and IEF.

MSL 'SYS1.SAMPLIB(DCF*)'

I IEF*
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SPACE List Directive

The SPACE List Directive instructs EZYEDIT in Batch to build a list of volume objects.

SPACE [parameter]

Parameters are:

• A volume serial or volume serial pattern (for example, MVS001 or MVS*)
• A unit address or unit address pattern (for example,  /1C0 or /1C*)
• A storage group or storage group pattern (for example, SG=TEST or SG=TEST*)
• An esoteric unit name (for example, U=3390)

You can specify additional volume patterns by entering the required volume patterns in the SYSIN following the SPACE
directive. The SPACE directive must be prefixed by an insert (I) command. For example, I U=3390* to include volumes on
3390 units.

The following SYSIN input instructs EZYEDIT in batch to build a list of Volume objects and to populate the list with
volumes that start with the characters TSO.

SPACE TSO*

Tailoring the List

You can use the following commands to tailor the list of objects. For more information about each command, see the
section Command Reference.

FIND
Find an object that contains a specific string.

INCLUDE
Include additional objects in the list.

IF
Filter objects based on the contents of any field.

LEFT
Scroll left to an alternate view.

RIGHT
Scroll right to an alternate view.

SORT
Sorts objects based on the contents of any field.

X
Exclude objects above or below the current list position.

Processing the List

The following commands are examples of commands that process entries. Typical commands process each entry in the
list and update each entry's message field to indicate processing results.

Refer to the primary command summary for supported commands and syntax. The following commands are examples of
supported commands and functions:

CATCHECK
Identify data set objects that are uncataloged or have catalog errors.

DIRUSAGE
Switch to a view with directory usage statistics.
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FIND
Find a row containing a particular string.

IF
Filter the list based on the contents of any field.

FINDMEM
Find data sets containing particular members.

PACKINFO
Identify members that are in ISPF Packed format.

SCAN
Scan all data sets or members for a target string.

Output the List

The HARDCOPY and OUTPUT commands are used to output the current display. For more information about these
commands, see the section Command Reference.

Terminate the List

The END Command is used to terminate a list so that a new list can be started.

END

Error Control

The ERROR command controls error processing. By default, any command that returns a return code of eight (RC=8) or
higher causes all subsequent SYSIN statements to be flushed.

ERROR FLUSH|NOFLUSH

Use FLUSH to flush SYSIN if a command returns RC=8 or greater (default). Use NOFLUSH to not flush SYSIN if a
command returns RC=8 or greater.

NOTE

An ERROR NOFLUSH command is reset by a subsequent ERROR FLUSH command in the SYSIN stream.

For example:

DSL SYS1.*

ERROR NOFLUSH

CATCHECK

ERROR FLUSH

IF MSG NE ''

HC

EZYEDIT in Batch Usage Notes
The following are the important considerations for using EZYEDIT in batch mode.

Contents
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EZYEDIT in Batch within an ISPF Environment

By default, EZYEDIT in Batch processing is not performed when running under ISPF. To execute EZYEDIT in Batch under
ISPF, use a TSO CLIST or REXX exec to call the PDSEASY program and specify a parameter of BATCH.

Member EEIBREXX in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library contains an example of how to call EZYEDIT in Batch from
a REXX exec running under ISPF.

ISPF and TSO Services

Some EZYEDIT capabilities are not available in batch mode because EZYEDIT in Batch does not execute within a TSO or
an ISPF environment. Unavailable capabilities include:

• Printing, editing, viewing, or browsing of library members
• EZYEDIT Personal Lists
• EZYEDIT User Commands and User Command Aliases
• Access to EZYEDIT user options
• Use of the EZYEDIT Print Destination Table
• Selection Panel Data Set Variable area and Project/Group/Type data

TSO User Prefixes

EZYEDIT in Batch does not prefix data set names with a TSO user prefix. All data set names, quoted or unquoted, are
treated as fully qualified names.

HARDCOPY Command

The following usage notes pertain to issuing the HARDCOPY command in batch mode:

• You can not specify a Print Destination Table entry number as a HARDCOPY command parameter because the
EZYEDIT Print Destination Table is not available in batch mode.

• You can specify destination and class parameters on the HARDCOPY command. Default values for these parameters
are a destination of SYSTEM and class of A. Alternately; you can specify the destination, class, or both by providing
an EZYPRINT DD statement in your JCL. EZYPRINT DD settings override any values specified on the individual
HARDCOPY commands.

• HARDCOPY command output normally shows only those fields that would be visible on a 3270 model 2 display. You
can use the MAX parameter to show additional information. You can also tailor the order and selection of fields with the
USING parameter.

Deleting Data Sets or Members

When EZYEDIT executes in batch mode you do not receive a confirmation panel prior to deleting data sets or members.

Commands with Viewable Output

Some commands such as DSCB, DIRENTRY and SCAN, produce viewable output that is automatically printed by
EZYEDIT in Batch. No explicit HARDCOPY command is required.

SCAN Command Processing

The following usage notes pertain to the use of the SCAN command in batch mode:
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• Each SCAN command may specify a single target string.
• The following processing option settings are used and cannot be changed:

Option Setting

Mode All

Window Size 0

Enable Pattern Characters No

Case Insensitive Yes

Start Column 1

End Column Maximum LRECL

• If the string is found, a hit list detailing the string locations is written to the report output.

Usage Examples
This section shows examples of using EZYEDIT in Batch. Additional examples are provided in member $EZBATCH of the
PDSMAN Sample Materials library.

Contents

Reporting Data Sets

The following example shows the JCL and control statements required to report information for all data sets matching the
pattern "SYS2.*".

//BATEE    EXEC PGM=PDSEASY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

* Sample Dataset List

  DSL SYS2.*

  HC MAX

  END

/*

Reporting All Volume Information

The following example shows the JCL and control statements required to report the information for all online DASD
volumes with utilization greater than 95 percent.

//BATEE    EXEC PGM=PDSEASY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

* Sample Space display

  SPACE

  IF %USED GT 95

  HC

  END

/*
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Reporting Last Reference Date Recording Information

The following example shows the JCL and control statements required to report Last Reference Date Recording
information for members in the library TEST.PDS. This information is available only if it has been previously recorded by
the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility.

//BATEE    EXEC PGM=PDSEASY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

* Sample Member List

  MSL TEST.PDS

  RIGHT LASTREF

  HC

  END

/*

Return Codes

EZYEDIT in Batch issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
At least one warning message has been issued.

8
Processing has completed but at least one error condition has been encountered. By default, all remaining SYSIN
commands will be flushed. If remaining SYSIN commands are to be processed, the default action can be overridden by
inserting a line containing ERROR NOFLUSH in the SYSIN input immediately before the command that generates the
error.

Command Reference
This section describes all the EZYEDIT commands in detail. Commands are listed in alphabetical order.

Command Notation
The following sections describe EZYEDIT command syntax and descriptions.

Contents

Syntax

Required command parameters are enclosed in less-than and greater-than (<>) signs as in SCAN <name or pattern>.
Optional command parameters are enclosed in brackets ([ ]) as in REFRESH [membername].

Command Description

Each command description shows the name of the panel or display from which you can execute the command, the type of
command, and aliases for the command name, if any. For example:

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, and Personal List
displays

Command Type: Function, Primary, Line
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Alias: B

Command Type can be one or more of the following:

• Function means you can use the command in the Function field of the Selection Panel.
• Primary command means you execute the command at the command line of the display (the Primary Command Area).
• Line command means you execute the command from a line on the display (the Line Command Area).

Most line commands can also be executed as a primary command by entering the command, followed by a valid object
name or pattern, in the Primary Command Area. EZYEDIT executes the line command for each object in the display that
matches the specified object name or pattern.

Aliases indicate the alternate names for the command or other ways that the command can be invoked.

When a command is shown in mixed case in the syntax diagram, the upper case portion indicates the minimum
abbreviation that may be used to specify the command.

Commands
The following sections describe the EZYEDIT commands.

Contents

ACTIVATE

The ACTIVATE command causes the selected Linklist set to become the current Linklist. All jobs and address spaces
that subsequently start will use this Linklist concatenation. Jobs or address spaces that were started before the
activation continue to use the previous current definition.

Valid On: Linklist Sets display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

ACTivate

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
member $LLSSEC in the User Information library.

ADD

The ADD command adds a new data set to an existing inactive Linklist set. To use the modified Linklist set, activate it
using the ACTIVATE line command.

Valid On: Linklist Sets display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

ADD

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
member $LLSSEC in the User Information library.
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ADDSPACE

The ADDSPACE command adds a new extent to an existing partitioned or sequential data set. The size of the new extent
is specified by following the ADDSPACE line command with CYL(n) or TRK(n) where n is the required number of cylinders
or tracks for the new extent. The ADDSPACE command can be used even if no secondary extents have been specified
for the data set that you want to extend.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

ADDSPACE CYL(n) | TRK(n)

The ADDSPACE command is not supported for multi-volume sequential data sets or PDSE libraries.

When processing a data set allocated with extended attributes that resides on an EAV volume:

• If the amount of space being added is less than the break point value for the data set (default of ten cylinders) the
extent added by ADDSPACE is allocated from the track-managed area.

• If the amount of space being added is equal to or greater to the break point value, the extent added by ADDSPACE is
allocated from cylinder-managed space in increments of 21 cylinders.

ALTERDIR

The ALTERDIR command alters the number of directory blocks in a partitioned data set without requiring the data set to
be deleted and reallocated. The new number of directory blocks is specified on a subsequent panel.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

ALTERDIR

The ALTERDIR command is not applicable for a PDSE.

For more information about ALTERDIR capabilities and processing, see FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow
Facilities.

APFCHECK

The APFCHECK command identifies data sets that are APF authorized.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

APFCHECK

If an APF authorized data set is found, the Data Set List display is scrolled to the first authorized entry.
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APPEND

The APPEND command appends more objects to the display.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

APPend <data set object or pattern>  [volser or pattern] 

You can specify any valid Data Set List object as a parameter on the append command. Data Set List objects are
described in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field description. You may further qualify the object using a volume serial
or volume serial pattern. If no parameter is specified, EZYEDIT displays a panel where one or more Data Set List objects
can be specified.

Objects that already have an entry in the display are not added a second time by the APPEND command.

The following command appends all data sets beginning with the characters SYS1. to the Data Set List.

APP SYS1.*

The following command uses a data set group keyword to append all data sets in the system linklist concatenation to the
Data Set List.

APP LINKLIST

Data sets that are not cataloged can be appended to the display by following the object name with a volume serial or
volume serial pattern. The following command appends all SYS1. data sets from the ALTRES volume.

APP SYS1.* ALTRES

AUDIT

The AUDIT command causes the Member List display to be scrolled directly to the AUDIT alternate view.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

AUDIT

BK

The BK command displays the libraries and members that are maintained on the PDSMAN Backup System and allows
you to queue requests, restore members, and manage Backup System contents.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

BK [data set name] [?]                         (Data Set List)

BK [?]                                         (Other Displays)

If the data set name is not specified, the PDSMAN Backup Libraries display is shown. This display shows a list of all
libraries that are maintained in the PDSMAN Backup System.
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If the data set name is specified, the Backup Library Contents display is shown. This display shows the members of the
specified library, which are maintained on the PDSMAN Backup System.

Both of these displays are derived from the contents of the PDSMAN Backup Directory, the name of which is specified by
the $EZYEDIT BKDIR parameter.

If the '?' operand is specified, a prompt is forced for the name of the Backup Directory, providing an opportunity to specify
an alternative name.

BLD

The BLD command applies change (delta) files, maintained in an Update Control File, to a Base Module to create a new
composite.

The BLD line command is issued against an Update Control File library member. The corresponding Base File member
is read and all or selected changes are applied to form a new composite. The composite is optionally re-numbered during
BLD processing.

When issuing the BLD command, a Change-Id may be specified to the right of the selected member, in the Member List
Rename field, and only changes up to and including that Change-Id are applied. If no Change-Id is specified, all changes
in the Update Control File are applied.

For more information about this process, see Update Control File .

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

BLD  <Change-Id>

Browse

The Browse command invokes the ISPF BROWSE function to display the contents of the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, and Personal List
displays.

Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

B [member name or pattern]                        (Data Set List)

B                                                 (Other Displays)

The member name or pattern parameter is valid on the Data Set List display only. It allows one or more members of the
library to be browsed directly from the Data Set List display.

CAT

The CAT command catalogs the specified data set. EZYEDIT verifies that the data set exists on the indicated DASD
volume and that the data set is not currently cataloged before performing the catalog process.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:
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CAT

CATCHECK

The CATCHECK command identifies data sets with catalog problems by checking the displayed list of data sets and
reporting those that are uncataloged or are cataloged to a volume other than that on which they actually reside.

This command is most useful when the Data Set List display has been invoked using a volume serial or pattern in the
Volume Serial field on the EZYEDIT Selection Panel.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

CATCHECK

The following results can be displayed in the Message field of the display:

*Not-Cataloged
The data set is not cataloged.

*Cat-Error
A catalog error occurred while processing this data set or the data set is cataloged on another volume.

If errors are detected, the Data Set List display is scrolled to the first entry in error.

CATINFO

The CATINFO command enables the CATALOG view. This view shows the catalog name in which the data set was
located for all data sets in the current Data Set List display that have been obtained by scanning the system catalog.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

CATINFO

CLONE

The CLONE command creates a duplicate copy of the specified library or sequential data set.

The duplicate library can be created automatically by the command, or you can clone to a library that already exists. When
an existing output data set is specified, all data in the data set is deleted and any secondary extents are released before
the cloning process is performed. After the cloning operation, the DCB attributes for the output library are set to match
those of the input data set.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line
Alias: DUPlicate

The command syntax is:

CLOne                                          (Selection Panel)

CLOne [option][,option]                        (Data Set List)
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On the Selection Panel, you specify the options in the Member Name field. On the Data Set List display, you type them as
command parameters, separating each option with a comma.

The following optional parameters can be specified:

DSN(..)
The output data set name. Specify a fully qualified data set name that is enclosed in single quotes. If you omit the
quotation marks, your TSO prefix is appended to the left of the name you specify. The following shows an example of how
this parameter is specified:

DSN('SYS1.NEW.COPY')

If you omit this parameter, EZYEDIT generates an output data set name for you. You can modify the generated name on
the confirmation panel.

VOL(..)
The volume serial for the output data set. The following shows an example of how this parameter is specified:

VOL(TSO001)

PREfix(…)
A prefix value to be used when the CLONE command generates the output data set name. More than one qualifier may
be specified for this parameter. This prefix is appended to the left of the input data set name. For example, the following
specification:

PREFIX(SYS2)

With an input data set name of MY.INPUT.DATA generates an output data set name of SYS2.MY.INPUT.DATA.

SUFfix(..)

A suffix value to be used when the CLONE command generates the output data set name. More than one qualifier may
be specified for this parameter. This suffix is appended to the right of the input data set name. For example, the following
specification:

SUFFIX(CLONE)

With an input data set name of MY.INPUT.DATA generates an output data set name of MY.INPUT.DATA.CLONE.

CHG(str,rep)
Causes all occurrences of the specified scan string str in the input data set name to be replaced by the replacement string
rep when constructing the output data set name. 

Multiple qualifiers may be specified in either the scan or replacement strings. You may also specify a null replacement
string by omitting the rep parameter. For example, the following specification:

CHG(PDSMAN.V77,PDSMV77)

Causes the string "PDSMAN.V77" to be replaced by the string "PDSMV77" in the generated output data set name. In
another example, the following specification:

CHG(PDSMAN.,)

Causes the qualifier "PDSMAN." to be removed from the generated output data set name.

MGMTCLAS(..)
The SMS management class value to be assigned to the output library.

STORCLAS(..)
The SMS storage class value to be assigned to the output library.

DATACLAS(..)
The SMS data class value to be assigned to the output library.
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DIR(nnn|NOLIMIT)
The number of directory blocks to specify when allocating the output library. Specify NOLIMIT to create a PDSE library or
DIR(0) to create an IEBCOPY format sequential unload data set.

BLKSZ(nnn)
A block size specification that is used when creating the output library.

NOPrompt
Indicates that prompting for output data set information is not required.

NOCATalog
Indicates that newly created output data sets are not to be cataloged.

EMPTY
Indicates that an existing output data set should be emptied before the copy operation.

REPlace
Indicates that like-named members in the output data set should be replaced.

DISPlay
Indicates that SYSPRINT output is to be displayed.

PDSEVER(n)The PDSE data set version number (1 or 2).

PDSEGENS(nnn)The maximum number of IBM PDSE generations to keep for each member in the data set. To use this
option:

• – PDSE member generations must be enabled for this system
– The value that is specified must be less than or equal to the system maximum number of generations setting
– PDSEVER(2) must be specified

Usage Notes

The input data set must be an existing partitioned or sequential, non-keyed data set residing on a single DASD volume. It
can be of fixed, variable, or undefined record format with blocked or unblocked records.

The output data set must be a partitioned or sequential, non-keyed data set residing on DASD. It can have blocked or
unblocked records with fixed, variable, or undefined record format.

If the output data set does not exist, it is created with the same attributes as the input data set.

For information about using the command on PDSEs with member generations, see Move, Copy and Clone of PDSEs
with Member Generations.

COMPARE

The COMPARE command compares the specified member to another member. The resulting display shows the entire
original member and identifies all lines that have been inserted or deleted

If the two members being compared reside in the same library, the name of the second member can be specified in the
Member List Rename field. If the second member is not specified, EZYEDIT prompts you to provide the data set name
and member for the comparison.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line
Aliases: COM and COMP

The command syntax is:
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COMPARE

For more information about member level comparison functions, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

CONFIRM

The CONFIRM command controls the display of the confirmation panel that is shown when an object is about to be
deleted.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, and Personal List displays.
Command Type: Primary
Aliases: VERIFY, NOVERIFY, or NOV can be specified as an alternative

for CONFIRM OFF.

The command syntax is:

CONFIRM [ON|OFF|QUERY|?]

The CONFIRM value is set to the default value (ON) each time an EZYEDIT display is entered from the Selection Panel. If
you change the setting, the change is in effect for all subsequent displays until you exit the display on which you originally
made the change.

The following values can be specified on the CONFIRM command:

ON
Indicates that delete confirmation is required (default).

OFF
Indicates that delete confirmation is not required. This can also be specified as NOVERIFY or NOV in the primary
command area.

QUERY
Displays the current setting. QUERY can also be specified as a question mark (?).

CONFIRMC

The CONFIRMC command controls the display of the confirmation panel that is shown when a user command is about to
be executed.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, and Personal List displays.
Command Type: Primary
Alias: SHOWCMD

The command syntax is:

CONFIRMC   [ON|OFF|QUERY|?]

The CONFIRMC value is set to the default value (ON) each time an EZYEDIT display is entered from the Selection Panel.
If you change the setting, the change remains in effect until you return to the Selection Panel or issue a subsequent
CONFIRMC command.

The command confirmation panel is used to confirm the execution of a user command and to specify any additional
parameters that may be required.

The following values can be specified on the CONFIRMC command:

ON
Indicates that command confirmation is required (default).
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OFF
Indicates that command confirmation is not required.

QUERY
Displays the current setting. QUERY can also be specified as a question mark (?).

COPY

The COPY command copies an object from one location to another.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, and User
Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

COpy                               (Selection Panel)

COpy [option][,option]             (Data Set List)

C                                  (Member List or User Command Alias)

Selection Panel and Data Set List
On the Selection Panel and Data Set List display, the COPY command copies the contents of an entire library or
sequential data set, to a new or existing data set. You are prompted to enter the output data set information.

On the Selection Panel, you specify the options in the Member Name field. On the Data Set List display, you type them
as command parameters, separating each option with a comma. For more information about the available processing
options, see the CLONE command.

The input data set must be an existing partitioned or sequential, non-keyed data set residing on a single DASD volume. It
can be of fixed, variable, or undefined record format with blocked or unblocked records.

The output data set must be a partitioned or sequential, non-keyed data set residing on DASD. It can have blocked or
unblocked records with fixed, variable, or undefined record format unless restricted by the type of data being copied.

If the output data set does not exist, it is created with the same attributes as the input data set unless you override these
attributes using the command dialog.

The output data set must exist if you are copying from a sequential data set to a member of a partitioned library.

The COPY command performs data truncation and padding when the logical record lengths of the input and output data
sets differ. You are prompted to confirm the operation in cases where truncation would occur.

If the output is a sequential data set, any existing contents are replaced by the operation. Member replacement in
partitioned libraries is controlled by the Replace Like Named Members option.

For information about copying PDSEs with member generations, see Move, Copy and Clone of PDSEs with Member
Generations.

Member List
On the Member List display, the COPY command copies the requested member to this or another library. When copying
to the original input library, you must specify a new member name in the Rename field of the display.

You are prompted for the output data set name on a subsequent panel. This output library remains in effect until a new
input data set is selected, a RESET Member List primary command is issued, or a question mark (?) is specified to the
right of the member name in the Rename field of the member being copied.

Member List display copy operations are subject to restrictions. For more information about Member List display copy
operations, see Member List Command Summary. For information about copying PDSE member generations, see Move,
Copy and Clone of PDSEs with Member Generations.
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COPY is a valid block command; however, a block copy cannot be performed when members are to be renamed by the
copy operation.

User Command Alias
On the User Command Alias display, the COPY command copies the alias entry to a new entry. You are prompted for the
name of the new entry on a subsequent panel.

CREATE

The CREATE command allocates a new sequential, partitioned, or PDSE data set modeled after an existing data set.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

CREATE

You specify the name of the data set to be created on a subsequent panel. This panel also allows you to modify the new
data set space allocation, DCB information, some SMS class information values, and other data set attributes.

The expiration date can be specified in one of the following formats:

• Gregorian: yy/mm/dd or yyyy/mm/mm
• Julian: yy.yyy or yyyy.ddd
• Absolute: nnnn (for example, 250 (250 days from today))
• Permanent: PERM, NOLIMIT, NEVER, or 9999

DCF

The DCF command invokes DCF Script, if installed, for the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

DCF

DEFINE

The DEFINE command creates a Linklist concatenation.

Valid On: Linklist Sets display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

DEFine

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
member $LLSSEC in the User Information library.
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Delete

The Delete command deletes the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal List,
Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

D                                                (Other Displays)

DELete                                           (Linklist Sets)

Selection Panel
When issued on the Selection Panel, a member name may be specified but a member pattern is not supported.

Member List DisplayFor information about deleting PDSE member generations, see Deleting PDSE Member
Generations.

Personal List
When issued on the Personal List display, the command deletes the specified list from both the Personal List Index and
the data set in which the list resides. You are prompted for confirmation before the delete is performed unless confirmation
has been disabled using the CONFIRM command.

Linklist Set
When issued on the Linklist Sets display, the command deletes a data set from an existing inactive Linklist set. To begin
using the modified Linklist set, activate it using the ACTIVATE line command. 

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
member $LLSSEC in the User Information library.

User Command Alias
When issued on the User Command Alias display, the command deletes the alias entry from the User Command Alias
table.

DIFF

The DIFF command compares the selected member to another member and identifies the differences. The resulting
display shows only the inserted and deleted lines.

If the two members being compared reside in the same library, the name of the second member can be specified in the
Member List Rename field. If the second member is not specified, EZYEDIT prompts you to provide the data set name
and member for the comparison.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line
Alias: DIF

The command syntax is:

DIFF

For more information about member level comparison functions, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.
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DIR

The DIR command formats and displays the directory entry for the specified member.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

DIR

DIRUSAGE

The DIRUSAGE command enables the DIRUSAGE view. This view shows directory usage statistics for all partitioned data
sets in the current Data Set List display.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

DIRUSAGE

Data sets are bypassed if they are migrated, are not partitioned, or if their DSCB cannot be located.

DSCB

The DSCB command formats and displays the Data Set Control Blocks (DSCBs) for the data set.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

DSCB

EC

The EC (Edit with Changes) command applies changes to a copy of an unmodified Base File to create a temporary
composite that is passed to the ISPF Editor. On return from the Editor, the newly edited file is inspected and the
corresponding Change File is created or re-created in the Update Control File. The Update Control File contains all
Change Files and their corresponding Change-IDs.

Note: The newly edited file is not saved; if a composite is required, it can be created using ISPF CREATE, or alternatively
using the BLD command.

When issuing the EC command, a Change-ID may be specified to the right of the selected member, in the Member List
Rename field. The presence of a Change-ID indicates that you want to begin working on a new change, or want to re-
work an existing change with that identifier. If the Change-ID is not specified, it is assumed that you are working on the
current top-level change.

To make an initial change to Base member XYZ, enter the following primary command from the Member List of the
corresponding Update Control File library.

EC XYZ Change-ID
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You are prompted for information required to build the Update Control File member (with member name XYZ). Thereafter,
the EC line command is specified against Update Control File member XYZ.

For more information about change files, see Update Control File .

 

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

EC  <Change-ID>

Edit

The Edit command invokes the ISPF EDIT function for the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal Lists,
and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

E [member name or pattern]                     (Data Set List)

E                                              (Other Displays)

The member name or pattern parameter is valid on the Data Set List display only. It allows one or more members of the
library to be edited directly from the Data Set List display.

If an error occurs when attempting to edit the object (for example, member in use or unsupported logical record length),
EZYEDIT automatically invokes BROWSE processing.

Member List
When Edit is invoked from the Member List display and the ISPF EDIT CREATE or REPLACE commands are used
during the edit session, the EZYEDIT Member List is not automatically updated to reflect the newly created or replaced
members. After editing, issue the REFRESH primary command to rebuild the Member List.

User Command Alias
When Edit is invoked from the User Command Alias display, a dialog is shown that allows you to edit the alias definition.

EMPTY

The EMPTY command deletes all members from the selected PDS and releases any unused secondary extents. This
command is equivalent to deleting and reallocating the data set. A confirmation panel is displayed to allow you to confirm
or abort the EMPTY request.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

EMPTY

For more information about emptying partitioned data sets and releasing unused DASD space, see Productivity Tools.
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EMPTYCHK

The EMPTYCHK command processes each entry in the Data Set List display and identifies empty partitioned libraries or
sequential data sets.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

EMPTYCHK

EMPTYO

The EMPTYO command deletes all members from the selected PDS or PDSE without releasing unused secondary
extents. A confirmation panel is displayed to allow you to confirm or abort the EMPTYO request.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

EMPTYO

For more information about emptying partitioned data sets and releasing unused DASD space, see Productivity Tools.

ERASE

The ERASE command clears all data that is associated with the specified data set and then performs a data set delete.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

ERASE

The ERASE command is not applicable for a PDSE.

EXECute

The Execute (EXEC) command executes a TSO CLIST. Control is passed to the TSO EXEC command processor for
CLIST execution.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Member List display
Command Type: Function, Line
Alias: EX

The command syntax is:

EXEC

When issued on the Selection Panel, a member name may be specified but a member pattern is not supported.
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EXPORT

The EXPORT command writes the current Personal List Index to a user specified data set.

Valid On: Personal List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

EXPort [ member name ]                         

The output data set is specified on a subsequent panel and must be a partitioned library with a logical record length of 80
bytes. The member name into which the index is saved can be specified on the command line or on a subsequent panel.

Personal List Index entries that are saved in this manner can be reloaded using the IMPORT Primary Command.

FIND

The FIND command is used to locate an object in the display. This command scrolls the display to the first object
containing the specified string.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal List,
Allocation, Volume Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command
Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, primary
Alias: F

The command syntax is:

FIND                                                   (Selection Panel)

FIND <string> [NEXT|PREV|FIRST|LAST|ALL] <fieldname>   (Other Displays)

Selection Panel
When issued from the Selection Panel, the command positions the Data Set Variable Area to the first entry containing the
string specified in the DSN/Variable # field. The NEXT, PREV, FIRST, LAST, and ALL parameters are not valid on the
Selection Panel.

Other Displays
The find string can occur anywhere on the row. A switch to another view may occur if the target string is not displayed
on the current view. For performance reasons, the FIND command only searches data fields (display columns) that have
already been resolved. Fields are not resolved until they are needed for display.

You can control the starting point and direction of the search by using one of the following operands:

NEXT
The display is positioned to the next occurrence of the specified string (default).

PREV
The display is positioned to the previous occurrence of the specified string.

FIRST
The display is positioned to the first occurrence of the specified string.

LAST
The display is positioned to the last occurrence of the specified string.

ALL
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The display is positioned to the first occurrence of the specified string and a count of the total number of occurrences of
the string is displayed.

Enclose the target string in single or double quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks.

If the optional fieldname parameter is specified, only target strings that are found in the specified field will be scanned.

If a subsequent FIND command is entered without altering the search string, a repeat FIND is performed.

The following command scrolls the display to the first entry containing the string USER.LOAD.

F USER.LOAD FIRST

The following command scrolls the display to the next entry containing the string TSO in the VOLUME field.

F TSO VOLUME

FINDMEM

The FINDMEM command scans the displayed list of data sets, identifying those that contain the specified member or
members that match the specified member pattern.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Primary
Alias: FMEM

The command syntax is:

FINDMEM <member name or pattern> [FIRST|NEXT|ALL]

You control the search by using one of the following operands:

FIRST
The scan starts at the first entry in the list and terminates at the first data set that contains a matching member (default).

NEXT
The scan starts at the entry following the data set currently displayed at the top of the screen and terminates at the next
data set that contains a matching member.

ALL
The scan starts at the first entry and searches all data sets in the list before displaying the results.

The following results may be displayed in the Message field of the display:

*Mem-Found
The member or member pattern was found in the data set.

*Error
An error occurred while processing this data set.

The display is scrolled to the first data set containing found members.

The following command highlights data sets in the current Data Set List display containing members that start with the
characters IEF.

FMEM  IEF*
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FOLD

The FOLD command translates lower case characters to upper case when the PRINT command is used.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

FOLD

This setting is disabled by default. It can also be disabled using the RESET or NOFOLD command.

The FOLD setting is effective only when the PRINTOFF or VPSPRINT print processors are being used.

HARDCOPY

The HARDCOPY command produces a hard copy listing of the current display.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary
Alias: HC

The command syntax is:

HARDCOPY [destination|? [class] [USING(ddname)] [MAX]] 

The destination can be any valid print destination or a question mark (?), which causes the Print Destination Table to
be displayed. If no destination is specified, the value in the Selection Panel Printer field is used. A destination must be
specified if a class is being coded because class is a positional parameter.

The data columns to be reported and the order in which they are output can be tailored using the USING(ddname)
parameter. For more information about using the USING(ddname) parameter, see Tailoring Output With the
USING(ddname) Parameter. If the MAX parameter is specified, all available fields that fit in the 132-byte print area are
output.

The printer destination and class are ignored if the EZYPRINT DD statement has been allocated or has been specified by
a preceding HARDCOPY command.

The following command produces a hard copy listing of the current display with output being directed to the remote printer
destination RMT5 with a SYSOUT class of X:

HC RMT5 X

IDR

The IDR command formats and displays the IDR records in a load module or program object.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

IDR
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IF

The IF command filters the display based on the contents of any of the data fields available on the display.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

IF <fieldname> [operator] <value>

Generally, all valid data field names (column headings) for the display being shown can be specified on this command.
Supported operators are:

Operator Aliases Description
CONTAINS CT The target value can be found anywhere

within the specified field.
EQ = Equal (default)
NE <> Not equal
LT < Less than
GT > Greater than
LE <= and =< Less than or equal to
GE >= and => Greater than or equal to

A default value of equal is used if no operator is specified.

When filtering on the contents of a character data field, IF processes differently depending on how the value is specified:

• If the value is specified in single or double quotation marks, the entry is retained only if the field contents exactly match
the specified value. For example, a value of "FB" matches only data FB, not FBA or "FB XX".

• If the value is specified without quotation marks, the entry is retained if the field contents start with the specified value.
For example, a value of FB matches data starting with FB or FBA.

The following keywords can also be specified as an IF command fieldname on certain EZYEDIT displays.

AUTH
Displays entries for load library members that have been linked as authorized (AC=1).
Valid Displays: Member List only.

ALIAS
Displays entries for alias members.
Valid Displays: Member List only.

TODAY
Displays entries that have been processed or updated today.
Valid Displays: Data Set List or Member List.

WEEK
Displays entries that have been processed or updated in the last seven days.
Valid Displays: Data Set List or Member List.

MONTH
Displays entries that have been processed or updated in the last 30 days.
Valid Displays: Data Set List or Member List.
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YEAR
Displays entries that have been processed or updated in the last 365 days.
Valid Displays: Data Set List or Member List.

MINUS
Displays entries for previous member versions (for example, MEMBER(-1) ).
Valid Displays: Member List only.

An adjustment value can be specified following the TODAY, WEEK, MONTH, or YEAR keywords. Specify the adjustment
value as a three-digit number preceded by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign. For example: TODAY-150.

Data Set List Examples

The following command filters the Data Set List display to include only those entries that have a partitioned (PO) data set
organization (DSORG).

IF DSORG EQ PO

Because EQ is the default operator, you can also specify IF DSORG PO.

The following command filters the Data Set List display to include only data sets that were created in the past five days.

IF CREATED TODAY-5

Member List Example

The following command filters the Member List display to include only members that have been updated today.

IF TODAY

Personal List Example

The following command filters the Personal List display to include only entries that contain the string PDSMAN in their
descriptions.

IF DESC CONTAINS PDSMAN

Volume Information Example

The following command filters the Volume Information display to include only volumes that are not on 3390-1 devices.

IF DEVICE <> 3390-1

IMPORT

The IMPORT command merges the current Personal List Index with entries previously saved using the EXPORT
command. Using IMPORT with the EXPORT command increases portability and facilitates sharing of Personal List Index
definitions between users.

Valid On: Personal List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

IMPort [ member name ]                         

The input data set is specified on a subsequent panel and must be a partitioned library with a logical record length of 80
bytes.

It is possible to edit the saved Personal List Index information manually. For each entry, the personal list name is in
columns 1 through 8 with the name of the location data set in columns 10 through 53. An optional description and last
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changed date stamp can also be included by specifying a plus sign (+) in column 72 of the first line and then coding the
description in columns 10 through 45 and the date in columns 47 through 62 of the next input record.

INCLUDE

The INCLUDE command includes more objects in the display.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, and Volume Information displays.
Command Type: Primary
Alias: I

The command syntax is:

INCLUDE <data set object or pattern> [volser or pattern]   (Data Set List)

INCLUDE <member name or pattern>                           (Member List)

INCLUDE <volume serial or pattern |                        (Volume Information)

         unit address or pattern |

         SG=storage group or pattern |

         U=unit name >

Data Set List
You can specify any valid Data Set List object as a parameter on the include command. Data Set List objects are
described in the Selection Panel DSN/Variable # field description. You may further qualify the object using a volume serial
or volume serial pattern.

The following command includes all data sets beginning with the characters SYS1. in the Data Set List.

I SYS1.*

The following command uses a data set group keyword to include all data sets in the system linklist concatenation in the
Data Set List.

I LINKLIST

Data sets that are not cataloged can be included in the display by following the object name with a volume serial or
volume serial pattern. The following command includes all SYS1. data sets from the ALTRES volume.

I SYS1.* ALTRES

Member List
You can include members from the current data set by specifying a member name or member name pattern as the
command parameter.

The following command inserts entries for all members in the current data set that begin with the characters ABC into the
Member List display.

I ABC*

Volume Information
The following parameters can be specified for inclusion on the Volume Information display:

• – A volume serial or volume serial pattern (for example, MVS001 or MVS*)
– A unit address or unit address pattern (for example, /1C0 or /1C*)
– A storage group or storage group pattern (for example, SG=TEST or SG=TEST*)
– An esoteric unit name (for example, U=3390)

The following command includes all volumes beginning with the characters MVS in the Volume Information display.
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I MVS*

The following command uses a storage group specification to include all volumes that are defined in the TEST storage
group in the Volume Information display.

I SG=TEST

Information

The Information command displays detailed information about a data set such as the physical attributes and space
information.

For more information about the Data Set Information display, see Data Set Information Display.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

I

JOBS

The JOBS command displays the jobs that are using the selected Linklist set.

Valid On: Linklist Sets display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

Jobs

Job Submit

The Job Submit command submits the specified member or sequential file as a job stream.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Member List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

J

When issued on the Selection Panel, a member name must be specified but a member pattern is not supported.

The job stream is passed to the TSO SUBMIT command processor. Any user exits that process submit requests are
honored.

A default submit command processor can be specified using the SUBCMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT control
statement.
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LEFT

The LEFT command (usually defined as PF10) scrolls the display to an alternate view.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

LEFT [fieldname]

The alternate views that make up an EZYEDIT display are connected in a ring structure. Issuing the LEFT command
repeatedly allows you to traverse the ring and see all the alternate views.

You can specify an optional fieldname that causes the display to be scrolled directly to the view that contains the specified
field. This speeds access to alternate views and allows you to see views that have been disabled through user options.

On the Data Set List display, the following command scrolls the display to the Data alternate view.

LEFT CRE

The fieldname CRE is an abbreviation for the CREATED fieldname on the Date alternate view.

LINKSETS

The LINKSETS function invokes the EZYEDIT Linklist Sets display and shows available Linklist set definitions in a
scrollable display.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function

The command syntax is:

LINKSETS

The entries that are initially shown on the Linklist Sets display can be filtered by specifying an optional Linklist Set filter in
the DSN/Variable # field.

LISTA

The LISTA function invokes the EZYEDIT Allocation display to show the current file allocations for this TSO user.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function

The command syntax is:

LISTA

The entries that are initially shown on the Allocation display can be filtered by specifying one of the following selection
criteria in the DSN/Variable # field.

• A ddname or ddname pattern (for example, ISPPLIB or ISP* )
• A data set name or data set name pattern (for example, SYS1.* )
• A data set variable number (for example, 21) that corresponds to an entry in the Data Set Variable Area
• A file specification (for example, F(SYSPROC) or F(ISP*) )
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You may also specify a volume serial or volume serial pattern in the Volume Serial field.

The Allocation display can be scrolled into the Data Set List display format for further manipulation.

LLAADD

The LLAADD command dynamically adds the specified library to the list of libraries being managed by the system Library
Look-aside Facility (LLA). The library is added in the default LLA management mode.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

LLAADD

Libraries added using this command are managed only on a temporary basis. An LLA restart may cause them to be
dropped from LLA management.

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
$SECURITY Control Statement.

For more information about this and other Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs), see LLA/Extensions and
Performance Facilities .

LLACHECK

The LLACHECK command compares the actual library directory with the in-storage copy of the directory that has been
cached by LLA and reports any differences that are detected.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Primary, Line

The command syntax is:

LLACHECK

This command can be used to quickly identify situations where LLA is returning an incorrect version of a library member.

When this command is entered as a Data Set List primary command with no parameter specified, EZYEDIT reports the
LLACHECK status for all LLA managed libraries.

For more information about this and other LLA functional extensions, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

LLAFREZ

The LLAFREZ command alters the LLA management mode of the specified data set to FREEZE. In FREEZE mode, LLA
satisfies BLDL requests using a cached copy of the data set directory that resides in LLA storage.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

LLAFREZ
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This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
$SECURITY Control Statement.

For more information about this and other Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs), see LLA/Extensions and
Performance Facilities .

LLANOFR

The LLANOFR command alters the LLA management mode of the specified data set to NOFREEZE. In NOFREEZE
mode, LLA satisfies BLDL requests using the actual library directory that resides on disk.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

LLANOFR

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
$SECURITY Control Statement.

For more information about this and other Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs), see LLA/Extensions and
Performance Facilities .

LLAREF

The LLAREF command performs a synchronous update of LLA for the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

LLAREF

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
$SECURITY Control Statement .

For more information about this and other Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs), see LLA/Extensions and
Performance Facilities .

LLAREM

The LLAREM command dynamically removes the specified library from the list of libraries being managed by the system
Library Look-aside Facility (LLA).

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

LLAREM

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
$SECURITY Control Statement .
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For more information about this and other Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs), see LLA/Extensions and
Performance Facilities .

LLASTATS

The LLASTATS command reports LLA usage statistics for the specified library.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

LLASTATS

When this command is entered as a Data Set List primary command with no parameter specified, EZYEDIT reports the
LLA usage statistics for all LLA managed libraries.

For more information about this and other LLA functional extensions, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

LLATRACE

The LLATRACE command formats and displays the contents of the LLA trace table and other useful diagnostic
information.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Primary

The command syntax is:

LLATRACE

For more information about this and other LLA functional extensions, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

LOAD

The LOAD function restores the contents of a previously saved Data Set Variable Area (DSVA) to the Selection Panel.
The current contents of the DSVA are replaced by the restored data.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function

The command syntax is:

LOAD

For more information about saving and loading the contents of a Data Set Variable Area, see EZYEDIT Options Menu.

LOCATE

The LOCATE command scrolls the display to the first entry that begins with the specified string.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal List,
Allocation, Volume Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command
Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, Primary
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Alias: L

The command syntax is:

LOCATE <string>

This command searches for the target string in the data field on which the display is sorted. Usually this is the primary
data field such as the data set name for the Data Set List display or the member name for the Member List display.

If the value is not found, the list is scrolled to the entry before the expected entry.

When entered on the Data Set List display, the following command scrolls the display to the first data set that starts with
the characters SYS1.USER.

L SYS1.USER

When entered on the Member List display, the following command scrolls the display to the member SAMPLE.

L SAMPLE

Member List

The Member List line command invokes the Member List display for the specified data set.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

M [pattern]

If a member or member pattern is specified, the initial Member List display is filtered to show only the specified member or
members matching the pattern.

MAP

The MAP command formats and displays a map of the CSECTs that make up the specified load module or program
object.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

MAP

MESSAGE

The Message (?) command re-displays messages that have resulted from previous line commands. Sometimes, a
message that may be helpful in diagnosing an error may have been overlaid by a higher severity message. Message is
not a valid block command or primary command.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Volume Information,
Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Line
Alias: ?
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The command syntax is:

MESSage

MONITOR

The MONITOR command invokes the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface to re-monitor the resource status
for this entry. EZYEDIT presents a dialog that allows you to enter the monitoring class and other options to be used.
Specify the NOPrompt option to skip this dialog and perform monitoring for all classes, using the default options.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

MONitor [NOPrompt]

MOVE

The MOVE command copies an object from one location to another.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

MOve                                              (Selection Panel)

MOve [options]                                    (Data Set List)

M                                                 (Member List)

Selection Panel and Data Set List
On the Selection Panel and Data Set List display, the Move command moves the contents of an entire library or
sequential data set to a new or existing data set. The input library is emptied and all unused secondary extents are
released. You are prompted to enter the output data set information.

On the Selection Panel, you specify the options in the Member Name field. On the Data Set List display, you type them
as command parameters, separating each option with a comma. For more information about available processing options,
see the CLONE command description.

The input data set must be an existing partitioned or sequential, non-keyed data set residing on a single DASD volume. It
can be of fixed, variable, or undefined record format with blocked or unblocked records. The input cannot be the data set
alias of a sequential data set.

The output data set must be a partitioned or sequential, non-keyed data set residing on DASD. It can have blocked or
unblocked records with fixed, variable, or undefined record format unless restricted by the type of data being copied.

If the output data set does not exist, it is created with the same attributes as the input data set. You can override these
values using the command dialog.
The output data set must exist if you are copying from a sequential data set to a member of a partitioned library.

The MOVE command performs data truncation and padding when the logical record lengths of the input and output data
sets differ. You are prompted to confirm the operation in cases where truncation would occur.

If the output is a sequential data set, any existing contents are replaced by the operation. Member replacement in
partitioned libraries is controlled by the Replace Like Named Members option.
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For information about moving PDSEs with member generations, see Move, Copy and Clone of PDSEs with Member
Generations.

Member List
On the Member List display, the Move command moves a member to another library. You can specify a new name for the
member in the Rename field of the display. The original member is deleted from the input data set.

You are prompted for the output data set name on a subsequent panel. This output library remains in effect until a new
input data set is selected, a RESET Member List primary command is issued, or a question mark (?) is specified to the
right of the member name in the Rename field of the member being copied.

For more information about the member List display move operations restrictions, see General Information. For
information about copying PDSE member generations, see Move, Copy and Clone of PDSEs with Member Generations.

MOVE is a valid block command; however, a block move cannot be performed when members are to be renamed by the
move operation.

NOFOLD

The NOFOLD command is used to reset the FOLD option. FOLD translates lower case characters to upper case when the
Print command is used.

Valid On: Member List
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

NOFOLD

The NOFOLD setting is effective only when the PRINTOFF or VPSPRINT print processors are being used.

ONLY

The ONLY command is used to remove objects from the display that do not contain a specified string.

The target string can occur anywhere in the row and does not need to be in the view currently being displayed. The
display is scrolled to the first object containing the specified string.

The display position is unchanged if the target string is not found.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

ONLY <string>

Options

The Options command invokes the EZYEDIT Options Menu. This menu allows you to specify user processing options and
alter the way EZYEDIT processes in certain circumstances.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, and Personal List
displays.

Command Type: Function, Primary
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The command syntax is:

O

OUTPUT

The OUTPUT command writes the current display to a user specified data set. By default, all displayed fields and column
headings are written to the output data set.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary
Alias: OUT

The command syntax is:

OUTPUT [ddname] [USING(ddname)] [NOHEAD] [MAX] [MODEL]

The ddname parameter defines the output data set to which the data is to be written. If this parameter is not specified,
you are prompted for the output data set name.

The data columns to be reported and the order in which they are output can be tailored using the USING(ddname)
parameter. For more information about using USING(ddname) parameter, see Tailoring Output With the USING(ddname)
Parameter.

The NOHEAD parameter suppresses the column headings in the output. If the MAX parameter is specified, all available
fields that fit in the 132-byte print area are written to the data set.

The MODEL parameter causes EZYEDIT to prompt you for model lines which are then used as a template for each row in
the current list. For more information about model processing, see General Information.

The following example writes the current display to a user specified data set without any field headings:

OUT NOHEAD

PACK

The PACK command reformats the data in the specified member into ISPF PACKED data format. Members that are
stored in this format occupy less DASD space.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

PACK

PACKINFO

The PACKINFO command scans all members in the current Member List, identifying those stored in ISPF PACKED data
format.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:
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PACKINFO

Members can be subsequently packed or unpacked using the PACK or UNPACK Member List line commands.

PDSMAN

The PDSMAN command displays the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu that shows more processing options that are provided
by PDSMAN.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Function, Primary (Member List display), and Line (Data Set List

display)

The command syntax is:

PDSMAN

The name of the specified object is also passed to the Master Menu, eliminating the need for you to retype this
information.

You can go directly to a specific Master Menu option by specifying the option number following the command.

The following command selects option 16 from the PDSMAN ISPF Master Menu:

PDSMAN.16

PLIST

The PLIST function invokes the EZYEDIT Personal List display to show an index of the personal lists available to the user.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function

The command syntax is:

PLIST

PLISTADD

The PLISTADD command adds the specified member to the Personal List Index, allowing Personal Lists to be easily
shared. The member being added must contain a valid personal list definition.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

PLISTadd

You are prompted to specify an optional description of the Personal List on a subsequent panel.
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PLISTCHK

The PLISTCHK command validates the entries in the Personal List Index and helps to identify index problems such as
missing entries or definitions residing in data sets that cannot be accessed.

Valid On: Personal List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

PLISTCHK

The following results can be displayed in the Message field of the display:

*Migrat
The data set in which the Personal List resides is migrated.

*Not-Fnd
The Personal List definition (member) was not found in the recorded data set.

*Error
The data set in which the Personal List resides was not found.

If errors are detected, the Personal List display is scrolled to the first entry in error.

PM

The Print Member List (PM) command prints a hard copy listing of the member directory entries in the specified data set.
You can filter the entries by specifying a member name or pattern.

Valid On: Data Set List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

PM [member name or pattern]

The following command prints a hard copy listing containing all members in the selected data set beginning with the
characters NEW.

PM NEW*

PMON

The PMON command invokes the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring component PRM-VIEW display. PRM-
View displays status, history, and statistical information for monitored partitioned resources and other information that is
collected by PDSMAN.

For more information about the PRM-View display and a description of the optional invocation parameters, see LLA/
Extensions and Performance Facilities.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Primary, Line (Data Set List display only)

The command syntax is:

PMON [[displayname] [[resourcename] [monitoringclass]] ]
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POPLIST

The POPLIST command restores the contents of the object list that was most recently pushed to the EZYEDIT internal
display stack using the PUSHLIST Primary command.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary
Alias: POP

The command syntax is:

POPlist [NODelete]

By default, this command removes the object list from the display stack when it is restored to the display. Use the optional
NODelete parameter to restore the object list without removing it from the display stack.

PUSHLIST

The PUSHLIST command saves the contents of the current object list to the EZYEDIT internal display stack.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary
Alias: PUSH

The command syntax is:

PUSHlist

There are no command parameters. The contents of the object list that is currently displayed are pushed onto the internal
EZYEDIT display stack; they are restored using the POPLIST command. Any number of object lists can be pushed to the
stack, subject to storage limitations.

The display stack is destroyed when you exit the EZYEDIT display or when a RESET command is entered.

Print

The Print command invokes EZYEDIT print processing to print the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Function, Line

P <member|*>                                          (Data Set List)

P                                                     (Other Displays)

Selection Panel
On the Selection Panel, if the object is a partitioned library, a member name must be specified in the Member field. An
asterisk can be specified in place of the member name to indicate that all library members are to be printed. A member
pattern may not be specified.

Data Set List
On the Data Set List display, if the object is a partitioned library, a member name may be specified as the first parameter
of the line command. An asterisk can be specified in place of the member name to indicate that all library members are to
be printed. A member pattern may not be specified.
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Member List
On the Member List display, you can specify a remote print destination in the Rename field to temporarily override the
value that is specified on the Selection Panel. This override is in effect until it is reset by a subsequent Print line command
that specifies an override destination or until the RESET Member List command is issued.

PS

The Personal List Select (PS) command displays the contents of a personal list. The entries in the personal list can be
individually selected or expanded using the Select line command. To expand the entire personal list, press Enter.

Valid On: Personal List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

PS

RECOVER

The RECOVER command scans the specified partitioned data set for members that have been deleted and attempts to
recover the deleted members.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

RECOVER

A new member name is assigned to each recovered member. The name is of the form ZZZnnnnn where nnnnn is a
number that is used to ensure that the assigned member names are unique.

The data in the recovered members can be identified and the original member made available by renaming the recovered
member to the original member name.

REFRESH

The REFRESH command rebuilds the display information without requiring you to exit and re-enter the display.

Valid On: Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Primary
Alias: REF

The command syntax is:

REFRESH <Data Set List object> [volume serial or pattern]   (Data Set List)

REFRESH [member name or pattern]                            (Member List)

REFRESH <volume serial or pattern |                         (Volume Information)

         unit address or pattern |

         SG=storage group or pattern |

         U=unit name >

Data Set List
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You can specify any Data Set List object as the parameter for the REFRESH command. This includes a data set name
or pattern, data set group keyword, file specification (such as F(ISP*)), or saved Data Set List. You may also specify a
volume serial or volume serial pattern to further qualify the object.

The following command refreshes the Data Set List display to contain all data sets beginning with the characters SYS1.:

REF SYS1.*

 

Member List
When issued on the Member List, this command rereads the library directory to obtain the current member control
information and directory data before updating the display.

If a member name or pattern parameter is specified, the new Member List display includes only those members that
match the specified name or pattern. If no parameter is specified, the original member specification is used.

The following command refreshes the Member List display to contain only those members beginning with the characters
ABC:

REF ABC*

Volume Information
You can specify a volume object as the parameter for the REFRESH command. The volume object can be specified as:

• – A volume serial or volume serial pattern (for example, MVS001 or MVS*)
– A unit address or unit address pattern (for example, /1C0 or /1C*)
– A storage group or storage group pattern (for example, SG=TEST or SG=TEST*)
– An esoteric unit name (for example, U=3390)

When using a storage group or unit name, an optional volume serial or volume serial pattern may also be specified to
further filter the list of matching volumes.

The following command refreshes the Volume Information display with all volumes beginning with the characters MVS.

REF MVS*

The following command refreshes the Volume Information display with DASD volumes defined in the TEST storage group
that begin with the characters TSO.

REF SG=TEST TSO*

RELEASE

The RELEASE function frees data set space that is allocated but is not in use.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line
Aliases: RLSE, REL, and F (Data Set List display only)

The command syntax is:

RELEASE

You are prompted to specify the required release boundary on a subsequent panel. The following are supported release
boundaries for non-PDSE data sets:

EXTENT
Releases any secondary extents not in use.
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CYLINDER
Releases any cylinders not in use.

ALLOC
Releases any tracks not in use for data sets allocated in either tracks or blocks. Releases any cylinders not in use for data
sets allocated in cylinders.

PDSE libraries always have all unused space released.

When releasing space using CYLINDER or ALLOC boundaries from data set extents that reside in the cylinder-managed
area of an EAV volume, space is always released in 21 cylinder increments.

For more information about emptying partitioned data sets and releasing unused DASD space, see Productivity Tools.

REMOVE

The REMOVE command deletes a Linklist set definition. You cannot remove a Linklist Set that is in use, is the current
Linklist, or has a name of IPL.

Valid On: Linklist Sets display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

REMove

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
member $LLSSEC in the User Information library.

Rename

The Rename command renames an object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal List,
and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

R

Data Set List
You are prompted to specify the new data set name on a subsequent panel. If the original data set was cataloged, the
new data set will be cataloged after the rename operation.

Member List
The selected member is renamed to the name specified in the Rename field of the display. A member with this new
member name must not already exist in the library. The display is updated to reflect the new member name after the
rename operations.

Rename cannot be used as a block command nor can it be specified as a Member List primary command.

Personal List
You are prompted to specify the new personal list name on a subsequent panel. The command renames the specified
personal list in both the Personal List Index and in the data set in which the list resides.

User Command Alias
You are prompted to specify the new alias name on a subsequent panel. The command renames the selected alias entry.
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REPLACE

The REPLACE command scans the objects in the display for one or more target strings and replaces the target strings
with a replacement string or strings.

Both the target and replacement strings are specified on a subsequent panel. You can change other processing options
by specifying the question mark (?) parameter.

Valid On: Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Primary
Alias: REP

The command syntax is:

REPLACE [data set name or pattern] [volume serial or pattern] [?] (Data Set List)

REPLACE [member name or pattern] [?]                              (Member List)

For more information about the replacement of text strings, including a description of all processing options,
see Productivity Tools .

Data Set List
You can limit the data sets to be processed by specifying the data set name or pattern and volume serial or pattern
parameters.

The following command scans all data sets in the current Data Set List that end with the string .CLIST. The target and
replacement strings are specified on a subsequent panel.

REP *.CLIST

Member List
You can limit the members to be processed by specifying the member name or pattern parameter.

The following command replaces the target string with the replacement string in all members of the Member List display
that begin with characters ABC:

REP ABC*

 

RESET

The RESET command resets the display to its contents when the display was originally entered. Any objects that have
previously been excluded are restored to the display. The display remains positioned at the current entry.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Volume Information,
Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary
Alias: RES

The command syntax is:

RESET [PENDING] [MSG]

The following optional parameters can be used to clear certain display attributes without resetting the contents of the
display:

PENDING
Clears pending block commands.
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MSG
Clears all status messages.

Member List
When issued on the member list, the RESET command re-reads the directory and updates the display to include all library
members, regardless of the original member specification.

RIGHT

The RIGHT command (usually defined as PF11) scrolls the display to an alternate view.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

RIGHT [fieldname]

The alternate views that make up an EZYEDIT display are connected in a ring structure. Issuing the RIGHT command
repeatedly allows you to traverse the ring and see all the alternate views.

You can specify an optional fieldname that causes the display to be scrolled directly to the view that contains the specified
field. This speeds access to alternate views and allows you to see views that have been disabled through user options.

On the Data Set List display, the following command scrolls the display to the Date alternate view.

RIGHT CRE

The fieldname CRE is an abbreviation for the CREATED fieldname on the Date alternate view.

SAVE

The SAVE command saves the contents of the current display.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Personal List, and User
Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Function, Primary

The command syntax is:

SAVE                           (Selection Panel)

SAVE [personal list name]      (Data Set List)

SAVE                           (Personal List and User Command Alias)

Selection Panel
On the Selection Panel, the contents of the Data Set Variable Area are saved as a library member. The saved variables
can be subsequently LOADed by this or another user.

Data Set List
On the Data Set List display, the contents of the Data Set List are saved as an EZYEDIT personal list. The output data set
and member name are specified on a subsequent panel. The output data set must be a partitioned library with a logical
record length of 80 bytes.

Data Set Lists saved in this manner can be processed as any other EZYEDIT personal list, including the use of the
EZYEDIT Personal List display.

The following command saves the current Data Set List display as a personal list named ACCOUNTS:
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SAVE ACCOUNTS

Personal List
On the Personal List display, the contents of the current Personal List Index is saved to the user's ISPF profile data set.

Use SAVE to overlay the Personal List Index with the entries in the current Personal List display. Entries that have been
excluded from the current display are permanently removed from the Personal List Index.

User Command Alias
On the User Command Alias display, the contents of the current display is saved to the user's ISPF profile data set.

Use SAVE to overlay the User Command table with the entries in the current display. Entries that have been excluded
from the current display are permanently removed from the User Command Alias table.

SCAN

The SCAN command scans the objects in the display for one or more target strings.

Valid On: Data Set List and Member List displays.
Command Type: Primary

The target strings are specified on a subsequent panel; however, a single scan string can be specified on the command
line. Enclose the string in single or double quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks (or, on the Data Set List only, if
you are not specifying a volume serial). The panel that is typically displayed to prompt you for an input string is bypassed
when you specify the scan string in this manner.

You can change other processing options by specifying the question mark (?) parameter.

SCAN [name or pattern] [volume serial or pattern] [scan string] [?]    (Data Set List)

SCAN [member name or pattern] [scan string] [?]                        (Member List)

For more information about scanning for text strings, including a description of all processing options, see the Productivity
Tools Reference.

Data Set List
You can limit the data sets to be processed by specifying the data set name or pattern and volume serial or pattern
parameters.

The following command scans all data sets in the current Data Set List that end in the string .CLIST. The target string is
specified on a subsequent panel.

SCAN *.CLIST

Member List
You can limit the members to be processed by specifying the member name or pattern parameter.

The following command scans for the string JCL.CNTL in all members in the Member List display:

SCAN * 'JCL.CNTL'
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Select

The Select command selects an object for processing using an EZYEDIT process that is named Alternate Selection,
which is described on this page. With Alternate Selection, EZYEDIT determines the selection action to be performed
based on the object type and on the Select Default options you have specified.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal List,
Volume Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias
displays.

Command Type: Function, Line
Alias: Cursor Selection

The command syntax is:

S [member name or pattern]                     (Member List)

S [dataset name or pattern]                    (Data Set List)

S [dataset name or pattern]                    (Volume Information)

S                                              (Other Displays)

EZYEDIT may choose to invoke ISPF EDIT, VIEW, or BROWSE for the object or to show another EZYEDIT display that
allows you to process the object at a more detailed level.

Cursor Selection
Alternate Selection is also invoked when you position the cursor to and entry on the display and hit the ENTER key
without specifying some other command. This is named cursor selection processing.

Selection Panel
On the Selection Panel, an object name, pattern, index number, or other valid object identifier can be specified in the
DSN/Variable # and Volume Serial fields. If the object is a partitioned library, a member name or member name pattern
can be specified in the Member field.

Data Set List
On the Data Set List display, if the object is a partitioned library, a member name or pattern may be specified as the first
parameter of the line command.

Volume Information
On the Volume Information display, use the select Line command to invoke Data Set List processing to display data sets
that have been allocated on the particular volume or to expand a storage group that has been displayed in the pattern
view. A data set name or pattern may be specified as the first parameter of the line command. You can also use Select as
a primary command to invoke Dataset List processing while passing any supported Data Set List object.

Personal List
On the Personal List display, use the select command to create a New Personal List entry or to display the specified
personal list entry.

Linklist Set
On the Linklist Sets display, use the select Line command to invoke Dataset List processing to display data sets that are
defined in the particular Linklist set concatenation.

User Command Alias
On the User Command Alias display, use the select command to execute the specified command alias. You can also use
Select as a primary command to create a new alias entry by specifying the name of an entry that does not exist.

Other Displays
On other EZYEDIT displays, the Select command selects the object for EZYEDIT Alternate Selection processing.

Alternate Selection
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EZYEDIT uses a process that is named Alternate Selection to determine the action to take for a selected object. The
action that is chosen is based on the type of object that is selected and Select Default options that you can specify.

EZYEDIT invokes a subsequent processing display when the object is a collection of other objects. For example:

• – The Data Set List display is invoked if the object is a collection of data sets such as a data set list pattern, a data set
keyword, a saved data set list, an EZYEDIT personal list, or a DASD volume.

– The Member List display is invoked if the object is a partitioned library and a single member name has not also
been specified.

When a single object such as a sequential data set or a member of a partitioned library is selected, EZYEDIT invokes
ISPF EDIT, BROWSE, or VIEW processing that is based on the Select Default options you have specified and on other
criteria.

• – The processing that is specified by your Select Default option is always attempted first. You can set separate
processing options for sequential files, partitioned members, and objects with ASA or machine carriage control
characters. For more information about these options, see EZYEDIT Options Menu.

– If an attempt is made to EDIT the object but the ISPF EDIT operation fails, EZYEDIT invokes ISPF BROWSE. This
can occur when the object is not of an organization or logical record length that is supported by the ISPF editor, or
when the object is serialized by another operation.

System Information

The System Information (SI) function displays selected information about the active system, including the date and time
of last IPL, and the volume serial and unit of the IPL volume. The Master Catalog name, SMF identifier, storage utilization,
and CPU model and serial number are also shown.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function

The command syntax is:

SI

SORT

The SORT command allows you to sort the entries in the display.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Volume Information,
Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

SORT [field1 [sequence1] [field2 [sequence2]] ]

Generally, you can specify any of the display column headings as a field operand. If the sort field is part of an alternate
view that is not being shown, the display is scrolled automatically to the appropriate view.

The sort sequence can be specified as:

A
Ascending sequence.

D
Descending sequence.
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The current display can also be sorted by positioning the cursor within the heading of the column to be sorted and hitting
the ENTER key. The default sort sequence for the selected column is used. A second sort request of this type sorts the
data in reverse sequence.

Member List
The following command sorts the current Member List display by descending modification date. The member that was
most recently modified appears at the top of the display.

SORT CHANGED

NOTE
Some Member List sort operations may have unpredictable results if all members in the library do not have valid
ISPF statistics or member control information.

Data Set List
The following command sorts the current Data Set List display by descending volume serial and data set size within
volume.

SORT VOL D TRACKS

Volume Information
The following command sorts the current Volume Information display by available free space in cylinders, with the volume
containing the largest available free space sorted to the top of the display.

SORT FREECYL

SPACE

The SPACE function invokes the EZYEDIT Volume Information display to show DASD volume-related information,
including the amount of space available and used on the volumes.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function

The command syntax is:

SPACE

The entries that are initially shown on the Volume Information display can be filtered by specifying one of the following
selection criteria in the Volume Serial and DSN/Variable # fields.

• A volume serial or volume serial pattern in the Volume Serial field (for example, MVS001 or MVS* )
• A unit or unit pattern in the Volume Serial field (for example, /12C or /12*)
• An esoteric unit name in the DSN/Variable # field (for example, U=3390)
• A SMS storage group in the DSN/Variable # field (for example, SG=TEST)

SUM

The SUM command formats and displays summary information about the specified load module or program object. The
reported information includes the date the module was link-edited, APF authorization, attributes, entry point, and size.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

SUM
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TAG

The TAG command allows unrelated members in a Member List to be selected and processed as a logical group.

There are two forms of the TAG command, the Select form and the Execute form.

Select Form
The Select form of the TAG command is used to select library members for subsequent processing. Members that are
selected in this manner are flagged with a T to the right of the Rename field on the display.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Primary, Line
Alias: T (Line command only)

The command syntax is:

TAG <member pattern>

TAG <select operand>

When TAG is issued as a primary command, you can specify a member name pattern to select individual or groups of
members.

Individual members can be tagged by entering the T line command on the desired entry.

Members can also be tagged using one of the following TAG Select operands:

ALL
Tag all members in the current Member List.

RES
Reset (untag) all tagged members.

MINUS
Tag all previous member versions -- for example, MEMBER (-1).

Tag processing can also be performed conditionally, where members are tagged based on the contents of another field.
The syntax for conditional tagging is:

TAG <fieldname> <operator> <value>

The operands for this form of the TAG command are identical to those shown in the description of the IF command.

The SCAN and REPLACE commands automatically tag members in which a target string was found.

The TAG Select acts as a toggle operation. If you tag a member that is already tagged it becomes untagged.

Execute Form
The Execute form of the TAG command processes members that you have previously tagged using the TAG Select form.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

TAG <command|ONLY|TOTAL> [option]

The command that is specified as the first parameter is executed multiple times, once for each member in the list that is
tagged. You may specify any option that is required by the command as the second parameter.

All valid Member List line commands can be used with TAG except Rename, Slash, and Equal.
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There are two special commands that can be specified:

ONLY
Exclude all members that are not tagged from the Member List display.

TOTAL
Display the total records or kilobytes, depending on the DSORG, of all currently tagged members.

TAG Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the TAG command.

The following commands tag all members in the Member List and then copy them to another data set.

TAG ALL

TAG C

The following commands tag all members in the Member List beginning with the character A and then delete the
members.

TAG A*

TAG D

The following commands tag all members in the Member List that have been updated today and then copy them to
another data set.

TAG TODAY

TAG C

The following commands tag all members that have been updated by a user ID starting with the characters JEK and then
delete the members.

TAG ID EQ JEK

TAG D

The following commands tag all members that have not been modified since January 1, 2003 and move them to another
data set.

TAG CHANGED LT 03/01/01

TAG M

The following command scans all tagged members in the Member List display for the character string mystring.

TAG SCAN 'mystring'

TITLE

The TITLE command allows you to display and update descriptive title information for a member.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Primary, Line

The command syntax is:

TITLE

When issued as a primary command, TITLE causes the Member List display to be scrolled directly to the TITLE alternate
view.

When issued as a line command, TITLE allows you to display and update the full title information for the member. This line
command is available only while in the TITLE alternate view.
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For more information about the Descriptive Member Titles facility, see Productivity Tools.

TSO Command

The TSO command function provides a means for easy execution of TSO commands.

Valid On: Selection Panel
Command Type: Function
Alias: It is not necessary to enter the T function when the command is

prefixed with the string TSO.

The command syntax is:

T

The TSO command to be executed can be specified in the DSN/Variable # field or can be contained in an entry in the
Data Set Variable Area.

Parameters can be passed to TSO commands by specifying them in the Member Name field. A maximum of eight TSO
parameters can be entered, separated by commas as shown.

Parm1,Parm2,Parm3,...,Parm8

The command can access the parameters using the variable names &P1.,...,&P8. The variables can form part of the TSO
command itself or can be referenced by the command as it executes.

--------------------- PDSMAN 7.70 - EZYEDIT SELECTION PANEL -------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Enter Function ===> T              12:22                 Project ===> project

DSN/Variable # ===> 6                                    Group   ===> group

Member Name    ===> LISTJOBS,PDSMAN                      Type    ===> type

Volume Serial  ===>             Printer ===> prt-id      Profile ===> profile

 1 DSN= USER.CNTL                        2 DSN= SYSVIEW

 3 DSN= USER.CLIST                       4 DSN= SYSVIEW &P1.

 5 DSN= USER.CNTL(ASSEMBLE)              6 DSN= SYSVIEW &P1. &P2.

In the example above, the following TSO Command is issued:

SYSVIEW LISTJOBS PDSMAN

The T function is being performed on data set variable number 6, defined as the SYSVIEW command. The parameters
LISTJOBS and PDSMAN are specified in the Member Name field and are passed as the first and second parameters to
the command.

U

The User Command Alias command invokes the User Command Alias display.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, Personal List,
Allocation, Volume Information, and Linklist Sets displays

Command Type: Function, Primary, Line

The command syntax is:

U
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UCAT

The UCAT command uncatalogs the specified data set.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

UCAT

UNDELETE

The UNDELETE command may, in certain circumstances, allow you to restore a member that has been inadvertently
deleted.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

UNdelete

NOTE

 Undelete can only be used for non-load libraries. Also, you must not have exited, reset, or refreshed the
Member List display on which the original delete request was processed.

Undelete generally can only be used when no update activity has occurred to the PDS since the member was deleted.
Failure to follow these restrictions may result in overlap errors. To correct the overlap errors, delete the member that you
have undeleted. A confirmation panel is displayed before any Undelete commands are processed.

Use the RECOVER command to undelete all members in a data set.

UNPACK

The UNPACK command reformats the data in the specified member from ISPF PACKED data format.

Valid On: Member List display
Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

UNPACK

UPDATE

The UPDATE command updates objects on the display.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List and Personal List displays.
Command Type: Function, Primary, Line

The command syntax is:

Update                                                (Other Displays)

UPDate < Job name or pattern >                        (Linklist Sets)
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Selection Panel
On the Selection Panel, this command is used to assign values to the fields in the Data Set Variable Area. Specify either
the data set variable number or the variable contents in the DSN/Variable # field. EZYEDIT displays a confirmation panel
and the value of the assigned variable.

If a value is specified, EZYEDIT assigns the contents to the Data Set Variable Area entry with the lowest available
number. You can extend the number of data set variables to the maximum of 996 by entering a data set variable number
greater than the current maximum.

NOTE
It is more convenient to update data set variables by simply placing the cursor on the desired entry in the Data
Set Variable Area and entering the new data.

Data Set List
On the Data Set List display, this command can be used to assign values to the fields in the Data Set Variable Area.
EZYEDIT assigns the contents of the display entry to the Data Set Variable Area entry with the lowest available number
and displays a confirmation panel with the entry number and variable value.

Personal List
On the Personal List display, the UPDATE command allows the personal list description and location data set to be
altered. The Personal List Index is updated with the specified changes.

LinkList Set
On the Linklist Sets display, the UPDATE command updates selected jobs to use the current Linklist concatenation.
Normally a job continues to use the Linklist concatenation that was current when the job began. This function alters all
matching Jobnames to use the current Linklist.

Updating an address space, while it is in the middle of fetching a module, can cause the fetch to fail or to locate an
incorrect copy of the module. For more information, see the SETPROG LNKLST,UPDATE system command.

This command is disabled by default and must be enabled. For more information about enabling the command, see
member $LLSSEC in the User Information library.

USAGE

The USAGE command displays usage statistics for the specified objects.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, and Volume Information displays.
Command Type: Primary

The command syntax is:

USAGE [data set name or pattern] [volume serial or pattern] (Data Set List)

USAGE                                                       (Member List)

USAGE [SG=Storage Group or pattern] [U=Unitname or pattern] (Volume Information)

      [Volume serial or pattern] [/unit address or pattern]

Data Set List
On the Data Set List display, the USAGE command totals the number of tracks that are allocated to the data sets in the
current display. A summary is produced, with sub-total records for each different high-level qualifier.

The report can be limited to groups of data sets or specific volumes by including optional data set name and volume
serial parameters.

Data sets that are migrated or whose DSCB cannot be located are bypassed.

The following command displays a usage summary for all data sets in the Data Set List that end in the string .CLIST:
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USAGE *.CLIST

Member List
On the Member List display, the USAGE command displays the percentage of allocated DASD space currently being used
by the data set.

Volume Information DisplayOn the Volume Information display, the USAGE command displays the percentage of
allocated DASD space currently being used by the volumes in the display.

The report can be limited to groups of volumes or specific volumes by including optional volume and volume characteristic
parameters.

The following command displays a usage summary of all SMS-managed volumes:

USAGE SG=*

VALIDATE

The VALIDATE command performs integrity checks on the specified partitioned data set. If errors are detected, a report is
produced that identifies all error conditions.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

VALIDATE

For more information about the PDSMAN library validation capabilities and processing, see FastCopy, Library Space
Reuse, and FastStow Facilities.

View

The View command invokes the ISPF VIEW service for the specified object.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List, Member List, and Personal List
displays.

Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

V [member name or pattern]                        (Data Set List)

V                                                 (Other Displays)

The member name or pattern parameter is valid on the Data Set List display only. It allows one or more members of the
library to be viewed directly from the Data Set List display.

VLFSTAGE

The VLFSTAGE command displays the names of modules that have been staged to VLF by LLA. When this command is
used as a primary command with no parameters specified, the information that is reported is for all LLA managed libraries.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Primary

The command syntax is:
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VLFSTAGE

For more information about this and other LLA functional extensions, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities .

X (Exclude)

The Exclude (X) command removes an object from the display.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Allocation, Volume
Information, Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Primary, Line

The command syntax is:

X <ABOVE | BELOW>                                  (Allocation Display)

X <object name or pattern | ABOVE | BELOW | ALL>   (Other Displays)

When the ABOVE option is specified, all entries in the display that are physically above the entry that is displayed at the
top of the screen are excluded.

When the BELOW option is specified, all entries in the display that are physically below the entry that is displayed at the
top of the screen are excluded.

The ALL option excludes all entries from the display.

Personal List
On the Personal List display, the entry is not removed from your Personal List Index. It is removed only from the display.

Allocation
On the Allocation display, the only valid parameters are ABOVE and BELOW.

Examples

The following command excludes data sets beginning with the characters SYS1. from the Data Set List display:

X SYS1.*

The following command excludes entries above the entry that is displayed at the top of the screen.

X ABOVE

Z (Compress)

The Compress (Z) command performs a foreground compress of the selected data set.

Valid On: Selection Panel and Data Set List display
Command Type: Function, Line

The command syntax is:

Z

The printed output from the compress is routed to the data set named userid.COMPRESS.LIST, and is automatically
browsed if a non-zero return code results from the compress. The printed output is deleted if the compress completes with
return code zero.
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/ (Slash)

The Slash (/) command positions the indicated entry to the top of the display. Slash is not a valid block command or
primary command.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Volume Information,
Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

/

= (Repeat)

The Repeat (=) command (also referred to as the Equal command) repeats the previous line command. Repeat is not a
valid block command or primary command.

Valid On: Data Set List, Member List, Personal List, Volume Information,
Linklist Sets, and User Command Alias displays.

Command Type: Line

The command syntax is:

=

? (Message)

The question mark is as an alias for the Message command, also referred to as the Question command. For more
information about the question command, see MESSAGE command.

User Commands
EZYEDIT allows you great flexibility to implement your own commands. While other platforms may flag an invalid
command with an error condition, EZYEDIT processes any unrecognized command as a user command, CLIST, or REXX
exec. This feature allows you to use EZYEDIT as the sole platform for all your ISPF based applications.

Throughout this section, the term user command is used to mean any command that is not built-in to the EZYEDIT
platform. User commands may be implemented as executable modules, TSO CLISTs or REXX execs.

Command Confirmation
When a user command is invoked, EZYEDIT displays a confirmation panel to allow you to specify additional parameters,
or to abort the command altogether. This command confirmation panel can be disabled using the CONFIRMC OFF
primary command on most EZYEDIT displays. For more information about the CONFIRMC command, see Command
Reference.

User command confirmation can also be disabled for individual commands by defining the command name on the
USRCMD= parameter of the $EZYEDIT Initialization Control Statement.

Passing Information to the User Command
When a user command is invoked, EZYEDIT provides information about the object being processed to the command. This
information is made available using variables in the ISPF shared variable pool.
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Contents

User Commands Executed as Line Commands

When you execute a user command as a line command, EZYEDIT populates the user command variables with
information about the entry on which the command was entered. Other information, such as EZYEDIT environmental
settings, may also be provided.

For more information about the ISPF variables, see User Command Variables.

User Commands Executed as Primary Commands

When you execute a user command as a primary command, EZYEDIT creates an ISPF table that contains information
about each object in the current display. This ISPF table contains much of the same information passed when you execute
a user command as a line command.

You must have the parameter TABLE=Y specified on the $EZYEDIT Initialization Control Statement for the ISPF table to
be created. EZYEDIT sets the shared variable pool variable &EZYTABID to the name of the ISPF table.

For more information about the ISPF table, see User Command Variables. The column entitled Table Variable indicates if
a specific piece of information is available when the ISPF table is passed.

In case of a user command being executed as a Data Set List primary command, you can communicate changes back
to the Data Set List by modifying some of the variables and updating the table using the ISPF TBPUT service. Changes
made in the table will be merged into the displayed Data Set List. For more information about the variables that can be
modified by the user command, see Returning Information to the Data Set List.

User Command Variables
The following sections describe the different user command variables.

Contents

Line Command Variables

The following variables provide information about the line command being executed.

Variable Description Length Table Variable
EZYCMD Line command name 8 No
EZYLCMD Expanded line command 255 No

Variables Containing Object Information

The following variables provide information regarding the object being processed.

The Table Variable indicates if the variable information is available when the user command is invoked as a primary
command. For more information about user commands invoked as a primary command, see User Commands Executed
as Primary Commands. If the name of the table variable differs, the Table Variable name is shown in parenthesis.

Variable Description Length Table Variable
DSN Fully qualified data set name,

with quotes and TSO user prefix
inserted, if required

46 Yes
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VOL Volume serial, if specified on
the Selection Panel or within
personal list

6 Yes

DSN2 Fully qualified data set name,
quotes removed and TSO user
prefix inserted if required

44 No

VOL2 Volume serial on which data set
resides

6 No

IND Volume Indicator or Blank
+ - Data set is multi-volume
1 - Data set is migrated to
DASD
2 - Data set is migrated to tape

1 Yes

DEVICE Device type 6 Yes
DSORG Data Set organization (PO, PS,

DA, PO-E or HFS)
4 Yes

LIBTYPE Library type - LIBRARY (if
PDSE) or PDS or HFS

8 No

PDSETYPE PDSE Member type - indicates
the type of members present
in the Data set. This variable
is only set when the data set's
record format is undefined
(RECFM=U).
POBJ - Program Objects
DATA - Data members
blank - Unknown (possibly
empty)

4 No

RECFM Data Set record format 6 Yes
LRECL Data Set logical record length 5 Yes
BLKSZ Data Set block size 5 Yes
SPCTYPE Space allocation type

(CYLINDER, TRACK, BLOCK,
MEGABYTE, KILOBYTE,
BYTES, or RECORD.)

8 No

SPCPRIM Primary space allocation 10 No
SPCSEC Secondary space allocation 10 No
SPCALOC Space allocated (in allocation

units)
10 No

SPCUSED Space used (in allocation units) 10 No
SPCPCNT Space percentage utilized 3 Yes (USED)
SPCBTRK Number of blocks per track 5 No
TRKALOC Space allocated (in tracks) 10 Yes (TRACKS)
TRKUSED Space used (in tracks) 10 No
TRKPCNT Space usage as a percentage of

track capacity
3 No

EXTALOC Extents allocated 5 Yes (XT)
EXTUSED Extents used 5 No
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DIRALOC Directory blocks allocated (for
DSORG=PO)

7 No

DIRUSED Directory blocks used (for
DSORG=PO)

7 No

DIRPCNT Directory blocks percentage
utilized (for DSORG=PO)

3 No

DIRMEM Number of members (for
DSORG=PO)

7 No

CREATED Creation date 10 Yes
EXPIRES Expiration date 10 Yes
REFERRED Date last referenced 10 Yes
CONFIRM Delete confirmation panel

required (CONFIRM ON) - Y/N
1 No

MGMTCLAS SMS Management Class (for
SMS Managed data sets)

8 Yes

STORCLAS SMS Storage Class (for SMS
Managed data sets)

8 Yes

DATACLAS SMS Data Class (for SMS
Managed data sets)

8 Yes

CATFLAG Catalog status:
0 -- Data set is cataloged on
volume VOL2
2 -- Data set is cataloged on a
volume other than VOL2
6 -- Data set is not cataloged
8 -- Data set is not available on
volume VOL2
Data set is one of the following:
a. Deleted
b. Migrated
c. Non-DASD data set

1 No

CATNM The name of the catalog in
which the data set was located

44 Yes

EZYPUPD Update Project-Group-Type
option - Y/N or blank if option
has not been specified

1 No

PRJ1 Project field 8 No
TYP1 Type field 8 No

Heading Display Variables

The following variables contain the variable heading data displayed in the title.

Variable Description Length Table Variable
DSLPTN Dataset List Pattern variable 60 No
LSTAPTN Allocation Display Pattern

variable
60 No

SPCPTN Volume Information Display
Pattern variable

60 No
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Additional Member List Variables

The following additional variables are made available when a user command is invoked from the Member List display.

Variable Description Length Table Variable
MEMBER Current member name 8 No
TAG Tag flag, either T or null 1 No
VMSG Contents of the Rename field 9 No

Returning Information to the Data Set List

A user command can set the following ISPF shared variable pool variables in order to communicate with Data Set List
processing.

Variable Description Length Table Variable
NEWDSN Updated data set name to

appear in list.
44 Yes

NEWVOL Updated volser to appear in list
(If uncataloged).

6 Yes

MSG Updated status message to
appear in list

16 Yes

MSGRC Command return code used to
color the status message field
when modified:
a. Msgrc=0 Turquoise
b. Msgrc<8 Yellow
c. Msgrc>=8 Red

1 Yes

EXCLUDE Exclude the current row from the
display Y/N. If set to Y, the row
will be removed from the current
display (Default=N).

1 Yes

REFRESH Refresh data set information Y/
N. If set to Y, an OBTAIN will
be performed and all data set
information will be refreshed
(Default=N).

1 Yes

General Information

EZYEDIT Data Set List processing of user commands or CLISTs is compatible with ISPF 3.4 processing. Any user
command designed to execute under ISPF 3.4 can also be executed from the Data Set List without modification.

NOTE
The EZYEDIT user command variables are also documented in member EZYUCMD in the PDSMAN User
Information Library.

FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities
TheFastCopy,  Library Space Reuse, and  FastStow facilities of PDSMAN allow you to significantly reduce the human and
machine resources required to manage your library space and contents.

Contents:
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Requirements

You must be licensed for Feature C of PDSMAN to execute the Fast Copy facilities. For more information about the
PDSMAN features, see Administrating .

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | ) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses ( … ) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters are used to indicate user-specified

operands. Default operand values are underscored.

FastCopy
The PDSMAN FastCopy facility is a high-speed, transparent replacement for the IBM® IEBCOPY utility.

IEBCOPY is used to perform data management for PDS and PDSE libraries. It provides a basic set of functions for
copying members, compressing libraries, converting between PDS and PDSE formats, and creating a sequential form of
the library that is used for backup and transport.

FastCopy Functionality and Benefits
FastCopy transparently replaces IEBCOPY and provides both functional and performance enhancements including:

• Control statement and functional compatibility for existing IEBCOPY functions
• Functional enhancements and capabilities not available in IEBCOPY
• Improved performance, including faster execution times, reduced CPU usage, and fewer I/O operations
• An integrated volume or data set pattern driver for library compress and space management functions

FastCopy benefits all IEBCOPY users, including batch jobs, ISPF users, SMP/E, and DASD management packages. No
JCL or operational changes are required to implement the facility, and FastCopy can be enabled or disabled on a global
basis, by job name or user ID, or at the individual job step level.

Contents

Functional Enhancements and Capabilities Not Available in IEBCOPY

FastCopy provides functional enhancements and capabilities not available in IEBCOPY giving your users a powerful, yet
easy to use platform for partitioned library data management.

Library and Member Copy Enhancements

• – Library members can be moved as well as copied.
– Input and output libraries can be dynamically allocated and referenced by data set name instead of using a JCL DD

statement. Data set name patterns may be specified for most operations.
– Output libraries can be emptied before copy or move operations begin, helping to avoid out-of-space conditions.
– Member data can be reformatted from fixed to variable or variable to fixed format during copy or move operations.

Library Compress and Validation Enhancements
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• A dedicated Compress control statement provides simpler, yet more powerful syntax for compress operations.
• Test (dry run) compresses can be performed to determine the amount of space that will be reclaimed if a compress

operation is performed.
• Libraries are validated whenever they are compressed. Validation includes checking for common PDS problems such

as member overlap errors, TTR resolution errors, and aliases without owning members.
• Libraries can be validated at any time using the Validate control statement.

FastCopy reports the library validation status for both valid and invalid libraries to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Management System (PRMS). For more information about the Partitioned Resource Management System, see
Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.
Library Validation status information recorded in PRMS can be viewed on ISPF using the PDSMAN PRM-View interface or
on Windows using the Vantage GMI.

Member Selection Enhancements

• – Members can be selected or excluded by name, name pattern, or date on which they were last changed or
referenced.
Note: Some extended FastCopy capabilities require data or services that are provided by other PDSMAN
components.

– Member aliases can be automatically included when the owning member is selected for copy or move operations.

Directory Management Capabilities

• – Members can be renamed, deleted, or retained based on name, name pattern, or the date on which they were last
changed or referenced.

– The directory space in a library can be set to a specific number of blocks, increased or decreased by a relative
number of blocks, or altered based on the percentage of directory blocks currently in use.

– The directory space can be automatically adjusted after compress processing based on the percentage of directory
space in use.

Space Management Capabilities

• – The entire library can be emptied with or without the release of unused secondary extents.
– Unused secondary extents can be released without emptying the library.
– Library and directory space may be added or released during compression to achieve the required percentage of

space utilization.

Other capabilities

• – Members can be converted to or from ISPF packed format during copy or move operations.
– Previous member versions being maintained by the PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions facility can be copied,

deleted, or renamed.
– The Endevor BSTCOPY utility can be transparently replaced.
– Deleted and replaced members can be recovered in some circumstances.

FastCopy Performance Benefits

FastCopy uses advanced buffering and channel programming techniques to process partitioned data sets faster and more
efficiently than IEBCOPY. FastCopy performance benefits include:

• Reduced elapsed execution (wall clock) time
• Reduced CPU usage
• Fewer I/O operations

The reductions in resource usage translate into other more tangible benefits for your installation including improved job
throughput, reduced I/O contention delays, improved cache performance, and an effective lengthening of your batch
window.
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Generally, the more data being processed, the more benefit you will see from FastCopy. The true measure of FastCopy's
performance benefit is best seen when processing large libraries, especially those with hundreds or even thousands of
members. In addition, because FastCopy is compatible with all IEBCOPY callers, significant performance benefits are
available to heavy IEBCOPY users such as SMP/E and DASD management packages.

Library Compress Driver

FastCopy provides a driver for the efficient compression and space management of multiple partitioned and sequential
data sets. Processing data sets on a data set pattern or volume level rather than on an individual basis saves both system
and programmer resources.

Data sets to be processed or excluded from processing can be specified as patterns. Names of the required data sets are
determined from the catalog or by volume scanning if a volume or volume pattern is specified.

Individual data sets can be selected or excluded based upon data set name or volume serial. Data set name patterns
can be specified and special keywords are available to simplify selection or exclusion of groups of data sets such as the
system linklist.

In many cases the data sets selected in the above manner do not actually need to be compressed. You can set thresholds
for compress processing based upon:

• The percentage of total library space currently in use
• The percentage of the primary allocation currently in use
• The percentage of total library space that would be regained if a compress were performed
• The number of secondary extents currently held by the library

Avoiding these unnecessary compressions will result in considerable savings in system resources and processing time.

Extended Compress processing can also recognize and bypass libraries that have not been altered since the last
Extended Compress operation, further reducing the number of compressions that are actually performed.

The required percentage of free space in selected libraries or sequential data sets may be specified. Depending on the
percentage of space in use, space may be either added to, or released from data sets to achieve the required space
utilization.

Selected libraries, including sequential data sets, can have some or all of their unused free space released by the
Extended Compress processor. The amount of free space can be automatically adjusted based upon a percentage of
unused space to be left in the library.

FastCopy Implementation
FastCopy facilities are an extension of normal IEBCOPY processing. As a result, you can use the same JCL and control
statements to run FastCopy that you are currently using for IEBCOPY.

The performance benefits provided by FastCopy can be enabled for selected job steps or for the entire system.

Contents

Requirements

To implement FastCopy, ensure that IEBCOPY is being intercepted by PDSMAN by providing one or more $IEBCOPY
control statements. For more information, see  Control Statements. PDSMAN is distributed with an $IEBCOPY statement
included in the initialization parameters.

Procedure

To implement FastCopy
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• To enable FastCopy processing globally for IEBCOPY COPY (including compress, unload, and reload), COPYMOD,
and ALTERMOD operations, specify FASTCOPY=Y on a $IEBCOPY control statement (the default is FASTCOPY=N).
FastCopy can be subsequently disabled for selected job steps as described in the section Selective FastCopy
Processing. Other $IEBCOPY control statement parameters can be specified, as described in the section Control
Statements.

• To disable FastCopy processing globally for IEBCOPY COPY (including compress, unload, and reload), COPYMOD,
and ALTERMOD operations, specify FASTCOPY=N on a $IEBCOPY control statement, or allow it to default. FastCopy
can be subsequently enabled for selected job steps as described in the section Selective FastCopy Processing.

• To selectively enable FastCopy facilities, or to provide varying FastCopy processing options for individual users or
groups of users, specify multiple $IEBCOPY control statements. The USER, STEPNAME, and PGM parameters are
used to determine $IEBCOPY control statement applicability.

• FastCopy processing options are also controllable at the job step level, through the use of the in-stream control options
described in the section Selective FastCopy Processing.

• Regardless of the specification of the $IEBCOPY FASTCOPY parameter, control statements utilizing the IEBCOPY
extensions (all control statements other than COPY, COPYMOD, and ALTERMOD) provided by FastCopy are
processed if they are present in the IEBCOPY input stream.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $IEBCOPY control statement that are applicable to the FastCopy facility are shown below. For more
information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

NAME
Name under which IEBCOPY is normally invoked.

FASTCOPY
Option to enable FastCopy processing.

USER
Batch job name, TSO user ID, or security ID of the user, or pattern, for which this control statement applies.

STEPNAME
Name or pattern of the job step or procedure step for which this control statement applies.

PGM
Program name or pattern from caller's program request block (PRB) for which this control statement applies.

STORFAIL
Processing option if there is insufficient main storage.

VALCHECK
Controls validation processing in certain situations.

CONVERTAWO
Option to control treatment of orphaned alias members.

AUTOEXPAND
Option to automatically expand the directory of the target library during MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations if the current
number of directory blocks in the target library is insufficient for the requested operation.

AUTOCOPYMOD
Option to automatically switch to COPYMOD processing (to perform member re-blocking) when a COPY operation is
being used to transfer members between load module libraries of differing block sizes.
When IEBCOPY has been invoked by SMP/E, AUTOCOPYMOD=N is forced in order to circumvent problems with
modules which are not eligible for COPYMOD processing.

DIREXPANDX37
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Option for controlling the treatment of out-of-space conditions during ALTERDIR or AUTOEXPAND processing. The
out-of-space condition may arise when one or more members need to be moved to make space available for directory
expansion.

OUTPUTEMPTY
Option for recording member control information ($UPDATE CONTROL=) when the target library is empty.

AUTOREFORMAT
Option for making all FastCopy MOVE/COPY operations process as if the REFORMAT parameter is specified on the
MOVE or COPY statement.

ABENDRC
Option for controlling the termination of IEBCOPY operations when an operation ends with a non-zero return code.

MSGI
Option for FCOnnnI informational messages to be generated to SYSPRINT.

MSGM
Option for individual member messages to be generated to SYSPRINT.

MSGU
Option for FCOnnnU usage/performance statistics messages to be generated to SYSPRINT.

Control Statement Examples

The following sections provide examples of $IEBCOPY control statement usage.

Enable FastCopy

Specifying the following PDSMAN initialization control statement enables FastCopy processing.

$IEBCOPY  NAME=IEBCOPY

          FASTCOPY=Y

Disable FastCopy

Specifying the following PDSMAN initialization control statement disables FastCopy processing.

$IEBCOPY   NAME=IEBCOPY

           FASTCOPY=N

Selective Enablement

Specifying the following PDSMAN initialization control statements enables FastCopy processing for batch jobs and TSO
users whose names begin with X23C or BW. For BW users, FastCopy PDS validation is to be performed in an IEBCOPY-
compatible manner (VALCHECK=I). All other users continue to use IEBCOPY (FASTCOPY=N).

$IEBCOPY   NAME=IEBCOPY

           FASTCOPY=Y

           USER=X23C-

$IEBCOPY   NAME=IEBCOPY

           FASTCOPY=Y

           USER=BW-

           VALCHECK=I

$IEBCOPY   NAME=IEBCOPY

           FASTCOPY=N
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Specify Pattern Characters

FastCopy supports wild string (*) and wild character (+) pattern characters in data set and member names for all of its
operations other than Volcompress, which has slightly different pattern matching and MOVE/COPY(MOD) which supports
only the wild string character.
The wild string (*) pattern character specifies that one or more characters may be substituted. Where the wild string
character is part of a data set name, the substituted string may contain one or more index levels.
The wild character (+) pattern character specifies that any single character may be substituted.

Usage Notes

FastCopy provides limited performance benefit when processing PDSE or program object libraries due to limitations on I/
O techniques imposed by the operating system.
When FASTCOPY=Y is specified, FastCopy uses the system FAMS services for most copy operations involving PDSE or
Program Object libraries. This allows for more efficient processing. FAMS is not used when certain FastCopy functional
extensions such as REFORMAT, PACK, or UNPACK are specified on the COPY statement.
FastCopy reports member movements using messages FCO141M or FCO477M, depending on how FAMS is being used
to handle the request.

NOTE

 The $IEBCOPY FASTCOPY setting is forced to Y when both input and output to a copy operation are a PDSE
or a Program Object and PDSMAN interest is present for the output library. This is necessary to allow PDSMAN
to detect and manage member updates.
PDSMAN interest is present if any of the following are applicable to the output library:

• There is a matching $UPDATE initialization control statement
• There is a matching $DYNBLDL initialization control statement on this or another system that is communicating

through the PDSMAN Cross-System Communications facility
• The library is LLA managed and a $LLA initialization control statement on this or another system that is communicating

through the PDSMAN Cross-System Communications facility

 

FastCopy Function Summary
 

FastCopy Control Statements

Contents

The following table summarizes the major control statements processed by FastCopy. Also indicated for each operation
whether it is supported by IEBCOPY and if it is applicable to PDS and to PDSE data sets.

Function Provided by IEBCOPY PDS Support PDSE Support
MOVE No Yes Yes
COPY Yes Yes Yes
COPYMOD Yes Yes n/a
ALTERMOD Yes Yes n/a
COMPRESS No Yes n/a
VALIDATE No Yes n/a
EMPTY No Yes Yes
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EMPTYO No Yes Yes
RELEASE No Yes Yes
ALTERDIR No Yes n/a
EDITDIR No Yes Yes
RECOVER No Yes n/a
XCOMPRESS No Yes n/a

Any of the control statements described in this section can be included in the IEBCOPY SYSIN (or replacement) control
statement stream. If FastCopy encounters a statement that it cannot process, the statement is passed to IEBCOPY for
processing. If syntax errors are detected, or if any operation is terminated, processing continues with the next operation.

The keywords COPY, MOVE, INDD, OUTDD, LIST, SELECT, EXCLUDE, and MEMBER can be abbreviated to their first
character (C, M, I, O, L, S, E, and M) in accordance with standard IEBCOPY conventions.

Control statements, their parameters, and operands can be specified in positions 2 to 71 of each line and continued, if
required, by coding any character in position 72 and continuing on the next line. Optionally, a control statement can be
preceded by a label starting in position 1.

In-Stream Control Options

The following FastCopy statements can be specified in the IEBCOPY SYSIN control statement stream to control
FastCopy processing.

*MSGI=Y|N

*MSGM=Y|N

*MSGU=Y|N

*VALCHECK=Y|I|W

*CONVERTAWO=N|Y

*AUTOEXPAND=0|nn

*AUTOCOPYMOD=S|L|B|N

*STORFAIL=IEBCOPY|TERMINATE

*ABENDRC=rc

*DIREXPANDX37=Y|N|X

The processing options must be specified beginning in column one and must include the asterisk. They have the same
meanings as the corresponding $IEBCOPY control statement parameters described in the section FastCopy Function
Summary.

If the same option is specified more than once, the value appearing latest in the control statement stream is used.

NOTE
If the above control options are specified anywhere in the IEBCOPY control statement stream they are
considered to be in effect for  all operations being performed in the job step.

When non-default processing options are used, they are reported by message FCO212I.

The MOVE/COPY(MOD) Function

MOVE/COPY(MOD) Function

The MOVE, COPY, and COPYMOD functions are used to copy members from one or more input data sets to an output
data set.

Contents
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COPY

For COPY operations, the output data set and each input data set can be a PDS, PDSE, or unloaded data set. COPY can
also be used to perform a PDS compress-in-place operation.

Copy Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

     ,Indd=[(]{ddname|(ddname,R)}[,...][)] or

     ,INDSN=[(]{dsname[/volume]|(dsname[/volume],R)}[,...][)]

     [,List=YES|NO]

     [,RESET]

     [,COPYALIAS]

     [,PACK]

     [,UNPACK]

     [,REFORMAT]

MOVE

For MOVE operations, each input data set can be a PDS or PDSE. The output data set can be a PDS, PDSE, or unloaded
data set. Members are first copied to the output data set. After the copy operation is complete, copied members are
deleted from the input data set.

Move Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

     ,Indd=[(]{ddname|(ddname,R)}[,...][)] or

     ,INDSN=[(]{dsname[/volume]|(dsname[/volume],R)}[,...][)]

     [,List=YES|NO]

     [,RESET]

     [,COPYALIAS]

     [,PACK]

     [,UNPACK]

     [,REFORMAT]

COPYMOD

For COPYMOD operations, the input data set must be a PDS load library (possibly unloaded). The output data set can
be a PDS load or Program Object library. The COPYMOD function is used to re-block load library members and to adjust
their directory and control record RLD counts accordingly.

COPYMOD Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

        ,Indd=[(]{ddname|(ddname,R)}[,...][)] or

        ,INDSN=[(]{dsname[/volume]|(dsname[/volume],R)}[,...][)]

        [,List=YES|NO]

        [,MAXBLK=nnnnn|nnK]

        [,MINBLK=nnnnn|nnK]

        [,COPYALIAS]

MOVE/COPY(MOD) Parameters

The following shows MOVE/COPY(MOD) function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the target data set for the operation. Use the OUTDSN parameter when
dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one data set is to be processed. The OUTDD and
OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.
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OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the output library for the operation. The library is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR.
Use the volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
When the dsname operand of the INDSN parameter contains a wild string pattern character (*), the dsname operand of
the OUTDSN parameter must contain a corresponding wild string pattern character.
The value of the wild string character used for INDSN is substituted at the appropriate location in the OUTDSN parameter
for each data set processed.
For example, if INDSN=SYS1.*, OUTDSN=SYS2.* is specified, then when input data set SYS1.PROCLIB is processed,
the corresponding output data set name is SYS2.PROCLIB.

Indd
INDD is a required parameter, specifying the input data sets for the operation. INDSN can be specified instead of INDD if
dynamic allocation is required.
Multiple INDD data sets can be specified except when the output data set is a sequential data set (unload function).
If any ddname is followed by the replacement indicator ",R" and enclosed within parentheses (ddname,R) then members
copied from the corresponding input data set replace like-named members in the output data set. If the replace option is
specified for the first INDD data set, the entire INDD operand must be enclosed within an additional set of parentheses. As
an example of this syntax, in both of the following COPY statements, members copied from the IN1 data set replace those
in the OUT1 data set.

  COPY   OUTDD=OUT1,INDD=((IN1,R))

  COPY   OUTDD=OUT1,INDD=IN2,(IN1,R)

If any INDD data set matches the OUTDD data set for a COPY operation, a compress-in-place operation is performed.

As well as being specified as a parameter, the INDD keyword can also be specified as a separate control statement, in
the same form as described in this section. Multiple INDD statements can follow a MOVE/COPY(MOD) control statement,
each of them indicating the beginning of a new MOVE/COPY(MOD) step, and using the previously defined OUTDD data
set.

INDSN
The INDSN dsname data set is allocated using DISP=SHR. The volume is required only if the data set is not cataloged.
The INDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
The operation may be performed on multiple input data sets by specifying a single wild string pattern character (*)
in dsname. The volume portion of the INDSN parameter must not contain a pattern character. Where a wild string
character is present, only one INDSN parameter and one dsname operand may be specified. A corresponding wild string
character must be specified in the dsname parameter of OUTDSN.

List
LIST is an optional parameter specifying whether member names are to be reported during the operation. The default
value is YES.

RESET
RESET is an optional parameter (supported for MOVE and COPY operations only) specifying that the output PDS or
PDSE should be emptied of all of its members and have secondary extents released before the MOVE/COPY operation.
For PDS libraries, the output data set will have its DCB attributes set the same as those of the first or only input data set.
For PDSE libraries, space will be released to a single allocation unit, track, or cylinder, even within the primary extent. For
this reason, RESET should be used only on PDSE libraries that have a suitable secondary allocation. As an alternative,
split the copy with RESET into three separate operations: EMPTYO, COPY, and RELEASE.

MAXBLK
MAXBLK is an optional parameter, supported for COPYMOD operations only. It specifies, as a decimal number nnnnn or
as a multiple of 1024 bytes nnK, the block size with which records are written to the output data set.
If MAXBLK is not specified or is outside the range 4K to 32760, a default value is assigned. This default value is the lesser
of the output BLKSIZE, the output device track capacity, or 32760 bytes.
If MAXBLK exceeds the output BLKSIZE, the output BLKSIZE is increased to the MAXBLK value.
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MINBLK
MINBLK is an optional parameter, supported for COPYMOD operations only. It is specified, as a decimal number nnnnn or
as a multiple of 1024 bytes nnK, the minimum BLKSIZE with which records are written to the output data set.
If the specified value is less than 1K or greater than 32760, the default value of 1K is used.

COPYALIAS
COPYALIAS is an optional parameter, specifying that all aliases should be copied with their owning members. If the
COPYALIAS parameter is specified, it is not necessary to explicitly select aliases when performing a selective COPY or
MOVE operation.

PACK
PACK is an optional parameter, specifying that members should be converted to ISPF packed format during the COPY or
MOVE operation. The PACK option is not supported for data sets with undefined record format (RECFM=U).

UNPACK
UNPACK is an optional parameter indicating that any members in ISPF packed format should be unpacked during the
COPY or MOVE operation.

REFORMAT
REFORMAT is an optional parameter, allowing conversion of members between fixed and variable formats, and to allow
the logical record length to be increased or decreased. Where the logical record length is being decreased, data may be
truncated. Where the logical record length is being increased, data is padded with blanks to the new length.

NOTE

 If the $IEBCOPY AUTOREFORMAT=Y initialization parameter is specified, members will be converted even if
the REFORMAT parameter is not specified.

MOVE/COPY(MOD) Examples

MOVE Example

This example copies members from INDD1 and INDD2 to OUTDD1 and deletes them from where they were copied after
the copy is complete.

MOVE    OUTDD=OUTDD1,INDD=INDD1,INDD2

Because the replace option has not been specified, any member with the same name as an existing member in the output
data set is not moved and only the first occurrence of each member name is moved.

COPY Example

This example copies SYS1.PROCLIB to SYS2.PROCLIB.

COPY    INDSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,OUTDSN=SYS2.PROCLIB,

        LIST=NO,RESET

The LIST=NO parameter causes member messages to be suppressed.

The RESET parameter empties SYS2.PROCLIB before the COPY and sets its DCB attributes the same as those of
SYS1.PROCLIB.

The SYS1.PROCLIB and SYS2.PROCLIB data sets are allocated dynamically and need not be specified in the JCL.

Multiple COPY Example One

This example copies members from INDD1 and INDD2 to OUTDD1.

COPY   OUTDD=OUTDD1,INDD=((INDD1,R),INDD2)
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Members of the INDD1 data set replace like-named members in the OUTDD1 data set because the replace option is
specified. Members of the INDD2 data set do not replace like-named members which already existed in OUTDD1 or
which were copied from INDD1 because the replace option is not specified.

An additional set of parentheses is required for the INDD operand because the first ddname (INDD1) specifies a replace
operation.

Multiple COPY Example Two

This example copies members from INDD1 and INDD2 to OUTDD1 and then copies members from INDD3 to OUTDD1.

COPY    OUTDD=OUTDD1

        INDD=INDD1,INDD2

        INDD=((INDD3,R))

Because the replace option has not been specified for INDD1 and INDD2, only the  first occurrence of each member is
copied, providing that a member of the same name does not already exist in OUTDD1.

Because the replace option has been specified for INDD3, members copied from INDD3 may replace members which
were originally in the output data set or which were copied from INDD1 or INDD2.

COPYMOD Example

This example illustrates a COPYMOD operation.

COPYMOD   OUTDD=OUT1,INDD=IN1,MAXBLK=15K

Members are copied from IN1 to OUT1 and re-blocked to a maximum block size of 15K. Their directory and control record
RLD counts are adjusted accordingly.

SELECT and EXCLUDE Statements

SELECT and EXCLUDE Statements

Frequently it is desirable to control FastCopy processing at the member level as well as at the data set level. The following
statements can be used to select or exclude individual members or members matching specified patterns from FastCopy
processing.

Contents

SELECT

The SELECT statement can be used to control which members are to be included for processing by MOVE/COPY(MOD)
and ALTERMOD operations.

Select     Member={[(]member1[,member2][,...][)]|

                   ((member1,newname)[,...])|

                   ((member1,newname,R)[,...])|

                   ((member1,,R)[,..])}

EXCLUDE

The EXCLUDE statement can be used to control which members are to be excluded from processing by MOVE/
COPY(MOD) and ALTERMOD operations.

Multiple SELECT or EXCLUDE statements can be specified for each MOVE/COPY step (corresponding to the previous
INDD keyword) or for the ALTERMOD operation. SELECT and EXCLUDE statements are mutually exclusive.
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Exclude    Member=[(]member1[,member2][,...][)]

MEMBER Parameter

MEMBER specifies the name of a member (or a group of members if a pattern is specified) to be included in or excluded
from processing. Multiple member names can be specified on each SELECT or EXCLUDE statement.

The newname operand can be specified only for MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations and indicates that the selected member
or group of members are to be renamed during the operation.

The replace (,R) operand can be specified only for MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations and indicates that the selected
member or group of members are to replace an identically named member or group of members in the output data set.
Members in the output data set are not replaced unless the replace operand is specified as part of either the SELECT
statement or the preceding INDD keyword.

If newname or replace is specified as part of any member name, the entire operand of the MEMBER parameter must be
enclosed in a second set of parentheses.

During a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, when a SELECT statement follows an INDD specifying multiple input data sets,
only the first occurrence of each selected member name can be copied. Once a member has been copied, it is not copied
again.

Member Group Selection

Each member name operand of the MEMBER parameter can contain wildcard characters to select or exclude a  group of
members.

The wildcard characters are:

• The plus sign (+) indicating that any character in that position is matched.
• The asterisk (*) indicating that characters in that position and remaining positions are matched.

Date Related Member Selection

Parameters CHANGED and REFERENCED can also be specified on SELECT and EXCLUDE control statements to
select only members that meet the applicable date criteria. For more information, see the section Date Controlled Member
Selection.

SELECT and EXCLUDE Examples

SELECT Example

This example shows member selection and renaming.

SELECT   MEMBER=((ABC*,XY*))

Members with names beginning with ABC are selected and renamed during processing to new names that begin with XY.
For example, member ABC123 would have a new name of XY123.

Double parentheses are required because of the rename.

EXCLUDE Example

This example shows member exclusion.

EXCLUDE   MEMBER=DEF*,+XY*

Members with names beginning with DEF or which have XY in their second and third character positions are excluded
from processing.
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SELECT with Replace Example

This example shows member selection, renaming, and replacement.

SELECT   MEMBER=(ABC,DEF,(GHI*,,R),(JKL*,MNO*,R))

Members ABC and DEF are selected. Members beginning with GHI are selected and may cause a replacement in the
output data set. Members beginning with JKL are selected, renamed to new names beginning with MNO and cause a
replacement if any of these new names are already present in the target library.

The additional outer set of parentheses is required because of the renames and replacements.

The ALTERMOD Function
The ALTERMOD function is used to alter load modules in place, adjusting their directory entry and control record RLD
counts, if necessary. This function is typically used to correct load modules which were created by earlier releases of the
operating system.

Contents

The ALTERMOD statement is used to alter load modules in place. Where they are in error, the RLD counts in load module
directory entries and control records are corrected.

ALTERMOD Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

         [,List=YES|NO]

The ALTERMOD function is applicable only to PDS load libraries.

The following shows ALTERMOD function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the target PDS for the ALTERMOD operation. Use the OUTDSN parameter
when dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one data set is to be processed. The OUTDD and
OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.

OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the PDS to be processed. The library is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR. Use the
volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
You can select more than one data set for processing by specifying pattern characters in the dsname or volume operands.
For more information, see the section Dynamic Allocation of Input and Output Data Sets.

List
LIST is an optional parameter, specifying whether member names are to be reported during the operation. The default
value is YES.

ALTERMOD Example

Members in the load library referenced by ddname OUT1 have their directory and control record RLD counts adjusted if
they are incorrect.

ALTERMOD   OUTDD=OUT1
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The COMPRESS and VALIDATE Functions

COMPRESS and VALIDATE Functions

The FastCopy COMPRESS and VALIDATE functions share common processing. Whenever FastCopy is used to
compress a library, either as the result of a COMPRESS or a COPY control statement, the library is always validated
completely before any member movement begins.

This topic contains the following information:

COMPRESS

The COMPRESS statement can be used to compress a PDS in place. A PDS can also be compressed in place by
FastCopy during a COPY operation where INDD and OUTDD reference the same data set.

A dry-run compress, indicating how much space  would be regained by compression, is available using the TCOMPRESS
control statement, described later in this section.

The COMPRESS function is applicable only to PDS libraries.

See the Extended Compress (XCOMPRESS) function, which may be used to process an individual library or multiple
libraries, for additional options such as threshold selection.

COMPRESS Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

         [,SETDIRBLKS%=[tt|(ll,tt,uu)]] 

         [,SETSPACE%=[tt|(ll,tt,uu)]] 

         [,FREEDIR%=(mm,nn)]

         [,List=YES|NO]

VALIDATE

The VALIDATE statement can be used to check a PDS for integrity. Validity checking includes checking for member
overlap errors, alias members without an owning member, invalid directory pointers, and I/O errors.

The VALIDATE function is applicable only to PDS libraries.

FastCopy also reports the library validation status for both valid and invalid libraries to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Management System.

VALIDATE Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

         [,List=YES|NO]

COMPRESS and VALIDATE Parameters

The following shows COMPRESS and VALIDATE function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the target PDS to be compressed or validated. Use the OUTDSN
parameter when dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one data set is to be processed. The
OUTDD and OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.

OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the library to be processed. The library is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR. Use
the volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
You can select more than one data set for processing by specifying pattern characters in the dsname or volume operands.
For more information, see the section Dynamic Allocation of Input and Output Data Sets.
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SETDIRBLKS%
Specifies a required percentage tt of used directory blocks and optionally specifies thresholds to be used for reallocation.
The parameter is specified as SETDIRBLKS%=tt or SETDIRBLKS%=(ll,tt,uu) where ll < tt < uu. If SETDIRBLKS%=tt
is specified, reallocation occurs unconditionally before compression begins. If SETDIRBLKS%=(ll,tt,uu) is specified,
reallocation occurs only if directory space utilization falls outside the specified lower and upper percentage limits (ll and
uu). This parameter is mutually exclusive with the FREEDIR% parameter.

tt
Is the target (required) percentage of used directory blocks.

ll
If the percentage of used directory blocks falls below ll, the directory size will be decreased before compression begins. If
ll is not specified, the directory size is not decreased before compression.

uu
If the percentage of used directory blocks exceeds uu, the directory size will be increased before compression begins. If
uu is not specified, the directory size is not increased before compression.

SETSPACE%
Specifies the required percentage tt of used library space after compression and specifies thresholds to be used for
reallocation. The parameter is specified as SETSPACE%=tt or SETSPACE%=(ll,tt,uu). If SETSPACE%=tt is specified,
reallocation is attempted unconditionally after compression has been performed. If SETSPACE%=(ll,tt,uu) is specified,
reallocation is attempted only if library space utilization falls outside the specified lower and upper percentage limits (ll and
uu). This parameter is applicable only to partitioned datasets. The SETSPACE% parameter is mutually exclusive with the
Extended Compress RLSE parameter.

tt
Is the target (required) percentage of used library space.

ll
If the percentage of used library space after compression is less than ll, space will be freed.
Note: The space is not released if the library cannot be allocated for exclusive use (DISP=OLD), in which case DSNENQ
FAIL is indicated in the report.
If ll is not specified, library space is not freed after compression.

uu
If the percentage of used library space after compression exceeds uu, a single additional extent of appropriate size will be
added (if possible) to the library. The extent will be specified in the same allocation units (tracks or cylinders) as the library.
If uu is not specified, library space is not increased after compression.

FREEDIR%
If FREEDIR% is specified for compress processing, the library directory is reallocated if the current usage exceeds mm
percent of the allocated directory blocks, where mm is nonzero. After FREEDIR processing, the directory will not exceed
nn percent of allocated directory blocks. This parameter is mutually exclusive with the SETDIRBLKS% parameter.
A return code of four is produced if directory reallocation is not possible.

List
LIST is an optional parameter, specifying whether member names are to be reported during the operation. The default
value is YES.

COMPRESS and VALIDATE Processing

Processing includes COMPRESS operations, the VALIDATE function, and the TCOMPRESS function.

COMPRESS

COMPRESS operations are processed in two phases: the SCAN phase and the COMPRESS phase.
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During the SCAN phase, the library is opened for input and is completely validated while data is recorded for use by
the COMPRESS phase. Validation includes checking for member overlap errors and checking that all TTR fields in the
member directory entries and load module notelist blocks correspond to real physical records recorded in the data portion
of the library.

If any errors are encountered during this phase, they are reported and processing is terminated immediately or at the
end of the phase, depending on the severity of the error. The purpose of terminating is to leave the library unaltered so
member movement does not obscure the original cause of the problem during compress.

Alternatively, if the VALCHECK=I option of the $IEBCOPY initialization control statement  or the *VALCHECK=I in-stream
control option is specified, FastCopy will continue to process where possible. See FastCopy Function Summary.

During the COMPRESS phase, the library is opened for output and members are relocated to earlier positions within the
library. When relocation is complete, the directory is updated with the new member locations and the format-1 DSCB in
the VTOC is updated to reflect the new library high-water mark (last record written and bytes remaining on track).

The report produced shows the relocated position of each member and the amount of library space reclaimed by the
COMPRESS operation. If a permanent I/O error occurs during this phase, processing is terminated in such a way as to
minimize library damage. Any damaged members are reported.

FastCopy compress processing is not required to execute as an authorized program, thereby facilitating its use in
conjunction with ISPF 3.1 foreground compress operations.

VALIDATE

The VALIDATE function checks a library for integrity by performing only the SCAN phase of normal compress processing,
as described in the section COMPRESS. A report is produced indicating current members, their positions within the
library, and highlighting any errors.

TCOMPRESS

The TCOMPRESS (test-compress) function performs a dry-run compression of the data set to report how much library
space  would be regained by compression. The processing is similar to that performed by COMPRESS and produces
an almost identical report. The difference is that during the COMPRESS phase, the library is not opened for output
and member movements do not actually occur (even though they are reported), nor is the directory or format-1 DSCB
updated.

The report produced by the TCOMPRESS function shows the location to which each member would be relocated and the
amount of library space that would be reclaimed by a COMPRESS operation.

To perform the TCOMPRESS operation, specify TCOMPRESS in place of the COMPRESS keyword.

COMPRESS and VALIDATE Examples

Compress Example

This example describes a COMPRESS operation.

COMPRESS   OUTDD=OUT1

The PDS referenced by OUT1 is compressed in place.

Validate Example

This example describes a VALIDATE operation.

VALIDATE   OUTDD=OUT1

The PDS referenced by OUT1 is validated and any errors are reported.
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The EMPTY, EMPTYO, and RELEASE Functions
The EMPTY, EMPTYO, and RELEASE functions provide a convenient alternative to scratching and reallocating a library
to delete all library members or to release unused secondary extents.

Contents

EMPTY

The EMPTY statement is used to delete all members from a PDS or PDSE library and (for a PDS only) to release
all secondary extents. This function is equivalent to scratching and reallocating the library. EMPTY operations can
be inhibited on a library-by-library basis. For more information, see the $SECURITY control statement description in
Initialization Control Statements.

EMPTY     Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

EMPTYO

The EMPTYO (empty-only) statement is used to delete all members from a PDS or PDSE library without releasing unused
secondary extents. EMPTYO operations can be inhibited on a library-by-library basis. For more information, see the
$SECURITY control statement description in Initialization Control Statements.

EMPTYO    Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

RELEASE

The RELEASE statement is used to release unused PDS library secondary extents.

RELEASE   Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

EMPTY, EMPTYO, and RELEASE Parameters

The following shows EMPTY, EMPTYO, and RELEASE function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the data set to be emptied or have its unused extents released. Use
the OUTDSN parameter when dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one data set is to be
processed. The OUTDD and OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.

OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the data set to be processed. The data set is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR.
Use the volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
You can select more than one data set for processing by specifying pattern characters in the dsname or volume operands.
For more information, see FastCopy Usage Notes.

EMPTY, EMPTYO, and RELEASE Example

This example shows EMPTY, EMPTYO and RELEASE operations.

EMPTY      OUTDD=OUT1

EMPTYO     OUTDD=OUT2

RELEASE    OUTDD=OUT3

All members in the data set referenced by OUT1 are deleted and (for a PDS only) all of the secondary extents are
released. All members in the data set referenced by OUT2 are deleted but secondary extents are not released.

Unused secondary extents belonging to the PDS library referenced by OUT3 are released.
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The ALTERDIR Function
The ALTERDIR function provides a convenient alternative to reallocating and copying a library in order to change the
number of directory blocks.

Contents

ALTERDIR

The ALTERDIR statement is used to increase or decrease the number of directory blocks of a PDS library. The directory
block allocation can also be changed subject to the current percentage of directory block usage. Any library members that
would be overwritten during this process are first relocated, along with any aliases, to the end of the library.

ALTERDIR   Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

           BLOCKS=[+|-]nnnnn

           [,FREEDIR%=(mm,nn)]

           [,SETDIRBLKS%=[tt|(ll,tt,uu)]] 

ALTERDIR Parameters

The following shows ALTERDIR function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the PDS library whose directory is to be altered. Use the OUTDSN
parameter when dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one data set is to be processed. The
OUTDD and OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.

OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the library to be processed. The library is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR. Use
the volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
You can select more than one data set for processing by specifying pattern characters in the dsname or volume operands.
For more information, see FastCopy Usage Notes.

BLOCKS
BLOCKS is a required parameter, specifying the required number of directory blocks. BLOCKS can be specified in the
form:

nnnnn
nnnnn blocks required.
The value can also be prefixed with a plus sign (+) or a minus sign (-) to indicate that the number of directory blocks is to
be increased or decreased by the specified amount.
FastCopy enforces minimum and maximum block specifications so that the resulting number of directory blocks is
sufficient to contain all library members and does not exceed the maximum number that can fit within the first library
extent.

FREEDIR%
FREEDIR% can be specified as an alternative to the BLOCKS parameter to perform conditional ALTERDIR processing.
The size of the library directory is altered if the current directory usage percentage exceeds mm percent of the allocated
directory blocks. After FREEDIR processing, the directory will not exceed nn percent of allocated directory blocks.

SETDIRBLKS%
SETDIRBLKS% can be specified as an alternative to both the BLOCKS and FREEDIR% parameters. SETDIRBLKS%
specifies a required percentage tt of used directory blocks and optionally specifies thresholds to be used for reallocation.
The parameter is specified as SETDIRBLKS%=tt or SETDIRBLKS%=(ll,tt,uu) where ll < tt < uu.
If SETDIRBLKS%=tt is specified, reallocation is performed unconditionally.
If SETDIRBLKS%=(ll,tt,uu) is specified, reallocation occurs only if directory space utilization falls outside the specified
lower and upper percentage limits (ll and uu).
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tt
Is the target (required) percentage of used directory blocks.

ll
If the percentage of used directory blocks falls below ll, the directory size will be decreased. If ll is not specified, the
directory size is not decreased.

uu
If the percentage of used directory blocks exceeds uu, the directory size will be increased. If uu is not specified, the
directory size is not increased.

ALTERDIR Examples

The following sections show examples of the ALTERDIR function.

Decreasing Directory Size

This example sets the size of the directory of the PDS referenced by OUT1 from its current value to 250 blocks.

ALTERDIR   OUTDD=OUT1,BLOCKS=250

Increasing Directory Size

This example increases the size of the directory of the PDS referenced by OUT1 by 50 blocks.

ALTERDIR   OUTDD=OUT1,BLOCKS=+50

Manage Directory Size

This example increases the size of the directory of the PDS referenced by OUT1 only when the current directory usage
exceeds 70 percent of the allocated directory blocks. The directory size is adjusted so that usage does not exceed 60
percent.

ALTERDIR   OUTDD=OUT1,FREEDIR%=(70,60)

The EDITDIR Function

EDITDIR Function

The EDITDIR function provides a fast and convenient means of deleting or renaming members or groups of members in a
PDS or PDSE library.

EDITDIR   Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

          Delete   Member=[(]member1[,member2][,...][)]

          RETAIN   Member=[(]member1[,member2][,...][)]

          REName   Member=[(](member1,newname)[,...][)]

Contents

EDITDIR

The EDITDIR statement specifies that editing of the library directory is to be performed. The EDITDIR control statement is
followed by one or more DELETE, RETAIN, or RENAME statements that specify the actual operations to be performed.

All of the statements following an EDITDIR operation must be of the same type. It is not allowable, for example, to specify
both DELETE and RETAIN statements within one EDITDIR operation.
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DELETE

The DELETE statement specifies which members should be deleted. The DELETE keyword can be abbreviated to D or
DEL.

RETAIN

The RETAIN statement specifies which members should be retained. All members not specified by a RETAIN statement
are deleted.

RENAME

The RENAME statement specifies members that are to be renamed. The RENAME keyword can be abbreviated REN.

EDITDIR Parameters

Parameters

The following shows EDITDIR function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the library for which subsequent DELETE, RETAIN or RENAME operations
are performed. Use the OUTDSN parameter when dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one
data set is to be processed. The OUTDD and OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.

OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the library to be processed. The library is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR. Use
the volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
You can select more than one data set for processing by specifying pattern characters in the dsname or volume operands.
For more information, see FastCopy Usage Notes.

Member
MEMBER specifies the name of a member (or a group of members if a pattern is specified) to be deleted, retained, or
renamed. Multiple member names can be specified on each DELETE, RETAIN, or RENAME statement.

Member Group Selection

Each member name operand of the MEMBER parameter can contain wildcard characters to cause the selection or
exclusion of a  group of members.

The supported wildcard characters are:

• The plus sign (+) that indicates any character in that position is matched.
• The asterisk (*) that indicates any characters in that position and remaining positions are matched.

Date Related Member Selection

Parameters CHANGED and REFERENCED can also be specified on EDITDIR DELETE, and RETAIN control statements
to select only members which meet the applicable date criteria. For more information, see the section Date Controlled
Member Selection.

EDITDIR Examples

Delete Groups of Members

In this example, an EDITDIR operation is used to delete library members.
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EDITDIR   OUTDD=OUT1

DELETE    MEMBER=ABC*,DEF*

DELETE    MEMBER=GHI*

All members whose name begins with ABC, DEF, or GHI are deleted from the data set referenced by OUT1.

Delete and Renaming Members

In this example, two EDITDIR operations are used to delete and rename library members. DELETE and RENAME cannot
be performed within the same EDITDIR operation.

EDITDIR   OUTDD=OUT1

DELETE    MEMBER=ABC*

EDITDIR   OUTDD=OUT1

RENAME    MEMBER=(DEF*,GHI*)

RENAME    MEMBER=(JKL,MNO)

The DELETE statement of the first EDITDIR operation deletes any member whose name begins with ABC from the data
set referenced by OUT1.

The RENAME statement of the second EDITDIR operation renames any member whose name begins with DEF to a new
name that begins with GHI, and renames member JKL to MNO.

Retaining Groups of Members

In this example, an EDITDIR operation is used to delete all library members not beginning with the specified prefix.

EDITDIR   OUTDD=OUT1

RETAIN    MEMBER=ABC*

Members beginning with ABC are retained in the data set. All other members are deleted.

 

The RECOVER Function
Contents

RECOVER

The RECOVER function can be used to recover PDS library members that have been deleted, or the old versions of
members that have been updated.

RECOVER   Outdd=ddname | OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

The RECOVER statement specifies the name of a PDS library for which previously deleted or replaced members are to
be recovered.

RECOVER processing scans the entire PDS up to the current high-water mark (field DS1LSTAR in the format-1 DSCB)
and assigns a member name for any member it encounters for which no corresponding entry in the directory exists.
RECOVER processing is applicable only to PDS libraries.

The recovered members are given names of the form ZZZ00001, ZZZ00002, and so on. If a member of this assigned
name already exists in the library, the name is skipped so that the original member is not inadvertently replaced.

Recovered members can be browsed to assist in determining the original member name.
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If the member that is being recovered is a load module, the name and entry point offset of the first encountered CSECT
are reported in order to assist in the identification. Additionally, the directory entry for the recovered member is set up with
as much information as can be determined by scanning the module.

WARNING
Deleted or replaced members will not be available for recovery once the library has been compressed and may
not be able to be recovered if Library Space Reuse is effective for the library.

The following shows RECOVER function parameters:

Outdd
OUTDD is a required parameter that specifies the library for which subsequent RECOVER operations are performed.
Use the OUTDSN parameter when dynamic allocation of the data set is required or when more than one data set is to be
processed. The OUTDD and OUTDSN parameters are mutually exclusive.

OUTDSN
OUTDSN specifies the name of the library to be processed. The library is dynamically allocated using DISP=SHR. Use
the volume operand to specify an optional volume serial for the library. The OUTDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.
You can select more than one data set for processing by specifying pattern characters in the dsname or volume operands.
For more information, see FastCopy Usage Notes.

RECOVER Example

The following is an example of the RECOVER statement.

RECOVER   OUTDSN=TEST.LOADLIB

All deleted and replaced members of PDS TEST.LOADLIB are recovered and are assigned names of the form ZZZnnnnn
where nnnnn is numeric 00001-99999.

Date-Controlled Member Selection
You can specify the CHANGED or REFERENCED parameters on MOVE/COPY(MOD) SELECT and EXCLUDE
statements, and on EDITDIR DELETE and RETAIN statements, to select members based on the date on which they were
updated or last referenced.

 

NOTE

For selection by REFERENCED date, a member and all of its aliases are considered to be last referenced on
the latest date on which any  of them were referenced, or on the date which the member was changed.

For selection by CHANGED date, all aliases are considered to be changed on the date on which the owning
member was changed.

 

Where the operation being performed is a MOVE/COPY(MOD), only a single input (INDD) library is supported in a
copy step where the CHANGED or REFERENCED parameter is specified on a following SELECT or EXCLUDE control
statement.

Support for CHANGED and REFERENCED MOVE/COPY operations involves the generation of SELECT statements for
members that satisfy the date specification. If an old member version is selected, statements are generated of the form:

SELECT M=ABC(-n)

IEBCOPY does not support this syntax. In such situations, FastCopy must perform the MOVE/COPY operation.
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Where a control statement extends beyond a single line, the CHANGED or REFERENCED parameter must be specified
on the first line.

CHANGED[=|<|>]date

REFERENCED[=|<|>]date]

CHANGED
CHANGED specifies that a member or member-alias group will be operated on by the control statement only if it was last
updated on, before, or after the specified date.

REFERENCED
REFERENCED specifies that a member or member-alias group will be operated on by the control statement only if it was
last referenced on, before, or after the specified date. The referenced date is the latest of:

• – The date on which the member was updated.
– The date on which the member or any of its aliases was last referenced.
– The date specified by a HOLD command, supported by other components, such as PDSM02 or PDSM19. The

HOLD Date is also known as the Expiration Base Date.

DateThe date can be specified in one of the following formats:

• – yyyy/mm/dd  Example: 2017/08/30 to specify August 30, 2017.
– yy/mm/dd      Example: 17/08/30 to specify August 30, 2017.
– *-nnn             nnn days before current date.
– *-nnM            nn months before current date.
– *-nnY             nn years before current date.

Example: Delete Unreferenced Members

In this example, an EDITDIR operation is used to delete library members whose names start with the letters ABC or XYZ
and which have not been referenced in the last 18 months.

EDITDIR  OUTDD=OUT1

         DELETE    M=ABC*,DEF*,REFERENCED<*-18M

Example: Copy Recently Changed Members

In this example, all IN1 and IN2 library members, including their aliases, which have been updated in the last 21 days, are
copied to the OUT1 library.

COPY      OUTDD=OUT1,INDD=IN1

          SELECT    CHANGED>*-21

          INDD=IN2

          SELECT    CHANGED>*-21

The Extended Compress (XCOMPRESS) Function

XCOMPRESS Function

The  XCOMPRESS function can be used to provide efficient library compression and effective space management for
all or selected partitioned (PDS) and sequential data sets residing on specified DASD volumes or groups of volumes, or
whose names have been obtained from the catalog.

XCOMPRESS processing can recognize and bypass those PDS libraries that have not been altered since the last
XCOMPRESS operation, in many instances significantly reducing the amount of PDS compression that is actually
performed.
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XCOMPRESS    OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

           [,EXCLUDEDSN=dsname[/volume]|LINKLIST]

           [,PROCESS=PO|PS|BOTH]

           [,COPYVTOC=ddname]

           [,THRESHOLD=Pnn|Tnn|Snn|Xnn]

           [,PROTECT=NONE|DISPOLD|ENQ|RESERVE]

           [,SETDIRBLKS%=[tt|(ll,tt,uu)]] 

           [,SETSPACE%=[tt|(ll,tt,uu)]] 

           [,RLSE=NONE|ALL|FREE>nn]

           [,BOUNDARY=EXTENT|CYLINDER|TRACK|ALOCUNIT]

           [,LIST=FULL|NO|SUMMARY|ERRORS|USAGE]

           [,ALOCFAIL=WAIT|BYPASS]

           [,TYPE=STANDARD|VALIDATE]

The XCOMPRESS statement specifies that selected PDS libraries whose names are obtained from the catalog or that
reside on specified DASD volumes are to be compressed and optionally have their free space or their directory size
increased or decreased. Unused space in sequential data sets can also be increased or decreased.

Each selected data set can be excluded from processing based on its current space usage or if it is determined that the
data set has not been modified since the last time that Extended Compress processing was performed (see the section
Bypassing Unchanged Data Sets).

Any number of XCOMPRESS control statements can be included in the input stream. Extended Compress processing
always proceeds with the next data set regardless of the return code from the compression of the previous data set.

Contents

XCOMPRESS Parameters

The following shows XCOMPRESS function parameters:

OUTDSN
Specified as dsname[/volume] where dsname specifies a data set name or pattern and volume specifies an
optional volume or pattern. If volume is specified, volumes matching volume are scanned in order to obtain data sets
matching dsname, otherwise data sets matching dsname are obtained from the catalog. Multiple OUTDSN parameters
may be specified.

EXCLUDEDSN
Specified as dsname[/volume] where dsname specifies a data set name or pattern and volume specifies an optional
volume or pattern. If this parameter is specified, any data sets matching the specification are excluded from processing.
Multiple EXCLUDEDSN parameters can be specified.
If EXCLUDEDSN=LINKLIST is specified, all data sets in the system linklist are excluded from processing.

PROCESS
Specifies the types of data sets to process:

PO
Processes only PDS libraries (DSORG=PO).

PS
Processes only sequential data sets (DSORG=PS).

BOTH
Processes both partitioned and sequential data sets (default). Data Sets other than those of partitioned or sequential
format are not processed. Library compression is applicable only to partitioned data sets.

COPYVTOC
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Specifies a DDNAME that identifies a sequential file used for recording the high-water mark, unused bytes on the last
track, and THRESHOLD parameter information of a data set as it is processed by XCOMPRESS. When this parameter is
specified, Extended Compress processing may be able to bypass data sets that have not been modified since they were
last compressed by XCOMPRESS. For more information, see the section Bypassing Unchanged Data Sets.

THRESHOLD
Space usage threshold for data set selection.

Pnn
Select data set for processing only if nn or more percent of allocated primary space is currently being used.

Tnn
Select data set for processing only if nn or more percent of total allocated space is currently being used.

Snn
Select data set for processing only if nn or more secondary extents are currently being used.

Xnn
Compress library only if nn or more percent-of-total allocated space would be reclaimed by compress.
Note: If this option is specified, the library is allocated but processing does not proceed past the SCAN phase of the
COMPRESS operation if the required percentage-of-space can not be reclaimed.

If this parameter is not specified, space usage is not considered in the data set selection process.

PROTECT
Library protection option.

NONE
Allocates the library using DISP=SHR. No ENQ or RESERVE is to be issued.

DISPOLD
Protects each library by allocating with DISP=OLD.

ENQ
Protects each library by allocating with DISP=SHR (DISP=OLD if space can be released) and issuing ENQ using major
names as specified in $MISC ENQNAME parameter.

RESERVE
Protects each library by allocating with DISP=SHR (DISP=OLD if space can be released) and issuing RESERVE using
major names as specified in $MISC ENQNAME parameter (default).

SETDIRBLKS%
Specifies a required percentage tt of used directory blocks and optionally specifies thresholds to be used for reallocation.
The parameter is specified as SETDIRBLKS%=tt or SETDIRBLKS%=(ll,tt,uu) where ll < tt < uu.
If SETDIRBLKS%=tt is specified, reallocation occurs unconditionally before compression begins.
If SETDIRBLKS%=(ll,tt,uu) is specified, reallocation occurs only if directory space utilization falls outside the specified
lower and upper percentage limits (ll and uu).
Directory reallocation is not performed when compression is bypassed as a result of a THRESHOLD Pnn, Sss or
Tnn specification.

tt
Is the target (required) percentage of used directory blocks.

ll
If the percentage of used directory blocks falls below ll, the directory size will be decreased before compression begins.
If ll is not specified, the directory size is not decreased before compression.

uu
If the percentage of used directory blocks exceeds uu, the directory size will be increased before compression begins.
If uu is not specified, the directory size is not increased before compression.
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SETSPACE%
Specifies the required percentage tt of used library space after compression and specifies thresholds to be used for
reallocation. The parameter is specified as SETSPACE%=tt or SETSPACE%=(ll,tt,uu).
If SETSPACE%=tt is specified, reallocation is attempted unconditionally after compression has been performed.
If SETSPACE%=(ll,tt,uu) is specified, reallocation is attempted only if library space utilization falls outside specified lower
and upper percentage limits (ll and uu).
This parameter is also applicable to sequential datasets.
The SETSPACE% parameter is mutually exclusive with the Extended Compress RLSE parameter.

tt
Is the target (required) percentage of used library space.

ll
If the percentage of used library space after compression is less than ll, space will be freed.
Note: The space is not released if the library cannot be allocated for exclusive use (DISP=OLD), in which case DSNENQ
FAIL is indicated in the report.
If ll is not specified, library space is not freed after compression.

uu
If the percentage of used library space after compression exceeds uu, a single additional extent of appropriate size will be
added (if possible) to the library. The extent will be specified in the same allocation units (tracks or cylinders) as the library.
If uu is not specified, library space is not increased after compression.

RLSE
Alternative space release option, mutually exclusive with the SETSPACE% parameter. Space is not released if this option
is not specified and the SETSPACE% parameter is not specified. Space is also not released if the library cannot be
allocated for exclusive use (DISP=OLD), in which case DSNENQ FAIL is indicated in the report.

NONE
Does not perform any space release (default).

ALL
Releases as much free space as possible after first compressing the library.

FREE>nn
Releases any free space in excess of nn percent of total allocated space after the library is compressed. This option
effectively specifies the proportion of free space to be maintained in the library. For example, if RLSE=FREE>75 is
specified for a library where only 5 tracks are in use after a compression, then free space can be released so that the total
allocated library space does not exceed 20 tracks, with free space occupying 15 tracks (or 75 percent) of that value.
Note: Space release on a multiple volume sequential data set is not supported; XCOMPRESS reports an action of ‘RLSE
failed 4’.

BOUNDARY
Space release boundary.

EXTENT
Releases whole extents only. Does not release partial extents.

CYLINDER
Releases whole cylinders only. Does not release partial cylinders.

TRACK
For TRACK and BLOCK allocated data sets only, releases space on a track boundary (releases the maximum amount of
space). A CYLINDER allocated data set is released at the next higher cylinder boundary.

ALOCUNIT
For CYLINDER allocated data sets, only release whole cylinders. For TRACK and BLOCK allocated data sets, space is
released on track boundaries (default).
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LIST
Reporting option.

FULL
All informational, performance, space usage, and member messages are produced for each compressed library. A
summary report line is also produced for each library.

NO
All informational, performance and space usage messages are produced for each compressed library. Member messages
are not produced. A summary report line is produced for each library.

SUMMARY
For each selected data set, produces only a summary report line detailing the action performed and resulting space usage
(default).

ERRORS
Same as SUMMARY option except that the summary report line is written only for data sets in which errors have been
detected.

USAGE
For each selected data set, produces only a summary report line detailing current space usage. No action (such as
compression or space release) is performed. If the RLSE parameter has also been specified, libraries are scanned and
the space usage and amount of released space that would result from compress operations are reported in place of
current space usage. Abnormal termination errors encountered during processing are always reported, regardless of the
reporting option used.

ALOCFAIL
Option when a data set cannot be successfully allocated.

WAIT
Issues an operator message and retries the allocation at 30-second intervals. Re-issues the operator message at 5-
minute intervals (default).

BYPASS
Reports the allocation failure and continues processing.

TYPE
Processing Mode.

STANDARD
Perform normal processing (default).

VALIDATE
Perform library validation only. Do not perform any library compression. Space release is performed if it has been
specified. The library validation status is reported to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management System. For more
information, see Extended Compress Validation Example.

Bypassing Unchanged Data Sets

There are some disadvantages to processing all of the data sets on a DASD volume.

• System resources are frequently wasted because data sets that have not been modified since their last compression
are compressed again.

• Processing every data set can interfere with the aging process of inactive data sets that would otherwise be migrated
to another storage media.

PDSMAN's Extended Compress can avoid these problems by recording the data set's high-water mark, number of unused
bytes on the last track, and THRESHOLD value. This permits PDSMAN to identify those data sets that have not been
modified since the last Extended Compress run and bypass processing for these data sets.
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Note: Deleting members or dynamically reusing library space are examples of library updates that are not detected by
Extended Compress.

Changes in the above values are detected by recording them each time a data set is selected and processed. If a data set
is selected but processing is bypassed for any reason, the data set's current values are still maintained.

To bypass unchanged data sets:

• Code the COPYVTOC parameter in your Extended Compress control statements.
• Define a sequential data set with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, and any valid block size. This data

set maintains the historical information. This data set should be added to the JCL using the same ddname that was
specified on the COPYVTOC parameter. In estimating space requirements for this data set, allow one logical record
per selected data set.

• Add a PDSMWK4 DD statement to the JCL specifying a temporary data set with the same DCB characteristics and
space allocation as the previous data set.

If multiple Extended Compress operations are being executed, each should have its own, separate COPYVTOC data set.
Sharing COPYVTOC data sets may result in data sets being unnecessarily selected.

VOLCOMPRESS Function

The VOLCOMPRESS function has been replaced by the XCOMPRESS function and is documented here for compatibility
with previous releases. The allowable parameters are detailed below.

VOLCOMPRESS  VOLUME=volser | DDNAME=ddname

           [,EXCLUDEVOL=volser]

           [,SELECTDSN=dsname]

           [,EXCLUDEDSN=dsname|LINKLIST]

           [,PROCESS=PO|PS|BOTH]

           [,COPYVTOC=ddname]

           [,THRESHOLD=Pnn|Tnn|Snn|Xnn]

           [,PROTECT=NONE|DISPOLD|ENQ|RESERVE]

           [,RLSE=NONE|ALL|FREE>nn]

           [,BOUNDARY=EXTENT|CYLINDER|TRACK|ALOCUNIT]

           [,LIST=FULL|NO|SUMMARY|ERRORS|USAGE]

           [,ALOCFAIL=WAIT|BYPASS]

           [,TYPE=STANDARD|VALIDATE]

VOLUME
Volume serial or pattern. This parameter specifies the volumes to be processed. Multiple VOLUME parameters can be
coded. At least one VOLUME or DDNAME parameter must be specified.

DDNAME
DDname or pattern. This parameter specifies the ddnames to be processed. Multiple DDNAME parameters can be coded.
At least one VOLUME or DDNAME parameter must be specified.

EXCLUDEVOL
Volume serial or pattern. If this parameter is specified, volumes matching the volume serial or pattern specified by the
VOLUME parameter are excluded from processing. Multiple EXCLUDEVOL parameters can be specified.

SELECTDSN
Library data set name or pattern. If this parameter is specified, only data sets residing on volumes specified by the
VOLUME or DDNAME parameters (and not excluded by EXCLUDEVOL) and matching the data set name or pattern are
selected for processing. Multiple SELECTDSN parameters can be specified. If no SELECTDSN parameters are specified,
all data sets other than those specified by EXCLUDEDSN parameters are selected.

For more information about pattern specification (use of - and + pattern characters), see Administrating.
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All VOLCOMPRESS parameters other than those described previously have the same meaning as the corresponding
XCOMPRESS parameter.

 

FastCopy Usage Notes
Contents

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Replacing the BSTCOPY Program

The Endevor product provides an IEBCOPY replacement utility, BSTCOPY, for identifying library updates and accesses
performed by IEBCOPY.

FastCopy can be used to replace BSTCOPY, resulting in significant performance benefits for Endevor users. FastCopy
automatically communicates the required access and update information to Endevor.

To replace BSTCOPY with FastCopy, specify NAME=BSTCOPY on a $IEBCOPY control statement. FASTCOPY=Y is
assumed when a $IEBCOPY control statement specifies NAME=BSTCOPY. FastCopy can be subsequently disabled for
selected job steps.

Dynamic Allocation of Input and Output Data Sets

Wherever INDD and OUTDD are described in the FastCopy documentation, INDSN and OUTDSN can be specified in
their place, allowing the corresponding data sets to be dynamically allocated.

INDSN

The format of the INDSN control statement or parameter is:

INDSN=[(]{dsname[/volume]|(dsname[/volume],R)}[,...][)]

The INDSN dsname data set is allocated using DISP=SHR. The  volume is required only if the data set is not cataloged.
The INDSN keyword cannot be abbreviated.

The wildcard string (*) can be used when specifying the input data set name. For more information, see the description of
the MOVE/COPY(MOD) function INDSN parameter.

OUTDSN

The format of the OUTDSN parameter is:

OUTDSN=dsname[/volume]

The OUTDSN dsname data set is usually allocated using DISP=SHR and protected by appropriate enqueues issued by
PDSMAN. If the operation is an EMPTY or EMPTYO, or if the SETSPACE% parameter has been specified, the allocation
is performed using DISP=OLD. The volume is required only if the data set is not cataloged. The OUTDSN keyword cannot
be abbreviated.

Multiple operations may be performed by specifying pattern characters (* and +) in the dsname and volume fields.

If a volume is specified, data sets are found by scanning the corresponding volume. If a volume is not specified, data sets
are found by scanning the catalog.
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Example of INDSN and OUTDSN Parameters

The following job step:

//EXAMPLE  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  COPY     OUTDSN=SYS3.PROCLIB

           INDSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,(SYS2.PROCLIB,R)

is equivalent to

//EXAMPLE  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//OUT      DD DSN=SYS3.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//IN1      DD DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//IN2      DD DSN=SYS2.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

  COPY     OUTDD=OUT

           INDD=IN1,(IN2,R)

Selective FastCopy Processing

Processing of IEBCOPY COPY, COPYMOD, and ALTERMOD operations can be selectively enabled or disabled at the job
step level.

FastCopy processing can be disabled for a selected job step by including the following DD statement in that step:

//FCOPYOFF  DD DUMMY

Note: This override is ignored if the output is a PDSE or program object library for which PDSMAN has interest (as
defined by one or more PDSMAN Initialization Control Statements) and the input is also a PDSE or program object library.

FastCopy processing can be enabled for a selected job step by including the following DD statement in that step:

//FCOPYON  DD DUMMY

Specifying these DD statements overrides the value coded on the $IEBCOPY FASTCOPY= parameter.

IBM PDSE Member Generations

PDSE libraries allow a fixed number of previous generations of each member to be saved in the PDSE.

WARNING

FastCopy does not copy previous generations of IBM PDSE members.

When a library containing PDSE generation members is copied using FastCopy selective or full library copy, only the most
current version of a member is copied.

SYSPRINT Allocation

FastCopy processing directs all messages to SYSPRINT, or to its replacement ddname if IEBCOPY has been invoked
using a ddname replacement list (such as when it is invoked using the ISPF 3.1 option). The SYSPRINT data set is
written using DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=121, the same as those used by IEBCOPY.

In normal circumstances, FastCopy processes the entire input stream of control statements and there is no restriction on
the allocation of the SYSPRINT data set.
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Situations may arise, however, where FastCopy is unable to process the entire input stream of control statements and
IEBCOPY is invoked to process selected control statements. In these circumstances, the SYSPRINT data set is written
into by both FastCopy and IEBCOPY and if SYSPRINT is being directed to a data set (for example, a DASD data set)
other than SYSOUT, then the following restrictions should be observed when allocating the SYSPRINT data set:

• SYSPRINT must not be allocated to a PDS member
• FREE=CLOSE must not be specified

Message Types

Messages generated during FastCopy processing are of the form FCOnnnX where nnn is the message number and X is a
character indicating the type of message:

I
Informational.

M
Member.

U
Usage/performance statistics.

A
Abnormal Termination.

W
Warning.

Suppress Messages

Messages generated during FastCopy processing can be controlled in one of three ways:

• LIST=NO can be specified on control statements to suppress all member messages.
• One or more of the following parameters can be specified on the PDSMAN $IEBCOPY initialization control statement:

– MSGI=N to suppress FCOnnnI Informational messages
– MSGM=N to suppress individual Member messages
– MSGU=N to suppress FCOnnnU Usage and Performance statistics messages

• The equivalent options *MSGI=N, *MSGM=N and *MSGU=N can be specified as part of the control statement input
stream to suppress the nominated message types during processing of the job step.

Storage Estimates

When processing non-PDSE data sets, FastCopy requires a minimum of approximately 256K of virtual storage and uses a
maximum of approximately two megabytes. In general, FastCopy performance improves as increasing amounts of virtual
storage are made available.

When processing PDSE or Program Object libraries the recommended minimum region size is two megabytes.

If there is insufficient storage for FastCopy processing, either message FCO410A or FCO500A is generated and
processing of the attempted operation is terminated. IEBCOPY may be invoked to attempt the operation, depending on
the option specified on the STORFAIL parameter of the PDSMAN $IEBCOPY initialization control statement.

It is recommended that STORFAIL=TERMINATE be specified or allowed to default, so that you are aware when FastCopy
is not improving performance due to a storage constraint. This is of particular importance when using ISPF foreground
compress option 3.1, which does not usually provide a compress output listing.
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Dynamic Directory Expansion

FastCopy can dynamically expand the size of the directory of an output PDS if its allocated size is insufficient for the
MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation currently being performed.

By default, the directory is expanded to the required size, plus 10 percent for future use. This percentage can be changed,
or the automatic directory expansion facility can be disabled, if required. For more information, see AUTOEXPAND
parameter of the $IEBCOPY initialization control statement.

EXEC Statement PARM Options

IEBCOPY allows control statements to be specified using the PARM= parameter of the EXEC JCL statement. FastCopy
processes a subset of the valid IEBCOPY statements when they are supplied in this manner. Options supported by
FastCopy are COMPRESS, COPY, COPYMOD, REPLACE, LIST=YES, and LIST=NO.

Depending on the options specified, FastCopy generates one of the following control statements:

COPY       OUTDD=SYSUT2,INDD=SYSUT2   (for COMPRESS)

COPY       OUTDD=SYSUT2,INDD=SYSUT1   (for COPY)

COPYMOD    OUTDD=SYSUT2,INDD=SYSUT1   (for COPYMOD)

If the REPLACE option has been specified, the INDD parameter is replaced by INDD=((SYSUT1,R)). If the LIST=YES or
LIST=NO options have been specified, these are appended to the generated control statement.

In the following example, control statements are being supplied to IEBCOPY through an execution parameter

//COMPRESS  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,PARM='COMPRESS,LIST=NO'

that is equivalent to the generated FastCopy control statement

COPY       OUTDD=SYSUT2,INDD=SYSUT2,LIST=NO

that causes the PDS identified by ddname SYSUT2 to be compressed.

Multiple Member Version Support

Multiple member versions can be moved, copied, renamed, and deleted by the PDSMAN FastCopy facility. You can
specify previous generation members on any FastCopy statement that allows the specification of the MEMBER=
parameter. Syntax requirements are shown in the following example:

ABC(-n)   specifies the (-n) version of member ABC.

ABC(<-n)  specifies all previous versions of ABC older

          than ABC(-n).

ABC(>-n)  specifies ABC and all previous versions of ABC

          more recent than ABC(-n).

ABC(-*)   specifies all previous versions (only) of

          member ABC.

ABC(*)    specifies member ABC and all of its previous

          versions.

In all of the above cases, ABC can contain pattern characters

(* and +) in order to select multiple members.

The following restrictions are placed on the specification of Multiple Member Version Support names for COPY with
RENAME and EDITDIR RENAME operations:

• Names of the form ABC(-n) are supported, ABC cannot contain pattern characters and the new name must be
either any base member name or must be of the form ABC(-m) (that is, another version of the same base member).
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Specifically, renaming an old version of a member to an old version of another member name, such as RENAME
M=(ABC(-2),DEF(-2)) is not supported.

• A base member can be renamed to a previous version of the same base member, but not to a previous version of
another base member.

• Names of the form ABC(*) are supported, ABC can contain pattern characters and the new name must be of the form
DEF(*). For example, RENAME M=(PQ*(*),RS*(*)) renames all member whose names begin with PQ, and all old
versions of those members, to new names beginning with RS.

• Names of the form ABC(-*), ABC(<-n) and ABC(>-n) are not supported.

Data Sets Residing On EAV Volumes

When XCOMPRESS is used to process data sets with extended attributes that reside on EAV volumes, the following
notes apply:

• When adding space, if the space being added is less than the current break point value (by default 10 cylinders) the
requested extent gets allocated from the track-managed area.

• When adding space, if the amount is equal to or greater than the break point value the extent is allocated from
cylinder-managed space and, therefore, space is allocated in multiples of 21 cylinders.

• When releasing space from data set extents that reside in the cylinder-managed area of an EAV volume space is
always released in 21 cylinder increments.

• Space percentage calculations for the THRESHOLD, SETSPACE% and RLSE FREE> parameters may be less
accurate when the system is managing data set space in increments of 21 cylinders.

FastCopy Processing Examples
The following sections show FastCopy processing examples.

Contents

Multiple Function Example

The following job step compresses data set PROD.PROCLIB (suppressing member messages), copies all members from
TEST.PROCLIB to PROD.PROCLIB (with the replace option), validates the contents of PROD.PROCLIB, and deletes all
members from TEST.PROCLIB, releasing its secondary extents.

//EXAMPLE  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  COMPRESS OUTDSN=PROD.PROCLIB,L=NO

  COPY     INDSN=((TEST.PROCLIB,R)),OUTDSN=PROD.PROCLIB

  VALIDATE OUTDSN=PROD.PROCLIB

  EMPTY    OUTDSN=TEST.PROCLIB

COPYMOD and EDITDIR Example

The following job step copies members, whose names begin with ABC from TEST.LOAD to PROD.LOAD, re-blocking
them to a maximum size of 12K. During the COPYMOD operation, the members are renamed to begin with DEF and
replace any PROD.LOAD members of the same name. All copied members are then deleted from TEST.LOAD using an
EDITDIR DELETE operation.

//EXAMPLE  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//IN1      DD DSN=TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//OUT1     DD DSN=PROD.LOAD,DISP=SHR
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//SYSIN    DD *

  COPYMOD  OUTDD=OUT1,INDD=IN1,MAXBLK=12K

  SELECT   M=((ABC*,DEF*,R))

  EDITDIR  OUTDD=IN1

  DELETE   M=ABC*

MOVE Example

The following job step copies members ABC and DEF from TEST.LOAD to PROD.LOAD and deletes them from
TEST.LOAD when the copy operation has completed successfully.

//EXAMPLE  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  MOVE     OUTDSN=PROD.LOAD,INDSN=TEST.LOAD

  SELECT   M=ABC,DEF

Extended Compress Example

The following job step compresses selected data sets specified by the XCOMPRESS control statement.

//EXAMPLE  EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//BK01     DD DSN=VTOC.BACKUP,DISP=SHR

//PDSMWK4  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,1)),

//         DCB=VTOC.BACKUP,DISP=(,DELETE)

//SYSIN    DD *

    XCOMPRESS OUTDSN=SYS3.*

              OUTDSN=*.CNTL

              EXCLUDEDSN=SYS3.PROCLIB

              EXCLUDEDSN=SYS3.MACLIB

              EXCLUDEDSN=*.USER.CNTL

              PROCESS=BOTH

              COPYVTOC=BK01

              THRESHOLD=X10

              PROTECT=RESERVE

              RLSE=FREE>30

              BOUNDARY=ALOCUNIT

              ALOCFAIL=BYPASS

              LIST=SUMMARY

In this example:

• Only data sets whose names begin with SYS3 or end with CNTL are processed, except for SYS3.PROCLIB,
SYS3.MACLIB, and any data set whose name ends in USER.CNTL.

• Both partitioned and sequential data sets are processed because PROCESS=BOTH is specified.
• The COPYVTOC parameter specifies that the last modification dates of selected data sets are to be maintained in data

set VTOC.BACKUP. This sequential data set is read during processing in order to determine which selected data sets
are unchanged since the last Extended Compress run and can therefore be bypassed. The VTOC.BACKUP data set
is recreated after all data sets have been processed. The PDSMWK4 temporary data set is used to hold a copy of the
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contents of VTOC.BACKUP during processing. For more information about using the COPYVTOC parameter, see the
section Bypassing Unchanged Data Sets.

• Each selected library is only compressed if the SCAN phase of compress processing has determined that an amount
of space equivalent to at least 10 percent of total allocated library space will be released as a result of the compress
(THRESHOLD=X10).

• Each processed library is reserved during compress because PROTECT=RESERVE is specified. The allocation is
performed specifying DISP=OLD because space can be released.

• After each library is compressed, its total space allocation is reduced, if required, so that the amount of free space
does not exceed 30 percent of total allocated space (RLSE=FREE>30). The space allocations of sequential data sets
are reduced, if necessary, in the same manner.

• Space belonging to CYLINDER allocated data sets is released only in integral cylinders. For other data sets, space is
released in tracks (BOUNDARY=ALOCUNIT).

• Data Sets, that cannot be successfully allocated are reported and bypassed (ALOCFAIL=BYPASS).
• Only summary information is produced for selected data sets because LIST=SUMMARY is specified.

Extended Compress Validation Example

The following job step validates selected data sets on volumes specified using the XCOMPRESS control statement
TYPE=VALIDATE parameter.

//VALIDATE EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY         

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A              

//SYSIN    DD *                     

  XCOMPRESS OUTDSN=PDSMAN.*/RTM*    

       TYPE=VALIDATE                

       PROCESS=PO                   

       RLSE=NONE                    

       PROTECT=NONE                 

       LIST=SUMMARY                 

In this example:

• All data sets whose names begin with PDSMAN residing on volumes whose names begin with the characters RTM are
processed.

• Only partitioned data sets are processed because PROCESS=PO is specified.
• No space release processing is performed because RLSE=NONE is specified.
• Validation processing is performed because TYPE=VALIDATE is specified.
• Libraries are not reserved during processing as this is a read-only operation (PROTECT=NONE).
• Only summary information is produced for selected data sets because LIST=SUMMARY is specified.

FastCopy Output
The following sections describe FastCopy output.

Contents

FastCopy Compression Report

A FastCopy report from the compression of a library is included below. The report indicates that members XALIAS
and XASM are in place and are not moved. The remaining members are moved to the indicated TTR as a result of the
compress processing. Statistics regarding the number of members, the directory and library sizes, and the number of
extents are provided. FastCopy processing took a total of only seven I/O operations both to validate and to compress this
library, as shown by the FCO200U message.
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FCO100I PDSMAN FASTCOPY PROCESSING ACTIVE     06/27/2009  14.37.23

FCO110I COMPRESSING  PDS   OUTDD=OUT1    VOL=MVS001 DSN=JEK.FCO.EXAMPLE

FCO120I BEGINNING SCAN PHASE     14.37.29

FCO140I BEGINNING COMPRESS PHASE 14.37.30

FCO150M XALIAS   *IN PLACE* AT TTR 000110-000111 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XASM     *IN PLACE* AT TTR 000112-000113 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XBR14    * MOVED *  TO TTR 000114-000115 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XCLIP    * MOVED *  TO TTR 000116-000117 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XCOMPARE * MOVED *  TO TTR 000118-000119 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XCOPY    * MOVED *  TO TTR 00011A-00011B M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XGENER   * MOVED *  TO TTR 00011C-00011D M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XIEBDG   * MOVED *  TO TTR 00011E-00011F M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XIEWL    * MOVED *  TO TTR 000120-000121 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XPROGM   * MOVED *  TO TTR 000122-000123 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XBKUP    * MOVED *  TO TTR 000124-000125 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO150M XIDCAMS  * MOVED *  TO TTR 000126-000127 M-CCHH 00-00930001

FCO160U MEMBERS      12 TOTAL      2 IN-PLACE    10 MOVED

FCO170U DIR BLKS     60 TOTAL      3 USED        57 UNUSED

FCO180U TRACKS       15 TOTAL      2 USED        13 UNUSED

FCO190U EXTENTS       1 TOTAL      1 USED         0 UNUSED

FCO195U BYTES ON LAST TRACK    43808 USED      4160 UNUSED

FCO200U EXCPS         7 TOTAL      5 INPUT        2 OUTPUT

FCO210U STORAGE    232K ALLOC    44K USED

FCO215U COMPRESS HAS REGAINED     3 TRACKS 22304 BYTES OF WASTED SPACE

FCO220U 00.00.00.93 SECS ELAPSED  00.00.00.03 TCB CPU  00.00.00.00 SRB CPU

FCO230I PDSMAN FASTCOPY PROCESSING COMPLETE   06/27/2009  14.37.30  CC= 0

Extended Compression Report

A sample Extended Compress report is shown below.

Control statements are listed first. In this example, all partitioned and sequential data sets with names beginning with
RGF.TEST on MVS... volumes are compressed and their unused space is released.

PDSMAN        7.70                                   EXTENDED COMPRESS

** PDSMFCPV ** C2

FCO105I       XCOMPRESS   OUTDSN=RGF.TEST.*/MVS*

FCO105I                   PROCESS=BOTH

FCO105I                   BOUNDARY=ALOCUNIT

FCO105I                   RLSE=ALL

FCO105I                   PROTECT=NONE

       *** VOLUME MVS001 ***

DATASET NAME                                DSORG   ALLOCATED        USED             FREE      ADDED/

(RELEASED)  ACTION

                                                 EXT  CYL  TRK  EXT  CYL  TRK   %   CYL  TRK    CYL  TRK  DIRBLKS

RGF.TEST.LOAD                                 PO  1     0   11   1         11  96             (   4    4)         COMPRESS RC=00

RGF.TEST.LOAD3                                PO  3          6   3          6  84            DSNENQ FAIL          COMPRESS RC=00

RGF.TEST.VB                                   PO  1     1    0   1         14  87          1                      COMPRESS RC=00

RGF.TEST.VB.P                                 PO  1     1    0   1         14  87          1                      COMPRESS RC=00

RGF.TEST.VERSIONS                             PO  1     1    0   1          1   4         14                      COMPRESS RC=00

                                      TOTALS             4   2         3    1  72      1   1      4   4
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Data Sets processed on each selected volume are reported. For each processed library, the allocated and used space is
reported, together with the processing action (in this example a compress), and amount of space released, if any.

The amounts of space allocated, used, and freed are totaled and reported for the data sets on each volume. Space
amounts reported do not include the space map member, $$$SPACE, that may be present if PDSMAN Library Space
Reuse is active for the library.

The report indicates that 4 cylinders and 4 tracks are released from the RGF.TEST.LOAD data set.

Space is not released from the RGF.TEST.LOAD3 data set (note DSNENQ FAIL message) because the data set could not
be allocated for exclusive (DISP=OLD) use.

Although free space is available in the remaining data sets shown on the report, it is not released because these data sets
are allocated in cylinders.

Return Codes

FastCopy processing may generate the following return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
Completion with one or more error or warning messages being issued.

8
Termination due to errors detected while reading the input data set or during a compress SCAN phase. The input data set
has not been damaged.

12
Termination due to various errors during processing as described by accompanying error messages.

16
Termination due to a permanent I/O error while writing the output data set or during the COMPRESS phase of a compress
operation. For compress operations, any library or member damage is reported on FCO730A, FCO740A, or FCO750A
error messages.

20
Insufficient storage to process and STORFAIL=TERMINATE has been specified.

Dynamically Reusing Library Space
Partitioned data set space problems, particularly Sx37 abends caused by out-of-space conditions, occur in every data
center. Frequently, these abends happen at inconvenient times or on critical libraries, with complications ranging from
simple inconvenience to major application or system outage.

The PDS architecture is the root cause of the problem. When PDS members are deleted or replaced, the space that the
member previously occupied is not reclaimed for future use. This causes the amount of space being used to creep toward
the physical limit of the PDS with every update. When the limit is reached, an out-of-space condition or Sx37 abend
results. The only way to reclaim the dead library space is to compress the PDS.

The two most common solutions to the problem - regularly scheduled compressions and over-allocation of the PDS - have
considerable drawbacks:

• Compressing a PDS more often than necessary wastes CPU time and other system resources. You may also have to
schedule the compression around the availability of online systems such as CICS or TSO, or around your production
batch jobs.

• Over-allocating the PDS so that compressions are needed less frequently wastes DASD space.
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Even intercepting the abend and dynamically compressing the library is not the best solution because the compression
still needs to take place. Here, the problem is being handled as it occurs instead of being prevented.

Library Space Reuse Description
The PDSMAN Library Space Reuse facility offers a proactive solution to the problem of PDS out-of-space conditions and
the related issues of unscheduled compressions, unnecessary compressions, and PDS over-allocation. In fact, if sufficient
free space is available in the library, Sx37 abends and unnecessary library compressions can be dramatically reduced or
even eliminated.

The Library Space Reuse facility dynamically reuses the dead PDS space whenever a member is updated. The space
occupied by a deleted or replaced member is recorded and is made available for immediate use by this member or for
future updates.

Library Space Reuse is performed transparently and requires no JCL changes or modifications to your existing update
methods. Special I/O operations are used to minimize overhead and the fail-safe process always maintains the integrity of
your data.

Library Space Reuse is compatible with non-IEBCOPY compression facilities, DASD management products, and special
access situations such as LLA and shared libraries. The facility operates on all types of partitioned data sets, including
source, object, procedure, and load libraries.

Library Space Reuse Implementation
Library Space Reuse is implemented on a library-by-library basis by specifying the libraries for which space is to be
reused when a member is added, replaced, or deleted.

Contents

Requirements

To implement Library Space Reuse, ensure that IEBCOPY is being intercepted by PDSMAN by providing a $IEBCOPY
control statement. For more information, see the section Control Statements. The distributed system contains a
$IEBCOPY statement in the initialization parameters.

Procedure

To enable Library Space Reuse for a library or group of libraries, perform the following steps:

• Specify one or more $UPDATE rules matching the library or group of libraries with PSR=Y as described in the section
Control Statements.

• Compress each library to create the initial space map. Space reuse operations are not performed until a space map is
created.

Control Statements

$IEBCOPY

Parameters on the $IEBCOPY control statement that are applicable to the Library Space Reuse facility are shown below.
For more information, see Initialization Control Statements.

NAME
Name under which IEBCOPY is normally invoked.
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$UPDATE

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Library Space Reuse facility are shown below.
For more information, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

PSR
Library Space Reuse processing option.

PSRTL
Hours to elapse before freed library space can be reused.

Control Statement Example

These control statements activate space reuse for SYS1.MACLIB and for all SYS2. libraries except SYS2.LINKLIB.

$UPDATE   LIB=SYS1.MACLIB

          PSR=Y

$UPDATE   LIB=SYS2.LINKLIB

          PSR=N

$UPDATE   LIB=SYS2.*

          PSR=Y

Processing

After a library is initially compressed, PDSMAN creates a space map member in which the location of the dead space
is recorded each time the library is updated. This space can subsequently be reused by the current update or by other
updates.

The space map member, normally named $$$SPACE, occupies one entire track in a PDS. The PDS can be of any record
format - fixed, variable, or undefined.

PDSMAN receives control after every member is updated and attempts to reuse the dead library space resulting from the
update.

The space map member is read and the best-fit free space hole is located. If a hole exists, the member data is rewritten
from the end of the library to the hole, the directory is updated, and the library high-water mark is returned to its value
before the update. The best-fit algorithm ensures that space is reused in-place if the size of the member has not changed.
The entire process is inherently free of the possibility of corruption as the PDS directory always points to a valid copy of
the member.

Library Space Reuse imposes negligible overhead on typical update operations. To optimize performance, the relocation
of the member data is performed using multiple track EXCP I/O operations.

Restrictions

Although PDSMAN Library Space Reuse is designed for use with practically all types of PDS libraries and update
methods, there are some circumstances in which it should not be used.

SYS1.DBBLIB

PDSMAN does not create a space map member in SYS1.DBBLIB (used by SMS to store dataset hardware compression
keys), nor does it permit a space map to be copied to this library, because SMS is intolerant of the presence of the space
map member.
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IMS MFS Libraries

Library Space Reuse can be used with IMS MFS libraries, provided the following $UPDATE parameter is specified on the
matching $UPDATE control statement where PSR=Y is specified.

$UPDATE   LIBTYPE=IMSMFS

When you specify this parameter, the Library Space Reuse facility creates a space map containing two bytes of binary
zero user data in its directory entry, so that it is compatible with IMS utilities.

Other Libraries

Although Library Space Reuse is applicable to most types of IMS libraries, it should not be specified for IMS referral
libraries because TTR-dependent information maintained by IMS in the $$INDEX member is inconsistent with the space
reuse mechanism of PDSMAN. For a similar reason, space reuse should not be specified for the WA Restart Option CMT
library.

Utilities

In rare circumstances, some utilities may not function properly if they encounter a member, such as the space map,
which appears empty. This has been known to occur with certain IMS utilities or with the SYNC subcommand of the TSO
ACCOUNT command. In these circumstances the space map member should be deleted before running the utility and
recreated if required, by means of a compress, after the utility has been executed.

PDSE Data Sets

Library Space Reuse is not used for PDSE data sets. Any Library Space Reuse specification in a $UPDATE rule matching
a PDSE data set is ignored.

Compatibility with Other Software Products

Library Space Reuse may not be compatible with some functions, commands, or capabilities of other software products.
Your release cover letter and member $COMPAT in the PDSMAN User Information library provide additional information
on compatibility with other software products.

Library Space Reuse Usage Notes
Contents

Space Map Member Creation

A space map member is created by PDSMAN after a library has been compressed by IEBCOPY (or an equivalent utility),
or if IEBCOPY is used to copy members into an  empty library for which Library Space Reuse has been specified.

The space map member occupies one track of the library with its end-of-file record being placed at the beginning of
the next track. Consequently, space map member creation requires two free tracks to be available in the library after
compression.

Space Map Member Re-Creation

Each time the library is compressed, the space map member is deleted by PDSMAN before the library is compressed and
is recreated after the compression.

By design, the space map member appears to be an empty member and is invalidated if it is moved, such as occurs
when it is copied to another library or when the library is migrated by HSM or an equivalent system. PDSMAN recognizes
this situation the next time the library is updated and dynamically recreates the space map in these circumstances. This
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process, which should be regarded as normal, is accompanied by messages PDSM021-11 and PDSM021-12 indicating
the attempted and successful space map recreation. These messages can be suppressed by specifying:

$MISC   PSRMSG=N

For more information about the $MISC control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Deferring Space Reuse

Some systems such as IMS, CICS, and LLA may maintain BLDL entries in storage for extended periods of time.

WARNING
In these situations, space belonging to a replaced member should not be reused while there is any possibility
that the old version of the replaced member may still be accessed, either on the system performing the update
or on a system with which the library is shared.

In all such circumstances, it is strongly recommended that you specify

$UPDATE   PSRTL=hhhh

in the matching $UPDATE control statement where PSR=Y is specified.

The hhhh field is the time (in hours) during which space belonging to a replaced member will not be reused. Space freed
by replaced members is still recorded and is available for use when the period specified by PSRTL has expired.

For example, if you specify PSRTL=24, no space reuse is performed for the first day (24 hours) after the library is
compressed. After this period, space reuse operates normally as pending free space areas begin to become available.

If the PDSMAN LLA/E facility is used to refresh LLA entries as library members are updated, specification of PSRTL=1 is
sufficient to ensure the integrity of replaced members. For more information about the LLA/E facility, see LLA/Extensions
and Performance Facilities.

If PSRTL is specified, the Library Space Reuse routine does not update members in-place, nor do members replaced by
IEBCOPY reuse space. These restrictions are imposed to ensure integrity of access of replaced library members.

Space Reuse and IEBCOPY

When IEBCOPY is used to copy a group of members into a non-empty library for which space reuse is effective, space
reuse is performed after all members have been processed, not after each individual member is copied. Consequently,
before the copy is performed, there must be enough free space at the end of the library to contain all of the copied
members. After the copy operation is complete, PDSMAN peels back the copied members, in reverse order, into any free
space areas available in the library until all members have reused space or there is an unsuccessful space reuse attempt.

Libraries with Large Members

If you have libraries containing abnormally large members, it is recommended that you specify:

$BSI   PSRTRKLIM=nn

For more information about the $BSI control statement, see Initialization Control Statements. If PSRTRKLIM is not
specified, it defaults to 10 tracks.

This parameter forces a member following a member of at least the specified size (nn tracks) to begin on a new track,
thereby ensuring that holes vacated when large members are updated are fully usable. This can result in much more
efficient space reuse.

Libraries with Small Members

If the size of the member is not altered when the member is updated, Library Space Reuse usually replaces the member
in its original location (for example, update-in-place). If the size of the member is altered, the space vacated by the
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replaced member is recorded but is usable only if no members follow on the same track. In such libraries, the ratio of
successful to unsuccessful space reuse attempts is usually lower than normal, but experience indicates that space reuse
is still very effective if proportionally more free space is allocated in the library.

Alias Members

In libraries for which space reuse is effective, all alias names must be deleted from the library or replaced when the
owning member is deleted or replaced. Failure to do so results in the alias entry pointing to a free space area that may be
reused by a different member at a later time.

Unrecorded Free Space

When PDSMAN is not active on all systems in a multiple system environment, Library Space Reuse is effective only for
updates performed by the systems on which PDSMAN is active. Members updated by the systems without PDSMAN are
processed normally, with the areas vacated by replaced or deleted members being marked as UNRECORDED. These
unrecorded areas are not available for space reuse. The net effect is that Library Space Reuse, while still operational, is
somewhat less effective. Compressing the library removes the unrecorded areas.

Unrecorded free space can also occur in single system environments if Library Space Reuse is turned off for some time.
Space reuse is performed for the library, although somewhat less effectively, when Library Space Reuse is re-enabled.
Again, library compression restores the full benefits of space reuse.

Use PDSM13 to Report Library Space Reuse
You can use the PDSM13 utility to report Library Space Reuse operation and effectiveness.

Contents

Report Free Library Space

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for producing a map of the library, displaying all members and free space.

//PDSM13   EXEC PGM=PDSM13,PARM=MAP

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The MAP parameter specifies that a library map is to be produced, showing all members and both recorded (for space
reuse) and unrecorded free space. A summary containing space reuse statistics similar to that shown in the section Space
Reuse Statistics Report.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

Library Map Report

Output is shown in the Library Map Report and in the Space Reuse Statistics Report. The library map and space reuse
statistics can also be obtained online by selecting the PDS Analysis/Space Reuse Statistics option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu.

PDSMAN     7.70                                       PDS MAP

** PDSM13 **   XE44                                   PDSM.EXAMPLE.PDS
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                     ADDED/UPDATED   START    END    BLOCK   1ST TRACK  FULL

MEMBER NAME          DATE     TIME    TTR     TTR    COUNT   BALANCE   TRACKS  NOTES/COMMENTS

* DIRECTORY *                        000001  00010F     61

$ASM              02/14/2009  09:50  000110  000111      2

$BR14             03/11/2009  15:57  000112  000113      2

IEFBR14           * ALIAS *          000112  000113      2

** FREE SPACE **  06/30/2009  14:40  000114  000115      2   (29088)

$GENER            04/23/2009  15:44  000116  000117      2

NCPW              04/08/2009  15:07  000118  000605     36

LABELS            01/23/2009  12:50  000606  000607      2

(UNRECORDED)                         000608  00060A      3

LISTCAT           12/08/2009  12:14  00060B  00060C      2

$COMP             10/04/2009  10:39  00060D  00060E      2

** FREE SPACE **  11/19/2009  10:32 (00060F) 000907     21     1632        2

PREVENT           03/22/2009  09:40  000908  000909      2

PUTSMPI           01/02/2009  03:52  00090A  000A08      9

TTR OF LAST WRITTEN RECORD IS 000E07

LAST TRACK IN LIBRARY IS 000E

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Member Name
The member name field can include any of three special member names or the true name or an alias name for the
member.

*DIRECTORY*
Indicates the PDS directory.

**FREE SPACE **
Indicates that the entry represents a free data area available for Library Space Reuse. These areas are present only if
Library Space Reuse has been specified for the library.

(UNRECORDED)
Represents data areas that are not recorded in the PDS directory as a member, or in the space map member as recorded
free space. These are dead areas and are not available for space reuse. If Space Reuse is not active for a library, the
areas where replaced or deleted members once resided are marked as (UNRECORDED).

Otherwise, the name of the member is reported in the membername field. Alias entries are reported immediately following
an owning member and are indicated by the value *ALIAS*.

Added/Updated
The date and time on which the member was added or last updated or a free space entry became available for space
reuse.

Start TTR
The track and record number of the first logical block of the member, free space, or unrecorded area.
If the block pointed to by this TTR does not physically exist, the TTR is reported in parentheses. This is commonly
the case when there are not enough bytes remaining on the track to make a complete block (physical record). These
extraneous bytes make up a pseudo-record whose TTR is reported in parentheses because the block does not really
exist. These extraneous bytes are available for space reuse.

End TTR
The track and record number of the last logical block, including the end-of-file block, of the member, free space, or
unrecorded area.
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Block Count
The number of blocks, including the end-of-file block, in this member, free space, or unrecorded area.

1st Track Balance
This value, which is reported only for free space entries, gives the number of bytes from the beginning of the free space
to the end of the track. The value is reported in parentheses if it is not yet available for space reuse, such as when other
members exist after it on the same track or if the PSRTL parameter is specified but the time limit has not expired.

Full Tracks
The number of complete tracks in this free space entry. This value is reported only for free space entries.

Notes/Comments
Notes, comments, or other indicators pertaining to the member or free space entry. Members in error will be highlighted in
this field.

Report Library Space Reuse Statistics

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for producing a report that summarizes space reuse statistics.

//PDSM13   EXEC PGM=PDSM13,PARM=STATS

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The STATS parameter specifies that a summary of space reuse statistics is to be produced.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

Space Reuse Statistics Report

Output is shown in the Space Reuse Statistics Report. Space reuse statistics can also be obtained online by selecting the
PDS Analysis/Space Reuse Statistics option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

** SPACE REUSE SUMMARY STATISTICS **

SPACE MAP MEMBER                                    $$$SPACE

CREATED BY                                          KINJE03Z

CREATION DATE AND TIME                  09/21/2009  AT 08:26

SUCCESSFUL SPACE REUSE ATTEMPTS                          401

UNSUCCESSFUL SPACE REUSE ATTEMPTS                         21

LIBRARY HIGH-WATER MARK TTR                           003C15

JOBNAME WHICH LAST REUSED SPACE                     KINJE03Z

MEMBER WHICH LAST REUSED SPACE                      WARNMEM1

FIRST TTR OF MEMBER BEFORE REUSE                      003D2A

FIRST TTR OF MEMBER AFTER REUSE                       00231F

DATE AND TIME OF LAST REUSE             09/21/2009  AT 08:28

JOBNAME WHICH LAST FAILED SPACE REUSE               KINJE03Z

MEMBER  WHICH LAST FAILED SPACE REUSE               PDSMFCPC

NUMBER OF EXTENTS                                          1

TRACKS ALLOCATED                                        1200
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TRACKS USED                                               62

The fields in the report are grouped into categories. The following describes each group:

Space Map Information
The name of the space map member (usually $$$SPACE) is reported along with the name of the job that caused its
creation and the date and time it was created.

Space Reuse Attempts
The number of both successful and unsuccessful space reuse attempts. Initially following a compress operation,
unsuccessful attempts usually outnumber those that are successful, as all free space within the library has been removed
by the compression. After several library updates, however, free space becomes available and the number of successful
attempts begins to exceed the number of attempts that are unsuccessful.

Library High-Water Mark TTR
PDSMAN maintains the high-water TTR mark of the library in the space map member. This value is compared to the high-
water TTR mark in the VTOC (field DS1LSTAR) during each space reuse operation. If there is a discrepancy, an error is
reported and space reuse is suspended for the library.

Last Successful Reuse Information
The name of the member that last successfully reused space is reported, along with the associated job name and the date
and time of the update. The first TTR of the member both before and after the reuse is also given.

Last Failed Reuse Information
The name of the member that last failed to reuse space is reported, along with the associated job name.

Allocation Information
PDSM13 reports the number of extents for the library and the number of allocated and used tracks.

FastStow
The PDSMAN FastStow facility can improve the performance of add, replace, delete, and rename operations for PDS
members.

Adding, replacing, deleting, and renaming members of a large PDS can require a large number of I/O operations per
member, due to directory shuffling required when a directory block cannot be updated in place. If large groups of members
are involved, significant elapsed times may result, during which the library is typically protected with a hardware reserve
with possible disruption to other operations.

FastStow Description
The PDSMAN FastStow facility significantly reduces STOW overhead and improves performance by processing most
directory updating requests in three I/O operations, providing that sufficient virtual storage is available. The FastStow
facility can significantly improve STOW performance in situations where multiple STOWs are performed in a library in a
single library update operation. In these circumstances, FastStow can significantly reduce the time spent searching for the
members being updated. Examples of such situations include those where multiple members are deleted from a library, or
have their ISPF statistics reset.

FastStow Implementation

FastStow Implementation

FastStow performance benefits can be implemented for the entire system or for selected libraries or groups of libraries.
The following sections describe the implementation of this facility.

Contents
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To implement the FastStow facility

• If FastStow support is required for the entire system, specify $BSI FASTSTOW=Y. When this parameter is specified,
$UPDATE rules are not checked and FastStow is used for all libraries.

• If FastStow support is required for only selected libraries, specify $BSI FASTSTOW=R to specify that $UPDATE rules
should be referenced and then specify FASTSTOW=Y on $UPDATE rules matching the selected libraries.

Control Statements

$BSI

Parameters on the $BSI control statement that are applicable to the FastStow facility are shown below. For more
information, see Initialization Control Statements.

FASTSTOW
FastStow processing option.

$UPDATE

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the FastStow facility are shown below. For more
information, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

FASTSTOW
FastStow processing option.

Control Statement Examples

The following sections show control statement examples.

Specify FastStow for the Entire System

To enable FastStow for the entire system, specify:

$BSI   FASTSTOW=Y

Specify FastStow for Selected Libraries

To enable FastStow only for SYS2 libraries, specify:

$BSI      FASTSTOW=R

$UPDATE   LIB=SYS2.*

          FASTSTOW=Y

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the FastStow facility.

PDSE Data Sets

FastStow is not used for STOW operations to PDSE data sets. Specification of FASTSTOW=Y in the $BSI control
statement or a matching $UPDATE rule is ignored for PDSE data sets.
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PMO RPO (Runtime Performance Optimizer)

FastStow is not used in systems where PMO™ RPO (Runtime Performance Optimizer) is active. STOW operations are
allowed to complete normally so that PMO caching of directory entries will function correctly.

LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities
The PDSMAN LLA/Extensions and Performance facilities allow you to improve system performance by significantly
reducing the number of I/O operations between your CPU and DASD that are done to perform partitioned library directory
searching.

• LLA Extensions and Performance Facilities Introduction
• LLA Synchronization Management
• Extended LLA Operator Commands
• Monitoring the LLA Address Space
• Communicating LLA Updates to Other Systems
• Active Directory Lookaside
• LLA/E Batch Interface and Reporting
• Recording Access Statistics
• Dynamic BLDL Facility
• Program Fetch Optimization
• Performance Facility Reporting and Control

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | ) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses ( … ) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters indicate user-specified operands.

Default operand values are underscored.

LLA Extensions and Performance Facilities Introduction

Why Reduce Directory Search I/O?
The time and effort the operating system spends on partitioned library directory searches could be better spent making
your applications and online systems run better. Reducing the number of I/O operations for directory searches is one way
to reduce system overhead. You see benefits such as:

• Improved overall system performance, better throughput, and better response time for online users
• The freeing of resources previously used for directory search that can now be allocated to other users, effectively

providing additional data center capacity
• The freeing of resources such as cache that can now be reallocated to other components and systems
• A reduced need to expend human resources on partitioned library management

The Directory Search Performance Problem
Partitioned libraries (PDSs and PDSEs), are made up of smaller units of related data called members. These members
contain nearly every type of data including JCL, source code, object code, load modules, TSO CLISTs, and report output.
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To process, edit, or execute these members you must first find where they are located in the library. The library directory
acts like an address book. It keeps track of the member names and where the individual members live.

Contents

Library Search Facilities

The operating system provides two library search facilities, BLDL and DESERV GET, which are used to retrieve the
location information from library directories.

BLDL is the original library search facility provided with the system. It is used by many system components to retrieve
member location information from both PDS and PDSE libraries. The problem with BLDL is that these lookups can be
quite expensive both in terms of time and system resources.

The DESERV GET facility was introduced with DFSMS V1.1, along with Program Object libraries (PDSEs that contain
executable programs). Program Fetch and the Program Management Binder use DESERV GET to access member
directory information for both PDS and PDSE libraries. As with BLDL, the DESERV GET process can be expensive,
especially when PDS directories are being searched.

The Complication of Library Concatenations

PDS and PDSE libraries may be grouped together in a concatenated list. This makes things simpler for users by allowing
them to look in multiple libraries for a member, but it also degrades BLDL performance even further. The system linklist
is a special concatenation of libraries that is used as a default when searching for a program load module. Searching this
concatenation, which is usually quite large, is one of the most expensive search operations performed.

In addition, the search performance is degraded when libraries have a large number of members and when more than one
system in a shared DASD environment has to search a given library directory.

There is a tried and true method to reduce I/O operations. Caching the directory information in virtual storage allows it to
be returned more quickly to the user and eliminates the overhead of an I/O operation. Since the average access time for
virtual storage is on the order of 100 times faster than that for DASD, the savings can be dramatic.

The IBM Solution Library Look-Aside

The IBM Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility is designed to improve system performance by caching library directory entries
in virtual storage. LLA was introduced in MVS/XA and used an address space to cache the directory entries for the
system linklist only. LLA was improved in MVS/ESA and expanded to include processing of non-linklist libraries, additional
management modes, and member level updating capabilities.

Even with the improved Library Look-Aside facility, there are still shortcomings to LLA, especially in the areas of
management and usability:

• There are no capabilities to automatically update the LLA directory information when a member is updated, possibly
causing system abends or incorrect information to be returned.
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NOTE
Library Look-Aside allows the management of libraries in NOFREEZE mode; however, this prohibits LLA
from performing any directory search optimization for the library.

• The method for manually updating LLA is cumbersome, requiring you to edit a member in a parameter library first,
code the appropriate LLA control statements, and then issue a command from the operator console for the changes to
take effect.

• There is no cross-system notification of updates to LLA-managed libraries or changes in the status of LLA
management.

• There is no easy way to monitor the status of LLA, display the libraries being managed, or detect when changes to the
LLA address space itself have been performed.

• No reports are provided that describe the performance of LLA or give internal diagnostic information that can be useful
in tracking a problem, such as the LLA Trace Table.

The PDSMAN Solution
We realize that not all installations are alike in their approach to solving data center problems. Some installations, based
on experience or by management decree, are firmly set on the use of LLA to improve directory search performance.
Others would use LLA if the management and usability issues could be addressed. Still others would rather find an option
separate from LLA.

The PDSMAN solution is designed for all of these situations. Its dual approach provides you with total flexibility for
deciding the best way to deal with your directory search performance problems. PDSMAN offers a comprehensive set of
extensions to LLA that makes it more manageable and easier to use, allowing you to use LLA to its fullest by addressing
its shortcomings. On the other hand, the PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization facilities allow you to
eliminate unnecessary or repetitive directory search I/O without using LLA.

PDSMAN LLA/Extensions
The LLA/Extensions facility of PDSMAN allows you to realize maximum benefit from LLA by making it easier to use,
manage, and monitor.

The LLA Auto-Update function eliminates the need for manual LLA intervention and the problem of accessing out-of-
date members by updating LLA at the time the member update takes place. This provides performance benefits of LLA
FREEZE mode with the convenience of NOFREEZE management, even for the system linklist. If additional control is
desired, Auto-Update can be combined with informational messages to indicate an LLA update was issued, or Auto-
Update can be disabled in favor of messages to indicate that an LLA update is required. All processing options are
controlled at the library or member level. Auto-Update works with standard library update methods including STOW,
DESERV, IEBCOPY, compress, library empty, and ISPF.

The LLA Synchronization Management  (LSM) facility provides an alternative to LLA Auto-Update for ensuring
synchronization between the directories of LLA-Managed libraries and the LLA cache. LSM performs cache
synchronization checking, reporting, and optional automatic resynchronization on a timed basis. You control which LLA
libraries are selected and when and how often they are checked and resynchronized.

Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs) allow you to modify your LLA environment. Libraries can be added to or
removed from LLA, updated, or have their management mode changed directly from the console using new, PDSMAN
supplied, LLA commands such as F LLA,ADD=dsn. There is no longer a need to edit PARMLIB members or learn LLA
control statement syntax. The F LLA,QUERY command displays the name, volume serial, and management mode for all
or selected libraries under LLA control. These extended commands are also available through online and batch interfaces.

LLA Monitoring continually examines the status of LLA, detecting and tracking all ADDs, REMOVEs, UPDATEs, and
management mode changes that take place. This facility also provides positive acknowledgment that auto-updates or
ELOCs have completed successfully. Optional messages provide an audit trail of when LLA modifications occurred.
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Cross-System Notification of changes or updates to LLA-managed libraries is also provided by LLA/E. There is no need to
remember to refresh or update LLA on every system when a member is updated or a LLA modify is issued.

Active Directory Lookaside (ADL)  reduces the time and resources spent searching PDS and PDSE libraries by placing
frequently searched private libraries in Library Lookaside (LLA). ADL actively manages the LLA environment to provide
CPU and elapsed search time savings, reduce the amount of I/O  used for directory searches and improve utilization of
LLA.

LLA Reporting allows you to look inside LLA. The LLACHECK report allows you to quickly diagnose situations where LLA
returns an incorrect version of a module. The LLATRACE report provides a convenient method for reporting the contents
of another useful diagnostic tool, the LLA Trace Table. Internal LLA statistics, including an indication of modules that have
been staged to the Virtual Look-Aside Facility (VLF), are reported by LLASTATS.

LLA/E provides a convenient and powerful online interface to LLA using the EZYEDIT facility. EZYEDIT displays the list of
libraries under LLA management, provides full library or single member synchronous refresh capabilities, and full support
for Extended LLA Operator Commands. The LLA/E Batch Interface provides the same functions, as well as others, in the
batch environment.

PDSMAN Performance Options
For installations not using LLA, the PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization facilities offer an additional
option.

Dynamic BLDL caches frequently used member directory entries in virtual storage where they are provided to subsequent
requesters without incurring a DASD I/O. PDSMAN tables are dynamic in nature. They are constantly being updated
to reflect the members currently being accessed in the nominated data sets and are refreshed automatically when a
member is updated or a library is compressed. These updates are also communicated to other systems in multiple CPU
environments. For large concatenations such as the system linklist, PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL is generally able to optimize
searches 90% to 95% of the time.

Program Fetch Optimization improves system performance and reduces directory search DASD I/O by modifying the
operating system Program Fetch order of search so that in-storage directory searches are performed before physical
searches on DASD.

The operating system allows JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries to be specified as places to search for modules before
searching the system linklist. Frequently when JOBLIB or STEPLIB libraries are present, relatively few program fetches
are actually satisfied from these libraries. Many of the required modules, such as COBOL or PL/I transients, sort routines,
TSO commands, and ISPF routines, usually reside in storage or in the system linklist. Nevertheless, if a JOBLIB/STEPLIB
is present, it is unsuccessfully searched before the module is found in the LPA or linklist.

The Program Fetch Optimization facility of PDSMAN can dramatically improve response time in many situations by
eliminating unnecessary directory searches caused by the use of JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries.

Comparison of Directory Search Performance Options
The following table shows a comparison among common directory search performance options. The column entitled
PDSMAN, LLA, and VLF shows that the capabilities of LLA and VLF are greatly improved when used in conjunction with
the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility. The rightmost column shows the capabilities of the PDSMAN Performance options.

Function PDSMAN, LLA, and VLF LLA and VLF PDSMAN Perform. Options
Stages Linklist library directory
entries

√ √ √

Stages Linklist library load
modules

√ √
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Stages Private library directory
entries

√ √ √

Stages Private library load
modules

√ √

Automatically refreshes virtual
storage areas

√ √

Automatically detects updates to
managed libraries

√ √

Notifies other systems of
updates to managed libraries

√ √

Monitors activity and provides
statistics and reports

√ √

Provides batch and online
interfaces

√ √

Provides a comprehensive
and easy-to-use management
interface

√

Automatically Updating LLA
Auto-Update eliminates manual LLA intervention and the problem of accessing out-of-date members by updating LLA at
the time a member update takes place.

IBM's Library Look-Aside (LLA) manages partitioned data sets by caching member directory entries in the LLA address
space. When a member of an LLA-managed library is updated, or when the library is compressed or emptied, LLA must
be informed of the change so that new directory information can be retrieved and returned to the user.

When LLA is not properly updated, problems result. System abends may occur because the directory information provided
by LLA does not reflect where the load module actually resides in the library. Even more frustrating is when out-of-date
member information is returned by LLA. This can result in an old version of the module being executed. These problems
are usually difficult to diagnose and distract from the job that you are trying to accomplish.

Informing LLA of the changes is normally a manual process. The library or members must be specified on LLA control
statements that are specified in a PARMLIB member, usually in SYS1.PARMLIB. Then an LLA modify command pointing
to this member must be issued from the operator console.

The LLA control statements can be bypassed by refreshing the entire LLA address space, but IBM discourages this
approach because it updates all LLA entries, not just the ones that are required, and it purges any modules that have
been staged to the Virtual Look-Aside Facility (VLF). If LLA libraries are managed in NOFREEZE mode, LLA does not
need to be informed of library updates. On the surface, this seems like the answer to the LLA Update problem, but this
mode also eliminates much of the performance benefit that was the original reason for using LLA.

Automatically Updating LLA Description
The LLA/E Auto-Update function allows you to realize the maximum performance benefit from LLA while eliminating the
need for manual LLA intervention. Having PDSMAN automatically update LLA reduces your exposure to retrieving out-
of-date members and relieves your operations staff of the burden of managing LLA. Auto-Update allows you to enjoy
the performance benefits of LLA FREEZE mode with the convenience of NOFREEZE mode management, even for the
system linklist.

PDSMAN automatically determines the libraries that are being managed by LLA. When an update is made to an LLA
library, you can instruct PDSMAN to do one of the following:
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• Automatically cause LLA to be updated with the new directory information.
• Automatically cause LLA to be updated and issue a highlighted console message indicating that the update has been

performed.
• Issue a highlighted console message notifying your operations staff that an LLA update is required.
• Perform no action.

The combination of automatic update and console messages provides the flexibility to manage any LLA update situation.
Auto-Update can be controlled at either the library or the member level, making it easy to configure for any required
processing.

Both batch and online (EZYEDIT) interfaces to Auto-Update are available.

Contents

Auto-Update Examples

The following examples illustrate capabilities of the LLA/E Auto-Update function.

Automatic Update

In this example the non-linklist (private) library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6 is being compressed by a batch job. PDSMAN
has been configured to automatically update LLA, and also to issue messages when this library is updated.

11:01:24 JOB12009 N    $HASP100 COMPRESS ON RDR1      JEK

11:01:33 JOB12009 N    $HASP373 COMPRESS STARTED - INIT  1 - CLASS A - SYS C2

11:01:35 JOB12009 N  * PDSMLLA-01 LLA Update Issued for PRIVATE (Freeze) library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6

11:01:36 STC12937 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA UPDATE Detected for PRIVATE library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6

11:01:37 JOB12009 N    IEFACTRT COMPRESS    1 COPY1    -------- IEBCOPY  / CC-0000

11:01:37 JOB12009 N    $HASP395 COMPRESS ENDED

The PDSMLLA-01 message issued at 11:01:35 indicates that an LLA auto-update has been issued for the library. This is a
highlighted, non-scrollable message that remains on the console until the update has completed.

The PDSMLMON-02 message issued at 11:01:36 is part of the LLA/E LLA Monitoring function. It indicates that PDSMAN
has detected the successful completion of the update request. LLA Monitoring also deletes the highlighted console
message. For more information about the LLA/E LLA Monitoring function, see Monitoring the LLA Address Space.

Operator Notification

In the following example, a member of the system linklist library SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.LINKLIB is being updated by the
linkage editor. In this instance, PDSMAN is alerting the operations staff that an LLA update is required but is not actually
performing the update itself.

11:03:14 JOB12010 N    $HASP100 LINKEDIT ON RDR1      JEK

11:03:23 JOB12010 N    $HASP373 LINKEDIT STARTED - INIT  1 - CLASS A - SYS C2

11:03:26 JOB12010 N  * PDSMLLA-01  LLA Update Needed for LINKLIST (Normal) library SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.LINKLIB

11:03:28 JOB12010 N    IEFACTRT LINKEDIT    1 S1       -------- IEWL     / CC-0000

11:03:28 JOB12010 N    $HASP395 LINKEDIT ENDED

                       ...

11:04:38 STC12936 NI   F LLA,UPDATE=JK

11:04:39          N    CSV210I LIBRARY LOOKASIDE UPDATED

                       ...

11:04:48 STC12937 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA UPDATE Detected for LINKLIST library SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.LINKLIB

The PDSMLLA-01 message issued at 11:03:26 indicates that an LLA update is required. This is a highlighted, non-
scrollable message that remains on the console until the update has completed.
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At 11:04:38 an LLA modify was issued to manually update LLA. The PDSMLMON-02 message issued at 11:04:48 is
part of the LLA/E LLA Monitoring function. It indicates that PDSMAN has detected the successful completion of the
update request. LLA Monitoring also deletes the highlighted console message. For more information about the LLA/E LLA
Monitoring function, see Monitoring the LLA Address Space.

Automatically Updating LLA Implementation
The Automatic LLA Update capabilities of PDSMAN can be implemented on a library-by-library basis by instructing
PDSMAN of the actions to be taken when an LLA-managed library is updated. The following sections describe
implementation requirements and procedures for Auto-Update.

Contents

General LLA/E Requirements

The following sections provide general requirements that must be satisfied before using the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions.
For some LLA/E functions there are additional requirements that must be met. These are listed in the description of the
specific function.

• The PDSMAN Address Space (PDSMOPR Operator Interface) must be active. For more information about the
PDSMAN Address Space see Administrating .

• The PDSMAN Cross Memory Services and LLA Monitoring Subtask must be active. These are automatically started
when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.

The status of these interfaces and tasks can be determined by issuing the following operator command when PDSMAN is
active:

F PDSMAN,STATUS

Requirements

The following requirements must be satisfied in addition to the general LLA/E requirements described previously.

• A $IEBCOPY control statement must be specified for PDSMAN to intercept executions of IEBCOPY. You specify
this control statement in the PDSMAN initialization member. For more information about the control statement, see
Administrating.

Procedure

To implement LLA/E Auto-Update or operator notification for a single member, a library, or a group of libraries

• Specify $LLA control statements for the libraries to be processed by Auto-Update. PDSMAN automatically determines
the names of the libraries actually managed by LLA.

Control Statements

The $LLA control statement describes to PDSMAN the processing to be performed when an LLA-managed library is
updated.

Parameters on the $LLA control statement that are applicable to the Auto-Update function are shown below. For more
information about the parameters of the Auto-Update function, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

MEM
Member name or pattern.
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USER
Job name, TSO user ID, security ID or pattern.

UPDATELLA
LLA Auto-Update option.

NOTIFY
Controls the issuing of notification messages to the console.

MONITORMSG
LLA Monitoring message option.

LRDRUPDT
Last reference date recording LLA update option.

It is allowable to specify $LLA control statements for libraries that are not actually being managed by LLA. Libraries must
be managed by LLA and must have a matching $LLA rule specifying UPDATELLA=Y or NOTIFY=Y for Auto-Update
processing to take place.

Both UPDATELLA=Y and NOTIFY=Y can be specified on a $LLA control statement. In this situation, LLA is automatically
updated by PDSMAN and a PDSMLLA-01 message is issued indicating that the update has been performed, as shown in
the example in Automatic Update.

Control Statement Examples

The following examples show $LLA control statements specified to perform the indicated processing.

The following control statement was used in the example in Automatic Update. It specifies that both Auto-Update and
operator message processing are performed when the PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6 library is updated.

$LLA     LIB=PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6

         UPDATELLA=Y

         NOTIFY=Y

The following control statement was used in the example in Operator Notification. In this example, LLA/E issues operator
messages indicating that an LLA update is required but does not automatically perform the update. This control statement
uses pattern matching to govern all libraries beginning with SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.

$LLA    LIB=SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.-

        UPDATELLA=N

        NOTIFY=Y

The following control statement causes Auto-Update to be effective for all LLA-managed libraries. This example illustrates
that it is valid to code $LLA control statements for libraries that are not currently in LLA.

$LLA    LIB=-

        UPDATELLA=Y

The following control statement causes PDSMAN to issue operator messages when a system linklist library is updated.
PDSMAN does not automatically perform the update.

$LLA    LIB=LINKLIST

        UPDATELLA=N

        NOTIFY=Y

The following control statement directs PDSMAN to issue PDSMLMON-02 change detected messages for all libraries in
the system linklist except SYS1.LINKLIB. The control statement for SYS1.LINKLIB is specified first because it is more
specific.

$LLA    LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB
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        MONITORMSG=N

$LLA    LIB=-LNKLST-

        MONITORMSG=Y

Usage Notes

The PDSMLLA-01 console message is issued for the first update to a given library. Subsequent updates to the same
library will not generate further messages until the original message has been deleted by the LLA Monitoring function.

The PDSMLLA-01 console message is suppressed when a private (non-linklist) library that is being managed by LLA in
NOFREEZE mode is updated.

Automatic LLA updates generated as a result of PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording are not communicated to
other systems because the member TTR has not been changed. LLA is updated on the other systems only if a member
is accessed by that system. For more information about PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording, see the $LLA
LRDRUPDT= parameter in Initialization Control Statements.

LLA Synchronization Management
The PDSMAN LLA Synchronization Management (LSM) facility provides an alternative to LLA Auto-Update for ensuring
synchronization between the directories of LLA-Managed libraries and the LLA cache.

PDSMAN LLA Auto-Update function avoids synchronization problems by ensuring the LLA cache is refreshed every
time a member in an LLA-Managed library is updated. However, there are times when this up-to-the-minute level of
synchronization is not an operational requirement. For example, it may be sufficient to know LLA is in synchronization at
particular times during the day or at a given interval such as every half hour.

The LLA Synchronization Management facility provides an alternative way to meet these less restrictive operational
requirements. It compliments the LLA Auto-Update function and allows you to choose the LLA synchronization method
that best suits your needs on a library-by-library basis.

LLA Synchronization Management Description
The LLA Synchronization Management facility provides cache synchronization checking, reporting, and optional
resynchronization of LLA-Managed libraries.

Usually once every minute, LSM checks the list of LLA-Managed libraries against PDSMAN $LLASYNC Initialization
Control Statements you have defined. The environmental, timing, and processing parameters on these control statements
allow you to control which LLA libraries are selected, when and how often they are checked for synchronization problems,
and the processing actions to be taken for each library.

Environmental parameters are used to select an LLA library for processing. These parameters include the library name
or pattern, the LLA library type (system linklist or private), and the mode in which the library is being managed by LLA
(Freeze or Nofreeze).

Timing parameters allow you to control when and how often the selected LLA libraries are checked for synchronization
problems. You can use these parameters to check the library:

• At a specific time (for example, at 10:00 a.m.)
• During a window of time (for example, from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.)
• At a specific time interval (for example, every 2 hours)
• During an interval with a specific start time (for example, every hour on the half hour)
• On specific day of the week

Processing parameters allow you to control the type of synchronization checking performed, how the results are reported,
and other processing. You can instruct LSM to:
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• Automatically resynchronize a library that is out-of-synchronization
• Issue a console message indicating the status of the library
• Both resynchronize the library and issue the status message

LSM also provides library status information to the Partitioned Resource Management system (PRMS). PRMS maintains
current and historical information for users monitoring the LLA synchronization class. For more information about this
facility, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

LLA Synchronization status information recorded in PRMS can be viewed on ISPF using the PDSMAN PRM-View
interface or on Windows using the Vantage GMI.

Contents

LLA Synchronization Management Examples

The following examples illustrate the capabilities of the LLA Synchronization Management facility.

Detecting Synchronization Problems

The following $LLASYNC Initialization Control Statement causes all LLA-Managed libraries to be checked for
synchronization problems.

$LLASYNC LIB=-

 LLAMODE=ALL

 START=06:00

 END=18:00

 INTERVAL=02:00

 NOTIFY=O

 MSGTYPE=HIGHLIGHT

 ID=EXAMPLE1

The LIB and LLAMODE environmental parameters indicate that this control statement matches all LLA-Managed libraries,
including those being managed in NoFreeze mode.

The timing parameters -- START, END, and INTERVAL indicate synchronization checking being performed each day
between 06:00 and 18:00 hrs, at every two hour interval.

The NOTIFY parameter instructs LSM to issue a message only when an out-of-synchronization condition is detected. The
message is highlighted when issued to the operator's console.

The following example shows sample console output.

06:00:10 JOB12009 N  * PDSMLSM-01 LLA Library Out-of-Sync for LLA.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY1 (ID=EXAMPLE1)

14:00:18 JOB12009 N  * PDSMLSM-01 LLA Library Out-of-Sync for LLA.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY2 (ID=EXAMPLE1)

Libraries LLA.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY1 and LLA.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY2 have been detected as out of synchronization during
the checks performed at 06:00 and 14:00 hrs, respectively. Both console messages are highlighted and non-scrollable.
They are automatically deleted when PDSMAN detects that the libraries are back in synchronization.

Automatically Resynchronizing Libraries

In this example, all LLA-Managed libraries that begin with "SYS1" and are managed in Freeze mode are automatically
resynchronized if an out-of-synchronization condition is found. The following $LLASYNC Initialization Control Statement is
used:

$LLASYNC LIB=SYS1.-

 START=00:15

 INTERVAL=00:30
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 NOTIFY=O

 MSGTYPE=NORMAL

 RESYNC=Y

 ID=EXAMPLE2

This rule matches all LLA libraries beginning with "SYS1." Only libraries being managed in Freeze mode are selected.
Synchronization checking is performed every half hour at the 15 and 45 minute marks.

LSM automatically resynchronizes the libraries and produces a non-highlighted console message only when an out-of-
synchronization condition is found.

The following shows sample console output:

08:15:10 JOB12009 N  * PDSMLSM-01 LLA Library Resynchronized for SYS1.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY1 (ID=EXAMPLE2)

10:45:18 JOB12009 N  * PDSMLSM-01 LLA Library Resynchronized for SYS1.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY2 (ID=EXAMPLE2)

Libraries SYS1.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY1 and SYS1.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY2 have been detected as out of synchronization and
automatically resynchronized during the checks performed at 08:15 and 10:45 hrs, respectively.

Hourly Resynchronization of System Linklist Libraries

In this example, system linklist libraries managed by LLA are automatically resynchronized if an out-of-synchronization
condition is found. The following $LLASYNC Initialization Control Statement controls the LSM processing:

$LLASYNC LIB=-

 LIBTYPE=LINKLIST

 INTERVAL=01:00

 NOTIFY=N

 RESYNC=Y

 IGNOREREF=N

This rule matches all LLA-Managed system linklist libraries. Synchronization checking is performed at the top of every
hour.

LSM automatically resynchronizes libraries without producing console messages.

The setting of IGNOREREF=N indicates that differences attributed to PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording data are
to be treated as synchronization errors.

LLA Synchronization Management Implementation
Library Synchronization Management is implemented on a library-by-library basis by defining which LLA libraries are
to be processed, when and how often they are checked for proper synchronization, and the actions to take related to
that checking. The following sections describe implementation requirements and procedures for Library Synchronization
Management.

Contents

General LLA/E Requirements

The following general requirements must be satisfied before using the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions.

• The PDSMAN Address Space (PDSMOPR Operator Interface) must be active. For more information about the
PDSMAN Address Space, see Administrating.

• The PDSMAN Cross Memory Services and LLA Monitoring Subtask must be active. These are automatically started
when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.
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The status of these interfaces, services, and subtasks can be determined by issuing the following operator command
when PDSMAN is active:

F PDSMAN,STATUS

Requirements

LLA Synchronization Management requires that the PDSMAN Address Space task have at least read authority to all LLA-
Managed libraries.

Procedure

To implement LLA Synchronization Management for LLA-Managed libraries

• Specify $LLASYNC control statements for the LLA libraries to be processed.

Control Statements

$LLASYNC Initialization Control Statements are used to control LSM processing.

Parameters on the $LLASYNC control statement that are applicable to LLA Synchronization Management are shown
below. For more information about the $LLASYNC statement, see Initialization Control Statements .

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

LIBTYPE
Type of LLA-Managed library (private or system linklist).

LLAMODE
LLA management mode for the library (Freeze or Nofreeze).

START
Defines the beginning of the LSM processing window.

END
Defines the end of the LSM processing window.

AT
Defines a specific time for LSM processing.

INTERVAL
Defines the frequency of LSM processing for the library.

DAY
Defines the days of the week processing is performed.

ID
User defined identifier for the processing request.

NOTIFY
LSM processing message option.

MSGTYPE
LSM processing message type option.

RESYNC
Automatic resynchronization control option.

IGNOREREF
Ignore Last Reference Date option.
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FAILCOUNT
Processing failure control option.

FAILMSG
Processing failure message option.

DIAGLEVEL
Diagnostic message control option.

The environmental parameters -- LIB, LIBTYPE and LLAMODE, are used to select a matching $LLASYNC statement to
control LSM processing. Each LLA library is checked against these parameters to find the first matching control statement.

When a matching $LLASYNC control statement is found, the timing parameters -- START, END, AT, INTERVAL, and DAY
are checked to determine if LSM processing should be performed at this time.

If the timing parameter values on the matching $LLASYNC control statement do not trigger processing, LSM scans for
the next matching $LLASYNC control statements, and if one is found, rechecks the timing parameters. This process
continues until no further matching statements are found.

If START=NEVER has been specified on the $LLASYNC control statement, LSM processing is bypassed for a library and
no subsequent rules are checked.

The synchronization of the LLA library is checked when the timing parameters successfully trigger processing. LSM
checking, reporting, and possible corrective actions are controlled by the $LLASYNC statement processing parameters.

The NOTIFY and MSGTYPE parameters control when and what type of LSM messages are issued to the operator
console, while the RESYNC parameter tells LSM if the library is to be automatically resynchronized. You can also use the
ID parameter to specify a free-form identifier, up to 16 characters in length, for this rule.

For more information about the control statement examples, see Initialization Control Statements.

Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the LLA Synchronization Management facility.

Libraries Managed in Nofreeze Mode

Libraries that are not part of the system linklist concatenation can be managed by LLA in Nofreeze mode. This mode
causes LLA to maintain cache entries for members in the library but not to use the cache information to satisfy requests.
Nofreeze mode effectively guarantees synchronization but offers only limited performance benefit.

By default, LSM processing bypasses libraries managed in this mode. Nofreeze mode libraries can be included for
processing using the LLAMODE parameter.

LSM Processing Failures

Though unlikely, it is possible for LSM processing to fail while processing a library. The failures are typically related to
problems allocating the library, insufficient security authority to read the library, or utility abends.

These processing failures do not cause the abnormal termination of the PDSMAN Address Space or the LLA Monitoring
subtask. However, further processing for the library is automatically suspended to avoid subsequent failures.

You can change the way a failure is handled using the FAILCOUNT and FAILMSG parameters. By default, processing is
suspended after the first failed attempt (FAILCOUNT=1) and error messages are produced when the suspension occurs
(FAILMSG=SUSPEND).

You can reactivate processing for a suspended library by bouncing the LLA Monitoring subtask. For more information
about the LLA Monitoring subtask, see Administrating. Processing automatically resumes when a library is removed from
and then subsequently added back to LLA management.
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Processing Intervals

The syntax provided on the $LLASYNC control statement allows you to verify synchronization of all LLA libraries every
minute. In practice, performing LSM processing this frequently may have a negative effect on the performance of the
PDSMAN LLA Monitoring subtask, the PDSMAN Address Space, and on your system as a whole.

Be judicious in selecting a processing interval. As a guideline, a minimum interval of 10 to 15 minutes is sufficient. This
minimum varies based on the number of libraries being managed by LLA, the size of the libraries, and your processing
environment. Consider using the PDSMAN LLA Auto-Update facility if more up-to-the-minute synchronization is required.

Last Reference Date Recording

The PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording facility records the date on which a library member was last accessed. The
date information is recorded in the library directory entry for the member.

The $LLA LRDRUPDT parameter is used to indicate if the updated directory entry information is automatically reflected in
LLA. If you are using Last Reference Date Recording and have specified LRDRUPDT=N (no LLA notification) or allowed
this value to default, LSM may report a synchronization problem for the library.

While this is technically a synchronization problem, it may be operationally valid in your environment. Use the default
value, $LLASYNC IGNOREREF=Y to prevent detection of problems attributed to Last Reference Date Recording.

For more information about the Last Reference Date Recording facility, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

Extended LLA Operator Commands
Extended LLA Operator Commands allow libraries to be added or removed from LLA management, updated, or have their
management mode changed, directly from the system console without the need to edit a PARMLIB member or specify
LLA control statements.

When a member of an LLA-managed library is updated, or when the library is compressed or emptied, LLA needs to be
notified of the change so that new directory information can be retrieved and returned to the user. If LLA is not properly
updated, system abends can occur or out-of-date members can be returned to the user.

Without PDSMAN, informing LLA of the changes is a manual process. First a PARMLIB member is edited and the proper
LLA control statements are coded in the member. The programmer performing the update must have update authority for
SYS1.PARMLIB or an alternate PARMLIB data set, and familiarity with LLA control statement syntax and usage. After the
PARMLIB member is prepared, an LLA modify command directing LLA to process the control statements in the PARMLIB
member must be issued from the operator console.

Extended LLA Operator Commands Description
The PDSMAN LLA/E facility offers Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs) that make updating LLA simpler and
more efficient. These commands can be issued directly from the operator console as modify commands to LLA. There is
no need to edit the LLA PARMLIB member, nor do you need to be familiar with LLA control statement syntax. Command
syntax is simple and fits logically into the operation of LLA.

In addition to being much more convenient to use than the updating method provided with LLA, ELOCs provide additional
capabilities that are not available with standard LLA. With Extended LLA Operator Commands, you can:
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• Add libraries dynamically to LLA management
• Remove libraries dynamically from LLA management
• Update the LLA directory for managed libraries or members
• Change the management mode of an LLA-managed library from FREEZE to NOFREEZE or from NOFREEZE to

FREEZE
• Display the names of all LLA-managed libraries, their volume serials, and management modes
• Communicate this activity to other systems

For more information about the LLA management modes FREEZE and NOFREEZE, see the IBM Initialization and Tuning
Guide.

When ELOCs are issued, console messages are produced confirming that the update is in progress. When the LLA
update is complete, these highlighted messages are deleted to acknowledge that the update has been performed.

Note: Libraries are added to or removed from LLA using Extended LLA Operator Commands on a temporary basis.

If LLA is stopped and restarted, or if the system is IPLed, the changes made with the Extended LLA Operator Commands
are regressed. To make these changes permanent, add the appropriate LLA control statements to your CSVLLAxx system
LLA PARMLIB member used for LLA initialization.

Extended LLA Operator Commands are also supported through online (EZYEDIT) and batch interfaces.

Contents

ELOC Examples

The following examples illustrate capabilities provided by the Extended LLA Operator Command function.

Adding a Library

The following example shows library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5 being added to LLA management, in FREEZE mode,
using Extended LLA Operator Commands. The highlighted, non-scrollable PDSMELOC-03 messages issued at 09:32:19
indicate that the LLA update is currently in progress. These messages remain highlighted until the update is completed.

The PDSMLMON-02 message issued at 09:32:26 is part of the LLA Monitoring function. For more information about
the LLA Monitoring function, see Monitoring the LLA Address Space. It indicates that PDSMAN has detected successful
completion of the update request.

09:32:19 STC12075 NI F LLA,ADD=PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5,FREEZE

 09:32:19 STC12098 N * PDSMELOC-03 LLA Add in progress for PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5

 09:32:20 STC12098 N * PDSMELOC-03 LLA Freeze in progress for PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5

 ...

 09:32:22 N CSV210I LIBRARY LOOKASIDE UPDATED

 ...

 09:32:26 STC12098 N PDSMLMON-02 LLA ADD Detected for PRIVATE library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5

Updating a Library

The following example shows the linklist library SYS1.COMMLIB being updated from the operator console. The XSYS
parameter indicates that this update request is also being sent to other systems that share this common library. The
highlighted PDSMELOC-03 message issued at 09:34:04 indicates that the update is in progress and will remain until the
update is complete on the system on which it was issued.

LLA Monitoring issues the PDSMLMON-02 message indicating the successful completion of the update.
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09:34:03 STC12075 NI F LLA,UPDATE=SYS1.COMMLIB,XSYS

 09:34:04 STC12098 N * PDSMELOC-03 LLA Update in progress for SYS1.COMMLIB

 ...

 09:34:13 N CSV210I LIBRARY LOOKASIDE UPDATED

 ...

 09:34:15 STC12098 N PDSMLMON-02 LLA UPDATE Detected for LINKLIST library SYS1.COMMLIB

Query Request

This example shows the Extended LLA Operator QUERY command. This command displays the names of all private
(non-linklist) libraries that are being managed by LLA, their management mode, and the name of the volume on which
they reside.

09:35:23 STC12075 NI   F LLA,QUERY=PRIVATE

09:35:23 STC12075 N    PDSMSS10-4 --Type--  --Mode--  -Vol.-  ---Library Name---

09:35:23 STC12075 N    PDSMSS10-4 Private   Freeze    MVS102  PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5

09:35:23 STC12075 N    PDSMSS10-4 Private   NoFreeze  MVS102  PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6

Extended LLA Operator Commands Implementation
The Extended LLA Operator Commands are implemented and enabled as a single function, not on a library-by-library
basis. The following sections describe implementation requirements and procedures for Extended LLA Operator
Commands.

Contents

Note: Implementing Extended LLA Operator Commands requires you to create and update a member in SYS1.PARMLIB
and also requires update authority to a user PARMLIB where PDSMAN will write temporary members.

Requirements

The PDSMAN PDSMSS10 Subsystem Interface must be active. You can verify the status of the interface by issuing the
following command from the operator console:

F PDSMAN,STATUS

The PDSMSS10 interface is automatically activated when the PDSMAN address space is started.

For more information about the requirements that must also be satisfied, see General LLA/E Requirements.

Processing

PDSMAN uses both a system parmlib and a user parmlib to provide Extended LLA Operator Commands, as shown in the
following illustration.
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When PDSMAN generates an F LLA,UPDATE=PD operator command, LLA reads the PARMLIB() control statement
from member CSVLLAPD of the system parmlib (usually SYS1.PARMLIB). This PARMLIB() statement points to the user
parmlib and member suffix where PDSMAN writes the temporary LLA control statements used for Extended LLA Operator
commands.

Implementation

To implement Extended LLA Operator Commands

1. Copy the CSVLLAPD member from the PDSMAN Sample Materials library to your system parmlib data set, usually
SYS1.PARMLIB.

2. Edit the copied member and modify the PARMLIB() statement, if required, to point to a valid user parmlib (for example,
USER.PARMLIB) and member suffix (usually PD). There is no need to create the CSVLLAPD member in the user
parmlib; it is created automatically the first time an ELOC is issued.

3. Ensure that the PDSMAN address space has at least read authority to the system parmlib and has update authority to
the user parmlib data set.

Repeat the above procedure for every system on which ELOCs are to be implemented. If a common user parmlib
data set is being used, ensure that each system uses a different user parmlib member by specifying different member
name suffixes in Implementation Step 2. A sample parmlib configuration for multiple systems is shown in the following
illustration.
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Changing the Name of the System Parmlib

The system parmlib used by LLA and ELOC processing is usually SYS1.PARMLIB. The name of the system parmlib
library can be changed using the $MISC LLAPARMLIB= control statement. The library must be specified as the IEFPARM
DD for the LLA address space and the PDSMAN address space must have at least read authority to the data set.

Changing the Name of the System Parmlib Member

The name of the system parmlib member used by ELOC processing is usually CSVLLAPD. If you already have a
CSVLLAPD member in your system parmlib that has been created for an application other than PDSMAN, the member
name can be changed using the $MISC LLAPARMSUF= control statement. The member name generated by adding the
suffix to the base name CSVLLA must reside in the system parmlib. Do not merge the control statements in the distributed
PDSMAN CSVLLAPD member with an existing CSVLLAPD member.

System Parmlib Renaming Example

If the following were coded on the $MISC control statement:

$MISC   LLAPARMLIB=OEM.PARMLIB

        LLAPARMSUF=ZZ

PDSMAN would read member CSVLLAZZ of OEM.PARMLIB (which must be LLAs IEFPARM DD specification) to find the
following PARMLIB statement:

PARMLIB(USER.PARMLIB) SUFFIX(A1)

PDSMAN would write temporary LLA control statements to member CSVLLAA1 of USER.PARMLIB.

Note: $MISC LLAPARMLIB and LLAPARMSUF can be used only to change the name of the system parmlib and member
name. The member specified must still point to the name of the actual user parmlib and member where PDSMAN will
write temporary control statements.

System symbols can be specified in the LLAPARMLIB and LLAPARMSUF parameters as well as in the user parmlib
member.
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For more information about the $MISC control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Usage Notes

It is suggested that the PDSMAN Library Space Reuse facility, if available, be enabled for the PDSMAN PARMLIB data
set. For a description of the Library Space Reuse, see FastCopy and Space Reuse.

Extended LLA Operator Commands can be restricted to authorized users using the $SECURITY initialization control
statement. For more information about the $SECURITY control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Issuing ELOCs
Extended LLA Operator Commands are issued as modify commands to the LLA address space. For example, the
following command can be issued from the operator console to update LLA for the indicated library:

F LLA,UPDATE=SYS1.LINKLIB

ELOCs can also be issued using the EZYEDIT online interface and the LLA/E Batch Interface program (PDSM35).

Contents

ELOC Syntax

The following illustration describes the syntax of Extended LLA Operator Commands issued through the operator console
or the LLA/E Batch Interface.

F LLA,UPDATE=dsname [,MEMBER=memname|,memname]

                    [,FREEZE|,NOFREEZE] [,XSYS|,NOXSYS]

                    [,WAIT|,WAIT=nnnn|,NOWAIT]

 

F LLA,REFRESH[=dsname]

                    [,MEMBER=memname|,memname]

                    [,XSYS|,NOXSYS]

 

F LLA,ADD=dsname [,FREEZE|,NOFREEZE] [,XSYS|,NOXSYS]

                 [,WAIT|,WAIT=nnnn|,NOWAIT]

 

F LLA,REMOVE=dsname [,XSYS|,NOXSYS]

                    [,WAIT|,WAIT=nnnn|,NOWAIT]

 

F LLA,FREEZE=dsname [,XSYS|,NOXSYS]

                    [,WAIT|,WAIT=nnnn|,NOWAIT]

 

F LLA,NOFREEZE=dsname [,XSYS|,NOXSYS]

                      [,WAIT|,WAIT=nnnn|,NOWAIT]

 

F LLA,QUERY[=dsname|=ALL|=PRIVATE|=-LNKLST-|=LINKLIST

           |=LNKLST|=FREEZE|=NOFREEZE|=MIXED|=INVERSE]

Note: The WAIT and NOWAIT parameters can be issued only from PDSM35. For more information, see LLA/E Batch
Interface and Reporting.

Parameters can generally be abbreviated to the shortest string that makes them unique. For example, Add, Remove,
NOFreeze, NOXsys, and so on.
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Requests are validated before being executed. You cannot ADD a library that is already being managed by LLA, UPDATE
one that isn't being managed, FREEZE one already frozen, and so on.

Data set names (dsname) must be fully qualified; do not use patterns, abbreviations, or data set aliases.

ELOC Commands

The following describes the valid Extended LLA Operator Commands.

UPDATE
Selectively updates LLA entries for the specified library or library member. A message is produced if the library is not
being managed by LLA.

REFRESH
Updates LLA entries for the specified library or library member or, when no library name is specified, the entire LLA
address space is updated. A message is produced if the library is not being managed by LLA.

ADD
Adds a library to LLA management. The default LLA management mode is NOFREEZE. A library can be added in
FREEZE mode by specifying the FREEZE parameter on the ADD request. A message is produced if the library is already
being managed by LLA.

REMOVE
Removes a library from LLA management. A message is produced if the library is not being managed by LLA.

FREEZE
Changes the LLA management mode for a library to FREEZE.

NOFREEZE
Changes the LLA management mode for a library to NOFREEZE. THAW is an alias for NOFREEZE.

QUERY
Displays the library name, volume serial, and management mode for LLA-managed libraries. The libraries to be reported
can be specified as shown here. DISPLAY is an alias for QUERY.

(null)
All LLA-managed libraries.

Dsname
A specific LLA-managed library.

PRIVATE
Non-linklist LLA-managed libraries.

-LNKLST-
Linklist libraries managed by LLA. Also includes LINKLIST and LNKLST synonyms.

FREEZE
Libraries are managed in FREEZE mode.

NOFREEZE
Libraries are managed in NOFREEZE mode.

MIXED
Libraries are managed in NOFREEZE mode for direct accesses, but are managed in FREEZE mode when accessed
using the linklist. This is the default management mode for linklist libraries.

INVERSE
Libraries are managed in FREEZE mode for direct accesses, but are managed in NOFREEZE mode when accessed
using the linklist. Libraries are normally not managed in this mode.
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ELOC Command Parameters

The following parameters are valid on the Extended LLA Operator Commands, as shown in the syntax diagram.

MEMBER
Indicates a single library member that is to be updated. If no member is specified, LLA entries for the entire library
are updated. The member name can be specified without the MEMBER= parameter if it is the first argument after the
library name. MEMBER= must be specified in cases where the member name could be confused with one of the other
parameters such as FREEZE, XSYS, and so on.

FREEZE
Changes the LLA management mode for a library to FREEZE.

NOFREEZE
Changes the LLA management mode for a library to NOFREEZE. THAW is an alias for NOFREEZE.

XSYS
Indicates that the ELOC should be communicated to the other systems in the PDSMMCPU environment. For more
information about the Cross-system communication of ELOCs, see Communicating LLA Updates to Other Systems.

NOXSYS
Indicates that the ELOC should not be communicated to other systems in the PDSMMCPU environment. This is the
default setting.

WAIT
Indicates that PDSM35 should wait for processing of the ELOC request to complete. A default maximum wait interval of
two minutes is used.

WAIT=nnnn
Indicates that PDSM35 should wait for processing of the ELOC request to complete. The value of nnnn specifies the
maximum number of seconds to wait.

NOWAIT
Indicates that PDSM35 should not wait for processing of the ELOC request to complete.

ELOC Examples

The following examples show Extended LLA Operator Commands.

Adding a Library to LLA

The following command was used in the example Adding a Library earlier in this section. It adds the indicated library to
LLA management and places it in FREEZE mode.

F LLA,ADD=PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5,FREEZE

Updating LLA for an Entire Library

The following command was used in the example Updating a Library earlier in this section. The indicated library is
updated in LLA and the request is sent to PDSMAN running on other systems.

F LLA,UPDATE=SYS1.COMMLIB,XSYS

Changing the Management Mode of a Library

The following command can be used to change the management mode of PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5 from FREEZE to
NOFREEZE.

F LLA,UPDATE=PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5,NOFREEZE
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Updating LLA for a Single Member

The following command can be used to update the LLA directory information for member IEFBR14 in SYS1.LINKLIB.

F LLA,UPDATE=SYS1.LINKLIB,IEFBR14

Removing a Library from LLA Management

The following command can be used to remove SYS1.COMMLIB from LLA management.

F LLA,REMOVE=SYS1.COMMLIB

Displaying LLA Library Names

The following command was used in the earlier ELOC example Query Request. It displays the names of non-linklist
(private) libraries that are being managed by LLA.

F LLA,QUERY=PRIVATE

EZYEDIT Interface
Extended LLA Operator Commands can also be issued from the EZYEDIT interface. This allows you to conveniently add,
remove, or update LLA libraries, or change LLA management modes from an online environment.

Contents

Updating LLA

The following describes the ELOCs available as line commands on the EZYEDIT Data Set List display.

LLAREF
Updates the LLA directory entries for an entire library. When this command completes, LLA is refreshed for all members in
the library, including those that have been added or deleted. The library being updated should be under LLA management.

LLAADD
Adds a cataloged library to LLA management. The library is added in the default LLA management mode, usually
NOFREEZE. The library being added should not already be under LLA management.

LLAREM
Removes a library from management by LLA. The library being removed should already be under LLA management.

LLAFREZ
Changes the LLA management mode of the library to FREEZE. The library should be under LLA management and not
currently in FREEZE mode.

LLANOFR
Changes the LLA management mode of the library to NOFREEZE. The library should be under LLA management and not
currently in NOFREEZE mode.

If the library name specified is a data set alias, EZYEDIT processes the command using the true library name.

The LLAREF command can also be issued as a line command from the EZYEDIT Member List to update members of
an LLA-managed data set. After the command completes, the new directory information is available from LLA. Multiple
members can be updated concurrently by issuing LLAREF as a primary command from the Member List display. For
example, LLAREF A* causes LLA to be updated for all members in the data set that begin with the character A.

When an Extended LLA Operator Command is issued from EZYEDIT, the request is forwarded to LLA for asynchronous
processing. EZYEDIT enters a wait state until the LLA request is complete. The waiting period is generally less than
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30 seconds. If the command cannot be processed or if LLA does not respond to the command, EZYEDIT produces a
message detailing the error condition.

When an Extended LLA Operator Command is issued, EZYEDIT prompts the user to determine if the command is to be
communicated to other systems in the PDSMMCPU environment.

Requirements

The LLA PARMLIB member must be properly created and tailored, For more information, see Extended LLA Operator
Commands Implementation.

The EZYEDIT ELOC commands can be secured through your security subsystem. For more information about the
EZYEDIT ELOC commands, see the $SECURITY control statement description in Initialization Control Statements.

Batch Interface
The LLA/E Batch Interface (PDSM35) allows you to issue Extended LLA Operator Commands from a batch job stream.
For more information on the PDSM35 program, see LLA/E Batch Interface and Reporting.

Monitoring the LLA Address Space
The PDSMAN LLA Monitoring function monitors the LLA address space, detecting and processing changes to LLA such
as library adds, removes, updates, or management mode changes.

Installations generally have very little control over, or knowledge of, what goes on inside the Library Look-Aside "black
box." This is because LLA does not offer a convenient way to track or to log changes made to the LLA address space and
its directory hash tables. This makes it difficult to identify an LLA library, when a library was added to or removed from LLA
management, and why a library is in the wrong management mode.

LLA also does not provide any notification of these changes to other components or software packages. This is a
consideration when using facilities such as the PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL facility in conjunction with LLA.

Monitoring the LLA Address Space Description
The LLA Monitoring function of PDSMAN's LLA/Extensions monitors Library Look-Aside, detecting library adds, removes,
updates, or management mode changes. This ability to track changes in a real-time manner provides benefits such as:

• Acknowledging that Auto-Updates or Extended LLA Operator Commands have successfully completed. Highlighted
messages that are issued when these functions are performed are deleted.

• Issuing messages when changes to LLA are detected. These messages provide an audit trail of what libraries were
changed and when.

• Notifying other PDSMAN components when an LLA change has occurred so they may take appropriate action. For
example, PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL is notified when LLA libraries are updated so that Dynamic BLDL tables can be
reset.

The LLA Monitoring function executes as a subtask of the PDSMAN address space.

Contents

LLA Monitoring Examples

The following examples illustrate some of the capabilities provided by the LLA Monitoring function.
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Detecting Changes to LLA

The examples in Automatic Update and Operator Notification, and Adding a Library in Extended LLA Operator Commands
show LLA monitoring in effect. In these examples, deleting the highlighted messages indicates positive acknowledgment
of the Auto-Update or Extended LLA Operator Command. PDSMLMON-02 messages are issued to provide an audit trail
of the changes to LLA.

Detecting LLA Removal

LLA has been stopped on the system in the following example. PDSMAN LLA Monitoring is detecting the removal of all
libraries previously under LLA management and is issuing messages to this effect. Some messages have been omitted
from the example for clarity.

 11:11:29 STC12489 NI   P LLA

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for LINKLIST library SYS1.LINKLIB

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for LINKLIST library SYS1.CMDLIB

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for LINKLIST library SYS1.COMMLIB

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for LINKLIST library SYSOWN.LINKLIB

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for LINKLIST library SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.LINKLIB

                        ... (some messages omitted from example)

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for PRIVATE  library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5

 11:11:39 STC12490 N    PDSMLMON-02 LLA REMOVE   Detected for PRIVATE  library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD6

 11:11:49 STC12507 N    $HASP395 LLA      ENDED

 11:11:51          N    CSV210I LIBRARY LOOKASIDE ENDED

Monitoring the LLA Address Space Implementation
The LLA Monitoring capabilities of PDSMAN are automatically enabled when the PDSMAN address space is started.
This ensures that positive acknowledgment of Auto-Updates or Extended LLA Operator Commands and notification of
other PDSMAN components are always performed. Additional implementation requirements for audit trail messages are
described in the following sections.

Requirements

The PDSMAN Address Space task should be granted read access to all LLA-Managed libraries. Lack of this access limits
LLA Monitoring and other PDSMAN LLA/E facilities and results in PDSMLMON-05 messages when LLA Monitoring is
initialized.

Procedure

To implement LLA Monitoring audit trail messages, specify $LLA control statements with the MONITORMSG=Y parameter
for the libraries for which audit trails are desired.

Control Statement

The $LLA control statement describes to PDSMAN the processing to be performed when LLA Monitoring detects a
change within LLA for an LLA-managed library.

Parameters on the $LLA control statement that are applicable to the LLA Monitoring function are shown below. For more
information about these parameters, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

MONITORMSG
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LLA monitoring message option.

It is allowable to specify $LLA control statements for libraries that are not actually being managed by LLA. Libraries must
be both managed by LLA and have a matching $LLA rule specifying MONITORMSG=Y for monitoring messages to be
produced.

Control Statement Example

The following control statement directs PDSMAN to issue PDSMLMO-02 change detected messages for all libraries in the
system linklist except SYS1.LINKLIB.

$LLA   LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB

       MONITORMSG=N

$LLA   LIB=-LNKLST-

       MONITORMSG=Y

The control statement for SYS1.LINKLIB is specified first because it is more specific.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for controlling the LLA Monitoring subtask.

Security Access to LLA Managed Libraries

The LLA Monitoring subtask reads directory information from LLA-Managed libraries to determine if the LLA directory is in
synchronization with the directory on DASD. For this reason, the PDSMAN address space requires at least read access to
LLA-Managed libraries.

Message PDSMLMON-05 is issued if PDSMAN is unable to read an LLA library. The LLA Monitoring subtask continues
to monitor the library in a limited fashion, but will not be able to guarantee synchronization between LLA and the library
directory.

LLA Monitoring Controls

LLA Monitoring can be controlled by issuing the following PDSMAN address space commands from the operator console:

F  PDSMAN,STOPLMON          Stop LLA Monitoring

F  PDSMAN,STARTLMON         Start LLA Monitoring

F  PDSMAN,NEWLMON           Bounce LLA Monitoring

F  PDSMAN,LMONSTAT          Display SubTask Status

F  PDSMAN,LMONINFO          Display SubTask Information

F  PDSMAN,LMONDETAIL        Display SubTask Details

F  PDSMAN,LMONPERF          Display Performance Statistics

These commands are used to stop, start, and "bounce" the LLA Monitoring subtask, and to provide status and
performance information. For more information about these commands, see Administrating.

If you are not running LLA or if you are not licensed for the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility, you may choose to disable
the automatic startup of the LLA Monitoring function by specifying a startup parameter of NOLMON on the EXEC
statement for the PDSMAN address space. Since the availability of the LLA monitoring subtask is a basic requirement for
all LLA/E functions, its removal in environments where LLA is active is not recommended.

Communicating LLA Updates to Other Systems
PDSMAN provides a mechanism to automatically communicate updates to LLA on one system to other systems in a
shared DASD environment, relieving the requirement of updating all copies of LLA manually.
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In multiple CPU environments, it is common to have libraries that are shared between systems. Frequently, these libraries
are also managed by LLA on multiple CPUs.

When shared libraries are managed by LLA, updates to these libraries need to be communicated to all copies of LLA
so that each LLA can properly update its in-storage directories. Failure to properly update LLA can result in abends or
inconsistent results between systems.

For example, consider a new load module linked into SYS1.COMMON.LINKLIB on system SYSA, and with LLA
properly updated. SYSA now executes the new version of the program. If LLA is not manually updated on SYSB, jobs
executing the program on that system will still obtain the unmodified version of the load module. This situation can lead to
application errors or system abends.

IBM's Library Look-Aside has no built in capabilities for communicating changes to other copies of LLA. When a shared
LLA library is updated, the installation is responsible for updating LLA on every system, which is a manual process that
can be both time consuming and error prone.

Communicating LLA Updates Description
The LLA/E Cross-System Notification function makes LLA easier to manage and reduces human intervention by
automatically communicating changes to LLA-managed libraries and to LLA itself to other interested systems.

When a library being managed by LLA on any CPU is updated, the update is communicated to all systems in the cross-
system environment. Each of these CPUs can independently process the update using the LLA/E Auto-Update function.
For more information about the Auto-Update function, see Automatically Updating LLA.

LLA/E Extended LLA Operator Commands and requests from the LLA/E Batch Interface can also be communicated to
other systems by specifying the optional XSYS parameter.

The following section describes cross-system communication as it relates to the LLA/E facility. There are also other
users of PDSMAN cross-system communication. For more information on these facilities or on setting up a cross-system
environment, see Cross-System Communications in Establishing the Address Space.

Communicating LLA Updates Implementation
The Cross-System Notification capabilities of PDSMAN are generally enabled when the PDSMAN address space is
started in multiple system environments. For more information about the instructions for setting up a cross-system
environment, see Administrating. The following sections describe additional implementation requirements specific to the
communication of LLA updates.

Contents

Requirements

A cross-system environment must be properly set up and initialized. For more information about setting up a cross-system
environment, see Administrating.

For more information about other requirements that must also be satisfied, see General LLA/E Requirements.

Procedure

Once the cross-system environment is initialized, there are no further steps required to implement Cross-System
Communication for LLA updates. Updates to libraries being managed by LLA on any system are automatically
communicated to all systems for their independent processing.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using PDSMAN Cross-System Communications.
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Cross-System Communications Controls

The following PDSMAN address space commands are available to control PDSMAN Cross-System Communications:

F  PDSMAN,STOPMCPU          Stop Communications SubTask

F  PDSMAN,STARTMCPU         Start Communications SubTask

F  PDSMAN,NEWMCPU           Bounce Communications SubTask

F  PDSMAN,MCPUSTAT          Display SubTask Status

F  PDSMAN,MCPUINFO          Display SubTask Information

F  PDSMAN,MCPUDETAIL        Display SubTask Details

F  PDSMAN,MCPUPERF          Display Performance Statistics

These commands are used to stop, start, and "bounce" the PDSMMCPU Cross-Systems Communications subtask, and to
provide status and performance information. For command descriptions, see Administrating.

It is not necessary for the Cross-System Communications facility to be active if there is only one CPU, executing only one
copy of PDSMAN, in the complex. The automatic startup of the PDSMMCPU subtask is controlled by the presence or
absence of a PDSMMCPU DD statement in the PDSMAN startup procedure.

Cross-System Communications should always be active when there are multiple copies of PDSMAN executing on
systems in a shared DASD environment.

Restrictions

There are no restrictions specific to the use of Cross-System Communications by the LLA/E facility. For more information
about the general restrictions, see Cross-System Communications facility.

Cross-System Communications
The Cross-System Communications function is used by other PDSMAN components as well as by LLA/E. When used
by LLA/E, the function communicates update activity and Extended LLA Operator Command information. The following
description is specific to the LLA/E usage.

Contents

LLA Update

The cross-system communication of updates to LLA-managed libraries is performed automatically by PDSMAN. When the
cross-system environment is initialized, the names of LLA-managed data sets on the local system are communicated to all
the remote systems. Other systems, in turn, respond with similar information. In this way, the names of all LLA-managed
libraries are known to all systems.

When an update is made to an LLA-managed library, it is communicated to all other copies of PDSMAN using the Cross-
System Communication function. This communication is done automatically, without any action required by the user.

When a cross-system update is received, it is processed on the receiving system as if it had occurred locally, which
means that processing is based on the receiving system's $LLA control statements. This allows considerable flexibility
when setting up the auto-update environment, as illustrated by the following example.

LLA Update Example

Assume that there are three systems named SYSA, SYSB, and SYSC in a shared DASD environment, and that $LLA
rules for the library LLAE.EXAMPLE are specified as follows:

SYSA:    $LLA  LIB=LLAE.EXAMPLE

               UPDATELLA=Y

               NOTIFY=N
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SYSB:    $LLA  LIB=LLAE.EXAMPLE

               UPDATELLA=N

               NOTIFY=Y

SYSC:  No matching $LLA rule or library not LLA-managed.

An update to the LLAE.EXAMPLE library causes different LLA/E processing to be performed on each of the systems,
such as:

• LLA is automatically updated on SYSA because UPDATELLA=Y is specified.
• On SYSB, a message is produced due to the NOTIFY=Y parameter but automatic update is not performed due to

UPDATELLA=N.
• Although SYSC is notified of the update, no LLA/E processing takes place on SYSC because there is no matching

$LLA rule or the library is not being managed by LLA on that system.

Note: The above processing takes place independent of the system on which the update actually occurred. PDSMAN
detects the update on any of the systems and communicates it to all other systems. Processing on a remote system is
based on that remote system's $LLA specifications.

ELOCs

Extended LLA Operator Commands can also be directed to other CPUs. Although the mechanism for communication is
the same as that for library updates, the ELOCs are only communicated when explicitly requested by the issuer.

The XSYS and NOXSYS parameters can be appended to many of the Extended LLA Operator Commands. For more
information about these parameters, see ELOC Syntax. When XSYS is specified, the command is broadcast to all
systems running PDSMAN. When NOXSYS is specified, or left to default, only the local CPU processes the command.

It is your responsibility to ensure communicated commands are valid on remote systems. For example, if the following
command is issued on SYSA and communicated to SYSB, the LLA ADD fails on SYSB because the library is not
cataloged.

F LLA,ADD=THIS.LIB.UNCAT.ON.SYSB,XSYS

In most instances, invalid commands such as adding existing libraries, removing libraries not being managed by LLA, and
so on, are detected and ignored by PDSMAN on the receiving system.

Listing Cross-System Libraries

The following PDSMAN address space command can be used to display the names of libraries that are of cross-system
interest:

F PDSMAN,XSYSLIBS

For more information about XSYSLIBS, see Administrating .

LLA/E Batch Interface and Reporting
The PDSM35 utility allows you to access the capabilities of the LLA/Extensions from a batch environment. Additionally,
PDSM35 provides reports that allow you to better understand the way LLA is managing your libraries.

Standard LLA provides no means to easily update the LLA address space using a batch job. There are some
circumstances where this would be of benefit. For example, if it was known that a batch job would be making massive
updates to an LLA-managed data set and that job would be running for an extended period of time, it would be good to
remove the data set from LLA before running the job and add it back to LLA management when done. This would typically
have to be done by the operator before the job was started and again after the job was done.
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Additionally, LLA provides no easy way to monitor how LLA is managing your data sets, identify exception conditions that
may result in invalid member information being returned, or determine which members have been staged to the Virtual
Look-Aside Facility (VLF). LLA is like a "black-box" with no facilities to allow you to look inside.

LLA/E Batch Interface and Reporting Description
The PDSM35 utility offers solutions to both of these shortcomings by providing a batch interface into the LLA/Extensions
facility and reporting of LLA statistics, exception conditions, and VLF staging.

PDSM35 allows you to issue Extended LLA Operator Commands and LLA Updates from the batch environment. Through
this interface you can:

• Add libraries dynamically to LLA management
• Remove libraries dynamically from LLA management
• Update the LLA directory for managed libraries or members
• Change the management mode of an LLA-managed library from FREEZE to NOFREEZE or NOFREEZE to FREEZE

PDSM35 also provides information that allows you to monitor and understand the way LLA is managing your libraries
easily. With the LLA Reporting capabilities you can:

• Detect member directory entries that are held in storage by LLA that are not in synchronization with directory entries on
DASD

• Report current LLA-managed libraries and their attributes
• Report current LLA-managed libraries and their PDSMAN $LLA initialization control statement settings
• Report usage statistics for LLA-managed load libraries
• Report the contents of the LLA trace table
• Determine if a module has been staged to VLF

Using PDSM35
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM35 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL to execute the LLA/E Batch Interface and LLA Reporting utility.

//PDSM35   EXEC PGM=PDSM35[,PARM='parameter']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//ddname   DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

The following describes the JCL statements.

EXEC
The PARM= field on the EXEC statement can be used to specify Extended LLA Operator Commands or report control
statements. Specify multiple parameters by separating them with a comma.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

ddname
Defines an LLA-Managed data set for LLACHECK processing. Any number of these statements may be specified. The DD
names must match those on the DDNAME= parameters of the corresponding LLACHECK control statements.

SYSIN
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Defines the report control statement or Extended LLA Operator Command input. The DCB attributes must be RECFM=F
or FB and LRECL=80. If report control statements or Extended LLA Operator Commands are specified using the EXEC
PARM= field, the SYSIN DD statement is not required.

Execution Parameters

Extended LLA Operator Commands and report control statements can be specified in the PARM= field of the EXEC JCL
statement or using SYSIN input. If specified in both the PARM= field and SYSIN, those in the PARM= field are processed
first, followed by those in SYSIN.

Only one report control statement or Extended LLA Operator Command can be specified when using EXEC PARM=.

Any number of report control statements or Extended LLA Operator commands can be specified using SYSIN. Control
statements and their parameters can be specified anywhere in positions 1-71, multiple parameters being separated
by blanks or commas, or specified on additional lines. An asterisk in column one indicates a comment. Extended LLA
Operator Commands and report control statements and parameters can be abbreviated to the shortest string that makes
them unique within the context of the statement.

Where indicated, a pattern can be specified as the operand of a parameter. For more information about pattern
specification, see Administrating.

Usage Notes

There are no additions to the General LLA/E Requirements described in Automatically Updating LLA.

Return Codes

The following return codes are issued by PDSM35:

0
All report and/or ELOC requests were processed successfully.

4
A report control statement requested a data set that is not LLA-managed.
A mismatch was detected by LLACHECK and RESYNCH=YES was specified. The Rc=4 indicates LLA has been
automatically resynchronized.

8
A mismatch was detected by LLACHECK processing.

12
An unexpected return code was received from the PDSMAN PC routines or from a request to queue an ELOC.

16
Parameter syntax error.

Extended LLA Operator Command Interface
Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs) make updating LLA much simpler and more efficient than using the update
procedures provided by IBM. In addition to eliminating problems associated with the PARMLIB method of updating LLA,
ELOCs provide additional capabilities that are not available with standard LLA.

For more information about the command descriptions, see Extended LLA Operator Commands.

Contents
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ELOC Examples

The following examples show Extended LLA Operator Commands being issued by the PDSM35 Batch Interface.

Using PARM= Input

The following JCL and EXEC parameters cause the LLA/E Batch Interface to add the library SYS1.EXAMPLE to LLA
management. The command is also being communicated to other copies of LLA in the multiple-CPU environment.

//PDSM35   EXEC PGM=PDSM35,

//         PARM='F LLA,ADD=SYS1.EXAMPLE,XSYS'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=*

In the following example, the library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5 is being added to LLA management in FREEZE mode.

//PDSM35   EXEC PGM=PDSM35,

//         PARM='F LLA,ADD=PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5,FREEZE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

Using SYSIN Input

In this example, the LLA management mode for library PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5 is changed to NOFREEZE and library
SYS1.COMMLIB is removed from LLA. The specification of NOWAIT causes the job step to end after the commands have
been issued instead of waiting for the LLA updates to complete.

//PDSM35   EXEC PGM=PDSM35

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

F LLA,UPDATE=PDSM.LLATEST.LOAD5,NOFREEZE,NOWAIT

F LLA,REMOVE=SYS1.COMMLIB,NOWAIT

Usage Notes

When an Extended LLA Operator Command is issued from PDSM35, the request is forwarded to LLA for asynchronous
processing. PDSM35 enters a wait state, unless the NOWAIT parameter is specified, until the LLA request completes. The
waiting period is generally less than 30 seconds.

The REFRESH command performs a direct update of the LLA address space. When the job step ends, LLA will
have been refreshed for the library members and the new LLA directory information will be available. Multiple refresh
commands can be issued when specified through SYSIN.

Pattern characters specified as REFRESH operands are used to select data sets for processing from the list of libraries
currently managed by LLA. Data Sets that are specified but are not being managed by LLA are ignored unless XSYS is
also specified.

If the library name specified is a data set alias, PDSM35 processes the request using the true library name.

When an Extended LLA Operator Command is issued from PDSM35, the request is forwarded to LLA for processing.
PDSM35 enters a wait state until the LLA request is complete. The waiting period is generally less than 30 seconds. The
maximum length of time to wait can be specified by appending the WAIT= parameter to the command.

When the job step ends, LLA will have processed the command and any new LLA directory information will be available.
Multiple ELOCs can be issued when specified through SYSIN.
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Restrictions

For Extended LLA Operator Commands to be available, the LLA PARMLIB member (CSVLLAPD) must be properly
created and tailored. For more information about Extended LLA Operator Commands, see Extended LLA Operator
Commands Implementation.

The PDSM35 Batch Interface ELOC commands can be secured through your security subsystem. For more information
about the security subsystem, see the $SECURITY control statement description in Initialization Control Statements.

LLA Reporting
PDSM35 provides reports that allow you to more easily understand the way LLA is managing your libraries and to quickly
identify the source of an LLA related problem when unexpected versions of library members are returned by LLA.

The following reports are provided by the PDSM35 LLA Reporting function:

• The LLACHECK report compares the directory entries being held in storage by LLA with the DASD version of the
directory entries for the library. This report is valuable for diagnosing situations where LLA is not returning the expected
copy of a library member.

• The LLALIST report shows the names and attributes, including volser and management mode, of all or specified LLA-
managed libraries.

• The LLARULE report shows the names, attributes, and $LLA initialization control statement settings or all or specified
LLA-managed libraries.

• The LLASTATS report provides usage and access statistics for selected LLA-managed load libraries.
• The LLATRACE report lists the current contents of the internal LLA trace table. This useful diagnostic tool provides

information that is not otherwise available without dumping the LLA address space.

Contents

Report Command Syntax

Report control statements are specified to PDSM35 using either the PARM= field on the EXEC JCL statement or as
SYSIN input. The syntax of report control statements follows.

LLACHECK [DSN=dsname]

         [,DDNAME=ddname]

          [,MEMBER=memname]

          [,VOLSER=vol]

          [,SORT=LLT/DSN|DSN|VOL]

          [,REPORT=EXCEPTIONS|FULL|SUMMARY]

          [,IGNOREREF]

          [,RESYNCH=YES|NO]

LLALIST  [DSN=dsname]

          [,VOLSER=vol]

          [,SORT=LLT/DSN|DSN|VOL]

          [,ALL|,PRIVATE|,LINKLIST|,FREEZE|,NOFREEZE

          |,MIXED|,INVERSE]

LLARULE  [DSN=dsname]
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         [,VOLSER=vol]

         [,SORT=LLT/DSN|DSN|VOL]

         [,ALL|,PRIVATE|,LINKLIST|,FREEZE|,NOFREEZE

         |,MIXED|,INVERSE]

LLASTATS [DSN=dsname]

          [,MEMBER=memname]

          [,SORT=LLT/DSN|DSN|VOL]

          [,REPORT=FULL|VLFSTAGED]

LLATRACE

Parameters can generally be abbreviated to the shortest string, which makes them unique. For example: Dsn, Member,
Volser, Report, and so on.

Data Set names (dsname), member names (memname), and volume serial numbers (vol) can be specified as patterns
and are used to select LLA-managed libraries to be processed. If not specified, all libraries managed by LLA are selected.

If the library name specified is a data set alias, PDSM35 processes the request using the true library name.

Report Parameters

The following describes the report control statement parameters.

DSN
Optional parameter specifying the LLA-managed libraries to be selected for processing; pattern characters are supported.
If DSN is not specified, all LLA-managed libraries are selected.

DDNAME
Optional parameter specifying a ddname, allocated in the JCL, identifying the LLA-managed library to select for
LLACHECK processing.

MEMBER
Optional parameter specifying the members to be processed from the selected libraries; pattern characters are supported.
If MEMBER is not specified, all members of selected libraries are processed.

VOLSER
Optional parameter specifying the volume serial of the library to be processed; pattern characters are supported.

SORT
Optional parameter specifying the sequence in which LLA-managed data sets are reported.

LLT/DSN
System linklist data sets are reported first in linklist concatenation order, followed by non-linklist libraries sorted by data set
name (default).

DSN
LLA-managed libraries are sorted by data set name.

VOL
LLA-managed libraries are sorted by VOLSER and data set name.

REPORT
Optional parameter defining the level of report detail.
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EXCEPTIONS
A separate report is produced for each LLA-managed data set matching the specified criteria. Only members having
mismatching directory entries are reported (default).

FULL
A separate report is produced for each LLA-managed data set matching the specified criteria. All members are reported.

SUMMARY
Report only a summary line for each data set processed.

VLFSTAGED
Only modules that are staged to VLF are reported.

IGNOREREF
Ignore PDSMAN last reference dates when performing LLA synchronization checking.

RESYNCH
Controls the LLACHECK automatic resynchronization feature.

YES
Indicates the physical library and LLA should be automatically resynchronized. This is accomplished by issuing LLACOPY
for each member that is not in synchronization.

NO
Differences between the physical directory and LLA are reported but no automatic resynchronization is performed
(default).

ALL
Report all LLA-managed libraries.

PRIVATE
Report only non-linklist libraries.

LINKLIST
Report only libraries that are part of the system linklist concatenation.

FREEZE
Report only libraries managed in FREEZE mode.

NOFREEZE
Report only libraries managed in NOFREEZE mode.

MIXED
Report libraries managed in FREEZE mode for linklist accesses and NOFREEZE mode for direct accesses (the normal
case for LINKLIST libraries).

INVERSE
Report libraries managed in NOFREEZE mode for linklist accesses and FREEZE mode for direct accesses.

Report Control Statement Examples

The following examples show the use of report control statements. The control statements can be specified in either the
PARM= field of the EXEC statement for PDSM35 or as SYSIN input.

Reporting LLA Statistics

The following produces the LLA statistics report for all LLA-managed libraries starting with the characters SYS1. The
libraries are sorted by data set name.

LLASTATS  DSN=SYS1.-,

          SORT=DSN
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Producing an LLACHECK Report

The following produces the summary LLACHECK report for all LLA-managed libraries, sorted by data set name.

LLAC   SORT=D,

       R=SUM

Reporting the LLA Trace Table

The following produces a report showing the contents of the LLA internal trace table.

LLATRACE

Listing the Names of LLA Libraries

The following causes PDSM35 to list the names of all libraries managed by LLA, sorted by data set name.

LLALIST  SORT=DSN

Reporting $LLA Initialization Control Statement Settings

The following causes PDSM35 to report the names of all private LLA libraries and their $LLA initialization control
statement settings.

LLARULE  PRIVATE

Report Descriptions
The following sections describe the reports generated for LLA-managed libraries.

LLALIST Report

The LLALIST report shows the names and attributes, including volser and management mode, of all or specified LLA-
managed libraries. The data sets to be displayed can be selected based on a number of criteria including name, volser,
and management mode.

The following illustration shows sample LLALIST report output.

PDSMAN        7.70                                  PDSMAN LLA/E Reporting and Control

** PDSM35 **   C2                                    LLA Managed Libraries                         Request ID: 001

                                                                                              LLA Management Mode

             Data Set Name                             Volume              Type               Linklist     Direct

DCF.R40.DCFLOAD                                        MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

ISP.V3R3M0.ISPLOAD                                     MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

ISR.V3R3M0.ISRLOAD                                     MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

SYS1.CMDLIB                                            MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

SYS1.CNMLINK                                           MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

SYS1.DGTLLIB                                           MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

SYS1.LINKLIB                                           MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

SYS1.MIGLIB                                            MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

SYS1.PLILINK                                           MRS220            Linklist             Freeze      Nofreeze

PDSM35-4  End processing request ID 001 -RC=000
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The LLALIST report provides information about the libraries being managed by LLA. The following describes the fields on
the sample report.

Data Set Name
The name of the data set being reported.

Volume
The volume serial number on which the data set resides.

Type
The data set type is defined as follows:

Linklist
The data set is part of the system linklist concatenation.

Private
The data set is not in the linklist concatenation.

Mode/Linklist
Reports the LLA management mode that is used when this library is accessed through the system linklist. The mode is
reported as FREEZE, NOFREEZE, or N/A (for private libraries).

Mode/Direct
Reports the LLA management mode that is used when this library is accessed as a private library. For example, when a
linklist library is present in a STEPLIB concatenation, the direct mode is used by LLA for locating directory entries. The
mode is reported as FREEZE, or NOFREEZE.

LLARULE Report

The LLARULE report shows the names, attributes, and $LLA initialization control statement settings of all or specified
LLA-managed libraries. The data sets to be displayed can be selected based upon a number of criteria including name,
volser, and management mode.

The following illustration shows sample LLARULE report output.

PDSMAN       r7.70                                    PDSMAN LLA/E Reporting and Control  

** PDSM35 **   SYS1                                    $LLA Rule Report                                      

        Request ID: 001

                                                                         LLA Management Mode              

 $LLA Rule

              Dataset Name                               Volume    Type    Linklist  Direct     UpdateLLA

 Notify Monitor LRDRUPDT

SYS1.LINKLIB                                             MVZ23A  Linklist  Freeze    Nofreeze        None

SYS1.MIGLIB                                              MVZ23A  Linklist  Freeze    Nofreeze        None

SYS1.CSSLIB                                              MVZ23A  Linklist  Freeze    Nofreeze        None

SYS1.SIEALNKE                                            MVZ23A  Linklist  Freeze    Nofreeze        None

SYS1.SIEAMIGE                                            MVZ23A  Linklist  Freeze    Nofreeze        None

FRARA02.TEST.LOAD                                        PIT016  Private   N/A       Nofreeze   +    Y       Y

      Y        Y

FRARA02.TEST.LRDRN                                       PIT017  Private   N/A       Nofreeze   +    Y       Y

      N        N

FRARA02.TEST.MONN                                        PIT017  Private   N/A       Nofreeze        Y       Y

      N        Y

FRARA02.TEST.NOTIFYN                                     PIT017  Private   N/A       Nofreeze        Y       N

      Y        Y
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FRARA02.TEST.UPDATEN                                     PIT017  Private   N/A       Nofreeze        N       Y

      Y        Y

+ $LLA rules with environmental specifications, MEM= or USER=, are present. The last matching rule settings

 are reported.

PDSM35-04 End processing request ID 001 -RC=004

The LLARULE report provides information about the libraries being managed by LLA. The following information describes
the fields on the sample report.

Data Set Name
The name of the data set being reported.

Volume
The volume serial number on which the data set resides.

Type
The data set type is defined as follows:

Linklist
The data set is part of the system linklist concatenation.

Private
The data set is not in the linklist concatenation.

Mode/Linklist
Reports the LLA management mode that is used when this library is accessed through the system linklist. The mode is
reported as FREEZE, NOFREEZE, or N/A (for private libraries).

Mode/Direct
Reports the LLA management mode that is used when this library is accessed as a private library. For example, when a
linklist library is present in a STEPLIB concatenation, the direct mode is used by LLA for locating directory entries. The
mode is reported as FREEZE, or NOFREEZE.

UpdateLLA
Reports the currently effective $LLA UPDATELLA parameter setting, This setting controls LLA Auto-Update facility
processing. "None" is reported if there are no matching $LLA rules for the library.

Notify
Reports the currently effective $LLA NOTIFY parameter setting, This setting controls the issuing of highlighted LLA
Update Needed/Issued messages that are directed to the console.

Monitor
Reports the currently effective $LLA MONITORMSG parameter setting, This setting controls how PDSMAN LLA
Monitoring facility messages are issued.

LRDRUPDT
Reports the currently effective $LLA LRDRUPDT parameter setting, This setting controls whether LLA is to be
automatically updated when a PDS member directory entry is updated due to PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording.

WARNING

More than one $LLA initialization control statement can match a library when the USER or MEM environmental
parameters are specified. LLARULE reports the settings from the last matching rule, which is usually the most general.
The return code is set to 4.
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LLATRACE Report

The LLATRACE report lists the current contents of the internal LLA trace table. This is a useful diagnostic tool, providing
information that is not otherwise available without dumping the LLA address space.

The following illustration shows sample LLATRACE report output.

PDSMAN       7.70                                         PDSMAN LLA/E Reporting and Control

** PDSM35 **   C2                                         LLA Trace Table                                    Request ID: 002

   Timestamp         Flags        Trace Event           Trace table content

2009.190 00:38:06.98 001000000010 WTO Issued            CSV210I LIBRARY LOOKASIDE INITIALIZED

2009.190 07:46:07.32 001000000080 LLACOPY Rcvd          LLACOPY ISSUED BY RGF      FOR THE FOLLOWING LIBRARY CONCATENATION:

2009.190 07:46:07.33 001000000081 LLACOPY Library       SYSOWN.LINKLIB                               CONCAT. # =000

2009.190 07:46:07.34 001000000082 LLACOPY Result        MEMBER PDSEASY  UPDATED IN LIBRARY SYSOWN.LINKLIB

2009.190 07:46:07.35 001000000090 LLACOPY Complete

2009.190 13:20:33.62 001000000020 LLAUPD Received       F LLA,UPDATE=PD

2009.190 13:20:34.32 001000000030 LLAUPD Parmlib        VOLSER=MVSC21,DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB

2009.190 13:20:34.54 001000000040 LLAUPD Member         SYS1.PARMLIB(CSVLLAPD)

2009.190 13:20:34.62 001000000041 LLAUPD Member Content 00001/

**  CSVLLAPD:  POINT TO PARMLIB MEMBER USED BY PDSMAN ELOCS.*/

2009.190 13:20:34.68 001000000041 LLAUPD Member Content 00002PARMLIB(ISMDEV.PDSM.ELOC.PARMLIB) SUFFIX(C2)

2009.190 13:20:34.72 001000000030 LLAUPD Parmlib        VOLSER=MVS101,DSN=ISMDEV.PDSM.ELOC.PARMLIB

2009.190 13:20:34.74 001000000040 LLAUPD Member         ISMDEV.PDSM.ELOC.PARMLIB(CSVLLAC2)

2009.190 13:20:34.81 001000000041 LLAUPD Member Content 00001LIBRARIES(PROD.LOAD)

2009.190 13:20:34.85 001000000041 LLAUPD Member Content 00002NOFREEZE(PROD.LOAD)

2009.190 13:20:36.46 001000000010 WTO Issued            CSV210I LIBRARY LOOKASIDE UPDATED

End processing request ID 002 -RC=000

The LLATRACE report shows the contents of LLA's internal trace table in which major LLA events are recorded. The
following describes the fields on the sample report.

Timestamp
The Julian date and time at which the reported event occurred.

Flags
Miscellaneous flag settings from the trace table entry. Reported for possible diagnostic purposes.

Trace Event
The description of the trace table event. Possible values are:

LLACOPY Complete
Processing of an LLACOPY request completed.

LLACOPY Library
Documents the library(s) being updated by an LLACOPY operation.

LLACOPY Rcvd
An LLACOPY was received by LLA.

LLACOPY Result
Documents member(s) updated by an LLACOPY operation.

LLAUPD Member
Documents the suffix of the CSVLLAxx member specified on a F LLA,UPDATE=xx command.

LLAUPD Member Content
Documents the contents of the PARMLIB CSVLLAxx member.
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LLAUPD Parmlib
Documents the name and volser of the PARMLIB data set where the CSVLLAxx member is located.

LLAUPD Received
An F LLA,UPDATE=xx command was received by LLA.

REFRESH Rcvd
An F LLA,REFRESH command was received by LLA.

WTO Issued
LLA issued a message.

Trace table content
Provides additional information regarding the trace event.

LLACHECK Summary Report

The LLACHECK report compares the directory entries being held in storage by LLA with the DASD version of the directory
entries for the library. This report is invaluable for diagnosing situations where LLA is not returning the expected copy of a
PDS member.

The following illustration shows sample LLACHECK Summary report output.

PDSMAN        7.70                                        PDSMAN LLA/E Reporting and Control

** PDSM35 **   C2                                         LLA Check                                     Request ID: 003

LLACheck Summary Report                               Mgmt Mode                      Member Counts

Data Set Name                              Volser  Linklist  Direct    Compared    Matched Mismatched    Missing     Rc

SYSMCAT.EPIC.LINKLIB                       MVS600  Freeze   Nofreeze        125        125          0          0     00

SYSMCAT.LINKLIB                            MVS102  Freeze   Nofreeze         46         45          1          0     08

SYSMCAT.PDSM.LINKLIB                       MVS102  Freeze   Nofreeze         63         63          0          0     00

SYSMCAT.PIE.V253.LOAD                      MSYS00  Freeze   Nofreeze         90         90          0          0     00

SYS1.CNMLINK                               MRS220  Freeze   Nofreeze        787        787          0          0     00

SYS1.DGTLLIB                               MRS220  Freeze   Nofreeze        512        512          0          0     00

SYS1.LINKLIB                               MRS220  Freeze   Nofreeze      2,462      2,462          0          0     00

SYS1.MIGLIB                                MRS220  Freeze   Nofreeze        814        814          0          0     00

SYS1.PLILINK                               MRS220  Freeze   Nofreeze        142        142          0          0     00

PDSM35-4  End processing request ID 003 -RC=008

The LLACHECK summary report shows the results of the PDSM35 check of synchronization between directory entries on
DASD and those being managed by LLA. The following describes the fields on the sample report.

Data Set name
The name of the data set being reported.

Volser
The volume serial number on which the data set resides.

Mode/ Linklist
Reports the LLA management mode that is used when this library is accessed through the system linklist. The mode is
reported as FREEZE, NOFREEZE, or N/A (for private libraries).

Mode/ Direct
Reports the LLA management mode that is used when this library is accessed as a private library. For example, when a
linklist library is present in a STEPLIB concatenation the direct mode is used by LLA for locating directory entries. The
mode is reported as FREEZE, or NOFREEZE.

Member Counts
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The number of members compared, matched, mismatched, and missing from either LLA or the library directory.

Rc
LLACHECK return code for processing of this library are:

0
All members matched.

8
At least one member mismatched or was missing from either LLA or the library directory.

LLACHECK Detail Report

The LLACHECK Detail Report is produced when LLACHECK has detected that one or more LLA member directory
entries are out of synchronization with their DASD counterpart.

The following illustration shows sample LLACHECK Detail report output.

PDSMAN       7.70                                        PDSMAN LLA/E Reporting and Control

** PDSM35 **   C2                                        LLA Check                                           Request ID: 004

       Dsn: SYSOWN.PDSM.LINKLIB                             Vol: MVS102    Mgmt Mode: (Linklist) Freeze  , (Direct) Nofreeze

Member            Comment

PDSM00  Mismatch - Member start TTRs

        LLA      D7C4E2D4 F0F04040 002F1437 002F1A00 00000000 C2E20018 50185000 00008800  *PDSM00  ............BS..&.&...h.*

                 01010000 0091143F 17069130 2F00D9C7 C6404040 40400092 188F0000 00000000  *.....j....j...RGF     .k........*

                 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                      *..........                      *

        Library  D7C4E2D4 F0F04040 002F1D37 002F2300 00000000 C2E20018 50185000 00008800  *PDSM00  ............BS..&.&...h.*

                 01010000 0091143F 17069130 2F00D9C7 C6404040 40400092 188F0000 00000000  *.....j....j...RGF     .k........*

                 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000                                      *..........                      *

LLACHECK Summary:   46 Members compared,  45 matched,  1 mismatched,  0 missing.

The LLACHECK report shows the complete directory entry for members where the LLA and the DASD directories are not
in synchronization. The following describes the fields on the sample report.

Member
The name of the member being checked.

Comment
Describes the result of compare for this member and can have one of the following values:

• – • Match
• Mismatch - Member audit information
• Mismatch - Member start TTRs
• Mismatch - Member user data
• Present in library directory only
• Present in LLA directory only

LLASTATS Report

The LLASTATS report provides usage and access statistics for the selected LLA-managed load library.

The following illustration shows sample LLASTATS report output.

PDSMAN        7.70                                 PDSMAN LLA/E Reporting and Control

** PDSM35 **   C2                                  LLA Statistics                                           Request ID: 005
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       Dsn: SYSOWN.C002.PDSM.LINKLIB                       Vol: MVS102    Mgmt Mode: (Linklist) Freeze  , (Direct) Nofreeze

               VLF                              Start      Recent                       Fetch Durations

   Member     Staged   VLF lgth    MOD lgth      TTR      Accesses       DASD (LONG/SHORT)          VLF (LONG/

SHORT)

PC       *alias*                                00160C

PDSCAPER                                        00011E           0        0.010238    0.010238

PDSEASY          Y        183.2K      182.9K    000125           0        0.295208    0.295208

PDSMEDIT                                        000117           2        0.048464    0.015820

PDSMEXCP                                        000A12          23        0.057869    0.006420

PDSMSUBS         Y         51.0K       50.5K    000A1A          22        0.110641    0.031868       0.004010    0.000064

PDSM018          Y         81.7K       81.7K    001004           0        0.384647    0.284610

PDSM02                                          001205

PDSM14                                          00160C

PDSM15           Y          7.6K        7.5K    001614           0        0.142768    0.142768

Library VLF totals:      323.6K bytes of storage, 4 Module(s), 4 Member(s)

PDSM35-4  End processing request ID 005 -RC=000

The LLASTATS report shows access information for LLA-managed load libraries. The following describes the fields on the
sample report.

Member
The name of the member being reported.

Staged
Y indicates that LLA has staged this member into the Virtual Look-Aside Facility (VLF). Blank indicates that the member
has not been staged.

NOTE
Modules that have been trimmed by VLF due to MAXVIRT being exceeded may be reported as staged if LLA
does not know the module has been trimmed. This is because the module has not been fetched since it was
trimmed.

VLF lgth
The amount of storage this member occupies in the VLF data space, if it has been staged.

MOD lgth
The load module length.

Start TTR
The starting TTR for the member is obtained from the directory entry held in storage by LLA.

Recent Accesses
The number of times the module has been fetched. If blank, this member has not been fetched since LLA was last
activated. This counter is reset by LLA when:

• – An LLACOPY is performed for any member in this library.
– The first module of this library is staged to VLF.

Fetch Durations
The longest and shortest program fetch elapsed times are reported for fetches from DASD and VLF.

Recording Access Statistics
The PDSMAN Library Access Statistics Recording facility allows you to easily record statistics needed to determine what
steps can be taken to improve system performance.
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Poor library search configurations often contribute to problems such as slow response time or low throughput. In
installations not running LLA, the order and number of linklist libraries can have a dramatic effect on library search time.
The libraries that are most heavily utilized should be placed close to the top of the linklist concatenation.

There may also be libraries in your installation that have a high number of accesses of which you may be unaware. If
these libraries could be identified, they could benefit significantly by being included in a PDSMAN performance facility.

Accurate counts of accesses to linklist libraries, JOBLIB/STEPLIBs, or private libraries are needed to tune the system
linklist and other areas of your system. These statistics are not readily available using standard operating system utilities
or facilities.

Recording Access Statistics Description
The PDSMAN Library Access Statistics Recording facility provides an easy way to determine how your libraries are being
accessed. These statistics give the information needed for you to determine what steps, such as reordering the linklist
libraries, enabling Dynamic BLDL, or enabling PFO, can be taken to improve your system performance.

PDSMAN can provide access statistics for members in:

• The system linklist concatenation
• JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenations
• Private libraries
• The system Link Pack Area

For each library for which access statistics are being recorded, PDSMAN maintains a count of actual (physical) and
avoided searches for:

• Members of that library
• Members of libraries concatenated after that library
• LPA members
• Linklist library members

PDSMAN also maintains the average time spent accessing each library as a further indication of where bottlenecks are
occurring. The average library access times recorded by PDSMAN include time spent swapping, paging, waiting for CPU
service, or busy or reserved devices during the access operation. Therefore, the average time should be taken only as an
approximation of the time of the actual directory search.

These counts and access times may be useful in highlighting anomalies in library configurations and indicating where
access performance can be improved. You can use the PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL facilities to avoid unnecessary
searching of a library for members of that library or of a concatenated library. The Program Fetch Optimization (PFO)
facility can be used to avoid unnecessary searching of JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries for LPA and linklist members.

Recording Access Statistics Implementation
You implement Access Statistics Recording based upon the type of library for which statistics are being recorded.
Implementation for linklist, JOBLIB/STEPLIB, private, and LPA libraries is described in the following sections.

Contents

Linklist Access Recording

To record library access statistics for linklist libraries, specify LINKLIST=Y on the $BSI control statement.

Access statistics for linklist libraries are also recorded if you specify the $DYNBLDL LIB=LINKLIST initialization control
statement.
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Private Library Access Recording

To record library access statistics for selected private libraries, specify PRIVATE=Y on the $BSI control statement, and
include the library names in a RECFM=FB, LRECL=80 data set using the PRVLST DD name in the PDSMAN initialization
procedure.

Data set names should be specified on individual lines and separated with commas as shown in the following example.

PDSMAN.PRIVATE.RECORDING.LIB1,

PDSMAN.PRIVATE.RECORDING.LIB2,

PDSMAN.PRIVATE.RECORDING.LIB3

JOBLIB/STEPLIB Access Recording

To record library access statistics for JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries, specify JOBLIB=nnn on the $BSI control statement. This
indicates that access statistics are to be recorded for the first nnn (1-999) JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries used after PDSMAN
has been initialized.

LPA Module Access Recording

To activate LPA Access Statistics Recording, specify LPA=Y on the $BSI control statement. For details, see Initialization
Control Statements.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $BSI control statement that are applicable to Library Access Statistics Recording are shown below. For
more information about the control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

LINKLIST
Linklist Access Statistics Recording option.

PRIVATE
Private library Access Statistics Recording option.

JOBLIB
JOBLIB/STEPLIB library Access Statistics Recording option.

LPA
Option to record LINK, LOAD, ATTACH, and XCTL accesses to LPA members.

Control Statement Example

The following example shows a $BSI control statement coded to enable Library Access Statistics Recording for all four
library types. Statistics are recorded for the first 50 JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries used after PDSMAN initialization.

$BSI    LINKLIST=Y

        JOBLIB=50

        PRIVATE=Y

        LPA=Y

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using the Library Access Statistics Recording facility.

Resetting Statistics

To reset library member access counts, use the PDSM26 utility with the RESETSTATS parameter.
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Storage Usage

PDSMAN uses approximately 156 bytes of (E)SQA (subpool 245) for each library for which Library Access Statistics
Recording is to be performed. Where possible, this storage is obtained above 16 megabytes in virtual storage.

Access Statistics Reporting Using PDSM26
You can use the PDSM26 Performance Facility Reporting and Control utility to report access statistics. Reports can be
generated through a batch execution of PDSM26, or online from the BLDL/STOW Reporting option of the ISPF PDSMAN
Master Menu.

For more information about executing PDSM26 and for report examples, see Performance Facility Reporting and Control.

To report access statistics, use the following commands as execution parameters for PDSM26.

RPTLNK
Linklist library access counts.

RPTJLB
JOBLIB library access counts.

RPTPRV
Private library access counts.

RPTLPA
LPA module access counts.

RPTLPAD
LPA module access counts (detailed).

Dynamic BLDL Facility
The PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL facility improves directory search performance and reduces DASD I/O requirements by
caching frequently used PDS member directory entries in dynamic virtual storage tables.

Before a program is executed it must first be located and then loaded into virtual storage. Some programs are pre-loaded
at IPL time into a storage area called the Link Pack Area (LPA), but many more modules reside in a concatenation of
partitioned data sets called the system linklist.

The linklist is the default location to search for non-resident (non-LPA) load modules. JOBLIB or STEPLIB statements may
be specified to override the search of the LPA and linklist. If the requested module is not found in the JOBLIB/STEPLIB
library or library concatenation, and if the module is not in the LPA, the linklist is searched.

The operating system provides the BLDL and DESERV GET functions to locate a module in a library or concatenated
group of libraries. These functions search the directories of the specified libraries and return the location of the module or
member. Program management can then load the module for execution.

The use of these library search functions is not limited to locating load modules to be executed. Using ISPF to edit a
member, executing a TSO CLIST, and so on, also result in one or more library searches.

Millions of library searches can be performed by your system each day. Every search adds to the I/O load of the system
and can adversely affect system performance because of:

• Higher channel utilization
• Increased device busy times
• I/O contention delays when libraries are on shared DASD volumes
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DASD I/O is also increased because directory searches for large libraries often involve searching multi-track directories
and because directory searches often cause the operating system to search multiple libraries in a concatenation (like the
system linklist) instead of just single library directories.

When the operating system spends a large amount of time performing DASD directory searches, your overall system
performance is degraded, online response time increases, and you get less work accomplished in a given period of time.

Dynamic BLDL Facility Description
The PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL facility allows you to significantly improve system performance, throughput, and response
time by minimizing the number of DASD I/O operations that are required to fulfill library search requests.

Many of the directory searches that the program fetch process performs are for frequently used members that have
been previously located. The PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL facility can eliminate many of these repetitive searches, and can
improve system performance, by satisfying the search requests from in-storage tables. These tables contain the directory
entries for the most recently referenced library members. Dynamic BLDL acts as an in-storage cache for the directory
search process.

With Dynamic BLDL eliminating most of the I/O operations needed to search PDS directories, you experience reduced
busy time for some channels, control units, and DASD devices. You can also reallocate the freed I/O and hardware
cache resources to other functions such as paging, data base accesses, and other types of I/O to further improve their
performance.

The first time a library search is performed for a particular member, the directory entry is fetched from the library using
the normal directory search procedure. Before returning the directory entry to the requester, PDSMAN adds the entry for
the member to the corresponding Dynamic BLDL table. Subsequent requests for the same directory entry can now be
satisfied by PDSMAN from this in-storage table, eliminating the need for additional directory searches.

When the Dynamic BLDL table fills, entries are reused on a "least recently used" basis. This ensures that the most
actively used entries remain in the table. The dynamic nature of the facility ensures that PDSMAN provides you the best
possible results because the table is continuously adjusted to optimize performance for the current workload.

The PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL tables are automatically reset when a member whose directory entry is in storage is
updated. This includes updates made using the STOW or DESERV services, and those made by IEBCOPY updates and
compresses. PDSMAN also automatically communicates update activity across systems in shared DASD environments.

Dynamic BLDL is most commonly used for the system linklist concatenation, but JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries (for example,
a TSO LOGON procedure or IMS message region) and private libraries are also supported. PDSMAN does not impose
any limit to the number of Dynamic BLDL tables that can be used.

Dynamic BLDL provides reports that allow you to identify libraries that are good candidates for optimization and allow
you to accurately determine the amount of improvement being provided by the facility. These reports are available in both
batch and online environments.

Dynamic BLDL Facility Implementation
Dynamic BLDL is implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the implementation
requirements and procedures for Dynamic BLDL for the system linklist, JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenations, and private
libraries.

Contents

Requirements

The following environmental requirements must be satisfied before implementing Dynamic BLDL.
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• A $IEBCOPY control statement must be specified for IEBCOPY, see Initialization Control Statements. This is required
so that IEBCOPY update and compression operations are detected by PDSMAN. A $IEBCOPY statement is supplied
with the distributed system.

• If Dynamic BLDL is being used in a multiple CPU environment, a cross-system environment must be properly set up
and initialized, see Cross-System Communications.

Procedure

To implement Dynamic BLDL for the system linklist, a concatenation, or a private library, specify a $DYNBLDL control
statement for the library or concatenation for which Dynamic BLDL is to be enabled.

Control Statements

The $DYNBLDL control statement describes to PDSMAN the names of the libraries or JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenations
that are to have their directory searches optimized and the level of optimization that is to be done.

There are three formats for the $DYNBLDL control statement, one each for the system linklist, JOBLIB/STEPLIB
concatenations, and private libraries. A description of the applicable parameters follows.

For more information about the $DYNBLDL control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

System Linklist

The following describes the parameters applicable for the system linklist.

LIB
The library name (or LINKLIST).

ENTRIES
The number of Dynamic BLDL table entries.

MISSING
Maintain table entries for members that are known not to exist in the library.

Concatenations

The following describes the parameters applicable for JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenations.

STEPNAME
The name of the job step or procedure step from the EXEC PGM= statement.

ENTRIES
The number of Dynamic BLDL table entries.

MISSING
Maintain table entries for members that are known not to exist in the library concatenation.

Private Libraries

The following describes the parameters applicable for private libraries.

LIB
The library name.

VOL
Library volume serial.

ENTRIES
The number of Dynamic BLDL table entries.
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MISSING
Maintain table entries for members that are known not to exist in the library.

UNIQUE
Whether the names of members in the specified private library are unique.

You can specify multiple $DYNBLDL control statements.

When LIB=LINKLIST is specified, Dynamic BLDL is performed for libraries in the system linklist when accessed using the
linklist concatenation. The STEPNAME parameter indicates Dynamic BLDL is to be performed for a concatenated group
of JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries associated with the named job step or procedure. Private Dynamic BLDL is performed when
a specified library is accessed other than as a linklist or STEPLIB library.

Control Statement Examples

The following control statement enables Dynamic BLDL for the system linklist. A table size of 500 entries is being used.

$DYNBLDL  LIB=LINKLIST

          ENTRIES=500

The following control statement directs PDSMAN to perform Dynamic BLDL for the steplib concatenation TSOLOGN. A
relatively large table size of 1000 entries is being used because PDSMAN is also recording instances where members do
not exist in the concatenation (MISSING=Y).

$DYNBLDL  STEPNAME=TSOLOGN

          ENTRIES=1000

          MISSING=Y

The following $DYNBLDL control statement enables Dynamic BLDL for a user's test load library.

$DYNBLDL  LIB=EXAMPLE.USER.LOADLIB

          ENTRIES=50

Choosing Libraries for Dynamic BLDL
The first step in optimizing directory search performance is to determine which libraries or concatenations can benefit from
the use of Dynamic BLDL. 

Contents

The following section provides information on choosing libraries for optimization.

Optimization Guidelines

The following classes of libraries are generally good candidates for Dynamic BLDL:

• The system linklist, if you are not using Library Look-Aside
• TSO Logon procedure SYSPROC concatenations
• Libraries with large directories or a large number of members
• Libraries that are a part of large concatenations
• Any PDS library with a high amount of access activity (for example, test or production load libraries)

The suggested method for choosing libraries for Dynamic BLDL is to identify candidates based upon the previously
mentioned criteria. If further data is required, the JOBLIB/STEPLIB and private library access statistics recording options
of the Library Access Statistics Reporting facility can be used to determine actual access counts. For more information
about the Library Access Statistics Reporting facility, see Recording Access Statistics.
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Evaluating Dynamic BLDL Performance

The effectiveness of Dynamic BLDL can be evaluated in a number of ways. You should notice improved response time
for those applications being optimized. You may also be able to use other software, such as a performance monitor, to
accurately measure the performance improvement.

PDSMAN provides two reports that allow you to determine the impact of Dynamic BLDL on your system:

1. The PDSM26 USAGE report shows approximate EXCP and CPU time cost savings associated with the use of
Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization. USAGE allows you to associate a dollar value with the savings
provided. For more information about the USAGE report, see the section USAGE Report Example in Performance
Facility Reporting and Control.

2. The PDSM26 RPTJLB report shows access statistics for JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries. It also shows actual counts
of avoided searches due to Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization. For more information about the RPTJLB
report shown, see the sections RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV Report Examples in Performance Facility Reporting
and Control.

Dynamic BLDL Facility Usage Notes
The following sections provide additional information about using the Dynamic BLDL facility.

Contents

LLA Considerations

IBM provides the Library Look-Aside facility to improve directory search performance in much the same way as Dynamic
BLDL. While LLA can satisfy 100% of the BLDL requests for libraries that are being managed, it also has some significant
shortcomings in the areas of management and usability. For a comparison of PDSMAN and LLA facilities, as well as a
description of the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility that makes LLA easier to use, see LLA Extensions and Performance
Facilities Introduction.

You can run LLA and Dynamic BLDL concurrently for your libraries. In this configuration, BLDL requests are first
processed by PDSMAN and are usually satisfied over 95% of the time. If Dynamic BLDL cannot satisfy the request, it is
passed on to LLA. Since LLA is processing less than 5% of the requests, its paging rate will be significantly less than it
would be if LLA were running alone. PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL is acting as a cache for LLA.

HSM Considerations

Unpredictable results can occur in a library for which Dynamic BLDL is active if members are moved during the HSM
Space Management or Migrate/Recall processing. You can circumvent problems by notifying PDSMAN when library
migration is occurring so that any applicable Dynamic BLDL tables can be reset. Member ARCMDEXT of the distributed
SAMPLIB contains a sample HSM Migration Exit that performs this notification.

DFDSS Considerations

Unpredictable results can occur in a library for which Dynamic BLDL is active if members are moved during DFDSS
Space Management or Restore processing. You can circumvent problems by notifying PDSMAN when this occurs so
that any applicable Dynamic BLDL tables can be reset. Unlike HSM, DFDSS does not provide an exit point that permits
automatic notification. You must provide a process to reset the tables, typically by using PDSM26 or by compressing the
library.

Data Set Restore Considerations

Most backup facilities do not use IEBCOPY or STOW when restoring a PDS to disk. Since DYNBLDL support can not
recognize a data set restore operation, errors can occur after a data set is restored because DYNBLDL contains TTR
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information based on the state of the PDS before the restore operation. To prevent such errors, any restore operation
must be immediately followed by some process to reset the DYNBLDL TTR information. The most common methods are
to compress the PDS or use PDSM26 facility to reset DYNBLDL TTR table information.

Shared DASD Environments

When Dynamic BLDL is executing on more than one CPU in a shared DASD environment, it is important that
corresponding tables on the other systems are updated when a library member is updated or a library is compressed.
PDSMAN communicates this update activity to other systems through the PDSMMCPU facility. If you are using Dynamic
BLDL on multiple systems, you should ensure you have cross-system communications available. For more information,
see cross-system communications .

Suspending and Resuming Dynamic BLDL

Dynamic BLDL can be manually suspended and resumed on a library or table basis using the DYNOFF and DYNON
commands. These commands can be issued in the batch environment using PDSM26 or as operator modify commands
to the PDSMAN address space. For more information about the DYNOFF and DYNON commands, see Manual Update
Methods.

Automatic Dynamic BLDL Suspension

PDSMAN may automatically suspend Dynamic BLDL processing for a given library or table if it detects circumstances that
may make the entries returned by Dynamic BLDL invalid. This is typically the case when the libraries for a STEPNAME
Dynamic BLDL table have changed or when a linklist library has been moved. PDSMAN produces a diagnostic message
when processing is automatically suspended. Dynamic BLDL can be resumed by using the DYNON command.

JOBLIB/STEPLIB Considerations

Dynamic BLDL can be enabled for JOBLIBs or STEPLIBs associated with a particular job step or procedure (for example,
a TSO LOGON procedure or IMS message region) by specifying the STEPNAME= parameter on the $DYNBLDL control
statement.

When the first BLDL is performed on the JOBLIB or STEPLIB, the BLDL/STOW Interface creates the appropriate control
blocks that relate this specific concatenation of libraries with the step name. On subsequent STEPLIB accesses using
the same step name, PDSMAN checks that the same concatenation of libraries is being used. If any discrepancy is
found, PDSMAN alters the list of related libraries and continues Dynamic BLDL processing. This dynamic adjustment
is performed three times before STEPLIB Dynamic BLDL operations for this step name are suspended and a warning
message is produced. Dynamic BLDL can be resumed by using the DYNON parameter.

When Dynamic BLDL has been specified for a JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenation, the Dynamic BLDL table is always
searched before any library in the concatenation is searched.

JOBLIB/STEPLIB Dynamic BLDL is effective for a concatenation containing PDSEs only if Dynamic BLDL is effective for
all libraries in the concatenation and UNIQUE=Y is effective for all libraries in the concatenation.

Private Library Considerations

Dynamic BLDL can be enabled for private (that is, non-STEPLIB, non-LINKLIST) libraries by specifying the library name
on a $DYNBLDL control statement. When specified in this manner, the Dynamic BLDL table is always searched before
the directory of the library.

PDSMAN also provides a facility for efficient processing of library concatenations, such as ISPF panel or CLIST libraries.
Specify a private $DYNBLDL control statement for every library in the concatenation and specify the UNIQUE=Y option
on each. This instructs PDSMAN to search the Dynamic BLDL tables of all libraries in the concatenation before searching
any library directories, as might otherwise be the case. The UNIQUE=Y parameter should only be specified where the
library member names in the concatenation are unique.
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Private library Dynamic BLDL is effective for a concatenation containing PDSEs only if Dynamic BLDL is effective for all
libraries in the concatenation and UNIQUE=Y is specified for all libraries in the concatenation.

Missing Member Option

The PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL facility also supports members that have been previously determined not to reside in a
particular library. Physical directory searches that may occur for members that are not in the library can thus be avoided.
A good example is a search of the linklist for a TSO CLIST member. If MISSING=Y is specified on the $DYNBLDL control
statement for the library or concatenation, members that are not in the library are recorded in the Dynamic BLDL table,
thereby avoiding subsequent physical directory searches for these members.

IMS Libraries

If Dynamic BLDL is specified for an IMS STEPLIB in place of the resident BLDL facility provided by the IMS/VS program
controller, it is no longer necessary to stop and restart the message regions after the message program library has been
updated. PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL, operating at the system rather than the user level, also removes the performance
restriction associated with authorized IMS STEPLIBs. IMS issues a LINK DE= macro and the operating system ignores
the directory entry if the library is authorized, causing the directory entry to be read again.

The use of PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL in preference to IMS resident BLDL support allows message-processing programs
suitable for pre-loading to be easily identified. IMS-resident BLDL support also requires a separate table for each MPP
region. Using PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL support, all MPP regions can share one table, resulting in real storage savings.

Libraries with Space Reuse

If both Dynamic BLDL and Library Space Reuse have been specified for a library that is shared between two or more
systems, the $UPDATE PSRTL= parameter should be used to prevent the free space created during replace operations
from being reused by other members before Dynamic BLDL tables on the other systems can be reset. Specifying
PSRTL=1 ensures that free space is not reused for at least one hour after creation.

PDSE Libraries

PDSMAN maintains member access statistics for all members (PDS and PDSE), but satisfies BLDL and DESERV
requests only for PDS members.

JOBLIB/STEPLIB and Private library Dynamic BLDL is effective for a concatenation containing PDSEs only if Dynamic
BLDL is effective for all libraries in the concatenation and UNIQUE=Y is specified for all libraries in the concatenation.

Storage Usage

PDSMAN uses 80 bytes of (E)SQA (subpool 245) for each Dynamic BLDL table entry it maintains. For example, a 300-
entry linklist table and two 100-entry private tables would require 40000 bytes of storage as shown in the following
calculation:

(300 + (2*100)) * 80 = 40000

Where possible, this storage is obtained in extended storage.

Updating Dynamic BLDL Tables
This following sections describe the methods of updating Dynamic BLDL tables.

Contents
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Automatic Updating

One of the major advantages of PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL has over other caching options such as LLA, is its dynamic
nature. PDSMAN detects updates to members in libraries managed by Dynamic BLDL, including IEBCOPY compresses,
and resets the Dynamic BLDL tables accordingly. This ensures PDSMAN always returns the correct member directory
information for the BLDL request.

Cross-System Updates

PDSMAN automatically communicates update activity to Dynamic BLDL libraries to other copies of PDSMAN in a shared
DASD environment. This is done to ensure that Dynamic BLDL tables on all systems for the updated library have their
entries properly reset. If you are using Dynamic BLDL on multiple systems, you should ensure you have cross-system
communications available. For more information, see cross-system communications.

Manual Update Methods

In unusual circumstances, it may be necessary to manually suspend, resume, or reset Dynamic BLDL processing. Use
the PDSM26 Performance Reporting and Control utility for performing these activities. For more information about the
PDSM26 Performance Reporting and Control utility, see Performance Facility Reporting and Control.

The following commands are used to control Dynamic BLDL:

DYNON
Resumes Dynamic BLDL processing for a Dynamic BLDL table or library that was previously suspended. DYNON does
not reset the table entries or the hit/miss statistics.

DYNOFF
Suspends Dynamic BLDL processing for a Dynamic BLDL table or library. This does not cause statistics or entries for the
table to be reset.

RESET
Resets all entries in the specified Dynamic BLDL table. This does not cause hit/miss statistics for the entire table to be
reset.

Suspending Dynamic BLDL

The following example shows JCL that suspends Dynamic BLDL processing for the system linklist.

//PDSM26   EXEC PGM=PDSM26,PARM='DYNOFF=LINKLIST'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=*

Resetting a Dynamic BLDL Table

The following example shows JCL that resets dynamic BLDL processing for a private library. The XSYS parameter
instructs PDSMAN to communicate this activity to other systems.

//PDSM26   EXEC PGM=PDSM26,PARM='RESET=MY.LIBRARY,XSYS'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=*

Operator Commands

The DYNOFF, DYNON, and RESET commands can also be issued using an operator MODIFY command to the PDSMAN
address space. This makes it easy to control Dynamic BLDL processing without having to prepare and execute a batch
job. The syntax of the operator command is identical to that described in Dynamic BLDL Reporting Using PDSM26.
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Example

You can issue the following operator command to resume Dynamic BLDL processing for all libraries:

F PDSMAN,DYNON=ALL

Dynamic BLDL Reporting Using PDSM26
The PDSM26 Performance Facility Reporting and Control utility can be used to report access statistics. Reports can be
generated through a batch execution of PDSM26, or online from the BLDL/STOW Reporting option of the ISPF PDSMAN
Master Menu.

For more information about executing PDSM26 and for report examples, see Performance Facility Reporting and Control.

To generate reports related to Dynamic BLDL, use the following commands as execution parameters for PDSM26.

STATUS
Dynamic BLDL status.

RPTDYN
Dynamic BLDL access counts.

RPTDYND
Dynamic BLDL access counts (detailed).

USAGE
Dynamic BLDL savings.

Program Fetch Optimization
The Program Fetch Optimization facility improves system performance and reduces directory search DASD I/O by
modifying the operating system Program Fetch order of search so that in-storage directory searches are performed before
physical searches on DASD.

Before it is executed, every program must first be located and then loaded into virtual storage. The system linklist is
the default location to search for non-resident program modules. The Program Fetch component allows JOBLIB and
STEPLIB libraries to be specified to override the search of the LPA and linklist. This allows programs to be logically
grouped together in their own load libraries and isolates them from the system linklist.

The library search functions provided by the operating system to locate a module in a library or concatenated group of
libraries are BLDL and DESERV GET. These functions search the directories of the specified libraries and return the
location of the module or member. Program management can then load the module for execution.
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The following illustration depicts the normal search sequence used to find program load modules (excepting the Job Pack
Area search). The PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL tables and the LLA facility are shown in low intensity, as these facilities may
not be in use in all installations. The disk figure indicates searches that are performed using a BLDL, while a box indicates
in-storage searches.

Frequently, when JOBLIB or STEPLIB libraries are present, relatively few program fetches are actually satisfied from
these libraries. Many of the required modules, such as COBOL or PL/I transients, sort routines, TSO commands, and
ISPF routines, are usually resident in storage or in the system linklist. Nevertheless, if a JOBLIB/STEPLIB is present, it
can be unsuccessfully and needlessly searched many times when the module resides in the LPA or linklist.

These unnecessary directory searches degrade the overall performance of your system. The I/O activity that results
from these searches increases channel utilization, device busy times, and even I/O contention delays in shared DASD
environments. These problems are magnified when large concatenations of JOBLIB or STEPLIB libraries are used.

Program Fetch Optimization Description
PDSMAN's Program Fetch Optimization (PFO) can dramatically improve response time in many situations by eliminating
unnecessary directory searches caused by the use of JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries. This is achieved by altering the
operating system order of search so that the LPA and the PDSMAN LINKLIST Dynamic BLDL table and/or LLA are
searched before the JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries. In other words, all of the fast in-memory searches take place before the
slower physical directory searches.

NOTE
Program Fetch Optimization is a performance enhancement facility and should not be used as a means to
control the version of modules being fetched. There are circumstances when PFO is not performed even if it has
been specified. If PFO is being used for version control, unexpected results may occur.

PFO offers three levels of fetch optimization:

• Full Optimization ensures that all in-storage locations such as the LPA, Dynamic BLDL tables and LLA are searched
before DASD I/O is done.

• LPA Optimization causes only the LPA to be searched before searching the directory on DASD.
• No Optimization uses the standard Program Fetch order of search.

Choosing Libraries for PFO
The first step in optimizing program fetch is to determine which libraries or JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenations can benefit
from the use of PFO.

Contents

The following section provides information on choosing libraries for optimization.

Optimization Guidelines

There are generally four classes of libraries that are good candidates for Program Fetch Optimization:

• STEPLIB or ISPF ISPLLIB (tasklib) libraries defined in TSO logon procedures
• STEPLIB libraries defined in other long running tasks such as IMS message processing regions
• STEPLIB libraries for batch jobs and other tasks where there are a large number of libraries in the STEPLIB

concatenation
• Other STEPLIB libraries or concatenations where some required modules are in the STEPLIB but most other modules

that are executed reside in the linklist or LPA
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Collecting Access Count Statistics

The task of identifying PFO candidates is greatly simplified when data about access patterns and counts is available. The
PDSMAN Library Access Statistics Reporting facility allows you to collect information on JOBLIB/STEPLIB accesses. For
more information about JOBLIB/STEPLIB accesses, see the section JOBLIB/STEPLIB Access Recording in Recording
Access Statistics.

Interpreting Access Count Statistics

After the statistics have been collected, they can be reported by executing the PDSM26 utility with the RPTJLB parameter.
The report shows the number of searches satisfied by each JOBLIB/STEPLIB library and the number of times the
JOBLIB/STEPLIB was unnecessarily searched because the module was in LPA or the linklist. A good rule of thumb is to
consider PFO for any library that has a significant amount of BLDL activity and is needlessly searched over 50% of the
time.

This illustration shows the RPTJLB report for a library that is needlessly searched 95% of the time as shown in the
following calculation:

(223+187)/(19+223+187) = .95

TJB.PERM.CMDLIB        MVS001         SINCE  07/08/2009  AT 11:23

AVERAGE PHYSICAL SEARCH TIME       34 MSEC

AVERAGE CPU TIME PER SEARCH      2.37 MSEC TCB      0.14 MSEC SRB

         ACTUAL  SEARCHES          19  FOR LIBRARY MEMBERS

                                  223  FOR LPA MEMBERS

                                  187  FOR LINKLIST MEMBERS

This library is a good candidate for PFO. On the other hand, the next illustration shows the RPTJLB report for a library that
is needlessly searched only 23% of the time as shown in the calculation:

(941)/(3178+941) = .228

This library would probably not be a good candidate for PFO.

QUIKJOB.MVSX1.LOADLIB    MVS001       SINCE  07/08/2009  AT 07:33

AVERAGE PHYSICAL SEARCH TIME       34 MSEC

AVERAGE CPU TIME PER SEARCH      6.66 MSEC TCB      0.14 MSEC SRB

         ACTUAL  SEARCHES        3178  FOR LIBRARY MEMBERS

                                  941  FOR LINKLIST MEMBERS

Generally, you should be careful about globally enabling Program Fetch Optimization because of the impact on those
systems that rely on the use of LPA or linklist overrides using a STEPLIB.

Evaluating PFO Performance

The effectiveness of PFO can be evaluated in a number of ways. You should notice improved response time for those
applications being optimized. You may also be able to use other software, such as a performance monitor, to accurately
measure the performance improvement.

PDSMAN provides two reports that allow you to determine the impact of PFO on your system:

• The PDSM26 USAGE report shows approximate EXCP and CPU time cost savings associated with the use of
Dynamic BLDL and PFO. USAGE allows you to associate a dollar value with the savings provided. See the example
USAGE report shown under USAGE Report Example in Performance Facility Reporting and Control.

• The PDSM26 RPTJLB report shows access statistics for JOBLIB and STEPLIB libraries. It also shows actual counts
of avoided searches due to Dynamic BLDL and PFO. For more information about RPTJLB report, see the sections
RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV Report Examples in Performance Facility Reporting and Control.
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Types of Program Fetch Optimization
PDSMAN offers three types of fetch optimization: full, LPA only, and none.

Contents

Full Optimization (OPT=Y)

Full optimization causes the LPA and the in-storage directory cache to be searched before any physical searches are
performed. This considerably reduces the amount of DASD I/O required to fulfill the BLDL request.

The order of search for program fetch with full optimization is shown in the following illustration.

LPA Optimization (OPT=L)

LPA optimization causes only the Link Pack Area to be searched before the JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenation. This
mode of optimization is useful when it is determined that the programs that are being most frequently accessed, reside in
the LPA. An excellent example of this is the IBM ISPF product, whose modules typically reside in the Link Pack Area.

Typically, LPA optimization offers less performance benefit than full optimization. For libraries with LPA optimization
specified, the order of search for program fetch is shown in the following illustration.

No Optimization (OPT=N)

When PFO is not in effect, the standard operating system order of search is used as described in the illustration at the
beginning of this section.
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Program Fetch Optimization Implementation
PFO can be implemented for a single library, a group of libraries, or for a named job STEPNAME. Described next are
implementation requirements and procedures for PFO.

Contents

Procedure

To implement PFO for a single library or a concatenated group of STEPLIB libraries associated with a particular named
job step or procedure step (for example, a TSO logon procedure or IMS message region)

• Specify a $PFO control statement for the library or STEPNAME for which Program Fetch Optimization is to be
enabled. The format of the $PFO control statement is shown in the following section

• Optionally implement Dynamic BLDL facilities for the system linklist. This increases the benefit you receive from PFO if
you are not using LLA. For more information, see Dynamic BLDL Facility.

Control Statements

The $PFO control statement describes to PDSMAN the names of the libraries to be optimized, the job step names to be
optimized, and the type of program fetch optimization to perform.
There are two formats for the $PFO control statement as follows. Applicable parameters are described next. For more
information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Concatenations

For libraries used in JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenations use these parameters:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.
VOL
Library volume serial or pattern.
EXCLUDE
Member name to exclude.
OPT
Optimization level.

Job Step

For a named job step, for example a TSO logon procedure use these parameters:

STEPNAMEName of job step or procedure step.

EXCLUDEMember name to exclude.

OPTOptimization level.

You can specify multiple $PFO control statements. The first $PFO rule matching the current fetch environment (specified
by the name of the job step or the name of the JOBLIB/STEPLIB library) is selected. If no matching rule is found, the
normal fetch sequence is used.

Control Statement Examples

The following control statement enables Program Fetch Optimization for every situation where SYS2.LINKLIB is used as a
JOBLIB or STEPLIB library.

$PFO  LIB=SYS2.LINKLIB

     OPT=Y
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The following control statement directs PDSMAN to perform optimization whenever a TSO logon procedure beginning with
ALOGON is used.

$PFO  STEPNAME=ALOGON-

     OPT=Y

The following $PFO control statement performs LPA optimization for libraries beginning with the high-level qualifier of
PROD. Members FGPW01 and FGPW02 are being excluded from optimization.

$PFO  LIB=PROD.-

     OPT=L

     EXCLUDE=FGPW01

     EXCLUDE=FGPW02

Program Fetch Optimization Usage Note
The following sections describe important considerations for using the PFO facility.

Contents

Testing Environments

Program Fetch Optimization is a performance enhancement facility. It is not intended as a means to control the version of
modules being fetched.

WARNING

Important! Since PFO alters the operating system order of search, it should not be specified for libraries that are
used as STEPLIBs to test new versions of programs which normally reside in LPA or in the system linklist.

Depending upon the contents of the LINKLIST Dynamic BLDL table, either the STEPLIB, or linklist version of the module,
may be executed and unpredictable results may occur. Test libraries may be excluded from PFO by specifying OPT=N on
a matching $PFO control statement.

Library Concatenations

Many times a concatenation has some libraries for which PFO has been specified and some for which PFO has not
been specified. In these circumstances, PFO is performed for those libraries for which it has been specified and is not
performed for those libraries for which it has not been specified.

STEPLIB Concatenations With PDSE Libraries

When a STEPLIB concatenation includes a PDSE library, PFO processing is performed only when every data set in the
concatenation has a matching $PFO control statement that enables PFO processing.

ISPF ISPLLIB Libraries

As well as reducing unnecessary searching of JOBLIB/STEPLIB libraries, the PFO facility is also effective for TASKLIB
libraries such as ISPF ISPLLIB libraries, which function like STEPLIB libraries when a user is running under ISPF.
For convenience, many users make use of the ISPLLIB facility rather than using STEPLIBs in order to access non-linklist
load libraries. In such installations, use of the PFO facility may have significant performance benefits.
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Excluding Members from PFO

Specified members of a library for which PFO is being used may be excluded from the PFO process. For such members,
which are specified by means of EXCLUDE parameters on the $PFO control statement, the normal fetch sequence is
used.

$PFO  LIB=TEST.LOADLIB

     OPT=Y

    EXCLUDE=PAYMAIN

    EXCLUDE=APMAIN

These control statements perform full optimization for all programs in the library TEST.LOADLIB, except modules
PAYMAIN and APMAIN.

Excluding the Job Step from PFO

PFO may be turned off for selected job steps by specifying a step name of NOPFO. This provides a convenient alternative
to modifying PDSMAN PDSMINIT initialization rules to affect the same result.
For example, PFO is not effective for the following job step:

//NOPFO EXEC PGM=PAYROLL

 

 

PFO Reporting Using PDSM26
The PDSM26 Performance Facility Reporting and Control utility can be used to report access statistics. Reports can be
generated through a batch execution of PDSM26 or online, from the BLDL/STOW Reporting option of the ISPF PDSMAN
Master Menu.

For more information on executing PDSM26 and for report examples, Performance Facility Reporting and Control.

To generate reports related to Program Fetch Optimization, use the following commands as execution parameters for
PDSM26.

RPTJLB
JOBLIB library access counts.

USAGE
Dynamic BLDL savings.

Performance Facility Reporting and Control

Performance Facility Reporting and Control Description
The PDSM26 utility is used to control and report on the activity of Dynamic BLDL, Program Fetch Optimization, and
Access Statistics Recording. PDSM26 can be used to:
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• Report on the status of PDSMAN interfaces and facilities
• Enable or disable Dynamic BLDL for all or specified libraries
• Reset Dynamic BLDL tables for all or specified libraries
• Report on the status, activity, and performance of the Dynamic BLDL facility
• Report on accesses to the system linklist, JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenations, and private libraries
• Reset previously recorded statistics
• Produce a report showing potential dollar savings due to the use of the PDSMAN performance facilities

Some PDSM26 functions are also available as operator console commands, or through the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

Using PDSM26
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM26 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL to execute the PDSM26 Performance Reporting and Control utility.

//PDSM26   EXEC PGM=PDSM26,PARM='parameter'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

The following describes the JCL statements.

EXEC
The PARM= field can be used to control processing as described in the next section.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

Execution Parameters

PDSM26 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement. Multiple commands can be specified if separated by commas.
Here is the syntax of the PDSM26 command.

STATUS

DYNOFF    [=ALL|=LINKLIST|=stepname|=libname]

          [,XSYS|NOXSYS]

DYNON     [=ALL|=LINKLIST|=stepname|=libname]

          [,XSYS|NOXSYS]

RESET     [=ALL|=LINKLIST|=stepname|=libname]

          [,XSYS|NOXSYS]

RPTDYN    [=ALL|=LINKLIST|=stepname|=libname]

RPTDYND   [=ALL|=LINKLIST|=stepname|=libname]

RPTLNK    [=ALL|=CURRENT|=linklistsetname]

RPTJLB

RPTPRV

RPTLPA

RPTLPAD

RESETSTATS

USAGE
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Command Descriptions

The following describes the valid commands for PDSM26.

STATUS
Reports the current status of the BLDL/STOW Interface, the status of access recording for linklist, JOBLIB/STEPLIB, and
private libraries, the current Dynamic BLDL table names, and other pertinent information. For a sample STATUS report
and explanation, see the STATUS Report Example section in this section.

DYNOFF
Suspends Dynamic BLDL processing for the specified table or library or for all libraries if no operand is specified. DYNON
does not reset the table entries or the hit/miss statistics.

DYNON
Resumes Dynamic BLDL processing for the specified table or library, or for all libraries if no operand is specified. This
does not cause statistics or entries for the table to be reset.

RESET
Resets all entries in the specified Dynamic BLDL table or library, or for all libraries if no operand is specified. This does not
cause hit/miss statistics for the entire table to be reset.

RPTDYN
Reports Dynamic BLDL statistics for the specified table. For a sample RPTDYN report and explanation, see RPTDYN
Report Example.

RPTDYND
Reports detailed Dynamic BLDL statistics for the specified table. The report produced by RPTDYND is more detailed than
that produced by RPTDYN. For a sample RPTDYND report, see RPTDYND Report Example.

RPTLNK
Reports access statistics for the system LINKLIST, if they are being recorded. For an explanation of the RPTLNK report,
see RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV Report Examples.

RPTJLB
RPTJLB reports access statistics for JOBLIBs and STEPLIBs, if they are being recorded. It also reports the number of
actual and avoided searches due to PDSMAN performance options such as Dynamic BLDL and PFO. For a sample
RPTJLB report, see RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV Report Examples.

RPTPRV
RPTPRV reports access statistics for defined private libraries. For more information about the RPTPRV report, see
see RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV Report Examples.

RPTLPA
Reports access statistics for LPA modules. For a sample RPTLPA report and explanation, see RPTLPA Report Example.

RPTLPAD
Reports detailed access statistics for LPA modules. The report produced by RPTLPAD is more detailed than that
produced by RPTLPA. For a sample RPTLPAD report and explanation, see RPTLPAD Report Example.

RESETSTATS
Causes all access statistics to be reset to zero. Dynamic BLDL table member entries and hit/miss counts are not reset.

USAGE
Reports approximate EXCP and CPU time cost savings associated with Dynamic BLDL and PFO. USAGE allows you to
associate a dollar value with the savings provided. For an example USAGE report, see the USAGE Report Example.

Parameters

Some of the PDSM26 commands have optional parameters that can be specified to further control processing. For
more information about the PDSM26 command parameters, see the command syntax diagram in Execution Parameters
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previous section. These parameters select the objects or tables to be reported or control communication with other
systems. The following describes the valid PDSM26 parameters.

(null)
If the command is specified without any parameter, all Dynamic BLDL tables are selected.

ALL
All Dynamic BLDL tables are selected. For the RPTLNK command, all linklist sets are selected.

LINKLIST
The Dynamic BLDL table for the system linklist is selected.

stepname
The Dynamic BLDL table for the indicated step name is selected.

libname
All Dynamic BLDL tables in which the specified libraryname is involved are selected. For example, if Dynamic BLDL is
active for the system linklist ($DYNBLDL LIB=LINKLIST) and a private Dynamic BLDL table is also defined for a linklist
library (for example, $DYNBLDL LIB=SYS1.LINKLIB) then specifying "command=SYS1.LINKLIB" causes both tables (the
LINKLIST and the private table) to be selected for processing.

CURRENT
The currently active linklist set is selected. Applicable only to the RPTLNK command.

linklistsetname
The name of a specific linklist set to be reported. Applicable only to the RPTLNK command.

XSYS
Send the command to other CPUs.

NOXSYS
Do not send the command to other CPUs (default).

Examples

The following sections show examples of PDSM26 utility usage.

Suspending Dynamic BLDL

The following job step uses PDSM26 to suspend Dynamic BLDL activity for the system linklist.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM26,PARM='DYNOFF=LNKLST'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

Resetting Dynamic BLDL Tables

The following job step resets all Dynamic BLDL tables. Other CPUs are not to be notified.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM26,PARM='RESET=ALL,NOXSYS'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

Reporting BLDL Statistics

The following job step:

• Reports Dynamic BLDL statistics for the JEK.LIBA library
• Reports JOB/STEP library access statistics
• Reports linklist library access statistics

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM26,
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//         PARM='RPTDYN=JEK.LIBA,RPTJLB,RPTLNK'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

Reporting LPA Statistics

The following job step reports the number of LINK, LOAD, XCTL, and ATTACH accesses of members in the LPA.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM26,PARM=RPTLPAD

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

Operator Interface

Some PDSM26 commands can also be issued from the operator console. DYNOFF, DYNON, and RESET requests can
be entered as operator modify commands to the PDSMAN address space. For a description of the PDSMAN modify
commands, see Administrating.

ISPF Panel Access

PDSM26 reporting functions can be executed from ISPF panels. You can access the STATUS, RPTDYN, RPTDYND,
RPTLNK, RPTJLB, RPTLPA, RPTLPAD, and USAGE functions by choosing the BLDL/STOW Reporting option from the
ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

PDSM26 Reports
The reports produced by PDSM26 are used primarily to determine the current status and the effectiveness of the Dynamic
BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization facilities. The access counts that are reported can also be useful in system tuning.
The following sections explain each of the different PDSM26 reports.

Contents

STATUS Report Example

The following shows an example of the information reported by the STATUS parameter.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

PDSMAN RELEASE 7.70 INITIALIZED 06/17/2009 AT 08:50

LAST REINITIALIZED              07/09/2009 AT 14:22

BLDL INTERFACE ENABLED

DYNAMIC BLDL ACTIVE FOR    SYSOWN.PDSM.REFTEST

DYNAMIC BLDL ACTIVE FOR    DYNTEST

DYNAMIC BLDL ACTIVE FOR    RGF.TEST.LOAD

DYNAMIC BLDL ACTIVE FOR    MAA.FB80.CLIST

DYNAMIC BLDL ACTIVE FOR    LINKLIST

LINKLIST ACCESS RECORDING  DISABLED

JOBLIB ACCESS RECORDING  DISABLED

PRIVATE LIBRARY ACCESS RECORDING  ENABLED

STOW INTERFACE ENABLED

LPA ACCESS RECORDING ENABLED

In the following list, the references in parentheses are applicable to the control parameter for the indicated function.
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• The release, date, and time of the first initialization of PDSMAN after either the last IPL or the last time PDSMAN was
stopped.

• The date and time of the last re-initialization of PDSMAN, if any.
• The status of the BLDL interface, PDSM018.
• The status of the Dynamic BLDL facility for each private or JOB/STEP library or for the system linklist ($DYNBLDL

statement). The status reported is either ACTIVE or SUSPENDED.
• The status (ENABLED or DISABLED) of access recording for the linklist ($BSI LINKLIST=).
• The status (ENABLED or DISABLED) of access recording for the JOB/STEP libraries ($BSI JOBLIB=).
• The status (ENABLED or DISABLED) of access recording for private libraries ($BSI PRIVATE=).
• The status of the STOW interface.
• The status (ENABLED or DISABLED) of access recording for members in the Link Pack Area ($BSI LPA=).
• Additional information may be shown for test versions of the product.

RPTDYN Report Example

The RPTDYN parameter instructs PDSM26 to print a snapshot of the current Dynamic BLDL tables. The name of the
library or job step is listed along with the current hit and miss counts for the table. The ratio between these two values
gives the hit percentage for the table and may be useful as a measure of the effectiveness of this Dynamic BLDL table.
The member name and hit count for each directory entry currently in the table is also reported.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

*** DYNAMIC BLDL STATISTICS FOR RGF.TEST.LOAD                              ***

*** HITS       0    MISSES       1 ***

XX             1

*** DYNAMIC BLDL STATISTICS FOR LINKLIST                                   ***

*** HITS    4903    MISSES     238 ***

IEEMB878     460   IEEMPDM      453   IEEDMMSG     453   IEEVSCAN     453

IEEMPDEV     453   IEEVRDPM     453   IEECB801     438   IEE20110     152

ALLOC        104   IEFNB903      80   LISTA         68   EXEC          62

FREE          57   IEFCNDDV      38   IRXANCHR      38   IEEVSTAR      32

GSVXCOMM      32   GSVXJESC      32   IKJEFF18      28   FLMTABLE      26

IKJEFT25      25   IFCZPCTM      20   IDCAMS        20   PIECHECK*     19

IDCRIKT       17   IDCTSRI0      17   LOGOFF        16   ISPSUBX       16

ISRNLENU      13   GSINMCEX      13   ISR3278       13   GSVXCMSD      13

ISPQRY        12   ITTCTSER      12   IDCCDPR       12   IDCPR01       12

GSVXGEN       10   GSVXCMDX      10   GSVXSECX      10   GSVXOADR      10

PROFILE        8   IFCZPAR1       8   IFCILG0E       8   EX             7

IEEVSND5       6   ACCOUNT        6   GSVXACTI       5   GSVXSYSL       5

GSVXLJOB       4   END            4   ASBSCHIN       3   ASBSCHEX       3

IDCVY01        2   GSVXLNES       1   GSVXLSST       1   GSVXSPAC       1

* PDSE MEMBERS ARE MAINTAINED IN $DYNBLDL TABLES FOR ACCESS STATISTICS REPORTING ONLY

The following points on the RPTDYN report should be noted:

• The hit/miss counts reset to zero when any of the following occurs:
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– PDSMAN is reinitialized with new Dynamic BLDL parameters for this resource.
– PDSMAN is stopped and restarted.

• The total count of the hits and misses will not necessarily equal the sum of the individual member counts. The dynamic
nature of the tables causes members to be dropped from the table during processing. If they are subsequently
reloaded into the table, the individual member access count is reset to zero. The hit/miss counts contain the totals for
all members that are or have ever been in this Dynamic BLDL table.

• Initially, the hit-to-miss ratio may be low due to priming of the Dynamic BLDL table. In a short time, the ratio stabilizes
at its true value.

• PDSMAN maintains member access statistics for all members (PDS and PDSE), but satisfies BLDL and DESERV
requests only for PDS members.

A listing of member accesses to each linklist library is also provided with the RPTDYN report.

RPTDYND Report Example

The RPTDYND parameter causes PDSM26 to produce a report that is similar to but more detailed than the RPTDYN
report. The library or step name as well as the hit and miss counts described in the previous section are reported. The
comments made previously concerning the hit and miss counts are also valid for the RPTDYND report.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

*** DYNAMIC BLDL STATISTICS FOR LINKLIST                                   ***

*** HITS    4906    MISSES     238 ***

MEMBER  ACCESSES TTR    ATTR CONCAT LIBRARY                             VOLUME

IEEMB878     460 008606        0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

IEEMPDM      453 01120B RENT   0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

IEEVRDPM     453 00330A RENT   0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

IEE20110     152 01E40D RENT   0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

ALLOC        104 001B0D RENT   4    SYS1.CMDLIB                         MRS220

IEFNB903      81 021226 RENT   0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

LISTA         68 001416 RENT   4    SYS1.CMDLIB                         MRS220

IRXANCHR      38 00991E        0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

GSVXCOMM      32 00050C       11    SYSOWN.SYSVIEW.LOADLIB              MVSC21

GSVXJESC      32 000F13       11    SYSOWN.SYSVIEW.LOADLIB              MVSC21

IKJEFF18      28 004E1E RENT   0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

FLMTABLE      26 00161A        8    ISR.V3R3M0.ISRLOAD                  MRS220

IRXFUSER      25 009A03        0    SYS1.LINKLIB                        MRS220

RPTDYND gives detailed information on each member entry in the Dynamic BLDL table. This information includes:

• The member name
• The access count for the member
• The TTR of the member
• An indication of whether a load module is re-entrant (RENT)
• The concatenation number, data set name, and volume serial in which the member resides

A listing of member accesses to each linklist library is also provided with the RPTDYND report.
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RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV Report Examples

The reports produced by the RPTLNK, RPTJLB, and RPTPRV parameters list access counts, avoided search counts, and
timing information for the indicated library. The three reports share the common format described next.

PDSMAN          7.70                                   BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

CICSTST.LOADLIB1                          CIC170       SINCE 07/01/2009 AT 14:33

AVERAGE PHYSICAL SEARCH TIME       65 MSEC

AVERAGE CPU TIME PER SEARCH      5.92 MSEC TCB      0.27 MSEC SRB

          ACTUAL  SEARCHES         28  FOR LIBRARY MEMBERS

                                   72  FOR CONCAT LIBRARY MEMBERS

                                   13  FOR LPA MEMBERS

                                    6  FOR LINKLIST MEMBERS

          AVOIDED SEARCHES        228  FOR LIBRARY MEMBERS           ($DYNBLDL)

                                  472  FOR CONCAT LIBRARY MEMBERS    ($DYNBLDL)

                                  140  FOR LPA MEMBERS               ($PFO)

                                  110  FOR LINKLIST MEMBERS          ($PFO)

The following describes the report fields:

Header
The header for each report lists the name of the library, the volume serial on which it resides, and the date and time
access recording became effective for the library.

Timings
This report lists the average physical search time (wall-clock time), the average TCB time, and the average SRB time.
All timings are in milliseconds (MSEC), quantifying the time actually spent searching the directory, and possibly including
factors like reserve lockouts from other systems.

Actual Searches for Library Members
The number of times the directory for this library was searched and the requested member was actually found in this
library.

Actual Searches for Concat Library Members
The number of times the directory for this library was searched and the requested member was not found in this library,
but was found in a library concatenated behind this library.

Actual Searches for LPA Members
The number of times the directory for this library was searched for a module that was subsequently found in the Link Pack
Area (RPTJLB only).

Actual Searches for Linklist Members
The number of times the directory for this library was searched for a module that was subsequently found in a linklist
library (RPTJLB only).

Actual Searches for Missing Members
The total number of times a reported library was searched and the requested member was not found in that library. For
example, if a TSO user executed a CLIST, all of the libraries in the linklist concatenation would first be searched for this
CLIST. Thus, this failed search count would be incremented by the number of linklist libraries due to the execution of this
CLIST.

Avoided Searches for Library Members
The number of times a search for the directory of this library was avoided because the BLDL request was satisfied by a
PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL table.

Avoided Searches for Concat Library Members
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The number of times a search for the directory of this library was avoided because a BLDL request for a module, residing
in a library concatenated to this library, was satisfied by a PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL table.

Avoided Searches for LPA Members
The number of times a search for the directory of this library was avoided because Program Fetch Optimization was
performed and the requested member was found in the Link Pack Area (RPTJLB and RPTPRV only).

Avoided Searches for Linklist Members
The number of times a search for the directory of this library was avoided because Program Fetch Optimization was
performed and the requested member was found in the system linklist (RPTJLB and RPTPRV only).

Totals
The totals of the fields described previously for all the libraries reported.

Example

The previous example shows the following information for the CICSTST.LOADLIB1 library:

• Has an average physical search time of 65 milliseconds
• Was searched 28 times to satisfy a BLDL request from this library
• Was searched (unsuccessfully) 72 times for members that were in libraries concatenated to this library
• Was searched (unsuccessfully) 13 times for members that were subsequently found in the LPA
• Was searched (unsuccessfully) 6 times for members that were subsequently found in the linklist

RPTLPA Report Example

The RPTLPA parameter causes PDSM26 to report the accesses to each member residing in the system Link Pack Area
(LPA). The members and accesses are reported in the order in which the modules appear in the system LPA directory.
Statistics are not recorded for modules in FLPA or MLPA.

When used in conjunction with the Dynamic BLDL reports, the RPTLPA report provides a convenient means to assist in
deciding which members should or should not be in the LPA.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

*** LPA MEMBER ACCESS COUNTS ***

ISTAICPT       0   IKTMSGS        0   ISTAPCGT       0   ISPCIP         0

IFG020TR       0   IEFAB4SF       0   IDAVBPP1       0   IEFQAGST       0

IEFQASGN       0   DEVNAMET      66   IEWFETCH       0   IEEVSTGP       0

IFG0198N       0   IGG0200F       0   IGG0200G     456   DCM643         0

IGG019EJ       0   IGG019EK       0   ISTTSCPS       0   IEFAB445       0

IGG019PQ       0   IGG0325H       0   IEAVAR00       0   IFG0200V       0

IECVIOPM       5   IGG019PA      15   ISTINCCO       0   IGG019PC       0

IGG019PH      15   IGG019PI      15   AHLFIO         0   ISTSDCNA       0

IGG019TY       0   ISGDSORT      10   IKJCB831     127   IGG0195U       0

IEEDAY3       50   ISPMAIN       53   IEEMB830       0   IGC0V05B       0

IGG019UP      15   AHLTSYSM       0   IGC0806F       0   IGG0196S       0

IGG019KA      64   IGG0198L     461   IGG0196I       0   IDA0A05B       0

NOTE
The statistics shown in this report are obtained by intercepting and recording LINK, LOAD, XCTL, and ATTACH
requests for LPA members. PDSMAN does not see other types of accesses, such as direct branch entry.
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For this reason, we do not recommend the removal from the LPA of any members distributed by IBM in the LPA. Any
members copied to the LPA by the installation (for example, PL/I, ISPF, SORT, COBOL) should be able to be removed if
the counts indicate that they are not frequently used.

RPTLPAD Report Example

The RPTLPAD parameter causes PDSM26 to generate a report similar to, but more detailed than, the report produced
for RPTLPA. The report is sorted in decreasing order of accesses of each LPA member through its main entry point or
through any of its alias entry points. The module name, location, and length are also reported along with the location of all
alias entries.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

*** LPA MEMBER ACCESS COUNTS SORTED BY USAGE OF MAJOR/MINOR ENTRIES ***

NAME      LOCATION    ENTRY   LENGTH  ACCESSES

IGG0CLA1  00C96000  00C96000  075B58    5314

IGGPSMR             00CDE5F6               0

IGG0CLE0            00CE71B0               0

IGC0002F  00DAF000  00DB00D0  0010E0       0

IGG0102F            00DAF01A            2314

In the sample report, the IGGPSMR and IGG0CLE0 members are aliases of IGG0CLA1. The IGG0102F member is an
alias of member IGC0002F.

The comments made previously concerning the use of the RPTLPA report are also applicable to the RPTLPAD report.

USAGE Report Example

The USAGE parameter causes PDSM26 to produce a report showing the number of EXCPs (I/O operations), the amount
of CPU time used in searching library directories, and some costs based on rates supplied by the installation. The left side
of the report shows these figures for actual directory searches. The right side of the report shows the number of avoided
directory searches and the corresponding amount of CPU time.

The Daily Values line shows the cost savings normalized on a daily basis. In the following example, PDSMAN has been
active for approximately 4.5 hours. The daily values indicate the projected costs and savings for a 24-hour period.

The figures give some measure of quantification to the savings provided by the Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch
Optimization facilities. More important, but less easy to quantify, are the benefits obtained by improved system
performance.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    BLDL INTERFACE

** PDSM26 **   XE44

                        *** TOTAL EXCP AND CPU TIME USAGE AND COSTS ***

                    **  ACTUAL SEARCHES  **        **  AVOIDED SEARCHES  **

                     TOTAL       CPU TIME            TOTAL       CPU TIME

                    SEARCHES    (HH.MM.SS)          SEARCHES    (HH.MM.SS)
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                               TCB       SRB                   TCB       SRB

LINKLIST              6,844  00.00.02  00.00.00     171,197  00.00.11  00.00.02

JOB/STEP LIBRARIES   19,160  00.00.09  00.00.01           0  00.00.13  00.00.01

PRIVATE LIBRARIES         0  00.00.28  00.00.03           0  00.00.00  00.00.00

TOTALS               26,004  00.00.39  00.00.04     171,197  00.00.24  00.00.03

COSTS (SAVINGS)   $   26.00 $   32.37 $    3.32   $  171.20 $   19.92 $    2.49

DAILY VALUES      $  144.44 $  179.54 $   18.43   $  951.11 $  110.56 $    2.49

THESE SAVINGS ARE CALCULATED ON THE BASIS OF $  50 PER CPU MINUTE AND $ 100

PER 100,000 EXCPS. THESE COSTING VALUES MAY BE ALTERED USING $MISC SIOCOST

AND CPUCOST PARAMETERS. IT SHOULD BE NOTED ALSO THAT A DIRECTORY SEARCH WILL

OFTEN RESULT IN MORE THAN ONE EXCP SO THAT EXCP COST SAVINGS MAY BE GREATER THAN THOSE REPORTED HERE.

Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities
The Library Member Archiving and Recovery feature of PDSMAN provides the ability to implement and maintain fully
automatic library member management and library member recoverability systems.

Library member management is the process of identifying, archiving, and subsequently deleting inactive or obsolete
library members, thus recovering the DASD space and CPU resources that were previously being used to maintain these
members.

Library member recoverability is the process of ensuring that entire libraries or individual members can be restored to the
most current version possible in the event that their data is lost or damaged. Library member recoverability also provides
the ability to restore a previous version of a member, if required.

Requirements

You must be licensed for  Feature D of PDSMAN to execute the facilities described in this section. For more information
about the PDSMAN features, see Administrating .

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | ) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses ( … ) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters indicate user-specified operands.

Default operand values are underscored.

 

Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities Introduction
• The MAIN backup system
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Library Member Management
Over time, partitioned libraries tend to accumulate inactive members. In some cases, entire libraries may be filled with
members that are not being used but are kept around because no one knows if they are safe to remove.

These inactive members waste both human and system resources. When they are identified and addressed, you benefit
because:

• The library uses less DASD space.
• Performance improves due to reduced directory search times.
• The library is easier for you to use and manage.

Inactive library members must be identified before they can be addressed. This requires recording of when a member was
last referenced . The last update date, recorded by some components such as ISPF, is not sufficient for determining which
members are inactive. In fact, the operating system has  no built-in ability to record the date on which a member was last
accessed.

PDSMAN offers a comprehensive solution for addressing the problem of inactive library members:

Last Reference Date Recording
Identifies inactive members by recording the date on which each library member was last referenced.

Library Member Archiving
Captures (archives) the inactive members automatically, so they may be subsequently purged.
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Library Member Purging
Automatically or manually purges members based upon the last reference date and expiration criteria you supply.

Additionally, members can be promoted from the online CAPTURE level of backup that is created by the Library Member
Archiving facility to the offline MAIN level of backup. Library Member Archiving CAPTURE processing then runs more
efficiently and the data is stored on less expensive media. Members may be restored from the CAPTURE or MAIN levels
at any time.

Members managed by the PDSMAN CAPTURE, MAIN, or ARCHIVE backup systems are maintained in a compressed
format. Any title information associated with the member is maintained with the member while it is on the backup system.

Contents

Recording Member Last Reference Dates

PDSMAN can automatically record the date on which a member was last accessed. Last Reference Date Recording offers
a simple, fully automatic way of identifying inactive library members.

The reference date is maintained in the directory entry for the member and is updated only the first time a member is
accessed on any given day. Last Reference Date Recording can be implemented for individual members, libraries, or
groups of libraries.

Archiving Inactive Library Members

Once inactive members are identified, they can be archived by the Library Member Archiving facility. The members are
not deleted from the library at the time they are archived (that is, they are not migrated), but are simply captured to a
backup file. The member can be automatically or manually purged by the Library Member Purging facility.

Members are captured onto the PDSMAN backup system, a multiple level structure that allows archived members to
be maintained on more cost efficient media, such as tape, either initially or as they age. Descriptive member title and
directory information is also captured. Member data is maintained in compressed format on the backup system.

Members can be restored at any time using the PDSMAN Library Member Restore utility.

Purging Inactive Library Members

After inactive members are identified and are safely captured by Library Member Archiving, they can be automatically
purged based on their last reference date by the Library Member Purging facility. A warning period may be specified
during which members about to expire are noted on the Library Maintenance report.

Library Member Purging may also be executed in a highlight mode where expired members are identified but are not
actually deleted.

You have complete control of Library Member Purging processing. Members can be manually purged or can have their
purging deferred through user supplied control statements.

Library Member Recoverability
Complete recovery of library members requires the ability to recover both the current and previous versions of member
data in the event of hardware failure, library damage, inadvertent update, or other catastrophic situations.

In the event of a hardware or library failure, you need the ability to recover the most current version of a library member.
Since library incremental backup only backs up those data sets that have changed since the last full volume backup was
taken, it is more efficient than full volume backup.

It is also important to be able to recover a previous version of a changed member when the change is made inadvertently
or is in error. Many times this is done by manually creating a backup of the member, either in the original or another
library, before the change is made.
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PDSMAN offers Library Member Recovery options for both recovery situations.

For current version recovery:

Incremental Backup of Library Members
Captures only those members that have been changed since the last backup was taken, thus eliminating the need to
backup the entire library in every cycle.

Up-to-the-Minute Member Recoverability
Duplicates updates to critical libraries in a separate journal library, allowing the most up-to-the-minute version of a
member to be easily restored in case of a failure.

For previous version recovery:

Multiple Member Version Support
Allows you to maintain up to 99 different versions of a member within the library itself or in the PDSMAN backup system.
This allows the immediate recoverability of any of the previous member versions and provides enhanced auditing
capabilities.

Previous Version Recoverability
Copies the current version of a member to a journal library immediately before it is replaced or deleted.

Contents

Incremental Backup of Library Members

A problem that arises when performing incremental data set backup is that the entire library is considered changed, and
is backed up, even if only one member of the library has been updated. This results in excess backup frequency and data
movement.

PDSMAN extends the concept of incremental data set backup to the member level. Once a full library backup has been
performed, it is only necessary to backup the individual members that have recently changed. This considerably reduces
the amount of member data that must be processed.

Library Member Incremental Backup captures library members that have been changed since the last backup. This
capture process normally runs in a small fraction of the time required for a full library backup.

Members are captured on the PDSMAN backup system, a multiple level structure that allows archived members to
be maintained on more cost efficient media, such as tape, either initially or as they age. Descriptive member title and
directory information is also captured. Member data is maintained in compressed format on the backup system.

Use the PDSMAN Library Member Restore utility to restore members at any time.

Up-to-the-Minute Member Recovery

In many installations there are libraries for which periodic incremental backup does not provide the required level of
recovery. This may be the case when recreating the current member version is difficult or impossible or when recovery
speed is of the essence.

For these critical libraries, PDSMAN offers up-to-the-minute member recoverability. The Total Member Recoverability
facility duplicates member updates in a separate journal library. The most recent version of a lost or damaged member
can be recovered from the journal library using IEBCOPY.

Multiple Member Version Support

There are many circumstances where the ability to immediately access a previous version of an updated member is
required. For example, a production JCL member that has been incorrectly modified can be restored to its original state
as part of a back out procedure. Previous versions can also be used to monitor the changes made between successive
source versions in a development environment.
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The PDSMAN Multiple Member Version Support facility allows you to maintain up to 99 versions of each library member
within the library itself. Older member versions are maintained using names beginning with X'FE', followed by a
compressed hexadecimal representation of the original member name. Performance is not impacted because the older
version names are maintained near the end of the library directory. Recovery is simply a matter of renaming a member
from its compressed name back to its original name. You can also recover members by deleting the current (+0) version
and then allowing PDSMAN to automatically roll back to the previous versions.

Multiple member versions can be processed through a batch utility or through the online EZYEDIT ISPF platform.

Previous Version Recoverability

When it is important to isolate the current and backup members, the backup can be retained in another library for
immediate fallback and recovery purposes. The Previous Version Recoverability facility copies the original version of the
member from the main library to a separate journal library before it is deleted or replaced by a new version. The previous
member version can be recovered from the journal library using IEBCOPY.

Common Facilities

The Library Member Archiving and Recovery and Library Member Incremental Backup facilities share common backup
processing facilities.

The  MAIN Backup System offers two additional levels of backup. When members are captured by Library Member
Archiving or Library Member Incremental Backup, they are kept on the CAPTURE backup level. Keeping the members on
this level is sufficient in most circumstances. If, however, large amounts of data are being processed, it is more efficient to
periodically promote members from the CAPTURE level to the MAIN backup level. This helps keep the CAPTURE backup
relatively small so that subsequent captures process more quickly.

In rare circumstances, members may need to be promoted from MAIN to the ARCHIVE level, which is simply one level
above the MAIN backup level.

NOTE
The use of the word ARCHIVE in this context has no connection with the actual process of archiving (moving
and deleting).

Members can be recovered from the CAPTURE, MAIN, or ARCHIVE backup levels at any time by executing the PDSMAN
Library Member Restore utility.

Recording Member Last Reference Dates
The Last Reference Date Recording facility allows you to identify inactive library members by recording the date that each
member was last accessed.

Last Reference Date Recording Description
PDSMAN can automatically record the date that a member was last accessed. Last Reference Date Recording offers a
simple, fully automatic way of determining which members are inactive or obsolete. The reference date is maintained in
the directory entry for the member and is updated  only the first time a member is accessed on any given day.

The following example shows an EZYEDIT Member List display with last reference dates reported:

EZYEDIT  JEK.JCL.CNTL (MVS120) ---------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 407

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

ENTER: S=SELECT M=MOVE C=COPY D=DELETE R=RENAME T=TAG X=EXCLUDE PF1=HELP

         NAME     RENAME      VV.MM  CREATED     CHANGED    LASTREF STA IDENT

         $$$SPACE

         $$$TITLE             01.07 07/02/05 08/01/17 13:59 09/10/30   JEK02LR
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         $$18A                01.18 07/02/17 08/05/10 10:50 09/04/29   JEK

         $$18B                03.29 06/04/06 09/10/29 18:50            JEK

         $$18C                03.27 06/04/06 08/05/10 10:51 09/04/29   JEK

         $$18D                03.26 06/04/06 08/03/15 10:42 09/04/29   JEK

         $ALIAS               03.08 05/10/27 09/10/06 16:08            JEK

         $ALUPN               01.00 07/04/27 07/04/27 13:06 09/04/29   JEKP33C

         $ALUP1               01.00 07/04/27 07/04/27 13:02 09/04/29   JEK

         $ASM1                03.11 93/09/02 06/01/19 11:09 09/05/20   JEK

         $BKUP                03.15 93/03/29 07/05/23 12:20 09/04/29   JEK

         $BR14                03.16 93/03/29 01/11/11 17:15 09/04/29   JEK

Blank entries indicate the member has not been referenced since recording was implemented or since the member was
last updated.

Last Reference Date Recording Implementation
Last Reference Date Recording can be implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
implementation of this facility.

Contents

For more information about recording last reference dates for Program Objects, see Program Objects Libraries Notes.

Procedure

To implement Last Reference Date Recording for one or more members in a library or group of libraries

• Specify REF=Y on a matching $ACCESS control statement for the library, as described in the section Control
Statements.

• In some circumstances you may want to pre-expand PDS directory entries as described in the section Expanding
Directory Entries. For most PDS libraries, this pre-expansion is not necessary. Pre-expansion is also not required for
PDSE libraries.

• Expand the size of the PDS directory itself, if required, as described in the section Expanding the PDS Directory.
Directory expansion is not required for PDSE libraries.

• Review the list of troublesome programs described in the section Troublesome Programs for those in use in your
environment. Specify $ACCESS control statements as appropriate to bypass recording for these programs.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $ACCESS control statement that are applicable to the Last Reference Date Recording facility are
shown in the following list. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

MEM
Member name or pattern.

PGM
Current program name or pattern from caller's program request block (PRB).

REF
Last Reference Date Recording option.

LRDRMSG
Last Reference Date Recording message option.
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Other parameters including USER and TYPE can be specified to further restrict access control to selected users, types of
access operations, and so on.

Control Statement Examples

The following sections show $ACCESS control statement examples related to Last Reference Date Recording.

Enabling Last Reference Date Recording

The following control statement enables Last Reference Date Recording for members in all SYS2 libraries:

$ACCESS       LIB=SYS2.-

              REF=Y

Disabling Last Reference Date Recording

The following example shows a $ACCESS control statement coded to avoid unwanted updating of last reference dates by
the ISRURS program:

$ACCESS       LIB=-

              PGM=ISRURS

              REF=N

Issuing Last Reference Date Recording Messages

The following example shows a $ACCESS control statement coded to record last reference dates for the TEST.EXAMPLE
library. A message is written to the operator console when the reference date is recorded.

$ACCESS      LIB=TEST.EXAMPLE

             REF=N

             LRDRMSG=W

Directory Expansion

The following sections describe the possible need for directory expansion.

Expanding Directory Entries

When the last reference date is to be recorded in a member that has no ISPF or PDSMAN member control information in
its directory entry, the directory entry is dynamically expanded to accommodate the default member control information.
This default information consists of the last reference date, the last update date set to the current date, and the last update
time set to zero.

Dynamic expansion can be avoided by pre-expanding the directory entries of all library members before Last Reference
Date Recording is implemented for the library. The PDSM12 utility can perform the necessary expansion and add default
member control information. PDSM12 has built-in safeguards against overwriting existing member control information
during the expansion process.

Pre-expansion of directory entries is suggested only to avoid any temporary performance problems when Last Reference
Date Recording is first activated for a heavily accessed PDS library containing a large number of members whose
directory entries would otherwise be expanded dynamically. Pre-expansion is not necessary if the PDSMAN FastStow
facility has been implemented. For more information about the FastStow facility, see FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and
FastStow Facilities . Directory pre-expansion is also not required for PDSE libraries.
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Expanding the PDS Directory

For PDS libraries, the addition of PDSMAN last reference dates to load module directory entries results in an increase
of approximately 70 percent in the number of active directory blocks. For other PDS libraries whose members are not
already in ISPF format, the increase is approximately 200 percent. No increase is required for members that already
contain ISPF statistics in their directory entries.

The PDSMAN FastCopy facility offers the simplest means of expanding a PDS directory, if such expansion is required.
The following example shows FastCopy being used to expand the directory of TEST.LOADLIB to 500 directory blocks.
The ALTERDIR function relocates any members occupying space required for the directory expansion. For more
information about the FastCopy facility, see FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities.

//EXPAND   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  ALTERDIR OUTDSN=TEST.LOADLIB,BLOCKS=500

/*

Member FCOADIR in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for expanding a PDS directory.

There is no requirement to expand the directory if the library is a PDSE.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Last Reference Date Recording facility.

User Data Conflicts

Last reference dates should not be recorded if this conflicts with the user data maintained in the directory by some other
system. Some known examples are:

• IMS ACB libraries
• IMS Format libraries
• IMS Referral libraries
• The SAS SASMSG library
• SYS1.UADS
• SYS1.VTAMOBJ
• UCC6 controlled libraries

This is a partial list. If user information other than standard ISPF or Linkage Editor Data is present in the directory entry,
determine its purpose before implementing Last Reference Date Recording.

The $COMPAT member of the PDSMAN User Information library (CPDSTXT) provides additional information on
compatibility with other software products. 

Security Systems

Last reference dates can be recorded in PDS libraries that are protected by data set level security systems. PDSMAN is
able to perform the recording even if the user who is doing the BLDL would not normally be able to update the library.

For non-program object PDSE libraries, either the user performing the access that causes the recording or the PDSMAN
address space must have update authority for the PDSE.

Last Reference Date Recording Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.
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Contents

Non-Program Object PDSE Libraries

When a member of a non-program object (or “data”) PDSE is accessed and Last Reference Date Recording is required,
PDSMAN verifies that the accessing user has the required authority to update the library. If so, the reference date is
recorded during the member access.

If the accessing user does not have update authority a reference date recording request is queued to the PDSMAN
address space. Periodically, approximately every 15 seconds, the PDSMLRDR subtask processes the queued requests
and records the date on behalf of the accessing users. The PDSMAN address space must have update authority to the
PDSE library to record the last reference date.

Program Object Libraries

There are special considerations and requirements for recording member last reference dates for program objects.

PDSMAN normally records the member last reference date in the member directory entry. This method cannot be used for
program objects due to limitations imposed by the operating system on program object update types and methods.

As an alternative, PDSMAN uses a VSAM database to record member last reference dates for program objects. You
continue to use the same control statements used for non-program object libraries. The only difference is that the
information is asynchronously recorded in the PDSMAN database, not in the member directory entry. As with non-program
object libraries, only the first reference to a member is recorded each day.

You must ensure that the PDSMAN database has been properly allocated and that the PDSMAN Database Control
Subtask is active before recording member reference information for program objects. For database considerations, see
Administrating.

WARNING
PDSMAN does not monitor data set level activity such as deletes, renames, restores, or recalls for program
object libraries. If you perform any of these activities on a program object library that has information recorded
in the database, you must use the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting Utility REMOVE or RENAME
operations to update the PDSMAN database. For more information about the PDSM38 utility, see Database
Maintenance and Reporting.

Aliases

When an alias is accessed, the last reference date is recorded only in the alias directory entry; the last reference date is
not recorded in the directory entry of the owning member.

Library Look-Aside (LLA) Facility

Installations using the LLA facility may incur an extra BLDL when recording last reference dates for members in
LINKLIST libraries or other libraries managed by LLA in FREEZE mode. Since LLA is not automatically refreshed in these
circumstances, it keeps returning the old directory entry for the member -- not the one in which the current last reference
date has been recorded. This causes PDSMAN to believe that Last Reference Date Recording has not been performed
for the member when in fact it may have already been done. The need for this extra BLDL can be reduced by periodically
refreshing LLA.

Users of the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility can avoid this extra processing by specifying the LRDRUPDT=Y parameter
on the $LLA control statement governing the library. This causes PDSMAN to update the LLA directory entry when Last
Reference Date Recording is performed. For more information about the $LLA control statement, see Initialization Control
Statements.
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Last Reference Date Recording Success Messages

PDSMAN can issue a message when a last reference date is successfully recorded for a PDS or non-program object
PDSE member.

To enable the message specify the LRDRMSG= parameter on the matching PDSMAN $ACCESS control statement. The
parameter value determines if the message is written to the operator console or to the system log. The PDSMLRDR-02
messages are displayed by the accessing user task or by the PDSMAN address space, depending on which task
performs the last reference date recording.

NOTE

The PDSMLRDR-02 message is issued once per day for each member that is accessed and has its last
reference date recorded. When setting LRDRMSG=W, take care not to overload your console message buffers
during periods of high reference date recording activity.

CICS Considerations

Consistent recording of last reference dates for members in the CICS DFHRPL concatenation requires you to define and
execute specialized CICS transactions.

During initialization, CICS caches directory information for members in the DFHRPL concatenation. PDSMAN does not
update member last reference dates during this processing because the members are not actually being executed.

Subsequent accesses to these members are satisfied from the cached directory information and do not result in a BLDL
being performed. Thus, Last Reference Date Recording is again bypassed for these members.

Last Reference Date Recording is performed only when the CICS NEWCOPY parameter is used or when a CICS program
accesses a member in a way that results in a BLDL being performed.

PDSMAN provides a sample CICS command level program that can be tailored to your requirements and used to
accurately record last reference dates for these members. The program, which executes as a CICS transaction, scans
the CICS PPT and issues a BLDL for any program with a non-zero use count. This BLDL causes Last Reference Date
Recording to be performed for the member.

Member PDSMCICS of the PDSMAN Sample Materials library contains sample assembler source code for the CICS
program. Members PDSMCICD, PDSMCIC1, and PDSMCIC2 contain other information relevant to implementing the
CICS transaction.

ENQUEUE Waits

PDSMAN uses the STOW service to record the last reference dates. Before the STOW of the updated directory entry is
attempted, a RESERVE is performed on the library. If another job has already reserved the library, the RESERVE waits
for the library until the first RESERVE is released. This uncommon situation is a necessary inconvenience to maintain
library integrity.

Copying Members

When members are renamed or copied, the last reference date is not altered.

Troublesome Programs

Some programs access every member in a library as part of their processing. This is especially the case with, but is not
limited to, certain library scanning utilities. This processing may have the unwanted effect of resetting the last reference
date of all members in the library to the current date.

PDSMAN cannot detect this situation because the troublesome program is actually doing valid BLDLs for the members.
To avoid this problem, specify $ACCESS control statements as follows, at the top of the $ACCESS statements in your
initialization deck:
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$ACCESS   LIB=-

          PGM=programname

          REF=N

Troublesome programs known at this time are:

• Fileaid (File processing utility)
• ISRURS (ISPF Statistics module)
• CAWABATC (File Master Plus)
• ADSMI002 and ADSMI302 (Disk)

There may also be user-written programs that have the same effect. 

If this mass resetting of last reference dates occurs, PDSM12 can be used to restore the last reference dates from a
library backup. See the COPYRDATE parameter in the section Adding and Removing Member Control Information
(PDSM12).

Removing Last Reference Dates

Last reference dates can be removed from some or all library members using the PDSM12 utility REMOVERDATE
parameter.

Use EZYEDIT to Report Last Reference Dates
You can use the PDSMAN EZYEDIT facility to display the date that members were last referenced. For more information
about EZYEDIT, an ISPF based productivity platform, see EZYEDIT.

Last reference dates are shown on the AUDIT alternate view of the EZYEDIT Member List display. The following example
shows last reference dates for members in a load library. The example at the beginning of this section shows the AUDIT
display for non-load library members.

EZYEDIT  JEK.MASTER.LOAD (MVS120) -------------------------------  ROW 1 OF 49

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Enter: S=Select M=Move C=Copy D=Delete R=Rename T=Tag X=eXclude PF01=Help    

Command  Name      Rename      TTR   VVV    Changed     Lastref Sta Ident   

         $$$SPACE             000020

         ABEND0C1             000021  00 07/06/06 10:50 09/05/15    JEK

         ACCOUNT              000029  00 07/06/06 10:50 09/06/07    JEK

         ATTEST               000032  00 08/12/17 00:00 08/12/17

         AUFTEST              000108  00 09/03/13 00:00 09/03/13

         B8A                  000110  00 09/06/18 00:00

         CSVLLNXT             000119

         CSVLLS01             000119  00 07/06/06 10:50 08/06/07    JEK

         DOLLACPY             000121  04 08/03/22 12:55 09/02/26    JEKLINK

         LLAOPR               000129  00 08/11/19 00:00 09/03/05

         LLAOPRWA             000131  00 09/03/16 00:00 09/03/16

         LLAREF               000139  00 08/10/22 00:00 08/10/22

         PANDA                000203  00 08/06/18 00:00

         PANDA1               00020B  00 08/06/18 00:00

         PDATTACH             000213  00 08/01/20 00:00 09/02/04

         PDSETEST             00021B  00 08/06/18 00:00

Blank entries indicate that the member has not been accessed since recording was implemented.
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Use PDSM07 to Report Last Reference Dates
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM07 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM07 utility to report last reference dates.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM07[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR      (optional)

//PDSMSEL  DD *                (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library for which last reference dates are to be reported.

PDSMCDS
Defines an optional control data set (CDS) that contains information to be included in the expiration date (EXPDT) field of
the report. The expiration date is computed using the value in the CDS CDSPRETN field described in the section Library
Selection Using the CDS in the section Library Maintenance (PDSM02).

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member PDSMJ07 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
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Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

The same selection criteria can also be specified using PDSMSEL as in this example.

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

JCL Example

The following example shows the JCL required to report last reference dates for all members of the JEK.MASTER.LOAD
library:

//LIST     EXEC PGM=PDSM07

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=JEK.MASTER.LOAD,DISP=SHR

Report Example

The following example shows the output of a PDSM07 execution to report last reference dates. The dates are shown in
the Referenced field.

PDSMAN          7.70                                  DIRECTORY LISTING

** PDSM07 **   XE44                                   KINJE99.MASTER.CNTL

Member      Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Referenced   Base Date    Expires     Created  

F72364      04/26/2009  15:09  01.00  F72364      05/19/2009   04/26/2009  -- Never --  04/26/2009

IEBGENER    01/18/2009  15:01  01.45  KINJE99     -- None  --  01/18/2009  -- Never --  05/18/2008

JOBCARD     12/12/2008  13:41  01.05  KINJE99     02/08/2009   12/12/2008  -- Never --  06/13/2008

LINKPDSM    02/08/2009  12:49  01.04  KINJE99     03/21/2009   02/08/2009  -- Never --  01/01/2009

MAINTREL    03/21/2009  15:55  01.05  KINJE99     -- None  --  03/21/2009  -- Never --  01/01/2009

PDSM22G     04/23/2009  09:54  01.26  KINJE99     04/23/2009   04/23/2009  -- Never --  06/11/2008

ZAP         04/02/2009  13:57  01.00  KINJE99     05/19/2009   04/02/2009  -- Never --  04/02/2009

Z72364      05/02/2009  12:49  01.01  Z72364      05/19/2009   05/02/2009  -- Never --  05/02/2009

Entries with no reference date indicate the member has not been accessed since recording was implemented or since the
member was last update

Archiving Inactive Members
The PDSMAN Library Member Archiving facility archives inactive or obsolete library members based upon their date of
last reference.
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Library Member Archiving Description
The Library Member Archiving facility copies inactive or obsolete members from their libraries to a CAPTURE backup
file. The members to be archived must have previously been identified as inactive by the Last Reference Date Recording
facility. They are not deleted from the library at the time they are archived (that is, they are not migrated), but are simply
copied to the CAPTURE file. Subsequent purging of the members is performed by the Library Member Purging facility. For
more information, see Purging Inactive Library Members.

The CAPTURE (archive) backup file is the first level in the PDSMAN backup system. It is a sequential file containing
members that have been archived due to inactivity. Each member on the CAPTURE backup data set is uniquely identified
by its:

• Library name
• Member name
• Date and time of update

Any number of libraries, of any record formats, can be maintained together on a single CAPTURE data set.

For more information about the three levels of the backup system, see Previous Version Recoverability. The CAPTURE
file can be kept on either disk or tape media, the choice being based on the size of the file and the expected amount of
restore activity.

For a sample Library Member Archiving system, see Archiving and Recovery System Examples.

Library Member Archiving Implementation
Library Member Archiving can be implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
implementation of this facility.

Contents

Requirements

Ensure that Last Reference Date Recording has been enabled for the library. For more information, see the section
Recording Member Last Reference Dates.

NOTE
There must be some delay between the times that the Last Reference Date Recording and the Library Member
Archiving are implemented. Last Reference Dates are recorded during this period.

For example, if you desire to archive members unreferenced for 90 days, you need to have Last Reference Date
Recording active for approximately three months before any members are archived.

Procedure

To implement Library Member Archiving for a library

• Create a generation data group (GDG) entry for the CAPTURE backup files used by Library Member Archiving.
Member DEFGDG in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for defining a GDG.

• Create a model DSCB for the CAPTURE backup files. The backup files are sequential files (DSORG=PS) of variable
length format (RECFM=V). They should not be blocked. For performance reasons, the maximum LRECL and BLKSIZE
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should be defined with as large a value as possible. Member ALOCMOD in the Sample Materials library provides
sample JCL for allocating a model DSCB.

• Create or update an entry in the Library Control Data Set (CDS) for this library. This entry specifies the criteria that
need to be matched for a member to be eligible for archival. CDS control statements are described in the section CDS
Entries. Before implementing your system, see Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference.

• Library Member Archiving is executed by running the PDSM03 procedure, copied to your procedure library during
installation. The first time this procedure is used, the PDSMCBKI DD statement should be dummied since there is no
initial input CAPTURE file. Periodic executions of PDSM03 to perform Library Member Archiving can be scheduled on
a production batch basis.

• Implement a MAIN backup system if it is required. See the section The Main Backup System. Typically, a MAIN system
is necessary for Library Member Archiving.

• Implement procedures for restoring archived members. See the section Restore and List Backup Members (PDSM05).

CDS Entries

The Library Control Data Set (CDS) regulates the Library Member Archiving process. Through it, you specify the libraries
to be processed and the criteria to be used in selecting the members to be archived. A matching CDS entry is necessary
for each library on which archiving is to be performed. The following CDS fields are required for Library Member Archiving:

• CDSPDS
• CDSCARID
• CDSARTIM
• CDSARRTN

The CDSSCLM field of the CDS may be applicable for Library Member Archiving.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Library Member Archiving facility.

Program Objects

Members of program object libraries are not processed by the Library Member Archiving facility.

Library Member Archiving Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Contents

Capture Criteria

If the CDS field CDSARRTN is blank, all library members that were last referenced more than CDSARTIM days ago are
eligible for transfer to and retention on the Library Member Archiving (CAPTURE) backup system. If CDSARRTN is not
blank, members that were last referenced between CDSARTIM and (CDSARTIM + CDSARRTN) days ago are eligible for
transfer to the CAPTURE system, where they are retained for CDSARRTN days before being dropped. The date on which
a member was last referenced is considered the most recent of:

• The date that the member was last updated.
• The date that the member was last read.
• The member's expiration base date (possibly a future date). The expiration base date can be set by a PDSM02 or

PDSM19 HOLD function or can be set when a member is copied between libraries as described under the EBDRESET
parameter of the $UPDATE initialization control statement.
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Promoting to a MAIN Backup

Normally, members are not maintained indefinitely on the CAPTURE backup system. An important objective is to keep
the CAPTURE backup file as small as practical so that the capture process executes as quickly as possible - thereby
minimizing impact on the availability of your libraries. To keep the CAPTURE backup file small, periodically promote the
members on the CAPTURE backup file to a higher level of backup and then drop these members from the CAPTURE
system.

The next level of backup is the MAIN backup level. It maintains members in the same way as the CAPTURE system, but
does so in an offline mode. Your libraries are not being accessed when MAIN processing is being performed.

NOTE
It is suggested that a MAIN backup system be implemented in conjunction with any Library Member Archiving
system.

Recapture Members with Changed Last Reference Dates

Members already on the CAPTURE backup file are not normally recaptured due to a change in their Last Reference Date.
This means that the date on which the member was originally captured is used to determine when the member should be
dropped from the CAPTURE backup file.

In some cases, you may want to recapture a member whose Last Reference Date has changed, effectively using a more
recent capture date to determine Capture backup file retention. This results in actively referenced members being retained
on the Capture backup file for a longer time than would normally be the case.

Use CDS OPTION control statement RECAPTURE parameter to recapture members with changed Last Reference Dates.
For more information about this parameter, see Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference.

Library Member Archiving Processing
This section describes PDSM03 CAPTURE processing.
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PDSM03 begins CAPTURE processing by reading the control data set and building a list of the entries whose CDSCARID
field matches the first parameter value specified on the PARM= parameter. The processing described below is performed
for each matching library.

The library is first dynamically allocated. If this allocation fails, processing terminates or the library is bypassed, depending
upon the setting of the ALOCFAIL parameter of the $MISC initialization control statement. The library is then RESERVEd
while a copy of its directory is made. The RESERVE on the data set is then released unless Library Space Reuse is
effective for the library.

A merging process is performed using the members on the current CAPTURE backup file and the members in the library
as input. The directory entries of the members in the library are checked to see if they meet the capture criteria. If so, they
are captured to the output CAPTURE backup file.

Members already on the CAPTURE backup file may be recaptured if their Last Reference Date has changed depending
on the setting of the CDS OPTION RECAPTURE parameter.

Members on the current CAPTURE file that have not expired are copied to the output file. Members that have expired on
the CAPTURE backup file are dropped.

When all libraries have been processed in this manner, PDSM03 terminates.
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Use PDSM03 to Perform Capture Processing
You use the PDSM03 utility to capture inactive members from the library and copy them to the CAPTURE backup file. The
members are actually purged by the separate execution of the PDSM02 Library Maintenance utility.

Usually, a CAPTURE (archive) system is established and tested and then the PDSM03 JCL is turned over to the
production control area for scheduling as a periodic (usually weekly, monthly, or quarterly) batch job.

The PDSM03 program produces reports as it captures members from your libraries. These reports detail the actions
taken for libraries members and for those on the input CAPTURE file. For examples and explanations of the reports,
see Member Capture (PDSM03).

Use PDSM05 to Restore Archived Members
Members maintained on the CAPTURE backup file can be restored at any time by executing the PDSM05 restoration
procedure. See Restore and List Backup Members (PDSM05).

PDSMAN does not support the automatic, on demand recall of archived members.

Purging Inactive Library Members
The PDSMAN Library Member Purging facility allows you to easily and automatically purge inactive or obsolete library
members based on their date of last reference.

Library Member Purging Description
PDSMAN offers a more practical solution. Inactive and obsolete members are easily identified by the Last Reference
Date Recording facility. The Library Member Archiving facility can then be used to make a backup copy (if required) of
these members. Finally, these members can be automatically purged, or a warning issued, by the Library Member Purging
facility.

The Library Member Purging facility purges inactive and obsolete members automatically by last reference date. A
warning period can be specified during which PDSM02 notifies you of a pending purge. The facility can also be executed
in a highlight mode where expired members are identified but are not actually deleted.

For a sample Library Member Purging system, see Archiving and Recovery System Examples.

Library Member Purging Implementation
Library Member Purging is implemented, on a library-by-library basis, by satisfying requirements and following procedural
steps outlined in the following sections.

Contents

Requirements

Ensure that Last Reference Date Recording has been enabled for the library. For more information, see Recording
Member Last Reference Dates.

NOTE
There must be some delay between the times that Last Reference Date Recording and Library Member
Archiving are implemented. Last Reference Dates are recorded during this period.

For example, if you desire to purge members unreferenced for 90 days, you need to have Last Reference Date Recording
active for approximately three months before any members are purged.
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Procedure

To implement Library Member Purging and highlighting of inactive library members

• Create or update an entry in the Library Control Data Set (CDS) for this library. This entry specifies the criteria that
need to be matched for a member to be purged or highlighted. CDS control statements are described in the following
section. Before implementing your purging system, see Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference which describes the
CDS in detail.

• Implement a Library Member Archiving system. For more information, see Archiving Inactive Members. If you are using
this facility only to highlight inactive members, a Library Member Archiving system may not be necessary.

• Library Member Purging is executed by running the PDSM02 Library Maintenance procedure that was copied to your
procedure library during installation. Periodic executions of PDSM02 to perform library maintenance can be scheduled
on a production batch basis.

• Optionally, implement procedures to allow users to defer purging. For more information, see the section Deferring
Purging. This may also require allocating a collection data set to hold queued user control statements. For more
information, see the section Control Data Sets.

CDS Entries

The Library Control Data Set (CDS) regulates the Library Member Purging process. Through it, you specify the libraries to
be processed and the criteria to be used in selecting those members to be purged. A matching CDS entry is necessary for
each library on which archiving is to be performed. The following CDS fields are required for Library Member Purging:

• CDSPDS
• CDSMAINT
• CDSPRETN
• CDSPEXPA
• CDSPWARN
• CDSLVERS

The CDSSCLM field of the CDS may be applicable for Library Member Purging. When set to Y, PDSM02 handling of
members that are reported with production status is modified to allow automatic purging.

For more information about the CDS entries and their field formats, see Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Library Member Purging facility.

Program Objects

Members of program object libraries are not processed by the Library Member Purging facility.

Library Member Purging Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Contents

 

Member Aliases

For library member with aliases, the latest date on which the member or any of its aliases were referenced is used to
establish the base date for any purging or other expiration action.
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Purging Criteria

If the CDSPRETN field is non-blank, all library members that were last referenced more than CDSPRETN days ago are
eligible for some type of expiration action. The date on which a member was last referenced is considered the most recent
of:

• The date that the member was last updated
• The date that the member was last read
• The date that an alias of the member was last read
• The member's expiration base date (possibly a future date)
• The date that the member title, if any, was last updated

If Multiple Member Version Support has been implemented for the library, all member versions in excess of the number
specified in the CDSLVERS field are purged by PDSM02, regardless of the value specified in the CDSPRETN field.

If the Production Member Statusing facility has been implemented for the library, members having production status
are not automatically purged, regardless of the value specified in the CDSPRETN field. For more information about the
Production Member Statusing facility, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities .

Control Statements

PDSM02 processing can be controlled by specifying control statements using the PDSMCTL data set. The control
statements processed by PDSM02 relative to library purging are as follows:

• DELT
Delete a library member or group of members. All alias names belonging to the members are also deleted.

• HOLD
Reset the expiration base date of a library member or group of members to the current date or to a specified future
date. This is normally done to defer purging of members from the library.

For the syntax of these control statements, see the section User Control Statements.

Control Data Sets

Although it is possible to supply user control statements in-stream, it is usually more convenient to allocate a collection
data set into which users can queue their control statements for the next execution of the Library Maintenance processor.
The collection data set is provided as input to the processor through the PDSMCTL DD statement. For more information
about implementing a collection data set, see the section Control Data Sets in The Main Backup System.

Defer Purging

The purging of library members can be deferred using the HOLD command. This function is provided by the PDSMAN
TSO Command Processor and the PDSM02 HOLD control statement. The HOLD command can be queued in a collection
data set as described in the section Control Data Sets.

An expiration date set by a HOLD command is preserved with that member unless the member is renamed or copied to
another library. In these circumstances, the expiration date is reset to the current date. Any date specified on a HOLD
command must be the current or a future date.

Manual Purge

Library members can be manually purged using the DELT command. This function is provided by the PDSMAN TSO
Command Processor and the PDSM02 DELT control statement. The DELT command can be queued in a collection data
set as described in the section Control Data Sets.
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Library Member Archiving Considerations

Before members are purged, they should be archived using the Library Member Archiving facility. The frequency of
Library Member Purging execution and the purging criteria used should be based upon the frequency and criteria of
Library Member Archiving. It is suggested that multiple backup file generations be created with the inactive members
before actual purging takes place. For example, if the Library Member Archiving is performed monthly, it is suggested that
archiving runs should be performed for at least two months before any purging is done. This redundancy offers protection
from unreadable backup media.

Library Member Purging Processing
PDSM02 begins library maintenance processing by reading the CDS and building a list of entries whose CDSMAINT
field matches the first parameter value specified on the PARM= parameter. For each matching library, the following is
performed.

The library is first dynamically allocated. If this allocation fails, processing terminates or the library is bypassed, depending
upon the setting of the ALOCFAIL parameter of the $MISC initialization control statement. The library is then RESERVEd
while a copy of its directory is made. The RESERVE is released at this time unless Library Space Reuse is effective for
the library.

The directory is then searched for members that match the expiration criteria. Any warnings are produced or expiration
actions taken at this time. User requests to hold, delete, promote, or demote library members are processed prior to the
expiration checking.

When all libraries have been processed in the above manner, PDSM02 terminates.

Use PDSM02 to Purge Library Members
The PDSM02 utility is used to purge inactive and obsolete library members. It can also be used to highlight expired
members without actually deleting them.

Usually, Library Member Purging is established and tested and then the PDSM02 JCL is turned over to the production
control area for scheduling as a periodic (usually weekly, monthly, or quarterly) batch job.

The report produced by PDSM02 displays the version control information for each library member, including the last
reference date and the date that the member became eligible for expiration action (warning or purging). Purging and
warning messages and user control statements are also indicated on the report. This report is directed to the PDSMRPT
ddname.

In addition to the main report produced by PDSM02, an abbreviated report containing only warning and action messages
is also produced if the PDSMSUM ddname is provided. This summary report may be appropriate for circulation to users.

Library Maintenance (PDSM02)

Library Maintenance Description
The Last Reference Date Recording facility allows you to easily identify inactive or obsolete library members. Once
these are identified, the PDSM02 utility can be used to produce reports highlighting members that are expired, or to
automatically purge the expired members after an appropriate warning period.

This section is a reference for the PDSM02 utility. For more information about the Library member purging and
highlighting, see Purging Inactive Library Members.

PDSM02 provides the following functions:
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• Purging or highlighting of inactive or obsolete library members
• Purging of old member versions in excess of a specified limit
• Processing of user requests to delete, hold, promote, or demote library members
• Listing of member control information (includes last reference date), expiration dates, and member titles
• Addition of member control information for required members

PDSM02 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM02 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM02 Library Maintenance utility:

//PDSM02   EXEC PGM=PDSM02,PARM='x[,TITLE][,CTLONLY][,RPTONLY]'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMSUM  DD SYSOUT=class                    (optional)

//PDSMWK2  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space

//PDSMWK3  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space          (optional)

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=ctlstmt.collect,DISP=OLD    (optional)

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMSUM
Defines an optional data set to contain a summary report, listing only those members for which some action has occurred
or is about to occur. No summary report is produced if this DD statement is omitted. The DCB attributes of this data set
are RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMWK2
Defines a sequential work data set used to hold control statements. The DCB attributes of this data set are RECFM=FB,
LRECL=80. This is a required DD statement.

PDSMWK3
Defines a sequential work data set used to unload and reload the title member if it requires reorganization. The DCB
attributes of this data set are RECFM=FB, LRECL=80. This DD statement is not required if descriptive member titles are
not being maintained.

PDSMCTL
Defines a data set containing control statements used to control PDSM02 processing. For more information, see Control
Statements on this page.

PDSMCDS
Defines the control data set (CDS) specifying the libraries to be processed by PDSM02. For more information, see Library
Selection Using the CDS on this page.

Member PDSMJ02 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.
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Execution Parameters

PDSM02 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement. If multiple parameters are specified commas must separate them.
The parameters you can specify are:

X
This single character parameter is required to select CDS entries for processing. An entry is selected for processing if this
parameter matches CDS field CDSMAINT.

TITLE
Optional parameter specifying that member titles, if present, are to be reported during PDSM02 processing.

CTLONLY
Optional parameter specifying that PDSM02 is to report members of all libraries selected for processing and is to action
any user control statements specified in the PDSMCTL data set, but is not to perform any automatic action such as
purging and restowing of library members.

RPTONLY
Optional parameter specifying that PDSM02 is to perform a dry run operation, during which no libraries are opened for
output and no output operations are performed. The report produced by PDSM02 reflects simulated processing activity
that does not actually take place.

Library Selection Using the CDS

The Library Maintenance utility processes all selected libraries in one operation. Libraries to be processed are specified
in the PDSMAN Library Control Data Set (CDS). For more information about the CDS entries and their field formats,
see Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference.

The following CDS fields are required for PDSM02 processing:

• CDSPDS
• CDSMAINT
• CDSPRETN
• CDSPEXPA
• CDSPWARN
• CDSLVERS

The CDSSCLM field of the CDS may be applicable for PDSM02 processing. When set to Y, PDSM02 handling of
members that are reported with production status is modified as follows:

• Automatic purging is performed
• Automatic restow processing is not performed

Control Statements

Users or a control group can control library contents by submitting control statements to the Library Maintenance utility.
The control statements processed by PDSM02 are as follows:

DELT
Delete a library member or group of members. All alias names belonging to the members are also deleted.

HOLD
Reset the expiration base date of a library member or group of members to the current date or to a specified future date.
This is normally done to defer purging of members from the library.

PROD
Promote a library member or group of members from test to production status. This is applicable only in the case of mixed
libraries using the Production Member Statusing facility.
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TEST
Change a library member or group of members from production to test status. This is applicable only in the case of mixed
libraries using the Production Member Statusing facility.

For the syntax of these control statements, see User Control Statements.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Library Maintenance utility.

Program Objects

Members of program object libraries are not processed by the Library Maintenance utility.

PDSM02 Processing
PDSM02 begins library maintenance processing by reading the CDS and building a list of CDS entries whose CDSMAINT
field matches the first parameter value specified on the PARM= parameter. For each matching library, the following is
performed:

• The library is first dynamically allocated. If this allocation fails, processing terminates or the library is bypassed,
depending upon the setting of the ALOCFAIL parameter of the $MISC initialization control statement. The library is
then RESERVEd while a copy of its directory is made. The RESERVE is released at this time unless Library Space
Reuse is effective for the library.

• The directory is then searched for members that match the expiration criteria. Any warnings are produced or expiration
actions taken at this time. User requests to hold, delete, promote, or demote library members are processed prior to
the expiration checking.

When all libraries have been processed in the above manner, PDSM02 terminates.

Contents

Restowing Member Control Information

If a library member does not have PDSMAN or ISPF member control information recorded in its directory entry, PDSM02
reformats the user data within that directory entry, with default control information set as follows:

• The date of last update is set to the current date; the time of last update is set to zero.
• The updating job name is set to blank.
• The version modification level is set to 01.00.
• If the library type is mixed (that is, the library is matched by a $MIXED control statement), the member status is set to

TEST.
• The expiration base date is set to the current date.
• The last reference date is set to zero.

If a member with production status is encountered in a library that does not support member status (that is, the library is
not matched by a $MIXED control statement) and the CDSSCLM field is not set to Y, the member is restowed to remove
the production status indicator from its member control information. Its expiration base date is also set to the current date.

Automatic purging of library members is bypassed if an optional parameter of CTLONLY is specified as part of the PARM
information.

Title Member Processing

The following sections describe special considerations for library members that have PDSMAN Descriptive Member Titles.
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Reorganizing the Title Member

Titles for library members are maintained in a title member that is updated in place. If the title member is present,
PDSM02 invokes PDSMTITL, if necessary, to regain title space belonging to members that have been deleted from the
library or whose titles have been updated.

Listing Member Titles

Member titles are included on the report if an optional parameter of TITLE is included as part of the PARM information.

Purging Old Member Versions

Old member versions are maintained in the library if Multiple Version Support has been specified ($UPDATE VERSIONS
parameter). CDS field CDSLVERS specifies the number of versions of each member to be maintained in the library.
Versions in excess of this number are purged from the library by PDSM02. If field CDSLVERS is not specified, a default
value of zero is used and only the regular member name is maintained in the library; all old versions are purged by
PDSM02.

Purging Unreferenced Members

The following sections describe the criteria for purging unreferenced library members.

Expiration Date

A library member is eligible for purging if its expiration date is not higher than the current date. The expiration date of a
member is calculated by adding the library retention period, CDSPRETN, to the most recent:

• Date that the member was last updated
• Expiration base date, which is set by a HOLD function (to defer purging)
• Date that the member was last read
• Date that the member title, if any, was last updated

Purging is a mechanism that is most frequently applied to testing libraries. Accordingly, for mixed libraries, only members
having test status are eligible for purging; members having production status do not participate in the purging process.

Automatic restowing of library members is bypassed if an optional parameter of CTLONLY is specified as part of the
PARM information.

Expiration Action

Expiration action is governed by field CDSPEXPA of the CDS entry; expired members can be purged (CDSPEXPA=D) or
merely highlighted (CDSPEXPA=W) by PDSM02.

Warnings

If purging has been specified, field CDSPWARN of the CDS entry specifies an optional warning period, in days, used for
highlighting members soon to be purged. If this field is blank, no warnings occur.

If a PDSMSUM DD statement is provided, PDSM02 produces a summary report highlighting only those members that
some action has occurred or is about to occur.

Defer Purge

Facilities are available to allow users to defer purging of library members. Users can provide control statements that reset
member expiration base dates to the current date or to some future date. The new expiration date is then calculated as
described in the section Expiration Date.
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Alias Members

When a member is explicitly deleted or purged, all of that member's alias directory entries are also deleted.

If a member has alias directory entries, it is purged only if the member and all of its aliases have not been referenced for
the required period. If the member or any of its aliases are referenced, the entire member-alias group is considered to be
in use.

Library Maintenance Example

The following job step is an example of the usefulness of the Library Maintenance utility. In this example, the CDS is
shown in-stream to show its usefulness; libraries will be selected for processing in the order they appear in the CDS
(physical ordering).

In this example, user-specified utility control statements are provided in the PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM02 collection data
set. Any sequential data set of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80 can be used in place of this collection data set. Alternatively, the
control statement input can be nullified.

//PDSM02   EXEC PGM=PDSM02,PARM='A,TITLE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMSUM  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMWK3  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM02,DISP=OLD

//PDSMCDS  DD *

*   0    1    1    2    2    3    3    4    4    5    5   

*...5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....

TEST.PROCLIB              A080D   A016               AP80

PROD.SOURCE               A       B008       B

BW.SOURCE                 A090D030A011A060022A       AS01

TEST.LOADLIB              A       A016A060022A400D040

PROD.MACLIB               A       A                  AP85

USER.LOADLIB              A100W   B016       B       AS02

/*

In this example:

• All libraries are selected for processing since field CDSMAINT (position 27) of each CDS entry matches the first
parameter passed to PDSM02. The second parameter, TITLE, is optional and causes member titles to be displayed
on the report produced by PDSM02. If this parameter is omitted, member control information is displayed using two
columns on each report page.

• Members of TEST.PROCLIB and BW.SOURCE that have not been referenced in the last 80 or 90 days respectively
(CDSPRETN, positions 28 to 30) are purged (CDSPEXPA=D, position 31) and reported.

• Members of USER.LOADLIB that have not been referenced in the last 100 days (CDSPRETN, positions 28-30) are
highlighted on the report but are not deleted (CDSPEXPA=W, position 31).

• Warnings are produced for 30 days (CDSPWARN, positions 32 to 34) before purging members from BW.SOURCE. No
warnings are produced for TEST.PROCLIB.

• A report summarizing all library member actions and pending actions is produced on PDSMSUM.
• The PDSMWK3 data set is provided in case member $$$TITLE, containing descriptive member titles for other library

members, requires reorganization.

PDSM02 Output
The following sections describe PDSM02 output.

Contents
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Report

PDSM02 produces two reports. The full report is written to the PDSMRPT DD statement and includes an entry for each
member processed by the program. The summary report is written if a PDSMSUM DD statement is present. The summary
report is of the same format as the full report but only reports members for which some action has been taken. The
PDSMRPT DD statement can be dummied to suppress the full report.

PDSMAN        7.70                                    LIBRARY MAINTENANCE SUMMARY MESSAGES

** PDSM02 **                                          ISMDEV.PDSM.EXAMPLE.SOURCE

Cntl  Member      Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Referenced   Base Date   Expires     Action

      $$

$SPACE    07/03/2009                           -- None  --  07/03/2009  11/30/2009  Control Information Updated

      $DATA       10/19/2008  10:26  77.00  PDSMANX    -- None  --  10/19/2008  03/17/2009  Deleted  - Past Expiration Date

      AUDASMBR    10/19/2008  10:26  77.00  PDSMANX    -- None  --  10/19/2008  03/17/2009  Deleted  - Past Expiration Date

      AUDDOC20    10/19/2008  10:26  77.00  PDSMANX    03/05/2009   10/19/2008  07/18/2009  Retained - Expires in  015 Days

      AUDSUBS     10/19/2008  10:26  77.00  PDSMANX    03/05/2009   10/19/2008  07/18/2009  Retained - Expires in  015 Days

      COMDOC10    10/19/2008  10:26  77.00  PDSMANX    06/07/2009   10/19/2008  11/04/2009 

      FCOCOPYI    10/19/2008  10:27  77.00  PDSMANX    06/02/2009   10/19/2008  10/30/2009 

      FCOCOPYP    10/19/2008  10:27  77.00  PDSMANX    06/02/2009   10/19/2008  10/30/2009 

HOLD  FCODOC20    10/19/2008  10:27  77.00  PDSMANX    -- None  --  04/10/2009  09/07/2009  Expiration Base Date Reset

HOLD  FCODOC30    10/19/2008  10:27  72.00  PDSM723    -- None  --  04/09/2009  09/06/2009  Expiration Base Date Reset

HOLD  FCODOC40    10/19/2008  10:27  72.00  PDSM723    -- None  --  04/10/2014  09/07/2014  Expiration Base Date Reset

DELT  GENDOC10    10/19/2008  10:28  72.00  PDSM723    07/01/2009   10/19/2008  11/28/2009  Deleted  - DELT ControlStatement

DELT  GENDOC20    10/19/2008  10:28  72.00  PDSM723    07/01/2009   10/19/2008  11/28/2009  Deleted  - DELT ControlStatement

      LLADOC10    10/19/2008  10:28  72.00  PDSM723    -- None  --  10/19/2008  03/17/2009  Deleted  - Past Expiration Date

      LLADOC20    10/19/2008  10:28  72.00  PDSM723    -- None  --  10/19/2008  03/17/2009  Deleted  - Past Expiration Date

The headers printed at the top of each PDSM02 report page give general information such as the PDSMAN release,
the execution date and time, the utility name, and the system ID. The headers also give information specific to this run
of PDSM02. The name of the library being processed is reported on the second header line. The remaining title line
describes the library maintenance criteria used for this PDS.

The body of the PDSM02 report lists the member control information and the action taken for each member processed by
PDSM02. The following are the fields and their descriptions that are listed in the report.

Cntl
This field lists user control statements that have been specified for the member. For more information about the user
control statements, see Control Statements. This field is blank if no user control statements were supplied.

Member
The name of the library member. The member generation is reported if multiple versions of the member are being
maintained. For more information, see Multiple Member Version Support.

Update Date/Time
The date and time that the library member was last updated.

Vers.
The library member version. For members with control information in ISPF format, the version and modification level are
reported as VV.MM. For other members, the modification level is reported in MMM format.

Job Name
The job name, TSO user ID, or security ID that last updated the member.

S
The production status of the member as defined by the PDSMAN Production Statusing facility. "P" indicates a member
in production status, or that the member was last edited under SCLM control if the CDSSCLM field is set to Y. Blank
indicates a member in test status, or that the status information is not being maintained for the library.
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For more information about the Production Statusing facility, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

Referenced
The date that this member was last referenced. For more information about reference date recording, see Recording
Member Reference Last Dates.

Base Date
The expiration base date for the member, recorded to provide additional information for the calculation of the member's
true expiration date.

Expires
The calculated expiration date for the member.

Action
A description of the action taken for this library member. Members are retained or deleted based upon the setting of the
CDSPRETN field in the CDS, the number of versions of a member in a library, or user specified control statements as
described earlier in this section. If this field is blank, no action was taken.

Return Code

PDSM02 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

8
At least one library bypassed due to allocation failure.

Adding and Removing Member Control Information (PDSM12)

PDSM12 Description
PDSMAN member control information is maintained in the directory entries of selected library members for recording
information such as the date and time each member was last updated, and the date that it was last accessed.

For load modules, the member control information is recorded following the linkage editor data in the directory entry. For
other modules, it is recorded in a format similar to ISPF statistics. For more information about member control information,
see Recording Member Control Information.

When PDSMAN needs to record member control information, such as for Last Reference Date Recording, the directory
entry of the member is dynamically expanded, if necessary, to accommodate the additional user data. For large libraries
that are heavily accessed, this dynamic expansion of PDS directory entries may result in a temporary performance
problem. For such situations, the PDSM12 utility can be used to pre-expand the directory entries of all or selected library
members by adding default member control information to them.

The PDSM12 utility can also be used to remove existing last reference dates or member control information from the
directory entries of all or selected library members.

Additionally, it can be used to restore member last reference dates if they have been inadvertently damaged.

PDSM12 processing can only be performed on PDS libraries. It is not applicable to PDSE libraries.

PDSM12 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM12 utility.

Contents
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JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM12 utility.

//PDSM12   EXEC PGM=PDSM12[,PARM='[msel][/parameter]'[,UEXIT=modname]] 

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=OLD

//PDSMBPDS DD DSN=backup.dsname,DISP=SHR   (COPYRDATE Only)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter, a processing parameter, and a user exit
specification as described in the following sections.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the partitioned data set to be processed.

PDSMBPDS
Defines the name of the backup library from which member last reference dates are copied as part of COPYRDATE
processing. This DD statement is required only by the COPYRDATE function.

Member PDSMJ12 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM12 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

ADD
Add default member control information to the directory entries of selected library members.

ADDREUSE
Process as for ADD and reuse any unrecognized user data in the directory entry.

ADDPRESERVE
Process as for ADD, but preserve any unrecognized user data in the directory entry.

COPYRDATE
Recover last reference dates for selected library members.

REMOVE
Remove member control information from the directory entries of selected library members.

REMOVERDATE
Remove last reference dates for selected library members.

For more information about the function of each of these parameters, see the section Library Member Archiving
Processing.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:
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membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN  EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this utility.

PDSM12EX User Exit

During execution, PDSM12 tests for the presence of a user exit. If the user exit is present, it is invoked for each directory
entry matching the selection criteria passed to the utility.

If you have specified the name of a user exit program on the EXEC statement UEXIT parameter, the STEPLIB and,
if necessary, the system linklist are searched for the named program. If the user exit program is not found, the utility
terminates with an abend code of U0001.

If the UEXIT parameter has not been specified, PDSM12 searches the STEPLIB and, if necessary, the system linklist, for
a program module named PDSM12EX. If present, it is called as a user exit. If PDSM12EX is not present, no user exit is
invoked.

On entry to the exit routine, register 1 points to a 76-byte area containing the directory entry. This area can be modified
as required by the exit routine. Although the user exit is passed control for all PDSM12 functions, its primary purpose is to
assist in conversions by allowing the installation to provide member update information. Standard save area conventions
are observed and the exit routine can perform any required processing.

Examples

The following sections are examples of PDSM12 utility usage.
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Add Member Control Information

The following job step adds member control information to all members of TEST.LOADLIB. A user-written exit called
MYEXIT is invoked for each selected member.

//ADD      EXEC PGM=PDSM12,PARM='/ADD',UEXIT=MYEXIT

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD

Remove Member Control Information

The following job step removes member control information from TEST.LOADLIB members whose names begin with BW:

//REMOVE   EXEC PGM=PDSM12,PARM='BW*/REMOVE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD

Recover Last Reference Dates

The following job step restores last reference dates to all members of library PROD.LOADLIB from the
BACKUP.PROD.LOADLIB backup copy of the library:

//REMOVE   EXEC PGM=PDSM12,PARM='/COPYRDATE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD

//PDSMBPDS DD DSN=BACKUP.PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

PDSM12 Processing
Processing is controlled by the second parameter passed to PDSM12. This second parameter must be preceded by a
slash (/), even if the first parameter is omitted.

The directory of the library is read and is written to a temporary data set. During this process:

• If a second parameter of ADD has been specified, the following default member control information is added to the
directory entries of selected members, unless member control information or other directory user data already exists:
– The date of last update is set to the current date; the time of last update is set to zero.
– The updating job name is set to blank.
– The update modification level number is set to zero.
– If the library type is mixed (that is, the library is matched by a $MIXED control statement), the member status is set

to test.
– The expiration base date is set to the current date.

NOTE
If user data (other than ISPF statistics or linkage editor data) is present in the directory entry, PDSMAN
reports this but does not add member control information. If you require the addition of member control
information in these circumstances, you should use a parameter of ADDREUSE or ADDPRESERVE, as
described in the following points.

• If a second parameter of ADDREUSE has been specified, processing is the same as for the ADD parameter. The
exception is that any user data (other than ISPF statistics or linkage editor data) that may be present in the directory
entry of a member is overwritten by PDSMAN member control information. Before specifying this parameter, you
should verify that the directory user data that will be overwritten is not required by some other system or product.

• If a second parameter of ADDPRESERVE has been specified, processing is the same as for the ADD parameter,
except that if any user data (other than ISPF statistics or linkage editor data) is encountered in a directory entry, the
following action is taken:
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– The existing user data is saved.
– PDSMAN member control information is placed in the directory entry.
– The user data is superimposed on part of the PDSMAN member control information.

If the length of the user data is short (for example, one half word), this option may allow some PDSMAN facilities such as
Last Reference Date Recording to be effective for the library. The ISPF directory entry format should be consulted in order
to determine the implications of overlaying user data. For more information about the format of PDSMAN member control
information recorded in ISPF, see Installing. The effect on other systems using this user data should also be considered.
In particular, if another system relies upon the length of the user data, then this option should not be used.

It should be noted that a REMOVE function (see below) does  not recover any user data that has been superimposed on
an ISPF format directory.

• If a second parameter of REMOVE has been specified, member control information is removed from the directory
entries of selected members.

• If a second parameter of COPYRDATE has been specified, selected members in the library specified by ddname
PDSMPDS have their last reference dates replaced. The dates are replaced by those belonging to corresponding
members in a backup library using ddname PDSMBPDS. This facility is provided to allow the recovery of last reference
dates inadvertently reset with a utility or product with meaningless references. Member PDSMJ12C in the PDSMAN
Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for using COPYRDATE.

• If a second parameter of REMOVERDATE has been specified, selected members in the library specified by ddname
PDSMPDS have their last reference dates removed.

If there are insufficient directory blocks allocated to accommodate the expanded directory during an ADD operation,
PDSM12 terminates with an error message; the original directory is left unchanged.

For REMOVE and COPYRDATE operations, or when sufficient directory blocks are allocated for an ADD operation, the
library directory is updated in-place with the new directory entries.

 

PDSM12 Output
The following sections describe PDSM12 output.

Return Code

PDSM12 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

8
An ADD operation has terminated because at least one selected member has unrecognizable user data in its directory
entry. The directory is not altered.

16
No members have been selected for processing, or the size of the directory is insufficient to add member control
information to the directory entries of all selected members. The directory is not altered.

Database Maintenance and Reporting
The PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility provides support and reporting facilities for the PDSMAN
Database.
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Database Maintenance and Reporting Description
The PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility provides control statements used to maintain records stored in
the PDSMAN database. Using this utility, you can:

• Add program object library control information to the database
• Remove control information from the database
• Synchronize member information recorded in the database with program object library directories
• Rename libraries recorded in the database

PDSM38 also provides commands that you can use to report information recorded in the database. You can:

• Report the names of libraries recorded in the database
• Report entries containing member reference information
• Report entries containing member update information

PDSM38 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM38 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility.

//PDSM38   EXEC PGM=PDSM38[,PARM='parameter']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//ddname   DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM= field on the EXEC statement can be used to specify utility control statements. You can specify multiple
parameters by separating them with a comma.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

DDname
Defines a PDSMAN database file. You can specify more than one of these optional statements. The DD must match those
specified on corresponding DBNAME, FROMDB, and TODB control statement parameters.

SYSIN
Defines the control statement input. The DCB attributes must be RECFM=F or FB and LRECL=80. If commands are
specified using the EXEC PARM= field, the SYSIN DD statement is not required.

Execution Parameters

PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility control statements can be specified in the PARM= field of the EXEC
JCL statement or using SYSIN input. If specified in both locations, the statements in the PARM= field are processed first,
followed by those in SYSIN.

Only one control statement can be specified when using EXEC PARM=.

Any number of control statements can be specified using SYSIN. Control statements and their parameters must be
specified in positions 1 to 71, with multiple parameters being separated by blanks or commas or specified on additional
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lines. An asterisk in column one indicates a comment. Control statements and parameters can be abbreviated to the
shortest string that makes them unique within the context of the statement.

Where indicated, specify a pattern as the operand of a parameter. Pattern characters are defined during PDSMAN startup
by the $BSI PATTERN1 and PATTERN2 parameters. For more information about pattern specification, see Administrating
.

Return Codes

The following return codes are issued by PDSM38:

0
All control statements were processed successfully.

4
For SYNCHRONIZE, indicates that an action was taken or is required to be taken to synchronize the database records
with the library directories.
For other operations, indicates that the specified selection criteria did not match any library in the database.

8
For ADDLIB and RENAME, indicates that an invalid data set was specified.
For ANALYZEDB, indicates an error was detected in the associations between records in the database file.
For all operations, a return code of 8 or higher for any operation causes any remaining control statements in the SYSIN
input to be ignored.

12
An unexpected return code was received from a call to the Database Interface module, PDSMDBI.

16
Parameter syntax error.

PDSM38 Control Statements
The PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility accepts the following control statements:

ADDLIB
Adds or updates PDSMAN database entries that contain control information for members in program object libraries.

ANALYZEDB
Reports statistical information and detects and corrects errors in the associations between various records recorded in the
PDSMAN database file.

COPY
Copies database entries between two PDSMAN database files.

COPYCONTROL
Copies member control information from an input source, such as a PDS library, to the PDSMAN database.

LISTACCESS
Reports member access information recorded in the PDSMAN database.

LISTDB
Reports PDSMAN database records that are not necessarily related to a specific library or member.

LISTLIB
Reports the names of libraries that have information recorded in the PDSMAN database.

LISTUPDATE
Reports member update information recorded in the PDSMAN database.
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RECOVERDATE
PDSM12 COPYRDATE functionality for control information recorded in the PDSMAN database.

REMOVE
Removes entries from the PDSMAN database.

RENAME
Renames entries in the PDSMAN database.

SYNCHRONIZE
Synchronizes the information recorded in the PDSMAN database with the library and program object information in the
actual library directory.

Valid parameters are shown in the syntax diagram for each control statement. For more information about, see Control
Statement Parameters.

Contents

ADDLIB Statement

The ADDLIB control statement is used to add selected member control information to the PDSMAN database.

ADDLIB    DSN=datasetname

          [MEMBER=member]

           [VOLSER=volume]

           [REPLACE]

           [REPORT=FULL|SUMMARY]

           [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the members to be processed using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be specified
only for the MEMBER parameter. The data set name specified must be a program object library.

When the REPLACE option is specified, members matching the selection criteria are first removed from the database.
The library directory is then read to select members to add.

The utility reads each of the selected program objects to extract control information, including the date and time of the last
update and the updating jobname.

NOTE
The updating job name information may not be available if the program object was created by copying a load
module from a PDS to a PDSE.

ANALYZEDB Statement

The ANALYZEDB control statement reports statistical information and detects and corrects errors in the associations
between various records recorded in the PDSMAN database file. ANALYZEDB  is normally used at the direction of
PDSMAN client services.

ANALYZEDB    DBNAME=DDName

             [TYPERUN=REPORT|FIXERRORS]

             [REPORT=FULL|SUMMARY]

DBNAME is a required parameter that specifies a database file ddname allocated to the PDSM38 job step. This file need
not be the same as the database allocated to the PDSMAN Database Server address space.
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TYPERUN is an optional parameter that specifies the action to be taken if correctable errors are detected. The default
value, REPORT, produces a report only. FIXERRORS attempts to correct certain types of errors by updating fields in the
data base control record and by deleting orphaned records.

REPORT is an optional parameter that specifies the level of information to be reported. The default value, SUMMARY,
produces a summary report. DETAIL reports control and other records that are in error.

COPY Statement

The COPY control statement is used to copy database entries between two PDSMAN database files. It provides a method
of backing up and restoring database entries.

COPY    DSN=datasetname

         [MEMBER=member]

         [VOLSER=volume]

        [RECTYPE=ALL|nnn]

         [ID1=recordID]

         [ID1A=recordID]

         [UNIQUE=recordID]

        [REPLACE=LASTREF|LASTUPD|RECORD]

         [REPORT=EXCEPTIONS|FULL|SUMMARY]

         [FROMDB=ddname]

         [TODB=ddname]

You select the database entries to be copied using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER or the RECTYPE, ID1, ID1A, and
UNIQUE parameters. A pattern can be specified for any of these parameters with the exception of RECTYPE. The DSN,
MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters cannot be specified in association with RECTYPE, ID1, ID1A, and UNIQUE.

The FROMDB and TODB parameters identify the source and target database files, respectively. You must specify at least
one of these parameters. If you omit one of the parameters, the active database file is used. You may not specify the
same database file for both FROMDB and TODB.

Entries that do not exist in the target database are always copied. Existing entries can have all or some of their
information replaced depending on the setting of the REPLACE parameter.

COPYCONTROL Statement

The COPYCONTROL control statement is used to copy control information from an input PDS or program object library to
corresponding records in the database. This statement differs from ADDLIB in that the control information is obtained from
the specified input library, not from the program object member itself.

COPYCONTROL is typically used to recover PDSMAN control information for load modules that were converted
to program objects but did not have their control information recorded in the PDSMAN database at the time of their
conversion. The COPYCONTROL statement allows control information for the converted load modules to be associated
with the corresponding program objects in the PDSMAN database.

COPYCONTROL DSN=datasetname

        [MEMBER=member]

        [VOLSER=volume]

        INDSN=input PDS or POBJ datasetname

        [INVOL=volume]

        [TYPERUN=REPORTONLY|COPYCONTROL]

        [LASTREF=FORCE|NOFORCE]

        [LASTUPD=FORCE|NOFORCE]

        [REPORT=EXCEPTIONS|FULL]
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        [DB=ddname]

You select the members from which control information is copied using the INDSN, MEMBER, and INVOL parameters.
Use the DSN and VOLSER parameters to specify the program object library for which the control information is to be
associated in the PDSMAN database.

NOTE

This operation copies member control information to the database; the members themselves are not copied.

You specify the type of control information to be copied, either last reference date or last update control information, using
the LASTREF and LASTUPD parameters as follows:

• If both parameters are specified, both types of information are copied
• If only one of the parameters is specified, only that type of information is copied
• If neither parameter is specified, both types of information are copied using the default setting of NOFORCE.

Care should be taken when using LASTUPD=FORCE or LASTREF=FORCE as these options could result in the loss of
more current information from the database. You should use TYPERUN=REPORTONLY and carefully review the output
before actually performing the database updates using TYPERUN=COPYCONTROL.

LISTACCESS Statement

The LISTACCESS control statement is used to report member access information recorded in the PDSMAN database.
The utility reports the date of last access and the name of the accessing job

LISTACCESS DSN=datasetname

           [MEMBER=member]

            [VOLSER=volume]

            [COUNT=ALL|nn]

            [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the database entries to be reported using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be
specified for any of these parameters.

You can limit the number of entries reported using the COUNT parameter. Only the nn most recent entries are reported
when this parameter is specified.

LISTDB Statement

The LISTDB control statement reports database records that are not necessarily related to a specific library or member.
LISTDB  is normally used at the direction of PDSMAN client services.

LISTDB    RECTYPE=[ALL|nnn]

          [ID1=recordID]

           [ID1A=recordID]

           [UNIQUE=recordID]

           [FORMAT=[DBREC|DBDATA]

           [REPORT=[DUMP|NODUMP]

           [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the records to be listed using the RECTYPE, ID1, ID1A, and UNIQUE parameters. RECTYPE is a required
numeric value between zero and 255. Specifying ALL selects all database record types. The ID1, ID1A, and UNIQUE
values vary, depending on the record type specified. Patterns can be specified for these keywords.

You specify further processing and reporting options using the following parameters:
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• The FORMAT parameter determines the type of database record information reported. The default setting, DBREC,
reports the entire record including the record key. DBDATA reports the record without the key information.

• The REPORT parameter determines the manner in which the information is reported. The default setting, DUMP,
reports the data in hexadecimal format while NODUMP reports the information as text.

• You use the DBNAME parameter to specify a database file ddname that is allocated to the PDSM38 job step. This file
need not be the same as the database allocated to the PDSMAN Database Server address space. If this parameter is
not specified, the Database Server is used to access the data.

LISTLIB Statement

The LISTLIB control statement is used to report the names of libraries that have information recorded in the PDSMAN
database.

LISTLIB   DSN=datasetname

          [VOLSER=volume]

          [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the database entries to be reported using the DSN and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be specified for
either of these parameters.

LISTUPDATE Statement

The LISTUPDATE control statement is used to report member update information recorded in the PDSMAN database.
The utility reports the date and time of the update, the member version, and the name of the updating job.

LISTUPDATE DSN=datasetname

           [MEMBER=member]

           [VOLSER=volume]

           [COUNT=ALL|nn]

           [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the database entries to be reported using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be
specified for any of these parameters.

You can limit the number of entries reported using the COUNT parameter. Only the nn most recent entries are reported
when this parameter is specified.

RECOVERDATE Statement

The RECOVERDATE control statement is used to recover reference or update information for selected program object
members. This command is similar in nature to the functionality provided by the PDSM12 COPYRDATE parameter.

By default, PDSMAN records information for the last 10 references and the last three updates to a program object
member in the PDSMAN database. RECOVERDATE can be used to delete the most current reference or update entry,
effectively restoring the previous entry.

RECOVERDATE DATE=[LASTREF|LASTUPD]

          DSN=datasetname

          [MEMBER=member]

          [VOLSER=volume]

          [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the library members to be processed using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be
specified for any of these parameters.
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The DATE= keyword is required and specifies the date array to update. LASTREF removes the last recorded reference for
selected members (use this keyword if all members of a selected library were inadvertently referenced), while LASTUPD
removes the last recorded update (this may be useful following a member restore operation).

For example, if the following four reference dates were recorded for a member:

• 04/23/2009
• 01/23/2009
• 12/08/2008
• 11/19/2008

executing RECOVERDATE with DATE=LASTREF would remove the most recent entry (04/23/2009), effectively restoring
01/23/2009 as the date of last reference.

REMOVE Statement

The REMOVE control statement is used to remove entries from the PDSMAN database. You should exercise caution
when using this control statement as records are permanently deleted from the database.

REMOVE    DSN=datasetname

          [MEMBER=member]

          [VOLSER=volume]

          [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the database entries to be removed using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be
specified for any of these parameters.

For additional safety, you are required to provide a VOLSER= value when the data set specified is a fully qualified name
(not a pattern) and there are entries in the database for the data set name that are associated with more than one volume
serial.

RENAME Statement

The RENAME control statement is used to rename entries in the PDSMAN database.

RENAME    DSN=datasetname

          [MEMBER=member]

          [VOLSER=volume]

          [NEWDSN=newdsn]

          [NEWMEM=newmember]

          [NEWVOL=newvolser]

          [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the database entries to be renamed using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. Specify a pattern for
the DSN parameter only when you are renaming the entries for all data sets on one volume serial to a different volume
serial. In this case, the NEWDSN parameter must specify the same pattern as the DSN. Patterns may not be specified for
the MEMBER and VOLSER parameters.

SYNCHRONIZE Statement

The SYNCHRONIZE control statement is used to synchronize member records recorded in the PDSMAN database with
the member names in the actual library directories.

SYNCHRONIZE DSN=datasetname

            [MEMBER=member]

             [VOLSER=volume]
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             [CHECKRULE=(ALL|ACCESS|UPDATE|NONE)]

             [MODE=LIBRARY|MEMBER]

             [REPORT=EXCEPTIONS|SUMMARY]

             [TYPERUN=REPORTONLY|SYNCHRONIZE]

             [DBNAME=ddname]

You select the library members to be processed using the DSN, MEMBER, and VOLSER parameters. A pattern can be
specified for any of these parameters.

Synchronization can be performed at two levels. Library level synchronization is always performed, while member level
synchronization is performed only when specified on the MODE parameter.

Library level synchronization ensures that the library corresponding to a database entry physically exists. If the library has
been deleted it is removed from the database.

NOTE
Libraries that have been migrated do not have their entries removed from the database.

The library level synchronization process also removes database entries for libraries that do not have PDSMAN Last
Reference Date or Member Control Information Recording enabled. Use the CHECKRULE parameter to modify this
processing.

Member level synchronization ensures that the member names recorded in the database match the member names in the
library directory.

By default, the synchronization process is simulated and will not actually take place unless you explicitly code a
TYPERUN=SYNCHRONIZE control statement.

PDSM38 Control Statement Parameters
This section describes the parameters available on the PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility control
statements. The description of the parameter indicates the control statements where it is applicable.

Contents

Common Control Statement Parameters

The following parameters are common to most or all of the control statements.

DBNAME
This optional parameter specifies a ddname, allocated in the JCL, identifying the PDSMAN database file to be used for the
operation. The active PDSMAN database file is used if this parameter is not specified.

DSN
This required parameter specifies the name of the library to be selected for processing. Library selection is based on the
information recorded in the database for all control statements except ADDLIB.

You can specify a data set name pattern in some instances. For more information, see the description of the individual
control statements.

ID1, ID1A
These optional parameters specify the database key of records to be selected for certain PDSM38 commands.

These parameters should be used only at the direction of PDSMAN client services.

MEMBER
This optional parameter specifies the names of members to be selected for processing from the libraries matching the
DSN specification.
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You can specify a member pattern for all control statements except RENAME. If this parameter is not specified, all
members in the specified library are selected for processing.

RECTYPE
This optional parameter specifies the database key of records to be selected for certain PDSM38 commands.

This parameter should be used only at the direction of PDSMAN client services.

UNIQUE
This optional parameter specifies the database key of records to be selected for certain PDSM38 commands.

This parameter should be used only at the direction of PDSMAN client services.

VOLSER
This optional parameter specifies the volume serial of the library to be selected for processing.

You can specify a volume serial pattern in some instances. For more information, see the description of the individual
control statements.

ADDLIB Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the ADDLIB control statement.

REPLACE
This optional parameter controls the replacement of existing database entries. Members with an existing entry have their
control information replaced only if this parameter is specified. Members without an existing entry always have a new
entry added.

REPORT
This optional parameter controls the level of report detail.

EXCEPTIONS
A separate report is produced for each data set processed. The report lists members that have been added to the
database by the ADDLIB operation.

FULL
A separate report is produced for each data set processed. All members are reported.

SUMMARY
A single summary line is reported for each data set processed.

ANALYZEDB Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the ANALYZEDB control statement.

TYPERUN
Optional parameter indicating that the utility should attempt to fix errors that are detected.

REPORT
Detected errors are reported (default).

FIXERRORS
The ANALYZEDB command will attempt to correct certain types of errors by updating fields in the data base control
record and by deleting orphaned records.

COPY Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the COPY control statement.

FROMDB
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Optional parameter that specifies a ddname, allocated in the JCL, identifying the source database file for COPY command
processing.
You must specify at least one of the FROMDB or TODB parameters. If you omit one of these parameters, the active
database is used. You may not specify the same database file for FROMDB and TODB.

TODB
Optional parameter that specifies a ddname, allocated in the JCL, identifying the target database file for COPY command
processing.
You must specify at least one of the FROMDB or TODB parameters. If you omit one of these parameters, the active
database is used. You may not specify the same database file for FROMDB and TODB.

REPLACE
This optional parameter controls the replacement of information in an existing database entry. Existing entries can have
all or some of their information replaced depending on the setting of this parameter. Entries that do not exist in the target
database are always copied in their entirety.

LASTREF
Only Last Reference Date recording information is copied.

LASTUPD
Only Update Control information is copied.

RECORD
The entire database entry is copied (default).

REPORT
This optional parameter controls the level of report detail.

EXCEPTIONS
A separate report is produced for each data set processed. The report lists database entries that have been added or
replaced by the COPY operation.

FULL
A separate report is produced for each data set processed. All member entries are reported.

SUMMARY
A single summary line is reported for each data set processed.

COPYCONTROL Control Statement Parameters

The following are additional parameters available on the COPYCONTROL control statement or parameters that are
handled differently for the COPYCONTROL statement.

DSN
This required parameter specifies the name of a program object library that may or may not have control information
recorded in the PDSMAN database. Data that are recorded in the database will be replaced by control information from
INDSN, if the last update date or last reference date is more recent than the date recorded in the database. Members
from INDSN that are not present in the database and have PDSMAN control information recorded will be added to the
database.

This must be a fully qualified data set name.

INDSN
This required parameter specifies the name of a PDS or program object library from which input control information is to
be obtained.

This must be a fully qualified data set name.

INVOL
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This optional parameter specifies the volume serial of the library specified on the INDSN parameter. Patterns are not
supported.

MEMBER
This optional parameter specifies the names of members to be selected from both INDSN and the database records
associated with DSN and VOL. Pattern characters are supported. If this parameter is not specified all members in INDSN
are selected for processing.

TYPERUN
Optional parameter indicating whether to perform database updates.

REPORTONLY
Member control and reference information is reported only. No database updates are performed (default).

COPYCONTROL
Eligible last reference date and last update control information is copied or added to the database from the INDSN library.

LASTREF
Indicates that member last reference information is to be considered for copy from INDSN to the database. By default,
reference information is copied only if it is more recent than the reference information in the database.

FORCE
Indicates that last reference information should be copied unconditionally from INDSN. Last Reference information is
copied to the database without comparing the dates.

NOFORCE
Indicates that reference information should be copied from INDSN only if more recent than the information recorded in the
database (default).

LASTUPD
Indicates that member update control information is to be considered for copy from INDSN to the database. By default,
update information is copied only if it is more recent than the update information recorded in the database.

FORCE
Indicates that last update information should be copied unconditionally from INDSN. Last Update information is copied to
the database without comparing the dates.

NOFORCE
Indicates that update information should be copied from INDSN only if more recent than the information recorded in the
database (default).

When NOFORCE is effective, the expiration base date field is considered independently of the last update date.

REPORT
This optional parameter controls the level of report detail.

FULL
All members are reported (default).

EXCEPTIONS
Members present in both INDSN and the database on which no control information update is required (the database
reference date is more recent for example) are excluded from the report. All other members are reported.

LISTACCESS and LISTUPDATE Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the LISTACCESS  and  LISTUPDATE control statements.

COUNT
This optional parameter specifies the number of database entries to report in response to a LISTACCESS or
LISTUPDATE request.
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ALL
All recorded entries are reported (default).

nn
The most recent nn entries are reported.

LISTDB Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the LISTDB control statement.

FORMAT
This optional parameter determines the type of information reported.

DBDATA
Reports the data portion of database records.

DBREC
Reports the entire database record (default).

REPORT
This optional parameter controls the level of report detail.

DUMP
Reports the database records in hexadecimal format (default).

NODUMP
Reports the database records as text.

RECOVERDATE Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the RECOVERDATE control statement.

DATE
This required parameter specifies the type of information that is to be recovered.

LASTREF
Member last reference information will be recovered.

LASTUPD
Member last update information will be recovered.

RENAME Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the RENAME control statement.

NEWDSN
This optional parameter specifies the new library name for the PDSMAN database entry being renamed.

If you specify a pattern for the DSN parameter, you must specify the same pattern for NEWDSN.

NEWMEM
This optional parameter specifies the new member name for the PDSMAN database entry being renamed.

NEWVOL
This optional parameter specifies the new volume serial for the PDSMAN database entry being renamed.

SYNCHRONIZE Control Statement Parameters

The following additional parameters are available on the SYNCHRONIZE control statement.

CHECKRULE
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This optional parameter determines which PDSMAN Initialization control statements (or rules) are checked during a library
level synchronization operation.

The synchronization process may remove entries from the PDSMAN database because of this rule checking. For this
reason use caution when using this CHECKRULE parameter in environments that do not use the same initialization rule
specifications on all active copies of PDSMAN.

ALL
A check is made for $ACCESS initialization control statements that specify last reference date recording (REF=Y) or for
$UPDATE initialization control statements that specify control information recording (CONTROL=Y or C). If no matching
rules are found the database entry is eligible for removal (default).

ACCESS
A check is made only for $ACCESS initialization control statements that specifies last reference date recording (REF=Y).
If no matching rules are found the database entry is eligible for removal.

UPDATE
A check is made only for $UPDATE initialization control statements that specifies control information recording
(CONTROL=Y or C). If no matching rules are found the database entry is eligible for removal.

NONE
PDSMAN initialization control statements are not considered when selecting entries eligible for removal.

MODE
This optional parameter determines the level of processing performed.

LIBRARY
Synchronization is performed at the library level only. Program object libraries are eligible for removal from the database
if they no longer exist on DASD or if they are not matched by a PDSMAN initialization control statement (see the
CHECKRULE parameter) (default).

NOTE
Migrated program object libraries are not removed from the database.

MEMBER
Synchronization is performed at both the library and member levels. For program object libraries that are not eligible for
removal, based on library level checking, the PDSMAN database is synchronized with the library directories by adding and
removing member names as required. When a member is added by SYNCH, the program object is read to determine last
update information in the same manner as for the ADDLIB command.

REPORT
This optional parameter controls the level of report detail.

EXCEPTIONS
A separate report is produced for each data set processed. The report lists database entries that have been added or
removed by the operation.

SUMMARY
A single summary line is reported for each data set processed.

TYPERUN
Optional parameter indicating whether to perform database updates.

REPORTONLY
Only discrepancies between information recorded in database and the physical data sets are reported. No database
updates are performed (default).

SYNCHRONIZE
Records are added to or removed from the database to synchronize its contents with the physical data sets.
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PDSM38 Control Statement Examples
The following examples show the use of PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility control statements. Control
statements can be specified in either the PARM= field of the EXEC statement or as SYSIN input.

Contents

Add Program Object Control Information

The following example shows control information being added to the database for all members of the CEE.SCEERUN2
library.

ADDLIB    DSN=CEE.SCEERUN2,

          REPLACE

Entries are added to the active database because no DBNAME parameter has been specified. The REPLACE parameter
instructs PDSMAN to remove all records associated with this library before adding the new entries.

Copy Database Records

The following example shows selected records being copied from one PDSMAN database to another.

//PDSM38   EXEC PGM=PDSM38

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//DD1      DD DSN=PDSMAN.VSAMDB.BACKUP,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

COPY      DSN=SYS2.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD,

          MEM=-,

          FROMDB=DD1,

          REPLACE=LASTREF

Records are copied from the database allocated to DD1 to the active database. Member database entries are copied in
their entirety if they do not already exist in the target database. Only the last reference date information is replaced for
entries already present in the target database.

List Member Access Information

The following example shows recent access information being reported from the database file allocated to DD1.

//PDSM38   EXEC PGM=PDSM38

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//DD1      DD DSN=PDSMAN.VSAMDB.BACKUP,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

LISTACC  DSN=SYS2.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD,

         MEM=-,

         COUNT=2,

         DBNAME=DD1

The COUNT parameter indicates that the two most recent accesses for each selected member are to be reported.

List Libraries Recorded in the Database

The following example shows the reporting of the names of all libraries recorded in the active database.

LISTLIB DSN=-
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Remove Records from the Database

The following example shows PDSM38 being used to remove all database entries for the data sets matching the specified
pattern. The entries are removed from the active database.

REMOVE   DSN=SYS2.TEST-

Rename a Library

The following example shows database records being renamed in the active database.

RENAME   DSN=SYS2.TEST.PDSE.LOAD,

         NEWDSN=SYS2.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD

Synchronize Recorded Information with Physical Libraries

The following example shows control statements used to synchronize member names recorded in the active database
with member names in the library directories.

SYNCHRONIZE DSN=-,

            MODE=MEMBER,

            TYPERUN=SYNC,

            CHECKRULE=ALL

The MODE parameter indicates that a member level synchronization is to be performed. CHECKRULE indicates that
PDSMAN initialization control statements should be checked to verify that Last Reference Date Recording or Member
Control Information Recording is being performed for this library.

All database records will be removed for:

• Non-existent data sets.
• Data sets with no active PDSMAN rules.

PDSM38 Report Descriptions
The following examples show the use of PDSM38 Database Maintenance and Reporting utility control statements. Control
statements can be specified in either the PARM= field of the EXEC statement or as SYSIN input.

Contents

Database Maintenance Reports

The reports produced by the ADDLIB, COPY, and SYNCHRONIZE operations vary depending on the setting of the
REPORT= parameter.

REPORT=FULL/EXCEPTIONS

The following shows sample output produced when REPORT=FULL is specified. The example shown is from an ADDLIB
operation. The report produced by a COPY operation has slightly different comment field contents, as described in the
following sample report.

PDSMAN        7.70                           PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting   

** PDSM38 **   XE44                                        ADDLIB                          Request ID: 001

Database: DBNAME=Server   Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB

                         Library: FRARA00.TEST.PDSE.LOAD             Volser: SMS004

Member         Comment
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CAIXTD0$       Added to database

PDSMTSA        Added to database

PDSMVTOC       Added to database

PDSMXMI        Added to database

PDSMXMR        Added to database

PDSMXPDM       Added to database

PDSM018        Added to database

 Member Counts:              7 Added,            0 Removed,            0 Matched

PDSM38-04 End processing request ID 001 Rc=0

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Database: DBNAME=
Identifies the PDSMAN database file processed by this control statement. Both the ddname and database file name are
reported.

DBNAME=Server indicates that the active PDSMAN database is being used because a DBNAME parameter was not
specified on the control statement.

Library
The name of the program object library.

Volser
The volume serial for the program object library.

Member
The name of the member being processed.

Comment
Describes the processing performed on this member. Possible values are:

ADDLIB

• – Added to database
– Matched (no action performed)

COPY

• – Added to database
– DB and DIR/FROMDB match (no action)
– DB info replaced
– DB only/SYNCH recommended (the member exists only in the database - no action is taken)
– TODB database only (the member does not exist in the FROMDB - no action is taken)

SYNCH

• – Added to database
– Removed from database

Member Counts:
A summary of the actions performed in this operation.

REPORT=SUMMARY

The following shows sample output produced when REPORT=SUMMARY is specified. The example shown is from a
SYNCHRONIZE operation. The reports produced by ADDLIB and COPY operations have slightly different comment field
contents, as described in the following sample report.
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This report format is also used by the SYNCHRONIZE command when REPORT=EXCEPTIONS is specified. Member
level operations are reported immediately before the associated library summary line.

PDSMAN        7.70                           PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting   

** PDSM38 **   XE44                                        SYNCHRONIZE  TYPERUN=SYNCHRONIZE                

 Request ID: 001

Database: DBNAME=Server   Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB

                                                                                           Member Counts

Library                                      Volume  Comment                      Added       Removed      

 Matched  Rc

CEE.SCEERUN2                                 MVR14F  Processed/DB Ok                  0             0        

 1,071   0

FRARA00.PDSM.PDSE.LOAD                       SMS001  Bypassed/Migrated                                       

         4

FRARA00.TEST.PDSE.LOAD                       SMS004  Processed/DB Ok                  0             0        

     7   0

PDSM.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD                        SMS001  Processed/DB Ok                  0             0        

   127   0

PDSM.TEST.LOAD                               WORK16  Processed/DB Resynced           26             0        

     9   4

PDSM.TEST.PDSE.LOAD                          SMS004  Processed/DB Ok                  0             0        

   125   0

TCPIP.SEZALOAD                               MVR14F  Removed/No Rule                              274        

         4

PDSM38-04 End processing request ID 001 Rc=4

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Database: DBNAME=
Identifies the PDSMAN database file processed by this control statement. Both the ddname and database file name are
reported.

DBNAME=Server indicates that the active PDSMAN database is being used because a DBNAME parameter was not
specified on the control statement.

Library
The name of the program object library.

Volume
The volume serial recorded in the database for this library.

Comment
Describes the processing performed on this library. Possible values are:

ADDLIB

• – Processed

COPY

• – Processed

SYNCH
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• – Bypassed/Migrated
– Processed/DB Ok
– Processed/Resynced (members were added or removed)
– Removed/No Rule
– Removed/Not Found
– Removed/Not POBJ

Member Counts
A summary of the processing for this library, including the number of members added, removed, and matched or replaced
(the 'Matched' column heading is changed to 'Replaced' by COPY command processing if the REPLACE option is
specified).

Rc
Return code for processing of this library.

COPYCONTROL Report

The following shows sample output produced by the COPYCONTROL control statement.

PDSMAN       r7.70               PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting 

 ** PDSM38 **     CA31    PDSM38B                 COPYCONTROL TYPERUN=COPYCONTROL         Request ID: 001

 Database: DBNAME=Server       Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB

                               Indsn: FRARA02.TEST.LOAD                         Volser: RTM001

                             Library: FRARA02.TEST.LOAD.PDSE.COPY2              Volser: SMS012

 Member           Comment                         Update     Date/Time Vers.  Job Name S Referenced Base Date

 

 ATTACHXX         No DB update required

 PARSTEST         Replaced                        11/02/2010 15:34      000   FRARA02A   -- None -- 09/15/2014

                  Replacing control info          11/02/2010 15:34      000   FRARA02A   11/02/2010 09/15/2014

 PDSCLEAR         Replaced                        12/11/2001 13:35      000   FRARA02A   -- None -- 09/15/2014

                  Replacing control info          12/11/2001 13:35      000   FRARA02A   11/30/2011 09/15/2014

 PDSMFAMT         No DB update required

 PDSMOLAX         Replaced                        Alias                                  -- None -- 09/15/2014

                  Replacing control info          Alias                                  09/10/2014 09/15/2014

 PDSMOLAY         Replaced                        02/09/2000 16:23      000              -- None -- 09/15/2014

                  Replacing control info          02/09/2000 16:23      000              10/18/2012 09/15/2014

 PDSMOLAZ         Replaced                        Alias                                  -- None -- 09/15/2014

                  Replacing control info          Alias                                  09/10/2014 09/15/2014

   Record Counts:           0 Added,                  0 Missing             5 Updated

 

PDSM38-04 End processing request ID 001 Rc=0

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Database: DBNAME=

Identifies the PDSMAN database file processed by this control statement. Both the ddname and database file name are
reported.

DBNAME=Server indicates that the active PDSMAN database is being used because a DBNAME parameter was not
specified on the control statement.

Indsn

The name of the input PDS or program object library.
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Library:

The name of the program object library named on the DSN parameter. Records copied to the database will be associated
with this library.

Member

The name of the member being reported. The member field is left blank when multiple lines are used to report ‘Replaced’
and ‘Replacing’ control information.

Comment

Describes the processing performed on this library. Possible values are:

• Replaced
• Replacing control information
• No DB update required
• Replacing control information
• Missing from Indsn

Database Reports

The database reporting control statements, LISTACCESS, LISTLIB, and LISTUPDATE, report information recorded in the
database.

LISTACCESS Report

The following shows a sample output of the LISTACCESS report and describes the major report fields.

PDSMAN        7.70                           PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting   

** PDSM38 **   XE44                                        LISTACCESS                    Request ID: 002

Database: DBNAME=Server   Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB

                         Library: PDSM.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD         Volser: SMS001

Member        Job Name  Referenced

EZYCLONE                07/21/2009  10:22

EZYCTU        FRARA00   07/23/2009  13:06

              FRARA02L  07/21/2009  16:54

                        -- None  -- 00:00

EZYENTRY      FRARA00   07/23/2009  13:07

              FRARA02L  07/21/2009  16:54

                        -- None  -- 00:00

EZYHCOPY      FRARA02L  07/21/2009  16:54

                        -- None  -- 00:00

EZYIIF        FRARA02L  07/21/2009  16:54

                        -- None  -- 00:00

PDSM38-04 End processing request ID 002 Rc=0

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Database: DBNAME=
Identifies the PDSMAN database file processed by this control statement. Both the ddname and database file name are
reported.

DBNAME=Server indicates that the active PDSMAN database is being used because a DBNAME parameter was not
specified on the control statement.
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Library
The name of the program object library.

Volser
The volume serial recorded in the database for this library.

Member
The name of the member being reported. The member field is left blank when reporting multiple accesses for a given
member. Accesses are reported in descending date sequence.
In the sample report above, member EZYCLONE has a single reference recorded in the database while member
EZYENTRY has three accesses recorded and member EZYHCOPY has been accessed twice.

Job Name
The job name, TSO user ID, or security ID that last referenced the member.

Referenced
The date and time of the access. -- none - and 00:00 indicates the member has not been referenced since being updated.

LISTLIB Report

The LISTLIB report shows the names of libraries recorded in the PDSMAN database.

The following shows sample output of LISTLIB processing and describes the major report fields.

PDSMAN        7.70                           PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting    

** PDSM38 **   XE44                                        LISTLIB                          Request ID: 001

Database: DBNAME=Server   Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB

Library Name                                    Volser    AssocKey

CEE.SCEERUN2                                    MVR14F    00000002

FRARA00.PDSM.PDSE.LOAD                          SMS001    00000006

PDSM.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD                           SMS001    00000001

PDSM.TEST.LOAD                                  WORK16    00000005

PDSM.TEST.PDSE.LOAD                             SMS004    00000004

TCPIP.SEZALOAD                                  MVR14F    00000003

PDSM38-04 End processing request ID 001 Rc=0

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Database: DBNAME=
Identifies the PDSMAN database file processed by this control statement. Both the ddname and database file name are
reported.

DBNAME=Server indicates that the active PDSMAN database is being used because a DBNAME parameter was not
specified on the control statement.

Library
The name of the program object library.

Volser
The volume serial recorded in the database for this library.

AssocKey
Identifies the database key used to identify member records associated with this library.
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LISTUPDATE Report

The following shows a sample report output of the LISTUPDATE control statement and describes the major report fields.

PDSMAN        7.70                           PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting   

** PDSM38 **   XE44                                        LISTUPDATE                     Request ID: 003

Database: DBNAME=Server   Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB

                         Library: PDSM.MASTER.PDSE.LOAD               Volser: SMS001

Member         Update Date/Time   Vers. Job Name S  Base Date

EZYCLONE       07/21/2009  16:54   001   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

EZYCTU         07/23/2009  13:06   003   FRARA00    07/23/2009

               07/21/2009  16:54   002   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

               07/21/2009  16:53   001   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

EZYENTRY       07/23/2009  13:07   003   FRARA00    07/23/2009

               07/21/2009  16:54   002   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

               07/21/2009  16:53   001   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

EZYHCOPY       07/21/2009  16:54   002   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

               07/21/2009  16:53   001   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

EZYIIF         07/21/2009  16:54   002   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

               07/21/2009  16:53   001   FRARA02L   07/21/2009

PDSM38-04 End processing request ID 003 Rc=0

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Database: DBNAME=
Identifies the PDSMAN database file processed by this control statement. Both the ddname and database file name are
reported.

DBNAME=Server indicates that the active PDSMAN database is being used because a DBNAME parameter was not
specified on the control statement.

Library
The name of the program object library.

Volser
The volume serial recorded in the database for this library.

Member
The name of the member being reported. The member field is left blank when reporting multiple updates for a given
member. Updates are reported in descending date sequence.

In the sample report above, member EZYCLONE has a single update recorded in the database while member
EZYENTRY has three updates recorded and member EZYHCOPY has been updated twice.

Update Date/Time
The date and time that the library member was last updated.

Vers.
Module version number

Job Name
The job name, TSO user ID, or security ID that last updated the member.

Base Date
The expiration base date for the member, recorded to provide additional information for the calculation of the member's
true expiration date.
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RECOVERDATE Report

The report produced by the RECOVERDATE command uses the same report line layout as the LISTACCESS command
(when DATE=LASTREF) and the LISTUPDATE command (when DATE=LASTUPD). The following shows sample report
output of a RECOVERDATE operation with DATE=LASTUPD.

PDSMAN       7.70                           PDSMAN Database Maintenance and Reporting  

** PDSM38 **   CA11                                        RECOVERDATE  DATE=LASTUPD         Request ID: 001

Database: DBNAME=Server   Dsn=ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB        

                          Library: FRARA00.TEST.PDSE.LOAD                          Volser: SMS004

Member         Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Base Date

CAMLTEST       12/10/2009  22:41   000               05/25/2009     Only 1 section recorded

CHKTIME        07/08/2009  10:59   005   FRARA00     07/08/2009     Replaced information

               07/08/2009  10:51   004   FRARA00     07/08/2009     Recovered information

CLDLTEST       05/23/2009  13:17   002   FRARA00     05/23/2009     Replaced information

               05/23/2009  13:17   001   FRARA00     05/23/2009     Recovered information

CLDLTST        05/23/2009  13:17   002   FRARA00     05/23/2009     Replaced information

               05/23/2009  13:17   001   FRARA00     05/23/2009     Recovered information

CONSUTIL       07/08/2009  10:59   005   FRARA00     07/08/2009     Replaced information

               07/08/2009  10:51   004   FRARA00     07/08/2009     Recovered information

COPYPOBJ       07/08/2009  10:59   005   FRARA00     07/08/2009     Replaced information

               07/08/2009  10:51   004   FRARA00     07/08/2009     Recovered information

CR14PFO        12/11/2006                            05/25/2009     Only 1 section recorded

CSTCOPY        10/24/2007  00:03   000               05/25/2009     Only 1 section recorded

See the example LISTACCESS and LISTUPDATE commands for the full layout of the reports. The RECOVERDATE
command lists the two most recent last references or, in this example, last update information sections that are recorded
for selected members. The first entry includes the member name and indicates the information is replaced. The second
entry does not repeat the member name, but it reports the information that is recovered for the member on the previous
report line.

Incremental Backup of Library Members
The PDSMAN Library Member Incremental Backup facility allows you to extend the concept and benefit of incremental
data set backup to the library member level.

Incremental backup, or backing up only data that has been recently changed, is a familiar concept in most data centers.
Typically, full volume backups are taken on a periodic basis, followed by a more frequent incremental backup of only the
data sets that have been changed.

Library Member Incremental Backup Description
PDSMAN extends the concept of incremental backup to the member level. Once a full library backup has been performed,
it is only necessary to backup those individual members that have recently changed. This considerably reduces the
amount of member data that must be processed.

Library Member Incremental Backup copies library members that have been recently changed from their library to a
CAPTURE backup file. This capture process normally runs in a small fraction of the time required for a full library backup.
The capture can be run at any time, with negligible contention with batch jobs and online users who may be updating the
libraries. This process is also known as CAPTURE (Incremental Backup). The members being backed up must have valid
ISPF statistics or PDSMAN member control information.
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The CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) backup file is the first level in the PDSMAN backup system. It is a sequential
file containing members that have been backed up incrementally. Each member on the CAPTURE backup data set is
uniquely identified by its library name, member name, and date and time of update.

Any number of libraries, of any record formats, can be maintained together on a single CAPTURE data set.

For more information about the three levels of the backup system, see The Main Backup System. The CAPTURE file can
be kept on either disk or tape media, the choice being based on the size of the file and the expected amount of restore
activity.

The CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) backup system can also be used in conjunction with the Multiple Member Version
Support facility to maintain up to 99 previous versions of each library member.

For more information about the example Library Member Incremental Backup system, see Archiving and Recovery
System Examples.

Library Member Incremental Backup Implementation
Library Member Incremental Backup can be implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
requirements, procedure, and CDS entries required to implement this facility.

Contents

Requirements

Ensure that Member Control Information Recording has been enabled for the library or that the library has ISPF statistics.
For more information about the Recording Member Control Information, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

Procedure

To implement Library Member Incremental Backup for a library

• Create a generation data group (GDG) entry for the CAPTURE backup files used by Library Member Incremental
Backup. Member DEFGDG in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for defining a GDG.

• Create a model DSCB for the CAPTURE backup files. The backup files are sequential files (DSORG=PS) of variable
length format (RECFM=V). They must not be blocked. For performance reasons, the maximum LRECL and BLKSIZE
should be defined with as large a value as possible. Member ALOCMOD in the Sample Materials library provides
sample JCL for allocating a model DSCB.

• Create or update an entry in the Library Control Data Set (CDS) for this library. This entry specifies the criteria that
need to be matched for a member to be eligible for incremental backup. CDS control statements are described in the
following section. Before implementing your system, see the detailed description of the CDS in Library Control Data
Set (CDS) Reference.

• Library Member Incremental Backup is executed by running the PDSM03C procedure, copied to your procedure library
during installation. The first time this procedure is used, the PDSMCBKI DD statement should be dummied since there
is no initial input CAPTURE file. Periodic executions of PDSM03C to perform Library Member Incremental Backup can
be scheduled on a production batch basis.

• Implement a MAIN backup system if one is desired. A MAIN system may not be necessary if your full volume or library
backups are performed frequently.

• Implement procedures for restoring members that have been backed up. For more information, see Restore and List
Backup Members (PDSM05).

CDS Entries

The Library Control Data Set (CDS) regulates the Library Member Incremental Backup process. Through CDS, you
specify the libraries to be processed and the criteria to be used in selecting the members to be backed up.
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A CDS entry is necessary for each library on which incremental backup is to be performed. The following CDS fields are
required:

• CDSPDS
• CDSCRCID
• CDSRCRTN

The CDSSCLM field of the CDS may be applicable for incremental backup processing.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Library Member Incremental Backup facility.

Program Objects

Members of program object libraries are not processed by the Library Member Incremental Backup facility.

Library Member Incremental Backup Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Contents

Capture Criteria

If the CDS field CDSRCRTN is blank, all library members are eligible for transfer to and maintenance on the CAPTURE
(Incremental Backup) backup system. If CDSRCRTN is non-blank, members whose Last Updated Date has changed in
the last CDSRCRTN days are eligible for transfer to the CAPTURE backup file, where they are retained for CDSRCRTN
days before being dropped. The date that a member was last updated is considered the most recent of:

• The date that the member was last updated.
• The date that the member title, if any, was last updated.
• The member's expiration base date, set by a HOLD function or by PDSMAN when the member was copied into the

library. This field is ignored if it is a future date.

Multiple Version Support

In some cases, it is advantageous to maintain more than one version of a member on a backup system. The PDSMAN
CAPTURE system allows you to maintain up to 99 versions of each library member on the CAPTURE backup system by
specifying the CDSNVERS parameter on the corresponding CDS entry. For more information, see Incremental Backup of
Library Members.

Promote to a MAIN Backup

Normally, members are not maintained indefinitely on the CAPTURE backup system. An important objective is to keep
the CAPTURE backup file as small as practical so that the capture process executes as quickly as possible - thereby
minimizing impact on the availability of your libraries. To keep the CAPTURE backup file small, periodically promote the
members on the CAPTURE backup file to a higher level of backup and then drop these members from the CAPTURE
system.

The next level of backup is the MAIN backup level. It maintains members in much the same way as the CAPTURE system
but does so in an offline mode. Your libraries are not being accessed when MAIN processing is being performed.

A MAIN backup system may be required if you perform infrequent full volume or data set level backups. For more
information about the MAIN backup system, see the section The Main Backup System.
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Library Member Incremental Backup Processing
The illustration in the section Archiving Inactive Members shows CAPTURE processing similar to that performed for
Library Member Incremental Backup. PDSM03 begins CAPTURE processing by reading the CDS and building a list of
entries whose CDSCRCID field matches the first value specified on the PARM= parameter. For each matching library, the
following is performed.

The library is first dynamically allocated. If this allocation fails, processing terminates or the library is bypassed, depending
upon the setting of the ALOCFAIL parameter of the $MISC initialization control statement. The library is then RESERVEd
while a copy of its directory is made. The RESERVE on the data set is then released unless Library Space Reuse is
effective for the library.

A merging process is performed using the members on the current CAPTURE backup file and the members in the library
as input. The directory entries of the members in the library are checked to see if they meet the capture criteria. If so, they
are captured to the output CAPTURE backup file. Members that are on the current CAPTURE file that have not expired
are copied to the output file. Members that have expired on the CAPTURE backup file are dropped.

When all libraries have been processed in the above manner, PDSM03 terminates.

Use PDSM03 to Perform Capture Backup Processing
You use the PDSM03 utility to capture changed members from the library and copy them to the CAPTURE backup file.
For more information, see Member Capture (PDSM03).

Usually, a CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) system is established and tested and then the PDSM03 JCL is turned over to
the production control area for scheduling as a periodic (usually weekly, daily, or more frequently) batch job.

The PDSM03 program produces reports as it captures members from your libraries. These reports detail the actions taken
for libraries members and for those on the input CAPTURE file.

Use PDSM05 to Restore Backup Members
Members maintained on the CAPTURE backup file can be restored at any time by executing the PDSM05 restoration
procedure. For more information, see Restore and List Backup Members (PDSM05).

Up-to-the-Minute Member Recovery
The Total Member Recoverability facility provides up-to-the-minute recovery of critical library members by duplicating
member updates to a journal library.

In many installations, there are libraries for which timely recovery after a library failure is critical. These include libraries
that are simply difficult to recover and those where speed of recovery is of the essence.

Total Member Recoverability Description
PDSMAN offers an up-to-the-minute recoverability facility that enhances the recoverability of these critical libraries. Total
Member Recoverability duplicates member updates, as they occur, in a separate journal library. The most recent version
of a lost or damaged member can be recovered from the journal library using IEBCOPY.

Total Member Recoverability Implementation
Total Member Recoverability can be implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
implementation of this facility.

Contents
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Procedure

To implement Total Member Recoverability for a single member, a library, or a group of libraries

• Allocate a journal library with the same DCB characteristics and library type (PDS or PDSE) as the main library. The
journal library should be allocated on a different DASD volume. A separate backup library must be allocated for each
main library for which Total Member Recoverability has been specified.

• Specify JOURNAL=Y on a matching $UPDATE control statement for the library, as described in the section Control
Statements. Provide a $JOURNAL control statement specifying the data set name of both the main and the journal
library, as described in Control Statements.

• If a $JOURNAL statement is not provided but $UPDATE JOURNAL=Y has been specified for the library, PDSMAN
automatically generates the name of the journal library by adding the suffix qualifier .JOURNAL to the library name.

• Establish procedures to empty the journal library, using the PDSM10 utility, after a full or incremental backup of the
main library has been taken.

• Establish recovery procedures as described later in this section.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Total Member Recoverability facility are shown
in the following list. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
The library or group of libraries for which Total Member Recoverability support is required

JOURNAL
The Total Member Recoverability option

Parameters on the $JOURNAL control statement that are applicable to the Total Member Recoverability facility are shown
in the following list. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements..

LIB
The library for which Total Member Recoverability support is required

JLIB
The library in which updates to the LIB library are duplicated

JSO
Option to use a specific program name, PDSMJSO, to perform journal library update operations. This allows some update
operations to be more easily secured using your installation security product.

If a $JOURNAL statement is not provided but $UPDATE JOURNAL=Y has been specified for the library, PDSMAN
automatically generates the name of the journal library by adding the suffix qualifier .JOURNAL to the library name.

Restrictions

Total Member Recoverability is not supported for member aliases. An updated member is copied to the journal library but
any aliases for the member are not processed.

Usage Notes

There is a one-to-one correspondence between main and journal libraries that must be maintained to ensure the integrity
of the journal library. To reduce the possibility of deadly embrace ENQUEUE/RESERVE lockouts, the journal library is  not
reserved.

The journal library can be cleared when a full volume or data set level backup is taken of the main library. This is easily
done using the PDSM10 utility. For more information, see Productivity Tools .

It is possible to restrict updates to journal libraries to only PDSMAN journaling operations. To restrict these updates using
your installation security product, do the following:
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• Specify JSO=Y on the $JOURNAL control statement where the journal library name is specified on the JLIB
parameter. If a matching $JOURNAL control statement does not exist, create one that specifies the journal library
name and include JSO=Y.

• Define appropriate security system rules that allow the journal library to be updated only by program PDSMJSO. The
rule should also indicate that PDSMJSO must be loaded from the PDSMAN system linklist library.

NOTE

This method is applicable to journaling operations to PDS and data PDSE journal libraries. Journaling operations
for program object libraries cannot be secured in this manner.

Member Control Information

Member control information for the journaled member is not altered during a journaling operation, regardless of any
$UPDATE CONTROL= rule which may be specified for the journal library.

Total Member Recoverability Processing
The following sections describe Total Member Recoverability facility processing.

Contents

Duplicate Library Updates

For each library for which Total Member Recoverability has been specified, a small journal library is allocated to hold
the duplicate versions. When a library update operation such as member addition or replacement is performed in the
main library, the corresponding update is duplicated in the journal library. The journal library is dynamically allocated by
PDSMAN when these operations take place.

Recover Journaled Members

The library being journaled can be recovered by restoring the entire library from the latest full library backup and then
using IEBCOPY to restore all or selected members of the journal library into the main library. Specify the REPLACE option
for IEBCOPY.

PDSMAN automatically recognizes a journaled member recovery operation and temporarily disables further library
journaling for the library being recovered.

PDSMAN Multiple Member Version Support
The PDSMAN Multiple Member Version Support facility allows you to maintain up to 99 versions of a library member
within a library, or within the PDSMAN backup system.

There are many circumstances where the ability to immediately access a previous version of an updated member is
required. For example, a production JCL member that has been incorrectly modified can be restored to its original state
as part of a backout procedure. Previous versions can also be used to monitor the changes made between successive
source versions in a development environment.

Multiple Member Version Support Description
The PDSMAN Multiple Member Version Support facility allows you to maintain, within the library, up to 99 versions of
each member. Older member versions are maintained using names beginning with X'FE', followed by a compressed
hexadecimal representation of the original member name. Performance is not impacted because the older version
names are maintained near the end of the library directory. Recovery is simply a matter of renaming a member from its
compressed name back to its original name, or to another name.
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When a member is replaced in a library with Multiple Member Version Support specified, the currently existing multiple
versions have their generation numbers decreased by one and the current (+0) version becomes the (-1) version. The
new member being STOWed becomes the (+0) version. If the number of versions being maintained exceeds the value
specified on the VERSIONS=nn parameter, the oldest version is dropped.

When the current (+0) version of a library member is deleted, you have the option of rolling back the minus versions so
that the (-1) version becomes the new current version (+0) and so on.

If you want to maintain multiple library member versions, but do not require them all to be maintained permanently in
the library itself, they can be transferred to a PDSMAN Library Member Incremental Backup system, as described in the
section Usage Notes.

The following illustration is an EZYEDIT Member List showing multiple member versions within a library.

EZYEDIT  ISMDEV.PDSM.FIX730.SAMPLIB (MVS130) -------------------  ROW 1 OF 351

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

ENTER: S=SELECT M=MOVE C=COPY D=DELETE R=RENAME T=TAG X=EXCLUDE PF1=HELP

          NAME     RENAME     VV.MM  CREATED      CHANGED      SIZE  IDENT

         $INSTALL             01.00  09/08/06  09/08/06 15:59   189  RGF

         $IVP                 01.00  09/08/06  09/08/06 16:00   519  RGF

         $LINK                01.00  09/08/07  09/08/07 16:21   194  RGF

         EZYM10               01.06  09/10/08  09/10/08 09:58   440  JEK

         EZYM10   (-1)        01.05  09/10/01  09/10/01 07:41   440  RGF

         EZYM10   (-2)        01.04  09/09/29  09/09/29 08:23   440  RGF

         EZYM10   (-3)        01.03  09/09/22  09/09/22 17:45   439  RGF

         EZYM10   (-4)        01.02  09/09/18  09/09/18 11:15   439  RGF

         EZYM10   (-5)        01.01  09/09/17  09/09/17 13:23   438  RGF

         EZYM10   (-6)        01.00  09/08/07  09/08/07 13:49   438  RGF

         EZYPC01              01.03  09/09/18  09/09/18 11:14    25  JEK

         EZYPC01  (-1)        01.02  09/09/17  09/09/17 13:23    25  RGF

         EZYPC01  (-2)        01.01  09/08/13  09/08/13 07:26    25  RGF

         EZYPC01  (-3)        01.00  09/07/31  09/07/31 08:50    25  RGF

         EZYTCHG              01.00  09/08/04  09/08/04 10:18    25  JEK

Multiple Member Version Support Implementation
You can implement Multiple Member Version Support on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
implementation of this facility.

NOTE

PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions are not compatible with IBM PDSE Member Generations. For PDSE data
sets with member generations enabled, PDSMAN automatically disables Multiple Member Version support by
forcing $UPDATE VERSIONS=0.

Contents

Procedure

To implement Multiple Member Version Support for a single member, a library, or a group of libraries

• Specify the number of versions (1 to 99) to be maintained in the library, using the VERSIONS= parameter of a
matching $UPDATE control statement for the library.

• If you want to maintain previous member versions on a PDSMAN backup system, see the section Usage Notes.
Previous member versions can be purged from the library by the PDSM02 Library Maintenance processor, after they
have been transferred to the Library Member Incremental Backup system.
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Control Statements

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Multiple Member Version Support facility are
shown in the following list. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

The following list describes the control statements:

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.

MEM
Member name or pattern

VERSIONS
The number of previous versions (1 to 99) of a member to keep in the library

ROLLBACK
Whether previous member versions should be rolled back when the current member is deleted

Other parameters including USER, PGM, and TYPE can be specified to restrict the facility to selected users, programs,
types of update operations, and so on.

Control Statement Example

The following section shows a control statement example.

Enabling Multiple Member Version Support

The following control statement enables Multiple Member Version Support for members in the TEST.DEVLIB library. A
maximum of 10 previous versions is maintained for each member.

$UPDATE  LIB=TEST.DEVLIB

         VERSIONS=10

Multiple Member Version Support Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Contents

Encoded Member Name Format

Previous member versions have their names encoded into the following format:

Byte 1 (leftmost)
X'FE'. This causes the old versions to be maintained at the back of the directory where they do not affect performance.

Byte 2-7
The member name compressed from eight to six characters.

Byte 8
Version sequence number, X'01' for the previous generation, X'02' for the second previous generation, and so on.

Use the Library Member Incremental Backup System

Previous library member versions can be maintained on a PDSMAN Library Member Incremental Backup system rather
than in the library itself.
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Previous member versions can be transferred from the library to the Library Member Incremental Backup system. For
more information about the process, see the section Incremental Backup of Library Members. Some or all of these
previous versions can then be purged from the library using the Library Maintenance utility, PDSM02.

As an example, if you want to maintain the 10 previous versions of each library member on a PDSMAN Library Member
Incremental Backup system, but only want to maintain one previous version in the library itself, then you would do the
following:

• Specify $UPDATE VERSIONS=10 for the library, to indicate that up to 10 previous versions of each member can be
recorded in the library.

• Run the PDSMAN Library Member Incremental Backup system daily, specifying CDSNVERS=11 so that 11 versions of
each library member (the current version and 10 previous versions) are maintained in the backup system.

• Run the PDSM02 Library Maintenance utility weekly, specifying CDSLVERS=2 so that two versions of each library
member (the current version and one previous version) are retained in the library. All older versions are purged.

If you want all previous member versions to be transferred to the Library Member Incremental Backup system, and none
to be retained permanently in the library, then specify CDSLVERS=1 in the last step.

Program Object Libraries

Previous member versions can be recorded in program object libraries. However, because of limitations of the operating
system program binder, you may not be able to copy previous member versions from a program object library to a PDS.
The presence of previous member versions may also interfere with a full library copy of the program object library.

Use EZYEDIT to Process Multiple Member Versions
The PDSMAN EZYEDIT facility can be used to process libraries with multiple member versions. For more information
about EZYEDIT, an ISPF based productivity platform, see EZYEDIT in the Using section.

Multiple member versions are shown with the relative generation number in the Member List display  RENAME field.
Previous member versions can be browsed, deleted, and compared. They can be renamed, but not to another old version.
Previous member versions cannot be edited.

The following illustration shows the EZYEDIT DIFF command being used to report the differences between the current
(V 01.03) and previous (V 01.02) versions of member EZYPC01. The (-1) specification of EZYPC01 (V 01.02) has been
over-typed with the name of the second member being compared in accordance with DIFF command syntax.

EZYEDIT  ISMDEV.PDSM.FIX770.SAMPLIB (MVS130) -------------------  ROW 1 OF 351

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR

ENTER: S=SELECT M=MOVE C=COPY D=DELETE R=RENAME T=TAG X=EXCLUDE PF1=HELP

          NAME     RENAME     VV.MM  CREATED      CHANGED      SIZE  IDENT

         $INSTALL             01.00  09/08/06  09/08/06 15:59   189  RGF

         $IVP                 01.00  09/08/06  09/08/06 16:00   519  RGF

         $LINK                01.00  09/08/07  09/08/07 16:21   194  RGF

         EZYM10               01.06  09/10/08  09/10/08 09:58   440  JEK

         EZYM10   (-1)        01.05  09/10/01  09/10/01 07:41   440  RGF

         EZYM10   (-2)        01.04  09/09/29  09/09/29 08:23   440  RGF

         EZYM10   (-3)        01.03  09/09/22  09/09/22 17:45   439  RGF

         EZYM10   (-4)        01.02  09/09/18  09/09/18 11:15   439  RGF

         EZYM10   (-5)        01.01  09/09/17  09/09/17 13:23   438  RGF

         EZYM10   (-6)        01.00  09/08/07  09/08/07 13:49   438  RGF

         EZYPC01              01.03  09/09/18  09/09/18 11:14    25  JEK

DIFF     EZYPC01  EZYPC01     01.02  09/09/17  09/09/17 13:23    25  RGF

         EZYPC01  (-2)        01.01  09/08/13  09/08/13 07:26    25  RGF

         EZYPC01  (-3)        01.00  09/07/31  09/07/31 08:50    25  RGF
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         EZYTCHG              01.00  09/08/04  09/08/04 10:18    25  JEK

Use FastCopy to Process Multiple Member Versions
Multiple member versions can be moved, copied, renamed, and deleted by the PDSMAN FastCopy facility. You can
specify previous generation members on any FastCopy statement that allows the specification of the MEMBER=
parameter. For more information about FastCopy, see FastCopy and Space Reuse.

Use PDSM32 to Process Multiple Member Versions
You can use the PDSM32 utility to list, delete, and rename multiple member versions. A previous member version can be
recovered by renaming it to the desired member name. PDSM32 is provided primarily to process old member versions
and members with non-printable (hexadecimal) names. The utility also performs these functions for normal members and
can list a directory partially or completely, highlighting duplicate entries and members out of sequence.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM32 utility to process multiple member versions.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM32[,PARM='controlstmt']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *             (optional control statements)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to specify a single control statement as described in Control Statements on this page.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library for which processing is to be performed.

SYSIN
Defines optional control statement input as described in Control Statements on this page.

Member PDSMJ32 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Control Statements

PDSM32 control statements can be specified in the PARM= field of the EXEC JCL statement, as SYSIN input, or both.
PDSM32 scans the first 72 characters for a valid control statement. PDSM32 control statements are of the following form:

DIR       {{member1} {member2}}

DIRV      {{member1} {member2}}

DELETE    member1  {ALIAS}

DELETE    member1  {PURGE | PREVONLY} {CLEANUP}

RENAME    member1  member2

PURGE PREVONLY

The control statements processed by PDSM32 are as follows:

DIR
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List directory from member1 to member2 in alphabetical sequence, highlighting any errors. Both parameters are optional
and are treated as member prefixes. If neither is specified, the entire directory is listed. If only member1 is specified, the
entire directory is listed beginning at the specified member.

DIRV
List directory from member1 to member2 in alphabetical sequence, including old member versions and highlighting any
errors. Both parameters are optional and are treated as member prefixes. If neither is specified, the entire directory is
listed. If only member1 is specified, the entire directory is listed beginning at the specified member.

DELETE
Delete the indicated member. Additional keywords control optional deletion of this member's old versions (minus versions)
and aliases.

ALIAS
Delete the member and all its aliases.

PURGE
Delete the member and its old versions.

PREVONLY
Delete only the member's old versions; do not delete the base member.

CLEANUP
Force PURGE or PREVONLY to attempt delete of all possible 99 old versions. This is intended for cases where a version
may be missing (-1 and -3 exist, but -2 does not).

RENAME
Rename member1 to new name member2.

PURGE
PURGE PREVONLY deletes all old versions, for all members, base (current) members will not be deleted.

The member1 and  member2 parameters can be specified in the following ways:

member
An alphabetic member name such as FPWR01.

X'member'
A hexadecimal member name such as X'FE02C16759834216'.

member(-nn)
A old member version such as FPWR01(-2).

Example of Use

The following sections show control statement examples.

Recover a Previous Member Version

In the following example, the previous version of the MYTEST member in the TEST.LOAD library is being restored as
member RECOVER.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM32

//PDSMPDS  DD   DSN=TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDSMRPT  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

  RENAME MYTEST(-1) RECOVER

//
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Delete a Member and its Previous Versions

In the following example, the member MYTEST and its old member versions will be deleted, from the TEST.LOAD library.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM32

//PDSMPDS  DD   DSN=TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDSMRPT  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

  DELETE MYTEST PURGE

//

Delete a Member's Previous Versions

In the following example, only the old member versions of member MYTEST will be deleted from TEST.LOAD library. The
current version of member MYTEST will not be deleted.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM32

//PDSMPDS  DD   DSN=TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDSMRPT  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

  DELETE MYTEST PREVONLY

//

Remove All Previous Versions

In the following example, all previous versions, for all members, will be deleted from TEST.LOAD library. Only previous
versions will be deleted; current member versions will remain.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM32

//PDSMPDS  DD   DSN=TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDSMRPT  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

  PURGE PREVONLY

//

Delete a Member and its Aliases

In the following example, the member MYTEST and its aliases will be deleted, from the TEST.LOAD library.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM32

//PDSMPDS  DD   DSN=TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//PDSMRPT  DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

  DELETE MYTEST ALIAS

//

Previous Version Recoverability
The PDSMAN Previous Version Recoverability facility maintains the previous version of an updated member in a separate
journal library.

Occasionally it is necessary to restore the previous version of a library member. This can be required because a member
was updated in error, because a member was inadvertently saved over a production member, the member was deleted, or
for a number of other reasons.
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The Multiple Member Version Support facility can maintain any number of previous library member versions in the same
library. The Previous Version Recoverability facility offers an alternative to Multiple Member Version Support, usually when
you want to maintain only one previous version of each member and you do not want to maintain previous versions in the
library itself.

Previous Version Recoverability Description
PDSMAN provides a simple means of retaining the previous version of a library member for immediate fallback and
recovery purposes. The Previous Version Recoverability facility copies the original version of the member from the main
library to a separate journal library before it is replaced by a new version or is deleted. The previous member version can
be recovered from the journal library using IEBCOPY.

Previous Version Recoverability Implementation
Previous Version Recoverability can be implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
implementation of this facility.

Contents

Procedure

To implement Previous Version Recoverability for a single member, a library, or a group of libraries

• Allocate a journal library with the same DCB characteristics and library type (PDS or PDSE) as the main library. A
separate backup library must be allocated for each main library for which Previous Version Recoverability has been
specified.

• Specify JOURNAL=X on a matching $UPDATE control statement for the library, as described in the next section.
• Provide a $JOURNAL control statement specifying the data set name of both the main and the journal library, as

described in the next section. If a $JOURNAL statement is not provided but $UPDATE JOURNAL=X has been
specified for the library, PDSMAN automatically generates the name of the journal library by adding the suffix
qualifier .JOURNAL to the library name.

• Establish recovery procedures as described later in this section.

Control Statements

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Previous Version Recoverability facility are
shown in the following list. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
The library or group of libraries for which Previous Version Recoverability support is required.

JOURNAL
The Previous Version Recoverability option.

Parameters on the $JOURNAL control statement that are applicable to the Previous Version Recoverability facility are
shown in the following list. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements..

LIB
The library for which Previous Version Recoverability support is required.

JLIB
The library in which updates to the LIB library are duplicated.

JSO
Option to use a specific program name, PDSMJSO, to perform journal library update operations. This allows some update
operations to be more easily secured using your installation security product.
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Restrictions

Previous Version Recoverability is not supported for member aliases. An updated member is copied to the journal library
but any aliases for the member are not processed.

Previous Version Recoverability Usage Notes
There is a one-to-one correspondence between main and journal libraries that must be maintained to ensure the integrity
of the journal library. In order to reduce the possibility of deadly embrace ENQUEUE/RESERVE lockouts, the journal
library is  not reserved.

It is possible to nest journal operations--that is, to journal a journal library. However, if you wish to maintain multiple
previous versions of library members, it may be more convenient to use the Multiple Member Version Support facility.

It is possible to restrict updates to journal libraries to only PDSMAN journaling operations. To restrict these updates using
your installation security product, do the following:

• Specify JSO=Y on the $JOURNAL control statement where the journal library name is specified on the JLIB
parameter. If a matching $JOURNAL control statement does not exist, create one that specifies the journal library
name and include JSO=Y.

• Define appropriate security system rules that allow the journal library to be updated only by program PDSMJSO. The
rule should also indicate that PDSMJSO must be loaded from the PDSMAN system linklist library.

NOTE

This method is applicable to journaling operations to PDS and data PDSE journal libraries. Journaling operations
for program object libraries cannot be secured in this manner.

Member Control Information

Member control information for the journaled member is not altered during a journaling operation, regardless of any
$UPDATE CONTROL= rule, which may be specified for the journal library.

Previous Version Recoverability Processing
For each library for which Previous Version Recoverability has been specified, a small journal library is allocated to hold
the previous versions. Before a library update operation such as member addition, replacement, or deletion, is performed
in the main library, the original member is duplicated in the journal library. The journal library is dynamically allocated by
PDSMAN when these operations take place.

Recovering Journaled Members
To recover a previous version from the journal library, use IEBCOPY to copy the required member back to the main
library. PDSMAN automatically recognizes a journaled member recovery operation and temporarily disables further library
journaling for the output library.

The Main Backup System
The MAIN backup system provides an effective offline, secondary-level of backup for members captured by the Library
Member Archiving and Library Member Incremental Backup facilities. This section is an overview of the PDSMAN Backup
system.

The PDSMAN Library Member Archiving and Library Member Incremental Backup facilities produce files, called
CAPTURE backup files, containing the members that match their respective CAPTURE criteria. In many cases, this is the
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only level of backup you need to maintain. In some instances, however, the amount of data on the CAPTURE backup files
necessitates the creation of another level of backup called the MAIN backup file.

For an example of the MAIN backup system, see Archive and Recovery System Examples.

Main Backup System Levels
The PDSMAN backup system has three levels of backup files. Typically, the longer a member remains in the backup
system, the higher the level it attains. The following graphic shows the different levels. The promotion of members from
one backup file to another is completely user controlled. Both source and load library members can be contained together
on the same backup file.

Contents

 

Capture Level

The  CAPTURE level is the lowest level of the PDSMAN backup system and is the first stop for members as they enter
the system. Library members matching the capture criteria (Archive or Incremental Backup) are copied from their disk
library to the CAPTURE backup file.

More than one version of a member can be kept on any backup file. Maintaining multiple member versions is usually
more applicable to Library Member Incremental Backup than it is to Library Member Archiving. Each member version is
identified by its library name, member name, and member control information.
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For CAPTURE backup, the main objective is to keep the backup file as small as practical so that the capture process
executes as quickly as possible. The method used to keep the CAPTURE backup file small is to periodically promote the
members on the CAPTURE backup file to the next higher level and purge out the CAPTURE system. Typically, members
are kept on the CAPTURE system for at least two executions of the next higher-level system, the MAIN backup system.

Main Level

The  MAIN level is the middle level in the PDSMAN backup system structure. Members enter the MAIN backup system
from a CAPTURE backup file and are transferred to the MAIN backup file. After all members have been transferred, the
feeding CAPTURE system can be completely or partially purged so that subsequent CAPTURE processing executes
faster.

A member that is on the MAIN backup system can be a product of either the CAPTURE (Archive) or CAPTURE
(Incremental Backup) systems. In fact, members that have been captured using both methods can reside on the same
MAIN backup file. Care must be taken to avoid confusion about the identity of each member when mixing the backup
functions in this way.

The MAIN backup level can support multiple versions of members. A directory of MAIN backup contents can be
maintained on DASD for online inspection by users.

Though not as important as in the case of the CAPTURE backup file, it is desirable to keep the MAIN backup file at a
manageable size. The method of managing the MAIN backup file is to periodically promote members to the next level
in the PDSMAN backup system, the ARCHIVE level. Members can be manually or automatically purged from the MAIN
backup file after they have been maintained there for a specified period.

Archive Level

The  ARCHIVE level is the highest level of the PDSMAN backup system. Promotion to the ARCHIVE backup file is
performed as follows. The members are read in from a MAIN backup file, processed through the Backup Maintenance
program (PDSM04), and transferred to the ARCHIVE backup file if needed. The use of the ARCHIVE backup level is
uncommon. In most cases, the MAIN backup level is sufficient to handle the archived members.

As with previous levels, the ARCHIVE backup level has the capability to support multiple versions of members and has
online backup directory support.

NOTE
The term archive has dual meaning when used in the description of the PDSMAN Archiving and Recovery
facilities. When  ARCHIVE is used, it refers to the highest level of backup provided by the PDSMAN backup
systems, the ARCHIVE level. When  Archive is used, it refers to the process of backing up inactive or obsolete
library members, as in CAPTURE (Archive).

Promotion

Members are promoted through the PDSMAN backup system along the following path:

library (DISK) ===> CAPTURE ===> MAIN ===> ARCHIVE (file)

Typically, the further to the right a member appears on this diagram, the older it is, or the more time it has spent in the
backup system. Each arrow represents a promotion from one level to another.

Main Backup System Implementation
The MAIN backup system can be implemented on a library-by-library basis. The following sections describe the
implementation of this facility.

Contents
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Requirements

Implement a CAPTURE backup system, either for Library Member Archiving or Library Member Incremental Backup that
serves as a source of data for the MAIN backup system.

Procedure

To implement a MAIN backup system

• Create a generation data group (GDG) entry for the MAIN backup files to be used. Member DEFGDG in the PDSMAN
Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for defining a GDG.

• Update the entry in the Library Control Data Set (CDS) for this library. This entry specifies the criteria that need to
be matched for a member to be eligible to be maintained on the MAIN backup system. CDS control statements
are described in the section CDS Entries. Before implementing your system, see Library Control Data Set (CDS)
Reference, which describes the CDS in detail.

• Optionally, implement procedures to allow users to control the MAIN backup processing. Users may be allowed to
delete members from the MAIN system, transfer members to the ARCHIVE system, or perform other MAIN system
maintenance functions. This may also require allocating and formatting a collection data set to hold queued user
control statements. For more information, see Control Data Sets.

• Optionally, allocate a backup directory to maintain the listings from recent PDSM04 executions online. For more
information, see the section Backup Directory.

• Backup Maintenance is executed by running the PDSM04 procedure that was copied to your procedure library during
installation. The first time this procedure is used, the PDSMMBKI DD statement should be dummied since there is
no initial input MAIN file. Periodic executions of PDSM04 to perform backup maintenance can be scheduled on a
production batch basis.

• Implement procedures for restoring members from the MAIN backup system. For more information, see Control Data
Sets.

 

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Main Backup System.

Program Objects

Members of program object libraries are not processed by the MAIN backup system.

CDS Entries

The Library Control Data Set (CDS) regulates the Library Backup Maintenance (MAIN backup system) process. Through
it, you specify the libraries to be processed and the time that the members are to be retained on the MAIN backup file. A
CDS entry is necessary for each library for which members are maintained on the MAIN backup file. See Library Control
Data Set (CDS) Reference for details on the following fields that control PDSM04 library selection and processing:

• CDSPDS
• CDSMBKID
• CDSMRETN
• CDSMEXPA
• CDSMWARN
• CDSNVERS
• CDSSCLM

Main Backup System Usage Notes
The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.
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Control Statements

PDSM04 processing includes support to delete, move, or hold members by specifying control statements using the
PDSMCTL DD statement. For more information about control statements, see the section Control Statements in Backup
Maintenance (PDSM04). For control statement syntax, see User Control Statements.

Control Data Sets

Although it is possible to supply control statements in-stream, it is usually more convenient to allocate a collection data set
into which you can queue control statements for the next execution of the Backup Maintenance, Library Member Purging,
or Library Member Restore processor. The collection data set is provided as input to the processor through the PDSMCTL
DD statement.

To implement a collection data set

• Allocate and format the collection data set. The format of each of the collection data sets is RECFM=F, BLKSIZE=80.
Sufficient space should be allocated to contain the maximum expected number of user control statements. A few
tracks generally suffice for the collection data set. Member PDSMJ06A in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library
provides sample JCL for allocating and formatting a collection data set.

• Queue user requests. This can be done by using the PDSM06 batch procedure, the PDSM06 TSO CLIST, or by
choosing the Library/Backup Maintenance option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

• Clear the data set after use. The supplied procedures for PDSM02, PDSM04, PDSM04V, and PDSM05 all reformat
the corresponding control statement collection data set after successful execution. For more information about the
formatting collection data sets and queuing control statements, see Maintenance Control Facility (PDSM06).

Backup Directory

The Backup Maintenance facility provides a backup directory containing the results of recent Backup Maintenance
executions. This backup directory is maintained online where users can easily query it to determine the status of specific
library members. The directory contains the historical contents of the CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE backup systems.

To implement the backup directory

• Allocate a backup directory of sufficient size to contain at least two copies of the PDSMRPT report produced by
PDSM04. Member ALOCBDIR in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for allocating a backup
directory.

• Add a PDSMBDnn DD statement to your PDSM03 procedure where nn specifies the number of CAPTURE runs for
which history is maintained. For example, PDSMBD03 causes history information to be maintained in the backup
directory for the three most recent CAPTURE executions.

• Add a PDSMBDnn DD statement to your PDSM04 procedure where nn specifies the number of Backup Maintenance
runs for which history is maintained. For example, PDSMBD04 causes history information to be maintained in the
backup directory for the four most recent Backup Maintenance executions.

The backup directory can be queried by choosing the Backup Directory Display option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master
Menu, or through use of the Online Backup Interface. For more information, see Maintenance Control Facility (PDSM06).

Multiple Version Support

PDSMAN offers the capability to maintain more than one version of a member on the CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE
backup files. This is controlled by the setting of the CDSNVERS field in the CDS entry and is possible because each
member is uniquely identified by its library name, member name, and version information. Member versions exceeding
the value specified in CDSNVERS are dropped from CAPTURE, MAIN, or ARCHIVE backup files regardless of other
retention criteria that may have been specified.
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Promote to the ARCHIVE Level

If the size of the MAIN backup file becomes excessive, or if you desire a more long-term mode of storage for members,
you should implement an ARCHIVE level backup system. The ARCHIVE backup files should be allocated as GDGs in
the same manner as the MAIN backup files. The PDSM04 procedure should be modified so that the PDSMABKI and
PDSMABKO DD statements refer to the input and output ARCHIVE backup files, respectively.

Members are transferred from the MAIN to the ARCHIVE backup system using the MOVE command. Members that are
already on the input ARCHIVE file are automatically transferred to the output file unless they are replaced by a member
from the MAIN file or manually deleted. If you are not running an ARCHIVE level backup system, the PDSMABKI and
PDSMABKO DD statements can be omitted from the PDSM04 procedure.

Rename Libraries on the Backup File

Members of multiple installation libraries can be maintained on a single PDSMAN backup data set, each member being
uniquely identified by its library name, member name, and version.

If a library is renamed, the latest generations of CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE backup files each require processing by
PDSM04 or PDSM05DR utilities to make the corresponding changes in the library name recorded on the backup data set.

PDSM05DR is the preferred method for renaming libraries on the backup file.

Remove Libraries from the Backup System

If a library, part of a PDSMAN backup system, is deleted from DASD, you need to either remove the library from the
PDSMAN backup system or instruct PDSMAN that the library is no longer to be processed.

To remove a library from any PDSMAN backup system

• Use the PDSM05DR utility to delete the library on all backup systems (CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE), one system
at a time.

• Remove the entry for the library from the CDS. If the CDS entry is a pattern, add a CDS EXCLUDE statement for the
library.

WARNING
Do not simply remove the CDS entry when a library is deleted from DASD. Doing so will prevent subsequent
backup maintenance processing from completing successfully. The library must first be removed from the
backup files before removing CDS entry or adding an EXCLUDE statement.

Determine Library Names from a Backup Data Set

Should the CDS be inadvertently modified and can not be restored from a backup, any PDSMAN backup data sets being
maintained using the CDS prior to its modification may no longer be able to be processed with the modified CDS.

In such situations, it may be necessary to process one or more backup data sets to determine the order and names of
libraries being maintained so that the CDS can be adjusted accordingly. You can accomplish this using the PDSM05 utility
and the procedure. For more information, see the section Determining Library Names from a Backup Data Set in Restore
and List Backup Members (PDSM05).

Backup Data Set Format

The formats of the CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE backup systems and of their backup data sets are identical. Each
system is maintained as a generation data group (GDG). Each generation of the GDG consists of a single data set
containing members of multiple libraries, which can have differing record formats (for example source and load modules).
Libraries are maintained on each GDG data set in the order specified in the CDS (physical or sorted). Each library
member is uniquely identified by its:
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• Library name
• Member name
• Version (date and time of last update)

Multiple versions of each member of a library are maintained on all backup systems if field CDSNVERS is specified.

Main Backup System Processing
PDSM04 begins MAIN processing by reading the CDS and building a chain of the CDS entries for the libraries whose
CDSMBKID field matches the value specified on the PARM= parameter. The input MAIN and CAPTURE backup files are
then opened and for each matching library the following processing is performed:

• A merging process is performed using the members on the current MAIN backup file and the members on the
CAPTURE backup file as input. Members currently existing on the MAIN backup file are checked to see if they have
expired, based upon the criteria defined in the CDS. If they have not expired, they are copied to the output MAIN
backup file.

• Members from the input CAPTURE backup file are merged into the output MAIN backup file. Additionally, any user
specified control statements are processed at this time. This can include moving members from either the input MAIN
or ARCHIVE backup files to the output ARCHIVE backup file, deleting members or libraries from the backup system,
and so on.

When all libraries have been processed in the above manner, PDSM04 terminates.

Use PDSM04 to Perform Backup Processing
Use the PDSM04 utility to perform backup maintenance processing.

Usually, you establish and test a MAIN backup system and then turn over the PDSM04 JCL to the production control area
for scheduling as a periodic (usually weekly, monthly, or quarterly) batch job.

Main Backup Report

The main report produced by PDSM04 provides a directory of the current contents of the MAIN and ARCHIVE backup
data sets. All member movements, actions, and warning messages are displayed on this report. The report is directed to
ddname PDSMRPT. For a sample report, see PDSM04 Output.

In addition to the main report produced by PDSM04, an abbreviated report, containing only backup member movements,
warning, and action messages, is produced if a ddname PDSMSUM is provided to the Backup Maintenance procedure.
This summary report may be appropriate for circulation to users.

Use PDSM05 to Restore Backup System Members
Library members can be restored from the PDSMAN MAIN or ARCHIVE backup systems by using the restore procedure,
PDSM05.

Restore processing uses the same internal ENQ mechanisms as those used by ISPF and the linkage editor. For this
reason, the restore can be run concurrently with normal library updating without impact

Member Capture (PDSM03)
The PDSM03 CAPTURE processor copies members from DASD libraries to the CAPTURE backup file based on Library
Member Archiving or Library Member Incremental Backup selection criteria.
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The first step in any Library Member Archiving or Library Member Incremental Backup system is to copy the data from
the library to the backup files. The CAPTURE process backs up library members to the first level of the PDSMAN backup
system, the CAPTURE backup file.

Member Capture Description
CAPTURE processing can be performed either as part of Library Member Incremental Backup or Library Member
Archiving:

• In CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) mode, it provides a fast incremental backup of only recently changed library
members and can be run between full library backups as a low-overhead means of increasing library recoverability,
and as the first stage of the Multiple Version Support backup process.

• In CAPTURE (Archive) mode, only library members that have been unreferenced for a specified period are captured.
These members can be subsequently merged by the Backup Maintenance utility, PDSM04, into a more permanent
backup system and can be deleted from the library. PDSM03 operates in CAPTURE (Archive) mode when a second
parameter of ARCHIVE is specified on the PARM.

Each CAPTURE data set is a sequential file of library members, each member being uniquely identified by its:

• Library name
• Member name
• Date and time of update

Any number of libraries, of any record formats, can be maintained together on a single CAPTURE data set.

This section is a reference for the PDSM03 utility. For more information, see Archiving Inactive Members and Incremental
Backup of Library Members. 

PDSM03 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM03 CAPTURE utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM03 CAPTURE utility.

//CAPTURE  EXEC PGM=PDSM03,PARM='parameter'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=capture.dataset(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMCBKO DD DSN=capture.dataset(+1),UNIT=TAPE,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=model.dscb

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR

//PDSMWK3  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space

//PDSMWK4  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space

//PDSMBDnn DD DSN=backup.directory,DISP=SHR

The following describes JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMCBKI
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Defines an input data set containing the latest generation of the CAPTURE backup file. This data set should be dummied
when creating the first generation of the GDG.

PDSMCBKO
Defines an output data set to contain the next generation of the CAPTURE backup file. The model DSCB should specify
RECFM=V and have a BLKSIZE as large as possible. The BLKSIZE specified for the output CAPTURE backup file is not
dependent on the block sizes of any of the libraries that are maintained on the backup system.

PDSMCDS
Defines the control data set (CDS) specifying the libraries to be processed by PDSM03. For more information, see the
section Library Selection Using the CDS.

PDSMWK3
Defines a sequential work data set that is required if an online backup directory is being maintained. It must be at least
large enough to contain the report produced by the Capture run.

PDSMWK4
Defines a sequential work data set that is required if an online backup directory is being maintained. It must be as large as
the backup directory.

PDSMBDnn
Specifies a backup directory containing the cumulative results of the last nn Capture runs. For more information about the
backup directory, see the section Backup Directory.

Members PDSMJ03 and PDSMJ03C in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provide sample JCL for executing this
utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM03 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

PARM=x[,ARCHIVE]

x
This single character parameter is required to select which CDS entries are to be processed. This character is compared
to CDS fields CDSCRCID or CDSCARID, depending on the mode PDSM03 is running in. The mode is determined by
the next parameter. Field CDSCRCID is checked if processing in CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) mode, and field
CDSCARID is checked if processing in CAPTURE (Archive) mode.

ARCHIVE
Optional parameter to control the mode of PDSM03 run. Specify ARCHIVE to run in CAPTURE (Archive) mode. If this
parameter is not specified, the mode is CAPTURE (Incremental Backup).

Capture (Incremental Backup) Mode

CAPTURE (Incremental) mode means PDSM03 captures members whose Last Updated Date (as recorded by PDSMAN
or the ISPF Editor) has changed within a defined number of days.

Capture (Archive) Mode

CAPTURE (Archive) mode means PDSM03 captures members whose Last Reference Date (as recorded by PDSMAN)
has not changed within a defined number of days.

Library Selection Using the CDS

The CAPTURE utility processes all selected libraries in one operation. Libraries are processed in the order defined in the
CDS, and are allocated dynamically if selected.
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If operating in CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) mode, a library is selected for processing only if field CDSCRCID of its
CDS entry matches the single character PARM passed to PDSM03.

If operating in CAPTURE (Archive) mode, a library is selected for processing only if field CDSCARID of its CDS entry
matches the first PARM parameter passed to PDSM03.

For more information about the CDS fields, see the following sections:

• CDS Entries in Purging Inactive Library Members
• CDS Entries in Incremental Backup of Library Members
• CDS Field Formats in Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference

Member Selection and Retention

In normal operation, members are not retained indefinitely on a CAPTURE backup system. Recently changed members
on a CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) system can be dropped after some period, usually after at least two full backups of
the library have been taken since the member was captured. Unreferenced members on a CAPTURE (Archive) system
can be dropped after some period, usually after at least two backup maintenance runs have been performed since the
member was captured.

In both modes of operation, only members that have recorded member control information are considered for transfer
from a library to a CAPTURE system. Members without control information are ignored. For this reason, when
implementing a CAPTURE (Archive) system, procedure PDSM12 should be run initially to reformat the directory with
default member control information.

CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) Retention

If CDS field CDSRCRTN is blank, all library members are eligible for transfer to and maintenance on the CAPTURE
(Incremental Backup) backup system. If CDSRCRTN is not blank, members that have been changed in the last
CDSRCRTN days are eligible for transfer to the CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) backup system, where they are retained
for CDSRCRTN days before being dropped. The date that a member was last changed is considered the most recent of:

• The date that the member was last updated.
• The date that the member title, if any, was last updated.
• The member's expiration base date, set by a HOLD function or by PDSMAN when the member was copied to the

library. This field is ignored if it is a future date.

CAPTURE (Archive) Retention

If CDS field CDSARRTN is blank, all library members that were last referenced more than CDSARTIM days ago are
eligible for transfer to and retention on the CAPTURE (Archive) backup system. If CDSARRTN is not blank, members
that were last referenced between CDSARTIM and CDSARTIM+CDSARRTN days ago are eligible for transfer to the
CAPTURE (Archive) system, where they are retained for CDSARRTN days before being dropped. The date that a
member was last referenced is considered the most recent of:

• The date that the member was last updated
• The date that the member was last read
• The member's expiration base date (possibly a future date)

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the CAPTURE utility.

Program Objects

The CAPTURE processor does not process members of program object libraries.
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PDSM03 Processing
The following sections describe PDSM03 CAPTURE processing.

Contents

Backup File Format

Both the CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) and CAPTURE (Archive) backup systems are maintained in identical format
as a set of generation data group (GDG) data sets. A new generation data set is created each time a CAPTURE is
run. Multiple libraries, regardless of data set type, can be maintained together on this data set. Each library member is
uniquely identified by its library name, member name, and version (date and time of last update).

Schedule

As each library is selected for processing, a copy of its directory is transferred to a temporary data set. The library is
reserved during this transfer. The copy of the directory is then used for the remaining CAPTURE processing and the
library is released so that normal library updating can proceed during the backup process. No scheduling is therefore
required for CAPTURE processing, which can be run at any time. For integrity reasons, if space reuse is effective for the
library, the library reserve is not released until backup of that library is complete.

Backup Directory

The Backup Maintenance facility provides a backup directory containing the results of recent Capture and Backup
Maintenance executions. This backup directory is maintained online where users can easily query it to determine the
status of specific library members. The directory contains the historical contents of the CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE
backup systems.

To implement the backup directory

• Allocate a backup directory of sufficient size to contain at least two copies of the PDSMRPT report produced by
PDSM03. Member ALOCBDIR in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for allocating a backup
directory.

• Optionally, add a PDSMBDnn DD statement to your PDSM03 procedure, where nn specifies the number of CAPTURE
runs for which history is maintained. For example, PDSMBD03 causes history information to be maintained in the
backup directory for the three most recent CAPTURE executions.

• Optionally, add a PDSMBDnn DD statement to your PDSM04 procedure, where nn specifies the number of Backup
Maintenance runs for which history is maintained. For example, PDSMBD04 causes history information to be
maintained in the backup directory for the four most recent Backup Maintenance executions.

Multiple Version Support

More than one version of a library member can be maintained on a CAPTURE backup system. Field CDSNVERS defines
the maximum number of versions of a member that can be maintained. This field defaults to one if not specified. When
the maximum allowable number of versions of a member has been reached, the oldest version is dropped when a new
version is added.

In mixed or SCLM controlled (CDSSCLM=Y) libraries, the maximum allowable number of versions refers only to members
of production status. A production version of a member on the backup system can only be replaced by a library version
that is also of production status. The maximum number of versions of a mixed library member having test status is always
one. The ability to maintain mixed libraries is provided by the Production Member Statusing facility.
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Merge Process

Library members eligible for CAPTURE are merged with existing members that are present on the input CAPTURE
backup file. An eligible library member is usually transferred to the CAPTURE system only if it has been updated, had its
expiration base date reset, or had its title updated since the last CAPTURE run.

Members already existing on the CAPTURE backup file are not replaced by an identical member from the library unless
the member's Last Reference Date has changed since it was originally captured and OPTION RECAPTURE=YES is
specified in the CDS.

When a new member version is added from the library, the oldest CAPTURE backup member version is dropped if the
maximum allowable number of versions has been reached. For mixed libraries, when a production member is added to
the CAPTURE backup file, any older test version of the same member is dropped.

Member Control Information

As a library member is transferred to the CAPTURE backup system, all of its member control information is transferred
with it. Members without recorded member control information are ignored by CAPTURE processing.

Member Title Information

As a library member is transferred to the CAPTURE backup system, any title information for the member is transferred
with it. This title information is restored to the library when the member is restored.

Compression

As part of the transfer process, the member is compressed into a number of variable length blocks. The BLKSIZE of the
CAPTURE backup file does not depend on the block sizes of captured libraries.

Member Aliases

Alias directory entries for a member are backed up with the member and are restored to the library along with the
member. Alias directory entries are not backed up independently of an owning member. The BLKSIZE of the CAPTURE
backup file must be sufficient for all alias directory entries of a member (allow 72 bytes each) and title lines (allow 80 bytes
each) to be accommodated within the first backup block of the member.

Reblocking

If the RECFM of a member is F or FB, it is treated on a logical record basis and can be re-blocked when it is restored to
a library. Members of all other record formats (VB, V, and U) are treated on a physical block basis and can be restored
to a library of block size sufficient to contain the largest block of the member. The device types of the backup and restore
libraries need not be identical.

TTR Check

All directory TTR information and load module note lists are checked for resolution during the backup process. If a
resolution error occurs, PDSM03 terminates with an indication of the member in error. This situation may result if a
member has been corrupted. The corrupted member should be deleted or re-linked.

PDSM03 Examples
The following sections show examples of CAPTURE processing.

Contents
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CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) Process

The following job step is an example of the use of a CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) backup system. In this example, the
CDS is shown in-stream to show its use in controlling CAPTURE backup contents. Libraries are processed in the order
defined by the CDS processing option.

When creating the initial generation, the input CAPTURE backup data set should be a null data set. No DCB information is
required.

//CAPTURE  EXEC PGM=PDSM03,PARM=A

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTUREC(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMCBKO DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTUREC(+1),UNIT=TAPE,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=PDSMAN.MODLDSCB

//PDSMCDS  DD *

*   0    1    1    2    2    3    3    4    4    5    5  

*...5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5...

TEST.PROCLIB              A080D   A016               AP80

PROD.SOURCE               A       B008       B

BW.SOURCE                 A090D030A011A060022A       AS01

TEST.LOADLIB              A       A016A060022A400D040

PROD.MACLIB               A       A                  AP85

USER.LOADLIB              A100W   B016       B       AS02

/*

In this example:

• Libraries TEST.PROCLIB, BW.SOURCE, TEST.LOADLIB, and PROD.MACLIB are maintained on this CAPTURE
(Incremental Backup) backup system because the CDSCRCID field (position 35) of each of their CDS entries matches
the PARM passed to PDSM03. PROD.SOURCE and USER.LOADLIB are not maintained on this CAPTURE backup
system.

• Changes to TEST.PROCLIB, BW.SOURCE, and TEST.LOADLIB are maintained for 16, 11, and 16 days respectively
(CDSRCRTN, positions 36 to 38) before being dropped from this CAPTURE backup file.

• Backup of PROD.MACLIB is totally maintained on this CAPTURE backup file system because CDS field CDSRCRTN
is blank. Members are not dropped from this system.

CAPTURE (Archive) Process

The following job step is an example of the use of a CAPTURE (Archive) backup system. In this example, the CDS is
shown in-stream to show its use in controlling CAPTURE backup contents. Libraries are processed in the order defined by
the CDS processing option.

When creating the initial generation, the input CAPTURE backup data set should be a null data set. No DCB information is
required.

//CAPTURE  EXEC PGM=PDSM03,PARM='A,ARCHIVE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTUREA(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMCBKO DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTUREA(+1),UNIT=TAPE,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=PDSMAN.MODLDSCB

//PDSMCDS  DD *

*   0    1    1    2    2    3    3    4    4    5    5   

*...5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....

TEST.PROCLIB              A080D   A016               AP80

PROD.SOURCE               A       B008       B

BW.SOURCE                 A090D030A011A060022A       AS01
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TEST.LOADLIB              A       A016A060022A400D040

PROD.MACLIB               A       A                  AP85

USER.LOADLIB              A100W   B016       B       AS02

/*

In this example, members of BW.SOURCE and TEST.LOADLIB that were last referenced between 60 (CDSARTIM) and
82 (CDSARTIM+CDSARRTN) days ago are maintained on this CAPTURE (Archive) system because the CDSCARID field
of each of their CDS entries matches the first parameter passed to PDSM03.

PDSM03 Output
The following sections describe PDSM03 output.

Reports

The PDSM03 report is written to the PDSMRPT DD statement and includes an entry for each member processed by the
program. The PDSMRPT DD statement can be dummied to suppress the report.

PDSMAN        7.70                                 CAPTURE / RECENT CHANGES

** PDSM03 **   XE44                                   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE770.DEMOSRC

INPUT CAPTURE BACKUP PDSMAN.FEATD.CAPTURE.G0020V00    OUTPUT CAPTURE BACKUP  PDSMAN.FEATD.CAPTURE.G0021V00

        'P' INDICATES PRODUCTION STATUS               *** THIS BACKUP RETAINS MEMBERS CHANGED IN THE LAST 004

 DAYS ***

**

Member         Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Referenced   Base Date    Expires      Source    Action

PDSMBSI        02/15/2009  11:04  72.02  KINJE00     -- None  --  02/15/2009   02/19/2009   Capture   Dropped

 - Past Expiration Date

PDSMMCPU       02/20/2009  11:04  72.01  THODI01     -- None  --  02/20/2009   02/24/2009   Capture

PDSMOPR        02/20/2009  14:05  01.01  KINJE00     -- None  --  02/20/2008   02/24/2009   Capture

PDSMSS10       02/20/2009  10:27  72.00  PDSM723     -- None  --  02/20/2009   02/24/2009   Capture

PDSM00A        02/23/2009  14:05  01.01  KINJE00     -- None  --  02/23/2008   02/27/2009   Library   Added to

 Capture Backup System

PDSM00A        02/20/2009  11:04  72.01  THODI01     -- None  --  02/20/2009   02/24/2009   Capture   Replaced

 by Library Member

PDSM018        02/20/2009  11:04  72.01  THODI01     -- None  --  02/20/2009   02/24/2009   Capture

The headers printed at the top of each PDSM03 report page provide general information such as the PDSMAN release,
the execution date and time, the utility name, and the system ID. The headers also provide information specific to this
run of PDSM03. The mode (Recent Changes or Archive) is shown on the top line while the name of the library being
processed is reported on the second header line. The third title line shows the names of the input and output capture
backup files. The remaining title line describes the capture criteria being used for this PDS.

The body of the PDSM03 report lists the member control information and the action taken for each member processed by
PDSM03.

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Member
The name of the library or backup system member. The member generation is reported if multiple versions of the member
are being maintained. For more information, see Multiple Member Version Support.

Update Date/Time
The date and time that the library member was last updated.

Vers.
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The library member version. For members with control information in ISPF format, the version and modification level are
reported as VV.MM. For other members, the modification level is reported in MMM format.

Job Name
The job name, TSO user ID, or security ID that last updated the member.

S
The production status of the member as defined by the PDSMAN Production Statusing facility. "P" indicates a member
in production status, or that the member was last edited under SCLM control if the CDSSCLM field is set to Y. Blank
indicates a member in test status, or that the status information is not being maintained for the library.

For more information about the Production Statusing facility, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

Referenced
The date that this member was last referenced. For more information about the reference date recording, see Recording
Member Last Reference Dates.

Base Date
The expiration base date for the member, recorded to provide additional information for the calculation of the member's
true expiration date.

Expires
The calculated expiration date for the member.

Source
The input source for the member being processed.

Action
A description of the action taken for this library or backup system member. If this field is blank, no processing action has
been taken for the member.

Return Code

PDSM03 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
A program object library was bypassed.

8
At least one library was bypassed due to an allocation failure.

Backup Maintenance (PDSM04)
The PDSM04 Backup Maintenance utility promotes members from the CAPTURE backup file to the MAIN backup system
and provides MAIN backup system maintenance functions.

Backup Maintenance Description
PDSM04 merges members on a CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) or CAPTURE (Archive) backup system with existing
members on a MAIN backup system.

During this process, or in a separate operation, user selected members can be transferred from the MAIN backup system
and merged with existing members on an ARCHIVE backup system.
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An ARCHIVE backup system is normally only implemented in order to reduce the size of a very large MAIN backup
system. In most installations, an ARCHIVE backup system is unnecessary.

The Backup Maintenance processor optionally purges unwanted members from the MAIN backup system. User control
statements are processed to control the contents of the MAIN and ARCHIVE backup systems.

PDSM04 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM04 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM04 Backup Maintenance utility:

//BKMAINT  EXEC PGM=PDSM04,PARM='parameter'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMSUM  DD SYSOUT=class                    (optional)

//PDSMWK3  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space

//PDSMWK4  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=capture.dataset(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMMBKI DD DSN=main.dataset(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMABKI DD DSN=archive.dataset(0),DISP=OLD
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//PDSMMBKO DD DSN=main.dataset(+1),UNIT=unit,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=model.dscb

//PDSMABKO DD DSN=archive.dataset(+1),UNIT=unit,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=model.dscb

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=ctlstmt.collect,DISP=OLD     (optional)

//PDSMBDnn DD DSN=backup.directory,DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR

Not all of the statements above are required for PDSM04 execution.

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMSUM
Defines an optional data set to contain a summary report, listing only those members for which specific actions occur,
such as being added to or dropped from the CAPTURE backup.

PDSMWK3
Defines a sequential work data set that is required if an online backup directory is being maintained. It must be at least
large enough to contain the report produced by the backup maintenance run.

PDSMWK4
Defines a sequential work data set that is required if an online backup directory is being maintained. It must be as large as
the backup directory.

PDSMCBKI
Defines an input data set containing the latest generation of the CAPTURE backup file.

PDSMMBKI
Defines an input data set containing the latest generation of the MAIN backup file. This data set should be dummied when
creating the first generation of the GDG.

PDSMABKI
Defines an input data set containing the latest generation of the ARCHIVE backup file. This data set should be dummied
when creating the first generation of the GDG.

PDSMMBKO
Defines an output data set to contain the next generation of the MAIN backup file. The model DSCB should specify
RECFM=V and have a BLKSIZE as large as possible. The BLKSIZE specified for the output MAIN backup file is not
dependent on the block sizes of any of the libraries that are maintained on the backup system.

PDSMABKO
Defines an output data set to contain the next generation of the ARCHIVE backup file. The model DSCB should specify
RECFM=V and have a BLKSIZE as large as possible. The BLKSIZE specified for the output ARCHIVE backup file is not
dependent on the block sizes of any of the libraries that are maintained on the backup system.

PDSMCTL
Defines a data set containing control statements used to control PDSM04 processing. For more information, see the
section Control Statements.

PDSMBDnn
Specifies a backup directory containing the cumulative results of the last nn backup maintenance runs. For more
information about the backup directory, see the section Backup Directory.

PDSMCDS
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Defines the control data set (CDS) that defines the libraries to be processed by PDSM04. For more information, see the
section Library Selection Using the CDS.

Member PDSMJ04 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM04 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

PARM=[x[,TITLE]]  [RENAME]

x
This single character parameter is required in order to select libraries for processing from the libraries specified in the
control data set (CDS). A library is selected for processing if this parameter matches field CDSMBKID, described in the
section Library Selection Using the CDS.

TITLE
Optional parameter specifying that member titles, if present, are to be reported during PDSM04 processing.

RENAME
Optional parameter specifying that RENAME processing is to be performed instead of normal processing. For more
information, see the section Renaming Backup Libraries.

Library Selection Using the CDS

The Backup Maintenance utility processes all selected libraries in one operation. Libraries are processed in the order
defined by CDS OPTION statement. Library members on a CAPTURE backup file are selected for transfer to a MAIN
backup system only if field CDSMBKID of the CDS entry matches the PARM passed to PDSM04.

See the section Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference for a description of the following CDS fields used to control
PDSM04 processing:

• CDSPDS
• CDSMBKID
• CDSMRETN
• CDSMEXPA
• CDSMWARN
• CDSNVERS
• CDSSCLM

Control Statements

Users or a control group can control MAIN and ARCHIVE backup contents by providing control statements to the Backup
Maintenance utility. The control statements processed by PDSM04 are:

DELT
Delete a MAIN backup member or group of members.

HOLD
Reset the expiration base date of a MAIN backup member or group of members to the current date or to a future date.
This is normally done to defer purging of members from the MAIN backup system.

PROD
Promote a MAIN backup member from test to production status. This is applicable only in the case of mixed libraries using
the Production Member Statusing facility.

TEST
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Demote a MAIN backup member from production to test status. This is applicable only in the case of mixed libraries using
the Production Member Statusing facility.

MOVE
Transfer a MAIN backup member or group of members to an ARCHIVE backup system, merging them with existing
members on the ARCHIVE backup system. A MAIN backup member replaces an existing ARCHIVE backup member of
the same library name, member name and, in the case of a mixed library, member status (production or test), regardless
of when each member was updated.

For control statement syntax, see User Control Statements.

Control Statements Queue

Although it is possible to supply user control statements in-stream, it is usually more convenient to allocate a collection
data set into which users can queue their control statements for the next execution of the Backup Maintenance processor.
The collection data set is provided as input to the processor through the PDSMCTL DD statement. For more information
about implementation of a collection data set, see the section Control Data Sets in The Main Backup System.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Backup Maintenance utility.

Program Objects

The Backup Maintenance processor does not process members of program object libraries.

PDSM04 Processing
The following sections describe Backup Maintenance processing.

Contents

MAIN and ARCHIVE Backup Format

The format of MAIN and ARCHIVE backup files is identical to that of a CAPTURE backup file. Each member is uniquely
identified by its library name, member name, and version (last update date and time).

Multiple Version Control

More than one version of a library member can be maintained on a MAIN or ARCHIVE backup system. The CDSNVERS
field defines the maximum number of versions that can be maintained on each system. It defaults to one if not specified.
When the maximum allowable number of versions of a member has been reached, the oldest version is dropped when a
new version is added.

In mixed or SCLM controlled (CDSSCLM=Y) libraries, the maximum allowable number of versions refers only to members
of production status. Only a CAPTURE member that is also of production status can replace a production version of a
member on the MAIN backup system. The maximum number of versions of a test member of a mixed library is always
one.

Merging Process

CAPTURE backup members eligible for transfer to the MAIN backup system are merged with existing members that are
present on the input MAIN backup file.

Members already existing on the MAIN backup file are not replaced by an identical member from the Capture backup file
library unless the member has a more recent capture date and OPTION RECAPTURE=YES is specified in the CDS.
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When a new member version is added from the CAPTURE backup system, and the maximum allowable number of
versions has been reached, the oldest MAIN backup member is dropped. For mixed libraries, when a production member
is added to a MAIN backup system, any older test version of the same member is dropped.

Backup Member Retention

The CDSMRETN field of each CDS entry can optionally specify a retention period, in days, of members on a MAIN
backup system. The retention period for each member is calculated from the date that the member was added to the
MAIN backup system.

Expiration Action

Expiration action is governed by field CDSMEXPA of the CDS entry; expired members can be purged (CDSMEXPA=D) or
merely highlighted (CDSMEXPA=W) by PDSM04.

Warnings

If purging has been specified, field CDSMWARN of the CDS entry specifies an optional warning period, in days, used for
highlighting members soon to be purged. If this field is blank, no warnings occur.

If a PDSMSUM DD statement is provided, PDSM04 produces a summary report highlighting only those members for
which some action has occurred or is about to occur.

Mixed Libraries

Purging is a mechanism that is most frequently applied to testing libraries. Accordingly, for mixed libraries, only members
having test status are eligible for purging; members having production status do not participate in the purging process.

Defer Purge

You can defer purging of MAIN backup members by providing HOLD control statements that reset member expiration
base dates to the current date or to some future date. The new expiration date is CDSMRETN days from the new
expiration base date.

Control of ARCHIVE Backup Contents

If it is required to perform DELT or PROD functions on an ARCHIVE backup data set, this can be accomplished merely by
substituting the ARCHIVE backup data sets in place of the MAIN backup file in the backup maintenance run.

Backup Directory

The Backup Maintenance facility provides a backup directory containing the results of recent Capture and Backup
Maintenance executions. This backup directory is maintained online where users can easily query it to determine the
status of specific library members. The directory contains the historical contents of the CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE
backup systems.

To implement the backup directory
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• Allocate a backup directory of sufficient size to contain at least two copies of the PDSMRPT report produced by
PDSM04. Member ALOCBDIR in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for allocating a backup
directory.

• Optionally, add a PDSMBDnn DD statement to your PDSM03 procedure, where nn specifies the number of CAPTURE
runs for which history is maintained. For example, PDSMBD03 causes history information to be maintained in the
backup directory for the three most recent CAPTURE executions.

• Optionally, add a PDSMBDnn DD statement to your PDSM04 procedure, where nn specifies the number of Backup
Maintenance runs for which history is maintained. For example, PDSMBD04 causes history information to be
maintained in the backup directory for the four most recent Backup Maintenance executions.

Rename Backup Libraries

NOTE
The PDSM05DR utility is the preferred method for renaming and deleting libraries on the PDSMAN backup files.
For more information PDSM05DR, see the section Backup Delete, Rename or Convert (PDSM05DR).

PDSM04 can be used to rename one or more libraries on a physical-ordered backup data set. If a PARM of RENAME is
specified, it:

• Reads the SYSIN data set to determine the old and new library names
• Transfers the backup data set specified by ddname PDSMRIN to ddname PDSMROUT, renaming specified libraries in

this process

Any number of libraries can be renamed in one PDSM04 rename operation. The following shows how to rename library
BW.SOURCE to BX.SOURCE and library BW.LOAD to BX.LOAD on MAIN backup system PDSMAN.MAINA. The
corresponding CDS changes should be made after the rename has been performed. PDSM04 RENAME does not rewrite
the Backup Directory report. The Backup Directory is updated by the next backup run (PDSM04).

//RENAME   EXEC PGM=PDSM04,PARM=RENAME

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMRIN  DD DSN=PDSMAN.MAINA(0),DISP=SHR

//PDSMROUT DD DSN=PDSMAN.MAINA(+1),

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=TAPE,

//         DCB=PDSMAN.MODLDSCB

//SYSIN    DD *

OLDLIB=BW.SOURCE

NEWLIB=BX.SOURCE

OLDLIB=BW.LOAD

NEWLIB=BX.LOAD

/*

PDSM04 Example
The following job step is an example of the use of the Backup Maintenance utility. In this example, the CDS is shown in-
stream to show its use in controlling MAIN backup contents and the transfer of members from a CAPTURE backup file to
a MAIN backup system.

User control statements are provided in collection data set PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM04. Any sequential data set of
RECFM=FB, LRECL=80 can be used in place of this collection data set. Alternatively, the control statement input can be
nulled.

Any of the input or output backup data sets can be nulled by omitting the corresponding DD statements or by specifying a
null data set. No DCB information is required.

//BKMAINT  EXEC PGM=PDSM04,PARM='A,TITLE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A
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//PDSMSUM  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMWK3  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//PDSMWK4  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTUREA(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMMBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.MAINA(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMABKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.ARCHIVEA(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMMBKO DD DSN=PDSMAN.MAINA(+1),UNIT=TAPE,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=PDSMAN.MODLDSCB

//PDSMABKO DD DSN=PDSMAN.ARCHIVEA(+1),UNIT=TAPE,

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=PDSMAN.MODLDSCB

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM04,DISP=OLD

//PDSMBD06 DD DSN=PDSMAN.BKUPDIR,DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD *

*   0    1    1    2    2    3    3    4    4    5    5   

*...5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....

TEST.PROCLIB              A080D   A016               AP80

PROD.SOURCE               A       B008       B            5

BW.SOURCE                 A090D030A011A060022A       AS01

TEST.LOADLIB              A       A016A060022A400D040

PROD.MACLIB               A       A                  AP85

USER.LOADLIB              A100W   B016       B       AS02

/*

In this example:

• Members of the BW.SOURCE and TEST.LOADLIB libraries are selected for transfer to the MAIN backup system
because field CDSMBKID (position 46) of their CDS entries matches the first parameter (A) passed to PDSM04. The
second parameter, TITLE, is optional and causes member titles to be displayed on the report produced by PDSM04. If
this parameter is omitted, member control information is displayed using two columns on each report page.

• Members of PROD.SOURCE are retained indefinitely on the MAIN backup system. Field CDSNVERS (positions 59 to
60) specifies that the latest five versions of members of this library should be maintained on the MAIN backup system.

• Members of TEST.LOADLIB are maintained for 400 days (CDSMRETN, positions 47 to 49) on the MAIN backup
system, after which time they are purged (CDSMEXPA, position 50), with 40 days warning (CDSMWARN, positions 51
to 53), unless purging is deferred by means of user HOLD control statements.

• The ARCHIVE backup data set corresponding to ddnames PDSMABKI and PDSMABKO are only required if MOVE
control statements are to be processed.

• The backup directory, PDSMAN.BKUPDIR, contains the cumulative results of the last six (taken from PDSMBD06)
backup maintenance runs. Online users can interrogate this backup directory.

• A report summarizing all library member movements, actions, and pending actions is produced on PDSMSUM.
• The data set defined by PDSMWK3 is required if an online backup directory is being maintained. It must be large

enough to contain the report produced by the backup maintenance run.

The data set defined by PDSMWK4 is required if an online backup directory is being maintained. It must be at least as
large as the backup directory.

PDSM04 Output
The following sections describe PDSM04 output.

Contents
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Reports

PDSM04 produces two reports. The full report is written to the PDSMRPT DD statement and includes an entry for each
member processed by the program. The summary report is written if a PDSMSUM DD statement is present, and is of the
same format as the full report, but only reports members for which specific actions have been taken. The PDSMRPT DD
statement can be dummied to suppress the full report.

PDSMAN        7.70                                    BACKUP MAINTENANCE

** PDSM04 **  IPO1                                    PDSMAN.FEATD.CNTLY.CAPRC1

INPUT CAPTURE BACKUP PDSMAN.FEATD.CAPTURE.G0022V00

INPUT MAIN    BACKUP PDSMAN.FEATD.MAIN.G0007V00       OUTPUT MAIN    BACKUP PDSMAN.FEATD.MAIN.G0008V00

INPUT ARCHIVE BACKUP ** NULL **                       OUTPUT ARCHIVE BACKUP ** NULL **

                                                      *** MEMBERS ARE RETAINED FOR 090 DAYS ON THIS BACKUP ***

Cntl  Member         Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S  Base Date   Expires     Source    Information/

Action

      PGCF30A        02/11/2009  07:16  01.00  PDSFEAT     02/11/2009  05/11/2009  Main 

      PGCF30B        02/13/2009  19:45  01.00  PDSFEAT     02/13/2009  05/13/2009  Main 

      PGCF30C        02/15/2009  20:46  01.00  JEKFD       02/15/2009  05/15/2009  Main  

      PGCF30D        02/20/2009  10:26  01.00  PDSFEAT     02/23/2009  05/23/2009  Capture   Added to Main

 Backup System

HOLD  PGCF30D        02/20/2009  10:26  01.00  PDSFEAT     02/23/2009  07/07/2006  Capture   Expiration Base

 Date Reset

      PGCF30E        02/22/2009  15:14  01.00  PDSFEAT     02/23/2009  05/23/2009  Capture   Added to Main

 Backup System

      PGCF30F        02/23/2009  09:24  01.01  JEKFD       02/23/2009  05/23/2009  Capture   Added to Main

 Backup System

      PGCF30F        02/20/2009  08:22  01.00  JEKFD       02/22/2009  05/22/2009  Main      Replaced by Newer

 Capture Member

The headers printed at the top of each PDSM04 report page provide general information such as the PDSMAN release,
the utility name, and the system ID. The headers also provide information specific to this run of PDSM04. The name of the
library being processed is reported on the second header line. The next three title lines show the names of the input and
output CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE backup files respectively. The final title line describes the backup maintenance
criteria being used for this library.

The body of the PDSM04 report lists the member control information and the action taken for each member processed by
PDSM04. The following describes the fields listed in the report.

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Cntl
This field lists user control statements that have been specified for the member. For more information about user control
statements, see Control Statements. This field is blank if no user control statements were supplied.

Member
The name of the backup system member. The member generation is reported if multiple versions of the member are being
maintained. For more information, see Multiple Member Version Support.

Update Date/Time
The date and time that the library member was last updated.

Vers.
The library member version. For members with control information in ISPF format, the version and modification level are
reported as VV.MM. For other members, the modification level is reported in MMM format.

Job Name
The job name, TSO user ID, or security ID that last updated the member.
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S
The production status of the member as defined by the PDSMAN Production Statusing facility. "P" indicates a member
in production status, or that the member was last edited under SCLM control if the CDSSCLM field is set to Y. Blank
indicates a member in test status, or that the status information is not being maintained for the library. For more
information about the Production Statusing facility, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

Base Date
The expiration base date for the member, recorded to provide additional information for the calculation of the member's
true expiration date.

Expires
The calculated expiration date for the member.

Source
The input source for the member being processed.

Information/ Action
A description of the action taken for this backup system member. If this field is blank, no processing action has been taken
for the member.

Return Codes

PDSM04 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

16
At least one control statement error encountered.

Backup Delete, Rename, or Convert (PDSM05DR)

PDSM05DR Description
PDSM05DR processes data sets (not members) within any PDSMAN backup data set (CAPTURE, MAIN, or ARCHIVE).
The data sets within the backup can be deleted, renamed, or re-arranged into sorted (alphabetic) order by data set name.
The utility reads one backup data set as input, applies the specified actions (delete, rename, or convert), and writes out a
new generation of the backup data set.
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PDSM05DR Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM05DR utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM05DR utility:

//BKDR    EXEC PGM=PDSM05DR

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMBKI  DD DSN=capture.or.main.or.archive(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMBKO  DD DSN=capture.or.main.or.archive(+1),

//         DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DCB=model.dscb,UNIT=unit

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=class                    (optional)

//SORTCNTL DD *                               (optional)

  (optional SORT override control statements)

/*

//SYSIN    DD *

  (PDSM05DR control statements)

/*

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
There are no parameters.
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PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMBKI
Defines an input data set containing the latest generation of a PDSMAN Capture, Main, or Archive backup file. Backup file
can be physical or sorted order.

PDSMBKO
Defines an output data set to contain the next generation of the PDSMAN backup file being read from DD PDSMBKI. The
RECFM and BLKSIZE must be exactly same as the input file, PDSMBKI.

The order of the new generation backup file will be the same as the input backup file unless a convert operation is being
performed, in which case the output backup file will be in sorted order by data set name.

SYSOUT
Defines the output report data set, for SORT messages, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

SORTCNTL
Defines an optional data set containing SORT override control statements.

SYSIN
Utility control statements with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80. Records with an * in column 1 are treated as
comments.

Control Statement Functions

PDSM05DR recognizes the following functions:

DELETE=
Delete all data sets within the backup file that match the specified data set name or pattern. Member names cannot be
specified. When this function is executed, be sure to execute the same delete on all backup files within the backup set
(that is, Capture, Main, and Archive). After this function is completed, alter the controlling CDS to remove the deleted data
set names.

Examples:

DELETE=PUBLIC.USER.CNTL

DELETE=PUBLIC.TEST.-

 

OLDDSN=

NEWDSN=
Rename a data set, within the backup file, to a new name. Pattern characters cannot be specified. When this function
is executed, be sure to execute the same rename on all backup files within the backup set (that is, Capture, Main, and
Archive). After this function is completed, alter the controlling CDS to remove the deleted data set names.

Example:

OLDDSN=PUBLIC.USER.CNTL

NEWDSN=PUBLIC.TEST.A.CNTL

CONVERT ORDER=SORTED
Read in a backup file that is in physical order, and re-arrange the order of backed up data sets to be in ascending data set
name order. When this function is executed, be sure to execute the same conversion on all backup files within the backup
set (that is, Capture, Main, and Archive). After this function is completed, alter the controlling CDS to specify the following
OPTION statement (as first record):

OPTION ORDER=SORTED PATTERNS=Y
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CONVERT cannot be specified when Delete or Renames are being done.

SORT Override Control Statements

If a ddname of SORTCNTL is provided, SORT uses the specified SORT control statements when reordering the libraries
in the backup data set. PDSM05DR provides the following default SORT control statements:

SORT FIELDS=(9,48,A),FORMAT=BI

RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(nnnn)

where nnnn is the input blocksize + 56

NOTE
If you provide SORT control statements, do not alter the SORT or RECORD statements shown above. Doing so
may cause the backup data set to become unusable.

Usage Notes

The search order for PDSM05DR control statements is top to bottom, with the search stopping at the first match. Only one
control statement will be processed for each data set within a backup file.

Delete and rename operations can be performed against physical order (unsorted) or sorted backup data sets. The output
file will be created with same order as the input.

CONVERT ORDER=SORTED cannot be specified if delete or rename operations have also been specified.

The output file must use same blocksize as the input file.

If the input blocksize + 56 is greater than 32766, the backup file cannot be re-ordered. The backup file will need to be
recreated (that is, another backup run) using a smaller blocksize before PDSM05DR will allow re-ordering. PDSM05DR
will not change the blocksize.

PDSM05DR does not rewrite the Backup Directory report. After converting a backup set, the Backup Directory will be
updated by the next backup process.

PDSM05DR Examples
The following sections show examples of PDSM05DR utility usage.

Contents

RENAME and DELETE

The following job step is an example of using PDSM05DR to delete and rename data sets within a PDSMAN backup file.

//DELREN  EXEC PGM=PDSM05DR

//PDSMBKI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO(0)

//PDSMBKO  DD DSN=PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO(+1),

//            DISP=(,CATLG),

//            DCB=(RECFM=V,BLKSIZE=27700),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

DELETE=PDSMANT.$NOTES.MINIS

OLDDSN=PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB

NEWDSN=PUBLIC.PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB
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OLDDSN=PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL

NEWDSN=PUBLIC.PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL

/*

In this example:

• Data set PDSMANT.$NOTES.MINIS will be deleted if it exists within the backup file.
• Data set PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB will be renamed to PUBLIC.PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB if it exists within the backup

file.
• Data set PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL will be renamed to PUBLIC.PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL if it exists within the backup file.

CONVERT ORDER=SORTED

The following job step is an example of using PDSM05DR to convert a physical ordered backup file into a sorted order
backup file:

//CNVRT   EXEC PGM=PDSM05DR 

//PDSMBKI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO(0)

//PDSMBKO  DD DSN=PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO(+1),

//            DISP=(,CATLG),

//            DCB=(RECFM=V,BLKSIZE=27700),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//PDSMRPT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *    

CONVERT ORDER=SORTED

/*

In this example, the current generation of PDSMAN backup file PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO is rewritten as a sorted order
backup file.

PDSM05DR Output
The following sections describe PDSM05DR output.

Contents

PDSM05DR Report

The PDSM05DR utility report contains the following:

• Input and output data set information
• All data sets found within the input backup file and any Delete or Rename actions taken (if no delete or rename action

applies, the reported action is COPY)
• The order of data sets written to new backup file
• Any error condition messages

The following is a sample PDSM05DR report:

PDSMAN        7.70                             BACKUP MAINTENANCE - DELETE AND RENAME

** PDSM05DR ** XE44

CONTROL STATEMENTS

DELETE=PDSMANT.$NOTES.MINIS

OLDDSN=PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB
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NEWDSN=PUBLIC.PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB

OLDDSN=PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL

NEWDSN=PUBLIC.PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL

END OF CONTROL STATEMENTS

PDSMAN        7.80                             BACKUP MAINTENANCE - DELETE AND RENAME

** PDSM05DR ** XE44

INPUT  DATASET

  NAME   : PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO.G0001V00

  TYPE   : PDSMAN BACKUP

  BLKSIZE: 00027700

  ORDER  : CDS

OUTPUT DATASET

  NAME   : PDSMANT.TEST.PDSMBKO.G0002V00

  BLKSIZE: 00027700

  ORDER  : CDS

READING INPUT

  COPY   : PDSMANT.CLIST

  RENAME : PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB                          TO  PUBLIC.PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB

  COPY   : PDSMANT.TEMP.PDS

  RENAME : PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL                              TO  PUBLIC.PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL

LIBRARY ORDER ON OUTPUT

         : PDSMANT.CLIST

         : PUBLIC.PDSMANT.TEST.LINKLIB

         : PDSMANT.TEMP.PDS

         : PUBLIC.PDSMANT.JCL.CNTL

INPUT AND OUTPUT BLOCK CHECKSUMS MATCH.  PROCESSING COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

END OF REPORT

Return Codes

The return code will be set from control statement or SORT results. In general, return code will be one of the following:

0
No errors or warnings.

4
At least one warning message issued, review output for details.

8
At least one error condition occurred, review output for details.

16
An error occurred during SORT, review the SORT messages for details.
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Restore and List Backup Members (PDSM05)
The PDSM05 Library Member Restore utility is used to restore or list members that have been processed by the Library
Member Incremental Backup and Library Member Archiving facilities.

Library Member Restore Description
The Library Member Restore utility restores individual members, groups of members, or entire libraries from the PDSMAN
backup system. This utility can also list the contents of backup members and report the names of libraries being
maintained on the backup system.

 

PDSM05 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM05 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM05 Library Member Restore utility.
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//RESTORE  EXEC PGM=PDSM05[,PARM=LISTDSN]

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMLIST DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=capture.backup(0),DISP=OLD    (optional)

//PDSMMBKI DD DSN=main.backup(0),DISP=OLD       (optional)

//PDSMABKI DD DSN=archive.backup(0),DISP=OLD    (optional)

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=ctlstmt.collect,DISP=OLD      (optional)

//PDSMLIB  DD DSN=ctlstmt.alt,DISP=OLD          (optional)

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR

//PDSMWK2  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=space

Not all of the JCL statements above are required for PDSM05 execution.

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
A parameter is normally not required for PDSM05 processing. If a parameter of LISTDSN is specified, PDSM05 performs
special processing. For more information, see the section Determining Library Names from a Backup Data Set.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMLIST
Specifies the data set to which output is directed if the LIST function is being used.

PDSMCBKI
Defines an optional input data set containing the latest generation of the CAPTURE backup file. If this statement is
specified, the corresponding data set will be searched for members to be restored or listed.

PDSMMBKI
Defines an optional input data set containing the latest generation of the MAIN backup file. If this statement is specified,
the corresponding data set will be searched for members to be restored or listed.

PDSMABKI
Defines an optional input data set containing the latest generation of the ARCHIVE backup file. If this statement is
specified, the corresponding data set will be searched for members to be restored or listed.

PDSMCTL
Defines a data set containing control statements used to control PDSM05 processing, as described in the following
section titled Control Statements.

PDSMLIB
Defines an optional data set containing control statements used to restore members to an alternate library.

PDSMCDS
Defines the control data set (CDS) that defines the libraries that can be processed by PDSM05.

PDSMWK2
Defines a sequential work data set used to hold control statements. The DCB attributes of this data set are RECFM=FB,
LRECL=80. This is a required DD statement.

Member PDSMJ05 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Control Statements

Users or a control group can submit control statements to the Library Member Restore utility. The control statements
processed by PDSM05 are:

REST
Restore a member or group of members to a library.
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LIST
List the contents of a backup member or group of members.

For syntax information, see User Control Statements.

Control Statements Queue

Although it is possible to supply user control statements in-stream, it is usually more convenient to allocate a collection
data set into which users can queue their control statements for the next execution of the Library Member Restore
processor. The collection data set is provided as input to the processor through the PDSMCTL DD statement. For more
information about implementing a collection data set, see Control Data Sets in The Main Backup System.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the Library Member Restore utility.

Program Objects

Members of program object libraries are not processed by the Library Member Restore utility.

PDSM05 Processing
Backup members of any number of libraries can be restored or listed during execution of the Library Member Restore
utility and can be retrieved from one or more of the following backup data sets:

• A CAPTURE backup file
• A MAIN backup file
• An ARCHIVE backup file

Contents

Member Selection

As many backup data sets as have been provided are read in parallel by PDSM05. For restore (REST) operations,
backups are searched in the order indicated above for the latest version of each member that meets all of the control
statement selection criteria. The criteria are library name, member name, and optionally, member status (mixed library
only) and version (last update date and time). For LIST operations, all occurrences of a member that meet the control
statement selection criteria are listed on PDSMLIST. The report produced by PDSM05 indicates the backup on which
each selected member was found.

A member is restored to a library only if a member of the same name is not already present in the library, or if an older
version of that member in the library is to be replaced. A library member that is the same or a more recent version than
the backup member, as indicated by the update date and time fields of the member control information, is not replaced.
An exception is when an individual member (member name and update date/time) has been specified (.ALL has not been
specified as the member name).

Member Control Information

All member control information is restored to the library with the owning member.

Expiration Base Date

When a member is being restored to a library, its expiration base date is set to the current date unless the whole library is
being restored or its expiration base date is greater than the current date. In either of these two circumstances, member
expiration base dates are not altered.
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Member Aliases

All alias names are restored to the library with an owning member. An alias name replaces any existing library member or
alias of the same name.

Member Title Information

All member title information is restored to the library with the owning member.

Restore to Another Library

Members can also be restored to a library other than that from which they were captured. This can be achieved by
specifying the original and alternate library names in a data set that is read by PDSM05 using ddname PDSMLIB. The
PDSMLIB data set consists of one or more pairs of 80-byte control statements of the form:

FROM=libraryname

TO=libraryname

The FROM library name is the name of the original library on the backup system. The TO library name is the name of the
alternate library to which members are to be restored. The TO library does not need to be defined in the CDS.

NOTE
All restore (REST) control statements must still refer to the original (FROM) library name.

Reblocking

The record format of the member being restored and the record format of the library into which it is being restored are
checked for compatibility. Members of F or FB record format can be reblocked during the restore process. Members of all
other record formats (VB, V, and U) are not re-blocked but can be restored to a library of block size sufficient to contain
the largest block of the member.

The device type of the library into which members are being restored need not be the same as that from which they were
captured.

Schedule

During restore (REST) operations, each library directory is locked from other updates only while members are actually
being written into the library. The directory is released while backup data sets are being searched for other members
to be restored. This is done to permit normal library updating to proceed concurrently with restore processing without
contention.

If no valid user control statements are provided to PDSM05, the utility terminates without opening the input backup data
sets. This permits deferred mounting to be effectively used in situations where restore processing is scheduled at regular
intervals and there may be no user control statements in a collection data set.

PDSM05 Examples
The following sections show examples of Library Member Restore utility usage.

Contents

Restore Library Members

The following job step illustrates the use of the Library Member Restore utility.

//RESTORE  EXEC PGM=PDSM05

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A
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//PDSMLIST DD SYSOUT=A  (required for LIST operations only)

//PDSMMBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.MAINA(0),DISP=OLD

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM05,DISP=OLD

//PDSMCDS  DD *

*   0    1    1    2    2    3    3    4    4    5    5   

*...5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....0....5....

TEST.PROCLIB              A080D   A016               AP80

PROD.SOURCE               A       B008       B

BW.SOURCE                 A090D030A011A060022A       AS01

TEST.LOADLIB              A       A016A060022A400D040

PROD.MACLIB               A       A                  AP85

USER.LOADLIB              A100W   B016       B       AS02

/*

In this example, members are to be restored from a MAIN backup system to the TEST.PROCLIB and BW.SOURCE
libraries. Members can also be listed during the restore operation, with output being directed to the PDSMLIST ddname.

User control statements are provided in collection data set PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM05. Any sequential data set of
RECFM=FB, LRECL=80 can be used in place of the collection data set.

An ARCHIVE backup can also be supplied as input to the Library Member Restore utility by providing a PDSMABKI
DD statement specifying an ARCHIVE backup data set. The MAIN and ARCHIVE backup data sets are then searched
together for members to be restored.

Restore from an Incremental Member Backup

The volume on which the TEST.PROCLIB, BW.SOURCE, and TEST.LOADLIB libraries reside is backed up weekly and
these data sets have a daily CAPTURE (Incremental Backup).

Following a failure of the volume, the volume is restored from the latest weekly backup, and control statements are
supplied to the Library Member Restore utility to restore members from the latest daily CAPTURE backup.

REST .ALL,TEST.PROCLIB

REST .ALL,BW.SOURCE

REST .ALL,TEST.LOADLIB

Only members that have been updated or added to these libraries since the last weekly volume backup are restored. A
PDSMCBKI DD statement is required, specifying the latest CAPTURE (Incremental Backup) backup file.

Determine Library Names from a Backup Data Set

Libraries on PDSMAN backup data sets are maintained in the order that they are specified in the CDS. This order is
checked during any backup system processing that uses physical ordering and processing is terminated with a sequence
error if irregularities are found.

Should the CDS be inadvertently modified and be unable to be restored from a backup, any PDSMAN backup data sets
being maintained using the CDS prior to its modification can no longer be processed with the modified CDS.

In such situations, it may be necessary to process one or more backup data sets in order to determine the order that
libraries are being maintained so that the CDS can be adjusted accordingly.

This can be accomplished by running the PDSM05 utility with a PARM of LISTDSN and with no user control statements,
as shown in the following example:

//LISTDSN  EXEC PGM=PDSM05,PARM=LISTDSN

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMCBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTUREA(0),DISP=SHR

//PDSMMBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.MAINA(0),DISP=SHR
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//PDSMABKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.ARCHIVEA(0),DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD DUMMY

//PDSMCTL  DD DUMMY

//PDSMWK2  DD DUMMY

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Each library appearing on each of the input backup data sets PDSMCBKI, PDSMMBKI, and PDSMABKI is reported. Any
of these data sets can be omitted.

The LISTDSN parameter and absence of any user SYSIN control statements indicate that the PDSM05 utility is to
process in this mode.

Member PDSMJ05L in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for determining library names on a
backup data set.

PDSM05 Output
The following sections describe PDSM05 output.

Return Code

PDSM05 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

16
At least one control statement error encountered.

Online Backup Interface
The Online Backup Interface allows you to display the libraries and members maintained on the PDSMAN Backup System
and to queue requests to restore members and to manage Backup System contents.

The contents of the libraries maintained on the latest versions of CAPTURE, MAIN and ARCHIVE backup files may be
viewed using the Online Backup Interface. The names of (DASD) library members may be merged with the display to
provide a complete list of a library and its backup contents.

Additionally, the Control Statement Collection data sets may be accessed and those members which are due to participate
in pending Backup Maintenance or Restore Processing operations can have the pending activity flagged in the display.
Further requests may be queued for Backup Maintenance processing or for Restore processing and previously entered
requests may be cancelled.

Online Backup Interface Description
The Online Backup Interface is accessed from EZYEDIT, by entering BK as a Function on the Selection panel, or as a
primary or line command on the Data Set List panel.

When the BK command is entered without the specification of a data set name, the PDSMAN Backup Libraries display
is shown. This display shows all information on the libraries for which information has been recorded in the PDSMAN
Backup Directory.

When a data set name is also specified when the BK command is entered, such as when a Data Set List line command
is used, or when the Option/Dsname field is specified on the Selection panel, the Backup Directory is searched and if the
specified library is found, the Backup Library Contents display for that library is shown.
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Online Backup Display Related Commands
Some of the commands available on the PDSMAN Backup Libraries and Backup Library Contents displays are used to
tailor, navigate, or process the display itself. These commands are common to many EZYEDIT displays and are entered
either as primary or line commands, depending on the command type. For more information about tailoring the display,
see Using the Displays.

The following commands are used to process the display:

FIND
Scroll the display to the first entry containing a given string

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the current display

IF
Filter the display based on the contents of any display field

LOCATE
Scroll the display to the first entry beginning with a string

OUTPUT
Write the contents of the display to a user specified data set

RESET
Reset the display to its original contents

SORT
Sort the display on any of the displayed data fields

X
Exclude objects from the display

/ (Slash)
Position an entry to the top of the display

= (Equal)
Repeat the previous line command

? (Question)
Redisplay messages that may have been overlaid

Backup Libraries Display
The following sections describe the PDSMAN Backup Libraries display.

Contents

Description

The PDSMAN Backup Libraries display is obtained by entering the BK command in the Function field of the EZYEDIT
Selection panel, with the Option/Dsname field left blank, or by entering the BK primary command on the EZYEDIT Data
Set List display.

The Online Backup Interface obtains the name of the Backup Directory from the data set name specified on the
$EZYEDIT BKDIR parameter. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

The BK command may also be specified as 'BK ?'. The '?' prompts for the name of the Backup Directory, providing an
opportunity to specify an alternative name.
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Display View

The following example shows a Backup Directory display.

PDSMAN Backup Libraries ------------------------------------------- Row 1 of 5

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

Cmd  Library

     FRPR02.PROD.SOURCE

     FRPR02.PROD.JCL

     STT04.TEST.SOURCE

     STT04.TEST.JCL

     STT04.TEST.LINKLIB

The displayed libraries are those maintained on PDSMAN CAPTURE, MAIN, and ARCHIVE data sets. The names of
these libraries are recorded in the Backup Directory during PDSM03 and PDSM04 batch processing runs.

Primary Commands

Apart from the Display Related Commands, there are no primary commands for the PDSMAN Backup Libraries display.

Line Commands

The PDSMAN Backup Libraries display provides line commands that process individual libraries in the display. Most line
commands can also be specified as primary commands.

Line commands can be stacked and blocked. For more information, see the section Using the Displays in EZYEDIT, in
the Using section.

You enter line commands to the left of the entry for a particular object.

S
Show the Backup Library Contents display for this library.

Backup Library Contents Display
The following sections describe the Backup Library Contents display.

Contents

Description

The Backup Library Contents display is obtained by entering the BK command in the Function field of the EZYEDIT
Selection panel, with the Option/Dsname field also specified, or by entering the BK line command on the EZYEDIT Data
Set List display. The Backup Library Contents display may also be obtained by selecting a library from the PDSMAN
Backup Libraries display.

The Online Backup Interface obtains the name of the Backup Directory from the data set name specified on the
$EZYEDIT BKDIR parameter. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

The BK command may also be specified as 'BK ?'. The '?' prompts for the name of the Backup Directory, providing an
opportunity for an alternative name to be specified.

The Backup Directory is searched for the specified library and its contents are displayed. In the following display example,
a RESTORE primary command has been entered, the Control Statement Collection data set for Restore Processing has
been accessed, and pending REST(ore) operations for two members are indicated.
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Display View

The following screen shows the Display View.

Backup Library Contents FRPR02.PROD.SOURCE ----------------------- Row 1 of 63

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> CSR  

Cmd  Member  Locn Sta Level      Changed       Ident    Expires    CtlStmt

     ACCOUNTS  C      01.04  2009/10/25.08:12  TSGRB    Never 

     ACCOUNTS  M      01.03  2009/09/28.13:43  TSGRB    Never

     C1CH1     M      02.12  2008/03/09.10:45  JASON1   Never      REST

     C1CH2     M      01.05  2008/04/04.15:27  JASON1   2009/04/11

     D010601   M      01.01  2008/11/19.12:01  FRJLCAR  Never      REST

Members for the selected library that are maintained in the PDSMAN Backup System are displayed. The following fields
are shown:

Cmd
Line command input field.

Member
Member name.

Locn
Member location (Capture, Main, Archive, Library).

Sta
Member status - P indicates a Production member. This field is only applicable to libraries defined using a $MIXED control
statement. For more information, see Initialization Control Statements.

Level
The version and modification level VV.MM. of the member.

Changed
The date and time on which the member was last changed.

Ident
The name of the user or job that last changed the member.

Expires
The date on which the member (on the MAIN backup only) is to be auto-deleted or flagged for deletion.

CtlStmt
May indicate one of the following queued control statements set to action this member in a subsequent batch processing
operation:

REST
Restore member to a DASD library.

DELT
Delete this member from the MAIN Backup data set.

HOLD
Set MAIN Backup member expiration date to a future date.

MOVE
Move member from MAIN to ARCHIVE Backup.

PROD
Promote member to Production status ($MIXED libraries only).
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TEST
Demote member from Production status ($MIXED libraries only).

Primary Commands

In addition to the Display Related Commands, the following primary commands may be specified on the Backup Library
Contents display.

LIB IN
Include (DASD) library members in the display.

LIB OUT
Exclude (DASD) library members from the display.

MAINT <?>
Access the Control Statement Collection data set for Backup Maintenance processing, indicate any pending control
statement actions for members of the Backup library currently displayed and enable Delt, Hold, Move, Prod and Test line
commands to be specified.

The name of the Backup Maintenance Control Statement Collection data set is specified by the $EZYEDIT
BKCOLLECTM parameter. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

The optional '?' prompts for the name of the collection data set, providing an opportunity for an alternative name to be
specified.

RESTORE <?>
Access the Control Statement Collection data set for Restore processing, indicate any pending restore operations for
members of the Backup library currently displayed, and enable Rest line commands to be specified.

The name of the Restore Processing Control Statement Collection data set is specified by the $EZYEDIT BKCOLLECTR
parameter. For more information about the statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

The optional '?' prompts for the name of the collection data set, providing an opportunity for an alternative name to be
specified

Line Commands

The Backup Library Contents display line commands process individual members in the display. Most line commands can
also be specified as primary commands.

Line commands can be stacked and blocked. For more information, see the topic Using the Displays in the EZYEDIT in
the Using section.

You enter line commands to the left of the entry for a particular object.

DELT
Queue a control statement to delete member from the MAIN Backup data set.

HOLD
Queue a control statement to set the expiration date of the MAIN Backup member.

MOVE
Queue a control statement to move member from the MAIN Backup to the ARCHIVE Backup data set.

PROD
Queue a control statement to promote MAIN Backup member to Production status ($MIXED library only).

REM
Remove a previously entered control statement.

TEST
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Queue a control statement to demote MAIN Backup member from Production status ($MIXED library only).

Line Commands Issued as Primary Commands

The REST, DELT, MOVE, PROD and TEST line commands may each be issued as a primary command with the syntax
shown below:

REST   member <version|*> <status>

DELT     

MOVE    

PROD     

TEST    

The HOLD line command may be issued as a primary command with the syntax shown below:

HOLD   member <version|*> expdate

member
A member name or pattern, where the pattern characters are the same as those used by EZYEDIT for wildcard
specification. For example, ABC* specifies all members whose names begin with ABC.

version
This field can optionally be used to qualify member selection. The version refers to the date and optional the time when a
member was last updated. It is specified in the following form:

YYDDD
Julian date.

YYYY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

YY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

*-nnnn
nnnn days prior to the current date.

*-nnM
nn months prior to the current date.

*-nnY
nn years prior to the current date.

YYDDD.HHMM
Julian date with time (other date formats may also be specified).

Each of these formats can be preceded by greater than (>) or less than (<), indicating that the required version is older or
more recent than that specified.

If this field is specified and a member does not meet the version criteria, it is not selected.

A placeholder (*) must be specified if the version operand is not specified but the third operand (expdate or status) is
specified.

status
Member status (not applicable to PROD or TEST) - P indicates a 'Production' member and T indicates a 'Test' member.
This field is only applicable to libraries defined using a $MIXED control statement. For more information, see Initialization
Control Statements.

expdate
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This field is used by the HOLD command to specify a future expiration date before which the member should not be
purged. It can be specified in the form:

YYDDD
Julian date.

YYYY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

YY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

*+nnnn
nnnn days after the current date.

*+nnM
nn months after the current date.

*+nnY
nn years after the current date.

The following primary command:

REST  C1*  >*-3Y      

queues a (single) control statement to restore all members whose names begin with 'C1' and which have been updated in
the preceding three years. All selected members are flagged in the Backup Library Contents display.

The following primary command:

DELT  ABC *     

queues a delete control statement for member ABC and each of its previous versions, if applicable.

Maintenance Control Facility (PDSM06)
The PDSM06 Maintenance control facility allows you to edit and queue statements to control Library Member Purging, the
MAIN backup system, and Library Member Restore processing.

Maintenance Control Facility Description
The main function of PDSM06 is to provide facilities for pre-editing and queuing user control statements that are input to
batch runs of three PDSMAN utilities. PDSM06 provides facilities to:

• Initially format a control statement collection data set or clear it after use
• Edit user control statements and add them to a collection data set
• List the contents of a collection data set
• Remove control statements from a collection data set
• Interrogate the directory produced by the Backup Maintenance utility, PDSM04

These facilities are available online by choosing the Library/Backup Maintenance option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master
Menu.

PDSM06 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM06 utility.

Contents
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JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM06 Maintenance Control utility.

//PDSM06   EXEC PGM=PDSM06

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=collect.dataset,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD DSN=ctlstmt.dataset,DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=control.dataset,DISP=SHR

//PDSMBDIR DD DSN=backup.directory,DISP=SHR

The following describes the JCL statements:

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMCTL
Defines the collection data set to be processed. This DD statement is not required for the STATUS function.

SYSIN
Defines the data set containing statements used to control PDSM06 processing, as described in Control Statements on
this page.

PDSMCDS
Defines the control data set (CDS) that is required if control statements are being queued or removed. This DD statement
is not required for the FORMAT, LISTCTL, and STATUS functions.

PDSMBDIR
Defines the data set containing the backup directory. This DD statement is only required for the STATUS function.

Members PDSMJ06 and PDSMJ06S in the PDSMAN Sample Materials Library provide sample JCL for executing this
utility.

Control Statements

PDSM06 processing is controlled by the following control statements specified in the SYSIN data set:

userctl
Specifies a HOLD, DELT, PROD, TEST, MOVE, REST, or LIST control statement to be added to the collection data set.
For more information, see Control Statements Queue.

FORMAT
Specifies that the collection data set is to be formatted. For more information, see Format a Control Statement Collection
Data Set.

LISTCTL
Specifies that the contents of the collection data set are to be listed. For more information, see List Control Statements.

REMOVE
Specifies that a previously queued control statement is to be removed from the collection data set. For more information,
see Removing Control Statements.

STATUS
Specifies that the online backup directory is to be interrogated. For more information, see Interrogating the Backup
Directory.

PDSM06 Processing
The following sections describe PDSM06 function processing.
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Contents

Control Statements Queue

Collection data sets can be allocated for use by each of the following utilities:

• The Library Maintenance utility, PDSM02
• The Backup Maintenance utility, PDSM04
• The Library Member Restore utility, PDSM05

Control statements are edited and collected by supplying them as SYSIN input to PDSM06. This edit and collection can
be performed concurrently by any number of batch jobs or interactive (TSO) users. For auditing and control purposes, the
user's job name or TSO user ID is recorded on each control statement as it is collected.

For the format of these control statements, see User Control Statements.

Format a Control Statement Collection Data Set

The FORMAT control statement formats the control statement collection data set into fixed-length 80-byte blocks.

The first record in the formatted data set is a control record indicating the total number of records in the data set and the
number of records that have been used.

List Control Statements

The LISTCTL control statement lists the contents of a control statement collection data set.

Removing Control Statements

A control statement is removed from a collection data set by respecifying the control statement to PDSM06 preceded by
REMOVE. For example, the statement:

REMOVE REST BW.ALL,PROD.SOURCE

removes previously submitted control statement:

REST BW.ALL,PROD.SOURCE

from the collection data set.

Interrogating the Backup Directory

The directory of members on the PDSMAN backup system, optionally maintained in a disk data set by the Backup
Maintenance utility, PDSM04, can be interrogated by supplying the following control statement to PDSM06:

STATUS(generation)  member,library

If STATUS is entered without any operands, a summary of all backup maintenance runs maintained in the directory is
produced.

The operands member and library select backup library members to be displayed. Both of these operands can be
specified in prefix.ALL format to cause multiple member selection. If these operands are omitted, all backup members are
selected.

You can use the generation operand to limit the number of backup maintenance runs for which status information is
reported. The operand ranges in value from 0 to - n, where n is one less than the number of backup runs being kept in
the backup directory. PDSM06 reports the most current (generation 0) and other backup directory information back to and
including the generation you specify.
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For example, specifying a value of -2 would report information from the most recent (generation 0) and two prior backup
maintenance runs.

PDSM06 Examples
The following sections show examples of Maintenance Control facility usage.

Contents

Format a Collection Data Set

The following job step illustrates the use of PDSM06 to format the control statement collection data set used by PDSM02:

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=PDSM06

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMCTL  DD DSN=PDSMAN.COLLECT.PDSM02,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD *

FORMAT

/*

Display Backup Status

The following job step illustrates the use of PDSM06 to display the current backup status of all members of the
BW.LOADLIB library. The backup directory is maintained in the PDSMAN.BKUPDIR data set.

//STATUS   EXEC PGM=PDSM06

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMBDIR DD DSN=PDSMAN.BKUPDIR,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

STATUS(0) .ALL,BW.LOADLIB

/*

PDSM06 Output

Return Code

PDSM06 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

16
At least one control statement error encountered.

User Control Statements
The PDSMAN Library Maintenance (PDSM02), Backup Maintenance (PDSM04), and Restore (PDSM05) utilities provide
statements to control their processing. This section describes these control statements and provides examples of their
use.

Backup System Control Statement Syntax
The syntax of the archiving and recovery control statements is shown in the following example:
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HOLD     member,library,status,version,date

DELT     member,library,status,version

MOVE     member,library,status,version

LIST     member,library,status,version

REST     member,library,status,version

PROD     member,library,status,version

TEST     member,library,status,version

Since the parameters are positional, commas are required if any parameter is omitted.

Backup System Control Statement Descriptions
The following control statements are supported:

HOLD
Reset a member expiration base date to the current date or to a specified future date. Used to defer the purging of an old
member from a library or MAIN backup.

DELT
Delete a member from a library or MAIN backup file.

MOVE
Transfer a member from a MAIN backup system to an ARCHIVE backup system.

LIST
List backup member contents.

REST
Restore backup member to a library.

PROD
Promote a test member of a mixed library or its MAIN backup to production status. This statement is not processed if the
library has not been defined by a $MIXED control statement. For more information, see Production Member Statusing,

TEST
Change status of a production member of a mixed library or its MAIN backup to test. This statement is not processed if the
library has not been defined by a $MIXED control statement. For more information, see Production Member Statusing.

The DELT, PROD, TEST, and HOLD control statements are processed by the Library Maintenance processor, PDSM02,
to control library contents. Equivalent functions for use in a TSO environment are provided by the PDSMAN TSO
command processor.

The DELT, PROD, TEST, HOLD, and MOVE control statements are processed by the Backup Maintenance processor,
PDSM04, to control the contents of PDSMAN backup systems.

The LIST and REST control statements are processed by the Restore processor, PDSM05.

The PROD, TEST, and HOLD control statements are disabled by default and must be explicitly enabled for selected
users. For more information, see the $SECURITY control statement description in the topic Initialization Control
Statements.

Backup System Control Statement Parameters
The following positional parameters can be specified on the indicated control statements. Since the parameters are
positional, commas must be coded if one or more are omitted.

member
This field has one of the following formats:
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member
Select a single member.

prefix.ALL
Select all members whose names begin with this prefix.

.ALL
Select all members.

The $MISC MINPREFIX parameter permits control of the minimum length prefix that can be used in conjunction with .ALL
processing, allowing you some control over the scope of control statements that are used to process multiple members.
For more information about the $MISC control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

library
This field specifies the library name. The library name can be omitted if the CDS has an entry that specifies a default
library name to be used in field CDSDEFLT.

Status
The member status field is applicable only to a mixed library and can optionally be used to qualify member selection:

T
Only test members are selected.

P
Only production members are selected.

If this field is not specified, members of either status are eligible for selection.

Version
This field can optionally be used to qualify member selection. The version refers to the date and optional the time when a
member was last updated. It is specified in the following form:

YYDDD
Julian date.

YYYY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

YY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

*-nnnn
nnnn days prior to the current date.

*-nnM
nn months prior to the current date.

*-nnY
nn years prior to the current date.

YYDDD.HHMM
Julian date with time (other date formats may also be specified).

Each of these formats can be preceded by greater than (>) or less than (<), indicating that the required version is older or
more recent than that specified.

If this field is specified and a member does not meet the version criteria, it is not selected.

Date
This field is used by the HOLD function to specify a future expiration date before which the member should not be purged.
It can be specified in the form:

YYDDD
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Julian date.

YYYY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

YY/MM/DD
Gregorian date.

*+nnnn
nnnn days after the current date.

*+nnM
nn months after the current date.

*+nnY
nn years after the current date.

Backup System Control Statement Sort Order
Supplied control statements are sorted by the processing utilities into the following order before being processed:

• Library name (in the order specified in the CDS)
• Member name or portion of member name
• Member version (most recent first)
• Member status
• Function requested (in the order PROD, TEST, HOLD, MOVE, DELT, REST, and LIST)

If two or more control statements refer to the same member, only the first control statement is processed.

A control statement that selects multiple members takes precedence over a control statement that specifies one selected
member.

Backup System Control Statement Examples
The following sections show control statement examples.

Contents

Move Members to the ARCHIVE Level

The following backup maintenance control statement transfers members of library PROD.SOURCE meeting the indicated
criteria to an ARCHIVE backup system.

MOVE BWA.ALL,PROD.SOURCE,P,<*-400

The selection criteria are:

• Member names beginning with BWA
• Members in production status
• Members last updated more than 400 days ago

Delete Members from a Library

The following control statement instructs the Library Maintenance processor, PDSM02, to delete all members whose
names begin with BWA from the BW.LOADLIB library:

DELT BWA.ALL,BW.LOADLIB
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Delete a Member from a Backup File

The following control statement instructs the Backup Maintenance processor, PDSM04, to delete member BWA012 from
the MAIN backup of the mixed BW.SOURCE library, providing it is of test status and was last updated on 97351:

DELT BWA012,BW.SOURCE,T,97351

Reset Expiration Base Dates (Hold)

The following control statement instructs the Library Maintenance processor, PDSM02, to reset the expiration base dates
of members of the BW.CLIST library beginning with the characters BW and last updated after 97351:

HOLD BW.ALL,BW.CLIST,,>97351,99351

The expiration base dates are set to 99351.

Restoring a Backup Member

The following control statement restores the version of the BWA011 member that was last updated at 98016.1411 to the
BW.SOURCE library:

REST BWA011,BW.SOURCE,,98016.1411

Archiving and Recovery System Examples
The following examples use the facilities described in this manual to perform Library Member Management and Library
Member Recoverability. As you work through the example systems, refer back to the indicated sections. This will make
the examples easier to understand. These examples may serve as a guide to setting up your own Library Member
Management or Library Member Recoverability systems.

Library Member Archiving and Purging System
This section describes the setup of a Library Member Archiving and Purging system. The system involves implementing
three PDSMAN facilities:

• Last Reference Date Recording
• Library Member Archiving
• Library Member Purging

The purpose of this example system is to perform Library Member Management on the EXAMPLE.LIB library. Members
that have been unreferenced for 60 days are archived by a Library Member Archiving system. Members that have
been unreferenced for 90 days are purged by a Library Member Purging system. A warning is given for 45 days before
members are purged. Members are dropped from the CAPTURE system after one year.

Contents

Last Reference Date Recording

The first step to be performed is to identify inactive members using the Last Reference Date Recording facility. See
Recording Member Last Reference Dates.

The following control statement should be added to the PDSMAN initialization data set, and activated, to begin Last
Reference Date Recording on the library:

$ACCESS   LIB=EXAMPLE.LIB

          REF=Y
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This allows you to begin purging of unreferenced members in 90 days.

Library Member Archiving

Before purging unreferenced members, the members must be backed up (archived) by a Library Member Archiving
system. Following the directions given in the section Implementation in the section Archiving Inactive Members:

• Create a generation data group (GDG) entry for the CAPTURE backup file.
• Create a model DSCB for the CAPTURE backup file.
• Create a CDS entry as follows:

CDSPDS=EXAMPLE.LIB
The name of the library to be processed.

CDSCARID=T
Matches the PARM= value on the EXEC statement.

CDSARTIM=60
Members unreferenced for 60 days are captured.

CDSARRTN=365
Members are dropped from the CAPTURE backup file after one year. Additionally, no members last referenced more than
one year ago are captured because they would immediately be dropped.

• Schedule the PDSM03 procedure to be executed monthly. This ensures that all members are captured on at least two
versions of the GDG before they are purged. Execute the PDSM03 procedure with PARM=T, ARCHIVE specified on
the EXEC statement. The ARCHIVE keyword is required to indicate CAPTURE (Archive) mode.

• Implement procedures to restore members from the CAPTURE backup file. See Restore and List Backup Members
(PDSM05).

Every month, this Library Member Archiving system archives members that have been unreferenced for 60 days or more.

Library Member Purging

The purging of unreferenced members is performed by a Library Member Purging system. Following the directions given
in the section Implementation in Purging Inactive Library Members:

• Create a CDS entry as follows:

CDSPDS=EXAMPLE.LIB
The name of the library to be processed.

CDSMAINT=T
Matches the PARM= value on the EXEC statement.

CDSPRETN=90
Members unreferenced for 90 days are considered expired.

CDSPEXPA=D
Expired members are purged.

CDSPWARN=45
A warning message is produced for 45 days before members are purged.

• Schedule the PDSM02 procedure to be executed monthly. Execute the PDSM02 procedure with PARM=T on the
EXEC statement.

Every month, members over 90 days old are purged by the Library Member Purging system.
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Member Life Cycle

Using the criteria defined previously, let us look at the life cycle of a member. Suppose that a member is last referenced
on day  D, the day before PDSM03 and PDSM02 runs are scheduled to be performed.

On D+1, PDSM03 executes but does not capture the member because it has been referenced in the past 60 days. In
addition, on D+1, PDSM02 executes but does not purge the member because it has been referenced in the past 90 days.

On D+31, PDSM03 and PDSM02 both execute with the same results as on D+1.

On D+61, PDSM03 captures the member because it has been unreferenced for 60 days. PDSM02 executes but only
produces a warning message because the member was referenced between 45 and 90 days ago.

On D+91, PDSM03 again captures the member, making sure it exists on at least two generations of the CAPTURE
backup file. PDSM02 executes and purges the member because it has expired.

On D+451, PDSM03 executes and the member is dropped from the CAPTURE backup file because it has been
maintained there for over a year since its initial capture. The value 451 is obtained by adding the date of the original
capture, D+61, to the date of the first run of PDSM03 after the member has expired, D+390. The member actually
expires on D+426 but because PDSM03 is run monthly, it is not executed again until D+451, at which time the member is
dropped.

A slightly modified scenario shows how processing differs depending on the setting of the RECAPTURE parameter on the
CDS OPTION statement:

On D+61, the member is captured as previously described. On D+70, the member is referenced again and a new last
reference date recorded for the member:

• With OPTION RECAPTURE=Y specified, the member is eligible for recapture on D+131 (70 + 60). It expires from the
library on D+161 (70 + 90) and is dropped from the CAPTURE backup file after D+496 (131 + 365).

• With the default setting of OPTION RECAPTURE=N, the member is not recaptured. It expires from the library on D
+161 and is dropped from the CAPTURE file on D+426, as previously described.

In this example, specifying OPTION RECAPTURE=Y results in the member being retained on the CAPTURE backup file
for an additional 70 days.

Incremental and Main Backup System
This section describes the setup of a Library Member Incremental Backup and MAIN backup system. The system involves
implementing the following three PDSMAN facilities:

• Member Control Information Recording
• Library Member Incremental Backup
• The MAIN backup system

The purpose of this system is to perform Library Member Incremental Backup on the EXAMPLE.LIB library. Incremental
Backup is executed nightly to make backup copies of those members that have changed during the day. Weekly, Backup
Maintenance (PDSM04) is executed to transfer members to the MAIN backup system. After members have been
transferred to two successive generations of the MAIN backup file, they are dropped from the CAPTURE backup file.

Contents

Member Control Information Recording

The first step is to identify when members have been last updated. This can be determined if the member has associated
ISPF statistics or PDSMAN member control information. To ensure member control information is recorded, you must add
the following control statement to the PDSMAN initialization data set and activate it:

$UPDATE   LIB=EXAMPLE.LIB
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          CONTROL=Y

          EBDRESET=Y

Library Member Incremental Backup

This system backs up members that have been updated since the last time the Library Member Incremental Backup
system was executed. As the plan is to execute Incremental Backup every evening, this system effectively backs up a
member if it has been changed during any given day.

Following the directions given in the section Implementation in Incremental Backup of Library Members:

• Create a generation data group (GDG) entry for the CAPTURE backup file.
• Create a model DSCB for the CAPTURE backup file.
• Create a CDS entry as follows:

CDSPDS=EXAMPLE.LIB
The name of the library to be processed.

CDSCRCID=T
Matches the PARM= value on the EXEC statement.

CDSRCRTN=15
Only members changed in the last 15 days are captured. This also specifies that members be maintained on the
CAPTURE backup system for 15 days before they are dropped. Note that this is just greater than twice the period
between MAIN backup system executions.

• Schedule the PDSM03 procedure to be executed nightly. This ensures that all members that have been changed on
any given day are captured. Execute the PDSM03 procedure with PARM=T specified on the EXEC statement.

• Implement procedures to restore members from the CAPTURE backup file. For more information, see Restore and List
Backup Members (PDSM05).

Every evening, members that have been updated during that day are captured onto the CAPTURE backup file. Note that
all intermediate versions of the member are  not captured--only the final version of the day. If you want to maintain all
intermediate versions, see Multiple Member Version Support.

The MAIN Backup System

If your purpose in implementing a Library Member Incremental Backup system is only to provide additional member
recoverability between less frequent full library or full volume backups, it is not necessary to implement the next level of
the PDSMAN Backup System (the MAIN Backup system). However, if your intent is to provide simple recoverability at the
member level or recoverability of old member versions, a MAIN backup system may be required.

The purpose of CAPTURE processing is to backup data in the libraries with a minimal impact on your system. As your
CAPTURE backup file grows, the amount of data it maintains increases, as does the impact of executing CAPTURE.
Therefore, you should periodically transfer captured members to the MAIN backup system and drop them from the
CAPTURE backup file.

Dropping the members from the CAPTURE backup file has already been addressed with the specification of
CDSRCRTN=15. Following the directions given in the section Implementation in The Main Backup System:

• Create a generation data group (GDG) entry for the MAIN backup file.
• Create a CDS entry as follows:

CDSPDS=EXAMPLE.LIB
The name of the library to be processed.

CDSMBKID=T
Matches the PARM= value on the EXEC statement.
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CDSMRETN=365
Members are maintained on the MAIN backup system 365 days before they are considered expired.

CDSMEXPA=D
Expired members are deleted from the MAIN backup system.

CDSMWARN= blank
No warning is given for members about to be dropped.

• Schedule the PDSM04 procedure to be executed weekly. This provides a backup of the most recent versions of
members that have been changed during the week. Execute the PDSM04 procedure with PARM=T specified on the
EXEC statement.

• Implement procedures to restore members from the MAIN backup file. For more information, see Restore and List
Backup Members (PDSM05).

Every week, the most recent version of library members in EXAMPLE.LIB is moved from the CAPTURE to the MAIN
backup system. After 15 days, members are dropped from the CAPTURE system because the most recent members exist
on two generations of the MAIN backup file. After one year, members are dropped from the MAIN backup file.

Member Life Cycle

Using the criteria defined above, look at the life cycle of a member. Suppose that a member is updated on day  D.

On the evening of day D, PDSM03 executes and the member is captured by the Library Member Incremental Backup
system.

If the member is updated again on D+2, the new version is captured on the evening of D+2. This replaces the older, day D
version.

On D+7, the PDSM04 Backup Maintenance system is executed and the most recent version (D+2) of the member is
transferred to the MAIN backup system.

On D+14, PDSM04 is executed again (2nd weekly run) and transfers the member to a second generation of the MAIN
backup system GDG.

On D+2+15, PDSM03 is executed again (17th daily run since member was last updated) executes and the member is
dropped from the CAPTURE backup file because it has reached its 15-day expiration date (member still exists on MAIN
backup).

On D+21, PDSM04 is executed again (3rd weekly run) and transfers the member to a third generation of the MAIN
backup system GDG. Each subsequent weekly execution will maintain the member on MAIN backup file until 53rd week.

On D+2+371(371=53 x 7), PDSM04 is executed again (53rd weekly run since member was last updated) and drops the
member, without warning, from the MAIN backup system because the member has exceeded its 365-day expiration date.

Library Control Data Set (CDS) Reference
Many of the parameters controlling the processing of the PDSMAN Archiving and Recovery facilities are specified in the
Library Control Data Set (CDS). Through this data set, you specify the names of the libraries for which purging, archiving,
or backup is performed. You can also specify the criteria that control these processes such as warning periods, expiration
dates, and actions. This section describes the format of the CDS and gives other information pertaining to this important
data set.

CDS Characteristics
The CDS is a sequential data set or library member composed of 80-byte records. The CDS can be blocked or unblocked
but must have a fixed logical record length of 80. The name of the CDS data set or library member should be specified on
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the CDSDSN= parameter of the $MISC control statement. For more information about the $MISC control statement, see
Initialization Control Statements. 

CDS Processing Options
The first non-comment line in the CDS can be used to specify CDS processing options.

The format of the OPTION control statement is:

OPTION  [ORDER=SORTED]  [PATTERNS=YES|NO]  [RECAPTURE=YES|NO]

ORDER=SORTED specifies to use sorted ordering of the CDS entries and dataset names within the backup dataset. If
this option is not specified, physical ordering will be used.

PATTERNS=YES/NO specifies whether to expand data set name patterns. The default is NO (that is, do not expand
patterns). PATTERNS=YES requires ORDER=SORTED to be specified.

RECAPTURE=YES/NO affects PDSM03 CAPTURE and PDSM04 MAIN backup processing as follows:

• When set to YES, the PDSM03 CAPTURE processor recaptures eligible members if the library reference date is more
recent than the date on which the member was added to the Capture file. The PDSM04 Library Backup Maintenance
utility replaces members on the Main Backup file if the Capture date is more recent than the date the member was
added to the Main backup file. For an example of this option, see Archiving and Recovery System Examples.

• When set to NO, the default, PDSM03 and PDSM04 will not consider the members last reference date or capture date,
respectively, when selecting members to output to the Capture Backup and Main Backup files.

OPTION statement parameters and operands can generally be abbreviated to the shortest string that makes them unique.
A comment may be placed on the OPTION statement by preceding it with a blank-slash-asterisk (" /*"). This causes all
remaining positions of the input line to be ignored.

Contents

Processing Order

The libraries specified in the CDS can be processed in one of two orders, physical or sorted. Physical order, the way the
data sets actually appear in the CDS, is the order in which they have been processed in earlier releases of PDSMAN.
Sorted order provides additional benefits that are not available when physical order is used. The two processing orders
are not compatible.

A PDSMAN backup set, including all backup files and the CDS, must use the same order. If a CDS specifying OPTION
ORDER=SORTED is used to process a backup file created using physical ordering, processing is terminated with a
U0001 abend.

Physical Order

In addition to naming the data sets to be processed, when processing in physical order the CDS also defines the  order
that the data sets are processed.

NOTE
This is the order that has been used in all PDSMAN releases prior to 7.40. The CDS assumes physical order
when the OPTION statement is not present.

For example, if a CAPTURE is executed with a CDS specifying data sets in the order (A, B, C), the data on the CAPTURE
backup file will be in this same physical order.
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WARNING
For a backup set in physical order, do not reorder the libraries in your CDS once you have created any backup
file. Doing so may prevent you from being able to access or process the data on that backup file.

If you wish to delete a data set that is specified in the CDS, you must first use PDSM04 or PDSM05DR to remove that
data set from all backup files and then delete the CDS entry.

Sorted Order

Data sets in the CDS can also be processed in alphanumeric or sorted order regardless of the order in which they appear
within the CDS. Processing the data sets in sorted order provides additional convenience by removing the need to
maintain a specific order in the CDS and allows you to use pattern-matching support described later in this section.

Add the following statement as the first non-comment line in your CDS to indicate sorted order:

OPTION ORDER=SORTED

When sorted order is specified, the data set name entries (or patterns) are read from the CDS and sorted before
processing, creating backup files in which the data sets are written in sorted order.

Compatibility Notes

An issue exists with the PDSM04 Rename function. PDSM04 Rename cannot be used with backup data sets that are in
sorted order. The PDSM05DR utility provides Rename function for physical and sorted order backup files.

Convert a Backup Set to Sorted Order

An existing CDS and backup set that uses physical processing order can be converted to sorted order using PDSM05DR
utility.

Conversion from physical to sorted order is a 2-step procedure:

1. Re-arranging (that is, converting) the data set order of each file within a backup set (Capture, Main, and Archive)
by data set name. This is done using PDSM05DR utility's CONVERT ORDER=SORTED function to create new
generations of each backup file.

2. Changing the CDS to specify OPTION ORDER=SORTED.

You are not required to use sorted order or data set patterns. You can continue to use processing based on physical order
until a backup file is converted into sorted order or has been created from scratch using sorted order.

Start a Backup Set in Sorted Order

To create a new backup set that uses sorted processing order, add the OPTION ORDER=SORTED statement to the CDS,
before the first run.

CDS Pattern Matching
Pattern support depends on the processing order used for a CDS and its associated backup files. The CDS operates at
the library level. Member names cannot be specified in a CDS entry.

Contents

Physical Order

There is  no pattern matching support available for the library names in the CDS when physical ordering is used. Each
CDSPDS field must contain a fully qualified data set name.
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Sorted Order

Pattern matching support is available when the backup sets are maintained in sorted order. Patterns relieve you of the
need to specify the name of every data set to be processed by the backup system.

First, you must enable pattern-matching support by specifying the following:

OPTION ORDER=SORTED PATTERNS=Y

The ORDER=SORTED parameter is required. PATTERNS=Y specifies that pattern characters are to be interpreted as
such in the input.

The data set name patterns use the same pattern characters and matching as defined for the initialization control
statements. For more information, see Initialization Control Statements. If your installation data set names contain minus
characters (-), then $BSI PATTERN1=* should be specified.

Exclude Data Sets from Matching a Pattern

The CDS can also contain EXCLUDE statements to restrict pattern matching. EXCLUDE statements specify a data set
name or pattern. As each data set is considered for inclusion, the EXCLUDE statements are searched for a match. If a
data set matches any EXCLUDE statement, it will not be processed.

EXCLUDE statements are only applied to data sets generated during pattern inclusion processing. CDS entries that are
not patterns cannot be excluded.

The order and location of EXCLUDE statements does not matter.

The format of an EXCLUDE statement is as follows:

Field Name Pos Len Description
CDSPDS 1 26 Data set name. If the data set

name exceeds 26 characters
in length, code a minus sign (-)
in position 26 and continue the
name in positions 1 to 19 of the
following statement.

n/a 28 7 The word EXCLUDE must
appear within columns 28
through 72.

Unintended Processing Due to Pattern Usage

The use of patterns makes it easier to specify data sets to be processed. However, patterns also make it easier to perform
unintended backups or purging.

Unintended backups may occur when a pattern is excessively generic. For example, USER.- may be too generic as it may
cause every library with USER as the first qualifier to be processed.

Unintended purging may occur when patterns are used and Library Maintenance (PDSM02) is not run immediately
following Capture Archive (PDSM03) processing. The more time that is allowed to pass between these two processes,
the more likely it is for new libraries to appear in the operating system catalog. The PDSM02 purging process evaluates
patterns in the CDS at execution time. Therefore, it is possible for the purge process to find additional data sets, possibly
even data sets that have not been copied to a backup file. It is your responsibility to ensure that a capture operation is
performed immediately before a purge operation.

Here are a few suggestions to limit unintended processing:
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• Run Library Maintenance (PDSM02) immediately after Capture (PDSM03).
• Do not use excessively generic patterns.
• Use CDS EXCLUDE statements to restrict pattern expansion.

Overlapping Patterns

When using overlapping patterns in the CDS, you must ensure patterns are kept in order from most specific to least
specific order. For example:

Correct order:    USER.ABC.TEST.-

                  USER.ABC.-

Incorrect order:  USER.ABC.-

                  USER.ABC.TEST.-

The order of overlapping patterns is important only when all of the following apply:

• A data set has been backed up
• The data set is later deleted from DASD or renamed
• The data set still exists within a backup file
• A CDS pattern was used to control this data set's processing

In this case, backup processing must determine which CDS pattern to use. Backup processing uses the first pattern,
searching top-to-bottom that matches the dataset name.

NOTE
Overlapping data set patterns should be avoided.

Remove CDS Entries

Follow these steps if a data set is deleted from disk or you no longer want the data set processed by the backup system:

• Remove dataset from backup file (using the PDSM05DR utility)
• Remove the CDS entry or add an EXCLUDE statement to override pattern inclusion

If a CDS entry is removed before the data set has been removed from the backup file, subsequent runs using that CDS
and backup file will fail until the CDS entry is restored.

CDS Field Formats
The following sections describe CDS field formats.

 Contents 
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General Fields

 Field Name  Pos  Len  Description 
CDSPDS 1 26 Data set name. If the data set

name exceeds 26 characters
in length, code a minus sign
(-) in position 26 and continue
the name in positions 1 to 19
of the following statement (all
other positions of the additional
statement are ignored).

Library Maintenance (Purging) Fields

 Field Name  Pos  Len  Description 
CDSMAINT 27 1 Library maintenance indicator. The library is not

selected for processing unless this field matches
the parameter passed to the Library Maintenance
processor, PDSM02.

CDSPRETN 28 3 Retention period in days of unreferenced library
members before some expiration action is taken by
the Library Maintenance processor. No expiration
action is taken if this field is blank.

CDSPEXPA 31 1 Action taken by the Library Maintenance processor
when library members expire:

    W Warning (default)
    D Purging
CDSPWARN 32 3 Warning period in days before some expiration

action is taken by the Library Maintenance
processor. No prior warnings are issued if this field is
blank.

Library Member Incremental Backup Fields

 Field Name  Pos  Len  Description 
CDSCRCID 35 1 CAPTURE (Incremental

Backup) identifier. This field
is used by PDSM03 when
operating in CAPTURE
(Incremental Backup) mode
for selective backup of recently
changed library members
onto a CAPTURE backup
file. A library is selected for
CAPTURE (Incremental
Backup) processing if this field
matches the first parameter in
procedure PDSM03C.
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CDSRCRTN 36 3 Library members changed in
the last CDSRCRTN days are
retained on the CAPTURE
(Incremental Backup) backup. If
CDSRCRTN is blank, recently
changed library members are
not dropped from the CAPTURE
system.

Library Member Archiving Fields

 Field Name  Pos  Len  Description 
CDSCARID 39 1 CAPTURE (Archive) identifier.

This field is used by PDSM03
when operating in CAPTURE
(Archive) mode for selective
backup of unreferenced library
members onto a CAPTURE
backup file. A library is selected
for CAPTURE (Archive)
processing if this field matches
the first parameter in procedure
PDSM03.

CDSARTIM 40 3 If the next field (CDSARRTN)
is blank, library members that
have been unreferenced for
at least CDSARTIM days are
eligible for transfer to this
CAPTURE (Archive) system.
If CDSARRTN is not blank,
members that have been
unreferenced for between
CDSARTIM and (CDSARTIM +
CDSARRTN) days are eligible
for transfer to this CAPTURE
(Archive) system.

CDSARRTN 43 3 Unreferenced library members
are retained for CDSARRTN
days on this CAPTURE
(Archive). If CDSARRTN is
blank, unreferenced members
are held indefinitely on this
CAPTURE (Archive) system.

Backup Maintenance (Main Backup System) Fields

 Field Name  Pos  Len  Description 
CDSMBKID 46 1 MAIN backup system identifier. The Backup

Maintenance processor uses this field for selective
transfer of library members to a MAIN backup
system. Members are transferred if this field
matches the PARM passed to the Backup
Maintenance processor, PDSM04.
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CDSMRETN 47 3 Retention period in days of members on the MAIN
backup system before some expiration action
is taken by the Backup Maintenance processor,
PDSM04. No expiration action is taken if this field is
blank.

CDSMEXPA 50 1 Action taken by the Backup Maintenance processor
when a member on the MAIN backup expires:

    W Warning (default)
    D Purging.
CDSMWARN 51 3 Warning period in days before some expiration

action is taken by the Backup Maintenance
processor, PDSM04. No prior warnings are issued if
this field is blank.

Other Fields

 Field Name  Pos  Len  Description 
CDSCMPID 54 1 Compression Scheduling identifier. This library is not

selected for Compression Scheduling processing
unless this field matches the PARM passed to the
Compression Scheduling processor, PDSM11.

CDSCMPRS 55 3 Compression Scheduling threshold:
    Pnn If nn percent of primary

space is used.
    Snn If nn secondary extents

are used.
CDSDEFLT 58 1 Indicates the default library name that is to be

assumed if the library name is omitted from a user
control statement. Any non-blank character can be
used. This field cannot be specified in more than one
CDS entry.

CDSNVERS 59 2 Maximum number (01 to 99) of versions of a
member that can be maintained on PDSMAN
backup systems. If this field is not specified, only one
version (the most recent) is maintained. In a library
of mixed member status or on which CDSSCLM=Y,
CDSNVERS refers to the number of production
versions. The maximum number of test versions
maintained is one.

CDSLVERS 61 2 Number of versions (00 to 99) of each member to
retain in the library when Multiple Version Support
is being used. If this field is not specified, a default
value of zero is used, indicating that only regular
members are to be maintained. Multiple versions
in excess of this number are purged by library
maintenance.
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CDSSCLM 63 1 Identifies this library as being managed by SCLM.
If set to Y, special handling is performed because
SCLM managed members appear to PDSMAN to be
in 'PROD' status. The following special processing is
performed:
PDSM02, PDSM07, and PDSM19 (AUDIT
subcommand) perform expiration calculations for
member in 'PROD' status.
PDSM02 performs automatic purge processing on
members in 'PROD' status.
PDSM02 does not perform automatic restow of
'PROD' members in libraries that are not matched by
a $MIXED rule.

 64 9 Reserved

Specifying a Number of Days

Each field that represents a number of days can specify either a 3-digit number (000 to 999) or a 2-digit number and
a multiplier character M or Y. M represents 31 days (about a month) and Y represents 366 days (about a year). This
formatting enables specifying 0 to 36234 days (up to 99 years).

Here are few examples:

 Value  Multiplier Formula  Result 
010  10
999  999
01M 01 x 31 31
06M 06 x 31 186
01Y 01 x 366 366
07Y 07 x 366 2562

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities
The Partitioned Resource Management System simplifies management of your PDS and PDSE libraries by providing
timely, accurate, and pertinent information about your partitioned library environment.

PDSMAN (PDSMAN) is well positioned to instrument and monitor your partitioned library environment. In addition to
providing a wide range of library management facilities, it intercepts key operations such as access, update, copy, and
others as they are performed on your library members. PDSMAN is aware of these critical operations, and can provide up-
to-the-minute information about your environment.

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management System extends existing PDSMAN management and problem detection
capabilities by incorporating them into a new architecture designed to collect, manage, and report status information from
a wide variety of resources. Your existing PDSMAN facilities function as they always have, but now important pieces of
information are being forwarded to a centralized collection point for future review and analysis.

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are used in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | )
Indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
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Brackets ( [ ] )
Indicate an optional keyword or parameter.

Ellipses ( … )
Indicate multiple operands.

Uppercase letters
Indicate parameters and required operands.

Lowercase letters
Indicate user-specified operands.

Underscores
Indicate default operands.

 

 

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Introduction
The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System uses a three-step process to monitor and manage your partitioned
resources:

1. Instrumentation -- Instruments located in existing PDSMAN facilities measure the status and availability of your
partitioned resources.

2. Monitoring -- Resource State Messages (RSMs) generated by the instruments are collected and processed by the
Partitioned Resource Monitor, PDSMPMON.

3. Resource View -- Information collected by the monitor is available online, using the PRM-View ISPF interface or
the Vantage GMI Windows client, allowing you to view current resource status information and watch for exception
conditions and trends.

Partitioned Resource Instrumentation Introduction
Partitioned Resource Management System instruments measure the status, availability, and other important information
about your partitioned resources. Many of these instruments are extensions to existing PDSMAN functions and facilities.
The instruments report their measurements to the Partitioned Resource Monitor, PDSMPMON, using Resource State
Messages.

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management System instruments the following partitioned library management areas:

PDSMAN monitors resources automatically while they are being used as part of your everyday processing. PDSMAN also
provides online and batch interfaces that allow you to manually initiate the monitoring process.

Library Validation and Integrity Instrument

The Library Validation and Integrity instruments detect errors in your PDS libraries. The validation process includes
checking for member and free space overlap errors, orphaned aliases, invalid directory pointers, I/O errors, and other
common library problems. Validation can be performed automatically each time a library is compressed or is the output of
a full library copy. You can also manually validate your libraries online or using a batch job.

Library Space Monitoring Instrument

PDSMAN Library Space Monitoring checks PDS space utilization and sends the current state and usage information to
the resource monitor for each member update. An error condition is indicated when the amount of space in use exceeds
your user-defined threshold values. Space thresholds are set on a library-by-library basis, and can be specified either in
terms of percentage of primary or total space in use, or in the number of secondary extents.
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Library Directory Monitoring Instrument

PDSMAN Library Directory Monitoring checks the percentage of directory blocks currently in use in a Partitioned Data
Set and sends the state and usage information to the resource monitor each time a member is added or deleted from the
PDS. Warning or error conditions are indicated when the percentage of directory blocks in use exceeds your user-defined
threshold values. Thresholds are set on a library-by-library basis, and are specified in terms of a percentage of allocated
directory blocks.

LLA/Directory Validation Instrument

The LLA/Directory Validation instrument detects and reports mismatches between the directory table being maintained
by the system Library Look-Aside (LLA) component and the actual library directory on DASD. LLA directory mismatches
can result in S106 abends or the execution of incorrect versions of LLA-managed members. The LLA/Directory Validation
instrument reports synchronization status each time the PDSMAN LLA Reporting Utility LLACHECK operation is
performed.

LLA Management Monitoring Instrument

LLA status change and management mode information detected by the PDSMAN LLA Monitoring subtask, PDSMLMON,
is sent to the Partitioned Resource Monitor by the LLA Management Monitoring instrument.

PDSMAN Address Space and Exception Monitoring Instrument

PDSMAN also monitors itself. The PDSMAN Address Space Monitoring instrument monitors the status of major product
components and the subtasks running within the address space.

The PDSMAN Exception Monitoring instrument reports errors that may occur when PDSMAN is performing library
management operations, such as SMF Logging and Library Member Journaling, which rely on external system services.

Partitioned Resource Monitor Introduction
Status and availability information reported by the individual monitoring instruments must be collected and filtered before it
is useful for making decisions about managing your partitioned libraries.

The Partitioned Resource Monitor (PDSMPMON) collects, filters, and processes instrument data, maintains status
information, and provides data to the Partitioned Resource Management View component (PRM-View).
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The monitoring instruments report information using Resource State Messages (RSMs). PDSMPMON collects incoming
RSMs and filters them using $MONITOR control statements you define in the PDSMAN Initialization Control Statement
data set. The RSMs that pass filtering are ready to be processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

The $MONITOR control statements also instruct PDSMAN how to process a particular RSM. Resource State Messages
processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor can be:

• Recorded in the Resource Information Table (current status information)
• Logged to the Resource Message Log (short-term historical information)
• Written to the Resource History File (SMF, long-term historical information)
• Forwarded to a Partitioned Resource Monitor on another copy of PDSMAN
• Used to trigger events in the OPS/MVS (OPS/MVS) product

Contents

Resource Information Table

The Resource Information Table (RIT) maintains up-to-the-minute information about the current status of your monitored
resources and is the primary source of data for the monitoring information displays. The RIT also collects aggregate
statistics for individual resources.

Resource Message Log

The Resource Message Log (RML) records the most recent Resource State Messages received by the Partitioned
Resource Monitor. These RSMs are used to provide short-term historical information about changes in the state of a
resource as shown in the Resource History Display.
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SMF History Recording

Longer-term historical data can be archived by writing individual Resource State Messages to the system SMF data sets.
This SMF data can then be processed by the PDSM17 utility, or by user-written or generalized reporting and analysis
tools.

Multi-System Implementations

Resource State Messages can be forwarded to other copies of PDSMAN using the PDSMAN Cross-Systems
Communications Facility, PDSMMCPU. These cross-system capabilities provide flexibility when implementing partitioned
resource monitoring in a multiple system environment. Status and historical information can be collected on the individual
local system, globally on all systems, on a central system, or in custom configurations that you define.

OPS/MVS Generic Event Application Programming Interface

Resource State Messages can also be forwarded to OPS/MVS to directly trigger OPS/MVS events. This provides a
means to automate responses to partitioned resource situations detected by PDSMAN. For example, you could have
OPS/MVS do the following:

• Issue an LLA update console command when PDSMAN detects that the LLA cache is not synchronized with the
directory information on DASD

• Initiate a batch compression job when PDSMAN detects that a library is using DASD space in excess of your user-
defined threshold values

• Create a banner alert and contact a responsible party using Automation Point when PDSMAN detects that a library has
become corrupted

NOTE
Use of the OPS/MVS interface requires at least OPS/MVS Release 4.5.

Using the OPS/MVS Generic Event API, you can write OPS/MVS rules that handle these and a wide variety of other
situations.

Partitioned Resource View Introduction
The Partitioned Resource View component (PRM-View) displays status, history, and statistical information for monitored
resources as well as other information collected by the monitor. These ISPF-based displays are accessed through ISPF
menus, primary commands, or the PDSMAN EZYEDIT Productivity Platform.

Contents

Resource Information Display

The Resource Information Display shows the current status of monitored resources. The display is made up of multiple
views, each of which provides different information regarding the individual entry. The Status View shows the resource
name, monitoring class, current state, and other information recorded in the Resource State Message. Further information
is available by scrolling the display to the left or right to see one of the following alternate views:

• Status View
• Previous Status View
• Instrument View
• Origin View
• Time Stamp View

Resource Information Table (Status View) -------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE
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Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   60% Used TH=P50

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Active        

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  Norm  In Synch      

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   Norm  Validation OK

In this example, the display (in status view) shows that two libraries are in error: one due to a library validation problem
and the other because it exceeds the user-defined threshold value for space monitoring. The HISTory command can be
used to show the Resource History Display containing the most recent RSMs for the resource.

The Resource Information Display provides sorting and filtering commands that allow you to isolate and process specific
entries. The display also can be pre-filtered and pre-sorted using primary commands such as PMON INFO (to display all
entries) and PMON ERROR (to display only entries in error status or above).

Resource History Display

The Resource History Display shows recent history information for a specific resource and provides information about
status changes over a period of time.

Resource History for PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.SPACEMON/RTM001---------------- Row 1 of 4

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Date     Time      Class   Stat  Information       System  Instrumt  Locn

---- -------- --------  ------  ----  ----------------  ------  --------  ----

     01/03/09 13:50:27  SPMON   Err   85% Used TH=P70   PROD    PDSM021   Curr

     01/03/09 13:47:22  SPMON   Err   80% Used TH=P70   PROD    PDSM021   Prev

     01/03/09 13:42:18  SPMON   Err   75% Used TH=P70   PROD    PDSM021   Log 

     01/03/09 13:40:12  SPMON   Err   73% Used TH=P70   PROD    PDSM021   Log

     01/03/09 13:30:18  SPMON   Norm  69% Used TH=P70   PROD    PDSM021   Log 

     01/03/09 13:22:12  SPMON   Norm  65% Used TH=P70   PROD    PDSM021   Log 

This example shows history information for a library being monitored by PDSMAN Library Space Monitoring. Space
usage values less than the user-defined threshold of 70% are shown as normal state. Values exceeding the threshold are
reported as errors. If usage drops back below the threshold (for example, as a result of a compress) a normal condition is
again reported.

More detailed information about a Resource State Message can be obtained from the Resource State Message
Information Display, accessed using the INFO command.

Resource State Message Information Display

The Resource State Message Information Display shows detailed information about the contents of an individual RSM.

------------ Resource State Message Information - Current RSM      ------------

COMMAND ===>

Resource Information:                  ** Current RSM **

  Resource  :  PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB

  Volume    :  RTM001

  System    :  PROD
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Monitoring Information:                Instrument Information:

  Class     :  SPACEMON                  Job Name  :  PDSMTEST

  Status    :  Error                     Instrumnt :  PDSM021

  Info      :  60% Used TH=P50           Origin    :  LOCAL

  TimeStamp :  02/27/2009 at 11:40:57

Extended Data:

  Line 1    :  PDSM021-4 PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB USING 60 PERCENT OF PRIMARY SPAC

  Line 2    :  E, THRESHOLD=P50

This example shows detailed information for the space monitoring error reported for PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB.

Resource, monitoring, and status information are reported on a single display. This example shows the status of the
library as reported in the RSM, message time stamp, and additional instrument-specific information regarding the space
utilized and threshold value.

Resource Information Table Entry Statistics Display

Partitioned Resource Monitoring records statistics for individual resources and for the monitoring system as a whole.
Statistics information is reported on the Resource Information Table Entry Statistics Display.

----------------- Resource Information Table Entry Statistics -----------------

COMMAND ===>

Resource Information:

  Resource  :  PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB

  System    :  PROD

  Class     :  SPACEMON (SPMON)

  Status    :  Error

  Info      :  60% Used TH=P50

Statistics Information:

  Start     :  02/27/2009 at 11:38:52

  Last      :  02/28/2009 at 14:40:57

  Total Cnt.:  210

  State       Count    Pct.               State       Count    Pct. 

  Normal        175     83%               Severe          0      0% 

  Informat        0      0%               Critical        0      0% 

  Warning         0      0%               Unknown         0      0% 

  Error          35     17% 

Other Information

The Partitioned Resource View component provides other displays and processing commands that are not shown in this
summary. For more information about the Partitioned Resource Management View displays, see Viewing Partitioned
Resource Monitoring Information.

Vantage GMI Windows Client
Vantage GMI is a graphical management interface product that allows you to view and manage mainframe activity from a
Windows PC. It consists of the Vantage Windows Client GUI that interfaces with a host Vantage server component which
retrieves resource status information from PDSMAN.
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Combining the presentation capabilities of Vantage GMI with the comprehensive partitioned library management tools
provided by PDSMAN provides the best solution for overall management of your PDS and PDSE libraries. Using this
powerful combination, you can easily determine the status of your partitioned resources and take action to correct existing
or potential problems.

Vantage GMI is included free of charge with many Broadcom products. If you already have it installed, you do not need to
install it again for PDSMAN. If the client is not installed, contact Broadcom Support for information on how to receive the
software.

The Vantage GMI interface is described in the PDSMAN Vantage GMI User Guide. This guide also describes the
configuration steps that are required to allow Vantage GMI to access PDSMAN data.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface Introduction
The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System automatically monitors your partitioned resources that are used in everyday
processing. The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface supplements this automatic monitoring by allowing you
to manually initiate monitoring for your libraries.

Use the Utility Interface to easily control the monitored resources and the monitoring classes. You can use the library
selection capabilities to monitor specific or large groups of libraries. With the installation-scheduling product, the Utility
Interface can be easily established as part of a regularly scheduled monitoring environment.

For more information about the Partitioned Resource Management Utility Interface, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring
Utility Interface.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Introduction

Because PDSMAN is so comprehensive, some clients are not aware of which PDSMAN facilities they are using. Other
clients may not be aware of unused facilities which may be used to solve a problem.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics provide a framework for gathering and reporting how some PDSMAN facilities are utilized. With
these statistics, you can identify which facilities are and are not in use, and release latent product value. 

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Introduction
Because PDSMAN is so comprehensive, some clients are not aware of which PDSMAN facilities they are using while
others may be unaware of facilities that may solve a problem but are not being used.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics provide a framework for gathering and reporting how some PDSMAN facilities are being
utilized. With these statistics, you can identify which facilities are in use and release latent product value by identifying
facilities that are not currently in use but could help solve a problem you face.

Partitioned Resource Instrumentation
This section describes the instruments that provide monitoring information to the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource
Management System.

Partitioned Resource Management System instruments measure the status, availability, and other important information
about your partitioned resources. Most of these instruments are extensions to existing PDSMAN functions and facilities.
The instruments use Resource State Messages to report their measurements to the Partitioned Resource Monitor,
PDSMPMON.
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Library Validation and Integrity Instrumentation
Partitioned Data Sets are subject to operational problems caused by hardware errors, system failures, simultaneous
update of the library by multiple users, and a variety of other reasons. These problems may go unnoticed for long periods
of time, especially if the members in error are not frequently referenced.

The Library Validation and Integrity instruments detect errors in your PDS libraries. The validation process includes
checking for member and free space overlap errors, orphaned aliases, invalid directory pointers, I/O errors and other
common library problems.

FastCopy
PDSMAN provides two methods to validate your partitioned libraries. The FastCopy facility automatically validates each
library when it is compressed or is the destination for a full library copy. You can manually validate individual libraries using
the VALIDATE control statement or check multiple libraries using the VOLCOMPRESS VALIDATE function. The FastCopy
facility is described in FastCopy.

Library Map and Analysis Utility
The PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis utility is also used to validate Partitioned Data Sets. If errors are detected, library
members and free space are reported in TTR order and the errors are highlighted in the report. For more information
about the Library Map and Analysis utility, see Productivity Tools.

For optimal detection of library errors, establish procedures to perform FastCopy or PDSM13 library validation processing
on a regular basis.

Contents

All library validation results are reported to the Partitioned Resource Monitor using Resource State Messages (RSMs).
Since the status of both valid and invalid libraries is reported, you can easily identify the period of time during which the
library corruption occurred.

FastCopy Instrument Data

The FastCopy instrument reports the following data:

Class
VALIDATE.

Resource
Library name.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Normal, Warning, or Error.

Information
FastCopy message ID or Validation OK.

Extended Data
Text of first FastCopy message issued for this status.

Key Level
Library.

PDSM13 Instrument Data

The PDSM13 instrument reports the following data:

Class
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VALIDATE.

Resource
Library name.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Normal, Warning, or Error.

Information
Name of first member in error or Validation OK.

Extended Data
PDSM13 report line describing the last error condition detected.

Key Level
Library.

Library Space Monitoring Instrumentation
The PDSMAN Space Monitoring facility monitors the amount of space used in selected libraries, and produces warning
messages when the space usage exceeds thresholds you define. Space thresholds are set on a library-by-library basis,
and can be specified either in terms of percentage of primary or total space in use or in the number of secondary extents.
The advance warning provided by PDSMAN allows you to take corrective action before a library fills and causes disruption
of critical systems.

The PRMS Library Space Monitoring instrument extends the benefit of this facility by sending Resource State Messages
containing state and usage information for each member update. An error condition is indicated when the amount of
space in use exceeds your user-defined threshold values. A normal condition is indicated when space usage falls below
the threshold values.

Space monitoring RSMs are sent only for libraries that are using the PDSMAN Space Monitoring facility.

For more information about the PDSMAN Space Monitoring facility, see Productivity Tools.

Instrument Data

The Library Space Monitoring instrument reports the following data:

Class
SPACEMON.

Resource
Library name.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Normal, Warning, or Error.

Information
Current usage and threshold setting.

Extended Data
Complete space monitoring message text.

Key Level
Library.
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Library Directory Monitoring Instrumentation
The PDSMAN Library Directory Monitoring facility monitors the percentage of directory blocks in use in a Partitioned
Data Set and produces warning or error messages when the used percentage exceeds thresholds that you define.
Directory usage thresholds are set on a library-by-library basis, and are specified in terms of a percentage of the number
of allocated directory blocks.

 To extend the benefit of this facility, the PRMS Library Directory Monitoring instrument sends Resource State Messages
each time a member is added to or deleted from the library. These messages contain state and directory usage
information. A warning or error condition is indicated when the amount of directory space in use exceeds your user-
defined threshold values. A normal condition is indicated when directory space usage falls below the threshold values.

Library directory monitoring RSMs are sent only for libraries that are using the PDSMAN Library Directory Monitoring
facility.

For more information about the PDSMAN Library Directory Monitoring facility, see Productivity Tools.

Instrument Data

The Library Directory Monitoring instrument reports the following data:

Class
DBMON.

Resource
Library name.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Normal, Warning, or Error.

Information
Current usage and threshold setting.

Extended Data
Complete library directory monitoring message (PDSMDMON-01) text.

Key Level
Library.

LLA/Directory Validation Instrumentation
The operating system Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility improves program fetch performance by caching member
directory entries in the LLA address space. When a member of an LLA-managed library is updated, or when the library
is compressed or emptied, LLA must be informed of the change so that new directory information can be retrieved and
returned to the user. When LLA is not updated properly, system abends or the execution of incorrect module versions can
result.

The LLA/Directory Validation instrument detects and reports mismatches between the directory cache maintained by LLA
and the actual library directory on DASD.

The PDSM35 LLA Reporting utility LLACHECK function is used to verify synchronization between LLA and the library
directory. PDSM35 also reports both matching and mismatching conditions to the Partitioned Resource Monitoring
subtask, using RSMs.

For optimal detection of LLA synchronization errors, you should establish procedures to perform a PDSM35 LLACHECK
operation on a regular basis. For more information about the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions, including these synchronization
tools, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.
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Instrument Data

The LLA/Directory Validation instrument reports the following data:

Class
LLASYNCH.

Resource
LLA Library name.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Normal, Warning, or Error.

Information
In-Synch, differing or missing member counts, or other information.

Extended Data
None.

Key Level
System.

LLA Management Monitoring Instrumentation
In addition to knowing the synchronization status of LLA, it is also important to know the libraries that LLA is managing,
and the mode in which they are being managed. This LLA management information is provided by the PDSMAN LLA
Monitoring subtask, PDSMLMON.

The LLA Management Monitoring instrument sends LLA status changes and management mode information detected by
PDSMLMON to the Partitioned Resource Monitor. A normal status is reported for this information.

For more information about LLA monitoring, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.

Instrument Data

The Library Management Monitoring instrument reports the following data:

Class
LLAMANAGE.

Resource
LLA library name.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Normal.

Information
Library type and LLA management mode.

Extended Data
PDSMAN LLA Monitoring control block.

Key Level
System.
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PDSMAN Address Space Monitoring Instrumentation
PDSMAN also uses the Partitioned Resource Management System to monitor its own processing. The PDSMAN Address
Space Monitoring instrument reports the status of major product components and subtasks running within the address
space.

Contents

Address Space Instrument Data

The PDSMAN Address Space instrument reports the following data:

Class
PDSMAN.

Resource
PDSMAN.

Volume
Normal or Error.

Status
Address space initialization status.

Information
Information about the active PDSMAN Initialization Control Data Set.

Extended Data
PDSMAN.

Key Level
PDSMAN.

Subtask Instrument Data

The PDSMAN Subtask instrument reports the following data:

Class
PDSMAN.

Resource
PDSMAN subtask name.

Volume
Normal or Error.

Status
Subtask status or abend information.

Information
Subtask description or abend information.

Extended Data
PDSMAN.

Key Level
PDSMAN.
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PDSMAN Exception Instrumentation
The PDSMAN Exception Monitoring instruments report errors that occur during PDSMAN processing that relies on
external system services. These errors include attempts to write to full SMF data sets and problems with journal library
allocation.

Contents

SMF Logging Instrument Data

The SMF Logging Monitoring instrument reports the following data:

Class
PDSMAN.

Resource
PDSMAN.SMF.LOGGING.

Status
Normal or Error.

Information
Active or Inactive.

Extended Data
Text of PDSMSMFW-1 message if an error has occurred.

NOTE
An SMF logging resource is only reported in normal status after it has previously been reported in error status.

Journal Operation Instrument Data

The Library Member Journaling instrument reports the following data:

Class
PDSMAN.

Resource
Name of library being journaled.

Volume
Library volume serial.

Status
Error.

Information
Journal error.

Extended Data
Text of PDSM021-7 message if an error has occurred.

NOTE
A journal operation resource is only reported in error status; it is not automatically reset to normal.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring
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Partitioned Resource Monitoring Description
Individual monitoring instruments send Resource State Messages (RSMs) to the Partitioned Resource Monitor,
PDSMPMON. The monitor collects and processes the instrument data, maintains status information, and provides data for
other monitoring system components.

Contents

Filtering Resource State Messages

Incoming Resource State Messages are checked against the $MONITOR control statements you define in the PDSMAN
Initialization Control Statement data set. The RSM fields that are used to find the matching $MONITOR control statement
are:

• Library (or resource) name
• Volume serial (if available)
• Originating system ID
• Originating PDSMAN version type (production or test)
• Monitoring class

If the matching $MONITOR control statement specifies MONITOR=Y, the Resource State Message is queued to be
processed by the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

Processing Resource State Messages

The PDSMPMON Partitioned Resource Monitor executes as a subtask of the PDSMAN address space. PDSMPMON
processes the queue of incoming RSMs on a periodic basis, usually once every 15 seconds.

The monitor uses fields in the matching $MONITOR rule to determine the processing that should be performed for
incoming Resource State Messages. RSMs can be:

• Recorded in the Resource Information Table (current status information)
• Logged to the Resource Message Log (short-term historical information)
• Written to the Resource History File (SMF, long-term historical information)
• Forwarded to a Partitioned Resource Monitor on another copy of PDSMAN
• Forwarded to OPS/MVS using the OPS/MVS Generic Event Application Programming Interface (API)

Any combination of these processing options can be specified on the $MONITOR control statement that matches the
incoming RSM.

Resource Information Table

The Resource Information Table (RIT) maintains up-to-the-minute information about the status of your monitored
resources and is the primary source of data for the monitoring information displays. The RIT also collects aggregate
statistics for individual resources.

The Resource Information Table resides in a dataspace owned by the PDSMAN address space.

The RIT maintains status information for up to 4096 separate resource entries. When the RIT becomes full, entries are
pruned from the table using a least recently updated algorithm. You can affect the pruning algorithm by specifying the
PRUNE= parameter on the $MONITOR control statement that matches the entry. For additional information, see Pruning
Considerations.

The Resource Information Table is reset each time PDSMPMON is started or recycled.
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Resource Message Log

The Resource Message Log (RML) records the most recent Resource State Messages received by the monitor. These
RSMs are used to provide short-term historical information about changes in the state of a resource as shown in the
Resource History Display.

The Resource Message Log resides in the same dataspace as the Resource Information Table. The RML is a wrap-
around list of the 4096 most recent RSMs processed by the monitor.

The Resource Message Log is reset each time PDSMPMON is started or recycled.

Resource History File

Longer-term historical data can be archived by writing individual Resource State Messages to the system SMF data sets.
This SMF data can then be processed by the PDSM17 utility, or by user-written or generalized reporting and analysis
tools.

You define the SMF record number using the SMFID= parameter of the $BSI initialization control statement. The same
SMF record number is used for all SMF records written by PDSMAN.

Multiple System Monitoring

Resource State Messages can be forwarded to other copies of PDSMAN using the PDSMAN Cross-Systems
Communications facility, PDSMMCPU. These cross-system capabilities provide flexibility when implementing partitioned
resource monitoring in a multiple system environment. Status and historical information can be collected on the individual
local system, globally on all systems, on a central system, or in custom configurations that you define.

For a description of establishing a multiple system-monitoring environment, see Multiple System Environments later in this
section. For a complete description of PDSMAN cross-system communications, see Administrating.

OPS/MVS Generic Event Application Programming Interface

Resource State Messages can also be forwarded to OPS/MVS to directly trigger OPS/MVS events. This provides a
means to automate responses to partitioned resource situations detected by PDSMAN. Using the OPS/MVS Generic
Event API, you can write OPS/MVS rules that handle a wide variety of other situations.

NOTE
Use of the OPS/MVS interface requires at least OPS/MVS Release 4.5.

For more information about using the OPS/MVS Generic Event Application Programming Interface, see Using the OPS/
MVS Generic Event API in this section.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Implementation
This section describes the monitoring component of the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management System.

Contents

Requirements

Monitoring instruments requirements are categorized as general, library validation, space monitoring, library directory
monitoring, LLA directory validation and monitoring, and cross-system communications.
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General Requirements

The following general requirements must be satisfied before using the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Management
System. Some instruments have additional requirements that must be met, as listed in the requirements description for
the specific instrument.

• The PDSMAN Address Space must be active, as described in Administrating. 
• The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring subtask (PDSMPMON) must be active. This subtask is normally

started automatically when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.
• $MONITOR control statements must be specified to tell PDSMAN how to filter and process Resource State Messages

sent by the instruments.
• Individual instruments are licensed according to the PDSMAN facility to which they belong. There are no additional

licensing requirements for the Partitioned Resource Management System

Library Validation Requirements

To enable the FastCopy Library Validation Instrument, implement the FastCopy facility. For more information about the
FastCopy facility, see the FastCopy and Space Reuse User Guide.
There are no additional implementation requirements for the PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis Utility instrument.

For optimal detection of library errors, you should establish procedures to perform FastCopy or PDSM13 library validation
processing on a regular basis.

Space Monitoring Requirements

Library Space Monitoring is enabled by specifying a matching $UPDATE initialization control statement with the SPMON
parameter. Only libraries with this matching rule will send Resource State Messages to the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

For more information about Library Space Monitoring, see the Productivity Tools Reference. For more information about
the $UPDATE control statement, see the appendix "Initialization Control Statements" in the Administrator Guide.

Library Directory Monitoring Requirements

Library Directory Monitoring is enabled by specifying a matching $UPDATE initialization control statement with threshold
values set using the DBMONWARN and DBMONERROR parameters. Only libraries with this matching rule will send
Resource State Messages to the Partitioned Resource Monitor.

For more information about the Library Directory Monitoring, see the Productivity Tools Reference. For more information
about the $UPDATE control statement, see the appendix "Initialization Control Statements" of the Administrator Guide.

LLA Directory Validation and Monitoring Requirements

The LLA Directory Validation and Management instruments require the PDSMAN Library Look-Aside Monitoring subtask
(PDSMLMON) to be active. Typically, this subtask is started automatically when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.

For optimal detection of LLA synchronization errors, you should establish procedures to perform a PDSM35 LLACHECK
operation on a regular basis. For more information about the LLA Monitoring and Directory Validation, see the LLA/
Extensions and Performance Facilities User Guide.

Cross-System Communications Requirements

The PDSMAN Cross-System Communications subtask (PDSMMCPU) must be active if Resource State Messages are
to be forwarded to other copies of PDSMAN ($MONITOR XSYS=Y). This subtask may be automatically started when the
PDSMAN address space is initialized.

For more information about PDSMAN cross-system communications, see the Administrator Guide.
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Procedure

To activate Partitioned Resource Monitoring for a library, class, or group of classes

• Perform any required implementation steps for the PDSMAN facilities you will use to instrument your resources. 
• Specify $MONITOR control statements for the libraries or resources to be monitored. Other environmental parameters

such as monitoring class, volume serial, and system name can be specified to further filter the incoming Resource
State Messages. $MONITOR control statements also describe the processing to be performed by PDSMAN when a
matching RSM is received.

Control Statements

The $MONITOR control statements specify rules and options used by the Partitioned Resource Management System to
process Resource State Messages received from PDSMAN monitoring instruments. You can specify multiple $MONITOR
control statements.

You can use the following parameters on the $MONITOR control statement. For syntax and parameter descriptions, see
the $MONITOR control statement in the "Initialization Control Statements" appendix in the Administrator Guide.

The following list shows the $MONITOR control statement environment parameters:

• LIB
• RESOURCE
• VOL
• SYSTEM
• PDSMAN
• CLASS

The following list shows the $MONITOR control statement processing parameters:

• MONITOR
• TABLE
• MSGLOG
• HISTORY
• XSYS
• OPSMVS
• PRUNE
• DIAGLEVEL

Control Statement Examples

The following examples show $MONITOR control statements specified to perform the indicated processing in a single
system monitoring environment. For clarity, some parameters are shown even though they are set to their default value.
These are indicated by "(Def.)."

Example 1

The following control statement enables standard Partitioned Resource Monitoring by all PDSMAN instruments for all
resources on the local system:

 $MONITOR LIB=-    /* All libraries

       MONITOR=Y   /* Monitor these RSMs (Def.)

       TABLE=Y     /* Update the RIT (Def.)

       MSGLOG=Y    /* Update the RML (Def.)

       HISTORY=N   /* Do not log to SMF (Def.)
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RSMs for all resources and all monitoring classes match this control statement. They are processed by the Partitioned
Resource Monitor and recorded in the Resource Information Table and the Resource Message Log. No SMF logging or
cross-system communication is performed.

Example 2

The following control statement enables Library Validation monitoring for libraries having the high level qualifier SYS1.
Resource State Messages are also written to the system SMF log where they can be processed by external means.

$MONITOR LIB=SYS1.-    /* All libraries with SYS1.

      CLASS=VALIDATE   /* Validation messages only

      MONITOR=Y      /* Monitor these RSMs (Def.)

      TABLE=Y        /* Update the RIT (Def.)

      MSGLOG=Y       /* Update the RML (Def.)

      HISTORY=S      /* Log RSM to SMF

Example 3

The following control statement explicitly disables monitoring for the PDSMAN Cross-System Communications subtask,
PDSMMCPU. This statement should be specified before a less specific rule that enabled monitoring.

$MONITOR RESOURCE=PDSMMCPU      /* PDSMMCPU Resource Only

      MONITOR=N                 /* Disable Monitoring

Example 4

The following control statement enables Library Directory Monitoring for all libraries and forwards Resource State
Messages to the OPS/MVS Generic Event Application Program Interface.

$MONITOR RESOURCE=-      /* Monitor all resources

      CLASS=DBMON       /* Library Directory Monitoring Messages

      MONITOR=Y        /* Monitor these RSMs (Def.)

      OPSMVS=Y        /* Send Messages to CA-OPS/MVS

Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the control statements.

MONITOR=N Setting

When $MONITOR MONITOR=N is specified, Resource State Messages are not sent to the Partitioned Resource Monitor
and no processing is performed, regardless of the setting of the TABLE, MSGLOG, HISTORY, or XSYS parameters.

Resource Levels

Entries in the Resource Information Table are uniquely identified by a resource key. The composition of this key depends
on whether the resource is a Library-, System-, or a PDSMAN-level resource.

Library-level resources correspond directly to partitioned libraries. The library name and volume serial are used to
uniquely identify the library. The system name and PDSMAN ID are not included in the key because the library is the
same resource regardless of the reporting system.

System-level resources are those where separate instances of the same resource exist on other operating system
images. For example, libraries being managed by LLA in a shared-DASD environment are unique resources. However,
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the LLA cache for the library is system dependent because a separate cache exists on each copy of LLA (each system).
Thus, the resource name, volume serial, and system ID are required to uniquely identify a system-level resource.

PDSMAN-level resources exist within an individual PDSMAN image. You can execute both production and test versions of
PDSMAN on the same operating system image. Therefore, you can have both a production and test copy of a PDSMAN
subtask such as PDSMLMON. The resource name, volume serial (if applicable), system ID, and the PDSMAN ID
(production or test) are required to uniquely identify the resource.

Information regarding the resource key for an entry can be found on the Resource Information Table Header display,
which is accessed using the HEAD command. The Resource Level of a given RSM is reported on the Resource Message
State Information Display.

Pruning Considerations

When the Resource Information Table becomes full, entries are deleted or pruned to make room for more recent updates.

You can affect the pruning algorithm by specifying the PRUNE= parameter on the $MONITOR control statement that
matches the entry. A high value for this parameter (in the range 1-9) makes it less likely that an entry will be pruned; a
lower value makes it more likely. The default value is 5.

When a pruning operation takes place, the Resource Information Table entries are sorted by their pruning key values. The
pruning key consists of

• The PRUNE= control setting (1 character byte)
• The current resource status (1 hexadecimal byte)
• The date and time the entry was last updated (2 hexadecimal fullwords)

The resource state is included to ensure that entries in normal status are pruned before those in warning, error, or higher
status.

Information regarding the pruning key for an entry can be found on the Resource Information Table Header display, which
is accessed using the HEAD command.

The RIT entries with the lowest key values are deleted until the pruning threshold of 80% of the maximum table size
is reached. It is normal for periodic pruning to take place. This allows older entries to be removed from the Resource
Information Table to make way for newer information.

The frequency of pruning can be determined by examining the Resource Information Table Status display, accessed using
the TABINFO command. Using the date and time on which the RIT was created, the date and time when the table was
last pruned, and the pruning count, you can identify if the RIT is being pruned too frequently. A frequency of over four
times an hour should be considered excessive.

By looking at the pruning start- and end-timestamps you can identify if an individual pruning operation is running for an
extended period of time. Pruning operations generally should take less than 15 seconds to complete.

If you experience either of these situations, contact PDSMAN Client Services.

 

Partitioned Resource Monitoring in Multiple System Environments
The Partitioned Resource Management System is designed to allow flexibility when implementing partitioned resource
monitoring in a multiple system environment.

Resource State Messages received by the Partitioned Resource Monitor can be forwarded to all other copies of PDSMAN
active in the cross-system environment. The other copies of the Partitioned Resource Monitor can accept and process
these remote RSMs, or filter them out using the $MONITOR SYSTEM= and PDSMAN= parameters.
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Resource State Messages received from a remote system are never forwarded again, regardless of the $MONITOR
XSYS= setting.

This flexibility allows cross-system monitoring configurations such as:

• Local monitoring, where each system monitors only its own RSMs.
• Global monitoring, where each system monitors RSMs generated on all systems.
• Centralized monitoring, where each system sends RSMs to all the others, with one (or more) of the receiving systems

being designated as the master collection point and other systems ignoring the remote RSMs.
• User-defined configurations incorporating parts from one or more of the above configurations.

Multiple system environments include those where PDSMAN is executing on separate operating system images, as well
as those where production and test versions of PDSMAN are executing on the same operating system image. For more
information about the production and test versions of PDSMAN, see Installing.

Contents

Local Monitoring

In the local monitoring configuration, each Partitioned Resource Management System (PRMS) filters and processes only
Resource State Messages that are generated on that system. Because each PRMS has a separate Resource Information
Table and Resource Message Log, the status information is independent of any other system.

The following diagram shows a local monitoring configuration.

To implement the local monitoring configuration, specify XSYS=N (or allowing it to default) on each $MONITOR control
statement.

Example:

$MONITOR LIB=-
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        MONITOR=Y                                   (Def.)

        XSYS=N                                      (Def.)

        [..other parameters as desired..]

NOTE
This setting ensures that RSMs are monitored only on the system on which they originated by preventing any
RSMs from being broadcast to other systems.

Global Monitoring

In the global monitoring configuration, each Partitioned Resource Management System filters and processes Resource
State Messages that are generated locally and also broadcasts RSMs to other copies of PRMS. Thus, every system
participating in the PDSMAN cross-system communications environment has access to all Partitioned Resource
Monitoring information.

The following diagram shows a global monitoring configuration.

To implement the global monitoring configuration, specify XSYS=Y on each $MONITOR control statement that matches
Resource State Messages to be sent to other systems.

Example:

$MONITOR LIB=-

        SYSTEM=ANY         /* Accept Remote RSMs    (Def.)

        MONITOR=Y                                   (Def.)

        XSYS=Y  

        [..other parameters as desired..]

NOTE
This setting ensures that RSMs are broadcast to all other systems in the cross-system communication
environment and this monitor processes incoming RSMs from other systems.
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Centralized Monitoring

In the centralized monitoring configuration, one or more Partitioned Resource Management Systems act as a centralized
collection point for Resource State Messages generated on other systems. These collector systems also provide their own
local resource data.

One or more provider systems filter and process RSMs that are generated locally, and forward them to the collector
systems. The provider systems may maintain their own local resource data if desired.

The following diagram shows one provider and one collector system in a centralized monitoring configuration.

For PRMSs that collect RSM information (collectors), specify $MONITOR control statements.

Example:

$MONITOR LIB=-

         SYSTEM=ANY          /* Keep RSMs from all systems (Def.)

         PDSMAN=THIS         /* Separate Prod/Test   (Def.)

         MONITOR=Y           /* Monitor these RSMs   (Def.)

         TABLE=Y             /* Update the RIT       (Def.)

         MSGLOG=Y            /* Update the RML       (Def.)

         XSYS=N              /* Do not send our RSMs X-Sys (Def.)

         [..other parameters as desired..]

In this example:

SYSTEM=ANY

Instructs the collector to process RSMs from all systems, including RSMs generated locally.
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PDSMAN=THIS

Ensures that only RSMs created by the same type of PDSMAN (production or test) will be processed. This prevents
RSMs from a test version of PDSMAN from being processed by a production version, and vice-versa.

XSYS=N

Improves performance in single collector environments by not broadcasting RSMs generated on the collector system to
the provider systems. If you have multiple collector systems, this should be set to XSYS=Y since the collector systems are
also acting as providers.

NOTE
Resource State Messages received from a remote system are never forwarded, regardless of the setting of the
$MONITOR XSYS= parameter.

For PRMSs acting as provider systems, specify the following as the first $MONITOR control statement:

$MONITOR LIB=-

         SYSTEM=REM          /* For Remote RSMs

         MONITOR=N           /* Do Not Monitor

         [..other parameters as desired..]

NOTE
This control statement prevents the provider system from processing RSMs that are broadcast by other provider
systems. Specify any other $MONITOR control statements after this control statement.

The following control statement can be used to broadcast RSMs from this system to all other systems:

$MONITOR LIB=-

         MONITOR=Y                                   (Def.)

         TABLE=N             /* Do not Update the RIT

         MSGLOG=N            /* Do not Update the RML

         XSYS=Y

         [..other parameters as desired..]

NOTE
RIT=N and MSGLOG=N are specified because this provider idoes not maintain its own local copy of the
resource data (all of the data resides only on the collector system). Change these values to TABLE=Y and
MSGLOG=Y (or allow them to default) if you want the provider to also maintain the local resource data. XSYS=Y
is specified to broadcast the RSMs to the collector system.

Restricting Monitoring for Specific Systems

In a global or centralized monitoring configuration, you can exclude RSMs from specific systems from your collection
system. This is done by coding a $MONITOR control statement with MONITOR=N for the systems to be excluded.

Example:

NOTE
The following example is a configuration with system PRDA as a centralized collector, systems PRDB and
PRDC as providers, and system TSTA as a test system.

To exclude Resource State Messages from TSTA on your collector, but still receive RSMs from the other systems, specify:

$MONITOR LIB=-

         SYSTEM=TSTA         /* Test system only

         MONITOR=N           /* Ignore these RSMs

$MONITOR LIB=-
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         SYSTEM=ANY          /* Keep other systems RSMs (Def.)

         PDSMAN=THIS         /* Separate Prod/Test   (Def.)

         MONITOR=Y           /* Monitor these RSMs   (Def.)

         TABLE=Y             /* Update the RIT       (Def.)

         MSGLOG=Y            /* Update the RML       (Def.)

         XSYS=N              /* Do not send our RSMs X-Sys (Def.)

         [..other parameters as desired..]

User-defined Configurations

To develop your own configurations, incorporate parts from one or more of the previously described configurations.
Remember that RSMs are broadcast to all other systems when XSYS=Y is specified and SYSTEM=REM can be used to
filter the incoming RSMs.

Using the OPS/MVS Generic Event API
The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System passes information about the events it monitors to OPS/MVS,
which responds by either logging the information or by taking action in response to the information. The interaction
between PDSMAN and OPS/MVS enhances the ability of your operations staff to automate or track system operations,
and to monitor and manage your partitioned library environment. An API provided by OPS/MVS and used by PDSMAN
enables interaction between these two applications.

As an OPS/MVS user, you must specify what action should be taken in response to API-generated events by writing) API
rules that respond to those events.

Rules are written in the OPS/REXX language, which is similar to IBM REXX, but includes certain enhancements. One of
these enhancements is the concept of environmental variables. These are compound variables that have a root equal to
the rule type. For )API rules, the root is API, as in API.LEVEL. Only the API can create environmental variables. Rules
may reference defined environmental variables but they cannot create new ones. If a rule tries to fetch or store into a non-
defined environmental variable, OPS/REXX terminates the rule with an error code of 46, Invalid Variable Reference. The
same error occurs if a rule attempts to store into a read-only environmental variable.

Contents

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System passes information about the events it monitors to OPS/MVS,
which responds by either logging the information or by taking action in response to the information. The interaction
between PDSMAN and OPS/MVS enhances the ability of your operations staff to automate or track system operations,
and to monitor and manage your partitioned library environment. An API provided by OPS/MVS and used by PDSMAN
enables interaction between these two applications.

As an OPS/MVS user, you must specify what action should be taken in response to API-generated events by writing) API
rules that respond to those events.

Rules are written in the OPS/REXX language, which is similar to IBM REXX, but includes certain enhancements. One of
these enhancements is the concept of environmental variables. These are compound variables that have a root equal to
the rule type. For )API rules, the root is API, as in API.LEVEL. Only the API can create environmental variables. Rules
may reference defined environmental variables but they cannot create new ones. If a rule tries to fetch or store into a non-
defined environmental variable, OPS/REXX terminates the rule with an error code of 46, Invalid Variable Reference. The
same error occurs if a rule attempts to store into a read-only environmental variable.

PDSMAN API Usage

PDSMAN produces one event, PDSM_RSM, through the API.
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The PDSM_RSM Event

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System monitors the status of nominated partitioned resources in your
environment. PDSMAN utilities and facilities are used to instrument your resources and report resource status back to the
Partitioned Resource Monitor using RSMs.

One of the actions available to the Partitioned Resource Monitor when an RSM is received is to notify OPS/MVS using the
Generic Event API. This results in the PDSM_RSM event being executed. You can code a )API rule to fire based on this
event.

The following application-specific environmental variables are created with this event.

API.RESOURCE
Contents: The name of the partitioned resource being monitored.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 44 characters.
Sample: SYS1.LINKLIB.

NOTE
This variable usually contains the name of a partitioned library, without leading or trailing quotes. In cases where
the resource is not a partitioned library (for example, a PDSMAN subtask name), the API.DATASETFLAG
variable is set to N.

API.VOLSER
Contents: The volume serial for the resource being monitored.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 6 characters.
Sample: MVS001.

NOTE
This value is set to blank if a volume serial is not applicable to the resource being monitored or if no volume
serial is available in the Resource State Message

API.CLASS
Contents: The name of the monitoring class for the resource being monitored.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 16 characters.
Sample: VALIDATE.
Values: VALIDATE - Library Validation.
SPACEMON - Space Monitoring.
DBMON - Library Directory Monitoring.
LLAMANAGE - LLA Management.
LLASYNCH - LLA/Directory Validation.
PDSMAN - PDSMAN Address Space.

API.STATUS
Contents: A decimal numeric value (in character format) representing the last monitored status of the resource.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Right justified, padded with blanks on left.
Length: 3 characters.
Sample: 8.
Values: 0 (Normal Status), 4 (Warning Status), 8 ( Error Status), 255 (Unknown Status).

API.STATUSTEXT
Contents: The last monitored status of the resource.
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Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 16 characters.
Sample: NORMAL.
Values: NORMAL (Normal Status), WARNING (Warning Status), ERROR (Error Status), UNKNOWN (Unknown Status)

API.INFO
Contents: Additional status information about the resource.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 16 characters.
Sample: Validation OK.

NOTE
The contents of this field vary by individual monitoring instrument. For more information on monitoring
instrument descriptions, see Partitioned Resource Instrumentation Introduction.

API.DATE
Contents: The date on which the resource was monitored and the Resource State Message was generated.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: YYYY/MM/DD.
Length: 10 characters.
Sample: 2002/11/19.

API.TIME
Contents: The time at which the resource was monitored and the Resource State Message was generated.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: HH:MM:SS (24-hour clock).
Length: 8 characters.
Sample: 14:23:02.

NOTE
This value reflects the time at which the Resource State Message was generated. It will typically be earlier than
the value reported by the REXX TIME() function.

API.SYSTEMID
Contents: The name (SMF ID) of the system that performed the monitoring.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 6 characters.
Sample: MVS1 or MVS1-T.
If monitoring was performed by a test version of PDSMAN, a suffix of -T is added to the system name.

API.INSTRUMENT
Contents: The name of the monitoring instrument that generated the Resource State Message.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 8 characters.
Sample: PDSMLMON.

NOTE
This value will generally be the name of a PDSMAN program, utility, or component.

API.JOBNAME
Contents: The name of the batch job, started task, or TSO user that generated the Resource State Message.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
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Length: 8 characters.
Sample: PDSMANT.

API.ORIGIN
Contents: The origin of the Resource State Message.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 8 characters.
Sample: Local.
Values: Local (RSM was generated on this system), X-System  (RSM was generated on a remote system)

NOTE
Resource State Messages that are generated by another copy of PDSMAN executing on this operating system
image are indicated as X-System.

API.RESKEYLEVEL
Contents: The key level for the resource.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified.
Length: 1 character.
Sample: L.
Values: L (Library Level Resource), S (System Level Resource), P (PDSMAN Level Resource)

NOTE
This value is used to record the level of a resource within the monitoring system. This information is required in
order to differentiate identically named resources that may be present in the same monitoring environment

API.DATASETFLAG
Contents: Flag indicating whether or not a resource is a partitioned library.
Data Type: Character, read-only.
Format: Left justified.
Length: 1 character.
Sample: Y.
Values: Y (The resource is a partitioned library), N (The resource is not a partitioned library), 

NOTE
The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System monitors resources, such as PDSMAN subtasks and the PDSMAN
address space, that are not partitioned libraries. This flag is used to indicate when the resource name should or
should not be considered a library name.

API.DATA
Contents: Additional, extended status information reported by the monitoring instrument.
Data Type: Character or Hexadecimal, read-only.
Format: Left justified, padded with blanks on right.
Length: 128 characters.
Sample: free-form text.

NOTE
The value in this variable is specific to the individual monitoring instruments and may not contain printable
characters. PDSMAN translates non-printable characters in this field to a period before providing the data to
OPS/MVS.

For more information on monitoring instrument descriptions, see Partitioned Resource Instrumentation
Introduction.
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Common API Event Variables

Seven common API event variables are supplied to every API rule. For a description of these variables, see the section
"Coding Each AOF Rule Type" in the OPS/MVS AOF Rules User Guide.

PDSMAN also sets a value describing the RSM in the API.TEXT variable that is written to the OPS/MVS log. The color of
this log entry is set to correspond to the status that is being reported for the resource.

Debugging Techniques for an API Rule

For debugging techniques that you can use with all AOF rules, see the section "Coding and Debugging AOF Rules" in the
OPS/MVS AOF Rules User Guide.

Additional API Rule Debugging Techniques

Following are additional )API rule debugging techniques:

• If OPSLOG is not recording API events, see the OPS/MVS AOF Rules User Guide, Installation and Activation
Requirements of API Rules, "Coding Each AOF Rule Type".

• Set the OPS/MVS BROWSEAPI parameter to YES and the API event profile of your OPSLOG display to Y to view all
API events. With these parameters set, display the OPSLOG EVENT column to see recorded API events.

• Set the OPS/MVS DEBUGAPI parameter to YES to enable error messages from the API processor.

API Rule Example

Following is an example of an )API rule in code:

)API XXXXREADY

)PROC

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* The following code is executed each time the rule is fired.       */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

  API.RATE = 7

  return

NOTE
Other PDSMAN-specific examples are provided with OPS/MVS.

Viewing Partitioned Resource Monitoring Information
Resource information collected by the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System can be viewed online using the PRM-View
ISPF interface or the Vantage GMI Windows client. PRM-View is described in this and subsequent sections. The Vantage
GMI interface is described in Vantage GMI .

Using PRM-View
You can access the PRM-View displays using the PMON ISPF command:

PMON     <displayname> <,resourcename> <,monitoringclass>

NOTE
PDSMAN automatically defines the PMON command in your ISPF command table if you are licensed for
PDSMAN Feature "E" and have $EZYEDIT CMDTABUPD=Y set in your PDSMAN Initialization Control
Statements. For more information on dynamic command table updating, see the descriptions of the $EZYCMD
and $EZYEDIT control statements in Initialization Control Statements.
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Entering the PMON command without any operands invokes the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Display Selection
Panel. For example:

PMON

The Display Selection Panel allows you to choose a specific PRM-View display. You can also select the Display Selection
Panel using option P on the PDSMAN ISPF Main Panel or from the PDSMAN EZYEDIT Productivity Platform.

If you know the name of the desired display, you can enter it as the first operand on the PMON command. The following
shows the available displays.

Error
Show resources currently in error status (or higher) sorted by current status.

Warn
Show resources currently in warning status (or higher) sorted by current status

Status
Show resource information sorted by current status.

Info
Show resource information sorted by resource name.

Log
Show the log of recent Resource State Messages in time stamp order.

The command in the following example displays entries for resources that are currently in error (or higher) status, sorted
by the current status. Only the first character of the display name is required.

PMON E

NOTE
The term current status is used to indicate the status of a resource when it was last monitored.

The command in the following example displays the Resource Message Log to show recently received Resource State
Messages in timestamp order:

PMON LOG

You can also specify data filtering options that are used to filter the display before it is shown. You specify these options
immediately after the display name, using a comma as the field separator. The following example invokes the Resource
Information Display and shows only resources beginning with the characters SYS1:

PMON INFO,SYS1*

The following command invokes the same display but includes only entries that are for SYS1 libraries and are from a
monitoring class that begins with the characters LLA:

PMON INFO,SYS1*,LLA*

NOTE
The filtering parameters are positional. You must code the comma separator if you are omitting one of the
parameters.

The command in the following example displays the Resource Information Display that shows the status of all monitored
resources in the space monitoring (SPMON) class, regardless of the resource name.

PMON STAT,,SPMON

For more information about data filtering, see Display Selection Panel in this section.
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PRM-View Display Selection Panel
The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Display Selection Panel allows you to select a PRM-View display and specify
optional data filtering parameters.

Contents

In this following example, the PRM-View Error display is selected. Only resources in error status that begin with the
characters PDSMAN are shown in the display.

---------- Partitioned Resource Monitoring Display Selection Panel ----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                

                                                                            

Select Display  ===> Error                                                  

  Error  - Show Resources Currently in Error (or higher) status             

  Warn   - Show Resources Currently in Warning (or higher) status           

  Status - Show Resource Information (sorted by current status)             

  Info   - Show Resource Information (sorted by resource name)              

  Log    - Show Log of recent Resource State Messages                       

                                                                            

Data Filters:                                                          

  Resource : PDSMAN*                                         (Name or Pattern)

  Class    :                                                 (Name or Pattern)

  State    :                                                 (Minimum Level) 

Display Description

The following display descriptions include the select display field and data filters.

Select Display Field

The Select Display input field is used to identify the desired Partitioned Resource Monitoring display.

The following lists the various display options available.

Error
Show resources currently in error status (or higher) sorted by current status.

Warn
Show resources currently in warning status (or higher) sorted by current status.

Status
Show resource information sorted by current status.

Info
Show resource information sorted by resource name.

Log
Show the log of recent Resource State Messages in time stamp order.

It is necessary to enter the first character of the display option. In the previous example, resources in error status are
shown in the Resource Information Display.

Data Filters

The entries shown in the display can be pre-filtered by specifying one or more of the data filters described in the following.

Resource
Resource name or pattern to be displayed.
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Class
Monitoring class name or pattern to be displayed.

Status
The minimum status value to be displayed. For example, if WARN is specified, only resources in warning or higher status
are shown in the resulting display.

 

NOTE

Patterns for data filters can be specified using wild cards. Specify a question mark (?) to indicate a single pattern
character and an asterisk (*) to indicate a pattern that matches multiple characters.

Data filters can be specified for any of the displays. If a data filter value conflicts with the display selection, the
data filter value is used.

In the previous example, only entries beginning with the characters PDSMAN will be displayed.

Command Descriptions

The following commands are available on this display.

HELP
The HELP command shows help information regarding the fields in the display. Typically, you press the PF01 key to
access help.

PRM-View General Display Commands
This section describes the commands you can use to tailor, navigate, or process the PRM-View displays. You can use
these commands on the following displays:

• Resource Information Display
• Resource Message Log Display
• Resource History Display

PRM-View General Display Primary Commands
Primary commands are entered in the COMMAND field, located at the top of the display.

Contents

Command Summary

The following list summarizes the display-processing primary commands. Some commands have aliases.

FIND
Find a specified string in the display data.

HARDCOPY
Produce a hard copy listing of the display data.

IF
Filter display entries based on field values.

LEFT
Scroll left to show an alternate display view (also PF10).

LOCATE
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Locate an entry in the current display.

ONLY
Remove entries that do not contain a specified string.

OUTPUT
Produce a sequential output file containing the display data.

POPLIST
Restore a list of objects from the display stack.

PUSHLIST
Save the list of objects to the display stack.

RIGHT
Scroll right to show an alternate display view (also PF11).

SORT
Sort the display entries by any field name.

X
Exclude entries from the display.

Display Processing Primary Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

FIND < targetstring > [NEXT|PREV|FIRST|LAST|ALL] <fieldname>

The FIND command is used to locate a specified target string in the display. FIND scrolls the display to the first entry that
contains the target string anywhere in the data row. The display view is switched automatically to show the field containing
the target string.

You can control the starting point and direction of the search using the following operands.

NOTE
In the operand descriptions, the current entry is the row being displayed at the top of the screen when FIND is
performed.

If the optional fieldname parameter is specified, only target strings in the specified field will be scanned.

If a subsequent FIND command is entered without a target string, the most recently specified target string and control
operand are repeated.

For example, the following command scrolls the display to the first entry containing the string WARNING. The display can
be scrolled to an alternate view if the target string is found in a field that is not currently being displayed.

F WARNING FIRST

The character F is an alias for the FIND command.

HARDCOPY [ ? | destination [ class ] [USING(ddname)] [MAX]]

The HARDCOPY command produces a hard copy (printer format) listing of the display.

The destination can be any valid print destination. If a question mark is specified, the EZYEDIT Print Destination Table is
displayed. If no print destination is specified, a default destination of SYSTEM is used. A destination must be specified if a
class is being coded because class is a positional parameter.

If the MAX parameter is specified, all the display fields are printed. The hard copy output can be tailored by specifying the
optional USING(ddname) parameter described in EZYEDIT .
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For example, the following command produces a hard copy listing of all data fields in the current display. The output is
directed to a printer named RMT5.

HC RMT5 MAX

HC is an alias for the HARDCOPY command.

IF <fieldname> <operator> <value>

The IF command allows you to filter the display based on the contents of any field. Any field name or column heading
shown on the display, in either the current or an alternate view, can be specified.

The following lists the supported operators.

EQ
Equal to (also, starts with) (default).
Alias: =

NE
Not equal to.
Alias: <>

LT
Less than.
Alias: <

GT
Greater than.
Alias: >

LE
Less than or equal to (also =<).
Alias: <=

GE
Greater than or equal to (also =>).
Alias: >=

CONTAINS
Target value may be found anywhere within the specified field (string search).
Alias: CT

For example, the following command filters the display to retain only those entries that are associated with the SPMON
monitoring class.

IF CLASS = SPMON

LEFT [ fieldname | Max ]

The display can be scrolled to show additional information for an entry using the LEFT and RIGHT commands (usually set
to PF10 and PF11).

Display views are connected in a ring as described in the section Display Views. The LEFT command scrolls the display
to the previous view in the ring.

Specifying a field name on the LEFT command causes the display to scroll to the view containing the named field. If the
optional parameter of MAX is specified, the display is scrolled to the initial display view.

For example, the following command scrolls the display to the initial display view.

LEFT MAX

LOCATE < string >
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The LOCATE command scrolls the display rows based on the field on which the display was last sorted. The string is a
required parameter that may be specified as a full or partial value for the target string to be located. Wildcard characters
are not supported.

For example, the following command scrolls the display to the first entry with a resource name beginning with the
characters SYS1.

L SYS1

The display must have previously been sorted on the resource name field, either as the default initial sort or using the
SORT command.

The character L is an alias for the LOCATE command.

ONLY < targetstring >

The ONLY command is used to remove objects from the display that do not contain a specified string. The target string
need not currently be displayed and can be present anywhere on the row. If the target string is not found, the display will
not be modified.

OUTPUT [ ddname ] [USING(ddname)] [NOHEAD] [MAX]]

The OUTPUT command writes the current display into a user specified data set. By default, all displayed fields are written
to the output.

If no ddname parameter is specified, the user is prompted for the output data set name.

The optional NOHEAD parameter can be specified if the column headings are not required. Specifying the optional MAX
parameter causes all display fields to be written.

Output can be tailored by specifying the optional USING(ddname) parameter described in EZYEDIT.

For example, the following command writes the current display to a user specified data set without any field headings.

OUT  NOHEAD

NOTE
OUT is an alias for the OUTPUT command.

POPLIST [ NODelete ]

The POPLIST command restores the contents of the object list most recently pushed to the internal display stack using
the PUSHLIST Primary command.

By default, this command removes the object list from the display stack when it is restored to the display. Use the optional
NODelete parameter to restore the object list without removing it from the display stack.

PUSHLIST

The PUSHLIST command saves the contents of the current object list to the internal display stack.

There are no command parameters. The contents of the object list currently displayed are pushed onto the internal display
stack; they are restored using the POPLIST command. Any number of object lists can be pushed to the stack, subject to
storage limitations.

The display stack is destroyed when you exit the PRM-View display.

RIGHT [ fieldname | MAX ]

The display can be scrolled to show additional information for an entry using the LEFT and RIGHT commands (usually set
to PF10 and PF11, respectively).
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Display views are connected in a ring as described previously in the section Display Views. The RIGHT command scrolls
the display to the next view in the ring. Specifying a field name on the RIGHT command causes the display to be scrolled
to the view containing the named field. For example:

RIGHT SYSTEM 

NOTE
If the optional parameter MAX is specified, the display is scrolled to the last view in the ring.

SORT [ field1 [ sequence1 ] [field2 [sequence2]] ]

The SORT command allows you to re-order the display entries based on any of the display data fields.
The sort sequence can be specified as:

• A -- Ascending sequence.
• D -- Descending sequence.

A maximum of two sort field/sequence pairs can be specified.

If the primary sort field is not in the view currently displayed, SORT automatically scrolls to that view after the sort
completes.

If you do not specify a sort field, the sort is performed using the initial sort fields defined when the display was originally
invoked. For more information about the initial sorting for the Resource Information Display, see Initial Display Filtering
and Sorting.

For example, the following command sorts the display by the entry date in descending order.

SORT DATE

The most recent entry appears at the top of the display. An automatic view switch occurs if the date and time fields are not
being displayed at the time of the sort.

The current display can be sorted using Point-and-Shoot processing by positioning the cursor within a column heading
of the associated data and pressing the ENTER key. If a second Point-and-Shoot SORT request is detected without any
intervening SORT requests, the default sort sequence is reversed.

X < data set name or pattern | ABOVE | BELOW >

The eXclude primary command is used to exclude entries from the display. The REFRESH command can be used to re-
include the excluded entries.

The following command excludes entries beginning with the characters SYS1 from the display.

X SYS1.* 

The X ABOVE primary command excludes all entries ABOVE the entry currently displayed at the top of the screen.

The X BELOW primary command excludes all entries BELOW the entry currently displayed at the top of the screen.

 

PRM-View General Display Line Commands
Line commands are entered in the Cmd field, located at the leftmost position of the entry row.

Contents

Command Summary

The following summarizes the line commands for tailoring the displays.
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/
Position the display to this entry.

=
Repeat the previous line command.

?
Re-display the previous message.

X
Exclude entries from the display.

Line commands, with the exception of the slash (/) and message (?) commands, can be specified as a block command.
For more information about Block commands, see Block Commands on this page.

Most of the line commands can also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern is
specified as the second command parameter. For more information about the line commands that cannot be used in this
manner, see Display Processing Line Commands on this page.

Display Processing Line Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

X (eXclude)
The EXCLUDE line command is used to exclude entries from the display. The REFRESH command may be used to re-
include the excluded entries

/ (Slash)
The Slash (/) line command positions the selected entry at the top of the display. Slash cannot be specified as a block
command or primary command.

= (Repeat)
The Repeat (=) line command is used to repeat the previous line command. Repeat cannot be specified as a primary
command.

? (MESSage)
The Message (?) line command is used to re-display messages that have resulted from previous line commands but
may have been overlaid by a higher severity message. These messages can help diagnose specific errors for the row.
Message cannot be specified as a block command or a primary command.

Line Command Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the line commands.

Command Stacking

PRM-View displays allow line commands to be stacked. Different line commands for different entries can be specified and
processed in a single request. These requests are processed from the top of the display downward, before any primary
commands are processed.

In the following command stacking example, the INFO command is executed for entry PDSMAN.TEST.LIB, followed by
the HIST command for entry PDSMAN, and the RULE command for SYS1.LINKLIB.

Resource Information Table (Status View) -------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------
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     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    Err   Journal Error

INFO PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  Err   Diff/Miss 1/0 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   Warn  Warn    FCO402W

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  Warn  Unable to Open 

HIST PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Active        

RULE SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  Norm  In Synch      

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   Norm  Validation OK

Block Commands

Single-character line commands (except slash) can be specified as a block command. Block commands are denoted by
doubling the single-character line command or by following the line command with a number, indicating the number of
lines to be processed.

The following shows example block commands.

XX
Explicit block eXclude (specify at beginning and end of block).

X99
Implicit block eXclude (exclude 99 entries).

In the case of implicit block commands, the block is processed immediately. Explicit blocks are processed as soon as a
second block command is entered specifying the same line command. Individual line commands continue to be processed
as they are encountered with a notification that a block operation is pending.

Resource Information Table (Status View) -------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

XX   PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    Err   Journal Error

XX   PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  Err   Diff/Miss 1/0 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   Warn  Warn    FCO402W

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  Warn  Unable to Open 

X99  PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Active        

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  Norm  In Synch      

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   Norm  Validation OK

A block can also be defined by two "==" line commands, called a block indicator. When a block is defined in this manner,
the previous line command (single or multiple characters) is repeated for this block. This allows block processing to be
performed for multiple character line commands.

In the following example, the RULE command is issued for multiple entries using a block indicator.

    Resource Information Table (Status View) -------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   
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---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    Err   Journal Error

RULE PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  Err   Diff/Miss 1/0 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20

==   SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   Warn  Warn    FCO402W

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  Warn  Unable to Open

==   PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Active        

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  Norm  In Synch      

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   Norm  Valid  

PRM-View General Display Help Information
PRM-View displays provide comprehensive tutorial and help information. Typically, you access this information by
pressing the PF01 key.

The displays also provide context-sensitive help. If the cursor is first positioned at a command field, a list of available
commands is displayed when the Help key is pressed.  To execute a command, tab to the command and pressing the
Enter key.  To display detailed help information for the command, tab to the command and press the Help key again.

PRM-View Resource Information Display
The Resource Information Display shows the current status of resources being monitored by the Partitioned Resource
Management System.

Resource Information Display Overview
The Partitioned Resource Management System records the current status of monitored resources in the Resource
Information Table (RIT). The RIT is also used to record previous state, statistical, and other information about your
partitioned resources.

The Resource Information Display shows the entries recorded in the Resource Information Table. The following example
shows a partial display of output from the PMON STAT command.

Resource Information Table (Status View) -------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    Err   Journal Error

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  Err   Diff/Miss 1/0 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   Warn  Warn    FCO402W

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  Warn  Unable to Open 

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Active        

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  Norm  In Synch      

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   Norm  Validation OK

The display shows that a number of resources are in an error status:
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• PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB has a library validation error (as reported by FastCopy message FCO700A).
• PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL is in error because a PDSMAN Library Member Journaling operation has failed.
• PDSMAN.TEST.LIB has both LLA synchronization and a space monitoring error. LLA synchronization reports that one

member differs between the LLA cache and the actual directory entries. The library is also using 33% of its allocated
space, which is greater than the user-defined threshold value of 20%.

Two resources have a status of warning:

• SYS1.MIGLIB has a validation warning (as reported by FastCopy message FCO402W).
• SYS1.SECURE.DATASET has a LLA synchronization warning because PDSMAN was unable to open the library to

perform synchronization checking.

Other resources are in normal status:

• The PDSMAN address space and PDSMLMON subtask resources are in normal and active status.
• SYS1.LINKLIB is being managed by LLA, is in proper LLA synchronization, and has been validated.

Each table entry represents a unique resource and monitoring class combination. Some resources may have their entries
removed from the Resource Information Table by a pruning operation if the table becomes full.

Resources may have multiple entries in the table (and also in the display) if the entries are recorded in different monitoring
classes. In the previous example, SYS1.LINKLIB has entries for LLA management, LLA synchronization, and library
validation monitoring classes.

The Resource Information Display provides sorting and filtering commands that allow you to isolate and process specific
entries. The display can also be pre-filtered and pre-sorted using the PMON primary command such as, PMON INFO (to
display all entries) and PMON ERR (to display only entries in error status).

Individual entries in the Resource Information Display are color-coded to allow you to quickly identify resources that are
not in a normal status.

Resource Information Display Description
The following information about the Resource Information Display includes invoking the display and initial display filtering
and sorting.

Invoking the Display

The Resource Information Display can be entered two ways. You can use the PRM-View Display Selection Panel to
choose one of the display options listed, or you can issue one of the ISPF primary commands (PMON).

Info
Show all RIT entries in resource name order.
Command: PMON INFO

Status
Show all RIT entries in resource status order.
Command: PMON STAT

Warn
Show RIT entries in warning status (or above) in status order.
Command: PMON WARN

Error
Show RIT entries in error status (or above) in status order.
Command: PMON ERROR
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Initial Display Filtering and Sorting

The method in which the Resource Information Display is entered affects how the data is initially (pre-display) filtered and
sorted. The following shows the initial filtering and sorting performed for each invocation option.

Info
PMON INFO
Initial Filtering: None (shows all RIT entries).
Initial Sorting By: Resource then date.

Status
PMON STAT
Initial Filtering: None (shows all RIT entries).
Initial Sorting By: Status then resource.

Warn
PMON WARN
Initial Filtering: Shows entries in warning state or above.
Initial Sorting By: Status then resource.

Error
PMON ERROR
Initial Filtering: Shows entries in error state or above.
Initial Sorting By: Status then resource.

These initial filtering and sort settings are also in effect when the display is rebuilt using the REFRESH command. The
initial sort setting is used when a SORT command is issued that does not specify a field name.

Resource Information Display Views
Each row in the Resource Information Display represents an entry in the Resource Information Table. Because these
entries contain more information than can be displayed on a single display panel, additional information is shown in a
series of alternate views.

Resource Information Display alternate views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary
commands (usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view; scrolling right displays the next
view.

NOTE
Scrolling left from the first (top) view will display the last (bottom) view. Scrolling right from the last view will
display the first view.

Some display commands automatically scroll the display to the view containing a data field when that data field is used
as a parameter on a display command. For example, the primary command SORT DATE will scroll the display to the view
containing the DATE field.

The Status View is the initial view shown when the Resource Information Display is entered.

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the Resource Information Display views:

Status
Resource current status information (initial view).

Previous Status
Resource previous status information.

Resource
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Resource information.

Instrument
Monitoring instrument information.

Time Stamp
Resource State Message time stamp information.

Display View Description

Status View

The Status view shows the current status of your monitored resources.

Resource Information Table (Status View) -------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    Err   Journal Error

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  Err   Diff/Miss 1/0 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   Warn  Warn    FCO402W

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  Warn  Unable to Open 

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Active        

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  Norm  In Synch      

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   Norm  Validation OK

This example display shows a number of resources in normal, warning, and error status.

Previous Status View
The Previous Status view shows the previous status of your monitored resources.

Resource Information Table (Previous Status View) ----------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   PSta  Previous Info 

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    Err   Journal Error 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  N/A   Not Available 

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   N/A   Not Available 

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  N/A   Not Available 

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM    Norm  Re-Initialized

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    Norm  Initializing  

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  N/A   Not Available 

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  N/A   Not Available 

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   N/A   Not Available  

NOTE
The term previous status is used to indicate the status of a resource the next-to-last time it was monitored.
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You can identify the most recent change (or non-change) in a resource status by comparing the information on this view
with that on the Status view (scroll left and right between the views).

Resource
The Resource view shows information about the resource that is being monitored.

Resource Information Table (Resource View) ------------------------ Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Volume  System 

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ------  ------    

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   RTM001  PROD

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    RTM001  PROD

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  RTM001  PROD

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   RTM001  PROD

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   SYSRES  PROD

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  SYSRES  PROD

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM            PROD

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM            PROD

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  SYSRES  PROD

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  SYSRES  PROD

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   SYSRES  PROD

This information is used to identify the resource being monitored. This example shows volume serial information, if
applicable, and the system on which the last Resource State Message was generated.

Instrument
The Instrument view shows information regarding the monitoring instrument that last reported the status of the resource.
This information can be used to identify the user or job that triggered the resource monitoring.

Resource Information Table (Instrument View) ---------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Resource                                     Instrmnt  Jobname   Origin

---- -------------------------------------------- --------  --------  --------

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           PDSMFCPC  STACA04A  Local

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM021   STACA04A  Local

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              PDSM35    STACA04A  Local

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              PDSM01    STACA04A  Local

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  PDSMFCPC  KINJE99   Local

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          PDSM35    KINJE99   Local

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM00    PDSMANT   Local

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSMSUBT  PDSMANT   Local

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 PDSMLMON  PDSMANT   Local

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 PDSM35    KINJE99   Local

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 PDSMFCPC  KINJE99   Local

This example shows the names of some of the PDSMAN instruments that perform the monitoring functions and the
names of the jobs that were used to create the example data. It also shows that all the Resource State Messages were
generated on the local system.

Time Stamp View
The Time Stamp view shows the date and time when the resource was most recently monitored.

Resource Information Table (Time Stamp View) ---------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE
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Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Date      Time      

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  --------  --------  

     PDSMAN.CORRUPT.LIB                           VALID   09/02/26  13:08:29 

     PDSMAN.TEST.JOURNAL                          PDSM    09/02/26  13:08:21

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              LLASYN  09/02/26  13:09:02  

     PDSMAN.TEST.LIB                              SPMON   09/02/26  13:09:33  

     SYS1.MIGLIB                                  VALID   09/02/26  12:49:45  

     SYS1.SECURE.DATASET                          LLASYN  09/02/26  12:48:50  

     PDSMAN                                       PDSM    09/02/26  13:07:32  

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSM    09/02/26  08:40:46  

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLAMAN  09/02/26  08:40:37  

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 LLASYN  09/02/26  12:48:48  

     SYS1.LINKLIB                                 VALID   09/02/26  12:49:38  

Resource Information Display Fields
The following information includes the display field summary and the display field description.

Display Field Summary

The following summarizes the data fields for this display.

Cmd
Line command input field.
View: All Views.

Resource
Resource (or library) name.
View: All Views.

Class
Monitoring class.
View: Some Views.

Stat
Resource status value (current).
View: Status.

Info
Resource status information (current).
View: Status.

Psta
Resource status value (previous).
View: Previous Status.

Previous Info
Resource status information (previous).
View: Previous Status.

Volume
Resource volume serial, if applicable.
View: Resource.

System
System of generating instrument.
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View: Resource.

Instrumt
Instrument name reporting the Resource State Message.
View: Instrument.

JobName
Job Name of Instrument.
View: Instrument.

Origin
Origin of the Resource State Message.
View: Instrument.

Date
Date instrument monitored the resource.
View: Time Stamp.

Time
Time instrument monitored the resource.
View: Time Stamp.

Display Field Description

Cmd

The Cmd field is used to enter line commands that process individual display entries. Valid line commands are described
in the section Line Commands. Commands that are longer than the input field or have multiple parameters may extend
into the next display field. (All views.)

Resource

Shows the name of the monitored resource. In most cases, this will be the name of a partitioned library, but the resource
name may also be the name of a PDSMAN subtask, component, or other resource. (All views.)

Class

Shows the monitoring class for the entry, as follows:

LLAMAN
Library Look-Aside (LLA) management.

LLASYN
Library Look-Aside (LLA) synchronization.

PDSMAN
PDSMAN subtask, component, or other information.

SPMON
Partitioned Data Set (PDS) space monitoring.

DBMON
Partitioned Data Set (PDS) directory space monitoring.

VALID
Library validation.

The same resource name can be reported on multiple display lines, if the resource has been monitored as part of more
than one monitoring class. (Some views).

For a complete description of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System monitoring classes, see Partitioned Resource
Monitoring Facilities.
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Stat

Shows the status of the resource when it was last monitored:

Norm
The resource is in normal (expected) state.
Color: Green

Info
The resource is in normal (expected) state. The RSM was generated for informational purposes only.
Color: Green

Warn
A warning condition exists or a problem may be present with the resource.
Color: Yellow

Err
An error has been detected with the resource.
Color: Red

Sev
A severe error has been detected with the resource.
Color: Red

Crit
A critical error has been detected with the resource. This can also indicate a failure of the monitoring instrument itself.
Color: Red

Unkn
The state of the resource was previously known but can no longer be determined by the monitoring system.
Color: White

NOTE
These status values are assigned by the individual monitoring instruments and should be interpreted in that
context.

When sorting is performed on this field, the entries are sorted in order of severity, not by the actual text displayed in the
field.

The entries in the display are color-coded based on the status of the resource for easy identification of abnormal resource
status. The Color column in the previous table indicates the colors used for each status value. (Status View.)

Information

Shows additional information regarding the current resource status. The contents of this field vary by individual monitoring
instrument and may be truncated as required for display. (Status View).

PSta

Shows the previous status of the resource. This field corresponds to the Stat (current status) field described previously.
The Stat and PSta fields can be compared to determine the most recent status change, if any, for a resource. A value of
N/A (Not Available) is shown if no previous resource state information is available.

When sorting is performed on this field, the entries are sorted by the actual text displayed in the field. (Previous Status
View.)

Previous Info

Shows additional information regarding the previous resource status. The contents of this field vary by individual
monitoring instrument. This field corresponds to the Information field described previously. A value of N/A is shown if no
previous resource state information is available. (Previous Status View.)
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Volume

Shows the resource volume serial, if applicable to the resource being monitored. (Resource View.)

System

Shows the name (SMF ID) of the system on which the Resource State Message was generated. If monitoring is
performed by a test version of PDSMAN, a suffix of -T is added to the system name. (Resource View.)

Instrumt

Shows the name of the monitoring instrument that generated the Resource State Message. This value is generally the
name of a PDSMAN program, utility, or component. (Instrument View.)

JobName

Shows the name of the batch job, started task, or TSO user that generated the Resource State Message. (Instrument
View.)

Origin

Indicates the origin of the Resource State Message as shown.(Instrument View.)

Local
The Resource State Message was generated on this system.

X-System
The Resource State Message was generated on a remote system or by another copy of PDSMAN running on this
operating system image.

Date

The date on which monitoring was performed and the Resource State Message generated. The date is shown in yy/mm/
dd format. (Time Stamp View.)

Time

The time at which monitoring was performed and the Resource State Message generated. The time is shown in hh:mm:ss
format. (Time Stamp View.)

Resource Information Display Primary Commands
Primary commands are used to tailor the display, perform display-level command processing, or process individual entries
in the display as a group. Primary commands are entered in the COMMAND field, located at the top of the display.

Command Summary

The following summarizes the primary commands available in this display specifically related to Partitioned Resource
Monitoring.

For more information about the commands used to tailor, navigate, or process the display, see PRM-View General Display
Commands.

In the following, the command is shown in mixed case; the uppercase portion indicates the shortest abbreviation that can
be specified.

DSL
Invoke the EZYEDIT Data Set List Display using display entries.

LOGInfo
Display Resource Message Log administrative information.

REFresh
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Refresh the display using initial entry filtering and sorting.

TABInfo
Display Resource Information Table administrative information.

line command
Invoke a display line command (requires resource name or pattern).

Most line commands can also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern is
specified as the second command parameter. Exceptions are noted in the individual line command descriptions.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Primary Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

DSL
The DSL command invokes the EZYEDIT Data Set List display. The DSL is built using the entries from the current
Resource Information Display. Duplicate entries and entries that do not represent data set resources are automatically
excluded.

The EZYEDIT Data Set List display provides a powerful, easy-to-use platform for processing data set objects. For a
description of the EZYEDIT productivity platform, see EZYEDIT.

LOGInfo
The LOGINFO command invokes the Resource Message Log Status Display to show information specific to the Resource
Message Log.

REFresh
The REFRESH command refreshes the Resource Information Display without requiring you to exit and then re-enter the
display.

The data entries in the refreshed display are extracted from the current Resource Information Table and are up-to-date
at the time of the refresh operation. This means that the data in the new display may not match that shown in the display
prior to issuing the REFRESH command.

REFRESH honors any filtering parameters specified at the time the display was initially invoked. The refreshed display is
re-sorted in the initial sort order, or into the default sort order if no initial order was specified.

TABInfo
The TABINFO command invokes the Resource Information Table Status Display to show information specific to the
Resource Information Table.

line command < resource name or pattern >
Many of the Resource Information Display line commands can also be entered as primary commands, allowing a single
command to be used to process each matching entry in the display.

When a line command is used as a primary command, a resource name or pattern must be specified as the first
command parameter.

The following example shows the HISTORY line command being entered as a primary command. This example results in
the Resource History Display being invoked for each entry with a resource name beginning with the characters PDSM.

HIST PDSM*

The slash (/), equal (=), and MSL line commands cannot be specified as primary commands.
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Resource Information Display Line Commands
Line commands are used to process individual display entries and to tailor or position the display itself. Line commands
are entered in the Cmd field located at the leftmost position of the entry row.

Contents

Command Summary

The following summarizes the line commands for the display specifically related to Partitioned Resource Monitoring.

For a description of the commands that are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself, see PRM-View General
Display Commands.

In the following, a command is shown in mixed case ; the uppercase portion indicates the shortest abbreviation that can
be specified.

HEAd
Show Resource Information Table entry header information.

HISt
Invoke the Resource History Display for the indicated resource.

Info
Show detailed information regarding the current resource state message information (current RSM).

MON
Re-monitor the indicated resource using the same monitoring class and options.

MSL
Invoke EZYEDIT Member List Display for a partitioned library.

PREv
Show detailed information regarding the previous resource state.

RULe
Show the $MONITOR rule currently matching the resource entry.

STAt
Show current monitoring statistics for a resource entry.

Line commands (with the exception of the slash (/) and message (?) commands) can be specified as block commands.
For more information about the block commands, see  Block Commands.

Most of the line commands can also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern is
specified as the second command parameter. Exceptions are noted in the individual line command descriptions.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Line Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

HEAd
The HEAD command invokes the Resource Information Table Header Display. This display shows resource key, entry
pruning, and other information specific to the Resource Information Table entry.

HISt
The HIST command invokes the Resource History Display. This display uses Resource State Messages available in the
monitoring system to show state information for the selected resource over a period of time.

Info
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The INFO command shows detailed information regarding the current state of a resource. The Resource State Message
Information Display is invoked to show resource, state, instrument, and other information contained in the current
Resource State Message.

MON [?]
The MON command invokes the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface to re-monitor the resource for this entry.
The monitoring class and options used are determined from the Resource Information Table entry.

You can override the monitoring class or options by specifying a question mark "?" as the first command parameter.

MSL
The MSL command invokes the EZYEDIT Member List display for the entry. The selected resource must be a partitioned
library and must be available on the system where the display is executing.
The EZYEDIT Member List display provides a powerful, easy-to-use platform for processing partitioned library members.
For a description of the EZYEDIT productivity platform, see EZYEDIT.

PREv
The PREV command shows detailed information regarding the previous state of a resource. The Resource State
Message Information display is invoked to show resource, state, instrument, and other information contained in the
previous Resource State Message.

RULe
The RULE command invokes the Monitoring Control Statement Display to show the $MONITOR control statement
currently matching the resource.

NOTE
The $MONITOR control statement shown in this display may not be the same statement that was in effect when
monitoring actually occurred. This situation occurs when $MONITOR control statements have been changed or
removed, when the RSM was generated on another system, or in other situations. The control statement shown
is the one matching the resource at the present time.

STAt
The STAT command shows resource and statistical information for a Resource Information Table entry. The statistics
shown on the Resource Information Table Entry Statistics indicate the total number of Resource State Messages received
for a given resource, and provide a breakdown by resource state on the number of messages received.

Line Command Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the line commands.

Command Stacking

PRM-View displays allow line commands to be stacked. Different line commands for different entries can be specified and
processed in a single request. These requests are processed from the top of the display downward, before any primary
commands are processed. For an example, see the Command Stacking.

Block Commands

Single-character line commands (except slash) can be specified as a block command. Block commands are denoted by
doubling the single-character line command or by following the line command with a number, indicating the number of
lines to be processed. For an example, see Block Commands.

PRM-View Resource Message Log Display
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Resource Message Log Display Overview
The Resource Message Log (RML) records the most recent Resource State Messages received by the Partitioned
Resource Monitor. These RSMs are used to provide short-term historical information about the status of a monitored
resource.

The Resource Message Log Display shows the entries recorded in the Resource Message Log. The following example
shows a partial display of output from the PMON LOG command.

Resource Message Log (Time Stamp View) ---------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Date      Time      

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  --------  --------  

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  09/03/08  12:17:32  

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  09/03/08  12:12:37  

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  09/03/08  12:09:20  

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       VALID   09/03/08  12:07:24  

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       SPMON   09/03/08  12:07:24  

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB1                          VALID   09/03/08  12:04:06  

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB2                          VALID   09/03/08  12:04:06  

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSMAN  09/03/08  08:37:34  

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN  09/03/08  08:37:33  

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN  09/03/08  08:37:33  

The display shows that a number of resources have multiple entries in the Resource Message Log:

• The last three entries received by the monitor are LLA management RSMs for the data set LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY.
• PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY is being monitored in both the Library Validation (VALID) and Library Space Monitoring

(SPMON) classes.
• Two Resource State Messages have been received for the PDSMMCPU subtask.
• The display also shows Resource State Messages have been received for PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB1 and

PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB2.

NOTE
The Resource Message Log is a wrap-around log. Older RSMs are replaced by newer ones when the log
becomes full.

Individual entries in the Resource Message Log Display are color-coded to allow you to quickly identify resources that are
not in a normal status.

Resource Message Log Display Description
The following information describes invoking the display and initial display sorting.

Invoking the Display

You can use the PRM-View Display Selection Panel with the Log display option, or you can issue the ISPF primary
command PMON LOG to invoke the Resource Message Log Display,

Initial Display Sorting

The Resource Message Log data is displayed in timestamp order with the most recent entry being shown first. This initial
sort setting is in effect when the display is rebuilt using the REFRESH command and when a SORT command is issued
without specifying a field name.
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Resource Message Log Display Views
Each row in the Resource Message Log Display represents an entry in the Resource Message Log. Because these
entries contain more information than can be displayed on a single display panel, additional information is shown in a
series of alternate views.

Resource Message Log Display alternate views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT
primary commands (usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view; scrolling right displays
the next view.

NOTE
Scrolling left from the first (top) view will display the last (bottom) view. Scrolling right from the last view will
display the first view.

Some display commands automatically scroll the display to the view containing a data field when that data field is used
as a parameter on a display command. For example, the primary command SORT DATE will scroll the display to the view
containing the DATE field.

The Time Stamp View is the initial view shown when the Resource Message Log Display is entered.

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the Resource Message Log Display views:

Time Stamp
RSM time stamp information (initial view).

Status
Resource current status information.

Resource
Resource information.

Instrument
Monitoring instrument information.

Display View Description

Time Stamp View

The Time Stamp view shows the date and time the Resource State Message recorded in the log.

Resource Message Log (Time Stamp View) ---------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Date      Time      

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  --------  --------  

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  09/03/08  12:17:32  

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  09/03/08  12:12:37  

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  09/03/08  12:09:20  

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       VALID   09/03/08  12:07:24  

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       SPMON   09/03/08  12:07:24  

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB1                          VALID   09/03/08  12:04:06  

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB2                          VALID   09/03/08  12:04:06  

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSMAN  09/03/08  08:37:34  

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN  09/03/08  08:37:33  

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN  09/03/08  08:37:33  

Status View
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The Status view shows the status of the resource as described in the Resource State Message.

NOTE
This status is not necessarily the current status of your resource, but rather the status reported by a specific
instrument at one point in time.

Resource Message Log (Status View) -------------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Stat  Information   

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ----  ---------------

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  Norm  LinkList-Freeze

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       VALID   Norm  Validation OK 

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       SPMON   Norm  43% Used TH=P97

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB1                          VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB2                          VALID   Err   Error   FCO700A

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSMAN  Norm  Initializing  

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN  Norm  Active        

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN  Norm  Initializing

This example display shows a number of resources in normal and error status.

Resource
The Resource view shows information about the resource for which the RSM was recorded.

Resource Message Log (Resource View) ------------------------------ Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Resource                                     Class   Volume  System      

---- -------------------------------------------- ------  ------  ------      

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  MVR2AF  PROD       

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  MVR2AF  PROD       

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          LLAMAN  MVR2AF  PROD       

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       VALID   WORK01  PROD       

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       SPMON   WORK01  PROD       

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB1                          VALID   RTM004  PROD       

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB2                          VALID   RTM004  PROD       

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSMAN          DEV1       

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN          DEV1       

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMAN          DEV1       

This information is used to identify the resource being monitored. This example shows volume serial information, if
applicable, and the system on which the Resource State Message was generated.

Instrument
The Instrument view shows information regarding the monitoring instrument that reported the status of the resource. This
information can be used to identify the user or job that triggered the resource monitoring.

Resource Message Log (Instrument View) ---------------------------- Row 1 of 11

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Resource                                     Instrumt  Jobname   Origin  

---- -------------------------------------------- --------  --------  --------

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          PDSMLMON  PDSMANT   X-SYSTEM
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     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          PDSMLMON  PDSMANT   X-SYSTEM

     LLA.MANAGED.LIBRARY                          PDSMLMON  PDSMANT   X-SYSTEM

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       PDSMFCPC  STACA04A  X-SYSTEM

     PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIBRARY                       PDSM01    STACA04A  X-SYSTEM

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB1                          PDSMFCPC  STACA04A  X-SYSTEM

     PDSMAN.INVALID.LIB2                          PDSMFCPC  STACA04A  X-SYSTEM

     PDSMLMON                                     PDSMSUBT  PDSMANT   LOCAL   

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMSUBT  PDSMANT   LOCAL   

     PDSMMCPU                                     PDSMSUBT  PDSMANT   LOCAL 

This example shows the names of some of the PDSMAN instruments that perform the monitoring functions and the
names of the jobs that were used to create the example data. It also shows that monitoring instruments executing on other
systems generated some of the Resource State Messages.

Resource Message Log Display Fields
The following describes the display field summary by field, description and view.

Display Field Summary

The following summarizes the data fields for this display.

Cmd
Line command input field.
View: All Views.

Resource
Resource (or library) name.
View: All Views.

Class
Monitoring class.
View: Some Views.

Date
Date instrument monitored the resource.
View: Time Stamp.

Time
Time instrument monitored the resource.
View: Time Stamp.

Stat
Resource status value (as contained in the RSM).
View: Status.

Information
Resource status information (as contained in the RSM).
View: Status.

Volume
Resource volume serial, if applicable.
View: Resource.

System
System of generating instrument.
View: Resource.
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Instrumt
Instrument name reporting the Resource State Message.
View: Instrument.

JobName
Job Name of Instrument.
View: Instrument.

Origin
Origin of the Resource State Message.
View: Instrument.

Display Field Description

Cmd

The Cmd field is used to enter line commands that process individual display entries. For more information about the
valid line commands, see the section Line Commands. Commands that are longer than the input field or have multiple
parameters may extend into the next display field. (All views.)

Resource

Shows the name of the monitored resource. In most cases this will be the name of a partitioned library, but the resource
name may also be the name of a PDSMAN subtask, component, or other resource.

The same resource name can be reported on multiple display lines, if multiple Resource State Messages for the resource
are present in the RML. (All views.)

Class

Shows the monitoring class for the entry, as follows (some views):

LLAMAN
Library Look-Aside (LLA) management.

LLASYN
Library Look-Aside (LLA) synchronization.

PDSMAN
PDSMAN subtask, component, or other information.

SPMON
Partitioned Data Set (PDS) space monitoring.

DBMON
Partitioned Data Set (PDS) directory space monitoring.

VALID
Library validation.

Date

The date on which monitoring was performed and the Resource State Message generated. The date is shown in yy/mm/
dd format. (Time Stamp View.)

Time

The time at which monitoring was performed and the Resource State Message generated. The time is shown in hh:mm:ss
format. (Time Stamp View.)

Stat

Shows the status of the resource as recorded in this particular Resource State Message:
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Norm
The resource is in normal (expected) state.
Color: Green

Info
The resource is in normal (expected) state. The RSM was generated for informational purposes only.
Color: Green

Warn
A warning condition exists or a problem may be present with the resource.
Color: Yellow

Err
An error has been detected with the resource.
Color: Red

Sev
A severe error has been detected with the resource.
Color: Red

Crit
A critical error has been detected with the resource. This may also indicate a failure of the monitoring instrument itself.
Color: Red

Unkn
The state of the resource was previously known but can no longer be determined by the monitoring system.
Color: White

NOTE
These status values are assigned by the individual monitoring instruments and should be interpreted in that
context.

When sorting is performed on this field, the entries are sorted in order of severity, not by the actual text displayed in the
field.

The entries in the display are color-coded based on the status of the resource for easy identification of abnormal resource
states. The Color column in the table above indicates the colors used for each status value. (Status View.)

Information

Shows additional information regarding the resource status, as contained in this specific RSM. The contents of this field
vary by individual monitoring instrument and may be truncated as required for display. (Status View.)

Volume

Shows the resource volume serial, if applicable to the resource being monitored. (Resource View.)

System

Shows the name (SMF ID) of the system on which the Resource State Message was generated. If monitoring is
performed by a test version of PDSMAN, a suffix of -T is added to the system name. (Resource View.)

Instrumt

Shows the name of the monitoring instrument that generated the Resource State Message. This value is generally the
name of a PDSMAN program, utility, or a component. (Instrument View.)

JobName

Shows the name of the batch job, started task, or TSO user that generated the Resource State Message. (Instrument
View.)

Origin
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Indicates the origin of the Resource State Message as shown.(Instrument View)

Local
The Resource State Message was generated on this system.

X-System
The Resource State Message was generated on a remote system or by another copy of PDSMAN running on this
operating system image.

Resource Message Log Display Primary Commands
Primary commands are used to tailor the display, perform display level command processing, or process individual entries
in the display as a group. Primary commands are entered in the COMMAND field, located at the top of the display.

Command Summary

The following summarizes the primary commands available in this display specifically related to Partitioned Resource
Monitoring.

For more information about the commands used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself, see PRM-View General
Display Commands.

DSL
Invoke the EZYEDIT Data Set List Display using display entries.

LOGInfo
Display Resource Message Log administrative information.

REFresh
Refresh the display using initial entry filtering and sorting.

TABInfo
Display Resource Information Table administrative information.

line command
Invoke a display line command (requires resource name or pattern).

Most line commands can also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern is
specified as the second command parameter. Exceptions are noted in the individual line command descriptions.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Primary Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

DSL
The DSL command invokes the EZYEDIT Data Set List display. The DSL is built using the entries from the current
Resource Message Log Display. Duplicate entries and entries that do not represent data set resources are automatically
excluded.

The EZYEDIT Data Set List display provides a powerful, easy-to-use platform for processing data set objects. For a
description of the EZYEDIT productivity platform, see EZYEDIT.

LOGInfo
The LOGINFO command invokes the Resource Message Log Status Display to show information specific to the Resource
Message Log.

REFresh
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The REFRESH command refreshes the Resource Message Log Display without requiring you to exit and then re-enter the
display.

The data entries in the refreshed display are extracted from the current Resource Message Log and are up-to-date at the
time of the refresh operation. This means that the data in the new display may not match that shown in the display prior to
issuing the REFRESH command.

REFRESH honors any filtering parameters specified at the time the display was initially invoked. The refreshed display is
re-sorted in the initial sort order, or into the default sort order if no initial order was specified.

TABInfo
The TABINFO command invokes the Resource Information Table Status Display to show information specific to the
Resource Information Table.

line command < resource name or pattern >
Many of the Resource Message Log Display line commands can also be entered as primary commands, allowing a single
command to be used to process each matching entry in the display.

When a line command is used as a primary command, a resource name or pattern must be specified as the first
command parameter.

The following example shows the HISTORY line command being entered as a primary command. This example results in
the Resource History Display being invoked for each entry with a resource name beginning with the characters PDSM.

HIST PDSM*

The slash (/), equal (=), and MSL line commands cannot be specified as primary commands.

Resource Message Log Display Line Commands
Line commands are used to process individual display entries and to tailor or position the display itself. Line commands
are entered in the Cmd field, located at the leftmost position of the entry row.

Contents

Command Summary

The following summarizes the line commands for the display specifically related to Partitioned Resource Monitoring.

For more information about the commands that are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself, see PRM-View
General Display Commands.

In the following, a command is shown in mixed case; the uppercase portion indicates the shortest abbreviation that can be
specified.

HISt
Invoke the Resource History Display for the indicated resource.

Info
Show detailed information regarding the current resource state message information (current RSM).

MSL
Invoke EZYEDIT Member List Display for a partitioned library.

MON
Re-monitor the indicated resource using the same monitoring class and options.

RULe
Show the $MONITOR rule currently matching the resource entry.
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Line commands (with the exception of the slash (/) and message (?) commands) can be specified as a block command.
For more information about the block commands, see Block Commands.

Most of the line commands can also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern is
specified as the second command parameter. Exceptions are noted in the individual line command descriptions.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Line Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

HISt
The HIST command invokes the Resource History Display. This display uses Resource State Messages available in the
monitoring system to show state information for the selected resource over a period of time.

Info
The INFO command shows detailed information regarding the current state of a resource. The Resource State Message
Information Display is invoked to show resource, state, instrument, and other information contained in the current
Resource State Message.

MON [?]
The MON command invokes the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface to re-monitor the resource for this entry.
The monitoring class and options used are determined from the Resource Message Log entry.

You can override the monitoring class or options by specifying a question mark "?" as the first command parameter.

MSL
The MSL command invokes the EZYEDIT Member List display for the entry. The selected resource must be a partitioned
library and must be available on the system where the display is executing.

The EZYEDIT Member List display provides a powerful, easy-to-use platform for processing partitioned library members.
For a description of the EZYEDIT productivity platform, see EZYEDIT.

RULe
The RULE command invokes the Monitoring Control Statement display to show the $MONITOR control statement
currently matching the resource.

NOTE
The $MONITOR control statement shown in this display may not be the same statement that was in effect when
monitoring actually occurred. This situation occurs when $MONITOR control statements have been changed or
removed, when the RSM was generated on another system, or in other situations. The control statement shown
is the one matching the resource at the present time.

For more information about the control statements, see Monitoring Control Statement Display.

Line Command Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the line commands.

Command Stacking

PRM-View displays allow line commands to be stacked. Different line commands for different entries can be specified and
processed in a single request. These requests are processed from the top of the display downward, before any primary
commands are processed. For an example, see Command Stacking.
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Block Commands

Single-character line commands (except slash) can be specified as a block command. Block commands are denoted by
doubling the single-character line command or by following the line command with a number, indicating the number of
lines to be processed. For an example, see Block Commands.

PRM-View Resource History Display

Resource History Display Overview
The Resource History Display shows recent history information for a specific resource and provides information about
status changes over a period of time. The information shown in the Resource History Display is extracted from both the
Resource Information Table and the Resource Message Log.

The following example shows a partial display of output from the HIST command for the PDSMAN.HIST.LIB00 library
residing on volume WORK01.

Resource History for PDSMAN.HIST.LIB00/WORK01 ----------------------- Row 1 of 9

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

Cmd  Date     Time      Class   Stat  Information       System  Instrumt  Locn

---- -------- --------  ------  ----  ----------------  ------  --------  ----

     09/03/08 11:59:30  SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM01    Curr

     09/03/08 11:58:53  SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Prev

     09/03/08 11:58:52  SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:58:52  SPMON   Err   26% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:58:51  SPMON   Err   26% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:57:44  SPMON   Err   20% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:55:52  SPMON   Err   20% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM01    Log 

     09/03/08 11:54:53  SPMON   Norm  6% Used TH=P20    XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:54:48  SPMON   Norm  6% Used TH=P20    XAE1-T  PDSM01    Log

The display shows the history of Library Space Management monitoring RSMs for the library:

• The library originally was in normal state, with 6% of its primary allocation being used.
• At 11:55:52 the library went into an error state when the 20% user-defined threshold was reached.
• The most recent (current) entry indicates that the library remains in error state with 33% space usage.
• The Location (Locn) field indicates that most of the history entries were extracted from the Resource Message Log

(Log). The current (Curr) and previous (Prev) entries were extracted from the Resource Information Table.

The information shown in the Resource History Display is extracted from both the Resource Information Table and the
Resource Message Log.

Individual entries in the display are color-coded to allow you to quickly identify resources that are not in a normal status.

Resource History Display Description
The following information describes invoking the display and initial display sorting.

Invoking the Display

The Resource History Display is entered by issuing the HIST line command from the Resource Information or Resource
Message Log Display.
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Initial Display Sorting

The Resource History data is displayed in time stamp order with the most recent entry being shown first. This initial sort
setting is in effect when the display is rebuilt using the REFRESH command and when a SORT command is issued
without specifying a field name.

Resource History Display Views
Each row in the Resource History Display represents a Resource State Message received for a specific resource.
Because these entries contain more information than can be displayed on a single display panel, additional information is
shown in a series of alternate views.

Resource History Display alternate views are connected in a ring and are scrolled using the LEFT and RIGHT primary
commands (usually defined as PF10 and PF11). Scrolling left displays the previous view; scrolling right displays the next
view.

NOTE
Scrolling left from the first (top) view will display the last (bottom) view. Scrolling right from the last view will
display the first view.

Some display commands automatically scroll the display to the view containing a data field when that data field is used
as a parameter on a display command. For example, the primary command SORT JOB will scroll the display to the view
containing the JOBNAME field.

The Time Stamp View is the initial view shown when the Resource History Display is entered.

Display View Summary

The following summarizes the Resource History Display views:

Time Stamp
RSM time stamp and other information (initial view).

Extended
Additional RSM information.

Display View Description

Time Stamp View

The Time Stamp view shows the date and time the Resource State Message was received by the monitoring system. The
resource status, status information, and instrument data are also shown. The Locn field shows the source of this RSM
information.

Resource History for PDSMAN.HIST.LIB00/WORK01 ----------------------- Row 1 of 9

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Date     Time      Class   Stat  Information       System  Instrumt  Locn

---- -------- --------  ------  ----  ----------------  ------  --------  ----

     09/03/08 11:59:30  SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM01    Curr

     09/03/08 11:58:53  SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Prev

     09/03/08 11:58:52  SPMON   Err   33% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:58:52  SPMON   Err   26% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:58:51  SPMON   Err   26% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:57:44  SPMON   Err   20% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 

     09/03/08 11:55:52  SPMON   Err   20% Used TH=P20   XAE1-T  PDSM01    Log 

     09/03/08 11:54:53  SPMON   Norm  6% Used TH=P20    XAE1-T  PDSM021   Log 
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     09/03/08 11:54:48  SPMON   Norm  6% Used TH=P20    XAE1-T  PDSM01    Log 

Extended View
The Extended view shows additional information about the Resource State Message.

Resource History for PDSMAN.HIST.LIB00/WORK01 ----------------------- Row 1 of 9

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                                              

Cmd  Date     Time      Class   Stat  JobName   Origin                        

---- -------- --------  ------  ----  --------  --------                      

     09/03/08 11:59:30  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:58:53  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:58:52  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:58:52  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:58:51  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:57:44  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:55:52  SPMON   Err   ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:54:53  SPMON   Norm  ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

     09/03/08 11:54:48  SPMON   Norm  ZEBRA04A  X-SYSTEM                      

This example display shows a number of resources in normal and error status.

Resource History Display Fields
The following information describes the display fields.

Display Field Summary

The following summarizes the data fields for this display.

Cmd
Line command input field.
View: All Views.

Date
Date the instrument monitored the resource.
View: All Views.

Time
Time the instrument monitored the resource.
View: All Views.

Class
Monitoring class.
View: All Views.

Stat
Resource status value (as contained in the RSM).
View: All Views.

Info
Resource status information (as contained in the RSM).
View: Time Stamp.

System
System of generating instrument.
View: Time Stamp.
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Instrumt
Instrument name reporting the RSM.
View: Time Stamp.

Locn
The location from where the RSM was extracted.
View: Time Stamp.

JobName
Job Name of instrument.
View: Extended.

Origin
Origin of the RSM.
View: Extended.

Display Field Description

Cmd

The Cmd field is used to enter line commands that process individual display entries. For more information about the
valid line commands, see the section Line Commands. Commands that are longer than the input field or have multiple
parameters may extend into the next display field. (All views.)

Date

The date on which monitoring was performed and the Resource State Message generated. The date is shown in yy/mm/
dd format. (All views.)

Time

The time at which monitoring was performed and the Resource State Message generated. The time is shown in hh:mm:ss
format. (All views.)

Class

Shows the monitoring class for the entry, as follows (all views):

LLAMAN
Library Look-Aside (LLA) management.

LLASYN
Library Look-Aside (LLA) synchronization.

PDSMAN
PDSMAN subtask, component, or other information.

SPMON
Partitioned Data Set (PDS) space monitoring.

DBMON
PDS directory space monitoring.

VALID
Library validation.

Stat

Shows the status of the resource as recorded in this particular Resource State Message:

Norm
The resource is in normal (expected) state.
Color: Green
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Info
The resource is in normal (expected) state. The RSM was generated for informational purposes only.
Color: Green

Warn
A warning condition exists or a problem may be present with the resource.
Color: Yellow

Err
An error has been detected with the resource.
Color: Red

Sev
A severe error has been detected with the resource.
Color: Red

Crit
A critical error has been detected with the resource. This may also indicate a failure of the monitoring instrument itself.
Color: Red

Unkn
The state of the resource was previously known but can no longer be determined by the monitoring system.
Color: White

NOTE
These status values are assigned by the individual monitoring instruments and should be interpreted in that
context.

When sorting on this field, the entries are sorted in order of severity, not by the actual text displayed in the field.

The entries in the display are color-coded based on the status of the resource for easy identification of abnormal resource
states. The Color column in the table above indicates the colors used for each status value. (All views.)

Information

Shows additional information regarding the resource status, as contained in this specific RSM. The contents of this field
vary by individual monitoring instrument and may be truncated as required for display. (Time Stamp View.)

System

Shows the name (SMF ID) of the system on which the Resource State Message was generated. If monitoring is
performed by a test version of PDSMAN, a suffix of -T is added to the system name. (Time Stamp View.)

Instrumt

Shows the name of the monitoring instrument that generated the Resource State Message. This value is generally the
name of a PDSMAN program, utility, or a component. (Time Stamp View.)

Locn

Shows the location from which the Resource State Message was extracted (Time Stamp View):

Curr
The current RSM in the Resource Information Table.

Prev
The previous RSM in the Resource Information Table.

Log
A logged RSM from the Resource Message Log.

JobName
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Shows the name of the batch job, started task, or TSO user that generated the Resource State Message. (Extended
View.)

Origin

Indicates the origin of the Resource State Message as shown. (Extended View):

Local
The RSM was generated on this system.

X-System
The RSM was generated on a remote system or by another copy of PDSMAN running on this operating system image.

Resource History Display Primary Commands
Primary commands are used to tailor the display, perform display level command processing, or process individual entries
in the display as a group. Primary commands are entered in the COMMAND field, located at the top of the display.

Command Summary

The following summarizes the primary commands available in this display specifically related to Partitioned Resource
Monitoring.

For more information about the commands that are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself, see PRM-View
General Display Commands.

Where a command is shown in mixed case, the uppercase portion indicates the shortest abbreviation that may be
specified.

LOGInfo
Display Resource Message Log administrative information.

REFresh
Refresh the display using initial entry filtering and sorting.

TABInfo
Display Resource Information Table administrative information.

line command
Invoke a display line command (requires resource name or pattern).

Most of the line commands may also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern
is specified as the second command parameter. Exceptions are noted in the individual line command descriptions.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Primary Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

LOGInfo
The LOGINFO command invokes the Resource Message Log Status Display to show information specific to the Resource
Message Log.

REFresh
The REFRESH command refreshes the Resource History Display without requiring you to exit and then re-enter the
display.

The data entries in the refreshed display are extracted from the current Resource Message Log and are up-to-date at the
time of the refresh operation. This means that the data in the new display may not match that shown in the display prior to
issuing the REFRESH command.
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REFRESH honors any filtering parameters that were specified at the time the display was initially invoked. The refreshed
display is re-sorted in the initial sort order, or into the default sort order if no initial order was specified.

TABInfo
The TABINFO command invokes the Resource Information Table Status Display to show information specific to the
Resource Information Table.

line command < resource name or pattern >
Many of the Resource History Display line commands can also be entered as primary commands, allowing a single
command to process each matching entry in the display.

When a line command is used as a primary command, a resource name or pattern must be specified as the first
command parameter.

The slash (/), equal (=), and MSL line commands may not be specified as primary commands.

Resource History Display Line Commands
Line commands are used to process individual display entries and to tailor or position the display itself. Line commands
are entered in the Cmd field, located at the leftmost position of the entry row.

Contents

Command Summary

The following summarizes the line commands for this display that relate specifically to Partitioned Resource Monitoring.

For more information about the commands that are used to tailor, navigate, or process the display itself, see PRM-View
General Display Commands.

Where a command is shown in mixed case, the uppercase portion indicates the shortest abbreviation that may be
specified.

Info
Show detailed information regarding the current Resource State Message information (current RSM).

RULe
Show the $MONITOR rule currently matching the resource entry.

Line commands (with the exception of the slash (/) and message (?) commands) can be specified as a block command.
For more information about the block commands, see Block Commands.

Most of the line commands may also be entered in the primary command area, provided that a resource name or pattern
is specified as the second command parameter. Exceptions are noted in the individual line command descriptions.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Line Commands

Required command parameters are shown enclosed in angle brackets (<>) in the following command descriptions.
Optional parameters are shown enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).

Info
The INFO command shows detailed information regarding the current state of a resource. The Resource State Message
Information Display is invoked to show resource, state, instrument, and other information contained in the current
Resource State Message.

RULe
The RULE command invokes the Monitoring Control Statement display to show the $MONITOR control statement
currently matching the resource.
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NOTE
The $MONITOR control statement shown in this display may not be the same statement that was in effect when
monitoring actually occurred. This situation occurs when $MONITOR control statements have been changed or
removed, the RSM was generated on another system, or in other situations. The control statement shown is the
one matching the resource at the present time.

For more information about the control statements, see Monitoring Control Statement Display.

Line Command Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the line commands.

Command Stacking

PRM-View displays allow line commands to be stacked. Different line commands for different entries can be specified and
processed in a single request. These requests are processed from the top of the display downward, before any primary
commands are processed. For an example, Command Stacking.

Block Commands

Single-character line commands (except slash) can be specified as a block command. Block commands are denoted by
doubling the single-character line command or following the line command with a number indicating the number of lines to
be processed. For an example, Block Commands.

PRM-View Informational Displays

Accessing the Informational Displays

The PRM-View informational displays are invoked by issuing the commands described in the following, from the row-
oriented PRM-View Resource Information, Resource Message Log, or Resource History displays.

NOTE
Some commands may not be available from all the row-oriented displays.

INFO / PREV
Resource State Message Information Display.

RULE
Control Statement Information Display.

STAT
Resource Information Table Entry Statistics Display.

HEAD
Resource Information Table Header Display.

TABINFO
Resource Information Table Status Display.

LOGINFO
Resource Message Log Status Display.

Each of the informational displays is described in this section.

Resource State Message Information Display
The Resource State Message Information Display shows detailed information regarding the contents of a single RSM. 
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Display Description

This display is shown when an INFO or PREV command is issued.

------------ Resource State Message Information - Current RSM      ------------

COMMAND ===>                                                              

Resource Information:                  ** Current RSM **                  

  Resource  :  PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB                                         

  Volume    :  RTM001                                                     

  System    :  PROD                                                       

Monitoring Information:                Instrument Information:            

  Class     :  SPACEMON                  Job Name  :  PDSMTEST            

  Status    :  Error                     Instrumnt :  PDSM021             

  Info      :  60% Used TH=P50           Origin    :  LOCAL               

  TimeStamp :  02/27/2009 at 11:40:57   

Extended Data:                                                            

  Line 1    :  PDSM021-4 PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB USING 60 PERCENT OF PRIMARY SPACE

  Line 2    :  E, THRESHOLD=P50 

Display Field Descriptions

The following display field descriptions include resource information, monitoring information, instrument information, and
extended data.

Resource Information

The Resource Information section describes the resource being monitored.

Resource
The resource (or library) name.

Volume
The resource volume serial, if a volume serial was reported by the monitoring instrument.

System
The name of the system on which the Resource State Message was generated. If monitoring was performed by a test
version of PDSMAN, a suffix of -T is added to the system name.

** type **
The type of Resource State Message being displayed:

Current
The current Resource State Message.
Note: The term current is used to indicate the status of a resource when it was last monitored.

Previous
The previous Resource State Message.
Note: The term previous is used to indicate the status of a resource the next-to-the-last time it was monitored.

Log
A historical Resource State Message.

In the previous example, PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB on volume RTM001 was last monitored by the PROD system. The
RSM shows the current status of the resource.
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Monitoring Information

The Monitoring Information section describes the monitoring class and status of the resource as reported by the Resource
State Message.

Class
The monitoring class for the entry.

Status
The status of the resource reported by the RSM.

Info
Additional status information provided by the monitoring instrument.

Timestamp
The date and time the RSM was created.

In the previous example, the library is in an error status because it is using 60% of its primary allocation, an amount
greater than the user-defined threshold value of 50%. The resource was last monitored on 02/27/2009 at 11:40:57 by the
PDSMAN Library Space Management instrument (class SPACEMON).

Instrument Information

The Instrument Information section describes the monitoring instrument that created the RSM and the origin of the
Resource State Message.

Job Name
The name of the batch job, started task, or TSO user that generated the RSM.

Instrumnt
The name of the monitoring instrument that generated the RSM. This value will generally be the name of a PDSMAN
program, utility, or component.

Origin
The origin of the RSM:

Local
The RSM was generated on this system.

X-System
The RSM was generated by a remote system or by another copy of PDSMAN running on this operating system image.

In the previous example, the Resource State Message was generated by PDSMAN program PDSM021 running under job
name PDSMTEST. The RSM was generated on the local (this) system.

Extended Data

The Extended Data section shows additional information about the resource. The value in this field is specific to the
individual monitoring instruments. In some RSMs this data may not be displayable as text, in which case a period is used
to represent an unprintable character. The extended data may be split among two display lines.

The extended data reported in the previous example is the PDSM021-4 message originally issued by the Library Space
Monitoring component.

Command Descriptions

The following commands are available on this display.

HELP
The HELP command shows additional information regarding the fields in the display. Typically, you press the PF01 key to
access help.
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Monitoring Control Statement Display
The Monitoring Control Statement Display shows the parameter settings for the current PDSMAN $MONITOR Control
Statement that currently matches a Resource State Message.

Display Description

This display is shown when a RULE command is issued.

------------------- Monitoring Control Statement Information ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Environment:                   Matching $MONITOR Control Stmt.                

  Resource  :  PDSMAN.-                                                       

  Volume    :  (Not Specified)                                                

  Class     :  SPACEMON                                                       

  PDSMAN    :  (Not Specified)                                                

  System    :  LOC                                                            

                                                                              

Parameters:                                                                   

  Monitor   :  Y (Def.)        Monitor Messages for this Resource     (Yes/No)

  Table     :  Y (Def.)        Record Message in Information Table    (Yes/No)

  MsgLog    :  Y (Def.)        Record Message in Message Log          (Yes/No)

  History   :  N (Def.)        Record Message in History File         (SMF/No)

  XSYS      :  Y               Send   Message to Other Systems        (Yes/No)

  OPSMVS    :  N (Def.)        Send   Message to CA OPS/MVS           (Yes/No)

                                                                              

Other Settings:                                                               

  Prune     :  5 (Def.)        Pruning Control Value               (Default=5)

  DiagLevel :  0               Diagnostic Level Setting            (Default=0)

                                                                              

                                                                              

               

NOTE
The $MONITOR control statement shown may not be the same statement that was in effect when monitoring
was actually performed. This situation occurs when $MONITOR control statements have been changed or
removed, the RSM was generated on another system, or in other situations. The control statement shown in the
example is the one matching the resource at the present time.

For a description of the $MONITOR control statement settings, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities and also
Administrating.

Display Field Descriptions

The following display field descriptions include the environment, parameter and other settings shown on the Monitoring
Control Statement Display.

Environment

The Environment section shows values that must match the Resource State Message being processed.

NOTE
All the parameters shown are for the $MONITOR control statement.

Resource
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Resource (or library) name or pattern.
Parameter: RESOURCE=

Volume
Volume serial name or pattern.
Parameter: VOL=

Class
Monitoring class name.
Parameter: CLASS=

PDSMAN
PDSMAN image identifier.
Parameter: PDSMAN=

System
System SMF identifiers.
Parameter: SYSTEM=

Values that are not specified on the $MONITOR control statement are indicated as (Not Specified). They are not checked
when attempting to match the control statement to the RSM environment.

In the previous example, the RSM is matching on the resource pattern PDSMAN. The monitoring class and system
parameters have been defined on the control statement. The other parameters have not been specified and are not being
used to determine if the control statement matches the environment.

Parameters

The Parameters section describes the processing to be performed by the monitoring system when an RSM that matches
the environment is received. Default values for the parameters are underscored in the description.

Monitor
Send the RSM to the monitoring system (Y|N).
Parameter: MONITOR=

Table
Update the Resource Information Table (Y|N).
Parameter: TABLE=

MsgLog
Update the Resource Message Log (Y|N).
Parameter: MSGLOG=

History
Update the History File (N|S).
Parameter: HISTORY=

XSYS
Send the RSM to other systems (N|Y).
Parameter: XSYS=

OPSMVS
Send the RSM to OPS/MVS using the Generic Event API (N|Y).
Parameter: OPSMVS=

The previous example shows that RSMs with this resource-monitoring class specification are to be monitored
(MONITOR=Y). The Resource Information Table (TABLE=Y) and Resource Message Log (MSGLOG=Y) are to be
updated with information from the RSM. The RSM is also broadcast to other system images (XSYS=Y). No history
information is being recorded for this RSM (HISTORY=N) and OPS/MVS is not being notified (OPSMVS=N).
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Other Settings

The Other Settings section describes parameters that are not directly related to monitoring processing but may be
required in some circumstances.

Prune
Pruning control value (default=5).
Parameter: PRUNE=

DiagLevel
Diagnostic level setting (default=0).
Note: The diagnostic level is to be used only at the direction of PDSMAN Client Services.
Parameter: Not Applicable.

The previous example shows that the pruning control value has been allowed to default to a value of 5. The diagnostic
level is set to a value of 0, indicating no diagnostics are to be produced.

Command Descriptions

The following commands are available on this display.

HELP
The HELP command shows additional information regarding the fields in the display. Typically, you press the PF01 key to
access help.

Resource Information Table Entry Statistics
The Resource Information Table Entry Statistics Display shows statistical information for a monitored resource. The
statistics summarize the total number of times a resource has been monitored and the number of times a resource has
been reported in a particular status. 

Display Description

This display is shown when the STAT command is entered.

----------------- Resource Information Table Entry Statistics -----------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Resource Information:                                                         

  Resource  :  PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB                                             

  System    :  PROD                                                           

  Class     :  SPACEMON (SPMON)                                               

  Status    :  Error                                                          

  Info      :  60% Used TH=P50                                                

                                                                              

Statistics Information:                                                       

  Start     :  02/27/2009 at 11:38:52                                         

  Last      :  02/28/2009 at 14:40:57                                         

  Total Cnt.:  210                                                            

                                                                              

  Status      Count    Pct.               Status      Count    Pct.           

  Normal        175     83%               Severe          0      0%           

  Informat        0      0%               Critical        0      0%           

  Warning         0      0%               Unknown         0      0%           

  Error          35     17%
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Display Field Descriptions

The following display field descriptions include resource information and statistics information.

Resource Information

The information in the Resource Information section describes the resource being monitored, the monitoring class, and
the current status.

Resource
The resource (or library) name.

System
The name of the system on which the current Resource State Message was generated. If monitoring was performed by a
test version of PDSMAN, a suffix of "-T" is added to the system name.

Class
The monitoring class for the entry. The class abbreviation is shown in parentheses.

Status
The current status of the resource.

Info
Additional status information provided by the monitoring instrument.

In the previous example, PDSMAN.EXAMPLE.LIB is being monitored by the PDSMAN Library Space Management
instrument (class SPACEMON). The library is reported in error status because it is using 60% of its primary allocation, an
amount greater than the user-defined threshold value of 50%. The resource was last monitored by the PROD system.

Statistics Information

The Statistics Information section shows the total count of Resource State Messages received for the resource, a
breakdown of the total by resource status, and timestamps for the first and last time the resource was monitored.

Start
Time stamp of the initial RSM.

Last
Time stamp of the most recent RSM.

Total Cnt.
The total number of RSMs received during the indicated time period.

Status
The status for this display entry.

Count
Number of times the resource was monitored in this status.

Pct.
The entry count as a percentage of the total number of RSMs.

In the previous example, the library has been monitored 210 times during an approximate 27-hour period. During this
time 175 (83%) Resource State Messages have reported a normal status while 35 (17%) RSMs have reported that the
resource was in an error state (exceeding the threshold value).

Command Descriptions

The following commands are available on this display.

HELP
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The HELP command shows additional information regarding the fields in the display. Typically, you press the PF01 key to
access help.

Resource Information Table Header Display
The Resource Information Table Header Display shows resource key, pruning, and other information specific to a
Resource Information Table entry. 

Display Description

This display is shown when the HEAD command is entered.

---------------- Resource Information Table Header Information ----------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                              

Entry Key Information:                       * Indicates a Null Key Field     

  Key Level :  S                                                              

  Class     :  LLASYNCH                                                       

  Resource  :  SYS1.LINKLIB                                                   

  Volume    :  SYSRES                                                         

  System    :  PROD                                                           

  PDSMAN    :  *                                                              

                                                                              

Pruning Information:                                                          

  Prune Key :  F5000101058F11431304 (Hex)                                     

  Prune Lvl.:  5                                                              

  Status    :  00 (Hex)                                                       

  Last Mon. :  02/27/2009 at 11:43:13                                         

                                                                              

Header Information:                                                           

  Identity  :  PDSL$ITE                                                       

  Release   :  7.70                                                           

  Created   :  02/27/2009 at 11:38:24   

Display Field Descriptions

The following display field descriptions include entry key information, pruning information, and header information.

Entry Key Information

Each entry in the Resource Information Table contains a unique key value. The key is built from the following monitoring
class and resource information:

Key Level
The resource key level:

L
The resource has a Library-level entry key.

S
The resource has a System-level entry key.

P
The resource has a PDSMAN-level entry key.

Class
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The monitoring class for the entry.

Resource
The resource (or library) name.

Volume
The resource volume serial, if reported by the monitoring instrument.

System
The name of the system on which the resource was last monitored.

PDSMAN
The identifier (Production or Test) of the PDSMAN image on which the resource was last monitored.

Key fields that are not available or not applicable are shown with an asterisk (*) to indicate a null field.

The System and PDSMAN fields are present only when the resource is system or PDSMAN-dependent. In the previous
example, the system field is shown because the resource has a key level of S.

Pruning Information

Entries in the Resource Information Table are automatically deleted, or pruned, when the table becomes full. RIT entries
are generally pruned based on the date on which the entry was created, oldest entries first.

The Pruning Information section shows information about the values used to prune table entries:

Prune Key
The hexadecimal pruning key value. The higher this value, the less likely a resource is to be pruned.

Prune Lvl.
A user-specified pruning level. You can influence the pruning process by specifying this value on the matching
$MONITOR PRUNE= control statement. A high value for this parameter (in the range 1-9) makes it less likely that an
entry will be pruned. The default value is 5. This level is the part of the pruning key.

Status
The current status of the resource, reported as a hexadecimal value. Resources in normal state are pruned before those
in other states.

Last Mon.
The date and time the entry was last monitored. This time stamp is also a part of the pruning key.

For more information about the Resource Information Table pruning considerations, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring
Facilities.

Header Information

Resource Information Table entries have a header area that is used to describe the table entry itself. The reported header
fields are:

Identity
Identifies the Resource Information Table Header.

Release
The PDSMAN release that created the table entry.

Created
The date and time on which the original entry was created.

Command Descriptions

The following commands are available on this display.
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HELP
The HELP command shows additional information regarding the fields in the display. Typically, you press the PF01 key to
access help.

Resource Information Table Status Display
The Resource Information Table Status Display shows the status of the Resource Information Table (RIT) itself. The RIT is
used to record current status, previous status, and other information about monitored resources. 

Display Description

This display is shown when the TABINFO command is entered.

----------------------- Resource Information Table Status ---------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

General Information:                                                          

  Resource  :  Resource Information Table                                     

  System    :  PROD                                                           

  Created   :  02/27/2009 at 08:00:22                                         

  Status    :  Available                                                      

Allocation Information:                                                       

  Current     :  3705    Entries (5084 KB)                                    

  Maximum     :  4096    Entries (5632 KB)                                    

Pruning Information:                                                          

  Last Start  :  02/28/2009 at 12:44:22                                       

  Last Ended  :  02/28/2009 at 12:44:26                                       

  Prune Count :  3                                                            

  Target Lev. :  3276 Entries ( 80% of Maximum)

Display Field Descriptions

The following display field descriptions include general, allocation, and pruning information.

General Information

The General Information section identifies the Resource Information Table and provides information about the current
table status.

Resource
The Resource Information Table.

System
The name of the system on which the Resource Information Table was created. A suffix of "-T" is added if the RIT was
created by a test image of PDSMAN.

Created
The date and time at which the RIT was created.

Status
The current status of the RIT: Available or Not Available.

In the previous example, the Resource Information Table was created on system PROD at the indicated date and time.
The RIT is currently available to record Resource State Messages.
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Allocation Information

The Allocation Information section describes the current usage of the Resource Information Table and the maximum
number of entries that the table can hold before a pruning operation is required.

Resource Information Table storage is allocated in a data space owned by the PDSMAN address space.

Current
The number of entries currently in the Resource Information Table and the approximate amount of storage being used.

Maximum
The maximum number of entries that can be held by the Resource Information Table before a pruning operation on the
table is triggered. Also, reported is the maximum table storage size.

In the previous example, the Resource Information Table is approximately 90% full, using 3705 of a maximum 4096
entries.

Pruning Information

The Pruning Information section provides information on table pruning operations. Entries in the Resource Information
Table are automatically deleted or pruned, when the table becomes full. RIT entries are pruned based on the date on
which the entry was created, older entries first.

Last Start
The date and time the last pruning operation began.

Last Ended
The date and time the last pruning operation ended.

Prune Count
The number of pruning operations performed since the Resource Information Table was created.

Target Lev
The target number of entries to which the table will be pruned when a pruning operation is triggered.

In the above example, the Resource Information Table has been pruned on three occasions. The last operation took four
seconds to complete.

If the table has not been pruned, the last start and last ended fields show the date and time the table was created.

For a description of the Resource Information Table pruning process and other pruning considerations, see Partitioned
Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Command Descriptions

The following commands are available on this display.

HELP
The HELP command shows additional information regarding the fields in the display. Typically, you press the PF01 key to
access help.

Resource Message Log Status Display
The Resource Message Log Status Display shows the status of the Resource Message Log (RML) itself. The RML
records the most recent Resource State Messages received by the monitoring system. 

Display Description

This display is shown when the LOGINFO command is entered.
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-------------------------- Resource Message Log Status ------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

General Information:                                                          

  Resource  :  Resource Message Log (RML)                                     

  System    :  PROD                                                           

  Created   :  02/27/2009 at 08:00:22                                         

  Status    :  Available                                                      

Allocation Information:                                                       

  Current     :  4096    Entries (2048 KB)                                    

  Maximum     :  4096    Entries (2048 KB)

Display Field Descriptions

The following display field descriptions include general and allocation information.

General Information

The General Information section identifies the Resource Message Log and provides information about the current log
status.

Resource
The Resource Message Log.

System
The name of the system on which the Resource Message Log was created. A suffix of "-T" is added if the RML was
created by a test image of PDSMAN.

Created
The date and time at which the RML was created.

Status
The current status of the RML: Available or Not Available.

In the previous example, the Resource Message Log was created on system PROD at the indicated date and time. The
RML is currently available to record Resource State Messages.

Allocation Information

The Allocation Information section describes the current usage of the Message Log and the maximum number of entries
that the log can record before wrapping.

Resource Message Log storage is allocated in a data space owned by the PDSMAN address space.

Current
The number of entries currently in the Resource Message Log and the approximate amount of storage being used by the
entries.

Maximum
The maximum number of entries that can be held by the Resource Message Log before the log wraps and entries are lost.
Also reported is the maximum table storage size.

In the previous example, the Resource Message Log is using the maximum number of allocated entries. As new
Resource State Messages come into the system, older entries are replaced in the log on a first-in, first-out basis.

NOTE
This is a normal condition for the Resource Message Log and does not indicate that the log is under-allocated.
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Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface Description
The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System automatically monitors your partitioned resources as they are used as part
of everyday processing. For example, monitoring can be automatically performed when you validate a library, refresh LLA,
or perform a library update.

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface supplements this automatic monitoring by allowing you to manually
initiate monitoring of your partitioned resources. Using the Utility Interface, you can easily control the specific resources to
be monitored and the monitoring classes to be used.

You can use the Utility Interface library selection capabilities to monitor specific libraries or large groups of resources. For
example, you can:

• Check a single LLA library for proper directory synchronization.
• Validate all libraries on a particular volser or group of volsers.
• Check space usage for all libraries with a particular high-level qualifier.
• Check the amount of directory space being used in your Partitioned Data Sets.
• Verify that load libraries are being managed by LLA.

The Utility Interface generates a monitoring request for each combination of selected library and specified monitoring
class. The Monitoring Summary Report shows each of the monitoring requests and provides status and other information
for each monitored resource.

Using your installation scheduling product, the Utility Interface can be easily established as part of a regularly scheduled
monitoring environment.

Using the PDSMPMBI Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the Utility Interface.

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface,
PDSMPMBI.

//PDSMPMBI EXEC PGM=PDSMPMBI[,PARM='execution_parameter'][,REGION=0M]

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMOUT  DD SYSOUT=class

//SYSIN    DD *

The following describes the JCL statements.

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply execution parameters described in the following section.

PDSMRPT
Defines an output report data set to which a summary of processing performed by the Utility Interface is written.

This file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133. You can specify any valid block size value.

PDSMOUT
Defines an output data set to which the report output from the individual monitoring instruments is written.

This file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133. You may specify any valid block size value.
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SYSIN
Defines the data set containing statements used to control processing as described in a following section.

This file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80. You can specify any valid block size value.

NOTE
Member PRMBATCH in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

The Utility Interface accepts execution parameters specified in the PARM= field of the EXEC JCL statement. The
execution parameters allow you to globally control certain aspects of program processing for every control statement you
specify.

The following execution parameters can be specified:

ALOCMSGS
Controls the writing of system allocation and deallocation messages to the job log.

IEF237I and IEF285I messages are written by the operating system when data sets are allocated and deallocated. A large
number of these messages may be generated during the normal course of Utility Interface processing.

This parameter allows you to suppress the messages to save processing time and spool space.

No
Suppress the allocation messages (default).

Yes
Allow the allocation messages to be written.

RPTCONTROL
Controls the reporting of user-specified control statements and library selection information in the Control Statement
report.

No
Do not generate the Control Statement report.

Yes
Generate the Control Statement report (default).

Specifying REGION=0M can help you avoid abends caused by insufficient main storage being available to the program.

Execution Parameter Example

This example shows how an execution parameter can be used to set the value of the ALOCMSGS parameter.

//MONITOR EXEC PGM=PDSMPMBI,PARM='ALOCMSGS=YES'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

control statements

/*

IEF237I and IEF285I messages are written to the job log during processing.

Control Statements

This section describes the syntax for the MONITOR control statement.
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Control Statement Syntax

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface control statements are free-form. Each control statement must begin on a
new line and be contained in columns 1-72. Blank lines and other white space in the control input are ignored.

Parameters can be separated by commas or blanks and can be coded on multiple lines requiring no continuation
characters. However, individual parameters and their values must be specified on the same line.

Parameters and operands can generally be abbreviated to the shortest string that makes them unique.

A control statement beginning with an asterisk is treated as a comment. A comment may also be placed on any line by
preceding it with a blank-slash-asterisk (" /*"). This causes all remaining positions of the input line to be ignored.

MONITOR Statement

The MONITOR statement instructs the Utility Interface to drive appropriate Partitioned Resource Monitoring instruments
for the specified resource and monitoring class combinations.

You can specify multiple MONITOR statements in any order. Each control statement is processed independently.

MONITOR LIB=nameorpattern[/volumeserialorpattern]

        [,XLIB=nameorpattern[/volumeserialorpattern]

        [,CLASS=[(]classname[,classname)]] 

         [,XCLASS=[(]classname[,classname)]] 

        [,SELECTFROM=CATALOG|VOLUME]

         [,DATASOURCE=MONITOR|CACHE|BOTH|NONE]

         [,HOLDALOC=NO|YES|AUTO]

         [,RPTBYPASSED=NO|YES]

         [,SORTREPORT=RESOURCE|CLASS|STATUS|NONE]

         [,ECHOSEL=NONE|ALL|SELECTED|EXCLUDED]

         [,ECHOREQ=NO|YES]

         [,VALIDATION=FASTCOPY|PDSM13]

         [,NOTLLAMAN=DONTSEND|NORMAL|WARNING|ERROR]

         [,SPMONERROR=value]

         [,SPMONTYPE=OVERRIDE|DEFAULT]

         [,DBMONWARN=0|nnn]

         [,DBMONERROR=0|nnn]

         [,DBMONTYPE=OVERRIDE|DEFAULT]

The following MONITOR parameters can be specified.

LIB
Specifies a library name, library name pattern, or special name for resources that are to be selected for processing. For
more information about library name and volume serial patterns, and about resource selection and exclusion processing,
see Usage notes on this page.

An optional volume serial or volume serial pattern can be appended to the name specification. Separate the name and
volume serial information using a slash

 

NOTE

 A volume serial or pattern must be coded when SELECTFROM=VOLUME is specified.

When one of the following special names are specified, the associated libraries are selected as if they had been
specified individually.

LINKLIST
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Select current system linklist libraries.

LLALIST
Select libraries currently managed by the Library Look-Aside facility (LLA).

RITLIST
Libraries that have entries in the PDSMAN Resource Information Table (RIT).

RMLLIST
Libraries that have entries in the PDSMAN Resource Message Log (RML).

Any number of LIB parameters can be specified; however, at least one must be coded.

XLIB
Specifies a library name, library name pattern, or special name for resources that are to be excluded from processing.

An optional volume serial or volume serial pattern can be appended to the name specification. Use a slash to separate the
name and volume serial information.

Special names, as shown in the description of the LIB parameter, can also be coded to exclude libraries.

Multiple XLIB parameters can be specified.

CLASS
Specifies a Partitioned Resource Monitoring System monitoring class to be processed. The specified class determines the
monitoring instrument that will be executed by the Utility Interface.

You can specify multiple classes on a single CLASS parameter by coding each of the classes, separated by commas, and
enclosed within parenthesis. You can also specify multiple CLASS parameters.

The following values can be coded for this parameter:

SPACEMON
Space Monitoring class.

DBMON
Library Directory Monitoring class.

VALIDATE
Library Validation class.

LLASYNCH
LLA/Directory Synchronization class.

LLAMANAGE
LLA Management class.

ALL
All of the above classes (default).

XCLASS
Specifies a Partitioned Resource Monitoring System monitoring class to be excluded from processing. Valid values for this
parameter are shown in the description of the CLASS parameter.
You can specify multiple classes on a single XCLASS parameter by coding each of the classes, separated by commas
and enclosed within parentheses. You can also specify multiple XCLASS parameters.

SELECTFROM
Specifies the data source to be searched when selecting libraries matching a LIB= parameter pattern.

Catalog
Use the system catalog to select libraries that match the pattern. Only cataloged data sets are retrieved (default).

Volume
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Use the Volume Table of Contents (VTOC) of DASD volumes matching the volume serial (or pattern) specification on the
LIB= parameter to select the data sets. The volume serial specification is required when this setting is used.

DATASOURCE
Specifies the data source location from which status information is to be obtained.

Monitor
The resource is monitored by the appropriate instrument and the current resource status is returned.

Cache
The Resource Information Table cache is checked for status information about the resource and the cached status is
returned if found. A status of "Unknown" is returned if the information is not available in the cache.

Both
The Resource Information Table cache is checked for status information and the cached status is returned if found. If no
information is available from the cache, the resource is monitored.

None
A status of "Unknown" is returned for the resource.

This parameter is normally specified only when control statements are being supplied using a Vantage GMI Input List.

HOLDALOC
Individual libraries may be processed a number of times if more than one monitoring class has been specified.
HOLDALOC controls the retention of the library allocation for the duration of the Utility Interface execution. Holding the
initial library allocation for later use can result in reduced execution time and CPU usage.

No
Do not hold the allocations.

Yes
Hold all library allocations until the end of the job step.

Auto
Hold all library allocations until the end of the job step only if more than one monitoring class has been selected (default).

Libraries that remain allocated continue to use system resources, such as storage, and have an outstanding shared
system allocation enqueue that may prevent them from being available to other tasks.

RPTBYPASSED
Controls the printing of report lines for monitoring requests that have been bypassed.

No
Do not print a summary report line for bypassed requests (default).

Yes
Print a report line for bypassed requests.

Monitoring requests are bypassed if they are not applicable to the resource being processed. Bypassed monitoring
requests are considered a normal part of Utility Interface processing.

SORTREPORT
Controls sorting of the completed monitoring requests before they are printed on the PDSMRPT summary report.

Resource
Sort the requests by resource name (default).

Class
Sort the requests by monitoring class.

Status
Sort the requests by current resource status.
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None
Do not sort the monitoring requests.

ECHOSEL
Controls the reporting of libraries that have been selected for or excluded from processing based on control statement
criteria. This is in addition to the normal reporting of the completed monitoring requests.

None
Do not report the libraries (default).

All
Report all selected or excluded libraries.

Selected
Report only libraries that have been selected.

Excluded
Report only libraries that have been excluded, including the reason for their exclusion.

ECHOREQ
Controls the reporting of monitoring requests that have been generated by the Utility Interface and are to be processed by
the Request Processor. This is in addition to the normal reporting of the completed monitoring requests.

No
Do not report generated monitoring requests (default).

Yes
Report generated monitoring requests.

VALIDATION
Specifies the PDSMAN monitoring instrument to be used to perform library validation processing (CLASS=VALIDATE).

Fastcopy
Use the PDSMAN FastCopy facility (default).

Pdsm13
Use the PDSMAN Library Space and Analysis Utility, PDSM13.

Library validation is generally faster when FastCopy is used. The PDSM13 utility provides additional validation checking
when a PDSMAN Space Map member is present in the library.

NOTLLAMAN
Controls the resource status sent to the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System when a library that is not LLA managed
is monitored by the LLA Management instrument.

DONTSEND
No monitoring is performed for the library (default).

NORMAL
Send an indication that the resource is in normal status.

WARNING
Send an indication that the resource is in warning status.

ERROR
Send an indication that the resource is in error status.

SPMONERROR
Library Space Monitoring error threshold value.

This value is used as an override or a default threshold, depending on the setting of the SPMONTYPE parameter. If
SPMONTYPE has not been specified, the value is used as an override setting.
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For more information about the syntax and usage considerations for this parameter, see the SPMON processing
parameter of the $UPDATE control statement, in Initialization Control Statements.

SPMONTYPE
Indicates whether the threshold value specified on the SPMONERROR parameter is to be used as an override value, or if
it should be used only if no threshold value is set by a matching $UPDATE control statement.

Override
The parameter value should be used in place of any value from a $UPDATE control statement.

Default
The parameter value should be used only when no matching $UPDATE control statement specifying a non-zero value for
the threshold is present.

For more information on how thresholds are set, see the section Space Monitoring Threshold Specification.

DBMONWARN
Library Directory Monitoring warning threshold value.

0
No warning threshold value is set (default).

nnn
Use a percentage value (1-100) indicating the warning threshold to be used.

NOTE

This value is used as an override or a default threshold, depending on the setting of the DBMONTYPE
parameter. If DBMONTYPE has not been specified, the value is used as an override setting.

For a description of the syntax and usage considerations for this parameter, see the DBMONWARN parameter
of the $UPDATE control statement in Initialization Control Statements.

DBMONERROR
Library Directory Monitoring error threshold value.

0
No error threshold value is set (default).

nnn
Use a percentage value (1-100) indicating the error threshold to be used.

 

NOTE

This value is used as an override or a default threshold, depending on the setting of the DBMONTYPE
parameter. If DBMONTYPE has not been specified, the value is used as an override setting.

For more information about the syntax and usage considerations for this parameter, see the DBMONERROR
parameter of the $UPDATE control statement in Initialization Control Statements.

DBMONTYPE
Indicates whether the threshold values specified on the DBMONWARN and DBMONERROR parameters are to be used
as override values, or if they should be used only if no threshold value is set by a matching $UPDATE control statement.

Override
The parameter values should be used in place of any values from an $UPDATE control statement.

Default
The parameter values should be used only when no matching $UPDATE control statement specifying non-zero values for
these thresholds is present.
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For more information on how thresholds are set, see the section Library Directory Monitoring Threshold Specification.

Examples

The examples in the following sections describe how the Utility Interface is used to perform various functions.

Basic Parameters

This example shows the Utility Interface being used to perform Library Space Monitoring for the USER.LINKLIB library.
The SPMONERROR parameter instructs the instrument to report an error condition if the amount of library space used is
greater than 90 percent of the total allocated space.

//MONITOR EXEC PGM=PDSMPMBI

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  MONITOR LIB=USER.LINKLIB  /*  Library Name                 */

          CLASS=SPACEMON    /*  Space Monitoring Class       */

          SPMONERROR=T90    /*  Space Monitoring Threshold   */

/*

The SPMONERROR parameter provides an override value. The T90 threshold is used in place of any threshold value
specified on a matching $UPDATE initialization control statement.

Library Pattern Specification

This example shows the Utility Interface being used to perform monitoring for all monitoring classes for cataloged libraries
beginning with the high-level qualifier PDSMAN and residing on volume MVS001.

//MONITOR EXEC PGM=PDSMPMBI

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  MONITOR LIB=PDSMAN.-/MVS001    /*  Library Pattern and VOLSER  */

          CLASS=ALL              /*  Monitor All Classes         */

          RPTBYPASSED=YES        /*  Report Bypassed Requests    */

          SORTREPORT=CLASS       /*  Sort the Report by Class    */

/*

Monitoring requests that are bypassed, usually because they are not applicable to the resource being processed, are also
reported in the summary report. The report is sorted by monitoring class.

Special Library Name

This example shows the Utility Interface being used to perform LLA Directory Synchronization and LLA Management
Monitoring for system linklist libraries that do not begin with the qualifiers SYS1 or SYS2.

//MONITOR EXEC PGM=PDSMPMBI

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

  MONITOR LIB=LINKLIST                /*  Special LINKLIST Name    */

          XLIB=SYS1.-                 /*  Exclude SYS1 data sets   */

          XLIB=SYS2.-                 /*  Exclude SYS2 data sets   */

          CLASS=(LLASYNCH,LLAMANAGE)  /*  Monitor Two Classes      */

          NOTLLAMAN=ERROR             /*  Report error if not LLA  */
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/*

Selected system linklist libraries that are not being managed by LLA are reported to the Partitioned Resource Monitoring
System as being in error status.

Volume Selection

This example shows the Utility Interface being used to perform monitoring for all monitoring classes except those related
to LLA. All libraries on the MVS001 volume are to be processed.

//MONITOR EXEC PGM=PDSMPMBI

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD *

   MONITOR LIB=-/MVS001         /*  All libraries on MVS001   */

          SELECTFROM=VOLUME           /*  Use VTOC instead of Cat.  */

          CLASS=ALL                   /*  Monitor All Classes       */

          XCLASS=(LLASYNCH,LLAMANAGE) /*  Exclude LLA Classes       */

          DBMONTYPE=D                 /*  Directory Mon Type        */

          DBMONERROR=80               /*  Directory Mon Threshold   */

/*

The libraries are selected using the VTOC on MVS001 (not from the catalog) due to the SELECTFROM specification.

The DBMONTYPE parameter indicates that a default threshold value is provided. The value of DBMONERROR indicates
that an error is reported if 80 percent or more of the directory space is in use. This value is used only if there is no
threshold specified on a matching $UPDATE initialization control statement.

Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the Utility Interface.

Library Name and Volume Serial Patterns

Patterns may be specified for the library name and volume serial specifications on the LIB and XLIB parameters. The
pattern characters and pattern matching algorithm are the same as those used for the PDSMAN initialization control
statements. For a description of pattern usage and other considerations, see Customizing PDSMAN.

NOTE
When referring to this description, the library name pattern follows the rules described under the section Data
Set Names and the volume serial pattern follows the rules described under General Parameters.

Resource Selection and Exclusion

Resource selection and exclusion processing is controlled by the LIB and XLIB parameters. You may code the LIB and
XLIB parameters in any order without affecting the libraries selected for processing. The following steps are performed
when selecting the libraries to process:

1. The LIB parameters are examined in the order they are coded and data set names matching the specification, pattern,
or special name are retrieved from the catalog (or from the indicated volume serial if SELECTFROM=Volume was
specified). Only non-VSAM data sets are retrieved.

2. Each data set name retrieved is checked to see if it should be excluded. Data sets are excluded from processing
when:
– The name matches the name or pattern specified on any XLIB parameter.
– The data set is unavailable (resides on tape or is migrated).
– The data set is not a library (is not a PDS or PDSE).
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Libraries that are not excluded by one of these criteria, are selected for processing.
3. After each retrieved entry has been processed, the next LIB parameter is processed.

Monitoring System Considerations

The Monitor Summary Report lists monitoring requests and the status of each monitored resource. The monitoring
instruments also send the resource status information to the Monitoring System where it can be recorded and viewed
using the PRM-View component.

To record the information in the Monitoring System, ensure you have specified appropriate $MONITOR control statements
for the resource and class combinations you are monitoring. For more information about the $MONITOR control
statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Space Monitoring Threshold Specification

The Utility Interface provides considerable flexibility in specifying a threshold for Space Monitoring processing:

• If you want all selected libraries to be processed using the same space monitoring threshold, specify the value using
the SPMONERROR parameter, and also specify SPMONTYPE=Override.

• If you want the selected libraries to be processed using the space monitoring thresholds from a matching $UPDATE
control statement, do not specify any of the SPMON Utility Interface parameters. If no matching $UPDATE control
statement is found, or if it does not specify non-zero values for the SPMON parameter, the library is bypassed.

• If you want the selected libraries to be processed using the space monitoring thresholds from a matching $UPDATE
control statement, and also want to provide a default value to be used if there is no matching $UPDATE control
statement, specify the default value using the SPMONERROR parameter and specify SPMONTYPE=Default.

The library space monitoring operation is bypassed if a threshold cannot be determined from these sources.

Library Directory Monitoring Threshold Specification

The Utility Interface provides considerable flexibility when specifying thresholds for Library Directory Monitoring
processing:

• If you want all selected libraries to be processed using the same directory monitoring thresholds, specify the values
using the DBMONWARN and DBMONERROR parameters, and also specify DBMONTYPE=Override.

• If you want the selected libraries to be processed using the directory monitoring thresholds from a matching $UPDATE
control statement, do not specify any of the DBMON Utility Interface parameters. If no matching $UPDATE control
statement is found, or if it does not specify non-zero values for the parameters, the library is bypassed with an
indication that no threshold was set.

• If you want the selected libraries to be processed using the directory monitoring thresholds from a matching $UPDATE
control statement and also want to provide a default value to be used if there is no matching $UPDATE control
statement, specify the default values using the DBMONWARN and DBMONERROR parameters and specify
DBMONTYPE=Default.

The library directory monitoring operation is bypassed if a threshold cannot be determined from these sources.

Matching $UPDATE Control Statement Selection

The Space Monitoring and Library Directory Monitoring instruments can use threshold values specified on $UPDATE
control statements. Only the resource name, volume serial, and the ID of the batch job or TSO user performing the
monitoring are used when selecting a matching $UPDATE control statement. $UPDATE control statements that specify
other environmental parameters are not considered a match for the monitoring request.
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Instrument Output Directed to PDSMOUT

Some of the instruments driven by the Utility Interface produce report output that is directed to the PDSMOUT DD
statement. You must be aware of the following if you are directing this output to a disk data set:

• Specify DISP=MOD to avoid output produced by later instruments from overlaying the output from earlier instruments.
• Do not specify FREE=CLOSE.
• Ensure that the disk file is large enough to contain all the output generated by the instruments.

Restrictions

The following section describes restrictions to the Utility Interface.

PDSE Libraries

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface does not exclude the PDSE and Program Object libraries. However,
some of the monitoring instruments may not process these types of libraries, as described in the restrictions section for
each of the individual instruments. In these cases, the monitoring request is marked as bypassed in the summary report.

PDSMPMBI Output
The following sections describe the output for the Utility Interface.

Reports

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface produces the following reports:

• The Control Statement Edit Report lists the control statements as they are edited.
• The Monitor Summary Report lists the control statement being executed, the status of each monitoring request, and

other summary information.

Control Statement Edit Report

The Control Statement Edit Report echoes the control statements as they are read from SYSIN.

Monitor Summary Report

This section shows the results of the partitioned resource monitoring operations. The MONITOR control statement being
processed is reported, along with all the specified parameters.

PDSMAN        7.7                            Partitioned Monitoring Utility Interface                                PAGE     1

* PDSMPMBI *   XE44                                     Control Statement Report

Processing the Following Control Statement(s):

   MONITOR LIB=EXAMPLE.-

           CLASS=ALL

           RPTBYPASSED=NO

           SPMONERROVR=T85

       12 Libraries Selected for Processing

       48 Monitoring Requests Generated

PDSMAN        7.7                            Partitioned Monitoring Utility Interface                                PAGE     2
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* PDSMPMBI *   XE44                                     Monitor Summary Report

Resource Name                             Volume  Mon. Class   Status  Monitoring        Information       Mon. Date and Time

EXAMPLE.CLIST                             RTM001  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         75% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:37

EXAMPLE.CLIST                             RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:38

EXAMPLE.ISPF.ISPPROF                      SMS002  SPACEMON     Error   Completed         100% Used T=T85   02/28/2009  11:02:38

EXAMPLE.ISPF.ISPPROF                      SMS002  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:38

EXAMPLE.MASTER.CNTL                       RTM001  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         71% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:38

EXAMPLE.MASTER.CNTL                       RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:39

EXAMPLE.MASTER.LOAD                       RTM001  SPACEMON     Error   Completed         95% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:39

EXAMPLE.MASTER.LOAD                       RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:39

EXAMPLE.PDSMMARS.CNTL                     RTM001  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         53% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:39

EXAMPLE.PDSMMARS.CNTL                     RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:40

EXAMPLE.PDSMVAR.CNTL                      RTM001  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         20% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:40

EXAMPLE.PDSMVAR.CNTL                      RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:40

EXAMPLE.SAMPLIB                           RTM001  SPACEMON     Error   Completed         96% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:40

EXAMPLE.SAMPLIB                           RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:40

EXAMPLE.T734I4.PDSE.CONTROL               SMS004  SPACEMON     Error   Completed         97% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:41

EXAMPLE.T734I4.PDSE.EMPTY                 SMS004  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         45% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:42

EXAMPLE.T734I4.PDSE.FULL                  SMS001  SPACEMON     Error   Completed         97% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:43

EXAMPLE.T734I4.PDSE.REL                   SMS002  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         31% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:44

EXAMPLE.WORK.OBJECT                       RTM001  SPACEMON     Normal  Completed         83% Used T=T85    02/28/2009  11:02:44

EXAMPLE.WORK.OBJECT                       RTM001  VALIDATE     Normal  Completed         Validation OK     02/28/2009  11:02:44

Monitoring Request Summary

      20  Monitoring Requests were Completed

      28  Monitoring Requests were Bypassed (Not Reported - RPTBYPASSED=N is in effect)

Resource/Class Status Summary

       15  Resources were in Normal Status

        5  Resources were in Error Status

Each monitoring request is listed on a separate line in the report. Monitoring requests that have been bypassed are not
reported if RPTBYPASSED=No has been specified or allowed to default.

The following information is shown for each monitoring request.

Resource Name
The resource for which monitoring was performed. There may be multiple lines with the same resource name if more than
one monitoring class has been specified.

Volume
The volume serial on which the resource resides.

Mon. Class
The class for which partitioned monitoring has been performed. The valid monitoring classes are listed in the section
describing the CLASS= parameter.

Status
The current status of the resource.

Monitoring
The status of the Utility Interface monitoring request operation. Note that this is different than the status of the actual
resource.

Completed
The monitoring request was instrumented and the resource status was reported to the Partitioned Resource Monitoring
System.
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Instrumented
The monitoring request was instrumented, but the resource status was not reported to the Partitioned Resource
Monitoring System. This occurs when the PRMS is not available, or when there are no matching $MONITOR initialization
control statements that specify MONITOR=Y.

Bypassed
The monitoring request was bypassed because it was not applicable to the resource being monitored. The Information
field indicates the reason the request was bypassed.

Failed - reason
The monitoring request failed for the indicated reason. Additional information about the error is reported in the Information
field.

Incomplete
The monitoring request was instrumented but the resource status information was not sent to the Partitioned Resource
Monitoring System.

Information
Information returned by the monitoring instrument. The content of this field varies with each monitoring instrument. For
more information about how the information field is used by each of the monitoring instruments, see Partitioned Resource
Instrumentation Introduction.

Mon. Date and Time
The date and time when the monitoring operation was performed.

The Monitoring Request Summary provides summary information regarding monitoring requests that were complete,
instrumented only, bypassed, failed, or not completely processed (incomplete).

The Resource/Class Status Summary provides summary information on the status of the individual resource and class
combinations that were monitored.

Return Codes

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
A status of "warning" was reported for at least one monitored resource or at least one MONITOR function did not select
any libraries for processing.

8
A status of "error" was reported for at least one monitored resource. Remaining monitoring requests continue to be
processed.

12
An error occurred while processing at least one monitoring request or at least one monitoring request could not be
completed. Remaining monitoring requests continue to be processed.

16
A severe error occurred during Utility Interface processing. No further monitoring requests are processed.

20
The job step has been terminated due to an invalid user control statement.
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PDSMAN Usage Statistics
The PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording service tracks how PDSMAN facilities, components, services and utilities
(collectively called product facilities) are used in your environment. 

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Description
PDSMAN provides a wide range of solutions to the problems PDS and PDSE users face on a daily basis. PDSMAN
solutions address many different facets of partitioned resource management, including PDS space management, ISPF
user productivity, identification of inactive library members, and more.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording tracks and reports how product facilities are used. With these statistics, you can:

• Better measure the benefit you derive from PDSMAN by identifying the facilities you use and how frequently you use
them

• Tap latent product value by identifying facilities you are not currently using that could help you better manage your PDS
and PDSE libraries.

The primary benefit of recording usage statistics is the ability to make objective usage data available to Broadcom for
review and analysis. A Broadcom Value review, part of the Customer Value Program, is a no-charge program that helps
eligible Broadcom customers improve their use of software resources.

All information collected by Usage Statistics Recording is kept exclusively on your system. The statistics are never
transmitted to any party, including Broadcom.

 

Recording PDSMAN Usage Statistics
PDSMAN usage data is collected and recorded by the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording service. This service
executes as part of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring (PDSMPMON) subtask in the PDSMAN address space.

A Usage Statistics Recording session starts automatically when the PDSMPMON subtask initializes. You can control the
automatic start of recording using the PDSMAN $USESTATS initialization control statement. The recording session stops
when the PDSMPMON subtask or the PDSMAN address space terminates. Usage statistics for the current session are
recorded in storage.

Usage Statistics are written to the PDSMAN database periodically during the recording session and immediately before
the session terminates. You control the writing of statistics to the database and how long they are retained using the
$USESTATS initialization control statement.

WARNING

If you choose to not write the statistics, or if a valid PDSMAN Database environment is not available, the usage
data is lost when the recording session ends.

Contents

Implementation

Usage statistics are recorded independently by each PDSMAN image. The following sections describe implementation
requirements and procedures for Usage Statistics Recording.

General Requirements

The following general requirements must be satisfied before recording usage statistics.
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• The PDSMAN Address Space must be active. For more information about the PDSMAN Address Space, see
Administrating.

• The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring (PDSMPMON) subtask must be active. This subtask is automatically
started when the PDSMAN address space is initialized.

• A valid PDSMAN Database environment must be available to record historical statistics.

The status of these PDSMAN components can be determined by issuing the following operator command when PDSMAN
is active:

F PDSMAN,STATUS

Procedure

Because PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording is enabled by default, there are no specific actions required.

To modify the default settings

• Specify a PDSMAN $USESTATS initialization control statement

$USESTATS Control Statement

The $USESTATS initialization control statement is used to control Usage Statistics Recording. The control statement
parameters are shown below. For more information about the $USESTATS statement, see Initialization Control
Statements.

RECORD

Enables or disables Usage Statistics Recording.

ARCHIVE

Controls the writing of usage statistics to the PDSMAN database.

RETAINHIST

Specifies how long usage statistics data for this system are retained in the PDSMAN database.

DIAGLEVEL

Sets the internal diagnostic level. This parameter is normally used only at the direction of PDSMAN Client Services.

For more information about the control statement, including examples, see Initialization Control Statements.

Database Considerations

By default, the PDSMAN Database is used as a repository for usage statistics data. Usage Statistics records are written to
the PDSMAN database periodically during the recording session and immediately before the session terminate. A single
record, less than 3K bytes in length, is used for each recording session.

You control how long the records are retained in the database using the $USESTATS RETAINHIST parameter. Expired
records are purged at the beginning of a Usage Statistics Recording session. By default, usage statistics records are
retained in the database for 365 days.

NOTE

PDSMAN purges only those records originally written by the system performing the purge. For example,
PDSMAN running on system SYSA purges database records written by SYSA but not those written by other
systems.

To protect the usage data you should ensure that the PDSMAN database is backed up on a regular basis. For more
information, see Database Maintenance and Reporting.
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Reporting PDSMAN Usage Statistics
The following sections describe how to report usage statistics using the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Reporting utility.

Contents

Available Reports

The following reports are produced by the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Reporting utility.

SUMMARYPDSMAN Facilities Usage Summary

LLAEUSELLA Extensions Facility Usage

PERFUSEPerformance Facilities Usage

AUDUSEAuditing Facilities Usage

COMPUSEComparison Facilities Usage

FCOUSE
FastCopy Facility Usage

LSMUSE
Library Space Management Usage

ARCHUSEMember Archiving and Recovery Facilities Usage

EZYUSEEZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Facility Usage

PTUSEProductivity Tool Facilities Usage

PMONUSEPartitioned Resource Monitoring Facility Usage

COMMUSEPDSMAN Common Services and Facilities Usage

DATAPERUsage Statistics Recording Data Period Information

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Reporting utility, PDSMURPT.

//PDSMURPT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=class

//SYSIN DD *

The following describes the JCL statements.

EXEC
Executes the Usage Statistics Reporting utility, PDSMURPT

PDSMRPT
Defines an output report data set to which the reports are written.

This file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133. You can specify any valid block size value.

SYSIN
Defines an optional data set or in-stream source containing utility control statements, as described in a following section.

This file requires DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80. You can specify any valid block size value.
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Member PDSMJUS in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Control Statement Syntax

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Reporting utility control statements are free-form. Each control statement must begin on a new
line and be contained in columns 1-72. Blank lines and other white space in the control input are ignored.

Parameters can be separated by commas or blanks and can be coded on multiple lines requiring no continuation
characters. However, individual parameters and their values must be specified on the same line.

Parameters and operands can generally be abbreviated to the shortest string that makes them unique.

A control statement beginning with an asterisk is treated as a comment. A comment may also be placed on any line by
preceding it with a blank-slash-asterisk (" /*"). This causes all remaining positions of the input line to be ignored.

SELECT Control Statement

The SELECT statement is used to select usage statistics records for one or more reports. Selected records are used for
all subsequent reports until another SELECT statement is encountered. If no SELECT statements are specified, all usage
statistics records for the system on which the report is being generated are selected.

SELECT [ STARTDATE=datespecification]

       [,STARTTIME=timespecification]

       [,ENDDATE=datespecification]

       [,ENDTIME=timespecification]  

       [,SYS=sysid|(sysid[,sysid])]

       [,XSYS=sysid|(sysid[,sysid])]

       [,PIMAGE=P|T|*]

       [,SOURCE=ALL|ACTIVE|HISTORY]

The following describes SELECT control statement parameters.

STARTDATE
Specifies the starting date for the selected records. For a description of valid date formats, see the usage notes in the
section Date and Time Specification.

STARTTIME
Specifies the starting time for the selected records. The time can be specified in HH:MM:SS or HHMMSS format, where
the minute (MM) and second (SS) components are optional and default to zero if not specified.

If this parameter is not specified, a value of 00:00:00 is used.

ENDDATE
Specifies the ending date for the selected records. For a description of valid date formats, see the usage notes in the
section Date and Time Specification.

If this parameter is not specified the current date is used.

ENDTIME
Specifies the ending time for the selected records. The time can be specified in HH:MM:SS or HHMMSS format, where
the minute (MM) and second (SS) components are optional and default to zero if not specified.

If this parameter is not specified the current time is used.

SYS
Specifies an SMF system ID or pattern used to select records for reporting.

sysid
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A four-character SMF system ID or pattern. When using a pattern, a plus-sign (+) matches a single character while an
asterisk (*) matches multiple characters. Specify SYS=* to match all systems.

You can specify multiple values on a single SYS parameter by coding each of the system IDs or patterns, separated by
commas, in a list enclosed within parenthesis.

For example, to select records from systems SYSA, SYSB and SYSC specify:

SYS=(SYSA,SYSB,SYSC)

If this parameter is not specified, only records created by the system on which the reporting program is executing are
selected.

XSYS
Specifies an SMF system ID or pattern used to exclude previously selected records from reporting.

sysid
A four-character SMF system ID or pattern. When using a pattern, a plus-sign (+) matches a single character while an
asterisk (*) matches multiple characters.

You can specify multiple systems on a single XSYS parameter by coding each of the system IDs or patterns, separated by
commas, in a list enclosed within parenthesis.

If this parameter is not specified, all of the previously selected records are used.

PIMAGE
Specifies the PDSMAN image used to select usage statistics records for reporting.

P
Records created by a production PDSMAN image are selected.

T
Records created by a test PDSMAN image are selected.

*
Records created by any production or test PDSMAN image are selected.

If this parameter is not specified, only records created by a PDSMAN image of the same type on which the reporting
program is executing are selected.

SOURCE
Specifies the type of usage statistics selected for reporting.

ACTIVE
Usage statistics from the current recording session on the system on which the report is being generated are selected.

HISTORY
Usage statistics from specified systems are selected from the PDSMAN database.

Since the database is updated periodically during a Usage Statistics recording session, historical records selected from
the database may lag the current date and time by up to five minutes.

ALL
Both active and history records are selected (default).

REPORT Control Statement

The REPORT statement is used to specify the individual reports produced by the utility. You can specify multiple REPORT
statements; each report is produced using the Usage Statistics records selected by the last SELECT statement specified.
If no REPORT statement is specified, all reports are produced..
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REPORT [ NAME=reportnameorpattern|*]

       [,LEVEL=SUMMARY|NORMAL|DETAIL]

The following describes REPORT control statement parameters.

Name
Specifies the name of the Usage Statistics report to be produced. A report name pattern can also be specified. For a list of
valid report names, see the section Available Reports.
A warning is issued if a specified report name or pattern does not match the name of a valid report.
Specifying a single asterisk produces all reports.

LEVEL
Specifies the relative level of detail at which each report is generated . The actual information reported for each
level setting varies by report as described in the individual report descriptions. Not all reports make use of the level
specification.

SUMMARY
A summary report is produced. A summary report generally includes less information than a report produced at the
NORMAL level.

NORMAL
A normal report is produced (default).

DETAIL
A detailed report is produced. A detailed report generally includes more information than a report produced at the
NORMAL level.

Examples

The examples in the following sections describe how the Usage Statistics Reporting utility is used to produce different
reports.

All Reports

This example shows the Usage Statistics Reporting utility used to generate all of the Usage Statistics reports.

//REPORT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  REPORT NAME=*                           /* Generate all reports */ 

/*

Because no SELECT statement is specified, all active and historical usage statistics records for the system on which the
report is executed are used for report generation.

All Reports With No Control Input

This example shows the Usage Statistics Reporting utility executed without control input.

//REPORT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

All of the Usage Statistics reports are generated using all active and historical usage statistics for the system on which the
report is executed.
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Multiple Reports

This example shows the usage statistics Reporting utility used to report both summary Partitioned Resource Monitoring
usage statistics and detailed information about the input Usage Statistics records being used.

//REPORT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  SELECT STARTDATE=2011/10/15          /* Start Date Specification */

         STARTTIME=12:00               /* Start Time Specification */

  REPORT NAME=PMONUSE                  /* Report PMON Usage */

         LEVEL=SUMMARY                 /* Summary Level Only */

  REPORT NAME=DATAPER, LEVEL=DETAIL    /* Data Period Detail Report */ 

/*

Usage statistics for the period between noon on the indicated start date and the current date and time are used for
reporting.

Single Report

This example shows the Usage Statistics Reporting utility used to report EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Facility usage
statistics.

//REPORT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  SELECT STARTDATE=TODAY-2   /* Select Data from Last 2 Days */

  REPORT NAME=EZYUSE         /* Report EZYEDIT Usage */

/*

The SELECT statement indicates that Usage Statistics records from the last two days (TODAY-2) are used for reporting.

Multiple Report Levels

This example shows the Usage Statistics Reporting utility used to report both summary and detailed information about the
data records used for reporting.

//REPORT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  SELECT STARTDATE=TODAY               /* Select Data from today */

  REPORT NAME=DATAPER LEVEL=SUMMARY    /* Summary Data Information */

  REPORT NAME=DATAPER LEVEL=DETAIL    /* Detailed Data Information */

/*

The SELECT statement indicates that data records from today are used for reporting.

Multiple Select Statements

This example shows the Usage Statistics Reporting utility used to report Partitioned Resource Monitoring usage
information from two different time periods.

//REPORT EXEC PGM=PDSMURPT
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//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  SELECT STARTDATE=2011/10/25 /* Select First Day */

         ENDDATE=2011/10/25 

  REPORT NAME=PMONUSE /* Report PMON Usage */

 

  SELECT STARTDATE=2011/10/30 /* Select Second Day */

         ENDDATE=2011/10/30 

  REPORT NAME=PMONUSE /* Report PMON Usage */

/*

Two separate Partitioned Resource Monitoring Usage reports are generated, one for each of the days specified in the
SELECT statements.

Usage Notes

The following section describes important considerations for using the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Reporting utility.

Report Name Patterns

A pattern may be specified on the NAME parameter of the REPORT control statement. The plus sign (+) and asterisk (*)
pattern characters are used as follows:

• A plus sign (+) in any position matches a single character
• An asterisk (*) in any position matches single or multiple characters, up to the maximum length of the report name

Valid Date Formats

The following are valid date formats for the SELECT control statement STARTDATE and ENDDATE parameters:

• A Gregorian date in yy/mm/dd or yyyy/mm/dd format
• A Julian date in yyddd, yy.ddd or yyyy.ddd format
• A date relative to the current date in the format TODAY-nn, TODAY-nnM or TODAY-nnY where nn is a relative

number of days, months (M), or years (Y), respectively, prior to the current date. A single asterisk can be specified in
place of the parameter TODAY when using this format.

Date and Time Specification

An individual usage statistics record is selected if any of the recording period covered by the record falls within the start
and end time period specifications provided on the SELECT statement.

For example, if two Usage Statistics records cover the following recording periods:

1. 2012/12/22 12:00:00 to 2012/12/23 11:59:59
2. 2012/12/23 12:00:00 to 2012/12/25 11:59:59

A SELECT statement specifying 2012/12/23 as both the STARTDATE and ENDDATE will select both records, including
some data collected on the day prior to and after the specified date.

Return Codes

The Usage Statistics Reporting utility issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
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A warning was produced during report generation. Review the report output for the cause of the warning and correct the
condition if necessary. The utility continues processing the next report request.

8
An error occurred while validating the input control statements or while generating a requested report. Review the output
and correct the cause of the error. The utility terminates without processing any additional report requests.

12
An internal error occurred while generating a requested report. This type of error is not usually user-correctable. Retain
the report output for additional diagnosis.

PDSMAN Usage Statistics Report Descriptions

Selection Information Report Section

Each Usage Statistics report begins with a section that shows general information about the report such as the full
report name and the level at which it is being produced. This section also describes the selection criteria for the usage
statistics records, as specified on the SELECT control statement, and reports usage statistics-related settings from the
$USESTATS initialization control statement.

Contents

NOTE

The Selection Information report reflects only the criteria specified on the SELECT control statement. It does not
describe the time periods, data sources or systems in the data records used to generate the reports. Information
about the actual data records used is available on the Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information
(DATAPER) report.

Selection Information Example

This section shows sample Selection Information report.

PDSMAN              Usage Statistics Reporting Utility                              PAGE     1

* PDSMUR10 *   SYSA                Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information (DATAPER)

Report Name     : Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information (DATAPER) - Detail Level

Time Period     : 10/28/2012  12:00:00 To 12/01/2012  09:00:00

Data Sources    : Active Data, Historical Data (Database)

Selected Systems: SY*

Excluded Systems: SYSB

$USESTATS Rule  : $USESTATS RECORD=Y HISTORY=Y RETAINHIST=365

Report Name shows both the full and short name for the report. The report level is also shown for Summary and Detail
level reports.

Time Period shows the time period for which usage statistics records are selected, based upon the values provided on
the current SELECT statement. Note that the DATAPER report output describes the actual data records selected by the
selection criteria.

Data Sources shows the source of the usage statistics records. The example shows that both active and historical data is
being reported.

Selected Systems shows the SMF identifiers specified for reporting, based upon the values provided on the current
SELECT statement.
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Excluded Systems shows the SMF identifiers specified for which statistics are being explicitly excluded, even though they
may have been previously selected using the SYS parameter. This line is omitted if no systems are excluded.

$USESTATS Rule shows Usage Statistics parameter settings for the system on which the report utility is executing.

Report Field Descriptions

Many of the Usage Statistics reports use variations of a common format to report the statistics information. This section
describes fields that are shown frequently on the reports.

PDSMAN                                         Usage Statistics Reporting Utility

* PDSMUR21 *    SYSA     REPORT                Auditing Facilities Usage (AUDUSE)

 

Member Update and Access Audit Trail Facility Usage                 Count    Pct.   Rate/day   Time Stamp

Update Audit Trail Records Written to SMF ..................       36,429    97%   9,107.25   12/25/2012 at

 12:10:18

Access Audit Trail Records Written to SMF ..................        1,102     3%     275.50   12/24/2012 at

 22:18:11

------------------------------------------------------------       -------- ----

TOTAL Audit Trail Records Written to SMF ..................        37,531   100%

 

Member Level Update Security Facility Usage                         Count     Pct.   Rate/day   Time Stamp

 Member Updates Allowed

.....................................                              36,007     99%   9,001.75   12/25/2012 at

 12:10:18

Member Updates Allowed with Warning Message ................          402      1%     100.50   12/24/2012 at

 18:16:55

Member Updates Prevented ...................................            0      0%       0.00

------------------------------------------------------------       --------  ----

TOTAL Member Updates Eligible for Securing .................       36,429    100%

 

Auditing-Related Utility Program Usage                              Count            Rate/day  Time Stamp

Report Audit Information from SMF (PDSM17) ......                      42               10.50   12/25/2012 at

 10:10:12

Report Source to Executable Cross References (PDSM28) ......            0                0.00

Report Member Control Information (PDSM07) ......                     650              162.50   12/24/2012 at

 23:50:17

Update Member Control Information (PDSM12) ......                      10                2.50   12/21/2012 at

 13:33:21

Update Member Control Information User Exit (PDSM12EX) ....             0                0.00

------------------------------------------------------------       --------

TOTAL Auditing-Related Utility Program Usage ...............          702

Description
Describes the item for which usage statistics are being reported. The description field header is usually overlaid with the
name of the report section.

Count
Shows the usage statistics count for the item.

Pct.
Shows the counter value as a percentage of the total count being reported. Because the percentages are rounded, the
individual percentage values in a report section may not sum to 100%.

Rate/day
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Shows the normalized daily rate for the item. For example, for using statistics recorded over a four day period a usage
count of 42 corresponds to a daily rate of 10.5 events each day.

Time Stamp
Shows the date and time that the most recent usage statistics count was made for an item.

PDSMAN Facilities Usage Summary (SUMMARY) Report

PDSMAN provides over 30 facilities, utilities and other solutions that make it easier to use and manage your PDS
and PDSE libraries. To make PDSMAN easier to understand and manage, these product facilities are grouped into
components that address facets of partitioned library management.

The PDSMAN components are further grouped into five features designated A through E. Some components, such as
Partitioned Resource Monitoring and common services that are provided by the PDSMAN address space are grouped into
a sixth, or common feature. For a list of the facilities that make up each feature, see Administrating.

The PDSMAN Facilities Usage Summary (SUMMARY) Report provides a high-level overview of the usage of PDSMAN
features, components and facilities. More detailed information about how facility usage is provided in the other reports
described in this section.

Contents

SUMMARY Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the SUMMARY report:

• PDSMAN Feature Usage Summary
• PDSMAN Component Usage Summary
• LLA Extensions (Feature A)
• Performance Facilities (Feature A)
• Auditing Facilities (Feature B)
• Comparison Facilities (Feature B)
• FastCopy IEBCOPY Replacement Facility (Feature C)
• Library Space Reuse Facility (Feature C)
• Member Archiving Facilities (Feature D)
• Member Recovery Facilities (Feature D)
• EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform (Feature E)
• Productivity Tools Facilities (Feature E)
• Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facility
• PDSMAN Subtasks and Services Usage

SUMMARY Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Normal and Detail report levels. Only the PDSMAN Feature Usage Summary and
PDSMAN Component Usage Summary sections are shown at the Summary level.

LLA Extensions Facility Usage (LLAEUSE) Report

The IBM Library Look-Aside (LLA) facility is designed to improve system performance by caching library directory entries
in virtual storage. However, in many installations the use of LLA is limited by update synchronization, reporting and other
management considerations.
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The PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility allows you to realize the maximum benefit to your system performance by making
LLA easier to use, manage, and monitor.

The LLA Extensions Facility Usage (LLAEUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN facilities.
For a complete description of the facilities, see LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.

Contents

LLAEUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the LLAEUSE report:

• Updates to LLA-Managed Libraries
• LLA Auto-Update Facility Actions
• LLA Updates Related to Last Reference Date Recording
• LLA Synchronization Management (LSM) Facility Results
• Extended LLA Operator Commands (ELOCs) Processed (by Type)
• Extended LLA Operator Command (ELOC) Communication
• LLA Monitoring Facility (LMON) Changes Detected
• LLA Monitoring Facility (LMON) Message Activity
• LLA Extensions Facility Summary

LLAEUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Normal and Detail report levels. Only the LLA Extensions Facility Summary section is
shown at the Summary level.

Performance Facilities Usage (PERFUSE) Report

Reducing PDS and PDSE directory search time, particularly for library concatenations such as the system linklist, can
have a significant impact on system performance.

Many installations use the system LLA facility in conjunction with the PDSMAN LLA Extensions to obtain this performance
benefit. For those not using LLA, the PDSMAN Dynamic BLDL and Program Fetch Optimization facilities offer a additional
option.

PDSMAN can also improve the performance of library updates. The PDSMAN FastStow facility can reduce STOW
operation overhead and improve update performance by processing the directory update requests in fewer I/O operations.

The Performance Facilities Usage (PERFUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN facilities.
For a complete description of the facilities, see LLA Extensions and Performance Facilities and FastCopy and Space
Reuse.

Contents

PERFUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the PERFUSE report:

• Access Statistics Recording Facility Usage
• Dynamic BLDL Facility Usage
• Program Fetch Optimization Facility Usage
• FastStow Facility Usage
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PERFUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Summary, Normal and Detail report levels.

Auditing Facilities Usage (AUDUSE) Report

Partitioned Data Sets account for a significant portion of the information stored in a data center, yet many installations find
that their PDS and PDSE library environments are ignored, neglected, or simply unmanageable.

The PDSMAN Auditing facilities help you better track and control member data in constantly changing production, test, or
development environments.

The Auditing Facility Usage (AUDUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN facilities. For a
complete description of the facilities, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

Contents

AUDUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the AUDUSE report:

• Member Control Information Recording Facility Usage
• Member Update and Access Audit Trail Facility Usage
• Member Level Update Security Facility Usage
• Member Level Access Security Facility Usage
• Library Integrity Facility Enqueue Checking Results
• Library Integrity Facilities Enqueues Performed
• Source to Executable Version Information Recording Usage
• Member Locking Facility Usage

AUDUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Summary, Normal and Detail report levels.

Comparison Facilities Usage (COMPUSE) Report

The PDSMAN Comparison facilities allow you to better track, identify, and control changes that have been made to your
library members.

The PDSMAN Comparison facilities include the:

• Member Compare and Update Control facility
• Library Compare facility
• Remote Data Compare facility

The Comparison Facility Usage (COMPUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN facilities.
For a complete description of the facilities, see Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

Contents

COMPUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the COMPUSE report:
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• Comparison Facilities Usage Summary
• Member Compare and Update Control Facility Usage
• Library Compare Facility (PDSM36) Usage
• Remote Data Compare Facility (PDSM37) Usage

COMPUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Normal and Detail report levels. Only the Comparison Facilities Usage Summary
section is shown at the Summary level.

FastCopy Facility Usage (FCOUSE) Report

IEBCOPY is used to perform data management for PDS and PDSE libraries. It provides basic functions for copying
members, compressing libraries, converting between PDS and PDSE formats.
The PDSMAN FastCopy facility is a high-speed, transparent replacement for IEBCOPY that provides both functional and
performance enhancements including:

• Control statement and functional compatibility for existing IEBCOPY functions
• Functional enhancements and capabilities not available in IEBCOPY
• An integrated volume or data set pattern driver for library compress and space management functions

The FastCopy Facility Usage (FCOUSE) report provides information about your usage of this PDSMAN facility. For a
complete description of FastCopy, see FastCopy and Space Reuse.

Contents

FCOUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the FCOUSE report:

• IEBCOPY Executions by Caller
• IEBCOPY Executions by Name
• Individual IEBCOPY Operations
• Functions Performed
• Library Selection Extensions Usage
• Member Selection Extensions Usage
• Library Space Management Extensions Usage
• Directory Space Management Extensions Usage
• Member-Related Extensions Usage
• Other Extensions Usage

FCOUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Summary, Normal and Detail report levels.

Library Space Management Usage (LSMUSE) Report

Partitioned data set space problems, particularly Sx37 abends caused by out-of-space conditions, occur in every data
center. The effect of these errors can range from simple inconvenience to major application or system outage.

The PDSMAN Library Space Reuse facility offers a proactive solution to the problem of PDS out-of-space conditions and
the related issues of unscheduled compressions, unnecessary compressions and PDS over-allocation.
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PDSMAN further improves library space management by allowing you to monitor how much library and directory space is
used each time the library is updated. This advance warning allows you to proactively address potential space problems
before they occur.

The Library Space Management Usage (LSMUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN
facilities. For a complete description of the Library Space Reuse facility, see the FastCopy and Space Reuse User Guide.
For a description of the Library Space Monitoring and Directory Space Monitoring facilities, see Productivity Tools.

Contents

LSMUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the LSMUSE report:

• PDS Library Updates Eligible for Space Reuse
• Library Space Reuse Operations
• Library Space Reuse Administration
• Library Space Monitoring Facility (SPMON) Usage
• Directory Space Monitoring Facility (DBMON) Usage
• Library Space Management Extensions Usage
• Directory Space Management Extensions Usage

LSMUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Summary, Normal and Detail report levels.

Archiving and Recovery Facilities Usage (ARCHUSE) Report

Archival, backup and recovery of your critical library members is an important facet of an overall partitioned library
management strategy.

Over time, many libraries will accumulate inactive members. These members waste DASD and can make it difficult to
manage the remaining space in the library. PDSMAN identifies the inactive members based on the date they were last
referenced and provides a variety of options for their archival and deletion.

PDSMAN also allows you to recover current or previous versions of members in the event of a library failure, inadvertent
update or similar event. You can even use PDSMAN to maintain multiple versions of a member within the library itself.

The Auditing and Recovery Facilities Usage (ARCHUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN
facilities. For a complete description of the facilities, see Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities.

Contents

ARCHUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the ARCHUSE report:

• Last Reference Date Recording Usage
• Members Purged Based on Last Reference Date
• LLA Updates Related to Last Reference Date Recording
• Multiple Member Version Support Facility Usage
• Library Member Journaling Facilities Usage
• Member Capture Utility (PDSM03) Usage
• Auditing and Recovery-Related Utility Program Usage
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ARCHUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Summary, Normal and Detail report levels.

EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Usage (EZYUSE) Report

The EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform significantly improves your productivity by making ISPF/PDF easier to use and
by providing tools and capabilities not available in ISPF/PDF. EZYEDIT allows you to concentrate on the task at hand, not
on the tool being used

The EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Usage (EZYUSE) report provides information about your usage of this PDSMAN
facility. For a complete description of the EZYEDIT platform, see the EZYEDIT User Guide.

Contents

EZYUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the EZYUSE report:

• EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Display Usage
• EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Other Function Usage

EZYUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Normal and Detail report levels. Only the EZYEDIT ISPF Productivity Platform Display
Usage section is shown at the Summary level.

Productivity Tool Facilities (PTUSE) Report

The PDSMAN Productivity Tools provide a powerful set of utilities designed to address both common and specialized
programmer requirements and to increase user productivity. While many of the tools are applicable to a wide range of
users, including application developers, several are of particular benefit to systems programmers and other data center
support staff.

The Productivity Tool Facilities Usage (PTUSE) report provides information about your usage of these PDSMAN facilities.
For a complete description of the facilities, see Productivity Tools.

Contents

PTUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the PTUSE report:

• Productivity Tools Usage Summary
• Library Space Monitoring Facility (SPMON) Usage
• Directory Space Monitoring Facility (DBMON) Usage
• String Scan and Replace Facility (PDSM18) Usage
• Library Map and Analysis Facility (PDSM13) Usage

PTUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Normal and Detail report levels. Only the Productivity Tools Usage Summary section
is shown at the Summary level.
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Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facility (PMONUSE) Report

The PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring facility simplifies management of your PDS and PDSE libraries by
providing timely, accurate, and pertinent information about your partitioned library environment.

When using this facility, instruments within PDSMAN monitor the status of your partitioned resources. The status
information is reported to Partitioned Resource Monitoring using Resource State Messages (RSMs). You control which
incoming RSMs are processed and the actions PDSMAN takes using the $MONITOR Initialization Control Statements.

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facility Usage (PMONUSE) report provides information about your usage of this
facility. For more information about PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring, see Partitioned Resource Monitoring
Facilities.

Contents

PMONUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the PMONUSE report:

• Partitioned Resource Monitoring Usage at a Glance
• Resource State Messages Processed (by Severity)
• Resource State Messages Processed (by Class)
• Actions Taken for Processed Resource State Messages
• Partitioned Resource Monitoring Information Viewing

PMONUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Normal and Detail report levels. Only the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Usage at a
Glance section is shown at the Summary level.

PDSMAN Common Services and Facilities Usage (COMMUSE) Report

The PDSMAN address space provides a control point for stopping, starting and modifying the product using operator
commands. It also establishes the environment within which associated subtasks, auxiliary address spaces, and common
services execute.

The PDSMAN Common Services and Facilities Usage (COMMUSE) report provides information about how these
common PDSMAN services are used in your environment. For more information about the PDSMAN address space and
its associated components, see Administrating.

Contents

COMMUSE Report Sections

The following report sections are included in the COMMUSE report:
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• PDSMAN Address Space Information
• PDSMAN Subtasks and Services Usage
• Address Space and Subtask Cycle Counts
• Cross-System Communications Cycle Statistics
• Cross-System Communications Letter Statistics
• Cross-System Communications Other Information
• PDSMAN Database Server Usage Counts
• PDSMAN Database Operations
• PDSMAN Health Checks Performed

COMMUSE Report Levels

All report sections are shown at the Summary, Normal and Detail report levels.

Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information (DATAPER) Report

The Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information (DATAPER) report provides information about the usage
statistics records used to generate this and other reports that use the same SELECT control statement.

Contents

DATAPER Report Levels

The Summary and Normal report levels show information about the selected usage statistics records. The Detail level
shows information about both the selected usage statistics records and the gaps between records for which statistics are
not available.

DATAPER Report Example

This section shows sample DATAPER report output at the DETAIL reporting level.

PDSMAN                                          Usage Statistics Reporting Utility                           

       PAGE  1

* PDSMUR10 *     SYSA                  Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information (DATAPER)

Report Name        : Usage Statistics Recording Data Period Information (DATAPER) - Detail Level

Time Period        : Start of Usage Data To Current Date/Time

Data Sources       : Active Data, Historical Data (Database)

Selected Systems   : SYSA

$USESTATS Rule     : $USESTATS RECORD=Y HISTORY=Y RETAINHIST=365

Recording Data Periods for System SYSA

  System  Start Date/Time       End Date/Time                 Duration  Data Source Location    Lvl  Comments

  ------  --------------------   --------------------     ------------  ----------- ----------- ---

  ----------------------------

  SYSA    12/07/2012 13:24:38    12/08/2012 13:48:50        1.00:24:12  Historical  Database       1

* SYSA    12/08/2012 13:48:50    12/08/2012 14:23:36          00:34:46                               Data Gap

 - No Info Available

  SYSA    12/08/2012 14:23:36    12/08/2012 16:31:58          02:08:22  Historical Database        2

* SYSA    12/08/2012 16:31:58    12/13/2012  10:26:24       4.17:54:26                               Data Gap

 - No Info Available
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  SYSA    12/13/2012 10:26:24    12/13/2012 11:11:41          00:45:17  Active     In Storage      2

Usage statistics records and data gaps are reported on separate lines. The report shows the system for which the usage
information was recorded along with the start and end dates and times for the recording period associated with this
record. The duration of the period and source and location of the data record are also shown.

In this example, the records are from both the active data recorded in PDSMAN storage and historical information
recorded in the PDSMAN Database.

This report produced at either the Normal or Summary level shows the data record information only, without the lines
describing the data gaps.

Productivity Tools
The PDSMAN Productivity Tools provide a powerful set of utilities, designed to address common programmer
requirements and to increase user productivity.

While many of the tools are applicable to a wide range of users, including application developers, several of them are of
particular benefit to systems programmers and other data center support staff.

The Productivity Tools offer several advantages over many in-house developed or public domain utilities:

• Most of the utilities are available online, through the EZYEDIT productivity platform or ISPF. This decreases the
learning curve and increases their availability.

• Complete documentation is available for each utility.
• They are professionally maintained, supported, and enhanced, leaving your staff time for responsibilities that are more

important.

The PDSMAN Productivity Tools are available in batch, through the EZYEDIT productivity platform, and through the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu.

The ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu

The ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu is shown here.

------------------------ PDSMAN REL 7.70 MASTER MENU ---------------------

COMMAND ===>

                     Userid - USER03     Time - 16:06

   1 - TSO Command Processor               13 - Load Library Analysis

   2 - EZYEDIT Facility                    14 - Proc Library Analysis

   P - Partitioned Resource Monitor        15 - Source/Executable Module XREF

 

   3 - BLDL/STOW Reporting                 16 - Member Size Analysis

   4 - Rule Scanning Facility              17 - List Member Contents

   5 - Empty PDS / Release Space

   6 - PDS Analysis / Space Reuse Stats    18 - List Member Control Information

                                           19 - Load Library Reblocking

   7 - Member Scan/Replace Utility
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   8 - Duplicate Member Scan Utility       20 - Control Statement Generator

   9 - Library Compare Facility

  10 - Member Compare and Update Control   21 - Backup Directory Display

  11 - Member Title Maintenance            22 - Library/Backup Maintenance

  12 - Member Version Maintenance          23 - Compression Scheduling

The highlighted options indicate productivity tools described here. The facilities corresponding to other selection items are
described elsewhere in the product documentation.

A list of all PDSMAN facilities and utilities can be found in the Administrating.

Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of control statements and other syntax in this publication:

• Braces ( { } ) and vertical bars ( | ) indicate that a choice must be made from the alternatives shown.
• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate an optional keyword or parameter.
• Ellipses ( … ) indicate multiple operands.
• Uppercase letters indicate parameters and required operands; lowercase letters indicate user-specified operands.

Default operand values are underscored.

 

String Scan and Replace
The PDSM18 String Scan and Replace utility scans and optionally replaces character or hexadecimal strings in all or
selected members of a library or library concatenation or in a sequential data set.

Scanning and replacing strings globally in a library is much faster and less error prone than processing library members
individually.

String Scan and Replace Description
The SCAN function of PDSM18 finds and reports all occurrences of one or more target strings in all or selected members
of a single library, a concatenation of libraries, libraries residing on a PDSMAN backup data set, or a sequential data set.

You can specify target strings in either character or hexadecimal format. The library to be scanned can be of fixed,
variable, or undefined format and the records can be blocked or unblocked. The report output identifies both the members
and the lines in which each target string resides. The entire member is optionally listed if it contains a target string. You
can limit scanning to specific starting and ending positions of all input records.

The REPLACE function first SCANs each selected member and then replaces all occurrences of each target string by
a new string. The library to be updated can be of fixed or variable format, blocked, or unblocked. Replacing strings in a
library of undefined format is not supported. Replacing strings in a sequential data set of RECFM=V(B) is supported only if
the target and replacement strings are of the same length.

Members in ISPF packed format are supported by both the SCAN and REPLACE functions.

You can easily access the String Scan and Replace function online by selecting the Member Scan/Replace Utility option
from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu or by using the EZYEDIT facility. PDSM18 can also be executed as a batch job
step.

PDSM18 Utility
Contents
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The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM18 utility.

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM18.

//PDSM18   EXEC PGM=PDSM18[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *               (optional member selection)

//PDSMERR  DD *               (optional error report)

//SYSIN    DD *               (control statements)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with default DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133. If LRECL is specified on the
PDSMRPT DD statement, the maximum supported value is 255.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library, library concatenation, or sequential data set to be processed.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection. The PDSMSEL data set is not used when the
PDSMPDS data set is sequential.

PDSMERR
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133, used to report only truncation errors
during REPLACE processing.

SYSIN
Defines the data set containing statements used for controlling PDSM18 processing as described in the section Member
Selection.

If you are scanning a PDSMAN backup data set, replace the PDSMPDS statement by a PDSMMBKI statement specifying
the backup data set to be processed and provide a PDSMCDS statement specifying the CDS that was used by PDSM03
or PDSM04 to create the backup data set.

Member PDSMJ18 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

Member selection is not applicable when the PDSMPDS data set is sequential.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*
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membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Control Statements

The following sections describe the control statements and parameters that are applicable to the String Scan and Replace
utility.

OPTION Statement

Use the OPTION statement to globally override PDSM18 defaults. Only one OPTION statement can be specified in the
control statement stream.

OPTION [ SCOL=nn]

       [,ECOL=nn]

        [,LISTMEM=N|Y|S|n]

        [,MISSMSG=Y|N]

        [,TRANSLATE=N|Y]

        [,BEFOREIMAGE=N|Y]

        [,SIMULATE=N|Y]

        [,FORCE=N|Y]

        [,SHIFTOPT=1|2]

        [,SCANENQ=Y|N]

        [,SCANMINUS=Y|N]

        [,WILDCARD=N|Y]

SCOL
Specifies the position in each data record at which scanning starts. If specified, SCOL must be in the range 1 to LRECL
(or BLKSIZE if undefined records). If not specified, the entire record is scanned.

The global value of SCOL can be overridden by specifying SCOL on the individual SCAN or REPLACE statements.

ECOL
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Specifies the position in each data record at which scanning stops. If specified, ECOL must be in the range 1 to LRECL
(or BLKSIZE if undefined records) and must not be less than SCOL. If the length of the input record is less than the value
of ECOL, specifying ECOL has no effect.

If ECOL is not specified, the record is scanned to its logical end. If the library being scanned is of fixed format with a
logical record length of 80, a default value of ECOL=72 is assumed.

The global value of ECOL can be overridden by specifying ECOL on the individual SCAN or REPLACE statements.

LISTMEM
Specifies whether to list the entire member if a target string is found.

N
Do not list the entire member (default).

Y
List the entire member. Members of libraries with fixed or variable record formats are listed in character format. Members
of libraries with undefined record formats are listed in dump format.

S
Report only if a string was found or replaced in the member. Neither the member contents nor the actual data line is
reported.

n
List the line that contains the target string as well as n lines on either side of the data line. This allows the target string to
be seen in the context of its surrounding data.

The LISTMEM parameter is not valid when performing a scan of a PDSMAN backup data set using the BKSCAN option.

MISSMSG
Specifies whether to print the NO HITS FOUND message on the PDSM18 report if no hits are found in a member. You can
also specify this parameter as MISSMEM.

Y
Produce the message (default).

N
Do not produce the message.

TRANSLATE
Specifies whether translation to upper case of both the text and the target string occurs before scanning for the target
string.

N
No translation (default).

Y
Translate both strings.

BEFOREIMAGE
For REPLACE operations only, specifies whether the original image of a data line should be reported in addition to the line
image after replacement have been made.

N
Do not report the original data line image (default).

Y
Report the original data line image.

SIMULATE
For REPLACE operations only, specifies whether data replacement should be simulated or actually performed. Simulated
REPLACE operations are reported as if they have actually occurred, but are not performed.
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N
Do not simulate REPLACE operations (default).

Y
Simulate REPLACE operations.

FORCE
For REPLACE operations where strings are being lengthened, specifies whether replacement should be permitted when
data truncation occurs due to non-blank characters being forced off the end of the line.

N
Do not permit data truncation (default).

Y
Permit data truncation.

SHIFTOPT
Controls data shifting during REPLACE operations where the TARGET and NEW strings are of different lengths.

1
Perform replacement in a manner that minimizes disruption to non-blank strings following the replacement, using the
assumption that blanks can be either added to or removed from a position containing two or more consecutive blanks
(default).

2
The rest of the line following the replacement is simply shifted left or right as required, effectively adding blanks to, or
removing blanks from the rightmost position of the line.

SCANENQ
Specifies whether a shared SPFPEDIT or SYSIEWLP ENQ should be applied when scanning a library in which PDSMAN
Library Space Reuse is active, to eliminate the possibility of member data being modified during the scan. The default
value of this parameter is set by the $MISC SCANENQ parameter in the PDSMINIT initialization control data set (and is Y
if $MISC SCANENQ is not specified).

Y
Apply ENQ for the duration of the scan.

N
Do not apply ENQ for the duration of the scan.

SCANMINUS
Specifies whether old member versions should be included in SCAN operations.

Note: Old member versions are never included in REPLACE operations.

Y
Include old member versions (default).

N
Do not include old member versions.

WILDCARD
Specifies whether the characters "+" and "*" are to be treated as pattern matching characters when specified in TARGET,
NEW, CONDEQ and CONDNE strings.

N
The "+" and "*" characters represent themselves and are not treated as pattern matching characters (default).

Y
The "+" and "*" characters are treated as pattern characters.
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A "+" specified in a TARGET, CONDEQ or CONDNE string is matched by any character. When specified in a NEW string,
it indicates that the corresponding TARGET string character is not to be replaced.

A "*" specified in a TARGET, CONDEQ or CONDNE string is matched by any string, including a null string. If you specify
an "*" in the TARGET string, you can also specify it in the NEW string, indicating where the string, if any, matched by the
"*" in the TARGET string is to be inserted in the NEW string. Multiple "*" pattern characters are not supported in any of
these strings.

Where '*' is the first character of a TARGET string, then all preceding characters on the line are matched.

Where '*' is the last character of a TARGET string, then all remaining characters on the line are matched

Where TARGET=* is specified, the entire line is matched.

SCAN Statement

The SCAN statement instructs PDSM18 to scan the selected members for the specified target string. You can code
multiple SCAN statements, in any order.

SCAN   TARGET=string|'string'|X'string'

       [,CONT=string|'string'|X'string']

       [,CONDEQ= string|'string'|X'string']

       [,CONDNE= string|'string'|X'string']

       [,SCOL=nn]

       [,ECOL=nn]

TARGET
Specifies the string for which scanning is to be performed in one of the following formats:

string
A character string not containing blanks or special characters.

'string'
A character string containing blanks or special characters. Any apostrophes in the string must be written as two
consecutive apostrophes.

X'string'
A string of valid hexadecimal characters.

Wildcard characters are permitted for this parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.
The maximum number of characters is 63. Refer to the CONT parameter if the string needs to be continued beyond 63
characters.

CONT
Specifies an optional string to be appended to a TARGET parameter. When used, CONT must immediately follow the
TARGET parameter.
The maximum number of characters is 63. Specify multiple CONT parameters to continue the TARGET string up to 256
characters.
All string formats described in the TARGET parameter are valid on the CONT parameter.

CONDEQ
Specifies an optional second string that must also be present on the same data line as the target string for the target string
to be matched and reported.
This string can be in either character or hexadecimal format and should be specified as described in the TARGET
operand. Wildcard characters are permitted for this parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.

CONDNE
Specifies an optional second string, which must not be present on the same data line as the target string in order for the
target string to be matched and reported.
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This string can be in either character or hexadecimal format and should be specified as described in the TARGET
operand. Wildcard characters are permitted for this parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.

SCOL
Specifies the position in each data record at which scanning starts. If specified, SCOL must be in the range 1 to LRECL
(or BLKSIZE if undefined records). If not specified, the entire record is scanned.
If SCOL is specified on this statement, the global value of SCOL is overridden.

ECOL
Specifies the position in each data record at which scanning stops. If specified, ECOL must be in the range 1 to LRECL
(or BLKSIZE if undefined records) and must not be less than SCOL. If the length of the input record is less than the value
of ECOL, specifying ECOL has no effect.

If ECOL is not specified, the record is scanned to its logical end. If the library being scanned is of fixed format with a
logical record length of 80, a default value of ECOL=72 is assumed.

If ECOL is specified on this statement, the global value of ECOL is overridden.

REPLACE Statement

The REPLACE statement instructs PDSM18 to scan selected members for a specified target string and then replace the
target string with a specified new string. You can code multiple REPLACE control statements, in any order.

REPLACE   TARGET=string|'string'|X'string'

          [,CONT=string|'string'|X'string']

          NEW=string|'string'|X'string'

          [,CONT=string|'string'|X'string']

          [,CONDEQ= string|'string'|X'string']

          [,CONDNE= string|'string'|X'string']

          [,SCOL=nn]

          [,ECOL=nn]

TARGET
Specifies the string for which scanning is to be performed in one of the following formats:

string
A character string not containing blanks or special characters.

'string'
A character string containing blanks or special characters. Any apostrophes in the string must be written as two
consecutive apostrophes.

X'string'
A string of valid hexadecimal characters.

Wildcard characters are permitted for this parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.
The maximum number of characters is 63. Refer to the CONT parameter if the string needs to be continued beyond 63
characters.

NEW
Specifies the string that is to replace the target string. The string specified can be in either character or hexadecimal
format and should be specified as described in the TARGET operand. The target string and new string can be of different
lengths. This parameter is required for the REPLACE control statement. Wildcard characters are permitted for this
parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.
The maximum number of characters is 63. Refer to the CONT parameter if the string needs to be continued beyond 63
characters.

CONT
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Specifies an optional string to be appended to a TARGET or NEW parameter. When used, CONT must immediately follow
a TARGET or NEW parameter.
The maximum number of characters is 63. Specify multiple CONT parameters to continue the TARGET or NEW string up
to 256 characters.
All string formats described in the TARGET parameter are valid on the CONT parameter.

CONDEQ
Specifies an optional second string that must also be present on the same data line as the target string for the target string
to be matched and replaced.
This string can be in either character or hexadecimal format and should be specified as described in the TARGET
operand. Wildcard characters are permitted for this parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.

CONDNE
Specifies an optional second string, which must not be present on the same data line as the target string in order for the
target string to be matched and replaced.
This string can be in either character or hexadecimal format and should be specified as described in the TARGET
operand. Wildcard characters are permitted for this parameter if WILDCARD=Y has been specified.

SCOL
Specifies the position in each data record at which scanning starts. If specified, SCOL must be in the range 1 to LRECL
(or BLKSIZE if undefined records). If not specified, the entire record is scanned.
If SCOL is specified on this statement, the global value of SCOL is overridden.

ECOL
Specifies the position in each data record at which scanning stops. If specified, ECOL must be in the range 1 to LRECL
and must not be less than SCOL. If the length of the input record is less than the value of ECOL, specifying ECOL has no
effect.

If ECOL is not specified, the record is scanned to its logical end. If the library being scanned is of fixed format with a
logical record length of 80, a default value of ECOL=72 is assumed.

If ECOL is specified on this statement, the global value of ECOL is overridden.

If the replacement of a string by a longer string causes characters to be pushed past the ECOL column, a truncation error
results.

BKSCAN Statement

Use the BKSCAN statement to select libraries to be processed on a PDSMAN backup data set. PDSMAN backup data
sets are created by the Library Member Archiving facility described in the Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities .

You can code multiple BKSCAN control statements, in any order. If no BKSCAN statements are specified, all libraries on
the backup data set being processed are scanned.

BKSCAN   BACKUPLIB=libraryname

BACKUPLIB
Specifies the data set name of a library that is being maintained on a PDSMAN backup data set. Wildcard or pattern
characters are not supported.

The BKSCAN operation is used for scanning backup data sets only. Options such as REPLACE and LISTMEM are not
available during BKSCAN processing.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM18 utility.
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String Replacement

In this example, all members of TEST.PROCLIB with names beginning with BW are scanned. All occurrences of string
DSN= are changed to DSNAME=. Occurrences of string VOL= are changed to VOLUME= if and only if the string
UNIT=3390 appears in the same data line (CONDEQ parameter).

//REPLACE EXEC PGM=PDSM18,PARM='BW*'

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN   DD *

  OPTION  LISTMEM=N ECOL=72

  REPLACE TARGET='DSN=',NEW='DSNAME='

  REPLACE TARGET='VOL=',NEW='VOLUME=',CONDEQ='UNIT=3390'

/*

Replacements occur only in positions 1 to 72 of each record. Only replacement lines are reported. The entire member is
not listed.

String Scan

In this example, all members of the TEST.LOADLIB and PROD.LOADLIB libraries are scanned for all occurrences of
strings SYS2 and X'58F0A030'.

//SCAN    EXEC PGM=PDSM18

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN   DD *

  SCAN    TARGET=SYS2

  SCAN    TARGET=X'58F0A030'

/*

Removing Sequence Numbers

In this example, sequence numbers are removed from positions 73 to 80 of each line in all members of library
TEST.SRCLIB.

//REMSEQ  EXEC PGM=PDSM18

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS DD DSN=TEST.SRCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN   DD *

  OPTION  WILDCARD=Y

  REPLACE TARGET=+,NEW=' ',SCOL=73,ECOL=80

/*

Add Characters to the Beginning of Every Line

In this example, characters 'XYZ' are added to the beginning of every line in all members of library TEST.SRCLIB.

//ADDCHAR  EXEC PGM=PDSM18

//PDSMRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS DD DSN=TEST.SRCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN   DD *

  OPTION  WILDCARD=Y

  REPLACE TARGET=*,NEW=XYZ*

/*
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Backup Library Scan

In this example, all members of two libraries contained on a PDSMAN backup data set are scanned for the string ALLOC.

//SCAN     EXEC PGM=PDSM18

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMMBKI DD DSN=PDSMAN.CAPTURE.FILE(0),DISP=SHR

//PDSMCDS  DD DSN=USER.PARMLIB(PDSMCDS),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

  BKSCAN   BACKUPLIB=TEST.LIBRARY

  BKSCAN   BACKUPLIB=PROD.LIBRARY

  SCAN     TARGET=ALLOC

/*

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this utility.

REPLACE Statement Order

When multiple REPLACE statements are specified, it is recommended that those with more specific target strings precede
those that are less specific. For example, a statement specifying the replacement of ABCD should precede a statement
specifying the replacement of ABC.

Truncation

If the replacement of a target string by a new string would cause truncation to occur (that is, would cause non-blank
characters to be shifted off the right end of a logical record) then by default no replacement is performed for this member.
In this case, an error condition is reported and the return code for the job step is set to four. If FORCE=Y is specified on
the OPTION statement the replacement will be permitted even though truncation has occurred.

If a PDSMERR DD statement is provided, truncation errors are reported in the specified data set, providing a summary of
problems encountered during replacement. Reporting of errors to the PDSMERR data set is performed regardless of the
specification of the LISTMEM parameter.

PDSE Libraries

Members in PDSE libraries are processed on a physical block basis. Scan and replace operations are supported for
standard PDSE members. Replacing strings in a program object library is not supported.

Restrictions

The following sections describe restrictions to the String Scan and Replace utility.

Target Strings With Leading Blank or Null Characters

When target strings contain one or more leading blank or null characters and the non-blank characters in the strings are
also part of another target string, you must specify the more specific (generally the longer) target strings before those that
are less specific. Failure to do so may cause the utility to match and action the wrong SCAN or REPLACE statement.

For example, the target strings below are specified correctly because the first target string, which contains two leading
blanks, is more specific than the second string of SYSG:

REPLACE TARGET='  SYSG' NEW='XXXXXX'

REPLACE TARGET='SYSG' NEW='YYYY'
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Strings Spanning Records or Blocks

Strings spanning logical records (for fixed and variable record formats) or blocks (for undefined record formats) are not
detected by SCAN or REPLACE processing.

Replacement in a Sequential Data Set

Replacement processing is not supported in a RECFM=V(B) sequential data set if strings are being shortened or
lengthened.

Replacement with Undefined Records

Replacement processing is not supported for libraries with undefined record formats. This includes load libraries and
program object libraries.

Replacement in Previous Member Versions

PDSM18 will not replace strings in previous (old) member versions in libraries where the PDSMAN Multiple Member
Versions are being maintained.

PDSM18 Output
The following sections describe PDSM18 output.

Contents

Reports

PDSM18 produces two reports. The first lists the control statements as they are edited. The second lists the results of the
scan or replace operations.

PDSMAN          7.70                                  GLOBAL STRING SCAN/REPLACE UTILITY

** PDSM18 **   XE44                                   CONTROL STATEMENT EDIT

SEQ   CONTROL STATEMENT

---   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OPT   OPTION  LISTMEM=Y

001   SCAN    TARGET='GTSXK'

002   SCAN    TARGET='UNIT'

003   SCAN    TARGET='DISP'

PDSMAN          7.70                                  GLOBAL STRING SCAN/REPLACE UTILITY

** PDSM18 **   XE44                                   JEK.PDSM18.TESTF2

NO TARGET STRINGS FOUND IN MEMBER $$$SPACE

NO TARGET STRINGS FOUND IN MEMBER $$$TITLE

ACT LINENO --- LISTMEM SPECIFIED   FOR MEMBER $COPY    ---

HIT     1  //GTSXKD   JOB (TS,90709999,T,00),'KING',

        2  //        MSGLEVEL=(1,1),MSGCLASS=O,CLASS=X,

HIT     3  //        REGION=1024K,NOTIFY=GTSXK

        4  //MAP    EXEC  PGM=IEBCOPY

        5  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=O
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HIT     6  //INPUT    DD  DSNAME=GTSRR.CBT.ASM,DISP=SHR

HIT     7  //OUTPUT   DD  DSNAME=GTSXK.CBT.ASM,DISP=OLD

        8  //SYSIN    DD  *

        9   COPY INDD=INPUT,OUTDD=OUTPUT

       10  //

Control Statement Edit Report

The Control Statement Edit Report echoes the control statements as they are read from SYSIN.

SCAN/REPLACE Report

This section shows the results of the SCAN or REPLACE operations.

Listed at the top of each page are: Header information giving the date and time of the run, the library being processed,
and other information. A header is printed for each member in which a target string is found. If no target strings are found,
this is also reported.

Each logical record containing a target string is listed along with its line number and an indication of the action performed.
The following values can be found in the ACT field of the report:

blank
Blanks indicate that no action was performed on this record.

HIT
A target string scan was successful.

REP
A target string has been replaced in the record.

ERR1
A replace operation failed in a library of fixed record format because it would have caused non-blank characters to be
truncated. No replacements are performed for this member.

ERR2
A replace failed on a library of variable format. The replace would have created a record longer than the maximum record
length. No replacements are performed for this member.

ERR3
A replace failed on a library of variable format due to an ECOL specification. No replacements are performed for this
member.

If the LISTMEM option has been specified and the member being processed contains a target string, all records of the
member are listed. Records not containing a target string have a blank ACT field.

PDSM18 uses character format to list the contents of fixed or variable format libraries. Members residing in undefined
format libraries are listed in dump format.

Return Codes

PDSM18 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
A recoverable error has occurred. Some of the requested operations may not have been performed or may have been
performed incorrectly.

8
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Processing has completed but one of the following conditions occurred:

• – No members were selected.
– No target strings were found in any selected member.
– The selected library was not found on the backup data set or was not of LRECL=80.

16
The job step has been terminated due to an invalid user control statement.

Library Space Monitoring
Library Space Monitoring produces warning messages when the space usage of selected libraries exceeds defined
thresholds.

This advance warning allows you to take corrective action before a library fills and causes disruption of critical systems.

Library Space Monitoring Description
Each time a member is replaced or added to a library, PDSMAN compares the current library space usage against a
threshold value specified by the SPMON parameter of a matching $UPDATE control statement, part of the PDSMAN
initialization control statements. If the usage exceeds this threshold, a warning message PDSM021-3 or PDSM021-4 is
written to the console and job log of the updating job.

The Library Space Monitoring facility also reports the space usage and threshold information to the Partitioned Resource
Management System (PRMS). PRMS gives you the ability to quickly identify libraries that are close to running out of
space. For more information see, Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Library Space Monitoring status information recorded in PRMS can be viewed on ISPF using the PDSMAN PRM-View
interface or on Windows using the Vantage GMI.

Library Space Monitoring Implementation
Contents

Library Space Monitoring for a library is implemented by coding a $UPDATE initialization control statement as follows to
produce message PDSM021-4 if nn percent of primary (if P is specified) or total (if T is specified) space is being used:

$UPDATE  LIB=library

         SPMON=Pnn|Tnn

The following control statement can be specified to produce message PDSM021-3 if nn secondary extents are in use:

$UPDATE  LIB=library

         SPMON=Snn

For more information about the $UPDATE control statement, see Initialization Control Statements.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the Library Space Monitoring facility.

Warning if Primary Space Percentage Exceeded

The following initialization control statement causes a PDSM021-4 warning message to be produced each time
PROD.LOADLIB is updated, if the primary space used is at least 90 percent of that allocated.

$UPDATE   LIB=PROD.LOADLIB
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          SPMON=P90

Warning if Secondary Extents Exceeded

The following initialization control statement causes a PDSM021-3 warning message to be produced each time
PROD.LOADLIB is updated, if it enters secondary extents.

$UPDATE   LIB=PROD.LOADLIB

          SPMON=S01

Usage Notes

If the addition or replacement of a member results in a successful reuse of space by the PDSMAN Library Space Reuse
facility, the warning message is not produced.

A critical library can be prevented from becoming full by allocating sufficient space and using the Library Space Reuse
facility.

Library Space Monitoring for PDSE libraries is restricted to the total space monitoring (SPMON=Tnn) option only.

Directory Space Monitoring
The Directory Space Monitoring facility monitors your Partitioned Data Set directories and issues error or warning
messages when the amount of directory space used exceeds thresholds you establish.

This advance warning allows you to take corrective action before the directory fills and causes disruption of critical
systems.

Directory Space Monitoring Description
Directory Space Monitoring is performed each time a member is added to or deleted from a library. PDSMAN determines
whether the directory is in normal, warning, or error status by comparing the amount of directory space currently in use
with the threshold values you have set.

PDSMAN can be instructed to issue a PDSMDMON-01 message reporting the status of the directory. You can control the
circumstances under which this message is issued using the $UPDATE control statement DBMONMSG parameter.

The Directory Space Monitoring facility also reports the directory status, usage, and threshold information to the
Partitioned Resource Management System (PRMS). PRMS gives you the ability to quickly identify library directories that
have almost run out of space. For more information see, the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Directory Space Monitoring status information recorded in PRMS can be viewed on ISPF using the PDSMAN PRM-View
interface or on Windows using the Vantage GMI.

Directory Space Monitoring Implementation
Contents

Directory Space Monitoring is implemented on a library-by-library basis by specifying the libraries for which monitoring is
to be performed.

Procedure

To enable Directory Space Monitoring for a library or group of libraries, specify one or more $UPDATE rules matching the
library or group of libraries with the appropriate parameter settings as described in the section Control Statements.
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Control Statements

$UPDATE

Parameters on the $UPDATE control statement that are applicable to the Directory Space Monitoring facility are shown
below. For more information, see Initialization Control Statements.

LIB
Library data set name or pattern.
The LIB parameter is the most common of a number of parameters that are used to determine if a control statement
matches the current processing environment. For a full list of environmental parameters, see the description of the
$UPDATE control statement.

DBMONERROR
Directory monitoring usage error threshold.

DBMONWARN
Directory monitoring usage warning threshold.

DBMONMSG
Monitoring message control parameter.

Control Statement Example

The control statement below enables Directory Space Monitoring for all libraries with the high level qualifier of "USER."

The threshold settings result in an error condition if more than 80 percent of the directory space is being used. A warning
condition results when directory space usage is between 50 and 80 percent.

PDSMAN will issue the PDSMDMON-01 message only when an error condition is detected.

$UPDATE   LIB=USER.-

          DBMONERROR=80

          DBMONWARN=50

          DBMONMSG=E

Restrictions

Directory Space Monitoring is applicable only to partitioned data sets. It is not effective for PDSE libraries or other data
sets.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this facility.

Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface

You can use the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface to monitor the directory status of your libraries. This
batch utility, part of the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System, selects libraries for monitoring using data set name and
volume serial patterns. This allows you to easily monitor large numbers of libraries and identify those that exceed your
threshold values.

For more information see,  Partitioned Resource Monitoring Facilities.

Libraries With a Single Directory Block

Occasionally a Partitioned Data Set will be allocated with only a single directory block. Because the Directory Space
Monitoring function considers a directory block to be in use if it contains any directory entries, PDSMAN will indicate that
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the library directory is 100% full (because all blocks are in use) even though it may be possible to add another member to
the library.

Processes that Update Large Numbers of Members

Directory Space Monitoring is performed each time a member is added to or deleted from a nominated library. Processes
that make mass additions to or deletions from a library may generate a large number of PDSMDMON-01 messages to
the operator console. It is possible to avoid Directory Space Monitoring in this situation by specifying a $UPDATE rule that
matches the name of the program performing the mass updates and disabling monitoring or setting DBMONMSG=N.

Copying to an Empty PDS

When you use IEBCOPY to copy members into an empty PDS, PDSMAN treats the operation as part of a copy-out/copy-
in compress operation and does not perform Directory Space Monitoring unless $IEBCOPY OUTPUTEMPTY=UPDATE
has been specified on a matching $IEBCOPY control statement. For more information, see Initialization Control
Statements .

Descriptive Member Titles
The PDSMAN Descriptive Member Titles facility is used to maintain meaningful titles for library members. This facility is
most useful where the function or origin of a library member cannot be readily determined by inspecting its member name
or contents, such as may be the case with some load library or control statement members.

Descriptive Member Titles Description
Titles belonging to library members are maintained in a title member within the library. The PDSM23 Descriptive Member
Titles utility creates and maintains the title member. Up to ten 60-character lines of descriptive title information can be
maintained for each member.

BWP001  GENERAL LEDGER EDIT PHASE 1

BWP001A GENERAL LEDGER EDIT PHASE 1 INITIALIZATION

        THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS INITIALIZATION

            PROCESSING FOR BWP001

BWP002  GENERAL LEDGER EDIT PHASE 2

BWP003  GENERAL LEDGER EDIT PHASE 3

Titles can be maintained for members in libraries of fixed, variable, or undefined record format. For libraries of fixed record
format, LRECL must be 80 or greater. For libraries of variable record format, LRECL must be 84 or greater. For libraries of
undefined record format, BLKSIZE must be at least 80. The title member has the same DCB attributes as other members
in the library.

The main advantage of using a title member rather than an external means of library member documentation is the ease
of keeping the library directory and title information in synchronization.

A member title display or report is produced by merging title information from the title member with members in the library
directory. This merging process highlights members that have no title information and omits title lines for members that
have been deleted from the library.

When a member is archived by the PDSMAN backup system, the associated title information is archived with the member,
as described in Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities. When the member is restored, its title information is also
restored if a title member is available in the target library.

The title member can be allocated by selecting the Member Title Maintenance option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master
Menu. Titles are most easily updated and accessed by invoking the EZYEDIT Member List TITLE alternate view.
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PDSM23 Utility
Contents

The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM23 utility.

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM23.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM23,PARM='parameter'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMTITL DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR   (may be required)

//PDSMWK3  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR   (may be required)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

PDSMTITL
Defines a sequential input data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80, which is used only by the
UPDATE function to supply member titles to the title member, as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMWK3
Defines a sequential output data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80 and BLKSIZE=3120, which is
used by the UNLOAD function to unload member titles from the title member, as described in the section Execution
Parameters. The PDSMWK3 data set is also used for REALLOC and REORG processing.

Members PDSMJ23 and PDSMJ23R in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provide sample JCL for executing this
utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM23 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

ALLOC=n
Allocates the title member with space for at least n title lines. The value specified must be between 10 and 99999.

REALLOC=n
Deletes and then re-creates the title member with space for at least n title lines. The value specified must be between
10 and 99999. Existing title information is unloaded into a sequential data set defined by ddname PDSMWK3. The title
member is then reallocated and title information is reloaded.

REORG
Reorganizes the title member, regaining title space occupied by members which have been deleted from the library or
which have had their titles updated. A sequential data set, defined by ddname PDSMWK3, is required for the REORG
function, which is performed by unloading and reloading the title member.

REPORT
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Reports titles belonging to all library members. Titles for which the owning member no longer exists in the library are not
reported.

UNLOAD
Unloads all member title lines from the title member into a sequential data set defined by ddname PDSMWK3.

UNLOAD= member
Unloads title lines belonging to the indicated member into a sequential data set defined by ddname PDSMWK3.

UPDATE
Adds or replaces member titles, using as input a sequential data set defined by ddname PDSMTITL. The input consists
of up to 10 title lines for each member. The first line for each member contains the member name in positions 1 to 8 and
the title line in positions 10 to 69. Subsequent title lines for the member are specified in positions 2 to 60. Titles for any
number of members can be specified in the PDSMTITL data set.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM23 utility.

Allocating and Updating a Title Member

The following example shows the JCL required to allocate a title member for library PROD.LOADLIB, with space sufficient
for 1000 title lines and the addition of title lines for members BWP001 and BWP001A.

//ALLOC    EXEC PGM=PDSM23,PARM='ALLOC=1000'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//UPDATE   EXEC PGM=PDSM23,PARM=UPDATE

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//PDSMTITL DD *

BWP001     GENERAL LEDGER EDIT PHASE 1

BWP001A    GENERAL LEDGER EDIT PHASE 1 INITIALIZATION

           THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS INITIALIZATION

            PROCESSING FOR BWP001

/*

Reorganizing a Title Member

The following example shows the JCL required to reorganize the title member for library PROD.LOADLIB, regaining title
space occupied by updated or deleted members.

//REORG    EXEC PGM=PDSM23,PARM=REORG

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//PDSMWK3  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

Unloading Member Titles

The following example shows the JCL required to unload member titles for library PROD.LOADLIB into the data set
defined by PDSMWK3.

//UNLOAD   EXEC PGM=PDSM23,PARM=UNLOAD

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR
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//PDSMWK3  DD DSN=UNLOADED.TITLES,DISP=OLD

Reporting Member Titles

The following example shows the JCL required to report member titles for library PROD.LOADLIB.

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=PDSM23,PARM=REPORT

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

Usage Notes

The name of the title member is defined by the PDSMAN $MISC TITLENM initialization parameter. The default name is $$
$TITLE. A complete description of the $MISC control statement can be found in Initialization Control Statements .

The title member can be reorganized periodically (using the REORG function) to regain line title space for members that
have had their title lines updated, or have been deleted from the library.

When a library is processed using the PDSM02 utility as described in the Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities , title
member reorganization is automatically performed if required.

Restrictions

Descriptive member titles cannot be maintained for members in Program Object libraries.

Duplicate Member Reporting
The PDSM27 Duplicate Member Reporting utility reports the presence of members that exist in more than one library in a
specified library concatenation. You can also use it to scan library concatenations to locate specified members.

A common cause of confusion in many data centers is the existence of identically named members in different libraries in
concatenations such as the system linklist. Typically, changes made to one of the members are not effective because an
identically named member is actually being executed. The PDSM27 utility highlights these situations.

Duplicate Member Reporting Description
The PDSM27 utility processes the directories of specified library concatenations and reports the presence of members
that exist in more than one of the libraries. This is useful, for example, to determine if duplicate members exist in the
system linklist or a production library concatenation.

PDSM27 also helps you identify the library in which a certain member or group of members resides. The FIRST and
SCAN functions scan the directories of all the specified libraries and report either the first or all occurrences of selected
members.

Special LINKLIST, LPALIST, LLALIST, and APFLIST DD statements make it easy to include the system linklist, LPA
and LLA concatenations, and APF authorized libraries in the libraries to be scanned, without the need to specify each
individual library name.

Since PDSM27 processes only library directories, the libraries themselves can be mixed record formats.

You can easily access Duplicate Member Reporting and other functions provided by PDSM27 by selecting the Duplicate
Member Scan Utility option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM27 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM27 Utility
Contents
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The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM27 utility.

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM27 Duplicate Member Reporting utility.

//PDSM27   EXEC PGM=PDSM27[,PARM='[msel][/parameter]']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR       (optional)

//LPALIST  DD DUMMY                          (optional)

//LLALIST  DD DUMMY                          (optional)

//APFLIST  DD DUMMY                          (optional)

//LINKLIST DD DUMMY                          (optional)

//PDSMSEL  DD *                              (optional)

//EXCLUDE  DD *

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter or a processing parameter as described in the
sections Member Selection and Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Optional statement defining a library or library concatenation to be included for processing.

LPALIST
Optional dummy DD statement indicating that the libraries making up the system Link Pack Area (LPA) are to be included
for processing.

LLALIST
Optional dummy DD statement indicating that Library LookAside (LLA) libraries are to be included for processing.

APFLIST
Optional dummy DD statement indicating that APF authorized libraries are to be included for processing.

LINKLIST
Optional dummy DD statement indicating that the libraries in the system linklist concatenation are to be included for
processing.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

EXCLUDE
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for excluding
specified data sets from processing, as described in the section Member Selection.

When more than one library or library concatenation is specified, the search sequence is:

1. PDSMPDS
2. LPALIST
3. LINKLIST
4. APFLIST
5. LLALIST

At least one of these libraries or concatenations must be specified.
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Member PDSMJ27 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN  EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Execution Parameters

PDSM27 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

The member selection (msel) parameter is described in the section Member Selection. The following describes each of
the processing parameters that must be preceded by a slash (/) if specified.

SCAN
When SCAN is specified, all occurrences (not just duplicates) of selected members are reported.

FIRST
When FIRST is specified, only the first occurrence of each selected member is reported.

(null)
When no processing parameter is specified only duplicate occurrences of selected members are reported.
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Excluding Data Sets

In some cases, it may be desirable to exclude data sets that have been selected for processing due to the specification of
one or more of the special DD statements. For example, the APFLIST DD statement may result in a large number of data
sets being selected.

The following example shows how individual or groups of previously selected data sets can be excluded from processing
using control statements provided through the EXCLUDE DD statement.

//EXCLUDE DD *

SYS1.LINKLIB        (excludes SYS1.LINKLIB on any volume)

SYS2.LINK/MVS003    (excludes SYS2.LINK on volume MVS003)

SYS3.*              (excludes data sets beginning with SYS3.)

/*

The example shows how:

• Data set names must be coded beginning in column 1. One data set can be specified per line, with following comments
separated by one or more blanks.

• A volume serial may be specified, separated from the data set name or pattern by a slash (/).
• Wild string (*) and wild character (+) pattern characters may be specified.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM27 utility.

Report Duplicate LPA and Linklist Members

The following example shows the JCL required to detect duplicate members in the system LPA and linklist data sets. All
members are selected because no member selection criteria are specified. Duplicate members are reported because no
SCAN or FIRST processing parameter has been specified.

//DUPCHK   EXEC PGM=PDSM27

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//LPALIST  DD DUMMY

//LINKLIST DD DUMMY

Scan a Concatenation for Members

The following example shows the JCL required to scan the system linklist libraries and libraries PDSMAN.OLD.LINKLIB
and PDSMAN.LINKLIB, for members whose names begin with the characters PDSM. All occurrences of these members
are reported.

//SCAN     EXEC PGM=PDSM27,PARM='PDSM*/SCAN'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=PDSMAN.OLD.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=PDSMAN.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//LINKLIST DD DUMMY

PDSM27 Output
Contents

The following sections describe PDSM27 output.
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Duplicate Library Member Report

The following is a sample PDSM27 report.

PDSMAN          7.70                    DUPLICATE MEMBER REPORTING UTILITY

** PDSM27 **   XE44

THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES WILL BE PROCESSED:

SYSOWN.ISRPLIB                                 MVSC21

SYSSHR.ISRPLIB                                 MSYS00

PDSMAN          7.70                      DUPLICATE MEMBER REPORTING UTILITY

** PDSM27 **   XE44

Member    Update Date/Time   Vers.  Job Name S   Volser  Found In Library           Concat    K#    Notes    

PDSMPCON  09/10/2009  10:26  01.01  RGFUPD       MVSC21  SYSOWN.ISRPLIB              PDSMPDS   00  DUPLICATE

PDSMPCON  09/01/2009  14:53  01.00  PDSM730      MSYS00  SYSSHR.ISRPLIB              PDSMPDS   01  DUPLICATE

PDSMP00   09/05/2009  08:56  01.02  RGFUPD       MVSC21  SYSOWN.ISRPLIB              PDSMPDS   00  DUPLICATE

PDSMP00   09/01/2009  14:54  01.00  PDSM730      MSYS00  SYSSHR.ISRPLIB              PDSMPDS   01  DUPLICATE

PDSMT33S  09/05/2009  08:30  01.02  RGFUPD       MVSC21  SYSOWN.ISRPLIB              PDSMPDS   00  DUPLICATE

PDSMT33S  09/01/2009  14:55  01.00  PDSM730      MSYS00  SYSSHR.ISRPLIB              PDSMPDS   01  DUPLICATE

NOTE: NOT ALL MEMBERS WERE PROCESSED DUE TO PARM= OR PDSMSEL MEMBER SPECIFICATION

   DUPLICATE MEMBERS DETECTED

Library List Section

The first page of the PDSM27 report lists the data set names and volume serial numbers of the libraries that are being
processed.

Member List Section

PDSM27 lists member control information (ISPF statistics), data set name, and volume serial information for duplicate
members or members selected by the SCAN or FIRST parameter. If no member control information is available or if the
member is an alias entry, this is indicated on the report.

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Member
The member or alias name.

Update Date/Time
The date and time the member was last updated, if known. For an alias, this field contains the * ALIAS * indicator.

Vers.
The version and modification level of the member in VV.MM or MMM format.

Job Name
The job name, TSO user ID, or security ID which last updated this member.

S
The status of the member if it is being processed by the PDSMAN Production Member Statusing facility, otherwise blank.
A blank is shown for a member in test status, a P is reported for a production member.
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Volser
The volume serial on which the library resides.

Found In Library
The data set name of the library in which the indicated member was found.

Concat
The DD statement or concatenation of which the library is a part. For example, PDSMPDS indicates the library was
specified in the PDSMPDS DD concatenation. Other possible values are LINKLIST, LPALIST, LLALIST, and APFLIST.

K#
The concatenation number of the library, in hexadecimal. The first library of any concatenation is reported with
concatenation number 0.

Notes
Processing notes about the member. DUPLICATE is reported if the member exists in more than one library.

Return Codes

PDSM27 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
Duplicate members were found.

8
No libraries were selected for processing.

Library Empty and Space Release
The PDSM10 Library Empty and Space Release utility is used to delete all library members in a single operation. You can
also use it to release unused secondary extents during the same or separate operation.

PDSM10 provides a faster means of clearing a library of all its members than the standard method of deleting and
reallocating the library. Using PDSM10 is far easier because you do not need to re-specify data set attributes such as
space requirements and DCB parameters.

PDSM10 is also a useful tool for maintaining system linklist libraries, where deleting and reallocating a library can result in
system abends if the original library extents are subsequently reused by another data set before an IPL.

Library Empty and Space Release Description
You can use the Library Empty and Space Release utility to:

• Release unused secondary extents of a PDS after it has been compressed in-place.
• Empty a PDS and release all unused secondary extents. The result is the same as if the library is deleted and

reallocated in the same place with the original SPACE specification.
• Release space from a PDSE library that has been allocated but never used.
• Empty a library and leave all unused secondary extents allocated.

Facilities provided by PDSM10 are also available through the FastCopy facility or online by selecting the Empty PDS/
Release Space option from the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.
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PDSM10 Utility
Contents

The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM10 utility.

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM10.

//PDSM10   EXEC PGM=PDSM10[,PARM='parameter']

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=OLD

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

Members PDSMJ10 and PDSMJ10R in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provide sample JCL for executing this
utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM10 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

RELEASE
Unused secondary extents are released. This is the default if no parameter is specified.

EMPTY
All members are deleted from the library and unused secondary extents are released.

EMPTYO
All members are deleted from the library but unused secondary extents are not released.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM10 utility.

Release Unused Extents

This example releases unused extents of library TEST.LOADLIB.

//RELEASE  EXEC PGM=PDSM10,PARM=RELEASE

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD

Empty a Library

This example deletes all members from library TEST.LOADLIB.

//EMPTYO   EXEC PGM=PDSM10,PARM=EMPTYO

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD

Empty a Library and Releasing Extents

This example deletes all members from library TEST.LOADLIB and releases all unused secondary extents.
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//EMPTY    EXEC PGM=PDSM10,PARM=EMPTY

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD

Usage Notes

If no secondary allocation quantity is specified for a library, any extents other than the first extent are assumed to be
fragmented primary extents and are not released.

Emptying a library for which Dynamic BLDL is active resets the corresponding Dynamic BLDL tables.

The EMPTY and RELEASE functions incorporate RACROUTE security validation calls to ensure access integrity.

If an EMPTY operation is performed on a PDSE or program object library, the library is emptied and all spaced own to an
individual track or cylinder boundary is released, depending on the allocation unit.

Restrictions

A message is issued and unused secondary extents are not released if the library is allocated to another user.

PDSM10 Output
 

The following section describes the return codes issued by the PDSM10 utility.

Return Codes

PDSM10 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
The requested operation failed.

Library Map and Analysis
The PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis utility validates and maps partitioned data sets, checking for errors and providing
diagnostic information that lets you take corrective action when errors are detected. You can also use PDSM13 to report
Library Space Reuse free space and usage statistics for a library.

Library corruption is rarely completely preventable. Partitioned data sets are subject to corruption caused by hardware
errors, system failures, simultaneous update of the library by multiple users, and a variety of other reasons. Such
corruption may go unnoticed, especially if the corrupted member is not frequently referenced.

Critical installation data sets can be validated on a regular basis by PDSM13 to ensure that any errors are detected at the
earliest possible time.

In instances where library corruption does occur and repairing the library is an option, it is important to know exactly
what the library looks like before you begin the repair process. PDSM13 maps the library in TTR order, not in directory
(alphabetical) sequence, as most utilities do. This lets you see the relative positions of all library members, recorded free
space (if Library Space Reuse is active), and unrecorded areas within the library, and helps you to identify and pinpoint
corruption problems.
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Library Map and Analysis Description
The PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis utility validates partitioned data sets, checking for member and free space
overlap errors, TTR resolution errors, I/O errors, and alias member errors. If errors are detected, or if a PDS map is
requested, library members and free space are reported in TTR order, with any errors being highlighted on the report, so
that members in error can be easily located. All member count fields, up to the last used block in the library, can also be
reported.

All results of library validation, either valid or invalid, are reported to the Partitioned Resource Management System
(PRMS).

Library Validation status information recorded in PRMS can be viewed on ISPF using the PDSMAN PRM-View interface or
on Windows using the Vantage GMI.

PDSM13 also reports summary statistics for libraries that are being managed by the Library Space Reuse facility
described in the FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities.

Facilities provided by PDSM13 are available online by selecting the PDS Analysis/Space Reuse Stats option from the
ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM13 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM13 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM13 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing the PDSM13 Library Map and Analysis utility.

//PDSM13   EXEC PGM=PDSM13[,PARM='parameter']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field is used to supply an execution parameter as described in the section Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

Members PDSMJ13M, PDSMJ13S and PDSMJ13V in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provide sample JCL for
executing this utility.

Execution Parameters

PDSM13 processing is controlled by the JCL statements described previously and by the following execution parameters
specified in the PARM field of the EXEC JCL statement.

STATS
Report space reuse statistics.

SPACE
Report space reuse statistics and recorded free space.

MAP
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Report members, recorded free space, and unrecorded areas in TTR order.

VALIDATE
Analyzes library structure for errors. A library map is produced if any error is found. This is the default if no parameter is
specified.

LMAP
Performs the same processing as the STATS, MAP and VALIDATE functions and in addition reports all library COUNT
fields, up to and including the last record written in the data set. The library map is always produced.

DUMP
Report diagnostic information about the library, including the DSCB, directory contents, Space Map (if present), and the
count field of each block in the library. The DUMP parameter provides diagnostic information for use by technical support.

M=(mbr1, mbr2,…, mbrn)
Include data for the specified members in the information reported by the DUMP function. If specified, this parameter must
follow the DUMP parameter.

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM13 utility.

Validate a PDS

The following example shows the JCL required to validate TEST.LOADLIB. A PDS map is produced only if errors are
detected.

//PDSM13   EXEC PGM=PDSM13,PARM='VALIDATE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

Map a PDS

The following example shows the JCL required to map the contents of the TEST.LOADLIB.

//PDSM13   EXEC PGM=PDSM13,PARM='MAP'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

Reporting Space Reuse Summary Statistics

The following example shows the JCL required to display space reuse summary statistics and recorded free space for
TEST.LOADLIB.

//PDSM13   EXEC PGM=PDSM13,PARM='SPACE'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

Usage Notes

Since member overlap errors cannot be detected after a library is compressed, any library validation should be done
before compression occurs. FastCopy also performs library validation, including automatic PDS validation before libraries
are compressed.

Restrictions

PDSM13 processing of PDSE and program object libraries is limited as follows:
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• STATS and SPACE functions are not applicable.
• MAP function reports members in name sequence, not TTR order.
• VALIDATE function checks for I/O and alias errors but does not detect member overlap errors.
• LMAP function is not available.

PDSM13 Output
Contents

PDSM13 produces reports that map the library directory, show Library Space Reuse summary statistics, show library
allocation information, and map the library count fields.

Library Map Report

The Library Map reports the contents of both the directory and Library Space Reuse $$$SPACE free space map member,
if present. The map is sorted into ascending TTR order. The Library Map is produced by the MAP, LMAP, and VALIDATE
execution parameters.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    PDS MAP

** PDSM13 **   XE44                                   PDSM.EXAMPLE.PDS

                     ADDED/UPDATED   START    END    BLOCK   1ST TRACK  FULL

MEMBER NAME          DATE     TIME    TTR     TTR    COUNT   BALANCE   TRACKS  NOTES/COMMENTS

* DIRECTORY *                        000001  00010F     61

$ASM              02/14/2009  09:50  000110  000111      2

$BR14             03/11/2009  15:57  000112  000113      2

IEFBR14           * ALIAS *          000112  000113      2

** FREE SPACE **  06/30/2009  14:40  000114  000115      2   (29088)

$GENER            04/23/2009  15:44  000116  000117      2

NCPW              04/08/2009  15:07  000118  000605     36

LABELS            01/23/2009  12:50  000606  000607      2

(UNRECORDED)                         000608  00060A      3

LISTCAT           12/08/2008  12:14  00060B  00060C      2

$COMP             10/04/2008  10:39  00060D  00060E      2

** FREE SPACE **  11/19/2008  10:32 (00060F) 000907     21     1632        2

PREVENT           03/22/2009  09:40  000908  000909      2

PUTSMPI           01/02/2009  03:52  00090A  000A08      9

TTR OF LAST WRITTEN RECORD IS 000E07

LAST TRACK IN LIBRARY IS 000E

Member Name
The member name field can include any of three special member names or the true or an alias name for the member.

*DIRECTORY*
Indicates the PDS directory.

**FREE SPACE **
Indicates that the entry represents a free data area available for Library Space Reuse. These areas are present only if
Library Space Reuse has been specified for the library.

(UNRECORDED)
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Represents data areas that are not recorded in the PDS directory as a member, nor in the space map member as
recorded free space. These are dead areas and are not available for space reuse. If Space Reuse is not active for a
library, the areas where replaced or deleted members once resided are marked as (UNRECORDED).

Otherwise, the name of the member is reported in the member name field. Alias entries are reported immediately following
an owning member and are highlighted as such.

Added/ Updated
The date and time on which the member was added or last updated or a free space entry became available for space
reuse.

Start TTR
The track and record number of the first logical block of the member, free space or unrecorded area.
If the block pointed to by this TTR does not physically exist, the TTR is reported in parentheses. This is commonly
the case when there are not enough bytes remaining on the track to make a complete block (physical record). These
extraneous bytes make up a pseudo-record whose TTR is reported in parentheses because the block does not really
exist. These extraneous bytes are available for space reuse.

End TTR
The track and record number of the last logical block, including the end-of-file block, of the member, free space or
unrecorded area.

Block Count
The number of blocks, including the end-of-file block, in this member, free space or unrecorded area.

1st Track Balance
This value, which is reported only for free space entries, gives the number of bytes from the beginning of the free space
to the end of the track. The value is reported in parentheses if it is not yet available for space reuse, such as when other
members exist after it on the same track or if the PSRTL parameter is specified but the time limit has not expired.

Full Tracks
The number of complete tracks in this free space entry. This value is reported only for free space entries.

Notes / Comments
Notes, comments, or other indicators pertaining to the member or free space entry. Members in error will be highlighted in
this field.

Space Reuse Statistics Report

If Library Space Reuse is active for a PDS, the following Space Reuse summary statistics can be reported.

** SPACE REUSE SUMMARY STATISTICS **

SPACE MAP MEMBER                                    $$$SPACE

CREATED BY                                          KINJE03Z

CREATION DATE AND TIME                  09/21/2009  AT 08:26

SUCCESSFUL SPACE REUSE ATTEMPTS                           38

UNSUCCESSFUL SPACE REUSE ATTEMPTS                         31

LIBRARY HIGH-WATER MARK TTR                           003C15

JOBNAME WHICH LAST REUSED SPACE                     KINJE03Z

MEMBER WHICH LAST REUSED SPACE                      WARNMEM1

FIRST TTR OF MEMBER BEFORE REUSE                      003D2A

FIRST TTR OF MEMBER AFTER REUSE                       00231F

DATE AND TIME OF LAST REUSE             09/21/2009  AT 08:28

JOBNAME WHICH LAST FAILED SPACE REUSE               KINJE03Z

MEMBER  WHICH LAST FAILED SPACE REUSE               PDSMFCPC

NUMBER OF EXTENTS                                          1
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TRACKS ALLOCATED                                        1200

TRACKS USED                                               62

Space Map Information
The name of the space map member (usually $$$SPACE) is reported along with the name of the job that caused its
creation and the date and time it was created.

Space Reuse Attempts
The number of both successful and unsuccessful space re-usage attempts. Initially following a compress operation,
unsuccessful attempts usually outnumber those that are successful, as all free space within the library has been removed
by the compression. After several library updates, however, free space becomes available and the number of successful
attempts begins to exceed the number of attempts that are unsuccessful.

Library High-Water Mark TTR
PDSMAN maintains the high water TTR mark of the library in the space map member. This value is compared to the high
water TTR mark in the VTOC (field DS1LSTAR) during each space reuse operation. If there is a discrepancy, an error is
reported and space reuse is suspended for the library.

Last Successful Reuse
The last date, time, job name, and member name that successfully reused space is reported. The first TTR of the member
both before and after the reuse is also given.

Last Failed Reuse
The job name and member name that last failed space reuse.

Allocation Information
PDSM13 reports the number of extents for the library and the number of used and allocated tracks.

Count Field Map Report

The LMAP option (not shown in this report example) causes PDSM13 to report all of the count fields for the library. Each
physical record is preceded by one of these count fields. The fields are displayed in the form:

CCHHRKLL-TTTT

where:

CC
Cylinder address of this record.

HH
Track (head) address of this record.

R
Relative physical record number on the track.

K
Length of the key information.

LL
Length of the data in this block.

TTTT
Relative track number from the beginning of the PDS in which this block resides.

Return Codes

PDSM13 issues the following job step return codes:

0
Normal completion.
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4
Warning messages issued for this library.

16
Error detected in library.

PDSMAN Command Processor
The PDSMAN (alias of PDSM19) TSO Command Processor provides a useful set of subcommands to display and modify
library members.

PDSMAN Command Processor Description
PDSM19 provides the PDSMAN TSO Command Processor, which has the following subcommands:

ALIAS
Assign a member alias.

ATTRIB
Display or change load module attributes.

AUDIT
Display PDSMAN or ISPF member control information.

CHANGE
Change to another library.

DISPLAY
Display directory contents.

DELETE
Delete a member (DELT).

DTITLE
Display member titles.

END
Terminate command.

HELP
Provide information on use of subcommands.

HOLD
Reset expiration base date of a member.

IDR
Display load module IDR data.

LIST
Display contents of a member. ISPF packed members are supported.

MAP
Display load module map.

PROD
Change member status to from test to production.

RENAME
Rename a member.

SUMMARY
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Display load module summary information including a map, AMODE/RMODE, attributes and aliases.

TEST
Change member status from production to test.

USAGE
Display library space usage and DCB information.

UTITLE
Add/replace member titles.

The PDSMAN command processor can also be invoked by selecting the TSO Command Processor option of the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu. Many of its functions are also accessible using the EZYEDIT facility.

PDSM19 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM19 utility.

Contents

The PDSMAN Command

PDSM19 is distributed with an alias name of PDSMAN. This allows the PDSMAN Command Processor to be invoked by
entering the following at the TSO READY prompt or under ISPF Option 6:

PDSMAN library [VOL(volume)]

library
Specifies the name of the library, using normal TSO conventions.

volume
Is optional and specifies the volume if the data set is not cataloged.

Subcommands

After the PDSMAN command processor has been invoked, entering HELP displays the available subcommands. Entering
HELP subcommand provides help information for each subcommand.

Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this utility.

Authorization Requirement

The HOLD, PROD, and TEST subcommands are disabled by default and must be explicitly enabled for nominated user/
library combinations. For more information, see the $SECURITY control statement.

Control Data Set

For reporting possible library member expiration dates in support of the Member Archiving and Purging facility (described
in the Member Archiving and Recovery Facilities) the AUDIT subcommand attempts to dynamically allocate the Control
Data Set (PDSMCDS) using the data set name specified in the $MISC CDSDSN initialization parameter. If you are using
the Member Archiving and Purging facility, you should ensure that the CDSDSN parameter has been correctly specified.
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Invocation Restrictions

The PDSMAN command processor cannot be invoked using a TSO CALL command. Doing so results in a S66D abend,
reason code 2.

Control Statement Generator
The PDSM20 Control Statement Generator is used to process a library directory and to generate control statements,
using a supplied skeleton control statement. One statement is generated for each selected library member. The control
statements are normally used as input to another utility, such as IEBCOPY.

Control Statement Generator Description
A model control statement consisting of one or more 80-byte lines is generated for each selected library member, with the
member name replacing the string $$$$$$$$ wherever it occurs in the model control statement.

As an example, when a library containing members AAA, BBBB, and CCCCC is processed by PDSM20 using the
following model control statement:

./ CHANGE NAME=$$$$$$$$,SEQFLD=765

./ NUMBER SEQ1=ALL,NEW1=100,INCR=100

The control statements shown below are generated:

./ CHANGE NAME=AAA,SEQFLD=765

./ NUMBER SEQ1=ALL,NEW1=100,INCR=100

./ CHANGE NAME=BBBB,SEQFLD=765

./ NUMBER SEQ1=ALL,NEW1=100,INCR=100

./ CHANGE NAME=CCCCC,SEQFLD=765

./ NUMBER SEQ1=ALL,NEW1=100,INCR=100

Facilities provided by PDSM20 are available online by selecting the Control Statement Generator option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM20 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM20 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM20 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL needed for executing PDSM20.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM20[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=dsname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=dsname,DISP=(,CATLG),DCB=BLKSIZE=4000,

//            SPACE=(TRK,10),UNIT=SYSDA

//PDSMSEL  DD *              (optional member selection)

//SYSIN    DD *              (model control statements)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.
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PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

PDSMOUT
Defines the output control statement data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

SYSIN
Defines the data set containing the model control statement.

Member PDSMJ20 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN  EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN  EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*
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Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM20 utility.

Generate IEBCOPY SELECT Statements

The following example shows the JCL required to generate IEBCOPY SELECT statements for TEST.PROCLIB members
with names beginning with PT.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM20,PARM='PT*'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=IEBCOPY.INPUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=800,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,10),UNIT=SYSDA

//SYSIN    DD *

SELECT MEMBER=$$$$$$$$

/*

A sample of the output is shown below for selected members PT100, PT140, PT210, and PT300.

SELECT MEMBER=PT100

SELECT MEMBER=PT140

SELECT MEMBER=PT210

SELECT MEMBER=PT300

Generate IEBUPDTE Statements to Re-sequence a Library

In this example, IEBUPDTE control statements are generated to re-sequence every member of TEST.PROCLIB.
Sequence fields are in columns 76 to 80 and the new sequence is to be in increments of 100. Generated control
statements are passed to IEBUPDTE in the PDSMOUT data set.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM20

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(,PASS),DCB=BLKS1ZE=800,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,10)

//SYSIN    DD *

./ CHANGE NAME=$$$$$$$$,SEQFLD=765

./ NUMBER SEQ1=ALL,NEW1=100,INCR=100

//*

//S2       EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

The control statements generated in the first step are similar to those shown in the description at the beginning of this
section.

Usage Notes

You must specify the 8-byte $$$$$$$$ field in the model control statement within positions 1 to 71. When this field is
replaced by a member name of less than eight characters, characters following the member name are shifted left to
eliminate any resulting blank characters in the member name. If this blank character elimination is not required, you
should precede the model control statement by a statement containing NOSHIFT in positions one through seven.
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Member Contents List
The PDSM08 Member Contents List utility produces hardcopy output of selected library members.

Member Contents List Description
The contents of selected library members are reported.

All fixed and variable record formats are supported as well as members in ISPF packed format.

Members containing ASA or machine control characters are reported without page headings. Members without control
characters are reported with page headings containing the member name, and ISPF statistics if present.

The Member List facility is most easily accessed online by selecting the List Member Contents option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu.

PDSM08 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM08 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM08.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM08[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *              (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be listed.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member PDSMJ08 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername
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prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

The same selection criteria can also be specified using PDSMSEL as shown below.

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM08 utility.

Report Selected Members

The following example shows the JCL required to report the contents of procedure library TEST.PROCLIB members with
names in the range BW-BX or CW-CX.

//LIST     EXEC PGM=PDSM08

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *

BW-BX

CW-CX

/*

Report All Members

The following example shows the JCL required to report the contents of all members of procedure library TEST.PROCLIB.

//LIST     EXEC PGM=PDSM08

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

PDSM08 Output
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The following section shows a sample PDSM08 report.

Member Contents Report

The report produced by PDSM08 lists the contents of each selected member and member control information, when
present.

PDSMAN          7.70                                  PDS MEMBER LIST.

** PDSM08 **   XE44                                   ISMDEV.PDSM.STAGE760.EXAMPLE

Member: CSVLLAPD      Updated: 07/08/2009  08:28  By: KINJE99   Version: 76 Status:

/********************************************************************/

/**  CSVLLAPD:  POINT TO PARMLIB MEMBER USED BY PDSMAN ELOCS.      **/

/********************************************************************/

PARMLIB(USER.PARMLIB) SUFFIX(PD)

END OF MEMBER

END OF REPORT -- PARM = CSVLLAPD

Executable Program Analysis
The PDSM22 Executable Program Analysis utility can be used to extract and report specific information from CSECT
identification records (IDRs) of selected executable programs.

The IDRs contained in each executable program (load module or program object) provide valuable information about
the history and composition of the module. The name of each CSECT, the date on which the member was link-edited,
SUPERZAP data, and other information can be found in these records.

Executable Program Analysis Description
PDSM22 offers an alternative to reporting IDRs in their entirety and then scanning the report for the required information.

PDSM22 scans all or selected executable programs and reports the contents of the CSECT IDRs. The output is normally
in member name sequence but can also be produced in CSECT name sequence. You can limit the volume of output by
supplying appropriate control statements.

You can easily access the Executable Program Analysis facility online by selecting the Load Library Analysis option from
the ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM22 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM22 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM22 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM22.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM22

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *         (processing control statements)
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The following describes the JCL statements:

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

SYSIN
Defines the data set containing processing control statements described in the section Control Statements.

Member PDSMJ22 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Control Statements

The CSECT IDRs for each library member are formatted for output. Each formatted line is compared with the supplied
control statements and is either selected or excluded for output, based upon the following control statements that are
specified using SYSIN.

Control statements must begin on a separate input line, although the individual control statement parameters can extend
over multiple lines. Commas and continuation characters are not required. You can specify an asterisk in column one to
indicate a comment line, which is ignored.

The qualifiers greater than (>) and less than (<) can also be used in the comparisons.

When comparing a line with a control statement, only those parameters specified in the control statement are checked
against fields in the line (parameters that are not specified are assumed to match) and only as many characters as are
specified in each parameter operand are compared, thereby allowing the selection of groups of lines with like attributes.

SELECT Statement

The SELECT statement indicates that a member or IDR should be included based upon the parameters specified. If no
parameters are specified all records are selected.

SELECT   [MEMBER=membername]

         [LINKDATE=date]

         [CSECT=csect]

         [TYPE=type]

         [ID=name]

         [VERSION=]

         [DATE=]

MEMBER
Member name prefix. For example, MEMBER=AB selects all members that begin with the characters AB.

LINKDATE
The date on which the module was link-edited or bound, specified in either YYDDD or YYYYDDD format.

CSECT
CSECT name prefix. For example, CSECT=ABC selects all CSECTs that begin with the characters ABC. Names up to 64
characters in length can be specified.

TYPE

IDR type:

BINDER

LINKEDIT

TRANSLATOR
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PREPROCESSOR

LANGUAGE

SUPERZAP

IDENTIFY

The BINDER and LANGUAGE types are specific to program objects and are generally equivalent to the load module
LINKEDIT and TRANSLATOR/PREPROCESSOR types, respectively. IDR types are automatically converted to the
nearest equivalent if a load module type has been specified but a program object is being processed. For example,
TYPE=TRANSLATOR (a load module type IDR) will produce TYPE=LANGUAGE output if specified for a program object.

ID
Processor name or data.

VERSION
The version of the processor.

DATE
The date on which the IDR was created specified in either YYDDD or YYYYDDD format.

If one or more SELECT statements are supplied, a line is excluded from the output unless a SELECT statement matches
it.

EXCLUDE Statement

The EXCLUDE statement indicates that a member or IDR should be excluded from processing, based upon the
parameters specified. At least one of the EXCLUDE statement parameters must be specified.

EXCLUDE   [MEMBER=membername]

          [LINKDATE=date]

          [CSECT=csect]

          [TYPE=type]

          [ID=name]

          [VERSION=]

          [DATE=]

The EXCLUDE control statement parameters are identical to those described above for the SELECT control statement.

EXCLUDE control statements must precede SELECT statements when both are specified.

SORT Statement

The PDSM22 report is produced in member name sequence. The SORT control statement causes the output to be sorted
into CSECT name sequence.

SORT

You can place the SORT control statement anywhere in the input control statement stream.

Example

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM22 utility.

Analyze a Load Library

In this example, a load library analysis is being performed for library BW.LOADLIB.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM22
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//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=BW.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

* COMMENT LINES ARE IGNORED *

EXCLUDE    TYPE=PRE

EXCLUDE    TYPE=IDENT

EXCLUDE    LINKDATE<1990050

EXCLUDE    DATE>1992005

SELECT     MEMBER=BW,CSECT=BWA

SELECT     MEMBER=BW,CSECT=BWB

SORT

/*

The supplied control statements:

• Exclude all PREPROCESSOR records
• Exclude all IDENTIFY records
• Exclude any member link-edited before 1990050
• Exclude any IDR written after 1992005
• Select any CSECT whose name begins with BWA or BWB in all members with names beginning with BW
• Sort the output into CSECT sequence

Usage Notes

If one or more SELECT statements are supplied, a line is excluded from output unless a SELECT statement matches it.

If both SELECT and EXCLUDE control statements are specified together, the EXCLUDE control statements should
precede the SELECT statements.

PDSM22 Output
 

The following section shows a sample PDSM22 report.

Load Library Analysis Report

The report produced by PDSM22 lists the contents of each selected IDR.

PDSMAN          7.70                                    Executable Program Analysis

** PDSM22 **   XE44                                     SYS1.LINKLIB

Member    Link Date    CSECT Name/Abv.   Entry Type    VV.MM  Rec. Date    Identifier Data

ADRCOMP   05/29/2008                     LINKEDIT      01.03  05/29/2008   5695PMB01

ADRCOMP   05/29/2008   ADRCOMP           TRANSLATOR    02.01  10/12/2007   566896201

ADRCOMP   05/29/2008   ADRCOMP           IDENTIFY             10/13/2007   RSI12850611

         

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010                     LINKEDIT      01.03  01/08/2010   5695PMB01

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIB          TRANSLATOR    02.01  06/16/2009   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIC          TRANSLATOR    02.01  06/16/2009   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAID          TRANSLATOR    02.01  06/16/2009   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIE          TRANSLATOR    02.01  05/29/2008   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIN          TRANSLATOR    02.01  10/12/2007   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIO          TRANSLATOR    02.01  05/29/2008   566896201
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ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIR          TRANSLATOR    02.01  01/03/2008   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIS          TRANSLATOR    02.01  10/12/2007   566896201

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIB          PREPROCESSOR  01.04  06/16/2009   PL/X-370

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAIC          PREPROCESSOR  01.04  06/16/2009   PL/X-370

ADRXMAIB  01/08/2010   ADRXMAID          PREPROCESSOR  01.04  06/16/2009   PL/X-370

The following describes each field on the sample report:

Member
The name of the load module or program object being processed.

Link Date
The date on which this module was last link-edited or bound.

CSECT Name/Abv.
The name of the CSECT associated with this IDR. This field is blank for LINKEDIT or BINDER records. If the CSECT
name is longer than 16 characters, a standard abbreviation is reported in this field and the full CSECT name is reported in
an abbreviation table later in the report.

Entry Type
The type of IDR. Possible values of this field are the same as those that can be specified on the TYPE= parameter.
Consult the appropriate linkage editor or program binder manual for more information concerning these types of IDRs.

VV.MM
The version of the processor for LINKEDIT, BINDER, TRANSLATOR, PREPROCESSOR, and LANGUAGE records. This
field is blank for other record types.

Rec. Date
The date on which this IDR was added to the executable program.

Identifier Data
For LINKEDIT, BINDER, TRANSLATOR, PREPROCESSOR, and LANGUAGE records, this field contains the processor
name. For SUPERZAP and IDENTIFY records, this field contains data information.

Proclib Analysis
The PDSM24 Proc Library Analysis utility is used to scan all or selected members of a procedure library to produce cross-
reference reports of program and library usage.

PROCLIB Analysis Description
The JCL for each selected member is scanned for all references to executed programs and library members.

The resulting report shows, in alphabetical sequence:

• All executed programs
• All referenced libraries and members within those libraries
• A cross-reference to each PROCLIB member in which they are referenced

You can access facilities provided by PDSM24 online by selecting the Proc Library Analysis option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM24 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM24 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM24 utility.

Contents
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 Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM24.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM24[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *             (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the procedure library to be processed.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member PDSMJ24 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN  EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:
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//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM24 utility.

Analyze a Procedure Library

The following example shows the JCL required to analyze the procedure library TEST.PROCLIB, producing sorted
summaries of program usage and references to members of all libraries

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM24

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

Restrictions

PDSM24 does not resolve symbolic parameters in the procedure library but does report references to programs and
library members made using symbolic parameters.

PDSM24 Output
The following section shows a sample PDSM24 report.

Proclib Analysis Report

The report produced by PDSM24 first lists all programs referenced in TEST.PROCLIB and the members in which they are
referenced. Programs are referenced by the specification of EXEC PGM=program.

Next, the report lists the names of members in other libraries referenced in TEST.PROCLIB and the TEST.PROCLIB
member in which the reference is made.

PDSMAN          7.70                                  PROCLIB ANALYSIS

** PDSM24 **   XE44                                   TEST.PROCLIB

ANALYSIS OF PROGRAM USAGE

PROGRAM     PROCLIB MEMBER REFERENCES

ADRDSSU     SCRATCH

AHLGTF      EPICGTF   GTFBWW    GTFGRAFF  GTFMATH  GTFPDS

APSPPIEP    PSF3812   PSF3812@

ARCCTL      DFHSM     DFHSMES   HSMC002   TESTHSM

ARCWCTL     DFHSMABR  TESTHSMA

DFHDUP      CICSCRS   CICS311A  CICS311B  CICS321  DFHCICSU

ANALYSIS OF REFERENCES TO MEMBERS OF  RGF.CNTL

MEMBER      PROCLIB MEMBER REFERENCES

LNKCTL      DFHAUPLE   DFHAUPL7

MACROS      DFHAUPLE   DFHAUPL7  DFHAUPL8  DFHAUPL9
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SMPCNTL     DFHAUPLE   DFHAUPL7

SMPEOF      DFHAUPLE   DFHAUPL7

SMPJCL1     DFHAUPLE   DFHAUPL7

SMPJCL2     DFHAUPLE   DFHAUPL7

In this example, program ARCWCTL is referenced in members DFHSMABR and TESTHSMA of TEST.PROCLIB.

Member SMPEOF of RGF.CNTL is referenced by members DFHAUPLE and DFHAUPL7 of TEST.PROCLIB.

Member Size Analysis
The PDSM25 Member Size Analysis utility reports the sizes of selected library members

Member Size Analysis Description
For each selected member, the report shows:

• The total member size in bytes
• The number of physical blocks
• The size of the largest block
• For load modules, the main storage required for the member

You can access the facilities provided by PDSM25 online by selecting the Member Size Analysis option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM25 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM25 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM25 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM25.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM25[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *              (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library to be processed.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member PDSMJ25 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.
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Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM25 utility.

Reporting Member Sizes

The following example shows the JCL required to report the sizes of all members of TEST.PROCLIB.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM25

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

Load Library Reblocking
The PDSM29 Load Library Reblocking utility can be used to reconstruct the linkage editor control statements that were
used to create selected load library members.

This facility is helpful in situations where the linkage editor control statements that were originally used to build a load
module are no longer available.
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PDSM29 can also be used to invoke the linkage editor to re-link selected members for re-blocking or other purposes.

Load Library Reblocking Description
When processing each member, PDSM29 recognizes its linkage editor assigned attributes, alias names and entry points,
overlay structure, SSI information, and APF authorization. Members to be processed are sorted into order of matching
linkage editor assigned attributes. The linkage editor is invoked for each of these groups to re-link members with like
attributes.

The Load Library Reblocking facility is most easily accessed by selecting the Load Library Reblocking option from the
ISPF PDSMAN Master Menu.

PDSM29 Utility
Contents

The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM29 utility.

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM29.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM29[,PARM='[msel][/parameter]']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=input.dsname,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=class                   (optional)

//SYSLMOD  DD DSN=output.dsname,DISP=SHR     (optional)

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))   (optional)

//PDSMSEL  DD *             (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter and/or a processing parameter as described in the
sections Member Selection and Execution Parameters.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMPDS
Defines the input load library to be processed.

SYSLIN
Defines the output sequential data set into which linkage editor control statements are placed by PDSM29.

SYSPRINT
Defines the report data set used by the linkage editor. This statement is not required if an execution parameter of NOLINK
is specified.

SYSLMOD
Defines the output data set used by the linkage editor to re-link members. This statement is not required if an execution
parameter of NOLINK is specified.

SYSUT1
Defines a work data set used by the linkage editor. This statement is not required if an execution parameter of NOLINK is
specified.
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PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.

Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

You can specify the same selection criteria using PDSMSEL as shown here:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Execution Parameters

In addition to the member selection parameter described in the section, you can control PDSM29 processing using
execution parameters, The execution parameters are specified after the member selection parameter separated by a
slash (/).

The following describes the execution parameters:

NOLINK
Generate linkage editor control statements. Do not invoke the linkage editor.

linkedit prms
Specifies additional parameters (such as XREF,LIST) to pass when invoking the linkage editor.

(null parm)
Specifies that the linkage editor is to be invoked to re-link selected members without passing additional parameters.
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Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM29 utility.

Regenerating Linkage Editor Control Statements

The following example shows the JCL required to regenerate linkage editor control statements for OLD.LOADLIB
members whose names are in the range BW to CX. The generated control statements are placed into the sequential data
set LNKEDT.CTLSTMTS.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM29,PARM='BW-CX/NOLINK'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=OLD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD DSN=LNKEDT.CTLSTMTS,DISP=SHR

Reblocking Load Modules

The following example shows the JCL required to relink all members of OLD.LOADLIB into NEW.LOADLIB. Library
NEW.LOADLIB can have any BLKSIZE supported by the Linkage Editor. In addition to any parameters generated by
PDSM29, the parameters XREF, LIST are also passed to the linkage editor when it is invoked.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM29,PARM='/XREF,LIST'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=OLD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSLMOD  DD DSN=NEW.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

Usage Notes

The COPYMOD function of the PDSMAN FastCopy facility provides a faster means of re-blocking load modules than that
provided by PDSM29.

If the module being relinked was originally link-edited using ORDER statements, PDSM29 cannot guarantee that the order
of the CSECTs in the relinked module will be the same as that of the original.

Restrictions

PDSM29 does not process any member that is:

• A program object
• Marked as not editable
• Not a load module
• Linked with page boundary alignment specified
• An alias without an owning member
• An alias of a member that is not processed

PDSM29 Output
 

 

The following section describes the return codes issued by the PDSM29 utility.
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Return Codes

PDSM29 issues either the highest return code returned from the linkage editor (if invoked) or one of the following job step
return codes:

0
Normal completion.

4
At least one selected member not processed.

12
Processing terminated.

PDSFETCH Command Processor
The PDSFETCH Command Processor allows a TSO user or CLIST to LINK to a module in a STEPLIB or LINKLIST
library, passing it a parameter if one has been specified.

PDSFETCH Command Processor Description
The PDSFETCH command is similar in function to the TSO CALL command, except that it is not necessary to specify a
library name. Invocation of a module using the PDSFETCH command is thereby unaffected if the library is renamed or if
the module is moved to another library.

PDSFETCH Command
PDSFETCH is useful for invoking a module when the library name in which it resides is not known.

Contents

Invoke the Command

The PDSFETCH command processor is invoked as shown below:

PDSFETCH  module  ['parameter']

where module is linked and is optionally passed a parameter.

Examples

The following are examples of invoking IEHLIST and IEWL, and passing a parameter.

Invoke IEHLIST

In this example, PDSFETCH links to IEHLIST, passing a null parameter.

PDSFETCH IEHLIST

Invoke IEWL and Passing a Parameter

In this example, PDSFETCH links to IEWL, passing the parameter XREF, LIST.

PDSFETCH IEWL 'XREF,LIST'
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Usage Notes

PDSM30 is linked during installation with aliases of PDSFETCH and PF. The PF command can be used in place of
PDSFETCH.

Restrictions

PDSFETCH (or PF) cannot be used to link to an authorized program such as IEBCOPY unless some action has been
taken to give PDSFETCH appropriate authorization.

PDSCOPY Command Processor
The PDSCOPY Command Processor copies a member from one library to another. The output library is serialized to
ensure its integrity. PDSCOPY commands are frequently incorporated into TSO CLISTs.

Other command processors are also provided. The PDSGET command processor copies a library member to a sequential
data set. The PDSSAVE command processor copies a sequential data set to a library member.

NOTE
These processors only support data sets with a fix or fixed block record format and a logical record length less
than 256.

PDSCOPY Command
Contents

The PDSCOPY (alias PC) command processor copies a member from one library to another, either as a new member or
as a replacement for an existing member.

The directory of the output library is reserved to prevent simultaneous update by other TSO users or batch jobs.

A meaningful descriptive title for the member can be specified during the copy operation. For more information, see
Descriptive Member Titles.

Invoke the Command

PDSCOPY is invoked as shown below:

PDSCOPY  member  FROM(dsname)  TO(dsname)  [TITLE]  [NOMSG]

Member
This operand is required and identifies the member to be copied.

FROM (dsname)
This operand specifies the name of the library from which the member is to be copied. The dsname sub field must
conform to TSO data set naming conventions.

TO (dsname)
This operand specifies the name of the library to which the member is copied. The dsname sub field must conform to TSO
data set naming conventions.

TITLE
This operand is optional and specifies that the PDSCOPY command processor should prompt for a meaningful title for the
member being copied.

NOMSG
This optional operand can be specified to suppress informational messages generated during the PDSCOPY operation.
Error messages are still issued when required.
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PDSCOPY Example

TSO user XSS038 issues the following command to copy member BWT025 from library XSS038.CNTL to library
PROD.DATA. Informational messages are suppressed by the specification of the NOMSG parameter.

PDSCOPY BWT025 FROM(CNTL) TO('PROD.DATA') NOMSG

Because the FROM library name is not enclosed within apostrophes, it can be prefixed with the TSO user ID in
accordance with normal TSO conventions.

PDSGET Command
Contents

The PDSGET (alias PG) command processor copies a library member to a new or existing sequential data set.

If the sequential data set does not exist, it will be created by PDSGET.

Invoke the Command

PDSGET is invoked as shown below:

PDSGET  member [type|ASM] PDS(dsname) [disposition] [NOMSG]

Member
This operand is required and identifies the member to be copied.
The member name forms the middle level of a three-level TSO sequential data set name. Following TSO data set naming
conventions, the user's dsname prefix is used as the first level of the data set name.

Type
This operand defines the member type. It is used as the lowest level of the three-level TSO sequential data set name. The
value of this operand defaults to ASM if not specified. Other allowable values are BASIC, CLIST, CNTL, COBOL, DATA,
FORT, IPLI, OBJ, PLI, and TEXT.

PDS (dsname)
This operand specifies the name of the library from which the member is to be copied. The dsname sub field must
conform to TSO data set naming conventions. A default value of SYS1.PROCLIB is used if this parameter is not specified.

Disposition
This operand specifies the disposition of the sequential data set.

NEW
A sequential data set of TSO default characteristics is created. Primary space sufficient to hold approximately 1000 80-
byte logical records is allocated, with a secondary allocation of 2000. Unused space is released after the copy operation.
This is the default operand.

OLD
An existing sequential data set is reused. If the specified sequential data set exists, it is not overwritten unless an operand
of OLD is specified.

NOMSG
This optional operand can be specified to suppress informational messages generated during the PDSGET operation.
Error messages are still issued when required.

PDSGET Example

TSO user XSS038 issues the following command to copy member BWT025 of library BW.SOURCE to sequential data
set XSS038.BWT025.COBOL. Because the OLD keyword operand has not been specified, the sequential data set is
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assumed to be new and is created during the PDSGET operation. If the sequential data set already exists, the operation is
terminated.

PDSGET BWT025 COBOL PDS('BW.SOURCE')

The format of the newly created sequential data set is RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=400, in accordance with TSO
default characteristics for a new COBOL data set.

PDSSAVE Command
Contents

The PDSSAVE (alias PS) command processor copies a sequential data set to a library, either as a new member or as a
replacement for an existing member.

The directory of the output library is reserved to prevent simultaneous update by other TSO users or batch jobs. A
meaningful descriptive title for the member can be specified during the copy operation.

Invoke the Command

PDSSAVE is invoked as shown below:

PDSSAVE  member  [type|ASM]  PDS(dsname)  [NOMSG]

Member
This operand is required and identifies the member to be copied.
The member name forms the middle level of a three-level TSO sequential data set name. Following TSO data set naming
conventions, the user's dsname prefix is used as the first level of the data set name.

Type
This operand defines the member type. It is used as the lowest level of the three-level TSO sequential data set name. The
value of this operand defaults to ASM if not specified. Other allowable values are BASIC, CLIST, CNTL, COBOL, DATA,
FORT, IPLI, OBJ, PLI, and TEXT.

PDS (dsname)
This operand specifies the name of the library to which the member is to be copied. The dsname sub field must conform
to TSO data set naming conventions. A default value of SYS1.PROCLIB is used if this parameter is not specified.

NOMSG
This optional operand can be specified to suppress informational messages. Error messages are still issued when
required.

PDSSAVE Example

TSO user XSS038 enters the following command to copy member BWT025 from XSS038.BWT025.COBOL to library
BW.SOURCE.

PDSSAVE BWT025 COBOL PDS('BW.SOURCE')

PDSM14 Usage Notes
PDSM14 is linked during installation with aliases of PDSCOPY, PC, PDSGET, PG, PDSSAVE, and PS.
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Compression Scheduling
The PDSM11 Compression Scheduling utility generates job streams to compress selected installation libraries whose
space usage exceeds specified threshold criteria.

Compression scheduling provides an alternative to compressing libraries, irrespective of their need for compression.
Libraries are only compressed if needed. The compression job stream, generated to installation standards using an
installation supplied skeleton job, can be directed to a system reader for execution.

Facilities provided by PDSM11 are available online by selecting the Compression Scheduling option from the ISPF
PDSMAN Master Menu. PDSM11 can also be executed as a batch job step.

PDSM11 Utility
The following sections describe procedures for using the PDSM11 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM11.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM11

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//SYSIN    DD *                    (control statements)

//PDSMJOB  DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)    (generated jobs)

//PDSMJCL  DD DATA,DLM=$$          (skeleton job stream)

... Skeleton Job Stream goes here ...

$$

The following describes the JCL statements:

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

SYSIN
Defines the control statement data set, containing the names of the libraries to be compressed and the space threshold
criteria, as described in the section Control Statements.

PDSMJOB
Defines where the generated job stream is to be directed, usually to a system internal reader. This statement is optional.

PDSMJCL
Defines the data set containing the installation skeleton compression job as described in the section Skeleton Job. This
statement is optional.

Member PDSMJ11 in the PDSMAN Sample Materials library provides sample JCL for executing this utility.

Control Statements

Control statements are used to define the libraries to be processed and their space usage thresholds.

These control statements are supplied to PDSM11 in the SYSIN data set.

Pnn,datasetname

Snn,datasetname

Pnn
A compression job is generated if the specified data set is using at least nn percent of its primary space.
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Snn
A compression job is generated if the specified data set is using at least nn secondary extents.

datasetname
Indicates the name of the data set to be checked for one of the compression scheduling threshold values.

Skeleton Job

The compression job stream is generated using a skeleton job supplied by the installation in the PDSMJCL data set. This
skeleton job is written unchanged to ddname PDSMJOB apart from the following substitutions:

• Any occurrences of =DSNAME, =UNIT, and =VOLUME on non-comment JCL statements are replaced by the data set
name, unit, and volume, respectively, of the library to be compressed.

NOTE
If the above substitutions cause the JCL statement to extend beyond column 72, the generated JCL may not
be executable. If this occurs, the DSNAME, UNIT, and VOLUME parameters should be moved to separate
lines.

• If the job name specified in the skeleton JCL JOB statement ends in a '1', PDSM11 increments this last character
for successively generated jobs to ensure that their job names are unique. Each library requiring compression has a
separate compression job generated for it.

Example of Compression Scheduling

The following job step is an example of the use of the Compression Scheduling routine.

//SCHEDULE EXEC PGM=PDSM11

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMJOB  DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

//SYSIN    DD *

P80,TEST.PROCLIB

S01,BW.SOURCE

P85,PROD.MACLIB

S02,USER.LOADLIB

/*

//PDSMJCL  DD DATA

//CMPRS1   JOB 'COMPRESS JOB',MSGLEVEL=1

//         EXEC IEBCOPY,PARM='COMPRESS'

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=DSNAME,UNIT=UNIT,VOL=SER=VOLUME,DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

/*

In this example:

• Libraries TEST.PROCLIB, BW.SOURCE, PROD.MACLIB, and USER.LOADLIB are selected for Compression
Scheduling processing.

• Compression jobs are generated for libraries TEST.PROCLIB and PROD.MACLIB if their primary space usage has
reached 80 or 85 percent respectively.

• Compression jobs are generated for libraries BW.SOURCE and USER.LOADLIB if their secondary space usage has
reached 1 or 2 secondary extents respectively.

• The skeleton job specified by ddname PDSMJCL invokes the IEBCOPY utility to compress the library. Appropriate
substitutions are made for operands of the DSNAME, UNIT, and VOL JCL parameters.

• Because the specified job name ends in a 1, successively generated jobs are named CMPRS1, CMPRS2, and so on.
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Usage Notes

The following sections describe important considerations for using this utility.

Library Allocation

Selected libraries are allocated dynamically. The PDSMAN $MISC ALOCFAIL initialization parameter specifies the action
to be taken if dynamic allocation of a library fails.

Specifying Input Using PDSMCDS

Input control statements can be specified using the PDSMCDS control data set, which is described in Member Archiving
and Recovery Facilities. PDSMCDS is provided for backward compatibility only. You are strongly encouraged to specify
control statements using SYSIN rather than the PDSMCDS control data set.

Restrictions

Compression Scheduling is not applicable to PDSE libraries.

PDSM11 Output
The following sections describe PDSM11 output.

Contents

Generated Job Stream

The generated compression job stream is directed to ddname PDSMJOB, which is usually directed to the system internal
reader.

Compression Scheduling Report

A report corresponding to the previous example is shown below.

PDSMAN          7.70                    PDS COMPRESS SCHEDULE

** PDSM11 **   XE44                    

PDS                      VOLUME  UNIT  COMPRESSION   PRIMARY SPACE   SECONDARY  REMARKS

                                       CRITERION    USED (PERCENT)   EXTENTS

TEST.PROCLIB             MVS003  3390      P80           100             2      * COMPRESS JOB  COMPRES1 *

BW.SOURCE                MVS120  3390      S01           100             2      * COMPRESS JOB  COMPRES2 *

PROD.MACLIB              MVS120  3390      P85            40             0

USER.LOADLIB             MVS120  3390      S02            40             0

For each selected library, the report lists the space usage and indicates if a compression job has been generated for the
library.

Member Format Conversion
The PDSM09 Member Format Conversion utility converts PDS and PDSE library members to a sequential format suitable
for use as input to the IEBUPDTE utility.
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Member Format Conversion Description
The PDSM09 Member Format Conversion utility is used to produce an output file, in sequential format, containing the
contents of one or more library members. Each member in the output file is preceded by a control statement in the
following form:

 

./ ADD NAME=member,LIST=ALL 

Where member is the name of the member being written.

When the input library is of fixed record format with an LRECL not more than 80 bytes, the output produced by PDSM09
can be used as SYSIN input to the IBM IEBUPDTE utility.

When the input library is of variable record format or has an LRECL greater than 80 bytes, the input data set DCB
attributes are used for the output data set, if necessary. The PDSM09 output contains the ./ ADD control statements, but
the generated data is not valid as IEBUPDTE input.

Input libraries with other record formats, including RECFM=U, are not supported.

PDSM09 Utility
The following sections describe the procedure for using the PDSM09 utility.

Contents

JCL Requirements

The following skeleton shows the required JCL for executing PDSM09.

//S1       EXEC PGM=PDSM09[,PARM='msel']

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=class

//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=outputdatasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=datasetname,DISP=SHR

//PDSMSEL  DD *              (optional member selection)

The following describes the JCL statements:

EXEC
The PARM field can be used to supply a member selection parameter as described in the section Member Selection.

PDSMRPT
Defines the output report data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA, LRECL=133.

PDSMOUT
Defines the output sequential data set to which the IEBUPDTE-format member contents are written. The DCB attributes
are set from those of the input library, if necessary.

PDSMPDS
Defines the library containing the members to be converted.

PDSMSEL
Defines an optional data set, with DCB attributes of RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, containing statements used for controlling
member selection as described in the section Member Selection.
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Member Selection

You can control member selection by supplying a member selection parameter in the PARM field of the EXEC statement
or by specifying one or more control statements in an optional PDSMSEL data set.

If neither a member selection parameter nor a PDSMSEL data set is specified, all the members are selected. If both are
specified, PDSMSEL is used and the parameter is ignored.

The member selection control statements have the following format:

membername

prefix*

prefix1-prefix2

*

membername
Select the indicated member.

prefix*
Select all members with the indicated prefix.

prefix1-prefix2
Select all members within the indicated prefix range.

*
Select all members.

A plus sign (+) in any character position causes that character to be ignored in the selection process. The plus sign can be
used only when a member name or prefix is specified; it cannot be used in a prefix range.

The following example selects all members with the characters BC in positions two and three for processing:

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility,PARM='+BC*'

The same selection criteria can also be specified using PDSMSEL as shown below.

//PDSMAN   EXEC PGM=utility

//PDSMSEL  DD *

+BC*

/*

Examples

The following sections are examples of using the PDSM09 utility.

Convert Selected Members

The following example shows the JCL required to convert the contents of member PDSMAN in SAMPLE.PROCLIB to
sequential, IEBUPDTE-input format.

//CONVERT  EXEC PGM=PDSM09,PARM='PDSMAN'

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=TEMP.MEMBER.OUTPUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=800,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,10),UNIT=SYSDA

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=SAMPLE.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

Convert All Members

The following example shows the JCL required to convert the contents of all members of procedure library
TEST.PROCLIB.
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//CONVERT  EXEC PGM=PDSM09

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=A

//PDSMOUT  DD DSN=TEMP.FULL.OUTPUT,DCB=BLKSIZE=800,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,100),UNIT=SYSDA

//PDSMPDS  DD DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

PDSM09 Output
The following section shows sample output from this utility.

Sample Output in IEBUPDTE SYSIN Format

 

The PDSMOUT output produced by PDSM09 contains the contents of the selected library members preceded by
IEBUPDTE control statements. This sample shows the output for member PDSMAN.

./ ADD NAME=PDSMAN,LIST=ALL

//PDSMAN  PROC PRM='',CLASS=A,MEM=PDSMINIT

//*

//*******************************************************************

//*  PDSMAN   - Sample JCL Procedure for Initializing the PDSMAN 

//*             Address Space.                                                                         

//*******************************************************************

//*

//PDSMOPR  EXEC PGM=PDSMOPR,PARM='&PRM',TIME=1440,REGION=2M

//*                

//PDSMRPT  DD SYSOUT=&CLASS                                            

//*                                                                    

//PDSMINIT DD DSN=PDSMAN.PARMLIB(&MEM),DISP=SHR                        

//*                                                                    

//PDSMMCPU DD DSN=PDSMAN.MCPU,DISP=SHR                                 

//
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Messages
This section describes the informational, warning, and error messages produced by PDSMAN (PDSMAN). The intended
audience of this section is systems programmers and administrators who install, configure, deploy, and maintain
PDSMAN.

Messages are generally written to SYSOUT data sets specified on SYSPRINT or PDSMRPT JCL statements, or to the
console using the WTO macro.

Console messages are issued with ROUTCDE=(11) or ROUTCDE=(1,11) depending on the severity of the message.
The WTO routing codes for messages issued by the BLDL/STOW Interface routines, PDSM018, and PDSM021 can be
changed using the  $MISC ROUTCDE = control statement.

Some messages produced by the Utility and Compiler Interfaces can be suppressed using the  $MISC MSGS = control
statement.

Messages are generally prefixed by the name of the issuing PDSMAN module, with the exception of those issued by
the FastCopy facility, which begin with the characters FCO. For more information about the FastCopy messages, see
FastCopy Messages and Codes.

Many of the message descriptions refer to control statements and parameters that are specified in the PDSMAN
initialization member, PDSMINIT. These control statements start with a dollar sign ($). For more information, see
Initialization Control Statements . Examples of these control statements include $ACCESS, $UPDATE, $BSI, and $MISC.
References to these initialization parameters are indicated in boldface in the message descriptions.

Message Conventions and Syntax

The following conventions are observed in the description of messages in this publication:

PDSTEST-01

Member membername of datasetname has been action

Message numbers and text are shown in boldface, beginning with the message number as shown previously for the
PDSTEST-01 message.

Variable fields within the message text such as membername, datasetname and action are shown in boldface italic.
These fields are filled in by PDSMAN to provide specific details about this occurrence of the message.

A description of the message follows the message text. The description may include information about corrective
action or further steps that should be taken to gather additional diagnostics. Variable fields within the message such
as membername, datasetname, and action are shown in italic in the message description.

Notable references to field values or PDSMAN initialization control statements and parameters are indicated
in boldface in the message descriptions.

PDSMAN Messages and Codes
This section lists the messages and codes from PDSMAN.

PDSM00 Messages
This section documents the PDSM00 messages.

PDSM00-1
PDSMAN BLDL/STOW INTERFACE (RE-)INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. PDSMBSI ADDRESS IS address
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PDSMAN has been successfully initialized or re-initialized. The BLDL/STOW Interface parameter area is located at the
indicated main storage address.

PDSM00-2
BLDL INTERFACE INITIALIZED

PDSMAN is now intercepting BLDL/FIND requests.

PDSM00-3
STOW INTERFACE INITIALIZED

PDSMAN is now intercepting STOW requests.

PDSM00-4
INVALID PARM SPECIFIED

The PARM supplied to PDSM00 on the EXEC statement is invalid. Specify a valid parameter and rerun the job step.

PDSM00-5
ERROR(S) DETECTED DURING INITIALIZATION

Syntax errors were detected in the PDSMINIT data set. The PDSMRPT output lists the control statements in error. Correct
the errors and rerun the job step.

PDSM00-6
PDSMAN BLDL/STOW INTERFACE INITIALIZATION TERMINATED - ERRORS DETECTED

One or more initialization control statements are in error. The BLDL/STOW Interface is not initialized. Messages detailing
the cause of this error can be found in the output directed to PDSMRPT. Examine these messages, correct the error, and
rerun the initialization program.

PDSM00-7
NO ERRORS DETECTED DURING INITIALIZATION

This message is issued if a parameter of TEST has been supplied to PDSM00 and no errors are found in the initialization
data set.

PDSM00-8
ONE OR MORE LINKLIST LIBRARIES HAVE BEEN MOVED, RENAMED OR DELETED SINCE IPL

The names of libraries in the system LINKLIST are obtained from the LLT and an OBTAIN is issued to check the
beginning extent for each library against that indicated in the LINKLIST DEB. If there are any errors or inconsistencies, the
above message will be produced, indicating that one or more LINKLIST libraries have been moved, renamed, or deleted
since IPL. A subsequent PDSM00-44 message documents the library in error.
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PDSM00-15
PDSMAN IS NOT ACTIVE

An attempt has been made to suspend or disable PDSMAN, but the BLDL/STOW Interface is not currently active.

PDSM00-16
BLDL/STOW INTERFACE REMOVAL COMPLETE

The BLDL/STOW Interface has been removed from the system, completely disabling PDSMAN.

PDSM00-17
LPA ACCESS RECORDING ACTIVE

Recording of the number of LINK, LOAD, XCTL, and ATTACH instructions for members of the link pack area (LPA) is
active.

PDSM00-18
LPA ACCESS RECORDING DISABLED

Accesses to LPA members are no longer being recorded by PDSMAN.

PDSM00-21
SOME STORAGE COULD NOT BE REMOVED

During re-initialization or removal, PDSMAN was unable to release one or more main storage areas due to an incomplete
BLDL or STOW operation that may require use of the areas. The storage will remain allocated until the next IPL.

This condition may occur periodically and should not be a cause for concern. If this message is received repeatedly,
contact Technical Support.

PDSM00-22
STORAGE BYTES USED: SQA=value CSA=value ESQA=value ECSA=value

This message reports the total amount of storage obtained during this (re)initialization of PDSMAN. The amount of
storage obtained is reported as value in hex.

PDSM00-23
STORAGE BYTES FREED: SQA=value CSA=value ESQA=value ECSA=value remark

This message reports the total amount of storage freed during this (re)initialization or removal of PDSMAN. The amount of
storage freed is reported as value in hex. If the storage was not obtained during PDSMAN initialization or re-initialization,
a value remark of (Dynamically Acquired Storage) is added.

PDSM00-24
STORAGE BYTES LOST: SQA=value CSA=value ESQA=value ECSA=value

This message reports the total amount of storage that could not be freed during this PDSMAN initialization, re-
initialization, or removal. The amount of storage lost is reported as value in hex.
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PDSM00-25
STORAGE BYTES KEPT: SQA=value CSA=value ESQA=value ECSA=value

This message reports the total amount of storage that was not freed during PDSMAN removal. The amount of storage
kept is reported as value in hex. In normal circumstances, this storage is re-claimed when PDSMAN is next started.

PDSM00-26
modulename REPLACED WITH UPDATED VERSION

PDSMAN re-initialization has detected that module modulename has been modified and has loaded the new version.

PDSM00-28
** WARNING ** product HAS BEEN STARTED OR RESTARTED AFTER PDSMAN

This message is issued during PDSMAN re-initialization if either PMO® Runtime Performance Optimizer (PMO) or
Panexec has been started after PDSMAN. These products should be started before PDSMAN unless compatibility has
been assured.

PDSM00-29
** WARNING ** SOME PDSMAN FUNCTIONS MAY BE INOPERATIVE

Some PDSMAN functions may be inoperative if either PMO or Panexec is started after PDSMAN.

PDSM00-30
PDSMAN release STEPLIB DATASET: VOL=volume DSN=datasetname

PDSMAN release release has detected the presence of STEPLIB data set datasetname on volume volume during start,
stop, reload, or status processing. This message indicates that this PDSMAN system is a test system and as such will
only process SVC requests issued by jobs that have the named STEPLIB data set present.

PDSM00-32
TEST SYSTEM LIBRARY: VOL=volume, DSN=datasetname

A test version of PDSMAN is active using data set datasetname on volume. This message is accompanied by a
PDSM00-34 message and is issued during a production version start/stop/reload or in response to an F PDSMAN,
STATUS command when a test version is active.

PDSM00-33
storagetype storageuse SQA=value CSA=value ESQA=value ECSA=value ADDR=address remark

This message is produced when the $BSI STORAGETRACE=Y parameter has been specified. Storagetype is the type
of storage request, either GETMAIN or FREEMAIN, being issued. The use of the storage is reported as storageuse. The
amount of storage obtained or released is reported as value in hex. The address of the storage is reported as address.
If the storage was not obtained during PDSMAN initialization or re-initialization, a remark of (Dynamically Acquired) is
added. If the storage is sub-allocated from previously allocated storage, a remark of SUBALLOC is added.
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PDSM00-34
PDSMAN RELEASE release mode ACTIVE - LAST INIT date time

PDSMAN release release is active and running in mode mode. Mode can be one of the following values:

(blank)
Blank if only a production version is active.

(PROD)
Indicates the status of the production version.

(TEST)
Indicates the status of the test version.

This message is issued during starting, stopping, reloading, or in response to an F PDSMAN,   STATUS command. The
date and time of last initialization or re-initialization is reported.

PDSM00-35
PMO IS ACTIVE

This message is issued in response to a re-initialization with a STATUS parameter, when PMO is active.

PDSM00-36
PANEXEC IS ACTIVE

This message is issued in response to a re-initialization with a STATUS parameter, when Panexec is active.

PDSM00-37
MODULE modulename NOT IN LINKLIST

PDSMAN initialization or re-initialization has detected that required module modulename has not been installed correctly.
The product installation should be checked.

PDSM00-38
COMPLIANCE EVENT MANAGER IS ACTIVE

This message is issued during PDSMAN initialization or re-initialization, or by the STATUS command if the Compliance
Event Manager (CEM) product is active.

PDSM00-39
PDSM00/modulename RELEASES INCONSISTENT - CHECK INSTALLATION

PDSMAN initialization or re-initialization detected a release inconsistency between modules PDSM00 and modulename.
PDSMAN installation should be checked and corrected so that consistent releases of all modules will be executed.
Initialization is terminated.

PDSM00-40
SVCUPDTE FAILED. RC=rc
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The SVCUPDTE facility is used to modify the SVC table so that PDSMAN interfaces can be established. This message
indicates that the SVCUPDTE service has failed with a return code of rc. Initialization is terminated.

PDSM00-41
PDSMAN PROCESSING IS NOT SUSPENDED

This message is issued if RESUME has been specified but PDSMAN processing was not suspended.

PDSM00-42
OPERATOR INTERFACE MUST BE INACTIVE TO STOP PDSMAN

PDSMAN cannot be stopped while the Operator Interface, PDSMOPR, is active. Issue the STOP command to PDSMOPR
using the operator modify command.

PDSM00-43
PDSMAN REMOVAL REQUEST REJECTED - SVC TABLE HAS BEEN MODIFIED BY ANOTHER PRODUCT

The request to remove PDSMAN could not be honored because another product has modified the SVC table. Removal of
PDSMAN in this circumstance may cause the inadvertent removal of the other SVC table modification. Although PDSMAN
cannot be fully removed from the system, its processing has been suspended, causing it to be transparent to normal
system operation. A subsequent PDSM00-48 message details the error condition.

PDSM00-44
RC=rc R15=rcde LLEXT=llext CATEXT=vtext VOLSER=volser DSN=datasetname

This message provides additional diagnostic information when an inconsistent LINKLIST situation is detected at PDSMAN
initialization. The PDSM00-44 message is issued immediately after the PDSM00-8 message.

The PDSM00-44 message is issued for all LINKLIST libraries (excepting SYS1.LINKLIB) if the LNKLSTTRACE=Y
parameter has been specified on the $BSI control statement.

The PDSM00-44 message contains the following reason codes:

00
No error. The message was produced because $BSI LNKLSTTRACE=Y was specified.

01
The extent information contained in the system LINKLIST DEBs does not match that contained in the VTOC (obtained
via the OBTAIN macro). The llext field gives the extent information found in the DEBs in CCCCHHHH format. The catext
field gives the extent information found in the VTOC in the same format. The VOLSER and DSN of the library are also
reported. This condition usually indicates that a LINKLIST library has been moved or renamed since the most recent IPL.

02
The request to OBTAIN the catalog information for the indicated data set has failed with the return code indicated by R15.
This may mean that a LINKLIST data set has been moved, renamed, or deleted since the most recent IPL.

03
More DEBs are present in the system LINKLIST than there are entries in the LLT.

04
Fewer DEBs are present in the system LINKLIST than there are entries in the LLT.

06
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The library corresponding to the llext field on the indicated volser could not be determined. The library has been moved,
renamed, or deleted since the most recent IPL.

Where the linklist has been found to be in error, PDSMAN continues to initialize. If the current operation is a re-
initialization, PDSMAN continues to use linklist information from its previous initialization. If the current operation is a new
initialization, PDSMAN processing options are not effective for any library that is indicated by the PDSM00-44 message to
be in error.

PDSM00-45
PDSMAN INITIALIZATION AWAITNG PANEXEC STARTUP

PDSMAN initialization is currently waiting for Panexec to be started. This option can be specified on the $MISC
PANEXEC control statement. It is important that Panexec be started before PDSMAN. Use of this parameter can lessen
the exposure to startup order problems. This message will be displayed every 30 seconds until Panexec is initialized.

PDSM00-46
PDSMAN REMOVAL WAITING FOR PDSMAN/FRONTEND RESOURCE

A removal of PDSMAN has been requested but the product is in the process of front-ending another program such as
IEBCOPY or a compiler. Removal of PDSMAN at this time could result in an abend of the job being front-ended because
PDSMAN is no longer in the system. Message PDSMQSCN-2 is issued to identify jobs or users that are causing this
removal to be delayed.

PDSMAN removal will wait until the job being front-ended has completed. This message will be issued periodically during
the waiting period. Generally, there is no user action that needs to be performed for this situation.

PDSM00-48
ENTRY POINT FOR intercept HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO address

This message indicates that one or more of the SVC or ESR table entries modified at PDSMAN initialization has
been subsequently modified by another program product while PDSMAN has been active. PDSMAN re-initialization
or termination cannot restore the original address without also removing the other program product. If a PDSMAN
termination has been requested, PDSMAN intercepts are deactivated but cannot be removed from the system.

PDSM00-49
PDSMAN RELEASE release HAS BEEN DEACTIVATED

This message is issued during PDSMAN initialization when an earlier release of PDSMAN is detected. The earlier release
is de-activated and processing proceeds with activation of the new release.

PDSM00-50
TEST VERSION IS ACTIVE: JOB=jobname VOL=volume , DSN=datasetname

An attempt to initialize a PDSMAN test system is rejected because a test version has already been initialized by jobname
using STEPLIB datasetname on volume. Only one test PDSMAN system can be active at a time.

PDSM00-52
DESERV EXIT STATUS - exitstatus
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This message is issued during PDSMAN startup or shutdown on SMS 1.1 and above systems to document the status of
the PDSMAN DESERV system exit. Exitstatus can be one of the following values:

• ACTIVATED
• DEACTIVATED
• NOT SUPPORTED BY THIS SYSTEM

Support for the DESERV exit facility is not installed on this system. IBM APAR AW02507 provides this support.
• DESERV FAILED, R15=rc, R0=reason

A request to activate or deactivate the DESERV exit failed. Rc is the return code and reason is the error reason code
returned by the DESERV macro.

PDSM00-53
EXISTING BLDL/STOW INTERFACE MODULES USED - REFRESH IGNORED

A parameter of REFRESH was specified during PDSMAN re-initialization to force new copies of the BLDL/STOW front-
end modules to be loaded, but has been ignored because these modules are identical to the current (in-storage) versions.
There is no longer any need to use the REFRESH parameter. PDSMAN will automatically detect when the front-end
modules have been modified and will load new copies.

PDSM00-54
xxxxxxx MODULE STORAGE FROM PREVIOUS STARTUP RECLAIMED

When PDSMAN is shut down, PDSMBSI and PDSMSVC storage areas are left in SQA. This message may be issued
during a subsequent PDSMAN startup to indicate that these areas have been detected and re-used.

PDSM00-55
EXIT exitname status

This message is issued to report the status of the PDSM018U and PDSM021U user exit routines. Exitname identifies the
exit and can be PDSM018U or PDSM021U. Status is the current status of the named user exit as follows:

• ACTIVE USING HARD-LINKED MODULE
The named exit is active using a module that is linked into the PDSMAN BLDL interface module
(for exitname PDSM018U) or linked into the STOW interface module (for exitname PDSM021U).

• ACTIVE USING DYNAMIC EXIT SERVICES
The named exit is active using the system dynamic exit service (CSVDYNEX).

• NOT ACTIVE
The named exit has never been activated during this startup of PDSMAN.

• NOT ACTIVE (ERROR)
The named exit is not active - (ERROR) indicates the exit was previously active using dynamic exit services, but an
error occurred that caused it to be marked not active. Review the system log for PDSMDYNX-1 messages that indicate
the nature of the error. This condition would typically occur if a SETPROG or SET PROG= command is used to modify
a dynamic exit.

• NOT ACTIVE (ABEND)
The named exit is not active - (ABEND) indicates the exit was previously active using dynamic exit services, but
an abend occurred during exit processing. Review the system log for CSV430I (exit deactivated due to abend) or
PDSMDYNX-1 messages, locate dumps and other job output, and correct the abend as required.
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PDSM00-56
PDSMBSI MODULE IN LPA IGNORED, IT SHOULD BE REMOVED

A copy of the PDSMBSI module was found in the system LPA concatenation. In previous PDSMAN releases this
was documented as a requirement for installations using the Checkpoint/Restart facility. This is no longer required for
successful Checkpoint/Restart use, PDSMBSI should be removed from the LPA concatenation.

This is an informational message only, PDSMAN startup proceeds normally without using the LPA copy of the module.

PDSM01 Messages
This section documents the PDSM01 messages.

PDSM01-1
NO MATCHING $UTILITY CONTROL STATEMENT FOR modulename. PROCESSING TERMINATED

PDSM01 can be successfully invoked only by the BLDL/STOW Interface under the name of a program specified in a
$UTILITY, $IEBCOPY, or $LINKEDIT control statement. Invoking PDSM01 by any other means may cause the above
message to be issued.

PDSM01-2
THE LINKAGE EDITOR CANNOT BE USED TO UPDATE A LIBRARY WITH FIXED OR VARIABLE RECFM

The DSCB of the library being updated by the linkage editor is checked and the above message is issued if the record
format has been specified and does not correspond to a load library.

PDSM01-3
PDSMFCPY PROCESSING TERMINATED DUE TO INSUFFICIENT STORAGE. PASSING CONTROL TO IEBCOPY

Insufficient main storage was available for FastCopy processing of a compress-in-place request. Control is passed to
IEBCOPY due to the specification of the $IEBCOPY STORFAIL=IEBCOPY initialization control statement parameter.

PDSM01-5
STOW ERROR CODE ecode WHILE ATTEMPTING TO DELETE THE SPACE MAP MEMBER FOR DDNAME ddname

The Utility Interface encountered a STOW error code of ecode while attempting to delete the Space Map member before
a compression of the library. Space reuse will not be effective for the library and a PDSM021-5 error message may be
issued each time that the library is updated unless the space map member is deleted.

PDSM01-6
UNABLE TO CREATE SPACE MAP MEMBER FOR datasetname

The Utility Interface was unable to create a space map member after compression of library datasetname or after the
recreation attempt indicated by message PDSM01-8.

The cause of this error is either insufficient space in the library or an error while attempting to STOW the directory entry for
the space map member. Space map member creation requires at least two full tracks of free library space and sufficient
room in the directory for the space map member entry.
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PDSM01-7
reason

This message accompanies message PDSM01-6, giving the reason that the space map member could not be created.
Message PDSM021-7 describes reasons that may be reported in this message.

PDSM01-8
ATTEMPTING TO RECREATE SPACE MAP IN LIBRARY datasetname

PDSM01 detected an invalid space map as part of its processing prior to an IEBCOPY COPY or FastCopy MOVE/COPY
operation to the indicated datasetname. PDSM01 attempts to re-create the space map and reports the result of the
attempt in a subsequent message.

An invalid space map will result from movement of the library (possibly by HSM or similar migration) and is in most cases
not a cause for concern. This message can be suppressed by means of the $MISC PSRMSG initialization parameter.

PDSM01-9
SPACE MAP SUCCESSFULLY RECREATED IN LIBRARY datasetname

This message follows message PDSM01-8 if the space map recreation attempt is successful. The message can be
suppressed by means of the $MISC PSRMSG initialization parameter.

PDSM018 Messages
This section documents the PDSM018 messages.

PDSM018-1
ACCESS BY userid TEMPORARILY PERMITTED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

This message is issued by the BLDL Interface if the matching $ACCESS rule or user exit PDSM018U has specified
MODE=W. The access is permitted.

PDSM018-2
ACCESS BY userid NOT AUTHORIZED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

This message is issued by the BLDL Interface if the matching $ACCESS rule or user exit PDSM018U has specified
MODE=P. The access is terminated with a BLDL return code of 4. This return code value can be changed using the
$MISC ACCPREVENTRC parameter.

PDSM018-5
UNABLE TO RECORD LAST REFERENCE DATE FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

The last reference date could not be recorded for member membername of library datasetname. This message is
accompanied by the PDSM018-6, PDSM018-7, PDSM018-8, or PDSM018-12 message detailing the cause of the error.

PDSM018-6
INSUFFICIENT SPACE IN LIBRARY DIRECTORY
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This message is issued when Last Reference Date Recording has determined that a directory entry needs to be re-
stowed with a longer directory user data length and there are insufficient directory blocks to allow this expansion to be
successfully performed. The number of directory blocks in the library should be increased.

This error is also reported in situations when the Last Reference Date Recording operation would increase the number of
bytes used in the last block of the directory.

PDSM018-7
STOW FAILED. RETURN CODE IS rc.

The last reference date could not be recorded because a STOW error of code rc occurred during the attempt to restow the
directory entry. This message may accompany the PDSM018-5 message. For more information about STOW error codes,
see the appropriate IBM documentation.

PDSM018-8
BLDL FAILED. RETURN CODE IS rc.

The last reference date could not be recorded because a BLDL error of code rc occurred during an attempt to reread the
directory entry. This message may accompany the PDSM018-5 message. For more information about BLDL error codes,
see the appropriate IBM documentation.

PDSM018-10
DYNAMIC BLDL SUSPENDED FOR stepname

The Dynamic BLDL table was suspended for STEPLIB operations with a step name of stepname. Dynamic BLDL
suspension occurs after three occurrences of message PDSM018-11 and can be re-activated using a PDSM26 DYNON
function or the following command:

F PDSMAN,DYNON=stepname

PDSM018-11
DYNAMIC BLDL RESET FOR stepname

The Dynamic BLDL table was reset for STEPLIB operations with the indicated stepname. All STEPLIB concatenations
using the indicated step name should be identical. PDSMAN has detected that the job causing this message to be issued
was using a different STEPLIB concatenation with the same step name, or one of the libraries in the concatenation has
moved from the location previously known by PDSMAN. The Dynamic BLDL table has been reset and Dynamic BLDL
processing continues with the new concatenation.

If the Dynamic BLDL table is reset three times in the previous manner, Dynamic BLDL operations for the STEPLIB
concatenation will be suspended, and will require re-activation using a PDSM26 DYNON process.

PDSM018-12
UNRECOGNIZABLE USER DATA IS PRESENT IN THE DIRECTORY ENTRY

This message is preceded by the PDSM018-5 message identifying the member. PDSMAN could not identify the user data
present in the directory entry of this member and so did not record member control information. Determine what user data
is present and see the $ACCESS USERDATA control statement for details of other processing options.
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PDSM018-14
INSUFFICIENT MAIN STORAGE AVAILABLE

This message follows the PDSM018-5 message and indicates that there was insufficient main storage available to
perform Last Reference Date Recording.

PDSM018-15
PDSMDUPD ERROR, FUNC=fc RC=rc

This message follows message PDSM018-5 and indicates that Last Reference Date Recording was not performed due to
an error when attempting to update the directory.

The PDSM018-15 message contains the following function codes:

00
Locate end of directory.

04
Read directory into storage.

08
BLDL.

12
Return member.

16
Return block.

20
STOW.

24
Reserved.

28
Update directory blocks.

32
Rewrite single directory block.

36
Rewrite multiple directory blocks.

40
Reserved.

44
FastCopy directory update.

The PDSM018-15 message contains the following return codes:

04
New member exists or member not found.

08
Member not found.

12
Directory is full.
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16
I/O error occurred.

20
Reserved.

24
Insufficient main storage.

28
Sequence error in directory.

32
Directory block in error.

36
Directory has no EOF record.

40
SYSUT4 not allocated.

PDSM018-17
LIBRARY CANNOT BE ALLOCATED

This message follows the PDSM018-5 message and indicates that the library cannot be allocated.

PDSM018-18
LIBRARY CANNOT BE OPENED

This message follows the PDSM018-5 message and indicates that the library cannot be opened for output.

PDSM018-19
LINKLIST HAS BEEN ALTERED - PDSMAN TABLES RESET

PDSMAN has detected an alteration to the system linklist and has altered its tables to reflect the new linklist configuration.

PDSM018-20
LINKLIST HAS BEEN ALTERED - REINITIALIZE PDSMAN

PDSMAN has detected an alteration to the system linklist but is unable to alter its tables to reflect the new linklist
configuration. PDSMAN should be reinitialized at the earliest possible opportunity.

PDSM02 Messages
This section documents the PDSM02 messages.

PDSM02-3
LIBRARY MAINTENANCE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS JOBNAME/USER

The job name has not been specified on a $AUTHLM control statement. Processing is terminated.
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PDSM021 Messages
This section documents the PDSM021 messages.

PDSM021-1
updatetype BY userid TEMPORARILY PERMITTED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

This message is issued by the STOW Interface if the matching $UPDATE rule or PDSM021U user exit has specified
MODE=W. The updatetype is permitted.

PDSM021-2
updatetype BY userid NOT AUTHORIZED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

This message is issued by the STOW Interface if the matching $UPDATE rule or PDSM021U user exit has specified
MODE=P. The updatetype is terminated with a STOW error code of 20.

If the updating program is IEBCOPY, an added member is deleted and the old version of a replaced member is restored.

PDSM021-3
dsname HAS nn SECONDARY EXTENTS, THRESHOLD=threshold

The STOW Interface issues this message if the space usage threshold specified by the matching $UPDATE SPMON
parameter is exceeded. The indicated data set currently has nn secondary extents. Threshold is the value of the
$UPDATE rule SPMON= operand.

PDSM021-4
datasetname USING nn PERCENT OF PRIMARY SPACE, THRESHOLD=threshold

The STOW Interface issues this message if the space usage threshold specified by the matching $UPDATE SPMON
parameter is exceeded. The indicated data set is currently using nn percent of its primary space allocation. Threshold is
the value of the $UPDATE rule SPMON= operand.

PDSM021-5
SPACE REUSE FAILED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

The STOW Interface encountered an abnormal condition when attempting to reuse space for member membername of
library datasetname. This message is accompanied by the PDSM021-7 message describing the error condition. Although
space reuse has failed, the member is normally successfully added or replaced, unless the PDSM021-7 message
indicates otherwise.

PDSM021-6
UPDATE JOURNALING FAILED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

The STOW Interface encountered an abnormal condition when attempting to duplicate the update operation for member
membername of library datasetname in the journal library specified in the $JOURNAL control statement. This message
is accompanied by the PDSM021-7 message describing the error condition. Although journaling has failed, the indicated
member is normally successfully added or replaced.
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PDSM021-7
reason

This message accompanies the PDSM021-5 or PDSM021-6 message and describes the abnormal condition encountered.

• ADDED/REPLACING MEMBER NOT AT END OF LIBRARY
The caller is overwriting previously written library members. Perform a library validation using PDSM13 with a
VALIDATE parameter to highlight the areas affected and to determine a possible cause.

• ERROR OCCURRED DURING DIRECTORY UPDATE
An error was encountered while attempting to update the directory. Check the library for validity using PDSM13 with an
LMAP parameter. Rerun the update.

• EXISTING MEMBER HAS NON-EXISTENT START TTR
A no-record-found condition was encountered when attempting to access an existing library member.

• INSUFFICIENT MAIN STORAGE AVAILABLE
There is insufficient main storage for required work areas and buffers. Rerun in a larger address space.

• I/O ERROR WHEN READING THE SPACE MAP MEMBER
This error may result if the space map member has been moved using IEBCOPY or otherwise. Delete the space map
member and compress the library.

• I/O ERROR WHEN REWRITING THE SPACE MAP MEMBER
Validate the library using PDSM13 with a VALIDATE parameter. If no errors, delete the space map member and
compress the library.

• I/O ERROR WHILE COPYING MEMBER
An input/output error was encountered while copying the member. The most likely cause of this problem is a hardware
error.

• I/O ERROR IN JOURNAL DATASET
An input/output error occurred in the journal data set when copying a member to it.

• THE JOURNAL LIBRARY CANNOT BE ALLOCATED
The journal library is not allocated or dynamic allocation for the journal library has failed.

• THE JOURNAL LIBRARY CANNOT BE OPENED
The journal library was not opened successfully.

• THE JOURNAL LIBRARY IS FULL
No more space is available in the journal library for duplicating member additions and replacements.

• JOURNAL MEMBER STOW FAILED. RC=rc
A STOW return code of rc was encountered when writing the member to the journal library.

• KEYED RECORD FORMAT NOT SUPPORTED
Space reuse and journaling are not supported for members with keyed records.

• LOAD MODULE TTR(S) COULD NOT BE RESOLVED
When copying a load module member, one or more directory or note list TTRs could not be resolved. Check the
validity of the load module.

• LOGICAL END OF LIBRARY INCONSISTENT WITH SPACE MAP
The caller is overwriting previously written library members. Perform a library validation using PDSM13 with a
VALIDATE parameter to highlight the areas affected and to determine a possible cause.

• MEMBER BLKSIZE EXCEEDS JOURNAL BLKSIZE
The block size of the journal library is too small for the member being copied.
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• SPACE MAP MEMBER BLDL FAILED. RC=rcThe BLDL for the space map member failed with a return code of rc.
Delete the space map member and compress the library.

• THE SPACE MAP MEMBER HAS MOVED
The space map member has been moved or modified outside of PDSMAN's control or is invalid. PDSMAN will attempt
to recreate the space map.

• STOW FAILED. RC=rcA return code of rc was encountered when attempting to STOW the member. The return code
usually indicates the action to be taken.

• SPACE MAP MEMBER CREATION FAILED
The space map member could not be created because of insufficient library or directory space, or due to an I/O error.
At least two tracks must be available for the space map member.

• TTR CONVERSION ERROR
An error was encountered in a TTR conversion routine. Run a PDSM13 validation of the library using an LMAP
parameter and contact Technical Support.

• SPACE MAP FREE SPACE OVERLAP ERROR - PROCESSING TERMINATED
An error was encountered in the space map for the library being updated. A user 3333 abend is issued. Obtain a dump
and contact Technical Support.

• BINDER ERROR DURING COPY TO JOURNAL LIBRARY
An unexpected return code was received from the Binder during a copy operation to a journal library. For the Binder
return and reason codes, see message PDSM021-22.

• SECONDARY SPACE MAP BLOCK ERROR
An inconsistency exists between the primary and secondary blocks in the library space map. No library members have
been damaged and the PDS structure remains valid. Space reuse is suspended for the library because the integrity of
the recorded free space entries cannot be guaranteed. Compress the library to reactivate space reuse.

• FREED SPACE OVERLAPS SPACE MAP - PROCESSING TERMINATED
Space that was freed as a result of a member update or delete request has not been recorded in the space map
member. The update request has been completed successfully. The library documented on the preceding PDSM021-5
message should be examined using PDSM13 with PARM=MAP.

 

PDSM021-8
STOW ERROR CODE rc WHILE ATTEMPTING TO PREVENT updatetype OF membername IN datasetname

The STOW Interface encountered an error code of rc while attempting to reverse the addition or replacement in library
datasetname of a member updated by IEBCOPY. The update has been allowed and appropriate action should be taken.

PDSM021-10
USER userid PROGRAM programname HAS NOT RESERVED datasetname

The indicated userid has written into datasetname, using program programname, without first issuing a SYSIEWLP or
SPFEDIT (or equivalent) RESERVE. This message is issued only if the $UPDATE ENQCHECK parameter has been
specified. The job may be abended with a code of 0001. If another user was updating the library at the same time, the
library may have been corrupted.

PDSM021-11
ATTEMPTING TO RECREATE SPACE MAP IN LIBRARY datasetname
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When an invalid space map is detected in a library, the STOW Interface will attempt to recreate the space map in the
library. This informational message may be suppressed using the $MISC PSRMSG control statement.

PDSM021-12
SPACE MAP SUCCESSFULLY RECREATED IN LIBRARY datasetname

This message is issued when PDSMAN has detected either of the following:

• An invalid space map in a library. This is a normal situation resulting from the library having been moved and
compressed by a data management system, such as HSM, outside of the control of PDSMAN.

• A program such as the ISPF move/copy utility copying a space map into the library.

In both cases, a new space map member is created in library datasetname. This informational message may be
suppressed using the $MISC PSRMSG control statement.

PDSM021-13
ERROR ATTEMPTING TO RE-CREATE SPACE MAP IN LIBRARY datasetname

An error was encountered during an attempt to re-create the space map in datasetname. The space map was being re-
created after it had been moved by another system or utility. This message is accompanied by the PDSM021-7 message
describing the error condition.

PDSM021-14
CONTROL INFORMATION RECORDING BYPASSED FOR MEMBER membername OF datasetname

PDSMAN could not identify the user data present in the directory entry of member membername and consequently did not
record member control information for the update operation. For other processing options, see the $UPDATE USERDATA
parameter.

PDSM021-15
SENSE/CSW/FAILING CCW sense / csw / failingccw

This additional information is reported whenever input/output errors have been detected during library space reuse or
update journaling operations.

PDSM021-16
INSUFFICIENT SPACE TO RECREATE SPACE MAP IN LIB datasetname

Space reuse processing has encountered an invalid space map member but is unable to recreate the space map because
the library is already full or has no secondary allocation amount specified.

PDSM021-17
type ERROR CODE rc MEMBER membername(-nn) LIB datasetname

This error may occur only if Multiple Member Version Support is enabled. While attempting to add or delete the nn'th
old version of member membername, the STOW Interface routine encountered an error with return code rc. The type of
operation causing the error is also indicated. For more information about STOW error codes, see the appropriate IBM
documentation.
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PDSM021-18
UNABLE TO RECORD REPLACED VERSION OF membername

This error can occur only if Multiple Member Version Support is enabled. PDSMAN was unable to record the replaced
version of member membername due to an error indicated earlier.

PDSM021-19
UNSUPPORTED CHARACTERS IN MEMBERNAME membername LIB datasetname

This error can occur only if Multiple Member Version Support is enabled. PDSMAN was unable to record the replaced
version of member membername in library datasetname because there were unsupported characters in the member
name. For information concerning acceptable characters in the member name, see the PDSM32 documentation
in Auditing and Comparison Facilities.

PDSM021-20
EMPTY INHIBITED FOR LIBRARY datasetname

An attempt has been made to perform a PDSM10 EMPTY operation on datasetname but has been rejected due to the
specification of $UPDATE EMPTY=N for the library.

PDSM021-21
UNABLE TO OPEN PDSE datasetname

An attempt to open the PDSE data set datasetname as part of STOW processing is unsuccessful. The STOW attempt is
rejected with a return code of 20.

PDSM021-22
BINDER type ERROR. RETCODE=retcode REASON=reason MEMBER=membername

An error has been encountered when invoking the Program Binder to perform a journal operation involving one or more
program object libraries. The type of Program Binder call and the return and reason codes are reported, together with the
name of the member currently being processed, or the last member processed, when the error occurred. See message
PDSM021-6 for the library name.

PDSM021-23
INSUFFICIENT DIRECTORY SPACE FOR MEMBER member AND ITS OLD VERSIONS LIBRARY library

Multiple Version Support ($UPDATE VERSIONS=) is effective for the library being updated and PDSMAN STOW support
determined that there is insufficient space in the directory for the member being replaced and for all of its old versions.
The STOW fails with a directory full condition because otherwise old versions may be lost. The corrective action is to
expand the directory, possibly using the FastCopy or EZYEDIT ALTERDIR function.

PDSM021-24
FASTSTOW BYPASSED FOR MEMBER member OF LIBRARY library - reason

The FastStow facility (controlled by the $BSI or $UPDATE FASTSTOW parameter) could not be used for the indicated
library member for the indicated reason. Normal IBM STOW processing is used in these circumstances.
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PDSM021-25
updatetype BY userid PREVENTED DUE TO JOURNAL FAILURE - MBR membername OF datasetname

The STOW Interface issues this message if a member journal operation failed and the matching $UPDATE rule or
PDSM021U user exit has specified JOURNAL=XP. The updatetype to the main library, datasetname, is terminated with a
STOW error code of 20.

See the previously issued messages to determine the cause of the journal operation failure.

PDSM021-26
UPDATE RECORDING FAILED - $DBQ RC=code, RSN=reason, MEMBER=member OF LIB datasetname

The STOW Interface issues this message if a non-zero return code is received from the $DBQ routine. Database update
recording for member of library datasetname is not performed.

Check the status of the PDSMQMDB subtask using QMDBSTATUS, and the status of the Database address space using
DBSTATUS to determine the cause of the failure.

PDSM021-27
SPMON BYPASSED FOR LIBRARY datasetname

An update to a PDSE library, datasetname, is being performed and space monitoring has been requested but is being
bypassed. Space monitoring for a PDSE library is dependent on information from an IBM service routine, but PDSMAN
has detected that the service routine can not successfully perform this function in the current update environment.

PDSM03 Messages
This section documents the PDSM03 messages.

PDSM03-1
DDNAME ddname MEMBER membername I/O ERROR

An I/O error has been encountered when attempting to read the indicated member membername of the library
corresponding to ddname. Processing will continue if a //IGNERROR DD statement is present; otherwise, processing is
terminated.

PDSM03-2
DDNAME ddname MEMBER membername TTR INFORMATION UNRESOLVED

TTR information in the directory or notelist of load module membername of the library corresponding to ddname cannot be
resolved during CAPTURE processing. This indicates that the load module is not of valid format and should be deleted or
re-linked. This error is generally caused by library corruption. Running the Library Map and Analysis utility, PDSM13, can
be useful in determining the nature of the problem if the library has not been compressed since the problem occurred.

PDSM03-3
DDNAME ddname MEMBER membername HAS TOO MANY ALIASES/TITLE LINES.

PDSM03 requires that all aliases and title information fit within the first backup block of each member. Member
membername of the library corresponding to ddname has too many aliases or title lines. Increase the backup BLKSIZE.
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PDSM03-4
DDNAME ddname KEYED RECORD FORMAT UNSUPPORTED

PDSM03 does not support the backup of library members having keyed record format. The library corresponding to
ddname is of keyed record format.

PDSM03-5
PROGRAM OBJECT LIBRARY BYPASSED, DSN=datasetname

PDSM03 does not support the backup of program object libraries. Datasetname is bypassed and processing continues.
Captured members from a PDS that has been converted to a program object library are retained on the capture tape. The
job step return code is set to 4.

PDSM04 Messages
This section documents the PDSM04 messages.

PDSM04-2
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR - RUN TERMINATED

An invalid control statement has been detected. Correct the control statement and rerun the job step.

PDSM04-3
BACKUP DATASET CREATED WITH OPTION ORDER=SORTED, CANNOT USE PDSM04 RENAME, USE
PDSM05DR UTILITY

The PDSM04 RENAME function cannot be used to rename libraries on a backup data set that has been created with
OPTION ORDER=SORTED. Use the PDSM05DR utility to rename libraries in this instance.

PDSM05 Messages
This section documents the PDSM05 messages.

PDSM05-1
MEMBER membername BACKUP RECFM INCOMPATIBLE WITH PDS

An attempt has been made to restore member membername to a library of RECFM different to the library from which the
member was captured.

PDSM05-2
MEMBER membername BACKUP LRECL INCOMPATIBLE WITH PDS

An attempt has been made to restore member membername to a library of LRECL different to the library from which the
member was captured.

PDSM05-3
MEMBER membername BACKUP BLKSIZE EXCEEDS PDS BLKSIZE
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An attempt has been made to restore member membername of RECFM U, V, or VB to a library but at least one block of
this member exceeds the block size of the library.

PDSM05-4
MEMBER membername TTR INFORMATION UNRESOLVED

TTR information in the directory or load module notelist of member membername cannot be resolved during restore
processing. Since TTR resolution has been checked during the CAPTURE process, an error of this type may be caused
by a missing backup data set block or a multiple volume backup being read in incorrect sequence.

PDSM05-5
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR - RUN TERMINATED

An invalid control statement has been detected. Correct the control statement and rerun the job.

PDSM10 Messages
This section documents the PDSM10 messages.

PDSM10-2
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname

A valid DD statement for ddname has not been provided. Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSM10-3
ALL DYNBLDL TABLES RESET FOR datasetname

All Dynamic BLDL tables in which library datasetname participates have been reset following the emptying of the library
by PDSM10.

PDSM10-5
LIBRARY EMPTIED datasetname

PDSM10 has successfully emptied the library. All members have been deleted and the library high water mark
(DS1LSTAR) points immediately after the directory. The indicated datasetname is the name of the library being
processed.

PDSM10-6
SECONDARY EXTENT(S) RELEASED datasetname

PDSM10 has successfully released secondary extents. The indicated datasetname is the name of the library being
processed.

PDSM10-9
EMPTY INHIBITED FOR LIBRARY datasetname
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$UPDATE EMPTY=N has been specified to inhibit EMPTY of this library. The indicated datasetname is the name of the
library being processed.

PDSM10-11
CANNOT EMPTY A PDSE USING DISP=SHR

A PDSE cannot be emptied if it is allocated using DISP=SHR. Allocate the PDSE using DISP=OLD or DISP=MOD.

PDSM10-12
STOW FAILED RC=returncode. REAS=reasoncode

A STOW Initialize operation failed when attempting to empty a PDSE. The STOW returncode (register 15) and
reasoncode (register 0) are reported.

PDSM10-13
UNABLE TO EMPTY THIS PDSE

The attempt to empty this PDSE has failed. This message is accompanied by the PDSM10-12 message that describes
the error.

PDSM10-14
$DBQ FAILED RC=code, REAS=reason

This message is issued if a non-zero return code is received from the $DBQ routine. Database update recording for this
library empty operation is not performed.

Check the status of the PDSMQMDB subtask using QMDBSTATUS, and the status of the Database address space using
DBSTATUS to determine the cause of the failure.

PDSM11 Messages
This section documents the PDSM11 messages.

PDSM11-2
COMPRESSION SCHEDULING NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS JOBNAME/USER

The job name has not been specified on a $AUTHCS control statement. Processing is terminated.

PDSM11-3
datasetname TO BE COMPRESSED - JOB jobname

The Compression Scheduling routine, PDSM11, has generated batch job jobname to compress library datasetname.

PDSM15 Messages
This section documents the PDSM15 messages.
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PDSM15-1
UNABLE TO DETERMINE VERSION INFORMATION FOR THE MEMBER BEING COMPILED

The Compiler Interface routine is unable to determine the member control information for the member being compiled. A
common cause of this message is that the program being compiled is a PDS member without member control information
(for example, ISPF statistics) or that it resides in a (usually temporary) sequential data set. CICS and ISPF both use
preprocessors to pass members to the compiler using such a data set. For methods to supply source member version
information to the Compiler Interface, see Source/Load Cross-Reference facility.

This message is also issued if the PDS member being compiled has a DD * or DUMMY data set concatenated to it. The
circumvention is to concatenate a temporary disk data set in place of the DD * or DUMMY data set.

No compilation title page is produced and version information is not recorded in the object module produced during
compilation.

It is possible to suppress this message with the $MISC MSGS parameter.

PDSM17 Message
This section documents the PDSM17 messages.

PDSM17-3
NO SORT CONTROL STATEMENT PROVIDED

PDSM17 requires a SORT control statement to be provided using the PDSMCTL ddname to permit sorting of selected
input SMF records.

PDSM18 Messages
This section documents the PDSM18 messages.

PDSM18-01
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR AT POSITION nn

The control statement listed on the previous line is in error beginning in column nn. PDSM18 will terminate with a return
code of 16 when syntax checking is completed. Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSM18-02
PARAMETER ERROR AT POSITION nn

The parameter beginning in column nn of the preceding line is invalid for this control statement. PDSM18 will terminate
with a return code of 16 when syntax checking is completed. Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSM18-03
OPERAND ERROR AT POSITION nn

The operand beginning in column nn of the preceding line is invalid for this parameter. PDSM18 will terminate with a
return code of 16 when syntax checking is completed. Correct the error and rerun the job step.
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PDSM18-05
REQUIRED PARAMETER(S) NOT SPECIFIED - parameter

One or more required parameters for this control statement, indicated by parameter, have not been specified to PDSM18.
PDSM18 will terminate with a return code of 16 when syntax checking is completed. Correct the error and rerun the job
step.

PDSM18-06
parameter VALUE OUT OF RANGE 1 - 32760

The SCOL or ECOL parameters must be specified within the indicated range. PDSM18 will terminate with a return code of
16 when syntax checking is completed. Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSM18-07
HEXADECIMAL VALUE OUT OF RANGE

A hexadecimal string has been specified but includes invalid hexadecimal characters. PDSM18 will terminate with a return
code of 16 when syntax checking is completed. Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSM18-08
THE PRECEDING LIBRARY IS NOT IN THE CDS - IGNORED

The library reported on the preceding line is not in the CDS. Requests to scan this file on the backup library will not be
processed.

PDSM18-09
THE PRECEDING LIBRARY HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED - IGNORED

A duplicate library name has been specified for backup processing. Requests to scan this file on the backup library will be
processed as normal.

PDSM18-10
PDSMAN HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED

PDSM18 requires that PDSMAN be initialized before execution

PDSM18-11
PROCESSING IN RESTRICTED MODE

PDSM18 processes in a restricted mode if PDSMAN has not been initialized.

PDSM18-13
SIMULATE OPTION SPECIFIED - STRING REPLACEMENTS WILL BE REPORTED BUT NOT PERFORMED

OPTION SIMULATE=Y has been specified for a REPLACE operation. This message indicates that although string
replacements will be reported, the output file is not opened and no string replacement is actually performed.
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PDSM18-14
SIMULATE OPTION IGNORED - NO REPLACE STATEMENTS SPECIFIED

OPTION SIMULATE=Y has been specified but this is not a REPLACE operation. The SIMULATE option is meaningless in
this circumstance and is ignored.

PDSM18-15
BEFOREIMAGE OPTION IGNORED - NO REPLACE STATEMENTS SPECIFIED

OPTION BEFOREIMAGE=Y has been specified but this is not a REPLACE operation. The BEFOREIMAGE option is
meaningless in this circumstance and is ignored.

PDSM18-16
MULTIPLE WILD STRING (*) CHARACTERS ARE NOT SUPPORTED

Only one wild string (*) character is permitted in a TARGET, NEW, CONDEQ, or CONDNE string.

PDSM18-17
WILD CHAR (+) CANNOT BE SPECIFIED IN EXTENDED PORTION OF NEW STRING

The wild character (+) specified in a NEW string indicates that the character in the corresponding position in the TARGET
string is to be used. When the NEW string is longer than the TARGET string, a wild character cannot be specified in a
position in the NEW string in a position that extends beyond the end of the TARGET string.

PDSM18-18
WILD STRING (*) CHARACTER SPECIFIED IN NEW STRING BUT NOT IN TARGET STRING

If a wild character is specified in a NEW string, it must also be specified in the TARGET string so that corresponding
characters in a matching TARGET string will be copied to the NEW string.

PDSM18-19
CONTINUATION ERROR - OPERAND EXCEEDS 256 CHARACTERS

The maximum allowable string length, including all of its continuations, is 256 characters.

PDSM18-20
ENQ=N option not supported for REPLACE operation

OPTION ENQ=N cannot be specified for a REPLACE operation.

PDSM18-21
REPLACE not supported on a keyed data set

PDSM18 does not support a REPLACE operation on data sets having a non-zero key (DS1KEYL). The data set specified
for this REPLACE operation has a non-zero key.
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PDSM18-22
REPLACE altering string length unsupported in RECFM=V(B) PS data set

PDSM18 does not support a REPLACE operation on variable length sequential data sets where the replacement string
length is different from the target string length.

PDSM22 Messages
This section documents the PDSM22 messages.

PDSM22-02
PDSMRXP Dialog Error for Member membername, RC=returncode, RSN=reasoncode

An error was encountered by PDSM22 while using PDSMRXP services to process a load module or program object
named membername. Note the returncode and reasoncode and contact Technical Support.

PDSM23 Messages
This section documents the PDSM23 messages.

PDSM23-1
MEMBER OR TITLE NOT PRESENT

The member specified by the PDSM23 UNLOADM parameter is not present or has no title information.

PDSM23-2
REALLOCATION TERMINATED DUE TO INSUFFICIENT TITLE SPACE SPECIFIED

The title member is being reallocated, but the specified number of title lines is insufficient to contain the existing title
information. Specify more space and rerun the job.

PDSM26 Messages
This section documents the PDSM26 messages.

PDSM26-1
PROCESSING TERMINATED - INVALID PARAMETER

An invalid parameter has been specified. Processing terminates. Correct the parameter and rerun the job.

PDSM27 Messages
This section documents the PDSM27 messages.

PDSM27-1
INVALID PARAMETER
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An invalid parameter has been specified on the EXEC statement for the PDSM27 utility. Correct the parameter and rerun
the job.

PDSM27-2
ERROR ALLOCATING THE ABOVE LIBRARY

PDSMAN cannot allocate the library whose name is listed preceding this message. The job step is terminated. Check to
make sure the library has been correctly specified on the PDSMPDS DD statement or, if processing the system linklist,
that the linklist has not been altered since the last IPL.

PDSM28 Messages
This section documents the PDSM028 messages.

PDSM28-01
Unable to LOAD userexit, User Exit. Continuing without user exit processing.

The specified userexit could not be loaded by PDSM28. Processing continues using default PDSM28 processing. Verify
that the proper user exit name has been specified on the UEXIT= parameter.

PDSM28-02
PDSMRXP Dialog Error for Member membername, RC= returncode, RSN= reasoncode

An error was encountered by PDSM28 while using PDSMRXP services to process a load module or program object
named membername. Note the returncode and reasoncode and contact Technical Support.

PDSM30 Messages
This section documents the PDSM30 messages.

PDSM30-1
PARSE FAILED

One or more operands of the PDSFETCH command processor were incorrectly specified. Processing terminates. Correct
the operands and re-execute the request.

PDSM33 Messages
This section documents the PDSM33 messages.

PDSM33-1
The datasets being compared are identical

The two data sets being compared by PDSM33 are identical. No action is required.

PDSM33-2
Error - Datasets must be of fixed or variable RECFM
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Data sets processed by PDSM33 must all be of fixed record format or must all be of variable record format. Undefined
record formats are not supported.

PDSM33-3
No/Invalid parameter

No parameter or an invalid parameter has been passed to PDSM33. Processing is terminated. Correct the parameter and
rerun the job.

PDSM33-4
Invalid SEQ parameter

The SEQ parameter passed to PDSM33 is of an invalid format. Correct the parameter and rerun the job.

PDSM33-5
APPLY and SEQ parameters must be specified with RENUM

PDSM33 APPLY operations with the RENUM option require a sequence field to be specified by means of the SEQ
parameter. Correct the parameter and rerun the job.

PDSM33-6
RENUM interval too large

The RENUM interval (specified by the RENUM= parameter) overflows the sequence field. Reduce the value and rerun the
job.

PDSM33-7
Sequence error in Base Module. OLD=oldseq NEW=newseq

During GENERATE, APPLY, and EDIT operations, a sequence error has been detected in the base module. Sequence
fields oldseq and newseq indicate the sequence numbers where the error has been detected. Correct the error and rerun
the job.

PDSM33-8
Invalid Update Control Statement

During an APPLY or EDIT operation, an update control statement has been encountered that is inconsistent with the
format generated using the GENERATE function. The invalid control statement is reported. Correct the control statement
and rerun the job.

PDSM33-9
Sequence number not found - value

During an APPLY or EDIT operation, an insert, delete or replace control statement specifies a beginning or ending
sequence number value which does not exist in the base module (or in the updated base module). The invalid control
statement is reported. Correct the control statement and rerun the job.
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PDSM33-10
Insert/Replacement sequence error

During an APPLY or EDIT operation, an insert or replace operation attempted to insert more lines than the beginning
sequence number and current increment would allow. The invalid control statement is reported. Correct the control
statement and rerun the job.

PDSM33-11
Unable to save changeid in dsnmem

An error occurred while attempting to save a change with Change Identifier changeid in the indicated library member. The
most likely cause is that the library is full.

PDSM33-12
Change changeid has been action in dsnmem

A GENERATE or EDIT operation has successfully generated or regenerated the required Change File corresponding to
Change Identifier changeid.

PDSM33-13
Composite module has been generated

An APPLY operation has successfully applied all or selected changes to the base module to generate a composite
module. The message also indicates if the module has been re-numbered during APPLY processing.

PDSM33-14
Base Dataset: datasetname

The data set name of the base module is reported. This is an informational message. No action is required.

PDSM33-15
New Dataset: datasetname

The data set name of the new or comparison module is reported. This is an informational message. No action is required.

PDSM33-16
Update Dataset: datasetname

The data set name of the single change file is reported. This is an informational message. No action is required.

PDSM33-17
Control Dataset: datasetname

The data set name of the control file is reported. The control file contains the names of one or more change files.
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PDSM33-18
Unable to Open datasetname

The base, new, or update data set indicated by datasetname could not be opened. Correct the error and rerun the job.

PDSM33-19
Unable to Allocate datasetname

Data set datasetname could not be allocated. Correct the error and rerun the job.

PDSM33-20
Invalid DATA parameter

The DATA parameter passed to PDSM33 is of an invalid format. Correct the parameter and rerun the job.

PDSM33-21
Applying Change: changeid

The indicated change is being applied to the base module. This is an informational message. No action is required.

PDSM33-22
Invalid Control File statement

The preceding control statement was found in the control data set and is not of valid format. Correct the control statement
and rerun the job.

PDSM33-23
Parm=parameter

The PARM information passed to PDSM33 is reported. This is an informational message. No action is required.

PDSM33-24
Conflicting parameters

Mutually exclusive parameters have been specified on the PARM statement. Correct the parameters and rerun the job.

PDSM33-25
Must specify 'DSN=' when Control File is not a PDS

The control file statement following this message is in error. A member name has been specified to indicate a required
change file, and no data set name has been specified (DSN=). If the control file is a PDS member, its PDS data set name
is normally used as a default. If the control file is not a PDS member, the change file data set name must be specified
using the DSN= parameter.

PDSM33-26
No change(s) to apply
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The control file contains no changes, or no changes have been selected during COMPARE, DIFF, APPLY, EDIT, or
GENERATE processing.

PDSM33-27
Missing Change: changeid

The indicated change is not present in the Control File.

PDSM33-28
Comparing files

This is an informational message indicating that the compare phase is in control.

PDSM33-29
CHANGE parameter is required for this function

The CHANGE parameter must be specified for ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, and DELETE functions.

PDSM33-30
Member name required - dataset is partitioned

A PDS data set has been specified for processing without the required member name also being specified. The name of
the data set is reported on an accompanying PDSM33-18 message. Include the required member name and rerun.

PDSM33-31
Member name specified - dataset is sequential

A sequential data set has been specified for processing but a member name has also been specified. The name of the
data set is reported on an accompanying PDSM33-18 message. Remove the member name and rerun.

PDSM33-32
STAMPCOL must be less than the record length

The value specified for the STAMPCOL parameter, when added to the length of the STAMP, exceeds the logical record
length of the data sets being processed. Correct the value of CONTINCOL and rerun.

PDSM33-33
CONTINCOL must not exceed the record length

The value specified for the CONTINCOL parameter exceeds the logical record length of the data sets being processed.
Correct the value of CONTINCOL and rerun.

PDSM33-34
Change changeid not found
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The indicated change, specified by the LASTCHANGE parameter is not present in the Control File or has been excluded
by a CHANGE parameter specification.

PDSM33-35
Invalid Control File header

The file being processed or inserted is not a valid Update Control File.

PDSM33-36
Invalid Change File Separator

The member name in the Change File header exceeds eight characters.

PDSM33-37
Change File Sequence Error

Change Files within an Update Control File must be maintained in ascending alphabetical sequence of Change Identifier.
The Change File header at which the sequence error is detected is reported preceding this message.

PDSM33-38
No members were selected for processing

The MEMBER= parameter was specified, but there were no matching library members.

PDSM33-39
No function specified

A function has not been specified in the EXEC statement parameter.

PDSM33-40
member parm not supported for this function

The indicated member (OLDMEM, NEWMEM, or MEMBER) parameter is not supported for the function being performed.
The OLDMEM and NEWMEM parameters are supported only for COMPARE and DIFF functions. The MEMBER
parameter is supported only for APPLY, CONCAT, DECAT, ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, and DELETE functions.

PDSM33-41
LASTCHANGE does not support pattern characters

The LASTCHANGE parameter specifies the Change Identifier of the last change to be applied to the Base module.
Pattern characters are not supported.

PDSM33-42
LASTCHANGE supported only for APPLY, EDIT and GENERATE processing

The LASTCHANGE parameter cannot be specified with functions other than APPLY, EDIT, and GENERATE.
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PDSM33-43
Processing member -> member

This message indicates the PDSMUPD member currently being processed by a CONCAT, ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE, or
DELETE function.

PDSM33-44
Change changeid activated

The change with Change Identifier changeid has been marked as Active in the Control File.

PDSM33-45
Change changeid de-activated

The change with Change Identifier changeid has been marked as Inactive in the Control File.

PDSM33-46
Change changeid removed from Control File

The change with Change Identifier changeid has been removed from the Control File.

PDSM33-47
Change changeid deleted

The Change File for the change with Change Identifier changeid has been removed from the Update Control File.

PDSM33-48
Control File concatenated

The Control File has been added to the PDSMDAT dataset.

PDSM33-49
Change changeid concatenated

The Change File for the change with Change Identifier changeid has been added to the PDSMDAT dataset.

PDSM33-50
No Matching Change(s)

No changes matching the CHANGE parameter specification were selected for processing.

PDSM33-51
Change changeid already active

The change with Change Identifier changeid has been selected for ACTIVATE processing but the Control File indicates
that this change is already active.
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PDSM33-52
Change changeid already inactive

The change with Change Identifier changeid has been selected for DEACTIVATE processing but the Control File indicates
that this change is already inactive.

PDSM33-53
Updating dsnmem

DECAT processing is updating an existing PDSMUPD member indicated by dsnmem.

PDSM33-54
Creating dsnmem

DECAT processing is creating a new PDSMUPD member indicated by dsnmem.

PDSM33-55
Adding Control File

The Control File is being added to the previously indicated PDSMUPD member.

PDSM33-56
Replacing Control File

The Control File in the previously indicated PDSMUPD member is being replaced.

PDSM33-57
Adding Change changeid

The Change File corresponding to the change with Change Identifier changeid is being added to the previously indicated
PDSMUPD member.

PDSM33-58
Replacing Change changeid

The Change File corresponding to the change with Change Identifier changeid in the previously indicated PDSMUPD
member is being replaced.

PDSM33-59
PDSMDAT dataset is not of valid format

DECAT processing has determined that the PDSMDAT dataset was not created by a CONCAT operation.

PDSM33-60
PDSMDAT Dataset: datasetname
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The data set name of the PDSMDAT dataset is reported. This is an informational message. No action is required.

PDSM33-61
Passing composite file datasetname to EDIT

The data set name of the composite file being passed to ISPF EDIT is reported.

PDSM33-62
Composite was not modified - operation terminated

Either no changes were made to the composite file or the ISPF EDIT session was canceled. The operation is terminated
and no change file is generated.

PDSM33-63
Operation complete. RC=nn

The reported operation completed successfully with the indicated return code nn.

PDSM33-64
Operation terminated. RC=nn

The reported operation was terminated because of a previously reported error. The return code nn is reported.

PDSM33-65
Adding Change Identifier changeid to Control File

The indicated changeid is added to the end of the target Control File. This processing occurs during a DECAT operation
that specifies the CTLFILE=U parameter.

PDSM35 Messages
This section documents the PDSM35 messages.

PDSM35-01
Processing completed - Return Code=rc.

This informational message is issued during termination to indicate all specified requests have been processed. Rc is the
highest return code received by any processed request.

PDSM35-02
Required DD, ddname, is not allocated

The required ddname DD statement is not present in the JCL. Return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Add a ddname DD statement to the JCL and rerun the failing job.
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PDSM35-03
No control statements specified

No valid ELOC or report control statements were found in either the EXEC parm field or in SYSIN. The return code is set
to 16 and processing terminates.

Add control statements as required and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-04
End processing request ID id - Rc=rc

This informational message is issued at the completion of processing for ELOC or report request number id. Rc is the
return code for this request. The PDSM35 return code is set to the highest rc value from any request and processing
continues if rc is less than eight.

PDSM35-07
The address space required for function controlstatement is inactive

The address space (usually LLA) required for function controlstatement is not active. The return code is set to 12 and
processing is terminated.

Start the required address space and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-08
Unrecognized LLA Trace table entry encountered

An unrecognized LLA trace table event type was encountered during processing of the LLATRACE report. The return
code is set to 4 and processing continues.

Retain the LLATRACE output report and contact Technical Support.

PDSM35-09
No LLA managed data sets match the specified criteria

No LLA-managed data sets match the selection criteria specified for an ELOC or report request. The return code is set to
4 and processing continues.

Adjust the selection criteria as required and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-10
Command not authorized, resource=resource

The user is not authorized to issue the requested command. Resource is the security resource name for which security
was checked.

Contact your Security Administrator for required authorization.

PDSM35-11
ID id has been assigned to controlstatement request
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The assigned request ID is included in all report headings so that the output from control statement controlstatement may
be associated with the input control statements.

PDSM35-12
Required parm operand not specified

An operand required by the parm parameter was not specified. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-13
Unrecognized parm parameter - string

An unrecognized parameter string was encountered while processing the parm control statement. The return code is set
to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-14
Specified parm parameter is invalid - string

The specified control statement parm operand string is invalid. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-15
parm Operand length error - string

The specified parm operand string is too long. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-16
Parameter parm is ambiguous - Specify more characters

The specified parm value is not long enough to be a unique parameter. The return code is set to 16 and processing
terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-18
Pattern characters not supported for parm parameters string

Pattern characters are not supported when specified for the parm control statement. The return code is set to 16 and
processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM35-20
eloc request status for dsname
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Processing of ELOC request eloc has been completed for dsname. The success or failure of the request is indicated by
status, which is one of the following values:

complete
Processing completed successfully.

queued
The request has been queued only because the NOWAIT parameter was specified.

failed
The request failed due to an error condition. The PDSM35-21 message is issued to describe the error.

PDSM35-21
eloc request failed - reason

Processing of ELOC request eloc has failed for reason. See the system log for additional PDSMAN messages.

PDSM35-22
Selected data set is invalid for controlstatement - reason

The data set selected does not have the proper attributes to be processed by command controlstatement. Reason
describes the cause of the error.

PDSM35-23
Allocation failed - reason=reason Dsn=dsname

During LLACHECK processing, dynamic allocation of data set dsname failed. Reason is the S99ERROR field of the
dynamic allocation parameter area. The return code is set to 12 and processing terminates.

See the IBM documentation for the meanings of S99ERROR return codes.

PDSM35-24
systemservice failed for dsname Rc=reason

The LOCATE or OBTAIN SVC, systemservice, failed for data set dsname. Reason is the return code from the SVC. The
PDSM35 return code is set to 12 and processing terminates.

Most likely, the data set has been deleted from the volume (reason=8 from OBTAIN), or the data set is uncataloged
(reason=8 from LOCATE).

PDSM35-25
Abend occurred during processing. Routine=name, CC=code - reason, Diag=diagdata

An abend occurred during PDSM35 processing. Name is the name of the PDSM35 routine performing the processing;
code and reason describe the abend and reason codes associated with the abend. Additional diagnostic data may be
reported as diagdata.

For common abends (code), such as S913 (security violation) or Sx37 (DASD space failure), correct the failing job and
rerun. For other abends obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.
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PDSM35-31
PC Function=pcfunction Return Code=rc

A non-zero return code returncode was received in response to a request to the PDSMAN PC routines. Pcfunction is the
function requested. Following are the returncode values that may be received:

4
The requested data set (or library member) was not managed by LLA. The PDSM35-32 message is issued to further
describe the problem.

8
The system address space required to perform the pcfunction function is not active or is currently busy. If the requested
address space is busy, PDSM35 goes into a wait state for one second and then retries the required function. If the busy
condition still exists after 30 tries the request is failed.

12
A control block structure error has occurred. An SVC dump is requested by the PC routines to further document the
problem.

16
An internal error has occurred during execution of the PC routines. Message PDSM35-32 is issued to further document
the problem.

20
Invalid function code.

24
An abend has occurred during execution of the PC routines. An SVC dump is requested by the PC routines to further
document the problem.

This may not be an error condition that results in the termination of processing. Return codes above 8 cause the return
code to be set to 12, which terminates processing.

PDSM35-32
reason

This message is issued when a non-zero return code is received from a request to the PDSMAN PC routines.

PDSM35-99
Internal error - Routine=routinename, Reason=reason

An internal error occurred in routine routinename. Processing is terminated with a U0001 abend.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSM38 Messages
This section documents the PDSM38 messages.

PDSM38-01
Processing completed, Return Code=rc.

This informational message is issued during termination to indicate that all specified requests have been processed. Rc is
the highest return code received by any processed request.
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PDSM38-02
Required DD, ddname, is not allocated

The required ddname DD statement is not present in the JCL. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Add a ddname DD statement to the JCL and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-03
No control statements specified

No valid control statements were found in either the EXEC parameter field or in SYSIN. The return code is set to 16 and
processing terminates.

Add control statements as required and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-04
End processing request ID id, Rc=rc

This informational message is issued at the completion of processing for request number id. Rc is the return code for this
request. The PDSM38 return code is set to the highest rc value from any request and processing continues if rc is less
than eight.

PDSM38-05
No data sets match the specified criteria

No data sets match the selection criteria specified. The return code is set to four and processing continues.

Adjust the selection criteria as required and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-06
Required parm keyword missing

An operand required by the parm parameter was not specified. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-07
Mutually exclusive parameters used parm1 and parm2

Parm1 and parm2 are not valid together. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-08
Inconsistent parameter usage parm1 and parm2

Parm1 and parm2 usage in this context is improper. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.
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PDSM38-09
Required controlstatement keyword is missing keyword

Controlstatement syntax requires a keyword parameter. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-10
Keyword keyword invalid for type RENAME

The syntax for a library or member (type) rename is incorrect. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-11
PDSMDBI call failed, Func=func, Rc=rc, Rsn=rsn

The PDSMAN Database Interface module, PDSMDBI, returned an unexpected return code, rc, for function func. The
return code is set to 12 and processing terminates.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSM38-12
Data set, dsn/vol, is Invalid for controlstatement - reason

The data set specified for controlstatement is invalid. Reason describes the error and may be one of the following:

• Not a Program Object

• Data set not found

• Data set is migrated

• Newname is already recorded in Database

• Volume not found

• Data set allocation failed

• Data set is not partitioned

The return code is set to 8 and processing is terminated.

PDSM38-13
CHECKRULE=NONE is not allowed with any other CHECKRULE operands

The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-14
Unsupported controlstatement pattern usage keyword

Pattern characters are not supported for controlstatement keyword. The return code is set to 16 and processing
terminates
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Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-15
Multiple data sets match the provided criteria, specify VOLSER=

The RENAME and REMOVE functions normally process a single data set. The return code is set to 8 and processing
terminates.

Specify VOLSER= on the control statement to eliminate any ambiguity and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-16
An abend occurred during processing. Routine=name, CC=code, Diag=text

An abend occurred during PDSM38 processing. Name is the name of the PDSM38 routine performing the processing;
code is the abend and reason codes associated with the abend. Additional diagnostic data may be reported as text.

For common abends (code), such as S913 (security violation) or Sx37 (DASD space failure), correct the failing job and
rerun. For other abends obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSM38-17
Error function member record, member, Rc=rc, Reason=reason

An error occurred adding or deleting (function) member.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSM38-18
keyword operand validation error - reason

An error occurred during validation of the specified keyword operand. The error reason may be one of the following:

• DD statement not allocated
• Data set is non-VSAM
• Operand invalid

Correct the keyword operand or JCL and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-19
COPY command Database validation failed - reason

An error occurred during validation of the specified database. The error reason may be one of the following:

• Server N/A - FROMDD and TODDNAME both required
• FROMDB and TODBNAME specify the same DSN

Correct the specified database operand or JCL and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-20
The specified new name, newname, is already recorded in the Database

The new member name, newname, specified on a RENAME operation already exists in the Database.
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Specify a unique newname or use the REMOVE command to delete the current record and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-21
PDSM38-21 Command not authorized, Resource=resourcename

PDSM38 requires the user to have at least read access to any resource on which it operates. The installation security
product has indicated the user does not have read access to the resourcename resource.

Obtain the required access to the resource and rerun the failing job.

PDSM38-22
ANALYZEDB Error - errorreason

The ANALYZEDB command detected a database structural error. errorreason may be one of the following:

• No library control records found
This is normal when processing a newly allocated database file.

• Library control record inactive - ID=id, Key=key
ANALYZEDB with TYPERUN=FIX will delete these records to correct the structural error.

• Library control record not found- ID=id, Key=key
ANALYZEDB with TYPERUN=FIX will delete these records to correct the structural error.

• DB control High Used Library ID error - DBntrl=libID1, Actual=libID2
This error can result from a system problem occurring during a DB record update. ANALYZEDB with TYPERUN=FIX
will update the control record to correct this error.

Other errorreason values are possible with this message. If other error conditions are detected you should obtain all
output from the failing job, check the output from the PDSMAN Database server address space for error messages, and
contact Technical Support.

PDSMABND Messages
This section documents the PDSMABND messages.

PDSMABND-1
RUN TERMINATED

PDSMAN is terminating with a user abend. This message is always preceded by another message detailing the cause of
the error.

PDSMADLM Messages
This section documents the PDSMADLM messages.

 

PDSMADLM-01
PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside status

This message indicates the current status of the PDSMAN Active Directory Lookaside environment. The following status
values are valid:
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• Active
The environment is active.

• Not Active
The environment is not active.

• Already Active
The environment is already active and does not need to be started.

• Ended
The environment has ended and is no longer active.

PDSMADLM-02
ADL Shutdown Waiting for count Entries – Remaining Wait Time is value seconds

Active Directory Lookaside shutdown processing has been delayed while waiting for ADL activity to complete for count
libraries. This is typically due to ADL asynchronously removing libraries from LLA before completing termination. Value
indicates the maximum number of seconds that ADL will wait for activity to complete before ADL is forced to terminate.

This message can be issued periodically during the waiting period. ADL terminates immediately when all pending activity
has completed; it does not wait for the wait time to expire.

The length of time that LLA waits for removal is defined using the $ADLOPT control statement TERMWAIT parameter.

PDSMADLM-04
Active Directory Lookaside function status – reason

This message reports the status and reason for the indicated ADL function. The function that is reported varies depending
on the ADL processing being performed. Status is one of the following:

• Info
• Warning
• Error

Reason provides the reason for the status or internal return and reason code information. The following reasons are
possible: 

• LLA Environment Valid
• LLA Environment Not Valid
• LLA Not Active
• LLA Monitoring Not Active
• LLA ELOCs Not Available
• Interval Stats Recording Suspended
• Total of count ADM Bytes Not Freed

When an error is reported, make note of the conditions under which it occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMADLM-05
ADL_log_entry_text

This message reports the text of an ADL log entry and is typically used to report error conditions. Additional
PDSMADLM-05 messages are written if the log entry text exceeds what can be written in a single message.  
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PDSMADLW Messages
This section documents the PDSMADLW messages.

PDSMADLW-01
Specified parm operand, string, is invalid

The specified parm operand string is invalid. Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMADLW-02
parm Operand length error - string

The specified parm operand string is too long. Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMADLW-03
Starting Date/Time is not lower than Ending Date/Time

The starting date and time specification is not before the ending date and time. Correct the control statement syntax error
and rerun the failing job.

PDSMADLW-04
parm numeric bounds error - string

The specified numeric operand, string, is outside the valid bounds for the parm parameter. This message may also
indicate that the first operand of a LOGRECNUM range is not lower than the second operand. Correct the control
statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMADLW-05
parm MAX count exceeded - string

The maximum number of parm values has been exceeded. The string parameter caused this error. Reduce the number of
parm specifications and rerun the failing job.

PDSMADSP Messages
This section documents the PDSMADSP messages.

PDSMADSP-1
number type added to dsname on volume
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An extent containing the indicated number of tracks or cylinders (type) has been added to data set dsname on volume
volume.

PDSMADSP-2
ADDSPACE is not supported for multivolume dataset dsname on volume

PDSMAN does not attempt to add an extent to a multi-volume data set.

PDSMADSP-3
Maximum extents allocated for dsname, or insufficient space on volume volume

An attempt to add an extent to data set dsname failed for the indicated reason.

PDSMALOC Messages
This section documents the PDSMALOC messages.

PDSMALOC-1
DYNALLOC failed. S99VERB=s99verb, RC=rc, ERROR=error, INFO=info, REAS=reas, DSN=dsn

This message details information returned from the DYNALLOC macro following a Dynamic Allocation failure. rc is the
DYNALLOC return code, error is the error code, info is the info code, and reas is the SMS reason code. For a definition
of the return code and other error indicators, see the DYNALLOC (SVC 99) Return Codes section in the appropriate IBM
documentation.

PDSMALOC-2
S99VERB=s99verb, RC=rc, ERROR=error, INFO=info, REAS=reas, DD=ddname

This message details information returned from the DYNALLOC macro following a Dynamic Allocation failure. rc is the
DYNALLOC return code, error is the error code, info is the info code, and reas is the SMS reason code. For a definition
of the return code and other error indicators, see the DYNALLOC (SVC 99) Return Codes section in the appropriate IBM
documentation.

PDSMALOC-3
Dataset dsn is already cataloged

Dynamic Allocation of data set dsn failed because a data set of the same name is already cataloged.

PDSMALOC-4
Dataset dsn is in use, try later

Dynamic Allocation of data set dsn failed because the data set is open or is in use by another job step or TSO user.

PDSMALOC-5
Volume vol is not online to this system

Dynamic Allocation failed because the requested volume vol is not online to this system.
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PDSMALOC-6
dsn already exists on volume

Dynamic Allocation of new data set dsn failed because a data set of the same name already exists on the requested
volume.

PDSMALOC-7
Dataset dsn not found in the catalog

Dynamic Allocation of data set dsn failed because the data set is not cataloged.

PDSMALOC-8
Insufficient space on volume vol, please Re-specify

Dynamic Allocation of a new data set on volume vol failed because there is insufficient space on the volume.

PDSMALOC-9
Catalog error detected processing dsn

Dynamic Allocation of data set dsn failed because an error in the catalog was detected.

PDSMALOC-10
The required print destination is undefined, please Re-specify

Dynamic Allocation of a print output data set failed because the requested print destination is not known.

PDSMALOC-11
Primary allocation insufficient for directory blocks

Dynamic Allocation of new PDS data set failed because the directory must fit in the first extent of the data set and the
specified primary space amount is not large enough.

PDSMALOC-12
Dataset not on the indicated volume

Dynamic Allocation of a data set has failed because the data set does not reside on the DASD volume indicated in the
system catalog.

PDSMALOC-13
Volume vol is not mounted or authorized for your use

Dynamic Allocation of a data set on volume vol has failed because the volume is not mounted or you have insufficient
authorization to use the volume.

PDSMALOC-14
Dataset dsn not allocated on volume vol, is cataloged on volume vol
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Dynamic Allocation of a data set on volume vol has failed because the data set is already cataloged on another volume.

PDSMALOC-15
Dataset dsn is not eligible for allocation on volume vol

Dynamic Allocation of a data set on volume vol has failed because SMS can not determine the storage class or you have
insufficient access authorization to use the volume.

PDSMAPF Messages
This section documents the PDSMAPF messages.

PDSMAPF-1
CSVAPF ERROR. RC=rc REAS=reason

CSVAPF has returned the indicated return and reason codes when requested to return a list of APF data sets.

PDSMBLDL Messages
This section documents the PDSMBLDL messages.

PDSMBLDL-1
BLDL FAILED FOR MEMBER member - reason

A BLDL error was encountered when attempting to perform a BLDL for the indicated member. The reason indicates that
either an I/O error occurred or that an ESTAE exit was invoked.

PDSMBLDL-2
Member member was not found in dataset dsn

BLDL for member member in data set dsn returned a not found condition.

PDSMBLDL-3
I/O ERROR DURING BLDL FOR MEMBER member

An I/O error was encountered in the directory during a BLDL for member member. Check the data set for errors by
running the Library Map and Analysis utility, PDSM13.

PDSMCAML- Messages
This section documents the PDSMCAML messages.

PDSMCAML-1
Delete bypassed for unexpired dataset dsn

A data set delete request has been made but the data set is unexpired. The delete request is bypassed.
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PDSMCAML-2
Delete of migrated dataset dsn failed, RC: rc

An attempt to delete migrated data set dsn is unsuccessful. SVC 26 has returned a return code of rc.

PDSMCES Messages
This section documents the PDSMCES messages.

PDSMCES-1
Some catalogs could not be accessed, data may be incomplete.

Catalog search service was unable to read at least one catalog, most likely due to volumes being offline. The service has
returned data from the catalogs that could be read.

PDSMCES-2
Catalog service error: RC: cccc Reason: rrrr

Catalog search service failed. For return code and reason details, see z/OS message IDC3009I.

PDSMCM2 Messages
This section documents the PDSMCM2 messages.

PDSMCM2-3
INVALID TEXT BLOCK IGNORED - MODULE modulename DDNAME ddname

While attempting to retrieve module modulename from DDNAME ddname an invalid text block was encountered.
Processing continues but unpredictable results may occur. The module should be re-linked.

PDSMCM3 Messages
This section documents the PDSMCM3 messages.

PDSMCM3-1
IEFDDSRV failed for ddname ddname RETC=returncode REAS=reasoncode

An error was encountered when invoking the IEFDDSRV service to obtain the UCB address for ddname. Returncode is
the return code from the service and reasoncode is the error reason code. Make note of the conditions under which this
error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMCM4 Messages
This section documents the PDSMCM4 messages.

PDSMCM4-1
SYSTEM TYPE UNKNOWN/UNSUPPORTED BY PDSMAN
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PDSMAN is not supported for this operating system release.

PDSMCM5 Messages
This section documents the PDSMCM5 messages.

PDSMCM5-08
CALLPC - required service unavailable - servicename

A service required by the PDSMAN Program Call routine is currently unavailable. Servicename will be one of the
following:

• PDSMAN Address Space
Start the PDSMAN address space and retry the operation.

• PDSMAN Cross-Memory Env
Issue command F PDSMAN,STARTXM and retry the operation.

• LLA
Start the LLA address space and retry the operation.

PDSMCM5-09
CALLPC - Request failed, Rc=rc, Diag=diagdata, Function=functionname

A non-zero return code, rc, was received in response to a request to the PDSMAN Program Call routines. Diagdata  is
variable data that may be required to diagnose the problem and functionname  is the function requested. Obtain all output
from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMCM5-5
PDSMAUTH required service unavailable - servicename

A PDSMAN service that is required to perform an authorized function is not available. This message may be accompanied
by a system abend. If so, start the required servicename, most likely the PDSMAN address space, and rerun the failing
job.

PDSMCM5-6
SVCDUMP REQUESTED. RC=rc

An SVCDUMP request has been completed with code rc returned by the SDUMP macro.

PDSMCTL Messages
This section documents the PDSMCTL messages.

PDSMCTL-1
Preceding Control Statement Invalid

A syntax error has been detected in a control statement supplied through the PDSMCTL DD statement. The statement in
error is listed before this error message. Correct the error and rerun the job step.
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PDSMCTL-2
Function func is not supported

The specified function func is not supported for the current process.

PDSMCTL-3
Invalid or missing member name

The member name exceeds eight characters or has not been specified.

PDSMCTL-4
$MISC MINPREFIX specifies that the minimum member prefix is n characters.

A member pattern has been specified, but the length of the pattern prefix is less than the number n specified in the $MISC
MINPREFIX PDSMAN initialization parameter.

PDSMCTL-5
The library name is too long

The specified library name exceeds 44 characters.

PDSMCTL-6
Specified Library is not in the CDS

A control statement has been supplied for a library that is not in the Library Control Data Set (CDS). Check the spelling of
the library name and, if correct, add the library name to the CDS.

PDSMCTL-7
Member status status unsupported. Must be 'T' or 'P'.

The specified member status is other than T or P.

PDSMCTL-8
Member status status is only supported for libraries defined as 'MIXED'

Member status has been specified for a library which has not been defined by a $MIXED PDSMAN initialization
parameter.

PDSMCTL-9
TEST and PROD functions are only supported for libraries defined as 'MIXED'

A TEST or PROD function has been specified for a library which has not been defined by a $MIXED PDSMAN
initialization parameter.

PDSMCTL-14
Expiration date date is not a future date
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The specified expiration date must be later than the current date.

PDSMCVAF Messages
This section documents the PDSMCVAF messages.

PDSMCVAF-1
CVAFDSM issued a non-zero return code RC=rc CVSTAT=status

The CVAFDSM macro, invoked to determine the number of free DSCBs in an indexed VTOC, has completed with a return
code of rc and a CVAF status code of status.

PDSMDB Messages
This section documents the PDSMDB messages.

PDSMDB-01
Database Server is not active

PDSMAN has detected that the PDSMAN Database address space is not active. The Database Control subtask of the
PDSMAN address space is terminated and a PDSMOPR-10 message is also issued.

Review the system log for possible error messages issued by the Database address space, PDSMDBM, make
corrections, and restart the PDSMAN Database address space using the command F PDSMAN,STARTDB.

PDSMDB-02
MGCRE request failed, Rc=rc, Command=text, Taskname=procname

The MGCRE macro, invoked to issue the text command to the PDSMAN Database address space, procname, failed with
a return code of rc.

PDSMDB-03
PDSMINIT $DATABASE control statement required for DB monitoring subtask execution, startup bypassed

The Database Control subtask cannot execute if a $DATABASE control statement is not present in the PDSMAN
initialization control statements.

Add a $DATABASE control statement to the PDSMAN initialization control statements. For more information,
see Initialization Control Statements . Then issue the following commands to activate the new statements and restart the
Database Control subtask:

F PDSMAN,NEWRULES

F PDSMAN,STARTDB

PDSMDBCM Messages
This section documents the PDSMDBCM messages.
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PDSMDBCM-01
Database Recording Queue Status Changed - status, Rc=code, Rsn=reason

PDSMAN has detected that the status of the PDSMAN Database Recording queue has changed. The status, active or
error, is the new status and code/reason are the $DBQ routine return and reason codes.

A new status of Error indicates a problem with either the Database Recording Queue Manager task in the PDSMAN
address space or with the PDSMAN Database address space. Review the system log for related error messages and
contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBCM-02
Database Recording Queue Inactive

This message is issued when a request is received for the Database Recording Queue Manager but the PDSMQMDB
task is not active.

Start the Database Recording Queue Manager using STARTQMDB and re-try the failing operation.

PDSMDBCM-10
Activity Start=date/time, End=date/time

This message, along with messages PDSMDBCM-11, -12, -13, -14, -15, and - 16, are issued in response to the PDSMAN
address space DBPERForm command. Date/Time reports the time period covered by the immediately following
PDSMDBCM-1n messages.

PDSMDBCM-11
Request Activity: Count=requests, Cycles=cycles, Rqsts per Cycle: avg

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBPERForm command.

PDSMDBCM-12
Request metric (secs): QTime=time, Elapsed=time, CPU Usage (millisecs)=time

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBPERForm command. The message is issued
two times for each period covered by the command: metric indicates the reported time values as either averages or
maximums.

PDSMDBCM-13
DB ENQS: Count=number, AvgWait (secs)=time, AvgHeld=time

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBPERForm command.

PDSMDBCM-14
DB Activity Counts: desc count desc count desc count

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBPERForm command. PDSMDBCM-14 is issued
multiple times for each period covered by the command. The counters reported on this message are described in the
following:
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GetSeq
Count of Sequential GET requests.

GetDir
Count of Direct GET requests.

PutCtl
Count of Control record updates.

PutIsrt
Count of Data record Inserts.

PutUpd
Count of Data record updates-in-place.

Erase
Count of Erase requests.

Point
Count of Point requests.

MrkbfrD
Count of MRKBFR requests to flush data buffers.

MrkbfrI
Count of MRKBFR requests to flush index buffers.

Wrtbfr
Count of WRTBFR requests.

BufrCont
Count of Buffer contention events.

VsiStoD
Number of times Data VSI was updated in the control record.

VsiStoI
Number of time Index VSI was updated in the control record.

VsiUpdD
Number of times Data VSI was updated in-storage from the control record.

VsiUpdI
Number of time Index VSI was updated in-storage from the control record.

PDSMDBCM-15
VSAM Buffer pool counters (cumulative):

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBPERForm command. PDSMDBCM-15 is a
heading message for the following PDSMDBCM-16 messages.

PDSMDBCM-16
desc number

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBPERForm command. PDSMDBCM-16 is issued
multiple times for each period covered by the command. The values reported on this message are described in the
following:

$DATABASE BUFFERD= used during open.
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Number of data buffers allocated during open.

$DATABASE BUFFERI= used during open.
Number of index buffers allocated during open.

Successful look-asides (BFRFND).
Number of successful look-asides.

Buffer reads (BUFRDS).
Number of buffer reads.

Non-user initiated writes (NUIW).
Number of writes not initiated by the user.

User initiated writes (UIW).
Number of user-initiated writes.

PDSMDBI Messages
This section documents the PDSMDBI messages.

PDSMDBI-1
Internal error - reason

The PDSMAN Database Interface has detected an internal error. Reason describes the error.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBI-2
Database interface error, Rc=rc, R0=rsn1, R1=rsn2

A PDSMAN Database Interface error has occurred. The registers reported provide additional information about the error.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBM Messages
This section documents the PDSMDBM messages.

PDSMDBM-1
Database interface status, $DBM addr=address

This informational message is issued when the status of the PDSMAN Database address space changes during startup or
shutdown. Status indicates the new status of the Database address space: active or terminated.

PDSMDBM-2
Server subtask activation status, DBREQ: address, TCB: address

This informational message is issued during startup to report the status of the PDSMAN Database address space and
related subtasks.
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PDSMDBM-3
Request Queue initialized, Header addr=address

This informational message is issued during startup to report the status of the Database Request Queue.

PDSMDBM-4
routine entered - termination in progress

The PDSMAN Database Address Space recovery or retry routine has been entered due to an error. An SVC dump with
the title "PDSMAN REQUESTED DUMP - PDSMDBM" may be scheduled when this message is issued.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBM-5
Server subtask abended, CC=abendcode, Rqst Job=jobname, ID=serialnumber

A database server subtask in the PDSMAN Database address space has abended with completion code abendcode while
processing request number serialnumber on behalf of job jobname.

This message may be issued if the requesting job or TSO user is canceled before processing of the request has
completed. The Database address space will automatically attempt to re-attach the abended subtask.

PDSMDBM-6
$DSQUE function failed, Rc=rc, Rsn=rsn,

The PDSMAN Data Space Queue routine, $DSQUE, has returned a non-zero return code, rc, with the associated reason,
rsn.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBM-7
Input->inputcommand

Echoes the inputcommand string issued to the PDSMAN Database Server address space.

PDSMDBM-8
Service routine failed. Routinename, Rc=rc, Rsn=rsn,

A non-zero return code, rc, was received from routinename.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBM-9
Invalid keyword operand, string, ignored

An invalid keyword operand was encountered while parsing a command input string.

Enter the command again with a valid keyword operand.
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PDSMDBM-10
Database server address space is not active

This message is issued when a request is received for the PDSMAN Database address space but the address space is
not active.

Start the PDSMAN Database address space and retry the failing operation.

PDSMDBM-11
Database file not supported - reason, Dsn=datasetname

This message is issued during PDSMAN initialization and indicates that the database file specified on the $DATABASE
initialization control statement, DSN= parameter, is not supported. Reason describes the error and may be one of the
following:

Not VSAM
The specified file is not VSAM; the PDSMAN Database address space supports only VSAM KSDS files.

Not KSDS
The specified file is not a VSAM KSDS.

Delete and define the database file again and then retry the failing operation.

PDSMDBM-12
Opening database file - Dsn=dataset, Index Vol=volser

This informational message is issued during initialization to report the database file name and volume serial.

PDSMDBM-20
DB status: status, Start date/time, Dsn=dataset

This message, along with messages PDSMDBM-21, -22, and - 23, is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space
DBSTATUS, DBOPEN, or DBCLOSE command. Date/time is the date and time that the address space was started,
dataset indicates the database file currently being used. Status indicates the status of the Database component as
follows:

Open, Available
The database file is open and available for processing of requests.

Open, Quiesced
The database file is open, but processing has been stopped in response to a QUIESCE command. Issue the RESTART
command to make the database available for processing.

Closed
The database file is closed. Issue the OPEN command to make the database available for processing.

PDSMDBM-21
Update cycles: count, DBM Flags: flag1, flag2,

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBSTATUS, DBOPEN, or DBCLOSE command.
Count is the update cycle counter recorded in the database control record. DBM Flags are as follows:

Enqheld
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The database enqueue is held.

Enqpending
The database enqueue has been issued/requested, but was not immediately available.

RVSIComplete
Normal only with Enqheld status. Enqheld, RVSIComplete is the normal status when requests are being processed.

RVSIPending
Normal only with Enqheld status. This status indicates that requests are waiting for completion of the RVSI function.

SVSIPending
Normal only with Enqheld status. The SVSI function, which terminates a processing cycle, is currently in-progress.

PDSMDBM-22
Rqst Queue: status, Count=requests

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBSTATUS, DBOPEN, or DBCLOSE command. This
message reports the current status of the Database Request Queue. Requests is the count of database access or update
requests that are waiting in the queue.

PDSMDBM-23
Subtask number, status, Job=jobname, Serial Number=serialnumber

This message is issued in response to the PDSMAN address space DBSTATUS, or DBOPEN command. The current
status of all Database address space subtasks (normally 2) is reported. Number is the subtask number. The status
reported could be: Waiting for work or Active. If the status is Active, jobname and serialnumber identify the current
request.

PDSMDBMT Messages
This section documents the PDSMDBMT messages.

PDSMDBMT-1
Service failed, servicename, Rc=rc, Reason=reason, Request Job=jobname, ID=serialnumber

A non-zero return code, rc, was returned by service servicename.

Obtain all output from the PDSMAN Database address space and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBMT-2
Request caller validation failed, Request Job=jobname, ID=serialnumber

This error is detected by a PDSMAN Database address space server subtask and normally indicates that a job that
requested information from the database has been canceled or has terminated before the request could be processed.

The request identified by jobname and serialnumber is discarded and database server processing continues.

PDSMDBQT Messages
This section documents the PDSMDBQT messages.
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PDSMDBQT-01
PDSMDBI request Error, Func=code, Type=Rectype, Rc=rc, Reason=reason

The PDSMAN Database recording queue processor received an unexpected return code from the database interface,
PDSMDBI. This error is followed by PDSMDBQT-02, which further identifies the source of the recording event.

Following this error, PDSMDBQT will discard any additional requests that are awaiting processing.

Rc=16 and reason=4 indicates that the PDSMAN Database address space is not active. If this is the case, you should
start the Database address space using the PDSMAN STARTDB command. For other rc/reason combinations obtain all
output from the PDSMAN address space and the PDSMAN Database address space and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBQT-02
PDSMDBI request Error, Requestor=jobname, Lib=name, Vol=volume, Mem=name

This message is issued immediately following message PDSMDBQT-01 and contains source information for the failing
database recording request.

PDSMDBVS Messages
This section documents the PDSMDBVS messages.

PDSMDBVS-1
Internal error, Func=func, Reason=reason, Diag=text

A database address space subtask detected an internal error in the construction of a database access or update request.
Func is the requested function, reason is the error reason code, and text is optional additional diagnostic information.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBVS-2
VSAM request failed, Func=func, RecType=type, Rqst=VSAMMacro, Rc=rc, FDBK=code

A database address space subtask detected an unexpected return code from a VSAM request macro. Rc and FDBK code
are described in DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBVS-3
VSI service routine failed, Rc=rc, Diag=text

The PDSMAN VSI service routine received a non-zero return code. This severe error will result in the termination of the
Database address space.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDBVS-4
Database OPEN failed DD=ddname, Reason=text

Text indicates the reason for the OPEN failure as follows:
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• Unsupported Record Organization - not KSDS
• Key length is not 32
• Key offset is not zero

Correct the database file definition and retry the failing operation.

PDSMDIRA Messages
This section documents the PDSMDIRA messages.

PDSMDIRA-1
CONTROL INFORMATION CANNOT BE RECORDED FOR ACB LIBRARY MEMBER membername

ACB libraries have a directory entry format which precludes the recording of PDSMAN member control information.
Remove any $UPDATE CONTROL=Y or $ACCESS REF=Y control statements specified for this library. This library
cannot be processed by PDSM02 or the PDSMAN backup system. Membername indicates the member for which control
information could not be recorded.

PDSMDIRA-2
UNABLE TO OPEN DDNAME ddname

An open failed for the specified file. The most likely cause is a missing DD statement for the indicated ddname.

PDSMDIRA-3
ERROR READING DDNAME 'ddname' MEMBER membername

This message is preceded by message PDSMDIRA-4 or PDSMDIRA-5 and reports the ddname and membername for
which the error occurred.

PDSMDIRA-4
I/O ERROR, SYNADAF DATA = 'synadaf'

An input/output error occurred while reading the file identified on the accompanying PDSMDIRA-3 message. The synadaf
data is that returned by the SYNADAF macro.

PDSMDIRA-5
UNEXPECTED DATA ENCOUNTERED - diagnostics

An error occurred while reading the file identified on the accompanying PDSMDIRA-3 message. Diagnostics provides
diagnostic data for this error. Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDMON Messages

PDSMDMON-01
DB Usage status for datasetname  - Used=usedpct Threshold=thresholdpct
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The PDSMAN Library Directory Monitoring facility is monitoring the percentage of directory space in use in library
datasetname. The setting of the DBMONMSG parameter on the matching $UPDATE initialization control statement
controls the issuing of this message.

Status indicates the directory monitoring status for the resource:

Normal
The directory usage does not exceed any threshold values.

Warning
The directory usage exceeds the warning threshold set on the DBMONWARN parameter.

Error
The directory usage exceeds the error threshold set on the DBMONERROR parameter.

The usedpct field shows the percentage of the directory that is currently in use. Thresholdpct indicates the threshold being
used to determine the resource status.

PDSMDSI Messages
This section documents the PDSMDSI messages.

PDSMDSI-1
Internal Error - contact PDSMAN support.

An error has been detected while attempting to resolve data set information. Note the operation being performed at the
time and contact Technical Support.

 

 

PDSMDSPC Messages
This section documents the PDSMDSPC messages.

PDSMDSPC-1
systemservice request failed. functionname, Rc=rc, Rsn=reason

A system service routine, systemservice, returned with a non-zero return code. functionname documents the function
requested, and rc and reason identify the error return and reason codes.

The following combination of variables may indicate a system environmental error as described in MVS Authorized
Assembler Services Reference:

• systemservice=DSPSERV
• functionname =CREATE
• rc=12
• rsn=xx0006xx (IEASYSxx MAXCAD= has been exceeded)

Note the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDUPD Messages
This section documents the PDSMDUPD messages.
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PDSMDUPD-1
DDNAME ddname PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN READING DIRECTORY

A permanent input/output error occurred when reading the directory of the library corresponding to ddname. Subsequent
messages provide more detail concerning the error.

PDSMDUPD-2
DDNAME ddname PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN WRITING DIRECTORY

A permanent input/output error occurred when writing the directory of the library corresponding to ddname. Subsequent
messages provide more detail concerning the error.

PDSMDUPD-3
SYNADAF DATA - synadaf

This message is preceded by message PDSMDUPD-1 or PDSMDUPD-2 and reports additional information describing the
I/O error. The synadaf data is that returned by the SYNADAF macro.

PDSMDUPD-4
SENSE/CSW/FAILING CCW sense / csw / failingccw

This message is preceded by message PDSMDUPD-1 or PDSMDUPD-2 and reports additional information describing the
I/O error.

PDSMDUPD-5
DDNAME ddname DIRECTORY SEQUENCE OR BLOCK IN ERROR

The directory of the library corresponding to ddname is out of sequence or contains invalid data in at least one directory
block. A hexadecimal printout of the directory will indicate the block in error.

PDSMDUPD-6
DDNAME ddname PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN WRITING EOF FOR MEMBER membername

When performing FastStow processing, a permanent I/O error occurred when writing the End-of-File (EOF) record for
membername in the library corresponding to ddname. Subsequent messages provide more detail concerning the error.
Control is passed to normal STOW processing.

PDSMDYNL Messages
This section documents the PDSMDYNL messages.

PDSMDYNL-1
$DYNLPA error. Rc=rc Reason=rsn

An error occurred on a call to the PDSMAN CSVDYLPA interface routine. This error may occur during startup of the
PDSMAN address space. The return code, rc, and reason code, rsn, describe the error.
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The rc/rsn combination 04/00000002 can occur if a previous execution of PDSMAN did not terminate completely, as may
occur if the PDSMAN address space is cancelled. This rc/rsn combination can be ignored. For other combinations, obtain
all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMDYNX Messages
This section documents the PDSMDYNX messages.

PDSMDYNX-1
Unexpected CSVDYNEX Rc, Request=request, Exit=exitname, RC=rc Reason=rsn

An unexpected return code was received on a CSVDYNEX macro call. Request is the CSVDYNEX REQUEST=
parameter, exitname is the name of the exit requested, rc is the return code and rsn is the reason code.

Refer to 'Return and reason Codes for the CSVDYNEX Macro' in the z/OS MVS Authorized Services Reference and
correct the error using the SETPROG or SET PROG=nn commands.

PDSMECDS Messages
This section documents the PDSMECDS messages.

PDSMECDS-1
INVALID FIELD AT COLUMN nn

This message is preceded by the CDS entry in error. An invalid field has been detected in the column specified by nn.
Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSMECDS-2
FIX CDS ERRORS AND RERUN

Processing has been terminated because the CDS is in error. Correct the error and rerun the job step.

PDSMECDS-3
DUPLICATE LIBRARY NAME datasetname

The library indicated by datasetname has been specified in a previous CDS entry. As the CDS represents the order in
which libraries are processed, duplicate names are not valid. Determine the original and duplicate entry, then delete the
duplicate and rerun the job step.

PDSMECDS-4
CDS DSN= datasetname

CDS VOL= volume

These messages report the datasetname and volume containing the Control Data Set (CDS).

PDSMECDS-5
PATTERNS=Y NEEDS ORDER=SORTED
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Specification of ORDER=SORTED is required to use the PATTERNS=Y control option.

PDSMECDS-6
PATTERNS NOT ALLOWED IN HLQ: dsn

Pattern characters are not supported in the first qualifier of a data set name. The data set name with invalid pattern
characters is reported in the message.

PDSMECDS-7
OPTION STATEMENT INVALID

The option statement is invalid, refer to previously issued messages. For valid options syntax, see Member Archiving and
Recovery Facilities.

PDSMECDS-8
'*' NOT ALLOWED IN DSN:

Data set names specified in the CDS cannot have an asterisk as wild-string pattern character.

PDSMELOC Messages
This section documents the PDSMELOC messages.

PDSMELOC-03
LLA action in progress for datasetname

This message indicates that the Extended LLA Operator Command action is currently in progress for the specified
datasetname.

This message remains highlighted until the command has completed and LLA has been updated, after which the
message is deleted.

When this message is issued by Active Directory Lookaside operating in LLA simulation mode, “in progress” is replaced
by “simulated.”

PDSMELOC-05
result errorinfo action Member membername of datasetname

The indicated result (Error or Abend) has occurred while performing action on the ELOC parmlib member identified by
membername and datasetname. Possible actions include:

• Building
• Creating
• Parsing
• Reading
• Writing

The errorinfo field gives additional information about the error such as error, reason and abend codes. Correct the
problem with the parmlib member, restart ELOC processing if message PDSMELOC-07 has also been issued, and retry
the ELOC command.
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PDSMELOC-07
PDSMAN Extended LLA Operator Command (ELOC) Processing Suspended

The Extended LLA Operator Command (ELOC) function of PDSMAN has been suspended due to serious or repetitive
errors. The errors causing this situation are detailed by other PDSMAN messages. Correct the cause of the error and
restart ELOC processing by issuing the following command from the operator console.

F  PDSMAN,NEWLMON

PDSMELOC-09
LLA eloctype was action for datasetname

This message is issued when LLA is unable to process a pending PDSMAN Extended LLA Operator Command (ELOC)
request. Eloctype indicates the type of ELOC request being processed for the library shown as datasetname.

Action indicates the action taken for the pending request:

Deleted
Pending requests are deleted when the PDSMLMON Subtask is terminated. This is a normal part of ELOC processing.

Expired
The ELOC request was issued but did not complete within a specified period. The request may or may not have been
serviced by LLA. Reissue the request if needed.

Canceled
The ELOC request has been marked as being unable to be processed. Reissue the request if needed.

PDSMENT Messages
This section documents the PDSMENT messages.

PDSMENT-1
WARNING - POSSIBLE UNPREDICTABLE RESULTS - modulename RELEASE release PDSMSUBS RELEASE
release PDSMBSI INTERFACE RELEASE release

PDSMAN is being executed with mixed releases of modules. The program name currently being executed is reported
as modulename. The releases of the program, the subroutine module, PDSMSUBS, and the BLDL/STOW interface
module, PDSMBSI are also reported. Unpredictable results may occur from running inconsistent releases of PDSMAN
components.

If the job has a STEPLIB to an alternate PDSMAN library, the STEPLIB should be removed, else check the installation of
the product.

This warning message is written to the operator console with ROUTCDE=(1,11).

PDSMENT-2
PDSMAN HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED. PROCESSING TERMINATED

The PDSMAN address space has not been initialized. Initialize the address space by starting PDSMAN. Processing is
terminated.
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PDSMEXCP Message
This section documents the PDSMEXCP messages.

PDSMEXCP-1
DDNAME ddname I/O ERROR IN MEMBER membername - synadaf

An I/O error has occurred when reading or writing the data set corresponding to ddname. If the data set is a PDS, the
member name membername is reported. Diagnostic information synadaf returned by the SYNADAF routine is also
reported.

PDSMEXCP-2
SENSE/CSW/FAILING CCW sense / csw / failingccw

This message is preceded by message PDSMEXCP-1 and reports additional information describing the I/O error.

PDSMEXCP-3
MEMBER membername TTR RESOLUTION ERROR

The TTRs in the directory or notelist of member membername were not able to be resolved when this member was
accessed or copied. The member is in error and should be re-created.

PDSMEXCP-4
MEMBER membername BLDL FAILED - RC=rc

A BLDL macro for member membername failed with a return code of rc.

PDSMEXCP-5
MEMBER membername STOW FAILED - RC=rc

A STOW macro for member membername failed with a return code of rc.

PDSMEXCP-6
OUTPUT DATASET IS FULL, DD= ddname

No more space is available in the output data set referenced by DD statement ddname.

PDSMEXCP-7
DS1LSTAR IS NOT WITHIN OUTPUT LIBRARY EXTENTS

The output library DSCB contains a DS1LSTAR value that is not within the library extents. The operation is terminated.
This condition may sometimes occur following an out-of-space condition in the library. Compressing the output library may
correct the situation.

PDSMFAMC Messages
This section documents the PDSMFAMC messages.
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PDSMFAMC-1
FAMS error - reason

The IBM FAMS service routine returned a non-zero return code on a copy operation. Reason describes the error and will
be one of the following:

• Some members were not copied
• Operation partially completed, RC=rc REAS=rsn
• Operation not completed, RC=rc REAS=rsn
• Internal error
• FAMS is not available on this system

Note the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMFAMC-2
Unexpected return code from PDSM021, Rc =rc - Pre Copy, nextaction copy operation

An unexpected return code, rc, was received from a call to PDSM021 to pre-process a FAMS copy operation. Nextaction
indicates the severity of the error:

• Terminating -- indicates a serious error occurred and the copy operation can not be attempted
• Attempting -- indicates the copy operation will be attempted.

Note the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMFAMC-3
Security violation

During pre-processing of a FAMS copy request, PDSM021 detected a $UPDATE rule with MODE=P. The copy operation
is not attempted.

PDSMFAMC-4
Unexpected return code from PDSM021, Rc =rc - Post Copy

An unexpected return code, rc, was received from a call to PDSM021 to post-process a FAMS copy operation.

Note the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMFAMC-5
Cannot specify duplicate member name membername for SELECT/EXCLUDE/RENAME

Two or more SELECT or EXCLUDE statements have specified the same member name membername, possibly due to a
rename for the same member. Processing continues, but the statements in error are not actioned.

PDSMFAMS Messages
This section documents the PDSMFAMS messages.

PDSMFAMS-1
msgid msgtext
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This message is issued by the PDSMAN interface to the IBM FAMS service routines. Msgid and its corresponding msgtext
are documented in the IBM System Messages manuals.

Note the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMFAMS-2
FAMS error - reason

The IBM FAMS service routine returned a non-zero return code. Reason describes the error and will be one of the
following:

• Some attributes were not returned
• Operation partially completed, RC=rc REAS=rsn
• Operation not completed, RC=rc REAS=rsn
• Internal error
• FAMS is not available on this system

Note the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMFAMS-3
Dataset datasetname is in use, try later

A dynamic allocation request by the IBM FAMS facility failed because the data set is open or is in use by another job step
or TSO user.

PDSMFAMS-4
FAMS dynamic allocation error for datasetname, Dynrc=rc, Dynrsn=rsn

A dynamic allocation request by the IBM FAMS facility failed. Rc and rsn are the dynamic allocation return and reason
codes reported by FAMS.

PDSMFCHK Messages
This section documents the PDSMFCHK messages.

PDSMFCHK-1
FEATURE feature REQUIRED TO USE facility

The PDSMAN feature indicated by feature must be licensed in order to use the indicated facility. Each PDSMAN feature is
separately licensable and is enabled using the supplied authorization key or code. Contact your licensing representative to
order additional features.

PDSMFCPY Messages
This section documents the PDSMFCPY messages.

PDSMFCPY-1
Direct execution of PDSMFCPY is not supported. Invoke IEBCOPY
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An attempt to directly execute FastCopy (for example, using EXEC PGM=PDSMFCPY) has been detected but is not
supported.

PDSMFILE Messages
This section documents the PDSMFILE messages.

PDSMFILE-1
An error occurred during processing DD=ddname, Dsn=datasetname

An error occurred during processing of the file identified by ddname and datasetname. For more information about the
error, see subsequent PDSMFILE messages.

PDSMFILE-2
Initialization error - errorreason

This error is detected during validation of PDSMFILE parameters. Errorreason may be one of the following:

• Member name not supplied
• Member not found - mbrname

The above may be caused by user error - correct the JCL and rerun the failing job.
• Unsupported DSORG - hexdsorg

Supported data set organizations are: partitioned, sequential, and VSAM.
Make note of the conditions under which the following errors occurred and contact Technical Support.

• Output record length invalid - supplied record length/file record length
• Open failed
• Unsupported VSAM organization
• Input buffer is too small - supplied buffer length/file record length

PDSMFILE-3
System service failed. Service, Rc=returncode, Rsn=reasoncode

A system or PDSMAN service routine, identified by service, returned with a non-zero return code. Message
PDSMFILE-1 provides the data set. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical
Support.

PDSMFILE-4
I/O Error - msgtext

An I/O error occurred while processing a data set. Message PDSMFILE-1 provides the data set. Msgtext is one of the
following:

synad
An I/O error occurred while processing the data set, synad contains diagnostic information returned by the SYNADAF
routine.

Sabendcode - reasoncode Abend occurred processing data setname
An abend occurred while processing the data set. This error could occur during OPEN processing, an S913 security
violation for example.

Library directory is full
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A STOW request failed with Rc=12, indicating the directory of the data set is full. Increase the directory allocation and
retry the operation.

Insufficient space in the output data set
An attempt to write to the data set failed with an Sx37 system completion code indicating the data set is full. Add more
space to the data set or volume and retry the failing operation.

PDSMGDIR Messages
This section documents the PDSMGDIR messages.

PDSMGDIR-1
Ddname ddname directory error - reason

An error has occurred when reading the directory of the data set allocated to ddname ddname. The reason indicates if an
I/O error has occurred, if the directory is out of sequence, or if one or more directory blocks are not of the expected format.

PDSMGDIR-2
Ddname ddname duplicate member member bypassed

The library corresponding to ddname ddname has a duplicate member member. Only the first occurrence of each member
name is processed; other occurrences are bypassed.

PDSMGSCN Messages
This section documents the PDSMGSCN messages.

PDSMGSCN-1
Pattern contains invalid wild characters

Invalid pattern characters have been found. Generally, batch jobs must use patterns characters specified by $BSI
PATTERN1= and PATTERN2= parameters, while EZYEDIT uses *, ?, and %.

PDSMGSCN-2
Too many ignore-string characters

The indicated pattern contains too many * characters.

PDSMGSCN-3
Catalog pattern incompatible with a volume search

An internal error has occurred, contact Technical Support.

PDSMGSCN-4
Volume pattern was not specified

An internal error has occurred, contact Technical Support.
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PDSMAN HealthCheck Messages
This section documents the PDSMAN HealthCheck messages.

PDSMH1001E
subtaskname is not active because parameter was specified as an execution parameter when the
address_space_name address space was started. Parameter prevents subtaskname from being automatically
started and should not be specified for normal PDSMAN operation.

This message indicates that the PDSMAN subtask indicated by subtaskname is not active because its automatic startup
was suppressed by the specification of parameter when the PDSMAN address space was started.

PDSMAN has subtask components that must be active to ensure that all product facilities operate properly. It is a
PDSMAN best practice that these components be active at all times so they are available when their services are
required.

By default, all of these components are started automatically when the PDSMAN address space is initialized. However, it
is possible to suppress the automatic startup of a component by specifying NOxxxx as an execution parameter when the
PDSMAN address space is started, where xxxx indicates the identifier for the subtask.

Parameter should NOT be specified for normal operation. It should be used only if there is a specific and valid reason to
suppress the automatic start of this component.

Address_space_name indicates the name of the PDSMAN address space for which this message was issued.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.

PDSMH1002E
PDSMMCPU is not active because the required PDSMMCPU DD statement is not specified in the
address_space_name JCL.

The PDSMMCPU subtask provides cross-system communications services that allow multiple PDSMAN images on the
same or different LPARs to communicate information. PDSMMCPU should be active in any shared DASD environment
that is executing more than one PDSMAN image.

The PDSMMCPU DD statement in the address space JCL defines the data set used for communication between
PDSMAN images. The PDSMMCPU subtask will not start if this DD statement is not specified.

Address_space_name indicates the name of the PDSMAN address space for which this message was issued.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.
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PDSMH1003E
subtaskname is not active because required PDSMAN DataSpace services are not available.

PDSMAN has subtask components that use PDSMAN DataSpace services to save and access information in the product
dataspace. This message indicates that PDSMAN subtask indicated by subtaskname is not active because the required
PDSMAN DataSpace services are not available.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.

PDSMH1004E
subtaskname is not active because a $DATABASE control statement has not been specified in the PDSMAN
Initialization Control Statements.

This message indicates that the PDSMAN subtask indicated by subtaskname is not active because a $DATABASE
initialization control statement has not been specified. The $DATABASE statement is used to identify the name of the
PDSMAN database data set.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.

PDSMH1005E
subtaskname is not active because the subtask abnormally terminated with an ABEND code of abendcode.

PDSMAN has subtask components that must be active to ensure that all product facilities operate properly. It is a
PDSMAN best practice that these components be active at all times so they are available when their services are
required.

PDSMAN has detected that the subtask indicated by subtaskname initialized successfully but later abnormally terminated
with an ABEND code of abendcode.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.
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PDSMH1006E
subtaskname is not active because when it was last started it did not successfully complete activation within
windowlength seconds.

PDSMAN has subtask components that must be active to ensure that all product facilities operate properly. It is a
PDSMAN best practice that these components be active at all times so they are available when their services are
required.

When PDSMAN starts a subtask the address space allows a windowlength second window for it to complete activation.
Failure to activate within this period of time may indicate the subtask abnormally terminated during startup or is waiting on
an external resource.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.

PDSMH1007E
subtaskname is not active because it has been previously stopped using the stopcommand address space
command.

PDSMAN has subtask components that must be active to ensure that all product facilities operate properly. It is a
PDSMAN best practice that these components be active at all times so they are available when their services are
required.

By default, all of these components are started automatically when the PDSMAN address space is initialized. They can be
stopped, started, and refreshed using PDSMAN address space commands. Stopcommand indicates the command that
was used to stop the subtask.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.

PDSMH1008E
PDSMLMON is not active because FEATURES was specified as an execution parameter when the PDSMAN
address space was started, but the value specified does not include feature code A.

PDSMAN has subtask components that must be active to ensure that all product facilities operate properly. It is a
PDSMAN best practice that these components be active at all times so they are available when their services are
required.
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By default, all of these components are started automatically when the PDSMAN address space is initialized. However,
it is possible to suppress the automatic startup of PDSMLMON by specifying the FEATURES execution parameter and
excluding feature code A from the parameter value.

The FEATURES parameter is intended only for use in installations that are not licensed for all PDSMAN features.
FEATURES directs PDSMAN to bypass automatic initialization of subtasks or other facilities that are feature
dependent. When specifying FEATURES, you include those features for which you are licensed. For example, specify
FEATURES=ABCE if you are licensed for all features except D.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE

Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination procedures described in the
health check message text.

PDSMH1009E
subtaskname is not active. No specific information is available about why the component is inactive. The reason
code is reasoncode.

This message indicates that the PDSMAN subtask indicated by subtaskname is not active but that the reason why the
subtask is inactive cannot be determined. Reasoncode indicates the unexpected reason code.

This exception message is issued by the following PDSMAN health checks:

• PDSMAN_PDSMLMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMPMON_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMMCPU_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMQMDB_ACTIVE
• PDSMAN_PDSMDB_ACTIVE

This is an internal error. Follow the operator response, system programmer response, and problem determination
procedures described in the health check message text. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and
contact Technical Support.

PDSMH2101E
PDSMAN has identified a potential performance problem with Last Reference Date Recording on LLA managed
libraries.

PDSMAN has found at least one LLA managed library that has PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording (LRDR) active
but does not have the LRDR LLA Update option enabled. This may result in avoidable overhead in BLDL and DESERV
processing in the form of a RESERVE and another BLDL issued by PDSMAN.

The PDSMAN last Reference Date Recording facility is designed to maintain member reference information in directory
entries of library members and to update the date only the first time a member is accessed on any given day. Installations
using LLA may incur an extra BLDL when recording last reference dates for members in the LINKLIST or other libraries
that are managed by LLA in FREEZE mode. Since LLA is not automatically refreshed in these circumstances, it returns
the old directory entry for the member - not the one in which the current last reference date has been recorded.
This causes PDSMAN to believe that Last Reference Date Recording has not been performed for the member when in
fact it may have already been done. The need for the extra BLDL can be reduced by periodically refreshing LLA.

Users of the PDSMAN LLA/Extensions facility can avoid this extra processing by specifying the LRDRUPDT=Y parameter
on the $LLA control statement governing the library. This causes PDSMAN to update the directory entry when Last
Reference Date Recording is performed.
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PDSMH2102I
PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording is currently not active for any LLA managed libraries.

This informational message indicates that there is no potential for avoidable overhead due to misconfigured parameters.

PDSMH2103I
PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording is currently active for NN LLA managed libraries. In each case PDSMAN
is properly configured to automatically update LLA during Last Reference Date Recording operations or LLA is
managing the library in NOFREEZE mode.

This informational message indicates that there is no potential for avoidable overhead due to misconfigured parameters.

PDSMH2105I
Private LMB used - check LMON subtask status

The PDSMAN_LRDR_ON_LLA_DSN health check module has detected that the PDSMAN LMON subtask is inactive.
This may result in avoidable overhead when PDSMAN records last reference dates for members in LLA-managed
libraries.

PDSMH2201E
A copy of the PDSMBSI module was found in the system LPA concatenation, PDSMBSI should be removed from
the LPA concatenation.

The installation instructions for PDSMAN releases 7.5 and earlier included a recommendation for Checkpoint/Restart
users to copy the PDSMBSI module to the LPA concatenation during installation. This installation step is no longer a
requirement for Checkpoint/Restart users and it has been removed from the PDSMAN documentation as of release 7.6.

Because having this module in LPA wastes approximately 6K of common storage below the 16M line, PDSMBSI should
be removed from the LPA concatenation.

This is an informational message only, PDSMAN startup proceeds typically without using the LPA copy of the module.

At your earliest convenience, delete PDSMBSI module from the LPA concatenation and schedule a system IPL that
specifies CLPA.

PDSMH2202I
The PDSMBSI module is not present in the LPA concatenation of this system.

The installation instructions for PDSMAN releases 7.5 and earlier included a recommendation for Checkpoint/Restart
users to copy the PDSMBSI module to the LPA concatenation during installation. This installation step is no longer a
requirement for Checkpoint/Restart users and it has been removed from the PDSMAN documentation as of release 7.6.

PDSMHCHK Messages
This section documents the PDSMHCHK messages.

PDSMHCHK-01
PDSMAN Health Check Services status

The current status of the PDSMAN Health Check Services is reported. Status may be one of the following:
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• Already Active
• Initializing
• Not Started
• Active
• Not Active
• Terminating
• Ended
• Ended (Error)

PDSMHCHK-02
PDSMAN Health Check modulename status (checkname)

The status of an add-check operation for an individual PDSMAN health check is reported. Modulename is the name of the
PDSMAN module that defines the health check. Status may be one of the following:

• Added Check
The check was added successfully. Checkname reports the health check name

• Add Check Error
An error occurred adding the health check. CA Health Checker Services messages that accompany this message give
the return and reason codes for the error.

• Module Not Found
The health check module indicated by modulename was not found. All PDSMAN health check modules must reside in
the PDSMAN runtime execution library in the system linklist concatenation.

• Definition Error
The definition returned by the health check module is invalid. This is an internal error, contact Technical Support.

Checkname is the name of the health check being added. It is reported only if the check is added successfully.

PDSMHCHK-03
#HCHECK function RC=returncode RSN=reasoncode for identifier

The #HCHECK service has returned a non-zero return code for the indicated function. Identifier is the name of the health
check being processed, or the module name of the health check routine if the check name is not available. Make note of
the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMHCHK-04
reason

This message is issued in addition to the PDSMHCHK-03 message if the #HCHECK return and reason codes indicate
one of the following:

• #HCHECK Parameter Error
• CA Health Checker Already Initialized
• CA Health Checker Common Services Not Installed
• CA Health Checker Common Services Not Supported
• CA Health Checker Unable to Establish Resource Manager
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PDSMHCHK-05
PDSMAN Health Check Error - description for checkname

This message indicates an internal error has occurred when a health check module was initialized, executed, or
terminated. Checkname is the name of the health check, if known. Description is one of the following:

• Invalid HCE Eyecatcher
• Invalid HCE Function Code

Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMINIT Messages
This section documents the PDSMINIT messages.

PDSMINIT-6
PDSMINIT RELEASE release PDSM00 RELEASE release RELEASE MISMATCH

Release Mismatch - PDSMINIT Release releaseinfo, PDSM00 Release releaseinfo

The release of PDSMINIT is inconsistent with the release of PDSM00. Initialization is terminated. The installation of
PDSMAN should be checked.

PDSMINIT-15
$MISC USR2NAME= operand, mod-name, module was not found

The module name, mod-name, specified on the $MISC USR2NAME= parameter of PDSMINIT was not found in the
Steplib or LINKLIST concatenation. The PDSMINIT return code is set to 16, causing PDSMAN initialization to fail.

Correct the USR2NAME specification or make the named module available and restart the PDSMAN address space or
issue the NEWRULES command to reinitialize the product.

PDSMINIT-21
Syntax Error: reason - data

This message indicates that a syntax error was detected in the user-supplied initialization rules. This message is followed
by a PDSMINIT-22 message detailing location of the error. Data provides specific information about the syntax error and
reason is one of the following:
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• Invalid Control Statement
• Invalid Rule Directive 
• Invalid Parameter Specified 
• $SYSID NOTID=ALL is Not Allowed 
• $SYSID System ID Too Long 
• $SYSID System ID Not Specified 
• $SYSID System Limit Exceeded 
• Duplicate Parameter is Invalid 
• Missing (=) After Parameter 
• Required Operand Not Specified 
• Operand Value is Too Long 
• Wild Character Limit Exceeded 
• Invalid Enumerated Value 
• Invalid Numeric Value 
• Operand Value is Out of Bounds 
• Invalid Space Monitoring Type 
• Invalid Secondary Extents Value 
• Invalid or No Threshold Value 
• Invalid Hex Value in Operand 
• Invalid Separator in Operand 
• Invalid Setting for Operand 
• Invalid or Undefined User Option 
• Invalid CLISTSPACE Value 
• Invalid Space Specification 
• $MONITOR System Limit Exceeded 
• Invalid Time Format or Value 
• Invalid Day of Week Value 
• ACT= Length Exceeds Maximum 
• Variable Name Not Specified 
• Invalid Variable Length (xx) 
• Invalid Variable Name - Blanks 

Correct the indicated syntax error and attempt to reinitialize the product.

PDSMINIT-22
Detected at position position on line line of source

This message is issued following a PDSMINIT-21 syntax error message to describe the location of the error. Position is
the position (column number) of the syntax error, line is the line number within the input source on which the error was
found and source is the name of the input source in which the error was found.

PDSMINIT-24
ruletype Error: reason - data

This message indicates than an error was detected during Control Statement or Rule Directive termination processing.
Ruletype indicates the Control Statement or Rule Directive in error, data provides specific information about the control
statement or rule directive error and reason is one of the following:
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• Required Control Statement Not Specified
• Invalid Duplicate Control Statement 
• Required Parameter Not Specified 
• Mutually Exclusive Parameters Specified 
• Invalid Wildcard Characters Specified 
• Zero Entries Specified for a DynBLDL Tab 
• No LIB or STEP Specified for $PFO Stmt 
• Specified DD Name Not Allocated 
• Invalid Volume Serial Specified 
• Invalid Member Specified 
• Invalid Library Name Length 
• GDG Specified but not supported 
• Unexpected Return from DSNSPLIT

Correct the indicated control statement or rule directive error and attempt to reinitialize the product.

PDSMINIT-25
Error Reading source - reason

This message indicates than an error occurred reading or preparing to read an input source. Source is the name of the
input source being read and reason is one of the following:

• See Job Log for Information
• Unable to Obtain DCB Information 
• Data Set Not Found 
• Unsupported Input - <type> 
• RC=<code> RSN=<reasoncode> Data=<data>

Correct the cause of the error and attempt to reinitialize the product.

PDSMINIT-27
System Symbol Resolution Error - ASASYMBM RC=code

This message is issued when an error is returned from the ASASYMBM system symbol resolution service or when an
error occurs invoking the service. Code is the ASASYMBM service return code.

PDSMINIT-28
PDSMAN Variable Resolution Error - reason RC=retcode RSN=rsncode Data=data

This message indicates an error occurred during PDSMAN variable substitution. Reason is one of the following:

• Output Line Too Small For Existing Text
• Output Line Too Small For Variable Data
• Invalid Variable Length (length)
• Invalid Variable Type (type)
• Undefined Var: variablename

Retcode, rsncode and data are diagnostic return code, reason code, and extended data, respectively.

Correct the indicated PDSMAN variable error and attempt to reinitialize the product.
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PDSMIPRM Messages
This section documents the PDSMIPRM messages.

PDSMIPRM
MISSING OR INVALID PARAMETER

The parameter specified on the EXEC statement (PARM=) is invalid or a required PARM has not been specified.

PDSMISPL Messages
This section documents the PDSMISPL messages.

PDSMISPL-1
SYSPRINT Allocation Not Found

This message indicates that a SYSPRINT DD allocation has not been provided for the EZYEDIT in Batch facility.
SYSPRINT is used to echo SYSIN control statements and to show command results. Add a SYSPRINT DD to the job
stream.

PDSMJFCB Messages
This section documents the PDSMJFCB messages.

PDSMJFCB-1
DDname ddname is not allocated

The indicated ddname is not allocated. For more information and possible corrective actions, see other messages issued
along with this message.

PDSMLDR Messages
This section documents the PDSMLDR messages.

PDSMLDR-1
PDSMBSI REL release / modulename REL release INCONSISTENT. CHECK INSTALLATION

The release of module modulename that is being loaded differs from the release with which PDSMAN was initialized.
Processing continues but unpredictable results may occur. The product installation should be checked.

PDSMLIST Messages
This section documents the PDSMLIST messages.

PDSMLIST-01
Function function: Retn=returncode Resn=reasoncode Data=data
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An internal error has occurred using the PDSMAN List Services. Function indicates the list function being performed.
The returncode, reasoncode, and data fields provide additional information about the error. This is usually not a user-
correctable error. Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMLLA Messages
This section documents the PDSMLLA messages.

PDSMLLA-01
LLA Update action for librarytype (mode) library datasetname

The PDSMAN Auto-Update function issues this message when the LLA-managed library datasetname is updated and
NOTIFY=Y has been specified on a matching $LLA control statement.

Action indicates whether the specified action has been (is):

Needed
$LLA UPDATELLA=N

Issued
$LLA UPDATELLA=Y

The librarytype field shows the type of library being processed, either Linklist or Private (non-linklist). Mode indicates the
current LLA management mode for the library.

PDSMLLA-05
action Failure RC=returncode, RSN=reasoncode, for object

The indicated data set action has failed. For PDS open failures, the DDNAME being opened is shown as the object. For
data set (de)allocation failures, the data set name being processed is shown as the object and the SVC99 return code is
shown in the returncode field.

PDSMLLA-07
LLA Update may be Incomplete for datasetname

The LLA update for the datasetname shown may be incomplete due to some other error condition, usually a failure in
Cross-Memory Services. Although this message does not necessarily indicate that LLA will be out of synchronization with
the PDS directory, it is suggested that a manual LLA update or refresh be performed.

PDSMLMON Messages
This section documents the PDSMLMON messages.

PDSMLMON-02
LLA action (state) Detected for librarytype library datasetname

The LLA Monitoring function has detected that the indicated action has been made to the LLA-managed library
datasetname. The librarytype field shows the type of library being processed, either Linklist or Private (non linklist). The
state field shows the current synchronization state of the library and is reported only if the LLA managed directory is not in
synchronization with the DASD directory. 
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When this message is issued by Active Directory Lookaside operating in LLA simulation mode, the message text is
prefixed with “Simulated”.

This message is displayed for libraries for which $LLA MONITORMSG=Y has been specified.

 

PDSMLMON-04
PDSMAN has determined that LLA Lookaside is not active for all Linklist libraries

In some situations, LLA stops providing lookaside for all linklist libraries. This occurs when a linklist library is explicitly
removed from LLA management or when the linklist concatenation is changed dynamically.

PDSMAN detects when LLA has stopped providing full lookaside for the linklist and produces this highlighted, non-
scrollable message. If the stoppage was unintentional, you should completely stop and restart LLA to resume lookaside.
This message is deleted and message PDSMLMON-06 is issued when LLA resumes lookaside.

PDSMLMON-05
LLA Monitoring Limited for librarytype library datasetname

The LLA Monitoring function requires at least read access to LLA managed libraries to determine if the LLA directory is
in synchronization with the directory on DASD. LLA monitoring is limited if PDSMLMON cannot read the library due to
security, serialization, or other reasons. In the case of security problems, a S913 abend should be visible preceding this
message.

This message indicates that LLA monitoring is limited for the LLA-managed library datasetname. The librarytype field
shows the type of library being processed, either Linklist or Private (non-linklist).

If full monitoring is required, determine the reason PDSMLMON cannot read the library, resolve the problem, and restart
LLA Monitoring by issuing the following command from the operator console.

F  PDSMAN,NEWLMON

PDSMLMON-06
PDSMAN has determined that LLA Lookaside is now active for all Linklist libraries

In some situations, LLA stops providing lookaside for all linklist libraries. This occurs when a linklist library is explicitly
removed from LLA management or when the linklist concatenation is changed dynamically.

This message is issued when LLA resumes managing all of the linklist libraries. It is issued only after a previous
PDSMLMON-04 has been issued to indicate that look-aside is not being provided.

PDSMLMON-07
PDSMAN Library Lookaside Monitoring (LMON) Processing Suspended

The LLA Monitoring function of PDSMAN has been suspended due to serious or repetitive errors. The errors causing this
situation are detailed by other PDSMAN messages. Correct the cause of the error and restart LLA Monitoring by issuing
the following command from the operator console.

F  PDSMAN,NEWLMON
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PDSMLOC Messages
This section documents the PDSMLOC messages.

PDSMLOC-1
LOCATE failed. RC=rc REAS=reasc - reason

A LOCATE macro returned the indicated return and reason codes. If the error is a commonly expected error, it is reported
in reason.

PDSMLOC-2
Invalid dataset - dsn is a GDG base

An EZYEDIT user has attempted to process a data set that is cataloged as a GDG base.

PDSMLRDR Messages
This section documents the PDSMLRDR messages.

PDSMLRDR-01
PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording status

This message indicates the current status of the PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording environment. The following
describes the possible status values:

Active
The environment is active.

Not Active
The environment is not active.

Already Active
The environment is already active and does not need to be started.

Ended
The environment has ended and is no longer active.

 

PDSMLRDR-02
Last Reference Date set to date for member

PDSMAN has successfully set the last reference date for the member to the indicated date. The output destination for this
message is controlled by the setting of the LRDRMSG parameter on the $ACCESS Initialization Control Statement.

PDSMLRDR-03
LRDR Queue status - queuename is percent full - action

This message reports the usage status of the indicated PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording request queue,
queuename. The following describes the possible status values:

Notify
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At least 50% of the entries in the queue are in use. This is a notification only and typically no action is required.

Warning
At least 80% of the entries in the queue are in use. Take the indicated action.

Critical
At least 95% of the entries in the queue are in use. Take the indicated action immediately to resolve the queue entry
shortage.

Exhausted
All of the entries in the indicated queue are in use and PDSMAN can no longer queue LRDR requests. This situation may
result in the PDSMLRDR-05 and PDSMLRDR-06 messages indicating that Last Reference Date Recording has failed for
individual members. Immediately take the indicated action to resolve the queue entry shortage.

Possible actions are:

Start the PDSMLRDR Subtask
PDSMAN has detected that the PDSMLRDR subtask, which services the queued LRDR requests, is not active. If
possible, determine the reason for the subtask being inactive and issue the command F PDSMAN,STARTLRDR to restart
the subtask.

Check the PDSMLRDR Subtask Response
The PDSMLRDR subtask is active but is either not servicing the queued LRDR requests or is not processing them quickly
enough. This may be due to extremely high request volume or because the subtask is waiting to allocate or access a
library for recording. Identify and resolve the reason the subtask is not responding.

A notification is not provided when the queue usage returns below the threshold value.

 

PDSMLRDR-04
Last Reference Date Recording function status - reason

This message reports status information related to the execution of a PDSMAN Last Reference Date Recording
environment function. The following describes possible reason values:

requestcount Requests Purged from queuename Queue

The PDSMAN address space is being shut down but the PDSMLRDR subtask is either not active or not servicing LRDR
requests. Requestcount requests are being purged from the queue because they cannot be processed. Last Reference
Date Recording is not performed for these members.

Invalid LRDR Request - information

PDSMLRDR has attempted to service an invalid LRDR request. This is an internal error. Retain all error messages and
other diagnostic information, including console or system logs and contact Technical Support.

Queue function RC=returncode RSN=reasoncode Data=extendeddata

An internal function has completed with an unexpected return code. This is an internal error. Retain all error and other
diagnostic information, including console or system logs and contact Technical Support.

PDSMLRDR-05
Last Reference Date Recording result for resource

This message indicates that a last reference date recording operation for the indicated resource has completed
abnormally. The following describes the possible result values:

Error
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Recording failed for the resource.

Failed
Recording failed for the resource.

Warning
Recording completed but an abnormal condition was detected.

Bypassed
Recording was not attempted due to a previous error recording to the library. This may indicate the library is migrated or
otherwise unavailable. The queued Last Reference Date Recording requests for this resource for this PDSMLMON cycle
are bypassed to avoid repeatedly issuing the same PDSMLRDR-06 message.

For all results except “Bypassed”, this message is followed by a PDSMLRDR-06 message that provides the reason for the
result.

The Last Reference Date Recording operation is retried the next time the member is accessed.

 

PDSMLRDR-06
Reason - data

This message is issued following a PDSMLRDR-05 message to provide the reason for the failure, error or warning.
Additional information about the result is reported as data if it is available.

Reason is one of the following:

• Data Set Not Found
• Unable to Obtain DCB Information
• Data Set is Not Partitioned 
• Library is Migrated 
• Update Authorization Required for UserId userid
• Unable to Allocate Library 
• Unable to Open Library for mode 
• Unable to Deallocate Library 
• PDSMAN Database Recording is Not Supported 
• BLDL I/O or Storage Error 
• Member Not Found in Library 
• Unrecognizable User Data is Present
• Unable to Update Directory 
• The Member Has Moved since Last Access 
• Unable to Queue LRDR Request 
• Unable to Retrieve LRDR Request

Correct the reason for the error if possible. The Last Reference Date Recording operation is retried the next time the
member is accessed.

PDSMLSM Messages
This section documents the PDSMLSM messages.
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PDSMLSM-01
LLA Library status : libraryname ID=identifier

The PDSMAN LLA Synchronization Management (LSM) facility issues this message to report the synchronization
status of an LLA managed library. The message is issued based on the setting of the NOTIFY parameter on a matching
$LLASYNC control statement.

Status indicates the current LLA synchronization status of the library:

In-Sync
The library directory and LLA cache are in synchronization.

Out-of-Sync
The library directory and LLA cache are not in synchronization.

Resynchronized
The LLA cache has been resynchronized with the library directory.

The libraryname field shows the name of the LLA managed library for which the status is being reported.

The identifier field reports the value of the ID= parameter specified on the matching $LLASYNC control statement. This
value is not reported if the ID parameter is not specified.

This message is issued to the operator console. For libraries that are out of synchronization or have been resynchronized,
it can be issued as a highlighted, non-scrollable message depending upon the setting of the $LLASYNC control statement
MSGTYPE parameter.

PDSMLSM-05
LSM Processing action for LLA Library libraryname

This message reports the status of LLA Synchronization Management (LSM) processing for a library after an LSM
processing error has occurred. You can control when this message is issued using the FAILMSG parameter on a
matching $LLASYNC control statement.

Action indicates the action taken by LSM due to the error:

Failed
LSM processing failed for the library.

Suspended
LSM processing failed for the library and further processing has been suspended due to the error.

The libraryname field shows the name of the LLA managed library for which the processing error occurred.

LSM processing is suspended for a library when the number of failures equals the value specified on the $LLASYNC
control statement FAILCOUNT parameter. For information about resuming suspended processing, see the LSM facility
documentation in the LLA/Extensions and Performance Facilities.

This message is issued as a highlighted, non-scrollable operator console message.

PDSMLSM-06
reason - information

This message provides additional information about the LSM processing error causing the preceding PDSMLSM-05
message.

Reason may be one of the following:
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• Dynamic Allocation Failed
• Dynamic Deallocation Failed
• Dynamic Allocation Info.
• PDSM35 Utility Failure

The information field shows additional, context sensitive information about the failure.

PDSMMCPU Messages
This section documents the PDSMMCPU messages.

PDSMMCPU-03
Error Initializing MCPU Data Set: reason

An error has been detected while initializing the Cross-System Communications data set. Reason can be one of the
following:

• RDJFCB failed for ddname
• OBTAIN failed R15= returncode
• TRKCALC failed R15= returncode
• BLKSIZE of blksize < minimum of minblksize

For the first three messages, look up the applicable return code and contact Technical Support. If you have specified a
block size that is too small, increase it as described in the documentation.

PDSMMCPU-04
PDSMMCPU processing on CPU cpu is not active/responding

PDSMMCPU automatically detects situations where communication facilities on other systems have become inactive
without completing normal shutdown. This message indicates that the status of the Cross-System Communication subtask
should be checked, and that PDSMMCPU should be restarted if necessary, on CPU cpu. This message may be followed
by one or more diagnostic messages that provide additional detail.

The interval used to detect an inactive system is three minutes. When there is heavy cross-system traffic, this interval
may not be long enough to prevent a system that is waiting to access the communications dataset from being marked
as inactive. You can change the inactivity interval using the MCPUINACT= parameter on the $MISC initialization control
statement. For more information, see Initialization Control Statements .

Increasing the inactivity interval will result in additional space usage in the communications data set. To avoid possible
slowdown conditions (message PDSMMCPU-05), ensure that the data set is large enough to hold the additional traffic.

PDSMMCPU-05
MCPU is in SLOWDOWN mode - itemcount Input Items Pending

During times of high update activity the MCPU communications data set may be too small to communicate all of the
events that are currently outstanding. When this occurs, this message is issued and PDSMMCPU re-queues subsequent
events, which are sent as soon as the activity peak has passed. No events are lost. Itemcount is the count of events that
are pending in the communications queue. This message may be followed by one or more diagnostic messages that
provide additional detail.

An occasional occurrence or group of occurrences of this message usually does not indicate a problem. If this
message occurs frequently you should shut PDSMAN down on all systems and delete and reallocate a larger MCPU
communications data set.
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PDSMMCPU-06
MCPU status on type System cpu - Release release last active date at time

This message is displayed in response to a MCPUNET operator command. Information regarding the status (active,
inactive, or slowdown) of all PDSMMCPU subtasks on all cpus is displayed. The system type (local or remote),
PDSMAN release, and last active date and time are also reported.

PDSMMCPU-07
MCPU X-System Dataset: datasetinformation

This message is displayed in response to a MCPUINFO operator command. Information regarding the currently active
MCPU communications data set is displayed.

PDSMMCPU-08
Error on Incoming Event eventid, RC=returncode, Reason=reasoncode

An error or abend occurred while PDSMMCPU was processing an event generated by another system. Eventid identifies
the originating system and the hexadecimal sequence number of the event. The returncode and reasoncode fields provide
additional information about the error or abend. A hexadecimal dump of the entire incoming event, including the data set
name, follows this message.

For S913 (security) abends, ensure that the PDSMAN address space has the indicated authority to the data set resource.

PDSMMCPU-09
PDSMMCPU Handshake Letter action CPU cpuid (release)

The PDSMAN Cross-System Communication subtask HANDSHAKE command allows you to verify that all copies of
PDSMAN are communicating in the proper manner. This message is output as a result of a HANDSHAKE command
being issued on this or another system.

The cpuid is the system identifier for the CPU sending or receiving the handshake letter. When a handshake response is
received from another CPU the release of PDSMAN executing there is also reported.

Action indicates the direction and response to the handshake request:

Sent to
A handshake request has been sent to other PDSMAN systems.

Reply from
A response has been received from another PDSMAN system. There should be one reply from each system to which a
request has been sent.

Received from
A remote PDSMAN system has sent a handshake request to this system. This system will automatically respond with an
acknowledgment of the request.

Undeliverable
A handshake request has been sent to another PDSMAN system but no response has been received. This may indicate
that the PDSMMCPU subtask on the other system is no longer responding.

PDSMMCPU-99
text
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This is a general purpose message used for the output of PDSMMCPU commands such as MCPUINFO, MCPUDETAIL,
and so on. The fields and information included in the text of this message will vary.

PDSMOBTN Messages
This section documents the PDSMOBTN messages.

PDSMOBTN-1
Volume vol is not online to this system

The indicated DASD volume vol was not located on this system.

PDSMOBTN-2
Dataset dsn was not found on volume vol

OBTAIN returned not found for data set dsn on volume vol.

PDSMOBTN-3
OBTAIN failed reading fmt DSCB for dsn on vol. RC=rc - reason

OBTAIN completed with the indicated return code when attempting to read a Fmt-1 or Fmt-3 DSCB for dsn on volume vol.
The indicated reason, if present, provides further information.

PDSMOCHK Messages
This section documents the PDSMOCHK messages.

PDSMOCHK-1
OPEN UNSUCCESSFUL FOR DDNAME ddname

An open failed for the specified file. The most likely cause is a missing DD statement for the indicated ddname.

PDSMOPEN Messages
This section documents the PDSMOPEN messages.

PDSMOPEN-1
Unable to open ddname ddname

The data set allocated to the indicated ddname could not be opened.

PDSMOPEN-2
Unable to open ddname ddname dsname datasetname

The data set allocated to the indicated ddname and dsname could not be opened.
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PDSMOPEN-3
Abend S913 when opening ddname ddname dsname datasetname

A security violation occurred when opening the ddname DD statement, data set datasetname. Depending on the utility
program involved, processing may continue with the next selected data set or terminate with a U0001 abend.

PDSMOPEN-4
OPEN rejected ddname ddname dsname datasetname - reason

Open was rejected for the ddname DD statement, data set datasetname. reason further describes the condition and may
be one of the following:

• BLKSIZE is zero
• DCBKEYLE is non-zero

PDSMOPR Messages
This section documents the PDSMOPR messages.

PDSMOPR-00
Input -> inputcommand

Echoes the inputcommand string issued to the PDSMAN address space using an operator modify command.

PDSMOPR-01
PDSMAN is currently active, this startup bypassed

PDSMAN is already active in another address space. As only one copy of PDSMAN can be active at any time, this startup
is bypassed.

Receiving this message when no other PDSMAN address space is actually active indicates that a previous PDSMAN
termination was incomplete. PDSMAN can be started with a PARM=CLEAR to complete the previous termination and then
restarted as normal.

PDSMOPR-02
PDSMAN Release release Address Space status

This message describes a change in status for the PDSMAN address space. The release of PDSMOPR being executed is
reported as release.

PDSMOPR-03
PDSMAN SubSystem Code code Intercept (modulename) status

This message indicates the status of a PDSMAN Subsystem Interface intercept module. Code and modulename describe
the subsystem function code and the name of the PDSMAN intercept module, respectively.

PDSMOPR-04
PDSMOPR has added a SubSystem named name
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PDSMAN requires an entry in the operating system subsystem name table. If PDSMOPR initializes and does not find the
required entry, one is dynamically added that exists until the next system IPL.

Name indicates the name of the subsystem entry that has been added. This message can be suppressed by adding the
appropriately named entry in the subsystem name table.

PDSMOPR-05
PDSMAN Unable to set ESTAE, R15=returncode, R0=reasoncode, - Continuing without ESTAE

The PDSMAN address space is protected from abnormal termination by an ESTAE. This highlighted, non-scrollable
message indicates that PDSMAN was unable to properly set the ESTAE and that initialization is continuing without ESTAE
protection. Report this occurrence to Technical Support along with the supplied returncode and reasoncode.

PDSMOPR-06
LINK/LOAD Error for Module modulename Code=returncode, Reason=reasoncode,

A system LINK or LOAD has failed for the PDSMAN module indicated by modulename. The returncode is the system
return code. Reasoncode is the system provided reason code for a LOAD operation or zero for a LINK operation.

System abend codes are documented in your System Codes manual. The most common LINK/LOAD problems are S806
and related abends. For these codes, make sure that the module shown is in the system linklist and that LLA has been
properly refreshed to point to the module. Then retry the failing command.

PDSMOPR-07
action Processing Completed, RC=returncode

The PDSMAN action shown has completed with the indicated returncode. If the return code is not zero, see the
description of the action being taken. This message is generally issued after PDSMOPR has called another PDSMAN
program to process a request.

PDSMOPR-08
ATTACH Failed for subtask, RC=returncode

This highlighted, non-scrollable message is issued when an attempt to ATTACH a PDSMAN subtask fails. The name of
the subtask being attached is reported as subtask. returncode describes the reason for the failure.

PDSMOPR-09
Invalid Command: command

An invalid PDSMAN operator modify command, command, has been entered. Correct the invalid command and re-enter
it. Valid PDSMOPR commands can be displayed by issuing the following command:

F  PDSMAN,HELP

PDSMOPR-10
PDSMAN subtask Subtask Has Abnormally Terminated

This highlighted, non-scrollable message is issued when a PDSMAN subtask abnormally terminates. A dump is generally
produced to the SYSABEND DD statement specified in the startup JCL. The execution of the PDSMAN address space
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itself should be uninterrupted. An attempt can be made to restart the failing subtask using the following PDSMAN operator
command.

F  PDSMAN,STARTxxxx

where xxxx is the short name of the failing subtask.

PDSMOPR-11
PDSMAN variable value set to value

The indicated PDSMAN variable (BLDLUSER or STOWUSER) has been reset to the specified value. This message
confirms the settings that have been changed.

PDSMOPR-13
Unable to action modulename Subtask - reason

PDSMAN was unable to process a request to START, STOP, or DISPLAY the status of the indicated PDSMAN subtask.
Possible reasons include:

Subtask Already Active.
START.

Subtask is terminating.
STOP.

Subtask is not active
DISPLAY.

No PDSMMCPU DD Statement.
START of PDSMMCPU.

Undefined Subtask Name.
START.

Dataspace Not Available.
START of PDSMDB, PDSMPMON, or PDSMQMDB.

$DATABASE Rule Required.
Start of PDSMDB or PDSMQMDB.

PDSMOPR-14
text

This message is used to display diagnostic and other information about PDSMAN in response to certain PDSMOPR
commands. The content of the individual messages is self-explanatory.

PDSMOPR-15
component status

This message is issued in response to an F PDSMAN,   STATUS command. It shows the status of the major PDSMAN
components. Status is usually active or not active. Other information may also be provided. When STEPLIB is present,
(TEST MODE) is appended to some status messages.
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PDSMOPR-16
text

This message is used to display many of the valid PDSMAN operator commands in response to an F PDSMAN,   HELP
request.

PDSMOPR-18
command command is not available - reason

The indicated command is not available or applicable to the current environment. The reason given can be:

• $BSI TRACE= is not in initialization member
• Not supported for this system type

For BSTRACEU=, BSTRACEM=, and BSTRACERPT commands to be effective, you must have previously specified
a value for the $BSI TRACE= parameter in the PDSMAN initialization member. You can specify this value, reload the
PDSMAN initialization control statements (F PDSMAN,NEWRULES) and re-specify the BSTRACE command.

PDSMOPR-19
PDSMAN ESTAE is now status

This message indicates the current status of the PDSMAN address space ESTAE. Status may be either Enabled or
Disabled.

PDSMOPR-21
No Data Sets Match the Specified Criteria

This message is issued when no data sets match the name or other criteria specified for an operator command. Verify that
the name specified is correct and re-issue the command if required.

PDSMOPR-22
PDSMAN copyright

This message provides copyright information about PDSMAN.

PDSMOPR-23
PDSMAN resources are in use, reply 'Y' to continue termination 'Q' to cancel stop request

In response to a stop command, PDSMOPR has detected that PDSMAN resources are in use by other jobs in the system.
This condition may force the STOP command to be delayed so that the other jobs identified on message PDSMQSCN-2
can complete successfully. Reply Y to continue with this termination delaying the full shutdown until after the documented
jobs complete. Reply Q to cancel the stop request and return to normal PDSMAN processing.

PDSMOPR-24
PDSMOPR Rel release / modulename Rel release inconsistent. Check installation

The release of module modulename that is being loaded differs from the release with which PDSMAN was initialized.
Processing continues but unpredictable results may occur. The product installation should be checked.
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PDSMOPR-26
PDSMAN is unable to verify site license 

PDSMAN has made multiple attempts to verify your site license but all were unsuccessful because Broadcom license-
checking components are not available. This message indicates that no additional verification attempts will be made.

To force PDSMAN to retry site license verification, issue the following command from the operator console:

F  PDSMAN,RELOAD

PDSMPARS Messages
This section documents the PDSMPARS messages.

PDSMPARS-02
ID number has been assigned to controlstatement request

The assigned request ID, number, is included in all report headings so that the output from control statement
controlstatement may be associated with the input control statement.

PDSMPARS-03
Command not authorized, Resource=resource

The user is not authorized to issue the requested command. Resource is the security resource name for which security
was checked. Contact your Security Administrator for required authorization.

PDSMPARS-04
Required keyword operand not specified

An operand required by keyword was not specified.

PDSMPARS-05
Unrecognized keyword parameter - string

An unrecognized parameter string was encountered while processing keyword.

PDSMPARS-06
Specified keyword parameter is invalid - string

The specified keyword parameter, string, is invalid. For example, the valid range for a numeric parameter is exceeded.

PDSMPARS-09
Pattern characters not supported for keyword parameters - string

Pattern characters are not supported when specified for the keyword.
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PDSMPARS-10
Operand length invalid keyword - string

The specified keyword operand string is too long.

PDSMPARS-11
Numeric operand is required keyword - string

Keyword operands must be numeric.

PDSMPK Messages
This section documents the PDSMPK messages.

PDSMPK-1
ERROR UNPACKING MEMBER

An error has been encountered when unpacking a member. The most likely reason is that the member is not of valid ISPF
packed format.

 

PDSMPMBC Messages
This section documents the PDSMPMBC messages.

PDSMPMBC-02
Specified VOLSER length invalid - volser

The specified VOLSER operand, volser, is too long. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMPMBC-03
Required controlstatement parameter, parameter, missing

A parameter required on the controlstatement control statement was not specified. The return code is set to 16 and
processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMPMBC-04
Parameter operand invalid - string

The specified control statement parameter operand string is invalid. The return code is set to 16 and processing
terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.
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PDSMPMBC-05
Volume Serial operand is required for LIB/XLIB parameters when SELECTFROM=VOLUME

The volume serial specification is required on LIB and XLIB parameters when selecting data sets based on DASD VTOC
searches, SELECTFROM=VOLUME. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMPMBC-06
Parameter DSN length error - string

The specified parameter, LIB or XLIB, operand string is too long. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMPMBI Messages
This section documents the PDSMPMBI messages.

PDSMPMBI-01
Monitoring Interface Processing Error - Reason=reason, Data=data

An unrecoverable internal error occurred in the Partitioned Resource Monitoring Utility Interface. PDSMAN terminates
processing with a return code of 12. Note the reason code and supplemental data and contact Technical Support.

PDSMPMRP Messages
This section documents the PDSMPMRP messages.

PDSMPMRP-01
Monitoring Request Processing Error - Reason=reason, Data=data

An unrecoverable internal error occurred while processing a Partitioned Resource Monitoring System monitoring request.
PDSMAN terminates the monitoring operation and flushes all outstanding monitoring requests. Note the reason code and
supplemental data and contact Technical Support.

PDSMPOPS Messages
This section documents the PDSMPOPS messages.

PDSMPOPS-01
OPS/MVS API is not available to service the requesttype request

The Partitioned Resource Monitoring System has been instructed to forward Resource State Messages to the OPS/MVS
Generic Event API, but the API is not available to service the request. Requesttype indicates the OPS/MVS API function
that is being attempted.

This highlighted message is issued to the console and is deleted when the API becomes available to service requests.

Start the OPS/MVS API or instruct the Partitioned Resource Monitoring System to not forward RSMs to the API by
changing the value of the $MONITOR OPSMVS parameter. For more information, see Initialization Control Statements .
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PDSMPOPS-02
OPS/MVS API Function=function, RC=returncode, Reason=reason, Data=data

The OPS/MVS Generic Event API has returned an unexpected return code for a function request. The returncode, reason,
and supplemental data are reported in the indicated fields. Note this information, check the status of your OPS/MVS
system, and contact Technical Support if necessary.

PDSMPUSE Messages
This section documents the PDSMPUSE messages.

PDSMPUSE-01
PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording Service status

This message indicates the current status of the PDSMAN Usage Statistics Recording service. The following describes
the possible status values:

Active
The service is active.

Inactive
The service is not active.

Ended
The service has ended and is no longer active.

Bypassed
The service is not active because startup was bypassed due to the setting of $USESTATS RECORD=N.

 

PDSMPUSE-02
Usage Statistics Recording function Error - reason

An internal error occurred during the recording of usage statistics. Function is the name of the recording function
experiencing the error; reason indicates the reason for the error. Note the values provided in this and related messages
and contact Technical Support.

PDSMPUSE-03
listname
function Error offset RC=returncode RSN=reasoncode DATA=errordata LDA=ldaaddress LHA=lhaaddress

This message provides detailed information regarding errors that occur using internal PDSMAN structures during usage
statistics recording. Note the information reported on this message for use by Technical Support.

PDSMPUSE-04
PDSMAN Usage Statistics Have Been Discarded - reason

Usage statistics collected by PDSMAN have been discarded for the indicated reason:
 

PDSMAN Database Recording is Disabled
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The $USESTATS HISTORY parameter is set to disable recording to the database. Change the setting of this parameter to
instruct PDSMAN to record the statistics.

PDSMAN Database is not Available

The setting of the $USESTATS HISTORY parameter indicates that historical usage statistics are to be recorded, but the
PDSMAN database is not available to perform the recording. Defining and enabling a PDSMAN Database Environment is
a documented product best practice. For information on the PDSMAN Database Environment, see Installing.

PDSMPVMN Messages
This section documents the PDSMPVMN messages.

PDSMPVMN-01
Monitoring Command Processing Error - Reason=reason, Data=data

An unrecoverable internal error occurred while processing a Partitioned Resource Monitoring MONITOR command.
PDSMAN fails the command with a return code of 16. Note the reason code and supplemental data and contact Technical
Support.

PDSMQMDB Messages
This section documents the PDSMQMDB messages.

PDSMQMDB-01
Subtask number, status, XDB=address, Que=address, TCB=address

This message is issued in response to a QMDBSTATUS command. The message is issued once for each allocated data
space recording queue and reports control block addresses and the current status of the queue. Possible status values
are described in the following:

Recording
This queue is currently being used to record database update requests.

Busy
This queue was previously used as a recording queue and is now processing the recorded requests.

Waiting
This queue was previously used as a recording queue and is currently waiting to process the recorded requests.

Available
This queue is available for use as a recording queue.

PDSMQMDB-02
routine entered - termination in progress

The Database Recording Queue Manager recovery or retry routine has been entered due to an error. An SVC dump with
the title "PDSMAN REQUESTED DUMP - PDSMQMDB" may be scheduled when this message is issued.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.
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PDSMQMDB-03
Subtask number abended, CC=completioncode

The Database Recording Queue Manager Subtask number has abended with completion code completioncode.
PDSMQMDB attempts to recover from this error by freeing resources associated with the terminated subtask.
PDSMQMDB processing continues.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMQMDB-04
Adding server subtask number

This informational message is issued when the Database Recording Queue Manager has allocated an additional subtask
to accommodate current system activity levels.

PDSMQMDB-05
Releasing server subtask number

This informational message is issued when the Database Recording Queue Manager detects that a recording queue
subtask has not been used as the recording queue for a period of approximately 10 minutes. This message indicates that
system recording activity levels have decreased or returned to a steady-state.

PDSMQMDB-06
$DSQUE function failed, Rc=rc, Rsn=rsn,

The PDSMAN Data Space Queue routine, $DSQUE, has returned a non-zero return code, rc, with the associated reason,
rsn. This is an unrecoverable error that results in termination of the PDSMQMDB task.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMQMDB-07
DBQT Subtask activation failed

The activation of a Database Recording queue subtask failed. This is an unrecoverable error that results in termination of
the PDSMQMDB task.

Obtain all output from the failing job and contact Technical Support.

PDSMQMDB-08
All available recording queues busy

This message is issued when the Database Recording Queue Manager attempts to add a recording queue but the
maximum number of recording queue subtasks, 20, has been reached. This indicates that the database server task is not
active or that a high sustained level of system activity is causing backup of the recording queues. This message is issued
every five minutes until the condition clears.

Check the status of the PDSMAN Database address space using the DBSTATUS command. If the Database Server
address space is not active, activate it using STARTDB.
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PDSMQMDB-09
Normal recording resumed

This informational message is issued when the condition reported by message PDSMQMDB-08 has cleared.

PDSMQMDB-10
Activity Start=starttime, End=endtime

This message, along with messages PDSMQMDB-11, -12, -13, -14, -15, and - 16, are issued in response to the
QMDBPERF command. Starttime and endtime document the time covered by the immediately following messages.

PDSMQMDB-11
Recording Activity: Active cycles=cycles, Requests=requests, Rqsts per Cycle: avg

This message is issued in response to the QMDBPERF command. The QMDB task cycle occurs approximately every
15 seconds, an active cycle is a cycle in which an event occurred on this system that warrants recording in the PDSMAN
database. Cycles is the number of active cycles that occurred during this (see message PDSMQMDB-10), requests is the
total number of recording events, and avg is the average number of requests per active cycle.

PDSMQMDB-12
Cycle Averages: Elapsed (secs)=time, CPU Usage (millisecs)=time

This message is issued in response to the QMDBPERF command. The elapsed and CPU time required to process all
events that occur during an average cycle are reported.

PDSMQMDB-13
Cycle Maximums: Elapsed (secs)=time, CPU Usage (millisecs)=time, Requests=count

This message is issued in response to the QMDBPERF command. The maximum elapsed and CPU time required to
process all events that occurred during a cycle are reported.

PDSMQMDB-14
Request error counters: $DSQUE1=count, $DSQUE2=count, DBIErr=count, BadFunc=count

This message is issued in response to the QMDBPERF command. All of the error counters should normally be zero.
If any non-zero values are observed, you should obtain all output from both the PDSMAN started task and from the
Database address space and contact Technical Support.

PDSMQMDB-15
Request function counters: Mref=count, Mupd=count, Repl=count

This message is issued in response to the QMDBPERF command. This message reports the count of various types of
events that have occurred on this system and have been recorded in the database. The following describes the functions:

Mref
Library member reference.

Mupd
Library member update.
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Repl
Database record replaced or added.

PDSMQMDB-16
Request function counters: Ren=count, Del=count

This message is issued in response to the QMDBPERF command. This message reports the count of various types of
events that have occurred on this system and have been recorded in the database. The following describes the functions:

Ren
Library member or database record renamed.

Del
Library member or database record deleted.

PDSMQSCN Messages
This section documents the PDSMQSCN messages.

PDSMQSCN-1
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE rc FROM GQSCAN

An unexpected return code of rc has been returned from the GQSCAN service routine.

PDSMQSCN-2
job status qname /rname, scope, SYS=sysname

This message is issued to identify the holders or requesters of the named system or PDSMAN resource. If the reported
status is OWNS, the information refers to the user that owns the resource. If the status is WANTS, the information
refers to the user that is requesting the resource. For example, PDSMQSCN-2 PDSMDB77 OWNS PDSMENQ /
ISMDEV.PDSM.VSAMDB, EXC, SYS=SYS1                                            

PDSMQSCN-3
ISGENQ Failed, Rc=returncode, Rsn=reasoncode, Resource=qname /rname

An unexpected return code, returncode, was received from the ISGENQ service routine. reasoncode further describes the
error, qname and rname identify the resource.

PDSMRCV Messages
This section documents the PDSMRCV messages.

PDSMRCV-1
modulename Recovery routine entered

This informational message is issued when the PDSMAN generalized abend recovery routine is entered. Modulename is
the name of the module that issued the ESTAE macro.
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PDSMRDIR Messages
This section documents the PDSMRDIR messages.

PDSMRDIR-3
PDSMWK1 DATASET MUST NOT BE DUMMIED

Specification of DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE is not permitted for the PDSMWK1 data set.

PDSMRDIR-5
PDSMWK1 DATASET HAS EXTENDED TO MULTIPLE VOLUMES

The PDSMWK1 data set has been written to more than one DASD volume, preventing PDSMAN from completely reading
the library directory. Processing is terminated with a U0001 abend. Increase the allocation for the PDSMWK1 data set
using the $MISC WK1SPACE parameter.

PDSMRDWT Messages
This section documents the PDSMRDWT messages.

PDSMRDWT-1
BACKUP ddname. NO CDS ENTRY FOR datasetname

The backup data set corresponding to ddname contains members of datasetname but there is no CDS entry for this
library. This usually indicates that a library entry has been removed from the CDS without first deleting all the members of
that library from the backup data set. Update the CDS to include an entry, in its original order, for the library. If the library
no longer exists on a DASD, it may be necessary to specify $MISC ALOCFAIL=BYPASS.

PDSMRDWT-2
ddname SEQ ERR. OLD=xxxxxmmmmmmmm. NEW=xxxxxmmmmmmmm

The backup corresponding to ddname is out of sequence. For both the OLD and NEW values, xxxxx is the relative
position (beginning at 1) of the CDS entry in the CDS and mmmmmmmmm is the member name. The most likely
cause of this error is mishandling of multiple volume backup tapes. Check this and the previous run for any evidence of
mishandling and rerun if necessary. This error could also indicate that the CDS has been incorrectly modified, the relative
sequence of two CDS entries having been reversed. Update the CDS to correct the error. The LISTDSN option of the
PDSM05 utility may be helpful in determining the proper library sequence.

PDSMRDWT-3
DDNAME ddname MEMBER member CONTAINS TOO MANY ALIASES AND TITLE LINES FOR BLKSIZE

The indicated member which is being copied to the PDSMAN backup system has too many alias names or too many title
lines. Increase the block size of the backup data set.

PDSMRDWT-4
ORDER=SORTED Mismatch

The CDS OPTIONS ORDER= statement is incorrect.
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If the backup data set was initially created with OPTIONS ORDER=SORTED, all subsequent backup system utility runs
using this backup data set must include a CDS with OPTIONS ORDER=SORTED.

If the backup data set was initially created without specifying ORDER=SORTED, subsequent runs using that backup data
set must not specify the option.

PDSMRDWT-5
Too many datasets not cataloged

An internal error has occurred, contact Technical Support.

PDSMRDWT-6
Dataset not in CDS: datasetname

The reported datasetname does not have a matching entry in the CDS. Correct the CDS to include the indicated data set.
The PDSM05 utility can be executed with PARM=LISTDSN to identify all data sets on the backup data set.

PDSMRDWT-7
Invalid header for dsn Mem=mem Pmem=pmem

The indicated member mem of the backup data set for library dsn has an invalid header record. The name of the previous
member on the backup data set is pmem. Contact Technical Support.

PDSMRLSE Messages
This section documents the PDSMRLSE messages.

PDSMRLSE-1
Space release msg for dsn on vol - reason

This message indicates that space release for data set dsn on volume vol completed successfully, failed, or was bypassed
(as indicated by msg). The indicated reason may provide further information.

PDSMRPDS Messages
This section documents the PDSMRPDS messages.

PDSMRPDS-1
DDNAME ddname I/O ERROR READING MEMBER membername - synadaf

An uncorrectable input error occurred while reading member membername of the library corresponding to ddname. The
synadaf data is that returned by the SYNADAF macro. Run the Library Map and Analysis utility, PDSM13, to determine
which other library members, if any, are also in error and take corrective action before attempting to rerun this job.

PDSMRPT Messages
This section documents the PDSMRPT messages.
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PDSMRPT-1
OPEN UNSUCCESSFUL FOR DDNAME ddname

The report data set corresponding to ddname cannot be opened. Supply a DD statement for the ddname.

PDSMRPT-2
interface INTERFACE ddname REPORT BYPASSED - rc

The ddname report normally produced by the indicated interface has been bypassed for one of the reasons listed below.
If the Compiler Interface produces this message, the title page report is not produced. If the Utility Interface produces the
message, the report following the utility or linkage editor output is not produced. The reason rc for bypassing the report is
one of the following:

01
The output was directed to a PDS member. You can circumvent this restriction by directing the ddname output to a
temporary data set that is subsequently copied to a PDS member.

02
The output was directed to a non-SYSOUT data set with a DISP of NEW, OLD, or SHR. Rerun specifying DISP=MOD.
The output data set needs to be MOD to accommodate the reports written by both PDSMAN and the utility/compiler.
Note: Even if DISP=MOD is specified on a newly allocated data set in the failing job step, the disposition will be treated as
DISP=NEW.

03
The output was directed to a non-SYSOUT data set and PDSMAN was unable to determine the required DCB information
for writing the data set.

The DCB RECFM, LRECL, and BLKSIZE should all be specified by means of a DD statement or by allocation under TSO.
PDSMAN does not use the DCB attributes in the data set label, as those may be different from the DCB attributes used by
the utility or compiler. Rerun specifying the same DCB RECFM, LRECL, and BLKSIZE values as those used by the utility
or compiler.

It is possible to suppress this message by means of the $MISC MSGS parameter.

PDSMRXP Messages
This section documents the PDSMRXP messages.

PDSMRXP-01
BINDER type ERROR. RETCODE=retcode REASON=reason MEMBER=membername

An error was encountered while using the program binder to process a load module or program object. Type is the failing
Binder API function, retcode and reason are the Binder return and reason codes, respectively.

The following type, return and reason code combinations may be received:

INCLUDE

Return and Reason Code:
4 / 83000505

The module was linked with the not editable attribute (Binder PARM='NE') and therefore cannot be processed by the
Binder.
PDSM36 treats the named program object as a null module containing all hex zeroes.
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PDSM37 generates a CHECKSUM value of zero for the named program object. The generated zero CHECKSUM value
may be used for subsequent COMPARE or GENCOMP processing.
Other PDSMAN utilities can not report information from this program object.

For other retcode and reason code combinations, note the circumstances in which the error occurred and contact
Technical Support.

PDSMRXP-02
PDSMRXP Dialog Error for Member membername, RC=returncode, RSN=reasoncode

An error was encountered while using PDSMRXP services to process a load module or program object named
membername. Refer to previously issued messages and, if necessary, make note of the returncode and reasoncode and
contact Technical Support.

PDSMRXP-05
action failure RC=returncode, RSN=reasoncode, for object

An action error was encountered when PDSMRXP services attempted to process the indicated object. This usually
indicates a BLDL failure where the indicated member cannot be found in the library being processed. Ensure that the
member exists and rerun the job. If the error persists, note the returncode and reasoncode and contact Technical Support.

PDSMRXP-08
Storage Discrepancy - Counter Value is value

A storage discrepancy has been detected during PDSMRXP services processing. This may indicate that an area of
private storage is being allocated but not freed. Make note of the counter value and the circumstances surrounding the
error and contact Technical Support.

PDSMSECU Messages
This section documents the PDSMSECU messages.

PDSMSECU-01
Entity Mask Overflow

The generated entity mask as specified in the RESOURCE= parameter of the $SECURITY control statement is too long.
Correct the problem and reinitialize PDSMAN. For a complete list of supported keywords, see member $$SECUR in the
PDSMAN User Information library.

PDSMSECU-02
Invalid Entity Mask Specification

An unsupported keyword has been detected in the RESOURCE= parameter of the $SECURITY control statement.
Correct the problem and restart PDSMAN. For a complete list of supported keywords, see member $$SECUR in the
PDSMAN User Information library.

PDSMSECU-03
Invalid or Missing Parameter
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PDSMSECU has detected an invalid or missing input parameter. Contact Technical Support.

PDSMSEL Messages
This section documents the PDSMSEL messages.

PDSMSEL-2
INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT

An invalid PDSMSEL member selection control statement has been specified. For more information about the proper
syntax of member selection control statements, see Productivity Tools.

PDSMSMFW Messages
This section documents the PDSMSMFW messages.

PDSMSMFW-1
SMFWTM Failed RC=returncode for Type=type Logging Operation - PDSMAN SMF Logging is Suspended

An error identified by returncode was encountered when issuing an SMFWTM macro to write a record to the SMF log.
Type indicates the type of logging operation that failed. SMF logging operations are suspended until PDSMAN detects
they can again be successfully completed.

This message is usually the result of the SMF log file becoming full. In this case, logging resumes when the full condition
is addressed. For more information about SMF error codes, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

PDSMSS10 Messages
This section documents the PDSMSS10 messages.

PDSMSS10-1
Attempt to stop PANEXEC rejected - PDSMAN is still active

An attempt has been made to stop Panexec, but PDSMAN is still active in the system and must be stopped first. The
request to stop Panexec is rejected. This facility is enabled by specifying the $MISC PANEXEC=Y control statement.

PDSMSS10-2
parameter Parameter is Not Applicable on command Command -- Parameter Ignored

The indicated parameter is not applicable to the command being issued. The invalid parameter is ignored and command
parsing continues. The command is generally not rejected because of this error.

PDSMSS10-3
command Request Rejected - reason

The indicated command has been rejected for the indicated reason. Modify or correct and then re-issue the command.
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PDSMSS10-4
librarytype managementmode volser datasetname

This message is issued in response to an F LLA, QUERY Extended LLA Operator Command. A header line with the same
message number is also displayed. Along with the volser and data set name, the following information is displayed:

The librarytype field shows the type of library being displayed, either Linklist or Private (non-linklist).

The managementmode field shows the mode in which LLA is managing the library:

Freeze
LLA FREEZE mode - LLA provides directory entries and can stage libraries to VLF.

NoFreeze
LLA NOFREEZE mode - LLA does not provide directory entries but can still stage modules to VLF.

Mixed
Linklist accesses are managed in FREEZE mode and direct accesses (such as ISPF Browse) are managed in
NOFREEZE mode. This is the LLA default management mode for linklist libraries.

Inverse
The opposite of mixed. This can only occur if LLA has stopped providing look-aside for the linklist (see message
PDSMLMON-04).

PDSMSS10-5
Class=class, Entity=resourcename

This message follows PDSMSS10-3 when a command is rejected for security reasons. Class indicates the security class
for the resource and resourcename indicates the resource name. Correct the security error and reissue the command.

PDSMSS10-6
Command processing abended, Sabendcode - rsn

Processing of an Extended LLA Operator Command has abnormally terminated with completion code abendcode and
reason code rsn. An SVC dump with the title - PDSMAN REQUESTED DUMP - PDSMSS10 - may be scheduled when
this message is issued.

Obtain the SVC dump and SYSLOG and contact Technical Support.

PDSMSTOW Messages
This section documents the PDSMSTOW messages.

PDSMSTOW-1
STOW type OF MEMBER membername FAILED, RC=rc

An error has occurred during a STOW type operation for membername.

PDSMSUBT Messages
This section documents the PDSMSUBT messages.
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PDSMSUBT-01
subtaskname description SubTask status

Indicates the status of the PDSMAN subtask subtaskname. Description is a text description of the subtask. This message
is issued when the status of a subtask changes or in response to a subtask STATUS command issued to the PDSMAN
address space.

PDSMSUBT-02
subtaskname CyclInfo: Last=date at time Cnt.=cyclecount

This message shows the date and time at which the indicated PDSMAN subtask subtaskname was active. Cyclecount is
the total number of active cycles for the subtask since it was initialized. This message is a response to a subtask INFO
command issued to the PDSMAN address space.

PDSMSUBT-03
subtaskname component: Name=module Base=addr Work=addr Parm=addr

Provides detailed information about the PDSMAN subtask subtaskname. Component indicates whether the information
pertains to the subtask shell (Shell) or the application itself (Applic.). The module name, base address, work area
address, and parameter area address are reported. This information can be useful during problem diagnosis. This
message is issued in response to a subtask DETAIL command issued to the PDSMAN address space.

PDSMSUBT-04
subtaskname ecbname: Cnt.=count ECBA=address ECB=value Intv=interval

PDSMAN subtasks are designed to be inactive most of the time, periodically waking up to perform required processing.
This sleep-wakeup cycle is controlled by posting appropriate event control blocks or ECBs. This message provides
detailed information on the ECBs related to subtask subtaskname. The ecbname, posting count, address, and
hexadecimal value of each ECB is reported. If the ECB is posted in response to a timer interval, the interval value is
reported (in seconds).

This information can be useful during problem diagnosis. This message is issued in response to a subtask DETAIL
command issued to the PDSMAN address space.

PDSMSUBT-05
subtaskname state: Cnt.=count Last=time High=time  Avg.=time

This message provides detailed information about the subtask subtaskname. The state reported indicates the two state
of cycle processing, active or waiting. The count field indicates the number of times this state has been entered. The
duration of the last cycle, the longest cycle (high), and the average cycle are also reported (in seconds).

This information can be useful if a subtask is experiencing delays or other performance problems. This message is issued
in response to a subtask performance command issued to the PDSMAN address space.

PDSMTITL Messages
This section documents the PDSMTITL messages.
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PDSMTITL-1
LIBRARY LRECL OR BLKSIZE TOO SMALL

Titles cannot be allocated for members of a library where LRECL (blocked data set) or BLKSIZE (unblocked data set) is
less than 80 bytes (plus RDW and BDW for variable-length records).

PDSMTITL-2
TITLE MEMBER membername NOT ALLOCATED

An attempt has been made to reallocate the title member, membername, with a new space specification, but the title
member currently does not exist.

PDSMTITL-3
TITLE MEMBER membername ALREADY ALLOCATED

An attempt has been made to create a new title member, membername, but a member of this name already exists in the
library.

PDSMTITL-4
ILLEGAL TITLE CONTINUATION LINE IGNORED

A title continuation line is present but no title member name has been specified. This title line is ignored.

PDSMTITL-5
EXCESSIVE TITLE CONTINUATION LINES FOR MEMBER membername IGNORED

The maximum allowable number of title continuation lines has been exceeded for the member indicated by membername.

PDSMTITL-6
INSUFFICIENT TITLE SPACE FOR MEMBER membername

The title member is not large enough to add or update the title for the indicated member. Use the PDSM23 utility to
reallocate the title member with a provision for more title lines.

PDSMTITL-7
TITLE FUNCTIONS NOT SUPPORTED ON PROGRAM OBJECT LIBRARIES

Member titles cannot be maintained in program object libraries.

PDSMUCBC Messages
This section documents the PDSMUCBC messages.

PDSMUCBC-1
Volume vol is not online to this system

The indicated volume was not found on this system.
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PDSMURPC Messages
This section documents the PDSMURPC messages.

PDSMURPC-01
Specified parameter operand, string, is out of range.

The specified parameter numeric operand, string, is out of range. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMURPC-02
Parameter operand length error - string.

The specified parameter operand, string, is too long. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMURPC-03
Starting Date/Time is not lower than Ending Date/Time

The specified SELECT STARTDATE and STARTTIME combination is not an earlier time than the specified ENDDATE and
ENDTIME combination. The return code is set to 16 and processing terminates.

Correct the control statement syntax error and rerun the failing job.

PDSMUSR2 Messages
This section documents the PDSMUSR2 messages.

PDSMUSR2-1
UNABLE TO DETERMINE PANVALET SOURCE MEMBER NAME

The user has included a PANSYSIN data set in a compilation step. This data set should contain a WRITE control
statement specifying the name of the member being compiled. This message is issued if the data set cannot be opened, if
no WRITE statement is present, or if no valid member name is present in the WRITE statement.

PDSMUSR2-2
type ERROR CODE ecode RETURNED FROM PAM

The user has included PANSYSIN and PANDD1 DD statements in the compilation step. The Panvalet access module,
PAM, was invoked but returned an error code of ecode when attempting to perform a type operation (POPEN, PSRCH,
PCLOSE).

PDSMVCOM Messages
This section documents the PDSMVCOM messages.
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PDSMVCOM-02
Input List Retrieval Error - Fn=function Rsn=reasoncode

An error was encountered when retrieving a Vantage Input List. Function is the PDSMAN or Vantage function that
encountered the error; reasoncode is the PDSMAN reason code or Vantage function return code. Make note of the
conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVCOM-03
Input List Syntax Error - See Vantage Log

A syntax error was detected in the control statements specified in the Input List. The statements in error are identified
by one or more PDSMPARS-05 messages in the Vantage log. See the Vantage Help for the object or the Partitioned
Resource Monitoring System Utility Interface for a description of the control statement syntax. Correct the statements in
error and retry the Input List.

PDSMVCOM-04
Service Data Retrieval Error - returncode/reasoncode/data

An error was encountered when retrieving data from the indicated PDSMAN service. Returncode is the return code from
the service, reasoncode is the error reason code and data is additional data provided by the service call. Make note of the
conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVFUN Messages
This section documents the PDSMVFUN messages.

PDSMVFUN-01
Unknown Function Code - functioncode

The PDSMVFUN service was called with an unknown function code indicated by functioncode. This is an internal
processing error. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVFUN-02
SysParm sysparmname Retrieval Error - RC=returncode

An error was encountered when retrieving the value of the Vantage system parameter (SysParm) sysparmname.
Returncode is the return code from the Vantage GENPARMS service. Make note of the conditions under which this error
occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVLF Messages

PDSMVLF-1
ERROR INVOKING VLF. RETCODE=returncode. REASCODE=reasoncode

An error was encountered when invoking the COFNOTIF service to notify VLF of library member updates. Returncode is
the return code from the service and reasoncode is the error reason code. Make note of the conditions under which this
error occurred and contact Technical Support.
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PDSMVR00 Messages
This section documents the PDSMVR00 messages.

PDSMVR00-01
Unknown Function Code - functioncode

The PDSMVR00 service was called with an unknown function code indicated by functioncode. This is an internal
processing error. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVR00-02
Unable to Load modulename Object RCP for objectname

The PDSMVR00 service was unable to load the Vantage Record Creator Program (RCP) indicated by modulename.
Objectname is the name of the Vantage PDSMAN object requesting the data records. Ensure that modulename is
available in the system linklist or the STEPLIB DD concatenation for the Vantage host address space.

PDSMVRCP Messages
This section documents the PDSMVRCP messages.

PDSMVRCP-01
Unknown Function Code - functioncode

The PDSMVRCP service was called with an unknown function code indicated by functioncode. This is an internal
processing error. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVRCP-02
PDSMAN Is Not Available (modulename not found)

A PDSMAN object has been requested by a Vantage GMI user but PDSMAN is not installed or is not able to be located on
the system on which the Vantage host is executing. Modulename is the name of the executable module being loaded to
determine if PDSMAN is available.

Install PDSMAN if it is not already installed on the system on which the error occurred. If it is already installed, ensure
that the installation was performed correctly and that modulename is available in the system linklist or the STEPLIB DD
concatenation for the Vantage host address space.

PDSMVRCP-03
PDSMAN Is Not Active

A PDSMAN object has been requested by a Vantage GMI user but PDSMAN is not active on the system on which the
Vantage host is executing. Start PDSMAN and retry the operation. See Address Space Commands for a description of
how to start the PDSMAN address space.

PDSMVRSM Messages
This section documents the PDSMVRSM messages.
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PDSMVRSM-01
Object objectname Not Supported by PDSMVRSM RCP

The PDSMVRSM Record Creator Program has been called to process an unsupported object, objectname. This is an
internal processing error. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMVRSM-02
RCP List Error Summarizing RSM Data, RSN=reasoncode

A PDSMAN list error was encountered when the Resource Monitoring Summary object (PDSMVN21) attempted to
summarize resource status message data. Reasoncode is the error reason code returned by the PDSMAN list function.
This is an internal processing error. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical
Support.

PDSMVRSM-03
The PDSMAN PDSMPMON Subtask is Not Active

A Vantage PDSMAN object has requested data from the PDSMAN Partitioned Resource Monitoring System, but the
PDSMAN address space subtask (PDSMPMON) that manages resource monitoring is not active. Start the PDSMPMON
subtask retry the operation. See Address Space Commands for a description of how to start the PDSMPMON subtask.

 

PDSMVTOC Messages
This section documents the PDSMVTOC messages.

PDSMVTOC-1
I/O ERROR READING VTOC ON VOLUME volser

An I/O error has been encountered while attempting to read the VTOC on the indicated volume. Processing is terminated.

PDSMVTOC-2
UNABLE TO ACCESS VTOC ON VOLUME volser

An OBTAIN macro for the VTOC on the indicated volume failed. Processing is terminated.

PDSMWPDS Messages
This section documents the PDSMWPDS messages.

PDSMWPDS-1
DDNAME ddname DCB ERROR WRITING MEMBER membername

The DCB error exit was entered while writing member membername of the library corresponding to ddname. The library is
likely to be full.
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PDSMWPDS-2
DDNAME ddname I/O ERROR WRITING MEMBER membername - synadaf

An uncorrectable output error occurred while writing member membername of the library corresponding to ddname. The
synadaf is that returned by the SYNADAF macro.

PDSMXEVT Messages
This section documents the PDSMXEVT messages.

PDSMXEVT-01
Incoming Event Error, Rc=returncode, Reason=reasoncode, Func=function, Dsn=datasetname

An abend occurred while PDSMXEVT was processing an event generated by another system. The returncode,
reasoncode, function, and datasetname fields provide additional information about the abend.

For S913 (security) abends, ensure that the PDSMAN address space has the required authority to the data set resource.

PDSMXMI Messages
This section documents the PDSMXMI messages.

PDSMXMI-01
CROSS MEMORY ENVIRONMENT status

This message displays the status of the PDSMAN cross-memory environment. This facility is activated by the PDSMAN
address space during product startup.

PDSMXMI-02
CROSS MEMORY function failed, Service=service, RC=returncode

The cross memory environment function, either Initialization or Termination, failed due to an error returned by a system
service. Service identifies the failing service as follows:

01
LXREX.

02
AXSET.

03
ETCRE.

04
ETCON.

Returncode is the return code from the system service. Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and
contact Technical Support.

PDSMXMI-03
Request failed - Improper Environment, Reason=reasoncode
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The cross memory environment Initialization or Termination failed due to an environmental error. Reasoncode identifies
the error as follows:

01
Cross-memory environment initialization was not invoked by PDSMOPR.

02
The PDSMAN CVT could not be located.

03
Cross-memory environment initialization can only be invoked within the PDSMAN address space.

04
Cross-memory environment is already active, during an Initialization call.

05
LOAD failed for a required module.

06
Cross-memory environment is already inactive, during a Termination call.

07
Unsupported system level.

Make note of the conditions under which this error occurred and contact Technical Support.

PDSMXSM Messages
This section documents the PDSMXSM messages.

PDSMXSM-01
system volser datasetname

This message is issued in response to an F PDSMAN, XSYSLIBS command. A header line with the same message
number is also displayed. The system, volser, and data set name of each library active in the cross-system environment
are shown. A system specification of **** indicates that the system name is not applicable to the entry being reported.

Note: No libraries are shown when only one PDSMAN image is executing in the cross-system environment.

PDSMAN automatically manages this list of libraries for which updates are communicated.

FastCopy Messages and Codes
This section contains a list of FastCopy informational, warning, and error messages and their meanings.

Messages are written to ddname SYSPRINT, PDSMRPT, or to the console by means of a WTO with a default
ROUTCDE=(11) or ROUTCDE=(1,11). Messages issued by the FastCopy feature are of the following form:

FCOnnnx

where  nnn is the message number and  x is a character indicating the type of message, as follows:

 I Informational.

 M Member.

 U Usage or performance statistics.

 A Abnormal Termination.
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 W Warning.

Selected FastCopy messages can be suppressed by specifying the $IEBCOPY MSGI, MSGM, and MSGU parameters.

FCO100I
PDSMAN FASTCOPY PROCESSING ACTIVE date time JOBNAME jobname JOBSTEP stepname

This message indicates the starting date and time of PDSMAN FastCopy processing. Jobname and stepname indicate the
current job and step names.

FCO102I
PDSMAN VOLUME COMPRESS PROCESSING ACTIVE date time

This message indicates the starting date and time of PDSMAN Volume Compress processing.

FCO104I
MODEL CONTROL STATEMENT(S) - NOT EXECUTED

The control statement lines following this message contain either the INDSN or OUTDSN parameters, or both. The
operands of these parameters contain one or more pattern characters (* or +). A set of control statement lines is
generated for each data set, which matches the pattern and is eligible for processing.

FCO105I
control statement

This message is issued to echo SYSIN control statements.

FCO110I
operation type OUTDD=ddname VOL=volser DSN=datasetname

This message indicates the operation being performed and the type, ddname, volser and datasetname of the output data
set. The output data set is identified as being a PDS, PDSE, or PDSU (unloaded data set).

FCO111I
FROM type INDD=ddname VOL=volser DSN=datasetname

This message indicates the type, ddname, volser, and datasetname of the input data set when the operation is a MOVE/
COPY(MOD). The input data set is identified as being a PDS, PDSE, POBJ (program object), or PDSU (unloaded data
set).

FCO112I
BINDER IS BEING USED FOR THIS OPERATION

The program BINDER is being used to copy members to or from a program object library.

FCO113I
modulename IS BEING USED FOR THIS OPERATION
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This message is written when FastCopy passes one or more control statements for processing by modulename
(IEBCOPY or BSTCOPY).

FCO114I
PDSMAN DETECTED A SYNTAX OR VALIDATION ERROR

FastCopy has detected a control statement containing unknown syntax or parameters and is passing the control
statement stream to IEBCOPY for processing. This message is included in the stream to highlight the circumstance.

FCO115I
FUNCTION IGNORED FOR PDSE

The requested function cannot be performed for a PDSE data set.

FCO116I
BLOCK LEVEL I/O IS BEING USED FOR INPUT: datasetname

This message is issued when the input data set, datasetname, to a FastCopy operation is protected by the member level
security component of the Broadcom security products ACF2 or Top Secret. The switch to block level I/O technique results
in a decrease in FastCopy performance.

FCO117I
FAMS-n IS BEING USED FOR THIS OPERATION

This message is issued when FastCopy uses FAMS to perform a copy operation involving a PDSE or program object
library. The value n is the FAMS calling mode being used:

1
FastCopy reads the input and output directories and performs member selection, passing a list of selected members to
FAMS. This mode is used if PDSMAN has interest (for example, there is a matching $UPDATE or $DYNBLDL initialization
control statement) in the output library or the copy operation uses a FastCopy extension to IEBCOPY control statement
syntax. In this mode FastCopy reports members copied using FCO141M messages.

2
FastCopy does not read the input or output directories. Instead, the operation is turned completely over to FAMS, with
select or exclude statements passed to FAMS if they are present. In this mode FAMS messages are issued, using
FastCopy message FCO477, to report member movements.

FCO118I
IEBCOPY USER EXIT(S) ACTIVE: exitname(s)

This message is issued to document the presence of an IEBCOPY user exit parameter list. Exitname(s) identifies the exit
or exits that are present and can be one of the following values:

• Control Statement
• Member Selection

FCO120I
BEGINNING SCAN PHASE time
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This message indicates the starting time of the SCAN phase of compress and validation operations.

FCO130I
NO MEMBERS IN DATASET DSN=datasetname

This message indicates that the library or unloaded data set, datasetname, is empty.

FCO130W
NO MEMBERS IN DATASET DSN=datasetname

This message indicates that the target library, datasetname, of an EDITDIR operation is empty.

FCO131I
RECFM/LRECL/BLKSIZE INPUT: recfm,lrecl,blksize OUTPUT: recfm,lrecl,blksize

This message reports the recfm, lrecl, and blksize of the input and output data sets for MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations.

FCO132I
RECFM/LRECL/BLKSIZE OF UNLOADED DATASET IS recfm,lrecl,blksize

This message reports the recfm, lrecl, and blksize of the output unloaded data set for an UNLOAD operation.

FCO133I
USING MAXBLK=maxblk, MINBLK=minblk

This message reports the user-specified or default values of the MAXBLK and MINBLK parameters for COPYMOD
operations.

FCO134I
REBLOCKING IS BEING PERFORMED

This message is issued during MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations to indicate that members are being re-blocked.

FCO135I
OUTPUT BLKSIZE IS BEING INCREASED FROM oldsize TO newsize BYTES

This message is issued during COPYMOD operations to indicate that the output BLKSIZE is being increased to the value
specified by the MAXBLK parameter.

FCO136I
ddname UNLOAD BLOCKSIZE INCONSISTENCY DETECTED, I/O ERRORS MAY OCCUR

FastCopy has detected a difference between the block size recorded in the unload data set header record and the actual
unload data set block size indicated by ddname. The larger of the two sizes is used and the load operation proceeds.
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FCO137I
REFORMATTING IS BEING PERFORMED

This message may be issued if PACK, UNPACK, or REFORMAT has been specified on COPY or MOVE statements. It
indicates that during the MOVE/COPY operation, members are being packed, unpacked, lengthened, or shortened and
possibly being converted from fixed to variable record format and vice versa.

FCO138A
ddname UNLOAD BLOCK n INVALID. DATA IS xxxxxxxx

An invalid unload dataset record has been encountered during a Fastcopy Load operation. Up to 12 bytes of the invalid
record are reported. Possibly re-run the operation which produced the unload dataset.

FCO140I
BEGINNING COMPRESS PHASE time

This message indicates the starting time of the COMPRESS phase of compress operations.

FCO141M
membername (*ALIAS*) operation (AS NEWNAME newname) (*REPLACED*) (*REBLOCKED*) (*REFORMATTED*)
(*PACKED*) (*ALREADY PACKED*) (*UNPACKED*) (*ALREADY UNPACKED*)

This message is issued during MOVE/COPY(MOD) and ALTERMOD operations to indicate the operation being performed
on each membername. The message indicates if the member is an alias, if the member is being renamed to a newname,
if a member of the same name is being replaced, if reblocking or reformatting is being performed, or if the member is
being packed/unpacked, or was already packed/unpacked.

FCO141W
membername (*ALIAS*) operation (AS NEWNAME newname) (*REPLACED*) (*REBLOCKED*) (*REFORMATTED*)
(*UNPACK ERROR*)

This message is issued during MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations to indicate the operation being performed on each
membername. The message provides the same information as the FCO141M message and also indicates that an error
was encountered when unpacking the member.

FCO142I
membername (*ALIAS*) NOT SELECTED (AS NEWNAME newname) - NO REPLACE OPTION

The indicated membername or alias is not selected for MOVE/COPY(MOD) processing. This has occurred because a
member of the same (possibly renamed) name already exists in the target library and the REPLACE option of the COPY
or SELECT statement has not been specified.

FCO142W
membername (*ALIAS*) NOT SELECTED (AS NEWNAME newname) - NO REPLACE OPTION

The indicated membername or alias is not selected for MOVE/COPY(MOD) processing. This has occurred because a
member of the same (possibly renamed) name already exists in the target library and the REPLACE option of the COPY
or SELECT statement was not specified. The parameter RC4NOREP was specified on the // EXEC statement.
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FCO143W
membername (*ALIAS*) NOT SELECTED (AS NEWNAME newname) - USER TTRS EXIST

The indicated membername or alias is not selected for MOVE/COPY(MOD) processing because its directory entry
contains user TTRs and the output data set is a PDSE.

FCO144A
membername (*ALIAS*) NOT SELECTED (AS NEWNAME newname) - MEMBER IS OUTSIDE LIBRARY

The indicated membername or alias is not selected for processing because the start TTR for the member is not within the
library extents. The operation is terminated because $IEBCOPY VALCHECK=I or W has been specified.

FCO144W
membername (*ALIAS*) NOT SELECTED (AS NEWNAME newname ) - MEMBER IS OUTSIDE LIBRARY

The indicated membername or alias is not selected for processing because the start TTR for the member is not within the
library extents.

FCO145I
membername (*ALIAS*) NOT ALTERED - reason

The indicated membername or alias was copied but not altered during an ALTERMOD operation for the indicated reason.
A possible reason is: RLD COUNTS WERE CORRECT - the module was not altered because its RLD counts were
already correct.

FCO145W
membername (*ALIAS*) COPIED (AS NEWNAME newname) - reason

membername (*ALIAS*) NOT ALTERED - reason

The indicated membername or alias was copied but not altered or re-blocked during a COPYMOD operation, or not
altered during an ALTERMOD operation for the indicated reason. Possible reasons include the following:

• NOT A VALID LOAD MODULE
The directory entry for this member contains no user TTRs, its length including user data is less than 34 bytes, or the
module's records are not of valid load module format.

• FORMAT IS SCATTER LOAD
Load modules in scatter-load format are not re-blocked or altered.

• MODULE NOT EDITABLE
Load modules which are not editable are not re-blocked or altered.

• MODULE IS PAGE ALIGNED
Load modules which are page-aligned are altered but not re-blocked.

• MODULE HAS NO TEXT RECORDS
Re-blocking is not applicable to a module without text records.

• OWNING MEMBER NOT ALTERED OR REBLOCKED
The owning member of this alias was not re-blocked or altered.
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FCO146I
$$$SPACE (PDSMAN SPACE MAP) BYPASSED

The space map, which is used by Library Space Reuse, is excluded from FastCopy COPY operations.

FCO147I
DIRECTORY ENTRY FOR membername CORRECTED

This informational message indicates that an invalid directory entry has been detected and corrected by FastCopy
processing.

FCO148W
membername NOT SELECTED - $UPDATE MODE=P SPECIFIED

This message indicates that the indicated membername has not been selected for copy to the output library because of a
$UPDATE MODE=P rule preventing the update of the output library.

FCO149I
membername NON-STANDARD DIRECTORY USER DATA DETECTED

This informational message indicates that FastCopy COPYMOD processing determined that the length of the directory
user data for member membername does not match the length calculated using the module's attribute flags. COPYMOD
processing continues and the directory entry is not modified.

FCO150M
membername *action* TTR firstTTR-lastTTR M-CCHH mm-cccchhhh

This message is issued during compress and validation operations for each membername in the library. The action field
indicates whether the member is IN PLACE, MOVED, or VERIFIED. The (final) first and last relative track and record
(TTR) locations of the member are reported and the extent-cylinder/head (M-CCHH) of the first track of the member is
also reported.

FCO151I
$$$TITLE (PDSMAN TITLE MEMBER) BYPASSED

This message may be produced during reformatting operations (REFORMAT parameter on MOVE/COPY statement) to
indicate that the title member does not participate in reformatting.

FCO155M
membername * ALIAS *

Member membername is an alias. All alias members are reported after their owning member.

FCO160U
MEMBERS tcount TOTAL icount IN-PLACE mcount MOVED

This message is issued following a compress and reports that of tcount total members in the library, icount are in place,
and mcount have been moved.
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FCO164U
INPUT MBRS tcount TOTAL ccount COPIED ncount NOT COPIED

This message reports that of tcount total members in the input data set, ccount were copied and ncount were not copied.

In some cases, the tcount and ncount fields may be reported as "?". This indicates that PDSMAN, for performance
reasons, read the directory only as far as necessary to complete the requested operation. Accurate member counts
cannot be reported because the directory was not read in its entirety. This situation occurs only for selective copy
operations when the VALCHECK=I option is in effect.

FCO165U
OUTPUT MBRS tcount TOTAL acount ADDED rcount action

This message reports that the output data set contains tcount members and that acount members were added. The
indicated action was taken on rcount members.

FCO170U
DIR BLKS tcount TOTAL ucount USED ncount UNUSED

This message reports that of tcount total library directory blocks, ucount are used and ncount are unused.

FCO180U
TRACKS tcount TOTAL ucount USED ncount UNUSED

This message reports that of tcount total allocated library tracks, ucount are used and ncount are unused. Space amounts
reported do not include the space map member, $$$SPACE, that may be present if PDSMAN Library Space Reuse is
active for the library.

FCO181U
PDSE USAGE tcount TRACKS ALLOC ucount PAGES USED nnn PERCENT IN USE

This message reports that the PDSE has tcount tracks allocated, ucount pages in use, and nnn percent of available pages
are in use.

FCO190U
EXTENTS tcount TOTAL ucount USED ncount UNUSED

This message reports that of tcount total allocated library extents, ucount are used and ncount are unused.

FCO195U
BYTES ON LAST TRACK ucount USED ncount UNUSED

This message reports that on the last used track of the library, there are ucount used bytes and ncount unused bytes.

FCO200U
EXCPS tcount TOTAL icount INPUT ocount OUTPUT
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This message reports that there were tcount total EXCP operations, of which icount were input operations and ocount
were output operations.

FCO210U
STORAGE value1K ALLOC value2K USED

This message reports that value1 KB of main storage were allocated, of which value2 KB were used.

FCO211W
membercount MEMBERS NOT FOUND OR NOT PROCESSED

This message reports that membercount selected members were not found on the input data set or were not copied to the
output data set.

FCO212I
OPTIONS USED: MSGI=x MSGM=x MSGU=x VALCHECK=x CONVERTAWO=x AUTOEXPAND=x
AUTOCOPYMOD=x ABENDRC=rc SPCLCMOD=x DIREXPANDX37=x FAMS=x

This message reports the options that were used to perform FastCopy processing. The message is only produced if any
of the indicated options differ from their default values.

FCO213U
VOLUME(S) USED FOR LOAD:

This message reports the volumes from which the unloaded data set was copied.

FCO214U
VOLUME(S) USED FOR UNLOAD:

This message reports the volumes to which the unloaded data set was copied.

FCO215U
COMPRESS HAS REGAINED tvalue TRACKS bvalue BYTES OF WASTED SPACE

This message reports that tvalue tracks and bvalue bytes of previously dead space have been regained by compressing
the library.

FCO216U
COMPRESS WOULD REGAIN tvalue TRACKS bvalue BYTES OF WASTED SPACE

This message reports that tvalue tracks and bvalue bytes of dead space would be regained by compressing the library.

FCO217I
ecount EXCPS CORRECTING READ ERRORS

This message reports the number of EXCPs used in recovering from input errors.
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FCO218I
I/O ERROR RECOVERY UNSUCCESSFUL

This message reports that the attempt to recover from an input error has been unsuccessful.

FCO219I
AUTOCOPYMOD SUPPORT IS BEING USED

This message reports that an automatic switch from COPY to COPYMOD is being performed in order to copy load
modules between libraries of differing block sizes. This switching is controlled by the AUTOCOPYMOD parameter of the
$IEBCOPY initialization control statement.

FCO220U
timevalue1 SECS ELAPSED timevalue2 TCB CPU timevalue3 SRB CPU

This message reports the elapsed time and the TCB and SRB CPU times used during the operation being performed on
the library.

FCO230I
PDSMAN FASTCOPY PROCESSING COMPLETE date time CC= cc

This message indicates the date and time of termination of PDSMAN FastCopy processing. The condition code cc is also
reported.

FCO231I
ddname DATASET BYPASSED. ALL SELECTED NAMES HAVE BEEN PROCESSED

During a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, the data set corresponding to ddname was not used because all selected
member or alias names had already been processed.

FCO232W
membername SPECIFIED BUT NOT FOUND IN ANY INPUT DATASET

During a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, the specified membername was not found in any input data set. This message
may also be generated if the membername is specified on more than one SELECT control statement.

FCO233I
NO MEMBER(S) WERE SELECTED FROM THIS DATASET

During a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, no members were selected from the current input data set.

FCO234I
membername FOUND IN INPUT DATASET BUT HAS BEEN EXCLUDED

During a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, the indicated membername was found in the current input data set but has been
excluded from processing by an EXCLUDE statement.
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FCO238I
END OF COPY STEP stepnumber time CC=cc

This message is used to report the completion code cc of copy step number stepnumber and the time at which the step
completed.

FCO240I
PROCESSING IN SCAN MODE - LIBRARY WAS NOT DAMAGED

This message is issued following an input I/O error during a compress or validation operation. The library had not been
opened for output and was consequently not damaged by the operation being performed.

FCO245I
TCOMPRESS OPTION - OUTPUT I/O OPERATIONS WILL BE REPORTED BUT NOT PERFORMED

The TCOMPRESS processing option has been selected. Library members will be read as in normal compress processing
and members will be reported as MOVED to new locations. However, the library is not opened for output and no member
movement actually occurs, nor are the directory or Format-1 DSCB updated as they are in normal compress processing.

FCO250I
NO ERRORS DETECTED IN LIBRARY

The VALIDATE processing option was selected and no errors were detected in the library.

FCO260I
ERRORS HAVE BEEN DETECTED IN THIS LIBRARY

This message is issued if error or warning messages have been reported against any library members.

FCO270I
NO MEMBERS HAVE BEEN DAMAGED

This message is issued following an I/O error during the COMPRESS phase of a compress operation when it is
determined that no members have been damaged as a result of the error.

FCO280I
DUMP REQUESTED

This message is issued if a DUMP is being produced for the error condition encountered.

FCO290I
ALL MEMBERS WERE ALREADY IN PLACE

A COMPRESS operation was requested, but the SCAN phase has determined that all members were already in place.
The COMPRESS phase is not performed.
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FCO330A
PDSMAN FASTCOPY PROCESSING TERMINATED date time CC=cc

This message indicates that PDSMAN FastCopy processing has been terminated. This message is usually accompanied
by another message detailing the condition causing termination. The date and time of termination and the condition code
cc are also reported.

FCO340I
DIRECTORY SIZE ALTERED TO bvalue BLOCKS

The directory size has been altered to bvalue blocks as a result of an ALTERDIR operation.

FCO350A
bvalue DIRECTORY BLOCKS REQUIRED FOR EXISTING MEMBERS

An ALTERDIR operation has been specified but the requested number of directory blocks is insufficient to accommodate
the existing members. At least bvalue directory blocks are required.

FCO360I
REQUESTED NUMBER OF DIRECTORY BLOCKS ALREADY ALLOCATED

An ALTERDIR operation was specified but the requested number of directory blocks were identical to that already
allocated. Processing is terminated.

FCO361I
DIRECTORY IS pvalue PERCENT USED - NO REALLOCATION IS REQUIRED

A FREEDIR operation was specified but the directory contains sufficient space and no reallocation was required.

FCO362I
DIRECTORY IS pvalue PERCENT USED - REALLOCATION IS REQUIRED

A FREEDIR operation was specified and the directory contains less than sufficient space. Directory reallocation is
required.

FCO365I
LIBRARY DSCB BEING UPDATED WITH RECFM/LRECL/BLKSIZE SUPPLIED IN JFCB

During a COMPRESS or MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, the RECFM, LRECL, or BLKSIZE in the Format-1 DSCB for the
library is being updated using values specified on the DD statement for the library. During a compress operation, even if
the library is empty or if all members are in place, the library will be opened for output so that the DSCB will be updated.

FCO370A
bvalue MAXIMUM DIRECTORY BLOCKS IN FIRST LIBRARY EXTENT

An ALTERDIR operation has been specified, but the requested number of directory blocks exceeds the maximum number
bvalue that can be accommodated within the first extent of the library. Processing is terminated.
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FCO380A
ERROR DURING BLDL FOR membername. RC=rc

An error has occurred during a BLDL operation for member membername. The return code from BLDL is rc. For
information about BLDL error codes, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

FCO390A
ERROR DURING STOW stowtype FOR membername. RC=rc REAS=reason

An error has occurred during a stowtype STOW operation for member membername. The return code from STOW
is rc. The reason code is reported as reason. For information about STOW error codes, see the appropriate IBM
documentation.

FCO395A
ERROR TRANSFERRING membername

As part of ALTERDIR processing, member membername had to be moved to the end of the library, but an error occurred
while the member was being transferred. An error message issued by PDSMEXCP should accompany this message.

FCO400A
membername BLOCK(S) EXCEED ddname LIBRARY BLKSIZE

FCO400W
membername BLOCK(S) EXCEED ddname LIBRARY BLKSIZE

During a COMPRESS, VALIDATE, or MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, one or more blocks of member membername
exceed the BLKSIZE of the library corresponding to ddname. Processing continues unless the BLKSIZE of an output
PDSE library is exceeded, in which case processing is terminated.

FCO401A
membername BLOCK(S) EXCEED OUTPUT TRACK CAPACITY

During a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, one or more blocks of member membername exceed the track capacity of the
output library. Processing is terminated.

FCO402I
membername IS AN ALIAS WITHOUT AN OWNING MEMBER

FCO402W
membername IS AN ALIAS WITHOUT AN OWNING MEMBER

This message is issued if alias member membername does not have an owning member. If the operation being performed
is a validation, the return code will be set to 4; otherwise, the return code will be set to zero.
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FCO403W
membername CONTAINS BLOCK(S) WHICH ARE NOT A MULTIPLE OF LRECL

The indicated membername contains one or more blocks whose size is not a multiple of the library logical record length.
For COPY and VALIDATE operations, the return code is set to 4. For COMPRESS operations, the return code is set to 4 if
$IEBCOPY VALCHECK=Y is specified; otherwise the return code is not changed.

FCO405W
membername FOUND PAST LOGICAL END OF LIBRARY - ERROR IGNORED DUE TO FCOMPRESS OPTION

During the SCAN phase of a COMPRESS operation, the position of the logical end of library (DSCB DS1LSTAR field)
is checked and if any member is written past this point, processing will not proceed to the COMPRESS phase. If
FCOMPRESS is specified, this error is ignored, the compress is performed, and a new correct value is calculated for the
DS1LSTAR field.

FCO410A
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR FASTCOPY EXECUTION - valueK ADDITIONAL BYTES REQUIRED

The available main storage is insufficient for FastCopy processing. At least value additional KB should be made available.
FastCopy processing is terminated.

If $IEBCOPY STORFAIL=IEBCOPY has been specified, IEBCOPY will be invoked to attempt the operation.

If the FCO410A message persists despite the specification of additional memory for the job step, add the following
statement to the job step:

//MAXSTOR DD DUMMY

This causes FastCopy to request up to 20 megabytes for its working storage.

FCO411A
reason

The preceding control statement is in error for one of the reasons indicated below:

• UNIDENTIFIED COMMAND OR KEYWORD
The statement contains an invalid command or keyword.

• NULL PARAMETER OR OPERAND
The expected parameter operand is not present.

• PARAMETER OR OPERAND TOO LONG
An operand exceeds the maximum allowable size.

• OPERAND NOT NUMERIC
The operand must be numeric.

• DUPLICATE KEYWORD
The same keyword cannot be supplied more than once.

• PARENTHESES ERROR
The statement contains too many, too few, or misplaced parentheses.

• INVALID REPLACE OPERATION
A replace operation cannot be specified on this statement.
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• INVALID CONTINUATION
A continuation character has not been specified in column 72 or the statement is not continued in positions 2 to 71 of
the next line.

• INVALID WILDCARD SPECIFICATION
The wildcard character must be the last character. For a rename operation, both the old and new names must or must
not end in a wildcard character.

• STATEMENT SEQUENCE ERROR
The indicated statement should be preceded by another statement.

• INVALID OUTDSN OPERAND
The operand of the OUTDSN parameter is invalid.

• INVALID INDSN OPERAND
The operand of the INDSN parameter is invalid.

• OUTDSN CANNOT BE ALLOCATED
The data set specified by the OUTDSN parameter cannot be allocated.

• INDSN CANNOT BE ALLOCATED
The data set specified by the INDSN parameter cannot be allocated.

• INVALID MINUS VERSION COPY OR RENAME OPERATION
The indicated statement attempts to perform a copy with rename or diredit rename operation using a restricted
combination of multiple version member names. For restrictions, see FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow
Facilities.

• INVALID CHANGED OR REFERENCED DATE
The date specified on a CHANGED or REFERENCED parameter is not of a valid format. For the supported date
format for these parameters, see FastCopy, Library Space Reuse, and FastStow Facilities..

• OUTDSN AND OUTDD ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
OUTDSN and OUTDD cannot both be specified on this control statement.

• SETSPACE% AND RLSE ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
SETSPACE% and RLSE cannot both be specified on this control statement.

• SETDIRBLKS% AND FREEDIR% ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
SETDIRBLKS% and FREEDIR% cannot both be specified on this control statement.

• ONLY ONE INDSN SUPPORTED IF A PATTERN IS SPECIFIED
When an operand of an INDSN parameter contains a pattern character (*), no other INDSN parameter may be
specified.

• INVALID SETDIRBLKS% OR SETSPACE% SPECIFICATION
The operand must be specified as tt or ({ll}, tt{,uu}), where tt, ll, and uu must be numeric if specified. ll if specified must
be less than tt and uu if specified must be greater than tt.

• EXCLUDEDSN=LLALIST REJECTED BECAUSE LLA MONITORING IS INACTIVE
EXCLUDEDSN=LLA support requires that PDSMAN LLA Monitoring is active.

FCO412A
reason

The preceding control statement is in error for one of the reasons indicated below:

• CANNOT MIX SELECT AND EXCLUDE STATEMENTS
SELECT and EXCLUDE statements cannot both be specified for the same MOVE/COPY(MOD) or ALTERMOD
operation.
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• CANNOT MIX EDITDIR OPERATION TYPES
A single EDITDIR statement type; DELETE, RENAME, or RETAIN; can be specified for the same EDITDIR operation.

• CANNOT RENAME OR REPLACE WITH ALTERMOD
The RENAME and REPLACE options cannot be specified on a SELECT statement for an ALTERMOD operation.

• ONLY ONE INDD LIBRARY CAN BE SPECIFIED
In normal operation, multiple INDD parameters or control statements can be specified for each COPY step. However,
when a CHANGED or REFERENCED parameter is specified on a following SELECT or EXCLUDE statement, only a
single INDD library is supported in the COPY step.

• LIBRARY IS THE TARGET OF A PREVIOUS OPERATION WITHIN CURRENT JOB STEP
This message may occur only when a CHANGED or REFERENCED parameter has been specified on a SELECT,
EXCLUDE, RETAIN, or DELETE statement. These parameters are evaluated by inspecting the library to which they
are applicable before any COPY (or other) operations in the job step are performed, and individual control statements
are then generated. Processing has determined that the library to which the statements are applicable is a target of
an earlier operation and this is unsupported because the library contents must remain unchanged until the operation
that processes the generated control statements has been processed. Place the failing operation in a new job step and
rerun.

• MEMBER LEVEL REPLACE INVALID FOR COPYGRP
This is a documented restriction on IEBCOPY processing.

• MULTIPLE INPUT DD INVALID FOR COPYGRP
This is a documented restriction on IEBCOPY processing.

• SELECT AND EXCLUDE INVALID WHEN A MEMBER SELECTION USER EXIT IS ACTIVE
SELECT and EXCLUDE control statements are not valid when a member selection user exit is active.

FCO413A
reason

The preceding control statement is in error for one of the reasons indicated below:

• INDD NOT SPECIFIED
No INDD parameter was specified for a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation.

• OUTDD NOT SPECIFIED
No OUTDD parameter was specified for the operation.

• OUTDD DOES NOT MATCH INDD
For operations other than MOVE/COPY(MOD), if both INDD and OUTDD are specified, their operands must be the
same.

FCO414A
ddname error

The indicated ddname is in error as indicated below:

• NOT ALLOCATED
The ddname is not allocated.

• NOT ALLOCATED TO A DISK OR TAPE DATASET
The ddname must be allocated to a disk or tape data set.

• REFERENCES A CONCATENATION
The ddname cannot reference a concatenation.
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• OBTAIN FAILED. RC=nnAn OBTAIN macro for the data set referenced by this ddname failed with the indicated return
code.

• DATASET NOT PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL
The data set referenced by this ddname is not a PDS, PDSE, or sequential data set.

• TRACK OVERFLOW FORMAT DATASET UNSUPPORTED
The data set referenced by this ddname is of an unsupported track overflow format.

FCO415A
operation error

The indicated operation is in error as indicated below:

• FUNCTION NOT SUPPORTED FOR AN UNLOADED DATASET
The requested operation cannot be performed using an unloaded data set.

• CANNOT UNLOAD MULTIPLE DATASETS
Only a single library can be specified as input to an unload operation.

• EDITDIR REQUIRES RENAME/DELETE/RETAIN STATEMENTS
No RENAME, DELETE, or RETAIN statements were specified for an EDITDIR operation.

• FUNCTION SUPPORTED ONLY FOR A PDS
The specified operation can be performed only on a PDS. A PDSE or unloaded data set cannot be specified.

• RECFM=U REQUIRED FOR COPYMOD OR ALTERMOD
COPYMOD and ALTERMOD operations can only be performed using libraries of RECFM=U.

• INPUT AND OUTPUT DATASETS ON SAME TAPE VOLUME
The input and output data sets for a MOVE/COPY operation cannot both reside on the same tape volume.

• CANNOT COPY FROM OR COMPRESS AN UNMOVEABLE DATASET
A data set marked as unmovable is not compressed or used as the input to a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation.

• CANNOT MOVE MEMBERS WITHIN SAME DATASET
MOVE operations are prevented when the input and output data sets are the same.

• CANNOT UPDATE AND COMPRESS A CONTROLLED LIBRARY
PDSMAN restricts the simultaneous update and compression of a library by IEBCOPY. Specify the library update and
compress operations using two separate IEBCOPY COPY statements. These statements can be within the one job
step.

• CANNOT MOVE MEMBERS FROM AN UNLOADED DATASET
An unloaded data set cannot be specified as input to a MOVE operation.

• ALTERDIR REQUIRES BLOCKS PARAMETER
No BLOCKS= parameter has been specified for an ALTERDIR operation.

• CANNOT PERFORM A COMPRESS USING COPYMOD
Only a COPY or a COMPRESS operation may be used to compress a library.

• CANNOT COMPRESS OR COPY WITHIN DATA SET USING A SMALLER BLKSIZE
Compress-in-place or copying within the same PDS cannot reduce the data set block size.

FCO416A
NO VOLUME PARAMETER(S) SPECIFIED

A VOLCOMPRESS statement was used but no VOLUME parameters were specified.
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FCO417A
PRECEDING CONTROL STATEMENT INVALID

The syntax of the preceding control statement is not supported by the FastCopy facility.

FCO418A
NO OUTDSN PARAMETER(S) SPECIFIED

An XCOMPRESS statement was used but no OUTDSN parameters were specified.

FCO419A
OPERATION TERMINATED

FastCopy processing terminated the current operation and will continue processing with the next operation.

FCO421A
NO MATCHING VOLUME(S)

A VOLCOMPRESS statement was used but no DASD volume matched the volumes specified on the VOLUME
parameters.

FCO422A
NO MATCHING DATASET(S)

A VOLCOMPRESS statement was used but no data sets were selected for processing. Only data sets having a DSORG
of PO or PS can be selected.

FCO423A
PDSMAN VOLUME COMPRESSION WAITING TO ALLOCATE volser/datasetname

The specified datasetname on the volser indicated is in use by another batch job or user and ALOCFAIL=WAIT has been
specified on the VOLCOMPRESS statement. The allocation will be retried every 30 seconds and this message will be re-
issued every five minutes.

FCO424I
CUU=unitaddress VOLUME IS OFFLINE

The volume on the specified unit is offline and has not been selected for processing.

FCO425I
CUU=unitaddress VOLUME PENDING OFFLINE

The volume on the specified unit is pending offline and has not been selected for processing.

FCO426I
PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR THIS VOLUME date time
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Processing for this volume was completed at the indicated date and time.

FCO427I
PDSMAN VOLUME COMPRESS PROCESSING COMPLETE date time CC=cc

PDSMAN Volume Compress processing was completed at the indicated date and time. The highest condition code, cc, is
also reported.

FCO428I
PARM=parameter

The parameter passed to IEBCOPY as PARM information on the EXEC statement is reported. If this PARM information
contains the keywords COMPRESS, COPY, COPYMOD, or REPLACE then SYSIN is not opened and the requested
operation is performed.

FCO430A
OBTAIN FAILED FOR datasetname ON volume. RC=rc

The Format-1 DSCB for data set datasetname on volume could not be retrieved. Processing is terminated. The return
code from the OBTAIN macro is given by rc. For information about OBTAIN error codes, see the appropriate IBM
documentation.

FCO431I
NO ERRORS DETECTED ON THIS VOLUME

PDSMAN Volume Compress is reporting that no errors have been found on the volume serial being processed.

FCO432I
ERRORS HAVE BEEN DETECTED ON THIS VOLUME

PDSMAN Volume Compress is reporting that errors were found on the volume serial being processed.

FCO433I
CUU=cuu - VOLUME NOT MOUNTED

A mount operation is pending for a volume on the indicated device (cuu).

FCO434A
INVALID PATTERN SPECIFICATION

For a Move/Copy(mod) operation, only a single wild string pattern character (*) may be specified in the dsname portion
of the operands of both the INDSN and OUTDSN parameters. The pattern characters may not be specified in the volume
portion.

FCO435A
INDSN AND OUTDSN BOTH SPECIFIED AND THE OPERATION IS NOT MOVE/COPY(MOD)
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Either INDSN or (usually) OUTDSN may be specified, but these parameters may only be both specified if the operation is
a MOVE/COPY(MOD).

FCO436A
IEBCOPY USER EXIT ERROR -error

An error as occurred in the IEBCOPY user exit processing as described by error below:

• UNEXPECTED exitname-I Return Code n
An invalid return code, n, was received on a call to the exitname, CONTROL STMT or MEMBER SEL, user exit. The
indicator ‘-I’ is present only if the call was to perform exit initialization. The operation is terminated and the exit is not
called again.

• SEVERE ERROR RETURN CODE - 36
The user exit issued a return code 36, indicating that a severe error occurred. The operation is terminated and the exit
is not called again.

FCO460A
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname FOR INPUT

The data set corresponding to ddname could not be opened for input. Processing is terminated.

FCO470A
UNABLE TO OPEN ddname FOR OUTPUT

The data set corresponding to ddname could not be opened for output. Processing is terminated.

FCO471A
ERROR IN ddname DATASET - reason

An error has been detected in the data set referenced by ddname. The reason is one of those indicated below:

• RECFM/LRECL/BLKSIZErecfm,lrecl,blksize INVALID
The specified combination of recfm, lrecl, and blksize is inconsistent.

• BLKSIZE EXCEEDS DEVICE CAPACITY
The specified output BLKSIZE exceeds the device capacity.

FCO472A
reason

The requested MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation cannot be performed for the reason indicated below:

• INPUT AND OUTPUT KEY LENGTHS UNEQUAL
The key lengths of the input and output data set must be the same.

• INPUT DATASET BLKSIZE EXCEEDS OUTPUT
The block size of the input load library exceeds that of the output load library and re-blocking is not being performed.

• INPUT AND OUTPUT RECFMS INCOMPATIBLE
If the output library is of fixed or variable record format, the input library must be of the same record format.

• CANNOT REBLOCK KEYED DATASET
Re-blocking cannot be performed if the input data set is keyed.
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• CANNOT REBLOCK VARIABLE SPANNED DATASET
Re-blocking cannot be performed if either the input or output data sets are of variable spanned format.

• INPUT AND OUTPUT LRECLS INCOMPATIBLE
If the input and output data sets are of fixed record format, their LRECLs must be equal. If they are of variable record
format, the input LRECL cannot exceed the output LRECL.

FCO473A
ERROR DURING LOAD FROM ddname - reason

An error has occurred while unloading the data set referenced by ddname. The reason for the error is indicated below:

• DATASET IS NOT OF VALID UNLOADED FORMAT
The data set has not been identified as an unloaded data set created by IEBCOPY or FastCopy.

• DATASET PREVIOUSLY FLAGGED AS NOT LOADABLE
An error occurred while the unloaded data set was being created and it has been flagged as unloadable.

• UNEXPECTED EOF ENCOUNTERED
The end of the unloaded data set has been reached before all members were processed. Verify that this is not
because of an error in tape handling.

• ERROR IN SPAN GROUP AT BLOCK blocknumberA set of spanned records in the unloaded data set is in error at
block blocknumber. Verify that this is not because of an error in tape handling.

• CANNOT LOAD PROGRAM OBJECTS TO A PDS
Loading of an unloaded Program Object data set to a PDS is not supported.

FCO474A
ERROR DURING UNLOAD. UNLOAD FILE IS INVALID

An error has occurred during an unload operation. The unloaded data set is flagged as unloadable so that it cannot be
loaded in a subsequent LOAD operation.

FCO475A
OUTPUT LIBRARY IS FULL

The output library has become full during a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation.

FCO476A
BINDER type ERROR. RETCODE=retcode REASON=reason MEMBER=membername

An error has been encountered when invoking the Binder to perform MOVE/COPY processing involving one or more
program object libraries. The type of Binder call and the Binder return and reason codes are reported with the name of the
member currently being processed, or the last member processed, when the error occurred. Processing continues with
the next member.

FCO476W
BINDER type ERROR. RETCODE=retcode REASON=reason MEMBER=membername

An error was encountered when invoking the Binder to perform MOVE/COPY processing involving one or more program
object libraries. The type of Binder call and the Binder return and reason codes are reported, together with the name of
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the member currently being processed, or the last member processed, when the error occurred. Processing continues
with the next member.

FCO477x
messagetext

Messagetext is a FAMS message. The suffix of the FCO477 message, x, and resulting FastCopy return code is based on
the severity associated with the suffix of the FAMS message as follows:

IGWnnnx Suffix / FAMS Rc:
I (Normal completion) / 0

FCO477 suffix:
I

FastCopy Return Code:
0

IGWnnnx Suffix / FAMS Rc:
W (Warning) / 4

FCO477 suffix:
W

FastCopy Return Code:
0

IGWnnnx Suffix / FAMS Rc:
E (Non-terminating error) / 8

FCO477 suffix:
W

FastCopy Return Code:
4

IGWnnnx Suffix / FAMS Rc:
T (Terminating error) / 12

FCO477 suffix:
A

FastCopy Return Code:
8

IGWnnnx Suffix / FAMS Rc:
S (Severe error) / 16

FCO477 suffix:
A

FastCopy Return Code:
8

FCO478x
FAMS Rc=FAMSrc Reason=FAMSreason - refer to accompanying messages

This message is issued if a call to FAMS completes with a non-zero return code. FAMSrc is the FAMS return code and
FAMSreason is the FAMS error reason code.
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The suffix of this message, and the subsequent FastCopy return code, is based on the return code from FAMS (refer to
the table with message FCO477x).

This message is normally preceded by other messages issued by FAMS. FAMS messages usually have a message ID
that begins with IGW01. They may appear in the FastCopy report with a message ID of FCO477x or in the JOBLOG with
no FCO message ID.

FCO479A
Abend Sabendcode-reason occurred while processing DD ddname

An abend occurred processing the named DD statement, ddname. This error could occur during OPEN (for example, a
S913 abend) or during processing (for example, an Sx37 abend when writing an UNLOAD data set).

FCO480x
DS1LSTAR (TTR=ttttrr) IS OUTSIDE LIBRARY

The last-written-TTR field (DS1LSTAR in the Format-1 DSCB) points to location ttttrr, which is not within the currently
allocated library extents. This condition can sometimes arise following an out-of-space abend in the library. Processing
is terminated (x=A) if the operation is a RECOVER, or if the library is the output of a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation. If
the operation is a VALIDATE (x=W), processing continues and the RC is set to 4. If the operation is a COMPRESS (x=I),
processing continues and the DS1LSTAR field is corrected.

FCO481W
COPYALIAS Converted to COPYGRP - Member Level replace was ignored

This message is issued when a COPY operation with the PDSMAN COPYALIAS option is converted to a COPYGRP
operation and member level replace has been specified. Member level replace can not be honored when the operation is
COPYGRP.

To resolve this problem specify replace on the COPY INDD parameter.

FCO490A
SEQUENCE ERROR IN DIRECTORY. OLD=membername NEW=newname

The library directory is out of sequence at member names membername and newname. Processing is terminated. This
problem can be resolved by scratching or renaming the members causing the sequence error.

FCO495A
DUPLICATE MEMBER membername IN DIRECTORY

The library directory contains a duplicate member name membername. Processing is terminated because the operation is
a COMPRESS or the library is the output of a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation. This problem can be resolved by scratching
the duplicate member.

FCO495W
DUPLICATE MEMBER membername IN DIRECTORY

The library directory contains a duplicate member name membername. The library is input to a MOVE/COPY(MOD)
operation and the operation is allowed to continue. If the member is selected for processing, the first occurrence is
selected. This problem can be resolved by scratching the duplicate member.
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FCO500A
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR FASTCOPY INITIALIZATION

The available main storage is insufficient for FastCopy processing. FastCopy processing is terminated.

If $IEBCOPY STORFAIL=IEBCOPY has been specified, IEBCOPY will be invoked to attempt the operation.

FCO510A
DIRECTORY BLOCK blocknum INVALID - reason

Directory block number blocknum is invalid for one of the reasons indicated below:

• KEY/DATA LENGTH NOT 8/256
Directory blocks must have a key length of eight and a record length of 256.

• DATA LENGTH GREATER THAN 256
The data length indicated in the first two bytes of the directory block exceeds 256.

• INVALID USER DATA LENGTH
The lengths of the directory entries within the directory block are inconsistent with the length indicated in the first two
bytes of the directory block.

• BLOCK CONTAINS INVALID KEY
The key field preceding the directory block contains a name, which is alphabetically lower than the name of an entry in
the directory data block.

FCO520A
membername error

FCO520W
membername error

Member membername is invalid for the reason described by the accompanying error message.

If the message prefix is FCO520A, processing is terminated. If the message prefix is FCO520W, processing continues.
The severity of the error is determined by the operation being performed and by the level of validity checking in effect.
Processing always continues for COPY operations other than compress. For compress operations, the default action
is to terminate processing. If the VALCHECK=I parameter of the $IEBCOPY initialization control statement or the
*VALCHECK=I In-Stream Control Option is effective, processing is allowed to continue for errors other than member
overlap errors or members written past the physical end of the library.

Possible error reasons are:

• OVERLAPS PREVIOUS MEMBER
The directory entry for this member points to a location that is not after the end-of-file record of the previous member.
This member or the previous member should be re-created.

• DIRECTORY TTRS UNRESOLVED
The TTR information in the directory entry of this member does not correspond to physical records in the library. The
member should be re-created.

• NOTELIST TTRS UNRESOLVED
The TTR information in the notelist of this load module member does not correspond to physical records in the library.
The member should be re-created.
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• BEGINNING TTR NOT FOUND
No physical record exists for the beginning location of the member as obtained from the directory entry. The member
should be re-created.

• WRITTEN PAST LOGICAL END OF LIBRARY
The member has been written at a location beyond the logical end of the library as determined by the DS1LSTAR field
in the Format-1 DSCB.

• WRITTEN PAST PHYSICAL END OF LIBRARY
The directory entry for the member points to a location that is outside of the physical extents of the library.

• NOTELIST BLOCK IS MISSING
The notelist for the load module member is missing or could not be retrieved.

If an FCO520A message is generated during a compress operation due to an error other than a member overlap or
member beyond the physical end of the library, the operation can be rerun including *VALCHECK=I (starting in column
1) with the control statements. This forces FastCopy to relax validity checking to be compatible with IEBCOPY. It is
recommended that before doing this, the library be examined carefully in order to assess the likely impact of this action
and possibly the underlying cause of the error.

FCO525W
ERROR READING MEMBER membername BLOCK blocknum. CODE=diagcode

An error has been detected after reading block blocknum of member membername during a COPYMOD operation. Values
for the first two positions of diagcode are shown in the following:

01
EOF encountered when control record expected.

02
Not a valid control record type.

03
Invalid control record length.

04
CESD/CTL record mismatch.

05
CTL record CSECT data items do not match CCW length.

06
Invalid length of CESD data items.

07
Text record length inconsistent with control record.

08
Control record type not CTL or RLD.

09
Control record type not CTL or CTL/RLD.

10
Invalid RLD record.

11
Block other than notelist follows end of member.

12
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Missing notelist block.

FCO526A
MEMBER membername MAY BE INCOMPLETE IN OUTPUT LIBRARY

As a consequence of the error reported in message FCO525W, the indicated member membername may be incomplete
in the output library.

FCO700A
DDNAME ddname PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN operation

A permanent input/output error has been encountered on the data set corresponding to ddname. The operation in
progress at the time of the error is indicated in the message. Possible I/O operations are:

• LOCATING END OF DIRECTORY
An error was encountered during the SCAN phase of the operation while the end-of-file record of the directory was
being located. The library has not been damaged by the operation. Processing is terminated immediately.

• READING DIRECTORY
An error was encountered during the SCAN phase of the operation while the directory was being read. The library has
not been damaged by the operation. Processing is terminated immediately.

• READING COUNT FIELDS
An error was encountered during the SCAN phase of the operation while library count fields were being read. The
library has not been damaged by the operation. Processing is terminated immediately.

• REREADING DIRECTORY
An error was encountered during the COMPRESS phase of the operation while the directory was being re-read in
order to update it with new locations of members that were moved during compress. This is a terminal error probably
resulting in library damage. Processing is terminated immediately.

• REWRITING DIRECTORY
An error was encountered during the COMPRESS phase of the operation while the directory was being rewritten to
update it with new locations of members that were moved during compress. This is a terminal error probably resulting
in library damage. Processing is terminated immediately.

• READING MEMBERS
An error was encountered during the COMPRESS phase of the operation while reading members that were being
moved to new locations in the library. Message FCO740A will indicate if a member has been damaged and message
FCO270I will indicate if no members have been damaged. Processing immediately proceeds to update the directory
with any altered member locations and then to terminate.

• WRITING MEMBERS
An error was encountered during the COMPRESS phase of the operation while writing members that were being
moved to new locations in the library. Messages FCO740A will indicate any members that have been damaged and
message FCO270I will indicate if no members have been damaged. Processing immediately proceeds to update the
directory with any altered member locations and then to terminate.

• READING NOTELIST BLOCK
An error was encountered during either the SCAN or COMPRESS phase of the operation while the notelist block of
a load module in overlay format was being retrieved. Processing continues with the corresponding member being
marked in error. If the error occurred during the SCAN phase, processing does not proceed to the COMPRESS phase
and the library has not been damaged by the operation being performed. If the error occurs during the COMPRESS
phase, processing continues. The corresponding overlay load module member will be unusable, but other library
members should not be affected.
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• ALTERING DIRECTORY
An error was encountered as the directory was being extended or shortened during ALTERDIR processing. The library
may be unusable. Processing is terminated immediately.

• UPDATING NOTELIST BLOCK
An error was encountered as a notelist block was being updated. Processing is terminated immediately.

• UPDATING CTL RECORD
An error was encountered as a load module control record was being updated. Processing is terminated immediately.

FCO701A
DDNAME ddname PERMANENT I/O ERROR WHEN operation

A permanent input/output error has been encountered on the data set corresponding to ddname. The operation in
progress at the time of the error is indicated in the message. Possible I/O operations include the following:

• READING UNLOADED DATASET BLOCK blocknumAn error occurred during a LOAD operation when attempting to
read the indicated block from the unloaded data set. Processing is terminated immediately.

• WRITING UNLOADED DATASET BLOCK blocknumAn error occurred during an UNLOAD operation when attempting
to write the indicated block to the unloaded data set. Processing is terminated immediately.

• READING MEMBER membernameAn error occurred while reading member membername. Processing is terminated
immediately if the operation is an UNLOAD, otherwise processing continues.

• WRITING MEMBER membernameAn error occurred while writing the member membername. Processing is terminated
immediately.

FCO702A
DSN IN ERROR = datasetname

This message precedes FCO700A and FCO701A messages to identify the name of the data set in error.

FCO703W
DDNAME ddname PERMANENT I/O ERROR BETWEEN LOGICAL AND PHYSICAL ENDS OF DIRECTORY

This message is written during FastCopy VALIDATE operations to indicate that although all members in the library could
be successfully read, there is a problem in the remaining directory blocks. The library should be re-built to prevent new
members from being affected.

FCO704W
LIBRARY DIRECTORY TRACKS ARE NOT WRITTEN TO FULL CAPACITY

This message is written during FastCopy COMPRESS when there are fewer directory blocks per track than the number
supported by the device. This situation may arise when data sets are copied between unlike devices using a third-party
product. The FastCopy return code is not altered and processing continues normally.

FCO705A
INPUT ERROR - CONTACT CLIENT SERVICES

Data being read during a Fast Compress or Validate operation is invalid. A dump will be produced before terminating the
operation. Contact Technical Support.
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FCO706A
PDSMAN REQUESTING SNAP DUMP

A SNAP dump is being produced as a result of an error reported previously.

FCO707A
SNAP DUMP COMPLETE. RC=rc

A SNAP dump request has been completed with code rc returned by the SNAP macro.

FCO710A
SYNADAF DATA - synadaf

This message accompanies message FCO700A and reports additional information synadaf formatted by the SYNADAF
macro.

FCO720A
SENSE/CSW/FAILING CCW sense / csw / failingccw

This message also accompanies message FCO700A and reports additional information describing the I/O error.

FCO730A
LIBRARY MAY BE UNUSABLE

The library may be unusable as the result of an error indicated by an accompanying message. The library should be
examined for integrity or should be restored.

FCO740A
MEMBER membername MAY BE UNUSABLE

Member membername may be unusable as the result of an error indicated by an accompanying message. The member
should be examined for integrity or should be restored.

FCO750A
DIRECTORY HAS BEEN MODIFIED DURING COMPRESS

One or more members were removed from the library directory while the library was being compressed. Processing is
terminated immediately, with probable library damage.

FCO755A
OUTPUT DATASET DIRECTORY NOT UPDATED - reason

The directory of the output library was not updated during a MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation for one of the reasons shown
below:

• INSUFFICIENT SPACE IN DIRECTORY
More directory blocks need to be allocated.

• DUE TO INSUFFICIENT STORAGE
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More main storage needs to be allocated to perform the operation.
• DUE TO I/O OR OTHER ERROR

An I/O error or other error occurred, as indicated in the accompanying PDSMDUPD message.

FCO759W
aliasname WILL HAVE ALIAS BIT REMOVED DURING operation

Member aliasname will have its alias bit removed during the indicated operation.

FCO760W
ALIAS aliasname IN INPUT DATASET HAS NO OWNER

Alias member aliasname in the input data set has no owning member.

FCO762W
MEMBER membername OVERLAYS membername2 IN INPUT DATASET

Members membername and membername2 overlap in the input data set. If either member is selected for processing, the
return code is set to 4; otherwise, it is not altered.

FCO763W
MEMBER membername SELECTED BUT ALIAS aliasname NOT SELECTED

This message warns that member membername was selected for processing but that its alias aliasname was not
selected.

FCO764W
ALIAS aliasname SELECTED BUT OWNING MEMBER membername NOT SELECTED

This message warns that alias aliasname was selected for processing but that its owning member membername was not
selected.

FCO765W
ALIAS aliasname IN OUTPUT DATASET HAS NO OWNER

The alias member aliasname in the output data set has no owning member.

FCO767W
membername BUT NOT ALIAS aliasname BEING REPLACED IN OUTPUT DATASET

This message warns that member membername will be replaced in the output data set but that its alias aliasname will not
be replaced.

FCO768W
ALIAS aliasname BUT NOT OWNING MEMBER membername BEING REPLACED IN OUTPUT DATASET
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This message warns that alias member aliasname will be replaced in the output data set but that its owning member
membername will not be replaced.

FCO769W
ALIAS aliasname WILL HAVE NO OWNING MEMBER IN OUTPUT DATASET

This message warns that alias member aliasname will be orphaned in the output PDS data set.

FCO770W
ALIAS aliasname WILL BE DELETED FROM OUTPUT PDSE

This message warns that alias member aliasname will be automatically deleted from the output PDSE data set.

FCO771W
membername NOT REBLOCKED DUE TO USER TTRS

Members are being re-blocked during a MOVE/COPY operation but member membername is not re-blocked because it
contains user TTRs. The member is copied without re-blocking.

FCO772I
membername HAS BEEN DELETED

Member membername has been deleted as part of an EDITDIR DELETE operation or following a MOVE operation.

FCO773I
membername HAS BEEN RENAMED TO newname

Member membername has been renamed to newname as part of an EDITDIR RENAME operation.

FCO774W
RENAME OF membername TO newname UNSUCCESSFUL - NEW NAME ALREADY EXISTS

Member membername cannot be renamed to newname because this name already exists in the target library.

FCO775W
NO MEMBER(S) FOUND MATCHING membername

No member on any input data set matches the member name or pattern membername which has been provided on a
member selection statement.

FCO776I
membername HAS BEEN RECOVERED AT TTR ttttrr EP entrypoint CSECT csectname

A member has been recovered at TTR ttttrr and has been assigned a member name of membername. If the member is a
load module, the entry point entrypoint and name csectname of the first CSECT in the module are also reported.
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FCO777I
NO MEMBERS AVAILABLE FOR RECOVERY

A RECOVER operation was performed but no deleted or updated members were available to be recovered.

FCO778A
INVALID RENAMED MEMBER NAME membername

A RENAME operation specifying a member pattern would result in an invalid member name of membername. If the
operation is an EDITDIR, processing continues; otherwise, processing is terminated.

FCO779W
CANNOT SPECIFY DUPLICATE MEMBER NAME membername FOR SELECT/EXCLUDE/RENAME.

Two or more SELECT or EXCLUDE statements have specified the same member name membername, possibly due to a
rename for the same member. Processing continues. The statements in error are not actioned.

FCO780I
EDITDIR PROCESSING COMPLETE

The EDITDIR operation is complete.

FCO781I
RECOVER PROCESSING COMPLETE

The RECOVER operation is complete.

FCO782I
ALTERMOD PROCESSING COMPLETE

The ALTERMOD operation is complete.

FCO783W
DUPLICATE NAME membername SPECIFIED.

Two or more EDITDIR DELETE, RETAIN, or RENAME statements have specified the same member name membername.
Processing continues. Only the first statement specifying the member name is actioned.

FCO786I
OUTPUT LIBRARY DIRECTORY BLOCKS: mmmmm ALLOCATED nnnnn REQUIRED

The specified MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation requires nnnnn directory blocks in the target library but only mmmmm
directory blocks are currently allocated. If the FastCopy AUTOEXPAND option is effective, an attempt is made to expand
the directory and retry the MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation, otherwise processing is terminated. Messages FCO787A,
FCO788I, FCO789I, and FCO790I provide further information.
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FCO787A
INSUFFICIENT OUTPUT LIBRARY DIRECTORY BLOCKS TO PERFORM THIS OPERATION

The directory of the target library is too small for the requested MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation. Processing is terminated.

FCO788I
AUTOEXPAND OPTION INCREASING DIRECTORY SIZE TO mmmmm PLUS pp PERCENT = nnnnn BLOCKS

The FastCopy AUTOEXPAND option is attempting to expand the directory of the target library to nnnnn blocks, being
mmmmm blocks required for the current MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation plus an additional pp percent for future use.
Dynamic directory expansion during MOVE/COPY(MOD) operations and the previously mentioned percentage are
controlled by the $IEBCOPY  initialization control statement and can also be controlled at the job step level by including
the following in the control statement input stream:

*AUTOEXPAND=nn

The value nn controls the resulting percentage of directory block over-allocation. If *AUTOEXPAND=0 is specified,
dynamic directory expansion is not performed. For information about the $IEBCOPY control statement, see Initialization
Control Statements.

FCO789I
AUTOEXPAND OPTION NOT OPERATIVE - NO DIRECTORY EXPANSION ATTEMPTED

The current MOVE/COPY(MOD) operation cannot be completed because there is insufficient space in the directory of
the target library and the FastCopy AUTOEXPAND option has been disabled. The FastCopy AUTOEXPAND option is
controlled by the $IEBCOPY initialization control statement. For information about the $IEBCOPY control statement, see
Initialization Control Statements.

FCO790I
ddname keyword SPECIFIED - NO DIRECTORY EXPANSION ATTEMPTED

The specified ddname has been allocated, specifying the keyword DD statement parameter. As AUTOEXPAND support
requires that both the input and output data sets be re-opened after expansion of the library, AUTOEXPAND is bypassed
when the input is allocated with FREE=CLOSE or the output is allocated specifying DISP=NEW and SPACE=(..,RLSE).
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